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Forty- two Inch Boring and Turning Mill
Notes of the Month
±
Paint Department
7

24
25*
25
25*
25*
26*
27*

27
29

quirements.

The

make unnecessary the massing of the members in one. The steel piers,
near at hand, are equipped with roomy lecture halls,
whose acoustic properties make them well fitted for conhotels are so close together as to

vention proceedings; and from their location over the
ocean, also delightfully cool.

The entrance

to the piers

and the piers themselves present as fine advantages for
the exhibits offered by our supply friends as any place
that could be selected. Therefore, viewing the thing as a
concrete proposition, there is no doubt that Atlantic
City will be found an ideal place to hold the next conventions.
-•-*-

The

THE

Steel Passenger Car.

remarkable success achieved by

freight service has paved the

way

steel

cars in

to the creation of

the steel passenger car, which

is no longer a dust covered
theory on the drawing board, but an established entity,

and made so after a most persistent

fight against a con-

servative opposition seemingly inspired by a desire to

good enough alone. This sentiment has apparently
been due to a want of correct information on the quesleave
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and therefore foreign to the
practice of the wood-worker who has dominated the design of passenger cars from the beginning.
tion of metal construction,

It is

plain to the student of car construction that safety

should be paramount.

supreme importance and
That the steel coach would make

travel safer does not

admit of argument, but the sug-

to passengers is a question of

made

gestion has been

composite

wood and

for such cars

which

if built

for a

steel

compromise

way

in the

of a

the purchaser, as the use of freight equipment on those
lines

has shown.

From

of weight necessary to produce a certain frictional coeffi-

between wheel and rail. This variable status does
not exist on foreign roads to the extent that is found
here, more attention being given there to weight total
cient

—

and adhesive, for obvious reasons, but it would seem that
sufficient incentive could be found to make wheel loads
with some degree of uniformity here, and make the question

Wheel arrangement

is

Sills, posts,

for a passenger car.

hesive weight to an

the logical form

demands

for any section

may be made

By

modulus required.
is

strong enough to hold

simplified
itself

up with-

may

and thus have the highest

amount of the

total load

but

also

where

it

place
will

the

do the

The Pennsylvania road has furnished some

prece-

dents in correct wheel location, in their class E. 3 en-

by an arrangement of the

gines,

be brought to more nearly coincide with

the center line of draft

distribution,

the train without slipping.

portant advantage unattainable in wood, the neutral axis
sills

equalized

that will not only give prac-

—

and

out truss rods, since the plated sides become girders to
assist the sills in carrying the load, besides which im-

of the

amount

most good. The function of the adjustable equalizer
fulcrum between the rear drivers and the trailing wheels
is to accomplish this purpose, but it may be regarded as
a make-shift when the adjustment is not made with
and by
reference to a proper coefficient of adhesion
proper is meant the frictional resistance that will start

braces and carlines are

such construction the whole structure
the car

an

greatest

readily procurred in commercial shapes, that will sat-

isfy the

a most potent factor in manip-

with trailing wheels, decreasing or increasing the ad-

tically

a mechanical viewpoint, steel

is

ulating loads thereon, especially in designs of engines

of construction for any kind of a car, and especially so

all

one of a constant quantity for either freight or pas-

senger service.

passenger car, and drawings

have been gotten out and cost estimated,
would prove anything but the wisdom of
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from

trailer at a distance

the rear drivers, such as to relieve the trailer of a cer-

effi-

tain

amount of weight and transfering the same

to the

ciency as compression members, with a resistance un-

drivers as adhesive weight, which

known
The

stance of close calculation that comes well within the

to

wooden

first

cost

construction.

is

an item that while somewhat higher

meaning of the term engineering, and

than for the wooden car, does not weigh as a factor in
cost comparison, since the price of the former should be

trast

whole life of the car owing to its low
rate of depreciation, and therefore bring the actual cost
so far below that of the wooden car as to make comparison out of it, when cost of maintenance of the latter enThe weight of
ters, as it should, into the calculation.
the steel coach when designed on correct lines will be

gines.

Such

ier

An

cars.

be but

is

noted in the orders of the Pennsylvania and Erie roads
for steel coaches, also in the recent orders of the

York

Central

suburban

for

traffic

heavy

in

the

all

steel

electrified

New

equipment for their
zone of that road.

These coaches are fully up to standard passenger equipment in size and finish, and are interesting examples of
bold design on lines that will leave a record mark for
steel

passenger cars.

lbs.,

may come wide

shown by a

drivers,

and

wide variation

in the

also the different views held

weight on

on the amount

may

of the desired figures

where

six

of correct values taken for the details, which

was

left

to subordinates to furnish.

The

•

foreign designer, as has been intimated, gives his

most earnest attention to load distribution on wheels,
making a special study of keeping down weight to a
point that invites slipping of the wheels, believing that

some

sacrifice

should be

made

the general practice on

by

to adhesive weight, if

such action useless dead weight can be avoided.

many European

roads to

It

is

make

the ratio of total load to adhesive weight as low as 3.5 to
1

for

all

classes of service, while in this country these

values differentiate from 4 to 5^2 to 1 and with no reference to the service to which the machine is assigned. In
is

given to freight and passenger
it

is

evident that there

is

too

attention paid to the formulas given by the

Master
Mechanics' Association a few years since, and which
have lost none of their value due to change of types, and
little

of the curious things connected with locomo-

tive design is the

by calculation of known

case within the knowledge of the

engines alike, from which

ONE

marked con-

on some of the early Atlantic type en-

fact the higher value

Locomotive Jtdhesion.

in

wheel switch engines were built 14,000
in excess of the specified weight, all due to the lack

writer,

New York

evidence of progress in this direction

is

obtained by the near location of

results are only obtained

the designer

low as that of the wooden car of like capacity.
The initiative for an all steel coach was taken less than

tracted attention to the possibilities in that line for heav-

results

a very pretty in-

weights and not estimated values, and the extent to which

fully as

Subway, which though smaller than the regulation passenger coach, showed some original thought that at-

the

to

trailers to drivers

pitted against the

two years ago, in the case of the cars for the

is

therefore are of the

same import today

porated in the proceedings of that body.

as

when

incor-
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York Central Steel Cars for Suburban Service
and equally spaced between
the body bolsters, act as floor supports and transfer to
the sides of the car the load that would otherwise tend
By this arrangement the
to deflect the center sills.

of the car under the

IN

New

York

electrification
Central
passenger
steel
a
scheme, there will be used
equipment that is to be a marked advance
over any steel construction yet put out for
the purpose. An initial order has been taken

the

by the American Car & Foundry Company
for 125 motor cars which are represented in
These
the accompanying line engravings.
cars will be used in trains- at first, made up of
motor cars and trailers, and will be equipped
with the Sprague-General Electric multiple unit control.
The motor cars and trailers are exact duplicates except in the motors and truck, those for the trailers being
of the M. C. B. type, and all are designed to operate on
curves with a mininum radius of 135 feet. These cars

0W

are constructed entirely of non-inflamable material, the

made of structural and pressed steel shapes,
windows and door casings and frames, also

bodies being

while the
the

mouldings are of pressed

and the

steel

fittings

of

metal or fireproof material.

More
has been

for steam roads,

details of construction will

and on

this

account the

be of more than passing inter-

and especially for the reason that the engineers engaged on the design of these cars have approached the
problem on original lines, there having been but little
done heretofore that could be used as a precedent for
an all steel construction of a standard coach, and nothing
in fact for any coach except those for the Subway.
The center sills consist of two 8-inch I-beams, each
continuous between platform and sills.
The sides of
est,

the cars

are built up

as

Steel

body and the vestibule, are built up of rolled and pressed
steel shapes and steel plates, the bulkheads bel-ig designed
An
so as to form a pocket for the sliding end doors.

undo the center
The buffer beam is made up
sills and platform and sills.
of white oak faced with steel plate. The cariines are of
anti-telescoping steel plate

plate

girders with the steel

forming the contour of the lower and upper
decks. The ventilator frames are of pressed steel forming a watertight housing for the upper deck sash. The
roof is formed of fireproof composite board secured to
furring strips which are secured to the cariines and
side plate,

side parts extend in one piece

from

special cross bearers, extending

from

board being covered with heavy

The furring

cotton duck.

is

of fireproof ash.

Steel angles placed longitudinally
ports,

and are

flooring

is

which

is

made

floor sup-

on cross bearers.

The

of Keystone section galvanized sheet

protected by maple floor strips.

finish is of

joints

in turn carried

form the

transversely and covered with cement flooring,

steel, laid

composite board and plate

and connections by

The

steel,

interior

relieved at

rolled steel mouldings.

The

seats are of the walk-over type, upholstered in fireproofed
rattan.

The

fittings of the car are of statuary bronze,

and the basket racks are continuous.

The

side

sash

are equipped with the National automatic sash balance

lators,

forms the top flange.

secured

angles in one continuous piece from side plate to

steel

j4-inch angle forms the bottom flange, and a continuous
special bulb section at the belt rail,

is

-

and

Three

members under buffing stresses.
channels form the end sills. The ends of the car

value as compression

sheathing plates forming the web, a continuous 6x6x

The

are kept in alinement and retain their full

sills

parlines, the composite

or less agitation for steel passenger equipment

made

center

sills,

locks.

Deck

sash are fitted with automatic venti-

and the deck sash screens are of perforated alum-

to plate.

inum plate. The window curtains are of pantasote.
For illumination, the cars are fitted with both the

side to side

Pintsch gas and electric systems, the former being neces-

sill

NEW YORK CENTRAL

STEEL CARS FOR SUBURBAN SERVICE
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sary on account of the cars being used in combined steam
and electric service before the completion of the electri-

There are five Pintsch gas lamps with
four jets each, and forty-two 16-candle power electric
lamps, thirty of which are hung as pendants from the
clear story sills, and twelve hung in pairs over the aisle,
Each vestibule has a Pintsch deck light and two electric
On the outside, each end of the motor car is
lamps.
equipped with an incandescent headlight on the roof of
work.

fication

Two

the vestibule.

systems are provided for heating,

which may be used according to the service
the car happens to be in. The Gold steam heat is used
for steam train service, and electricity when in electric
service, the latter heaters being located under and atFor ventilation and cooling, an
tached to the seats.
either of

'

cars are equipped with high speed automatic air

The

brakes, each motor being a unit in

itself,

and has

its

own

compressor and motorman's brake valve. The apparatus
that steam locomotives when coupled to
is so arranged
the train can operate the braking system in the usual
manner. The Lindstrom hand brake is installed on each

Each car

platform.

is

nal apparatus, with air

equipped with a complete air sigwhistles in motorman's compart-

ment, which can be cut out when a steam locomotive is
The switch panel chamber is located at the
attached.
trailer end of the car on the

The

paratus.

men's

toilet

rear of the panel

room.

is

and for the

heating and ventilating.

accessible
all

from the

of the switches

compressor and

air

addition to the

In

ordinary brake, whistle and steam hose couplings, there
are two bus line and two control train line coupler
All the cables under the

sockets on each end of car.

The motor

car are carried through loricated conduits.
leads

from the motor's

spiral brass

The

body are covered with

to the car

armor.

by the American Locomotive Company. The journals on motor trucks are 5/4x9 inches, and on trailers,
5x9 inches. The wheels of the motor trucks have cast
steel spoked centers.
An extended hub on these wheels
takes the gear which

The wheels

shrunk on the hub.

is

are keyed to the axles.

Steel enters into the construction

of the side frames of the motor trucks, they being of
cast steel, while the

third rail shoe

end frames are of

beam

steel angles.

The

attached to the journal boxes.

is

side bearings are the

Norwood,

style

F

ball bearing.

Bolsters are of cast steel with center plates cast on.

The

brake beams are inside hung, while the brake heads are
of the

lbs.,

M.

C. B. type

made

of malleable iron, and the

The

brake shoes are of the stripped back type.

journal

boxes on the motor truck are Symington, and those on
the trailer trucks,
rr U
There are

McCord M.

C. B. pedestal type.

_

,

.

two 200 H. P. General Electric No. 59C
r~,
.„
^
motors on the motor truck of each car. This power will
give an acceleration of one and one-quarter miles per
hour per second, and a speed of 52 miles an hour. The
1

1

j-

1

,

.

.,

is

32,390
of

The weight
53,000

is

lbs.,

without electrical equipment.

arrangement of these cars is
similar to that of sixty- foot coaches used in steam ser-

The

The

vice.

and

general

interior

seating capacity

toilet facilities are

In

trains.

all

for sixty-four passengers,

is

provided as in the regular steam

respects concerning the comfort and con-

venience of passengers this equipment stands as a model

Taking

one for the service.

into account the weight of

the locomotive of a steam propelled train of six cars and

comparing the same with an electric train composed of
a like number of cars and of the same seating capacity
such as described, the loaded weight of the former per
is

1823

lbs.,

senger of the latter

is

while the loaded weight per pas-

1618

lbs.,

making a

difference in

favor of an electric train, of 39.4 tons, or 205 lbs., per
passenger. The light weight of the motor car is 102,600
lbs.,

trailer 78,600 lbs.
The weight of
wooden coach is 61,800 lbs., or about
per passenger. The general dimensions of the

and that of the

the usual sixty-foot
965. lbs.

new

steel

car are given in the tabulated figures below,

which show a very close adherence to the dimensions of
a

modern wooden passenger coach,
general dimensions.
Ft.

In.

Length over
Length of car body between vestibule?

60

00

50

00

Width over all
Width over sheathing and platform

10

all

Wheel base

9

2%
8^

13

g]/2

floor

Height from top of rail to top of roof
Total wheel base
Wheel base of motor trucks

00
00
00

45
7

6

of trailer trucks

Diameter of motor truck wheels
Diameter of trailer truck wheels

trucks are of the four-wheel swing bolster type,

built

The

and on the trailer trucks 23,390
the car body for both motor and trailer
lbs.

side as the control ap-

This panel contains

for the control of the car
lighting,

same

weight per axle, loaded, on the motor trucks,

passenger

each end of the car.

electric fan is located at
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'Baldwin Freight Engine.

road

^W^HE
JL

Deepivater Rail*

Co.

2-8-2 engines recently delivered to the Deep-

water road are used on a coal road where

it

is in-

convenient to turn them and they are therefore operated

backward as much

as forward.

The adhesive weight

is

distributed over four pairs of driving wheels in order to

avoid too great concentration of load on the

The

rails.

good depth of throat
a horizontal grate in the wide fire box.

rear truck enables the use of a

and also

sheet,

They are powerful engines for the service, having a
starting power of 45> 20 ° lb s., on an ordinarily dry rail,
The Y are simple engines with all the best and tried features of that tyP e of machine, together with a boiler of
lar S e beating surface, having over 3,400 square feet.

The

followin g specification gives, in connection with the

which we are indebted to the Baldwin Lo'
.
,,.
,
„
,
comotive Works, a clear idea of the dimensions of this
engine:
halftone, for

'

.

,

Gaug£j 4 feet 8

,

^

.

inches

Cylinder, 22 inches by 28 inches.

.
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MIKADO ENGINE FOR DEEPWATER

R.

R.

BALDWIN LOCOMOTIVE WORKS

Valve, balanced.

Eberhart, assistant foreman wheel shop, P. R. R., Al-

Boiler, type, straight Mtl. steel.

toona; C. H. Potts, master mechanic, and C. H. Miller,

Diameter, 78 inches.
Thickness of sheets, 13-16-inch.

Working

pressure, 200 pounds.

Fuel, soft coal.

Staying, radial.

Firebox, material,

Length 102

steel.

width 72 inches.
Depth, front 72 inches, back 62 inches.
Thickness of sheets, sides ^Ms-inch, back
inches,

fjj-inch,

crown

7-16-

seen that

inch, tube ^2-inch.

Water

space, front 5 inches, sides 4 inches, back 4 inches.

diameter, 2J4 inches, length,
Heating surface, firebox, 160 square feet.
300,

Grate area, 51 square feet.
Driving wheels, Diameter outside, 51 inches.
Diameter of center, 44 inches.
Journals, 9^x12 inches, others, 9x12 inches.
Engine truck wheels, (front), diameter, 33 inches.

5^x10

inches.

Engine truck wheels, (back), diameter, 26
Journals, 6x10 inches.

Wheel

base, driving,

14 feet.

is

The

left

hand head, which

also constructed of the ribbed

box

section, has the driv-

An

important feature

found

mechanism employed in traversing the right head or tail back and forth.
A small electric motor is conveniently hung on a bracket
attached to the tail stock and is geared directly to the

diameter, 33 inches.

is

One gear

traversing screw.

Service, freight.

to slip at a certain point so that

motor

»

lathe

of slowing

was made

Ridgway,

Co.,

Pa.,

recently completed a 90-inch driving wheel

which

tool steels.

at full speed, bringing

is

A

especially adapted to the use of high speed

successful demonstration of the machine

works for a party of prominent engineers, among whom were R. T Shea, inspector of machinery and tools of the Vanderbilt lines C. H. Hogan,
superintendent of motive power of the Western Division
of the N. Y. C. & H. R. R. James Horton, master mechanic, Homestead Works, Carnegie Steel Co.
John
Flemming, master foreman, and John Parsons, tire lathe
operator, Depew Shops, N. Y. C. & H. R. R. William
at their

in the

of this train
it is

is

arranged

possible to run the

up the center

at a rapid

rate solidly into place in the axle without the necessity

Ridgway Heavy Driving Wheel Lathe.

THE
have

is

The

Journals, 5x9 inches.

Ridgway Machine Tool

short and

centers are carried in steel spindles
inches
in
diameter,
sliding in the main spindle, and
7
are clamped at the front ends by conical split bushings.

Weight, on driving wheels, about 180,000 pounds.
Total engine, about 224,000 pounds.
Total engine and capacity, about 340,000 pounds.
Tank, capacity, 6,000 gallons, 10 tons coal.

•

made

seen in the face plates and clamping

These are so arranged that the crank pin goes
into a hole in the face plate, bringing the wheel up close,
which insures more rigidity. The tool rests are arranged
so as to have very little overhang, insuring the loss of
tool vibration.
This general scheme is adhered to
throughout, which makes the machine an ideal one for
locomotive shop work.
The bed is of box form with internal ribs and the front
is extended beyond the main body to give the usual sup-

ing gearing.

Total engine, 31 feet, 1 inch.
Total engine and tender, 59 feet.

8,

parts subject to strains are

port for the tool posts.

inches.

Rigid, 14 feet.

Tender wheels, No.

;

devices.

18 feet, 6 inches.

Tubes, 3,254 square feet.
Total, 3,414 square feet.

Journals,

all

This

stocky.

Tubes, material iron, wire gauge number n.

Number,

Renova Shops, P. R. R. O. P. Meckel
and H. L. Paulus, Baird Machinery Co., Pittsburg. Pa.,
and C. A. Goodspeed, Prentiss Tool and Supply Co.,
New York.
The machine, which is shown in an illustration, is
driven by a Thompson-Ryan variable speed motor having a range of four to one. From the illustration it is
general foreman,

this

down

The power

of

device can be adjusted so that sufficient force

is

applied,

thus

or stopping the motor.

avoiding the necessity of adjusting the

means of the hand wheels furnished.
The rests are of rigid construction and are clamped to
the bed by six i^-inch bolts. The side next to the face
plate is cut away on the top and reinforced on the under
centers by

;

side so as to allow the driving dogs to be brought as

;

;

The tool
with power feed

near to the rim of the wheel as possible.

blocks

have sniveling compound

in

;

direction,

and can be

slides

set so as to

inches to 90 inches in diameter.

any

turn wheels from 48

The

right

hand

rest
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RIDGWAY DRIVING WHEEL LATHE
is

provided with power traverse by means of a link con-

necting

The

to the tail stock head.

it

driving dogs are different from those usually em-

ployed for this class of work.

one of which

pieces,

They

are built

up of two
This

bolted to the face plate.

is

U-shaped opening to admit a spoke of a
wheel. Three set screws in the U-shaped portion center
and hold the wheel rigid. The other piece of the dog
slides over the end' of the U-shaped section.
This is
put on after the wheels are in place and has a set screw
piece has a

to

do

its

The

share of holding the wheel rigid.

feed

is

taken directly from the face plate

lever being close to the operator

adjust the

amount

makes

it

;

the feed

possible to

of feed without leaving the work.

The

face plates can be driven independently or in unison,
as desired.

The

All running bearings are bushed with bronze.

face plate pinion

which

is

withdrawn from mesh with
gear for journal turning by a lever in the

bronze

a face plate

forged steel and runs in a sleeve

is

-lined.

front of the head.

It is

The

speeds of the face plate are in

ments for boring the crank pin holes of the driving wheels
when assembled on the axles. The attachments weigh
2800 pounds and have spindles 2 11-16 inches in diameter
with a travel of 16 inches. The quartering attachment
on the left head is driven from the motor which drives
the machine. On the right head it is driven by the mechanism provided for transversing the head on the bed.
Both quartering attachment spindles have ten changes of
speed, varying from 69 to j6 R. P. M., which give a
wide range for all diameters of crank pin holes. The
tool rests used when turning the journals of axles add
1,500 pounds to the weight of the machine.
The general dimensions of the machine are as follows

Swing

7

Diameter of face

Maximum
Maximum

distance between centers

Max. speed

M
M

for tires R. P.

Maximum
Minimum

minute cutting speed on 5-inch
32
journals to 6 feet per minute on 10-ineh journals. The

Main
Main

journal rest

main

is

carried on the two inner

members

of the

and has two tool blocks with cross slide and
longitudinal power feed for turning both journals at
rest

once.

The

iaUte

may

be equipped with quartering attach-

ft.

7

9
6

ft.

in.

20

34 feet per minute on a 48-inch diameter. The remaining ten speeds are in correct geometrical ratio for jourfeet per

7

in.

in.

Face plate speeds

of 5 feet 6 inches per minute on a 90-inch diameter to

nals, giving

ft.

distance between face plates

Min. speed for tires R. P.
Max. speed for journals R. P.
Min. speed for journals R. P.

correct geometrical ratio for tires, giving cutting speeds

7

ft.

7

plates'.

2.68

227

M
M

54
4.53

feed

5

in.

025

in.

spindle, left head, diameter

13

in.

spindle, right head, diameter

11 in.

feed

Internal spindle diameter

7

in.

Main driving
Cone for belt
Cone for belt

6

in.

36

in.

Belt width

shaft diameter
drive, large step, diameter.

.

drive, small step, diameter. ........ 18 in.

7

in.
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3° HP-

Motor
20

Floor space

ft.

6

in.

x 2

ft.

3

in.

90,000 lbs.
Weight
The first test on the machine, which was performed at
the Ridgway works consisted of turning a pair of very
badly worn locomotive driving wheels 57 inches in dia.

.

Six minutes
59 minutes actual cutting time.
were consumed in placing the wheels in the lathe, and
they were taken out in four minutes, making the time for

meter

in

The

the complete operation one hour and nine minutes.

machine stood on the floor of the shop without any
fastening, and it was necessary to operate it from a

was not possible to force the
machine to the extent that would have been possible had
In all
it been properly placed on a suitable foundation.
the tests the ability of the machine proved more than
was commensurate with the capabilities of the tool steels,
for it rigidly stood up to the point of failure of every
The wheels used in the tests were furnished
tool used.
by the N. Y. C. & H. R. R., and were worn about as
badly as any that would ever be met with in practice,
these being selected to try the tool under the most severe
platform, consequently

it

feed on the

first

was commenced
inch deep and a cutting

pair of wheels

with a feed of 9-32 inch, a cut }4
speed of yj4 feet per minute. After running

over the treads of the

the speed

tires,

/2
l

i

inches

was increased

to

out in about 3 minutes. With still another kind of steel
the flanges were begun and finished in 44 minutes. One

hour and 28 minutes covered the cutting time, including
the replacing of tools.
In this time 250 pounds of metal
were removed and the power consumed by the lathe varied from 6 to 26 H. P.
The machine was operated by
Lewis H. Morgan, Superintendent and general manager

Ridgway Machine Tool Company.

of the

Depew

tire turner,

John Parsons,

& H.

R. R., operated

Shops, of the N. Y. C.

He

22,

is

him

still

picture

tells,

which time he

1905, at

hale and as full of vigor as

many men at half his age, and
as any man in his employ. His
left

minute and the feed to %. inch. When the
treads had been farced to a width of 3 inches, the tools
gave out, the speed having been increased to 14 feet per
minute.
Another make of steel was tried which gave

In another test the expert

was

94 years of age.

1

feet per

of the

was taken on June

picture

conditions.

The

MR. LORING COES

is

as regular at his

life,

while a busy one, has

enjoyment of good health, and as the
a lover of outdoor exercise.

in the

—-.
Locomotive Firebox Staybolt Threads.

THE

accompanying illustrations show the method
adopted by Mr. J. B. Barnes, Supt. L. & C. Dept.

of the

Wabash

Railroad, for securing a greater

of threads in the

fire

box sheet and

at the

same time

This

is

a simple device

and

all

that

is

necessary

to drill a small hole in the sheet at the point

the tools had traversed

center of the bolt

is

to be.

The punch and

before the cutting was finished.

herewith are then applied, which turns in the sheet as
shown, giving a longer thread than is obtained with the
ordinary method of fastening.

Another advantage found with

this

method

/
l

ferred to in the

first

This was the

test re-

paragaph, for which the cutting

time, including the replacing of tools,

was 59 minutes.
The metal removed was 180 pounds, the power consumed being the same as in the previous test. The difference in time of the two tests

may

be attributed prin-

cipally to the condition of the wheels.
«

»

•

Mr. Loring

Coes.
Mr. Loring Coes, the veteran
wrench manufacturer of Worcester, Mass., the
founder and orginator of the wrenches that bear his
name, shows Mr. Coes at his favorite diversion. This

OUR

half-tone

is

die illustrated

2 inches
across the treads the feed was increased to %. inch and
one of the tools gave out. Two more tools broke down
i

al-

where the

Cutting was commenced at the rate of 16
feet per minute, the feed being yi inch and the cut ]/z

When

number

lowing the water to surround the thread.

the machine.

inch deep.

works

of

FIG.

I.

LOCOMOTIVE FIRE-BOX STAYBOLT THREADS

is,

that
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The end compartment

pounds.

oak and the remahogany. The casings

and front end

the kitchen

finished in dark oak,

is

in natural

mainder of the inside finish is
and mouldings and general design of the interior are
neat but in simple lines. The metal trimmings are gun

The

metal.
light.

car

The

equipment.

the Consolidated

2.

car heating fixtures are supplied by

Steam Heating Co.

the plan view

it is

room

seen that the observation

end and is 9 feet 2^/2 inches long. It has a
leather sofa, which forms the upper and lower berths.
Next to the observation room is a private state room,
is

FIG.

using axle

electricity,

also supplied with the regular Pintsch gas

It is

From

by

lighted

is

LOCOMOTIVE FIRE-BOX STAYBOLT THREADS

at the rear

with stationary bed, wardrobe and washstand.
this is a closet

Next

is

to

with a compartment opposite for shower

This bath

bath.

Next

with white porcelain

lined

is

tiling.

the medical locker room, with closets containing

and

a regular dispensary outfit

all

the surgical instru-

ments required for any ordinary operation due to railroad accidents. At the front end of the car the platform
on one side is occupied by a large refrigerator and a
closet on the opposite side.
The platform is completely
closed by a pair of doors leading to the platform of the

next car.

Inside the main car at the end

is

the heater

room and opposite this is the servants sections with
upper and lower berths. Next to this is a very convenient kitchen 8 feet 6 inches long with a full equipment
FIG.

3.

PUNCH AND

DIE FOR

INCREASING NUMBER OF STAYBOLT

THREADS
the head of the riveted bolt

is

flush with the inside sheet,

of crockery and cooking utensils.

partment which ordinarily

room are

At the

width of four

feet,

to start a crack there.

or stretcher.

This room

is

staybolt

also original

shown in connection with this drawing
with Mr. Barnes. It is simply a thimble

to this is a

com-

used as a dining room, be-

ing fitted with a locker and serving and dining table.

which prevents the fire from injuring it. Also the larger
radius under the head gives less tendency for the bolt

The

is

Next

sides of this

when used

large double doors with a

which are intended
is

to

admit a couch

used for the operating room

for hospital purposes.

The ward room

is

next to and part of the dining or operating room and

screwed into the outside sheet, and the staybolt introduced. The head rests on a ball joint as shown and the
thimble is sealed up with an outside plug leaving a small
space between the head of the bolt and the plug for

movement in case of expansion or contraction.
The method of screwing in the bolt is the same as usually

slight

That is it has either a
employed for this purpose.
square end at the threaded portion or a square hole in
the head.

We

are indebted to Mr.

Dept. of the

Wabash

B. Barnes, Supt. L.

J.

for these

illustrations

&

C.

and des-

cription.
»

»

Hospital Car for the Southern Pacific.
Southern
THE
ramento

Pacific recently completed at

shops a special car which

a hospital car but

is

so constructed that

is
it

its

Sac-

intended for

can be used

The general plan of the
finish and many of the fixtures

for a private or official car.
interior together with the

were made under the direction of Dr. F. KpAinsworth,
chief surgeon of the Southern Pacific.
The car is 67 feet long over end sills, 9 feet 8 inches
wide over side sills. It has six wheel trucks which weigh
41,000 pounds, and the total weight of the car is 122,500

SECTION OF CAR SHOWING CELLAR FOR BERTHS SOUTHERN

—

PACIFIC HOSPITAL CAR

SECTION

BERTHS

OF CAR
RAISED

SHOWING

— SOUTHERN

PACIFIC HOSPITAL CAR
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SOUTHERN PACIFIC HOSPITAL CAR

can be divided into sections for three upper and three
lower berths on each side, making a total of 12 berths.
Ordinarily this room is arranged like a parlor car, with

The

a few easy chairs and the floor entirely clear.

The

in pockets in a cellar entirely beneath the floor.

with the apparatus for

fixtures,

by which

floor

it

and gearing with a

The

berth frames are

33^

inches wide and 6 feet 6

In order to provide space for them below

the floor, the ordinary construction of under frame could

not be followed.

The

construction used

are

5x6^

inches, the intermediate

inches and the side

is

inches deep

raises

same

This pinion gears into the large

shaft a 3-inch pinion.

is

is

obtained by the use of wooden

berths.
sills

ism

drum

one being for the lower and one for

in duplicate,

is

the upper berth.

provided.

At

There are

also

compensating springs

from the large drums lead

taut.

The

off to sheaves at the

edges of the pocket and these in turn lead to sheaves
placed in recesses in the vertical partitions which ordi-

form a part of the

narily

this

This sub-cellar

is

This mechan-

for operating the cables.

cables

are 4^4x6^2

sills

By

floor of the car.

the use

mechanism a berth can be raised to a level with
floor, the springs and bedding removed and a cot

of this

provided for the mechanism

and lowers the

fixed the

which are intended to keep the cables always

under the side and intermediate sills with a clear distance of 3 feet 1-16 inch between the flanges.
This
brings the bottom of the channels 17 inches below the
floor, which is the depth of the berth pockets.
A sub-

which

sprocket, having as the

center

point of the car there are 9 inch channels placed directly

5^4

6% -inch

The

sills

for the storage of berths

cellar

this

a 3-inch sprocket gear driving a bicycle chain

is

shown

5x8 inches. At the central
section of the car directly under the ward room a
cellar

Immediately below

clearly

shown herewith.

in the half cross section
sills

operated, the operating tool being

is

gear at the center and on the shaft of the large gear

kind of a car.
inches long.

deck beam the truss rods

this

similar to a carpenter's brace.

with the patents of the American Palace Car Co. and
that the plans are admirably adapted to this

beam which

The mechanism for operating the berths is shown in
The end section shows the socket in the

socket

was found

a 7-inch deck

three views.

operating the berths has been worked out in connection

it

is

are attached.

berths

with the partitions, springs and mattresses are stored

arrangement of these

Below the sills
forms the crosstie and to
channels.

the

with a patient placed on the frame, or the patient can be
transferred from a cot to the berth and
elevated to the upper position.
for locking the berths

The

is

placed below the steel

car

is

is

can then be

a simple device

in position.

equipped with the Standard

steel

not in use this

held at the company's hospital near

West Oakland

steel

double body bolsters.

and a trained nurse and cook are assigned to
that

it is

to see

account of the long distances between sta-

and hospitals on the Southern

tions

it

always in proper condition for emergency ser-

On

vice.

platform

When

and has
car

is

when

There

it

Pacific,

there

often a delay in getting patients to the hospital and
is

the intention that the car will be taken to a

is
it

wreck by

a special engine carrying the doctors and that the hos-

them to
afford relief much quicker and better than when this is
provided by the ordinary transportation. The road will
build a number of cars, which will be arranged and equip
ped in a manner similar to the one illustrated, but the inpital

,'>

t,

-

Jf2-5iivfbe\irri ton
I mi Bsrram

Ft.

/qua

6'fe />'#

ro/ripen^at/ng

Spring

_

equipment which

—SOUTHERN

contains will enable

side finish will not be as elegant.

It is also

the intention

£_"_**

of the

BERTH OPERATING MECHANISM

it

PACIFIC HOSPITAL CAR

company

to establish along the line a

remote places where

emergency hospitals

at

they will be useful.

They intend

number of
it

is

found

to provide facilities for
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ELEVATION AND PLAN OF SOUTHERN PACIFIC HOSPITAL CAR

taking care of the injured, which will be equal to and

safety stop so arranged as to stop action of the feed in

any other railroad.
We are indebted to Mr. H. J. Small, General Superintendent of Motive Power for the illustrations and de-

case any excessive resistance

scription.

driving check which

better than those of

Lassiter Straight

and Taper Bolt Turning

Machine.

HE bolt

turning machine shown in our half-tone

is

mechanical expert with the American Locomotive Co.,
and adopted by that company for making all bolts within
capacity.

%

This machine

is

of each spindle

is

threaded to receive a bolt

counterbored

is

made

in

two

sizes for bolts

to

receive

properly

steel,

inter-

con-

structed to drive the forged head of the bolt whatever

The four

size or shape.

a tool designed and patented by C. K. Lassiter.

its

The end

all liability

up during the cutting
of breakage is eliminated.
set

changeable bushings of hardened

»

The

operation, by which

is

tically in

ing

its

cutter heads are suspended ver-

four holders which permits of a slight oscillat-

movement

The
and wedge

order to obviate lateral stresses.

in

cutter heads contain the cutter blades, guides,

blocks and keys for adjusting the cutter blades and guides
in vertical or radial positions.

All adjustments are

made

to 12 inches in length

by means of a plug gage of correct dimensions.
The forging is first turned straight in the roughing

long.

head, the finishing head giving the

from

to

1^

inch diameter, the smaller size turns up

and large diameter up to 18 inches
The number of cutter heads required depending

and lengths and whether straight or taper. The
four spindles are counterbalanced, and may be driven
independent or in multiple. Each spindle has a friction
on

sizes

finish.

ing,

The wear on

and the

proper

the cutter heads

is

practiaclly noth-

cost of maintenance of the blades

item, they requiring to be

and

taper

removed from the

is

dies

a small

and

re-

ground onlv at long intervals. As many as 8,000 taper
bolts have been finished without regrinding the cutter
blades.

The output

of this machine

other method, as

many

as

is

largely in excess of any-

one thousand

1^x9

inch taper

having been rough turned and finished in ten hours.
the accuracy of the work being superior to those produced by any other method except by grinding on centers.
The output of a first-class engine lathe handled by an
bolts

expert,

who

rough turns and faces under the
tool, and finish turns on the body and

centers,

lead, changes his

under the head, besides the inevitable filing to fit gages,
would not be over fifty bolts in ten hours. In other words,
this machine with an unskilled operator has a capacity
equal of twenty lathes handled by first-class talent.
To state the cost in dolars and cents for the opera-

and facing under the head of all standard
bolts from |4 to ijMs inch diameter, and from* 3 to 14
inches long, a roughing and finishing cut will average
tions of turning

not over forty cents per hundred.

Adding twelve

cents

per hundred for rounding the points and the total cost
of turning is fifty-two cents per hundred for the finished
bolt blank ready or threading. This machine is furnished
LASSITER STRAIGHT

AND TAPER BOLT TURNING MACHINE

bv the

W. H.

Foster Co.. 126 Liberty

St.,

New

York.
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Baltimore £r Ohio Simple Consolidation Engine.
UR
f~\

halftone of the Baltimore

& Ohio

Mechanics, and the third, of the Road Foremen, each
bringing with them, one locomotive engineer and fireman

con-

solidation engine represents a lot comprising

^^

210 of that type built by the American Locomotive Company, by whose courtesy we illus-

of each division.

"After the arrival of the sample locomotive at Balti-

In the design of these

more, certain parts were dismantled, and the members

consideration has been given to

of these committees were given every opportunity to

the prime essentials of a freight locomotive,

make an examination of the details in the general design
and construction. The locomotive was then connected
and put under steam, so that members of the committees

trate this machine.

engines,

first

the aim of the road being to have a machine

handling the heaviest tonnage

for

suitable

at the highest practicable

economy

speed

;

a reasonable

first

could have an opportunity to observe as to the operation,

cost

and water consumption; low cost of
maintenance; a construction embodying high class work
with the minimum number of parts, to the end of a
in

maximum

hauling capacity and straining and riding qualities.

fuel

committees were instructed to submit reports after their

and recommendations, and reasons for any change that they would sugThese reports contained many valuable
gest making.
suggestions, which, coming from the people who will
be in direct charge of the maintenance and operation of
the locomotives over level and mountainous divisions,
investigations, giving their criticisms

period of service without failure.

These points have

received the closest attention in

all

design of details, for the service in which the engines are

The

to operate.

rigid wheel base

is

short to meet the

exactions of sharp curves, and the weight on truck

is

_
'
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p
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BALTIMORE & OHIO SIMPLE CONSOLIDATION ENGINE

low

order to have a large percentage of adhesive

in

weight to
will

be

total weight,

consistent

being arranged to be as low as

with

high speeds

down mountain

grades.

The

care taken to produce the best possible freight

shown

broad gage
methods followed by the General Superintendent of Motive Power, Mr. J. E. Muhlfeld, in bringing the officials
and men of his road who are to be directly responsible
its

type,

is

in the creditable

maintenance and operation of these engines,
as a board to pass on the merits of the machine from
the viewpoint of the designer and operator. Concerning
the

his action in this regard,
is

that the

Motive Power people

and which will be conceded
most unusual, Mr. Muhlfeld, in his reference to these

engines, says:

"The construction of the first, or sample locomotive
No. 2500, which was put in service during the month of
August, was carried in advance of the regular order,
to give an

opportunity for discussion and a practical

demonstration of the design, construction, and operation,

in

feel

producing a design
will

give the most

satisfactory general results."

The tendency toward

engine of

for

have been of considerable benefit

schaert valve gear

is

the increasing use of the

Wal-

again seen in this order, as five of

these engines are to be equipped with the Walschaert

gear similar to that applied to the Mallit articulated compound, for the purpose of making comparison and deter-

mining as to the advisability of future applications of the
Walschaert gear, instead of the Stephenson link gear.
The time is yet here when 210 engines comprise the
complete motive power equipment of

many

roads, repre-

Here we have a single order
for that number of engines, all of which are identical in
size and type, which fact is quite conclusive that Mr.
senting

all

Muhlfeld

kinds'

is

and

types.

secure in his position concerning the needs

of his road for power.

The following

specification con-

touched upon in the foregoing,
among which will be noted the comparatively low tube
heating surface and wide water space. These engines
tains interesting data not

the result of which might lead to discussion that would
affect the balance of the locomotives.
The Motive

the production of a simple slide valve locomotive on rigid

Power Department appointed

engineering

sisting of the

three committees, one con-

Superintendents of Motive Power,

Me-

Engineer and Engineer of Tests and Shop
Master Mechanics, another of the Divisional Master

chanical

are believed to represent the most advanced practice in

lines.

Cylinder, type simple slide valve, diameter 22 inches, stroke 30
inches.

Track gauge 4

feet

Sy2

inches, tractive

power 41,100 pounds.

RAILWAY MASTER MECHANIC
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Wheel

base,

driving 16 feet 8 inches, rigid 16 feet 8 inches,

total 25 feet 7 inches.

Wheel base total, engine and tender 59 feet 8J4 inches.
Weight in working order 208,500, on drivers 185,900.
Weight in working order, engine and tender, 345,900.
Heating surface, tubes 2612.80 square feet.
Heating surface, firebox 162.26 square feet.
Heating surface, total 2775.06 square feet.

most complete, and as there are 14 large
hotels on the ocean front, there need be no difficulty as
No hotel will be made headto hotel accommodations.
quarters, as the meeting hall, exhibit space and general
arrangements for assemblage and conference will be accommodated on the great steel pier, so that the pier, and

diameter 6

engine truck journals,

length

inches,

.

inches.

Axles, tender truck journals, diameter

s

A

inches, length

l

10

inches.
Boiler, type straight top, O.

D.

first

io8 /$
l

Firebox, type wide, length

inches, width 7514 inches.

Firebox, thickness of crown }i inch, tube ]/2

back Y% inch.
Firebox, water space, front

inch,

sides Y%

inch,

/p/2

inches, sides

4^

inches, back

4*4 inches.

Crown

staying, radial.

Tubes, material char, iron, number 282, diameter, 2^ inches.
Tubes, length 15 feet 10 inches, gauge No. 11 B. W. G.
Boxes, driving, main C. S. others C. S.
Brake, driver West. Am. Auto, truck
with H. P. control, Vert. Cyl.
Brake, tender West. Auto.

H. P.

Str.,

air

and straight

pump

11 inches L. H.,

Engine truck 2-whl. with

3

signal West.

J.

air

with

two reservoirs 18^x120.
point hanger for swing center

A

pipe, single nozzles S T

/2

inches and 5 l

&

carries

stack,

into

it

diameter 18 inches, top above

rail

14 feet 7$i

inches.

Tender frame 13 inches, steel channels and
Tank, style water bottom.
Tank, capacity 7,000 gallons.
Tank, capacity fuel, 12 tons.

come

the

is

fed.

a chain which

coal fed by the slide

Below the chain

belt is a plate to prevent

any of the fine coal falling through. The size of the
opening in the fire door is only about 3x4 inches.
Our rough sketch of the back end of the locomotive
boiler shows a rough application of the device to a loco-

Mr. H.
ciation

This

boiler.

is

in line with the suggestions of

made

at the Master Mechanic's AssoManhattan last June. That is to have
conveyed from the tender into the fire box. In

F. Ball

meeting

at

this case the forced feed

can be done away with as the

the coal moving.

bottom of the
if it is

Mr.

fire

is

enough

would only take a small hole in the
door making it possible to fire by hand

so desired.
F.

Chauvet of the Commonwealth Electric Co. of

Wheels,

driv.

& B.
60 inches, centers diam. 54

gear F.

full

tire

inches.

Wheels, driv. material, main C. S., others C.
Wheels, engine truck, diam. 33 inches, kind,
C.

I.

S.
std.

steel

works

spoke.

Wheels, tender truck, kind, 33 inch C.

I.

plate.

»

Meeting Place of the M. M. and M.

A

C. B.

Associations.

MEETING

of the joint executive committee of

the Master Mechanics' and Master Car Builders'

was held at the Manhattan Hotel, New York
City, on Monday, December 11, to hear the report of a
subcommittee, consisting of Mr. F. K. Shults (chairman), A. E. Mitchell and G. W. Wildin, recommending

associations

that the conventions of 1906 be held at Atlantic City.

After hearing the representations of delegations from
City and Saratoga, the executive committee
adopted the subcommittee's report by a unanimous vote.
The arrangements made with the representatives of At-

to keep

It

i*4 inches.

diam. outside

A

This also regulates the

rocking and shaking of the locomotive

plates.

Valves, type Richardson Balance, travel 6 inches, steam lap
Valves, ex. lap. yi inch.
Setting 1-16 inch lead in

one of

to our attention.

down onto

box.

fire

It is

on the opening. As the
coal drops over the end of the chain it comes in contact
with a steam jet which blows it against a deflector plate
which distributes it over the fire box. This deflector
plate is moved back and forth by a rod and operated
by the same small engine that operates the chain belt and

amount of

the coal

rings.

Smoke

are of the Shontz

of a hopper into which the coal

small wheel forces the coal

motive

inches.

O. Std. operated in four sections.
Piston, rod diameter 4 inches, piston packing 3^ C. I. snap

Grate, style rocking B.

illustrations

stoker as applied to stationery boilers.

forced feed.

bearing.

Exhaust

accompanying

Stoker.

air

control.

Brake,

THE

It consists

soft coal.

fuel,

;

»

the simplest devices that has ever

ring 74 7-16 inches.

working pressure 200 pounds

Boiler,

»

The Shontz

10
*

headquarters of

official

the conventions.

inches by 13 inches.

Axles,

1906

lantic City are

not the hotel, will be really the

Grate area 56.5 square feet.
Axles, driving journals, main 10 inches by 13 inches, others

gY2

January,

Atlantic

THE SHONTZ STOKER APPLIED TO A LOCOMOTIVE
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THE SHONTZ STOKER

made

Chicago, has

extensive tests of various stokers and

makes the following comment on the Shontz stoker
"In over feed stokers, I would say that I have had
some experience with them, and find even in their undeveloped conditions many commendable features and
points of superiority over the different kinds of auto-

matic stokers

now

in use.

Their particular value
size

making

it

•

is

their

simplicity

.

and small

easy to attach them to any boiler front, or

amount of air thereby increasing the efficiency of the
boiler and furnace.
Owing to the even feed and proper distribution of coal
on the grate the volatile hydro carbons which are distilled from the coal are oxydized, resulting first in a
higher efficiency secondly, the absence of smoke which
in itself is a sufficient virtue to recommend the installation of a stoker.
With hand firing the above conditions are not realized as the fuel is fed intermittently and
;

setting without disturbing the conditions in use, or pre-

large excesses of air admitted at each firing.

venting the return to the original method of firing in

is

Compared

case of any accident to the stoker.

Aside from their cheapness and

loss of efficiency

facility of installation,

apparatus

of coal over the grate.

with a good

2nd.

By keeping

boiler doors closed thereby reducing

excess air which in hand firing results in decrease of
efficiency

From

and subjects

the above

it

boiler to

dangerous

strains.

will be seen that with a regular feed,

even distribution of coal and keeping boiler doors closed,
perfect combustion is aproached with a minimum

1st.

It

it

result

and smoke.

to the

chain grates the over feed stoker

suffers as a mechanical device,

from a combustion stand point they present special advantages and as the ultimate object of any stoker is the
economical burning of fuel and decrease of labor, there
is a future for them as soon as they are mechanically perfected. As opposed to hand firing their advantages are.
1st.
The uniformity of feed and perfect distribution

The

has points in

its

however as a

fuel saving

favor.

maintains an even

fire

bed which the chain

grate does not.
2nd.
in not

In the chain grate this varying thickness results

enough

air in front

and an excess

at the

end and

leaving practically only the middle one-third of the grate
fire.

overcome with the over feed stoker.
Having mentioned the points of advantage it is well to
state the short comings of the over feed.
As they are
yet undeveloped their mechanical faults are many, so far
they have not always operated successfully and they often
become choked with coal, and their installation was useThis big fault

is
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H
less unless there

was a crusher.

now

This

different as

is

most large plants use screenings and the mines have ininch to 3^2 inches, makstalled screens varying from
ing it possible to obtain any size cheap coal. Another
was that the coal was blown in by
objection raised

%

of a crowd, the extraordinary attendance being due not

much

so

officers.
»

Jiir

the latest over feed devices the coal

is

on the boiler and small loss from steam in the fire if any
as it is compensated by making a better mixture of gases
and completely oxydising all minute particles of coal
in their flight by the oxygen which otherwise would be

unused and excess.
The part that water gas would play is insignificant as
to produce water gas an excess of incandescent carbon
would be necessary to decompose the steam and to saturate to carbon dioxide with another carbon atom.
stoker

the

is

plants especially in cities,

of

value

is

where room

in
is

small

isolated

scarce and floor

can be installed when hardly any other type
can be put. Its application to railroads and steamboats
has not yet been tried, however, as it remedies most defects of hand firing and chain grate stokers, it has a
it

good future as soon as

it

is

mechanically developed to

Meeting of the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers.
American Society of Mechanical Engineers

held

home

its

COMPRESSED

fifty-second meeting in

New York

City, the

December 5th to 8th, with the record
attendance of over 1200 members and guests. The occasion was a notable one in the annals of this body for
of the society,

the reason that there were fewer papers presented than
usual, enabling the

members

for once to devote

more

air

way shop work

»

Union Pacific Shops

Omaha.
has become as essential in

as steam for

power or

rail-

electricity

Hardly a process of locomotive or car
building and repairing is not aided by some form of air

for

lighting.

The

tool.

compressor, as the source of power for

air

these pneumatic tools, assumes an important place in the

shop equipment.
In the shops of the Union Pacific Railway at Omaha.

Nebraska,

air

power has been carried

to a degree of ap-

no other shop of the country and the extent of its use has made necessary an air
compressor installation ranking among the largest for
plication probably equalled in
;

this purpose.

buildings comprising the various departments of

these shops are compactly grouped beside the yards of

the

company and

in their

arrangement shops' economies

have governed. The power house is at the south of the
main group and was one of the shop buildings under the
scheme in effect before the late improvements and rearThis fact accounts for some features of

rangement.

insure continuity of service."

THE

in the

at

The

space valuable.

There

Power

carried in

mechanically to the deflectors and blown in with from
lb.
to 5 lbs. pressure, making very little drain
3/4

Where

as a tribute to terpsichore as a desire to be pres-

ent at the reception given by the retiring and incoming

steam requiring high pressure.

With

January, 1906

power house arrangement which differ from usual practise where the building is designed to suit the work.
A
longitudinal fire-wall separates engine and boiler rooms.
The boiler equipment was selected to meet the conditions
of very limited space. For this reason it is made up of
six marine shell boilers, with internal fire-boxes.
These
units are rated at 250 H. P. each, giving a total capacity
to the plant of

Hand

1500 boiler horse power.

employed, the coal being dumped on the
cars

on

the

side-back

paralleling

the

firing

fire-floor

-is

from

power house.

While the subjects for discussion
were not numerous, they were of the highest order of
excellence, the paper on "Reinforced Concrete Applied
to Modern Shop Construction" being of the greatest

Steam pressure carried is 150 lbs. on the boiler gauges.
Boiler room auxiliaries are grouped at the north end of
the battery of boilers and comprise the usual equipment
of feed pumps, heaters, etc.
The main steam header for the power plant is in the

moment

boiler

time to social amenities than to the dry details of engineering technics.

An

to the readers of railway literature.

enjoyable feature of the session of December

5,

was the holding of the meeting in the dining-saloon of
Hamburg-American Liner, "Amerika," the newest
and largest passenger steamer afloat up to date. After
the meeting on the big ship, the members and guests
took a special train on the Lackawanna road and visited,
by invitation, the immense Worthington Hydraulic
Works recently completed at Harrison, N. J., where the
afternoon was spent inspecting the plant. An elaborate
"lunch a la fourchette" was served by the management,
to the visitors, in the works, and there was probably
never before anything like this sumptuous lay-out served

the

on any similar occasion.
The annual ball and banquet on the night of December
7, (always held at Sherry's), was the occasion of a turnout that would

swamp

ordinary

facilities for

taking care

room,

in the rear of the boilers.

It is

sub-divided

and protected by valves according to the best practise.
All engine room exhausts unite below the floor in a header
leading to tht exhaust head, above the roof. From the
steam header, steam pipes to all engine room units pass
through the fire-wall and lead to the cylinders through
wide-sweep bends. Separators are on each steam pipe
just within the engine room, and all steam piping is protected by insulating covers.
The engine room contains two air compressors built by
the Ingersol-Sergeant Drill Company, of New York.
They are of duplex pattern, with cross-compound steam
and air cylinders. High and low pressure air cylinders
are water- jacketed on the heads and barrels. Each compressor has a free air capacity of 2216 cubic feet per
minute, when running at 120 R. P. M. The air pressure
is maintained at about no lbs. on the receiver, giving an
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average working pressure of

A5r cylinders are

shops.
ter;

lbs.

throughout the

16% and 24^

inches in diame-

100

The

steam cylinders, 16 and 24 inches.

stroke

15

18

is

inches.

The main

air

pipe passes underground to the shop

buildings and radiates to the several departments.

piping in the buildings
shallow

conduits

—

Branches with valves
with shop appliances.

The

air,

the

in

tapping
place

with

is

carried in

each post for connection

^m
Y

=L

common

In the locomotive shop, air

various sizes are used for drilling, reaming and
;

chipping and riveting

hammers have

pneumatic stay bolt cutters

;

—

removable covers.

applications of air in the shops are those

drills in

fire

at

rise

railway repair work.

to

water and gas

floor

All

boxes.

A

assist in

their usual

dismantling

small rotary air motor drives gearing for

Another
operates a cylinder boring machine. Air hoists and air
jacks assist in the handling of heavy parts.
Pneumatic

SPECIAL TOOL APPLIED TO LATHE

FIG.

turning locomotive drivers in setting valves.

presses find a ready place in certain classes of work.
the air brake testing department, air pressure

from the main

An

plant.

is

In

drawn

interesting device here

is

a

pneumatic pressure coupling which holds the valves
under

test against the

supply pipe, saving the time and

by Mr. John Tonge, General Master Mechanic and
Master Car Builder of the Minneapolis and St. Louis
road, by whose permission we present it. It was primarily devised for the purpose of turning wrist pins on the
solid type of crossheads as used on four bar guides, and
when used for that purpose is applied to a milling ma-

tion

The

trouble of screwing in place.

In the yards, warehouse and foundry air hoists appear

—

on every hand silently,
the car shops pneumatic
jacks assist in

many

easily

drills find

operations.

and paint

is

removed and

Practically

all

cleaning

is

In

manifold uses, and air

Cars are sand-papered,

applied,

done by the

Jl Afovel Special

THE

swinging great loads.

by

appliances.

air

air blast.

Turning Tool.

character of supervision of a shop plant

is

re-

ways and means for putting out work
by special processes, and the thought devoted to one class
of work which is of a complicated form, and heretofore
done by antiquated methods, is shown crystallized in the
flected in the

illustration of a device that

produces results not only at

a reduced cost, but also of the highest class.
is

This scheme

one of the many labor savers worked out and in opera-

shown

chine as

in

in Fig.

1

device consists of a frame, split on

two

which are

parts,

its

center

line,

one when

solidly secured as

The

operation, by bolts at the center and ends.

in

smaller

is secured to the bar of the milling maand the center hole is brought in line with the machine arbor which passes through it and the pinion,
which is also made in halves and is splined to the arbor.
This pinion meshes into a gear which is also in halves
and fits the larger hole in the frame. Both of these gears
are grooved to fit the frame in which they work and can-

end of the frame
chine,

The

not therefore leave their respective positions.

larger

gear has an internal diameter large enough to clear the

and

largest wrist pin,

turning

is

done

the details.
arbor,

is

;

all

is fitted

with a cutter by which the

these points are

The motion imparted

communicated

to the gear

shown

clearly in

to the pinion

which

by the

in turn drives

the tool.

In operation, the crosshead

is

clamped to the table of

the milling machine and the turning tool

is

mounted

as

shown, when the crosshead is fed against the tool. Comparing this operation with the old time practice of mounting a crosshead on the lathe centers and using the time

and muscle of a laborer to give the job a half turn by
means of a lever, while the latheman does the turning
with a bent tool and numerous shifts of the same, it is
seen that the old method is too far out of it to be considered.

This device
7/
,»

—

l^v

Kj

it

is
li,

is

also used

on reverse shaft bearings when

happens that a lathe with the proper swing for the work
not available.

from Fig. 2 that the smallest swing lathe
will take such a job which is one of the most dangerous
and unwieldy details to turn on a locomotive. Rocker
shafts are also turned by this arrangement for the same
It is

FIG.

I.

SPECIAL TURNING TOOL APPLIED TO MILLER FOR CROSSHEADS

plain

reason as that given for the reverse shaft.

As shown,
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both of these jobs are placed on the lathe centers, and motion is imparted to the tool by means of an arbor carrying
a pinion which meshes with a gear, mounted in place of
the face plate. It is such devices that makes an ordinary

equipment able

cope with lmost any situation.

to

»

Questions Nos. 3 to 9 relate to dimensions shown on
accompanying diagram.
1.

Name

2.

Light weight of car.

3.

Truck wheel base "A."

Master Car Builders'

Inquiries.

THE

committees of the M. C. B. Association are
out with their circulars for information to assist
in formulating their reports to the coming convention

and two of these which are the

first in

the field so far,

5.

6.

Horizontal distance center of fulcrum pinhole to

center of brakeshoe,
If

behind shoe "E."

7.

Vertical distance center of brake lever fulcrum to

Horizontal distance from center of shoe to center

8.

Height of Brake Staffs.
The American Railway

of brake hanger

Association desires to obtain
9.

information in order to determine the out*
side dimensions of the standard box car, as follows
1. Is there a maximum and uniform height of brake
additional

staff?

What

the distance from center of running board

is

brake staff?

is

4. Is there

wheel
brake

the height of peak of roof from

any standard and uniform

rail ?

size

staff

(20 inches) having been

made

a standard
1,

3

to answer.

In order to assist the committee, will you kindly an-

swer the following questions as early as possible:

What

is

maximum

the

ured from top of

height of brake staff (meas-

rail) permissible

on the road which you

represent ?
If this limit is

ard box car from top of

11.

Number

car.

of cars built or contemplated to above

12.

Name

13.

State whether trussed or solid.

of

brakebeam used.
also be glad to receive answers

to the following questions as expression of

your general

What

in the past:

What brakebeam, if any, has given entire
faction? And by whom manufactured?
15. What brakebeam do you consider as having
14.

the

satisfaction,

least

opinion

and

reason

basing

for

satis-

given

your

?

you have more than one class of car for each capaplease forward full information on separate sheet

If
city,

Please send your reply before January
B. Kendig, mechanical engineer L.
land,

Specifications and Tests for
selected to

spectfully requests that

& M.

S.,

Cleve-

facilities

at the

O.

Omaha Shop

is

The committee

S.

1906, to R.

1,

rail ?

your standard diameter of brake wheel ?
Please send replies to Mr. J. H. Pennington, superintendent motive power, D. S. & S., Drifton, Pa.
4.

drawing numbers for each capacity

Give

for each class of car of each capacity.

governed by one or two points only,
are they sufficiently important to fix the limit for your
whole system?
3. What is the height of peak of roof of your stand2.

blue print of truck brake rigging.

opinion from your experience with various brakebeams
distance from center of running board to center of

of the association in 1902, there remain questions

1.

Width
Send

The committee would

of brake

?

The

and 4

10.

"H."

of spring plank or transom "G."

dimensions.

What

to center of
3.

advance of shoe "D."

if in

center of brake hanger "F."

are presented herewith.

2.

of railroad.

Top of rail to center of brakeshoe "B."
Top of rail to center of fulcrum pin "C."

4.

»

January, 1906

Brake Beams.

consider this subject re-

you kindly

fill

in

answers to the

following questions for cars of 60,000 80,000 and 100,000

pounds capacity for the information of the committee.
In giving this information, it is the desire of the committee that you confine your replies to cars built within
the last two years and including any of the cars which
you may now have building or in contemplation.

THEOmaha

Notes.

pressure for increased repair
shops, at St. Paul,

made

it

necessary to

increase the length of the machine and erecting shops,

and

five pits

were added, making

has afforded the

relief

a total of fifteen,

required.

which

All heavy tools are

driven by individual motors, and high-speed tool steel

used on

all

machine

tools.

The term high speed

is

is

rather

vague when standing without figures, but an idea may
be had of what is meant when it is stated that a planer
working high carbon steel on frog and switch work has
a cutting speed of 38 feet per minute.

ments consummated,

In the improve-

had a wide share of attention.
The lighting plant consists of a Westinghouse
vertical compound 16 and 27 by 16, driving a 150-kw.
generator.
Compressed air is also provided for by a
electricity

compound compressor with

a capacity of 1,320 cubic feet

per minute to 100
units

lbs. pressure.
Both of these power
were wisely chosen for excess capacity and will be

able to

fill

requirements for increased output when the

future presents

its

demands

for light and

air.
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transfer table

(Continued from Page

on push cars. The new trucks are transferred from the
truck shop by means of the crane to short stubs of track
on the edge of the transfer-table pit, where they can be

This building

447.)

simply a large steel shelter covering

is

seven of the freight car repair tracks for a distance of
400 feet. The illustrations shown herewith give a very
clear idea of its construction.

It consists of

long

steel

trusses spanning 145 feet with a single intermediate sup-

is

The

center section of the roof to a width of 55 feet
raised about 10 feet above the upper chords of the
'

truss,

new

N- Shops at South Louisville.

Car Repair Shop.

port.

and

17

and the windows

in the sides

and a wide skylight

and

capacity of 48 cars, with liberal spaces between, there

a material track on the west side.

The

floor

is

throughout

is

brought

in

table,

stenciled.

Planing Mill and Cabinet Shop.
This

is

a large two story steel and brick structure of

heavy construction, located on the edge of the transfer
table pit just west of the

struction

is

plainly

new

freight car shop.

The

seen from the illustrations

con-

shown

herewith.

The

first

floor is

while the second
vator,
is

In addition to the six working tracks which have a

cars

point for the storage of cars while they are being painted

the center of the shop.

gearing.

material for

and from there to the proper place in
the shop. The sills and other wood work are transferred
from the planing mill, which is near by, in the same manner. The erecting tracks continue towards the south into
a common lead, there being enough yard room at this
pushed on the

in the center of this section furnish the illumination for

There are nine large skylights on
each side for light under the lower part of the roof.
There are also some windows just under the eaves in the
side walls. The building is enclosed on the sides entirely
by rolling steel shutters, those on the sides giving a clear
opening about 10 feet high, being operated by a spring
roller.
Those on the ends closing the track openings
have an opening of 16 feet high and are operated through

all

is

used for heavy planing mill work,
a cabinet shop.

which has a track connection

A

large electric ele-

to the transfer table,

used for handling material between the

floors.

There

are also two wide stairways, one in each end of the building.

The

tools,

which are practically

new and

all

of the

There
are several connections for compressed air between each
pair of tracks, which are extended down from the roof
trusses, and hang high enough to be out of the way. On
the east side of the building are found several woodworking tools and benches, while on the west side there is
a balcony for workmen's tool boxes. The foreman's office occupies an elevated position in the northwest corner
of the building, where a view is had of the repair yards.
The tracks extending through this building continue
through the building in both directions to connections

and the smaller ones in groups.
There are track connections from the lumber storage
shed and dry kiln to the southern end of the building,
and material is brought directly to the machines on push
cars.
There is considerable yard room outside the building at this end, where a stock of raw material can be

into the belt line.

stored for a short time.

is

of cement laid flush with the tops of the

New
This building

is

Freight Car Shop.
and is for building
of the same type of build-

end of the

freight cars entirely.

It is

latest

designs, are located as

The theory

of the layout

is

shown

in the floor plan.

such that the raw material

and the finished
end on the transfer
The larger tools are driven by individual motors

enters at the south end of the building

material
table.

makes

its

exit at the north

In the cabinet shop on the second floor are

located on the south side of the trans-

fer table at the eastern

new

rail.

pit,

all

the

machines for cabinet work, driven from several
counter shafts belted to motors. In one corner of this
latest

floor there is

an enclosed

tool

room where

all

the sharp-

ing as the freight car repair shop, consisting of a large

ening and repairing of woodworking machinery, as well

roof supported by steel trusses, and sides formed by roll-

as the storage of extra parts

ing-steel

shutters.

The

cross-section

shows that the design of the roof trusses
the outline of the roof

is

shown herewith
differs,

although

practically the same.

In this

is

The workmen's

done.

benches are placed along the west wall and there

is

con-

building there are two rows of intermediate supporting

columns, which divide the building into practically three

bays with two tracks in each.

An

interesting design of scaffolding

building.

found

in this

This consists of a platform about four feet

wide for the

full

the track, which
floor

is

length of the building on either side of
is

supported about seven feet from the

by angles hung from the roof

trusses.

On

each side

of each platform there are extensions 2 feet 6 inches

wide hinged so that they fold over and out of the way
when not in use. These are held horizontal by cables
fastened to the steel

work above.

All the tracks for this building are reached by the

AND CABINET SHOP
SOUTH LOUISVILLE

SECTION OF PLANING MILL

—

L.

& N- SHOPS AT

i8
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siderable open space on this floor for erection of cabs,

in addition to that in the roof, furnishes the strong light

storage of material,

so necessary for passenger car work.

A

etc.

The

very complete system of shaving exhaust has been

which reaches practically every machine in the
shop and transfers the shavings, etc., to the power house.
installed

Each of the three

blowers discharge into a bin in

sets of

the top of the building, from which a separate blower
transfers

them

power house.

to the

The appearance of
is shown in the

piping and storage pockets

this set of

the planing mill

is

a large steel shed, open at

This has two

one of which connects with
and the other with an outside track to

tracks running through
the planing mill,

the transfer table.

it,

There are a few machines for rough

work consisting of a large band saw, cut off saw and rip
saw in this structure. Also a bench for making grain
doors. The lumber is piled on the cinder floor between
the tracks and on a balcony along either side.

Dry

group, being a short distance south of the lumber

storage shed, to which

it

has track connections.

It is a

brick building 65x104 feet, divided into three sections

There are large covered platforms on each end raised some distance above the ground
level.
Transfer tables on a lower level are provided at
the end of these platforms, which have tracks for receiving'the trucks on which the lumber is transferred to and
from the kiln.
The equipment was furnished by the National Dry
Kiln company and consists of a double layer of heater
pipes at about the rail level, covering the whole area of
the floor, which connects to a live steam header at one
end and to an exhaust header placed somewhat lower at
by longitudinal walls.

the opposite end, the connection to the exhaust header be-

There are large flues on either
side of each section in the exhaust end, which have openings into the drying room through small ports closed by
slides.
There are eight of these ports, each independent,
so that the circulation and temperature can be varied to
The tracks through the kiln are supported
a fine degree.
on concrete piers and are about three feet above the grade
line, having an incline of 3/16 inch to the foot.
ing through small pipes.

being divided off by a heavy brick

Coach and Paint Shop.
in

connection with the tender shop and

passenger truck shop occupy a building 178x476

running parallel to the transfer table
is

the center of the locomotive shop.

clearly

shown

that the roof

is

in the illustrations.

pit directly

The

doors over the tracks
in the

doors as

is

oppo-

The construction
From this it is seen

trusses supporting the roof are

of a simple design and have one center support.

used

feet,

of the saw-tooth type with the "teeth" run-

ning lengthwise.

lift

up

in a similar

locomotive shop.

manner

As much

consistent with strength,

is

The

to those

space in these

of glass.

There

are also three single sashes just above each door opening,

and a row of windows above

fire

wall having three

door openings closed with iron doors for communication
into the next shop.
There is a shallow transfer-table pit
with a small table operated by hand, which takes in
four tracks.

This
is

all

placed near the center of the shop.

is

the passenger car paint shop, which

has six tracks to the transfer table, and

divided from

is

the coach shop by a heavy brick fire wall.
the oassenger car painting

In this space

and varnishing

is

done.

A

small separate building with fireproof construction near
by,

used for the storage of paints and

is

The coach shop comes

oil.

This shop has racks

next.

and benches for cabinet work along
the walls. Such material as is needed is brought in on
push cars from the cabinet shop by means of the transfer
for small supplies

The truck work for passenger cars is done in a room
occuping half the width of the building just beyond the
coach shop. This has a ten ton electric crane, and the
usual facilities for truck work.

these.

All of this glass

Directly back of this, and

having an entrance into the coach shop
for coach supplies of all kinds.

is

The upholstering department occupies

a

a store

room

room 54x59

opening into the coach
Machines for cleaning hair and plush and benches

feet in the corner of the building,

shop.

are placed.

Above

the store

room and upholstering shop

are placed

wash room. Merritt expanded lockers and
large individual wash bowls are provided here.
Cement floor is used throughout the whole building and
lockers and

each shop has

its

individual heating fans, which are usu-

on a raised platform under the roof trusses.
The most of the heating fans are driven by electric motors, although a few are driven by steam engines.
The
ally placed

is

furnished by exhaust steam from the

power house which

also has a live steam connection for

heat for the coils

extremely low temperature.

Transfer Table.
The

transfer table, which

and Bro. of Chicago,
plant,

These shops

tenders, this section

table.

Kiln.

This building occupies the extreme southern position

site

work on locomotive

The next shop

the sides, for the storage of dry timber.

in the

four tracks in the west end of the building

are used for

illustrations.

Back of

first

furnishing as

it

is

was

built

by Geo. P. Nichols

a very important part of this

does the means of the best and

some cases the only means of transportation between the
places where erecting is being done and material needed.
It is used more for car work than locomotive work
for which reason as well as of the long distances,
it

is

given an exceptionally high speed.

low speed of 125

feet per minute,

which

locomotives are being transferred.

With

load a speed of 900 feet per minute

is

It

is

It also
is

has a

used when

the usual light

used.

operated by electric power, having two motors

wired for the series parallel control. This gives another
variation of speed for each set of gears.

For permission to publish this article we are indebted
H. Curtis, Superintendent of Machinery, and to
the Railway Review for photographic line drawings, etc.
to T.
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Personals.

January,

appointed to a newly created office of assistant to the
In
first vice-president, with headquarters at Montreal.

Joseph Townsend, formerly for many years master
car builder of the Chicago & Alton, died in Kansas City,

the

Mo., on December

of motive power matters of the entire system.

3.

1906

new

position

Mr. Vaughan

will

have general charge

Mr. George Tilton has been appointed superintendent
of shops of the Mexican Central at Aguascalientes, Mex.,
to succeed Mr. H. V. Ridgeway, resigned.

Mr. E. W. Fitt, formerly assistant superintendent of
motive power of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy
Lines west, has been appointed master mechanic of the

Mr. H. H. Harrington, general foreman of the Erie
at Susquehanna, Pa., has been appointed master mechanic at that point, succeeding Mr. W. H. Wilson,

Alliance

and Sterling divisions, with headquarters at
Alliance, Neb., vice Mr. F. J. Kraemer, assigned to other

The

duties.

office of assistant

power has been

resigned."

Mr.

Mr. George B. Longstreth, heretofore master mechanic

W.

Hudson

superintendent of motive

abolished.

C. Ennis, master mechanic of the

Delaware

&

appointed master mechanic of the Nashville Terminal

Oneonta, N. Y., has been appointed superintendent of car shops and rep'air work, with headquarters

Company.

at

of the Tennessee Central at Nashville, Tenn., has been

Mr. Frank Zink has been appointed acting superintendent of motor power and rolling stock of the Santa
Fe Central, with headquarters at Estancia, N. M., to succeed Mr. G. H. Stone, resigned.

at

Carbondale, Pa.

Mr. G.

S.

Edmonds, heretofore me-

chanical engineer, has been appointed master mechanic
of the Susquehanna

&

Pennsylvania division, with

office

Mr. Ross
Oneonta, N. Y., to succeed Mr. Ennis.
Kells has resigned as general foreman of car shops at

at

Carbondale.

Mr. J. H. Bannerman, formerly superintendent of motive power of the Tennessee Central, has accepted a
position with the W. J. Oliver Mfg. Co., of Knoxville,
Tenn., as mechanical superintendent.

Mr.

E. Gould has been appointed superintendent of

J.

&

motive power of the Norfolk

quarters at Berkley Va., vice Mr.

Southern, with headJ.

Whetstone,

who has

been appointed marine superintendent.

Mr. A. B. Ford has been appointed master mechanic
of the Minot division of the Great Northern at Minot,
N. D., succeeding Mr. C. T. Walters, who has been
transferred to Havre, Mont., as master mechanic of the
Montana division, in place of Mr. F. M. Fryburg, who
has been appointed master mechanic of the Great Northern and Montana Central at Great Falls, Mont., succeeding Mr. C. H. Prescott, resigned to accept a position

Mr. William Donald has been appointed general master mechanic of the Rio Grande Western, with headquarters at Salt Lake City, Utah, to succeed Mr. John
Hickey, resigned on account of ill health.

with the Oregon Short Line.

Air. C. H. Prescott has resigned as master mechanic
of the Great Northern Line and Montana Central Ry. at
Great Falls, Montana, to accept a similar position with
the Spokane International Railway at Spokane, Wash.

business,

In the December issue

we

stated that

Mr.

W.

L. Gar-

land was appointed assistant foreman of the Pennsyl-

vania R. R. at

West

Philadelphia,

Pa.

D. Hardy, general superintendent of the Lehigh and

New England
effect

R. R., has resigned his position to take

January 1st, 1906. Mr. Hardy will enter the slate
having organized the Bangor-Hardy Slate

Pen Argyl, Pa. Prior to acpresent position two years ago, he was gen-

Company, with
cepting his

offices at

eral superintendent of the

Louis,

Mo.

cement and

This was an

Missouri Pacific R. R. at

St.

This company will also handle coal in the
slate territory.

The appointment

of

W. H. Wilson

to the office of

error as Mr. Garland was appointed general foreman.

superintendent of motive power of the Buffalo, Roches-

been appointed master mechanic
of the Sheridan division of the Chicago, Burlington &

ter

Mr. C.

S. Bricker has

Quincy, with headquarters
C.

J.

Mr.
Saint

Saberhagen, resigned; effective
J.

Kastlin has resigned as master mechanic of the

Joseph

Quincy

of

division

at Saint Joseph,

the

on December

Chicago,

Burlington

&

Mo., to become superintendent

of the Davenport Locomotive
effective

Wyo., vice Mr.
on December I.

at Sheridan,

Works

of Davenport,

la.,

1.

Mr. H. C. Woolbridge, heretofore general foreman of
the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western at Elmira, N. Y.,
has been appointed master mechanic of the Buffalo and
Rochester divisions of the Buffalo, Rochester
burg, with office at East Salamanca, N. Y.

&

Pitts-

Mr. H. H. Vaughan, superintendent of motive power
of the eastern lines of the Canadian Pacific, has been

&

Pittsburg marks the rise of another practical

way man.

rail-

working career as an
apprentice to the machinist trade on the Lehigh Valley
in 1881.
After completing his apprenticeship he went
to the Dunmore Iron & Steel Company's shops and was
soon promoted to the position of foreman. Filling this
position for six years, he was appointed general foreman, and in 1900 was made master mechanic. On the
absorption of his company by the Erie he was appointed
master mechanic of that road at Susquehanna, from
which position he takes the higher office on the B. R.

&

Mr. Wilson began

his

P.

Lawrence

Bros. Artificial Limbs.

The immense improvements made in artificial limbs is a
source of wonder to those who have not kept in touch with the
latest development in the art of producing a member that deThe Lawrence Brothers of New York City have
fies detection.
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acquired a reputation for this class of

work

that few

23

makers of

these goods' 'ever reach, simply because they produce the best,

and a limb that always remains the best under any kind of
treatment. The ankle and knee joint construction is such as to
cause no exertion in the wearer, every movement being most
natural, for the reason that there is no friction to overcome.
Their artificial leg is the acme of perfection mechanically,
and never chafes or annoys the wearer for the reason that the
system of securing the limbs by straps is such as effectually prevents any soreness, no matter what the occupation of the wearer.

4-ft

J±&

The Smith Piston Rod Swab.
The

and

necessity of having a durable

efficient

pumps has brought out a

piston rods of air

swab on the

variety of devices

having for their object lubrication of air pump rods. Among
such devices are found numerous home-made make-shifts, whose
best service has been to remind the users of packing that an
opening existed for a first-class commercial article that would
prevent heating and cutting of rods and burning of packing.
The self-feeding swab manufactured by the Smith Lubricator
Co., Scranton, Pa., was designed by practical men who have
approached the problem by a route closed to the ordinary experi-

The strong

menter.

swab

point of this

prevents a hot rod by the simple process
indifferent results, namely, getting the

is,

all

that

it

effectually

have aimed
the

at

oil

with

at,

right

place

do the maximum amount of good. No
oil can get out of the cups without passing to the inside or bearing surface of the swab, it therefore reaches the part required,
and without waste. With one filling of the cups, after the swab
has absorbed all the oil it will take up, it will feed ten hours
at the

time

when

will

it

when

continuously, and

the air

There

stops automatically.

pump

is

?»!

-v

not running, the feed

no complicated mechanism to get

is

MEARS IMPROVED PATENT WATER GLASS SHIELD

THE SMITH PISTON ROD SWAB
out of order, the swab consisting of only the frame and the cups

which will last the
ial on the frame.

life

of the

Our

pump, and the

soft

winding mater-

equipped with the same, insure
due to the bursting of glasses.

half-tone conveys a clear idea of this

The accompanying

illustration

shows

The molder
ment

& Equipment

shield consists of a tin back

the

Mears

improved

the gauge pipes as

the shield

is

made

shown

Kansas City, Mo. The
clamped at both ends to

Co., of

which

is

is

so useful in car shops that any

in this particular type of

machinery

is

new

develop-

always interesting.

And added

patent water and lubricator glass shield as manufactured by the

Boyer Safety Device

accident

New Fay & Egan Molder.

lubricator.

Glass Shield.

men from

engine

«

'

Mears Improved Water and Lubricator

all

in the illustration.

The

front part of

of steel wire and spring brass, and

fits

in

at either edge of the back plate in which it will slide
up or down and from which it can be removed by simply pres-

grooves

to this, when it is known that the new tool is from
hands
of
the Fay & Egan Co., the largest firm in the world
the
devoted exclusively to the manufacture of car shop wood-working machinery, there is always felt confidence that something
good has been made. We therefore take pleasure in showing
our car shop foreman and mechanics a Fay & Egan No. 133 new
patent inside molder, made in two sizes to work on four sides
12 or 15 by 6 inches. It is especially designed for car shop work,

and

is

replete with

labor-saving devices,

all

fully explained

circular the firm will send to those interested.

sing the sides of the shield together.

in

All possible im-

enough that in case of a glass breaking
the pieces will not be blown in the engine crew's eyes, yet one
can readily see the height of the water in the glass at any time.
The necessity of a shield of this kind has been felt for a long
time and engine crews hail with delight an invention which is
as simple as this and yet serves the purpose for which it is made

provements offered from long experience in building such tools
have been embodied in its make-up, and there are no complicated
adjustments to bewilder an operator, so no experts are required
to run it.
Frame is very strong and rigid, and compact in every way.
Cylinders are slotted on four sides. Lower one is at feed-out

so well.

end,

The

netting

The Boyer

is

fine

Safety Device

crease in the sales which
railroads

& Equipment
is

cannot afford to be

easily

Co. report a large inthat

explained by the fact
as engines

without this device,

.

and made single or double-belted.

All

cylinder

pulleys

Upper cylinder belted at each end, and
housing carries the pressure bar, which is raised and lowered
Chip breaker before this cylinder is in sections, each
with it.

taper-fitted to journals.
its
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NO. 133 PATENT FOUR SIDE INSIDE
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HOLDER

independently adjustable to clear projecting knives, and yet main-

shafts fitted with fire-proof automatic closing doors.

tain pressure close to cut.

The dimensions of the main building are 175 feet by 60 feet,
with a one-story annex 175 feet by 30 feet. The location and arrangements of the buildings are such that perfect light and ventil-

Pressure bar before lower cylinder has vertical and horizontal
adjustments; also table, after cylinder, which is easily swung out
of the way to give quick access to cylinder.
Pressure bars of
both cylinders are quickly thrown back for access to heads and
guides..

firm at 145 to 166
either general

West Front

St.,

Cincinnati, Ohio.

catalogue, or books

And

ask

on band saws, sanders,

and universal wood-workers.

New

installed.

wherever possible

The accompanying engraving gives a
new plant of Armstrong Bros. Tool

Co., Chicago.

view of

The

site

is an excellent one, the ground having a frontage of 200 feet,
on the Chicago and North-Western railway, and 216 feet on
The main buildFrancisco avenue, corner of Carroll avenue.
ing is three stories and basement in height, and it is of standard

mill construction,

with stairways and elevators enclosed

in brick

and

roller

Iron and sheet steel are used

partitions, benches,

stands, drawers, packlittle

light

wood being

visible.

The

assembling, stock and shipping departments are especially
in this respect and comprise one of the most comand well designed sheet steel fixture installations in the

remarkable
plete

United States.

We

hope

which

capital exterior

in

ing tables, stock racks and shelving, very

will

later

on

to

show some

prove of general

interior views of this plant

interest.

The McCrosky Adjustable

Plant of the Armstrong Bros. Tool Co.

the

of the latest type has

Steel pulleys with pressed steel hangers

bearings are used exclusively.

There are four powerfully-driven feed rolls, all their different
adjustments accurately made. Upper ones are in sections and
their shafts are easily withdrawn to interchange smooth to
fluted rolls.
The feed has three speeds, and is at all times
strong, positive and uniform, and under instant control.
Further particulars and terms from its maker, J. A. Fay &
Egan Co., that advertises in every issue of this paper. Address
for

Much new machinery

ation are secured.

been

who have

Heartier.

McCrosky Universal Adjustable
Reamers, manufactured by Samuel Harris & Co., Chicago, have
People

not
true,

arrived
either

at

not used the

practical

perfection

straight or taper.

The

in

sizing

relics

shape of the solid reamer which loses

its

holes

round and

of barbarism

in

the

nominal diameter the

used to remove a sufficient amount of stock to bring
a hole up to size (which is the only excuse for the use of a

minute

it

is
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reamer of any kind) are to be seen laying claim to best modern
'They are reamers in the sense that they will shape up
a hole if sufficient muscular effort is laid out on them, but they
fail of their purpose in interchangeability of work, and here is
where the adjustible reamer stands pre-eminent in shops that
have earned a reputation for the best output. Machine reamers
of this type are made in sizes from three fourths to fifteen-sixThe hand reamers are made in the
teenths inch in diameter.
same sizes, while the shell reamer is made from i^A to 2>Va inches
practice.

They

in diameter.

The

ed.

made

are also

for

best tribute to these reamers

the solid affair

Morse taper when
is

requir-

the fact that once used,

forever abandoned.

is

»

Pedrick

6?

.

Jtyer Multiple Drill,

has come to be a well recognized fact
that machine tools to be most efficient must be specially designed for their particular work, and for this reason the multiple
In manufacturing,

it

shown herewith was designed and built for the Westinghouse Air Brake Co., its function being to drill the brake cylinders for passenger and freight cars, the machine having twelve

The

feed

is

which are

made

at

to operate

the hand wheel at the

left of

automatically by stops
the

depth,

when

throwing

stops

one end and eight on the other.
by means of the lever seen at the
center, and the feed is controlled
the drill has reached the proper
a
trip,
which disengages the

have hopes that the new
last us for another generation," concluded Mr.
Boutell, "but we may be fooled again, as we were when we built
our present plant, thinking it was large enough for all time."

One of the reasons for the remarkable success of the Detroit
Graphite Manufacturing Co., in the opinion of Mr. Boutell, is
the fact that jobbers and retailers are eliminated.

drills

for one series of

machine requires no further attention from

holes, the

its

opera-

to be
is put up
with the usual close attention of the builders, to detail of finish
and accuracy of adjustment for which they have earned a rep-

tor until another cylinder

utation,

and

is

now

drilled.

is

largely used on

This tool

steam pump cylinders as

well as for the purpose above named.

This machine
of Plainfield, N.

is

manufactured by the Pedrick and Ayer

Co.,

J.

fact, that \i

about the only

direct

way

to get graphite paint off iron."

The Joy Automatic Hose Coupler.
The Joy automatic hose coupler is illustrated herewith. It is
made in two parts, without springs, and is said to be thoroughly
tight.
The union is formed by a cam on the male end which
This end is inserted and given a quarter turn,
which drives the lugs home. The cam compresses the washer
longitudinally, causing lateral expansion, which insures the tightcarries offset lugs.

ness

of the joint,

The washer

is

the tightness

increasing with

the

pressure.

held in place on the male end by a hexagonal nut

and therefore cannot be lost. When worn out it is quickly replaced by removing the nut. Long life and ability to withstand
Other
hard service are special claims made for the coupler.
claims are that it saves time by the ease and quickness with
which it can be coupled and uncoupled; that it can be handled
almost as readily in the dark as in the light; and that it works
with precision at highest pressure. It is made either for hose
connections on each end or for hose connection on one end and
It is made and sold by the
pipe connection on the other.

& Hose

National Pipe
»

•

sell

Mr. Boutell, "thus saving them two profits
in the price of our paints, besides selling a good article.
"We had a queer experience the other day. A dealer in iron
called us up by telephone and wanted to know what he could
use to get our 'dinged' paint off some iron beams he wanted to
weld together. 'I've used about everything I could think of,'
said he, 'including sulphuric acid, but it doesn't make any impression on it.' He was advised to use a file, for, as a matter of

THE JOY AUTOMATIC HOSE COUPLER

feed and simultaneously carry the spindles back to the starting
so that after setting the several

"We

to consumers," said

PEDRICK & AYER MULTIPLE DRILL

point,

"Now we

obtained in a generation.

building will

drill

spindles, four of

25

Coupler Co., Penobscot Bldg., Detroit,

Mich.

The Detroit Graphite Co. Building an Addition.
The

Detroit Graphite Manufacturing Co., Detroit,

the size of

its plant.

down an

ing

A

large

number of workmen

is

are

doubling

now

old building adjoining the plant, preparatory to

putting up a five-story brick structure of mill construction, and
which will give the concern about 25,000 square feet additional
floor space.

the benefit of owning its own graphite
Baraga county, Lake Superior region, and doing its

The company enjoys
mines

own

in

mining.

;

Not

all

the paint manufactured, however, contains

graphite.

"Our red, white and -blue paints do not contain graphite,"
said Manager A. A. Boutell, "but we put graphite in about all
our other colors in as large proportion as experience has shown
produce the most serviceable paint.
"Ninety per cent of our product is shipped away in barrels.

will

If

we

put

it

in cans,

we would

require a block of buildings to

Detroit Graphite Manufacturing Co. started 13 years ago.

present five-story factory, 47x86 feet,
Six years ago
put up
thinking it would be ample for all the business that could be
it

its

U2 Universal Milling Machine.

This machine embodies a number of new and important improvements which will be much appreciated by users of univerSpecial attention is called to the positive
sal milling machines.
gear feed drive and the change feed mechanism, by which
twenty changes of feed can be made without stopping the machine, the new clutch mechanism in connection with the hand
wheels, also the

The
made

box type of knee and

spindle has a No. 10 B.
of

hammered

crucible

&

steel,

telescopic elevating screw.

S. taper hole in front end,

has a

is

^-inch hole through

bronze boxes arranged
end to engage clutch
and a threaded colchuck,
take
a
collar for arbor, is threaded to
connected with the
is
It
lar covers the screw when not in use.
its

entire length

and runs

to compensate for wear.

in self-centering
It

has

slot across

change feed mechanism by three spur gears, making a positive
drive.

handle our output.

The

J\{o. /

tear-

The

spindle

is

fully back-geared,

and gears are protected

by guards.
designed for horizontal adjustment and has an arbor support which may be removed, so that

The arm

is

made

of

steel,

is
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any of the attachments can be placed

in position

without the

necessity of removing the arm.

The

table

has

either direction,

an automatic longitudinal and cross feed in
and being centrally driven, feeds freely at any

front of machine.
is

of the

box type and

is

supported by a telescopic

elevating screw, so that no holes are necessary in the floor.

Hand

wheels are provided with clutch arrangements enclosed

hub which operate the

with the

machine,

make

a

combination which will

cut

nearly any spiral from 1.25 to 68.57 inch pitch to one turn.

angle to 45 degrees right or left hand. It is provided with 3^inch T slots and with oil pans at each end. Feed is reversed in

The knee

sent

January, 1906

movement

knee and

This machine
Co. of

Hyde

is

built

by the Becker-Brainard Milling Machine

Park, Mass.

The Robertson Rapid Cut Power Saws.
Our illustration of power saws represent the rapid cut saws
made by the Robertson Mfg. Co., Buffalo, New York, a firm
that has made a specialty of this device for many years.
They
are made in several sizes, but the No. 3, which is shown has a
capacity of 8x8 inch round or square bars.

knob on the front of the
preventing
any accidental change from
hand wheel, thereby
their fixed position, and also preventing them from revolving
when the automatic feeds are thrown in.
The dials are adjustable and graduated to read to thousandths
of an inch, to indicate the vertical, transverse and longitudinal
movements of platen, and are set at any position with set screw.
The patented change feed mechanism is conveniently arranged
on the back of column, and is capable of obtaining instantly,
twenty changes of feed, slow or fast, by a simple movement of

This machine has a
is heavy and rigid.
On placing this machine on the market a new field opened up, a
still larger machine being required for cutting I-beams, and work
of that character. Therefore, the design of No. 4 followed, with
The call for a larger machine was
a capacity of 8x15 inches.
heeded in No. 6 which is a somewhat different machine in
general design, having an upright column on which the bearingcarriage is supported, the value of this being in its adaptation to
cutting off square sections, where the cut is required to go a
certain depth, and stop on the parallel or square of the bar.
The frame of the carriage is raised to the desired height by
means of the crank at the top of column. The saw frame is

the lever, without stopping the machine.

then raised on the angle and locked by the hook.

in

cross

movements of the

vertical

carriage.

When

of the

either the knee or car-

riage have been set to the required position, the clutch

may

be

instantly disengaged by pressing in the

The dividing head can be set at any angle from 10 degrees
below the horizontal, to 5 degrees beyond the perpendicular.
The front end of the spindle is threaded to the same size as the
machine spindle, and also fitted with the same taper. By means
of the raising block, the head can be set at any angle for taper
work. The head is arranged for plain and differential indexing,
The ten change gears, which are
dividing all numbers to 360.

swivel vise, and

is

geared three to one, and

This machine, (No. 6) has a capacity of 12x12 inches with a
Another feature worth noting is the steel frame

24-inch blade.
for the blade,
a bar

on

top,

which

is

arm having
•

NO. 4

I

Yi

UNIVERSAL MILLING MACHINE

a

when small work is being cut,
moving the arm mentioned on top of the bar, to the length of
The company is now adopting this method on
blade required.

NO. 3

NO.

arms on each end, and
clamp bearing by which
a short blade may be used by

a casting and has

the outer

ROBERTSON

ROBERTSON

SAW

CAPACITY 8x8

SAW— CAPACITY 8xi5
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size

all

the

machines; the great

fact that they are

being constructed

so

the hands of a mechanic.
at

bottom

the

The accuracy

of

frame

the

that

stroke, giving practically the

bar

utility

which

is

apparent from

automatic, and have gravity feeds, also

The guide

insures

perfect

of these machines

is

on the return
saw were in
the top and sliding

raised

is

same action

as

bar at

if

alignment

shown

the

for

full

stroke.

in the fact that cuts

one-sixty-fourth inch thick and perfectly true, are taken from
bars,

making them instruments of precision

in the fullest sense,

which accounts for their wide use in first-class shops as well
government works the world over.

as in

»

»

•

Forty-Two Inch Boring and Turning Machine.
1 he 42-inch boring and turning mill illustrated is one of the
recent high class tools built by the Baush Machine Tool Company, Springfield, Mass.
It has some especially valuable points
that will strike the mechanic as features that place it in the
front rank of rapid production devices which are forcing the
The best
attention of railway shop managers at this time.
thought and labor have been laid out on this machine to give
it proper rigidity and wearing qualities required in such a tool.
Electricity is the motive power and the capacity is 44 inches
in diameter by 37 inches in height under the cross rail, or 31
inches under the tool holders. The table is 42 inches in diamfive with
eter, powerfully geared and has ten changes of speed
The maximum speed of the
the back gears and five without.
table is 20 revolutions per minute and minimum speed 0.6 revolutions per minute.
The teeth on both the table and pinion
On the
are steel and accurately planed involutes in contour.
nearly
equal
to
under side of the table there is an outer bearing
the diameter of the base, which adds to the stability by elim;

inating

The

all

overhang.

table

spindle

which

is

10 inches in

inches long, has a straight bearing

which

diameter and

20^

acts in conjunction with

an angular bearing to receive the side strains, in addition to
this there is a thrust ball-bearing on the lower step of the spindle which acts as a preventive against any lifting tendency,

and

27
when heavy

relieves the friction of the table

cuts are being

taken.

There is one turret head and one swivel head. These two
heads are entirely independent in their action, both as to direction and amount of feed. The swivel head can be set at any angle
and has a movement of 24 inches, which is also the range of the
turret head. Either head can be brought to the center for boring.
The heads are attached to steel feed screens by split nuts which
can be opened, and a rapid movement obtained by ratchet and
pinion engaging in the steel rack on the cross rail.
The feeds
are positive, and have 15 changes, ranging from one-sixtyfourth to sixty-one-sixty-fourths inch horizontally, and one-sixinch vertically.
The feed arrangement is the efficient Hendey-Norton.
ty-fourth to nine-sixteenth

The cross rail is raised and lowered by power which can be
done without revolving the table; it has an extraordinary depth,
reducing the wear and insuring absolute truth over long periods
of service.
A hand brake which operates on the main driving
cone, enables the machine to be stopped instantly.
Observation
of the performance of one of thsse tools under the manipulaof a coarse feed man left the impression that it
stand up against any feed and speed within its range.

tion

»
Afotes of the

would

Month

An

experienced mechanic of good address who has filled position of railroad shop foreman or better, is wanted to represent
a well-known house with established trade in calling on railroads
in

the east.

State age, experience and salary expected
Address Railway Master Mechanic.

start.

Murphy &

the

«

»

Christopher

at

Chicago, have just issued their
catalogue A which deals with the O'Neill rapid tube cutter.
The advantages claimed for this tool are that it requires only
two sizes to cut all tubes from 2 inches to 4 inches inclusive.
Co.,

This tool

and

all

is particularly well adapted for removing boiler flues
shops should be equipped with them.

»

•

The Birdsboro

Foundry & Machine Co. report

Steel

is

their

Among

being exceedingly busy.

other orders recently secured
a contract to supply a large part of the machinery for the

new

250-ton mixer, which the Republic Iron

&

Steel

Co. are

Youngstown, Ohio. During the past two weeks
they have booked orders for the following sizes of the Wagner
Cold Saws
1-50 inch
4-2^ inch
6-18 inch, and
4-40 inch
installing

at

:

;

;

;

I-I4 inch.

»

«

Bordo &

»

have been obliged by the
expansion of business to step over the border, and have made
extensive arrangements to manufacture the Bordo appliances
L. J.

Co., of Philadelphia,

including their locomotive blow-off valves and swing joints for
steam,

gas,

water or

oil,

Dominion of Canada.

for the

headquarters will be at Montreal, but

from the home

On

office

all

The

business will be handled

at Philadelphia.

account of the rapid growth of their business in the Penn-

sylvania district, the Independent Pneumatic Tool Co., of Chi-

have opened an office at 207 Germania Bank Building,
Pittsburgh, Pa.
Mr. Richard Hurley has been appointed manager of the office and will have a complete line of air drills, flue
rolling, reaming, tapping and wood-boring machines, and pneuMr.
matic riveting, chipping, calking and beading hammers.
company
employ
of
the
the
Dennis
has
also
entered
C.
James
cago,

to travel out of the

New York

office.
»

»

The Westinghouse

Electric

&

Manufacturing Company have

on the market a storage battery charging recephaving many advantageous features, among the more important being a swivel attachment which conforms the receptacle
to standard steam railway practice, and allows the car or vehicle
to start and pull out the cables without danger of breaking them
The apparatus is adapted to both railway and
or the contacts.
automobile service, and has been adopted by the Pennsylvania
recently placed

tacle

42-INCH BORING AND TURNING MILL

Railroad for charging batteries on their cars.
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The

firm

of

John

agents authorized to

F.
sell

have announced that the only
the well-known Allen Riveting Mach-

Allen,

ines are Joseph T. Ryerson & Sons; Scully Steel & Iron Company; Baird Machinery Company; A. B. Bowman; Berger, Carter Company, and the Fairbanks Company.
In further reference
to the matter they state that other concerns at times claim to

One concern has copied one of their "Rivetmachine of one of their customers to take dimensions from, which tool is being imposed on prospective purchas-

The American Woodworking Machinery

tables,

and

which

in

the trade to beware of such.
•

»

A

gang of graders commenced work grading the ground for
the $1,000,000 shops which the Missouri, Kansas &. Texas Railroad company is under contract with Parsons, Kansas, to build.
The ground comprises thirty acres and when purchased by the
city contained eighty-six houses, which have all been removed
except twenty-four, and these will be removed within the coming
week.

The

land cost the city $150,000, the railroad donating
The contract with the city
$65,000 of the purchase price.
provides that the houses shall be moved and the land deeded to

company by the first of December and the railroad
company agrees to have the shops completed within two years.

the railroad

•

The

"Oliver" Machinery Co., of Grand Rapids, have issued
their catalogue C, on circular sawing machinery.
This describes

saw benches, variety saw tables, swing
cut-off saws, saw mandrels, dado heads, cutter heads, and other
saws together with their saw gauges and saw filing vises. The
"Oliver" Machinery Company are manufacturers of high grade
machinery such as band saws, scroll saws, planers, jointers,
pattern lathes, speed lathes, gap lathes, miter machines, wood
trimmers, disk sanders, bench vises, clamps, dowels, rapping
plates, etc.
Special catalogue describing any one of these will
in

detail

the universal

be cheerfully furnished.
«

The Hendrick Manufacturing
turers of perforated metals

Co., of Carbondale, manufacand general sheet iron works, have

Mr. Byron C. Guerin in charge of their New
York office at No. 149 Broadway. Mr. Guerin has for the past
two years been connected with the firm of Clendenin Bros., of
Baltimore, Md., importers and jobbers of metals, widely known
to the trade.
The Hendrick Manufacturng Co.. take this opportunity to thank their old customers for their liberal favors of the
recently placed

past, asking for a continuance of the same.

their facilities for handling

ed to receive specifications

They

their lines.

The General Pneumatic Company, of Montour Falls, N. Y.,
send out a mailing card on which is shown in tone drawings,
eight different styles of cranes operated by the Shepard pneumatic or electric apparatus as desired, which are devised to
cover practically every requirement in crane practice for shops.
It is proposed by the builders of these cranes that a prospective
purchaser shall not get away for want of a crane to suit his
special conditions, as the question is asked whether any of the
cranes shown solve his immediate problem, and if not, he is invited to so state his problem. This particular method of going

man

with a proposition to suit his requirements,
dence of live management, and cannot help but produce

to the

is

mills, edgers and rippers, ripping machines, circular ripsaws and cut-off saws. The planers, matchers, surfacers, moulders and stickers come next, while the morticers, shapers, tenoning, boring and clamping machines, lathes, sanders, grinders,
etc., complete the list of valuable and indispensible machines in

the catalogue.

President Schurman of Cornell University in his thirteenth
annual report spoke as follows of Sibley college
In a technical
school it is no easy problem to hold the balance evenly between
the claims of pure and the claims of applied science.
At one
extreme a curriculum may be too academic; at another it may be
:

too practical, not to say commercial in

and

is

now

The

aspects.

its

Sibley

demands of the engineering
which Sibley professors are also re-

well adapted to the

industrial world, with

quired to keep in actual touch.

It

seems, therefore, opportune to

which have shaped and
world originated in the quiet

recall the fact that the great discoveries

moulded the modern

industrial

And

laboratory of the theoretical investigator.
principles without
It

the teaching that

mind of the student must

enlarges and vivifies the

rest

which concrete applications are of

on general
little

value.

has been the glory of Cornell University in different prov-

knowledge

combine theory and practice, and while
the new Sibley course is laying renewed stress on the latter it
must not be interpreted as surrendering one jot or tittle of the
recognized supremacy and indispensableness of the former in
any scheme either of liberal or technical education. Indeed the
inces of

opportunity
ical

now

to

for the

time given to students in Mechan-

first

Engineering to devote their senior year to specialization

physics, or chemistry, or geology,
titude of the

Faculty,

who

will

is

in

a sure indication of the at-

also

no doubt encourage and

advise seniors specially qualified and interested to devote themselves to such scientific work.

are enlarging

incoming trade, and would be pleasin

These are followed by a scroll saw
followed by their various circular re-saws,

saws.

tilting

turn

lath

course

•»

Liberty

as the first illustrated machine in the book.
This is followed
by various band saws of power and hand feed, tilting and solid

represent them.

They warn

136

Co.,

New

York, have just issued a 320-page catalogue illustrating and describing their wood-working machines. It has standard 9x12 pages and has their familiar 60-inch saw mill band saw
street,

ors," using the

ers.

January, 1906

is

ive features of these powerful machines.

A

admirable descriptive documents (which

will

later issue of these

evi-

results.

for future reference by their recipients)

»

The Standard Machinery Company, of Norwalk, Ohio, which
has been in operation for some time with O. M. Brown as
president and W. H. Wilson as manager, will remove to Bowling Green, Ohio, having secured a site in the latter city

The American Locomotive Company have recently put out
some most interesting literature concerning their products, which
is of a very attractive character, from the technical as well as
the press point of view. These little brochures are of the standard of 6x9 inches in size, one of them giving in a complete
form the salient points of value of the Mallet articulated type
of compound engines to meet certain transportation problems
The Mallet compound built by this company
in freight haulage.
for the Baltimore & Ohio, which is twice as large as any compound of the kind ever before built, is illustrated by working
drawings and specifications, which clearly show the construct-

on Pike

avenue at the crossing of the Toledo & Ohio Central Railroad.
At Bowling Green Messrs. Brown and Wilson will be joined
by J. C. Slocum, who has been connected with the Jeffrey Mfg.
Company of Columbus, and who will add a number of lines to
the business of the Standard Company, which has heretofore
consisted principally in the manufacture of bolt cutters and
Mr. Slocum will endeavor to develop hoisting
lathe die stocks.
A factory building, 50x150
engines for use in small factories.
feet will be erected and placed in operation by January I.

is

be carefully

filed

devoted to an exposi-

compound engine of the
some original ideas in loco-

tion of the Cole four-cylinder balanced

Atlantic type which

motive design.

Of

is

possessed of

special interest to the follower of the trend

of locomotive improvement

is

the record of performance of the

Cole balanced engine on the testing plant at the

which
ing a draw-bar

position,

is

a part of this

pull of 5,224

construction of this engine
ings

and a

engines

of

is

little

St.

Louis ex-

educational work, show-

The
at 75 miles an hour.
shown by dimensioned draw-

pounds
also

specification,

besides which there are

drawings of

the

ten-wheel,

and

Pacific,

consolidation

Prairie

types showing that there are no questions of design or type of
a locomotive that prevents the application of the Cole principle.
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Railroad Paint Shop
Edited by

M.

J.

Devoted to the Interests of

PITARD

H.

M.

C. Painter,

Official

To members

of the

M.

&

C.

Master Car and
Locomotive Painters

O. R. R.

(St

Organ

of the

Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Association.

A

L. P.

paint specialties offered from time to time to the railway pur-

any member not receiving his Railway Master Mechanic
or has knowledge that any member fails to receive it regularly,
will notify me, giving his full address, I will endeavor to have it
If

rectified.

members

good standing have been paid
no reason why all should not
receive them promptly, provided I have your correct addresses.
A. P. Dane, Secretary.
Subscriptions for 209

for the current year,

and there

in

is

^
Owing
e

Editor,

Car Paint Shop:

chasing powers, a majority of which have nothing to recommend
them to trade, other than the strenuous efforts put forth in

shape of capital and the selling talent required to place the
product upon the market.
It

to the fact that there appears

when put

specialty materials that

somewhat more exaggerated merit than the

into actual use, will warrant.

It

also true

is

but natural that the always-alert paint manufacturer

is

it

many new

but in regard to which the promoters,

less value,

as a rule, claim a
paints,

that

•

true that there are

is

have more or

many

strongly advocates the use of his product, which, in

in-

nor criticism accorded the yearly
reports of committee on tests at our annual conventions, it has
been officially suggested that committee on tests for 1906 be-

designed for some special purpose, regardless of there
being any previous knowledge of purpose requirements.

come more

grand old organization of Associated Master Car and Locomotive Painters.
As a fitting beginning, the committee begs space in columns of

only course for the railway master painter to pursue in behalf

their official journal to offer the following suggestions to all in-

ies

be neither

to

much

interest

alive to the best interests of the

'

members

terested fellow

which they propose to outline that

in

first

suggestion

that they invite the general co-oper-

is,

ation of the Association's entire membership, through adopting

member send

a system of having each critically active

chairman, or other

member

When
it

to the

of test committee, a detailed ver-

and

sion of the supposed cause

coming

results of

any material deviltry

under their observation in daily car paint shop practice.
such reports have been received by committee on

become

shall

material

under

deem most
giving the

test,

their duty to further investigate the questioned
test,

and make such report of same as they

applicable to best requirements of the Association,

name

of original consignee

(unless otherwise

stip-

ulated) in final committee report at yearly meeting in Convention.

The second

suggestion

is,

that

all

members not possessed with

the hope of personal profit forward to committee on tests for

a general

is

In view of the above

facts,

it

becomes painfully evident that the

of the interests employing him,
ploited

unknown

proof of the pudding

tests,
is

demand

to

paint material shall

of time-conducted, practical

that, the

is

that

such ex-

all

be submitted to a ser-

first

saw

clinging to the old-time

in the eating.

In the spirit of progress, the committee on tests believe that

which follows

The

stances,

interchange any class material manipulation

in

the

shape of original ideals, as to what constitutes the best material
formulation of paints for specified service requirements,

which usually includes some

special

mixes that have given out-

all

new

material

innovations

should

be

received

in

car

the

be carefully
tested but never vouched for until proven satisfactory in every
respect for purpose recommended for, from fact that such voucher becomes the trade capital to the interested, which, if honest,
paint

shop, but they claim that they should

means continued merited
represented material
the

cause

of

is

business, but,

not only sure to

if

first

dishonest, the falsely

fail

but also to become

having both the integrity and trade

ability

of

such voucher questioned.
In conclusion, the committee on tests wish to state that they
are fully aware that much criticism is apt to follow the prop-

membership of an association thrown
on tests, but, as they believe,
beginning,
if such procedure would
the end would justify the
bring the Associated Master Painters closer together on the
We, therefore, most earnestly solicit
matter of making tests.

osition of having the entire

into action as a zealous committee

the help of every interested fellow associate, in order that the
Association may have something to offer in a general way at

how

some new

on different paints used in
should
be made, the idea being,
their particular line of practice
that such recommendation acted upon would be viewed by rail-

in

road

of-ordinary results, such as a special primary, surfacer, roughcoat, body, truck, roof or floor coating for a passenger car or

just dropped upon material discovery where compelled
shop routine to do something in the way of turning out hurried new locomotive work say, the quick job, that proved a
surprise for durability in the shape of a primer, a glazing putty,
quick, color or enamel coatings that held up long and well under
quick drying varnish; how the gold size was made that could

yearly conventions, as to

officials

—

much

favor.

Respectfully submitted,

W.
Ji Visit to the

be leafed and safely varnished over within five to ten hours'

how

with

tests

O. Quest, Chairman.

Collinwood Shop.

Continued from the November

issue.

frame and truck black, to
prevent it from becoming soluble in contact with grease and
carbon oils; how to mix a tough cab roof coating that will

Passing to the freight and engine department, we find Mr. J.
Mr. Kiel was formerly in charge of the
G. Kiel in charge.

reasonably stand the cinder beating usually subjected to; how
they would make their ideal freight car paint, if called upon by

that can hardly be excelled.

time

;

to fix a cheap locomotive

head to furnish specifications for the paint specially
manufactured; how they know from practical experience and
observation what pigments, oils and binders, made up in combination, have given the best results as a freight car paint; how
they know that a certain pigment made up paint is best for
painting a steel car, owing to the extreme service abuse received.
official

The

third suggestion

is,

the

all

important matter of calling the

fact that there was
more urgent time in the history of the Association
than the present, where there was the same necessity for some
concerted action in the way of guarding against the many new

attention of the faithful craftsmen to the

never

a

Buffalo shops, where he

made

a record for hustling out

work

In the freight department, the hopper bottomed steel car engages the most of the painters' attention. Here they are cleaned

on the exterior with the sand blast and repainted, but the interior
This may cause some wonder
receives no attention whatever.
are
painting
both the interior and exwho
on the part of those
terior of their steel cars, but if viewed from a common sense
standpoint it is very questionable whether the interior is beneThe paint sprayer is not used on freight
fitted by being painted.
work
is done by hand, but on engines the
all
work at this shop,
sprayer

box,

is

etc.,

somewhat extensively used, the frames,

being painted in this way.

trucks, fire-

Mr. Kiel uses a sprayer with
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The

a double line attached to a can holding about four gallons.

can

is

paint.

provided with a

Varnish color

painted with

flat

color

float,
is

which prevents the sloshing of the

much

not

used,

but

all

engines

are

and varnished.

There

no striping whaton the sides of the
tanks and locomotives with aluminum the edge of the tires on
the wheels, and the edge of the running boards are also painted
with aluminum.
The entire engine, except the frame is first scrubbed with soap
and water before any painting is done, the frame is cleaned with
gasoline, the jackets receive two coats of jacket enamel, but are
not varnished.
The freight and passenger engines are both
painted alike, there is no distinction as is the case on some roads.
When completed the engines present a very neat appearance.
In closing, a few remarks in general on the equipment of the
shops may be of interest. In the construction of the shops, no
pains or expense have been spared to make complete preparations
is

ever, the initials of the road only are painted

for facilitating the

work

in all

departments.

The various

build-

steam heated, and all communicate with each other
by a complete telephone system, the shop is lighted, and all machinery is run by electricity, all electric and telephone wires,
water and steam pipes extend to the various buildings through
sandstone side, cement top tunnel, amply large to admit of making the repairs that becomes necessary from time to time without
digging them up, as would be the case were they simply buried
in the ground moreover a break or leak can be instantly located
and quickly repaired. On every hand there is evidence of the
greatest skill, and the construction of the shop reflects much
credit on the company.
ings are

all

;

«

•

The Premature Paling

of Varnish Lustre.

We

were recently asked our opinion of the cause of the premature paling or deadening of varnish on the exterior of passenger cars.
The subject is an interesting one, and furnishes a
theme for discussion that is of general interest to the painting
craft.
We will open the subject and hope that it will lead to
further discussion by the members.
In maintaining the lustre
of varnish to its natural limit, the two principal points that
conduce to this end is the proper painting of the car in the
first instance, and the proper care of the varnish while the car
is

in service

—the one

is

of as

up and the manner

much importance

as the other.

There are several causes that are responsible for the premature deadening of varnish, either one of which will effect this
result so effectively that an expert could hardly tell the cause
of it. In cases where durability has been disregarded in order
to economize in time, and a resort is made to quick drying
under coats, not having sufficient binding fluid to enable them

from

longer than any other kind

retain their lustre

The manner

of vehicle.

ferent

In the matter of ornamentation, the same degree of plainness
obtains as in the coach department.

faces generally

fliat

in

1906

January,

in

which a carriage surface

which they are cared for

of a railway passenger coach.

is

built

entirely dif-

is

This, of course,

due to the different conditions that obtain in each case. While
the retention of the lustre on a carriage surface is due to the
manner in which the surface is built and cared for, it is very
is

if it was subjected to the same severe conditions
undergone by the average passenger coach, that the result
by comparison would be much in favor of the passenger coach.
The premature paling of varnish is not usually due to any one
particular cause.
There are many causes which produce this
result singly, and some, if not all of these causes, will, upon
investigation, be found contributory to this end in most all
cases. Of the many causes which operate to cause the premature
paling of varnish may be mentioned in addition to the causes
above stated mopping or washing the body before the dust has
been removed. Washing the body while exposed to the hot sun.
The effect of sulphur gases which collect in the tunnels. Neglect

probable that

that

is

of proper cleaning at terminal.

The use

waste.

of cleaning

Cleaning at terminal with coarse

compounds

destructive to varnish.

Placing the cars in service before the varnish

is

Of

dry.

causes above mentioned, that of proper terminal cleaning

the

is

of

the greatest importance as far as the appearance and durability
of the varnish

ing)

is

concerned.

Where

this

work (terminal

clean-

not under the jurisdiction of the master painter, but

is

entrusted

many

in

cases

to

persons

entirely

is

ignorant of the

no certainty of retaining the
Their method
lustre of varnish to the end of its natural life.
of cleaning is uncertain and variable, and they not infrequently
delicate nature of varnish, there

is

neglect the cleaning until the deposit of dirt obscures

all letters

and ornamentation, then a resort is had to either strong soap
and water or emulsion cleaners (which possibly have an excess
of friction substance that
surface

may

be,

is

and

The

also.

is

destructive to varnish lustre), the

given a vigorous rubbing or scrubbing, as the case

is

after a while the dirt disappears,

friction

—the

varnish

caused by the extra amount of rubbing that

necessary to clean a neglected car

lustre,

and

is

not only detrimental to

but to the varnish also, the less rubbing the better.

As regards the effect of sulphuretted hydrogen gas (the analytical name given to coal smoke), it is next in importance as
an enemy of varnish and varnish lustre. This gas has but little
effect

in the open air where it can be dissipated, but
from which it can not escape freely, it will destroy
The result by comparison of such cars
in a few trips.

on varnish

in tunnels,

the lustre

with others that are not subjected to tunnel service will be very
apparent as far as appearances are concerned.
It is this gas

which gives

smoke its suffocating qualities, and renders
windows necessary when entering a tunnel.

to coal

the closing of

«

to adhere firmly to the surface, the resultant surface

is

a spongy,

Painting on the

porous mass of pigment that will absorb the substance and sap
the life of any paint or varnish that may be applied to it.
It
is not possible for varnish to retain its life and lustre when

The shops
ment on the

applied upon a surface built up in this manner.

located at

It is

frequently

composed of pigments of coarse texture, and when the turpentine or vehicle has evaporated from
them, it leaves them in a very porous state, and if examined with
a strong microscope will be found very porous, and entirely
unfit as a substructure upon which to apply varnish when the
the case that surfacers are

best results are expected or desired.

Another cause of the paling of varnish is the too rapid appliand especially when an elastic
varnish is used throughout.
Usually but one or two days is
allowed between coats for drying, with the result that each
successive coat sinks into the former one, with the result that
in some instances the lustre is nearly gone before the car leaves
the shop. No carriage painter of ability would think of building
cations of the successive coats,

up a porous surface, or of using elastic or finishing varnish for
the under coats, and it is a recognized fact that carriage sur-

for painting

New York

New

York Central.

and varnishing of
Central and

all

passenger equip-

Hudson River

West Albany, N. Y.
The main paint shop is a brick

railroad are

building 530 feet long by 150
an old building, having been constructed a number of years ago, but in recent years has been modernized as
much as possible. Eighty feet of this building has been partitioned off with a brick wall at one end and arranged to allow
a space of 75x80 feet for varnish room, 35x35 for stock room,
20x30 feet for foreman painter's office, the balance for miscellaneous work.
The main room, outside of the partition, which is 150x450
seven tracks run
feet, is devoted entirely to coach painting
lengthwise through this room, each track holding seven cars,
making forty-nine cars in all. The floor over the whole building
Stationary posts upon which
is concrete surfaced with cement.
scaffold
adjustable
lines
each track on both sides
is hung an
The scaffolding can be adjusted
the whole length of the shop.
feet

wide

;

it is

;
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any height so that the workmen can work on any part of the
and upper deck.
The whole building is well lighted with improved skylights, is
thoroughly equipped with electric lights and heated with the
The air is conducted from the
Sturtevant system of hot air.
central point located overhead, through galvanized iron pipes
leading through openings located about 18 inches_ from the
floor at numerous points between the cars and along the
outer walls this system of heating is in every way a success.
The' varnish room is equipped with adjustable sash and door
racks, which can easily be gauged so as to receive any width of

3i
Each has

an unsettled question.

who have

to

to be

car, including the roof

doubtless demonstrated their merits to their satisfaction.

;

The window

sash or doors.

sash for

all

doors are grained in this

mahogany, with a machine known as the
roller process, which is found to be a very rapid and economical
method of graining in imitation of any kind of wood.
The stock room is located in one corner and surrounded on
all sides with solid brick wall.
The entrance door and openroom,

in imitation of

over the delivery counter are equipped with

ings

Ample

iron

doors

storage

tanks

making the room absolutely

fire-proof.

are provided for

the tanks are placed on a raised

liquids,

all

platform in the center of the room running at right angles with
the delivery counter

;

mixing benches

line

room on

the

three

with cupboards and shelving underneath, and also a numof tilting bins for storage.
This room throughout is

sides,

ber

The

popularity

its

many years, and
and generally established that
have passed ere it is consigned

so .thoroughly

is

possibly several generations will

to oblivion even for freight car painting.

Aside from the two paint shops already
room has been provided in another building
teen cars, which

Here the

When

where

work

all

and washed and then transferred to
carpenter and other repairs are done.

completed the cars are transferred to the
paint shop ready for the painters.
At one end of the stripping
shop is a room 16x65 ft., where all the small parts, such as
sash,

this

is

doors, blinds, stops,

A

scrubbing.

tank 16x6

plied with running water,

Adjoining
the small

work

3

is

ft.

deep, which

is

constantly sup-

used for this purpose.

is

washroom

this

are taken and given a thorough

etc.,
ft.

a

is

similar one in size

where

all

repaired for immediate delivery to the paint

shop.

On

the whole, while this

not in every respect a modern
has been provided for carrying on the work
a systematic manner. When a car is placed for stripping, a
is

plant, every facility
in

schedule is made up which shows each transaction beginning at
the washing and going on through the whole process to the finishing coat of varnish, giving the date in advance when each

done and the date when the car will be ready
work is done by the piece, and it is a
rare occurrence for a car to go through this shop and fail to
be turned out on the scheduled time.
The capacity of this shop as to the number of cars which can
transaction

is

for trimming.

to be

All the

be turned out within a given time has never been fully determined.
It has, however, a record for a continuous period of
four months of eight and a half cars per day, all of which
receive general repairs of paint

and varnish.
Mr. A. L. Allen is the General Foreman Painter in charge,
Mr. Louis Fox is First Assistant. The Department Foremen
are:
Mr. Chas. Comsfock, Mr. T. A. Seymour, Mr. H. S.
Knisley and Mr. Ben. Smith.
H. M. BUTTS,

New York

Central

& Hudson

River Railroad.

Freight Painting.
The comparative merits

of the long and short handle paint

brush and the paint sprayer

in

freight

car painting

seem yet

be said in favor

we should

and speed, but where circumstances are such that

for quality

a

staging can not permanently or conveniently be erected, as in
such instances where the ground is strewn with scrap or construction material, the long handle brush would fill the breach
very acceptably; but, as compared to the short handle brush,
it is
far more unwieldly, and the extra long distance that it
must necessarily travel back and forth to the paint bucket, sitting on the ground, would cause so much lost time that in the
course of a day the result would be very apparent.

Notwithstanding that
be condemned

not

could

the

human

this

kind of a paint brush seems to be

because

doubtless
in

it

this

a

fills

a "long felt

As

thing.

As

it

it

and believe
fits,

find

of

ancestry
the

more

it

could

justly

than

Darwinian theory.

want" for those

the world

to the paint sprayer,

where
would not

its

whitewash brush,

proper place in the industrial

particular kind of brush

places
It

it

good

its

of

because

race

must be accredited

track

for holding fourused exclusively for stripping and washing.

is

cars are stripped

the coach shop,

described,

may

convenient to erect a permanent staging of convenient height
prefer the short handle brush to the long handle, both

is

good use of

on, for coach painting.

is

It

of the short handle brush without fear of contradiction that for
quality of work it can not be equaled by either the long handle
brush or paint sprayer, for the reason that it is in every way
far more wieldly than the former, and as to the paint sprayer,
there is. really no comparison between the two.
Whenever it

rush season

;

The

short handle brush has held the field for

a sort of evolution of the long handle

the

in

advocates

verdicts are doubtless influenced in either case by circumstances.

most modern and up-to-date manner, with
abundance of light and perfect ventilation.
Running parallel with the main shop is another paint shop,
150 ft. wide and 350 ft. long; this shop will hold twenty-six
passenger cars. The heating, lighting, etc., are the same as in
the main shop a greater part of this shop is used for painting
freight equipment, except during about three months when the

equipped

its

useful

in
it

is

at least

we

to us as

only to those

for

who

see

so

it,

is

who make

it.

also has

its

uses

;

there are

there are other places where

much

see

It

field,

favor

it

is

many

a misfit.

among workmen generally in a
when the mercury was playing

closed building and steam heated

;

around zero in such cases, if it were a thing of life, it would be
in more danger than the czar of Russia.
Its advent was regarded with much disfavor from the first, for two reasons that
'it was a substitute for hand labor, and that it claims all of the
air space within a very large area, and leaving none for the
operator when it gets busy.
The latter objection seems to be
the greatest hindrance to its popularity, and it is somewhat of
a reflection upon the inventive talent of the craft that the first
machine invented to supplement the work of the paint brush
should present defects which threaten to extinguish its use. We
:
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venture the prediction, however, that these defects will soon
be overcome, and that the paint sprayer will enter upon its

second stage of greater usefulness.

and inviting

permit

to

The

field for

The

dying of inanition.

its

is

it

too large

ever increas-

ing number of freight cars and the necessarily hurried

demand
when they are shopped, necessitates some method
more expeditious than the paint brush for keeping them painted.
for repairs

It

now customary to
why should not

is

repaired

;

repaint an engine while

it

same custom be made

the

is

being

applicable

It is not impossible to do so.
No one of a
knowledge of mechanical matters can deny the necessity of keeping all freight equipment well painted, not so much
for appearances as for its preservation. If paint was more freely
used in painting the under framing and all points of contact
during construction, it would add very materially to the life of

to a freight car?

practical

Another matter of much importance

mands

is

the

stenciling of

which
importance de-

in freight painting

freight cars.

its

We

not infrequently

upon which the name of the road and other
stenciling have almost entirely disappeared from view, and
which would not be legible by night for inspection purposes with
freight cars

the aid of the best light obtainable.

As

a

general thing the

body paint will outwear the stenciling, especially if the stenciling
is done with white lead
this is due to the fact that the body
receives two or three coats and the stenciling only one, and
that one applied so thickly that the proportion of pigment or

and Comments.

be found a head lining ornataken from one of our first class cars
built at the St. Charles, Mo., car shops during the incumbency
of Mr. W. T. Wenchel, of the paint department, and to whose
hand we credit the same. It is of unique design, being made
as Mr. Wenchel informed the writer, from an idea obtained
from the engravings on a piece of Dutch jewelry. The three
parallel lines are first put on with vermillion, the ornament is
then stenciled over them in gold. On a green ground, this
makes a very pretty lining.

Elsewhere

in this issue will

ment and border

stencil

«

It

has not heretofore received the attention that
see

Afotes

equipment.

freight
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may

some

be noticed on

cars

been carefully

that have

painted and surfaced according to rule and on which every care
has been bestowed in order to

months there

is

make

a perfect job, that in a few

flaking of the paint along the edges of the beads,

is intact, with no
appearance of disintegration.
Such occurrences are calculated
to detract very materially from the prestige of the master painter
in charge.
This trouble is due to an excessive amount of the

but on the remainder of the surface the paint

surfacer left in the beads, which form such a thick crust that the

expansive qualities are destroyed and flaking

contracting and

;

lead

far in excess of the usual proportions of such mixtures

is

that are found to be the

not enough
serve

it

oil

most durable;

in other

in the stenciling lead to properly

for any considerable length of time.

words, there

is

bind and pre-

Much

better results

would be obtained if it were applied thinner and given two
coats, but this would hardly be practicable owing to lack of
time.
Perhaps the most generally used pigment for freight
painting is the brown iron oxide, stenciled with white lead.
But this combination does not yield the best results. It is
possibly due to the cheapness of the iron oxide pigments that

they have come into general use for freight car painting, but
notwithstanding their cheapness it is possible to obtain better
results at a slight increase of the first cost by the use of yellow

pigments for the body and lamp black and oil for stenciling.
This makes the most pleasing and in the end the most durable
and cheapest combination for freight equipment. This combination is used upon the Armour refrigerator cars and possibly

and there

no better looking freight equipment to be
seen than the Armour cars. It is rare indeed to see one of them
others,

perished like the cars painted with iron oxide. When it
considered that most of the freight painting of all railroads
done out in the open air and exposed to all kinds of unfavor-

that
is
is

is

is

able weather,
erally

it

as good

a credit to the craft that the results are genas they are.

is

•

A

from our associate member, Mr. B. F. Wynn, of the
Pennsylvania Railway at Pitcairn, Pa., brings the welcome news
that our good friend, Mr. F. S. Ball, Master Car Painter of the
Altoona shop, has regained his health and resumed his duties.
We congratulate Bro. Ball on his recovery.
letter

is

the result.

In

some shops

ing to the practice of what

is

this trouble is

overcome by resort-

called "sticking the beads," that

is,

cleaning out the excess of paint with a stick after each applicathe stick is shaped on the point to fit snugly
bead and is moved upward instead of downward. The
beads are not pumice stoned, but are cleaned out with sandpaper
This method of surfacing reduces
after the rubbing is finished.
the amount of labor and insures better results.
tion of the surfacer

;

into the

Elsewhere in

an

this issue is

article

from Mr. H. M. Butts,

New York Central railway, deWest Albany, New York. Mr. Butts' time

general foreman painter of the
scribing his shops at

occupied in traveling back and forth over the system, supervising the shopping of cars, terminal cleaning, etc., as all matters
is

pertaining to painting and terminal cleaning comes within his
jurisdiction.

knows

as

This

is

much about

as

a

it

gun

no one who
Mr. Butts
having a broad-gauged man

should be, as there
as the

man

that

is

made

it.

very fortunate in his position in
like Mr. Brazier, his superintendent of rolling stock, to support
is

The management

him.

of the details of the

West Albany shop

almost entirely to Mr. Butts' able assistants, Mr. A. L.
Allen, general foreman painter, Mr. Lewis Fox, first assistant.
The foremen in charge of the various departments are Mr. Chas.
is

left

Comstock, Mr. T. A. Seymore, Mr. H. S. Knisley and Mr. Ben
Smith.
It will be observed that the cars are handled several
times in passing from one department to another while passing
through the different stages of work. This the writer has always
contended was the proper way to handle work in order to obtain
the best results both as to quantity and quality.

The

idea of

varnishing a car in a shop where it has been scrubbed and the
floor water soaked is a waste of time and money and none the

»

William Marshall, George M. Ballard and Thomas Francis
Clark, manufacturers, of Newark, N. J., are three of five incorporators of the Anglo-American Varnish Company, just granted
a charter by the Dominion Government.
They will manufacture and deal extensively in japans, lacquers, varnishes, oil and
pigments.
The capital stock is $20,000, and the headquarters
will be in Montreal.
The Anglo-American Varnish Company
Its office is at 53 Johnson street.
is a Newark concern.

less

suicidal

or pernicious

is

the habit of dividing honors

the paint shop with the carpenter and truck man.

It is

in

desired to

have an article each month similar to the one by Mr. Butts,
from one or more shops, describing the method of conducting
the same, and going into details as much as possible, and giving
photographic views of shop when convenient. It is hoped that
our friends will respond promptly when called upon for such
information.
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to the interests of
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capacity cars

—60,000,

80,000 and

has forcibly presented

lbs.,

to those

itself

re-

sponsible for their operation and care to the extent that

a

move

is

now launched by

M.

the

C. B. Association

City

no doubt culminate in not only a standard and
beam, but also in attachments and accessories to

same that need

Brake beams have always been
the weak link in the air brake system, and rigidity is yet
wanting, more particitlarly with the heavy braking
powers now used.
It is a curious commentary on the long fight for stand"Is

3524 John.

attention.

The

now

is

asked,

standard and uniform size of brake

any

there

wheel?"

supposition that a brake wheel should be

same braking power, is
that there is more diversity
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a natural one, but the fact
in that detail

brake

A

rig.

is

than in any other one connected with a
standard of some one diameter would have

the appearance of consistency at least and this does not

now

obtain

A

when

the variation

RECENT

from 10

is

to 15 inches.

accident suggests the query,

is

engine

equipment inspected with sufficient frequency?
And the same accident would imply that the question is
answered in the negative.

A

?

passenger run was delayed by a spring hanger

breaking, the spring throwing itself in such position as
Entered at
Vol.

the

XXX

Post

Office

in Chicago as Second-Class Matter.

Chicago, February,

1906.

No.

to

clamp the reach rod, thus making
it

was found

as a part of
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list

cab of each engine,

in first class shape.

of standard engine equipment

it
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usefulness
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Antiquated Shop Tools

TO THE

observer having a mechanical training, the

way

points picked up in out of the

of the most instructive kind.

localities are

As a reminder

that

work

63*

can be, and

63*

even ordinary mediocrity in point of

63

to be seen in active operation that should disgrace those

64
65
66*

and they by the way, are
not in charge of the plants where dividends are deferred
by their use. In peregrination in search of good things

66

for these columns,

responsible

is

for

done without the aid of appliances of
efficiency, tools are

their use,

some of the

relics

of the early days
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are found occasionally, devices that have long since out-

fact affords a

grown

in service

their right to be

classed with

shop equipment,

and are an important part of the
layout, though the work done by their means is not only
yet they are in service

expensive, but so crude as to excite a smile.

One

of these old-timers recently found in an unex-

pected quarter was a wheel press used for truck wheels

and

engine, tender and car.

axles,

This old machine

probably dated from the earliest days of railroading in

was an example of how wheels were mounted before the hydrostatic press was perfected. The mechanical power is obtained by means of the screw, geared
several times, and the power increased by gear ratio
twice since it was designed. It was operated by a star

this country,

wheel consisting of eight levers driving a pinion that
rushes into the system of gears actuating

screw,

the

which forces the wheel on the axle. The levers are
manned by as much human muscle as can effect a connection with their ends, and the force exerted is anything
from 10 to 25 tons, lubrication and brawn considered.
The exhibit was one to excite the wonder of one used
to latter day facilities.
Say the fit is not snug enough to
overcome human endeavor, then tin shims or prick punchings of the axle

is

the remedy.

It

hardly seems probable

that such a condition can prevail at this time, but wheels

are yet

mounted by the archaic scheme
•

»

for turning out work,

and of

Machine

fullest sense.

is

tool, is a

tools

their proper location.

combination that makes

—

showing on quality of work only never on quality
plus quantity, and is therefore one of the most deceptive and costly elements in the equipment of a shop.
No greater mistake can be made in shop management,
than holding tools in commission, that from age, or
want of adaptability to the work to be done, have survived their usefulness. The foreman is indeed a weak
vessel, if his hands are tied with tools that cannot produce the work at the lowest cost, and such results are
only obtained by the best tools.
«

Jfmerican

THE American

Foreign Locomotives

vs.

locomotive, while one of the greatest

achievements of the mechanical arts in point of

graceful lines and highest

utility,

is

at the

same time

There are several reasons why
our engines are constructed at a low figure when compared with like work done elsewhere.
The most important of which is the infatuation of the foreign designer with the high character of finish and details which
in this country are painted at best, and in many cases
left, as when coming from the forge.
The prodigal finish
a marvel as to low cost.

especially noticeabl in the exhibit of foreign engines
St.

Louis exposition.

degree of polish than

way im-

course covers an immense ground

the scrap pile

Those

were of
course treated for the occasion to a 'somewhat greater

as understood in a general

the facilities

plies

when

a

at the

»-

Railway Shop Equipment

SHOP equipment

good reason for the retention of such

The good man and poor

was

detailed.

February, 1906

when taken

in

its

tools usually receive first consid-

some other features deserving of
attention that have a most important influence on the
output of a shop. Supervision is one of these, and in the
opinion of many who by reason of a long experience in the shop, are entitled to be heard, the foreman is
the most important factor in keeping the running exeration, but there are

was
dex to

is

engines

the case of ordinary practice, but

and served as a fair inthe waste of time and money on work that could be
iturned out at far less cost and yet serve its purpose as
well.
Especially so was this the case with the rods and
valve gears which in our engines rarely know a file except at the fitted portions.
The foreign engines were
beautiful creations, and fair to look upon, but from the
frigid business standpoint of the American constructor it
it

different in degree only,

was loves labor lost,
no allowance for the

since the testing plant could

make

esthetic factor in the machine.

penses within the appropriation, entirely regardless of the

Standardization of details has also an important bear-

character of the tool facilities with which he must carve

ing on the cost of our engines, especially so on the large

out results.

orders, by

The foreman who

up to his desk making routine
reports should not be blamed for the handicap placed on
his efforts by red tape. System is a good thing, but here
is one of the situations where net results are held back,
by reason of a superabundance of it, for any cause operating to prevent a foreman from circulating in the territory under his supervision, must necessarily reduce his
is

tied

which fewer patterns are required than when

engines are built with
of such changes

when not made

is

many changes

of details.

effect

to increase the price of output,

and

the purchaser shares in the reduced cost

[The labor element has

more

of an engine than

usually credited with.

wage

The

it is

influence on reducing cost

Since the

should be recognized as the head of his department, and

assumed that
such would appear in the cost of output, but the amount
of work per day turned out, by reason of intelligent and
close application, together with the improved high-speed
tools used, are an offset to the lower wage and slower
methods on the other side.
The foreign engineer has nothing to learn from us in

placed above the suspicion that he was only a straw boss.

locomotive design

Men, like machine tools, are simply a means to an end
and to carry the simile further, both must be chosen for

and researches in
also to his pioneer
work in demonstrating the saving due to superheating,
besides his development of the four cylinder balanced
engine. There is, however, an opening for him to absorb
some hints from our practice that will enable him to produce results at a lower cost than his wont.

efficiency.

Tyrannical pressure has long since given

to tactful force in getting the best out of

men,

in

way

shops

noted for high class management, and to exercise the
gifts that

their

make

ability

the machine
is

to
is

the foreman eligible to his position, he

accomplish

results.

The man

before

the prime factor in output however, for he

able to get a performance out of an antiquated tool

that sometimes goes to the credit of the machine,

which

rate

is

comparatively high here,

when he can point
compounding and

it

is

to his original

work
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Increase in Variation in Height of Couplers
T THE October meeting of the Western Rail-

Away
&

Club, Mr.

St. P.

Ry. addressed the members present

height of freight car couplers.

The

and

cars

in

Atlantic

City

variation of 3 inches between the

imum and minimum
top of

rail

height of

M.

me

does not seem to

from

to be sufficient.

The

Some

the

of the

was the reason the M.

maximum and

height of center line of drawbars

you

you

will inquire at

mini-

from top of

your interchange points

will find that there is a great delay in cars

sent back, especially

by the Belt

lines

who do

being

the bulk

of passing cars from one road to another, on account
of the cars being higher or lower than the present pre-

;

the only

way we

could get rid

it

let

us see the practical side of
I

was

this.

told that they expected

I

me

was
to

in

open

would have something in a general
line that was gotten up with care, but unfortunately I
was called away these last three days and did not have
time to get the data on the subject, so what I am saying
here tonight I say off-hand. We did get some information from our repair tracks and I have that here, and will
read it, and you will see what the railroads today are up
against.
We will see about what the actual settlement
is in our cars, and in compiling these figures I have
been very modest, in that I have given everything favorable to the three-inch limit.
These are all cases which
make a car lower. Wearing on journal bearings, 3-8
inch
wear on journals, 2-8 inch
wear on wheels.
2-8
inch
wear on carry * strap, and bottom of

A

if

to send

hopes when

rail.

Now,

steel

this discussion that I

That

few years afterward the vertical plane coupler or
what is commonly called the Master Car Builders' coupler, was adopted.
At that time the knuckles had a wearing surface on the face of about 8 inches, some less,
some a little more, with an opening of about two inches
in the center.
The Master Car Builders' Association
and railroad men generally discussed the advisability of
allowing more of a variation, between the maximum and
minimum height of cars but the objections were that in
the majority of cases the lower lug of the knuckle was
not over 2 3-4 inches wide, and they felt that with a
greater variation, the tendency would be towards having all the pulling and buffing done on either the upper
or the lower lug when a high car and a low car came
together in switching, and thereby cause either lug to
break off, and cause serious delays. But since that time
things have changed.
I think all railroads today are
buying the solid knuckle with a nine-inch wearing face,
while some of the larger roads are using knuckles having a wearing surface of 10 inches, and the knuckle solid, consequently we have gotten over the danger of
breaking off the upper or lower lugs.

was

it

Now

C. B. Association established a

variation of 3 inches between the

mum

inches.

Chicage a short time ago, a

too

stead of three inches, at least four inches.

the variation in height of

two drawbars was more than three

in

is

and that honorable body accepted the
recommendation and incorporated it into the law and
now the law is being enforced, and to save the vast
amount of money expended for the handling of cars,
raising and lowering of same, we should petition Congress, it seems to me, to give us greater variation, in-

and Safford drawbars and others had
very small openings in the mouth and it was very difficult to couple one car to the other by switchmen stepping in between the cars and attempting to enter the link
of one drawbar, into the mouth of the opposite drawbar

when

had one

car that

the United States,

wrought iron

with safety to himself,

We

new

M. C. B. couplers of three inches is insufficient.
Now, you will say there is a law holding us to
this 3 inch variation, but who is responsible for that
law?
The railroad companies, and the Master Car
Builders' Association.
It was they who recommended
this maximum and minimum height to the Congress of

standard height of 33 inches was established way back
in the 70's.
At that time the railroads had their cars

equipped with link and pin drawbars.

your car

of

max-

C. B. couplers

to

back to Milwaukee and load it to get
it down to the proper height; consequently I think the
variation between the minimum and maximum height
of

June 13 to 15th. We
Hennessey herewith together with the opinion of some
of the members of the Master Car Builders' Association.
Mr. Hennessey spoke as follows:

"The present

will find that

here and there you will get a

building the whole truck

on
are printing the remarks of Mr.
at

Go

expensive to the railroads.

car which could not be lowered without practically re-

will

Association

;

high.

question

undoubtedly receive attention
at the next convention of the Master Car
Builders'

is

smiths or car repairers are continually raising your old

an important one to the master car build-

ers

This

your own repair tracks and you

Hennessey of the C. M.

J. J.

on the subject of increasing the variation
is

scribed limits.

;

;

;

M.

C.

coupler,

B.

inch,

(that

is,

a

quarter

and small wearing parts,
settlement of arch bars, I have got it down here 2-8
inch.
Now we all know that there are very few cars
in service today that were built five or six years ago
where the arch bars do not have a tendency to gig up,
and this' 2-8 inch is entirely too insufficient to represent
it,
but we will be moderate. Permanent set of springs
was 1-4 inch to 3-8 inch. Difference of springs between
empty and loaded car, 1 4-8 inch. Set of overhang of
car, 3-8 inch that is, from the bolster to the end of the
car you will find that most of our wooden cars droop
down from the body bolster to the end, it is quite marked
sometimes I have it here 3-8 inch, but I think if you will
measure some of your old cars, you will find it an inch.
In some of your weak old flat cars you will find they go
Now the total settlement
one-half inch the other way.
I
have
given is 4 1-8 inches.
according to the figures
There is nothing overdrawn in this, in fact, it is not sufinch

each)

arch

;

—

'

4-8

;

;

;

bars
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ficient, as

is

it

much

not as

as really takes place in ser-

unfit

vice.

when

Several months ago

had this matter in mind,
I rode about two hundred miles on one of the worst divisions that the St. Paul Company has, and the up and
down movement of the couplers on the main line I do
not think in any place exceeded two inches. Of course
you get a greater variation than that in the switchI

ing yards, but with the knuckle from 9 to 10 inches
wide I think that we can safely recommend a great deal

more variations between the minimum and maximum
heights, at least one inch more variation.
That would

new cars 35 inches high, and the
would not be condemned or refused in interchange if
were 31 inches high. I don't know how many of you

allow us to build our
car
it

gentlemen have taken a new car right out of the works,
loaded it to its capacity, and run it a thousand miles, I
have done it repeatedly, and I have found a permanent
settlement of the car from one-half to one inch.

The whole

we have

variation that

today under the

present Master Car Builders' rules and under the Inter-

Commerce Rules

state

when you

three inches, and

is

when

take a settlement of two inches

car

is

loaded, you

have only one inch variation left, and I want to say, gentlemen, it amounts to a great deal more expense than
most of us think for, to keep the cars within the present
limits."

Mr. A.

W.

Gibbs,

General Superintendent of Motive Power,
P. R. R.

would doubtless be convenient, for many reasons,
to allow more clearance, I am hardly prepared to join Mr. Hennessey in recommending an increase in the variation permissible.
While it is true that the sources of variation mentioned, exist,
I am not prepared to say that they all exist at the same time.
"While

it

Increasing
is

the

of

limits

tolerance

the

in

height

of

couplers,

not an altogether satisfactory method of improving the

culty,

owing

necessary

to

to

interference

the

couple

cars

to

occurs

that

having

when

it

continuous

the

diffi-

becomes
vestibule

buffer."

Mr. W. F. Brazier, Supt. Rolling Stock, N. Y. C. & H. R. R. R.
I have read the arguments before the Western Railroad
Club in favor of a change in the height of couplers, and will
say that I would be in favor -of raising the maximum height to
There is no question but what new cars turned
35 inches.
out into service light should be at least one-half inch higher

than the present
to

in

limit, as the

the standard height.

imum

height remain as

I
it

"Another point of

far

height of couplers,

is

made

solid

soon get down
can safely let the min-

wearing parts

believe

we

fact

and the face not

less

that

all

made

of cast steel.

question,

yet

very

important,

it

is

knuckles should be

than nine

should be

in

variation

and the

inches,

While this
fact more

is

not the

important

—of

having knuckles made of cast
steel, the face not less than 9 inches, and all knuckles to be
of the proper dimensions for the couplers for which they are
intended.
This would stop many of the break-in-twos we are
having today on our freight equipment."
than the variation in height,

Mr. R. P.

have read

Mr

M.

Seaboard Air Lines.
Hennessey's remarks and do not favor

C. Sanderson, S.

P.,

at

present any change in the standard variation for height of draw
bars, believing that the

narrow

limits

for this range of varia-

and with the steel frame
cars coming into greater use the trouble complained of with

tions are to everybody's best interest

old-fashioned

meet

the

poorly

cars,

present

constructed

conditions

will

and

really

disappear

rapidly

with the retirement of these old cars and the substitution of

more modern

It seems to me that the
on account of weak old cars."

designs.

plea for leniency

article

is

a

Mr. G. N. Dozv, Gen. Mechanical Inspector, L. S. & M. S. Ry.
"While Mr. Hennessey, in my mind, is one of the most able
car builders in the country today, I will have to take exception
to some of his remarks
in other words, I do not believe in
increasing the variation from three to four inches, but am
;

heartily

in favor of increasing the face of the knuckle from
nine to ten inches, and the sooner the face of the knuckle is increased to ten inches, the better for the railroads having a lot
of light capacity freight cars

my travels through the large freight yards in the
very few cars that do not come within the requirements
of the law, and that every year will lessen the number of old
"I find in

east, a

cars that have in the past been the cause

of so

much

trouble

regard to coupler heights, due to bad construction, such as
Mr. Hennessey speaks of, and it is my opinion that in a very
in

few years cars having high or low couplers *will not be known,
for today cars are being constructed that do not sag either at
the ends or in the center; also arch bars are put in the trucks,

do not cock up

that

at

the end.

Steel

underframes and

trucks are taking the place of the old designs

now

in

steel

use on

and low capacity cars, which are being disposed of very
by most railroads, but we will always have the action of the
bolster springs to contend with in loaded and light cars, and
to increase the distance from three to four inches in the variation of height of coupler, and not the face of the knuckle,
trouble will still exist in cars coming uncoupled on rough
tracks and at crossings, and with the increase in the variation,
the old
fast

I am of the opinion more cases would come before us than
we now have or know of, besides I am of the opinion it would
be a premium for some railroads to become callous, while to

have the distance to remain as at present, but to increase the
face of the knuckle from nine to ten inches, would reduce
the break-in-twos we now have from the above cause, if not
fully obviate it, and make' freight trains much more safely
handled than by increasing the distance from three to four
giving

inches variation in the height of the couplers, besides

a much stronger knuckle, by reason of having more bearing
on each other.
"The above is solely in my opinion, which may be entirely
wrong, for I know of several much more able men than T who
are taking the same stand and view that Mr. Hennessey has."

Mr. J. H. Manning, S. M. P., D & H. R. R.
"Have read Mr. Hennessey's remarks in the proceedings of
Can see no objection from a methe Western Railway Club.
chanical
vertical

imum
new

more importance than the
the

to

will

is.

knuckles

"I

weak

the

February, 1906

or operating standpoint

why

the

maximum

height of

plane couplers should not be 33^2 inches and the minThis would permit
31, and a variation of 4% inches.

cars to leave the

works

A
l

2>S

inches.

The percentage

of open

knuckles in service cannot be a serious objection. If a change
is decided will be gradual and they are rapidly going out of
Again the possibility of getting a maximum high and
service.

minimum low

car with an open knuckle on one or both

is

very

remote."

Mr. T. A. Foque, Mech. Supt., M. S. P. & S. S. M. Ry.
"I read the remarks of Mr Hennessey some days ago, and
am of the opinion that the allowable variation between the max-

imum and minimum

height of couplers should be increased."

Mr. C. A. Shroyer, Supt. C. D., C. & N. W. Ry.
"I have read the article and I am in full accord with Mr.
Hennessey's remarkp on the importance of increasing the variation in the height of automatic couplers in

"The

Interstate

enacted in 1893,

our equipment.

Commerce law governing

and

it

this

height

was

required that within ninety days there-
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of heights of the draft lines on cars and engines.
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after that the

springs were applied, and

the limit

these cars for the hauling of this class of freight.

committee meeting of representatives
Railway Association, the only member of
which I now recall was Mr. Theo. Ely, of the Pennsylvania
Railroad, which was held in all the prominent railroad centers
A large number of
of the country, of which Chicago was one.
railroad men were requested by the committee to give their
views on this subject. The conditions controlling at that time
were the elements of danger existing in the coupling of the
old link and pin drawbar by means of the link and pin to the
automatic coupler, the knuckle of which was provided with a
link slot.
My recollection is that the opening of this was 1^4
inches, so that the vertical motion of the link in this space was
limited, and it was decided by the committee that the variation
of 3 inches from the 33-inch height originally adopted by the
Master Car Builders' Association was considered safe limits
at which to maintain this draft line, so that the Master Car
Builders' Association is not in any way responsible for the esattending a

recall

"I

American

the

of

tablishing of the present limits.
"It

remembered by

well

is

all

of us that while the Master

equipment, there was but very

little

attention paid to the main-

tenance of this line at this height previous to that time, so that

many

of the cars of the eastern lines had 34 inches center of
while many of the cars of the western lines were

draft

line,

considerably below the 33 inches required by the Master Car
Builders' Association, and for the purpose of eliminating the

element of danger

the coupling of cars during the period of

in

and
inches were recommended by the American Railway As-

application of the automatic couplers, these limits of 31V2
34J/2

a

after

sociation,

full

canvass of the situation

among

the

all

railroad companies of the country.

"As a
ers'

the limit within a sufficient height to prevent the cars from be-

coming uncoupled while in service by having the drawbars
bounce apart in a vertical direction, and certainly very much

more than

3 inches in this direction

Master Car Build^

Association established a price of $1.00 for raising or low-

would be

safe.

"In the natural wear of such parts of our cars as are indicated by Mr. Hennessey's remarks, the variation is greater than
the 3 inches allowance of the law, and these parts wear so
rapidly that it is extremely difficult to maintain our equipment
within the required limits by any reasonable amount of care.

One

of the largest items of expenditure in the maintaining of

safety appliances as required
is

height of couplers.

in the

by the law and the greatest cause
matter of maintaining the uniform

In the construction of

new equipment

is

it

almost impossible to do so and have the car constructed with the
draft line closer than J/2 inch variation when new leaving the

A

very short amount of service of the car causes the
settle down to a uniform height.
Hence, in
the designing of the car, it is done with a view of having the
shops.

parts to

wear and

new

draft line of the
as possible

when

"The use

car

the car

crowd the maximum height
is

new

as closely

out of the shops.

of the solid knuckle, which

forms an additional measure of

now very

extensive,

enabling an

increased

is

safety,

variation of height by reducing the liability of having the upper

or lower lug of the knuckle broken

perior

is

officers

if

the strain

was brought

below the center of the same, so that

either above or

that the time

result of this, I think in 1895, the

impossible to prevent the use of

is

"The use of the link and pin drawbar, which necessitated a
uniform height of coupler during the period of change from
the link and pin to the automatic, is passed and the universal use
of the automatic coupler has entirely done away with the elements of danger which existed in the use of the link and pin
drawbar, so that today all that is required in this respect is

of delay to freight,

Car-Builders' Association established 33 inches as the standard
height of the center of the draft line for the construction of new

it

believe

I

now here when we should recommend to our suthrough the American Railway Association the

increasing of the limits for draft lines."

ering one end of a freight car to the required height as rec-

ommended by the American Railway Association to the
You will recall that for
state Commerce Commission.
or more a great deal of work was done by all the roads
country for themselves

and for each other

in

the

cars to this height under the requirements of the

Builders' rules.

"In

my

Inter-

a year
in the

raising

of

Master Car

•

interviews at different times with the inspectors of

Commerce Commission,

have expressed myself
to the effect that I did not consider 3 inches was limit enough
Their argument was that the variations could
for this work.
be corrected from time to time as the cars go through the repairing yards. This, however, is not the case as more than this
variation occurs to our new equipment in the wearing of journal bearings, journals, wheels and the natural letting down of
the different parts of the new car before the car has been in
the Interstate

service a sufficient length of time to
it

I

make

it

necessary to take

into the repair yard for repairs.

"The construction

of

many

of the

modern

built trucks
is

and

such that

it

extremely difficult to raise and lower the draft lines.
The
extremely heavy loading in many times an additional cause for
is

"We

minimum

height of 31 J/2 inches.

and there are running on many
of the other roads, large numbers of stock cars, the trucks of
which are equipped with elliptic springs, done so for the purpose of making the car easy riding under its load of stock.
These cars when loaded with rail, oil, ties, lumber, etc., have so
much motion in the elliptic spring that the draft line invariably
is forced down below the minimum height of 31^ inches, and
very much trouble has been occasioned us from this cause.
We are compelled to raise the cars under these heavy loads,
and when the load is removed we are again compelled to lower
them. In our efforts to have these cars ride easily the elliptic
have

in

service today,

are that the present limitations are sufficient.

It

only remains

for cars to be given the necessary attention to maintain

them

within these limits."

Mr. B. F. Flory, M.
"Referring to the
couplers,

latest

N.
on variation

E., C. R. R. of

article

member

J.

in

height

of

would comment as follows

"Mr. Hennessey states that he thinks
buying solid knuckles with 9 inch wearing
that

we commenced

to

buy the

all

roads today are

face.

solid

You

will re-

knuckle only a

have no doubt but that many roads have
The solid knuckle is all right on most
roads, but with roads having water facilities with their float
bridges it is absolutely necessary to keep some open knuckles
short time ago and

not bought

bodies, especially of iron and steel construction,

the draft lines being below the

Mr. Wm. Mcintosh, S. M. P., C. R. R. of N. J.
hand you herewith copies of reports from our Chief Car
Inspector and Mechanical Engineer, Mr. B. P. Flory, commenting on Mr. Hennessey's proposition regarding variation of 3
inches between minimum and maximum height of freight cat
couplers. These replies are self-explanatory, and my own views
"I

in stock, as

it

it

I

very long.

is

often necessary to use a pin to

accommodate

the variations in the height of the tide.

"Regarding the causes which go to make a car lower, the
wear of the journal bearings, the wear of the journal, and the
wear of the wheels, which he gives, I think is about right. The
wear on the carry straps and the bottom of the coupler, l/2 inch
The permanent set of
total, it seems to me is rather high.
springs

I

do not believe

will ever be J4 to Y% inch, or

if

they

good springs. The difference in the
height of the spring between an empty and a loaded car is
never \Y2 inche's like Mr. Hennessey states. Under 80,000 and
are, they are certainly not

100,000 cars the difference between the free height of the spring

and the height of the spring under loaded car

is

only

1

inch.
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The

difference between the height of a spring on an

empty car
and on a loaded car would not be more than }i inch.
"Taking these figures, including % inch for settlement of
arch bars and
inch for overhang, they figure up to 2^4 inches.
I do not believe that any of these figures which I have given

dorsement of the two associations, the matter be submitted to
Commerce Commission recommending the change
to be made in the government requirement in this particular.
I presume before the change in height could be officially recognized, it would have to be done through act of Congress
making an amendment to the present safety appliance act. This,
the Interstate

^

will

run over

this,

but

they should

if

is

it

time for the car to be

repaired anyway.
"It

seems to

couplers

is

I

me

that

3-inch

a

difference

in

height of

the

all

understand

there are

it

A
l

2>

M. M.,

T.

inches.

O. C. Ry.

"I agree with Mr. Hennessey and think that we should change
our variation to 5 inches. It is my opinion that the railway companies and Master Car Builders have been lying dormant on
this point, and we will all be very much gratified of the amount

of saving there will be, especially in our cities where

nature, but as a rule, this

are in need of repairs.

they sag in the center and raise at the ends, with very favorable

chances of being the reverse when

empty,

other reasons can be given, which in

my

and a number of
opinion tend to in-

M.

C.

B. Association established a variation

of three inches between the

of center lines of drawbars

maximum and
from top of

the
rail,

minimum
I

height

believe

it

is

and proper to urge the modification of the
present standard from three inches to four inches, and to recommend this change to the American Railway Association for
their endorsement, and then would suggest that with the enperfectly right, safe

instead,

;

some

in

is

railroads

evidence that such cars

itself

we do

In any event,

not consider this
favor of increasing the variation in height
probability of increased failures due to break-

The
M.
number of

in-twos should govern almost exclusively.

M.

the
calls

committee of

C. B. standing

tests

particular attention to the large

nearly

of which can

all

become the

pins has

of

last

break-in-twos,

"The breakage of the knuckle

direct cause of

many

serious partings on

From

the road since the adoption of the solid knuckle."

we may

this

infer that while the solid knuckle has reduced knuckle

some

failures to

"A

report of

B. couplers

C.

attributed to coupler failures, and on

be'

subject of knuckle pivot pin states:

prolific

extent,

source

of no benefit otherwise.

is

it

coupler

of

failures

is

breaking of lugs

which form part of coupler body and to which knuckle is pivoted.
Another is failure of pivot pins as stated by the committee.
Certainly,

increasing the variation

in

height of couplers to at

4 inches will aggravate both these troubles, to say nothing
of the probable increase in break-in-twos between cars switched
least

over industrial tracks, which as a

rule, are not in

good

surface.

Mr. Chas. Waughop, Chief Joint Car Inspector, St. Louis.
"I read the article and coincide with Mr. Hennessey on his
paper on this subject.
I have had the subject reproduced in
the St. Louis Railway Club proceedings for December and the
subject will be up for discussion at the February meeting of
the Club which will be held in the parlors of the Southern
Hotel, at 8:00 P. M., February 9th.
I have also asked the Car
Foremen's Association of St. Louis and East St. Louis to discuss the question, which they did at their meeting, Tuesday,
January 16th.

"My
both the

personal idea

is

that

more leeway should be given on

maximum and minimum

heights of couplers, and will

advocate a variation of one inch either
mendation to the Master Car Builders

way with
that

the

the

recom-

eleven

inch

which will be perfectly
from 30^ inches to 35^

face knuckle be adopted as a standard,
safe, in

my

opinion, for a variation of

inches.

"We

Mr. A. M. Waitt, Consulting Engineer.
"I beg leave to say that I have read this article with great
interest, and from my standpoint, heartily endorse the suggesMr. Hennessey is a thoroughly
tions made by Mr. Hennessey.
practical man and has looked at the question from a common
With the improvements and
sense and practical standpoint.
changes which have been made in the knuckles of the M. C. B.

in

The

of couplers.

crease the variation in height."

couplers since the

argument

valid

we have

number of interchanges and belt lines.
"There are a number of old cars yet in existence that,
when under load with the present rules, are too high because

a

buying solid knuckles

are

using open face knuckles in large quantities on new
cars of high capacity as well as for repair work.
Cars are
found having all the defects he refers to of a cumulative

'

&

be productive

and delay on railroads

over the country."

railroads

are such discrepancies."

Pass-more,

will

at least are

can allow a car to be 31 inches in height under load and an
empty car can be 345/2 inches which gives you 2^/2 inches variation.
This may be all true enough as he says on certain roads
that have a poor lot of old worn-out equipment, but we have
no trouble to speak of at our interchange points, in regard to
the heights, as we try to make a point and keep our cars within
the prescribed limits and not allow them to get below.
We
very seldom have to raise cars on our cripple tracks and as our
equipment is now becoming more of the modern class, I do not
see wherein we would be benefiting ourselves by having 4
inches variation.
We have, of course, a few cars as stated
that will show a droop at the end, but we manage to keep our
couplers up to the uniform height, and this class of cars
we now have is deteriorating very rapidly and all new equipment being of different device, there will be no necessity, as I
say, to change the variations that we have at present.
"Of course, our conditions here, especially at our float bridges,
are somewhat different from Western roads, and I do not think
a 4-inch variation would work very well at our float bridges.
"I do not know as I can say anything further in this matter
as I consider the present variations to be working very well if
the cars are given proper attention and not allowed to get in
such condition as stated by Mr. Hennessey in the matter of so
much wear and tear without renewing the parts before there

E

it

&

We

Mr. H.

be done, with safety and

Mr. N. L. Friese, Gen. Foreman, Car Dept., N.
W. Ry. Co.
"Referring to the subject of variation in heights of couplers,
with particular reference to the address delivered by Mr. J. J.
Hennessey before Western Railway Club:
"Mr. Hennessey is not entirely correct in thinking that all

Mr. W. H. Hall, C. C. I., C. R. R. of N. J.
"Noting the attached, relative to heights of freight car
couplers, and your question as to whether I had any suggestions
to make:
By reading over Mr. Hennessey's subject I am unable
to say where I can make any, suggestions other than that I do
not see the necessity of changing the present variations in regard to heights of couplers. I note Mr. Hennessey claims there
I

now

believe, can

of a quite considerable saving in expense

entirely sufficient."

are only 3 inches, but as

February, 1906

believe

here,

that

if

the

Interstate

Commerce Com-

mission were to recognize these variations with the eleven inch
face knuckle, it would be unnecessary to be called on to

on account of the coupler height, or
would be reduced to the minimum."
Mr. S. Higgins, G. M., N. Y. H. & H. R. R.
have given this matter some thought and believe it

either raise or lower a car
if

so,

it

"We

would be a great mistake

to

make any change.

If

the limits

for height of couplers are increased, as has been suggested, I
do not question but what the couplers themselves will be able
to stand
to

draft

it,

cars having
sible,

but

I

feel that

such a change would result in injury

rigging and underframing, particularly in the case of

wooden underframes.

maintain the

same horizontal

line

plane."

We

should, so near as pos-

of draft between adjacent cars on the

February,
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Mr. A. Struthers, M. M., D. N. W.

imum
the

C. B. rules, wish to say that

knuckles such as

at

are

in the

general

in

use

another inch being allowed

least

much

agree with Mr. Hennes-

I

changed conditions

sey's ideas that the

of

min-

height variation of drawbars as at present embodied in

M.

solid

P. R. R.

maximum and

''With reference to the question of the

way of wider and
now would admit
the

in

with

variation

was formerly under the conditions
they existed and would be the means of eliminating expense
the way of labor and delays."

as
in

greater safety than

"Our

feeling

ample variation is now allowed for the
it would be a great mistake

that

is

height of freight car couplers and

the

increase

to

any

If

steel

The

signer.

the

difficulty

experienced

is

and we must continue to adjust them.
cars are as high when new as Mr. Hennessey mencars

up

matter should be taken

the

certainly

tions,

Most of

limits.

wooden

with the old

with

variation in steel cars between empty

and old and new,

the

de-

and loaded

not sufficient to cause any great inconven-

is

ience.

"One very important item in this connection is
when cars are moving on and off the

in couplers

the float bridges around Jersey City and

it

is

open face knuckles are now being purchased. It would, therefore, seem that by the time the subject was thoroughly discussed
and the present law amended, there would not be a sufficient
number of the open face or slotted knuckles in service to warrant
serious

the variation
car floats at

sufficiently

annoy-

consideration,

that slot or open

if the usual notice was given
would not be accepted after a

especially

face knuckles

certain date.

"There are, of course, certain unusual track conditions that
might cause trouble by cars coming uncoupled. These, however,
could and would be corrected

do

Sumner, A. E. M. P., P. R. R.

Mr. Eliot

39

if

it

were found necessary

to

so."

Mr. Geo. A. Miller,

M.

and M., Florida East Coast Ry.
"This item is so clearly set forth by Mr. Hennessey at the
October meeting of the Western Railway Club, and the data
submitted right to the point, that I can now see only one conclusion to be arrived at after the discussion and that will be to petition Congress to allow at least 4 inches variation.
This means
a great saving of expense to the railroads, especially those
handling perishable freight.
Present conditions are somewhat
changed to what they were when this law went into effect,
and so long as the safety feature of the law is complied with,
it
ought not to be difficult to get the law amended to cover
S.

P.

the mechanical."

ing at the present time without aggravating the allowed limits.

"Furthermore, this question, to a certain extent, affects the
passenger equipment in those freight cars which are sometimes
operated in passenger trains on account of the platform buffers."

"I

fully that a larger variation

made

in

the rules governing heights

some time

of

We

drawbars.

before the

move along

new

When

cars.

maximum

leave the manufacturer's shops, they are to the
after a

we

settled,

when

find that

the drawbar
the

few weeks service and

is

maximum,

the car

very often from
inches.

34^/2

1

is

all

i^

Coupled with

its

this,

of

etc.,

trouble

at

no surprise that
interchange points on
it

is

account

settlement

we hear

while
of

the

coupler

below the minimum.

"With the introduction of the solid face knuckle, we think
and below the present standard, or a varia-

the Yz inch above

pelled

to

changes

hold

cars

at

terminals

and

traffic

and
by being com-

making

the

necessary

"The M.

E

Car Repairs, L. V. R. R.
"I consider this matter worthy of consideration and the
subject as outlined by Mr. Hennessey is very complete and I
think this should come before the M. C. B association for conPeiffer, For.

sideration."

Mr. O. M. Stimson, M.

C. B., Szvift Refrigerator Transportation

Company.
Mr. J. J. Hennessey's remarks
before a recent meeting of the Western Railway Club, I beg
to advise that after having given the subject matter of Mr.

"Having read with

Hennessey's

interest

remarks

very

in his views, believing that

allowed by law

it

will

but will also facilitate

careful

consideration,

I

acquiesce

by increasing the variation as

now

not only result in considerable saving,

movement

of cars at terminals.

"There are, of course, still in service a very great number
of open face or slotted knuckles, and it would not in my judg-

ment be wise to increase the variation in the height of couplers
until the number of slotted or open face knuckles now in service has been considerably reduced.

"My

general

information

is

to

the effect that

few,

if

any,

C.

ruling

B.

34^2 inches from top of

We

think

sympathy with any

in

Car Builder.

a

minimum

the

"I

to center of

car,

variation of 3 inches and

checking up cars built by

us,

which have come

our work again, that they have settled from 54-inch to

into
1

— total

coupler to stand

is

shank on empty

to be 315^2 inches.

in

find,

made by him.

freight cars,

for
rail

a °d 33V2 inches on loaded car

inch in height within 20 to 30 days after being placed in ser-

which goes

vice,

made

has

to

carry out the statements

Mr. Hennessey

that the present standard does not give sufficient lee-

way.

"We

frequently

have

occasion

to

couple

passenger

cars

which stand 36 inches or even 36^2 inches from top of rail to
of coupler with freight cars whose couplers are very

center

close to the

in the height of coupler."

Mr. Chas.

construct

"Referring to Mr. Hennessey's remarks, would say that our

tion of 4 inches will relieve this trouble to a great extent

avoid the necessity of frequently delaying

We

necessary to raise them

and are

experience bears out the statement

the wear on the

in a short

it

service has been completed.

From

limit,

inches lower than

journal bearings, the overhang of the car and the
of springs,

cars

capacity,

full

find

have

are thoroughly

parts

loaded to

inch to

new

these

we

this line."

felt that

rules, particularly in building

when

year's

first

should be allowed.

cars and

that this should not be the case

the necessity of a greater variation than 3
inches for drawbars, which is now prescribed in the M. C. B.
for

own new

of our

all

Mr. G. S. McKee, S. M. P. and C. E., M. & O. R. R.
"Beg to advise that I agree fully with Mr. Hennessey in regard to this matter, and believe that there should be a change

Mr. R. H. Parks, Man. Shops, M. D. T. Co.
think this covers the ground pretty thoroughly, believing

all

minimum

of which

height of

would go

to

31^

show

inches and find no difficulty,

that a variation

of

4

inches

would certainly be within working limit.
"We find on new equipment that the height of drawbar
will vary as much as ^ to ^ inch by the difference in camber
of the cars however, this would not be so apparent on steel
construction as on wooden cars.
"In this connection, the allowable height of drawbar on passenger service on new cars should certainly be increased, as the

—

present standard of 35 inches

is

not sufficient to permit a

new

car to be turned out and run any distance without being too low.
"As an instance, we turned out one lot of cars which were

and injured and returned, and we
found the height to center of drawbar had been decreased Y$
inch during that short length of service.
"The height of drawbar on new passenger equipment for
coaches, sleepers or dining cars should be not less than 35J4
inches and for baggage and express cars not less than 36^
Then after the cars have been in service a short time,
inches.
or the baggage and express cars loaded the drawbars will stand
sent as far as Indianapolis

very close to the present M. C. B. height of 35 inches,"
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Mr. E. W. Pratt, M. M.,

C.

&

N-W.

"Referring to the subject of the variation in height in coupwould say that I have discussed this matter with a consid-

number of

me

and

railroad men,

practical

it

would appear

discussion on the subject will be rather oneno question but what our Master Car Builders'
Association is responsible in their initiation for the law enacted
by the Congress of the United States with reference to the
neither is there any doubt in
limits in the height of couplers
my opinion that Congress by and with the recommendations of
the Interstate Commerce Commission, would be ready to modify
the existing laws in accordance with a practically unanimous
petition from all members of the Master Car Builders' Assoto

that any

There

sided.

is

should the knuckle not come in contact the entire

be,

depth.

"Should we now go back

lers,

erable

may

case

Ry.

February, 1906

we

to the practice of all kinds of car

same

on the solid knuckles
uneven wear, practically on
account of the variation in heights, and uneven distribution of
the strain on the top or bottom lugs of our couplers.
"I would recommend, that we maintain our present arheights,
as

we

will experience the

did on the slotted ones,

e

i.

rangement, according to M. C.

results

:

B.

rules,

in

this

matter."

;

any

"If

difficulty is

cessful conclusion,

more on

met with

am

I

the part of

bringing this matter to a suc-

in

inclined to believe that

some

will be

it

due

railroads to increase the allowable

variation to a considerable

rather than to accept as a

extent,

compromise some limit of variation, such as 4 inches or \ /2
inches, to which very few reasonable objections can be raised.
"In a recent conversation with one of the Commissioners of
l

Commerce

of the Interstate

Association,

I

felt

impressed with

Commission as a general proposition, were willing to accept the best judgment of the mechanical officers of
the railways in this country, as represented by the Master Car
the fact that the

Builders' Association, in the matter of technical details regard-

main point being

enforcing of the law, the

ing the practical

the object of the law governing safety appliances

not be lost sight

It

of.

would seem

me

to

should

that while there

is

order to raise cars that are too low, up to the prescribed limits.
"I would like very much to offer the suggestion that a petition addressed to the Interstate Commerce Commission be

framed and presented for a vote of the M. C. B. Association at
coming meeting. If such petition could be signed by the
officers of the Association and following them, by the individual
officers of the various railway companies, and the attendants
the

of the convention, praying that the Interstate

be had in this matter within reasonable time, and the railroads
relieved of a considerable unnecessary expense; besides the
delay to freight in transit.

"Should

it

be

found

opinion of the railroad

impossible

men

to

obtain

unanimous

the

of this country as favoring a cer-

tain specified variation, the result will doubtless be as
fall

break them

all

man and

the bundle of sticks

it

was

in

'Unable to
together, separated in small bunches, they were

with the old

broken a few

at

Mr. C. M. Mileham, M. M., Street's Western Stable Car Line.
"Referring to Mr.

J. J.

To my

Mr. Hennessey.
be maintained, as

we

I

find,

Hennessey's remarks, relative to varFor rhy part, I cannot agree with
mind, some standard height should
:

since standard heights

were adopted,

in

height due to

the

same end of the same car, which
However, I believe that the
would be a rare combination.
limit of 3 inches between the maximum and minimum height
The
is too narrow and that it should be increased to 4 inches.
latter would be perfectly safe with the present types of couplers
and knuckles and the change will expedite freight movements
and materially reduce cost of freight car repairs."
presence of

all

the items in the

Mr. H. Bontet, Joint Car Inspector, Cincinnati, O.
"In regard to article on the change of the height of freight
car couplers, I believe that Mr. Hennessey has quoted the exact
facts, except that he did not make it strong enough for old
cars drooping at the end.

"The variation

the

in

height of couplers in interchange

causing a great deal of trouble and there

is

is

hardly a day that

any repair track at Cincinnati does not have quite a number of
cars, on which they have to raise the couplers.
"I believe that if new cars are set up so the center line of
the coupler is 35 inches and that they will allow them to drop
down to 31 inches, it would not interfere with the handling
of cars and would save a great deal of delay and setting out,
which is being done under the present rule.
"I do not know of anything that would facilitate the move-

ments of cars more than to allow us

this

extra inch

in

the

variation of the height of couplers."

Mr.

Wm. Hassman, M.

"Referring to Mr.

J. J.

&

M., Peoria

Pckin Union Railway.

Hennessey's address to Western Rail-

Club, beg leave to say that, from the experience that I have
that question, and by a close observation on the terwith
had
minals of this company, I am free to say I can see no good

way

reason for making any change from the present variation as
prescribed by the
laws, basing

ber

my

of cars

M.

C.

views,

B. rules and the Interstate

first,

moved over

on the low percentage of

these

Commerce
num-

total

terminals that are stopped by

reason of undue variations in heights; second, that when cars
are so found it is invariably on account of being too low,
which can be remedied in the point shown by the speaker to be

bottom of coupler and
much stress upon the
carry strap
lower lug of the coupler when operating so much below the
designed line of stress in the coupler, both by pulling or by
the cause of the greatest variation,
;

i.

e

:

third, the throwing of too

impact in coupling.

we

got our cars,

have had experience in cars too high when loaded,
caused by dropping in the center and rising correspondingly
on the ends. Not having any means of lowering the car, we
jacked up the center and tightened the truss rods, thereby gaining the required amount of end drop to bring them to max-

practically to a standard height, the knuckles

wore on the

imum

are getting far better results

from our

couplers.

Prior to

when cars were in all kinds of
our knuckles were worn out unevenly at points of

the adoption of standard heights,
condition,
contact.

hardly
all

empty car and they represent the

average amount of reduction

:

a time.'

iation in heights of couplers

maximum

make

a total of 2PA inches
These figures include the compression of

instead of 4 /s inches.
springs caused by loading an

Commerce Com-

mission would present this petition with their recommendations
to the Congress of the United States, favorable action might

all

of the different parts of a freight car

no

danger to employes or freight in transit, with an increased variation of 4 inches, there is, on the contrary, a likelihood of more
substantial construction of trucks and bolsters than is apt to
be the case where repeated shimming and the like is done, in

the

figures given

J

ciation.

that

Mr. M. K. Barnum, C. B. & Q. Ry.
by Mr. J. J. Hennessey at the October
meeting of the Western Railway Club for the maximum wear

"The

Some were worn
worn out at all, and

out at top, while the bottom was
vice versa.

After

two or three inches on
top or bottom, as the case may be.
By wearing the entire
depth of knuckle, gives us probably twenty-five per cent more
service from knuckles, and pulls more evenly on lugs of couplers,
entire

surface of contact,

in

place of

thereby saving our couplers, giving us a direct central draft,
place of pulling

down on

in

the top of the coupler, or up, as the

"We

height.

have too many cars running
with 'paint pot capacities,' that cause undue' variation from
maximum empty heights to height when loaded, that no reasonable change in the rule can overcome.
"We also know that the greatest weakness in freight caV
equipment that develops in the heavy trains, operated by the
"It

seems to

me

that

we

still
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now in service, is in the draft gear too
much variation under those conditions throws the stress too
much below the designed line of stress that works a hardship
very heavy engines

;

upon the weaker one

m

"All

to

undoing.

its

think that 'well enough' should be

all

let

alone."

iation

E.

Jas.

height of freight car couplers

in

My

:

the variation as permitted at the present time

but would not be in favor of increasing the
as
is

can

I

no particular reason for

see

extended

made and

to

that

maximum
the

If

height,

variation

direction.

Mr. Hennessey that a change should be

believe an additional inch,

would be ample

is

not sufficient,

is

it.

minimum

should be in the

it

"I fully agree with

opinion

meet

making 4 inches

requirements existing

all

at

variation,

the pres-

&

Buchanan, M. C. B., B.
L. E. R. R.
agree with Mr. Hennessey that the variation in the height

"I

J.

"Will say that

I

am

F. C. D., K. C. S. Ry.

decidedly in favor of increasing the var-

iation in height of couplers."

&

T. P. Ry.
Mr. J. P. McCuen, S. M. P., C. N. O.
have noted remarks of Mr. J. J. Hennessey at the meeting
of the Western Railway Club, regarding variation of height of
freight car couplers and I wish to advise that I agree with Mr.
Hennessey on this subject."

"I

Mr. A. H. Watts, M. M., Cincinnati Northern R. R.

"Would

advise that

am

I

think there should be at least

I

one inch more variation."

Mr.

"My

T. E. Parker,

Cudahy Refrigeraton

opinion of this question,

iation between the

is

that

we have

minimum and maximum

Line.
sufficient var-

height of couplers

and I can see no good reason for it being
changed to a greater variation. I would be more in favor of
making it of less variation than I would of a greater one."
at the present time,

"I

all

that will be required.

leave the

desirable to retain

minimum as it now
as much bearing as

is,

31^2 inches, as

it

possible on the wear-

ing face of the knuckles, and keep couplers as near uniform

ically

maximum

it

a

height of 34^2

cars

built

and,

if

today are built with

you

raise

clearance

a

height of the coupler,

the

wrong

-with the inspection of the cars at the time they

built,

Mr. G. M. Ferguson, Supt. L. T. R. R. Co.
"Would state that we heartily agree with Mr. Hennessey on
of the points he makes, the only objection to increasing this

would be the increasing of

shanks of couplers

of breaking the

liability

when

switching service

in

came together with knuckles

couplers

the high and low

closed."

Mr. Ed. A. Nix, Manager Lenoir Car Works.
"Will

sills of the steel cars.
It has been found
hard matter to do this with the present drawbar
height on account of the extra weight and expense involved in
lowering the trucks."

Graham,

M.

&

N. C. S. P. Co.
"Referring to extracts from remarks of Mr. J. J. HennesJ.

F.

C. B. of the C.

I

am

thoroughly

S.

M. &

P., 0. R.

St.

P.,

before the Western Rail-

accord

with

the

move-

and

believe

car couplers can be increased to 35 inches with perfect safety
and hope to see the suggestion adopted by the M. C. B. Association at their next convention

"In view

of

the

facts

he

in June."

C. D., D.

&

H. Co.

has brought out

in

this

matter

This will also be a
common
standard for
for
forming
a
step in the right direction
both passenger and freight equipment cars, which will evidently be discussed at the next regular meeting of the Master Car
heartily agree with

I

Builders'

C.

him

in his suggestion.

Association."

Mr. W.

J.

am

Schlacks, Supt. Mach., C.

glad indeed that Mr.

"Will say

I

M. &

P. Ry. Co., has brought

there

is

St.

up

J.

J.

M. Ry.
Hennessey of the

this subject for I

feel

absolutely no risk to run by figuring the variation in

allowable heights of the center of draw bars from the rule, in
fact, feel there would be a considerable reduction in our ex-

pense of maintenance and should be passed upon as early as
possible."

"I

couplers

Mr. Hennessey that it would be well to increase the limit of distance between the minimum and maximum
height of couplers, but do not agree with him in the matter

in

to the different

Club, at Chicago, relative change in height of freight car

"I agree with

say

of
much benefit
prove
it
would
Railway Companies, as well as to the different
I believe the maximum height of
car manufacturing industries.

ment

center of the draft
to be a very

way

words, give

other

in

;

and the matter should be looked after. If a car
with steel underframe is properly constructed, there is no danunless
ger of it getting any higher, after it is put in service
it is by unfair usage, which would spring the car body, and then
it should be remedied without changing the height of the truck
center plate, or any of the truck belongings. However, I agree
with you in the main, that the limit of 3 inches is not sufficient with the vertical plane coupler which has a knuckle face
of 9 inches, and would recommend the minimum height as 30
inches and maximum. 34^2 inches."
were

to enable the placing of the center line of draft nearer the

M.

car

this

you are necessarily going to raise the balance of the car body,
which, in my judgment, would be an unwise thing to do.
"If cars which are intended to be 34^ inches are 35 inches,
and it is not possible to lower them without rebuilding the
trucks, as stated by Mr. Hennessey, then .there is something rad-

&

C. S.

:

sey,

way

other

Mr. H. L. Lewis, F.

Morse, M. C. B., W.
L. E. R. R.
"Replying to changing the limit of variation in height of
freight car couplers
It is our opinion that a greater variation
than the present one is permissible, and we would recommend
that the limits be made 31% inches and 35J/2 inches. Our reason
for placing the additional allowance above instead of below

Mr.

Mr.

the

limit

height of 30 inches and a

"Many of the
maximum,

height as possible."

is

when

to say I

"Would
is

doubt,

inches.

variation

Mr. E. O. Si ith, M. M., St. L. & H. Ry.
was much interested in the remarks of Mr.
and
no
doubt the condition he cites, obtains to a
Hennessey,
large degree; still it appears to me that a change of one-half
inch, or 35 inches as a maximum, that would allow new cars to
be built on those lines, to allow for the permanent set, will be

"Wish

changing the

all

Mr. P. T. Mooney, M. C. B., T. C. R. R.
in favor of Mr. Hennessey's suggestion."

am

No

insufficient.

is

it

;

favor of a greater variation in

in

height of freight car couplers.

they recently

states

was intended to have it a maximum of 34^ inches
for couplers, and, if it had been built as suggested by Mr. Hennessey (35 inches) would it not be just as fair to suppose that
they would have got it 35^2 inches, above the standard limit,
if the limit was 35 inches, as they would be to get it above the
standard limit, if it was but 34^ inches?
"If there is any change to be made, I would be in favor of
built,

to the

of couplers should be 4 inches instead of 3 inches."

Mr. E. O. Allen, Div.

He

cars 35 inches high.

in

couplers, of 3 inches,

was

minimum

ent date."

Mr. W.

new

Chicago which could not be lowered without practically rebuilding the whole truck, and the only way they could
get rid of it was to send it back to Milwaukee and load it
consequently he thinks the varto get it down to proper height
iation between the minimum and maximum height of M. C. B.

had a car

;

Simons, Gen. Man., Fits-Hugh, Luther Co.
"Referring to the remarks by Mr. J. J. Hennessey on the var-

Mr.

of building

4*

Mr. E. Fisher, Gen. Supt. and C. E., T. H. & B.
fully agree with Mr. Hennessey that the variation

in

height of freight car couplers should be increased to at least
four inches, two inches each way from the average height of
2,2,

inches."
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Locomotives for

HE

Experiment,
Railroad

Pennylvania

Twith

Pennsylvania

Railroad,

conformity

in

of being at the front in
motive power practice, has purchased several locomotives built
signs,

for

known and

Among

railways.

from the

builders' de-

experimental purposes, in types

already well

in

these

use on several

are

the

Atlantic

back of the rear engine truck wheel, connecting to the

between the frames and under the smoke box, connecting
to the forward cranked axle.
The cranks are at 180 degrees. This engine has a separate valve motion for each
system of cylinders and operated by the Walschaert
valve gear.

Number

of driving wheels

of pairs

Diameter of

driving

Size of driving axle journals

of the Pennsylvania lines.

Number

After the work carried out so successfully on the
testing plant at the St. Louis World's Fair, a work en-

Diameter of wheels

gineered by the Pennsylvania road, and one that will be

8%.

„

Total wheel base of engine and tender

gines, all of

2

wheels

type and Consolidation enwhich we illustrate in half-tone
by courtesy of Mr. Theo. N. Ely, chief of motive power
Prairie

type,

tice,

the road decided to

order two each of the four Ameri-

in

interchangeable service with en-

compound

is

the

DeGlehn four

of the Atlantic

the Societe Alsacienne

type

built

at the

de Constructions

works of

Mechaniques,

Belfont, France, at the order of the Pennsylvania road for
test

purposes at

type

engines

St.

Louis

which

compound

;

also the American-Atlantic

comprise

one

four

cylinder

by the American Locomotive
Company on the Cole design, one of which was on the

balanced

built

testing plant at St. Louis,

ance.

The

and gave a

fine

speed perform-

other two engines of the five in the

lot,

the

in engine truck

Size of engine truck axle journals

American prototypes, and exemplifies the refinements worked out by M.
Alfred DeGlehn in producing a locomotive with a minimum weight of driving gear by dividing the working
a lighter machine than

its

between the driving axles. This engine has the
two high pressure cylinders outside of the frames and
stresses

in.

Size of cylinders

in.

g%

in.

84^

in.
in.

Exhaust ports

x

l.

p.

h.

p.

x 25 3-16
23^ in. x 25 3-16
i^ in. x 143-16

l.

p.

1

11-16

h.

p.

z

A

h.

Steam ports

p.

14 3-16

l

in.

in.

3^

p.

x 14 3-16
x 20^

in.

/2

in.

l

Belpaire narrow firebox

boiler

A

diameter of boiler

$8 l

2^4

in.

.173%

in.

Fire area through tubes, square feet

4.73

39^

Size of firebox inside

Fire grate area,

in.

139

Length of tubes between tube sheets
in.

x 1 19^

square feet

Heating surface of firebox, square

Steam pressure per square

inch,

in.

33.9

External heating surface of tubes, square feet

2435.70

feet

181.

2616.80

.

pounds

under tender
Diameter of wheels under tender
of wheels

227^
8

'

36
5^2

in.

x 10

in.
in.

empty
on truck in working order
on first pair of drivers
on second pair of drivers
on trailing wheels
of engine in working order

164000

lbs.

of tender loaded

132500

lbs.

of engine

59
-ISJf
•*?

in.

in.

Outside diameter of tubes

Weight
Weight
Weight
Weight
Weight
Weight
Weight

in.

in.

$

Minimum internal
Number of tubes

Number

in.

x20^

in.

Travel of valve

Type of

5 in.

ft.

37 13-16

Spread of cylinders

Size of tender truck axle journals

It is

in.

6%

5 15-16 in.

although there are Pennsylvania ideas interwoven in
design.

it.o}/2
ft.

4

Total heating surface of boiler, square feet

its

in.

59

and the Consolidation, were also built by
the American Locomotive Company.
The DeGlehn engine is distinctly a foreign production,
Prairie type

x 9 1-16

of wheels in engine truck

L.

cylinder balanced

in.

28

gines of similar classes of the road's design.

In this exhibit

80 3-16

7

Total wheel base of engine

can built engines shown, for the purpose of noting their

performance while

in.

Length of driving wheel base

the most far-reaching results in future locomotive prac-

of

906

1

rear driving axle, while the low pressure cylinders are

record

its

set

February,

^4

~~f

3 94.-

(*-V*.

ELEVATION OF DE GLEHN COMPOUND FOR THE PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD

394-

147400

lbs.

41250

lbs.

44550

lbs.

43300
3490O

lbs.
lbs.

'1
J
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DE

GLEHN 4 CYLINDER BALANCED COMPOUND WITH WALSCHAF.RT VALVE

FOUR CYLINDER BALANCED COMPOUND

-.

-----

——-',.:

t

GEAR,

—PENNSYLVANIA

43

PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD

RAILROAD,

nm^^1

"i

it

'

f

-,.'

PENNSYLVANIA

A Va'-^A"- ^
A
.

±'-%

j

-

•

^^ -a

tf

B

PRAIRIE TYPE SIMPLE LOCOMOTIVE

SIMPLE

^

1

s^i^R3T
SSSESSSsI 556*7"

£

TT"Ty ,-^.tr-^ ^MSSBSiBB^

WITH WALSCHAERT VALVE

CONSOLIDATION

LOCOMOTIVE,

BALDWIN BALANCED COMPOUND, PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD

GEAR,

PENNSYLVANIA

—BUILT

PENNSYLVANIA RAILROAD

RAILROAD

BY THE BALDWIN LOCOMOTIVE WORKS
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Ratio of heating surface to grate surface
Ratio of external flue heating surface to firebox heating
surface
Tractive power with M. E. pressure equivalent
boiler pressure

Diameter of

trailing

to

13-4

7%

9%

x

in.

in.

Walschaert valve motion.

The Baldwin compound has
same plane horizontally and

all

four cylinders in the

with

vertically

the high

pressure cylinders between the frames, coupled to the
forward cranked axles which are set at 180 degrees with
the low pressure cranks.

The low pressure

cylinders are

on the outside of the frames and couple to the rear
wheels.
This engine has a valve motion operated by
giving a direct motion.

links,

Cylinders, diameter, H.
Cylinders, diameter, L.

Piston

P
P

16

stroke

Wheel base, driving
Wheel base, total
Wheel base, engine and tender
Weight in working order
Weight on drivers
Weight on front truck
Weight on trailing truck
Weight of engine and tender

7

63

.

Heating- surface of tubes

m

27

in.
in.

5

in.

8

in.

11

in.

ft.

ft.

33000

lbs.

328000

lbs.

2698

sq.

ft.

166

sq.

ft.

Axles, diameter, driving journal, front

10

Axles, length, driving journals, front
Axles, diameter, -driving journals, back

Boiler,

thickness

type

Firebox,

length

Firebox,

width

Firebox,

depth,

of

sheets

noted that the engines are very

and tractive power. It
observed that the Vauclain design has a
higher percentage of adhesive weight to total weight
than the Cole engine.
also be

will

feet,

feet,

inches, rigid 7 feet, 5

5

Heating
Heating
Heating
Heating

surface, tubes, 2680.17 square feet.
surface,

firebox,

square

181.4

surface, arch tubes
surface,

total,

square

2861.57

/

,

1 1

y2

trailing

truck

diameter 7

journals,

Axles,

10

in.

Boiler, type

first

ring 67 inches.

in.

Boiler,

lbs.,

fuel

in.
in.
in.

64 1-16

in.

y%

in.

y2

in.

5-16

in.

4

in.

3^

in.

sides

17

inches,

.

.

.

.261

2*4

in.

8

in.

ft.

length

inches.

tender

truck

Ex. W. T. O. D.
working pressure 205

Wide Box,

Firebox, type Belpaire

sA

diameter

journals,

inches,

Bituminous

length 111

length

coal.

inches,

width

72 inches.

Firebox, thickness of crown Y% inch, tube
back 5-16 inch.

y2

inch, sides 5-16

inch,

Firebox, water space, front 4 inches, sides 4 inches, back 3^2
inches.

Crown

staying, Radial.

Tubes, material Char, iron, No. 315, diam. 2 inches.
Tubes, length 16 feet, 4 inches guage, pounds, 11 B.

Boxes, driving, main C.

W.

G.

others C. S.

S.,

Brake, driver West. Amer. high

truck West. Amer.

;

speed

reducing valve.

Brake,

trails,

West. Amer. high speed Red. valve.
air signal West.

Brake, tender, West, high speed

Tubes, diameter
Tubes, length

feet.

feet.

10 inches.

72

•

feet.

square

in.

space, back

inches,

Wheel base total, engine and tender 61 feet, 4 inches.
Weight in working order 200500 lbs., on drivers 1 17200 lbs.
Weight in working order, engine and tender 325800 lbs.

5^

in.

26.

inches.

11

in.

67 1-16

••

total 31

driving 7

base,

in.

Thickness of crown sheet
Thickness of tube sheet

and

will be

7

1 1 1

space, front

it

n^4

Belpaire

Width of water
Width of water
Crown Staging
Tubes, number

Cole designs

similar in weight, heating surface

in.

Coal

the

Louis testing plant at the World's Fair. On comparing the descriptive specifications of the Vanclain and

in.

lbs.

de-

St.

Axles,

11-16

Thickness, side and back sheets

sign gave a fine

5^

205

•

Firebox, back

valve

The first engine of this
speed and power performance on

actuated by links.

in.

67

front

is

in.

Bituminous

Firebox,

motion

The

13

ring

Fuel

of the two systems being set at 180 degrees.

Grale area, 55.0 square feet.
Axles, driving journals, main io l 2 x 12, others 10^2 x 12.
Axles, engine truck journals, diameter 6y2 length 12.

Axles, length, tender journals

working pressure

ders are on the outside of the frames on the center line
of the stack, and couple with the rear axles, the cranks

in.

trailing

Axles, diameter, tender journals

Boiler,

cylin-

in.

10

Axles, length, trailing

first

The low pressure

11

truck journals

diameter,

with the forward cranked axle.

g]/2

back

Axles, diameter, truck journals

Boiler, outside

in.
lbs.

der between the frames and forward of the smoke box,
which location gives a main rod of a length to couple

Wheel

ft.

Axles,

;

J.

Red.

valve.

Brake, pump, 9 1-3 inches L. P.; 2-reservoir 15 inches x 88
inches.

Exhaust nozzles

Engine truck, 4 wheel, wrgt iron frame, swing center bearing.

Piston rods, diameter

Trailing truck, Red, with inside journals.

Tank, type
Tank, capacity, water

Tank

capacity,

Valves,

coal

type

Wheels, driving, diameter
Wheels, truck, diameter

n

The American Locomotive Company four cylinder
compound of the Cole design has its high pressure cylin-

lbs.

ft.

diameter,

36

lbs.

sq.

length,

;

23300

42400

sq.

Axles,

power

906

50
.'

120500

55.5

driving journals,

Tractive

diameter
diameter

Cylinder type Comp. Piston Valve, diam. 16 and 27, stroke
Track gauge, 4 feet, 9 inches, tractive power 23300.

2864

length,

tender,

lbs.

Grate

Axles,

Wheels,

195000

Heating surface of firebox
Heating surface,' total
area

.

26
ft.

33

•

trailing,

j

4-5

19555
60 11-16 in.

wheels

Size of trailing wheel' axle journals

Wheels,

77.1

February,

Water bottom

Exhaust

pipe,

550O gals.

Grate

25000

Piston, rod diam. 3

lbs.

Piston

80

in.

36

in.

Smoke

style,

Nozzles

single.

3

s A,

5 5A,

5 7A-

Rocking.
inches

stack, diam. 16

;

piston packing C.

and 18%

;

I.

rings.

top above rail 14 feet, 11^2

inches.

Tender frame, 8 inches and

10 inches steel channels and plate.
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Tank, style, Water bottom.
Tank, capacity, 5500 gallons.
Tank, capacity, fuel, 10 tons.

Tank, capacity, 7000 gallons.
Tank, capacity, fuel, 10 tons.

Valves, type, Piston; travel 6; steam lap

Valve, type, piston, 12 inches; diam., travel SV2
Valves, ex. C. I.
inch.

Wheels,

Wheels,

driv.

main

material,

C.

S.

;

others C. S.

Wheels, engine truck, diam., 42y2 inches; kind AL Co. C. S.
Spoke.
Wheels, trailing truck, diam., 50 inches; kind, C. S. Spoke.

Wheels, tender truck, diam. 36 inches; kind Std.

Wheels, tender truck, diam., 36 inches; kind,
Works C. I. Spoke.

;

Wks., C.

St.

spoke.

The

Prairie type engine has long been one of

satisfactory high

most

powered and high speed machines used

passenger service.

This one embodies

of the best

all

points that have demonstrated their efficiency in actual

work.

It is

gear,

and has a

a simple engine with the Walschaert valve

maximum drawbar

27500 pounds.

pull of

The

Consolidation engine

Wheel

base,

9 inches

feet,

driving

14

power 27520 pounds.

tractive

;

rigid

feet,

feet

14

total

;

34

feet,

3 inches.

Wheel

and tender 64
working order 234500 pounds

base, total, engine

Weight,

in

on drivers 166880

;

pounds.

Weight, in working order, engine and tender, 373800 pounds.
Heating surface, tubes, 3678.9 square feet.
Heating surface firebox, 202.7 square feet.
Heating surface, total, 3881.6 square feet.

description data with each engine will

x

concise

way than

6^

diameter,

inches;

length

efficiency,

tion

when

O. D.

Boiler type, straight top.

inches; length 10

working pressure, 20O~pounds

Firebox, type, wide

;

ring 74^2 inches.

first

fuel, Bit. coal.

;

108^ inches

length,

Firebox, thickness of crown, V% inch
;

;

;

width,

inch

sides,

;

9%

back, Y% inch.

Firebox,

water space,

front,

inches

4^/2

inches

No. 322 diam. 2^4 inches.
Tubes, length, 19 feet, 6 inches; gauge, pounds, 11 B. W. G.
Boxes, driving main C. S. others C. S.
;

x

surface,

tubes,

surface,

firebox,

surface,

total,

3596.5

square

177. 1

square

with H.

Re-

S.

Brake, tender, Westinghouse; air signal, West.

J.

with H.

Reducing Valve.
Brake, pump, 9^2 inches L. H.

;

2-reservoir,

16 inches

x 126

inches.

Trailing, Radial with outside journals.

Nozzles

5%

inches and sVa inches.

Lake Shore Standard.

Piston, rod diam., 4 inches

;

diameter,

z

A

J

inches;

length,

and 2i?4; top above

I.

rings,

Dun-

plates.

water bottom.

10

inches

type,

wide;

first ring,

length,

106 1-16

H

Firebox, thickness of crown,
inch; back, }i inch.

Y

Firebox,

4^

back,

4%

81^

inches.

fuel, Bit. coal.

inches;

width,

7514

water space,

front,

%

inch; tube, 9-16 inch; sides
inches;

sides,

4%

inches;

inches.

staying, Radial.

Tubes, material, Char. Iron, No. 446; diam. 2 inches.
Tubes, length, 15 feet, 6 inches; gauge, pounds, 11 B.
Boxes, driving, main C. S. others, C. S.

W.

C.

;

Brake, tender, Westinghouse.
Brake, pump, g J 2 inches L.

/

rail,

14 feet,

iojHs

inches.

Tender frame, 8 inches and

O. D.

Brake, driver, West. Amer.

piston packing, C.

bar type.
stack, diam., 18

feet.

working pressure, 200 pounds;

Firebox,

Crown

Engine truck, two wheel swing, center bearing.

Grate, style, rocking

feet.

3773.6 square

inches.

ducing Valve.

pipe, single.

feet.

12 inches.

Boiler,

;

style,

in

l
and tender, 60 feet, /
2 inch.
working order, 220000; on drivers, 198000.
working order, engine and tender, 360500.

Boiler, type, Str. top.

;

Brake, driver, West. American truck

Tank,

in

10 inches.

Tubes, material, Char. Iron

Smoke

base, total, engine

Axles, tender truck journals,

staying, Radial.

Exhaust

interesting specific informa-

inches.

back, 4 inches.

Crown

some

Axles, engine truck journals, diameter, 6 inches; length, 10

4%

sides

;

as well as

Grate area, 55.4 square feet.
Axles, driving journals, main, 10 inches x 12 inches; others,

72>Va inches.

y2

tube

of

placed on the Pennsylvania test-

feet, 5 inches.

Weight,
Weight,
Heating
Heating
Heating

inches.

Boiler,

26

total,

inches.

A

necessary

representative

Cylinder, type, simple piston valve; diam. 23; stroke,
32.
Track gauge, 4 feet, 9 inches; tractive power, 45700.
Wheel base, driving, 17 feet, 6 inches; rigid, 17 feet, 6 inches;

Axles, trailing truck journals, diameter, 8 inches; length, 14
T

being

on heating surfaces.

Wheel

S

machines

all

ing plant at Altoona, throw a strong sidelight on general

12 inches.

Axles, tender truck journals, diameter

more clear and
of written matter, and taken in

folios

These

particulars.

12 inches.

engine truck journals,

Axles,

make

plain the essentials of construction in a

Grate area, 55.0 square feet.
Axles, driving journals, main, 10 inches x 12 inches; others,

?4 inch

The

their classes will

10 inches

is

connection with the half-tones will furnish
6|4 inches.

feet,

Steel

being individual examples of monster machines. This
engine is of the simple type and purely American in
design.

Track gauge, 4

Std.

one of the heavy freight
engines which has been exceeded in hauling power by
but few engines yet built, and they only by reason of

Cylinder, type, simple piston valve; diam. 21^2, stroke 28.

S.

80 inches; centers diam., 72

tire,

Wheels, driv. material, main C. S., others C. S.
Wheels, engine truck, diam. 36 inches kind Std. St. Wks.
Wheels, trailing truck, diam. 50 inches kind Spoke Center.
;

in

H. crank pin

inches.

inches.

I.

B. R.

to lead.

Wheels, driv. diam. outside
centers diam. 72

;

&

Setting, 7-32 inch lead in full gear F.

n

R. H. crank pin to lead.

diam. outside tire 90 inches

driv.

steam lap 1%.

;

%

inch.

1

Valves, ex. H. P. 5-16 inch, L. P. Y% inch.
Setting y$ inch lead forward motion when cutting off at
inches of the stroke.

45

steel

channels and

reservoir

18^ x

H.

i-reservoir

18^x165.

147.

Engine truck, two wheel swing cen. bearing.
Exhaust pipe, single. Nozzles, 514, S 3A, 6 inches.
Grate, style, rocking, to shake in four sections.
Piston, rod diam., 4 inches; piston packing, C.

I.

rings.

1-
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Smoke

stack,

diam., 20 inches

top above

;

9%

14 feet,

rail,

inches.

or reference without necessitating the accountant leaving

10

inches,

channels and

steel

plates.

Valves, type, Piston, 14 inches

dia.

travel, 6 inches

;

;

steam

line full stroke, front

and back, R. H. crank

driv. diam., outside tire, 63 inches

;

centers diam. 56

inches.

main, C.

driv. material,

S.

;

others, C.

Wheels, engine truck, diam., 33 inches

C.

I.

;

S.

age" we find the

Card No. 2

On

Wheels, tender truck, diam., 33 inches; kind, Std.
Spoke.
I.
«

«

St.

Wks.,

You

note that

will

changes

WITH

the rapid

C. R. R.

growth of modern

attention of their officers

is

simplifying records, and thereby reducing the

work

to a

minimum.

a

the

well

to

amount of

Industrial corporations and

practicability of the index system

indices are rapidly
offices.

It

In most railway

offices,

space

is

scarce and at a pre-

mium, but the most serious objections to general office
book records are that they are unwieldy, cumbersome,
and they lack the possibilities for alterations and expansion which card systems offer.
Particularly in the
cases of locomotive, car, machine tool, and pattern
records, we find book records inconvenient for comparisons over any period of time.
Instead of cards, loose leaf systems of filing are frequently preferred, but personally the writer
cards because they are
lost or torn

is

2^x4^

inches

Where

left

is

more

is

this

it,

diagram

is

Your

attention

record,

The

changed.

is

called to the flexibility of this par-

especially

in

number

old

is

cases

where numbers are

erased at the upper right

hand corner, entered in the place provided under "genYou
eral description" and the new number applied.
all know how changing engine numbers affects your
book records. This is especially expensive to large railroads, particularly where the old numbers are wanted for
This record

will

save us about $30 per

annum

Car

Numher

Length Over

8111:

Air Brakes

Beating Oapaclty
Toilet

Booms

Weight.

Body

easily corrected with-

clerks have evinced great interest

changing from the book records to the card forms
and have in several cases devised card forms which have
been adopted. In this connection I would call your attention to a card which obviated the use of three
book records, and which was devised by our account
clerk.
I refer to card No. 1.
They are 2%xii^ inches and are what is known as

Card No.

in

—that

is,

fit

Varn

Pai ited

Repairs

Date

6.

Clan

Oat*

Oolor

Data

on ten consecutive cards the num-

ber tabs have traversed the width of the drawer.
the desk drawer,

making

it

The

handy for entry

a
\

*Paper presented before the Western Railway Club January
meeting.

for

books and more than twice that sum in labor. In addition to this, the changes in book records would probably

partial to

substantial, less liable to be-

and may be more

Our draftsmen and

cards just

for a

there are enough

out marring the paper.

"tenth cut"

(8)

reasons of classifications or re-grouping.

are obvious.

come

for eight

practicable.

as

and card
becoming more popular in railroad
could hardly be otherwise, and the reasons

and

made

is

necessary and that in the current

diagram for the wheel base.
engines in a class to warrant

ticular

manufacturers have long since recognized the usefulness,
simplicity

side the current record.

;

turned
as

if

and

stamped
on the card otherwise there is a blue print pasted upon
it, the blue print paper being of as light a weight as

railroads,

work

simplifying methods of performing

to

Co.

being

find the historical record

provision

record a space

historical

The Application of Card Index Systems
Motive Power Office
J. H. Wynne.
I.

we

provided for twenty (20) shoppings for
classified repairs.
In the lower left hand corner of the
record space

»

Mechanical Engineer

number

in

it.

a historical and current record of loco-

is

the face

and on the reverse

description

kind, Std. St. Wks.,

Spokes.

clerical

Under "Milemileage made each month together

out of shop, together with aggregate cost.

motives.

Wheels,

Under "Transfers" we

with the jurisdiction shop which reported

pin to lead.

Wheels,

"Trans-

on and division (or shop) to which the
engine was transferred; under "Repairs" the shop at
which the repairs were made, class of repairs, dates in and

lap y% inch.

and

:

find the date

Tank, style, Water bottom.
Tank, capacity, 7000 gallons.
Tank, capacity, fuel, 13 tons.

Setting, line

will note three general heads, viz

"Repairs" and "Mileage."

fers,"

C.

You

his seat.

Tender frame, 8 inches and

February, 1 906

fcl

Reverse of Card No.

5.

had
Brand
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Transfers
mow
TO

DATE

1' l^~~J
rti

Jj,

y^.

J A-?

CLAiS

(l^cL

A
-r~

OAT*

DATE

IN

OUT

LoMT* •UNMIO

COST

lit,.

JSlf-J-

X-i

8 -Jo

9-l/

4- IS

/

f 1

Sr

*

t

Cj

|an.

rv

Feb.

f.

Central la

FrMpOfl

Clinton

Matloop

Leula

si

Wat

Wattrloa

McCswb

Valley

Padacah

MtfflDfcia

VTetubtirg

aoNTK
1905

fU

'

/

(,

1 i

a 1

1

VI ay

j-

lone

u

U |y

J

|

Feb.

*

rlarch

-

1
/

1

an

3*

J_ &

/ /
.1

V'il

_

'..

1905

t

March

-

M ileage

Lo comotive

Repa IRS
SHOP

.

47

a

ft-pril

/

lay

*
•t

«.ug.

t>

>ept-

"

t-

Mov.

"V

I

f

f.

1

tm

3

u'y.

»»K
epi.

/

(r

c.

r

Jov.

pec.

Pec.

Card No.

1.

HI3T0RI0AL AMD CURRENT RE60R0 OF LOCOMOTIVES

RECORD OF

CENTRAL RAILROAD CO.

ILLINOIS

GENERAL DESCRI P*. .ON

NUMBER

INITIAL

NO

FNfiINF

DETAIL DESCRIPTION

PLACE & DATE

OLD

Gauge

CHANGED

Fuel

Worhlne pressure

Stroke

-

material

rod diam.

lbs material

dome

Oi«m. of 1st course 0- B.
Thickness of sheets barrel

Pltton-packlne

*'

'

1.6

throat

roof"

back

aides

Valve style

TYPE

CLASS
SERVICE

TRACTIVE POWER

\

stem packine

U »0UHO8/

back

crown

back

sheets sides

Eccentric throw

TONS ON "\
HAULINO CAPACITY VlivbltmbOP-V

width

Firebox length
"
depth front

._

.

/IITWII"

tube

/ IK

DrMns

Crown

material

wheel tire thickness
* center diam.

crown bars

stays

material

Stavbolts

.

Tio. flexible

boa material

•

stie journals

Gauge

Diam,

No.

SOLD

REMARKS
Engine truck
'"

total

style

diam.

wheels

material

journals

-•

area

Grate stvle

width

leneth

Tralline truck style

wheel

"

Smoke

material

tire th Ick

"

axle journal

"

*

style
rail

Sander

Dump
"

Safety «alve

Smoke consumer

brake en el no

Steam heat

tender

style

Ions

capacity coal

Tender truck
'

B

Air signal

draft gear

Tank

1.

helsht above

Tender frame material

Di A <SRArA oFWneeLB^c

stack diam.

center diam.

Bell 'inocr

style

I

diam.

wheel

'•

gals.

»ivlr»r

material

journal
-turnal

box

Bio w-off cock

Whistle

Brick arch

Pilot coupler

Con\bustlon tubes

Tender

Lubricator

Bke beam

Injectors

-

Additional special appliances

Card No.

2.

NEH

NEW FIREBOX
Brand
Date

FLUES RESET
ol

Material

Date

Oft

Number
A
Diameter

RENEWED
Number
Date

A

NEW CRANK

NEW DRIVING AXLES
Date

Brand
Petition

ol

Position

Date

1

T

PISTON R00S

Brand
.

Material

Diameter

PI-NS
of

Number &
Date

Material

Place

MO RO UGH AND GENERAL REPAIRS
Cost

Date

Class ot

Repairs

Act

Mileage

k

la

[

1

1

REMARKS

Reverse of Card No.

ILLINOIS
PATTERN
IMTML

DESCRIPTIONS

MB.

CE NTRAL

R. R.
OR CARS.

RECORD OF.

CO,

NUMBERS OF ENGINES

2.

WT. CASTING
OUCH

FJNI3H

OLD NUMBER

DRAWING
CR

R9

tKITHL

HO.

PATTERNS.
'

W.HEN CH1NCEI

FOUNDRY
NAME

REMARKS.

WHfk SUIT
•

_

Card No.

involve tenfold

more time on

the part of the clerks than

3.

Again referring

These cards are 6x10^ inches and are filed
consecutively "by engine numbers, suitable guide cards

of the card

being provided.

repairs

this form.

we

to the "current record"

on the reverse

find not only the leading details of repairs

for a long time past, but also the dates, places at which

were made,

costs, etc.

We

can see at a glance
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Illinois

D ~ „ ~ —J or
„ £ i~* ~ —
Record
Car

and Current Record
of Freight cars

Historical

Central R. R. Co.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION

Date

X.T

~

JNo.

DETAIL DESCRIPTION
Length Over End Sills.

Capacity

Class.

February, 1906

Bum.

Light

Welght_

Date.

Width Over Side Sills.

Length Inside

Builder

How Destroyed
"

Date

_

"

Height

"

Air

Cehter_

.Sides.

Brake

Schedule-

.

Brake Beams. No. and Kind.

Drawing No.

.Clearance Width.

Clearance Height.
Material,

Width

Outside or Inside.

Under Frame

Oratt, Rigging

Superstructure

Couplers

Remarks

.Size.

.Fixtures.

Side Door, Style.

End Doors, Number.
.Root

6r »ln Ooore

Body Transom

Body Side Bearings.

Truck Bolster.

Truck "
Springs

Truck
Journals

-Wheels

Arch Bare, Size-

-

Maturia l

ORIGINAL, INITIAL

CHANGED TO

AND NUMBER

DATE ANO PLACE

Maker

Springs, Style

Journal Box
Sills,

No.

&

.Dust Guard.

-Ltd

Sizt

Card No.

RECORD OF MACHINERY EQUIPMENT
MACHINE TOOL.©
MACHINERY DEP'T
R. CO.

4.

-

I.

C. R.

NO.

(N AMEl,.

—

p M. of Counterahaft,

R.

.

the garret and searching through a pile of books, per-

chance following through a series of changes

Ratine 8ize of Machine.
Builder's No.

these details for an extended period without going to

in

num-

bers, thus risking errors or incorrect information.

Dia of Briv. Pullv on Countenhaft,"

Wldthof Faeeof Pullev on

Required to Drive Tool.

H. P.

Builder's Drawing No.

Tranaferredto..

,

Rate of Depreciation,

Scrapped
8otd

at _

to.

Card No.

6.

Card No. 3 is self explanatory as a pattern record.
This same form is available both as a numerically or alThere is a no more importphabetically arranged file.
ant record in a Railroad Mechanical Engineer's office
than a complete, simple and convenient pattern file. This
is the same size as card No. 2, and as before stated,
filed in duplicate; that is, one set is filed numerically by
pattern numbers and the other alphabetically according

RECORD OF MACHINERY EQUIPMENT
STATIONARY ENGINES, PUMF*e.
ooMPPEasoPS, ETO. MACHINERVDEP'T
«. CO.
-

1.

c. R

NO.
Dia. of Cvi

-

Type,

Builder'* No..

Hone

Power,

Rev. per
Dia.

.

Mtn

and Width of Driver,.

Steam »ipo.
" Exhaust "

8'ze of

Transferred to,-

"

Builder'*

Sold to

Rate of Depreciation,

Card No.

RECORD
I.

C. R-

Butlder.

F?.

.

CO.
—

MACHINERY EQUIPMENT
STATIONARY BOILERS
MACHINEZRV PEP'
P

Builder's

Orawine No..

Heating Surface,

_Working Pressure..

Grate Area,

Cost,!

—

Style Grate,

Oiam. and Length

o'

Smoke Consumer,

to.-

Dust Burner.
Stoker

a.t_

Safetv va ve

Sold to

Card No.

8.

we

find a historical

filed in

numerical order.

reverse side

we

They

are 3x5 inches.

On

the

find a current record for repairs, paint-

ing and varnishing.

Type
H,

ScraoDcd

and current record
for freight cars composed upon the same general lines
as card No. 2. We have in preparation a similar record
Card No. 4 is 5x8 inches
for passenger car equipment.
and is filed by consecutive numbers, the cards being sepIn card No. 4

OF"

No

of the part.

card No. 5 has been devised. These give the general descriptions of the passenger car equipment and they are

7.

Builder's

Transferred

name

arated by guides placed at suitable intervals.
As a convenient desk record for the Assistant Superintendent of Machinery in charge of the car department,

,

Onw'nc No

8cr«pped at_

to the

Tube!..
1

abso7 and 8 are self explanatory. It is
of shop malutely necessary to have a complete record
size.
chinery equipment on a railroad system of any

Cards Nos.

6,

these
General descriptions such as would be provided on

engines, pumps,
three forms for machine tools, stationary
obviatair-compressors, stationary boilers, etc., assist in
for arranging unnecessary correspondence, provide data
one shop to
ing for transfers of such apparatus from

February,
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No.
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IB

ADDRESS.

Two Ribs Lcn^tm w/5£

F 3.-205

Place.

Of

Zz De.ep/Vt Center In
Preivelnt Breakage.

One. I|"0e:e:p.To

Of Qrate

HOmith

_

Card No.

DR.

No.

NO.

85-

DESTINATION

MM

11.

toy
I14Z So5 Boi_ster,TrucK-30TonComi<ion5ens

P.!

?1
3/y&S BL»RN5iDE.
3/*4

Card No.

DESCRIPTION

DATE

D-la-3287

Nos.

DESTINATION

Box

Card No.

BR.

ENG.

DESCRIPTION.

5ATE.

£344 A°i DnviNcj

LVT

Card No. 13.

10.

another, as well as necessary information for ordering

CARS
54ooi-54fe0o
.

16.

duplicate parts in emergencies and together

5T<70l-55fcOO

form a de-

tailed inventory.

These cards are 3x5 inches and are filed by location
and, where necessary, are arranged by departments or
shops, the groups being separated

by guide

cards.

Card No. 9 is a form used for recording water
analyses. These are filed by operating divisions and are
arranged alphabetically by names of water stations under
Card No.

The
No.

DESCRIPTION.

DATE,

trades

card No.

CARS-CLASS.
OR.

They

each division.

12.

10,

are 3x5 inches.

and supplies catalogues are indexed on
which is a common form. It also is 3x5

ENG. Nos.

inches.
A4- ?nz
..

.

813

N

»

874

>*7 C/AB

lOl-ICVL

Mr

30/-304.

X

'

Boiler

We

file

our drawings by drawer and drawing number,

the letter prefix denoting the size of the sheet.

Cards

Nos. 11 and 12 serve as indices for locomotive and car
drawings respectively.
The locomotive index is kept
separate from that for cars, and either set
alphabetically according to

Card No.

ROLL.

b

REMARKS,

82 Excursion Car Plan s

To

is

arranged

further avoid

any confusion which might arise from the similarity of
the two forms, card No. 11 is printed on salmon paper,
while card No. 12 is white. As a check and a cross index, card No. 13 is used for both locomotive and car

13.

DESCRIPTION.

NO.

subject.

P.PcarCo

drawings, same being

Where

filed

in

numerical order.

foreign prints are preserved for reference, they

shown on No.

14, al-

phabetically arranged according to the subjects.

Class

are indexed by cards of the form

JST6.

11 to

No. 14 inclusive are 3x5 inches.

Occasionally

it

is

desired

to

know

upon

whose

authority or for what reason changes in drawings
patterns)

are made.

(or

Accordingly when such changes

are made, a brief description of the alteration, the draw1

Card No.

14.

ing number, date and the

name

of the officer authorizing

RAILWAY MASTER MECHANIC
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same are entered on a card

February, 1906

shown on sample
No. 15, bearing a serial number. This serial number
is placed within a little circle drawn in the lower right
hand corner of the
as to this

like that

Should a discussion arise
particular feature on a drawing, by referring

to a card index,

we

tracing.

find the necessary information.

Card No. 16 serves as a "follow up" system in connection with drawings issued with circular instructions.
Cards of this form are filed in numerical order. They
show the date issued, to whom sent and the number.
They also serve the Mechanical Engineer or the Chief
Draftsman as a check upon the person having the disposition of blue prints directly in charge. They are 3x5
inches.

in conclusion careful investigation of each case and

good judgment will always determine whether it is
to maintain a book record or adopt a card system.

best

40*Foot Furniture Car, Chicago, Milwaukee

Paul Railway

Sr St.

THE February, 1904, issue of the Railway Master
IN Mechanic
we published a description of a 100,000
pound capacity coal car built by the C, M. & St. P. Ry.
West Milwaukee shops. This company has been
building their own freight cars for some time and it is
at their

with pleasure that

we

illustrate

ture car with increased side

now building.
The inside dimensions

M. &

ST. P.

40

FT.

FURNITURE CAR

herewith a 40-foot furni-

and end posts which they

are

of the car are 40 feet

1

inch

wide and 10 feet clear height. The door
7 feet wide by 9 feet 3 inches high, making
The
a car large enough for all ordinary purposes.
framing is of interest in that the end and side posts are
especially strong.
The two middle end posts, which are
long,

9

feet

opening

is

weak point in car construction, are made of
I beams with wooden fillers on the sides for nailing, etc.
The corner posts are of 5x5 inch white oak and the side
posts 4x4 inch oak. The diagonal braces are 6x2^ inch

the usual

oak and %i inch iron rods. Two 3x3^ inch oak belt
rails are used in the construction.
The side plates are
8 inches deep and have pieces 3x2^2 inches lag screwed
on the bottom between braces and at the door opening.

The

4^x8

sills

are

made up

of 45-4x9 inch outside with four

two 10 inch channels
are of the Hennessey patent

inch intermediate and

center.

and are

The latter
shown in detail

for the

design,

one of the illustrations.
The car is very low being only 2 feet 9^ inches from
the rail to the bottom of sills. This necessitated a special
bolster which in this case passes through the center
in

sills.

The

draft gear used

is

the Hennessey double friction,

but on account of the lowness of the car it had to be inThe
verted, putting the friction springs downward.
details of the

closely

gear together with

shown

its

application are clearly

in the illustration.

The special equipment of the car is Hennessey Friction
Draw Gear, Chicago Improved Winslow Car Roof, Jones
Side Door, New York Air Brake and Barber truck.

M. &

ST. P.

40

FT.

FURNITURE CAR

February, 1906
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DETAIL OF CENTER SILLS

C,

M. &

ST. 'P.

40

RY.

FT.

FURNITURE CAR

the hand wheel which can be set to stop the feed at any

The

point.
it

table

is

so thoroughly counterbalanced that

moves up or down very

of the machine

The

is 1 1

inches.

with

equipped

are

spindles

Total vertical feed

readily.

the

Rich

regular

chucks, which are furnished to accommodate

up to
21-16 inches in diameter. They are made to accommodate
For this purpose the
the Rich high speed flat drill.
chucks are hollow and all that is necessary to change
drills

from one sized drill to the other is to loosen the cap
screw at the bottom and insert any other sized drill
which is held firmly by screwing up the cap. These
chucks are also adjustable so as to accommodate various
lengths of
tool steel

These drills are made of high speed
and are found to be a benefit in work which does
drills.

not require deep drilling, only that portion of the

which the depth of hole requires being exposed to

The
DETAIL

OF

FRICTION

DRAFT

GEAR,

&

C, M.

ST.

P.

RY. 40

FT.

FURNITURE CAR

drill

strain.

spindles are set in ball bearings with 9-16 inch steel

The

balls.

feed screws in the table are also ball bearing

besides being set in an

oil

socket.

The

greatest clearance

from the top of the table at the lowest point to the spindle
at the highest point is

The machine

24 inches.

is fitted

with

oil

pump and pan around

the

from 7-8 inch to 2 1-16 inch holes.
The gears are of steel cut from solid forgings. It has a

base.

will drill

It

three step cone pulley for 6-inch belt, but can readily be

made
DETAIL OF BODY BOLSTER

—C,

M. &

ST. P. RY.

The Rich Jirch Bar

THE accompanying

40

Aurora,
it

This machine

111.

drills

4

to

George

an arch bar

&

motor driving.

The

ratio of the shaft gear

machine is manufactured by the
Rich Manufacturing Company of Buchanan,

interesting

R

Michigan.

,

.

drill

Q. railway

at

particularly interesting in

the bars practically in as short a time as they

can be handled.

In the average arch bar

drill

press

it

is

usually the case that the arch bars have to wait their

turn on the press, but in

wait

for

the

material.

holes were drilled in

1

this'

In a

case the machine has to
recent

test

i

3-16 inch

1-4 inch thick arch bars in 40 sec-

onds.

As

seen from the illustration, there are six spindles in
the machine which can be adjusted in height and width.
The greatest offset whicn can be obtained in height is
21 inches, while the longest arch bar
5 inches.

The

will take

7 feet
greatest distance the center spindles can
it

is

24 inches. The greatest distance the
end spindles can be apart is 18 inches. The feed is obtained by the table being raised upward by either power
obtained through the vertical shaft at the right or by the
hand wheel in front. There is a latch dog along side of

be spread apart

is

1.

This

illustration is of

is

FURNITURE CAR

Drill Press

press in the shops of the C. B.

that

FT.

for

is

RICH ARCH BAR DRILL PRESS

—C,

B.

&.

Q.

SHOPS AT AURORA,

ILL.

February,

1
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The American Palace Car "Columbia"

THE

The arrangement by which

on a tour of exhibition under the auspices of the American Palace
Car Company, by whom it is owned, has excited the
car "Columbia," which

favorable
cities

car

—

comment

is

of the traveling public at various

where it has been seen. The novel points of the
the wide difference between it and the cars now in

service,

consist of the fact that the car

may

be

made

a parlor car, a sleeping car, or a combination of either,

The method by which

at pleasure.

this is accomplished,

which the upper
and lower berths are raised and lowered, and the storage
of them beneath the floor of the car when arranging
the latter as a parlor car, leaving the body of the car entirely free of berths for day service, since all accessories used for berths and bedding are placed beneath the
floor into a steel compartment provided for them, where
they are ventilated by currents of clean fresh air during
is

53

in the disappearing berth system, in

lowered

the berths are raised and

a simple mechanical

is

proposition,

involving

a large gear lying in a horizontal plane under the berth

pocket and which also has the function of a winding

drum

which the berths are attached;
this large gear and is drawn by a

for the cables to

a pinion meshes into

sprocket chain from a driving pinion placed outside of
the line of berths, the latter pinion being operated by
a cranked

wrench

fitted to

the vertical shaft of the driv-

ing pinion.

An

important improvement in this car over the old

abundance of room between the upper
and lower berths, there being eight inches of additional
style berths, is the

space, so that the tallest person

may comfortably

on
the bed and dress without fear of injury, and the same
sit

the day.

In the facility with which the berths can be placed
out of sight, or returned to their position for use,
the principle which will
to the roads that care

lies

make this type of car a necessity
to make the strongest kind of a

bid for patronage, as the car can be converted into a

parlor or sleeper at will, and

if

the latter,

it

only requires

three minutes to place the berths in position, while there
is

no "making up" of berths as

old style car, they being

all

it

is

understood in the

ready to receive the occupant,

and clean, of the kind that
invite "nature's sweet restorer, balmy sleep."
If a parlor car is required, it becomes that in every sense.
The
disappearing upper and lower berths being replaced by
the most comfortable chairs, leaving the interior of the
as they are spring beds, fresh

car shorn of

all its

suggestion that

it

functions for the night use

could even be

made

—without a

into a sleeper.

Again the car may be arranged with any number of
.

berths on one side, and chairs on the other.

6 inches long, and 9 feet 9 inches
wide, over sills. In one end is an observation room, 6
feet 10 inches long with a berth lounge.
Next comes the
women's lavatory, saloon and lockers, occupying c) feet
5 inches of space, being roomy and palatial in its appointments. The parlor and sleeping space, which is also used
as a dining-room when required, is 32 feet long, after
which comes the men's lavatory, and at the extreme
end is the kitchen, 7 feet long by 6 feet 9 inches wide,
having a range and sink, also a pantry and refrigerator,
This car

the

two

It is

is

latter

64

feet

adjuncts being outside of the space named.

seen that this car has

wheels.

all

the comforts of a hotel on
SECTION

SHOWING OPERATING MECHANISM OF AMERICAN PALACE
CAR "COLUMBIA"
U

FLOOR PLAN OF AMERICAN PALACE CAR.

COLUMBIA
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The 27,000th locomotive

is built for passenger service.
has 133,920 lbs. in drivers, with a total weight of 181,380 lbs. This weight is about the same as some of the

It

locomotives hauling the heaviest trains in the middle
west.

The

general dimensions are as follows

Gauge, 4

l
8/
2 inches.

feet,

Cylinder, 16 inches and 27 inches

x 26

inches.

Valve, Balanced piston.

Wagon

Boiler, type,

top.

Boiler, diameter, 64 inches.

and

Boiler, thickness of sheets, 11-16 inch

^4 inch.

working pressure, 210 pounds.

Boiler,

Boiler, fuel, soft coal.
Boiler,

staying,

Radial.

Firebox, material, Steel.

Firebox, length, 120 inches; width, 41% inches.
Firebox, depth, front, 7$y2 inches; back, 68J4 inches.
Firebox, thickness of sheets, sides, Y% inch; back, 1/% inch;
crown, 7-16 inch; tube,
inch.

%

COLUMBIA

INTERIOR VIEW OF AMERICAN PALACE CAR

upper berths. The construction of the car permits the occupants of the uppers

liberal

space

is

also

to regulate their

found

own

in the

ventilation, as the

Firebox, water space, front, 4 inches; sides, 3 inches, back,
3 inches.

Tubes, material, iron; wire gauge, No. 11.
Tubes, number, 256; diameter, 2J4 inches; length, 17
Heating surface, firebox, 185 square feet.

windows ex-

tend from ten to twelve inches above the berth, giving

same

the

light,

air,

and opportunity

Heating
Heating
Heating
Driving
Driving
Driving

to see outside, as

By

that possessed by the party in the lower.

the location

of the berths under the floor, and the system of trussing,
the center of gravity

on curves

lowered, eliminating oscillations

is

at high speed.

All these points,

is

it

perhaps

unnecessary to say, will be welcomed alike by the occasional traveler as well as the

nomad who

obliged to

is

be on the road a large part of his time.
»

Nashville, Chattanooga 8r

St.

Louis Ten*

Wheeler

THE

accompanying

illustration of the

Railroad locomotive

turned out of the plant

Works

at Philadelphia.

is

the

N. C.

&

surface, grate area, 34.8 square feet.

wheels, diameter outside, 66 inches.
wheels, diameter of center, 60 inches.
wheels,

x

journals,

x

front,

inches

10

x

inches;

ioj4

12 inches.

diameter,

front,

30 inches;

journals,

12 inches.

base, driving,

12

Rigid,

feet.

12

feet.

Total engine

26 feet; total engine and tender, 55 feet, 9 inches.
Weight, on driving wheels, 133920 pounds.

Weight, on truck, front, 47460 pounds.
Weight, total engine, 181380 pounds.
Weight, total engine and tender, about, 280,000 pounds.
Tank, capacity, 5000 gallons.
Tender, wheels, No., 8; diameter, 33 inches.
Tender, journals, 5 inches x 9 inches.

St. L.

locomotive

27,000th

surface, total, 2735 square feet.

Engine truck wheels,

Wheel

»

surface, tubes, 2550 square feet.

others, 9 inches

5^2 inches

feet.

by the Baldwin Locomotive
These works have just closed

the most remarkable year in their history with an output
of 2,250 engines and orders on their books to keep the

works going day and night for several months to come.
This record exceeds that of 1903 by thirty-eight locomotives and that of 1904 by 797.
Of the 2,250 locomotives
turned out, 140 were electric, and 150 compounds. Four
hundred and eight of them were sent to Argentine, Ha-

Emptying Barrels with Compressed

THE accompanying
Rock
oil

show a device used

Island shops in Chicago for transfer-

in the

ring

illustrations

Jlir

or paints from the barrel to the tanks in the dis-

tributing store-room.

The

Porto Rico, Japan, Chile, Cuba, Mexico,
Australia, San Domingo, Ecuador, Antiognia, Sweden,

out on the inside and a taper thread cut on the outside.

Africa and Nicaragua.

Through

waii,

Brazil,

device

is

very simple consisting of a casting cored

the inside

is

screwed a pipe with very coarse
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THE FIRST KING LAWSON DUMP CAR
further test of

its stability

on curve elevations, the load

was dumped on the low side without disturbing its equilibrium in the least, with the outside rail 7 inches high,
and freed itself of the load on the high side practically

PLUG FOR EMPTYING BARRELS WITH COMPRESSED AIR

A

thread.
is

is

^-inch pipe

is

screwed into the

top.

To

this

attached a hose with regular freight car coupling. This

connected up with any air connection.

some small holes

There are

bottom of the casting

drilled in the

to

on top of the contents of the barrels.
This device is screwed in the bung hole as shown in
the half tone and then air pressure applied. Care must
admit the

air slowly

be exercised so as not to apply too

may

result

in

bursting barrels.

much

About

pressure as
five

pounds

it

is

do the work satisfactorily.
The pipe going down into the barrel has a coarse
thread through the casting as stated above. This is for
sufficient to

and lowering

raising
size.

in contact

We

in

the

barrel

The bottom has notches
with the bottom

it

according to the

cut so that

when

it

comes

will not stop the flow.

are indebted to Mr. Geo. Warlick for the privilege

of describing this interesting device.
»

The

OUR

First KjLng=Lawson

half-tone shows the

first

Dump Car
King-Lawson dump

car unloading 70,000 pounds of pig iron, while

was only rated at, and built for a 50,000 pound
load. The same car was afterward loaded with 60,000
pounds of wet clay to test its stability, and also its ability
to clear itself with a lading as sluggish as wet clay.
In
the car

EMPTYING BARRELS WITH COMPRESSED AIR
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I"

LAWSON DUMP CAR

IN

VARIOUS POSITION'S

The

drawings show the substantial character of
the framing of this car as improved and now built. There
are four sills only, the outer ones of which are 13-inch
line

channels,

steel

steel channels,

and
and

plates,

while two

sills

are

of

13-inch

reinforced with two 13^-inch steel angles

giving an extraordinary depth under the load,

addition to this

in

center

stiff

construction there are 5-

inch channels in the form of a transverse truss at points

between the bolsters, which makes the car able to stand
up under any amount of overload, and provides against

undue torsion of the frame from

inequalities of loading,

as well as giving the necessary rigidity for the 18-inch
lateral

travel

of the load

when dumping.

are practically automatic in their action,

only

THE KING LAWSON DUMP CAR SHOWING OPERATING DETAILS
as quick as on the other.

An

order for ten cars, but of

80,000 pounds capacity, resulted from these
use on the Delaware,

tests,

Lackawanna & Western.

for

The

have been abandoned in favor of the
80,000 pound cars, since it has been found that they
may be safely loaded with 100,000 pounds. One of these
cars has just been sent to Panama for Government use
on the canal, but not sold, as all cars of this build are
lighter capacities

leased only.

is

required to operate two cars.

These cars
since one man

The

provision for

abnormal bodies is well Worked out in the opening of the sides, which give instant relief to large boulders of too great a size to pass the normal opening at the
sides.
For rapid work in handling earth these cars have
relief of

a

record that has not yet been equaled, as a load

dumped and

the cars are ready to

move

in less than

is

30

seconds.

These cars are built by the Middletown Car Works,
Middletown, Pa., for the King-Lawson Car Co., „of 32
Broadway, New York.

PLAN AND ELEVATION OF THE KING LAWSON DUMP CAR

February,
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The Marsh Car Lighting System

THE

light in this

which

placed beneath the car.

10.

Lamps.

the lamps a gas generated in a special carburettor

11.

Box underneath

is

is

produced by burning

The gas is simply air,
rhigolene. The air is taken
The rhigolene is contained

from the

air

in the oil

tank underneath the car and the object of the

brake service.

details of this

system

to bring the air

and rhigolene

vapor together

in the carburettor so as to

produce a gas

is

when burnt

suitable for illumination

in a flat flame tip

at the lamps.

The supply

of

air

from the end of the

taken

is

and enters the air tank after passing
the governor valve. This governor valve serves the purauxiliary reservoir

pose of retaining the supply of air in the storage tank

such times when the pressure

is

withdrawn from the

brake system.

The

air

pacity

is

tank serves as a storage reservoir and

such that

when charged

arily carried in the air

its

ca-

to the pressure ordin-

brake system the air contained

therein will sustain the lights several hours after the car
is

Carburettor.

9.

at

system

carrying a certain amount of

at

detached from the

train.

After leaving the air storage tank

it

is

conducted

where a valve is placed that controls the
supply of air to the oil tank and carburettor and also the
flow of gas from the carburettor to the lamps. Between
this valve and the air storage tank is placed a gauge for
indicating the amount of air in the storage tank in atmospheres and also a pressure regulating apparatus for
reducing the pressure of the air to about 1 pound, which
pressure remains practically constant.

When

opened the

air flows

—

—A

where

it

is

tank and enters the carburettor

mixed with the

air supplied

by the

small

branch in correct proportions for rendering the gas
able for burning as a luminous flame.

After leaving the carburettor the gas goes to the lamps
through the valve before mentioned, which controls the
supply of air to the

tank and flow of gas to the

oil

—

Governor Valve A check valve made by the
Westinghouse Air Brake Company which allows the air
to flow from the Auxiliary Reservoir into the Air Storage Tank until the latter contains air at same pressure
2.

then closes automatically and prevents air from going back into Auxiliary tank
when the pressure is diminished by application of air
brakes or otherwise cutting off of air supply as when car

as that in the Auxiliary tank.

is

It

detached from train.

—A

cylindrical steel tank capable
Air Storage Tank
of holding about 200 cubic feet of air when charged at
3.

ordinary train pressure.
ordinary gauge of dial form, showing
the amount of air in the air reservoir in atmospheres.
device carrying a spring
Pressure Regulator

Gauge—An

—A

5.

and diaphragm which operates

in such a

manner

that the

high pressure in the air storage tank is reduced to and
maintained at about 1 pound before going to the oil tank.
6 (a) Air Supply Valve—This is a double valve ar-

ranged so that by turning with a key the air is supplied
the
to the oil tank and carburettor and simultaneously

6

supplied to the lamps.

is

(b)—The

part of supply valve allowing flow of gas

to the lamps.

Carburettor—A small pipe
carrying a cock for controlling amount of air which it
admits to the carburettor from the main air pipe supply7.

ing

Branch Connection

oil

to

tank.

Oil

5 gallons

Tank—A

cylindrical metal tank holding about

and having two openings

being half inch pipe tap

size,

at its

upper end, one

the other one inch pipe

Extending from the half inch opening

to the

bottom of the interior of the oil tank is a half inch pipe
which ends in a pipe running diametrically across the

bottom of the
flow out into
nects by

burners.

tank used

with the air brake service and carrying
a supply of air at between 75 and 90 pounds pressure to
the square inch during the time train is in service.

tap size.
suit-

steel cylindrical

in connection

8.
oil

tank.

Auxiliary reservoir

1.

olene.

then leaves the

oil

car holding oil tank, carburettor

Details of apparatus, used as above listed.

gas

from the storage tank through the pressure regulator and before entering the oil tank it branches part of the air going by a
small pipe to the carburettor. The main branch to the
oil tank passes to the bottom of the oil and flows out into
the oil through small perforations in the pipe and" rises
to the surface, thus becoming impregnated with rhigothis valve is

and extra

4.

to the saloon

It

57

oil
oil

tank, perforated so as to allow the air to
in fine jets.

means of a union

The

half inch opening con-

to the air supply pipe.

The

one inch opening connects by means of a union to the
LIST

USED IN THE MARSH
LIGHTING SYSTEM

OF APPARATUS

CAR

i.

Auxiliary Reservoir. (Part of Air Brake System)

2.

4.

Governor Valve.
Air Storage Tank.
Gauge.

5.

Pressure Regulator.

3.

6.

(a)

Air Supply Valve.

6 (b) Valve controlling

gas to the lamps.
7.
8.

Branch connection
Oil Tank.

to carburettor.

carburettor.
9.

Carburettor

—A

cylindrical metal tank of about the

and having at its lower
end a one inch opening and at its upper end a one-half
It is
inch opening, also a small opening on one side.
partially filled with steel turnings which facilitate the
cubical capacity of one gallon

mixing of the air and rhigolene vapor. The one inch
opening connects by means of a union to the one inch
opening of the oil tank. The one-half inch opening is
fitted permanently with the air supply pipe leading to the
oil tank and admits air to the carburettor.
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Lamps

10.

are of the

same general form

those

as

used in the Pintch Gas Lighting system with the difference that the piping to the lamps is placed inside of the
car to protect them from the weather, and also with the
difference that the ordinary flat flame tip is used in the
burners instead of a special one.

The

used

oil

in this

system

is

a mixture of kerosene,

benzine and petroleum ether, which latter body
posed principally of Pentane and isopentane and
erally

known under

This mixture

is

the
-so

name

com-

is

is

gen-

of rhigolene.

adjusted that

it

about

85 per cent of rhigolene.
The gas is a mixture of rhigolene with air in the proportion of about 89 per cent, of air to about 11 per cent,
of rhigolene.

Heavy

Cen-

THE

requirements of speed on grades and curves
that could only be met by a high drawbar pull

and a wheel base offering a minimum

resistance,

wheel culm-burner shown

Wm.

our half tone by courtesy of

in

Mcintosh,

Company.

The

superintendent

engine,

of

power, and B. M. Flory, mechanical engineer,

modern

were

responsible for the design of the eight

the American Locomotive

signed by

by providing for

up through the cylinders and
The whole ensemble is one that shows a marked improvement over
the wrought iron frame with a splice, notwithstanding it
was redesigned and modified to suit the Walschaert valve
gear, which is another of the specialties referred to
stresses set

those necessary to be absorbed laterally.

The

engine

The

is

application of this gear to an eight-wheel

the

first to

that type in this country.

engines, of which there are three, are also re-

markable as being the heaviest eight wheelers ever built,
having a total weight of 158,000 pounds, and a driving
journal load of 27,000 pounds, which gives an adhesion

Eight* Wheel Passenger Engine,
tral Railroad of New Jersey

the conditions

the cast steel frames of I-section in one piece, which is
the design of Mr. Flory, and evidences the closest attention to the weak points in the ordinary bar frame,

above.

contains

February, 1906

in all details of construction, to

is

de-

motive
strictly

produce an en-

coefficient of 4-6? to hold

maximum drawbar

work of a

ten wheeler, which

effective the

pounds they are able
to exert.
The nearest approach to these machines with
reference to type service and fuel on the D. L. & W.
engines illustrated in the July issue of the Railway
Master Mechanic. Comparative data of the two engines
are appended herewith, also a descriptive specification of
the engine illustrated.
One of the most striking things
in the design of these machines is the fact that the
Amercan type is chosen as the fittest to do the work,
in face of the record of the newer designs, that have

EIGHT WHEEL PASSENGER ENGINE

gine that would do the

down and make

C. R. R.

OF N.

pull of 23,120

T.

gone so far astray from

this,

the original

American pas-

while able to haul the loads could not overcome the curve

senger locomotive, the wide, shallow firebox of course,

resistance as well nor be maintained at a figure possible

lending

shown.

in the type

The

pounds without passengers or
baggage. The division operated on is 105 miles long,
and an especially hard one to negotiate because of the
stiff grades and curves and frequent stops.
There is a
rise of 1394 feet in a distance of 67 miles, which is continuous with an average gradient of 20.8 feet per mile,
with a maximum of 37 feet to 62 feet per mile in one
direction, and a rise of 95 feet per mile in the opposite
direction.
The average speed figures about 30 miles an
train being 551,500

and

Of

the 36 stops, there are seven regular ones,

26

Among

by the

flag.

the distinctive features of these machines are

inches.

Track gauge, 4

Wheel
total,

feet,

8^

inches

;

tractive power, 23120.

base, driving, 8 feet, 3 inches

23 feet,

Wheel

1%

;

rigid, 8 feet, 3 inches

inches.

base, total, engine

and tender, 49

feet, 2 inches.

Weight, in working
Weight, in working order, engine and tender, 283500.
Heating surface, tubes, 1838 square feet.
Heating surface, firebox, 167.6 square feet.
Heating surface, total, 2005.7 square feet.
Grate area, 81.6 square feet.
order, 158000; on drivers, 108000.

Axles, driving journals, main, 9 inches x 13 inches;
9 inches x 13 inches.
Axles, engine truck,
12

fifteen

this

Cylinder, type, Simple slide valve; diam., 19 inches; stroke,

trains to be

coach and one parlor car, the weight of the engine tender

hour.

most admirably to the perpetuation of

type.

handled by these engines are made
up of one combination baggage and smoking car, one

and

itself

journals,

diameter,

6

inches;

others,

length,

inches.

Axles, tender truck journals, diameter, 5 inches; length, 9
inches.

February,
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1

wagon

Boiler, type, Conical conn.,
first

ring,

62%

W.

C.

T.

O. D.,

;

inches.

working pressure, 200;

Boiler,

top, C.

59

fuel, fine anthr. coal.

Firebox, type, wide; length, 122^ inches; width,

96^

Firebox, thickness of crown, Y% inch; tube, 9-16 and
sides y% inch; back, y% inch.

Firebox, water space, front, 4 inches

;

inches.

%

sides, 4 inches

;

inch;

back,

l

3 /2 inches.

Crown

staying, Radial, i}i inches.

Tubes, material,

seamless

Detroit

No. 280; diam. 2

steel,

inches.

Tubes, length, 12 feet, 6 inches gauge, pounds, 12 B. W. C.
Boxes, driving, main, 9 inches x 13 inches others, 9 inches
;

;

x

13 inches.

Brake,

Westinghouse-American

driver,

Brake, tender, Westinghouse

Brake, pump,

9^

inches

;

West., Sched.

reservoir, 16 inches

;

West.-Amer.

truck,

;

air signal,

J.

x 102 inches.

Engine truck, Swivelling and swing.
Exhaust pipe, Single.

Water

Grate, style,

do

tubes.

A

Piston, rod diam., z
inches piston packing, Dunbar.
Smoke stack, diam., 15 inches and 16% top above rail,
;

;

14

l
inches.
8 />

Tender frame, 10 inches, channel
Tank, style, Water bottom.
Tank, capacity, 5000 gallons.
Tank, capacity, fuel, 12 tons.
Valves, type, slide; travel,

5

Wheels,

%

inch;

XXX

69 inches

;

centers diam. 62

hangers

of the

In these the door

5.

and

in

is

position

are

shown

shown in the
for moving

in

closed
at

the

The

shown

diagonal rods

A

As

Fig. 4.

in Fig.

the rod

are attached to the

1

pulled

is

down

the door

is

up as shown. When the door
hangs on the hooks shown in Fig. 5. This also shows
how the weight of the door is placed on the rollers when
raised and the precaution taken for getting the door off
the track. The latter is impossible on account of the long
lifted

is

not to be moved,

it

Wheels, driv. material, main, cast steel, Davis C. B. others,
Davis C. B. steel.
Wheels, engine truck, diam., 33 inches kind, Taylor steel
;

;

spoke.

Wheels, tender truck, diam., 33 inches

;

kind,

Taylor

steel

projections on the inside of the

plate.

Jl

New Freight

is

Car Door and Hanger

THE

J. J.

rail.

The bracket used in connection with these hangers
shown in Fig. 6. When the door is closed the bottom
on a 45 degree angle forcing the door tight against

rests

accompanying illustrations show a new car
door and hangers as designed and patented by

Mr.

details

con-

is

two rods leading to the

right.
1

inches.

tired

and

in either direction.

1

the rod to which the lever

position at the left

inches; steam lap,

tire,

in Fig.

in turn pulls the

The

figures 4

hole
outside

shown

steel.

inch.

driv. diam.

FREIGHT CAR DOOR AND HANGER

NEW

3

down on

which

nected,

hangers.

clearance, 1-16 inch.
Setting, lead

AND

to pull the lever

is

This pulls

z

feet,

2

FIGS.

'fijfflt

1

Hennessey, M. C. B., C. M. & St. P. Ry. at
This consists of the regular car door

West Milwaukee.

supplied with special hangers, brackets and devices for
lifting the

door on

rollers

and

at the

same time having

the door lifted from the car body.

The

operation

is

very simple, as

all

the operator has to

FIG.

NEW

4

the car body.

As

lowing the door

The operation
it

easily with

weight

is

due to the

to

it

FREIGHT CAR DOOR AND HANGER
is

raised the bracket falls back, al-

swing clear of the body.

of the door

one hand when a hundred and

attached to the door.
fact that the

when moved and

the car

so easy that a

is

door

is

man
fifty

can do

pound

This easy operation

away from

is

the body of

the ease with which the door

due to the great leverage obtained.
practically impossible to move the door without

is

lifted is
It is

ing

it

side.

lift-

by means of the lever as it rests solid against the
This will do away with doors jarring off when not

closed in transit.

We
FIG.

I

—NEW

FREIGHT CAR DOOR AND HANGER

are indebted to Mr.

ings and description.

J. J.

Hennessey for the draw-
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Personals

& Texas

at Sedalia,

Mo., died in that

Mr. E. Dawson has been appointed master mechanic
of the Gila Valley Globe
at Globe, Ariz., effective

&

Northern, with headquarters

on January

James Mooney, formerly

for

many

1.

years master me-

chanic of the Victoria division of the Southern Pacific,
died on December 19 at Cuero, Tex., at the age of 92
years.

Mr. R. A. Johnson has been appointed master meoffice at Guaymas,
Mexico, vice Mr. S. E. Kildoyle, resigned; effective on
December 15.

chanic of the Sonora Railway, with

Mr. J. B. Elliott has been appointed general master
mechanic of the Canadian Pacific lines east of Fort William

with headquarters

effectve on

December

Mr. H.

Durham

of motive

P.

at

Angus

Shops,

Montreal;

18.

has been appointed superintendent

with headquarters at Rincon Antonio, Mexico, to
succeed Mr. Louis Greaven.

tional,

W. Lowell,
Burlington & Quincy

master mechanic of the Chicago,

at Brookfield, Mo., has been appointed master mechanic at Saint Joseph, Mo., to succeed Mr. Jacob Kastlin, resigned.

Mr. Ellsworth Brown has been appointed assistant
road foreman of engines of the Buffalo and Rochester
divisions of the Pennsylvania Railroad at Buffalo, N. Y.,
vice Mr. S. A. Hurd, transferred.

Matthew Patterson Wood, who was superintendent of
motive power of the United States military railroads
during the Civil War, died at his home in New York on
December 24, at the age of 70 years.

Mr. H.

& New England Ry.

been appointed superintendent of the same road, with offices at Pen Argyl,
Mr. Shields was formerly connected with the mePa.

Owing

to

ill

Angus

health, an indefinite leave of absence has

been granted Mr. P.
the

Louisiana

shops, Montreal, Que.

&

Maguire, master car builder of
Western and Morgan's Louisiana &

Texas Railroad, with

J.

office at Algiers,

La.

Mr. George Dunsmore, foreman of shops of the Erie

Co., has

chanical department of the D. L.

with the C. R. R. of

New

& W.

Jersey.

R. R. and later

Mr. F.

S.

Anthony

formerly of the Atlantic Coast Line has been appointed
master mechanic. Mr. Shields will still have general su-

power department.

pervision of the motive

The

Man Who Sells Things is Entitled to a
Degree*

Printeries
These are prosperous days in business circles.
can be
wherein
books
order
making
busy
are
binderies
and
kinds
materials
of
ah\
for
demands
entered the tremendous

flowing into the factories of our country.
What does this prosperity mean in

generic

its

sense?

causes railroads to buy cars by the thousands and locomotives by the hundreds? It means and it is because there have

What

been sales made of all kinds of material entering into the consumption of busy mankind in all quarters of the country.
Sales necessitate transportation, transportation calls for
and vehicles, and so the results of sales ramify into

of prosperity.

been appointed assistant mechanical superintendent, with

Ont.

C. Shields, former master mechanic of the Le-

Mr. J. E. Chisholm, heretofore master mechanic of the
Chicago Great Western at Oelwein, la., has been appointed general master mechanic of that road, with headquarters at Oelwein, effective on December 14.
Mr. Lacey R. Johnson, heretofore assistant superintendent of motive power of the Canadian Pacific, has

at Carleton Junction,

foreman of the shops

eral

nook and cranny

headquarters at the

has been

Mr. C. Kyle, master mechanic of the Lake Superior
division of the Canadian Pacific, has been transferred
to Montreal, Que., as master mechanic of the Eastern
Mr.
division, succeeding Mr. J. B. Elliott, promoted.
the
master
mechanic
of
appointed
G. T. Fulton has been
Lake Superior division with office at North Bay, Ont., in
Mr. Fulton hitherto has been genplace of Mr. Kyle.

Mr. F. E. Kennedy has been appointed master mechanic of the McCook division of the Chicago Burlington & Quincy at McCook, Neb., succeeding Mr. R. B.
Archibald, resigned effective on December 19.
;

,

who

Mr. A. W. Byron has been appointed assistant master
mechanic of the Buffalo & Allegheny Valley division of
the Pennsylvania at Olean, N. Y., effective on January
1.
Mr. S. M. Hindman has been appointed general car
inspector of that division, with office at Buffalo, N. Y.,
vice Mr. J. P. Yergy, promoted.

high

power and machinery of the Tehauntepec Na-

Mr. W.

Dubois, Pa., in place of Mr. C. S. Diegel,

transferred to Rochester, N. Y., in a similar capacity.

on December 27, aged 80 years.

city

Susquehanna, Pa., has been appointed general foreman of shops of the Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburg at

at

Joseph V. Haines, formerly master mechanic of the
Missouri, Kansas
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Sales

light

power
every

of civilization.

the

furnace

fires,

blacken the sky with smoke,

ponderous machinery in motion, quicken the demands for
labor, and spread the smile of plenty over the land.
He who sells things is the apostle of happiness, the bulwark
set

Who

fills

the hotels, crowds the trains, and loads the freight

The man who sells things.
Of what commercial value is the most useful and wonderful
device that was ever invented, unless it is exploited by the man
who knows how to sell it?

cars with tonnage?

Oh, you who pride yourself upon the possession of invenwallow
tive genius, cudgel your brains, burn the midnight oil,
of skyhigh mathematics, produce, if you can,
in problems
something for which you think a waiting world is languishing,

and when

it

make people

is

done, unless you get next to a

believe

they need

it

and

sell

it

man who
to

can

them, your

*Mr. George A. Post before the October meeting of the
Pittsburg Railway Club.
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trousers

be frayed at the edges, and your stomach

will

will

know the pangs of hunger.
The be*st friend of everybody is the man who sells things.
He who would sell things must be patient, tactful, broadguaged,

good-natured and tireless.
For him no
whistle blows to sound the end of his daily toil.
For him
there are but few peaceful evenings at his home fireside.
For

him

generous,

hustle, hustle, hustle.

is

it

In his travels up

with and

and down the highways he seeks audience

men

tells his tale to

of varying

titles.

In the railway

trade he goes to presidents, general managers,

superintendents

motive

of

trical

power,

engineers,

mechanical

engineers,

civil

engineers,

engineers of

engineers,

sanitary

tests,

elec-

and

in

runs the gamut of every conceivable degree of titled importance, and, besides, he is ever and always up against that
fact

most august personality, the office boy, and to all of these the
man who sells things comes under the general characterization
of "Drummer" or a "Supply Man," terms that are not intended
to dignify and are more or less terms of opprobrium.

Now,

think that after a

man

has a record of service in
selling things, has attended the severest of all schools, namely,
I

contact with the world

by refrigerated receptions
crucible of competition

marrow

after he has been chilled to the

;

;

after he has been

out in the

has overcome the mountains

after he

;

tried

of obstacles that beset his path, and

"made good,"

I

think he

Masters and
and that and the other thing, and Engineers

universities

Bachelors of this

are

turning

Doctors,

loose

kinds and descriptions, to gain which degrees the reciphave undergone not one tithe of the hard work and selfsacrifice of the man who sells things, and have not learned

of

all

ients

and have not learned half

things,

as

much

the

in

same period

Fit up the most luxurious offices, take a whole floor in the
most conspicuous block in Pittsburg, go out and buy broad
acres, and erect magnificent works, fit them up with all the
most modern machinery and you would never pay the laboring
man one cent, the landlord would evict you for the non-payment of the rent of your luxurious offices, if the fellow with
the carpet-bag, away from home, plunging through midnight
blackness,, putting up with all sorts of discomforts, was not
sending in his orders so that the wheels might go round and
so that a cross-grained auditor might earn his salary by finding fault with the expense account.

man who sells things,
degrees may receive their

Let's give the

with

so that the other felsalaries

promptly

—

degree.

What

shall

Now,

style.

if

it

I

be?

confess

I

remember the

I

am

fond of the "Engineer"
an "Engineer" as

definition of

it is not confined to those who have
do only with technical work, but it also calls it "engineering," where one carries through by skill and contrivance a

recorded in the dictionary,
to

business deal.

What's

the

matter

with

calling

him

a

"Commercial

En-

there

sells

is

making connections, laypumping, plugging, and working under high pressure,
him out and we will give him a degree that will fit

joints,

ing pipe,
just trot

bulldozers,

lost

motion,

him.
All

honor,

I

say,

to

the

man who

sells

things.

When

not abroad in the land there is "nothing doing." So sure
as the rising sun foretells the coming of day, so does the appearance of the man who sells things foretell commercial
activity, and just in proportion as he succeeds the tide of prosperity ebbs or flows.
The man who brusquely turns him down,
or who affects to be bored by his presence, or who bars him
from his office, does an injustice to the interests confided to his

he

:

above association. Dues are $1.50 per year. The Railway Master
Mechanic is furnished each member twelve months gratis. An-

The general freight car situation
threshed through from a national standpoint. At many large
interchange points the M. C. B. rules are used as a basis with

nual conventions are held.
is

certain exceptions in the interest of the free

movement

of

are

paramount

mountainous

the

in

Thousands of points work strictly to M.
equal number run cars on records, there

what results?
comply with government

done, and with

C. B. instructions to repair

formity

is

districts.

C. B. rules, possibly an

is nothing in M. C. B.
on record or credit. Why is it
It is paramount with all, every-

rules about interchanging cars

where, to

and unincumbered

traffic.

Air brakes

men

M.

safety regulations, also

same everywhere.

the

is

Uni-

qne thing necessary with car men everywhere.
of information is open to all but we haven't

the

The same avenue

same opportunities and experience.
C. B. association is a body of precedent makers.
Rules are changed at their will.
Chief joint inspectors and
car foremen must interpret and carry them out.
We should
all get together, exchange experiences and opinions and arrive
at a common understanding.
Universal and national your influence is needed in this movement towards the elevation and

the

—

intelligent

Would

The next annual

expansion of our department.

con-

be pleased to hear from you.

Yours very
D. T.
1409 E.

Grand Ave.

St.

The Chester
The Chester
Pa., in 1895,

largest

work

Louis,

B.
all

and Treas.

Sec.

Mo.

Albree Iron Works

B. Albree Iron

and known

respectfully,

TAYLOR,

Works, established

in

over the United States as

Co.
Allegheny,

among

manufacturers of bridge railings and ornamental

the
iron

and buildings, and as manufacturers of the
Pittsburg Pneumatic Riveters, has been recently incorporated
under a Pennsylvania charter.
Additional capital and the erection of a large addition to
the works on adjoining land, together with new equipment
of the very latest design high speed precision machine tools,
will enable the new company, which will be called the Chester B.
Albree Iron Works Company, to continue the old lines of work
to much greater advantage and to take up the manufacture of
the Inertia Valve Pneumatic Tools, invented by Chester B.
Albree, which the old company has spent three years in perfor railroads

The chipping and

and also robs himself of a large amount of information

that he needs in his business.

riveting

hammers

on the market
admit. Experts who

will be put

soon as the additions to the plant will
have seen them in operation in the works, during the last year,
under regular, hard service conditions, state that for efficiency
of section, and especially for simplicity of design, they are superior to any now existing, and promise to assume the lead of
as

all

others.

The new company

is

care,

the following letter

St. Louis, Mo., Jan. 25, 1906.
Chief Joint Car Inspectors and Car Foremen
You are cordially invited to become active members of the

anybody who knows more than the man who

things about wheels within wheels, slipping a cog, eccen-

trics,

The Secretary of this Association sends
which we take pleasure in publishing:

fecting.

gineer?"
If

America

sociation of

vention will be held at Chicago, September, 1906.

of time.

lows

Chief Car Inspectors' and Car Foremen's As-

The M.

should have a degree conferred upon him.

Our

61

not only starts with the old

members

of

the firm, Chester B. Albree and Ralph Albree, each thoroughly
familiar with every detail of the business, but has as

President, Mr.

Sumner

B. Ely,

who was

its

Vice-

formerly Chief Mechani-

Engineer of the American Sheet & Tin Plate Company. His
thorough knowledge of engineering and wide acquaintance with
manufacturers and engineers will add greatly to the personnel of

cal

the

new management.

Among

the directors and stockholders are Mr.

Reuben

Miller,
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FIG.

I

—ACME

FIG.

ROTARY THREAD ROLLING MACHINE

where

Company, Mr. C. F. Holdship, President of
the Equitable Meter Company and Mr. Frederick G. Ely, of the
Pressed Steel Car Company, as well as other well known business men and capitalists.
The new company will continue the policy of fair dealing and
good work that has characterized the old firm from its inception
of the Crucible Steel

and given

The

it its

reputable standing in the business world.

capital stock, fully paid up,

and works

is

and the
11 16-1202 Market

$200,000.00,

will be at the old location,

officers

Street,

Allegheny, Pa.

In this machine the threading dies, instead of being of the

composed of one rotary or revolving die
which runs continuously in one direction and one segmental
die which remains stationary after it is adjusted to the job.
The bolt or piece that is to have the thread rolled on it is passed
between the two threading dies and carried around with the
rotating die, which is mounted on the main shaft or spindle. It
will be seen that the machine differs radically in construction
from roll threaders of the reciprocating type.
reciprocating type, are

The

make clear
The adjustment of

illustration will

machine.

is

the

ACME THREAD ROLLING MACHINE
rotary die, B the adjustable shoe carrying

4

the

and C the driving spindle.
The bolt D is placed in the jaws E, then the operator starts
the bolt into the machine by moving a handle (extending out
from the feeding carriage) attached to pawl F. This handle
is shown in the half-tone and drops the pawl into engagement
with notched disk G, which carries the oscillating carriage H
forward and passes the work between the dies, the rolling beginning at once, and the jaws then opening automatically and
allowing the carriage to drop back by its weight to the feeding
segmental

die,

position again.

The Jlcme Rotary Thread Rolling Mnchine

the

A

February, 1906

the general construction of
the

distance

between the

two dies, which of course controls the diameter, is effected
by means of the hand wheels shown in Figs. 1 and 2. The
segmental die is carried in a heavy block that is eccentric to
the shaft, and by loosening one of the hand-wheels and tightening the other, the adjustable die is advanced or withdrawn from
the rotary one.
The feeding mechanism is also clearly shown
in the several views, and will be best understood from Fig. 3,

\X,

'

There are four opportunities for feeding

every rotation

in

of the die, as there are four notches in the disk.

rod

is

The

bolt or

fed into the machine horizontally so that bridge rods, car

truss rods or other

work

of almost any length

may have

threads

on the end, and the heavy, compact construction enables
up to large sizes. It will be
seen from Fig. 2 that at the rear end of the main spindle there
are two spiral springs and means for putting them in tension;
rolled

the machines to be built to roll

this is

As
on the
is

an important feature, as
the bolt enters
dies, the

not confined

and the

it

keeps the dies in pitch.

rolling begins at different points

breaking down, or the beginning of the thread,
to

one particular

place,

so that the wear

general and uniform over the whole die surface.

The

is

dies admit

of fine adjustment for the required size of work, or to

compen-

sate for wear.

The comparative
known generally by

merits of cut and rolled threads are well

engineers

;

still

it

may

be of interest to

give the result of a recent test of the two forms of thread, the
material in both cases being machine steel
i?4 inches x 245^ inches cut thread

—tensile

strength 88,900

lbs.

/
u-i-ta

FIG.

2

ELEVATION AND SECTION, ACME THREAD ROLLING MACHINE

FIG. 3

—DIES AND FEED MECHANISM, ACME THREAD ROLLING MACHINE
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\

x 24^ inches

l
inches
/2

The
pose,
is

rolled thread

rolled thread

lbs.

of course, not adapted for every pur-

is,

the above test shows that

still

—tensile strength 95,850

where

it

may

be used there

a great gain in strength and a consequent saving of weight

and

The saving

cost.

and there

gain of about

be rolled as

To

fit

no

will be

100%

may

lighter

may

threads were to be cut,
rolled

weight of material

in

20%

material

say,

to

is

is

than would

be used

if

the threads are to be

loss of strength.

in time,

about 20%, that
be used if the

at least twice as

There

is

many

also a

bolts

may

be cut in the same time.

standard nuts the table of material required

is

about

as follows

wrought steel plates, on which is mounted
a 33-in. standard car wheel, with a cast iron cut gear secured
thereto.
The bracket is a steel casting and the spring used for
traction is a drawbar spring. The traction is obtained by screwvice consists of %-in.

ing

down the stem
The reason for

to

which the wheel

is

attached.

using such a large engine is that the device
can be run with a very low pressure, namely 30 lbs. The engine
runs in oil, and has no parts
which cannot be easily replaced

by any machine shop. The engine is so connected that it may
be run by means of air from a central plant or air from the
locomotive

through

the

train

engines to turn themselves

'in

pipe.

order to

Many

roads

test the air

require

the

brake appara-

y*

inch

.500

13

.446

tus before departure.

%

inch

.500

12

.441

of railroads, including the Canadian Pacific, the Erie, the Hock-

H

inch

.625

11

.562

Va

inch

.750

10

.680

ing Valley, and the Big Four.
on the Erie railroad, where it

%

inch

.875

9
8

-798

men

.912

the baggage

.

1

inch

1.

iV&

inches

1.

125

7

1.025

iJ4

inches

1250

7

1.

150

and so on.
These machines are made in two sizes, 1 inch machine is
complete with countershaft, wrenches and five pairs of dies, one
each Y-2., Vz, Ya, 7A, i inch. Weight, 10,000 lbs. Floor space 4
10 inches

feet,

The

x 6

feet,

2 inch machine

device has been installed on a

man

There
is

The

in twenty-four hours.

number

is one installed at Nyack
handled by fifty-four different
engineer stays on the engine,

attends to the latch of the turntable and the

brakeman connects the

air hose from the train pipe at either
end of the locomotive to the engnie. He then throws on the
operating lever, as shown in the illustration, and swings the
table.
The makers state that the device is practically "foolproof and can be handled by the most ignorant class of men.

6 inches.

complete with countershaft, wrenches,
one each 1, V/4, iVz, iH, 2 inches. Weight.
Floor space about 7 feet x 9 feet.
20,000 lbs.
These interesting machines are manufactured by the Acme
Machinery Co., Cleveland, O.

and

The

The Armstrong Bolt Driver

is

five pairs of dies,

Ji
The

The accompanying
is

illustration of the

Armstrong

bolt driver

a very simple device for holding bolts in a lathe for turning

Locomotive Turn Table Device

Pilling Air

Engine

shown

Co., Detroit, Michigan, has brought

accompanying illustration for turnThese can be placed on any turntable within two hours and will not interfere at any time
with the swing of the table. They are built to operate either by
electricity or compressed air.
That shown in the illustration
out the device

in the

ing a locomotive turntable.

is

a 22-h. p. reciprocating, double-acting, oscillating engine run-

ning

at

650 revolutions per minute, and driving through a train
The cylinders are 4 in. in diameter by 4^-in. stroke.

of gears.

The

gears are cut from steel forgings.

The frame

of the de-

FIG.

I

THE ARMSTRONG BOLT DRIVER IN OPERATION

and threading.
lathe,

The

device

is

bolted to the face plate of the

being adjusted to the various sized plates which are to

be turned.
Figure

1
shows it in operation. The extension washer between the face plate and driver is used to adjust the position
of the driver in order to adapt it with center of varying length.
The head of the bolt is simply slipped in the jaws which hold

FIG.

it

2

—DETAIL OF ARMSTRONG BOLT DRIVER

solid for turning.

ing in capacity from

The
two

drivers are

made

in three sizes, vary-

to four inches.

These are manufactured by the Armstrong Tool Company,
PILLING COMPRESSED AIR TURNTABLE ENGINE

Chicago,

111.
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Important Movement in Advertising
The

creation of a General Advertising Department for the

Central Lines, and the placing in charge of that
department the veteran railroad advertiser, George H. Daniels,
who has been for nearly twenty years the General Passenger
Agent of the New York Central Railroad, marks an era in
the history of advertising in America.
The New York Central Lines are the first great system to
create an advertising department which covers all the railways
in their system, and the far-reaching consequences of such a
movement cannot be appreciated at first sight, but this action
on the part of the management of these lines emphasizes the
•

value of advertising generally, and forces the conclusion of a

strong belief in the efficacy of railroad advertising in particular.

Some

importance of this new department can
understood that it will control the general

idea of the
is

it

held in place by the famous Palmetto Twist for small
valve stems.
This calendar has the advantage over others in
that all the months of the year are on one page and does not
year,

New York

be had when

February, 1906

America and in foreign countries of the New
York Central, Boston and Albany, Lake Shore and Michigan
Southern, Michigan Central, Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago and
St. Louis, Rutland, and Lake Erie and Western railways and

the extra labor of removing a sheet every month.

necessitate

»
The Grip
issued by the

of Things

is

the

title

Farlow Draft Gear

of an attractive pamphlet

Co., of Baltimore,

Md.

This

deals with the application of the

Farlow draft gear in comparison of the regular M. C. B. draft rigging.
The pamphlet decribes the weaknesses of the latter system and points cut the
advantages of the Farlow gear.

At

meeting of the Board of Directors of the Locomotive
Appliance Company, held in their offices in the Old Colony
Building, Chicago, on Tuesday, January 2nd, Mr. H. M. Pflager
of St. Louis was elected director to fill the unexpired term of
Mr. Edward B. Lathrop, deceased. Mr. W. Ff. England was
a

elected treasurer.

advertising in

leased

their

having their western terminals at Chicago,

lines,

Louis and Cincinnati and their eastern terminals at New
York, Boston and Montreal, and embracing more than twelve
St.

thousand miles of the best equipped railways in the world.
Mr. Daniels has for many years been a firm believer in newspaper and magazine advertising, and, therefore, the organization of the General Advertising Department of the New York
Central Lines is of importance to every legitimate publication
in America, daily, weekly or monthly.
In an address before the New York State Press Associa-

few years ago, Mr. Daniels made the point that the
railroad is the advance agent of commerce and that railway
advertising had been of immense value to American manufacturers in calling the attention of the whole world to the excellent work done by our inventors and mechanics, as illustrated
in the Empire State Express, the Twentieth Century Limited,
and other great trains that connect the east with the west
a

tion

the average foreigner arguing that the men who are able to
turn out such machines must be able to build almost anything,
and that the farm machinery, and all kinds of industrial mach-

inery

made

road

advertising

America must be of the very best quality. Railhas certainly been the means of bringing
thousands of men here from foreign countries to investigate
our manufactures and has wonderfully increased our foreign
commerce.
Every legitimate newspaper and magazine publication in
America will have a direct interest in the General Advertising
Department of the New York Central Lines, and every advertising agent on the continent will take a new lease of life because of this endorsement of the value of advertising.

»

Dogs

is

ences and red tape of this wonderful tale are fully illustrated
and described in a small book with title "Pigs is Pigs," printed
for

private

distribution

by the Railway

of thorough knowledge of mixtures and experienced
finishing department is wanted as superintendent

managing a
a

small

"Brass"

Address

foundry.

brass

care

Railway

»

&

»

manufacturers
have
issued a nice
of special tools for railway repair shops,
calendar for 1906. These are issued for railway and machinery
men and they would be pleased to mail one on application.
H. B. Underwood

W.

Mr.

plies.

formerly

Ff.

associated

Davis,

with

general
the

manager of the

Frisco

firm,

System, Terminal

R.

was
R.

Louis, and Mexican Central R. R. in their purchasing departments. His wide acquaintance and experience in

Assn. of

St.

this

will be

field

They

of advantage in the railway supply business.

report a very satisfactory business.

The Dayton

Pneumatic Tool Co., Dayton, Ohio, manu"Green" Pneumatic hammer, report their
business for 1905 as having been most satisfactory.
Notwithstanding the fact that there is a tendency toward the end of
facturers

of

the

the year to

delay purchases until after the beginning of the
an unusually large number of orders was received
in December.
The Company has recently ordered additional
machinery for its Dayton works, which will increase their
capacity to about 300 hammers per month.

new

year,

Co., of Philadelphia, Pa.,

The Lake Shore & Michigan Southern has

joined the ranks

of the roads which are experimenting with gasoline motors to
It has been feeling
enable it to compete with electric lines.

competition

considerably between

towns, where there

is

is

an

Cleveland

a large suburban

The Palmetto calendar
York,

now

»

enjoyment of her first subway, on
Market street, and will soon have the luxury of an elevated
service to the suburb of Wayne, which is under construction
by the Philadelphia & Western, which will make it a four-track
is

in the

at a cost of about $15,000,000.

It is the intention to equip
with the third rail, and operate it as an electric proposition to start with, afterward using steam locomotives if the
volume of business is such as to warrant the change. It will
line,

be noted that this plan
cedure.

artistic

and adjacent

traffic.

received from Green,

Tweed &

Co.,

quite the reverse of present-day pro-

»

railway supply firms, that of

Hay & Hayward

of

Both members of
the firm have a large acquaintance among railway officials, Mr.
Hayward having been until recently secretary and treasurer
of the Commonwealth Steel Company, and Mr. Hay having
St. Louis,

Mo., has recently been organized.

with the railway supply business for several
Previous to this he was connected with the manufacture
of rails and heavy railway material by the largest steel com-

been

arrangement of the months of the

is

.

Among

New

»

•

The General Ry. Supply Co., St. Louis, has recently been
organized.
They handle railway, mill and contractors sup-

this line

Master Mechanic.

the

Company

in

Notes of the Month

for

Appliances

Chicago.

»

A man

»

dogs and rabbits is dogs, but turtles is
insects.
In like manner a son of Ireland tried to prove that
guinea pigs were pigs inasmuch as the express rate for pigs
was five cents more than the rate on guinea pig. The experidogs, cats

is

Philadelphia

in

«

«

Mr. Henry E. Shaw, of Boston, well known in railway circles
for his devotion to the problem of balancing the reciprocating
parts of locomotives, has presented to Purdue University a
model locomotive embodying his latest design. The model is
constructed on the sale of one inch to the foot, and is an excellent piece of work.

years.

identified
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Their acquaintance and experience in this field places
a position of advantage which few firms enjoy.

panies.

them

in

»

The American Locomotive

The

familiar Coes screw

wrench

one of the best finished

is

every day use in a shop, aside from the fact
of its being put up in a mechanical shape that defies the "strong
armed" genius to put it out of commission. The knife handle

found

wrench, the

steel

handle wrench, and the key model wrench

want
wrenches are all steel and
therefore adapted to
a character that would preclude
the use of a wooden handle. The Coes Wrench Co., Worcester,
Mass., want to tell all about these wrenches how they originate them, and how they are built.
in the

wrench

line.

The two
work of

latter

—

On

another page of

this issue will

be noticed the advertise-

ment of The American Skylight & Iron Works, 215 Randolph
Ave., Jersey City, New Jersey, a firm which has earned an
of
skylights,
which
enviable reputation as manufacturers
'

have been successfully used in all sections of the country for
the past twenty years, in fact, is recognized as the best system
of skylights in America, being suited for fireproof and wood
structures, factories, mills, railroad stations, and shops, and especially for Government and Public buildings, and it is an
interesting fact to state that this system of skylights is now
being placed on the U. S. Capitol Building at Washington. The
manufacturers invite correspondence and will gladly submit
estimates and full particulars upon request.
.

.

The change

Dean

Railway Passenger
Agents, Mr. Geo. H. Daniels he of the charming personality—
to the management of the advertising department of the New
York Central Lines, is one of the moves of that Corporation
that pleases his friends, and that is evrrybody, whether they
of base

of

the

of

—

know him
York a

or not, since his

new

duties will leave

when

him

in

New

arduous posithe head of a passenger de-

greater portion of time than

in the

he leaves. Twenty years at
partment of a road like the New York Central
tion

cumbent

to

entitles

it's

in-

make life
announcement is made

a surcease of the things that vex and

with pleasure that the
that the most prominent publishers and advertising firms of
New York are to honor Mr. Daniels with a banquet at the
Waldorf-Astoria on the evening of February 20.
A general
a burden.

It

The

is

committee of sixty-six has the affair in hand, and
make it one of the events of the recipient's busy life.

miles in

adoption of electric traction in the

St.

Clair tunnel, the con-

which has been awarded to the Westinghouse Electric
and Manufacturing Company the work is to be started at once
and brought to completion as quickly as possible. The system
tract for

;

that will be adopted

is

known

as the alternating current sys-

—

tem with overhead conductors the conductors in the interior
of the tunnel being placed upon the walls, and in the railway
yards they will be supported by steel bridges. The trains will
be operated by alternating current locomotives, capable of hauling passenger train on the grade at the rate of 20 to 25 miles
an hour, and a freight train of 1,000 tons at the rate of ten
miles an hour.
The interior of the tunnel and the yards on

and of the open
more than two

,

one of the longest sub-marine tunnels

all,

finally bolted together, the total

in the world.

work of boring proceeded,
weight of the iron aggrega-

ting 56,000,000 pounds.

The work was commenced
opened for freight

traffic

in

September, 1888, and it was
October, 1891, a little more than

three years being required for

began running through

it

in

its

Passenger trains

completion.

December

7,

1891.

cost $2,700,000.00.

It

As soon as the fire which destroyed the D. L. & W. terminal
was under control hundreds of laborers, together with necessary material, were rushed to the scene and late the same evening one ferry slip had been repaired and placed in temporary
commission. This slip is now being used for boats between 23rd
and 14th Street, Hoboken. Boats to and from the Lackawanna
Train Terminal in Hoboken are using the Pennsylvania Railroad terminal at 23rd Street about 200 feet north of the burned
structure, and service is now being maintained on the usual
schedule.

It

expected that a second

is

for use within the next day or two,

slip

when

be in shape

will

boats to and from

Hoboken Train Terminal will at once utilize it and the
Company will thereafter be able to handle its own patrons. The
work of rebuilding the burned building has already begun. It
is the plan of the Company to restore the terminal as soon as
the

In appearance it will be substantially the same as
former building, the same features being retained in the
steel work, and such new features being introduced in the decoration and interior fittings as will make the new terminal absolutely fireproof.
That portion of the steel work of the old
building which has not been seriously damaged will be utilized
and the Company has already placed orders with the Steel firm
which furnished the original structural steel to at once supply
whatever new steel is necessary to take the place of the old.
possible.

the

Longitudinal concrete

fire

walls will be built from the fire level

below water line at the North end separating the Lackawanna
from the Erie, and also at the South end to separate the Lacka-

to

wanna from

the Central Railroad of

longitudinal

similar

fire

walls

will

New

Two

Jersey building.

be built beneath

new

the

structure, these four to act as barriers to a possible spread of
fire

in'

proved

and

future

when

ence

feet will

to

guard

against

a

of

repetition

experi-

the fire spread so rapidly beneath the flooring and

subdue for that reason. While
the new
is being erected a temporary waiting room 50 by 75
be provided and work on this was started yesterday.

difficult

structure

to

Railway Association and Club Meetings
for February
Canadian
Feb.

The announcement has been given out by the Grand Trunk
Railway System that arrangements have been made for the

6,025 f eet

is

additional, or

put together in sections as the

eter,

and

feet

a continuous iron tube, nineteen feet, ten inches in diam-

is

propose to

.

length of the tunnel proper

portals or approaches, 5,603

in

constitute a triumvirate in steel that covers every possible

electricity

to erect.

It

grams explain the application of the motion and a table shows
relative weights of Stephenson and Walschaert gear for three
Service results are included and the pamphlet
locomotives.
also presents a general description for adjusting valves and
methods of laying out a Walschaert gear, which was prepared
by Mr. C. J. Mellin.

Clair River

St.

from the power that will be genpower
the extensive
house that it will be necessary
by

will be lighted

Dia-

large locomotives are illustrated equipped with this gear.

articles

both the United States and Canada sides of the
erated in

New

York, have issued a
special pamphlet devoted to the application of the Walschaert
valve gear.
The pamphlet gives the advantages of this gear
Six
over the Stephenson valve gear under present conditions.
Co.,

65

Railway

Club,

Windsor Hotel, Montreal, Que.,

6.

Car Foreman's Club of Chicago, 26 Van Buren

Chi-

street,

cago, Feb. 13.

Iowa Railway Club, Feb. 20.
New England Railroad Club, Pierce
Boston, Feb.

New York
Feb.

.

Hall,

Copley Square,

13.

Railroad Club, 154

West

57th street,

New

York,

16.

North-West Railway Club, Ryan Hotel, St. Paul, Feb. 13.
Railway Club of Pittsburg, Monongahela House, Pittsburg,
Feb. 23.
St.

Louis Railway Club, Southern Hotel,

Richmond Railroad

St.

Louis, Feb.

Club, Richmond, Va., Feb.

9.

8.

Pacific Coast Railway Club, San Francisco, Cal., Feb. 17.
Western Railway Club, .Auditorium Hotel, Chicago, Feb.

19.
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The Origin of the "Jlubberset" Brush

Here then was

Although there has been a mushroom growth, within the
last fifty years, of really good paints, varnishes, etc., little atThe painter has weltention has been directed to the brush.
comed all improvements in paints, etc., but he has been meekly
submitting to the use of a brush that shed bristles
his

work
The reason

every time

of paint

action

all

over

used.

that the ordinary or old-style brush

is

or common cement to hold the
This kind of setting simply can't stand the chemical

bristles.

After

quids.

for this

with

together

put

is

it

was

it

rosin

and other

They went a
and also bound the
brush with rubber. This style of brush then, the hard rubber set
and bound brush, was the successful outcome of the inventors'
long experiments.
These brushes were then made in large
quantities and widely sold.
Thousands were used by painters
for year without losing any bristle, cracking or falling apart.
The recommendations to this effect became so general that
these three features were guaranteed.
The rubber used in these brushes is brought from the Comstep

further

in

the really

addition

The

bristles begin to

and
whole brush
out

many

in

setting.

setting,

own caoutchouc
America.

rubber

rubber

procured.

makers

falls apart.

The Rubber and Celluloid
Harness Trimming Company,
of Newark, N. J., realized that

It

in

to

They began

iods

by the

The

various experiments to supply

demand,

in

products.

ex-

periments cost them thousands
of dollars before a single brush

and

at

and

regular per-

agents

firm's

in

Germany and France.

silvery

texture,

are

con-

obtainable.

The manufacturers
"Rubbejrset"

brush

of

the

have been

fortunate in securing, as their

was so very adheswhen any two sur-

representative,
Mr.
A.
L.
Holtzmann, who has had wide
experience in the brush busi-

rubber,

in

its

tural state,

were

brought together,
they became, by slight pressure,
one mass that simply
could not be separated.
Here
faces

them

na-

vulcanized
that

establish-

sidered the very finest bristle

was really perfected and placed
upon the market.
They well knew that soft

ive,

own

They are procured from the
backs of the wild hog, which,
on account of the long, thin

connection

These

the

to

bristles are selected

Russia,

with the manufacture of their
regular

sent

be

ment.
sent

this

can

prepared and vul-

was a crying demand for
a brush that would remain abintact.

Para

that

is

canized in their

there

solutely

Para,

the crude state and

refined,

is

in

the purest and most

is

valuable

the

or rub-

This

plantation,

tree

South

drop

cases

successful

the

ber

and
becomes porous and unadhes-

time, the setting crumbles

ive.

to

pany's

li-

used a short

is
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ness.

forces

Just before joining the
of

the

"Rubberset"

Company, he represented one
of the largest brush manufacthen, they concluded, was the
turers in the country.
Mr.
ideal method of setting the
Holtzmann especially caters to
bristles of a brush. A lot of
MR. A. L. HOLTZMAN
railroad business and he stands
sample brushes were made and
ready at any time to demonsold.
But ere long several
strate the merits of the "Rubberset" to all purchasing agents and
very serious disadvantages presented themselves.
They were
master
painters.
as follows:
(i)
The soft vulcanized rubber became rigid
and inflexible in cold weather.
It became softened and
(2)
decomposed in the sun and hot weather. (3) It became easily
The "Rubberset" Brush Company will be glad to send catasoluble and quickly dissolved when brought into contact with
log of their brushes, with discounts, in answer to all requests.
any kind of grease or oil.
The makers then realized that unless the rubber could be
John F. Allen, 370-372 Gerard Avenue, New York, report
sales of their well known "Allen" riveters during December
hardened
it would be impracticable for their purpose.
After
lengthy experiments this difficulty was overcome by combinas follows
American Car & Foundry Company, three riveters
ing sulphur with rubber, which acted as a dryer.
Scully
Steel
& Iron Company, three riveters; Berger-Carter
This composition of rubber and sulphur formed what is now known as
Company, two riveters Mitsui & Company, two riveters; Snare
hard vulcanized rubber or vulcanite. The rubber is vulcanized
& Trieste, one riveter Pettibone, Mulliken Company, one rivby heat in such a way that it does not injure the bristles in any
eter; Buffalo Brake Beam Company, one riveter; Schreiber &
way.
Sons Company, one riveter.
:

;

;

Railroad Paint Shop
Edited by

Devoted to the Interests of

H. PITARD
M. C. Painter,
<£L O. R. R.
J.

The matter

M

Master Car and
Locomotive Painters

.

Official Organ of the Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Association.
of maintaining a passenger equipment in a cleanly
instance.
If such could be prevented partly

condition while in service
the painting of

it.

Much

is

almost of equal importance with

effort is

made

to

remove the soot and

grime from the exterior, but thus far we have not learned of
any effort being made to prevent such accumulation in the first

would conduce
to

to

the

if

not wholly,

it

improved appearance of the equipment

say nothing of the consequent reduction of labor cost for

cleaning.

It

seems to be the prevailing impression that the

greater part of the dirt and grime that collects on the side of
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is deposited by the smoke from the engine as it passes
along the sides of the car, possibly this is the correct view, but
according to our observation much if not the most of this grime

a coach

and from the dust and cinders that collect
behind the screens, and in case of rain the first flow of dirty
water from the roof over the sides of the car possibly finds the
varnish in a partly plastic state, caused by the heat of the sun,
If in case of rain the first
to which much of the dirt adheres.
from the sides of the
could
be
deflected
flow of dirty water

comes from the

car,

roof,

the subsequent flow would be comparatively clean

and would

soil

the sides of the car but very

be effected by placing a strip of tin along the upper edge of the

crown mould with outlet for the water at either end of the car.
The camber of the car would naturally cause the water to flow
toward each end of the car, and thus prevent overflowing before
the roof had become sufficiently washed in order that if the
subsequent flow of water did overflow the water break, it would
be comparatively clean water, and would not soil the varnish
on the sides of the car. It is possibly true that the swaying or
lateral motion of a coach in motion would somewhat interfere
with the regular flow of water through any channel that might
be devised for that purpose, but
the dirty water, which

if

it

would be the

succeeded in carrying off
first to run off the roof,

purpose would have been accomplished.
Another menace to the cleanliness of a car is the dust and cinders that are permitted to collect and remain behind the deck
screens from one shopping to another.
They not only retain
moisture indefinitely after once becoming wet, and thus causing
decay of paint, etc., but after rain water has filtered through
that mass of coal dust and then trickles down the side of the
car, it is very probable that it will not only leave a grimy deposit
on the surface, but that it will also prove injurious to the paint
and varnish. This trouble could be easily obviated by hinging
the deck screens and opening them after each run, and blowing
out the cinders with compressed air. An instance recently occurred in the writer's experience which clearly demonstrated
that much of the dirt and grime on the sides of a coach comes
from the roof. A coach had been recently varnished in the
its

paint shop and, after allowing the

out in the yard to

make room

some reason had not

fellow

doing when

thing

pounds of

was

air,

yet been painted, although

it

swept free of all loose dirt and cinders, about the second day
heavy rain thoroughly washed the roof, which dirty water
after it had flowed over the sides of the car left the surface in
a condition that almost necessitated rescrubbing and varnishing.
Editor Railroad Paint Shop:

was pleased to note in December's issue of Railway Master Mechanic, that brother E. L. Younger, of Baring Cross,
Arkansas, in his communication entitled "Cleaning Locomotives," strongly refers to the need of some mechanical help apI

pliance that will supersede the generally practiced slow process

hand labor cleaning the frame or lower running parts of the
locomotive undergoing paint renewals
also Mr. Younger's
very flattering call upon the writer as a possible expert manipulator of air operated labor saving machinery, which very
forcibly recalls a little experience -we had along the line of
labor economy effort several years ago in an endeavor to harness a small air operated boring machine for just such suggested cleaning purposes, which as a rank failure, we think
was sufficient to dampen our youthful ardor against all such
of

;

proposed future undertakings for the balance of our allotted
car paint shop life.
Encouraged by your very considerate invitation to help Mr.

that

backed

up with

was some-

there

hundred

one

;

stone

all

manded
him

who immediately dewe to guarantee

over the shop; also operator,

ten dollars a day, and at those wages,

free medical attendance in the event of his system

becom-

ing clogged up with allopathic chunks of indigestible soap.

The proposed locomotive frame

cleaning device

was rigged

up on the same machine, but instead of the round built brush,
an ordinary 6-0 stiff painter's car scrub was set screw secured
in

shaft end of machine and benzine used as the grease,

etc.,

removing agent. The method of supplying soap dilute or benmachine was fairly well accomplished and controlled by
means of a syphon hose rigged suction attachment connected
zine to

with a bucket or can setting at feet of operator.
The machine cleaning of the locomotive frame,

etc., was
and disagreeable odor
of the benzine; also to the fact that the revolving brush would
only loosen up the piled grease where free from burnt incrustaalso
tion, which could only be removed by the scraping knife
that all such machine cleaned surface had to be hand wiped after

owing

also a failure,

to the flying dirty

;

with waste.
In

conclusion,

we have no

desire

to

claim

that

failures in attempt to mechanically remove
from the shopped locomotive should be accepted

our past

the dirt and grease
as final

— that

such cannot be accomplished by others who may be better fitted
with mechanical ability, as we have an abiding faith that such
required machine can and will be invented in time that it is

—

only the matter of the coming of a cheaper and lighter built
machine; also the co-operative help of the brush manufacturer

who must meet

the

We

demand

for special brush shapes best adapted

hope that the attempt of the
next experimenter will be crowned with that success which
was denied the reputed wind machinery crank of our Associafor purpose.

also sincerely

tion in the person of

W.

»

.

.

O.

Quest.

:

Editor Railroad Paint Shop:
In answer to your query

had been

a

readers

device,

set

usual time for drying, put

for another car, but the roof for

associate

our

going into the business of removing the
old dirt, grease, etc., from a locomotive tank or cab also something doing in the way of throwing dirty soap water and pumice

water,

This could

little.

assure our

to
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inside of your

cars ?"

"How

:

In answering

was handling passenger work

I

to

often do you revarnish the
this,

here, I

I

will say that

made

revarnish the interior of a coach under

it

3.

when

a practice not

or 4 years, and

had been properly
not then if it
brought up from the foundation and received three good flowing
coats of varnish and had been rubbed down and polished,
we would scrub the car perfectly clean. When I say perfectly
clean,. I mean, get all the dirt out of the corners and beads
and not take into consideration the amount of work done, but
the quality.
We would then refinish all parting .strips, blind
stops, and the tops of the seats and seat arms and window
sills that were marred.
We then oil over the whole interior
with a non-drying oil and wipe perfectly dry w-tih clean waste.
A car treated in this way, 'I think, lasts longer and looks much
better than if varnished every twelve months, which .is the
practice with some roads.
We all know too much varnish on
the inside is a detriment and will crack much sooner than if
it had fewer coats.
It is true there are cases where you have
Even
to refinish some of the panels between the windows.
did not require

If the car

it.

'

-

no reason you should varnish parts that are in firstclass condition.
We have had our cars run five or six years
Others that would not run over two
without revarnishing.
years.
However, on an average, three or four years is about
right, providing the car has been properly treated in the first
so, that is

I

Younger out, I will tell my story as follows
The scheme consisted in making up a home-made

set

of

place,

brushes of round formation, using the centers of common scrub
brushes for purpose, which were shaped and securely hailed
to turned up blocks of wood, the completed round brush when
attached to machine having a diameter of some six inches

Dear

This round bristled creation was our scrub brush and we wish

It

i

A.
L.

&

J.

Bruning.

N. Ry„ Evansville, Ind.
*

SfR and. Associate

*

:

has been decided that the meeting of the Advisory

Com-
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Master Car and Locomotive Painters Association be
held February 22nd, (Washington's Birthday) in New York
city at the Hotel Astor, corner Broadway and 44th street, at
mittee,

9:00 A. M.
It

is

the

large and
sociation,

earnest

of the

desire

to make this a
members of the As-

Committee

gathering and

enthusiastic

all

if

possible,

grace the occasion with their

to

All will be welcome to participate
and the Committee solicits suggestions
subjects for discussion at our next meeting
presence.

in

the

deliber-

ations,

in

the

way

of

to

be

held

at

Toronto.

May we

ion,

if

that

is

impos-

Chairman of the Committee offering a
of suggestions for papers and queries which, in your opinshould receive consideration. The Committee will not be
the material offered, but will do

its utmost
therefrom what appears to them as apropos and best
suited to the interests of our Association. Doubtless some of the
suggestions will prove themselves of value for future conven-

able to accept

all

to select

tions.

Come, Brother, ease your mind, make your wants known
and, at the same time, help out your Committee.
Come to
the meeting, if possible, but by all means, write the Chairman.
Do it now.
May we count on you ?
Fraternally

yours,
B. E. Miller, Chairman.

«

W.
W.

Ji.

»

Kelly

A. Kelly, with Keystone Varnish Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.,

foreman of Long Island
Trenton, N. J. Learned
trade of car painting with Jackson & Sharp Co. of Wilmington,
is

a

brother of R.

J.

Kelly, general

shops, Morris Park, N. Y.,

was born

in

Delaware.
Has held position of M. P. with Long Island
R. R. Floating Equipment Dept, Mass. Car Co., Ashburnham,
Mass., Bridge Division, Brooklyn L, New Orleans Rys. Co.,

and was inspector of car painting for Interborough R. T. Co.
during the building of their steel equipment at Berwick, and
also inspected the painting on Long Island steel cars for the

906

Jin "Mil-Sorts" Letter
Editor Railroad Paint Shop:
I have half a mind this morning to write you an "all-sorts"'
letter, partly as "a guarantee of good faith," and also to let
"the boys" know that I do not belong to the tribe of bears that
crawl into their holes and lie dormant, sucking their paws for
cold comfort, during the winter months.

The

at least write the

sible,
list

count upon you to be present, or,

1

Westinghouse-Church-Kerr & Co. "Bill" said he would like
to sell something that no one else had and now he's got it and
got it good and intends to tell everyone he can see how good it
is and prove it, and declares if he don't prove it he will fold his
tent and silently steal away.

whether members of the Committee or not, are ur-

gently requested,

February,

two numbers of the Railway Master Mechanic

first

have come to me under your editorship of the "Railroad Paint
Shop," and I must say that it gives me "a funny feeling" to be
out of that place and see somebody else there, I had been in
it so long.
It seems like someone making love to my wife, or
"seeing myself as others see me," as it were— like a preacher
in the pew with one of his parishioners in the pulpit preaching
to him.
And still I'm not jealous! Well, I'm getting a mighty
fine rest out of it anyhow and, with lots of ozone every day
and an accumulation of phosphorescence on the brain, I begin
to cleave to the pen again.
But I want to tellyou that since
I quit compulsory writing it has been the easiest thing in the
world for this clam to crawl into his shell and shut it after
him, and the hardest thing to keep up his private correspondence.
There is something to the logic that the more one has
to do the easier any one task is performed; and the less one has
to do the harder it is to do anything at all.
There is nothing
like crowding things up to the old mill to make the chips fly
and get the best results from it.
I am writing you this letter for publication largely because
I want to set an example to the boys to "do to you as they would
be done by," and "do it fust," as David Harum says or to do
to you as they didn't do by me very much.
If our membership
would only take a few minutes of their time to crawl out
of their shells with their pens in their fists and jot down something that they know about, we would have one of the most
interesting departments that is published.
I judge this because everybody takes an interest in painting, ladies and all
;

much preliminary, will now dive into other matters.
we on the B. & M. are not humping ourselves
our equipment through to make up for the loss of the

With

To

so

say that

to get

Somerville shop, which put out 436 cars last year, is to draw it
mildly.
Every shop of the five remaining ones is doubling
its
output practically, only one of them being on piece-

work

and that one the

;

Fitchburg.

And

it

last line acquired by lease, viz
the
goes without saying that some of the day:

work shops are not taking much of the dust in the race from the
piece-work shop, notably, "the frozen north" where Jim Gohen's
"Nestor" of the Association holds forth.
They say the cars
themselves are so sort of "nervous" that they can't sit still in
shop.

his

Well,

when

a

shop puts

out

over

four

times

in

it holds, there's something doing.
And
exceeding three times their capacity, when
twice the capacity is a good output.
Of course, we are not
doing many heavy jobs at that; still we are doing more than put-

number per month what
the shops

all

are

hands on the cars and "wishing them well." Our output
for the last month at the five shops was 236 cars, of which
Lawrence put out 38 from a ten-car capacity, Salem 41, same
capacity, Concord 76, from a twenty-car capacity, and Fitchburg 71, with a twenty-four-car capacity, and Lyndonyille 10,
with a space for only three, as the space for one is given up
to loco, tanks.
So it goes. We hope to be "on easy street"
ting our

when

the robins sing next spring.

We
tell

are going to have a

new shop some time
down to see

the neighbors, as they might be

(?) but don't
it

before

it

is

One million cold dollars have been appropriated for a
mammoth car and locomotive shop combined, to be located near
done.
the

MR. W. A. KELLY

The

Hub

of the Universe and the heart of the Commonwealth.

plans are being perfected and

it

is

said that the coach re-
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and paint shops

pair

69

hopse close to one hundred cars at
its wings over about half

will

once, the paint shop alone spreading

Things will be lively when that Iong-looked-for
day comes. But then ground isn't broken yet and I may get
my head broken for saying much about it until it is, so I'll
quit, except to say that it ought to be the best paint shop in
that number.

;

the world, as doubtless

By

the way, "Jim"

will be.

it

Gohen has been down

this

way

on

lately

seemed queer to be enterHe was being
tained by him as a veritable "supply man."
"chaperoned," he says, about New York and down here at Boston by Benson E. Brown, whom we were glad to see again
since the convention and his recent illness. "Jim" and I lunched
together, of course, and talked and talked until the turkey got
and

his initial trip for "Cleanola,"

He

cold.

and

it

speaks well of his success in his

new

sphere already

getting into swing, doing no visiting on this trip.

is

ought to succeed

Fie

anybody can.

if

Tuesday night
and a paper is to be read by
Hartford R. R. man, I hear.
Pity we can't have present some of our convention "spellbinders"
on this subject, such as Gohen and Butts, and Gohen ought to
I may write something about it
be doubly interested now.
"Terminal Cleaning"

to be the subject next

is

New England R. R. Club
some New York, New Haven &

at the

when

over,

is

it

they "hit

if

up" pretty well.

it

I may say in passing that five years ago the B. & M. adopted
Roman letters and numerals for its passenger equipment, and

advanced it was decided this Fall to "make it unanimous" by wiping out the rest
of the old block letters.
Also all letter-board stripes at either
end of the lettering are being abolished, leaving only two }iinch gold bands around the car body, one below the windows
and the other near the bottom of the car. This seems to be
striping enough to relieve the monotony of so much blank.
Pullman-colored space. I see the N. Y. Central has got down
to only one band, and that about an inch wide near the bottom
of the car.
It seems to be getting so near the bottom that all
is likely to drop off some day
What a change from former
their

application

having

been

so

far

MR.

w

RUSSELL

J\{otes from the' Field
The Erie shops at Buffalo are moving along with plenty of
work in the shops, and things are working smoothly, being quite
well

systematized

under the guiding hand of our old friend

Billy Orr.

Mr. E. L. Younger, of the Missouri

Pacific at

Baring Cross,

Arkansas, informs us that they are busily engaged in renumbering their engines on account of a new classification, and the

work

is

to be completed by January 1st, 1906.

!

Mr. H. L. Mann, Master Painter

days

The

B.

rest of its

& M. has also decided to paint the ceilings of the
round-top passenger cars, of which they own nearly

a hundred; and less than a score has been done.

when new were

These cars

mahogany throughout and were
all right while the mahogany was new and light in color; but
as they advanced in age (being 15 to 20 years old) the wood
grew dark and oppressive and the cars were very unpopular.
Nobody wanted them. Now they are generally praised. The
management was loath to paint over so much good mahogany,
but

it

finished

in

seemed the only thing

to

a light tint of olive green

—almost

They

are painted

a pea green.

courage will not fail you to interest others to write for you,
and that you may interest your readers in what you write yourself.

may

I

try

when

again

of this does not paralyze you.
readers,

the

spirit

moves,

With renewed

if

the

love to

length

my

old

am,

I

7,

Chas.

1905.

E.

Copp.

W.

whose photograph appears
Wilmington, Delaware, in 1854, moved
west and located at Fort Wayne, Indiana, and started his apprenticeship with T. J. Rodabaugh, then with the P. F. W. & C.
Ry., now the Pennsylvania, in May, 1869, and worked up to
assistant foreman.
He took his present position as foreman
J.

Russell, a half-tone of

was born

painter of the G. R.

M.

C.

&

L.

few meetings

to

on the Big
changing
the Pullman color,
111.,

rapidly

latest standard.

Mr. Robert Shore of the Lake Shore, Master Painter of the
Collinwood shops, at Cleveland, Ohio, has been doing considerable traveling lately over the system, investigating the condition
of the passenger equipment, and also supervising the terminal
cleaning.

Mr. Henry Wright, father of our associate member, Mr.
D. Wright, resigned recently after

Mattoon,

ceeded by Mr.

many

J.

years of faithful -service

shops on the "Big Four." He was sucH. Russell who had been with Mr. Wright over

Illinois,

J.

twenty-five years.

Mr. A. P. Dane, our secretary and treasurer, informs us that
bound volume of the proceedings of the Cleveland convenPossibly our
tion, was ready for delivery on Dec. 18th, 1905.
readers will have received their copy ere this reaches them if not
drop Mr. Dane a line and he will doubtless provide for you.
the

»

Mr. W. J. Russell
Mr.

is

;

Lawrence, Mass., Dec.

herewith,

from the former yellow standard
which the company have adopted as their

at the

In closing, allow me, Bro. Pitard, to congratulate you with
the success already attained in your new "stunt."
I hope your

Urbana,

their cars

do to relieve the gloom, and

the decision seems to have been well taken.

at

Four, working a force of forty painters,

P.

in

&

I

R. R., in April, 1881.

A. in Chicago in

since.

1882,

He

joined the

and has missed very

»

Mr. J. T. McCrackin, well known to the members of the
Master Car Painters Association is filling the position of Master Car Painter of the Manhattan Elevated and Interboro Co.,
New York City, with his usual success. All the equipments of
the Subway and Elevated Railways are painted tuscan red. They
have been turning out five cars per day.

When

the next warships sail

from the Brooklyn Navy Yard,

they will bear on their sides and in their paint store rooms
the largest single order of white lead ever placed by the United
States

government.

Brothers

The purchase was made from Hammar

White Lead Company, of

St.

Louis,

Mo.,

for

the
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Brooklyn Navy Yard.

was run through

special

The order filled an entire
over the Lackawanna Line

which

train,

in four days.

•

Mr. W. H. Dutton, Master Painter of the Lehigh Valley
Railway and his genial assistant, Mr. M. C. Hillick, at Sayre Pa.,
always keep open house at their shops, and a pleasant visit is
assured any of the boys who may chance to call upon them. Their
shop accommodates- 34 cars, and is usually full.
They paint
their coach sash the Pullman color, the same as the body of the
car, and also stripe their cars a la Pullman.

cans are air-proof and non-leakable, so that the heavy item of
waste and deterioration from leakage and evaporation is eliminated, while they are most convenient and economical to handle.
Heavy users will be supplied with sealed iron drums that hold
about 55 gallons each.

The

of

Lake

the

& Michigan Southern

Shore

Elkhart, Ind., under the supervision of Mr.

Frank

at

Master
Locomotive work only is done at this shop. Mr. Paulis comes of
a family of painters, his father and two brothers having been
Master Painters. One brother is still in the business in Houston,
Tex., at the Southern Pacific shops, and has charge of the paintPaulis,

Painter, are turning out twenty-two engines per month.

ing at that point.

We

have recently added to our stock room, a "Painters' Cabiconsists of an eight ounce bottle of all the different
dry pigments (natural and chemical),, that enter into the various
make-ups of painter's colors. The bottles have a large mouth,
with glass stoppers, and are carefully labelled. This is not a

net."

It

necessary adjunct to the paint shop, but

it

a source of

is

much

information regarding the characteristics of the different pigments. It is also an elementary lesson for the beginner, the ap-

and even the painter

prentice,

who

has but a vague acquaintance

with such things.
»

located at Oneonta, New
York, are very busy putting their passenger equipment through
the shops. Their coaches are painted a dark Pullman color, with

The Deleware and Hudson shops

duplicate

Pullman

The

striping.

&

of the road, D.

initials

H.,

are placed in the center of the car in gold script letters, while

numbers are placed near each end according to usual custom.
The shops are under the management of Mr. A. J. Bush, who
was in attendance at the Cleveland convention for the first time,
and joined the ranks as a regular member.
the

~-*-.

We
a

desire to publish in the next issue of the official organ,

fac-simile of the style of letters used in lettering the passen-

ger cars on

all

the railroads embraced within the membership

The initial letters only are all that is reThey should be penciled in black on light colored

of the association.
quired.

thin paper, in order to be easily reproduced.

It

will not only

be interesting to our readers to see the various styles of
ters

in

contrasting

reference in case

it

position,

but they

may

be

retained

let-

as

a

should be desired by any road to adopt

any of the various styles. These will make quite a display,
and will possibly occupy considerable space. All our members
will doubtless be sufficiently interested to have their road represented in the category

from each a copy of
Possibly

notice.

we

if

;

their

so,

we

shall be pleased to

standard

letters

without

receive

further

present these in supplement form.

will

Sholes

Front Street,

New

impression that he was a preacher or that his talk was of the
sacred order, and although

will be

known

as the "Allpine"

proached by one of his auditors, who said to him, "Mr. Twain,
if it hadn't been for the women, I would 'a laughed right out in
meetin.' " Although there are no women or anything else to intimidate our members, we have not yet been able to get them
to speak out in "meetin,' " on the other hand, if it was left to
the "women folks" to do the talking (we mean those of the
friends of our association) it is possible that but one invitation
We digress for a moment just
is all that would be necessary.
here, to remark concerning the loquaciousness of the gentler
sex, that

it

is

is

said

country.

By

the

work

of boxing

to

be

the

most modern turpentine plant

in

the

a special process, all of the insoluble rosin is ex-

from the product and most of the odor is removed
that none of the nauseating smell that characterizes the

tracted
so

turpentine.

This

process,

it

is

understood,

also

in-

power of the product as a paint solvent.
Most of the output will be marketed in five gallon square
cans, two of which will be packed in a wooden case. These

creases the

tin

said of

them that they would not make

success-

lawyers, for the reason that they are too fond of giving
It is rather to be regretted that

ful

their opinion free of charge.

knowledge of the use of color does not as a general
thing extend beyond its use in supplying some of the physical
defects of nature, otherwise they might talk for the official
organ, when their liege lords chose to remain silent. It is possible, however, that a little urging from them of their liege
lords might move them to activity along this line, even when
the spirit failed to move them. Still we have hopes, and believe
There is already evidence of rethat we will soon succeed.
turning life, as the doctor might say of a doubtful patient, and
with a little patience and careful nursing, we hope to have them
on their feet ere long. First, Bro. Younger led off, and next
Who next? It is
in order comes Bros. Butts, Keil and Copp.
their

of the Dead Sea, that notwithstanding that it takes in
the water from the surrounding country, but gives out none,
yet its surface ever remains over thirteen hundred feet below
sea level, and again there is a scriptural quotation (directly the
said

all

reverse of the above, but points the same moral), which says.
Further
"There is that that scattereth, and yet increaseth."
these

is

Let us hear from you.

unnecessary.
«

Query Department

brand turpentine.

Over 400,000 long leaf pine trees in South Carolina, and has

average

did his best to provoke his

of the interesting

The company has already under way
what

Mark

audience to laughter they did not crack a smile. The humorist,
much chagrined, brought his lecture to a close, and was ap-

news events of the paint trade this
week is the announcement that the Georgetown Chemical Works,
of Georgetown, S. C, has commenced to market its product,
which

York.

Elsewhere in this issue is published a very newsy letter from
our predecessor in the editorial chair, Mr. C. E. Copp, in which
he expresses a wish to see our members come forward to the
support of the Official Organ, in which we coincide with him
most heartily. It has been our effort to do this since taking
the reins, but we have not yet succeeded to our satisfaction in
getting them to "laugh out in meetin,' " as Mark Twain once
related of an incident of one of his humorous lectures.
He
was giving one of his funny talks in some of the rural districts, and through some misunderstanding his audience got the

comment on

One

of the company will be sold by the
Company, the well known dealers of 164

output

entire

Charles E.

.

The shops

February, 1906

"Why

do wooden panels which have stood for years in passenger cars, showing no sign of wood checking, almost invariably check from the bottom edge after being burned off and
repainted ?"

"Why

does

varnish

frequently

check

in

close

parallel

crosswise with the grain of the wood, and why
cracking at other times assume a circular or irregular form?
What are the different causes leading to the different forms

does the

lines

of cracking?"
B.

E. Miller.
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of the Essentials in Locomotive Boiler Design,

locomotive boiler, which

^

the

,

is

a subject on which the author

has been most closely in touch, having been chairman of

as Second-Class Matter.

the committee on boiler design for the A. R. R.

„
Chicago, March,

XXX

Vol.

M. M. A.

to use a long
His suggestion
&&
& combustion chamber (60
V
^

T

No. 3

1906.

>>

there are points that will attract renewed attention to the

gladly sent.

Entered at

-

_

Locomotive Boiler Design

,

.

.

.

.

inches), will cause those acquainted with early boiler de-

sign to reminisce, for the combustion chamber has played

:

an important role in boiler improvement in the past, and
having had its brief day, disappeared, but that fact does
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is
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the ultimate result of such a

° ne ° f the factors that governs the design

;

°^ engines built by the Baldwin Locomotive

Works when

untrammeled by the purchaser. It will be noted that the
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serving the double purpose of increasing the volume
and heating surface of firebox, and insuring a higher
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tu
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^
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Journals and Bearings for Cars

OUR
IN tempts

looked after, but their use

foreign exchanges are noted spasmodic at-

by means of
roller bearings, the experiments made on the London,
Brighton & South Coast a few months since having
awakened renewed interest in the subject from which it is
expected results will be attained that will warrant applica-

move passenger
seem

train cars.

The

have been highly satisfactory when measured in terms of drawbar pull and coal
consumption, but to those unfamiliar with the mechanical features of the devices used to accomplish the end
far conducted

to

of reducing journal friction, there appears to be some

vague elements as to cost of application and also maintenance, both of which are not available to those interested in the problem in America.

The

attempt

first

eliminate

to

which we have any account, was
fifteen years ago,

when a

journal
in this

of

friction,

country about

bearing device was ap-

roller

and which was a success in operation, although the cost was such as to bar it from general application.
The design of this device embodied a
series of rollers about 3/2 inch in diameter which bore on
the journal and also on another series of rollers carried
in a frame which in turn was surrounded by the journal
box. The device was crude in its mechanical features,
and costly to build, since it was of immense proportions
and heavy. Its abandonment was due to great cost and
want of interest at the time, but those who witnessed its
operation saw the practicability of the scheme.
plied to a street car,

not as extensive as they

is

deserve.

to reduce car journal friction

tion of the principal to
tests so

March, 1906

«

What Inducements do

Railroads Offer

to the

Mechanical Graduate

THE
work

subject of the technical

graduate in railway

has been discussed before the Master

Me-

chanics' Association, before railway club meetings,
in

the technical

both

press,

spondents, yet there

and
and by corre-

editorially

one point that has been always
conspicuously absent from these discussions, and this
point is most vital.

Many

is

men seem

railroad

to overlook the fact that a

technical graduate

is capable of advancement in other
than railroad work and that the other fields of mechanical
engineering offer far greater encouragement in both

and

remuneration

than this there are

rapidity

advancement.

of

Further

many manufacturing and supply

con-

cerns that are glad to secure the services of technically

educated young

men who have had

several years' experi-

ence in railroad work, and will pay them accordingly.

When

a

young man

is

preparing himself for the future

by taking a college course
realizes that he

usually decides

mechanical engineering, he

in

laying the foundation only, and he

is

upon the branch of mechanical engineer-

ing to which he wishes to devote his time, in order that

he

may grasp

every opportunity tp obtain experience in

that particular line, whether
railroad

work or what

it

be

electrical,

marine, mill,

not.

influence on

After working for experience during several years following graduation, the young man in railroad work be-

the earning increment, as the condition of the bearings,

gins to compare his rate of progress with that of his class-

the opinion of those posted in train operation, that

It is

there

no

is

detail of a car that

that sustain the load.

A

low

has as

much

coefficient of

friction

is

never existent between the ordinary car journal and
bearing, except for periods too short to have weight

its

considering relative values.

It is

well

known

in

that under

the most favorable circumstances, the relief from a hot

box

is

The

of the most evanescent character.

causes

mates who have devoted their time to other branches of
mechanical engineering, and he is discouraged to find
that he has been outdistanced by them as regards both
remuneration and responsibility of position.

The young

railroader then looks further and considers

the salaries of motive

power

officials,

comparing them

He

therefor are as familiar as reasoning from cause to effect

with similar positions in other

can make them, but the fact remains that the friction coefficient is too high for coal running, otherwise the ther-

more remunerative than those he is spending his life
and energy to attain. And is surprising that the result

mal conditions would not vex and make trouble for the

of his investigation

train crew.

engineer in a plug run, working two days out of three,

How

to avoid the loss of time

and the delays due

to

box has been the theme of many club papers,
and there has been no more discussion of any phase of

the hot

train service than that of prevention of hot boxes.

It

has had the attention of the best engineering talent in
design,

and the same

what the care involved
tact.

Many

difficulties

in

still

obtain,

its

no matter

preparing the surfaces in con-

remedies are prescribed, and for individual

no doubt solutions found for it in a way.
In general the problem is unsolved, and will remain
so until a means is provided for reducing the friction.
The roller bearing does all this, but whether it will ever
be made a practical proposition for heavy train equipment remains to be seen. There are also anti-friction
cases there are

metals that are efficient in aiding to keep the temperature
of a box

down

to safe limits,

when properly

applied

and

is

lines.

discouraging

finds the latter

when

a locomotive

month from

receives a check at the end of the

fifteen to

twenty dollars larger than the pay check of the division
master mechanic?

A

young man

naturally looks

upon the money that

he has paid to obtain a college education
has earned

it

— as an

himself

fied in anticipating

If there

is

some

— sometimes

investment and he

interest

any doubt that

on

this

smaller rate of interest to those

is

he

justi-

his capital.

investment brings a

who

follow

railroad

work, look up the records of any class of any engineering institution of good standing, and compare the progress and salaries of the graduates

who

are employed in

railway mechanical work, with those of the graduates

who are engaged in other mechanical fields.
Under such conditions what inducements do
roads offer the technical graduate?

the

rail-
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Increase in Variation in Height of Couplers. II
of

N PAGE

fj

of the

35

February issue of the

Railway Master Mechanic appeared the remarks of Mr. J. J. Hennessey on the change

made at the
October meeting of the Western Railway
Club, together with the opinions of some of
the members of the Master Car Builders' Asin variation in

height of couplers

Below are more expressions of the
Master Car Builders' members which were
Notable
received too late to get in the February issue.
among these is one by Mr. Wilson Worsdell, chief me-

knuckle must be made from 9 inches to 10 inches.
advocate these changes to provide a more prompt and sat-

M.

We

C. B.

isfactory exchange of cars at interchange points

much

nate

of

within the

couplers

equipment,

much

ommend

because

it

of which

train

to

The
new

lading

maximum

increased

and the

equipment loaded to

now

He

ment

fact is

Another interesting
that the representative members of the Master Car

who

Builders' Association
variation represent

are in favor of changing the

320,329

cars,

while those opposed

represent 121,364 cars.
Mr. Wilson Worsdell, Chief Mech, Eng., North East Ry.,

of

limited, our principal

the

automatic couplers

stock which

i.s

so fitted

is

somewhat
that employed
is

for the East Coast trains between England and Scotland; we use
a buckeye coupler having a knuckle 9 inches deep divided into
find the centwo lugs by a central slot 1^ inches deep.
slot

coupling chain for emergency use.
of the couplers

passengers,

it

do not bear

is

are

a

high proportion to

also desirable to keep the

good

cent vestibules in

We

variation in the height

only slight, because the varying loads due to

is

etc.,

weight, and

The

sill

the

total

plates of adja-

Cloud's

of solid 4 inch knuckles

/2

a difference in level of 2 x

central

plane

vertical

on 9 inch projections,

inches will bring the top of the knuckle

head with which it is engaged.
These wagons have a flexible system of bearing springs and no
trouble has been experienced, or is expected from variations in
the height. Our ordinary stock is fitted with the customary side
buffers and central drawhooks, all placed at such a height that
the center line of the gear is in the same horizontal plane with
flush with the top of the coupler

On an average
our wagon bearing springs deflect about 2 inches with the load
and we do not stop wagons for repairs so long as they stand
the middle of the depth of the underframe.

/ inches of their normal level, we thus having a working
range of about 3^2 inches, if this is exceeded it is probable that
the cross strains induced by the want of alignment will have
a damaging effect on the buffing gear.
It appears to us that
this
will

i l 2

want of alignment

in the transmission of the buffing shocks
be the factor determining the allowable difference in level."

From

"We

35

the

inches,

At

the

will

apply to

old

capacity and will permit of

and

interstate

when much

commerce law,
new equip-

of the

now standard is to avoid collisions caused by
and the tendency to maintain couplers and draft
gear in perfect order. Also the closer all center lines of couplers conform to the mean height of 2>3 inches, the lenst drawbar pull is required to move any train. For practical purposes
we believe this can be accomplished as effectually by making
the changes recommended and at much less delay to traffic, and
expense of equipment. The matter should be properly brought

trains parting

B.

Association at the next annual meeting,

and the Interstate Commerce

Commission should be

notified

so that their representative can be present to co-operate in this

matter."

Mr.

J.

W. Fogg, M.

M., C. T. T. R. R.

"Referring to the subject of the variation

in

height of freight

car couplers

"Will say that this

is

a subject

which

I

consider a very im-

portant one indeed, and in perusing the article by Mr. Hennessey,

feel

I

that he leaves but

height 31

same time,

inches and the
a

change

in

maximum

and

deed,

little

in

addition to be said on

I

do not see that

I

can say anything which would add

Mr. Hennessey, saying
standard height of thirty-three inches was introduced quite a
number of years ago and in the day when the cars were equipped
with the common link and pin draw bars and which had comparatively small opening in the mouth.
At the present day we
to

his

remarks.

I

heartily agree with

M. C. B. coupler with the solid knuckle with a
wearing face of nine and sometimes ten inches. Also, at the
present time we have the steel cars, and to adjust the height
of such car, makes in most cases, an expensive piece of work.
Mr. Hennessey has very truly and clearly shown a natural settlement in a car of over four inches. The law governing the
three-inch variation is brought about by recommendation of
the Master Car Builders' Association, and I therefore believe
the recommendation for a four-inch variation would be proper
and would undoubtedly meet with the approval of the majority
interested.
I think this subject brought up by Mr. Hennessey
is a vital one to the interests of railroads and it should not
escape the proper attention of the convention of Master Car
Builders' Association at Atlantic City, June 13th to 15th, 1906."
are using the

Mr. W. R. McKcen,

'

minimum

violated

placed in service without
height

«

a Superintendent of Motive Power.

have investigated the subject of "changing variation
in height of M. C. B. coupler proposed," and recommend that
the change be made increasing the variation ]/2 inch each way
from the present mean height of coupler, 33 inches. This will

make

C. B. rules

line.

couplers on 40 tons coal wagons, these have a double engage-

within

of

the subject as he has covered the points very thoroughly in-

using a number of

ment by means

liability

In our opinion, the only object attained by keeping strictly

advantageous for admitting the end of a three-link

is

specially rec-

within the limits

We

tral

for

placed in service.

before the M. C.

England.

"Our experience with

is

maximum

its

both of which are

inches with perfect safety.

keep

height will be specially applicable

when first
decreased minimum

freight equipment

chanical engineer of the Northeast Railway of England.

y2

We

obsolete.

and yard service; also without increased
accident to the equipment when in service.
in

M.

of 3

now

is

to

prescribed

originally

it

strict application of

the fact that they allow a variation

height

of

limits

can be done without detriment to existing
equipment and without additional risk and danger to employes

sociation.

calls attention to

and to elimi-

work and expense now required

the

height

the length of

face.

"Would recommend

Jr., S.

that the

M.

P.

&

M., U. P. R. R.

maximum

height of couplers

from top of rail to center of coupler shank be changed to 35
It would be perfectly
inches, and the minimum to 31 inches
safe to adopt these heights, and believe it would save the railroad companies a large amount of money now spent in altering heights of cars before offering them in interchange,"
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Mr.

J.

Dunn, Supt.

F.

Meek

Dept., 0. S. L.; S. P. Co.; U. P. Co.

changing the maximum
see no advantage to be
aware,
it
is the present custom
you
are
As
therefrom
derived
shops
to be 35 inches in
f jr the couplers on new cars leaving
height, as they will come down one-half inch as soon as any
"I

do

not

any necessity

see

for

height of couplers on freight cars, as

is placed on the springs.
"Would, however, recommend that the minimum height be
reduced from 31^ to 31 inches, which would relieve us of considerable trouble and expense raising cars to meet the present
requirements. This would give us a variation of 3^ inches, and
a mimimum bearing on the face of couplers of 5V2 inches, which
we think would be satisfactory."

&

Coast Lines.
"Relative to the increase in variation in the height of coupFrom my experience I cannot agree with you in giving
lers
in the height, even with the knuckles having
variation
more

Mr. M.

Drury, M. M., A. T.

J.

S. F. Ry.,

:

wearing surface on the face of 8 inches. We find that there
is considerable variation at the present and makes it very hard
on the coupler and pin, especially on our long trains that we
pull out of this point, and if we were to allow more variation,

a

would be increased,

the liability

in

either

pulling to top hole

out of the coupler, or bending pin which goes through coupler
and knuckle. At least this is my opinion of the matter"

Mr. David Van Alstyne, Meek Supt, N. P. Ry.
"I do not believe it is at present necessary to increase the
height of couplers and would refer you to proceedings of the
North-West Railway Club for December, 1905, in which you
will find some recommendations on the subject which I made."
N. L. Smitham, M. M., T. C. R. R.
Mr. Hennessey's argument in favor of morr
indorse
"I fully
Mr.-

allowance

&

N. Y. 0.
W. R R.
Mr. Hennessey's address
before the Western Railway Club on the subject of increasing

Mr. Geo. W. West,

"I

am

heartily

S.

M.

accord

in

P..

with

The conditions
the variation in height of freight car couplers.
that establish the present limit of variation are entirely changed.
There

is

the present time, no occasion

at

for

a

man

men

or

going between the cars to guide the coupling link and practical
car men all agree that if we had a greater height above the rail,
we could get body and truck bolsters capable of carrying our
We ought
present loads with much less amount of material.
to

gradually

work

the

maximum

limit

to

thirty-six

inches.

This would enable us to have our passenger and freight cars all
of the same height and give us a little more room between the
trucks and the bodies on our passenger cars as well. With the
solid knuckle, there could be no bad effect from making a

maximum

height of 35 inches at the present time.
"There is only one thing in which I do not quite agree with
Mr. Hennessey, and that is in the minimum height. I do not

we should encourage any lower limit than
and one-half inches."
believe

thirl

y-one

M. C. B., C. P. Ry.
Mr.
with
"I certainly agree
J. J. Hennessey in his remarks
on this subject at the October meeting of the Western Railway
It is a well known fact that the reason of the limited
Club.
variation of 3 inches as established between the maximum and
minimum heights of center line of couplers was, that at the time
Mr.

the limit

was

IV.

E. Fowler,

established, the link

was

and pin draw bar was

practic-

two
between them than
3 inches, unless a crooked link was used, which was neither safe
nor desirable.
"My observation leads me to state that there are very few
cases of uncoupling due to variation in height of couplers.
Also with the longer wearing face of the knuckle, and the
elimination of the slot, there is far less danger than formerly

ally the standard,

of these

and

it

draw bars with

in

height due to wear of the parts of the

truck as stated by Mr. Hennessey,
of every day experience.

mend

that the

mimimum
"I

feel

maximum

is,

I

think, within the limit

This being the case, I would recomheight be extended to 35 inches and the

be contracted to 31 inches.
satisfied that there will be no bad results from

but rather that

this,

will facilitate the interchange of loaded cars,

it

and consequenly reduce the cost of carrying freight generally."

M. M., M. C. & C. R. R.
Mr. Hennessey's remarks and believe
the change would be beneficial to all parties having anything to
do with operating and maintaining freight cars."
Mr.

J.

E. Irvin,

"I heartily agree with

&

Mr. E. N. Benedict, G. F. C. D., C. B.
Q. Ry.
"Regarding Mr. J. J. Hennessey's figures, will indorse all he
states and add Y% inch drop for draw bar, for hanger pins bearing and hanger, in swing motion truck; also *4 i ncn an(i over
for shrinkage in swing motion truck bolsters if made of oak.
or oak and iron plate.
The wearing away of all material is
common and universal in cars constructed of wood, while 3
inches is rather wide range, yet it is a question whether it is
sufficient, if cars are allowed to run two to three years without
adjusting the height."

&

Mr. John Tonge, M. M., M.
St. L. R. R.
"Concerning variation in height of freight car couplers, would
say, that I have drawn a red line through the introductory remarks, which, to my mind, has no place or weight in the con-

Would

sideration.

M.

as the

C.

say also, that

B. coupler that

the plain coupler

is

it

we should

known

consider at this time.

no use talking about past conditions that are obsolete at
In my mind, we should only consider the 10inch faced knuckle and perfecting the modern car.
I do not
think any argument brought up wherein the old equipment is
brought in to support the opinion, is of any weight, and has no
place in the argument, for the reason that these cars are being
destroyed at a very rapid rate, and it is useless to consider adopting any elastic regulations in order to cover the old equipment,
when in a very short time we will have to erase the same from
the files, for the reason that the old equipment has been deIt

is

the present time.

heights of car couplers."

in

surface.

its

"The variation

I

tension

knuckle breaking, due to the strain upon only one-half

to the

of

March, 1906

practically impossible to couple

a greater variation

stroyed.
it is a very far-fetched
comparison to refer to a
on the road in noting the up and down movement of
While the up and down movement of the couplers
couplers.
would not be as excessive on a modern car as on an old car,
I think this is another good reason for not considering the old

think

"I

single trip

car,

when considering

knuckle.

A

permanent

journal bearings,

etc.,

a

modern

car

set of springs,

referred

to,

I

with

a

10-inch

faced

and the wearing of brass

think was duly considered

any need for change to be
made further than that the association make request on railroad
managers to instruct their car service departments that the
10-inch face knuckle should be used from and after any given
date that in their judgment they consider wise to recommend."

and

I

do not believe that there

is

Mr. T. H. Curtis, Supt. Mack, L. & N. R. R.
"There has always been a discussion as to the desirability
of having 3 inches variation, a great many parties desiring that
the variation be changed to 4 inches in order to expedite the
movement of traffic, claiming that it was necessary at times
to put cars in the repair tracks for change in height of couplers
and citing if the variation allowed had been a little greater it
would not have been necessary to have shopped the cars.
"Should we change from 3 inches to 4 inches, we will have the
same argument before us, citing that it is necessary to shop cars
account of improper height of coupler.
"I

am

not in

favor of changing the variation

in

height of

couplers.
"If a car

is

substantially built with the proper kind of metal
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required for the heavier equipstill,
ment, a variation of 3 inches in the height, when the car is
This variation of 3 inches in the height of draw
is sufficient.

body

draft gear,

bar

the car is running.
height of 31 }4 inches,

when

mimimum

If a car is under load at its
below 31
a low place in the track may cause this car to drop

inches.

"In your article you mention the fact that a large number of
It would be very much to
roads are using the solid knuckle.
solid
the credit of all roads if every one was required to use a
knuckle, as a large number of cars are running with the open
knuckle and causing breakages by pulling on one lug only. I do
not think that consent should be given for change in variation
Interstate
of heights of couplers from that authorized by the
Commerce Commission unless all of the cars in the United
9-inch
States are equipped with a solid knuckle having at least a
face.

my

It is

opinion that

we

will

to this standard in a

come

few years and with that event will be the adoption of a strong
and substantial draft rigging, and stability of trucks and springs
which will not make it necessary to change the standard height
of couplers.
a general rule a large portion of the agitation in regard

"As

is brought about by switching roads
facilities and desire to handle
repair
terminal
no
have
which
order to deliver it to another
in
possible
equipment in any way

to the change of standards

road."

Mr. W. W. Kent, G. M., Chattanooga Southern R. R.

etc.,

vary nearly an inch

to

liable

is

bolsters,

•

75

"We

are in favor of increasing the variation to four inches,

making the maximum 34 and the minimum

move

be glad to see that

31

inches,

and

will

adopted."

Haynen, M. M., D. T. & I. Ry.
Mr. Hennessey's views that the present
variation of 3 inches between the maximum and minimum height
of couplers is not sufficient with the present equipment and
the heavy loading it receives on all railroads, especially in view
of the fact that we have all increased the size of the wearing
Mr. W.

/.

"I concur entirely with

face of the coupler knuckles in

service.

Our road

at

present

uses both 9-inch and 10-inch knuckle face.
"I would not change the minimum height of draw bars, but
would favor the continuation of 31 % inches, but would increase
This, I think,
the maximum height from 34^ to 2,^/2 inches.
of
heavy interholding
up
cars
at
avoid
would be sufficient to

change points."
«

Mr. W. O. Thompson, D. S. M. P. N. Y. C. & H. R. R.
"I would be in favor of having the minimum and maximum
heights of our couplers 31 and 35 inches, but to do this I do not
believe it is safe to have a knuckle with less than a 11-inch "face
and believe that a 12 inch face would be better.

Mr. O. F. Zeng, M.

"Beg

to say that

I

am

C. B., U. R. T. Co.

in favor of increasing the present varia-

between the maximum and minimum height of
M. C. B. couplers and agree with Mr. Hennessey in his remarks made at a recent meeting of the Western Railway Club."

tion of 3 inches

Wm.

M.

Percy,

"I fully agree with

C. B.,

W.

C. Ry.

Mr. Hennessey, that on account of the

changed conditions since the present limit was established the
variations between the minimum and maximum height should be
I hope the Master Car
increased from three to four inches.
in bringing about this
successful
Builders' Association will be
change at the next convention of the association."
•

Mr.

"Would
if

Wm.

say that

it

>

«

•

Miller, G. F. C. R., Erie R. R.
is

my

The

mum

it would be better
was made allowable.

opinion, too, that

a greater variation in height of couplers

maximum and

cars

to

repair

the

tracks

that

would otherwise remain

The loss caused by delay of equipment on account
in service.
of this amounts to a great deal during the year, especially roads
having mostly the old style equipment.
"Inasmuch as nearly all roads are now using solid knuckles
with from 9 to 10 inches face, the variation allowable in height
of couplers, in my opinion, can safely be changed from 3 inches
to 4 or 5 inches.

"I consider 5 inches variation in height of couplers from
top of rail with knuckles 10 inches face, as recommendable and
desirable."
»

with a solid knuckle
five-inch face, or possibly ten-inch face, that the variation could
be increased without any liability of accident, account of rough

M.

C. B. couplers.

I believe that

track, etc."

Mr. H. Mandeville, G. F. P. C. L, Penna. R. R.
"While I have the greatest respect for Mr. Hennessey personally, and for his judgment mechanically, I cannot agree with
Our
It is certainly a step backwards.
his ideas on this subject.
strongly
is
for
I
now too low
good service.
mimimum height
advocate increasing the minimum height one inch, making it
34 inches, and increasing the shop limit one inch this would
;

allow the

spring manufacturers a chance to

make

a

stronger

and better spring. With better springs, the increased one inch
in the shop limit would allow the cars to settle when loaded to
a more uniform height of drawheads."
'

variation

of

couplers

for

freight

cars

is

not

sufficient

one inch more, or to four inches,
for the reason that every thing from wear and load has a tendency to lower the car in a very short time below the minimum
at least

height."

Mr. H. L. Tringer, G. F. C. D., Seabord Air Line.
"Referring to the article by Mr. Hennessey relative to increased variation in height of freight car couplers, beg to advise that I am opposed to any increase in the variation in
height of couplers, as the per cent of solid knuckles used in the

South

is

very small, and the damage in switching the cars with

greater variation in height of couplers would necessarily increase,

and we would have more broken couplers, due to the small
striking surface on account of the increased variation in the
height of couplers.

Further, in looking over records handled at

our Interchange points, I find that we have only one car within
the past twelve months set back on account of coupler being
too low.

»

Mr. E. L. Lovejoy, Supt., P. & R. F. Ry.
"I quite agree with Mr. Hennessey that there should be more
than three inches variation between the maximum and minimum
height of

inches

and should be increased

mini-

present limit of 3 inches between the
height of M. C. B. couplers from the top of rail brings

many

Mr. F. Hufsmith, S. M. P. & R. S., I & G.N. R. R.
"I fully concur with Mr. J. J. Hennessey's remarks before
the Western Railway club.
My experience has been that 3

In the matter of

new

cars being too high, that

is

only the

case in cars being improperly

designed.
If a car is properly
designed and built so that the center line of coupler does not
exceed 34% inches from the rail, it will be a long time before
any adjustment will have to be made in the height of this car.

The

trouble with a good

many

due to the
design being such that the car cannot be raised or lowered
without having to practically rebuild the trucks. What we want
is a car so designed that all of the parts used in its construction
will properly carry the load and stand the wear and tear, and
at the same time, car to be so constructed that it can be easily
of the cars today,

is

adjusted to the proper height

if it should be necessary.
Further,
our experience has been, that a car with a center of coupler
31 Yz inches above rail coupled to a car 34H inches above rail,
is all the variation that can be handled safely in delivering cars

from bridges

to

barges.

If

the

tide

greater variation than this, cars will

happens to be low, any

come uncoupled.

This happened twice on two large roads near us, where in
one case the cars after getting loose ran over end of the barge
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and went overboard, Causing the loss of five cars and their
freight, and in the other case, one car went over, causing the loss
of the car and it's freight.
Orders have now been issued that when the tide is very low
As
links and pins are to be used in putting cars on barges.
you readily see, that an increase in the Variation in the height
of freight cars would mean an increase in the use of links
and pins, and an increase in the cost of switching.
R. A. Billingham, S. M. P., P. S. & N.
"Would say that I favor a maximum height of 35 inches and
a

minimum
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Mr. D. O'Leary, M. M., Pacific Coast Co.
"Referring to Mr. J. J. Hennessey's remarks on the height of
I will state that I fully concur with Mr.
freight car couplers.
Hennessey's opinion in regard to this matter, and hope that it
will be taken up with the Master Car Builders Association, and
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Simultaneous Telephony and Telegraphy on
the Northern Pacific Railway
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telephone has become a most important factor in

our business and social

life.

It

600

ST PAUL QUAD

has completely revo100

lutionized the business

methods of the

baker and candle stick maker.
accepted by the farmer,

who from

learn the market prices at any
sell

his product at the

salesmen
the buyer

is

in

in

It

traditional butcher,

his isolated

J

home can

0-¥-CJ
o-^-<

moment, and can thereby

most advantageous

price.
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S____io

constant touch with the customer, and

store,

with

its

GREEN BRIDGE

SOX

from St. Paul followed. Then Staples
Fargo.
Also Livingstone to Helena and Helena
Missoula, and Roslyn to Tacoma.
Brainerd

;

a

is

Steam roads have
method on account of the
But there are numerous

the telephone for train despatching.

not looked with favor on this
lack of recording

features.

ways in which the telephone can be used by the railroad,
which will relieve the telegraph office of traditional conis

said that one railway system,

with a prominent

and the line will soon be in operation. Another gap
lies between Ellensburg and Pasco, also 125 miles in
length. There is also a gap between Tacoma and Portland, of forty miles.

The

strike rather indicated the

telephone

calling off of the threatened

moral influence of the

tele-

phone.
eastern railways operate their telephone system,

in conjunction with the Bell

With

these gaps closed, the North-

ern Pacific railway will be the
vice

from the Mississippi

concern to give ser-

first

to the Pacific.

during a

manufacturer, so that every telegraph key could be replaced in short notice.

Cow Creek and Spokane,
This construction has been author-

gap between

ized,

COMBINING TELEGRAPH AND TELEPHONE.

threatened telegraphers' strike, had a provisional order for
telephones, placed

Telephone Co., and have not

The beauty and novelty
tem of communication lies

of the Northern Pacific sysin the

combined use of the

telephone with the quadruplex telegraph service from the

north and west.

Figure

metallic nature,

between

1

indicates a telephone line, of

St.

Paul and Staples.

cities

and

stations along the railway.

on a strictly independent basis.
It remained for the
Northern Pacific system, under Mr. O. C. Green, Super-

The

intendent of telegraph service, to originate a strictly inde-

telephone stations placed along this stretch.

many un-

The telephone

between Tacoma
So immediate was its success demonand Seattle.
strated that service between Duluth and St. Paul was
authorized and completed.
A line to Staples and
service

was

first

tried

this

Possibly, there are

section houses connected

usual features.

On

there are twenty-three telephones, at the different

line,

played a great part in the development of the telephone

pendent system of their own, which possesses

to

Paul and Portland.

but three short gaps between St.

There

to

now

surprise the reader to learn that there are

It will

125 miles in length.

Electric railways have demonstrated the usefulness of

The

75

The

description.

3,000

J\

75

/-x

has been generally

numerous floors, and
numerous patrons, connects the credit man and the salesman by telephone, and by suitable devices, operated over
the telephone line, keeps records of the transaction, and
It thereby
saves the time and steps of the customer.
service,
and
affords
relief
beyond
elevator
relieves the

It

)

touch with his favorite wholesale house.

The department

gestion.

STATIONS

400

to this line at

important points.

and west, is the
There are eighteen

metallic telephone line, running east

circuit

between Fargo and Staples.

If

there

from St. Paul to Fargo, the St. Paul
operator calls Staples, whose operator connects the Fargo
line, and if Fargo wants Duluth, they call Staples, who
is

a telephone call

in

turn calls St. Paul,

The quadruplex
different

who

relays to Duluth.

stations at St. Paul receive their four

mesages over

this telephone wire.

While Fargo

RAILWAY MASTER MECHANIC
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and another party in Staples talks to St.
Paul, there are telegraph messages being sent over this
same circuit to Winnipeg, Mandan, and all western
Truly, a marvelous use of one pair of wires.
points.
Forty-one telephone stations, and four separate telegraph
communications, over two wires certainly shows efficitalks to Staples,

telegraphy

is

for

coil,

This would not unbalance the

nor would

line,

it

allow the clicking of the

When

Mr. Green
came to operate his quadruplex circuit, he found that the
iron of the bridged coil impeded the quad so seriously as
it

useless.

He

line.

very boldly cut the iron out of the

which allowed the quad currents, so complex in
character, to have a non-inductive path, and consequently
speeded up the telegraph service. But cutting out the
iron is contrary to telephone men's injunctions.
But it
has been demonstrated that the iron is not necessary,
coils,

the

forty-three

telephones

give the

best

possible

There

shows the four quad stations at St. Paul,
with the non-inductive bridge on the telephone line,
1

At

tapped at the middle point.

At

Staples,

is

Staples, the middle point

tapped, and the telegraph stations cut

on the Fargo

line,

in.

the telephone line bridge

The

connected to one terminal of the telegraph
points under

A

and

B

are connected to the

respective sides of the telephone circuit.

St.

If the telegraph

called for, between St. Paul and Staples, the
Paul operator connects, for instance, the 800 ohm pair

service

is

across the telephone line at a convenient place.

The

Staples operator connects his 800 pair across his end of

the telephone line, and the middle point

graph instrument.
it

is

If

ohm

they find 800

but a short step to the 400, or 100

C

to the tele-

coils too high,

ohm

bridges.

There is no interference with the telephone service, and
none on the telephone line is aware of the change in the
bridge.

This clever device

is

characteristic of the tele-

graph man, and reveals plainly that he is prepared at aU
times to give service under the most heartrending conditions.

TELEPHONE WRECKING

SETS.

Mr. Green has adopted what may be termed a "Wrecking Set."

It is

a special telephone

set,

equipped with a

and a rod, with a flexible cord, which enables the
wrecking crew to have immediate connection with the
reel

is

also a local telephone system, so that each

The

access to the telephone lines.

use

Mr. Green has been interviewed by railroad men from
all over the world on his usage of the telephone.
All
indications point to

its

even three or four or

ple, or

When

general adoption.

phone conversations between two

tele-

different pairs of peo-

five pairs of talkers,

and four

telegraph messages, take place simultaneously over the

same pair of wires,

it

stands to reason- that

its

use

is

guar-

anteed.

All telephone apparatus used on the road has been

exclusively by the Kellogg Switchboard

and Supply

which company has succeeded in keepThat this Kellogg instrument performs so well under such difficult
conditions, both in ringing and talking, the railroad officials will cheerfully agree.
The Kellogg company has
Co., of Chicago,

ing pace with these heavy requirements.

asmuch

set.

official

to the railroad interests.

and one telegraph circuit goes to Winnipeg, and the other westward to Mandan.
Figure 2, indicates what might be called a telegraph
terminal box. There are six pairs of coils, the first being
composed of two non-inductive coils of 800 ohms each.
These pairs range down to ten ohms each. The terminal
dle point tapped,

is

communication with any

In other words, the telephone has become indispensable

many

C

be thus equipped, so that any standing

instant

may have

tapped at the middle point, and the telegraph service
connected. At Fargo, the line is again bridged, the midis

point

and

office,

made

ductive bridge.

of the bridge

passenger

desired.

transmission, and ringing too, in spite of this non-in-

The Figure

each

be

and leaves them more time for important work.
The roadmaster may talk to the section man, without
calling on the telegraph office. The engineer can call the
master mechanic without bothering the telegraph office.

telegraph key to be heard on the

for

may have

Eventually,

to

to bridge the telephone line with sufficient

telegraph service.

make

may

There are ten crews

of the telephone has lightened the load of the telegraph

of

impedance, and to tap the middle point of the
telephone

equipped.

freight train
train

officials.

combining telephony and

The ordinary method

to

similarly

official

ency.

the

headquarters of the

77

of the largest railway sytems using

exclusively.

its

Their wisdom has been lately

as the Italian government, after

apparatus

verified, in-

most

rigid tests,

has recently ordered two thousand telephones, for just
such difficult work as is required by the Northern Pacific
railway.

Four Cylinder Compound Passenger Engine —
Paris, Lyons, Mediterranean

THe

was notable for a
transportation exhibit which embraced productions
of more than ordinary merit. Among the locomotives were
to be seen compounds of various designs, and of these
exposition of 1905 at Liege

which attracted much attention were the high-speed fourChunin de fer de Paris
a Lyon & ala Mediterranee, drawings and particulars
of which are presented herewith by courtesy of Engineer
cylinder ten wheel engines of the

Chief Chabal.

in

The locomotive
lot

exhibited by the P. L.

M. was one

of a

of twenty recently constructed and designed for haul-

ing the fast trains on the grades of the line from Paris

where there are long ascents of 8 m/m per metre,
They were built at the works of
M. M. Schneider & Co, at Cruesot, from designs furnished by the Railway Company.
These engines are distinguished for their employment

to Nice,

or 42.24 feet per mile.

in this special service of six

connected wheels.

The

three

coupled wheels have the same diameter of 78^4 inches as
the preceding engines,

and are

like those of the

system of four cylinders, each pair acting on

compound
two

differ-
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I— PARIS,
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LYONS, MEDITERRANEAN FOUR CYLINDER PASSENGER ENGINE
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— SECTION

ELEVATION PARIS,

LYONS,

rt-f

tut.
,''.<

M. Ad. Henry, and

company

compound locomotives.
The high pressure cylinders

are 13.38 inches in dia-

meter and located outside of the frames, connecting with
the middle pair of wheels, while the low pressure cylinders are 21.26 inches in diameter, located between the
frames, and connect with the first pair of wheels by means
of a cranked axle, the cranks of which are on the same

and have coincident axles, but are at 180
degrees with the high pressure crank pins. All pistons
side of the axle

».

Jji.
;

MEDITERRANEAN FOUR CYLINDER PASSENGER ENGINE

at Paris in 1889.
This company
has today in service, or in construction, 591 locomotives
of this system, and 140 that are different only in that the
four cylinders act on one axle, making a total of 731
this

'.

:::::;sf::::: ::... ..: :::-:"X""."

Mwitur. orb-Sot**.' Ittfi-.

SECTION AT CENTER' OF DRIVING AXLES, PARIS/LYONS, MEDITERRANEAN FOUR CYLINDER PASSENGER ENGINE

ent axles, of the design of 1888 by

shown by

".•." en

have a stroke of 25.59 inches. All of the high pressure
pistons are, by this arrangement of cranks, at the front
end of their cylinders when the low pressure pistons are
back end of their cylinders, producing a balance
of the horizontal forces and an equal distribution of crank
effort between two axles.
at the

In order to get a reasonable length of main rod for the
low pressure cylinders, the latter are carried forward of
the high pressure cylinders a distance equal to about onehalf the stroke.

The

valves are of the piston type, the

high pressure being 7 7-8 inches in diameter, and the low
pressure 11 inches in diameter. These dimensions, it will
be observed, are much less than followed in this country
for the

same type of

valve.

The

valves are actuated by

RAILWAY MASTER MECHANIC
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wheels, a compound air pump of the
Company de Fioes-Lille furnishing the compressed air.
The engine is also equipped with two speed indicators,

matic airbrake on

all

one being of the railroad's standard and one being of the
liquid type, which registers on a gauge in the cab; in
addition

modern

these

to

appliances,

engines

the

are

equipped with a steam heat system for train service.
The coupling of the driving axles at 180 degrees, as
has been stated, reduces to the minimum the effect of the

The maximum mo-

disturbances due to inertia forces.

ment producing nosing
per hour,

at the speed limit of 74.5 miles

The

(120 kilometres), =60.73 fo°t pounds.

amplitude of

action,

this

independent of the speed,

at

39.37 inches (one metre), from the center of gravity,=
8.66 inches; the amplitude, .independent of the speed,
at the center of the

The maximum

truck,=30 inches.

producing pitching action, at the above speed

effort

of 74.5 miles per

hour,= 10.39

The

f°°t pounds.

limit

ampli-

independent of the speed,= 14.37
These results are obtained by the complete equi-

tude of this action,
inches.

librium of the counterweights at the point of lifting effort.

The weight
lows

On

:

of this engine in working order

truck, 44,423 lbs

on driving wheels, 102,343

;

lbs; total weight, 146,790 lbs.

hesion of

4

of which

25,580

is

more powerful than many

lbs.,

much

AT CENTER OF STACK, PARIS, LYONS,
MEDITERRANEAN FOUR CYLINDER PASSENGER ENGINE
SECTION

it is

governed by a
screw reverse which gives a fixed steam distribution.
Maximum travel of the high pressure valve is 5.7 inches,
and that of the low pressure is 4.92 inches.
boiler

is

is

of the Belpaire type of

steel,

having a

copper firebox with an outside length of 118.89 inches
and an outside width of 47 inches. The grate slopes downat the front at

an angle of 17 degrees, the back' end

The

passing over the rear axle.
boiler

is

made

in

which there are

and 13.12

cylindrical part of the

two rings having a maximum

diameter of 59 inches.
type, of

The

internal

many

has

though

many

give a

138, 2^4 inches outside diameter,

to

;

It is

The exhaust

is

equipped with the

air brake.

means of a cone, which
and on this road is made

to

Provision

is

variable by

manipulated from the cab,
perform its proper function

in fuel saving.

is

when
Graham

to use live steam in the low pressure cylinders

necessary.

The engine

is

furnished with the

steam sander, and also has the Westinghouse-Henry auto-

their repairs in

new shops

the
last

Mo.

one general

work

this

purpose

and described here were erected

illustrated

summer.

The
in

For

one general shop at East Sedalia.

in

general layout of the buildings

the illustration.

with

formed of
plates, and three intermediate braces, of which one is of
plates at the corners and two of cast steel also one at the
low pressure cylinder. The engine truck is center bearing with equalizers and has steel tired wheels 39.37 inches

still

Pacific concentrated their

line
all

A

clearly
line

shown

running

side track connected with the

directly south of the erecting shop connects

the yard tracks.

The most

the paint store room, which
shop.

is

This shows the main

southeast of the shops.

section, another at the rear at the corners,

particulars,

Pacific Shops at Sedalia,

ORDER concentrate
INplant
the Missouri

and in this case made of steel plates 1.10
There is a transverse brace at the front of

made

repay

will

interesting points of design, which,

The Missouri

In accordance with foreign practice, the frames are of

in diameter.

The drawings

the development of the steam locomotive.

main

the slab type,

I

of our passenger ten-wheel-

valuable line on the progress of the French engineer in

tubes are steel of the Serve

feet long.

inches thick.

seen that the French engine

greater weight.

strange to our practice in
the Walschaert gear, and the cutoff

ward

a co-efficient of ad-

inspection and study, since they represent a machine that

—CROSS

The

With

pull capable of being exerted

is

ers of

FIG.

The drawbar

.25.

as fol-

is

The

is

is

very close to the paint

northern end on the

latter is located at the

east side of the transfer table pit.

the coach repair shop, which

easterly building

It is directly

makes

it

opposite

an easy matter to

transfer a car for painting without running the whole

length of the

pit.

Directly south of the coach shop, also

bordering the west side of the transfer table

pit,

locomotive erecting machine aud boiler shop.

The

is

the

plan-

one hundred and forty-three feet west of the
coach shop and locomotive shop. North of the planing mill
ing mill

is

These racks
are alongside of the blacksmith shop. The oil house and
power house are south of the smithshop, and storeroom
are racks for bar and sheet iron and flues.
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FIG.

and

office

I

—GENERAL

building are south of these.

The

LAYOUT, MISSOURI PACIFIC SHOPS AT SEDALIA

casting and

and
the scrap bin and water tower are west of the power
freight car repair sheds are west of the planing mill

house.

The
are

common

are of

slightly raised.

The

steel

columns and roof trusses

to all the buildings.

4%-inch well

All of the

The

casing.

roofs are

4x6-inch pine jack rafters and consist
pine planks, over which
paper.

Then comes

a

is

down

first

all

spouts
laid

on

of 2-inch

a layer of asbestos roofing

layer

grooved boards, covered with

of

i-inch

four-ply

tongued

felt

and

and gravel

roofing.

The paint shop is 100x312 ft. and has fourteen tracks.
The building is 70 ft. back from the transfer table, leaving room for an ordinary coach.
The tracks extend
ft.

of the back wall, leaving a large clear

space for transferring material,
the building

photograph.

is

etc.

row of windows is placed along the
The doors lift up in place of
section.

swinging.
is

no power provided

in this building other than

The buildlamps hung from the

a 2-inch compressed air service connection.

ing

is

lighted by fifteen enclosed arc

hanger used throughout the
plant.
For extension lights, twenty-six Chapman plug
receptacles are mounted on the steel columns.
ceiling with the standard

by means of the hot air
system.
This system was supplied by Wm. Bayley &
Sons Co., of Milwaukee, and consists of a 9x4^ ft. fan

The heating

of the building

is

with top and bottom horizontal discharge outlets. The
heater has 9,700 feet of one-inch pipe arranged in ten

PAINT SHOP.

within about 24

A

sides of the raised

There
buildings are constructed of brick, resting on con-

crete foundations.

March, 1906

The

construction of

shown in the cross-section and the
These show two rows of columns the
clearly

whole length of the buildings with the middle very

and a 30 horse power motor which is controlled
by a Cutler-Hammer compound starting and regulating
The
rheostat, giving a speed of two to one to the fan.
galvanized iron ducts extend the whole length of
the building from the fan outlets, with branch ducts to
the lines of columns where the discharge pipe drops
down to diffusers. These are clearly shown in the halftone.
The bottom of the diffuser is solid and of such
sections,
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shape that the hot air does not strike the floor and raise

The end

dust.

The

is

2 feet above the floor.

room

paint store

is

from the paint shop, which

The

tion.

building

This shows a

a brick building 40x60

divided in the center by a brick

fire wall.

It is

is sufficient as

a

fire

60

feet,

feet

precau-

devoted to the storing and mixing

is

of paints and the cleaning and buffing of the metal fixtures of the coaches.

COACH SHOP.
The coach shop

is

312x100

ft.

with a 20

ft.

extension

on the west side for the storage and repairing of trucks.
It is two stories in height with the center bay open the
greater part of the length to admit light from the win-

dows along the
upholstering,

cleaning

and other

light

carried on at present on the second floor.
also

made on

The
work is

sides of the raised part of the roof.

brass

this

floor

Provision

for cabinet work.

is

The doors

are similar to those of the paint shop in that they

up

lift

The only power

in the building consists

of a 2-inch

with Y^ -inch risers at alternate posts between

tracks.

by means of arc lights, of
which there are nineteen on the first floor arid twelve
on the second floor.
Those on the first floor are
artificial

hung from

lighting

is

the ceiling about

midway between columns

at

from the floor. Six of the
lamps on the second floor are hung on the edge of the
balcony to throw part of their light on the first floor.
a height of about fourteen feet

The

other six are distributed so as to give the best light

easily seen

line of

by referring

to the half-tone.

windows along the

The doors

the walls.

raised portions

leading out to the transfer table

are of the lifting type used in the coach and paint shop.

The machines

machine shop are served by jibcranes.
This method was necessitated on account of
driving all the tools by group drive. The group drive
was put in on account of using the machines in the
smaller shops which were abolished in order to concentrate the work in one plant. The groups are of such
size that the motors range from 10 to 40 horsepower.
There is only one exception to this which is found in the
motor driving the wheel lathe group. Nearly all the
machines are driven from the main shaft, which is 730
feet long, and divided into nine sections, each section of
which is driven by a separate motor. Bolted couplings
in the

terminate the ends of each length of shafting, so that the
of sections can be quickly changed in order to

take care of any motors giving out.

Besides the tools brought from the other shops the
following

The

is

of the roof above the crane as well as several rows along

number

in place of swinging.

air pipe

This

tained.

March, 190b

2

new ones were

Putnam

installed

extra heavy 90-in. driving wheel lathes.

1

24-in. Cincinnati pillar shaper.

1

Newton No.

1

Gisholt turret lathe 5-in. hollow spindle.

2 vertical milling machine.

2 Barnes 42-in.

drills.

2 Barnes 34-in.

drills.

1

Knecht Bros, friction sensitive

drill.

1

Yankee

on the balcony. In addition to this there are
fifty-two Chapman plug receptacles on the two floors.

I

Springfield surface grinder, 70-in. table.

1

The bay for truck work is lighted by four arc lamps.
The heating of the building is different from that

1
1

Norton grinder I2x72-ins.,with 20-in. gap.
Norton No. 2 universal tool grinder.
Norton No. 2 floor grinder.

1

National i^-in. double bolt cutter.

possible

usually employed for this purpose and results will be

watched with

Instead of the fan system, direct

interest.

is

For

employed.

this

pilasters if the

horizontal space could not be obtained.

Exhaust steam

1

Saunders No.

machine.

1

26-in. Pedrick

1

is

used for the heating.
1

At

the southwest corner an electric elevator

is

installed
1

for handling material

between the two

grinder.

facer.

windows

wherever possible, and vertically on the

drill

1

purpose colonial radia-

tors are used, being put horizontally beneath the

wet

Newton No. 309 nut
Newton No. 310 nut

1

radiation

3-in.

floors.
1

LOCOMOTIVE ERECTING MACHINE AND

1

BOILER SHOP.

1

5 pipe

facer.

and Ayer valve seat planer.
3/4-in. Pedrick and Ayer loco, cylinder boring

Whiton two-spindle centering machine.
Watson & Stillman 250-ton crank pin press.
Bradley 300-lb. strap hammer.
Bradley 150-lb. strap hammer.
Williams & White No. 7 bulldozer.
Ajax 3>^-in. heading and forging machine.

135x752 ft. It is divided into two
bays, one of which is 62 feet and the other 73 feet wide.
The former is used for machine tools and the latter for

1

There are thirty-four pits on the erecting
side, ten of which are used for boiler work.
The space
on the machine side corresponding to these ten pits
completes the boiler shop space. There are two cranes on
the erecting side, furnished by the Shaw Electric Co.,
one of which is of 120-tons capacity; the other is a 15The cranes are high enough
ton capacity high speed.
from the floor so that a boiler can be carried to and from

1

No. 5 single motor driven punch.
No. 5 single motor driven shear.
Hilles
Ajax i^-in. heading and forging machine.

1

Ajax

This building

is

erecting.

the boiler shop over the locomotives.

The

building

is

so constructed that good light

1

1

Hilles

& Jones
& Jones

i-in.

rapid bolt header.

1

Foote-Burt & Co. 6-spindle arch bar
National I^-in. double bolt cutter.

1

Hilles

1

1

1
1

bar.

& Jones No. 2 plate planer.
Hilles & Jones No. 3 single punch,
Hilles & Jones No. 5 single shear,
Chambersburg

12-ft. 6-in.

drill.

42-in. throat.
25-in. throat.

5-pressure hydraulic riv-

eter.
is

ob-

1

Chambersburg 10-ton

right angle traveling crane.
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Chambersburg hydraulic accumulator.
Chambersburg steam-driven, double-acting, hydraupressure pump.

& 6n?*>&/ /fiyar
1/3

of fref/SjO/as-x

lic

wood worker.
wood worker.

Greenlee Bros. 16-in. universal

Fay

No.
A.

FIG.

Woods

S.

Kyi /carter fA

Too of

& Egan No. 62
12 Fay & Egan

— SECTION

four-side moulder.

30-in. surfacer.

Fay & Egan No. 129 six- roll cylinder
Fay & Egan vertical car tenoner.
Fay & Egan No. 6 tenoning machine.
Fay & Egan car gaining machine.
Fay & Egan hand gaining machine.

rfv-//

8

variety

AND STORE HOUSE, MISSOURI PACIFIC
SHOPS AT SEDALIA

OF OFFICE

planer.

Greenlee Bros, mortiser.

Woods No. 300 mortiser.
Greenlee four-spindle horizontal boring machine.

S.
72rr ^Grare/fToofA

f

J5Vr/^V/--*)^r

FIG.

9

— SECTION

OF

PAINT

SHOP. MISSOURI
SEDALIA

1

-^

1

'

mm
pi

down machine.
Raymond wiring machine.
Raymond large turning machine.
Raymond small turning machine.
Superior setting

T

r

'

I
\

:

"

•

*

'T- —-.''

'

'

'

*"% '--.

.

"**

n

.*

1

Fay & Egan No. 3 cut-off saw.
Fay & Egan No. 2 cut-off saw.
Fay & Egan No. 3 swing saw.
Fay & Egan No. 3 self-feed rip saw.
Fay & Egan No. 1 band saw.
Fay & Egan No. 3 band saw.
Fay & Egan No. 3 scroll saw.
Automatic saw sharpener.
Fay & Egan No. 3 band saw setter.
Fay & Egan knife grinder.

Fox trimmer.

rA

1
1—- •'

AT

SHOPS

PACIFIC

A.

Buffalo 20-in. groover.

^

.1

Moore double seamer.

;

Niagara No. 2 header.
2 each, blowhorn, candle mould, square and No. 3
hatchet stake.

FIG. IO

—VIEW IN ENGINE ROOM,

common
1?

Bleakhorn, needle-case, double seaming and
creasing stakes.

each,

MISSOURI PACIFIC SHOPS AT SEDALIA
'

8 Niagara No. 8 hand shears.
*

1 1
If

II

il i

II
-.

in
M-

ai~

1
1

-17.

**

'*''

,

s

v>5i ltd j

Mill
''asssiigig8

4 Niagara No. 8 circular shears.
3 Niagara No. 6 bench shears.

•>

II U.fih--

:
'

•

'!

'

—VIEW

IN PAINT SHOP, MISSOURI PACIFIC SHOPS AT SEDALIA

H-i

plain forges.

Monogram

1

Sturtevant No. 2

1

48-in. double steel tire car

1

42-in.

--

'

FIG. II

2 Sturtevant

x

18-ft.

Pond engine

blower.

wheel
lathe.

lathe.
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1

2
2
2
2
2
2
1
:G.
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— SECTION

OF

SMITH SHOP, MISSOURI PACIFIC SHOPS AT SEDALIA

x 14-ft. Pond engine lathe.
28-in. x 14-ft. Pond engine lathe.
24-in. x 12-ft. Pond engine lathes.
18-in. x 8-ft. engine lathes.
16-in. x 10-ft. engine lathes.
16-in. x 10-ft. special tool room lathes.
14-in. x 5-ft. plate turning lathes.
"A" Fox Monitor Improved No. 2 turret
15-in. x 6- ft. square arbor brass lathe.
36-in.

I

lathes.

2 double loco, car axle lathes.
1

42-in.

1

36-in.

x
x

42-in.

x

16-ft.

36-in.

x

30-ft.

Pond
Pond

planer.
planer.

•

2 84-in. Niles boring and turning mills.

FIG.

I3- -SECTION

OF PLANING MILL, MISSOURI PACIFIC SHOPS AT
SEDALIA

51-in. Niles

1

42-in. boring

1

Horizontal boring machine.

14

—VIEW IN

mill.

mill.

1

wheel press, 400 tons capacity.
Universal milling machine.

1

6-ft. radial drill.

1

5-ft. radial drill,

1

90-ft.

1

3500-lb. steam

1

1600-lb.

1

Universal splitting shear.

1

5-ft. radial drill.

90-in.

The

BOILER SHOP, MISSOURI PACIFIC SHOPS AT SEDALIA

and turning

2 car wheel boring machines.
1

FIG.

boring and turning

1

Universal.

Quartering machine.

hammer.
steam hammer.

on the erecting side is done with arc
lamps set on posts between the pits. The posts are put
through the center of the vise benches and are supplied
with

lighting

The
lamps hung

Chapman

receptacles five feet above the floor.

machine shop is lighted with seventeen arc
from the roof trusses and an incandesent lamp over each
machine tool.

The heating
with

ducts

carried

were
of Milwaukee.

I5

—VIEW

IN ERECTING

SHOP, MISSOURI
SEDALIA

PACIFIC

SHOPS 'AT

beneath

by the hot

is

air

system

Two separate
Wm. Bailey & Sons Co.
the

floor,

by
The Webster vacuum system of steam
heating is applied for the return to the power house of
Openings are provided along the
the condensed steam.
columns and also in the west end of the pits. The openings alongside the columns have deflectors provided so
as to throw the air in two directions and not interfere
systems

FIG.

of the building

installed

with the workmen.

The

building

is

provided with a

6-in.

high pressure

which runs from the power house and which
supplies the two fan engines and the no-ton hydraulic
A 14-in. low pressure steam
riveter in the boiler shop.
steam

line

main for heating the other shops passes through this
building on its way. The exhaust steam from the hydraulic riveter may be thrown into this main. The compressed air is brought from the power house in a 4-in.
pipe.

A

equalize

to
laid

l6

—VIEW

IN PUMP ROOM, MISSOURI PACIFIC SHOPS AT SEDALIA
SOME ESSENTIALS IN LOCOMOTIVE BOILER DESIGN

the

under the

so that air

FIG.

4xi2-ft.

long reservoir

pressure.

The

floor with risers

may be used
is

provided

in

distributing pipes

coming up

at

this

are

each column

in either bay.

THE PLANING
This building

is

80x268

feet

MILL.

and so located that the
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lumber

is

and

accessible,

easily

cessible to the coach shop, freight

same time
car shop and tracks.

ac-

at the

building on account of the construction of the machines.
of twelve arc lamps for gen-

by means
an incandescent lamp over each maand
eral illumination,
The heating is by means of direct radiation
chine.
with Colonial wall radiators. Webster motor seal valves
and thermostatic traps eliminate air and condensation
lighting

is

from the supply

lines

in the

and maintain a circulation

building

by

heated

is

radiators, discharging the water into the return piping

system which runs underground inside the building and

main in the yard. The
carried over head on the roof trusses,

Louis type radiators

St.

in the halls

The

house

oil

is

The lamps

a cabinet outside the building.

from the
proof

enclosing

wrought-iron pipe

windows of the

The

globes.

first floor,

and hung from the

The

oil is

on the

shown in
84x138 ft. It is divided into three rooms
Engine and dynamo room, pump room and
which

house,

it

is

completed.

headers

and threaders, a bulldozer, a six-spindle drill press, etc.
These machines are driven by a 30 and two 20-horsepower motors from line shafting. A punch and a shear
Two No. 10 Sturdevant
are driven individually.
pressure blowers driven by a 60-horsepower motor sup-

6-in.

The furances

are

as follows:
boiler room.

power.

electrical

The

oil

and there are two

combined air, steam and
house and store house are near
850

12-in. driven wells,

just west of the building.

A

ft.

deep,

317,000 gallon steel tank

on a concrete foundation near the building forms a reservoir of ample capacity for continuous operation.
Coal
is delivered in cars directly from the company's mines

and

to a siding south of the boiler rooms, the spur

coal

bunker being of sufficient length to permit three cars
being unloaded at once.
The boiler room is 48x84 ft., and the floor is two feet
below the yard grade. On the south side of the room
there

is

a 20x84-ft. coal bunker, from which the coal

shoveled into the boilers.

There are

is

Aultman &

five

Taylor vertical header water-tube boilers of 340 horse-

burning type.

high pressure steam line runs over head on

iron poles out of doors

is

well located with reference to the center of distribu-

It is

by,

system when

sections,

is

It was estimated that the heat from the
in the morning.
fires would be sufficient to keep it warm enough during
the day. It is intended to put all the exhaust steam from

A

by com-

first floor

air.

tion of power, considering the

oil

ceiling in

stored in large tanks in the basement and de-

provided to keep the temperature moderate during the
night so as to have it fairly comfortable to start to work

of the crude

by

heated

is

the basement.

The power

The smithshop is 100x244 feet with a ventilator in
the roof. At first it was decided not to heat this building,
but later it was decided that a small amount she mid be

ply air blast for forges and furnaces.

vapor-

POWER HOUSE.

BLACKSMITH SHOP.

in this building consists of bolt

building

in

supported on the walls under the

coils,

pressed

The machinery

offices.

are suspended

end of a conduit hanger,

ceiling at the

having branches connecting with the radiators.

into the heating

and smaller

wiring being in conduit with cut-out and fuses located in

livered to the serving faucets

hammers

two columns

lighted by incandescent lamps, the

supply piping

the steam

will)

OIL HOUSE.

connects directly to the return
is

radiation

direct

Colonial radiators in the store-room, and

The machinery is driven by five motors in 30 and 40
The shafting was run across the
horse power units.

The

The

*5

from the power house,

to the

power

each.

They

are set in two and a half batteries,

the brickwork of the half being arranged for future ex-

Four of the

boilers are equipped with

Mans-

blacksmith shop, furnishing steam for the operation of the

tension.

steam hammers which range in size from 800 to
hammers
3,300 lbs. There are also two Bradley power
A compressed air line runs
driven from a line shaft.

field

around the east and north sides of the building, supplying the air for hoists and furnaces. There are fortyThe lighting is by means of
five forges in the shop.

Reliance water columns and Kerchner low water alarms,

supplied

water arch protects the bridge wall of each stoker-

five

eight arc lamps, while the foreman's office

is

This

OFFICE AND STORE HOUSE.
and storehouse building is 50x201 ft., with
a large platform on the east end. It has two stories, a
basement and attic. It is the intention of the company to
install an elevator in the building, to serve the basement
and the first and second floors. The lights in the storeroom are dropped from the ceiling between the shelves
and racks built in for storing material. The office on
office

two arc

for the purpose

refuse from car work.

and

4-in.

A

by hand.

fifth is fired

of firing shavings and

The

other

boilers are provided with

Automatic stop and check
feeders to the main steam header.

check safety valves.

valves protect the 8-in.

first

the second floor has

is

Each blow-off pipe has two. blow-off valves,
Homestead
plug valve type and then a Meyer
a

fired boiler.

with incandescent lamps.

The

chain grate stokers, while the

lights,

descent lamps for illumination.

and numerous incan-

angle valve.

The chimney

is

located twenty-five feet west of the

power house, and the gases are carried
breeching.

It

rests

to

it

in a steel

on a separate foundation, and

constructed of hollow segmental bricks.

is

175 feet
was designed

It

is

high and 7 feet in diameter at the top. It
and built by the Alphonse G. Custodis Chimney Construction Co.

Between the boiler room and engine room is the pump
room, which is 20x84 ft. Its floor is at the same level
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room floor and is of concrete laid on a
The pumps, heater and major piping are in

as the boiler

cin-

der

this

fill.

room, and so arranged as to give the simplest pipe con-

The

main steam-header

12-in

pump

above the floor of the

on

is

Long

room.

beams

I

17-ft.

radius return

from the auto-stop and checkAll steam
valves on the boilers to the main header.
are
main
header
taken
from the
connections leaving the
top of the pipe through angle valves. The engines and
compressor are supplied directly from the main header,
A 6-in.
protected by a Crane steel steam separator
auxiliary steam header in the pump room supplies steam
bends of

to

8-in. pipe lead

the pumps and, when desired, to the reservoirs of
compound engines. Cross connections and dividing

all

the

valves are used in the main and auxiliary headers.

The

6-in.

high pressure steam pipe for the shops

may

from the main auxiliary or both
headers. All of the high and low pressue steam piping
and hot water piping in the powerhouse is covered with
Keasbey & Mattison's sectional magnesia covering. All
high pressure steam piping under ground and in tunnels
Keasbey & Mattison's asbestos
is waterproofed with
be

supplied

either

In the west end of the

Fairbanks-Morse

fire

pump room

is

a 2oxi2xi6-in.

pump, with a capacity of 1,500

The

gallon per minute, at 100 lbs pressure.

suction

connected with both the tank and the city main

may be

being provided so that the shop system
either city,

tank

or

fire

Two

pressures.

;

is

valves

fed with

I2x7^4-in.

Fairbanks-Morse boiler pumps of 40,000 cubic feet
per hour capacity, are installed. A Webster Star open
heater supplies hot water for boiler feed.
The Damon system for returning the condensation
from the high pressure steam piping to the boilers is
employed. This system is connected into the boiler feed
piping so that the water of condensation is continuously
returned

the

to

Two

boilers.

vacuum pumps draw

8xi2xi2-in.

all

buildings and discharge this

hot water into the feed water heater.
the north side of the

pump room

4 feet 3 in. wide and 3 feet 6
cold water mains are carried.

deep

in.

a pipe trench

is

in

which

the

all

All pipes carrying high

or low pressure steam and water from the powerhouse
to

the various shops are brought into this trench and

leave the building at either end of

At

it.

its

east

end the

trench opens into a concrete tunnel leading to the machine shop.

The

return mains from the heating system

powerhouse and are
carried to a point close to the vacuum pumps.
Tbe engine room floor is 7 ft. above the pump room

also enter this tunnel outside the

and has a basement under

floor,

of the piping

48x84

The

and 24x36

14

condensing

inch

Murray-Corlis

compound, non-

cross

engines

nected to Western Electric 200

are

direct

con-

250 volt D. C. generators.
For nights and light loads there is a 13x22x26
in.
Westinghouse cross-compound engine direct conk. w.,

nected to a Western Electric 100

k. w.,

250 volt gener-

ator.

Compressed

air for the plant is

supplied by a

Rand

Imperial compressor, with cylinders 18 and 30, 28 and
17, by 24-inch cross-compound steam and two stage air,

with a capacity of 2,000 cubic feet per minute at 120

M.
The 6-panel switchboard was

R. P.

built by the Western
and distributes electrical power for all purposes to shops and yards. The feeder lines run up the
wall back of the board and out to the transmission line.
Power and lighting feeders leaving the powerhouse
are carried on 35-ft. iron poles set in concrete.
Seven

Electric Co.,

feeder circuits control
lines

all

being carried their

of the lights of the plant, the
full

size

from the switchboard

ft.,

floor

is

run

in

this

its

entire area.

basement.

The

A

part

floor

is

and occupies the northern end of the building.
is

of concrete with

cement

finish,

of each building.

The motors

are practically

carried on

all

mounted on

brackets,

The
of the buildings.
Cutler-Hammer Co. universal type,
the fuses, switch and starting rheostat being mounted
on a single slate panel. All motors of 50 horse power or
supported on the" brick walls

starters are of the

over are supplied with circuit circuit-breakers instead of

The motors used throughout

fuses.

Co. semi-enclosed

Electric

type,

are of the Western

shunt

or

compound

wound.

FREIGHT CAR REPAIR SHED.
This
tion.

is

merely an open shed of wooden roof construc-

It is

70x400

ft.

TRANSFER TABLE.

Marsh

the return condensation of the en-

heating system of

Along

crane.

to the panel boards located at the centers of distribution

roofing.

tire

framed into the building walls and machine foundations.
It is served bv a 12-ton Shaw hand traveling
steel

Three

nections.

March, 1906

A

75-foot

transfer

table,

supplied

by the Whiting

Foundry Equipment Co., of Harvey, 111., serves the locomotive, coach and paint shops. It is electrically operated.
The work was divided up in smaller contracts by the
railway company instead of letting it in one large conThen it was simply based on labor cost with the
tract.
railway company furnishing the material. The grading
was let to Henry Daumkoff, Little Rock, Ark. The general plans and designing of the building was done by J.
W. Schaub, 1730 Monadnock Block, Chicago. The steel
construction and erection was done by the American
Bridge Co. the concrete work was done by E. Crebo,
Kansas City, Mo., and the brick and carpenter work by
Wyatt & Donavan, St. Louis, Mo. The contract for the
;

power, lighting, heating and
systems was awarded to the Arnold Co.,

installation of the complete

compressed
Chicago, to

air

whom we

and photographs

are indebted for the description

illustrating the

shops.
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Some

of the Essentials in Locomotive Boiler

Design*

WHEN

we

D.

forced and somewhere below which
liable capacity of the boiler,

consider that boiler repairs constitute

one-third of the cost of locomotive repairs, fuel

BY

87

VAN ALSTYNE, MECHANICAL SUPERINTENDENT,
NORTHERN PACIFIC RAILWAY.

concerned
desirable

The

and so

it

could be

made

the

maximum

re-

far as the firebox is

would appear that forced

it

if

is

circulation

very

is

practicable.

greater the length of the firebox the greater the

one-half of the total cost of locomotive operation, and

volume of water required to pass from the barrel of the
boiler into the water legs, hence the side sheets and stay-

that one-half of engine failures are directly or indirectly

bolts of a

chargeable to boilers,

we cannot

to realize the im-

fail

short firebox are less likely to give trouble

The

than a long one.

tendency, therefore, should be to-

portance of directing a large part of our effort in loco-

ward

motive design toward the production of a boiler which has

water space and as short a firebox as

minimum

the

cost of repairs,

the most reliable.
in

good

efficiency

and

is

sought for

of the results to be

boiler design are

Reliability

1

Some

maximum

dom from

and economical maintenance,

i.

e.,

free-

and leaky flues.
2.
Continuous development of maximum horsepower
within the capacity and endurance of the average fireman.
Efficiency approaching as closely as possible to that
3.

of the best stationary boilers.

and low cost of maintenance depend
upon freedom of circulation around the firebox.
Reliability

chiefly

Since

is

consistent with

The result will be an exceedingly
heavy and bulky boiler at the firebox, necessitating the
use of trailer truck, which it is likely will eventually have
necessary grate area.

four wheels instead of two.

With

cracked sheets, leaky seams, leaky and broken

staybolts

a decided increase in depth of throat and width of

me

reference to flues considerable observation leads

wide bridge,

to believe that a comparatively

say,

one

inch, or possibly more, is desirable for large boilers be-

cause of the greater stiffness of the flue sheet and prob-

But wide spacing
does not cure leaky flues, which are the most difficult boiler
trouble to control. I think it can be satisfactorily shown
ably better circulation between flues.

that the rolling of a flue into a sheet

is

a watertight job

'o'-si

section

ff-B

ss'o-

Totol ZSOOOOLbs

SOOOOLbs.

depends upon the head creating

SOOOOLbs

and the
size of the passages through which the water must flow
from the barrel of the boiler to water legs around firebox, it follows that the greater the depth of firebox and
circulation

the wider the water legs the

more rapid the

circulation.

maximum

depth of

crown sheet

at the ex-

This depth should be obtained by
throat sheet and not by raising the

it

SOOOOLbs

SOOOOLbs.

BSOOOLbs

£SOOOLh.t

any degree of heat, provided the flue
and flue sheet can be made to expand and contract together, and therefore that when flues leak the conditions
are such as to make the flue try to expand more than the
sheet and in so doing it is compressed and made smaller
to withstand almost

The

than the flue hole in the sheet.
of water and coal,

method of

pense of steam space.

weather and severe service,

Experience with smoke consumers and fuel oil has
demonstrated the inability of the ordinary locomotive fire-

leakage of flues and this influence
chiefly

box

Whatever

to

withstand the heat of perfect combustion, no

doubt due to the fact that natural circulation is unable
to supply the firebox with water rapidly enought to prevent overheating.

It is

doubtful

if it is

possible through

natural circulation, under the best possible conditions, to

construct a boiler whose firebox will withstand the heat

of perfect combustion, but

when

coal

is

burned

It is

probable that there

yond which the speed of natural

is

effect

quality

injectors,

have an influence on the
is,

on the

I believe,

size

exerted

of the nozzle.

causes, therefore, have the greatest tendency

toward reducing the nozzle would be the most productive
of leaky flues, and these

severe service.
the blast

The

I

believe to be poor coal

smaller the nozzle the

and

more severe

and the greater the blow pipe action on the end

making them hotter than the sheet which compresses them so that they they are smaller than the sheet
when they cool down. So far as my investigation goes,
of flues,

in the

ordinary manner, the better the circulation the less the
firebox troubles.

through their

flue,

and working

firing
all

length of

a point be-

circulation cannot be

the great majority of leaky flues are below the center line

of the boiler, indicating that the short flames of highest

*A

paper read before the Northwest Railway Club at
Paul, Minn., on January 9, 1906.

St.

temperature enter the lower

flues.

Hence the need

for the
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greatest possible depth of firebox below the flues so that

other means of keeping the intensest heat

from the

away

ends will have the same good effect on flue

flue

thing

it

is

not overdrawing

to say that

it

chamahead of the

than 70 per cent of the total weight, and the lower this
percentage is the more reliable and efficient the engine

leakage, and recent experience with a combustion

will be,

ber which sets the flue sheet three

dead weight as possible is put into the boiler.
A cut of a heavy Pacific type locomotive

throat sheet has

no heavy

road engine should be built with weight on drivers more

these hottest flames cannot reach them.

Any

I

March, 1906

feet

shown a marked decrease

in flue leakage.

Of utmost importance, however, is the care of boilers,
The most poorly designed boiler is made better by more
care, while the best designed boiler will not

do well

if

it

being understood, of course, that as

much
is

of the

presented

to illustrate the principles set forth in this paper.

heating surface

The

tubes 3.133 square feet, combustion

is,

chamber 121 square

firebox 213 square feet, total

feet,

The

some of the important features in good
care of boilers are regular and thorough washing out and
blowing off, washing out and filling up with hot water,
uniform boiler feeding and avoidance of working injectors as far as possible when the engine is not working
steam, removal of broken staybolts promptly, and inWater treatment has done
telligent expanding of flues.

Steam Motor Coach — Great North of Scotland
Railway

much

The

neglected, and

and

in

to reduce boiler troubles, but

my judgment

it

has

its

limitations

should not be attempted until the

and systematic maintenance have

possibilities of design

been exhausted.

To sum

up,

in its fullest

seems

it

to

development

me

will

in proportion to the barrel
likely that

it

will

that the locomotive boiler

be

much

than

it

larger and heaver

now.

is

It is

quite

be necessary to carry the overhanging

weight back of the drivers on a four-wheel trailer truck.
The tendency for road engines, either freight or passenger, will be to

make

size of boilers a larger

the dead weight due to increased

percentage of the total weight.

This increased dead weight, however, should not be a matter of concern so long as it increases the reliability and
efficiency of the boiler.

man

is sufficient

The

reason in

limiting capacity of the fire-

itself for striving in

to increase boiler efficiency, either

through better

superheating or compounding.

FIG.

I

— SECTION

every way
boilers,

3,527 square feet.

•

THIS
gers,
seats

street

^-

is

48 square

feet.

o-

coach has accommodation for forty-six passen-

who

enter through a side door near the end.

are placed crosswise in the car, similar to

car seats.

The coach and locomotive combined

are 49 feet 11^2 inches long over

all,

12 feet 11 inches

high and 9 feet 4 inches wide. The total wheel base
43 feet including the engine truck whose wheel base
,

10

feet.

The

The

total

weight loaded

is

47

interior of the coach consists of

is
is

tons.

one compartment,

and is finished in kauri pine match boarding below the
bottom light rail, and in mottled kauri pine panels with
teak facias and mouldings above. It is lighted by Stone's
system of electric lighting, the lamps being arranged in
pairs

down the 'enter. The electric current is generated
dynamo suspended from the underframe of the car

by a
and driven from the axle of the motor

The locomotive

as

shown

is

truck.

attached to the coach.

In

order to keep the wheel base within 43 feet, a vertical
boiler was suggested and after considering the conditions,

Messrs. Barclay, Sons

OF BOILER

grate area

&

Co. placed the order for this

AND ENGINE, STEAM MOTOR COACH, GREAT NORTH OF SCOTLAND

RY.
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ment has the effect of minimizing the vibration of the
engine, and permits the coach to be detached if desired.
The springs which support the end of the coach are six
in number, four of which always bear the load, the remaining two being available for taking up any abnormal
movement, which make the part of the coach nearest to
the engine easy riding.

The brake used

FIG.

2— PLAN

AND ENGINE, STEAM MOTOR COACH, GREAT
NORTH OF SCOTLAND RY.

OF BOILER

with Messrs.

shown

Cochran

&

Co.,

The

Arman.

in detail in the illustrations.

It is

6

boiler

feet in

is

diam-

has a great area of 9
square feet with a heating surface of 500 square feet.

and 9

eter

6 inches high.

feet

There are 295 tubes, each
by 3 feet nj4 inches long.
is

i

It

1
/* inches, outside diameter

The steam

pressure carried

160 pounds.

The engine

of the detachable type.

The

is

of the Walschaert type, the valves

slanting faces above the cylinders.

ing

is

of steel

stay as shown,

1

cyclinders

The

valve

working on

The engine fram-

inch thick, with a strong central cross-

and the

boiler rests

on pads on the fram-

The wheels are 3 feet 7 inches in diameter.
The coach frame runs forward under the foot

ing.

an internal hydraulic pressure of 1,000 pounds
The cylinders were made of best close-

per square inch.

grained, tough, cold-blast cast iron, the pistons of similar

metal and the slide valves of Stone's bronze; while the

gun-metal parts were constructed of
parts copper

and

I

part

tin.

a.

mixture of

of

5

This mixture was used for

made

the journal bearings, and the journal boxes were

plate

and carries a pivot-piece which rests on movable bolsters
working between sliding faces, and resting on springs,
This arrangethe whole being carried on knife-edges.

the standard

strength of 14 tons per square inch, with 55 per cent
elongation in 2 inches, and the boiler tubes were required
to stand

is

are 10 inches in diameter by 16 inches stroke.

gear

Westinghouse type
as applied on the whole of the Great North of Scotland
system. There is also a steam sanding apparatus.
The materials used in the construction of the boiler,
engine, etc., were required to stand the following tests
Boiler plates 26 to 28 tons per square inch breaking stress,
with an elongation of from 37 to 40 per cent in a length
of 2 inches; the copper plates had to have an ultimate
is

cast steel.

The wheels
tires

are of Siemens-Martin cast steel, and the

of Siemens' open-hearth steel, having a breaking

tensile strength of

from 42

to 45 tons per square inch.,

with an elongation of not less than 25 per cent in 2 inches.
The breaking tensile strength of the axles was specified

an elongation of 33
The coupling, connecting and pis-

to be 32 tons per square inch, with

per cent in 2 inches.

ton rods had an ultimate tensile strength of 35 tons per
square inch, with an elongation of 25 per cent in 2 inches.

The breaking

strength of the steel castings was from 28

to 32 tons per square inch with

an elongation of 25 per

cent in 2 inches.

Fuel for the boiler

is

carried in a bunker at the back

of the cab, and storage for 600 gallons of water
plied, partly

coal bunker.

A

under the coach and partly

The

coal capacity

is

in a

is

tank

sup-

in the

15 cwt.

velocity of 30 miles per hour can be attained in 20

seconds and speeds up to 60 miles per hour are obtainable with the powerful cylinders.

however,

adding

is

This amount of power,

not provided in order to gain speed, but for

trailers,

which are applied during the rush hours

of the day.

To
is

enable the coach to be driven from either end, there

a Chatburn's telegraph arrangement between the cab

and the vestibule

end of the coach. There are
also levers connected to a rocking shaft, which communicate motion from the back of the coach to the
at the rear

throttle lever in the cab.

TABLE OF DIMENSIONS,

FIG. 3

END ELEVATION OF BOILER AND ENGINE, STEAM MOTOR COACH,
GREAT NORTH OF SCOTLAND RY.

&C.

Diameter of clyinders

10

in.

Stroke

16

in.

—

Valve gear Walschaert type
Diameter of wheels

3

ft.

7

in.
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Wheel-base of engine
Boiler
Cochran vertical type

10

ft.

Staying

6

ft.

Length

23-32

in.

Width

6

in.

Depth

—

Firebox

Inside diameter

Thickness of plates

Height over

Number

9

all

ft.

of tubes

295

iy2

Outside diameter of tubes

Length of tubes

3

ft.

Total heating surface of boiler

Steam pressure
Height from rail to top of stack

160

lb.

1 1

*4

in.
i

n

-

500

sq. ft.

per

sq. in.

12

ft.

Capacity of coal-bunker

11 in.

15 cwt.

Capacity of water-tanks

600 gallons.

locomotive illustrated by our half-tone repre-

now under
Baldwin Locomotive Works for the

sents an order of twenty-eight engines

construction at the

— Material

Steel
•

108

•

front,

in.

;

crown base

iron

sides,

in.

y%

;

68

in

back,

;

Water Space

front, 5 in.

in.

in.

in.

crown,

;

—

sides, 5 in.

;

;

back, 5

in.

Tubes Material
Iron, Wire Gauge, .125 M. M.
Number, 245 diameter, 2^4 in. length, 20 ft.
Heating Surface Firebox
174 sq. ft.
Tubes
2874 sq. ft.
;

;

—

Total

3048

.

Driving Wheels

—Diameter

sq.

ft.

49.5 sq.

ft.

jy
70

in.
in.

x 12

in.

Outside

Diameter of Center
main, 10

Journals

in.

x

12

in.,

others 9

Engine Truck Wheels (front)
Journals

with reference to interchangeability of parts, in accord-

Engine Truck Wheels (back)
Journals

ciated Lines.

Wheel Base

33^

in.

x 10

in.

diameter, 45

in.

in.

x 12

in.

13

ft.,

4

in.

8

—Driving

Rigid
Total

in.

diameter,

6

ance with the standards adopted by the Harriman Asso-

—

66

tube, Yz in.

Oregon Short Line. They are simple machines with
every modern device making for efficiency, and are built

Staying of the crown is by means of inverted T bars
with sling stays, and the tubes as in all engines of this
type are long in this case twenty feet, a situation which

in.

back, 64

^

Grate Area

Pacific Type Engine, Oregon Short Line

THE

T

Inverted

Thickness of Sheets,
Y%
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Engine

Total Engine and Tender

63

in.

13

f t.,

4

in.

33

ft.,

4

in,

ft.,

10^

in

PACIFIC TYPE ENGINE, OREGON SHORT LINE

no doubt be relieved by a return to a practice long
obsolete, but which has been recently suggested as a
means for improving boilers with inordinately long tubes,
will

namely, the combustion chamber.
These engines are capable of exerting a drawbar pull
of 30,000 pounds under any condition of rail, having
4.7

pounds of adhesive weight per pound of traction power,
and can therefore be relied upon to get away from a station without loss of time.

of a clean cut,

They

On
On

— On Driving Wheels

Truck,

lbs.

37,000

lbs.

44,000
222,000

lbs.

about 384,000

lbs.

front

Truck, back

Total Engine

Total Engine and Tender

— Capacity
Tender— Wheels,
Tank

coal, 10 tons

No.

8,

;

lbs.

water, 9,000 gal.

diameter

Journals

5^

handsome examples
simple American engine, put up with the

hard knocks of an exacting service.
cification fully explains the details

The

following spe-

of interest:

Gau ge

4

Cylinder

Valve
Boiler—Type
Diameter
Thickness of Sheets

141,000

in.

33^

in.

x 10

in.

are

characteristic regard of the builders for withstanding the

22

f tj

in.

gy2

in

x 28

in.

.

Balanced Piston
Straight

n-16

in.

of the

Wabash

at

Moberly, Mo., succeeding Mr. James

Stannard, resigned.

Mr. A. Bardsley has been appointed master mechanic
of the Gulf

&

Ship Island, with

Mr. M.

office at

Gulfport, Miss.

in.

in place of

%

in.

Mr. W. C. Dailey has been appointed roundhouse foreman of the Missouri Kansas & Texas at Smithville, Tex.,
in place of Mr. H. Kistner, transferred.

and

200
,;,..,

Personals
Mr. W. A. Hopkins has been appointed electrician of
the Wabash, with headquarters at Springfield, 111.
Mr. J. T. Sheahan has been appointed master carpenter

70

Working Pressure
Fuel

Weight

Soft

coal

S. Curley.
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Anthony has been appointed master mechanic
of the Lehigh & New England, with headquarters at Pen
Argyl, Pa., succeeding Mr. H. C. Shields, promoted.
Mr. L. L. Bentley has resigned as mechanical engineer
of the Lehigh Valley to become vice-president and general manager of the Oswego Boiler & Engine Company
of Oswego, N. Y.
Mr. A E. Yohn has been appointed master mechanic
of the Huntington & Broad Top Mountain, with office
at Saxton, Pa., in place of Mr. C. R. Yohn, resigned.
Mr. Robert McMeen has been appointed road foreman
of engines of the Lake Erie & Western at Tipton, Ind.,
in place of Mr. Edward H. Dougherty, resigned.
Mr. G. G. Davis has been appointed general foreman of
Mr.

F. S.

the car department of the Cleveland Cincinnati Chicago
St.

Louis at Indianapolis, Ind., effective February

&

Rapids, Mich.

W.

C.

Smith, master mechanic of the Missouri

Pacific at Fort Scott, Kan., has been transferred to

sas City, Mo., in a similar capacity to succeed

Kan-

Mr. William

Naughton, resigned.
Mr. L. E. Hassner, heretofore general foreman of
shops of the Illinois Central at East Saint Louis,

111.,

been appointed master mechanic

in place

at Clinton,

111.,

M. J. McGraw, resigned.
Mr. M. J. McGraw, heretofore master mechanic

has

of Mr.

of the

Central at Clinton, 111., has been appointed masmechanic of the Missouri Pacific at Fort Scott, Kan.,
succeeding Mr. W. C. Smith, transferred.
The office of master car builder of the Cincinnati
Illinois

ter

Hamilton

& Dayton and

Pere Marquette has been abolished.
It is stated that Mr. W. D. Lowry, who held that
office, will remain with the former road.
E. D. Hilleary was appointed division freight agent
of the

Philadelphia

& Reading

Railway

Atlantic City Railroad Co., January

1st,

Co.,

with an

and the
office at

Bowness Briggs, deceased.
J. J. Bergen was appointed acting division freight
agent of the Philadelphia & Reading Terminal Co., January 1st, with office at Philadelphia, vice David S. Grafly,
Philadelphia, vice

granted leave of absence on account of

illness.

C .H. Quereau, engineer of test of the New York
Central & Hudson River at West Albany, N. Y., has been
Mr.

appointed superintendent of electrical equipment of that

and

have charge of the electric rolling stock.
Mr. D. J. Malone, division master mechanic of the
Oregon Short Line at Salt Lake City, Utah, has been

road,

appointed
Pacific at

will

division

matser mechanic of the

Ogden, Utah,

to succeed

Southern
Mr. E. M. Luckett,

resigned.

Mr.

J. H. Williams, roundhouse foreman of the Lehigh
Valley at East Buffalo, N. Y., has been appointed master
mechanic at Wilkesbarre, Pa. Mr. Thomas Madigan has
been appointed to succeed Mr. Williams at East Buffalo.
Mr. S. G. Thomson has been appointed assistant en-

gineer of motive power of the Buffalo

&

division of the Pennsylvania at Buffalo, N. Y., in place

W.

on February 12.
Mr. E. B. Hughes has been appointed general foreman
of shops of the Wabash at Tilton, 111., in place of Mr.
John Baird, resigned. Mr. George Schwartz has been
appointed foreman of machine shops at Fort Wayne,
Ind., succeeding Mr. Hughes.
The office of Mr. W. L. Kellogg, master mechanic of
the Pere Marquette, has been moved from Grand Rapids
to Detroit, Mich., and Mr. Kellogg has been placed in
charge of the car department in addition to his duties
of Mr.

B. Ott, transferred, effective

as master mechanic.

Mr. C. W. Cross, Division master mechanic of the Lake
Shore & Michigan Southern at Elkhart, Ind., has been
appointed to the newly created position of Superintendent of apprentices, with headquarters at

1.

Mr. J. E. Keegan, heretofore master mechanic of the
Grand Rapids & Indiana, has been appointed superintendent of motive power, with headquarters at Grand
Mr.
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Allegheny Valley

New

York.

Mr. James C. McCarty has been appointed to succeed
Mr. Cross as division master mechanic at Elkhart.
Mr. Frank E. Christy has been appointed roundhouse
foreman of the Buffalo & Allegheny division of the
Pennsylvania at Pitssburg, Pa. Mr. E. L. Fraser has
been appointed assistant roundhouse foreman at Altoona,
Pa., in place of Mr. Christy.
Mr. John T. Flavin, assistant master mechanic of the
Indiana, Illinois & Iowa, has been appointed master mechanic of the Indiana Harbor also, with headquarters at
Kankakee, 111. Mr. Edward H. Dougherty is appointed
road foreman of engines.
Mr. W. P. Chrysler, formerly with the Fort Worth &
Denver City at Childress, Tex., has been appointed master
mechanic of the Chicago Great Western, with office at
Oelwein, la., to succeed Mr. J. E. Chisholm, who has
been

appointed

general

master mechanic, with head-

quarters at Oelwein.

Mr. J. R. Alexander has been appointed general road
foreman of engines of the Pennsylvania Railroad at Altoona, Pa.
Mr. W. J. Rusling has been appointed assistant to the assistant engineer of motive power at Altoona. Mr. W. B. Ott, assistant engineer of motive power
at Buffalo, N. Y./has been transferred to Altoona, Pa.,
in a similar capacity, in place of Mr. W. Elmer, Jr., promoted.

Mr. A. A. Scott has been appointed locomotive inspector
at the Angus shops of the Canadian Pacific at Montreal,
Que. Mr. E. Marshall has been appointed locomotive
foreman at Outremont, Que., in place of Mr. Scott, and
Mr. J. Wilkinson has been appointed locomotive foreman
at Hochelaga, Que., to succeer Mr. Marshall.
Mr. C.
A. Stark, locomotive foreman at Ottawa, Ont, has been
transferred to Carleton Junction, Ont., as general fore-

man.
Mr.

I.

B. Thomas, master mechanic of the Pittsburg

shops of the Pennsylvania Railroad, has been appointed
master mechanic of the shops at Altoona., Pa., in place
of Mr. G.

W.

under the pension rules,
having reached the age of 70 years. Mr. William Elmer,
Jr., assistant engineer of motive power at Altoona, has
been appointed master mechanic of the Pittsburg shops to
succeed Mr. Thomas, effective on Jaunary 26.
Strattan, retired
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New

J}

The cleaning
are

Flue Cleaning Machine

of locomotive and other boiler tubes,

removed from the

drum
not

thoroughly

manufactured for and

&

Chicago,

Son,

boiler,

but the latter

rattler,

always

March, 1906

111.,

is

is

limited in capacity,

is

The machine

effective.

is

when

noisy and
illustrated

sold exclusively by Joseph T.

and

is

they

ordinarily accomplished in a
is

is

Ryerson

claimed to effect a considerable

saving in the time and labor required in cleaning

flues.

These

machines are already in use in some of the largest railroad
shops in the country, among them the Montreal and Tacoma,
shops of the Northern Pacific Railroad, and the Topeka shops
of the Santa Fe Railroad.
The machine comprises an overhead steel frame work
erected over a concrete pit sunk in the floor of the shop, which
is

kept partly

filled

The

with water.

flues

while being cleaned

two wide-faced, case hardened,
wrought iron chains, forming continuous loops in which the flues
roll over and over upon themselves as the chains are driven.
All gearing is overhead and driven by direct connected motor.
are suspended in the water by

To keep

the flues in position, fenders are provided in the pit

which are adjustable to flues from 8 to 20 feet long. The rear
chain is supported by a transverse carriage which is moved
toward or away from the front chain by screws driven by the
main driving motor, thus adjusting the chains to the length
of flues handled. The flues may be raised or lowered by means
of an idler over which the driving chains pass and which by alternate raising and lowering correspondingly lengthens or shortBy this arrangement the flues are
ens the suspending chains.
raised by the machine itself without the assistance of a crane
or hoist.
On rails laid on either side of the pit a small push
car is run and the flues to be cleaned are brought over the pit
on the car as is shown in Fig. 1. They are then lifted from the
car by chains, the car is removed, the flues lowered into the
pit and the machine started.
Fig. 2, an end elevation and section of the machine, shows
the manner in which the raising and lowering is accomplished
and shows the tubes in the position occupied while the cleaning
process

is

going on.
To place the tubes in position to lower
four minutes and the only labor required is that

takes about

of pushing the car into position.
is

about the same with

rattler,

this

The

machine

but five or six times as

actual time of rattling

as with the barrel

many

flues

l-'IG.

mav

I

form of

be handled

—VIEW

at

FIG.

a

2

—END ELEVATION AND

time, so that the cost

is

SECTION OF FLUE CLEANING

reduced to

less

MACHINE

that four cents per

hundred flues.
Another advantage claimed for this machine is the entire
absence of noise, inasmuch as the rattling takes place under
water.
Furthermore, the water washes out the soot and dirt
from the inside of the tubes at the same time that the scale
and other material is being scraped from the outside. The propelling chain moves at the rate of about 130 feet per minute.

OF FLUE CLEANING

MACHINE
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A

20-horse power direct connected motor

is

used to drive the

»
Friction Countershaft
•

The Improved

tion,

which

is

quite an

new

a

machine.

friction counter-

improvement over now existing forms.

Its driving

power

will be

understood when

pointed out that the friction shoes are screwed into contact

with the rim, a tight engagement being thus obtained with a

very small effort at the shifter lever.
The force required to engage this clutch

is

so

and that the operator can apply
any desired amount of driving power to his machine.
The extent to which this feature can be utilized is shown
by the fact that a piece of work may be put on the lathe centers
and cut in two with a parting tool without danger of breaking
the tool, because the friction can be set just tight enough to
drive the cut and to slip when the piece comes apart and
There are many other occasions on which
pinches the tool.
as in bottom tapping, or any time when
this feature is useful
tool or work can be protected against breakage by the slipping
This same property makes it easily possible to
of the friction.
slack down the speed for measuring or examining the surface
of the work when stopping would leave a mark on the work.
;

used over a lathe

it

can be used as a "Brake"

to

quickly stop the machine by lightly engaging the "backing" friction before bringing the handle to the "off" position.

The makers have spared no
very good
the

if

the hangers

all

around.

self-oiling

Instead

pains to

of the

make

this countershaft

old two-point

The

this.

SELF

the belts

friction,

are

pulleys run

»

•

Self* Measuring

and Computing

Oil

and Gaso-

line Outfits
The accompanying

shows an eight tank self-measand gasoline outfit, as manufactured

illustration

uring and computing

oil

by the Boyer-Radford & Gordon Tank & Pump Co., of Dayton,
Ohio. In this outfit the tanks contain linseed meal oil, floor oil,
turpentine, crude oil, alcohol, linseed oil, engine oil and raw
linseed

The

oil.

pump

self-measuring

a simple and accurate machine.

is

measures accurately either way the handle is turned.
It
computer giving the exact money value
of the oil pumped. The register keeps perfect tally of the total
amount pumped. The cut-off check valve is a neat appliance
as it prevents all drip and evaporation.
The indicators consist of floats perfectly sealed to which
are fastened square sticks that bear a scale of figures computed
These move upto the cubic capacity of the tank in gallons.
ward and downward with the oil in the tank showing at a
glance the number of gallons on hand.
It

is

also provided with a

The

suspen-

boxes are so supporte'd as to be free to

IMPROVED FRICTION COUNTERSHAFT

required to adjust the

on sleeves set-screwed
to the shaft, providing a large bearing surface and containing
the oil holes, so that the belts need not be thrown off for oiling.
The drip cups are taken off by withdrawing a cotter pin, doing
away with all spilling of oil, as with those that have to be
screwed out when full. Taking everything in consideration this
countershaft ought to add materially to the output of the
machine it is used over. It is made by the Wilmarth & Morman Company, Grand Rapids, Mich.

the friction gradually engages

sion

will not bind the shaft

small tha'

with the tip of the finger at the shifter handle, the frictioi.
It will be noticed that
is set tight enough to slip the belts.

When

tools are

not thrown off for

noted particularly in respect to driving power, ease of operanoiselessness, and in giving the workman perfect con-

trol of his
it

is

No

«

The accompanying engravings show
It is

and

in all directions

are not put up squarely.

machine.

shaft

swing
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outfit.

cabinet

shown

is

what

MEASURING AND COMPUTING
floor.

cabinet

known
pump are

The exposed
is

OIL

as

is

In this the cabinet and

both

a

first

floor

on the saint

AND GASOLINE OUTFITS

parts of the

pump

are

all

nickeled and the

a high furniture finish.

The company makes
other kind of

all

kinds

of

tanks

for

cellar

or

any

outfit.

.--.

The World's Fair and the Result
Visitors of the late World's Fair at St. Louis wil be pleased
to observe on page 39 of the advertising a faithful reproduction
of machinery hall and also a half-tone of the important exhibit
of wood working machines by the H. B. Smith Machine Co., of

Smithville, N.
is

IMPROVED FRICTION COUNTERSHAFT

J.

a very artistic

This engraving

way

is

unique in the fact that

it

of expressing the facts in unmistakable

language which the thousands of visitors who recorded their
names in the above space and others will recognize.
The exhibit consisted of some thirty-five important wood
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working machines of latest design and embodying all valuable
improvements to date. The new moulding machines were of
heavy pattern, and represented the composite ideas of thousands
of American operators who were consulted as to the important
quirements of such machines.
The triple drum sander with endless-bed feed was designed

by Mr. Perry, the acknowledged father of sanders, and was
the result of more than forty years of experience in designing
and building machines of that class. And as much may be said
of the other machines which were exhibited, including fast feed
flooring machines, double-end and single-end tenoners, double
and single spindle shapers, double and single surface planers,
band saws, saw benches, and sundry other machines.
It will be remembered that the H. B. Smith Machine Co.
have been in business nearly sixty years, and within the last
six years have largely increased their line, which was originally

so that

it
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can be fed up to the vise for handling short pieces

of pipe.

The

vise

It
is
opened and
motion by simply moving the
dog forward or backward. The vise jaws are held in T slots
at the end of the jaw holders.
They are made of tempered steel
with teeth of
form and can be sharpened without drawing
the temper.
The adjusting ring at the back of the vise provides ample adjustment for the variation in size of pipe.
The bearings are very large and heavy, and babbitted with
is

the

celebrated

closed while the machine

is

serpentine.

in

M

The gears are all machine cut and
cone on the machine, thus being protected
from chips and dust and out of the way of the operator. The
cone is a three step, giving six speeds to the machine.
the best anti-friction metal.
inclosed within a

The

pipe guides

for steadying the pipe

in

cutting

off,

are

and
planing
mills
shops.
for
and
car
suitable
machines
also many
Their modern machines are all made quite heavy and are strongly driven, hence particularly well adapted for working hard

on back of the head and are operated by means of a lever.
The cutting-off tools are two in number, cutting from two sides
of the pipe at the same time. The nipple atachment used in connection with this machine is so arranged that the grippers can be
closed on the threaded end without injury to the thread, thus
avoiding the necessity of screwing the nipple into the grips

woods.

after they are closed.

confined to sash, door and blind machinery.

complete

They

equipments

for

manufacture

the

Now
of

are publishing the engraving above referred

to,

NIPI'I.K

they

make

they

furniture

which

AND

The reamer

PLtE MILL

is

conveniently

located

so

as

to

ream while

MACHINE

the "World's Fair and the Result", in larger size on
paper and suitable for framing, and which will be sent to
visitors of the World's Fair who called at their space and

cutting off and can be thrown to one side to permit

registered their addresses;

leases the chasers

call

fine

who

will

make

and

it

wiil

also be

sent to others

the request.

»

Nipple and Pipe Mill Machine
This machine

designed for heavy and constant
and shops where a large quantity of pipe
of one size is handled. The machine is unequalled in strength,
speed and convenience in operating.
The head has standard
adjustable quick opening and closing dies, actuated by a cam
movement, controlled by a segment of a gear, and is arranged
is

especially

that

cut.
«

service in pipe mills

pieces of pipe being cut off.

no other machine has.

The

when

The threading guage
It

is

of long
3

feature-

works automatically and

re-

the desired length of thread has been

chasers are five in

number and can be sharpened by

grinding, and readily replaced by chasers

cutting any

style

or

pitch of thread.

The capacity of this machine is from J4
One set of right hand dies for each size

to 2 inches inclusive.

of pipe

is

furnished

with the machine.

The

oil

pump

is

automatic and

is

arranged to flood both the

chasers and cutting-off tools.

This machine

is

built

by the Merrell Mfg. Co., Toledo, Ohio.
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The Bangs Automatic
The Bangs System

Oil

of Lubrication, which

Cup
is

should be

used by many

filled

and the largest builders of locomotives, in the form
Bangs Patent Automatic Oil Cup, shown in the accompanying illustration, is perhaps the best and most economical
system of lubrication known.
E. D. Bangs, Milwaukee, Wis.,

will be seen that the

railroads

cut.

can only get

inventor of this system,

is

installed his automatic oil cups

systems and navigation
of these

oil

cups are

a

engineer

practical

companies.

Among

the

largest

New

is

has

running,
it

The

shown

It

patent extension stem which should, in
of the pin

all

same.

Accompanying each cup are four feeds

or bearing,

carries

the

oil

— No.

directly
1

Figure

The

AUTOMATIC

OIL

CUP

oil

When

used or wasted.
is

When

used, thus showing

this use.

is

known

on or

as the portable

shows the press
off

cranks,

number

of portable

Charles F. Elmes Enhydraulic press

No.

1.

in operation pressing a 12-inch

The machine

armatures,

wheels,

is

used for

couplings,

etc.

is an excellent device for removing and putting in locomotive crank axles. For this purpose it is a great deal more
convenient than attempting to do it in the wheel press which
is not fitted for this class of work.

This

Fig. 2 is an illustration of a portable hydraulic press, No. 2.
This shows the press, pump, oil tank, cylinder and guage complete in operation with beams and side bars for pressing on or
ofr cranks, car wheels, couplings, etc.
This tool would be particularly useful in the round-house or erecting shop for removing or putting in crank pins.
The usual method of doing this

to

to

is

No. 4 fine. The feed is to be regulated to suit the oil. The
cup feeds from the top, throwing the oil up by the reciprocal
motion and on striking the top the oil is directed to the feed
hole by the radial curved guides in the top of cup.
This cup
distributes the oil evenly, a very small particle at each stroke.
It can never be stopped by sediment and is a positive feed.
The
cover should not be removed except to change the feed.
To
fill the cup the plug at the top should be removed and the cup

S

such that

is

in motion.

Illinois.

crank pin into a 60-inch crank disk.

coarse,

FIG.

1

illustration

pressing

hammer from the roof trusses and
men the pin is driven home in half a

suspend a heavy

the aid of five or six

to

BANG

is

illustrations are of a

gineering Works, Chicago,

cases, reach to one-

inch

oil

so much oil is needed
most economical device for

The accompanying

oil cup for
any position.
The

eighth

not a drop of

hydraulic presses manufactured by the

automatic

can be placed in

is

Portable^Hydraulic Presses

Jersey, the

in the illustration is the

locomotives.

of feed

in

can be thrown into the feed hole so that

oil

still

manner

when locomotive

only

to be the

equipped,

oil.

cut

bearing

two apertures shown

users

Northern Steamship
Company, Rogers Locomotive Company, and many others.
Heretofore the device has been manufactured by the Bangs
Company, of Milwaukee, Wisconsin, but the proprietor is now
Mr. Bangs himself, who will continue the manufacture and sale
of the devices bearing his name.
The Bangs Automatic Oil Cups for Locomotives are almost
too well known to need description, the thousands of them in
use testifying to their efficiency and the results obtained by
them.
They can be used on every bearing on a locomotive.
They are purely automatic and it is the testimony of users that
they will pay for themselves in less than six months in the

use on

at the

not running, no

The American Locomotive Company, The

Central Railroad of

saving of

It

when standing

on many of the large railroad

Great Northern Railroad, every engine of which

The

who

through the center aperture of the cover, thus

allowing the air to escape through the

of the

the

95

This simple device will do the job in a very
does not require more than two men.

with
day.

short time and

This company builds hydraulic presses for all kinds of work,
to very small machines, including regu-

from the heaviest down
lar

wheel

presses.

They

manufacture portable

also

cylinder

boring bars for boring cylinders varying in size from 4 inches
to 50 inches.

I

PORTABLE HYDRAULIC PRESS NO.

FIG. 2

—PORTABLE

I

HYDRAULIC PRESS NO. 2
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Star Metal Polish
The

Star

Paste

Polish

the

is

long and

of

result

careful

labor by the most skillful polish manufacturers in the country.

mak-

contains no acids, grits, alkali or cyanide of potassium,

It

ing

pleasant to use and having no disagreeable odor.

it

It will

most highly polished metals, and can be used
on any metal articles, working equally as well in warm as in
not

injure

the

cold weather.

Star Liquid Polish
substances

comes

it

is

non-injurious to the metals or other
contact

in

with,

or

the

person using

it,
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Dry steam, per hour
Dry steam per K. W. H
Dry steam per I. H. P
The final results allow
mined by a separate

vacuum was,

therefore, equivalent to only 25.52" referred to 30"

vided for in the contract.

unequaled for polishing gold, silver, scales, brass, nickel,
copper, zinc and tinware, locomotive and machine mountings,

that

all

kinds of metal.

contains no acid nor anything injurious to the metal or

It will not settle or harden on the bottom of cans.
These polishes as manufactured by the Bell Mfg. Co., St.
BaltiLouis, are extensively used by the following railroads
more & Ohio Chesapeake & Ohio Chicago, Rock Island &
Pacific; Missouri Pacific; Missouri, Kansas & Texas; Norfolk
& Western Union Pacific Southern Pacific Oregon Short
Line and Terminal of St. Louis.

hands.

:

;

;

;

;

;

no correction was made, however, as none was proOther tests at varying vacua show
the vacuum had been carried enough higher to corres-

if

;

pond to 26" vacuum when referred to 30" barometer, the steam
consumption would have been about 0.09 lbs. better, or 11.87 lbs.
per I. H. P. hour instead of the official figure of 11.96 lbs.
The tests were under the supervision of Frank N.
Waterman, who acted as referee. The following represented
their several companies
Interborough Rapid Transit Company, H. G. Scott, superintendent motive power; J. Van Vleck,
mechanical engineer; H. W. Butler, principal assistant engineer;
Thomas Allsop, mechanical engineer, Fifty-ninth street power
:

station

C.

;

W.

Ricker, electrical superintendent

instrument man;

Interborough Rapid Transit Company Test
Subway Engines
An
twin

interesting

official

vertical-horizontal

fifteen-hour

Reynolds

test

Corliss

of

one of the

Engines,

New York

Com-

was concluded December

Samuel Moore,

district

bard, engineer test

as a final determination of the fulfillment of the builder's guar

antee and formally provided for in the original contracts.

;

W.

J.

which was selected as

for

it,

may

all

be readily ascertained from the following data giving

a synopsis of the completed tests.

As

per agreement, on account of the impossibility of keeping

power was determined by the reading of
integrating wattmeters. These readings were reduced to I.
by running the generator as* a synchronous motor adding

a constant load, the
tested

H. P.

when developing

power, to obtain the power exerted by the engine.
The result of the test so made, under conditions approxi-

mating the contract requirements of 7,500 H. P., 75 r. p. m.,
175 lbs. steam pressure and 26 inches vacuum, was a consump
tion of 11.96 lbs. of dry saturated steam per I. H. P. hour, or
well within the guarantee of 12.25 lbs.
The steam consumption
ped K. W. hour at the switchboard was 17.34 lbs.
Duration
15 hours.
Load
5,079 2 K. W.
Friction and Generator losses
4*7-3 K. W. ,=559.41 H. P.
,.'

Total load
I.

H.

P

P.

H

5,496-5

175.18 lbs
-

H. Receiver

19.1

lbs.

19.27

lbs.

HubA. Hop-

T. T.

;

;

C.

A. F. Rolf and

;

«

Month
&

Pedrick

of

Ayer, formerly of

Company.

— ^

The Emmert Mfg.

Co.,

catalogue illustrating their

and Universal

"Tiger"
line

full

of

illustrations

«

line

of

officially

The

vises.

showing the vises

catalogue gives
in

all

a

conceivable

list.

*> »

«

is

a

Waynesboro, Pa., have just issued a
"Presto" Quick Acting, Machinists,

shapes together with a price

It

N.

at Plainfield,

announced that Mr. James A. Milne, who has

number of years been comptroller of the Allis-Chalmers
Company, Milwaukee, has accepted the position of general manafor a

ger

Allis-Chalmers-Bullock,

of

become

on or before

Detroit

Lubricator Co.,

.

The

descriptive
It also

pamphlet

on

»

their

Montreal,

Limited,

May

effective

1st,

Canada, to

1906.

.

Detroit,

No.

21

have issued a
locomotive lubricator.
Mich.,

has helpful hints for the information of engineers, round-

house foremen, lubricator repairmen,

etc.

Full

directions

for

operating and applying the lubricators are given.

Railway Appliances Company begs to announce that it has
Nut manufactured by
the National Elastic Nut Company, of Milwaukee, Wis., and all
taken the selling agency for the Elastic

in regard to price, etc., should be addressed to the
Railway Appliances Company, 1175 Old Colony Building, Chicago, or 114 Liberty street, New York.

inquiries

•-*-•

26.02 lbs.

Temp. Injection Water
Temp. R. H. Discharge
Temp. L. H. Discharge
Barometer
Water, per hour
Drips, per hour
Leakage, per hour
water
of

(boiler)

hour
steam

(actual)

42.36

Boiler Level Correction

Quality

P.

75.02

Vacuum

Net

H.

7,365.3

Steam Pressure
R. H. Receiver
L.

W.

K.

engineer

chief

J., has been purchased and will hereafter be operated by the Railway Appliances

of

;

the electrical input to the switchboard readings

R.

«>

JVotes of the
The well-known company
Philadelphia, now located

made

the engines installed, fulfilled the claims

Mattice,

Lord, sales representative

.

representing

Finlay, assistant

superintendent of erection

15th.

Interborough Rapid Transit
of the Allis-Chalmers Company,

8,

G. F. Chellis,

;

S.

pen and C. J. Larsen, construction department
F. Buch, electrical representative.

the

well the tests of engine No.

W.

Seabrooke and

9

City since 1902,

The tests were conducted by
Company and representatives

How

L.

Allis-Chalmers Company, A. M.

nine

cylinders

the 59th street station of the Interborough Rapid Transit

W.

engineers.

42 inches and 86x60 inches, which have been in operation at
pany,

leakage which was deter-

for boiler

reduce the superheated steam to equivalent dry saturated steam.
The vacuum was carried at 26.02", or as near the contract
requirement as possible, but the barometer stood at 30.50". The

barometer

It

lbs.

11.96 lbs.

24 hours' duration. The steam was
very slightly superheated during the test, as being easier to make
allowance for than wet steam, and a correction was made to

equal to new.

headlight reflectors and

lbs.

17.34

test of

and quickly produces, with little effort, the highest and most
lasting brilliance.
It
removes stains and produces a lustre
It is

88.110

7405

deg.

77-38

deg.

30.50

lbs.

89.906

lbs.

512

lbs.

1-470

lbs.

60

per

87.864
100.28

deg.

per

The Bullard Automatic Wrench

Co.,

of

Providence, R.
,

I.,

has issued one of the most attractive catalogues coming to our
notice.
It is five by eight inches and filled with haff-tones that
are works of

art,

showing the wrenches

in their

various adapta-

tions to pipe and general work. The text is replete with information concerning the construction and purposes of these handy
tools.

lbs.

lbs.

cent

.

A

.

wants a practical man, who thoroughly
understands the working and hardening of high speed steel, as
salesman and demonstrator of the advantages of the steel. The
first-class

firm

:
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among

party must be well acquainted

all

railroad men, be of

good address and not older than 35 years. State previous exAdperience, character of present position and salary wanted.
dress St. D., Postoffice

Box

»

One

New York

1347,

»

City.

•

any situation requiring the

The

lifting

Company, of Brooklyn, N.

have
put out a little pamphlet illustrating one of the finest systems of
window protection against insects ever yet perfected. This screen
rolls up from the inside like a curtain, with absolute certainty
of action, and is made of the best Pompeian bronze wire cloth
woven for the special purpose. The unsightly frames used in the
ordinary screens are absent in these, which are of the simplest
possible construction, and capable of removal or installation by
Invisible Roll Screen

The universal adaptability of this really
make it a necessity in passenger train cars,

any one.
screen will

sleepers, as well as in hotels

The

Hendrick

have issued their

excellent
especially

Company,

Carbondale,

it

plates, revolving screen,

a

sections,

as well as various

etc.,

of elevator buckets, conveyor lining, troughs

styles

and nights, manu-

factured in their sheet iron and steel construction- department.

There

in addition,

is

ing tables which will

ence purposes.

most valuable data in the way of engineermake the book a valuable one for refer-

Copies,

we

understand, will be gladly sent our

readers on application.

In the January issue of The Little Blue Flag, Mr. Henry C.
Lowe, president of Lowe Brothers Co., Dayton, Ohio, says the

following about salesmanship

"From my
manship

point of view the prime qualifications of sales-

are

truthfulness,

tactfulness,

Truthfulness

thoughtfulness.

energy

tireless

necessary;

absolutely

is

&

Cleveland,

Co.,

plant, patterns

and good

Company's bolt

cutters, bolt pointers

make

in

this

line

Ohio,

have purchased

made
more to

the

Machine & Tool
and nut tappers. They will

will of the Reliance

connection with their line of multiple

drills

and intend to add
the floor space which they already ocabout one-third
The plant of the Reliance Machine & Tool Company
cupy.
will be moved to their present quarters and the business will all
None of the executive
be carried on by Foote, Burt & Co.
Tool
of
Reliance
Machine
&
Co. will be connected
staff
the old
with it. All of the shop men, however, will be given employsuch as they have

for the last ten years

is

tion

and

a

attention,

;

with character, intelligence, ambition, loyalty

these qualifications

interest in your hearts, I know that you will
salesmen during the coming year."

all

»

»

Falls

"How

as those

who

bills

as well

are immediately concerned with the maintenance

of fireboxes.

There

is

no question of

economy, and

tion today than that of fuel

to not

less that

is

it

plain that any de-

ten per cent of the total operating expense of

railways, should receive the attention

opportunity to demonstrate

its

It

from the Falls Hollow Staybolt
•

—At

it

deserves, and have an

This

worth.

pages will repay for the reading.
quest,

locomotive opera-

in

reduce the present consumption, which amounts

that will

vice

import

livelier

may
Co.,

little

work

of 62

be obtained on re-

Cuyahoga

Falls, O.

«

Home

and Abroad," is the title
by the Milwaukee
company which has equipped so many of the leading power
plants of the world unique from the fact that it contains 68
of a rather unique bulletin about to be issued

«

Consul Harris reports that the Brown Hoisting Machinery

Company

be success-

Hollow Stay Bolt Company has issued a pamphlet
to Save 50 Per Cent Now Spent on Coal," and incorporated in the same work is a paper on "The Utility of Hollow Bolts and Stays as Factors Bettering Combustion," which
was read before the St. Louis Railway Club, and also a paper
read before the New York Railroad Club on "The Quality and
Utility of Solid, Flexible and Hollow Staybolts."
The author of these papers, Mr. John Livingstone, has given
much time and thought to the practice of the practical phases
of combustion in a locomotive firebox, and the questions involved in staybolt efficiency, and what he has to say will be

The

entitled

"Allis-Chalmers Engines

ment.
.

and

tactful-

most high accomplishment, can be increased by cultivaand is most valuable in your approach to your
work
is the oniy road to success in any calling
customer; hard
in life, and we only ask from you, good, straight, hard work
thoughtfulness is the most
during reasonable working hours
Living up to
important of all, for it is at the foundation.

ness

read with interest by those responsible for the fuel

Burt

Foote,

style

Pa.,

catalogue to the general trade on "Peris

new

arms of the alligator type, which are very useful in getting
into corners, and five of the machines just ordered by the
American Car & Foundry Company will have this improvement.
They also report that they have just made a shipment of two
72 inch Allen riveters to Japan, the order for which was received by them through Mitsui & Company of New York City.
of

ful

most creditable and comprehensive
work. There are sixty pages of text interspersed with numerous
illustrations of standard and special screen plates, spark arrester
forated Metals" and

'Alligator''

and

<»

Manufacturing
initial

the

Y.,

and private residences.
»

American Car & Foundry Company, mostly of
and "Compression Lever" type of riveter, and
at the present time have an order from the same concern for
eight more machines.
It will be of interest in this connection
riveters to the

to state that the J. F. Allen Co. recently designed a

of the most useful appliances about machine shops, and, in

and transportation of
loads, is the Nichols Portable Derrick and Hoist, New York.
The smaller sizes of this device are mounted on three wheels 7 J/2
inches in diameter, with 3 inch face, the wheels having roller
bearings, which enables one man to operate the device with ease,
and the wide wheel faces preventing injury to the floor. The derrick frame is of steel and being continuous forms the base for the
wheel connections. As a whole, this device is one that no shop,
and especially a railway shop, can do without.
fact,

97

of Cleveland, Ohio, has sold, erected,

and put

Kyushu Railway Company at Tobata,
Wakamatsu, situated at the western outlet of

in opera-

harbor

tion for the

in the

of

the Straits of

—

Shimonoseki, two steam hoisting machines of the Gantry crane

pages without a vestige of reading matter except brief descriptions underneath the cuts and a list of the company's products
at the end.
The title page illustration represents four huge

type of 8,000 tons daily capacity, for the purpose of delivering

engines,

from cars into sea-going vessels as cargo. The installation
of this machinery means much for the future development of the
coal trade at Wakamatsu, as it doubles the present capacity for
handling coal at that port.
Additional
machines will be incoal

stalled

allow.

as the capacity of the
It

of these
in

is

docks,

now being

extended, will

confidently expected that the putting in operation

machines

will

rapidly

revolutionize the methods

vogue of loading cargo coal on sea-going vessels

ous coal-shipping ports in this

now

at the vari-

district.

capable

furnishing 35,000 H. P., installed in the
power-house of the Twin City Rapid Transit Co., Minneapolis.
Other plants shown include those of the N. Y. Interborough
Rapid Transit Co., "Subway" and "Manhattan" stations; New

York Railway Co. Brooklyn Rapid Transit Co. Chicago Metropolitan West Side Elevated Ry. Co.; Chicago Union Traction
Co.; Central London, Eng. (Underground) Ry. London United
Tramways, Limited; Dublin, Ireland, Tramways; Cincinnati
Gas & Electric Co. St. Louis Union Electric Light & Power
;

;

;

;

Co.

Louis

& Suburban

Ry.

Glasgow United
Eng. United Tramways Kansas City Metropolitan Street Ry. Kansan City, Kan.
Consolidated Electric Light & Power Co.; Middlesboro, Eng.
Power Station Cleveland Electric Railway Co. Toledo Railway & Light Co.; Barcelona, Spain, Tramway Co. Ltd.; Grand
St.

;

Tramways

John F. Allen., 370-372 Gerard Avenue, New York City,
manufacturers of pneumatic riveting machines find a constantly
increasing demand for the well-known "Allen", riveters. During
the year just closed they have shipped twenty-eight complete

of

;

Street

Detroit United Railway

;

;

Co.

;

Bristol,

;

;

;
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Rapids Electric Ry. Co.; Isle of Thanet, Eng. Tramways; SidNew So. Wales, Government Tramways; Buenos Aires,

industries belonging to or supported by Prussia in 1891

ney,

in the

Compania Alemana Transatlantica de Electricidad
Havana, Cuba, Electric Ry. Co. Louisville Ry. Co., and other
well-known companies. Pumping Engines, a number of which
hold world's records for economy and efficiency in their respective fields of operation, are shown installed in the plants of the
Boston Metropolitan Water & Sewerage Board, Chestnut Hill,
Ward St., Charlestown & Deer Island stations; Chicago Water
Works, 39th St. and Chicago Ave. stations; Pittsburg Water
Works, Brilliant station; St. Louis Water Works, Baden staBlowing Engines are repretion, and large industrial plants.

The number

Argentine,

furnaces

Air Compressors by
Co., and American Steel & Wire Co.
machines
in operation for the Anaconda Copper Mining Co.
and Atlas Portland Cement Co., and Hoisting Engines by numerous- mining installations, prominent among which is that of
Several typical
the famous Le Roi mine at Rossland, B. C.
views showing engines adapted for different classes of service,
taken at random from the bulletin (No. 1,500), are shown herewith. The exhibit made is certainly an impressive one and should

number

works of the Allis-Chalmers Company.

the

Consul Harris, of Mannheim, Germany, says the German
Empire is rapidly building up a class of men for whom it has no
employment at fair wages, and for whom the demand does not

He

increase as fast as the supply.
in

Mannheim

a leading paper of

cation
to

Empire has been carried

the

in

utilize

cites the

The

it.

The question
Mannheim being

opinion of a writer

to the effect that technical edu-

far

beyond the power

consul writes

of erecting a school for the building trades in

under discussion, a prominent con-

at present

structing engineer has contributed an article to a leading news-

paper of the
education in

which he aims to show that technical
Germany has gone beyond actual needs. He con-

number

trasts the

of those taking such training with the

number

and concludes that the ranks of the technicThe following exally trained are at present much overcrowded.
The term "techtracts from his article will be of interest.
nical high school" used in the article is peculiar to the German
school system, and represents the highest grade of technical
schools in Germany, of which there are at present ten in the
Empire.
in other professions,

in

The number of those studying in the technical high schools
Germany in the winter of 1890-91 was 5,432 and in the winter

of 1904-5,

15, 866,

or,

in

It

one-half.

In

the

scientific

ments of philosophy

in

technical

branches

the advanced schools

of

(as the universi-

which, as shown by experience, prepare a large percentage
of technically trained .students, and the number of such students
the winter of 1901-2

3,015.

It

technically

thus

was

1,100,

appears that there

trained

that

casts

into

and
the

enormous increase in those trained in
1889-90 amounted to 2,925 and in 1903-4
ter

ranks

holding

also,

official

it

winter of 1903-4,

in the

rapid

a

is

shade
legal

increase

the

well-known
studies, which in
the

to 6,345.

not to be overlooked, come

is

in

From the latmany of those

positions in industrial undertakings.

technical

trades

1903-4 was

in

the

schools

for

the

building

from Prussia, the number
the winter of 1902-3 was 4,251 and in the winter

belonging or

of students in
of

Thus,

22

5,077,

receiving

an

aid

increase

For a period of ten years
The number of
200 per cent.

of 20 per

cent

in

increase would

year.

this

to

special

in

was

with

2,

was

1885

5,

—200

Wage

inquiries

made

of 20,000

statistics,

members

of

this

a constantly diminish-

is

supply and

ing rate of wages, as the law of

here as elsewhere.

per cent against

The consequence
demand

applies

which were compiled from

German

of the

technical as-

and which were presented in the Reichstag by Dr.
Heinz Potthoff, a member, show the following picture: Almost
one-fourth of all city and other trained appointees receive a
salary under 1,800 marks ($428.40) per year, 35 per cent receive from 1,800 to 2,400 marks ($428.40 to $571.20), only 24
per cent receive from 2,400 to 3,000 marks ($571.20 to $714.00),
and only 19 per cent receive over 3,000 marks ($714.00). It is
to be noted that among those considered was a large number
"of office men who are engaged with public officials, which gives
sociation

,

to the total a

more favorable

employed a rate of salary
marks ($642.60) generally

From

aspect, because

among

officials

from 2,100 marks ($499.80)

so

to 2,700

prevails.

appears that for an increase of technical
resources and schools there is at present no pressing demand.
There is an increased and, as it were, artificially created proleall

this

it

and the various industries are not

tariat,

in

a position to

pay

for these superfluous powers.
•»

»

Consul Ernest L. Harris, of Chemnitz, writes that during the
past five years the

number

ony has been increased by

The number

46.

of

of trade-continuation schools in Sax-

now

so that

10,

pupils

attending

number

the total

schools

these

is

is

9,139.

Twenty-six of the schools were founded by different associations, 15 by school organizations, 4 by trade unions, and I by
The school in Chemnitz has the largest ata private person.
Five hundred teachers in these
tendance, namely, 1,460 pupils.
schools have other ocupations,

such as teaching in the public

The contingent expenses in 1904 amounted to
etc.
Of this sum $18,000 was raised through tuition and

matriculation fees, $11,000 from different

cities,

and $8,860 from

the State.

Railway Association and Club Meetings for

March

American Railway Engineering and Maintenance of Way Association, Auditorium Hotel, Chicago, March 20, 21, 22.
Canadian Railway Club, Windsor Hotel, Montreal, Que.,

March

6.

Car Foreman's Club of Chicago, 26 Van Buren
cago,

March

Chi-

street,

13.

Central Railway Club, Hotel Iroquois, Buffalo, N. Y.,

March

9.

March

19.
Iowa Railway Club,
New England Railroad Club, Pierce

March 13.
New York Railroad
March 16.

Hall, Copley Square, Bos-

ton,

Similar conditions are to be noted in the middle and lower
schools.

in 1884

of schools for the building trades in

depart-

the

ties),

in

machine construction

about 50 per cent on the average.
over production in technical resources

$52,000.

number of medical students in Prussia in the summer of 1887
was 5,168 and in the winter of 1903-4 3,020, a falling off of almost

was 755 and

apparent that the increase in numbers in the technical

is

number studying

the other hand, the

Prussia in the winter of 1887-88 was 2,713, and in the
winter of 1903-4, 1,005, or a falling off of almost one-third. The

9;

3,010,

ranks has gone far beyond the demand

schools,

in

was

was

per cent.

with 469 pupils, and in 1902 it was 10, with 1,342 pupils, or an
increase of 100 per cent in schools and 185 per cent in pupils.

other words, there was an increase of

On

about 200 per cent.
theology

it

of schools for

The number

in

city,

19,

no

524 students. In 1902 there were 6 schools, with 2,687 pupils,
an increase of 200 per cent in schools and 410 per cent in pupils.

;

bi gratifying to American pride, particularly as these illustrations
represent but a tithe of the power equipment turned out from

an increase of

an increase of 300 per cent.
This number is equaled, if not exceeded, by those attending
private technical schools.
In Saxony, which plays almost the
part of an incubator of middle-grade technical students, the

Carnegie Steel

the

of

was

it

of students in attendance in 1891

the winter of 1903-4

;

sented by impressive lines at

winter of 1903-4

a

single

amount

schools in the metal

Club,

154

West

57th street,

New

York,

North-West Railway Club, West Hotel, Minneapolis, March
13.

Railway Club of Pittsburg, Monongahela House, Pittsburg,

March
St.

23.

Louis Railway Club, Southern Hotel,

St.

Louis,

March

9.
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Richmond Railroad

Club, Richmond, Va.,

March

8.

Coast Railway Club, San Francisco, Cal., March 17.
Western Railway Club, Auditorium Hotel, Chicago, March
Pacific

20.

6x9 inches.

cloth, 727 pages,

Price $5.00.
Pennsylvania Railroad System, Philadelphia, Pa.
Results of locomotive tests on the testing plant at St. Louis
at the Louisiana Purchase Exposition in 1904.

»
Proceedings

of

Annual Convention of the
Report of convention held

Traveling Engineers' Association.

at

Detroit, together with the papers presented.

New

This book

is designed to serve as an aid in connection with
on machine-shop methods in colleges. There are
many questions connected with machine-shop practice which can
be more systematically and economically treated in the class-

lectures

room than by giving individual instruction in the
his reason this work was compiled as assistance to

For

shop.

f

»

instructors.

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

»

larged

to

Bound

in

1,200

pages.

Morocco.

pondence, Chicago,

Size

Two
of

Price, $7.00.

Volumes.
page,

New

8x10.

Part

I

Fully

en-

published.

A

it

is

published, and

now been issued are
found to constitute a record of changes in railway personnel,
impressive in number and notable in character and result. The
from the press is the most complete and
comprehensive that has yet been issued, as might be expected
from the great growth of American railways.
issue, in 1885, contained 3,764

first

The

names, requiring 276

present volume gives 5,000 personal histories, oc-

Each successive volume has shown many
added and many old names removed by death
or retirement from railway life, and the records for 1906 will be
found to be largely those of men not named in the volume for
In twenty years a new generation has come into com1885.
mand of our railways. Comparing the present issue with the
preceding volume for 1901, the number of sketches eliminated
is
1,280, of which 275 are omitted on account of death and
1,005 on account of retirement from service, etc.
cupying 694 pages.

new

officials

Of

sections,

now

more than 1,200 new sketches in this volume, many
young men who have come to official rank since
Directory was published and there also appear a num-

the

are those of
the last

ber of railway

officials

of extended

service

who had

hitherto

failed to furnish the necessary data.

Included in this volume are the names of many men who
have left important positions in railway service to engage in
other business, but whose railway record still continues a matter
of general interest. The policy has been continued of republishing the sketches of former railway officials, now retired, where
there

is

While the

evidence that they are living.

followed to print no

name

rule has been

which some record of official
life could not be appended, it will be found that the number
of general, divisional and departmental officers of American
railways who do not appear in these biographies is small, and
the omissions are not the result of any lack of continuous effort
by the publishers during the last six months, by means of
letters and blank forms of inquiry.

Of

to

the 5,000 histories in the
are

111.

including full-page plates,

practical

life

indexed.

has 1,000

diagrams,

etc.

takes up the architectural or artistic side of drawing and

most

official

the six closely printed volumes that have

cent,

presidents,

per

19.25

those

of officials

vice-presidents,
cent,

represent

in

new volume, 634
executive

the

secretaries

the

or 12.92 per

departments-

and treasurers

operating

;

departments

944,

or

—general

managers, general and assistant general superintendents, divi-

whole is one of
reference works on drawing that has been

sion superintendents, superintendents of car service and super-

work

613, or 12.50 per cent traffic officials, none below the
rank of assistant general freight or assistant general passenger
agent; 270 or 5.50 per cent, are officers of the mechanical departments, master mechanic or higher; 440, or 9.05 per cent,

Part II the mechanical
the

edition

American School of Corres-

This cyclopedia has recently been enlarged and
illustrations,

American railway

the only history of

•

Pocket Book of Mechanical Engineering, by Charles M.
Sames. Leather, 168 pages, 4x6^ inches. Price, $1.50. Charles
M. Sames, Jersey City, N. J.
This book is a concise, comprehensive and up-to-date compilation of mechanical engineering information of such size that it
may be carried in the pocket without inconvenience. Its scope
may be inferred from the table of contents which deals with the
general heads of mathematics chemical data materials strength
energy and the
of materials -structure and machine parts
hydraulics
transmission of power
heat and the steam engine
and hydraulic machinery; shop data and electrotechnics. The
treatment comprises tables, data, formulas, succinct statements
of theory, illustrative examples and grahpical methods.
Especial
attention is given to reinforced concrete, ball and roller bearings, superheated steam turbines, internal combustion engines,
high speed tool steel, grinding, electro magnets.
Cyclopedia of Drawing.

and names of roads, was
volume, issued in 1885, and

has justified the steadily increasing cost and size of successive
editions.
The Biographical Directory is recognized as an in-

pages.
cloth,

York.

«

first

The

Machine Shop Tools and Methods, by W. S. Leonard,
Price $4.00.
John Wiley & Sons,
554 pages, 6x9 inches.

the

titles

proved by the demand for the

edition for 1906 just

«

Thirteenth

the

changes, giving simply dates,

dispensable reference book in every railway library, because

Technical Publications
Locomotive Tests and Exhibits,

99

side.

The work

as a

glance at the index will give an idea of the

Some of these are as follows Allowance
seaming and wiring; annular gears; bearings, length of;
belts; blue printing; calculations in machine design; cost of
producing drawings boiler work, etc.
The regular price of the books is $10.00, but a special offer
of $7.00 has been made for the purpose of introducing the books
The books
to the readers of the Railway Master Mechanic.
are sent by prepaid express on five days approval and may be
returned at the expense of the publishers if not satisfactory.
No money need be paid until accepted and then at the rate of
If cash is paid in advance, the price is $6.50.
$1.00 per month.
covered in the book.

:

for

;

Biographical Directory of the Railway Officials of America.
Edition of 1906.
Cloth, 694 pages, 6 by 8y2 inches.
Price, $3.
Railway Age Company, Chicago.
Twenty years ago The Railway Age Company undertook the
publication of a directory of railway officials, the most important feature of which should be a concise history of the railway
positions held by each individual named.
The value of such
a record in permanent form, of appointments, promotions and

intendents of telegraph; 298, or 6.8 per cent, cover accounting
officers

;

represent the engineering department; 123, or 2.50 per cent, the
legal department, and 548, or 11. 17 per cent, perpetuate the hisof former railway officials still living, of whom retired
from service there are named 365, left the service to engage in

tory

manufacturing,

supply

or

construction business

allied

to

rail-

and former officials now engaged in other lines of
business, 127.
There are 1,030 sketches covering officials not
in the above classifications, and minor officials in the various
ways,

56,

departments, including purchasing agents, division freight and
passenger agents, commercial agents, general agents and some

passenger agents at important points.
sistant
ficial

superintendents, trainmasters

powers.

Finally,

of government in the

in

There are also a few asand roadmasters with of-

recognition

management

of the

increasing voice

of our railways, there are

added sketches of the personal history of 96 national and state
railway commissioners, some of whom it will be found have
had experience in the railway service.
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Railroad Paint Shop
Edited by

Devoted to the Interests of

J. H. PITARD
M. C. Painter, M. <SL O.
Official

R.. R.
Organ of the Master Car and Locomotive

Liquid that Defies Time

mits every

The Hungarian Chemist Brunn says he has discovered a
compound which renders certain kinds of matter

liquid chemical

He

asserts that

it

doubles the

density of nearly every kind of stone and renders

it

waterproof.

proof against the effects of time.
It

imparts to

It is also

all

metals qualities which defy oxygen and

:

tanks.

hazard

one's

prophetic

destined to supercede the day

world

at

employ

say

to

that

it

is

in the entire industrial

no distant day. While its introduction in most inmet with much opposition, especially from organized

stancies has

labor, yet the advantage that it possesses for the earnest goahead mechanic becomes apparent so quickly, that its opponents
soon become steadfast friends of the system.
If viewed from every standpoint, an impartial comparison of

moral features, as it largely solves such labor troubles as
strikes, lock-outs and boycotts,
and,
possibly,
violence.
It
changes the attitude of the employer and the workman by placing
the former in the position of an inspector, and the latter in the
its

a

contractor.

is

to

way

the progressive

of

nation.

To Enlarge the Scope of the
It

our desire

is

if

possible

organ, and to this end

official

from persons engaged
any subject relative

gestions

If there is

Official

enlarge

to

we

Organ

scope

the

of

invite contributions

any

in

line

our

or sug-

of railroad work.

to painting that is of particular

master mechanic, or the master car builder, or
the civil engineer or other railroad officials, which they would
like to have discussed in the official organ, we would be pleased
There are some men other than painters
to hear from them,
engaged in railroad work whose observation in certain instances
may furnish helpful suggestions
which, if followed out
interest to the

;

their

to

may

conclusions

logical

We

produce

possibly

bene-

from the paint manufacturer regarding their method of making various paints, and suggestions from them as to the method of applying them in order
to obtain the best results.
We invite an occasional article
from our kindred association, the maintenance of way painters,
such articles in the Master Mechanic, will come directly to the
notice of their superior officers, which would not be the case
in any journal that is not especially devoted to railroad matters.
As an association we are open to conviction, it is our desire to
grow and increase our usefulness the idea of being hide-bound
is repulsive to us, and while we have made much advance, it is
possible that in our march of progress, we have overlooked
some useful things by the road side; if such is the case, he who
calls our attention to such matters, accompanied by appropriate
results*

ficial

invite

articles

;

columns of

extend an invitation to a freer use of the

their official

of our ablest

members

In this particular

it

removes from

labor the semblance of slavery and the feeling of servility, and,
therefore, is elvating to the workman for the reason that his

mind being freed from part or all of the anxiety consequent
upon the disagreeable features of the day's work system, he is

The oyster-like reticence of some
the more remarkable when we con-

organ.
is all

them at convention time.
There are doubtless many subjects that are regarded as too insignificant to discuss in convention, that might be discussed with
Let us begin the
perfect propriety through the official organ.
New Year with a resolution to enlarge the scope of our official
organ, and let the resolution be a good strong one that will last
a whole year if not longer, and the following year let it be renewed with equal force.
sider the oratorical ability displayed by

—

.

two systems will at once reveal the superiority of the piece
work system. Although not at once apparent, it is not without

of

It

and

blighting to the

is

doing work, and should be encouraged throughout the American

—

Carbon

the

position

his talents to their fullest extent,

talents of the superior mechanic.

To our members we

reputation

work system

to

suggestions, will be regarded as a benefactor of the association.

Work

There is an old saw which says that "straws tell which way
the wind blows," judging from the many leading railroad shops
and factories that have adopted the piece work system, it would
hardly

man

Association.

his personal benefit, while the opposite system

pro-

fessor says that while traveling in Greece some twenty-five years
ago he noticed that the mortar in stones of ruins which were
known to be over 2,000 years old was as hard, fresh and tenacious as if it had been made only a year. He secured a piece of
the mortar and has been working on it ever since until now,
when, he says, he has discovered the secret.
The compound is a yellow liquid, which the professor has
A
christened zorene. He describes the following experiments
piece of ordinary and easily breakable slag after immersion in
zorene defied the full blow of a hammer. There was the same
All
effect on ordinary brick and a block or red jarrah wood.
three were then immersed in water for a long time. When taken
out and weighed with delicate scales the presence of a single
particle of added moisture could not be detected.
Two pieces of
steel submitted to an ammonia test equal to five years' exposure
to the air emerged from the bath as they entered it.
An ordinary table knife which had lain open five months did
Prof. Brunn asserts that he will
not show the slightest stain.
be able to make roads dust, germ and water proof, thus giving a
commercial value to hundreds of millions of tons of slag, which
is now useless in the mining and smelting districts.
His discovery will at the very least, he says, double the life of metals
exposed to the air, such as in bridges, railroads, vessels and

Piece

Painters'

rust.

The

a germicide of hitherto unequaled powers.

Master Car and
Locomotive Painters

There are various opinions concerning the
of carbon for iron or other metal surfaces.

practical qualities

When

its

properties

and composition are fully understood, many false impressions
will be dispelled.
Below we print a description of carbon, copied
from the Encyclopedia Britannica, which is supposed to be authentic.
it

is

bon

It states

that carbon

is

a

conductor of

electricity, if so

not very desirable as a protector for metal, but while carin its

dry state

question whether

it

is

a conductor of electricity,

it

retains that property after being

is

an open

mixed with

sequent greater production; which inures not more to his em-

form a paint, for the
reason that the molecules are separated and otherwise affected
by the presence of the liquid. We would very much like to hear

ployer's advantage than to his own.

the subject discussed.

at greater liberty to devote his energies to his

effect for its
It

holds out hope that

is

dignifies labor, for the reason

workman

is

working

for himself

work, with a con-

also has a

stimulating
not beyond the workman's reach
It

that under this system

and not for another.

It

every
per-

linseed oil

or other similar liquids

to

one of the most important of the chemical eleIt occurs pure in the diamond, and nearly as pure as
graphite or plumbago, it is a constituent of all animal and vege-

Carbon

ments.

is
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and of coal; and

table tissues

many

of

it

also enters into the composition

minerals, such as chalk and dolomite.

and odor, but
very diverse
exhibit
which
occurs in several modifications
it
Thus, it is met with in form of the diaphysical properties.

Carbon

mond

in

a solid substance, destitute of taste

is

transparent crystals, belonging to the regular or cubical

system, which conduct electricity but slowly; and in the form
of graphite in opaque crystals belonging to the hexagonal system, which conduct electricity nearly as well as the metals.
The diamond is the hardest substance known, and has a rela-

high specific gravity, but graphite is comparatively soft,
producing a black shining streak when rubbed upon paper, and
tively

has a

much lower

of carbon, there are

crystalline modifications
rieties

In addition

gravity.

specific

a

two

to .these

number

of

va-

amorphus carbon, which, however,

of non-crystalline or

exhibit the greatest differences in physical properties.

heating to the high temperature afforded by a powerful
galvanic battery, both the diamond and amorphous carbon are

By

converted into graphite. In the electric arc carbon appears to be
converted into vapor; but the temperature which is required to
volatilize it is extremely high; in fact, it has been calculated
that the boiling point of carbon is not less, than about 7000 de-

water consists merely of water impregnated with carbonic
oxide by mechanical pressure.

By W. T. Hogan, Ex-Master Painter
Having read many articles upon the subject of paint for the
protection of iron and steel cars, structural iron work, etc.,
through your magazine and others, prompted me to say a few
words upon the subject, modestly submitted through your valuable columns.
Judging from the articles heretofore noted upon
subject,

this

When

carbon

is

burnt in oxygen carbonic dioxide or carbonic

commonly termed,

or,

formed;

the supply of oxygen

if

carbonic oxide

as

it

is

also produced,

is

is

carbonic

latter

is

lower oxide,

deficient in the

and the

acid,

may

be obtained

pure state by passing the dioxide over a red hot carbon.
Both are colorless, odorless gases. The. union of carbon with
oxygen gives rise to the evolution of a very large amount of
heat, but much less heat is produced by the union of the first
half of the oxygen than by the union of the second half.
Carbonic oxide burns in the air or oxygen with a blue flame,
It is an extremely poisonous gas,
forming carbonic dioxide.
being capable of displacing the oxygen in blood, owing to the
formation of a compound with the haemoglobin with which the
oxygen is originally combined.
Carbonic dioxide will not burn, neither does it support combustion.
Under the pressure of 36 atmospheres at no degrees
in a

C.

it

liquid

is

is

it

is

very generally admitted that the paints on

market especially intended for iron and

the

converted into a colorless mobile liquid.
When the
suddenly relieved from the pressure under which it

are

surfaces,

steel

endeavor to show
the causes underlying the existing dissatisfaction based on long
experience and many tests of various combinations of pigments
and oil and to indicate how they can be successfully and prar
not wholly satisfactory to the trade.

will first deal

great

will

removed.

tically
I

I

evil

with the subject of "Rust" as

the paint

fraternity have

to

deal

is

it

with,

the one

particularly

when we take into consideration the cost of structural iron
work in large buildings and that of the iron and steel cars,
To intel
their maintenance depends largely upon checking rust.
so

solve

this

problem,

it

is

quite

necessary to

into the conditions iron and steel are subjected

anhydride

di-

Preparation and Painting of Steel Structures

ligently

grees on the centigrade scale.

101

when

iron

painting structural

work

first

look

to,

for instance,

for buildings

and that of

the iron and steel cars, while the iron

is

practically the same,

some few different conditions paint has to contend
The
Paints must be made for their respective places.
with.
former, dampness practically the year around and much greater
there

are

during the breaking up of the winter, of walls sweating out
badly.

The

iron and steel cars having

more or

less

moisture to con-

is not enclosed, in other words, sandwiched in between damp walls and hidden from sunlight like that of the
structural iron work, moisture does not get the same chance
Again, when
to lay upon cars like that of structural iron work.
buildings are completed there is no possible chance of ever
doing anything with them in the way of checking rust. The
result is eating away, slowly but steadiy the steel foundations.
For protection of iron and steel structures subjected to above
conditions, there is practically but one condition paint has
to contend with, and that is moisture paint must be of a nature
wholly antagonistic to moisture.
The condition of the iron and steel cars in addition to being
subjected to moisture, must also be of a
nature
to
offset
intense heat and extreme cold which produces expansion and
contraction.
Again, these cars are loaded with hot mill slag
and much more severe upon painted surfaces than either of
above conditions, and while a few of the many paints on the
market sold for the protection of iron and steel surfaces have
produced only ordinary results, when applied upon the car sub-

tend with

;

alone can exist, part of

once passes back into a state of
gas, and heat is abstracted so rapidly that the remaining portion of the liquid solidifies.
By allowing a jet of the liquid
it

at

dioxide to pass into a cylindrical metal box, having within
inclined metal tongue against
a

considerable

form of

substances,
for

a

quantity of

a white flocculent
it

conducting power

time.

the

solid

may

mass

like

snow.

is

By mixing

greatly increased

it
;

it

an

jet of liquid impinges,

be collected

it

in

the

Like

all

may

be preserved

conducts heat but slowly, and

considerable

much more

which the

with

flocculent

ether

therefore

its

heat-

evaporates

and much lower temperature is obtained
than with the solid alone, and by placing the mixture under the
receiver of an air pump and exhausting, a still greater degree of
cold is produced.
According to Faraday, an alcohol thermometer plunged into a bath of the solid carbonic dioxide and
quickly,

ether in air idicates
the

same bath under

temperature of 76 degrees

a

C.

and

in

a receiver exhausted to within 12 inches of

it fell to no degrees C.
at the
temperature alcohol assumes consistency of a thick oil.

the atmospheric pressure

;

latter

Carbonic dioxide dissolves in about its own volume of
water at ordinary temperature, forming carbonic acid; the solution has a sharp and slightly acid taste and turns the blue color of
litmus to wine-red.

The volume

of carbonic dioxide dissolved by

water diminishes as the temperature rises, and at the boiling heat
the whole is expelled from solution, the volume dissolved by water
at a given temperature is nearly the same, however, under all
pressures, so that the weight of gas absorbed increases in nearly the

same proportion

sure the gas

is

as the pressure.

On removing

given off with effervescence.

the pres-

Ordinary soda-

jected to artificial heat, in addition to the other conditions,

only of

its

duration and the

manufacturer wonders
at the results, particularly so, when he calls your attention to
the elastic properties, when being dried out and to the sense
of touch with some degree of pressure is very tough, elasticlike and firm.
However, I dare say, had the manufacturer
life

is

short

taken more seriously under consideration the elastic properties
in the manipulation of a mixture for the latter condition, he

would have met better
will

produce

for an elastic property that
ordinary paint to offset heat and cold

results,

fair results in

and the same mixture proved

a

There
ties

upon the surface subfrom hot mill slag.

failure

jected to artificial heat brought about

only one conclusion and that is, the elastic propercontained in paint were too sensitive to artificial heat.
is

Paint to fulfill its many function must have many certain
and reliable qualities, but cannot be put upon the market and
compete with many of the conglomerations of various pigments
and worthless oils now on the market and labeled some fancy
name for the protection of iron surfaces, all of which have
been found wanting, among them a few with an odor to de-
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ceive the

consumer or purchasers of

put a dog to

its

true nature that

would

Referring back to the question of "Rust,"
said time and again among paint manufacturers,

have heard
civil

it

engineers

and painters, who claim it is quite necessary not only to remove
rust from the surface, but stoutly adhere to the idea that it is
quite necessary that rust must be removed from the pores of the
iron and steel to remove same from the surface in order to

whether they are chemically pure or

good paint as a preserver should have a good covering
power, and a pure peroxide cannot be questioned on that score,
but selicious matter and roasted earth do not possess any such
covering power.

Among

due respect to their opinions this, in my estimation,
mistake of today in trying to check rust. Rust
great
is the one
in pores of iron is what you want and where you want it, and
if rust in pores of iron does not show itself, the writer always
brought it about with what he terms a liquid rust producer ab-

on account of

from chemicals of any kind.

Rust is hydrated oxide of iron, in other words, a powdered
oxide, and I might add a peroxide paint in dry form, it cannot
be entirely banished as claimed by many writers on this subject.
Then I suggest, why not use it in this condition upon iron and
steel

while in

its

infancy and in dry powdered paint form.

have been cleaned of rust and scales,
this is usually effected by means of a sand-blast, there are other
However,
methods, but none so clean, quick and economical.
After iron and

steel

the real object of the writer advocating the use of the sandblast in preference to other methods is not so much to remove

enamel or smooth
finish upon iron and steel surfaces, at the same time enlarging
the mouth of pores of iron and steel enabling paint to adhere
Another advantage gained
firmer than upon a smooth surface.
ordinary rust from surface as

it

is

to destroy

by the use of the sand-blast, paint can be made more elastic
for a surface of this description and adhere better than that
of a

smooth one, insuring greater

is

durability.

trying to check rust with various pigments of
into

different

tection of iron
larly

among

and

the

all

descriptions

combinations and applied for the pro-

may

suppose.

is

subject of decep-

lead in

pure

its

not the affinity or chemical attraction for linseed

state has

oil

found in pure oxide. Great care must be exercised in mixing
it with linseed oil, and that only in small quantities at a time
and during the application it must be kept thoroughly agitated,
otherwise it will separate from the oil and precipitate to the
bottom of the vessel. Graphite is slightly of a similar nature
and many combinations of asphaltum, coal tar and ordinary minaltogether, I have found no comparison to a natural
erals
product of practically a pure peroxide of iron, especially so
where each coat of peroxide paint is made and designated for
its individual place in the painting of iron and steel surfaces
;

and

so used.

is

After iron and steel have been cleaned as herein mentioned,
reproduce rust with what the writer terms a liquid rust producer, going over surface freely using sponge or paint brush

I

Sponge

corners and rivets.

giving particular attention to

off

fairly dry and let stand one to two hours; at the expiration
of this time, you will observe more or less rust in pores of iron
in

powdered form "dry."
This condition of iron and

gentlemen,

steel,

excellent

in

is

and the only opportunity afforded during the process of

rust,

painting iron and steel.

A priming composition suitable for iron in this condition
must be penetrating, elastic, adhesive and neutral to iron and
The former qualification immediately upon application
steel.

natural to suppose that

air,

is

it

be whipped out and laid off with a light
it will bind and bridge over face of pores,

at the same time enclosing more or less moisture in pores, and
any ordinary vibration or expansion and contraction will break
them and admit more moisture. What is the natural consequence? Is it not natural to suppose that corrosion starts in
almost immediately in a mild form and, as time advances, increases in rapidity, subsequent coats of paints upon priming
coat does not, or cannot, in the least, aid any in checking iron,

many

it

particularly

the utmost affinity between rust and primer, practically sealing

touch of the brush,

as

tion

drying qualities,

more

reaches the depth of pores driving air to the surface, loosens

during the application of paint being spread over the surface
Not at all. On the conit has driven the air from the pores?
trary, no matter how fine your paint has been ground or how
it

the most popular,

Let us see what the results are, particuTo start with, pores
cheaper combinations.
steel.

of iron and steel are full of

thoroughly

is

more a
and adulteration than pure oxides. Red
its

and

paints used for the protection of iron

condition to hermetically seal the pores and check any further

Right here, gentlemen, is where you check rust and the only
opportunity afforded during the process of painting iron and
As heretofore stated, the one mistake of today
steel surfaces.

made up

many

the

believe red lead

I

aid paint in checking rust.
all

not.

A

steel,

solutely free

account are prejudiced against

this

peroxide paints without having ascertained by chemical analysis

flight.
I

With

Many on

moisture.

tible to
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The more

inferior the protective coats, the

the rust or

the

pores

powdered oxide

in

pores and utilizes

showing

it,

and establishing a thorough foundation for subse-

quent coats of paint.

The

rust of

powdered oxide

in pores

forming the indestructi-

ble pigment.

A

primer of this description must not be sand papered for
such procedure would immediately open the mouth of pores

and undo the object in view.
Second coat should be of a similar nature to that of primer,
more than it is the nature of paint having a slight deviation
in elasticity, the pigment in same being of a chemically pure
peroxide.

Third coat should
as

to

when

elasticity,

slightly resemble the

dried out

it

second coat except

should not contain a gloss
shell.
Now I do not

and the quicker rust shows itself
upon the surface. However, in the meantime, rust is doing its
deviltry upon iron and steel just the same as if subsequent
Nothing,
coats of paint upon priming coat were not there.
practically speaking, has been accomplished in the way of checking rust upon iron and steel, more than subsequent coats of
paint upon primer has hidden the evil existing from the start,
but in a short time shows itself upon the surface.
Now the question would naturally arise as to what I would
deem the best paint for iron and steel surfaces. Answer
chemically pure peroxide for several reasons, a few I will men-

but slightly higher than that of an egg

tion later on.

hesive and tenacious, the larger the pores and the greater the

Oxide paints are as numerous as the hills, but 95 per cent
of them do not contain over 55 per cent peroxide of iron the
balance is made up of selicious matter and roasted earth, both
of which have in their composition more or less sulphur and
phosphorous, alike destructive to linseed oil and most suscep-

absorbing

speedier

oxidation

sets

in

—

;

wish to convey the idea that this can be brought about by linseed oil in its natural state and produce the desired satisfaction.

Both coats, second and third, should be ground fairly fine.
This will cost a trifle more, but never mind the cost. The extra
covering and preserving power derived from a paint of this
kind will more than offset the

cost

particularly

grinding,

of

the second coat, as it will enter the mouth of the pores and
unite solidly with the priming composition affording a more
solid protection against moisture.

The

coarser the mechanical

qualities

for

division

moisture

of

and the

paint

the

speedier

less

ad-

oxidation

sets in.

First

and second coats of paint should be made for

individual
stated.

place

What

I

in

the

painting

refer to

of

iron

by each having

surfaces
its

as

their

already

individual place
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work and

in the painting of structural iron

the iron and steel

It is absolutely essential that there should and must
car is this
be some slight deviation in elasticity in order that each individual coat may adhere firmly to the other (building out)
:

each coat be of a like nature in elasticity they do
not have that affinity for one another and will lay upon each
other closely, as for instance, three or more sheets of paper

whereas,

During the night the pitch slowly flows out and
made the day previous.
The following description of asphaltum will throw much additional light on the subject.

loaded. on cars.
refills

ingly durable.

The method summed up

it

was found

and steel are to be subjected
and make paint to meet the conditions, including bridges,
old or new, steel water tanks, etc.
Second, sand-blast upon large bodies, object is not so much
to remove ordinary rust from surface, as it is to remove enamel
It also enlarges the
or smooth finish upon iron and steel.
of the pores, both assisting paint to adhere firmer than

upon a smooth surface. Another great advantage gained
can be made more elastic, insuring greater durability.

is,

paint

Third, produce rust.

Fourth, liquid primer must be of a penetrating and elastic

powdered oxide

all

in

pores,

the

oxide forming the indestructible pigment.
Fifth, a chemically pure peroxide, especially so

ing liquid primer;

its

when

follow-

preference over red lead, graphite, as-

phaltum, coal tar and numerous other paints

is

owing to

being of a natural product and neutral to iron and steel.
Sixth, while the wearing properties in painter material
linseed

oil,

has

it

its

its

in

ancient times,

is

tar,

The whole

substances

of these

degrees,

insensible

so

that

have the job to do over and you will have something to work
on and help to get you out of your predicament.
Ninth, avoid heavy coats of paint.
If the degree of durability depended upon the quantity of paint, liberality in its application would be commendable.
Paint thrown on carelessly
lays upon the metal in a thick, heavy mass and the atmosphere
in a short time absorbes its life and it flakes and peals off.
Tenth, an inferior paint, properly applied, causes usually
less disastrous results than would a superior article improperly
manipulated and carelessly used. A man may be very proficient

of the series,

first

is

in

great purity in the

currence

is

not

interstices of the older

The most remarkable

»

Here
in

is

found the great natural pitch
This lake is of unknown depth,

to be

extent.

lake, ninety acres

and withal very
support the weight of a man as long as
he keeps in motion, but any stationary object of even light
weight, begins at once to sink. The method of procuring the
treacherous.

It

will

pitch for commercial purposes,

the edge or shore of the lake.

is
\t

by building a tramway around
then dug out with picks and

is

deposit

at

what

Naptha, which is
found flowing out

rocks, but

of

its

oc-

formation or

asphalt

exists

in

.

Mr Quest's

Circular

W. O. Quest,
Test Committee, published in the January
contemplates resolving the entire association of master

chairman of the
issue,

making
and otherwise assisting the test committee with experiences
and suggestions from time to time as the oportunity offer. We
consider this a very wise suggestion, which if it meets with the
approval and support of the members, will redound to the benepainters into a committee of the whole for the purpose of
tests,

fit

of the association.

In order to

facilitate

the

work

of the test committee,

would suggest that the next convention
committee.
In

many

of

some

On

elect

we

a permanent test

This appears to be advisable, for several reasons.

instances several years
tests

must elapse before the

result

can be determined.

account of the short time that intervenes from one con-

make tests, it
who submits his goods

is

unjust alike to

for a test, and to
Car Painters' association, whose attitude towards
those particular goods are as a matter of course influenced by
the result of the test, or rather by the report of the test
committee. Neither can successive test committees take up and
continue the uncompleted work of previous committees and
promulgate a report, as satisfactory or as intelligent as might
have been done by those who began the test, and who were in
position to observe the various changes, etc., that may have
occurred at the various stages from the beginning of the test.
Conducting tests successfully and satisfactorily, implies more
than simply applying a coat of paint or varnish and exposing it
to the weather and watching results.
It implies a long and intimate knowledge of paints and varnishes', a love for experimenting, some knowledge of chemistry,
close observation, a high sense of justice, and most of all, conservatism. With all due respect to the present test committee,

the Master

the island of Trinidad, a British possession, one of the West
India Islands, lying near the northeast coast of Venezuela.

other by

say

substance of the circular letter from Mr.

the composition to meet, or offset certain conditions.

Its History and Charac^
teristics
Asphaltum derives its name from the Locus Asphaltites or
Dead Sea, where it was found in ancient times. In commerce,
asphaltum is classed as a pitch. Our present and greatest source
of supply of this important article of commerce, is obtained from

each

Trinidad, where it forms a lake 99 acres in extent, and of unknown depth, intersected with rivulets of water.

the paint manufacturer

Jlsphaltum —Some of

to

of any particular

characteristic

vention to another, in which to

•

into

;

owing to constant practice in the application of paints and yet
he may be quite unfamiliar with the ingredients entering into
.

bi-

some localities
of the earth as a clear limpid, and colorless liquid.
As such
it is a mixture of hydrocarbons, some of which are very volatile and evaporate on exposure
it takes up oxygen from the
air, becomes brown and thick, and in this condition it is called
petroleum. A continuation of the same process of evaporation
and oxidation gradually transforms the material into mineral
Asphaltic deposits
tar, and still later into solid glassy asphalt.
exist widely diffused throughout the world, more especially in
tropical and sub-tropical regions.
It is found in a state of

the

The

does the foundation to that of a building.
If you must economize, do it on subsequent coats, for you may

merge

impossible

is

it

point mineral tar ends, and asphalt begins.

oil.

tion in painting as

and fourth asphalt or hard

tumen.

and when used out of place is a detriment.
Seventh, a pigment entering into the composition is relatively

Eighth, a priming composition holds the same relative posi-

a product of the decomposi-

with a rather smoky flame. It is regarded as the ultimate result of a series of changes which take place under certain conditions, in organized matter, producing, first naptha, second

coats applied,

equal in importance with that of

is

and animal substances. It is usually found of
a black or brownish color, externally not unlike coal, but it varies
in consistency from a bright pitchy condition, with a sharp conchoidal fracture, to thick viscid masses of mineral tar.
Asphalt melts at or a little below 212 degrees C, and it burns
tion of vegetable

period.

place in the manipulating of the different

German Bergpech, or mineral

the

from the Lacus Asphaltites or Dead Sea, where

petroleum, third mineral

briefly is as follows

First, study the conditions iron

nature capable of utilizing

or asphaltum,

pitch, so called

to,

mouth

the excavations

Asphalt,

if

would do under a pressure; but with the proper variation in
elasticity, harmony is created among the coats applied and form
almost a perfect blend, having so thoroughly amalgamated together that they may be compared to so many pieces of iron
welded together so as to practically form but one coat of paint
and yet yield readily to expansion and contraction. The results
you will find, in a coating upon iron and steel that is surpris-
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and without intention of casting

on such committees
no paint manufacturer .who
values his reputation would care to have his product tested
with a view of making a public exposure of same by a committee whose qualifications for such work had. not been proven.
Justice, prestige and competency is what the manufacturer
would desire of a test committee, since he himself is not permitted to have a voice in the matter. A test committee can have
no prestige when it is formed anew every year, since prestige
is acquired only by time and efficiency, and it is only by long and

we

of the past,

The Texas and

reflection

feel free to say that

March, 1906

Pacific

Railway are getting into

line in the

matter of curtailing exterior ornamentation, which now consists only of a half incline panel below the belt rail.
Mr. H. F.
Murphy is the master car painter on this system.

—+—

We

should of course provide the best possible means for obtaining

have in hand a report of the proceedings of the New
England Railroad Club, which met December 12th, ult, at Boston, Mass.
There was but one subject discussed, which was
Terminal Car Cleaning. The subject was opened in an able
article by Mr. E. F. Bigelow, Assistant Foreman Painter, Readville Shops, N. Y., N. H. & H. Railroad.
The discussion was
opened in an able and somewhat lengthy address by Mr. C. E.
Copp. The subject was well handled by the various members
present, and many interesting points were brought out.
It is
our purpose to review the proceedings for the next issue of the

the desired results, and certainly a permanent committee, which

official

continued practice that efficiency

acquired.

is

Master Car Painters' Association is to
be in any way affected by the reports of test committees concerning the various paint materials upon the market, they
If the attitude of the

virtually

is

much

a

training school

advantages

better

for

than

a

committee that

is

would

also be advisable to furnish the test

committee the

(whenever such is desired or
expense of the association.
In the event
that it was found to be impracticable to establish a permanent
test committee, the same results could very nearly be obtained
by forming the committee so that the tenure of the various members would expire singly, say one every two or three years.
By this means there would always be some of the older members
remaining to "break in" the new members and acquaint them
with the progress already attained, in this way the thread of
services of a competent chemist
at

the

so to

narrative,

speak,

would not be dropped, and there

committee some member to see the
conclusion of a test, who also saw it begun.
There are various other arguments that might be urged in
favor of the permanent committee, but we refrain from saying
more on this important subject for the present, and hope to
have the views of some of our members concerning it.

would always be

in

-

me

to

me
to

stencil lead for durability in

me

write

full

a

personal

information as to results,

etc.

dreamed it, that's
two members and both disclaim it.
about

this,

or

I

all.

me

our

last

con-

& M.

particulars
either told

Mr.

J.

new

up-to-date brick

paint shop.

»

«

Mr. A. Latsch, master painter of the Vicksburg, Shreevesport
and Pacific, is to be congratulated on his promotion, he has been
appointed foreman of car department, in addition to his other
duties.
»

experience

the least,

it

cannot

with

next

the

Head Lining

designs.

issue,

We

we

desire

to

will

esteem

it

publish

a

a favor to

will be sufficiently interested to contribute

without the

of

Organ, therefore, we trust that our
as possible, by permitting all requests for contributions to suffice when made through columns
of the Official Organ.
Official

friends will spare us as

much

Query Department

H. Roast, master car painter of the Cotton Belt Line

»

in

\

Wotes From the Field
at Pine Bluff, Ark., will soon occupy his

reason that

the

begun

and permanently checked. The subject offers a
fruitful theme for discussion, which we trust our readers will
avail themselves of, and let us know their views after reading

columns of the

have already written

Car Shops, Lawrence, Mass.

for

rust has once

making an individual request for this purpose.
To make individual requests of the members for contributions
in every instance, entails considerable correspondence, and also
much time which might be more profitably employed in the

Chas. E. Copp.
B.

when

be entirely

necessity

freight cars,

the

Somebody
I

metal before priming,

members
at

marking

giving

letter

the

teaches that

by Mr.

steel cars, etc.,

of the

receive from our readers, some of their choice scrolls or other
ornaments intended for this purpose. They should be penciled
on thin light colored paper, with ink or black paint. We will
give due credit to the donor in each case. We trust that our

vention about his trying a certain per cent of aluminum bronze

mixed with

of

member

Beginning

«

who mentioned

W. T. Hogan,
Master Car Painters' Association,
and who is at present connected with the Pioneer Varnish Works
of San Francisco, and located at St, Louis, Mo.
Mr. Hogan's
article contains some very good points, and on the whole is a
very good article, but our experience compels us to differ with
him en one essential point, that of producing rust in the pores
formerly a

series of

»
Information Wanted

Will the gentleman

with

present in this issue, a lengthy article on the preparation

his article.

the

»

please

We

and painting of iron and

necessary)

the

.--.

annually

formed.
It

organ.

particular work, offers

this

•»

Mr. H. V. Duden, master car painter of the Santa Fe Ry.
at Cleburn, Texas, will doubtless rejoice to occupy his new
shop which is about completed. The shop is built of brick, with
roof of the saw tooth style, thus insuring ample light.

In replying to query, "How do you clean the exterior of
your cars preparatory to cutting in or revarnishing?
What
In either case we have not
material do you use for same?"

found any system that gives better satisfaction than water and
powdered pumice stone applied with a round car scrub brush
and plenty of elbow grease. When we clean a car for reFirst
varnishing we are more particular than for cuttting in.
man uses the car scrub and pumice stone, second man follows
with rubbing felt or plush cloth with small amount of pumice,
all over the flat surface, while the third man
and dries off with chamois. We treat
with
clean
water
rinses
interior practically the same.
W. H. Truman,

so as to rub evenly

Foreman

Painter, A.

&

N. C. Co.
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power and strength before it can withstand the
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demonstrate the kind and intensity of these new forces,
in

that have read the death sentence of antiquated machine
tools in so
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Wear on De Glehn Compound
De Glehn
THE
purchased by

No. 4

1906.

many

balanced compound engine which .was
the Pennsylvania Railroad

for

ex-

perimental purposes has shown some remarkable endur-

ance properties after a road service of more than 40,000

When

miles.

Contents

amount of wear on
was noted, and the
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was shopped recently, the
pins, brasses and valve motion

engine

this

the engine over similar cylinder

power when coupled

to

one axle.

The
will

wear developed

slight

strongly

machine

in

influence

American

the

is

a

good talking point and

adoption

practice,

where

of

it

this

type

of

has already been

received with favor, as seen in the Yanclain and Cole

and from considerations of economy in performance, since the cost of maintenance has been one of the
most weighty objections that the compound has had to
contend with. Among the peculiarities of wear that excited comment was the small amount between wheel
types,

hubs and driving boxes, when the diameter of contact
of hubs is considered, it being only about three-fourths
that usual in American practice, or 1 1 inches, where our
dimension would be not

less

than 15 inches for 8 inches

diameter of journal.

Our engines develop

a surprising

amount of

lateral

wear at this point, and the remedy has been thought to
lie in liberal

surfaces to overcome

obtains in the

De Glehn

it.

The very

engine, and

opposite

with less wear.
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Projected areas of journals as

we understand them do

not seem to have the same consideration in France as
here, for the eccentrics actuating the valves of the

low

pressure cylinders have a width of i*^ inches, which,

with our 8 inch axle diameter, gives a projected area of

Our width

same
than three and more often four or more

12 square inches.

work

is

not less

The query

inches.

endurance

is

presents

of eccentric for the

itself, is it to

to be accredited?

the material that

be remembered in

It will

arrangement
but show no

a consideration of the question that cylinder

Yet they not only run

has no bearing.

cool,

appreciable wear.

»

High Train Speed

THE

Why ?

on the Marienfeld-Zossen
which was constructed especially for the purpose of noting the performance of an electric car at continuous speeds, higher than any yet attained by steam

power, demonstrated some facts that had never before
been observed, because of want of velocity at which they
are apparent.

Prominent among these factors that differentiate high
speeds from those of the lower steam traction, and which
forms the data that will enable positive and safe results
for every day work, are the condition of roadbed and the

ONE

of the peculiar things in locomotive operation

designers

is

weight of

that seems to thwart the best efforts of locomotive

the uncertain status of the staybolt situation

reason that like causes do not produce

The reasons

like effects.

for failure

under similar con-

do not hold uniformly, and these

ditions

experiments made

line,

to be obtained at speeds that will overturn all precedents

Staybolt Failures,

erratic for the

April, 1906

are re-

facts

It

rail.

was found that

and ordinary
until

ballast

83 pound

were put

deemed

in

80 miles an hour, 67 pound rails
were positively dangerous, and not

at

rails

with a

tie

spacing of 27 inch centers

and special care given the

was

ballast,

safe to attempt speeds at 90 miles

it

an hour, be-

sponsible for the inability to stem the wholesale break-

cause of the vibrations and lateral oscillations of the car.

Remedies ara
as the leaves of Vallambrosa, and while

At speeds above 100 miles an hour there was appreciably
less swaving than at lower speeds, which was ascribed to
the aero-plane action of the car body which tended to
overcome the force of gravity.

ages going on in locomotive fireboxes.
are as plentiful

some of these work out

in specific cases, they fail miser-

ably in general application.
It

would seem

to be a simple mechanical achievement

to provide a staybolt that

would be safe under any

pressure and condition of service, but the contrary

known

to be the actual case.

and

all

is

well

After running the gamut

of dimensions, co-efficients of expansion,
sistance

boiler

moments of

re-

other elements affecting the tendency of

staybolts to rupture

—they

break.

Is

it

due to

rigidity,

want of perforation for air
admission, on all three of these points that are urged as
inimical to the life of a staybolt? These questions are
to

quality of material,

pertinent

when

to

staybolt failures are a matter of constant

record on some roads, and of infrequent occurrence on
others.

This

line

of thought

is

suggested by the wholesale

on a French engine which was built
for a prominent road in this country.
The breakages
began to be noted when the engine had made a mileage
failure of staybolts

much

when

would be expected to
develop on an American engine having a similar design
of bolt which was rigid, by-the-way, and of copper, in
a copper firebox sheet.
The destruction went on until
fully one-half of the original installation was replaced.
It is possible that the narrow water spaces of foreign
practice had some influence in producing this result,
yet the fact remains that this firebox and its staying was
constructed on lines in strict accord with the practice
of the French builders of the engine
which has proved a
remarkable machine in other respects, there as well as
here, and the short and unsatisfactory life of the bolts in
less

than

this trouble

—

—

this

country causes one to marvel,

when

that this identical practice obtains abroad,

it

is

known

and without

tidings of similar failures reaching this country.

application

of

flexible

staybolts

might work a reformation

in

to

the

failures.

The

above engine

Another of the factors that has forced attention in
this problem of high speeds, is the necessity of retaining
long curve radii, since it was found that speeds of 120
miles an hour on tangents required to be greatly reduced
on curves of less than 5280 feet radius (one mile,) owing
to excessive flange friction, as well as the probability of

leaving the rails by reason of the high centrifugal forces
developed.

Other factors

still,

that presented themselves,

and im-

portant ones, are the frictional resistance of the ^wheels

and journals and also the atmospheric resistance; these,
however, have been very accurately measured in the
tests referred to, and it only remains to provide a means
to

reduce them to the lowest possible

limit.

The 103

ton

car in the Zossen tests developed 1300 H. P. at 120 miles

an hour, of which 38.4 per cent was due to air displacement, at the front end, and 61.6 per cent due to the usual
resistance in train operating, that is, rolling, journal and
flange friction.
It

was demonstrated

reliable precedents for

periment,

that steam practice furnished no

guidance

in the

and the data gathered

is

new

field

therefore

of ex-

of

the

greatest value in formulating safe lines on which to pre-

pare for the coming increase in speed schedules in this
country.

The requirements

road bed than has yet been

are a
built,

more nearly perfect

longer tangents, and a

minimum. As to the latter,
now well in hand by means of

reduction of resistance to the

atmospheric resistance

is

the pointed front construction.

Rolling friction cannot

be improved very greatly under present conditions, but
journal friction can be reduced by means of improved
construction, in which the roller principle should play

an important part.
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Kingsland Shops — D.

The

W. R. R.

L. Sr

THE Delaware, Lackawanna & Westernimprovements

Railroad in

continuance of

is

now

its

policy of internal

putting the finishing touches on a

new

plant at

which has all the elements of a modern
lay-out. The shops as completed at this time (but not yet
in running order) comprise all of the necessary adjuncts
for taking care of the passenger car equipment and
Kingsland, N.

J.,

by 170
feet wide, and a paint shop 268 feet 4 inches long by 220
feet 8 inches wide, making a total length of 660 feet 1^
inches all under one roof and covering 28 tracks.
consist of a coach shop 391 feet 9^2 inches long

paint shops have a vitrified brick floor laid on

concrete,

One

to;

the

brick

work being arched

for

drainage

of the best scaffold arrangements ever used in paint

shops has been installed here.

It

is

a scheme that has

been found to be most effective, and the principle has
been worked out in metal so as to be a permanent part of
the paint shop equipment.

It

consists of eight 4 inch

beam

I-beams, nine feet high set in concrete, each

carry-

ing a cast bracket which has flanges at top and bottom

on the side next to the transfer table there is a platform
20 feet wide extending the full length of the building.

outward flanges of the I-beam and
provided with a twelve by two inch top flange to receive
These brackets are made to slide freely the
a plank.
while length of the I-beams and are adjusted and held
to the proper height by }i inch pins passing through the
bracket and I-beam. There are no make-shift features
about this scaffold arrangement it is devised and put up

The

to accomplish results.

At the west end, or the coach shop end, there is a 15 ton
Niles crane, serving two tracks for handling trucks, and

floor of the

coach shop

is

of concrete and level.

Be-

tween the coach shops and also between the paint shops
there are five walls with doors 6 feet wide at the extreme
sides. These doors are all arranged to be open at all times,
but have an automatic closing feature in their hanging that
insures certain action in case of

fire,

they being

hung on

surrounding the

;

All tracks are set in concrete with steel

ties,

including

the extensive 26 inch gage track which passes through
all

shops for the transfer of material and work. Turntables

are provided at

all

points to facilitate the handling of the

small cars in this service, by

means of which material

The

is

an inclined track and held open by means of counter

transferred to any point about the plant.

weights which are released and allow the doors to close

table,

by gravity upon a rise of temperature sufficient to set
This
off an electric fuse which controls the weights.
safety device is put in as a precautionary measure against

The rail
of 70 feet, operates over a pit of concrete.
setting in this concrete base is of novel construction,

failure to close the doors at night:

which are bolted the T-rails carrying the

FIG.

I

— GENERAL LAYOUT —

which has a working travel of 740

consisting of T-rails set flange

D. L.

& W. SHOPS AT KINGSLANU

upward

feet,

transfer

and a width

in the concrete to
table.

The man-
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ner of setting the lower

rail in

the surface line called into play

IN

WOOD MILL — D.

concrete and preserving

some engineering

talent,

were obtained on templates, to which
reference was made during the hardening of the concrete base, resulting in a perfect alignment and surface.
Electricity is the motive power for the table.
The entire plant is operated by electricity, the power
being provided by two 300 K. W. and one 200 K. W.
Crocker- Wheeler generators driven by Buckeye engines
located in the power house, which is 181 feet 6 inches
long by 62 feet wide and located immediately south of
the coach shop. In addition to the generators, there are
two exciters and two large air compressors, one of which
is an Ingersoll-Rand and the other a Chicago Pneumatic
in

which

levels

Co. machine.

In this building there are six Sterling

250 horse power each.
The manner of handling the coal and ashes of the
steam plant is well calculated to work some economies

boilers of

too often

left

unconsidered in a

new shop

lay-out.

In

at

brought to a hopper shaped receptacle
the outside of the boiler room, into which the car load

is

discharged, from which the coal flows into a large

this case the coal is

on the inside of the basement. A conveyer carries
the coal up to hoppers located above and between the
boilers, from which it is dropped to the floor before each
fire door and shoveled to the grate.
There are two ash hoppers at each boiler emptying
into small cars having a body constructed on the clamshell order, which are located in the subway under the
pit

boilers.

When

loaded these cars are run to the outside

telpherage system, by which they are discharged into

A

standard gauge cars for removal.
six feet square has

its

origin in the

out the plant.

The

boilers in

boiler practice have the

1

concrete conduit

power house

the water ,heating and electric system

FIG.

109

is

in

L & W. SHOPS AT

KINGSLAND

from which they pass direct to the
stack, which in this case is of brick, 150 feet high, banded
at intervals of six feet with 3 inch steel bands, and rests
on a concrete foundation.
built in the setting

The

office

and storehouse

is

two

stories in height.

150 feet long by 60 feet wide, with

is

offices

It

above

and storerooms below. This building is surrounded by
a platform ten feet wide on three sides and 193 feet long
by 80 feet on the fourth side, with track scales on the
east between the office and main track. The office building has Merritt expanded metal partitions and is
equipped with a fireproof vault for the preservation of

drawings and accounts, and also has modern lavatories.
In the paint and

tween the

oil store

building

office

house which

and

is

situated be-

the paint shop,

is

the

buffing and plating departments, to be equipped with the
latest

facilities

for rejuvenating tarnished or disfigured

metal coach and sleeper trimmings.
ing

is

which

Under

this build-

a large basement for storage of paints
is

and

oils,

absolutely fireproof, nothing being used in the

framing except

steel

annex which

to

room

is

and concrete. In the paint shop
the west, where are located the var-

and door work, cabinet shop and
upholstering room, the same provisions are made against
fire, all posts and beams being incased in concrete.
nish

The

for sash

264 feet long by 70 feet wide
and has a track running full length in communication
mill building

is

with the lumber yards. Besides the standard gauge track,
there

with
the

a third rail making a gauge of 26 inches, which
two other narrow gauge tracks connects with
narrow gauge system of the plant.
All of
is

which

carried through-

accordance with Sterling

smoke and gas discharge passages

—VIEW OF TRANSFER TABLE —

D. L.

&

W
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heavy tools such as the sill dresser, tenoner,
pneumatic gainer, horizontal mortiser, band re -saw,

the

hydraulic wheel press and tire turning lathe, are bolted
to concrete foundations.

It will

they have been placed with

to the location of tools that

reference

The

dresser

sill

movement through

progressive

to

lumber yard and

the

mill.

the end of the shop nearest the

at

is

be noted by a reference

**$>*

an end door through which
a track extends to the machine.
The tools for the
in line with

wheel job are at the opposite end of the shop and within
100 feet of the coach shop, necessitating but

little

3?oCe/orJ9ordterrft*(MS.

trans-

portation to get within the sphere of action in either
case.

A

much threshed-over

question since the advent of

electricity as a tool drive,

has been the relative efficiency

ft—

and group systems of power transmission.
It Will be noted in the details of the wood working shop
that this matter has received intelligent consideration and
treatment. The same painstaking care to have the tools
in the most advantageous position to produce results
of the direct

is

%oZ9"'

simply on paper at this time, but

the transfer table

is

borings are being

made

for the foundations, which will

rest

on

removal of which for

was

to the extent of about 250,000 cubic yards.

solid rock, the

this plant

The

locomotive shop as projected will be 608 feet long, by
120 feet wide, and have twenty

RAILWAY OF FRANCE

when the removal of less than %
inch of metal would make the hole continuous through
the bolt and make it a hollow bolt to all intents and
form a

cul de sac

purposes, such as has such a popular following in this

The length

country.

only

of these bolts

it

is

is

strikingly short,

inches between sheets, which would appear to

$*/%

be conducive to a short tenure of

with a portion of

pits,

— WESTERN

COPPER STAYBOLTS
to

and north of

at the left

.079

Bo (t for* C&ntwt ftov/s.

pressed tracks for loading, and the ample wheel storage

The locomotive shop shown

<fyA err

,

seen in the provision for handling wheels in the de-

space.

=31

for the bolt

life

—but

not, at least in France.

the west end walled off and assigned for boiler shop

This shop

service.

like those of the

wood working

de-

partment will be of brick, steel and concrete. We are
indebted to Chief Engineer Bush, Architect Nies, En-

Master Car Builder Mc-

gineer-in-charge Lozier and

Kenna, for the prints and information concerning

of

staying

firebox

of France

illustrated

is

Edouard Sauvage, Chief Engineer

on the Western
by courtesy of M.

These
and it

of that road.

be noted that the outside rows are larger in diameter

than those used in the central rows, conforming in that
respect to the

water space
bolts are

1

method pursued

stays.

The

fits

in this

country with iron

in the sheets for the larger

7-64 inches diameter and for the smaller bolts

63-64 inch, as near as

it

is

possible to transpose those

values from the metric systems.

The

is

reduced to a

diameter somewhat less than the bottom of the thread,

and a hole about 5-32 inch

is

drilled

through the center

of the bolt to a point just outside of the outer sheet, but

not through the outside head, causing the

telltale

hole to

discharge steam into the firebox in the event of rupture.
contrary, to the American method, which

This

is

make

the hole about 1^2 inch deep from the outside of the

outer sheet.

It is

a

fixed

not clear

why

the hole should be

is

to

made

When

earth.
it

The

earth

relation

is

to

a supreme law of the

so balanced that

is

the

Newton's

it

The moon

sun.

also maintains

it

was seeking

mainis

so

a fixed relation to the

historic apple fell to the ground,

a balance in respect to the earth, being

no longer sustained by the
is

The bridge is deload.
The locomotive

tree.

signed to balance the heaviest
driving apparatus

balanced, not only to secure smooth

running, but to prevent the destruction of the track.

The armature

dynamo

of the

smooth running, but
strains.

Even

for

is

balanced, not only for

prevention

of

destructive

nations preserve a balance of power, to

keep from fighting.

Once balance
fight,

part of the body between sheets

C. Kelsey.

or equilibrium,

universe.

balanced that

bolts are of copper, as are also the firebox sheets,
will

BALANCE,
tains

Copper Staybolts— Western Railway of France
practice

J.

this

up-to-date plant.

THE
Railway

Simultaneous Telegraphy and Telephony

destroyed,

trouble

tracks are ruined, bridges

ensues.

Nations

sink under loads,

lo-

comotives cannot make schedules, and the dynamo be-

comes inoperative.

Ignoring the law of balance

in-

vites inevitable disaster.

The
eration

feature

essential
is

balance.

of a

Owing

successful

to the

telephone op-

marvelous sensitive-

ness of the telephone receiver, conditions which would

be as mole-hills

in

some usage, behave

as mountains in

Telephone service may be said to be
surrounded by many enemies.
Every electric circuit

telephone service.
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tends

electric

neighboring electric

induce

in

every

currents

as

near like

to

Each telegraph,

trolley,

its

power and

own

as

circuit,

possible.

is

light circuit induces

however weak
enough to make

tapped the telegraph

coils is

from a power

instead of

The only way

to

in

from making noise in the telephone receiver is to prevent them from passing through
This is accomplished by a balance.
the receiver.
A
balance is a condition in which one side of a circuit must
be exactly the same as the other. From this, it shows
that a grounded line is impossible of balance. The earth
is unlike the wire in size, resistance, and carrying capacity.
Hence, telephone service calls for two wires
of equal size, resistance, and carrying capacity.
Fig.
3 reveals a metallic telephone circuit, paralleled by a
the telephone circuits

In the middle of the circuit

trolley wire.

which

transposition,

is

is

shown

a refinement of balance.

a

If the

x would induce the
greatest current, hence, in coming to equilibrium, some
current would pass from side x to side y through the
telephones, marked T.
The transposition puts each
wire equidistant from the trolley, hence each wire has
induced about the same amount of current, and neutraliwires are not crossed over, side

zation takes place in the wires, without passing through

Figure 3 shows what is called a simplex circuit, the
simplest combination of telephone and telegraph.
Repeating coils are placed at each end of the telephone

and

at the

-as

5
FigI-A

at point

c,

would be destroyed, and curground through the telephones to

the balance

a,

get to the point

to

c.

were connected

If the telegraph circuit

at ponit c, the

would be heard in the telephones, because more
current would go through one quarter of repeater than
the other.
Hence, the telegraph currents would be
induced in the telephone circuit. Tapped at points a and
b, the telegraph currents are equal, and in opposite directions, hence no current is induced in the other half
ticking

of the repeater.

In figure 4

graph

shown a simplex system with three teleThe repeating coils are placed at A, B

is

stations.

and C. The middle points are tapped at a, b, c and d.
There could be made four or five telegraph station's,
which would add two repeating coils in the telephone
circuit.

The

usual difficulty with this simplex

Repeating

ing.

coils

other.

are

method

ring-

is

designed for talking

either

One

or ringing through.

has to be sacrificed for the

In this work, a combination

is

made, which admits

middle point of the

line side of the

March

Railway Master Mechanic,
it was pointed out that the Northern Pacific people could
not successfully operate their quadruplex telegraph service with iron in the coils, and simply tapped the middle
In the

issue of the

^

^

Bridg/hg Telephone

Trolle y Wire.

Owing

point of a simple non-inductive bridge.

-

1 r

ringing.

FigZ

A Series

Telephone

X

TtT
Y
.

/9/1/V3

And

time constant.

quad work.

Y

F/G3-S//V7PLEX TelEGR^PH
Circuit Two Telegraph

TELEPHONE

Some

of the energy

given back to

is

This means a

This means self-induction.

the circuit.

'

(SI

to the

complex nature of quadruplex currents, it is impossible
for currents in tandem wound coils to completely neutralize, even though they pass through the coil balanced, and
in opposite directions.

3p(W

were tapped

of five coils being used, allowing good transmission and

the telephones.

circuit,

A

instrument

If

would pass

rents

prevent these currents induced

these telegraph

If

were not in the middle points of the coils, the induced current from the trolley would not be neutralized
in the wires.

a receiver interpret loud noises.

circuit.

1

taps

currents in the telephone circuit, which,
standpoint, are strong

1

a time constant too great for fast

In simple telegraph work, there

process, although not

enough

to

is

a slowing

harm.

#no 32
has been stated that the requirements of balance

It

Telephone: Stations

prevent current from passing through the telephones on

This leads to the question as to what kind

the circuit.
TftOLLEV

OH

Tc-t-tCfil/tPK

W/,

In figure

telephones to use.

phone, which

is

S'liyiPLEX C/F\CU/T

~3TELEGFtHPH -St/ITIOIVS
son

(oMF

L~3

r~"~~"|2/

main

ohm

line is

opened and a telephone put

rents

s

The

r%
Circuit -Two Teiecr^^h Circuits a/yo

Tef\min/=il

Telephones

and a

This

five

bar

in

in.

which the

The

eighty

ringer coils would seriously retard the speed of the

telegraph, and

^S^^^-oo

F/G-5- St/j/voi/id

ringer,

circuit.

tele-

five telegraph stations.

when used

would pass

directly

tion coil secondary.

C

ohm

Figure 2 shows a series of telephone,

iV"

'"

shown a bridging

This will give service for thirty telephones,

generator.

and
F/g4

is

put directly across the

telephone should have a 1600

c

1

use

of

series

telegraph, trolley
It will

for talking, the telegraph cur-

through the receiver and induc-

usage would not be tolerated.
instruments on lines paralleling

Such

a

and lighting

circuits invites great noise.

be noted in figures 3 and 4 that condensers have
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been placed about the telegraph relays.

This usually

general proposition,

is

it

much

easier to convert

good metallic telephone line into simultaneous telegraph
work than it is to take an old pair of telegraph circuits,
and make them do simultaneous telephone work. It is
a

cheapest on the long run to build a

and reduce

it

to telegraph.

new

telephone circuit,

two through

If there are

fair to be

permanent.

All other methods are

threatened with extinction, unless they combine with the

relieves the telephone circuit of a slight interference.

As a

which bids

April, 1906

telephone, which, before
the

we

Telephones

land.

being

are

manufactured,

And

placed at the rate of 150,000 per month.
as

if

When
final

more years of such

there were three or four

home

be in every

die, will

it

in

and
looks

business.

the rairoads adopt and trust the telephone,

its

victory will be won.

telegraph wires, they could be converted into simultane-

ous service by a combination shown

known

in figure 5.

as the standard simultaneous set.

two separate telegraph

It

This

is

and one telephone circuit.
At station A, line X would have a fifty ohm coil inserted, also one at station B.
Telegraph instruments C
and D would be slowed down slightly by this addition of
100 ohms. The line Y would also be treated with two
fifty ohm coils, through which telegraph instruments A
and B would have to operate.
At station A, on the telegraph instrument side are two
six microfarad condensers in series, and at a point between them is placed a ground.
This looks like

A

and B. On
the line side of the fifty ohm coils are placed two twomicrofarad condensers, in series with a howler, and telephone, marked H. From ground, two thirty ohm coils
are connected, in shunt about the howler H. At station
B, this

To
from

is

also done.

ring with the ordinary twenty cycle ringing current

A

B

ohm

and through condensers, thence over a long line, through two more condensers, and a device, shunted by two thirty ohm coils,
would seem impossible. It is. Therefore, higher frequency
currents are used. Howlers are used instead of ringers,
or drops. When A wants B, a high frequency current is
impressed on the line, which finds sufficient impedance in
those thirty ohm coils to ignore them, and thereby enerto

with a sixty

bridge,

The telephone companies have a vast amount of telegraph work done over their commercial telephone lines.
With a revenue of $15 or more per mile annually, one can
see that fixed charges are nicely taken care of. It stands to

reason that simultaneous work

is

the

work

of the future.

should the telephone and telegraph companies cover

the country with separate leads,
is

when one

will

do?

It

the old story of doubt concerning the utility of the

telephone.

The

telephone

BY

Works we

courtesy of the Baldwin Locomotive

compound passenger

ten-wheel balance

illustrate a

engine representing an order of six machines for Korea.
In 1904 these works built six ten-wheelers of the single

expansion type for the same road, also for passenger
service,

and

this lot is similar in all respects to the first

order except that they are balanced and compounds.

These engines are moderate, embodying in their design
the vital improvements of the steam locomotive of the

and while not in the giant class as used in this
country, are heavy power for Korea, weighing about
162,000 lbs. total, and on drivers about 118,000 lbs.
They are able to exert a drawbar pull of 24,000 lbs., and
having an adhesion co-efficient of 4.9, they will always
be free from the aspersion of being over-cylindered,
even under the limit of tire and cylinder wear.
present,

The

half-tone in connection with the descriptive speci-

covers

fully

fication

the

of

details

of

interest

these

engines.
Gauge, 4

ft.

Cylinder, 15

in.

and 25

balanced

Valve,
Boiler

8%
in.

—type,

x 26

in.

in.

piston.

mtl.

straight,

steel.

Diameter, 64 in.
Thickness of sheets, 11-16

Working Pressure, 200

in.

lbs.

Fuel, soft coal.

gize the howler.

Why

'Railroad

permits of

circuits,

a local circuit between telegraph stations

Baldwin Balanced Compound, Seoul Fusan

is

the one

way

of communication

Staying,

radial.

—

Firebox material, steel.
Length, 96 in. width, 60 in.
back, 50^ in.
Depth, front, 64% in.
back 5-16
Thickness of sheets, sides, 5-16 in.
;

;

in.

;

3-8

in.

Water

;

tube

space,

^

;

in.

front,

4

in.

;

sides,

3

in.

;

back, 3

in.

—

Tubes Material, iron; wire gauge, No. 12.
Number, 233; Diameter, 2^4 in; Length, 18
Heating Surface Firebox, 131.7 sq. ft.

—

Tubes, 2476.3

sq.

ft.

BALDWIN BALANCED COMPOUND, SEOUL FUSAN RAILROAD

ft.

i

/2
l

in.

crown,
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2608.

Total,

sq.

comotives, cannot be duplicated by other single units of

ft.

Grate Area, 40. sq. ft.
Driving Wheels Diameter Outside, 66
Diameter of Center, 60 in.

steam, electric or internal combustion

—

Journals, main, 10

x

in.

in.

ioJ/>

in.

others

;

Base — Driving,

Rigid, 13

ft.

6

Total Engine,

13

6

ft.

8'/2

On

— On

Truck,

io T/2

in.

74,000

162,000

est.

— Capacity, 4,000
—Wheels, No.

Tender

est.

118,000

ft.

o

Journals, 454 x 8

first

240,000

est.

4 tons
diameter, 33

lbs.

the other piece.

is

has three

inch slots

separate from

is

develops the hauling capacity, the
is,

about

at present,

To

this

must be added the greater

and operation per mile run for the eleclocomotive, and the installation, maintenance and

cost for repairs

This piece

]/%

power

electric

veloped under working load than for steam locomotives

tric

THE

and two

With

hauling capacity.

coal.
in.

accompanying illustration is of a shoe and
wedge chuck as used in the Springfield shops
of the Wabash Railroad. This simple device is made up
of two pieces of cast iron, one of which is fastened to the

leveling

its

cost of the locomotive alone

of the Mallet type.

It

machine generating the power

50 per cent, greater per pound of tractive power de-

Shoe and Wedge Chuck

illustration.

self-contained

the machine which

»

upper

A

locomotives, where the source of

lbs.

in.

platen of a planer.

a speed of 10 miles per hour, placed under

necessary to develop

in.

lbs.

gallons,
8,

lbs. at

the control of one engineer and one fireman.

in.

front, 44,000 lbs.

Total Engine and Tender,

Tank

x

in.

Driving Wheels,

Engine,

Total

in.

in.

Total Engine and Tender, not to exceed 55

Weight

in

American railroads, are given below
tractive power of about 84,000 lbs. for starting
1.
heavy trains and for a speed of 5 miles per hour; and of

2.
5

ft.

now

A

in.
2"]

engines

use on

Engine Truck Wheels (front), diameter, 30
Journals, S T/2 in. x 10 in.

Wheel

113

3^

Along one edge

shown
24 inc ^

in detail in the
set

a boss the

full length,

which acts as one of the jaws for holding the shoe or
14'-

which would not
be required by either a steam or an internal combustion
locomotive, and all of which increase the capital and
converting and

Vg

1

distributing

system,

operating expenses very materially.

screws for

inches long for holding
is

operation of a current producing, conveying, storage,

A

3.

total

locomotive weight utilized for the develop-

ment of tractive power in connection with a running
gear, which makes the locomotive suitable for either
hauling, pushing or braking freight trains containing the

maximum

paying load per foot of track space, over

mountainous railroads of

level or

A

miximum

maximum

curvature.

power with a minimum rail
pressure per driver wheel, on account of the total weight
°f 334>5°° lt> s being distributed over 12 drivers, and a
4.

tractive

-

30

6

ft.

in. total,

with a 10

minimum wear and

ing in

With

roadway.

tear

electrical

rigid wheel base, result-

ft.

on bridges,

locomotives

rails, ties

the

and

excessive

weight concentrated on a short rigid driver wheel base
and' below the springs, together with the extremely low

'BOlffl]

center of gravity, results in extraordinary

rail

pressures,

thrusts and wear.

J^FlHH

The

5.

movement and

stall-

ing of trains, on account of the usual slipping of driver

m

/*'-

elimination of retarded

wheels, as in the case of ordinary simple or

compound

cylinder steam locomotives, or with electric locomotives
SHOE AND WEDGE CHUCK

On

wedge.

the

where the driver wheels are uncoupled and the current

other edge are two bosses

with

24

inch tap bolts which are used to fasten the article to be
planed.

The
Y%

other jaw of the vise

is

held in position by two

inch bolts in the slots of the bottom piece.

forced against the

wedge by

the

two 24

It

is

vnc h tap bolts in

the bosses of the bottom piece.

We

are indebted to Mr.

J.

naturally transmitted to the point of least resistance,

which

is

power

at the

illustration

the slipping wheels, resulting in no increase of

dead wheels.

A

higher tractive power'

is

obtained to the weight per axle than with the ordinary

steam locomotive, as the slipping due to the accumulation
of high unbalanced pressure at the points of wheel and
rail

B. Barnes, Superintendent

machinery of the Wabash Railroad, for the
and description.

is

contact,

engines.
tion in
its

does not occur at the same time in both

When
mean

one engine commences to

effective pressure

grip on the

rail

follows,

without making

it

slip a

and

it

reducregains

necessary to shut

»

Advantages of The Mallet Compound

SOME of the points of superiority of the mallet compound cylinder

articulated type of locomotive, which

according to the investigations of Mr. Muhlfeld in his
tests

between the above machine and heavy

electric lo-

The other engine,
steam supply.
meantime, has been gaining power, thus preventing any

off

or

throttle

the

and consequent stalling of the train at a
critical moment.
These conditions are the same whether
the slipping occurs with either the high or the low presloss of speed

RAILWAY MASTER MECHANIC
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sure engine, and the most frequent cause for stalling

with electric or simple cylinder locomotive

is

thus over-

come.

A

6.

tonnage and speed per train that

provide

will

April, 1906

—

were collected and weighed and readings of the wattmeter and the revolution counter were taken every two
minutes for power and cutting speed.
To determine
whether or not the lost horse power of the drive remained constant from no load to full load, a Prony brake
was used on the test pieces.

number of locomotives and crews under the
control of which the movement of the business is placed.
This will result in the balancing of the power and
movement of the maximum number of loaded and empty

Experiments were made on
methods of drive, that is, either

cars per hour over a single piece of track, with the proper

back gearing.

degree of safety.

given in Fig.

for the least

A

7.

crew,

minimum

capital, repair, fuel,

engine and train

supply and dispatchment cost per locomotive,

oil,

train, car or ton mile.

A maximum

8.

retarding effect for the safe handling

down

of heavy trains

steep grades at the highest speed

permissible for a proper degree of safety.

which

in

1,

through the
experiments are

these

shown

also

is

both

for

direct or

of

results

lathe

the curve of

motor alone, giving the horse-power

calibration for the

known input. The loss in the transmission
for any known input is at once found, being the vertical
distance between the curves at the required load.
The
output for a

show

curves

this

not constant, but increases

is

at

a

contant ratio as the load increases.

A

uniform turning moment to overcome journal friction of axles
rolling and flange friction of
9.

The

the

;

An

arbitrary standard of durability of the tool

was
established as follows
A tool whose cutting edge was
worn away .002 inch after one hour's use was considered
perfect, its durability being expressed by 100.
The
ratios of durability of any other tools to the standard
would then be inverse of the ratios of their rates of
wear to the wear of the standard.
:

wheels
at

wave

;

resistance

of

rail

atmospheric

;

friction

ends and sides of rolling stock and inertia of train at

time of starting, which will insure the
gear, machinery

and

A

the

in

boiler stresses,

minimum

draft

and reduce the

tire

wear.

rail

10.

and

sub-division of

minimum

strains

power and balancing, resulting
on the locomotive and track,

and a reduced liability for wear, breakage or accident.
Broken driver wheel axles on electric locomotives indicate that the more uniform axles on electric locomotives
indicate that the more uniform torque does not eliminate the liability for such failures under normal conditions.

The minimum amount

11.

of dead weight and non-

paying load, and the smallest number of bearings and
parts per unit of

Ability

12.

to

power developed.

move

rating in the event one set of

becomes

its

train

of

one-half

machinery or engines

disabled.
»

»

High Speed Tool

(2)

Breckenridge,

and Mr.

steel.

(1)

"Ark."

Styrian
(3)

marked "Bohler

Mclnnes's

rapid."

"Extra."

(4)

Mushet "Special." (5) "Air Novo." (6) "Rex." (7)
"Poldi."
The ma(8) Armstrong and Whitworth.
chine used was a Pratt and Whitney high speed lathe
driven by a two-phase induction motor belted to a countershaft.

The

and divided by the

The

exerted.

to

cutting

figures

foot-pounds per minute

obtained

so

giving

speed,

were

the force

reduced

to

pounds per unit area of cut, and platted as ordinates
upon a base of area of cut as shown in Fig. 2. These
curves show that the cutting force was not directly
and that the average cutting force varied

increased,

from 50 tons per square inch for soft cast iron, to 85
tons per square inch for hard cast iron. Each curve rep-

The

resents a different hardness of cast iron.
is

shown

on Fig.

in the table

relative

2.

tween the durability of the tool and the cutting speed.
These are important curves. Each curve represents a
different hardness of cast iron. Referring to the middle
curve, which is for cast iron of medium hardness, it
will be seen that a cutting speed of 50 feet per minute is

Dirks, Assistant in Mechanical Technology.

Jessops

This was reduced

cutting.

during the past year,

These experiments were conducted with the following
brands of tool

ducted from the total horse-power used during the trial,
the difference being the net horse-power required for

Fig. 3 shows curves which represent the relation be-

under the direction of Prof.
B.

follows:

of high speed steels has been carried on

at the University of Illinois

Henry

lost in driving the lathe

hardness

Steels

A

The horse
and countershaft was deas

is

»

University of Illinois Tests of

TEST

power

of results

proportional to the area of cut, but decreased as the area

and

itself

The summary

material of test pieces

satisfactory, the durability being 100.

creased very materially, the
rapidly.

exists

cast

iron,

cored in

where

speed

the vertical

line

maximum

durability

indicating cutting speed

tangent to curves similar to those drawn.

The curve shown

in

Fig. 4 represents the advisable

cutting speed on cast iron of varying hardness.

were

curve represents the results of

and also have blow
holes and other defects.
These pieces were prepared
for test by a cut for the removal of scale and to bring
them to a uniform diameter, after which the surface
sped was regulated by a Warner cut-meter. All chips

in-

evident that for each hardness of cast iron,

order to have uniformity in density, as solid sections
likely to be soft at the center

is

decreases quite

durability

the cutting speed allowable for a

is

was

It is

If the

ferent steels tested.

feet per

tested begin to

the tests of the dif-

This curve shows:

of the steels tested can
rate of 25

all

remove very hard

minute;

wear rapidly

(b)

This

that

all

(a)

that any

cast iron at a

of the steels

at speeds a little

above 125
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relation

miles, while smaller engines in lighter service will fre-

between a safe cutting speed and the hardness of the
cast iron seems to be definitely expressed by the curve,

quently run for 75,000 to -125,000 miles between shop-

medium

It

would seem that

to

120, could be cut at 125 per minute just as readily

cast iron of

hardness, 100

concerned.

is

It

must be remembered that

this

careful study of the requirements of different

shopping

classes of engines with reference to
assist in

as at 70 feet per minute, as far as any injury to the
tool

A

ping.

will greatly

reducing failures on the road,
it

was shown

that technical

were often

failures of

men, the ap-

In his discussion of details
failures of engines

on the

paratus being in satisfactory condition but delays oc-

cutting speed, of the variation in the area of the cut;

curring through inattention or faults on the part of the

does not take

curve

account the

into

effect,

the experiments from

crew.

He

said also the reverse condition sometimes ex-

in all cases those in

isted, that

through prompt and wise action on the part

which the curve was platted were
J
inch in
which the cut was nearly /%

depth by 1-16 inch feed, so that there
tion in the area of cut in

all

is

but slight varia-

of the experiments.

engineer,

the

of

avoided.

a

technical

Failure of the

may

failure

first class

be

actually

when an

occurred

en-

proved equally

gineer brought his engine back to the round house be-

very evident that there are great pos-

cause of an alleged failure of injectors, whereas in fact

Before realizing
sibilities ahead for high speed steels.
their full benefit, however, certain advances must be
made. Heavier machine tools must be built. The capacity of the motor and power plants must be increased,
Special hardening furnaces with temperature measuring

working order, but were not properly handled. This, he said, while recorded as an engine
failure, was really the failure of a man.
As an illustration of the manner in which a technical failure may sometimes be avoided, a case was cited where an engine within

In

general,

effective.

all

It

is

the

of

More must be known

devices must be available.

chemical and physical properties

cerning the

Tool

various steels.
cut cast iron
sible a

steels are

from two

few years ago.

taken of these

many

tested

steels

now

the

available that will

M

M. K.

BARNUM,

management though the
failure

&

of engine failures to

good or poor

indication of

possibility

of an

epidemic of

under the best of management was admitted,

A

Practice, he said in defining failures, varies greatly.

any account whatever chargeable to engines." Another and a
much narrower one is "a delay of more than five minutes to a passenger train or of more than ten minutes to a
broad definition counts as

freight train at
lost parts of

A

failures, "all delays of

any one point due

to broken, defective, or

machinery, hot bearings or leaky boilers."

generally accepted definition which

makes a

lies

between these

"any defect in an engine or its
mechanical operation which causes it to lose time or make
The
stops which would otherwise be unnecessary."
speaker discussed the effect of engine failures upon the
limits

failure

cost of operation, loss of business
traffic

;

harm had been done which

and the movement of

he then analyzed the causes leading

to

such

fail-

manner in which failures are reported and the methods by which the higher officials
handle the statistics based thereon. Attention was esures and descibed the

pecially called to the importance of

which many roads

are now en J°yi n g w tn reference to engine failures. A
good record being regarded as one which permits a mileagfi of I0000 miles per failur6j whilg some roads
tQ
day operating with less than one failure to I500o miIes
*

assistant to the second vice

some extent an

being blown clear of the engine,

that all

to the extremely satisfactory records

»

effect that the proportion

to

the cylinder

In conclusion, attention was called

breakage of parts.

portance of the subject was emphasized by a statement

is

;

withstanding the fact that there was actual and serious

Q. railway, addressed
the Engineering students of Purdue University on January 29th. His subject was "Engine Failures." The im-

mileage,

all

piston rod

the cost of manufacturing

president of the C. B.

to the

head, piston and rod

The engineer knowing

its

terminal on time, thus avoiding a -technical failure, not-

Ensine Failures
R.

four miles of a terminal broke

every advantage has been

When

»

in

could be done, held his throttle open and got into the

should be materially reduced in price.

articles

were

was pos-

to three times as fast as

possibilities,

con-

of

the injectors

shopping engines

at

^

The Brotan Locomotive Boiler

^pHE
M.

few

interest evinced in this country in the past

years in the improvement of the locomotive boiler

has a powerful reflex in the same line of thought abroad,

and

in the culmination of original ideas in this respect

we

have the Brotan boiler which was built for the Austrian
State Railways after the design of Mr. J. Brotan, an
experienced motive power officer of the above road, and
exhibited at the exposition of 1905, at Liege,

This

boiler,

as will be seen

by our

illustration,

is

a

combination of the ordinary multi-tubular locomotive

steam drum resting on the top, also a firebox of the usual external appearance but radically different in construction from the old water space type, the
water spaces being replaced by a system of water tubes

boiler with a

3.75 inches in diameter at the sides

ceive

and absorb the heat from the

and rear which
firebox.

re-

The upper

ends of these water tubes connect with the rear steam

drum, while the lower ends are in communication with a
steel circulating pipe which extends from the waist of the
boiler near the throat sheet, back on each side and to the
rear of the firebox.

There being no water spaces, there are therefore no
water space staybolts, the water tubes performing the

The water

proper intervals, larger engines in freight service requir-

function of the usual water spaces.

ing to be shopped after running from 45,000 to 60,000

tend upward from the circulating pipe and curve inward-

tubes ex-
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THE BROTAN LOCOMOTIVE BOILER
ly at the

top to effect a connection with the steam drum,

and are therefore
gases.

in direct contact

The steam drums extend

with the flames and

The locomotive with

the full length of the

forward one being 30.3 inches in diameter
and the rear one 22 inches in diameter. The rear drum
boiler,

term of service, when a rational comparision of this system may be made with the old form of construction.

the

this

having proved suc-

boiler

cessful in the Trieste service, five

more have been

or-

A

receives the steam generated in the firebox, while the for-

Brotan boiler is in course of construction for
an eight-wheeled fast passenger engine, in the shops of

ward one

the

formed by the fire tubes
through three flanged connections between the drum and
boiler, the latter being 45.75 ins. in diameter and having
215 tubes.

receives the steam

The steam dome

is

located at the front of the

forward drum, and must by reason of its height from the
water line give comparatively dry steam.

The

object aimed at by the designer of this boiler

to obtain the

maximum amount

and troubles due

water spaces.

of this boiler in passenger train service
a

steaming capacity far

show

in excess of the

that

Tests
it

for an eight-coupled freight engine.

has

ordinary type.

There is one very important advantage to be noted in
this form of construction of firebox, namely, no rivets
or seams are exposed to the fire, all parts thus exposed

Besides these the

Southern Railway has designs under way for an
eight-wheeled passenger engine and a four-coupled
Italian

freight engine.

is

of heating surface, cou-

to staying of

Hungarian State Railways at Budapesth, and two are
now under construction on the Moskan-Karan railway

way has

pled with an improved circulation, and also to avoid the
cost

dered.

The Bosnian-Herzegowina

State Rail-

also ordered one of these boilers for adaptation

both a cogged and an adhesive engine, and the Paris,
Lyons & Mediterranean, the Midi, and the Onest, also
to

the Servian State Railways are to to

make

trials

of this

From the foregoing it is evident that there is a
decided awakening abroad in the matter of improved
locomotive boiler construction.

boiler.

Suburban Motor Cars

THERE

is

now

being

waged a very

interesting

being water tubes set close to each other and forming a
closed arch to receive the heat.
The old bugbear of

competitive struggle between gasolene and gasolene-electric types of power for suburban and interurban

maintenance cost

service

will

present

itself

no doubt after a

on roads where

light single units are

ample to
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care for the

not

is

traffic.

cheap,

to the present

and,

It

that

demands

with heavy drafts on

is

a

fact

that

while gasolene

production

its

while

equal

not likely to be so plentiful

is

economy justifies its use, but
the direct connected gasolene motor has some limitations in power, and until this condition is rectified it
would appear that electricity would hold its own against
it,

its

competitors, a fact which will ha^e due weight in

all

spite of the cost

and weight involved

in the gasolene-

electric type.

The gasolene motor, however, has shown so many points
that recommend it for suburban work that experiments
no doubt overcome the present need of a higher
powered machine, and produce a motor capable of speeds
up to 75 miles per hour if necessary. As now .developed
the gasolene-electric motor while giving satisfactory results in the short time it has been in service by reason of
the reserve power it is capable of by storage gives these
results at the expense of complication, and is not free
from some of the objections raised against the plain
will

cylindered gasolene machine, since the integrity of the

whole depends

on the cylinder performance

in

evident that the gasolene motor

thorough trying

is

to

have a

Southern Pacific Co. has recently placed a gasolene car similar to those on the

Union

out, as the

Pacific in experimental service.

Hudson

The Delaware &

Co., has also just tested a gasolene-electric car

which has the dimensions of a standard coach, being
much larger than those built by the Union Pacific, from
which it is also dissimilar in the electric features of the
power, being a self-contained power station

—the engines

furnishing the power to generate the electric current

by which the car is operated through motors. The gasolene consumption was one gallon per mile with this
Still

another gasolene-electric motor car built for ex-

perimental

purposes

has

been

placed

in

service

at

Philadelphia within the month.

In principle this motor

& H.

Co., differing only in the

similar to that of the D.

details

of engine and electric equipment.

An

average

gasolene consumption of 0.45 gallon per mile is claimed
for this machine. There is no question about the econ-

omy

of either type of gasolene engine as compared with

steam, the matter of power and high speeds being the
controlling factors in the selection of the motor.

The

complications in construction necessary to the combination of gasolene with electricity are believed at this time
to

possess advantages over the direct driven gasolene

motor by reason as stated of the power reserve in storage
which may be utilized at critical points of haul.
There can, however, be but little difference in total
weight in the two types, when the increase in size of
cylinders in the one case
details in the other.

is

pitted against the electric

The prime advantage

in either of

the Director of Railway Con-

recently

sent

the

to

quarters

pre-

sumably needing enlightenment (that is to say, to sundry
Consulting Engineers, Managers, and to Carriage Superintendents) copies of reports upon the Stone Train
Lighting System as used on the Jodhpur-Bikanir Railway, and upon the Independent Storage Battery System
as used on the Rajputana-Malwa Railway, says Indian
Engineering. There is also forwarded a reprint of an

"Railway Engineer" of about sixteen months
ago.
Mr. Shadbolt's communication, which bears date
of September 25th last, is a continuation of a letter, dated
27th August, 1 901, which then described these systems,
mentioning them as in the experimental stage and an
nouncing that when further information was available it

article in the

would be circulated. Therefore No. R. S. 194/2 marks
the somewhat tardy fruition of a promise over four years
old.
It

the

is

only in the Indian Railway Returns for
separate enumeration

number

first

1904
appears concerning

of coaching vehicles fitted for lighting with

Some 485

electricity.

of these being distributed as fol-

Rajputana-Malwa Railway 238, South Indian Railway 95, Kalka-Simla Railway 92, Jodhpur-Bikanir Railway 44, Burma Railway 19, Great Indian Peninsula and
Indian Midland Railway (jointly) 3, and the BengalNagpur, Bombay, Baroda and Central India, and Eastern
Bengal State Railways, one each. With so many coaches
electrically lighted it is somewhat surprising that the records from the Jodhpur-Bikanir line only concerning 32
coaches are given, and while the whole of the RajputanaMalwa coaches are embraced in the report, no mention
lows

is

machine.

is

struction,

that the
is

in the Electric Lighting of Trains
in India

SHADBOLT,

MR.

both

cases.
It

Experience

April, 1906

:

made

lines

much

of the electrically lighted rolling-stock on other

concerning which Superintendents might have had

which would be of interest and value.
Examining the report of the Jodhpur-Bikanir system
in detail, the first point which strikes the reader is that
it is not the Stone system in its usual English form which
is here employed, whose characteristics are each vehicle
to say

as an independent unit, but a modification required by

the narrow metre

gauge of the line. This modification
consists in fitting a dynamo and set of accumulators to
each van only, fore and aft of the brake of the passenger
coaches, all of which were wired and connected through
flexible couplings.
Even by limiting the number of dynamos and using only two per train, the destruction of
the belts from the action of the compensating slip on
the pulley has proved a serious item in the maintenance
of these installations, amounting to 9 per cent., of the
annual cost of working.

On

the

Marwar

Junction and Hyderabad section of

this line a train consisting of front

and rear brake vans,

fact that the existent road beds

one postal van compartment, two intermediate class com-

are immediately available for service without the expend-

compartments (with bathroom), two second-class compartments, (with bath room),

these types

lies

in the

iture of a dollar for electrification.

partments,

two

first-class

RAILWAY MASTER MECHANIC
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and twelve third-class compartThe cost
ments, requires 46 five-candle power lamps.
months
for twelve
of lighting three such trains
amounted to Rs. 2,715-13-0, of which nearly one-half was
occasioned by the expenditure of Rs. 1,365 odd for the

one

refreshment

car,

To

inspection and running staff

Stone system

England,

in

who know

those

comes somewhat

it

as a sur-

prise to learn that an inspector has to be carried
train to superintend the lighting.

the

on each

In addition to belting,

which reference has already been made, only one of the
remaining items call for special comment, and that is the
sum of Rs. 502 odd for re-charging accumulators and

to

replacing parts thereof.
for depreciation

.

The

No

allowance

actual

is

apparently

power required

made

for driving

the dynamo, over and above that required for driving

119

regard to ascertaining the

failed to give satisfaction in

and volume of the

specific gravity

electrolyte, the difficul-

ty of ascertaining the condition of the

pound used

due

while the com-

for sealing the cells left a thick deposit at the

bottom of the cell, and
cuiting.
An open type
lid,

cell,

some cases caused short

in

cell,

was therefore adopted.

cir-

with a removable vulcanite

Other

difficulties

were those

to vibration, resulting in the breaking of the lugs

of the positve plates

;

in a

very few cases the paste in

the negative plate has fallen out, while in others deliberate malice manifested itself by filling the boxes with filth

and

nitric acid.

The system has, however, given every satisfaction, and
the Company has affected savings in the cost of train

rather eloquent

improved light being secured at
a little over half the cost of oil. Mr. Houldcroft reckons
his cost at per candle-power hour, the average from May
1901 to December 1904 at 0.63 pies. Adopting Mr. Todd's

of deficiencies in an acquaintance with the practical test-

standard of the five-candle-power-lamp-hour, this would

the train,

not stated, and Mr.

is

Todd

of the Jodhpur-

Bikanir Railway regards this as "an altogether undeter-

minate quantity," a point of view which
ing of electrical machinery.

is

As compared with

the

pam-

by Messrs. Stone and Co., which state
that in English practice inspection need only be made
after six months, "oiling after 14 to 20 days, and re-charging and cleaning accumulators after 15 to 16 months,"
phlets circulated

Jodhpur-Bikanir practice based twelve months' working,

main oil-box of the dynamo
once a week, the rocking arm every da}', while the accumulators are tested and the specific gravity adjusted
every month, and a complete overhauling of the dynamo,
and cleaning and re-charging of the accumulator every
involves the oiling of the

has for ventilating off the accumulators, which would

The

we

are hard to reconcile, and
there

is

These figures

are inclined to believe that

a misprint or mistake somewhere.

the assistance of Mr. Houldcroft and Mr.

We

Todd

invite
to elu-

cidate the matter.

The

third section of the

memorandum, which

deals with

power required for electrically lighting railway carriages by the Stone system, has appeared already in the
the

"Zeitung des Vereins," in the "Bulletin of the Interna-

tion corresponding to ^o.y miles per hour, the loss of en-

comparative value of the illumination secured.

a distinct

against 1.75 pies for the Stone system.

run fans or punk-

cost, the unit of comparison adopted is
lamp hour (the lamp being of five-candle
power) which cost 1.42 pies. Oil lamps cost for oil alone
A comparison with gas light1.75 pies per lamp hour.
ing would have been of interest, and also a note on the

that of the

to

a cost of 3.15 pies for independent batteries as

Ap-

As regards

made

mean

Railway Congress," and in the "Railway Engineer,"
and was originally prepared by Herr Staby of the Bavarian Royal Palatine Railways. Our reference to it will be a
short one.' Slipping of the belt the Stone method of voltage-regulation
occured at a speed of 28 miles per hour,
which may be therefore regarded as the critical speed of
the plant tested.
The dynamo was suspended and was
driven by a variable speed motor. At a speed of rota-

six months.

parently no attempt has been

lighting, a considerably

boon for refreshment or sleeping

be.

cars.

memorandum under

tional

—

—

ergy due to the slipping of the belt was 612 watts (0.82
electrical horse-power), while at 46.0 miles per hour the

the carrying on the coaches of a

was 1,101 watts (practically 1.48 electrical horsepower) At 36.7 miles per hour the dynamos output was
806 watts, so that the deliberate friction loss was 43 per
cent and at 46.0 miles per hour this loss amounts to 565/2

batteries

per cent.

other system described in the

consideration
in

is

the Independent Storage Battery

use on the Rajutana-Malwa Railway.

System

This involves

number of independent
which are taken out when discharged and re-

charged either

at

Bandakui or A-jmer.

has to be drawn on the train

An

extra weight

—acomputation

of this in

loss

.

The apparatus used

at a higher speed.

speed, as

we

believe

is

the case on

the losses at these speeds

would give

on trains traveling

also require maintenance,

and the depreciation of

boilers,

dynamos have to be met. The labour charges
such stations must be fairly heavy, and the troubles

at

commenced at a lower
London suburban lines,

would be even greater, while
sixty miles per hour they would

ton-miles per

annum would be somewhat striking and
food for thought. The generating stations

for testing could not be run

If slipping

appall Engineers educated in the pursuit of mechnaical

The

figures provided

by Herr Staby should

engines, and

efficiency.

at

be analysed by those interested in the question, and the

experienced similar to those inseparable from the use of
the

now

almost obsolete independent battery system for

electric traction.

ana-Malwa

line,

Mr. A. T. Houldcroft, of the Rajputreports that hermetically sealed batteries

resultant curves studied.

The

effect of

such a procedure

on any Engineer can only be to compel him to seek for a
system mechanically more

would

find in use

efficient.

Such a system he

on three of the leading British

lines.
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Grain Door

THE

while the height of opening at the bottom

accompanying illustrations are of an improvement on grain doors. This is to relieve the pressure of the grain from the inside in order to raise the
regular door with greater ease.

purpose a small triangular shaped door is
provided on the regular door. This is hinged from the

For

April, 1906

this

is

anything

from ground contact up to an opening too large to

human

cept the

The frequent

body.

inter-

sight of a fender

hanging with one side in its normal position, and the opposite side on the rail is an object lesson of the uselessness
of such a device to clear the rails of any kind of an obstruction.

In some

cities the

made

attempt has been

to introduce

a miniature pilot before each pair of trucks, the device

being simply an obtuse angled affair about 6 inches high

and supported a few inches above the rails. Owing to its
distance from the platform end sill, which is over four
feet,
if

it is

inoperative at

a person

is

times to clear the

all

struck by the

sill

of the car, the latter or the

beyond the pale of

car step will place the subject

Such an arrangement

is

rails, since,

of no

more use

safety.

as a safeguard

against going under the wheels, than the fender.

time that attention was given to a more

It is

means

to prevent the mutilation going on

by

efficient

street cars,

had by the devices so far used. The best device
for the purpose is the pilot designed for the locomotive.
It will throw an object clear of the rails, and prevent
its passage under the wheels, for the reason that it may

than

is

be placed nearer the

E^V-t ~~WTv,

and its form is such as to furnish the best known means for safety.
There may be objections to its application in general

f
,

,

,

/,

,'

IllUV.

.

.

rails,

YZ\

to street cars, but there are

THE HENNESSEY GRAIN DOOR

and when closed has the two sides fastened back of
the diagonal strips as shown. In order to open the door
the small hook is removed from the staple and the lever
This lifts the two link hinges and the
raised upward.
door enough to clear the side strips and then swings outtop,

of coupling up train units or kind of service.
cars are fitted with pilots in

If

be

it is

desired to keep the opening open, the door can

hung from

We

the staple above the opening.

are indebted to Messrs.

Moore, of the C. M.
on the device, for the

&

J. J.

St. P. Ry.,

illustrations

Hennessey and P. N.

who

hold the patents

and description.

there

because of

provement in an important feature having a direct bearing on the safety of the public, since the advent of elecTo be explicit, the means to
tricity as a motive power.
the maiming of an unor
least
prevent loss of life,
at
fortunate who happens to go down in front of a car, is,
when present at all, of the crudest possible kind, and
cannot by any stretch of the most lively imagination be
called a safety device. Fenders are not to be considered,
simply because they invariably fail of their purpose; mechanically, nothing could be devised that would more satisfactorily accomplish the very thing it is supposed to
prevent, since the whole framework will nse and pass
over any object on contact with it.
The failure to perform the work for which it is applied
is due to the height at which it is placed above the rails,
and this condition is aggravated by the fact that there is
any amount of play upward, and but little downward,

In the former case

greater density.

its

contingency meant disaster to the car by probable derail-

ment, whereas there

is

stance but the running

nothing to fear in the latter

down

in-

of a pedestrian, which

is

Ordinary consistwhen by an exercise of it,

often called contributory negligence.

safety to the public

is

assured.

the close attention to per-

municipal service, there has always been room for im-

having no

a collision with stock had to be provided for, as such a

•

Balanced Compound Locomotives

fection of details in the construction of electric cars
in

cases, they

greater need for such a device on cars in urban

is

ency should be kept in sight,

Safety Devices at Front of Electric Cars

NOTWITHSTANDING

many

Interurban

doubt been forced on them by reason of high speeds, but
traffic

ward.

none that may not be surfit any condition

mounted by modifications that should

THE

paper

on

four-cylinder

balanced

compound

locomotives, read before the Railway Club of Pitts-

burg by Mr. F. J. Cole, mechanical engineer of the
American Locomotive Company, has been issued in
pamphlet form by the company. The pamphlet contains
some interesting information on the effect of unbalanced
forces in an ordinary simple engine, and explains clearly
the reasons

why

compound engine

the torque of a four-cylinder balanced
is

more uniform than

in a simple

ma-

In considering this question, the development of

chine.

the four-cylinder type

is

traced from the earliest produc-

drawings illustrating various examples from
foreign and American practice, and leading up to the

tions

by

line

modern creation having the power divided between two independently driven axles, among which was
the Cole compound and some of the more important data
taken from it on the St. Louis testing plant at the World's
perfected

Fair.
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Baldwin 12-lVheeler Ferro*CarrilDe Yaguajay

A

Total, 985.8 square feet.

NARROW

Grate area, 12. 1 square feet.
Driving wheels, diameter outside, 30 inches.

gage 4-8-0 engine illustrated herewith
was designed and built at the Baldwin Locomotive
Works for the Ferro-Carril de Yaguajay, a railroad of
27^2-inch gage in the province of Santa Clara, Cuba.

The

service to be taken care of

Diameter of

The grades

Engine truck wheels,

curves offer a no

mean

3^

(front,),

diameter,

20 inches.

/

Rigid, 9 feet, 10 inches.
Total engine, 18 feet, 6 inches.

are something to be reckoned with,

being in some cases as high as

25 inches.

inches.

Journals, 3 x 2 x6 inches.
Wheel base, driving, 9 feet 10 inches.

ing the products of the larger sugar plantations along the
line.

center,

6^x7

Journals,

general freight, includ-

is

121

per cent, while the

Total engine and tender, 48 feet.
Weight, on driving wheels, 61,450 pounds.

resistance, since they are as sharp

as 135 feet radius.

On

The narrow gage of the road, and the size and weight
of the engine, made it necessary to place the frames

Total engine, 74,450 pounds.
Total engine and tender, about 106,000 pounds.

Tank

outside of the driving wheels, of which four pairs were

91
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capacity, 2,500 gallons.

tJ fun IH

.'if.

8,

diameter, 26 inches.

Journals, 3$i x 7 inches.
Service, freight.

The four-wheeled truck was used

within the limit.

pounds.

13,000

front,

Tender wheels, No.

used in order to keep the permissible load per yard of
rail

truck,

E
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ft
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BALDWIN 12 WHEELER, FERRO-CARRIL DE YAGUAJAY
to avoid excessive flange

wear on the

drivers,

insure freedom and safety in passing the sharp curves.

The

such as to haul seven to eight cars, each

is

up the 3^ per cent grades.
The I4xi6-inch cylinders and 30-inch drivers are toylike proportions, but the machine can exert a draw bar
pull of 15,000 lbs.
The really diminutive size of the engine is best shown as a background for the two figures
weighing sixteen gross

tons,

The

seen in the picture.

descriptive specification gives

dimensions and data of smaller values than are usually
found in road locomotives today.
Gauge, 2

/

feet, 3 J 2

THE
meled by

railway corporations of this country are untram-

capacity of this engine under ordinarily favorable

conditions

Government Supervision of Traffic

and also

paternalism to an extent

unknown by

like

foreign properties, and they would no doubt suffer a death

shock

by

if

subjected to anything like the same supervision

government

According

here.

officials

to

Consul

Brunot, the management of national control, under the
laws of 1881, of the operation of each great railway

system in France,

is

intrusted to inspector-generals of

roads and bridges or of mines, residing at Paris, who
have seats in the councils and committees instituted by

These inspectors are

the minister of public works.

in-

vested with authority to consult the books, papers, re-

inches.

Cylinder, 14x16 inches.

ports,

Valve, balanced.

etc.,

of the railway

company

to

which they are

assigned, as well as any documents necessary to reveal

Boiler, type, straight.

the condition of the company, and the exactness of the

Diameter, 48 inches.
Thickness of sheets, -% inch.

Working

presure,

receipts

The

170 pounds.'
«

Fuel, wood,

and expenditures.

inspector general assists, or

Staying, radial,

under his control:

Fire box, material, copper.

Length, 46 inches, width, 38 inches.
Depth, front, 47^ inches, back, zi 3

A

Thickness of sheets,
inch, tube, Y^

Water

and

y

2

sides,

y

2

inches.

inch, back,

y2

inch,

diameter,

2^,

length,

Heating surface, firebox, 48.4 square
Tubes, 937.4 square

crown,

]/2

inch.

space, front, 3 inches, sides, 2>/2 inches, back,

100,

feet.

(1)

The

represented at

all

company, and has

railway track and build-

and (2) the technical and commercial operation of
the railway.
When necessary he inspects and controls
plans and designs of new lines.
The control of tracks
and edifices comprises supervision of new construction
and repairs on lines, and verification of the expenses inings,

Tubes, material, copper, wire gauge, 12 and

Number,

is

the meetings of the shareholders of the

16 feet.
feet.

2^

inches.

13.

curred.

The

general

inspector

is

assisted

by a chief

engineer of roads and bridges, several ordinary engineers,

and a

staff of clerks.
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The

of

control

the

technical

working of the
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line

comprises the supervision of the motive power, rolling
stock and workshops, verification of accounts, and the

over the observance of the regulations

strict surveillance

concerning the work of the employees.

That of the commercial operation embraces the study of rates and all

commercial questions interesting the railway system, examination of the budget of the company, and verification

By

of accounts.
questions,

is

a decree of 1901 the study of the former

intrusted to a director of commercial control,

by a general controller of each company, several
and commissaries of surveillance. The salary
He is by right of
of a Government director is $3,000.
office a member of the consulting committee of railways,
and can assist at any of the railway directors' meetings
of the line, as well as at the general assembly of the
shareholders.
The official director must make himself
with
the needs of the population and exacquainted
assisted

inspectors,

amine with care

all

propositions to change transport rates

and report thereon to the minister of public works. Although residing in Paris, he is invited to study the industrial, commercial and agricultural affairs of different
regions in the provinces, and goes about frequently to

meet chambers of commerce and the syndicates for the
proper understanding of local claims.
No rates of any kind can be imposed by the railway
companies unless they have received authorization from
the minister of public works. Before applying any tariff
or rate, the companies have to draw up a list or schedule
of the prices they intend to charge for the transport of
passengers, cattle, merchandise, and divers objects.
Copies of this schedule are transmitted to the minister,
the prefect of the department crossed by the railway,

and to the control

service.

The companies

to transport with exactitude, celerity,

are

bound

and without favor-

and all other objects intrusted
them.
Any
private
agreement
to grant a rebate is
to
strictly forbidden
further, if a company, knowingly and
willingly underrates any given merchandise, it is obliged
to apply that same rate to the same kind of goods to all
itism,

merchandise,

cattle,

FIG.

DOWN

DETAIL OF

I

SPOUTS, WAYCROSS
TIC COAST LINE

ROUND HOUSE, ATLAN-

giving ample protection from the elements
the

"Sunny South" means sun and

house

rain.

—which

in

This round

without walls, being comprised of only a
roof supported on posts, and therefore open on all sides.
is

Wood

built

is

the material of which the structure

is

built

throughout, the posts being 12x12 inches, and resting

on a solid foundation. The girders are also 12x12 inches
and braced by 6x12 inch struts secured to both posts and
girders by

%

inch bolts.

Above

the girders are 12x12

inch posts in line with those below, and extending to the

roof plates which are also 12x12 inches.

The

purloins

are 8x10 inches, and the lower plates 12x12 inches, while
the studding, which
only.

The

roof

is

is

2x6

inches,

covered with

There are twelve concrete
which are assigned to drop

is

at the gable

ends

tile.

pits

70 feet long, two of

The pits are
crown of the arch,
and are capped with 12x12 inch stringers on which the
315^ inches deep from top of

pit

service.

rail to

;

other shippers, for a period of five years.

Enough
France

to

given in the above to outline the situation in

is

show

the intent of the traffic regulation con-

templated by the government, even though the scope
omitted.

Its ramifications

is

touch every detail in the mo-

power and operating departments alike, not omitting
the composition and handling of trains nor the condition

tive

of locomotives for train service.

It is plain that

no possible opening for rate juggling as
United States.

in the

acter,

and

is

in

is

there

is

understood

All safe-guarding of the

commer-

most ample charthe strongest contrast to the system which

of the country

cial interests

it

is

of the

has so solidly intrenched itself here.

Jt

New

THE
produced

Atlantic

tion at

Type of Round House.
Coast

Line

Railroad

Company has

something new in round house construcWaycross, Ga., involving the most simple prin-

ciples of architecture, yet justifying the expectation of

FIG.

3— DROP

PIT

WAYCROSS ROUND HOUSE, ATLANTIC COAST LINE
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arranged open under the arched
bottom and have a liberal incline to the entering end

The

rails rest.

pits are

where the 8-inch terra cotta drain pipes are located.
The roof drainage is received in a wooden trough at
each eave and disposed of through 4-inch cast iron

The smoke

pipes.

jacks are arranged over the pits on

the head-in and back-out plan,
the

apex of the roof

soil

is

and over each

pit

near

located a clay ventilator 25 inches

In

all details

necessary to the housing of engines, and

taking care of running repairs, this round house

is

as

complete as though surrounded by solid walls, with the
important advantage of light and air and low cost of in-

Mr. R. E. Smith, General Superintendent of
Motive Power, by whose courtesy these illustrations are
presented, writes in answer to our request for information concerning this innovation in round house practice,
as follows: "It is true that the idea of this round house
is somewhat novej, the plan being based upon the requirements of the very favorable climate at Waycross,
stallation.

Ga.

forms

It

at

and that overhead protection against rain and sun was
the only protection required.

but rarely, during a short winter, that ice
Waycross, while on the other hand, the period

is

of sunshine and rain

is

somewhat extended.

Therefore,

roundhouse for so favorable a climate, it
was thought unnecessary to provide side or end walls,

in designing a

FIG. 2

In fact

we

believe that walls

roundhouse in that climate would detract rather than
add to the comfort of the men then, too, there is also the
consideration of the reduced cost of construction.
in a

;

You

roundhouse

will note that the

in fact, a

is,

supported by heavy uprights that the roof covering

Ludowici

tife,

house work,

in diameter.

123

tion of

shed
of

is

and, therefore, especially adapted for round

in that

it

is

immune from

the corrosive ac-

fumes from locomotives standing thereunder. The

amount of timber, excepting large sizes, in this construction makes it practically fire proof.
While it is the

small

first

roundhouse of

extent
will

is

this type that I

experimental,

we

feel

know

of,

and

to that

quite confident that

meet the requirements of the mild climate, and

our expectation to follow this design

in

it

other engine

houses to be built at other points south of Savannah.

would not recommend this style of roundhouse except
points as far south, and south of Waycross, Ga. We
timate this house to cost, including the concrete

than $1,000.00 per

it

is

I

for
es-

pits, less

stall.

The reason why steel is not used in this construction
will be apparent when it is remembered that long-leaf
yellow pine has
tic

its

habitat,

and

is

Coast Line.

— SECTION AND PARTIAL PLAN WAYCROSS ROUND HOUSE,

ATLANTIC COAST LINE

at its best

on the Atlan-
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Personals
E. S. Scheetz, master car builder of the Georgia Railroad, died at his

home

in

Augusta, Ga., on February 21.

Mr. W. McAlister, master mechanic of the Pennsylvania at Camden, N.

has been retired under the pen-

J.,

sion rules of that system.

Mr. A. H. Gairns has been appointed general foreman
of shops of the Denver & Rio Grande at Burnham, Colo.,
vice Mr. J. E. Klein, resigned.
Mr. W. C. Burel has been appointed master mechanic
of the Trinity and Brazos Valley, with office at Cleburne,
Tex., effective on February 15.
Mr. Homer W. Baldwin has resigned as road foreman of engines of the Cleveland Cincinnati Chicago &
St.

Louis at Mount Carmel,

Mr.

J.

& Western, with
Mr. V. B. Stubbins.

of the Ohio River

Mr.

J.

office at Zanesville.

N. Mallory has been appointed mechanical en-

gineer of the Lehigh Valley, with headquarters at South

Bethlehem, Pa., succeeding Mr. L. L. Bentley, resigned.

Mr. Austin

Collett

J.

Mr. A. M. Frazee, heretofore master mechanic of the
Columbus Buckeye Lake & Newark, with office at Newark, O., has resigned to take charge of

Moline,

to accept the position of assistant superin-

111.,

tendent .of motive power

of

the

has been appointed electrical

Hoxie

Texarkana, from

to

Little

& Omaha

office at

with

inspector,

head-

quarters at Altoona, Pa.

W.

Evans, heretofore trainmaster of the

bash at Decatur,

111.,

intendent of motive
leans

& Texas

Wa-

has been appointed assistant super-

power of

the Cincinnati

Pacific at Chattanooga,

New

Or-

Tenn.

Mr. A. C. Hinckley formerly general master mechanic of the Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton has been
appointed superintendent of motive power having had
the car department put under his charge.
Mr. Peter Harvie, superintendent of shops of the
Great Northern at. Havre, Mont., has been transferred
He has been
to Everett, Wash., in a similar capacity.
succeeded at Havre by Mr. K. A. Frobergh.
Mr. H. G. Huber has been appointed assistant master mechanic of the Buffalo & Allegheny Valley division
of the Pennsylvania at Verona, Pa., vice Mr. Taber
Hamilton, transferred; effective on February 15.
Mr. S. B. Reed, heretofore chief clerk to the superintendent of motive power of the Chicago, Rock Island

&

Pacific,

has been appointed general storekeeper, with

office at Chicago, in place of Mr. H. C. Pearce, resigned.
Mr. W. L. Harrison, master mechanic of the Chicago.
Rock Island & Pacific at Cedar Rapids, la., has been appointed master mechanic of the Kansas division, with
headquarters at Horton, Kan., vice Mr. G. V. Seidel, re-

signed.

Mr. H. C. Pearce, general storekeeper of the Chicago,

Rock

Island

&

Pacific

at

East Moline,

111.,

has been

appointed general storekeeper of the Southern Pacific
at

San Francisco,

resigned.

Cal.,

Rock

mechanical department of the Chicago,

Omaha, Neb.
Mr. C. H. Andrus, general foreman of machine shops
of the Pennsylvania at West Philadelphia, Pa., has been

J.

with

to

McGehee, and

Mr. M. E. Wells has been appointed assistant master
mechanic of the Wheeling & Lake Erie and the WabashPittsburg Terminal with headquarters at Columbia, O.
Mr. Wells heretofore has been traveling master mechanic, with office at Norwalk, O.
Mr. B. E. McNierney, formerly connected with the

pointed master mechanic of the

Mr.

Pacfic,

Mr. C. A. Braun has been appointed master mechanic
of the St. Louis Iron Mountain & Southern, with office
at Baring Cross, Ark., and will have jurisdiction from

of motive power and machinery, with headquarters at

locomotive

Union

headquarters at Omaha, Neb.

engineer of the Union Pacific, under the superintendent

general

electric light

will be succeeded by Mr.
A. F. Rausch of Canton, O.
Mr. A. W. Wheatley has resigned as superintendent
of shops of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific at East

apolis

appointed

an

He

plant at Duluth, Minn.

over the Little Rock terminals.

111.

F. Scott has been appointed master mechanic

O., in place of

April, 1906

succeeding Mr.

W.

R. Ormsby,

erby,

at

Minne-

St. Paul,

Minneapolis, Minn., has been ap-

Tacoma

Eastern, with
Bismarck, Wash., to succeed Mr. H. F. Weath-

resigned.

W.

Mr. H.

Johnson has been appointed master mechanic of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy at Brookfield, Mo., to succeed Mr. A. N. Willsie, who has been
transferred to Aurora, 111., in a similar capacity.
Mr.
P. J. Murrin, assistant master mechanic at Aurora, has
been assigned to other duties.

Mr. Wiliam Smith, master
York Central & Hudson River

mechanic of the New
at East Buffalo, N. Y.,

has been granted an extended leave of absence owing to

and Mr. Edward Eldon, general inspector of
engines of the Western division, has been appointed
acting master mechanic at East Buffalo.
Mr. James Coleman has been appointed master car
builder of the Central Vermont, with office at Saint
Mr. A. Buchanan, superintendent of the
Albans, Vt.
ill

health,

motive power and car department, will hereafter devote
his

the

entire time to the
title

motive power department, with

of superintendent of motive power.

on March
Mr. C.

Effective

1.

J.

Halliwell,

enginehouse

foreman

of

the

Pennsylvania at Youngwood, Pa., has been transferred
to Pittsburg, Pa., as assistant master mechanic, succeed-

ing Mr. H.

M. Meason, who has been appointed

general

Mr. J. W. OsConemaugh, Pa., has been

foreman of shops at Philadelphia, Pa.
chea, enginehouse foreman at

appointed to succeed Mr. Halliwell.

Mr. M. McCarthy, heretofore division master mechanic of the Michigan Central at Saint Thomas, Ont.,
has been appointed master mechanic of the Michigan
Southern division of the Lake Shore and Michigan
Southern, and will also have jurisdiction over the Indiana, Illinois & Iowa, with headquarters at Elkhart, Ind.,
vice Mr. C. W-. Cross, transferred to other duties effective on February 26.
;
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W. H.RUSSELL, MASTER

MECHANIC AT THE WEST OAKLAND REPAIR SHOPS CF THE SOUTHERN PACIFIC COMPANY,
"SUNSET"

HunUSpiller Iron
The Hunt-Spiller Manufacturing Corporation, South Boston,
Mass., have out a very attractive pamphlet, 6x9 inches and 15
pages, explanatory of the merits of their iron for constructive

locomotives,

of

Owing

to the high tensile
it

is

and steamship work.
strength (35,000 pounds), and close

toothed

details

grain of this iron,

125

gearing

especially well adapted to such locomotive

parts as have long been

made

of cast iron and steel, such as

driving wheel centers, driving boxes, shoes and wedges, cylin-

der packing rings, cylinder bushings, pistons, valves and false

AND HIS FORCE

any of the attachments can be placed
necessity of removing the arm.

The
feeds.
at

in

is

has automatic longitudinal, cross and
provided with three 54-inch T slots with

each end.

The knee

Feed
is

of

box

type,

and

is

supported by telescopic

vating screw, so that no holes are necessary in the floor.

is

and knock-off.
feeds are provided

Hand wheels

for

operating

the

clutch arrangement enclosed in hub.

When

Machine

called to the positive gear-

feed drive and change-feed mechanism, by which twenty changes
of feed can be
clutch

made without stopping

mechanism

in connection with the

the machine;

hand wheels;

the

new

also the

box type of knee and telescopic elevating screw.
The spindle has a No. 12 B. & S. taper hole in front end,
is made from hammered crucible steel, has a 24-inch hole through
its entire length, and runs in self-centering bronze boxes arranged to compensate for wear. It has a slot across end to engage clutch on arbor, is threaded to take a chuck, and a threaded
screw when not in use. It is connected with the
change-feed mechanism by three spur gears, making a positive
driven feed. The spindle is double back geared, and gears are
protected with guards.
collar covers the

The arm is made of steel, is designed for horizontal adjustment, and has an arbor support which may be removed, so that

pans
eleIt

is

also provided with automatic vertical feed

This machine embodies a number of new and important improvements which will be much appreciated by all users of
Special attention

vertical
oil

reversed in front of machine.

is

boxes and all other details subject to wear, and requiring a
combination of strength and durability.
For high hydrostatic
pressure this metal has proved of superior excellence because of
its strength and density, and for details called upon to resist
acids or alkalies, no grade of cast metal has served the purpose
as well as this, by reason of its close texture. The steadily ex :
panding business of this concern attests the esteem in which its
products are held on railways.

milling machines.

position without the

platen
It

valve seats, guides, crosshead gibs, eccentrics and straps, rocker

No. 4 Plain Milling

— BY COURTESY OF

PLAIN MILLING MACHINE

with

the table has been
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set to required position, the clutch

may be

instantly disengaged

on the front of the hand
any accidental change from their
fixed position, and also preventing them from revolving when
the automatic feeds are thrown in.
Dials are adjustable and graduated to read to thousandths of
an inch, to indicate the vertical, transverse and longitudinal
movements of platen, and are set at any position with set screws
by

pressing

wheels,

the

in

knob

preventing

thereby

The patented change-feed mechanism is conveniently arranged on the back of column, and is capable of obtaining instantly twenty changes of feed, slow or fast, by a simple
movement of the lever without stopping the machine.
This machine is manufactured by the Becker-Brainard
Milling Machine Co., of Hyde Park, Mass.

practical

engineer to

whom

time

is

an

object

thumb of

With the

packings was chiefly owing to the fact that they relieved the engiif they were not as
from the standpoint of durability, etc.
With the Exacto packing gauge and cutter and knowing the

strongly into the stop.
is

then pressed

in place, the knife of the ser-

edge variety is then inserted in the guide and the cut
made, as shown in our illustration. The result ib a ring with
the ends cut to a true bevel, as shown in Fig. 3, which will, if
care has been exercised in the operation, exactly fit the rod.
All the rings cut to this measure will be exactly of the same
size
there is no possibility of waste from errors in cutting, nor
loss of time in fitting the packing to the rod, and if the packing
is right, a tight joint and a workman-like job are assured.
All things considered, we are so favorably impressed with
this little machine that we predict, because of its utility, that
few engine rooms of the future will be found without one. We
rated

;

it.

Power Transmission

Coates Flexible

will

neer of this trouble and responsibility, even

fits

the left hand the knife guide

down, firmly holding the packing

Power trasmission by means

appreciate the convenience and utility of a simple but ingenious
device, the Exacto Packing Gauge and Cutter, recently placed
on the market by Greene, Tweed & Co., New York.
The manufacturers also being manufacturers of packing they
were in the best possible position to fully recognizze the success
of a packing largely depended on the skill displayed by the engineer in cutting and fitting it and that the sale of so-called "ring"

end

into the apparatus until the beveled

suggest to engineers to look into

Packing Gauge and Cutter
Every

April, 1906

of the Coates flexible system has

solved the problem of tool and shafting drives with the least

and with absolute certainty of results.
In
and for angle drives this method of
transmitting power has features possessed by no other system,
being truly flexible in every sense of the term, and it is this
fact that makes the Coates shaft one of the necessities in a
machine shop.
resistance

possible

out of the

In

the

way

situations

construction

of

this

shaft,

each

link

telescopes

its

satisfactory

ball

socket sufficiently to allow for the least change in length

due

to

diameter of the rod to be packed, continuous length packings

cause.

are as convenient to handle

packing, a perfect

fit

and more economical than any ring

being at the same time assured, with choice

of material which the engineer cannot always

command

in ring

bending,

That

is

and thus counteracts

the reason

why

all

friction

from that

may

be coupled

the Coates shaft

up into solid and permanent connections and will run perfectly
This shaft is peculiarly well adapted for
free at any angle.
tapping
or grinding, and in fact any operation
drilling, reaming,

form.

requiring power at points remote from line or counter shafting.

Our first illustration shows the device all ready for use.
The dial is set at the figure representing the diameter of the rod

the applications of the shaft to a job of drilling in the floor,

to be packed, plus the diameter of the packing to be cut; a set

and

screw secures the stop in place. The free end of the packing
having been cut to the proper bevel in the gauge is then passed

with the same equipment. The illustration of the angle drive
which embodies in its construction the principle of the flexible

FIG.

1—TWCKING GAUGE AND CUTTER READY

FIG. 2

— SHOWING

The
it

illustration of the bracket boring

is

plain that

ground

joints are just as easily negotiated

FOR USE

METHOD FOR HOLDING AND CUTTING WITH PACKING GAUGE AND CUTTER

machine shows one of

COATES ANGLE DRIVE

FIG. 3

— RESULTS OF CUTTING WITH
GAUGE AND CUTTER

PACKING
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This shows a saving for engine 903 of 12 per cent, over engine
904 on a coal allowance based on the per mile tonnage hataled.
The 903 showed 20 per cent, better in her coal record than
the average of

on

other engines of this class in passenger service

all

this division.

»

«

«

Hydro-Pneumatic Pipe Bending Machine
all railway shops will be found some kind of a device
crude process of development whose purpose is to bend
sand pipes, injector feed and discharge pipes and other piping
It has, however, been the promise of
requiring curved shapes.

In most

in

.

a

Slocomb & Co., Inc., Wilmington, Del., to design and build
bending press especially adapted to work of this kind. The
accompanying illustration shows one of these machines recently
placed on the market.
It consists of an improved quick acting hydro-pneumatic
engine designed to be secured to a cast iron plate having T
F. F.
a

holding stops, against which the pipe

slots

a

twelve

of

travel

total

The ram has

rests.

inches— or more

desired

if

— and

by

means of an auxiliary air cylinder can be quickly brought up to
or withdrawn from the work at will of the operator, and at a
very slight expenditure of

This press

air.

built

is

in

several

COATES BRACKET BORING MACHINE

shows the construction of the shaft drive in broken view
which the shape is seen to run in oil. While the drive is at

shaft,
in

an angle of 90 degrees there are no limitations in that respect
it will drive at any angle, and forward or backward with equal
efficiency.

It is

one of the prettiest solutions of an angle shaft

drive yet put out.

These

specialties

mission are built by the Coates

in

flexible

Clipper

Mfg.

power
Co.,

trans-

Worcester,

Mass.
.

.

Wheaton Variable Exhaust and

Drifter on a
Chicago Great Western Locomotive

The accompanying illustration is of engine 903 on the Chicago
This locoLimited of the Chicago Great Western Railway.
motive was equipped with the Wheaton Variable Exhaust and
Drifter as manufactured by the International Railway Device
This device was applied to remedy the
Co., of St. Paul, Minn.
excessive flue leakage and breaking of transmission bars, hanger
posts and frames with which this class of engine was troubled.
Since the application in October, 1905, these troubles have been

almost entirely eliminated.

Another interesting point brought out

in

the test

was

the

saving of 12 per cent, in fuel during January and February over
the 904, another engine of the same class in the same service,
but not equipped with the

Wheaton

device.

The

coal record

was

as follows

HYDRO-PNEUMATIC PIPE BENDING MACHINE
sizes

is
is

ENGINE

003.

;

the

exert a

size

force

shown
of

will

pressure,

air

The machine

ram.

not only adapted for binding iron and copper pipe cold, but

camber

in

deck

beams and frames.

601.50

38

Saving
904.

:

«

«

Forced Lubrication

601.88

Allowance
Consumption

Allowance
Consumption
Excess

pounds

eighty

tons at the

also used to advantage in ship yards for putting

Tons.

ENGINE

with

seventy-five

A

great many discussions have appeared from time to time,
regard to the subject of lubrication. The old style, or, more
properly, the present style of hydrostatic lubricator, has offered
in

593-03

a solution to lubricating problems for a great

662.00

more or

68.97

many

years, in a

manner, according to the conditions
under which it may have had to work. Just what per cent of
this oil does any real lubricating, is an insolvable problem, as we
have a great many reasons to know that drops of oil often pass
almost directly to the exhaust without doing any good whatever.
In locomotive practice is this more especially true, due largely to
satisfactory

less

the long line of piping

from the lubricator

to the engine cylin-

The feed on a locomotive lubricator might be started
minutes, we will say, before starting the engine, and some
ders.

gineers would consider this as ample time for the
the point desired, before starting.

no one

really

discharge

knows.

line,

but

All

when

Whether

we do know,
it

is

this

that

it

have to pass.

is

fed into the
is

something

does not only with the length

of the piping but with the temperatures through

WHEATON VARIABLE EXHAUST AND DRIFTER

en-

to reach

be true, or not,

it

gets to the cylinder,

that defies solution, varying as

oil

ten

which

it

may
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Another unsatisfactory feature with which engineers have had
to contend,

the fact that the feed of

is

be stopped entirely while the lubricator

to

not infrequently happens that after

it

being

is

filled

is

it

has

in nearly all cases

oil

and

filled,

does not re-

it

sume feeding promptly, but must wait for condensation to fill
the chamber provided for that purpose, before action is resumed.
With the advent of the gas engine, these troubles have greatly
multiplied.
In this service we have enormous fluctuating pres-

pumping mechanism, consisting

builders

feeds

are

—and

is

may

To meet

means whereby

positive

these difficulties

of any consistency

oil

be fed in regular quantities at timed intervals, the Sight
Pump has been placed on the market. In this device,

Feed Oil

made

connections are usually

mechanism

some moving

to

part of the valve

that will properly actuate a lever, the

movement

of

two large

ball

manufacturing

all

from

sizes

—one

sixteen

to

claim that they have not yet reached their limit in

point of size.

a

plunger,

a

separate pumping mechanisms.
In pumps of larger sizes, the
tank and body are longer, and additional feeds are arranged for
by placing similar plungers and valve trains side by side. The

sures, these changes taking place in very short periods of time,

the difficulties of proper lubrication.

of

check valves, and a separate discharge line. The pump shown,
is the one-feed or smallest size, and illustrates but one of these

the high temperatures and carbonaceous deposits adding also to

and provide

April, 1906

The amount of oil being fed to any given place
shown on top, and the drops may readily
be seen as they flow down through the recessed cavity in front
of the nickel disc. As soon as a drop of oil falls into the hole
adjusted by the valve

below the drip nozzles, the pump plunger on its up stroke, as you
see, will draw a vacuum into which this drop of oil is greedily
drawn.
The down stroke will then force it past the check
valves and out into the delivery line.

the lever to be, therefore, synchronous with those of the engine,

In setting up the pumps, the front check valve only

is

body, and a test of 1000 pounds per square inch

in the

inserted
oil

pres-

sure applied by operating the lever and plunger by hand.

This
amount, the casting, check valve, plunger, etc., must hold indefinitely.
Then the rear check valve is inserted in the pump,
simply as a double assurance against leakage. It is plain to be
seen that with a check valve provided at the extreme discharge

end of each feed line, the piping will at all times be held full
oil, and the moment a drop is forced past the first check in
the pump, a corresponding amount must be crowded out at the
discharge end to make room for it thus the first revolution of
the engine to which it may be attached, will cause oil to be
instantly dropped upon each and every surface or bearing to
which the pump may be piped. The tank is provided with a
threaded cap, on the top, under which is provided a large
A protected gauge
strainer, readily removable for cleaning.
glass shows the level of the oil, and arrangements are provided
in these gauge fittings for steam connections to be made to the
heater pipe in the bottom of the tank for warming the oil if the
pump is located in an extremely cold place. In case it is desirable to feed two kinds of oil, a partition may be placed in the
tank, and a circulating plunger provided at each end of the
pump. This arrangement is often desired where it is necessary
of

;

to lubricate the bearings as well as the cylinder.

FORCED FEED LUBRICATOR

pump

for every stroke

slow moving steam pump,

this is modified

thus giving a stroke to the plungers of the

In a

of the engine.

way

such a

in

as to give a double stroke to the oil

Where

every stroke of the steam pump.
oil

at a certain period of the cycle, as in

lever

from

actuated

is

lay shaft

and so shifted

an

eccentric

is

it

pump

pump

gas engines, the

on

placed

as to drop the oil

for

necessary to deliver
the

valve

on the piston

at the

the style of

pump shown

in the engraving,

which

is

built

by the Sight Feed Oil Pump Co., of Milwaukee, a forcing stroke
is secured by every movement of the lever.
When the engine
stops, the pump stops, working automatically, and requires no
attention when the engine is started, as the first rotation of the
engine causes the pump to throw oil out through its various
feed lines.

The body
iron,

of these

pumps

are

made from

which, after being faced on

all

a solid

chunk of

cast

sides, is drilled out for the

plungers and passage ways.
The plungers are made of steel,
provided with machine cut racks, and are operated by means of
steel

gear shafts, to which

plunger

in

each pump,

to circulate the oil

is

attached a lever, as shown.

when only one kind

of oil

from the tank up through

a

is

One

used, serves

channel over the

drip nozzles, the excess returning through

studs back into the tank.

one of the hollow
This plunger has ample capacity to

and the flow of oil, thus secured, is at all times
demands. This circulation of oil assists in keeping
same thoroughly mixed, and the flow past the drip nozzles tends
to wash away any small particles of foreign matter that might
otherwise lodge there. Each discharge line has an independent
supply

all

feeds,

in excess of

pump

of

polished,

is

used, any

and provided

with a different type of pipe connection for the feed lines. The
tank is somewhat different from that used in the stationary
engine style of pump, being shortened on the bottom and provided with a different means for attachment to a bracket. The
principal

difference,

however,

lies

in

the

method of

driving,

accomplished by means of a small motor. This motor
a double acting, self-contained engine, either
operated by steam or compressed air, the latter being in many
ways preferable. This little motor rotates the gear shaft, through
an angle of 72 degrees, which gives the forcing plungers their

which

is

principle,

in

is,

proper instant.

With

For locomotive work the same style
more than it is enameled instead of being

In the larger sizes of locomotives being built
today and employing, as they do, higher boiler pressures, and
being equipped with larger cylinders and valves, and consequently increased wearing surfaces, the requirements put upon

proper travel.

a

common

Most
is

lubricator

especially

is

this

more than they are able to meet.
true where hot, dry, superheated steam

are

In this latter field the forced feed lubricator or
king, because of its ability to introduce the oil upon

employed.

oil

pump

is

the various surfaces regardless of engine speed, boiler pressure,
When the feeds are once, set for
or temperature conditions.
their proper flow all the engineer has to

do

is

to

open the

valve to the motor and the apparatus will take care of
Heater connection being open, the oil in the tank will stay

air

itself.

warm

and the rate of flow being entirely independent of the amount
of oil in the tank the feed will remain uniform, and the air pump
governor taking care of the air pressure or the fireman of the
steam pressure, as the case
run

at

a constant speed.

may

be,

will

cause the motor to
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other important feature of this particular type of force
lubricator is that it will handle satisfactorily and continu-

One
feed

ously a mixtiue of powdered graphite or mica and

which

oil,

is

often very desirable.

The manufacturers, The Light Feed
kee, Wis., invite

Oil

Pump

Co.,

will be glad to

your correspondence, and

Milwauforward

together with the

ment required

Foote Burt
As announced

in

Company

Sr
last

of every part of the equip-

«

•

Sealed proposals were received

and
pany, of Cleveland, Ohio, have purchased the plant, patterns
of
also
Company,
Tool
and
Machine
good will of the Reliance
located
future
the
in
Cleveland, and the entire plant will be

Supervising

at the office of the

C, the 22nd day of March,

vacuum cleaning system complete in place,
Custom House building, Baltimore, Maryland,

the

month Foote Burt and Com-

also gives

It

hints on the selection of equipment for lighting.

Architect, Washington, D.

»

our issue of

name and number

for the Pintsch system of lighting.

illustrations of various designs of lamps used, showing the
method of applying them. These applications have the parts
numbered sc as to trace any detail and wind up with some good

any further information as to the various types of lubricating
specialties that they manufacture.
«

129

for

1906, for

the U.

S.

accordance

in

with drawings and specification, copies of which were at that
office or at the office of Hornblower & Marshall, Washington,

All of the shopmen, however, will be given emmanagement of these two companies are making

James Knox Taylor, the Supervising
of renovating has become recognized as the most thorough method of getting rid of dust and
disease germs yet perfected, and it is a matter for congratulation
that the Government has awakened to this fact.

complete organization of the executive and sales
departments such as will be necessary for the successful and satMr.
isfactory handling of the output of the two companies.

porated and will take over the business, heretofore operated by

Foote Burt and Company.

at the plant of
staff of

the old Reliance Machine and Tool

nected with

ployment.
plans

for

it.

The

None
Company

of the executive
will

be con-

C,

D.

at the discretion of

The vacuum system

Architect.

a

George E. Randies, for the past five years manager of Manning,
Maxwell and Moore, Philadelphia, has become a member of the
Mr. Randies is already too
firm of Foote, Burt and Company.
well known in railway and machine tool circles to need any
introduction through these columns. Foote, Burt and Company
manufacture of multiple spindle drills, mud
ring drills, arch bar drills and general line of heavy single and
The Reliance Machine and
multiple drills for railroad work.
Tool Company will manufacture bolt cutters, bolt pointers and
For further information regarding the output of
nut tappers.
these two companies reference may be had to the advertising
pages of the Railway Master Mechanic and for full and complete
information applicaton should be made direct to Foote, Burt
will continue

their

and Company, Cleveland, Ohio.
»

In order to avoid confusion in mail matter and orders the
corporate title of the C. Ff. Wheeler Condenser and Pump Co.

has been changed to the C. H. Wheeler Manufacturing Company.
• «<-

The Homestead Valve Mfg.
new price list. This

Co.,

with the exception of the four
has been somewhat reduced.

Pittsburg,

list is

way

the

same

Pa.,

have just

as former lists

valve on page nine, which

An

evidence of enterprise

office in

New York

is

»

noted in the establishment of

The New York

Co.,

facturers of Palmetto Air
versible

New
Pump

H. B. Underwood & Co., Philadelphia, Pa., are sending out
This treats with
book entitled Link Motion by Colvin.
all the different link motions, valves and valve setting.
The subjects taken up are as follows:
Locomotive Link Motion; Valve
Movements; Setting Slide Valve; Analysis by Diagrams; Modern
a

Valves;

Slide

Other

and

Valves,

locomotive

for

tools

Block;

of

Slip

Piston

Setting

repairs

are

repairing parts of the valve gears.

quarters

Valves;
Portable

For

deal

this reason the

in

author

boring bar, a special boring bar for comseat planer, portable miling machine,

illustrated a portable

crank pin turner, locomotive cylinder, a down facing machine,
radius planer attachment and a two cylinder steam air motor,

Underwood

These books

will

as

the most

be cheerfully fur-

nished by writing for them.

C.

at

17

Murray

Street too small, which necessitated their removeal to new quarters at 100 Duane Street, between Broadway and Church Street.
This changed their telephone numbers to Franklin 5045 and 5046.

The Cleveland Pneumatic Tool Co., Cleveland, O., makes an
emphatic denial of rumors which have gained currency to the
No negotiations of this
effect that its business is to be sold.
kind are under way or contemplated. The company has recently
purchased an additional supply of new machinery of the most
advanced type which will greatly increase its output of pneumatic tools.
Pintsch Light and Incandescent Mantle

Piston

Valve Gears.
used a great

pound engines, a valve

& H.

phia,

Pa.,

for

Pintsch

titles of two new catalogues just issued by the Safety
Car Heating and Lighting Company. These have an illustration

Works," Philadelat home and
product, the Black Diamond Files and Rasps,
File

because of the unprecedented demand

abroad for their

have found it impossible to keep pace with trade requirements
very largely increasing their already extensive plant.
Some months ago the management purchased considerable additional real estate adjoining their works, enabling them to erect
a number of buildings in which to accommodate more machinery,

without

them
These improvements and enlargements have been going on throughout the past year and have

and

to build large additions to present buildings, to give

the

desired

now been
tion,
all

increased

capacity.

completed, resulting in a vastly larger daily produc-

which

it

is

orders that

move has been

hoped

may

will

enable

them

be placed with them.

fully vindicated,

from the

more promptly fill
The wisdom of this

to

fact

that

even with

the aid of their increased capacity, they are at the present time
finding

it

extremely

trade for Black

Lamps

Diamond

Barnett Co., "Black

J. J.

York, the well-known manuPacking and the Favorite Re-

Ratchet Wrench, found their

gas are the

»-

Com-

The capitalization of
Noland, vice-president of the company.
this company was increased to $250,000 on Jan. 1, 1906.

Tweed &

at

headquarters, which

are located at 26 Cortland Street, are presided over by Mr.

Green,

includes

Co.

choosing the styles manufactured by

City by the Hutchins Car Roofing

pany of Detroit, Michigan.

This

Co.

plant of the Railway Appliances

representative ones built.

an

incor-

the business and
Chicago Heights, 111.,
formerly owned by the Q. andC. Co., also the business and plant
of the Pedrick & Ayer Co., of Plainfield, N. J., manufacturers
of locomotive repair tools, electric and pneumatic hoists and
cranes and pneumatic riveters. The Quincy, Manchester, Sargent
Company will also act as sole selling agent for the product of the
Elastic Nut & Bolt Company of Milwaukee, Wis.

Railway Appliances

the

Practice;

Notes of the Month

issued their

The Quincy, Manchester, Sargent Company has been

now

difficult to

Diamond

files,

keep up with the demands of the
and we are informed that they are

Present indications
several weeks behind on their orders.
seem to insure that the enlarged capacity of their factory will be
strained to its utmost to take satisfactory care of the spring trade.
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Railroad Paint Shop
Edited by

M.

J.

H.

Devoted to the Interests of

PITARD
M.

C. Painter,

Organ

Official

List of Subjects

Master Car and
Locomotive Painters

O. R. R.

(St.

and Queries

to

Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Association.

of the

be Presented at

Next Annual Convention of the Master
Car and Locomotive Painters' Jlssocia*
tion, to be Held at Toronto, Ont, Sept.
IUI4, 1906— Report of Test Committee

Queries.

the

W.

O. Quest, Chairman, P.

George Warlick, Chicago
Chris. Clark, N. Y. C. &

&

L. E. R.

R„ McKees Rocks,

Pa.

Query No.

D. A. Little, Pennsylvania R.

Query No.
alcohol

W.

H. Pitard, Mobile & Ohio R. R., Whistler, Ala.
John -Hartley, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe R. R., Topeka,
Kan.
Subject No. 2 Canvas Roofs for Passenger Equipment.
(A) Is it a benefit to use felt paper under the canvas? (B)
J.

new canvas

should a

roof be painted?

F. A. Weis, Central Ry. of N.
J.

&

A. P. Glass, Yazoo

J.,

Elizabeth, N.

O. Quest, P.

&

L. E. R.

H. Whittington, Chicago & Alton R. R., Bloomington, Ills.
Subject No. 3 The Painting of Freight Equipment.
(A) What are the best methods and most suitable colors for
painting and stenciling the different classes of freight cars? (B)
What parts should be painted for their proper protection and

appearance?
J. D. Wright, Baltimore & Ohio R. R., Baltimore, Md.
John Gearhart, Pennsylvania R. R., Altoona, Pa.
T. J. Hutchinson, Grand Trunk Ry., London, Ont.
David Murray, Pennsylvania R. R., Pittsburg, Pa.
Subject No. 4 Is It to the Advantage of Railroad Corporations to Manufacture the Paints and Varnishes

—

Which They Consume?
& Lambert, Buffalo, N. Y.
Chas. F. Copp, Hildreth Var. Co, New York, N. Y.
A. T. Schroeder, Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Ry, W.

Joseph Maycock, Pratt

Milwaukee, Wis.
John T. McCracken, Interborough Rapid Transit Co, New
York, N. Y.
Subject No. 5 The Apprenticeship System in the Railway
Paint Shop Is It Receiving the Attention Which

—

It Merits?

& Western

R, Scranton,

Pa.

Central Lines, Elkhart, Ind.

Fred A. Ball, Pennsylvania R. R, Altoona, Pa.
Subject No. 6 Brushes; Their Selection, Care and Keeping.
E. R. Clare, Southern Ry, Birmingham, Ala.
Thomas Cowan, Canadian Pacific Ry, Montreal, Que.
A. L. Holtzman, Rubberset Brush Co, Newark, N. J.

George Dunbaugh, L.
Special Reminiscences

—

& M.

Ry, Collinwood, O.
of the Master Car and Locomo-

S.

S.

tive Painters' Conventions.

By an Ex-Member

more than counterbalanca any
window or crystal sheet?
R. R, Brooklyn, N. Y.

R.

Long

J. Kelly,

Island

who have been

of the Committees

present papers on the above

subjects,

of the Association.

assigned, to

having expressed their

was thought best to publish the names of
more finished' report, trusting
that the few to hear from would experience a feeling of conscientious duty and patriotism towards the association which
should prevail in every member, who desire its growth, not only
in numbers, but in educational work, to make their prompt and
willingness to accept,

it

assignments, thereby making a

all

Chairman

B. E. Miller,

Dane,

Secretary.

Meeting of the Advisory Committee of the
Master Car and Locomotive Painters'
Association
The Advisory Committee held their meeting on Thursday,
February 22nd, at the New Hotel Astor, New York City, as was
duly announced by the circulars issued in January last by the
Chairman of the Committee.
There was a goodly number who responded to the very cordial invitation

expressed

in

the circular to meet with the

Com-

mittee.

was an

and especially interesting meeting and
reminded one very forcibly of a regular session of a Convention, creating as it did, discussions and suggestions which were
both instructive and interesting, resulting in the presentation to
the Association a list of subjects and queries for the next Annual Convention, unsurpassed by any former meeting.
The meeting was called to order promptly at 9-:30 A. M. by
Chairman B. E. Miller, who in his opening remarks expressed
his appreciation and pleasure in meeting so many in response to
his request and said before entering upon the business of the
meeting, that he wanted it distinctly understood that every member present was at liberty to suggest and discuss, in fact, to become, for the time being, a member of this committee, for it was
It

enthusiastic

for the best interests of our Association that

R.

Pa.

strength of polished plate glass

J.

New York

R, McKees Rocks,

not the superior appearance and extra

»

in the labor

saving economy of the railway car and locomotive paint shop

C. E. Cross,

—Does

extra cost over double thick

A. P.

—

wood

?

favorable acceptances.

J.

D. L. Paulus, Barney, Smith Car Co., Dayton, O.
Essay The well equipped sand blast as a factor

in a

Altoona, Pa.

advisable to cut or thin shellac with

Mississippi Valley R. R., Vicksburg,

Miss.

B. E. Miller, Del. Lack.

R,

it

The majority
R. R., Lawrence, Mass.

rather than to touch

—Is

3

Query No. 4

trouble?

& Maine

in,

up passenger equipment.
A. L. Allen, N. Y. C. & H. R. R, Albany, N. Y.
Query No. 2— Is it advisable to have stationary scaffolds
locomotive paint shop?

& Rock

(A) To what extent is it affected by the different colors,
pigments and metals? (B) Why do varnishes lose their brilliant
gloss and crack?
(C) Can remedies be applied to overcome this
Chas. E. Copp, Boston

advisable to cut

it

St.

Island Ry., Chicago, 111.
Louis Ry., Chicago, 111.
G. J. Ginther, Wabash R. R., Moberly, Mo.
J. T. McCracken, Interborough R. T., Brooklyn, N. Y.
Subject No. 1 The Luster and Life of Varnish.

How

— Is

1

members we should

gregated, and as

all

we

are here con-

strive to attain the very

best results.

"On
and on

these lines," he continued,
this

their duty
cept,

when

deeming

The

it

"we are bound

to

succeed,

he also hoped that members would not shirk

line

subjects were assigned

them

for papers

—but

ac-

an honor that they have been selected.

business having been completed, at

12 145

the

meeting

adjourned, and the delegation proceeded to the dining room by
the very kind invitation of the vistors present, where luncheon

was

served.

Many

of the

members

visited the

Hippodrome

in

the after-
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noon by invitation of Mr. W. A. Polk, of the Patterson & Sargent Company, to witness the Society Circus, which was very

much

enjoyed.

was chaperoned by our "genial Gohen,"
Company, to the Bijou Theatre to witness David Warfield in the "Music Master," and by midnight the
majority were in the sleepers headed for home, having enjoyed
every minute of the business, the social and the meeting once
more of close friends.
Committee Present.
the evening a party

In-

Cleanola

of the

B. E. Miller, D. L.

D. Wright, B.

J.

&

& W.

R. R., Chairman.

O. R. R.

Company

D. L. Paulus, Barney, Smith

J. H. Whittington, Chicago & Alton Ry.
Absent.
A. J. Bruning, L. & N. Ry.
List of Members Present.
President H. M. Butts, N. Y. C. & C. H. R. R.
First Vice-President John H. Kahler, Erie Ry.
Second Vice-President John W. Houser, Cumberland Val-

it has time to attack the varnish, furthermore, it
should be tested in order to determine just how long it can
safely be permitted to remain on the surface. Such compositions
in the hands of inexperienced men will ultimately work greater

possible before

injury

to

which

than a composition the detergent agent of

varnish

Secretary and Treasurer A. P. Dane, Boston

& Maine

R. R.

cleaner, while

it

removes the

powder in an emulsion
deadens the luster of the

abrasial

dirt, also

varnish and should be used only as a last resort.

should be furnished in separate parts, that

Such cleaners

the

is

oil

separate

from the abrasive powder, and to be mixed by the consumer as
his judgment might dictate, as there are many instances where
the oil would suffice without the abrasive powder.

The speaker also advocates wiping the surface thoroughly
dry and of having the work conducted by a practical painter.
This is very essential in both particulars, but with the inferior
some instances it is impossible
remove the grease from the surface, simply because the waste
coarse and has no absorbent qualities.

quantity of waste furnished in
to
is

A

practical painter only can detect in its incipiency,

to varnish resulting

method of cleaning

injury

from improper methods of cleaning, or from
It

is

not advisable to adopt a uniform

for all cars regardless of condition; in such

instances the experience of a practical painter only can suggest

Ex-President J. F. Lanferseik, P. C. C. & St. L. R. R.
Ex-President W. O. Quest, Pittsburg & Lake Erie R. R.
Ex-President C. E. Copp, Boston & Maine R. R.
Ex-President D. A. Little, Penn. R. R.
Ex-President Jas. A. Gohen, Cleanola Company.
H. W. Forbes, Erie Ry.
G. W. Gehman, N. Y. N. H. & H. R. R.
M. J. Haynes, Cambria Steel Car Co.
John Gearhart, Penn. Ry.
F. A. Weis, Central Ry. of N.

An

an abrasial powder.

is

injurious compositions.

ley R. R.

the proper course to pursue.

He
oil

further says, "I do not advocate cleaning any car with an

cleaner that has the varnish cracked to any great extent, for

cleaning a cracked surface with an

cleaner

oil

is

only to

fill

the

cracks with a mixture of car cleaner and dirt, and which will
fry out

trouble

With

when
when

the sun

warms

the car

is

it

up,

and which causes no end of

being repainted or revarnished over

this class of cars a dusting or rinsing

it.

with water seems

to be the best kind of cleaning."

J.

Mance, N. Y. O. & W. Ry.
Jacob Hoesly, Penn. Ry.
W. A. Kelly, New York, N. Y.
The following visitors were present
H. W. Bennett, M. M. Juniata Shops, Penn. R.

The

disposition of cars of this character would seem
shop
them for burning off and repainting, but if such
to be to
cars are cleaned with an oil cleaner all the cleaner that collects in

C. E.

best

the cracks can be
R.,

Altooaa,

removed with a piece of

soft

waste wet with

benzine.

Mr. Bigelow also advocates cleaning the platforms with the

Pa.

Wm.

cleaner, but not the trucks.

Marshall, Anglo American Var. Co.

We

Harry Kuhns, Flood & Conklen Varnish Co.
D.

J.

W.
J.

Flood & Conklen
& Sargent Co.
Patterson & Sargent Co.

Gilleland, Gilleland,

B. Dennis,

Wadsworth & Howland

Varish Co.

oil.

Of

Co., Chicago,

111.

Co.

Thos. Murray, Protectus Co.

»

This

of the

New

general

review

subject

to

all

was discussed
our readers,

making such comments

it,

at the

December meeting

it

is

is one of
our purpose here to

as the different points seem

suggest.

who opened
which should
remove the accumuthe varnish, and to

In the course of the remarks of Mr. E. F. Bigelow,
the subject he said, "I believe in using an oil cleaner,

contain a detergent of sufficient strength to

and dirt without injury to
do the work easily and as speedily as possible with the least expenditure of time and labor.
It is essential that there should
be in the composition an oil which would revive and impart a
fresh, lively appearance to the varnish."
The word "detergent"
is a very important one in this connection, and generally constitutes the most important part of any of the emulsion cleaners.
It may imply a detergent in the- form of a caustic, or in the form
of an abrasive powder, either of which should be handled with
lation of grease

caution.

If

it

contains the former, then greatest care should

be taken to apply and remove

it

a

common
oil

recommend

oil

cleaners for the interior.

sense method of treating the interior, as the

cleaner on the interior

is

not advisable until the

varnish has become so dull as to require something to revive

England Railroad Club, and as the subject

interest

is

use of an

»

Terminal Cleaning
The above

cloth

will gather

gets dirtier, but does not

Joseph Maycock, Pratt & Lambert.
C. F. Copp, Hildreth Var. Co.
.

clean

up the dust without scattering it. This, however, should not be done until the car has been dusted and floor
swept.
He further advocates weak soap and water as the car
which

Murphy Var.

may be kept
work with a damp

the interior he says, "This part of a car

a while by wiping the varnished

for

A. Gohen, Cleanola Co.

Jas.

Geo. F. Kissam,

would suggest that the face of the truck be wiped with

the greasy waste used on the body of the car without additional

A. Polk, Patterson

R. D. Brydon,

to

131

from the surface as speedily

as

As

a

general

thing

some

oil

cleaners

impart

an

it.

unpleasant

odor to the interior for several days, or until the car has been
well aired, to say nothing of the dust that sticks to it. Next if
not first in importance to having a clean car is the prevention
of foul odors in passenger cars. This is rather a vexing problem
in connection with terminal cleaning, and although various disinfectants are used for this purpose, they all leave behind, more
or less, an unpleasant odor, which is more apparent in cars
having plush upholstering than in those finished in leather or
material of that class.

Mr.

Bigelow advocates cleaning Gothic lights, cathedral,
and all kinds of glass with muriatic acid. This will
readily remove dirt from glass, but will also injure the varnish
wherever it comes in contact with it, therefore it could hardly be
recommended as a practical method of glass cleaning. It is not
impracticable to clean opalescent or Gothic glass with the same
oil cleaner that is used on the exterior of the car, and for the
plain glass ordinary gilders' whiting and water make a very
good cleaner. In the discussion which followed the reading of
opalescent,
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Mr. Bigelow's paper Mr. C. E. Copp deprecated the use of any
alkali, etc., and stated that he had
never seen but two that met his approval, his principal objection
to most of them was their excessive strength, which placed them
more nearly in the class of varnish removers than cleaning

condition of the car rather than by an established limited schedule

compounds.
Mr. Copp also deprecated the use of cleaners that are
soluble in water for the reason that when such cleaners are left
in cracks and corners when exposed to the rain it is readily
dissolved and thus becomes an injury to the varnish.
These views concerning the fitness of emulsion cleaners as
expressed by Mr. Copp, while they are well taken, also emphasize
the importance and necessity of a competent Test Committee
(we mean no reflection on our present Test Committee)

wise to subject such cars to a uniform system of either cleaning

kind of cleaner that contains

at

all

times to

whom

such material should be referred for

all

a chemical test.

Mr. Copp

is

of the opinion that the proper constituents of a

car cleaner are a neutral oil and an abrasive powder,

of the opinion that an abrasive

On

the contrary he

powder

is

of the opinion that

is

with pumice stone and

oil

and also

is

not injurious to varnish.
cars

if

were rubbed

before leaving the shop, the varnish

would last longer.
There is no doubt but what a smooth surface lasts longer than
a rough one, for the reason that it offers less resistance to flying
dust, rain, terminal cleaning, &c, neither can dirt adhere to it
as easily as to a rough surface, but if a surface is merely rubbed
with pumice stone and oil and is not afterward polished it would
be so rough that it would present rather an inviting field for dirt
and grime.
Mr. Copp concluded his remarks by advocating a modification
in the matter of exterior ornamentation, and a plea for cleaner
cars and smoother surfaces, all of which is in keeping with the
spirit of the present age, and in which we heartily concur.
Mr. S. H. Selloy of the New York Central lines stated that
the appearance of their cars governed their cleaning operations
according to the judgment of their inspector, and is of the opinion
that by the use of oil cleaners cars are continued in service longer

than formerly.

He

cleaned with an

oil

is

also of the opinion that a car after being

cleaner should be wiped with dry waste after

three successive trips before being cleaned with water.

Just here the question presents itself, should water be used
Is it not the object
in connection with an oil cleaner?

custom with many roads.

as the

This commends

known

itself as

being the wiser plan, as

some cars wear better than
painted under the same conditions; therefore
fact

that

is

it

others,
it

a well-

although

would not be

based on a time limit regardless of condition.
Mr. T. D. Simpson, Master Car Builder of the New York,

or repairing that

is

New Haven &

Hartford Road, favored the use of oil cleaners by
beginning with a very light rubbing on a new car in order to
retain the lustre as long as possible, and to begin such cleaning
before the car became sufficiently dirty as to require a severe
rubbing.

Mr. Copp advocated the cessation of the use of oil cleaners on
months prior to shopping for paint
or varnish, in order to allow for thorough evaporation of grease
in order to obviate the alligatoring effect usually experienced
when the surface is surcharged with the cleaner. This we might
term "forming a partnership with the elements," and is doubtless
a wise proceeding and costs nothing.
The method of cleaning copper sheathed cars also came up
for
discussion,
and Mr. Copp, in giving his experience
with such cars, stated that owing to the fact that such cars are
oxidized, it is not practicable to clean them with a cleaner containing an abrasive powder, for the reason that it would, in
a measure restore the original copper color. Therefore the only
the exterior of cars three

practicable

method of cleaning them was

to use a renovating

oil.

Mr. Simpson said, in substance, of these cars, that as their
color proved objectionable they were oxidized and later painted
in

order to insure uniformity of color.

Such cars when shopped are scrubbed and given only one
two coats on the ends. Cars thus
treated are afterward washed at terminals with clean water only.
It might be inferred from the foregoing that the copper
coat of enamel on the sides and

sheathed car does not
in all

the expectations of

fulfil

respects, although

it

is

its

projectors

doubtless cheaper to maintain.

Mr. Schneider spoke of the necessity of obtaining the oil and
abrasial powder separately and mixing them as required, owing

He also
to their tendency to settle in the original package.
advocated the formation of an evening class or school to study
From
the car cleaning question and the nature of car cleaners.

then the object of such cleaners is partly defeated by the use of
Furthermore, after such cleaners are used on a car,
water.

compounds and the method of applying
them, the discussion turned upon piece work in connection with
car cleaning and it was generally conceded to be satisfactory.
It may be deduced from the foregoing discussions that oil

them on the surface rather counteracts

cleaners are not only practicable, but that they also add materially

at all

of

sudi cleaners to

the greasy film left by

all

as

is

that

is

so,

of clear

possible to obtain a presentable appearance, but

is

it

If

water afterwards.
If an oil
non-drying
then
in
such
cases
oil,
used containing a
necessary is to wipe the surface with dry waste as long

the cleansing properties

cleaner

methods?

displace water cleaning

when

this

no longer possible then a resort to the cleaner again is advisMr. Selloy also cleans the interior of his cars with soap
able.
and water with good results.
is

In

many

interior

is

instances

a

weak soap

preferable to an

oil

solution

cleaner,

and

if

for

cleaning the

properly handled

It is advisable to supplement
by
giving the surface a brisk
this
rubbing with soft dry cotton waste in order to restore the luster
of the varnish. This should not be done, however, until the surface has been carefully dried with a chamois and allowed a few
minutes to dry out. But the main objection, or rather hindrance,
to the use of soap and water in terminal cleaning is the danger
of soiling the upholstery, which it is not always advisable to remove from the car. This, however, can be obviated by erecting

excellent results can be obtained.

method of

and the discussions have also brought out

to the life of varnish,

the

fact that

a

weak

solution

of soap

is

preferable to an

oil

cleaner for the interior.

This view, however, is subject to modification, or should be,
for the reason that some interiors after being scrubbed present
a rather dull appearance, and it is necessary to use some kind
of renovator to revive them, in the use of which, however,
they should not be applied in corners and carvings or such parts
from which it is difficult to remove them, otherwise there would
soon be a fine crop of dirty corners of mushroom growth.

interior cleaning

same height as the seat
backs, and then over-spreading the whole with a piece of canvas of the exact width and length of the car.
Mr. Orchard was of the opinion that a third more service can
be obtained from cars if regularly cleaned and regularly shopped

a staging in the aisle of the car of the

for varnish

the discussion of cleaning

when circumstances

warrant.

He

advocates shop-

ping cars for cleaning and also for painting according to the

The Advisory Committee Meeting
Editor Railroad Paint Shop
You missed the opportunity of a lifetime by not attending the
recent meeting of the Advisory Committee in New York. New
York is the place to hold anything anyway. "The Hippodrome"
It seats 10,000 and
holds the population of a good-sized city.
on Washington's
could
not
be
seated
who
hundreds
there were
:

Birthday
last

when many

two spectacular

of our

number were

scenes, resplendant in

rainbow, and more too,

made

in attendance.
all

Those

the colors of the

the last few hairs of bald heads

That stage is large enough for a fair-sized car
paint-shop floor; and when it was turned into a lagoon with
fountains playing, a half dozen cars and engines could have been
stand on end.

washed

at

once

in

it fit

to varnish.
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New

Astor way down, down,
two stories below the street floor. We never went so deep in
New York is not content with shoving
our business before.
you away to the skies, but it goes burrowing like rabbits into the
earth and runs express trains faster there than some steam roads
do on the surface. We went to call on a friend, and as the
express elevator shot up, we called out "14," the floor we wished
to stop at, but a gentleman, with higher aspirations just behind

Our meeting was

held in the

shouted "24," It about made me faint. Pretty soon, howMight as well keep right
ever, they'll be shouting "35," "40.
on and go to glory and escape death and taxes if they can.
On account of not giving sufficient notice to have a meeting
us,

:

'

we met in the "wine vault," as before said, two
below par. "Appropriate place," do you say? There was
nothing "on tap" save M. C. & L. P. A. wit and wisdom.
There was lots of that. There was a large attendance. The
full committee was there save Bruning, and "A. J." certainly
missed a lot. Let's see if we can name many from memory who
were there: Pres. Butts, 1st Vice Pres. Kahler, 2d Vice Pres.
Houser, Sec'y Dane, Messrs. Miller, Wright, Paulus and
Whittington of the committee, and the invited members alphabetically who were present were Copp, Forbes, Fornwalt, Gehplace above

stories

man, Gearhart, Hoesby, Haynes, Little, Lanferseik, Locke; McCracken (John), Mance, Quest, Rodabaugh, Weis, and possibly

Then

others.

men we

these supply

noticed

Marshall, Murray, Gohen, Estey, Copp,

Jr.,

Gilleland, Kuhn,
Waycock, Elmquist,
:

Kissam, Polk, Dennison, and others we can't recall or never
met, so that, the meeting over, 40 of us sat down to a spread at
one improvised table in the cafe, with a round table alongside
Mrs. Paulus,
with four ladies of our party (to tone us up)
Mrs. Miller, Mrs. Murray and one other whose name has left
us.
Our table was in the form of the letter "L," probably in

—

respect to the ladies, and

contained

many

of the

good things

Mr. W. H. Bennett, "Dave" Little's "boss," in other
life.
words, master mechanic of the P. R. R's Juniata shop, honored
us with his presence also a gentleman from the Johns-Manville
of this

;

name but not

Co. whose

faded from our

his fine presence has

mind.
Surely our Advisory Committee meetings are getting to be
miniature mid-winter conventions, and not so small either as
This is right, for "in
the conventions once were themselves.

i33

which is practically the same thing. As we and our
liege lords were once made partners "for better or for worse,"
which means, I take it, for work and for play, I thought we might
have been admitted to that "sanctum sanctorum," provided, of
course, that we would talk.
I know not one of the members
will believe that we would understand the proceedings, but when
the official report appeared I read every word, so there
We may not possess such an extensive knowledge of paints,
as was hinted in the article, yet some of us can display quite
creditable work in china painting and have even dabbled in water
colors, but all of us possess an unrivaled appreciation of beautiful
effects and of harmonious combinations of tints and shades.
I have noticed while riding in some of the best coaches that
due appreciation of the value of colors seems to be entirely lacking
in the one who superintended the furnishing* of the interior.
It is of this I would like to speak.
to attend,

Take

car beautifully

a

furnished

in

mahogany, the

ceiling

paneled in a delicate green and gold
thanks to the painter.
The uphcisterer brings in the seats finished in a bright scarlet
;

plush, the effect of which is instantly to detract from the mahogany and depreciates the whole artistic value of the car.
Had it been that dark olive green, which is too seldom used,
the result would have been magical.
A color scheme harmoniously carried out would remedy this
glaring fault. Taking the woodwork, which I noticed is mostly
mahogany, walnut or oak as the basis, combining with it such
colors as are either analogous or complimentary and following
out this color scheme in the entire decoration the result would

be an artistic creation.
In

many

instances

regard

little

is

paid to the selection of the

carpet or aisle strip, which too often proves to be another stumbling block in the

me

led

to

the

for

way

I have seen abominan otherwise artistic car, which
the conclusion that this had been a grand opportunity

able designs

of the furnisher.

and colors put

dealer

to

make

a

into

of otherwise

sale

In other cases the purchaser had

little

unsalable

stock.

or no knowledge of the

what undoubtedly was beautiful in the store
proved entirely unfit for the car for which it was chosen.
There is also much lack of wisdom shown in the sharp distinction between the finish of day coaches and parlor and sleeping cars
the latter giving evidence of being designed for the
"chosen few," the former for the "common herd."
Beauty
wherever found is elevating. It is this influence that we desire
to bring to bear on the traveling public more than any other.
color required, for

;

wisdom." Elsewhere will
be found the result of our deliberations, which occupied a session of some three hours' duration, and a good program, we bethe multitude of counselors there

lieve, is

made

is

for this year's convention at Toronto.

Chas
Dear Mr. Editor:
I

of

last issue

came suddenly and

quite

The Railway Master

unexpectedly on a very

doubtful invitation to the ladies to contribute an occcasional item

You

of interest.

though

it

is

contribute

will

note the

please

word

"occasional

not used in the article the insinuation that

when our

liege lords

remained

silent

;"

al-

we might

and the reference

shameful tradition (the loquaciousness of the gentler
sex), for it is nothing but a tradition originating in the dark ages
and false to the present generation, makes it very evident that
it is not desired that our wvoice be heard too often.
After that
we might be justified in rising in the strength of our offended
dignity and to quote Mark Twain again, "Deny the allegation
and scorn the alligator," but show that we possess one other
to

from the stock displayed today in our furnishing
costs no more to make artistic selections than

it

inharmonious ones.
Hoping I have not proved by this lengthy discourse what I
have previously tried to disprove (i.e., the loquaciousness of the
sex) and that you will have less trouble hereafter, dear editor, in
arousing the "silent sufferers to take courage and speak out
'in

meetin','

"
I

remain sincerely,

"A Master Painter's Wife."

that

virtue besides gentleness, that of magnanimity,

thank the editor and express

my

I

would

like to

pleasure in taking advantage of

the invitation.

Last

summer was my

master painters and

I

first

can say

I

experience at a

At

unassumed

cordiality of the ladies

men soon

cleared

first I felt like

my mind

convention

of

heartily enjoyed every one of the

four days.

a stranger in a strange land, but the

and the courtesy of the gentleany doubts of my welcome.

as to

was a little surprised to find that after being given such a hearty
welcome the doors were closed to the ladies during the morning
business sessions, if not literally closed they were not supposed
I

considering this both from an economical and artistic

establishments

After glancing through the

Mechanic

am

standpoint, for

«

»

—

I

E. Copp.

»
Jin Ideal Stock
«

We

*

Room

have recently received quite an acquisition to our paint
department by the addition of an up-to-date stock room, sash
room and office combined. The stock room is 25x35 feet, and
although small, is so compactly arranged that ample space is
afforded for handling all material used on passenger equipment.
Its compactness greatly facilitates the work of dispensing, as
it obviates all unnecessary walking to and fro on the part of the
attendant, that would be necessary in a larger room.
It is separated from the office and sash room by a partition,
in which is a small circular top window at convenient height for
dispensing material to the sash room.
The windows, which are 3% feet square, are located along the
upper part of the walls near the ceiling, thus leaving an unbroken wall space on either side to be utilized for shelving, etc.
The sash are pivoted and thus serve as ventilators also. One
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room is fitted up with receding shelving, beneath
which are bins (with slanting drop covers for dry colors, etc.),
on the opposite side are the storage tanks, nine in number, and

side of the

holding

each

about

three

barrels

of

liquid.

The

tanks

are

feet wide, 'which

room

ing a friction clutch for the brush handle.
a

brush

it

can be

raised

or

lowered to any desired height as the depth of the liquid may
require, and it is much more easily removed or replaced than
where they ar% strung on wire. The most distinguishing feature of the appointments of the room is the device for filling
This consists of a pipe fixed to the wall
the storage tanks.
above the tanks, by means of iron brackets extending the entire
distance occupied by the row of cans. To this main pipe is attached branch pipes (one for each can) extending at right angles to the main pipe, and curved downward to within a few
inches of the opening in the top of tank. At the point where
the branch pipes connect with the main pipe is a three-way valve,
by which means all other tanks are shut off from the one that
is

to be filled.

Both ends of the main pipe extend out through the wall in
order that the barrels need not be brought into the room, but are
connected with the main pipe at one end on the outside of the
building.
At the opposite end all liquid remaining in the pipe
is blown out, thus leaving the pipe clean after using.
This is a
very ingenious and convenient device which we credit to the ingenuity of our master mechanic, Mr. J. F. Enright. Connection
with the barrel is made with the usual syphon plug or comIn the middle of the

room

is

a stationary

mixing table covered

At one end of the table is fixed a paint
and at the opposite end is an oblong copper tank, 14 in. by
30 in. by 15 in. deep, with a crosswise partition in the center,
thus forming two compartments, one for washing varnish brushes
and the other for paint brushes, and both protected with hinged
metal covers. An opening the size of the tank is cut through the
top of the table, into which the tank is placed, so that the top of
the tank is on a level with the top of the table. To the bottom
that are in daily use.

each tank

is

attached a

half-inch

draining and cleaning out tanks.
partition

tom

pipe,

In each

is

with a faucet for
placed a wire gauge

about half way between the top and botsediment from being stirred up every time a

(lying flat)

to prevent the

are painted wine color and lettered in

pipes with which the

»

.

Wotes From The Field
The Best Way

to

Prevent Rust

booklet

little

brush is washed.
Across the end of the room farthest from the entrance are arranged the glass racks, above which is a zinc lined shelf three

is

the

issued by the

title

of a neat and

Detroit Graphite

Mfg.

The booklet, Rust, How to Prevent it, issued
by the same company last fall, told briefly how rust is formed,
how rust produces rust, and how corrosion may originate if
the wrong kind of paint is used.
The present book contains
Co., Detroit, Mich.

some additional facts on the same subject together with a
number of illustrations of iron and steel in bridges and buildings
protected with Superior Graphite Paint.
.

.

Our

desire to publish a facsimile copy of

passenger car
organ has been
favorably received by our readers, some of whom inform us
of their desire to receive the list as early as possible.
It is our
intention to publish this as soon as the list is complete, but there
are yet some of our members who have not responded to our request for a copy of their initial letters. We hope to receive them
in due course.
expressed

as

letters

Some

in

the

last

issue

of those received are full size

all

of the

;

this

is

not necessary,

moreover, costs considerable postage. All that is necessary is a
three-inch black letter on very thin white paper. We trust that
this reminder will meet the approval of our readers and have
the desired effect of bringing in the delinquent copies.

The Tilghman-Brooksbank Sand

press,

of

etc.,

room is heated are placed
along the wall, immediately behind the storage tanks, thus affording the proper warmth for the liquids at all times.

pressed air attachment.

with zinc, with shelving beneath as a receptacle for paint buckets

the entrance to

counter,

a

The steam

instructive

means of suspending

is

white; the tanks, bins,
gold.

this

At

utilized in various ways.

is

underneath which are pigeon holes
which contain the scrubbing kits. The room is painted enamel

the

mounted upon an enclosed platform twenty inches high and three
feet wide.
The space occupied by this platform is utilized by
dividing it into drawers 14 in. x 27 in. x 3 ft., in some of which
are kept dry colors, and in others are kept paint and varnish
brushes. The manner of suspending the brushes is by fixing brass
wire around the sides of the drawer in zig-zag shape, thus form-

By

April, 1906

Blast

Company, Philadelphia,

have issued a very neat loose-leaf catalogue of their sand
blast machinery.
It has been a quarter of a century since their
first machines were placed on the market, and during that time
they have made many improvements on the machines then in use,
and have invented several entirely new types. Their constant aim
has been to design and construct machines which would enlarge
the field available for the use of the sand blast process.
With
this in view, they have succeeded in adapting their machinery
to the requirement of products differing very widely in form
and character. The catalogue illustrates this general sand blast
apparatus, sand blast tumbling barrel, and a sand blast helmet
Pa.,

which

is

worn by

the operator.

We

publish in this issue a letter from one of the lady friends
our association who signs her name 'A Master Painter's
Wife."
While for obvious reasons our columns are not unreservedly open to our esteemed lady friends of the association,
yet in this instance we make an exception for the reason that
of

an article in the previous issue we make a facetious allusion
which our correspondent essays a reply in
which she takes a shy at the entire association, the editor not
in

to the gentler sex to

excepted.

Her remarks
subject of color

also

disclose

a

rare

acquaintance

with

the

harmony and contain some very good sugges-

measure enable us to see ourselves as others
sometimes a good thing, it points out our
shortcomings and prevents us from getting rusty, as it were.
The letter will doubtless prove interesting to our readers, and we
tions

which

see us.

will in a

Criticism

regret that

we

is

are not at liberty to disclose the identity of the

author.

Query Department
How
Is

A

CONVENIENT SUPPORT FOR SASH WHILE CLEANING THE GLASS

it

purpose?

can foul odors be prevented in passenger cars?
advisable to use disinfectants or deodorizers for

this
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from a period as remote. as eighteen years
ago, the relative efficiency of simple and compound

locomotives has been demonstrated

many
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times, which,

when
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510 Security Building, Corner

Madison Street and

of the compound machine.
The economy of the compound over the simple engine in steam and fuel con-

sumption

is

a variable

depending entirely on the
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Communications on any topic suitable to our columns are

Devoted

the

make

In remitting

checks payable to the Bruce V. Crandall

all

Company.

gladly sent.
the

except to be in touch with the
different conditions of the engine

under the most favor-

service, for the results of tests

known

economy

to require repetition

in

These values, however, fade rapidly when an unskilled
or careless fireman handles the scoop, or when the runner forgets to change the engine from simple to com-

pound.

It is well

known by

the friends of the

reflected in the coal consumption, and there
doubt that running the engine with live steam
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Superheated Steam on the Canadian Pacific
paper read before the New York Railway Club

THE
On

by Mr. H. H.
Canadian
Pacific, is an admirable supplement to the able paper on
superheat presented at last meeting of the Master Mechanics' Association by the same author, who was then
Supt. of Motive Power of that road, as it bears out by
further test, the theories advanced at that time. In folApril 20, under the above

Vaughan,

title,

assistant to the vice-president of the
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lowing out these experiments the superheaters used were
the Schmidt, and modified Schenectady types, all of these
except one being of new construction.
A strong grasp of the situation was shown in the dif-

from those conducted to demonstrate the relative economy of cylinder arrangement or
firebox design, which concerns only the efficiency of enferentiation of these tests

"The determination,"

gine or boiler.

as the author says,

"of the water consumption per unit of
cient as

it

quite possible for

is

Even with

formance.

not

is

suffi-

any advantage shown

be neutralized by less

this respect to

work

in

efficient boiler per-

equal boiler efficiency, the addi-

have encouraged the best thought to devise means to prolong their life. The causes of firebox and flue troubles
are well understood, but the remedies are not of

common

knowledge, the proof of which is seen in the various
methods devised to overcome the destructive effects of a
wide temperature range.

The Wabash road has sought

relief

by removing the drop grate from the

from leaking
flue sheet

flues

and

lo-

midway between the flue sheet and the door
sheet.
To our inquiry as to the effect of such arrangement on the fire, Mr. J. B. Barnes, Superintendent of Mocating

it

Power, replied as follows:

tional heat in the superheated

tive

reduction in

"Replying to your favor of recent date, we are not
having any trouble with humps forming in the fireboxes
of engines which have drop grates in the middle of fire-

steam would represent a
the water evaporated of 1/20 of one per
degree of superheat, or

cent, for each

per cent, for

five

100 degrees and ten per cent, for 200 degrees superheat.
In other words,

an engine with 100 degrees superheat

if

showed a saving

in

water consumption of

per cent,

five

comparison with an ordinary engine, and the boiler
were equally efficient, there would be a saving in coal,
in

and there must in addition also be some loss in boiler
efficiency on account of the necessarily higher temperature of at least a portion of the smokebox with any deThis action has been discussed at

sign of superheater.

length in the writer's previous paper, and need not be
further referred to, but on account of

it

it,

is

comparing superheaters with other engines to measure
the coal consumption per unit of work."
On the above basis, the tests were carried out with a
showing of fuel economy distinctly favorable to the superheater for either freight or passenger service,

shown

pounds, neither
of

is

and as

sidered,

oil delivery,

vided for

hav-

it

economy does
case with com-

in the latter case that its relative

not decrease with high speed as

the

is

the repair question to be seriously con-

to

lubrication,

which

is

is

it

simply a question

now done with

the devices pro-

In the opinion of the author of the paper

it.

necessary to

engine

is

our

economy than the compound without any of

its

on

engines around the outer edge of

amount of

necessary to shake

it

barely possible where a great
stance

dump

is

and where the

coal,

properly drafted and in good condition,

do not find

in the coal,

grate, but I

it

excessively.

It

we
is

amount of foreign sub-

humps would form on

the top of the

do not believe

in this case it would be
would be if the dump grate was at the
end of the firebox and the hump form on the top of it

as detrimental as

there.

A

middle, to

it

fireman should be able with the
fire

hump

in the

hump until an oppordump sufficiently to let

over, or back of the

tunity presented itself to open the

the dead ashes into the ash pan, and this can be done at
the water stations."

One of the most prolific causes of leaking
common practice of locating the drop grate

A

tried, to the

greater

fire

firebox with a greater

matter, and

capable of equal or

fire

if

than on the dump, it would certainly
show up on engines on these long runs. We find it

that the superheater locomotive

—

resulted in keeping lighter

fire

and

dump

either side of

and there are none better qualified to speak on this point
he sees no reason to recede from his former position
is

of our engines are run 173 miles,

the shaking of the

necessary

in

ing

Some

boxes.

sheet.

was the

flues is the

at the flue

great deal of attention has been given to this

many schemes have been worked out and
end of relieving the flue sheet among these
;

location of the drop grate at the rear of firebox at

disadvantages, and supplements this view by the further

the door sheet, which was tried several years ago, and no

statement that the employment of higher temperatures

That arrangement was found
to lessen flue leakage, but it was at the expense of the
back sheet. Mr. Barnes believes he has solved the problem of leaky flues by his arrangement of the drop grate,
in its removal from either sheet.
This arrangement in
effect, is much the same as that produced by the combustion chamber, which also removes the flue sheet from the

with

still

further

economy

is

and that

relatively practical,

on engines now under construction, the proportion of
superheating surface will be increased to attain this result.

As

to passenger service,

it

has special advantages

with no drawbacks yet observable. "Whether this

is

due,"

the author states, "to special conditions on the Canadian

Railway or not, superheating is certainly successon that road, and there is so far no inclination to dis-

doubt has been tried

since.

Pacific
ful

continue

advantage of an increased firebox heating surface. There
are those who still believe in the combustion chamber,

it."

-•--

even though

Location of Drop Grate

THERE

is

no question of greater importance

power management than

deadly influence of the drop grate, but has the additional

that of firebox

in

motive

and

flue

it

has long been considered a defunct me-

chanical proposition, evidence of which

shown

in re-

cent construction, and from which results have been ob-

failures, since they

tained that would seem to warrant

factor in

iton of flue leakage if for

have always been the most expensive
locomotive maintenance, and for that reason

is

its

use for the preven-

no other reason.
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Wabash

ReHtiforced Concrete Roundhouse for the
at Landers
Wabash
THE
roundhouse,

railroad has pust completed a 20 stall

the space varying

from 18 inches

to

24 inches.

In the

drawings of which are shown herewith. The side and rear walls and pit walls of the building are of reinforced concrete and the partition walls of
plain concrete, the roof being covered with the Eastern
Roofing Company's gravel roof. All walls, both building
and pit, rest on piles 18 feet long except the piles in the

4 feet, sH inches on centers. The footing and wall dimensions are the same as for the corresponding courses

rear building wall on the pit center lines the piles in the

in the building walls.

The roof supporting columns each rest on
pile.
The wall footings are 18 inches deep and

feet long.

20 foot

feet wide.

For 4

level the thickness

a
3

6 inches above or up to the rail
18 inches reducing to 12 inches for

feet
is

the remainder of the height except the cornice, where

there

is

an increase

to 15 inches.

The drawings show

the arrangement of reinforcing
which
are
either
the corrugated or the Ranson
rods
Twist rod. In the footings there are 3 parallel rods, 9
inches on centers laid directly on top of the piles. Short
bars 2 feet 6 inches long are laid transversely to these,
steel

wall

all

and the

horizontal rods are spaced 18 inches on centers
vertical rods

dation rods.

The

piles

supporting the pit walls are staggered and are

I.

— SECTION

AND PARTIAL PLAN

The

pit floor is

paving brick

laid

on edge on a sand bed and grouted. The rails rest on
cast iron plates bedded in the top of the wall and spaced
5 feet on centers.
By referring to the drawing of the door fastener you
will see that it consists of an 8 foot length of 63 pound
rail bedded in concrete block 18 inches square and 6 feet
high. The top of the block is flush with the ground, the
rail projecting 3 feet 6 inches above.
The door is fastened to the ladder by hooks.
One section of the house is at present used for a power
house, it having three boilers, one engine and two air

-

FIG.

vary the same as the transverse foun-
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FIG.

the surface.
is

by direct steam radiation, pipes being

placed in the pits on the sides.

was

The

original intention

have the top of the pipes covered with projections
on the pit but this was later abandoned and pipes placed
far enough out so as to have nothing above them.
The lighting of the house is by means of gasoline lamps
which are hung between the pits. The smoking gases are
carried out by means of the Dickinson adjustable smoke
to

and maintenance, and
it is apparent that nothing simpler has yet been devised,
from the standpoint of durability and stability, as the
metal has been distributed with these essentials in view,
and spring of the parts to produce distortion in the
action of the valve should therefore be an unknown quanleast possible trouble in operation

tity.

These engines are of the simple type with piston
valves, and have cylinders 23x32 inches, which are capable of a starting power of 45,600 pounds, which is
energy sufficient to keep nearly 9,000 tons in motion behind the tender at slow speeds on level tangents. Having

jack, while the highest points of the roof are provided

a coefficient of adhesion of 4.54, their

with a ventilator to

effort

The

jacks.

let

concrete

out any steam that

may

39

ROUNDHOUSE FOR THE WABASH AT LANDERS.

compressors as well as the necessary pumps for washing
boilers.
The water is supplied from a well back of the
main building, compressed air being used to elevate it to

The heating

T

escape the

work was done by W. P. Carmichael
work being directly in

always available.

is

the elimination of

weak

maximum

tractive

Attention has' been given to

links in the chain of details af-

of Williamsport, Indiana, the whole

fecting points likely to incapacitate the engine for active

charge of Mr. A. C. Butterworth, Division Engineer of

service.

the

Wabash.

The

location of the building

main switching yard, which
house.

This yard handles

is

all

is

very convenient to the

round
the freight from Chicago

directly west of the

with the exception of perishable goods.

It is also

veniently located to the car repair yard which

is

con-

north of

the freight yard.

We

are indebted to Mr. A. O.

Cunningham, Chief En-

»

York Central Consolidation Locomotive

THE American Locomotive Company

has built a

lot

of twenty-five consolidation type engines for the

Lake Shore, on the general lines adopted for the heavy
freight power of the roads constituting the New York
Central lines.
These machines are heavier than those
previously ordered, due to changes in constructive details.

They

are fitted with the Walschaert valve gear of

the latest improved design for freight locomotives, which
as will be noted in the illustration,

and of most liberal diinches wide throughout and 6V2 inches
are of steel

mensions, being 5
deep at the jams, while the lower

deep at

its

least section.

.

The

is

built to give the

NEW YORK CENTRAL

member

4%

is

inches

pedestal binders are also
to the

frame by

three vertical bolts at each side of the jams.

Stresses

built

on a similar plan, and are secured

on the smoke-box flange of the saddle are relieved by
the front end braces, which are constructed with a pivoted
connection to a casting on the
be noted as unusual in front

gineer, for the drawings, etc.

New

The frames

bumper beam, which will
end braces. The boiler is

of the straight type, 80 inches inside diameter, and has a

heating surface of 3,705 square feet, 135.64 square
feet being in the firebox, which is 103^ by 7534 inches

total

inside.

These engines are

The

steamers.

formation that

is

and economical

of interest in this connection.

Track gauge
Tractive power
Cylinder,

said to be free

specification following covers detailed in-

type

Diameter
Stroke

CONSOLIDATION LOCOMOTIVE.

4

ft.

/

%l 2

in.

45677

Simple
23

32

in.
in.
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Wheel

base, driving

Rigid
Total

ft.

6

in.

Air

ft.

6

in.

Pump

5

in.

Reservoir

/2

in.

232500

Engine truck
Exhaust pipe

207000

Grate,

362100

Piston, rod

26

Total engine and tender
Weight, in working order

On

17
17

60

ft.

ft.

g

drivers

Engine and tender
Heating surface, tubes
Firebox

O. D.

ft.

Tender frame

sq.

ft.

Tank

ins.

9^2x12
6x12
5^2x10

ins.

Steam

200

Fuel

Bituminous coal

12 tons

Piston 14

Wheels,

lap

102^

in.

Width

7S%

in.

Engine truck, diam

Y%

in.

V2

in.

Firebox, tube

,

Sides

Y%

Back

1/%

in.

in.

Sides

4^2

in.

Back

4V2

space,

Crown

staying

Tubes,

material

front

Radial

1

446
15

Gauge

No.
driving

Brake,

driver

ft.

in.

/

in.

W.

G.

ol

B.

11

2

Cast

2

steel

West-Amer.
Westinghouse

Tender

^^raWR—"

r-~-JRr

Hh3

iSSr.

'

l~f?lBBKSSBW

'

'

J

I.

33

Paige plate steel

some difficult problems of transportation for the larger and heavier
pieces of machinery, which have never before demanded
solution.

The

question of adequate carrying facilities for

heavy engine and machine parts has become more and
more persistent with the growth of the present tendency
toward giant units. The cars used heretofore for this

m

-;,

,

FLAT CAR

— 100

-r

m
^HfMSjy

——

ilwau KE

E,

WIS.
m

TONS CAPACITY.

ji
i

i-.-.;===.- .---<!;---.---------{
'

- --=)
f.--".-.-.-.- r---.-v-^-_-_---Ik

i

il

!

1!

1

;

.''

FIG.

2.

—PLAN

AND ELEVATION SPECIAL FLAT CAR

— 100

iMimmi

:

w\J*
;\^H

r^=;

!

Tons Capacity

constantly increasing capacities, has presented

•

j

in.

tired.

development of power machinery of all kinds
leading, as it has, to the design of prime movers of

~~"

J

in.

THE

•*

— SPECIAL

in.

diam

truck,

$fe

FIG.

in.

33

— WO

alus c halmers company,

toi

63
56

National No. 3

--

"**"

in.

Cast steel

Special Flat Cat

Y% in.

-

Diameter
Length
Boxes,

in.

Steel

Number

Kind
Tender
Kind

in.

ay2

Water

in.

Lead 17-64
driv. diam. outside tire

Material

in.

in.

Clearance

Centers diam

Length
Thickness of crown

dia.

in.

$Y2
1%

Setting

Wide

Firebox, type

in.

in.

7500 gallons

Ex. lap

in.

lbs.

29

8^

Waterbottom

Valve, type

Radial stayed straight top

81^5

ft.

Capacity, fuel

ins.

in.

13 in. channel steel

Capacity

Travel

ring

14

style

ins.

pressure

first

4

Dunbar

sq.

.

Working

diam

Packing

Smoke stack, diam
Top above rail

t

type

Single

ft.

10x12

wheeled 3 point suspension

Rocking

ft.

56.5

in.

style

27.41 sq.

Engine truck journals
Tender truck journals
Boiler,

2

ft.

3705.23

Others

11

185.64 sq.

Grate area
Axles, driving journals, main

WestWestinghouse
2
i& 1/2 kI20 in.

signal

3492.18 sq.

Arch tubes
Total

l
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FIG.

3.

CRADLE FOR SPECIAL FLAT CAR

— IOO

TONS CAPACITY.

ifci ffa/f Jic/m"

9.

A-6

100,000 LB. CAPACITY TRUCK, LOW BARBER TYPE, SPECIAL
FLAT CAR IOO TONS CAPACITY.

FIG. 7.

FIG.
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—

—BODY

BOLSTER, SPECIAL FLAT CAR
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6.

—CRADLE

TRUCK BEARING, SPECIAL FLAT CAR
CAPACITY.

— IOO

Section C-0

TONS

FIG.

10.

"1

1

i

A

:i

K>ko

ADJUSTABLE SIDE BEARING, SPECIAL FLAT CAR100 TONS CAPACITY.
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purpose have been especially constructed, of heavy material and with a capacity of from sixty to seventy tons.

and transportation facilities. The interdependence between these industries therefore demands the most care-

Such cars, in fact, are identical with those employed by
the government for the transportation of heavy ordnance.
A new problem confronted the Allis-Chalmers Co., in
the case of a huge frame and slide of a monster horizontal
rolling mill engine.
The single piece of machinery will
weigh considerably over a hundred tons. To ship this
large engine the company had designed and built by the
C.j M. & St. P. Ry., at the West Milwaukee shops, under

ful consideration of the

the car with

The

cradle in turn supports the car.

The

beams

I

corners are braced with

The

sill

length of the car

to the

40

is

while, the width over side

is

36

1

end

feet 7 inches

flat

pieces

1

inch by 8 inches

end

sills

The

8 feet 9 inches.

is

rail

is

plate are clearly

4 feet 4^ inches.
standard 53^x10

body

bolster, cradle, cradle

and

shown

in the illustrations.

side bearings

is

well taken care of

This bearing, which

is

an illustration, has the wearing block resting in
a pocket, and the wear is taken care-Of by putting shins
in the pocket under the block.
Great ingenuity is evident on the part of the designers
in getting out this car and not deviating from common
in

standards in design.

were invited to appoint representatives to form a conference committee to meet from time to time for the discus-

The

first

members

year, the

Station

of which are as

follows

H. Foster Bain, Director State Geological Survey, Urbana,

111.,

representing the State Geological Survey.

A. Bement, Consulting Engineer, Chicago, the Western

Edwin H. Cheney,

President Fuel Engineering Co.,

Chicago, the Building Managers' Association

of.

Chicago.

F. H. Clark, Gen. Supt. Motive Power Burlington
Road, C. B. & Q. Ry., Chicago, the Western Railway

Club.

Adolph Mueller, President H. Mueller Mfg.
tur,

111.,

Co.,

Deca-

the Illinois Manufacturers' Association.

Carl Scholz, President Coal Valley Mining Co., Chicago, the Illinois Coal Operators' Association.

A. V. Schroeder, Gen. Supt. Electric Light & Heat Co.,
Springfield, 111., the State Electric Light Association.
Wm. L. Abbott, Chief Operating Engineer Chicago

Edison Co., Chicago, the Board of Trustees University of

»

Fuel Tests at the University of Illinois

SERIES

as to

Society of Engineers.

with an adjustable side bearing.

A

com-

mittee. In- order that these tests should be so conducted

chosen for the

necessity of keeping a car of this capacity at uni-

form height on the

shown

the organization of a special conference

is

has been most fortunate in the personnel of the committee

equalizer, cradle center bearing, cradle truck bearing

The

connection with

sion of matters relating to these problems.

feet 2 inches, while

details of the truck,

body center

in

is riv-

journal bearings are used.

The

these tests

significance

foot 6

sill.

feet 2 inches over

sills

height of the floor above the

The wheel base

This

act as supports for the floor-

inches wide while another brace

eted from the center

sills

Channel bars riveted 3

sills.

apart in between the
ing.

feature of special

several of the leading engineering societies of the state

Four low Barber trucks are placed under

a cradle resting on the center plates of each pair.

as side

A

beams, two of which are used as center

P., J. J.

E., a special

and two

results.

are formen bv

M.

Hennessey, M. C. B., and J. F. De Voy, M.
car which is illustrated herewith.

I

in order to

to the

meet with the approval of the great manufacturing
and coal interests and that they should produce results of
real value, co-operation was desired with the leading engineers, coal operators, railroad officials and manufacturers from whom advice and suggestions would be available.
The co-operation of the State Geological Survey
and the University departments of applied chemistry and
mechanical engineering was already assured. Accordingly

the direction of Messrs. A. E. Manchester, S.

four 13 inch

our coals

tion of

consumpobtain the greatest economic

problems relating

of investigations of unusual interest to

manufacturers and other coal operators is
about to be undertaken at the State Engineering Experiment Station recently established at the University of
Illinois

Illinois.

L. P. Breckenridge, Director Engineering

Urbana,

Station, University of Illinois,

The

initial

meeting of

Experiment

111.

conference committee was

this

contem-

on March 14, 1906,
at which time the general policy of the committee was
It is exoutlined and plans for future work discussed.

plated for the purpose of determining the most economi-

pected that the coals tested will be donated for this pur-

methods for their utilization. Tests of
made: (a) under power plant boilers; (b)

pose.

Illinois.

An

somewhat elaborate

extensive and

experiments with the different

Illinois

cal

heating boilers; (c)

in

in the

fact that Illinois

is

series of

fuels will be
in residence

gas producers; (d) to determine

their chemical composition

The

coals

is

and heating values.

held at the University, Urbana,

made

will

not be ready for operation until some time in May.

In

The

fact that in the period

meantime the details of the plan of procedure willbe
prepared and issued.
the

*

from

Steel

1850 to the present year
among the manufacturing states from fifteenth to third

THE

render these investigations of peculiar importance to our

The

This phenomenal advancement has been due
largely to the development of our great coal resources

plant can

Illinois

industries.

plant in which the tests are to be

the second coal-producing state

Union, and also the

has advanced in rank

111.,

in

old style

metal

and Stockroom Equipment

use of steel

forms

now

outfit.

*

is

wood in its different
room practice every day.

replacing

shop and store

wooden shelving has served

its

time and no

be considered up-to-date without a complete,

When

one can walk into a factory and notice
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FIG.

I.

—VIEW

IN A

FIG.

MACHINE SHOP EQUIPPED WITH MODERN

3.

—VIEW

IN WESTERN ELECTRIC

in the

foreman's

office a

neat sheet steel desk with a metal

table alongside for laying out prints, with a complete sys-

tem of

steel

PLANT, SHOWING STEEL

CO.

RACKS AND DRAWERS.

STEEL OUTFITS.

pigeon holes aboye the desk he may feel safe
room is equipped with bins and

to imply that the stock

shelving constructed of the same material.

He would

expect to find the machine shop and tool

room equipped

also

pans under the

lathes, steel table, the straight side

at the side of the lathes for finished
terial.

At

truck.

the left in the center of the

In the extreme back

tank which
several

is

supplied with a

workmen

to

wash

at

is

boxes

and unfinished maroom is a steel box

to be noted a steel

number of
one time.

wash

faucets, enabling

The

fire pails

on

kind manufactured. These not only are a safe precaution

same class.
a view of the Cutler-Hammer stock room
showing the steel racks used by this company. These

but they are an economy in that they put

racks are constructed either single or double, each bin

with metal lathe pans, dope boxes, bolt boxes, die racks,
lockers and the

against

fire

numerous other accentral

everything of value off of the floor and in
so that

it

articles of this

its

proper place

can be found at any instant which lessens the

cost of production.

The
which

first
is

illustration

so equipped.

the rear wall are also a production of the

Figure 2

is

making the back 4 inches lower than the front.
These bins are 14 inches deep, making an excellent place
slanting,

for small loose parts, such as bolts, nuts, and

herewith
In this

FIG.

2.

is

is

of a machine shop

to be noted the lathe

—VIEW

IN

all kinds of
This class of rack costs a little more
than the wooden one for first installation, but as they save

small castings.

CUTLER-HAMMER STOCK ROOM, SHOWING STEEL RACKS.

•
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FIG. 4.

—A
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CORNER IN A STOCK ROOM IN A MANUFACTURING PLANT.

30 per cent floor space, the price can be more than saved
on the smaller building or the increased storage space.
Figure 3 shows an installation of steel racks and
drawers in the plant of the Western Electric Company's

each number

plant in Chicago.

The above illustrations are furnished through the courtesy of the Lyon Metallic Manufacturing Company, Chicago, who manufacture a full line of material as described

vantage of the

steel

This company fully realized the adequipment, which shows the clean and

neat appearance

it gives to a stock room.
another illustration taken from a manufacturing plant showing a corner of the stock room of dies,
etc.
This rack not only gives increased carrying capacity,

Figure 4

is

but the articles can be so arranged that the system of listing and locating them is practically perfect. There is another rack
is

made

equipped with

similar to this,
steel pulls,

shown

Figure 5, which
which act as card holders and
in

are also used to pull the dies out.

These steel pulls are
of No. 16 gauge steel, with a turn-down in front, which
is used as a card holder.
The pulls are numbered and

die

is

arranged

wanted the number

is

which

it

in the die stock book.
is

found

can be located instantly.

in the stock

When

a

book, after

This enables anyone

inexperienced with the stock to find any

die.

above.
»

»

Concerning Roundhouse Equipment
on
THE
"With what machine
report

shop practice answering the question
tools and hand tools should a

roundhouse be equipped to get the best results?" presented at a recent meeting of the Western Railway Club,
made no reference to the necessity of jacks and but little
was said concerning them during the ensuing discussion.
These tools are worthy of an important place on the list
of roundhouse equipment.
While it is hardly probable that an attempt would be
made to operate even the smallest engine house without
an equipment of jacks, it is worth while calling attention
to the essential feature of the jacks being of the most
modern and up-to-date type and if the roundhouse force
does not already appreciate

it,

they should be

made

to un-

derstand the necessity of keeping them in good shape.

good set of jacks the weight of an engine may be
taken up with much less time than with a set of old jacks
requiring a large force of main strength and ignorance
and on occasions where an engine is wanted quickly
generally the case this feature makes itself felt.
For instance at a roundhouse maintaining one or two
switch engines which work night and day, in addition to
road and passenger engines, the switch engines must be
cared for Sundays or at such time that a road engine can
be changed off with one of them. This being the case,
emergency repairs to the switch engines must be made as
quickly as possible and in the event of an accident requir-

With

a

—

—

FIG.

5.

—A

PUNCH AND

DIE

RACK.

ing the engine to be jacked up, for a broken spring,
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spring hanger, lost gib, defective equalizer connection, or
other cause, quick, easy-working jacks are

getting the engine out quickly

in

yard master off the wires.

—and

The same

is

money

savers

keeping the

in

true of road en-

It is

145

not attempted here to enter an extended discourse

on roundhouse equipment, but merely

add a

to

house foremen have

to

little

to

Round-

the discussion of a live and interesting subject.

contend with unexpected and

repairs, as well as for engines laying over for regular re-

varying conditions, they must be ever ready for emergencies and the surroundings under which they battle

do not usually require such hurry

are such that the best facilities which can be provided to

gines stopping at an outside roundhouse for emergency

pairs,

up

though the

latter

forward their work can be none too good for them.

jobs.

Good

an important part
brasses

in

truck repairs, renewals of truck

—both engine and tender—and the same argument
Where

holds good with these as with the larger jacks.
car repair track

the

in close proximity to the roundhouse,

is

car repairers can supply this

but such an arrangement

is

demand

some

to

a poor makeshift

extent,

and the

roundhouse should have its own, full quota of tools.'
The roundhouse foreman generally realizes the conditions of his jacks and the weak spots caused by them
as well as by other old equipment
but he frequently finds

—

much

difficulty in

bringing his superiors to a

full realiza-

have been known to
make notes of necessary equipment and go so far as to
promise that new material would be forwarded from the
main shop the following week, yet the foreman received
tion of the same.

Visiting

Under present

They bear

journal jacks should not be omitted.

officials

nothing but the promises, though the condition of the

equipment spoke plainly of the necessity of renewals.
A useful, home-made tool is an air hammer for knock-

Such a tool may be cheaply constructed
from scrap material and is a great time saver. This tool
will remove tight bolts that a sledge hammer in good
hands will not loosen and where a sledge would batter

ing out rod bolts.

a bolt to an extent necessary to require a renewal or at

have the threads run over in the bolt cutter, the air
hammer will remove it with a few blows and without
damage. This not only saves time in taking down rods,
but further saves time that might be spent with a drill
and often prevents renewals of bolts.
Spring pullers of different design that may be used
least

railroad

conditions

the

small round-

house needs the greatest attention. Not that the small
point is the most important but because the larger houses
;

by virtue of the greater number of engines handled, have
received most attention in the past and the importance
of the little fellow has been overlooked. The small house
at an outlying point is not visited as often by the higher

and

officials

it

forgotten until

would seem
it

that

its

existence

is

almost

credited with a serious delay

is

—and

seeming negligence in providing for the small roundhouse has been the indirect cause of delays. Therefore,
in considering roundhouse equipment the small house

this

should receive the attention
tirely

it

overshadowed by the big

deserves and not be enfellows.

•

•

Driving Box Squares

THE accompanying

illustration

shows a very handy

device for use about the locomotive repair shop.
is

It

used in squaring the spring saddle seats on the driv-

ing boxes as shown at
Fig.

1

is

A

Fig. 2 and

3.

a detail drawing of the square while Figs. 2

and 3 show it in position. The square is made of %
inch machine steel with one leg of the square i}i inches
wide and the other £s inch wide. The feet B and C are
If
Fig.

I

o]~^0

"T^

with the several types of frames and equalizing arrange-

ments are important tools in the roundhouse. Frequently
it is quicker to use a heavy bar when sufficient force may
F'& 3

be had, in pulling a spring, but good spring pullers cannot

Fig. 2.

be dispensed with.

While hardly coming under the head of

tools, portable
•»$.

benches, of strong yet light construction are very con-

venient in the round house.

The men

frequently re-

quire an elevated platform on which to stand while re-

moving steam

chests, filing valve seats, etc.,

and unless

some sort
a performance which

portable benches are available, they will build

of structure with blocks and planks,

wastes no

little

time as the desired material

is

usually at

the other side of the round house,

if anywhere.
encouraged the men frequently advance good
ideas for the manufacture of devices that can be constructed cheaply and which can be used to good advantage as time and money savers. By following up such

A DRIVING BOX SQUARE.

When

may be brought to hand
removed from main and dishops, ingenuity has to be used in place of ma-

channels a number of good tools

and

in* the engine houses

vision

terial that is

not supplied, so that they present a fruitful

source of suggestions for good devices.

also

made

of machine steel and turned to the proper size

and shape. They are held in position by thumb screws
and are prevented from slipping off of the end by a pin
through the hole D.
This device was originated by Mr. W. A. Roberts,
machine shop foreman of the Santa Fe Railway at San
Bernardino,

Cal., to

whom we

ings and description.

are indebted for the draw-
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Car

Tie

Luxe— Paris, Lyons & Mediterranean

THE

universal exposition at Liege of 1905 was notable for the fine and thorough exhibit of passenger

May, 1906

containing colored photographs.

The

of the toilet rooms are finished in

oil

ceilings

and walls

cloth in imitation of

motive power and car equipment, which several foreign

The floors of the compartments and corridors have
moquette carpets, while the platforms are covered with

railways had placed on view before putting same into

rubber.

commission on their respective lines. A high speed tenwheel four cylinder compound locomotive for the Paris,
Lyons & Mediterranean, which formed part of that exhibit, was shown in the March issue of the Railway
Master Mechanic, and we now present a de luxe passenger car for the same road, which was also a part of
the exhibit of the same road.
This car is a beautiful example of the car builders' art,
built on the side corridor plan, from which the four staterooms and the compartment de luxe are reached, to each

There are no doors between the corridor and platforms, and the latter are narrowed at the side doors, in
order to make room for two steps, the lower of which is

of which
is

fitted

is

annexed a

CAR DE

LUXE—PARIS, LYONS

toilet

room.

tile.

flush with the side of the car body.

with three seats which can be transformed by

be noted that
existent,

still

and

are the only details in the car that have an ancient flavor.

The

are of steel plates having angles at the top and

sills

bottom, and the truss rods have a familiar appearance

with their anchorage between the bolsters and their posts
and turnbuckles all in accord with American construction.

& MEDITERRANEAN

Each compartment

It will

the screw coupling and side buffers are

R.

The

SECTION ABOVE BELT RAIL.

R.

mounted on two four-wheeled trucks having
wheels with steel tires 41 inches in diameter and 2.75
car

is

The

a simple arrangement, into most inviting beds having

inches thick at the tread.

spring mattress and other

journals 5.12 inches in diameter by 11.02 inches long,

first class

appointments, while

compartment de luxe contains a bed which is folded
up against the side of the car during the day, and a sofa
which may also be transformed into a bed at night. It
will be observed that the manner in which the seats are
made to do duty as berths is entirely foreign to American
sleeping car practice in two very essential particulars, one
of which is that the berths are folding beds and are always made up, and the other that there are no upper
berths.
These berths are an integral part of the seats,
the latter forming the base or support, on which the bed
folds down, and is therefore made ready for the occupant
by simply turning to a horizontal position, and are not
the.

therefore a part of the berth, as in our sleeping cars, as
will be seen in the elevation

scheme very

The

and plan which show the

clearly.

compartments is in the form of drapes
of damask and silk, of which the lower part is a shade
of peacock blue. The corridor is finished below the windows in panels of mahogany, and above the panels with
damask framed in mahogany. The upper part and also
finish of the

The partitions are covalso
by
mahogany
panels, and
ered at the lower part
above by embossed green velvet framed in mahogany

the ceiling

is

finished in lincrusta.

note the liberal journal dimensions in

It is interesting to

this
i

case,

axles are of steel with

the projected area of which

56.33 square

is

nc hes, while the area of journal carrying our heaviest

equipment,
is

much

heavier

journal carries
half-elliptic

the

The truck

than the above.

less

than

car

in

not equalized, each

is

load independent of the other on a

its

spring,

ends of which are secured to

the

The

the truck frame through helical springs.

dimensions are as follows
feet;

Length over

:

length over platforms, 59.15

height inside, 7.78 feet

The braking system
Auvert

electric,

by the P. L.
is

all

is

feet;

The

9.9 feet;

lighting system

steam system.
is

all,

center

feet.

the Westinghouse-Henry, auto-

actuated from the axle.

seen that this car

length,

wheel base of truck, 8.2

;

wheels.

& M.

general

buffers, 63.28

width over

to center of bolsters, 40.88 feet;

matic air on

question,

modern

in

From

is

the

The heating

is

the foregoing

it

most of the

essentials

of high-class construction, and original in the departure

from the

lines of the old side entrance vehicle to

to the corridor idea.
in

and

conform

For the informaton contained here-

also the drawings,

we

Chief Engineer of the P. L.

are indebted to

& M.

Ry.

M. "Chabal,
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Canadian Pacific Superheater*

THE

interest of the

and flows through the fingers of the header into i%inch solid drawn weldless steel tubes having an inside
diameter of 15-16 inch. These tubes are upset at one
end and are forged and bent by a bolt-header and bending
machine to the shape shown in Fig. 3. They are con2,

Canadian Pacific Railway

in su-

perheaters for locomotive service has resulted in the

development of a special design which has been worked
out jointly by Mr. H. H. Vaughan, assistant to the vicepresident, and who was formerly at the head of the motive power department of that road, and Mr. A. W.
Horsey, mechanical engineer of the Canadian Pacific.

A

nected by bronze union nuts to special cast steel fittings
which screw into the header, a 1-16 inch copper wire
gasket being used in the union nut.

As shown

brief description of the device will be of interest at

this

time because of the renewed attention being given

1,

these small tubes extend into five-

tubes to within 30 inches of the back

where they connect with the heavy cast steel return
bends. The steams returns from the return bend through
1*4 inch tubes, which connect through union nuts with
special cast steel fittings, similar to those mentioned
above, with the fingers of the bottom header, which is
shown in Fig. 4. The steam pipes which connect this

1

enters the top or saturated steam-header

the proceedings of the

fire

sheet,

shows the general arrangement of the front
end and the superheater tubes. Steam from the dry pipe

*From

in Fig.

inch diameter

to superheat on that road and abroad.

Fig.

H7

New York

shown

in Fig.

Railroad Club

"I-

FIG.

I.

ARRANGEMENT

OF

THE

C.

P.

R.

GENERAL SUPERHEATERS.

header with the cylinder casting are necessarily very
short,

but there has been no difficulty in making the

Each large superheater fire tube connects
two of the small tubes from the top header, and the corjoints tight.

low header. The return
which spaces it properly from
the sides of the large tube and the other set of small
tubes, so that there is a uniform circulation space about
responding return tubes

bend has lugs cast on

to the

it

~Tl
k.sxss;,-/

Y>vwv

_L^
~

FIG. 2.

TOP OR SATURATED STEAM HEADER,

SUPERHEATERS.

C.

P.

R.

GENERAL

FIG.

'
,

LS
;tv,

XVVVVvViSWNVS.'sV

3.— SUPERHEATER TUBES SHOWING UPSET END AND CONNECTION TO RETURN BEND, C. P. R. GENERAL SUPERHEATER.
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These engines represent the latest development of a
distinctive design for heavy passenger service, that have
demonstrated their

fitness for the

exacting work of haul-

ing loads at speed, and for that reason have crystallized
into a type likely to be perpetuated.
The cylinders are

22 inches in diameter and 28 inches stroke, which with
the 220 pounds boiler pressure enables the engines to

power of 35,000 pounds at the rail, with
inch wheels.
Having a weight of 143,000

exert a starting
the

f

]2

/
1

2

pounds for adhesion, the

The

coefficient against slip

straight top boiler has radial stays

throat sheet and boiler head.

The

is

4.00.

and sloping

circumferential seams

are double riveted, and the longitudinal seams have butt
joints with

welded seam on the top center
FIG.

4.

BOTTOM OR SUPERHEATER STEAM HEADER,
GENERAL SUPERHEATER.

The

The
C.

P.

cast iron steel return

made

especially

sheets,

lines for strength

To

respects

all

durability.

in the vertical flanges,

smoke-box

flanges.

double front frame
walls to provide for

frames are of cast

is

row

a double

in

of bolts

front and back, and also in the

The

cylinders

are

arranged

for

and have exceptionally thick
wear and prevent breakage. The

rails,

steel,

the rear sections being separated,

with the splice under the front end of the firebox, which

supported at this point by a heavy vertical

The

Pacific type pas-

and

the cylinder connections, there

Locomotive Works have
THE Baldwin
Southern
twenty

recently built

In

in all

provide against the development of weakness

trailing truck,

»

and wash out plugs are provided

places necessary to expedite cleaning.

»
Pacific Type Locomotive Southern Railway
Railway,

liner.

these boilers are constructed on characteristic Baldwin

is

disturbance of the others.

for the

with an inside

waist has V& inch liners for supporting guide yoke

and waist
is

line,

ring has a

R.

bend
heavy at that part which comes in contact
with smoke and gases of the firebox.
This superheater is identical with the Schmidt and
Schenectady in all respects except in the arrangement of
the headers and connection with the superheater pipes.
The primary object sought in the new design was the
separation of the joints from the heater pipes to the
headers, the location of these joints in a position where
they could be conveniently inspected, and an arrangement of the superheater pipes that would permit of the
removal or application of any individual element without
the small tubes.

The dome

welds at each end.

which

is

of the Rushton type,

plate.
is

The

equalized

with the drivers through an inverted half-elliptic spring.
valves are of the balanced slide type actuated by an

indirect link motion, with the rocker placed in front of

the forward drivers and connected to the link by a trans-

senger engines, fifteen of which have drivers 63 inches
In
in diameter, and the remaining five 72 J 2 inch wheels.

mission bar which spans the forward driving axle.

other respects these engines are practically identical

inspection of the following descriptive specification will

/

design, both lots having simple cylinders.
illustrates the

The

machine with the larger wheels.

in

half-tone

convey a clear idea of the
tration.

PACIFIC TYPE LOCOMOTIVE

SOUTHERN RAILWAY.

details not

shown

An

in the illus-
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Gauge

4

%V2

ft.

Valve

M. H. Steel

Straight

Boiler, type

Diameter
34

in.

and 13-16

in.

Working pressure

220

Fuel
Staying

lbs.

Radial
io2>%

of

and the result is broken bolts,
These are the weak spots of our
the draft gear that

in.

72J/2

in.

Back, 66^4

in-

A

Water space
Tubes, material

There

In steel cars

Back, Y% in. Crown, $i in. Tube, J/2 in.
in.
Front, 4V2 in. Sides, 3/ in. Back, 2 l
in.
Iron Wire gauge No. 11

Number

314

2%

Diameter
Length
Heating surface, firebox
Tubes

20

in.

195 sq.

ft.

ft.

3683.5

Total

in.

o

sq.

ft.

72^2

in.
in.

9x12

ins.

diameter, 33

5j4xio
8x12

base, driving

in.

ins.

diameter, 42

Journals

in.

ins.

12

ft.

6

in.

12

ft.

6

in.

31

ft.

4^2

in.

64

ft.

5%

Rigid

Weight, on driving wheels

in.

143,000

lbs.

truck, front

39,700

lbs.

truck, back

42,300 lbs.

Total engine
Total engine and tender about

Tank, capacity
Tender, wheels, No. 8

for this

and

it

should be

it is

steel cars are so

wooden

an entirely different proposition.

rigged that they will not yield

The

The

like the

must absorb the shock
or something is going to break or bend and we' must
devise a cushion of at least 500,000 pounds to absorb
cars.

draft gears

the shocks of ordinary switching.

The

steel cars are

here to stay and the

We

the draft gear.

weak

spot of

can build them to carry

any load desired and we must provide a draft gear that
will reduce the slack that now exists in the long trains
that are now being hauled, which is the cause of more
failures than all the other causes combined.

Journals

Total engine
Total engine and tender

them

remedy

It is

ft.

others,

Engine truck wheels (back)

much

cars.

3878.5 sq.

66

Engine truck wheels (front)

not so

the parts that hold

these cars

Diameter of center
ins.

a

is

ft.

54-25

main, 10x12

is

it

and draft timbers.

sq.

Grate area
Driving wheels, diameter outside
Journals

fails,

sills

sills

adopted.

sheets

Sides, Y%

On
On

begin to wear the holes oblong in the timbers and

to the cars.

Width,

in.

Front, 76^4

Thickness

while, but in a short time the draft timber bolts

Steel

material

Length
Depth

Wheel

in.

Soft coal

-.

The wooden car body
does absorb such shocks, but the wooden draft timbers
will not stand it very long.
They do very well for a

nary switching by the yard men.

little

7°

Thickness of sheets

Firebox,

in.

22x28 ins.
Balanced

Cylinder

149

225,000

lbs.

358,000

lbs.

7-500 gallons water; 25,000 lbs. coal

diameter, 33

Journals

in.

5/2x10 in.
Passenger

Service

is

The tendencies now are to
than to reduce it by making

increase the slack rather

draw bar travel 2}%
inches in both the forward and backward movement of
it,
instead of 1^4 inches as used on the wooden cars.
This gives each draw bar a travel of 5^ inches or 11
inches between two cars.
This in my judgment is a
mistake and should be reduced to at least one inch of
draw bar travel in either direction for ordinary running
purposes and not to exceed two inches in hard buffing
service. This can be accomplished and should be worked
out, and when it is accomplished we will be ready to take
up the question of a combined air hose steam and signal
pipe connection that can be maintained with safety, and
which will prevent men from going between the cars
the

\

for the purpose of coupling or uncoupling them.

Now

Draft Gears
H.

THE

C.

is

my

mechanical

men throughout

Some

the

on

inside of the yokes or in the rear of the yokes, the result

one of

is

still

and others

recoil,

will favor

others a leaf spring device. While

some

of them have given entire satisfaction to

much

is

is

of these devices have been used for

say, too

among

with any device that

will favor a friction device,

a spiral spring and
all

satisfied

we need

others will say

none

time,

Some

all.

take a second blow as the slack runs up.

will

recoil to

But

in

the same, for this reason, that the buffing stresses are so

great that the rivets will bend forward and the pulling

bend them backward, and eventually
the metal will crystalize and break. This is why we find
so many rivets broken in the center of the draw bars.
These are not sheared rivets, but broken rivets.
stresses will again

We

my

find in the recent tests

none of these

opinion, none of the devices used are even half sufficient

in

to take care of the buffing stresses of

pounds.

ordinary switching

to-day, to say nothing of hard switching or

rough hand-

ling of cars.

In the tests

running

made

a short time ago,

at the rate of eight miles per

we

find that cars

hour would

strike

a blow of from 420,000 to 430,000 pounds, which speed
is

only a

little

faster than a walk,

believe

country that but

opinion,

such a wide difference of opinion

few of them are even
the market to-day.

I

can be almost entirely eliminated if we would use
them for the purposes that they are intended, namely,
for pulling only. But if we expect either of them to do
the pulling and also the buffing, we cannot expect anything but failures. No matter whether the springs are

the most important subjects of the present time,

the

regard to yoke or rivet failures.

this

PRIEBE.

subject of draft gears, in

because there

in

and

is

considered ordi-

We

tests did the

also find that a

with a gib and two rivets

made

at

West

Seneca, that

draw bar pull exceed 118,000
draw bar yoke 4x1 A\ inches

1%

l

inches in diameter has an

approximate strength of 272,000 pounds. This shows
conclusively that we have more than double the strength
required for pulling purposes and by making the back
ends of the yoke round instead of square, as recommended by the M. C. B. association. We will have few yoke

RAILWAY MASTER MECHANIC
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or rivet failures

Now

in

if

we

use them for pulling purposes only.

regard to recoil of springs,

don't believe

I

it

amounts to anything. I have satisfied myself on this by
making some tests which were only made for my information by running cars against a solid bumping post
on a level track. I found that a loaded car would practically come to a standstill, while an empty car would
come back several feet. This showed me that the general
impression of recoil of springs was in reality the momentum of a running bunch of cars striking some standing cars which forced the standing cars into running
and retarded the movement of the cars that struck them,
causing a sudden jerk between the two sections. This
sometimes causes broken knuckles, or trains to part and
called recoil of springs.

is

Now

regard to the tests that are being made from
time to time. It looks to me that we would get nearer
to the real results if cars were tested after having been
in

in service a

were

built

year or two, than to

new and

make

The
many

have noticed a great
of the steel cars that are now in use, have excessive draw
bar travel and only from a single engine pull. The most
of these were equipped with friction draft gears which
reason

I

aroused
saw,

I

mention

my

this is that I

Not being satisfied with what 1
make some tests of gears that had been

curiosity.

decided to

about a year with the result that the greatest
resistance that could be obtained from the four different gears tested was 85,000 pounds on gears that were
in service

rated at

180.000 pounds and showed a loss of 95.000

pounds in about one year's service. This is not a good
showing and should be followed up more closely by all
car

men who

ment

are interested in maintaining their equip-

to the highest standard of perfection.

make your own
no other means are available.
to

do

this is to

A. C

— D.
New

tests in

A

good way

your wheel press

if

New

York,

New Haven &

That portion of the road which lies between the
Grand Central Depot and Woodlawn, N. Y., utilizes
the tracks of the New York Central Railroad and constitutes a portion of the electrical zone of that company
within which the direct-current third-rail system is being
Between Woodlawn and Stamford the road
installed.
will be equipped with the Westinghouse single-phase, alternating current system and the trains will be operated
by electric locomotives which take alternating current
from the overhead trolley line. The power station of
miles.

New Haven Company

be located at Riverside,
The power equipConn., three miles from Stamford.

ment

and three-phase connection. They
are wound for 11,000 volts and are connected direct to
the trolley system. Absolutely no transforming stations
or reducing transformers along the line will be required
but the entire system will be operated direct from a single central station without the interposition of substations

or auxiliary apparatus of any kind between the switch-

board and the

possible by the alternating current system

made

is

and the high

which will be employed. It is probable
with a service equivalent to that now given by steam
locomotives, electrical operation can be extended a distance of twenty miles beyond Stamford without the use
of a higher transmission potential or the introduction
trolley

e.m.f.

that,

of transforming stations.

HIGH POTENTIAL TROLLEY

The overhead

construction will be

LINE.

from
steel bridges which will be located every 300 feet and
which will normally span from four to six tracks, though
on certain portions of the road longer bridges will be
supported

Every two miles the bridges will be made of
a specially heavy construction
forming an anchorbridge to make the overhead structure even more secure.
The trolley wires will be hung from steel messenger cables which, in turn, will be supported by heavy insulators
mounted upon the steel bridges. Each trolley wire will
be suspended from a pair of steel messenger cables by
triangular supports, forming a double catenary suspension of great strength and stiffness. The triangular supports are placed about ten feet apart. The messenger cables will have a total sag of about six feet, while the
employed.

—

trolley wire itself will be held in a practically horizontal

trolley

system will be divided into sections approx-

imately two miles in length, each section being separated

from

its

neighbors by heavy line insulators.

cuit breakers.

Adjoining

in

any

cycle, alternating current gen-

erators of the revolving field type, which have a rated

If a short circuit or other trouble

section, therefore,

it

occur

can be cut out without

turbing the operation of other portions of the

line.

dis-

Two

feeder wires will be carried the whole length of the

al-

ternating current line and will be so connected to the

various

sections

of

the

trolley

system

by automatic

switches that any section of four or more trolleys can

be cut out of service and those beyond kept in operation.

The

normally at a height of
The overhead system is designed

trolley wires will be held

22 feet above the track.

with a safe margin to meet the stresses imposed by the
most severe conditions, such as high winds or heavy coatings of ice.

LOCOMOTIVES.

will

will include three Westinghouse-Parsons horizontal

steam turbines driving 25

This desirable simplicity

cars.

sections will be connected through automatic oil-type cir-

Hartford Railroad Company contemplate the electrical operation of their main line between New York
City and Stamford, Conn., a distance of over thirty-three

the

are designed

for both single-phase

The

Locomotives for the New York,
Haven and. Hartford Railroad

C.

present plans of the

The generator armatures

phase service.

position.

GENERAL SYSTEM.

THE

continuous capacity of 3,750 Kw. each when running single phase and of 5,500 Kw. when supplying a three-

tests of cars that

expressly for that purpose.

May, 1906

to be furnished by the
Westinghouse Company, suitable for operation on the
direct current division between the Grand Central Depot
and Woodlawn, and on the alternating current portion

Thirty-five

locomotives

are

RAILWAY MASTER MECHANIC
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of the line between

Woodlawn and Stamford. One

loco-

at

each end and

is

motive has already been constructed and the results ob-

zontally between

tained assure* the complete success of the alternating cur-

the side channels.

The frame,
built

trucks and cab of the locomotive were
Baldwin
Locomotive Company, according
by the

to designs developed with the co-operation of the

Haven Railroad and
Companies.
The frame

is

the Westinghouse Electric

New

& Mfg.

of the rigid type with side pieces

made

of steel channels to which are bolted and riveted other
steel

applied to two steel bumpers laid horivertical

The running gear

rent system.

channels placed transversely, two over each truck,

rium.

A

very strong construction

are

further braced by gusset plates which are riveted and
bolted to the bottom flanges of both sets of channels and

which transmit the tractive power from the center-pin
The frame is still further strengthened and secured by diagonal plate braces.
As the entire space between the wheels is occupied by

to the side channels.

the motors,
pull

it

was impossible

through the center

entire strain

make up

is

line of the

is

draw-bar

locomotive; so the

carried by the strong plate girders which

the locomotive frame.

draft gear

to transmit the

mounted

directly

A

Westinghouse friction
underneath the box girder

FIG,

I,

—

A.-C,

—

D.-C.

secured without

and extended to nearly double that
the ends, which are bolted to the side frames.

effort to the frame.

The transoms

is

excessive weight by the use of bolsters 30 inches wide

wheels and the draw-head will permit, and are braced and
squared by substantial steel flooring plates which are
to the top flanges.

consists of

ends of the equalizer bars, to assist in restoring equilib-

at the center plate

and bolted

gusset plates on the ends of

two trucks, each mounted
on four 62-inch driving wheels. The trucks have side
frames of forged steel to which are bolted and riveted
pressed steel bolsters which carry the center plates. The
weight on the journal boxes is carried by small semielliptic springs with auxiliary coiled springs under the

forming transoms for the transmission of the weight to
the center pins.
These channels are placed outside the
wheels and as close together and as low down as the

riveted

151

width at

Center pins 18 inches in diameter transmit the tractive

They

are well lubricated to permit

on curves. The truck pedestals are provided
with wedge and gib adjustments to take up wear, and
the bearing brasses are easily removable by hand.
The
distance between truck centers is 14 feet 6 inches.
The cab is formed of sheet steel mounted on a framework of Z bars which supports the walls and roof. Win-

free motion

dows

are provided at each end, giving an outlook on

both sides and in front of the locomotive
is

;

and the driver

so close to the front that he can see the track a very

few

feet ahead.

This advantage

type of steam locomotive
controllers,

now

auto-transformers,

is

in

not possessed by any
service.

instruments,

ances, air operating valves, compressors

LOCOMOTIVE FOR THE N.

Y.,

N. H, & H.

R.

R.

The master
grid resist-

and other aux-

RAILWAY MASTER MECHANIC
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iliary

apparatus are mounted inside the cab upon an

angle-iron framework which

built

is

securely anchored to floor and roof.

way

cab and

into the

A

clear passage-

rocker ring.

May, 1906

Tension

is

provided with

flat,

phosphor

bronze springs which have sufficient turns and are so

mounted

that friction between turns

is

eliminated and

through the center. Trap doors in the floor
furnish easy access to the motors for inspection or re-

uniform pressure secured over a considerable range without adjustment. Each spring is held in a harness which

pair.

definitely fixes the radius of

is left

The equipment
less

of the locomotive includes four gear-

motors, controlling apparatus and auxiliaries.

A

movement

of the spring

tip.

pawl on the side of the spring harness allows easy

adjustment of the tension.

MOTORS.
The motors are of the compensating gearless type, designed for operation on both single-phase alternating and

The weight

of each motor

is

carried on a frame which

passes over the wheels and side frames and rests on the

journal boxes.

Each frame carries four bolts which remotor and each bolt is fitted with

for approximately 235

ceive the weight of the

volts

on alternating current and 275-300 volts when
They have normal rated
operated by direct current.

a heavy coil spring at

outputs of 250 H. P. on the basis of ordinary railway

weight is transmitted to it, so that the motor is carried
on very flexible springs and is independent of the truck

They

direct current.

practice,

and a continuous capacity of 200 H.

The locomotive
pacity of 800

H. P.

tally into

are

made of
They

skeleton form.

circular,

two parts

slotted projecting poles
field coils

and are

cast steel

are

of

divided horizon-

order to give access to the inside

in

of the field or to the armature.

wound with

P. each.

therefore has a continuous operating ca-

The motor frames
a

wound

are

is

of

built
flat

A

laminated core witb

up within

this

frame and

copper strap insulated be-

tween turns with asbestos and filled with an insulating
compound which is heat-conducting and waterproof, so
that a sealed coil is produced which can withstand moistture and internal heat.
Copper bars are placed in slots
in the pole faces and connected to form a continuous
neutralizing winding which forms part of the circuit
including tbe main field coils, the armature coils and
the auxiliary winding, all in series. This auxiliary winding produces a magnetic field which opposes and neurtalIt is so formed that
izes the reaction of the armature.
it need not be disturbed in order to remove the main

The armature

core

is

built

up of

soft steel

punchings

which are assembled on a cast iron spider and held
place and keyed to prevent their turning.

The

in

surface

and the armature winding is arranged in three
layers.
The two upper layers are composed of copper
strap connected to form the usual direct-current type of
slotted

winding.
winding.

lower end through which

all

The torque

of the motor and the jar caused by
and stops are transmitted from the motor
to the truck through heavy tie-rods which affect the motion of the motor only lengthwise of the locomotive. The
armature is not placed directly on a shaft but is built
up on a quill through which the car axle passes with
about $4, inch clearance all around. The bearings which
carry the field frame are mounted on this quill and from
a flange at each end of the quill seven round pins project
parallel to the shaft into corresponding pockets formed
in the hub of the driving wheel.
The torque of the
motor is transmitted from these pins to the wheel through
helical steel springs which are wound with their turns
progressively eccentric, and which are contained between
two steel bushings, the smaller of which slips over the
pin and the larger fits in the pocket in the wheel. These
springs are under compression both longitudinally and

frame.

sudden

starts

horizontally so that, at

all

times, they

fill

the pockets in

the wheel but permit a vertical and a lateral motion.

Their longitudinal compression between the

quill

and

the segmental cover over the outer ends of the pockets

field coils.

is

its

The
It

is

third

layer

constitutes

the

wheel keeps the motor at all times midway between
the hubs. The end play of the motor does not come directly on the wheels but is taken by strong coiled springs
inside of the driving pins, which press against the covers
in the

in the

outer ends of the spring pockets in the wheels.

Though normally

required to transmit only the torque

preventive

connected between the commutator and

main winding.

This preventive winding is so proportioned as to minimize the combined loss due to the
the

normal working current and that which is produced in
the coil under commutation, when short-circuited by the
brush in an alternating field. The individual coiis are
insulated along their entire length by overlapping layers
of mica tape, and each group is further insulated from
the core by a moulded mica cell. The completed winding
is held firmly in position by insulating wedges.
The
ends are banded down against the coil supports.

The commutator

formed of copper bars clamped
between V-shaped cast steel rings and insulated by V
rings and bushings of moulded mica.
It is pressed on
spider
which
the
supports the armature core. The brush
holders are of the sliding type with arms mounted on *
is

FIG.

2.-
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of the motor and to keep the motor axis parallel to the

amply strong

axle, these springs are

weight of the motor.

to

cany

the entire

They allow a total vertical moveThe torque of the motor is taken

ment of about 24 inch.
by heavy parallel rods which anchor the frame to the
truck above and below the axle and permit vertical or
side motion of the motor but prevent excessive bumping
If these
strains from coming on the driving springs.
springs are compressed more than Y\ inch by the heavy
centrifugal force exerted by the motor when rounding
curves, the force is taken up by noses on the motor which
fit into corresponding recesses in the cross ties between
the side frames of the locomotive.

This suspension has the advantage of removing

all

i53

There are two pairs on each side, one at each
end, for the purpose of bridging such gaps as may occur
each.

the

in

third-rail

system.

The

direct-current

contact

work on two forms of third-rail
which the shoe runs under the rail, and the other
on top of the rail. To collect alternating current from
the high-potential overhead trolley line, the locomotive
is equipped with two pantagraph-type, bow trolleys, each
of which has a capacity sufficient to carry the total current required by the locomotive under average conditions
two being provided to insure reserve capacity.
THE CONTROL SYSTEM.
On direct current the motors are controlled in series
shoes are designed to

one

in

—

parallel as in ordinary railway practice.

In alternating-

dead weight from the axle, of driving through springs,
and at the same time of having the motor thoroughly
anchored to prevent undue strain on the driving spring.

current operation no resistance

The only

changing from one transformer tap to another, is employed in passing from one working step to the next.
There are six alternating-current voltages or running
points, corresponding to six taps from the auto-trans-

parts of the locomotive not spring supported

are the driving wheels, axles and journal boxes.

It is

a

great improvement on any method of mounting gearless
motors heretofore devised.
The motors are arranged for ventilation by a forced
circulation of air which enters under pressure, is distributed throughout the motor and escapes through the

perforated covers.
ural conduit

In the floor of the cab there

formed by the

is

a nat-

side channels of the frame,

the floor and side walls of the cab, and a lower plate,

through which air is carried to the motors, transformers
and resistances. This method of cooling improves the
continuous capacity of the apparatus and is, in a large
measure, accountable for the high continuous rating of
the motors which almost equals that on the one-hour
railway basis.

The

air

furnished to the motor

is

from the inside of the cab and can therefore be kept
tively clean and dry.

On

the direct-current part of the line current

is

taken
rela-

run, but a small resistance,

device

from the third-rail system by eight collecting shoes, four
on each side of the locomotive, arranged in pairs of two

the

used in the regular

which constitutes a preventive
short-circuiting

formers, and there are a small

effect

number of mid-way

when

steps

which are used only in passing between working notches.
Experience has shown that the number of steps required
in alternating-current operation to give a smooth acceleration is considerably lower than in direct-current practice.
In consequence, the controller is so arranged that

on alternating current about half as many steps are used
Tests so far conducted show that
as on direct current.
the acceleration on both alternating and direct current is
very smooth.

one feature of the direct-current control which
is not generally found at the present time in direct-current equipments, viz., the shunting of the field for higher

There

speeds.

taken

diminish

to

is

is

In the series position in direct-current operation

the motors have an efficient running point.

It is

usual

railway practice to pass from the series to the mutiple
position without an efficient intermediate running speed.

With

the

New Haven

equipments, however, the type of

motor used permits an almost indefinite shunting of the
field without impairment of commutation or operation
and higher speeds are provided by shunting the fields
before passing into multiple.

In this

way

several

ef-

running points are obtained between the series
and multiple positions and tests have shown that these
motors operate properly on direct current with their
fields shunted down to less than half their normal

ficient

;

strength.
is

When

operated on direct current, the current

fed directly to the motors.

On

alternating current,

however, auto-transformers are required, as the alternatTwo such transing-current trolley voltage is 11,000.
formers form part of each equipment one mounted on

—

each side of the cab floor to balance the weight.

They

are connected in parallel across the high voltage, but on
the low-voltage side each transformer feeds

FIG.

3.

—VIEW

WHEEL AND AXLE
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LOCOMOTIVE

one pair of
This means

motors through a separate control
that the control system when operated on alternating current consists of two normally independent units.
The main controllers are of the well known Westingunit.
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The

house electro-pneumatic unit switch type.

somewhat from

differs

design

that used in direct-current service,

because of the fact that the switches, blow-outs,

etc.,

must operate on both alternating and direct current, as

many

common

parts of the controller are

generator to supply heat to the railway coaches in cold
weather; a complete Westinghouse air brake equipment,
signal apparatus, automatic bell ringers, whistles, sanding

apparatus,

etc.

DIMENSIONS AND PERFORMANCE.
The New Haven locomotive measures 36 feet 4

both sys-

to

May, 1906

The reversing switches are also parts of the unit
switch groups. The main controllers are operated from
master controllers at each end of the cab. The control

over the bumpers and weighs approximately 85 tons. It
is capable of handling a 200-ton train in local service on

arranged for mutliple unit service, so that two

a schedule speed of 26 miles per hour, with stops averag-

tems.

system

is

more locomotives can be coupled

or

to the

same

train

and

The two

switches.

groups,

each

containing unit

line switches are so

connected in the

switch

six

it

and operate them

-

switch
that

is

supply to

Each

all.

provided with an overhead trip so connected

both the line switches open in case of an overload or
short circuit on either pair of motors or in the circuit

of either pair.

out

The overload

when brought

and cannot be

into action

the master controller

The

trip is automatically locked

is

reset until

returned to the off position.

external resistances used in regulating the flow of

current to the motors are arranged in two groups which

when the motors are in
with each motor when the motors are

and

are connected in series

series,

in series

in parallel.

The change over between

the direct current third rail

and the alternating current overhead system can be made
easily and quickly even when the locomotive is running
at full speed.

An ammeter
in plain

is

mounted

in

each end of the locomotive

view of the operator when

in multiple.

TESTS.

tive
all

which have been made on the

tests

equipped show that

will,

it

the requirements for which

it

without

first

locomo-

meet

difficulty,

has been designed.

This locomotive has, on actual test, repeatedly accelerated a 200-ton train at a rate of .5 of a mile per hour
per second, which

is

by the

in excess of the rate required

New Haven

service conditions of the

Road.

The

current

and power consumption correspond very closely to the
predetermined values. The line upon which the locomobeen tested

tive has

is

work on account of

not well adapted to high speed

numerous sharp curves which

the

adverse conditions, the loco-

exist, but, in spite of these

motive has been operated

hour without

at

speeds above 60 miles per

difficulty.

Combined Steam and Trolley Service

THE

procedure

York,

master con-

at the

trains

planned to couple two or more locomotives together

The

line

of the switches of both switch groups as well as

all

is

the motors are in series, one of the

line switches carries the current

With heavier

speed of about 60 miles an hour.

switch groups that each carries the current supply to

When

such service a maxi-

in

speed of about 45 miles per hour. It can also handle a 250-ton train on through service with a maximum

each pair of motors when they are operating in parallel
combination.

—making

mum

handled by a single driver.

There are

ing about 2 miles apart

inches

of

President

New Haven &

Mellen of the

Hartford,

in eliciting the

New
good

opinions of the city authorities in a traction proposition

troller.

The master

controller

is

drum type and

of the

is

op-

looking to the combination of steam and electric Service

Hartford and other

striking contrast to the

erated by a lever which moves through an arc of about

in

60 degrees, with notches and latch wheel to define the
Reversing is accomplished by a
different positions.

course usually pursued by corporations desirous of work-

separate handle which interlocks with the main lever.

When

the master controller

is

nections are so established that

in the off position, conall

circuit breaker trips

There is nothing vague
about the remarks made by that gentleman in his speech
before the citizens of Hartford, which is in part as foling out a scheme of expansion.

lows:

"We

which may be open are closed by the simple closing of
a

small

switch conveniently

Current

cab.

is

located

in

locomotive

the

may

be cut

out by simply rendering, certain switches inoperative.

It

thus possible to cut out the motors without manipulat-

ing the main circuit.

AUXILIARIES.
auxiliary equipment includes

two

air

compressors

driven by motors which can be operated on either alternating or direct current

;

two blowers driven by similar

motors and which furnish air to the transformers,

and direct-current rheostats
the

the experiment on a large

whether the two systems of traction

supplementing the other, and we would like to electrify
our steam tracks between here and Waterbury, and on

are provided so that either pair of motors

for

scale to determine

make

which has a ca-

In connection with the switch groups, cut-out switches

tors

like to

steam and electric— may not be worked in common, each

pacity of 40 ampere-hours and weighs 150 pounds.

The

would

supplied to the control circuits by two

sets of 7-cell storage batteries, each of

is.

cities, is in

high-tension

circuits

;

;

oil

switches

to

mo-

breakers

circuit

change the

equipment from alternating to direct current

;

a steam

England between here and New Hartford and Springfield^ and on the east' side between here
and Rockville, Melrose and Springfield, and upon the
Valley line between here and Middletown.
"Instead of running to and from our stations through
our yards, with all the switching and delays incident
the Central of

thereto,

we

New

desire to connect at convenient points with

the street railway tracks, and for interurban service

make

and delivering
and we believe

a circuit of the principal streets, collecting

suburban shoppers

at

the store doors,

both the city and the railroad will be greatly the gainers
as

is

No

on our lines is so favorably situated
Hartford for the development of this idea. Now

thereby.

city
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what we want is, that you shall permit us to use on the
streets where this suburban service will naturally go, the
T-rails

we

use in other

cities

— New Haven for instance

see

how

it

work, ascertain

will

you

if

the objections are real

if

find there are

of two racks braced together for greater

sists practically

The uprights

strength and convenience.

for steadying

the knuckles are arranged at such distance as to accom-

and waiving none of your rights under your contracts
or imaginary, and

i55

modate the

of a knuckle,

tail

and the row

that the faces will not interfere.

more objections

the

we

of each

is

so arranged

In stacking knuckles,

are placed through the support and the weight

tails

row

the T-rails, restore the grooved rails

borne by the bottom knuckle. Above each
row of knuckles the name of the coupler is stenciled

old order of things.

I

plainly

you force

me

than advantages after a two years'

pointed

if

The

periment.

go elsewhere

to

knocking

is

will take

up

and return to the
be most seriously disap-

shall

proposition

trial,

to try the ex-

your doors

at

such an opportunity as no other city has to-day."
In these days of jobs,

on the rack with white paint and the names are
arranged in alphabetical order.
This rack was designed by and built under the super-

Mr.

vision of

refreshing to find such a

is

it

frank and plain proposition to improve municipal trans-

is

C. P.

&

W.

St. L.

Road Foreman of cars of the
whose courtesy we acknowledge in

T. Cousley,

R. R.,

presenting the illustration.

portation.

Members National Advisory Board
on Fuels and Structural Materials

List of

Knuckle Rack—C.

P. Sr St. L.

THE

R

R.

photograph here reproduced illustrates clearly
the service and construction of a convenient rack
for classifying and storing the many types of M. C. B.
coupler knuckles, at the same time so placing them that
a required knuckle may be easily selected from the general platform or rack.
The large number of couplers on
the market, which conform to M. C. B. outlines, necessarily requires a large and varied assortment of knuckles
to be kept on hand at a repair track or car department
storeroom, and unless some provision is made for classifying the several types much time is lost in looking for
an individual knuckle. Further than this, some of the
knuckles are not so well known to car repairers in different sections

and time

is

such manner that the type

Where

at a glance.

saved by storing knuckles

may

be seen and determined

knuckles are merely

in a bin or stacked at

in

random on

dumped

a platform,

together

no order or

The Government through

the Geological Survey and

engaged in investigating the properties and best methods of using the fuels and structural
materials of the United States.
In order that these investigations may be brought into closer touch with both
the producers and users of fuels and structural materials,

the Forest Service

is

the president has invited selected
tional

members

engineering societies and allied organizations to

form, with representatives of such Government Bureaus

on actual construction work, a National
Advisory Board on Fuels and Structural Materials.
The Forest Service is now engaged in testing the
strength of structural timbers, and expects in the near
future to begin tests on the preservative treatment of

as are carrying

In both of these lines

timbers.

it

is

desired to have

board.
organizations which will be represented on the

advisory board through the members

thus

the President are given in the accompanying

LIST OF

From

and the

classification exists

car

may

repairer

be

facilitate the

is

ST. L. R. R.

difficulty

readily

encountered by a

appreciated

—though

this

quick selection of a desired knuckle,

the rack here illustrated has

There

&

P.

C.

many commendable

a place for each class of knuckles

;

features.

the

name

appears above each row; the knuckles are piled so that

and once placed in proper order there
possibility of the classes becoming confused the

they cannot
is little

fall

;

car repairer

is

enabled to select a desired knuckle quickly

cost

is

the rack

practically nothing but the expenditure for labor.

The rack

is

made

of old

sills

and car

American

sides.

It

con-

Institute of

;

;

;

Hall, Philadelphia, Pa.

W.

;

the

Columbia University, New York Henry C. Stott,
Supt. Motive Power, Interborough Rapid Transit Co.,
New York.
From the American Society of Civil Engineers
C. C. Schneider, President
Chairman Committee on
Concrete and Reinforced Concrete, Pennsylvania Bldg.,
Philadelphia, Pa George S. Webster, Chairman, Committee on Cement Specifications; City Engineer, City

From

familiar with the type or not

list.

Francis B. Crocker, Professor of Electrical Engineer-

may

is

by

MEMBERS NATIONAL ADVISORY BOARD ON FUELS
AND STRUCTURAL MATERIALS.

ing,

be constructed cheaply and by using old car material the

whether he

invited

Mining Engineers:
John Hays Hammond, Past-President, Empire Building, New York; Robert W. Hunt (of Robert W. Hunt &
Co., Testing Engineers, Chicago, Pittsburg and New
York), Chicago, 111.; B. F. Bush, Manager and VicePresident, Western Coal and Mining Co., St. Louis, Mo.
From the American Institute of Electrical Engineers

not always provided against.

difficulty is

To

—

all

methods and plans of work passed upon by the advisory

The

KNUCKLE RACK

of the na-

the
F.

American Society of Mechanical Engineers

M. Goss, Dean

of the School of Engineering,

Purdue University, Lafayette, Indiana George H. Barrus, Steam Engineer, Pemberton Square, Boston, Mass.
;
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W.

P.

From

Gates, 210 State Street, Chicago,

American Society

the

W.

Robert

;

Lesley, Vice-President, Pennsylvania Building, Phil-

adelphia, Pa.

From

American

the

George B. Post, Past-President, 33 East Seventeenth
St., New York; William S. Eames, Past-President, Lin-

Mo.

From the American Railway Engineering and Maintenance of Way Association
H. G. Kelley, President, Minneapolis, Minn. Julius
;

Kruttschnitt,

Maintenance and Operation,

Director of

Union Pacific R. R., 135 Adams Street, Chicago, 111.
Hunter McDonald, Past-President; Chief Engineer,

&

Louis R'y, Nashville, Tenn.
the American Railway Master Mechanics Asso-

Nashville, Chattanooga

From

ciation

St.

New York

From

New York

Central Lines,

;

A.

Washington,

the Supervising Architect's Office, U. S. Treasury

Department
James K. Taylor, Supervising Architect, Washington,

From

W.

Gibbs, Gen-

the Reclamation Service, U. S. Interior Depart-

ment
F. H. Newell, Chief Engineer, Washington, D.
:

C.

Personals
Mr. William Adams has been appointed assistant master mechanic of the Wabash at Bluffs, 111.
Mr. James Bruce has been appointed fuel inspector of
the Cincinnati Hamilton & Dayton, with office at Lima,
Ohio.

Mr.

man

:

Deems, General Superintendent of Motive Power,

J. F.

Chambers,

D. C.

Institute of Architects

coln Trust Building, St. Louis,

T.

D. C.

for Testing Materials:

Charles B. Dudley, President, Altoona, Pa.

Frank

Engineer,

Civil

111.
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S. G.

Wise has been appointed

assistant road fore-

of engines of the Pennsylvania at Hollidaysburg, Pa.

Mr. A.

Williamson has been appointed mechanical
Mexican Central, with office at Aguasca-

S.

inspector of the

Mex.

eral Superintendent of Motive Power, Pennsylvania R.

lientes,

R., Altoona, Pa.

Mr. E. J. Davis has been appointed master mechanic
of the Washington Idaho & Montana, with headquarters

From

American Foundrymen's Association
Richard Holdenke, Secretary, Watchtung, N. J.
From the Association of American Portland Cement
the

B. Lober, President,

Land

Title Building, Phila-

delphia, Pa.

From

the Geological Society of

America

Samuel Calvin, Professor of Geology, University of
Iowa, Iowa City, Iowa; I. C. White, State Geologist,
Morgantown, W. Va.
From the Iron and Steel Institute
Julian Kennedy, Metallurgical Engineer, Pittsburg,
Pa. C. S. Robinson, Gen. Mgr., Colorado Fuel and Iron
;

Co.,

Denver, Colo.
the National Association of Cement Users

From

Richard L. Humphrey, President, St. Louis, Mo.
From the National Board of Fire Underwriters
Chas. A, Hexamer, Chairman, Board of Consulting
Experts, Bullitt Building, Philadelphia, Pa.

From

Wash.

Mr. George

W.

Stillwagon has been appointed master

car builder of the Pittsburg

Manufacturers

John

at Palouse,

the National Brick Manufacturers' Association

Shawmut & Northern, with

headquarters at Saint Marys, Pa.

Mr. J. C. Homer has been appointed assistant master
mechanic of the Cincinnati Hamilton & Dayton at Indianapolis, Ind., in place of Mr. E. E. Chrysler, resigned.
Mr. Frank P. Roesch, formerly master mechanic of the
Chicago & Alton, has been appointed master mechanic of
the Southern at Birmingham, Ala.
Mr. W. J. Collins has resigned as general foreman of
shops of the Chicago Burlington & Quincy at Saint Lcuis,
Mo., to accept a similar position with the Wabash.
Mr. C. D. Kunerth has been appointed general foreman of the Chicago Rock Island & Pacific at Herington,
Kan., vice Mr. W. M. Evans, resigned, effective on
April

r.

Mr. E. C. Huffman, division master mechanic of the
Great Northern at Breckenridge, Minn., has been trans-

John W. Sibley, Treasurer, Sibley-Menge Press Brick
Co., Birmingham, Ala. Wm. D. Gates, American Terra
Cotta and Ceramic Co., Chicago, 111.

ferred to Sioux City,

From

engines on the Cleveland Cincinnati Chicago and

la.,

as master

mechanic of the Sioux

City division.

;

the National Fire Protective Association

O. U. Crosby, Chairman, Executive Committee, j6
William St., New York.

From

the National

Nelson
Louis,

Lumber Manufacturers'

W. McLeod,

From

President, Equitable Building, St.

Mo. John L. Kaul,
;

facturers' Association,

President, Yellow Pine

Wm.

Manu-

Birmingham, Ala.

the Corps of Engineers, U. S.

Lieut. Col.

Association:

L. Marshall,

Building,

Commission
O. H. Ernst, Washington, D.

C.

Bureau of Yards and Docks, U.

S.

the Isthmian Canal

Lieut. Col.

From

the

Mount Carmel,

Louis at

Navy

New

111.,

in

place of

St.

Mr. Homer

Baldwin, resigned.

Mr. J. H. Tinker has resigned his position as general
foreman at Mounds for the Illinois Central R. R., to accept a position as assistant master mechanic of the L.

N. shops

&

Ky.
Carson, master carpenter of the Buffalo

in Louisville,

Rochester

York.

From

Miles Gibson has been appointed road foreman of

Mr. D.

Army:

Army

Mr-.

J.

&

Pittsburg, with headquarters at

Du

been granted a leave of absence for a year, and

Bois, has
will en-

gage in general construction work.
Mr. A. H. Hodges has been appointed general foreman
of shops of the Baltimore & Ohio at Brunswick, Md.,
succeeding Mr. Z. T. Brandtner, who has been transferred
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to the

W.

maintenance of way department

Martinsburg,

at

Va.

Mr. E.

J.

Smith, heretofore master mechanic of the

High Springs,

Atlantic Coast Line at

has been ap-

Fla.,

pointed assistant superintendent of motive power of the
third division, with office at Jacksonville, Fla.

draughtsman
of the mechanical engineer of the Lake Shore

Mr. John T.
the office

Carroll, heretofore chief

Mr. C. H. Burk has been appointed assistant superintendent of machinery of the Mexican Central with headquarters at Aguascalientes, Mex. Mr. R. H. Rutherford,
assistant master mechanic at Aguascalientes, has been appointed master mechanic of the Chihuahua division, with
office at Chihuahua, Mex., vice Mr. C. H. Burk.
The position of assistant master mechanic of the Mexico division
has been abolished. Mr. J. J. Cavanaugh has been appointed master mechanic of the San Luis division, with
office at San Luis Potosi, Mex., to succeed Mr. Thomas
Smith, resigned. Effective on March 20.
Robert Miller, formerly superintendent of motive
power and equipment of the Michigan Central, died at
his home in Detroit, Mich., on March 13, aged 66 years.
Mr. Miller entered the service of the Michigan Central in

Fort Wayne, Ind., has been appointed division
at

Springfield,

111.,

succeeding Mr. C.

W. Smith, general
H. Doebler, resigned.
foreman at Fort Wayne, has been appointed to succeed
Mr. Needham as division master mechanic.
Mr. G. W. Seidel, formerly master mechanic of the
Mr. George

Chicago Rock Island

&

Pacific at

Horton, Kansas, has

been appointed superintendent of shops, with headquarters
at

East Moline,

III,

succeeding Mr. A.

W.

Wheatley,

re-

signed.

G

Long, general foreman of the Missouri Pacific at Fort Scott, Kan., has been appointed division master mechanic of the Saint Louis Iron Mountain & Southern at McGehee, Ark., succeeding Mr. A. W. Wheatley,

Mr. R.

and waterworks, which position he held

when he was appointed

Illinois

Central Railroad, has been appointed western man-

ager of the Atlantic Equipment Co.,

builder of the Chicago Peoria
Rossetter,

heretofore

master

&

St.

Louis.

mechanic,

Mr. A. L.

has

been

ap-

pointed superintendent of motive power, with headquarters at Springfield,

who

111.,

succeeding Mr.

M. D.

Stewart,

has resigned to accept a position with the Fitz-Hugh,

Luther Company of Chicago.
Mr. D. M. Perine has been appointed superintendent
of motive power of the Northern Central and the Philadelphia & Erie division of the Pennsylvania, with headquarters at Williamsport, Pa., in place of Mr. R. K.
Reading,

who

The appointment
engineer of the

&

of

J.

C. Breckenridge as consulting

New York

Central

is

The

announced.

Mr. Breckenridge, who has been prominent in
engineering work, will have an important bearing on the
change of motive power from steam to electricity on that
road. He has been identified most prominently for many
years with the greatest engineering works in and about
New York City, and has served as a member on practically every public commission as an engineering expert,
and was for a long time general manager and chief engineer of the Brooklyn Rapid Transit Co., and also Commissioner of Public Works of Brooklyn. At the time of his
appointment to the New York Central, he was president
of the Rossiter-McGovern company.
»

Hotel Ponce

De Leon

Alle-

gheny Valley division, succeeding Mr. H. M. Carson,
promoted. Mr. J. T. Wallis has been appointed master
mechanic at West Philadelphia, Pa., to succeed Mr. Perine.
Mr. J. C. Mingle has been appointed master mechanic of the Northern Central at Baltimore, Md., in
place of Mr. Wallis.
Mr. C. K. Shelby, assistant engineer of motive power
of the Pennsylvania and the Northern Central at Williamsport, Pa., has been appointed master mechanic of
.

are also western

selection of

has been transferred to Buffalo, N. Y., as

superintendent of motive power of the Buffalo

who

American Locomotive Co., with
the Railway Exchange Building, Chicago.

offices in

T. Cousley has been appointed master car

made general superintendent

and in April, 1896, he became superintendent of motive
power and equipment, resigning on February 1, 1900.
Mr. J. H. Wynne, formerly mechanical engineer of the

Mr. N. F. Burk, formerly master mechanic of the
Atchison Topeka & Santa Fe at Needles, Cab, has been
appointed mechanical superintendent of the Eastern grand
division with headquarters at Topeka, Kan., succeeding

W.

until April, 1884,

assistant general superintendent.

In September, 1890, he was

representatives of the

F. N. Risteen, deceased.

at Williamsport.

June, 1876, as master car builder in charge of buildings

resigned.

Mr.

power

&

Wilmington, N. C. Mr. G. L. Allen has been appointed
chief draughtsman, and Mr. Neil D. Emerson has been
appointed electrical engineer, both with headquarters at
Wilmington. Effective on April 1.
Mr. E. F. Needham, division master mechanic of the
master mechanic

who has been transferred to Baltimore, Md., as master
mechanic of the Northern Central. Mr. J. L. Cunningham has been appointed to succeed Mr. Shelby as assist-

gle,

ant engineer of motive

gineer of the Atlantic Coast Line with headquarters at

at

Mr. John M.
Henry, who has been appointed master mechanic of the
Pennsylvania at Sunbury, Pa., in place of Mr. J. C. Minthe latter road at Elmira, N. Y., succeeding

in

Michigan Southern, has been appointed assistant general
foreman of the locomotive shops at Collinwood, O.
Mr. C. L. Meister has been appointed mechanical en-

Wabash
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The Hotel Ponce De Leon

is situated on Virginia Ave., Atsecond house from the ocean, the Boardwalk and
the Steel Pier. It is a new house with all the latest and up-todate conveniences.
It is heated by steam and has elevator to
street level; rolling chairs and children's play rooms; card and

lantic City, the

amusements parlors
piazza with

mer

it

is

;

rooms en

suite

with bath

sun parlor and southern exposure.

as cool as

;

large

broad

In the sum-

any house on the Atlantic Coast, being

built

with high ceilings and large air chambers.

The table is supplied with all the best the market affords, and
having their own farmer, are sure no other house can excel the
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table

in

quality or quantity.

that a party of

from two

The dining room

to twelve can be at the

same

table.

You

can get an automobile, a saddle horse, or carriage and
driver in full livery as handsome as any private team, by giving notice at the office, as the hotel is connected by 'phone with
all

the stables.

The

hotel

is

Portable Milling Machine

arranged

so

is

May, 1906

This machine is the outgrowth of a temporary rig that the
manufacturers were forced to make to do work on a large machine in a stated time and in place. From this the idea has been
elaborated on from time to time until it has become one of their
special tools.

open

all

night, with inside

Fire escapes are in every room.

It also

and outside watchmen.

has a buffet, cafe, tailors,

designed for straight line work, with a number of surfaces

It is

but on different planes.

in line,

It

being motor driven allows

it

barbers and manicurist.

The

from $2.00 per day up.
while the weekly rates are from $12.00 up.
hotel

are

rates

'is

Children half price,

The

capacity of the

350.

Further information can lie obtained from Mr. S. E. Sweeny,
the owner and proprietor, or Mr. A. B. Grindrod, the manager.

The Johnston Automatic Wrench
One

and most

of the simplest, strongest,

wrenches oX

effective

the toothed jaw or adjustable alligator type on the market,

is

the

"Johnston Automatic," the name stamped on each wrench. It
consists of but three parts, a combined head and handle, a swingAll of these parts are interchangeable and
ing jaw, and a pin.
made of drop forged crucible steel. The jaws adjust themselves
quickly to different sizes of pipe and are instantly released by
simply raising the handle. This wrench firmly grips galvanized
or iron pipe, which it is guaranteed not to crush, as well as solid
iron bars. It cannot slip, and jamming or wedging is absolutely
impossible. The greater the pressure exerted on the handle, the
firmer the grip. The "Johnston" is a strictly high grade wrench
and is warranted. It is one of the first class specialties handled
by Fred Pfeiffer, 101 Reade St., New York.

The Krus Chicago Lathe Dog
With

He

is

this tool the user has all sizes at

able to handle a piece of

cial size, as is

hand

in a single device.

work without looking

the case with the old style of dog.

He

for a speis

also able

to clamp on straight or tapered work without having to look for
a wedge or other device to lay on the low side of taper work in
order to be able to hold it. This dog is easily adjusted to any
size.
This is done by keeping the set screw in the top beam

backed up to the
to the left until

it

limit,
is

then turn the knurl in the driving

free of the toothed racks.

Slide the

beam
beam

up or down, as may be required, bringing the two beams as close
as possible to the clamp, turn the knurl this time to the right
uritil

the

driving

beam engages

Then

racks.

the

screw just enough to drive the cut.
When ready to change the dog. slacken the

tighten

the

set

knurl to the

left,

when

the driving

work

beam

set screw, turn the

will be

free.

Slide

it

between the centers,
turn the work end for end and put the dog on. These tools are
to 3 inches, stock to
made in two sizes, No. 1 taking from
with
provided
drill
or
die-holding attachis
and
inches,
finish 3
from
work,
No.
2
takes
1
to 4 inch stock
ment. For medium
the latter size of dog being especially
for finishing to 4 inches
adapted to heavy service. This tool is intended to make work
It
easier for the workman and to save time for the purchaser.
F.
Krus,
Andrew
Elston
Ave.,
Chicago,
by
manufactured
943
is
off

the side racks while the

is

PORTABLE MILLING MACHINE.
and work of such a character that no
machine tool built could do as required, for the work can be done
after ail parts are assembled. The carriage has a travel of 8 feet
to be taken to the work,

with automatic feed.

;

111.

cross slide has a travel of 12 miles,

down

of

10 inches.

The

The

cross

spindle has a taper hole to receive taper shank mills.

provided with a hand feed. The bed is mounted on a
sub base, allowing accurate adjustment by set screws setting up

slide is

against taper space pieces securely holding the two beds as solid

though

one piece. This sub base has long slots and projections for screwing to the work by clamps or bolts.
This machine is built by H. B. Underwood & Co., Philadelphia manufacturers of portable tools for machine shops.
as

in

Laurication Test at Purdue
The

lubricatixg

thoroughly

efficiency

of

graphite

Purdue University under

at

has

been tested very
direction

the

of

Dr.

Goss, with the peculiar finding that with an increase of pressure

Kerosene was used to
fifty to no pounds
per square inch, or a gain of 120 per cent, in load by the use
of Dixon's graphite, which corresponds to a reduction of the coefficient of friction from 0.00547 to 0.00296, a reduction of practhe co-.efficient of friction

was reduced.

carry the load, which was increased from

tically

still

%

The

spindle a travel up and

the vertical

In

per cent.

fifty

the

moved

without graphite,

test

all

trace

of

graphite

was

re-

by wiping and rinsing all bearing
surfaces, when the machine was started up under a load of
ico pounds per square inch which was carried on a film of
kerosene.
It was found that lubrication was of a higher efficiency in this case than would be possible alone by the medium
used, and this was no doubt due to the particles of graphite
which remained on the surfaces in contact, notwithstanding the
extreme caution in that direction, and the belief that such
particles if any could not exercise any influence in the reduction
as

far

as

possible

.

amount present.
was taken before proceeding with each test,
and the machine was run through a duration of 978,000 revo-

of friction, owing to the infinitesimal

The same

care

embracing a period of eight days, with practically the
an unchanged coefficient of friction. The belief
of the experts in charge was confirmed by a microscopic examination of the bearings which revealed unmistakable presence
lutions,

same

results of

of graphite in the depressions of the bearings.
It

is

well established that no degree of finish of a metallic

surface, at the present state of the art, can be of such a high

degree of excellence as not to have minute depressions which
will receive
hite,

THE KRUS CHICAGO LATHE

DOG.

is

which

and hold atomic particles of a substance
is

like grap-

capable of an almost unlimited subdivision.

no question that the presence of graphite

in

There

invisible quan-
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was iargely responsible fur the results obtained when kerosene alone was used, for it is notorious that the lubricating

tities

value of kerosene

is

of a negative value.

The application of this lesson to locomotive operation has
been made many times without the accompaniment of friction
other than the evidence provided by a cool crank
pin or driving axle journal which has been treated with graphite.
This appears to be another case of theory bearing out practice,
coefficients,

and

a

is

welcome addition

of information on lubri-

sum

to the

cation.

The New Westinghouse "K" Triple Valve
The accompanying illustration is a central vertical section
through the "K" triple valve which was first publicly introduced
at the West Seneca Tests on the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern Railway last October.
house quick-action freight

consists

It

triple valve

From Brake Pipe

rjf an ordinary Westingwith a small addition and

body and

slight modification in the parts of the valve

slide valve.

The principal advantages gained are, quick action in service applications; retarded release of brakes on the forward part of the
train,

and even recharge of auxiliary reservoirs throughout the

train.

required to convert the old standard valve into

The changes

this type will be readily

understood from the

illustration.

These

changes are: a new body, 2; a new slide valve, 3; a new graduating valve, 7, of the slide valve type the necessary modifications in the piston stem, 4* required by the new type of graduating valve
the new slide-valve bush with proper re-arrange-

on the two sides of

iary reservoirs, the difference of pressures

the piston becomes

back to the

full

less,

and the

slide valve

is

gradually forced

exhaust opening.

;

The

quick-service feature

is

gotten through port

goes to the service-application position,

slide valve

When

b.

its

the

arrange-

;

ment of ports

to suit the

new

slide valve

and the addition of the

;

retarded-release feature, 29, which in the ordinary freight equip-

ment protrudes

Besides

into the auxiliary reservoir volume.

this,

ment of ports

is

Y

such that the chamber

is

connected through

These ports are so restricted that
from the brake pipe to the brake cylinder
not sufficient to cause an emergency applica-

port b to the brake cylinders.
the resulting flow of air

through the body and check-valve case in
such a manner as to connect the chamber Y above the check

through port b

valve to a port in the slide-valve seat. In the release position of
the valve when used with the 10-inch brake equipment, this

out the train.

port b communicates through a port in the slide valve with the

pressure than would be the case with the old type of triple valve.

and thus with the auxiliary reservoir, permitting air from the brake pipe to raise the check valve 15 and
pass through port b to the auxiliary reservoir. This is in addition to the supply that passes through the ordinary feed groove

This

the port

b,

is

drilled

slide-valve chamber,

i

around the piston, so that

But

the valve

if

tarded-release position, port b connects with a

is

much

in the re-

smaller port

through the slide valve, while the piston fits closely against the
ends of the slide-valve bush, cutting off any supply through feed
groove i, thus greatly reducing the rate of recharge. This also
applies to the valve when arranged for an 8-inch equipment
except that communication between port b and the slide-valve
chamber is broken during the full release, all the air for recharging then coming through the feed groove while during the retarded release, the port in the slide-valve which opens b to the
;

chamber

is

about half the area of the feed groove.

This difference exists because of the different volumes of

air

that have to be handled, while the feed grooves in both valves

are the

The

same

size.

retarded-release

feature

made

is

through

possible

the

supplementary portion 29, which consists of a brass frame casting
open on both sides and attached to the triple-valve body by means
of three screws 30; the stem, 31, acts as a stop for the triple-

when moving

valve piston

held to

its

position

to the

by the spring

release position.

and

2>2>,

collar 32,

it

Since

it

is

will readily

be seen that by properly proportioning this spring, the stem 31
can be made to compress the spring or not, depending on the rate
of increase

of the brake-pipe

triple valve is

on

the. head

pressure builds up

pressed by the piston

pressure

end of the

rapidly,

is

spring

when going

chamber h. If the
where the brake-pipe
will be somewhat comin

train,

t>2>

to the release position, thus al-

lowing the slide valve 3 to pass beyond full release position
and partly close the exhaust port. As the brake-pipe pressure
equalizes throughout the train, and feeds through into the auxil-

is

but will materially hasten the brake-pipe reduction throughIt is

for this reason that a

much

smaller reduction

required at the brake valve to obtain a given brake-cylinder

phere

true not only because of less air exhausted to the atmos-

is

at the

brake valve, but also because of the additional pres-

sure derived from the air entering the brake cylinders from the

brake pipe and thereby causing a higher brake-cylinder pressure.
In

in full release position the auxiliary

reservoirs will charge very rapidly.

slide-valve

tion,

all

other respects the operation of this valve

that of the present

pearance,

F

36 or

when attached

H

49 triple valves.

Its

to the auxiliary reservoir,

like those valves that, to distinguish

it,

a thin lug

practically

is

is

outward apis

much

so

cast

on the

top of the body in a position easily seen from the side of the
valve; and its designation "K-i" or "K-2" is also cast on the
side of the body, the

H

former replacing the

F

36 and the latter the

49 standard valves.

A
good

large

number

results

of these valves are already in service giving

that are

in

every

way

satisfactory.

The

serious

problems brought forward by the rapidly changing conditions
of freight service have made it absolutely necessary to increase
the power and flexibility of the air brake.
Yet the adoption of
any new device would entail such an immense amount of expense and inconvenience, that the arrangement above outlined
whereby "the valves now in service can be utilized and transformed to give the required results with only a slight addition,
to the number of parts and with little expense, will prove to be
one of the most important improvements yet brought out in
connection with air-brake equipments.
•

Uses of Steel Versus

Wrought Iron*

on the part of many interested persons, lack of
the manufacture or properties of steel, with also
reference to some of its failures such as occurred when used
at first in the manufacture of boilers, defects in flanging, and
in shafting for steam vessels gave good reason for this, also the
difficulty encountered in making complicated forgings an idea
Prejudice

knowledge

in

*Thomas Lace before Pittsburg Railway

Club,

March

23,

1906.
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i6o
was prevalent

may

This
been

was more

that steel

machine than iron.
where the metal has

tires,

and has been compressed, but is not the
case with ordinary metal, it is in fact much cleaner and a broom
is not required to clean the dirt from a machine that is doing
heavy cutting. Forgings that are to be machined do not require the close margin of finish formerly demanded in ancient
times by the use of carbon steel tools of ordinary quality. The
advent of high speed steel has rung the knell of all close forging, and what with milling machines, heavy lathes and planers,
in rolling contact

saws, twist

drills, etc., steel is

cut as readily

if

not as rapidly as

wood.
Malleable cast iron served in many instances to take the place
of iron forgings of a complicated shape, but will be superseded

by

heavy work. Complicated forgings, will and
are obsolete for braces, frame pads, rockers and other purposes.
As to engine frames, we believe that many of the failures have
arisen through a lack of consideration as to expansion and contraction in the manufacture. This is laid down upon well known
lines up to a red heat, but above this and up to a fluid state, it
is not easily defined, on account of the gases which permeate the
molten metal.
steel castings for

Now

at the

moment

of consolidation or setting the metal in

the spaces of the top or back of the frame and the lower rails
must draw from the pedestals causing the atoms to be in the very
reverse of what would take place in a forging or in a casing
made by the Whitworth process, in other words the atoms are

moved

To
fore

to the limit of their attraction for each other.

bear out this statement notice the porosity of an ingot, be-

hammered

it is

and

difficult to

be true as regards railroad

or rolled a certain

amount

is

when placed in service as boiler tubes or fire box plates.
As regards the latter the general consensus of opinion leans to

We

have seen charcoal iron and copper in
believe
that
mild crucible steel would be worth
but

open hearth

steel.

this service,

a trial for this purpose, reasons as given.
Steel

regards

as

motives,

its

strides as applied to castings, but the

been reached in forgings. All of the spring rigging
swords and spring hangers could be
made from steel and would give better service than iron, the
driver brake work and engine truck also.
For passenger cars the swing hangers and equalizer beams,

limit has not

qualities,

from $i up

bolts

to ij4 in. give

than their equivalent in puddled bar iron.

speaking from

much

better service

Even

in wreckage,
arch bars and truss rods are seldom broken and straighten read-

a low red heat, while ordinary bar iron under like condi-

ily at

much

in evidence as being irreparable.
welding many hold out that steel cannot be welded, we
refer you to the specimens ranging from low carbon to tool steel
for your inspection. The writer is at present in the employ of a
corporation who use nothing but open hearth mild steel, having
found through experience that it is far the best for general pur-

tions

is

As

to

poses.
»

»

Railway Association and Club Meetings for

May

May

Canadian Railway Club, Windsor Hotel, Montreal, Ont,
1.

Car Foreman's Club of Chicago, 26 Van Buren

May

Chicago,

St.,

8.

May

Central Railway Club, Hotel Iroquois, Buffalo, N. Y.,

Railway

International
Louis, Mo.,

May

Foremen's

General

Association,

11.

St.

8.

New England Railway Club, Pierce Hall, Copley Sq., Boston,
May 8.
New York Railway Club, 154 W. 57th St., New York, May 18.
North-West Railway Club, West Hotel, Minneapolis, May 15.
Railway Club of Pittsburg, Monongahela Hotel, Pittsburg, May
25-

Railway Storekeepers' Association, Chicago, May 21.
St. Louis Railway Club, Southern Hotel, St. Louis, May
Richmond Railroad Club, Richmond, May 10.
Pacific Coast Railway Club, San Francisco, May 19.
Western Railway Club, Auditorium Hotel, Chicago, May
«

11.

15.

»

Notes of the Month
H. Symington Co. have moved their Chicago office
315, Railway Exchange Building, to Rooms 616-618
of the same building.

The

T.

Room

from

»

The Railway Club

of Pittsburg

is

sending out to

its

members

by Mr. George A. Post before the
club last October.
The "talk" referred to is entitled "The Man
Who Sells Things is Entitled to a Degree" and the club is to be
complimented on sending this out to its members in souvenir
a

reprint of the talk given

form.

On May

first

the well

table
tables,

known

firm of Geo. P. Nichols

&

Bro.,

drawbridge machinery, electric turntractors, electric traveling cranes, and electric transfer
will move their office to 1090 Old Colony Bldg., Chicago.

manufacturers of

application to the construction of loco-

making rapid

is

and

levers

fication for certain classes of

blisters

wearing

in relation to its lasting or

experience, steel brake hangers, bolts, truss rods, fulcrurns, brake

cut off by speci-

work, such as ordinance, etc. We
have noticed one frame that was broken before the engine was
placed in service, and in the center of the break a cavity V2X9 in.
in length, now to overcome the initial weakness of the casting,
pressure must be resorted to, either by the Whitworth process,
rolling pressure, or the last and worst the steam hammer.
By
the foregoing conclusions it is obvious that the closer the atoms
that enter into the composition of steel approach to each other,
so will be its resistance to all strains, this is subject to composition and heat treatment.
One more observation as regards the loose state of certain
parts of the ingot, should this be rolled into billets for the manufacture of tubes or plates, the cavities are brought together by
pressure but make themselves known as laminations or pits or
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electric

This change was necessitated on account of the increase of
which has outgrown their former space.

consisting of equalizers,

their business

truss rods, bolsters, side bearings

have
This deals with
just issued a pamphlet called Spring Painting.
the destructive powers of the heat of the sun, the moisture of
It
rains and snow, combined with the gases of combustion.
also gives as a preservative against these destructive powers, the

mark

for the purpose of welding the iron as

or

die.

This will not answer for

for iron brings the steel back to

sequent weakness, the

irons, we may remade quick in action

and truss

that the present forging machines are
it is

forced into the matrix

steel as the

its

high heat required
and con-

work on the bar

is

therefore

lost.

A

and bears about the same relation
the machinery used for iron, as the moderate lathe adapted to

to

is

rigid,

the use of high speed steel bears to

its

prototype used in the

In the construction of freight cars
car,

ceptions the

and

work

in

passing,

we

will take the

would say

wooden

that with a

or

J.,

use of graphite paint.
«

John
ters,

F.

Allen, manufacturer of the "Allen" pneumatic rive-

reports recent sales abroad to Charles G. Eckstein, Berlin,

Germany one jaw

riveter;

John Turnbull,

Jr.,

&

Sons, Glasgow,

one jaw riveter and one 72 in. boiler riveter, also to the AtGulf & Pacific Company for contract in Manila, P. I., four

lantic,

riveters of 72 in. reach, capacity y% in. and I in.
machines for Manila are to be shipped next month.

jaw

cutting of iron.

composite

Crucible Co., of Jersey City, N.

original ingot grain,

steady even pressure will cause the metal to take any shape, pro-

vided the machinery

The Joseph Dixon

rivets.

The

few ex-

in steel can be bent cold by suitable appliances,

The Vacuum Cleaner Company, 427

Fifth Avenue,

New York
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City, has established another cleaning plant in the south,

having

connection with the Louisville & Nashville at
Louisville, for the cleaning of the passenger car equipment of that
recently

made

a

road, and also take care of the offices of the company at that
point.
This installation was made under the personal supervis-

who

ion of Mr. R. C. Hallett,

Railroads and Marine

The expansion

has charge of the department of

service.

of the business of the Flannery Bolt

Company,

manufacturers of the Tate Flexible Staybolt, has
of
assumed such proportions as to make necessary another increase
Mr. W. M. Wilson has been appointed western
of the force.

16]

would produce an excellent impression in Siamese government
and financial circles to have America interest itself in this matter.
On the three occasions in which there has been an open
tender in Siam since the principle became established, only once
has there been an American tender received, and that one arThere is no reason
rived two days too late to be considered.
compete
in this class of
why American manufacturers can not
contracts with Siam, and closer commercial relationship will be
of advantage to both countries.
.

representative with headquarters in Chicago, and Mr. T. R.
Davis has been appointed mechanical expert and traveling representative.

the addition to the staff of these well

known

supply and mechanical world the Flannery Bolt Co.
better equipped than at any time since its organization.

names
is

With

in the

•

The experiments

^

•

of the Admiralty in

England on the

calorific

under water have convinced that body that
deterioration is not only prevented but the calorific value is enhanced, while as is well known exposure to the air decreases it.
The reason advanced for this, is that submersion prevents the
effect of coal stored

escape of the combustible gases and preserves the original fuel
value of the coal, which cannot be the case when stored in the
open.
The Admiralty is about to conduct experiments on an

•extended scale with the view of overcoming the difficulty of
drying the coal for ready use after long submersion.

The' Derry-Collard Company, late of 256 Broadway, N. Y.,
have again been obliged to seek more extensive quarters, and are
now located at 109 Liberty street, where the entire floor is devoted
This enterprise started in
to their rapidly expanding business.
one room, quickly overflowed into two, then three, and now into
the new place where there will be no "pent up Utica" for several
The progress of this publishing company has been a
years.
phenomenal one for the reason that friends predicted -failure due
An inspection
to their method of sending out books on approval.
of their present quarters shows one prediction gone wrong.
its

usual wont, of limning the shadows

coming events, the Railway Age has sent out a neat little
brochure telling all about the M. M. and M. C. B. conventions at
of

Atlantic City in June.

Of

special

interest to the

members

of

and others contemplating attendance on that occaof hotels, thirty-six in number, together with
the prices for entertainment, and also a map of the hotel locations with reference to the steel pier on which the meetings
The growing popuwill be held and the exhibits installed.
larity of Atlantic City as a convention point is shown by the
It is
booking of six such meetings there this year, so far.
an ideal place for conventions, as all agree who have been there,
and there is no doubt that the place will be considered favorably
these bodies,
sion,

for

is

the

list

more meetings of these

railroad bodies after they once ex-

landlords know how to hand
by any chance you have not received a copy of the
descriptive matter from the "Age," send for it, and note their

perience
out.

the

hospitality

those

If

enterprise, in paving the

way

for the twentieth annual publica-

of the proceedings of the conventions in the daily issues.

tion

>

^

•

»

powered cars

in the east is further

evidenced by the recent acquisition of this type of motor car
by the Pennsylvania road, and now engaged in trial runs on
the Long Island R. R. This car was designed for use on either

doing away with trolley or third
equipped with a six cylinder engine of
150 horse power, .and a storage tank of about 100 gallons of
gasoline.
It is operated by one man, and has a seating capacity
A speed of over forty miles an hour
for forty passengers.
has been attained on the straight level stretch on which it has

steam or trolley

lines,

connections, and

rail

thus

is

been operated, at a cost of about three cents per mile, a cost
that is expected to be materially lowered in regular service.

^
new pamphlet of the Homestead
Valve Manufacturing Company of Pittsburg, represent one of
The

illustrations

the

in

most complete collections of valves for use under steam,
These
principle
that
closing
forces
the
valves are constructed on the
it to the seat, through the operation of a traveling cam, which
insures a tight valve under all pressures, without undue friction
on the parts. It is this principle that has made these valves
famous and that gives them an unlimited life under all circumstances of service.
They are absolutely unlike any other
valves made, and are especially safe and efficient when under
pressures that mean failure to other valves and they cannot

the
air

or hydraulic pressure, yet put out for the purpose.

—

leak.

»

•

Consul Norton, of Smyrna, responding to a New York inquiry desiring names of reliable houses that could handle maEdward Clarke, Paul
chine-shop tools, gives the following

and drawings of tenders for the supply of 67 passenger
cars, 7 guards and luggage vans, and 265 goods and ballast cars
for the Royal Siamese Railway department.
The consul-general
says
It is to be noted that the sealed tenders will be opened in
Bangkok on September 4, 1906, and that therefore the time
allowed is very short. It is sincerely to be hoped that American
tions

:

enterprise will try to obtain at least a portion of the present con-

open tender is just becoming firmly
Siam after repeated efforts and largely through
of the Hon. Hamilton King, American minister here.

Bahadur, and Zuruksoglou Freres, all of Smyrna. The consul
The supply of machine tools for working iron comes alsays
most exclusively from Great Britain and includes drill presses
(mostly blacksmith presses), planers, shapers, and lathes (all
with gap bed). No milling machines have yet been introduced
There is no house carrying a stock of machine
in Smyrna.
They are ususally ordered from catalogues, through comtools.

J.

:

mission merchants

The

tract, as the principle of

es-

tablished in

efIt

result

is

who

frequently

generally

much

know

little

of the

business.

trouble and dissatisfaction on both

A permanent stock of samples of representative modern
American machine tools exhibited at the store of a responsible,
well-posted and energetic party would gradually monopolize the
trade and lead to profitable results. The firms above mentioned
would scarcely agree to pay outright for such samples, although
they would probably bear all expenses connected with the customs and landing of same (amounting to about 15 per cent).
Orders could be taken on the terms of one-third cash and the
sides.

balance against shipping documents.
ests

tools

Consul-General Schuyler, of Bangkok, writes under date of
February 23, that the Government of Siam has issued specifica-

forts

interest in the gasoline

:

»

In accordance with

The

+

*

Pittsburg',

of

Smyrna

are

and machine tools

while to

make some

The manufacturing interThe demand for hand

steadily growing.
in increasing.

sacrifices

to lay the foundations for

It

would be well worth

at the present

moment

in

what may be a prosperous trade

order
at

an

early date.

Consul Norton reports from Smyrna that the purchase of the
Mersina-Adana Railway by the Anatolian Railroad Company
means the increasing importance of Mersina as a seaport, through
which will flow the trade of Mesopotamia and the upper Euphrates Valley.
The Anatolian line is now in operation from the
docks at Haidar Pasha, opposite Constantinople, via Afioun Kara
Hissari, Konieh, and Eregii to Bulgurlu, a distance of nearly
500 miles, and within 75 miles of Adana, where it will connect
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From Adana

with the newly acquired line to Mersina.

power in the mining regions. The first steps to be taken must
be to secure these accessories to development or the development
cannot take place.
These two needs then, for transportation

the rail-

Trade now finding an

road will push on toward Bagdad.

outlet

Alexandretta will naturally be diverted to the railroad port
of Mersina, or hurried by rail to Haidar Pasha, ferried across
the Bosphorous, thence to the Oriental railway running northat

ward

Vienna,

to

Smyrna may

etc.

come

also

in

facilities

and for power,

foreign capital in

the

will

create

near future.

the greatest demand for
The Bolivian Government

within the past few years, turned

has,

a larger

for

May, 1906

its

attention

especially

extending to Mecca.

development of transportation facilities.
By the Ace
treaty with Brazil Bolivia secured an indemnity of between
$10,000,000 and $n,ooo,cco United States gold, which is to be
devoted to the building of railroads. The preliminary surveys
were begun by a large party of American engineers a year or
two ago and are still being pushed rapidly in spite of interruptions caused recently by certain most unfortunate misunderstandings and quarrels among the members of the engineering
commission.
It is too early as yet to state with perfect de-

Great progress is being made in the construction of the Hedjas
Railway, which is now open to traffic as far as Minlavere, a
point 150 kilometers beyond Ma'an, reports the Levant Herald.
The Dera-Haifa branch is in full working order, and this, to-

what roads are to be constructed, but the following
an approximate outline of the plan
It is proposed to build about
1,000 miles in all, consisting
of five "main lines" with branches. The main lines and approx-

share of this Asiatic trade, as railroad connection exists between

Smyrna and Afioun Kara
The new dock construction
will

tion,

Norton

on

Hissari

Anatolian

the

also

states

that

new French

the

railway.

rapidly nearly comple-

of Smyrna,

provide for an enormous volume of

traffic.

railway

Consul

from

port of Beirut to Aleppo will be finished within a year.

Company

Anatolian

will

a

main railway to Bagdad.
the present line to Damascus, which

from
of

their

with the main

gether

the trains

now

run.

Mundavere, and the
dain

Salih,

950

line,

the

The

branch south to Aleppo
Beirut is also the terminus

also build

is

makes 733 kilometers over which

The earthworks have been pushed beyond
survey has been completed as far as Me-

the

to

•

finiteness
is

imate lengths are
Miles.

From Viacha

Government intends
at Damascus,

ably

establish

to
in

big engineering works, prob-

connection

with

the

railway,

and has

ordered the necessary plant.

fagasta.)

135

From Ororu to Potosi
From Potosi southward

a

Cochabamba
The "branch

To
To
To
To
To
To

Third Vice President had the direction of the engineering
and manufacturing activities of the Company. As Second Vice
President he will assume the direction of the commercial activities of the Company while retaining those of the Engineering
Cornell

The new Second Vice President

house Electric

&

He

a graduate of

is

employ of the WestingManufacturing Company in 1891 and has suc-

University.

the

Vice President respectively.

Mr.

Sniffin

will

be in charge of
work not being

Department
assuming the new title. Mr. West,
Chief Engineer of the Company, still retains
position.
Mr. William A. Bole, in consequence
to the Vice Presidency of the Westinghouse
as heretofore, his field of

the Sales
altered

who

has been

that

title

in

and

of his election

Foundry ComManager of the Works of
The Westinghouse Machine Company in order that he may
better serve the interests of the Foundry Company, of which
The Westinghouse Mahe assumes the entire management.
chine Company, however, retains Mr. Boles as. Consulting Engineer, availing itself of his services

and counsel on important

work, which his ripe experience has made peculiarly valuable.
Mr. Henry L. Barton, formerly General Superintendent of the
East Pittsburg Works of The Westinghouse Machine Company,
has been appointed Manager of Works.
.

»

Agent Hutchinson has made an investigation of trade
conditions in Bolivia of which the following is a partial report:
"The great obstacle, however, to the development of the rich
Special

natural resources
forest region

is

from Oruro

200

Cochabamba.)

to

130

lines" are

connect the Yungas line with La Paz

10

connect the Viacha-Oruro line with Corocoro

45

•

connect the Oruro-Potosi line with Colquechaca

20

connect the Oruro-Potosi line with Sucre
connect the Potosi-Tupiza line with Porco

70
20

connect the Potosi-Tupiza line with Chorolque

20

the lack of transportation facilities in the

and the lack of both transportation

facilities

and

.

Considerable
of

the

.

.

.

.

1,000

have already been made in the
and more are likely to be made as the work

modifications

original proposals,

preliminary

survey

progresses,

but

the

foregoing

list

gives a sufficiently clear idea of the general nature of the plan,

which

is

connect the mining centers with already existing

to

lines, to join

which

the railway system of Bolivia with that of Argen-

advancing from the south, and to get an outlet
Amazon waterways, through the
Territory of Yungas.
The total cost of the work has been
estimated at a little less than $40,000,000.
Of this amount Bolivia already has between ten and eleven millions, received from
Brazil.
Various proposals have been made for borrowing the
remaining or such portions of it as can be negotiated on reasontina,

to

is

the eastward to the great

terms.

able

pany, has resigned his position as

.

(

Total

Superintendent, Assist-

Vice President, Manager of Works, Fourth Vice
On account of the rapid
President and Third Vice President.
expansion of the business of The Westinghouse Machine Company, the Board of Directors has decided to enlarge the executive organization by increasing the number of Vice Presidents from two to four, and has elected Mr. E. H. Sniffin and
Mr. Arthur West to fill the new offices of Third and Fourth
to

line

150

entered the

cessfully held the position of Assistant

ant

to

with the
reached a point north of Jujuy.)
Yungas line (from La Paz eastward into the Department
of Yungas.)

as

Department.

200

Tupiza (this line will eventually
Argentine line, which has already

connect

meeting of the Board of Directors of the Westinghouse
Electric & Manufacturing Company, held Tuesday, April 10th,
Mr. L. A. Osborne, formerly Third Vice President of that
Company, was elected Second Vice President to succeed Mr.
Frank H. Taylor, resigned. Mr. Taylor, who is also a director
of the Company, will retain his seat on the Board. Mr. Osborne

At

the existing line

from La Paz to Guaqui) to Oruro (present terminus of
the line which runs from Bolivia to the coast at Anto-

from Damascus, or considerably
The Herald adds that the Imperial

kilometers

over halfway to Mecca.

La Paz on

(a station near

A

,

^

.

,

solid train of twenty-five carloads of white lead containing

almost 1,000,000 pounds to be distributed among several hundred
different towns of the New England states, has been shipped

from the firm of
St.

Louis, via the

Hammar

Brothers White Lead

Lackawanna

Line.

the similar trainload shipped-by the

Company

of

Taken in connection with
same firm last month to the

Brooklyn navy yard, which was also routed by Hammar Brothers
the Lackawanna Line, this New England consignment
represents the largest sale of white lead ever made in an equal
space of time, amounting to about 1,500,000 pounds. The present
shipment is being handled the entire way by daylight in order
that its banners and decorations may call attention to the aggressive way in which this St. Louis firm is entering into competition
in the east. The shipment will be sold through the New England
dealers, Messrs. Carpenter & Morton, Boston, Mass.
over
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Technical Publications
Speed Tool Steels on Cast Iron. By L. P.
Breckenridge and Henry B. Dirks. Published by the University
This bulletin
of Illinois Experimental Station, Urbana, 111.
on high speed steels is one of the most valuable expositions, on
the subject yet put out.
It is the second paper on high speed
steel sent from the University, and gives information of the most
valuable character on the durability of various well known high
speed steels.
This bulletin will be sent to those interested on
Tests of High

application.

"Machine Shop Arithmetic," by Fred H. Colvin and Walter
Lee Cheney, is now in its fourth edition, and has 144 pages 4x6
inches.
It is published by the Derry-Collard Co., New York.
Price, 50 cents.
The fact that this little educator has reached
another edition indicates the estimation in which it is held by
shopmen. It is not only a necessity to those whose knowledge

was curtailed

of arithemtic

for various reasons, but also a

up long forgotten formulas, which, while simple,
yet are necessary in shop practice.
The new matter comprises
metric screw threads and allowances for running shrink and

The value of
principles, which makes

of

the book

fits.

«

•

By Fred H.

Link' Motion.

in its clear explanation

lies

easy of comprehension to the reader.

it

Published by the Derry-

Colvin.

Collard Company, 256 Broadway, N. Y.
inches, 82 pages.

Flexible covers, 4x6

Price, 50 cents.

work

remained void for some
time, giving a history of the locomotive link motion, and showing
in twelve charts complete movements of valves under various
conditions of travel, lap and lead. It tells in plam terms how to
This

little

a place that has

fills

"set" a valve, giving all the operations in detail, besides explain-

many

ing the

valve in use.

motion with every kind of

peculiarities of the link

Gooch, and Allfree-Hubbell valve motions are illustrated and told
For the student of valve motion, whether
advanced or otherwise, there is no better treatise on the subject.

about interestingly.

Eminent Engineers. By Dwight Goddard.
Derry-Collard Co., 256 Broadway, New York.
pages.

Cloth.

The author

In addition to the link, the Joy, Allen, Walschaert,

Published by the
5'/2x8 inches, 280

Price, $1.50.

book is an
engineer of standing, being manager of the Wyman & Gordon
Co., of Cleveland, and member of the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers. The work has no useless verbiage, each
case being treated with the view of presenting only the interesting facts, the author having used much care in the selection of
the points of interest of the notable engineers of this and the past
century. The portraits, many of which are rare, are of the most
authentic character available and make the work a most valuable

of the biographies contained

acquisition to an

handsome type usual with

this

in

The

engineer's library.

press

is

of the

these publishers.

means

of brushing

forced
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Valve Gears for Steam Engines by Cecil H. Peabody. Second edition thoroughly revised. Cloth, 142 pages 6x9. Price,
$2.50.
John Wiley & Sons, New York. The author's aim is
rather to give a firm grasp of the principles and some facility in
their application than an exhaustive treatment.
Graphical methods are used throughout, in the body of the book both for demonstration of principles and for design of gear. In an appendix
analytical

demonstrations are

given

of

complete and

certain

principles

that

manner by

cannot be treated

in

construction only.

In the discussion of radial valve gears the

a

satisfactory

underlying .principles found in all such gears are pointed out
and a few prominent forms are illustrated. Drop cut-off gears
are represented by a few examples chosen to illustrate the principles and show a variety of treatment.
The changes that have
been made from an earlier edition, it is hoped, will make the
book simple and more easily understood.

Railroad Paint Shop
Edited by

PITARD

H.

J.

Devoted to the Interests ot

M. C. Painter, M.

O.

(St

Official

R». R.
Organ of the Master Car and Locomotive

Colors Kill Germs
(Philadelphia

The

use

scientist,

of colors

who

is

says that

less rapid,

advocated by a French

we may

rid ourselves of

microbes by painting our walls with particular colors.
count of this process is given by La Nature, from which

An
we

ac-

glean

Deycke was the man

make

to

wall coloring as a microbicide.

investigations in

He found

germs deposited On walls painted with
the end of a certain time

toxic properties.

He

very simple manner.

either

size,

refepence to

that the pathogenic

or with amphiboline,

disappeared or

lost

their

multiplied his experiments, and this in a

On

pieces of board, or glass, or cement,

was spread, and when

had dried a culture of microbes
was placed on the surface. These were then kept at the temperature of an ordinary room, and at the end of a certain time a
portion of the paint was removed and placed in a bouillon tube.
Vito Lo Bosco made similar experiments on walls covered
with stucco, paints and the like.
Lydia Rabinowitch studied
paint

this

microbe, and, as did another exfound that the action of the colors
was clearlj a bacterial one, the intensity and rapidity of the
action depending in large measure on the color used.
The best
results were obtained with enameling colors, after four days not
particularly

the

tuberculosis

perimenter, Jocabitz,

a

she

trace of cholera vibrio or diptheritic bacillus being
although they had previously been placed upon the enamel.

single

found

;

The typhoid

Association,

but none the less sure.

A young doctor of the Faculty of Paris, M. Beaufils, Dr.
Cartez says, "recently performed a series of experiments for the
purpose of determining the mode of action of the colors. He
studied the effects on the procpanic bacillus and on the lactic

For his experiments he used red and green colors,
ordinary maroon and gray paint, and paints prepared by himself.
"He found that all the paints did not have the same power.

bacillus.

the following facts

at

Painters'

those with a lead base or one of oxide of zinc, the effects are

Record.)

germicides

as

Dr. A. Cartez,

Master Car and
Locomotive Painters

bacillus, the

golden staphlococcus and the microbe

of suppuration disappeared the fourth day.

With

the oil colors,

Ultramarine blue, for example, neutralize in twenty-four hours
the effect of the pyocpanic bacillus, and after nine days this
microbe had no power. The gray paint was almost negative in
its effects, and the maroon only gave results at the end of
fourteen days.

The

much more

ceruse acted

quickly than the

zinc white."
«

•

Brass Finish
Are we soon to record the passing of Brass Finish? Recent
changes in the method of maintaining the brass fixtures including
lamps, racks, &c, by some of the leading railroads and car
factories seem to indicate that as if by common consent, the
usual method of burnishing and dipping brass fixtures every time
a car is shopped, is a useless expenditure of time and money.
The change alluded to is not confined to railroads, but has now
become very conspicuous in residences and elsewhere. It was
one of the leading railroads to first make the departure from
the

old

style

of brass

burnishing by oxidizing

all

the

brass
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This gave to the brass a

fixtures.

and did not require frequent

Now

of

gun metal

effect,

learn has been adopted by the

Pullman people and others by simply bronzing all brass fixtures
with a bronze that produces this gun metal effect, without removing any of the fixtures from their places.

new dining

In a

car of the latest up-to-date finish, purchased

by our company, the Mobile & Ohio, of the St. Charles Car
Company, the brass fixtures were thus treated, and the effect was
pleasant to behold.

This change

the treatment of brass which has not

in

come

in

the gradual form of evolution, but by such a sudden reversion,

many of the advocates of the old method, it very much
resembles the application of the emergency brake on a locomotive.
that to

Whether

we

was fad or

it

common

can only surmise, but

latter

especially

cause,

it

is

sense that induced the change

very probable that

when

so

it

was the

considered what a long

is

it

and tedious routine was involved in the old method. Let us
consider for a moment what that is. First the fixtures must all
be removed from the car by a carpenter, next they must be
subjected to a lye bath to remove the old lacquer, which is usually yet in a good state of preservation, notwithstanding the
Next they must be dipped in
brass has tarnished beneath it.
acid, and thence to the burnishing wheel, and next to the lacquer
vat, and then to the bake oven, and then back again to its place
Seven times must it be handled. And for what?
in the car.
To receive a polishing that is only temporary at best, and the
entire process to be repeated as often as the car
It

is

shopped.

demonstrated that lacquer does not

long since b^en

has

insure brass against tarnishing.

Whether
is

if

the light or the lacquer that causes tarnishing

is

not ciearly demonstrated, but whatever the cause, the process

and costly that it is out of all
the customary method of maintaining the body and

for reviving brass

proportion to

so lengthy

is

other parts of a passenger car.

has often occurred to the

It

endeavor
lamps
and
other
lamp
to maintain the natural brass finish- of the
fixtures of a car for the reason that there is always more or less
smoke escaping to tarnish them. This is like painting a chimney
white, when in reality it ought to be of a color that does not
contrast so strongly with smoke.- This theory is practiced in the
coloring of our cars on the exterior; it would be equally applicable in the treatment of lamps where there is always more or
Therefore,
less smoke to produce on them a grimy appearance.
into
use
would be
bronze
now
coming
colored
metal
the gun
very appropriate in offsetting the effect of smoke.
writer that

it

was contrary

to the fitness of things to

Interior Finishing
of interior finishing as practiced at one of the

The method
large shops

is

as follows:

All interior finish

is

received in

first class

condition at paint

work is to protect all marquetry with
shellac, then apply the wood filler which is composed of silax
ground to a semi-paste in raw linseed oil, thinned with 5^ gallon
coach Japam, V2 gallon raw linseed oil, one gallon turpentine,
and V2 gallon benzine. For mahogany the filler is strained with 5
lbs. of burnt sienna and 2 lbs. of Vandyke brown (ground in
first

stage of the

add
oak
dry the marquetry

darker shade

desired,

Japan) to 100

lbs.

more

Allow twenty-four hours for drying.

is

sienna.

of silax.

given two coats of

If a

After the

filler.

filler is

is

All

rubbed with sandpaper and oil to remove the shellac, then the
entire surface is lightly sandpapered and given a thin coat of
is

shellac to counteract absorption of the varnish that

but no shellac

is

used

openings because of

The

shellac

it

applied

;

liability to

and

nail

gets older.

The

putty

composed of whiting and

as

it

in

equal proportions, colored with burnt sienna.

is

All

holes are puttied full and sandpapered the following day.

The second and

third coats of interior rubbing varnish are next

applied, allowing forty-eight hours for each coat to dry.

The

rubbed with pulverized pumice stone and water.
The fourth and last coat is a polishing varnish, and is given
from forty-eight to sixty hours to dry, and is then rubbed
The second and third coats of interior rubbing varnish are next
re-rubbed with rotten stone and water and then polished.

third coat

is

«

»

Railway Coach Painting for Southern Climates *
The

writer of

painting

of

The system

for

numerous experiments, extending over
came to the conclusion that the whole system

this, after

ten years in India,

southern

climates

needs

complete

of piling coat upon coat of filling and

flat

revolution.

turpentiny

mixtures, superimposing upon this structure a coating of varnish,

is

but an expensive bastard attempt to overcome tropical

conditions with European practice.
If a varnished surface, after exposure for a few months, be
examined with a good glass, it will be found to resemble the
volcanic regions of the moon, as seen through a telescope.

The varnish has

homogeneity; instead of it
transmitting light to the undercoats it is reflected from numerous points of a broken surface. The difference being as between
a whole sheet of glass and the same powdered.
Varnish consists of nearly half its volume of volatile constituents, the remainder being oil and gum combined with the
chemical dryers.
After the evaporation of the turps, the oil
and gum is left- in a gelatinous consistency on the surface of
the paint. The more liquid of this penetrates the porous undercoating leaving the thicker oil and gum on the surface.
Oxidation sets in and completes the drying and for a time the
work looks all to be desired. But such is the nature of this
superimposed gloss that oxidation is accelerated by the intense
light and heat, and in a few -months it is oxidised to a veritable
powder.
To remedy this and get the best possible results from oil and
gum was the aim of the writer. Contraction and expansion of
wood and iron is much more marked here. That of iron is daily,
and with a variation rising to 100 degs. F. needs a good elastic
paint to follow it.
Timber has an annual- expansion, and I
have known panels 18 ins. across vary 3^ in. between monsoon
and dry weather.
Hard brittle paints under such conditions
soon loosen and begin to fall away.
Instead of priming work with hard drying lead paints,- and
following this up with filling, the bulk of which is turps and very
little binding medium, and completing the coloring with sharp
flat mixtures, the writer makes a medium fully elastic and capable of being checked in its course of oxidation.
New Paint Medium. Melt say one pound of best Zanzibar
copal gum, melting point 700 degs. F., add one gallon pure colddrawn linseed oil, blend till clear on glass, cool down to about
300 degs. F. keeping the mixture as thin as possible.
(It is
here where a difference is made from the ordinary varnish
maker.) In the ordinary course the heat is kept up to 500 degs.
F. or 600 degs. F., until the blend can be drawn out in strings.
This artificial thickening is incipient oxidation and should be
already lost

its

to follow,

all

parts are then placed

avoided.

The blend

is then boiled at the lower temperature with dryers.
purpose use linoleates instead of oxides and borates.
Two blends should be made of the medium, one with two ounces
of lin of lead and two ounces of lin of manganese.
The best
way to add these is to fuse them in a separate pot with their
weight of oil, allow to stand over night and use only the super-

For

this

natent liquid.

a coat of interior car rubbing varnish

after forty-eight hours the

and then carefully

is

around window or door

:rack at such places.

next sandpapered and

in position in the car
is

in saloons, neither

its

wood

dry lead

—

department from the cabinet shop.

The

darker than the mahogany in anticipation of the darkening of
the

repetition.

we

a substitute for this

sort

May, 1906

puttied.

The

work

putty

is

is

sandpapered closely
several shades

made

*Extracts from paper by J. Wilson Hall, M.
Railway Conference Association Competition.

S. C. L., in India
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Boil the blend at the temperature

named

for one hour, store

it

week or two for maturing.
The second blend should be made with lin of manganese only
5 to 6 ounces to the gallon and in the manner described.
The first should dry on glass in six hours, while the second
Temperature say 80— 90 degs. F.
blend may take 12 hours.
These two mediums, which may be called "A" and "B," are
used in the following manner: "A" (lead) for blacks, browns
for a

—

"B" is used only
two for colors

(Indian red) ana other bad drying pigments.
for light color

and vermilion.

A

mixture of the

partaking of good and bad drying pigments,

for instance, an

as,

amber color containing sienna. Umbers are good dryers.
Take the medium and make up the color required, adding suffiIt will be rather
cient pigments to make a good solid paint.
thick, but the temptation to add turps should be avoided, if possible, and the paint laid on with a good stiff brush.
After applying

it

to

a portion of the work, take a piece of

pumice-stone, or one of the blocks of

artificial

rub well into the grain or other open parts.
a brush afterwards will then straighten the

A

(fine) and
few strokes with

stone

work

up.

Should the work be rough or open grain, teak for instance,
in addition to the color required, add a little of the best filling
powder. Allow this coat to dry hard and apply another in the
same manner. Screw holes, joints, etc., to be filled with stiff
oil putty.
On no account should gold size stopping be used.
According to the roughness of the work, more coats will be
required, but for most work four of the filling compo will suffice.
Let stand until perfectly hard, rub down with cuttle fish, taking care not to rub through on edges, sharp angles, etc.
Editor Railroad Paint Shop.
Referring to Mr. W. T. Hogan's article in the March number
of Railway Master Mechanic on the preparation and painting
of steel structures,

I

am

inclined to agree with

him

in several
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and you want it not partially clean but absolutely so. There are
But where economy of
several ways of attaining this result.
time and labor and material are primary considerations there is
only one rational way and that is by the Sand Blast. The rapid
improvement within recent years in machinery for compressing
air has revolutionized the methods in the foundry, machine and
repair shops. The older methods and the primitive types of tools
have fallen into disuse for the same causes that have relegated
the hand loom and the flail to the garret and the museum. The
Sand Blast Process is the logical result of the ever increasing
use of compressed air. It is a process which needs nothing more
than a thorough practical test to insure to it the preference over
Its wide use in
all other methods of cleaning metal surfaces.
the large manufacturing establishments of this country and the
rapid conquest it is making of this particular field, affords ample
proof of the assured place it has acquired in the estimation of
all well informed engineers and superintendents of factories.

We

believe the painter

quite as ready as any of his fellow

is

craftsmen in other industrial lines to avail himself of the best
means of accomplishing his work. And the only reason why the
use of the Sand Blast is not general in the paint shop is because
the master, painters are not generally aware of

and durability

in giving effectiveness
tical

painter

knows

that

much

of his

to his

work

its

is

rendered worthless,

by the fact that the old paint,
removed from the surface to
be painted. The joints and angles whose complete protection is
vital to the strength and durability of the structure are the very
points where the most rust and scale are left to continue their
destructive action where the ordinary methods of cleaning are
employed.
Whereas, the Sand Blast searches every point
whether exposed or obscure and leaves it as clean as a surface
especially in cases of repainting,
rust

and

scale are not completely

freshly planed or polished.

And

the painter does not need to be

points of his argument, mainly on the iron oxide as a protective

informed of the importance of having the surface

coating and the conversion of rust, in the pores of the iron, into

tion

In commenting on his article in another part

a protective paint.

"Experience teaches that when rust,
has once begun in the least, it cannot be entirely and permanently
checked."
To this assertion, I beg to take exceptions, as my
of the magazine

experience

is

you

say,

directly opposite.

Take

for instance a

car

in

and peel

coating and the consequent preservation of the metal.
If you have any doubt about the Sand Blast being adapted to
your uses or about its economic value, write us and we shall be
pleased to demonstrate these facts to you.

Very

roof

from such a roof within twelve
months of its first application, and after the peeling off and rusting of the exposed surface, it is repainted without any precautionary measure for removal of rust there is no further complaint
of scaling, unless where some of the old paint was not removed by scraping before repainting. But you may reply the
scaling was due to the galvanized metal and when scaling took
place the cause was removed with the paint.
Very true to an
extent, but no special effort is ever made to remove the rust,
caused by exposure, from the paint scaling.
Again take an
engine tank; great care is usually taken to remove rust before
painting, except around the rivit heads, which, for various reasons, are usually slighted, and yet from my personal observabe found less deterioration of paint there than on
any other part of the tank. I do not mean to imply that paint
applied over a coating of rust an eighth or quarter inch thick,
will prevent it from scaling off, but I agree with Mr. Hogan that
rust in the pores of the iron may be converted into a preservative paint by the use of a proper vehicle.
Altoona, Pa.

Fred S. Ball,
Master Car Painter Pennsylvania Ry.
«

The Sand Blast
Editor Railroad Paint Shop.
What has the Sand Blast to do with painting? Such a question is not impertinent and we shall be glad to show you the
relation between the two.

When
a

truly yours,

Tilghman-Brooksbank Sand Blast

you desire to put a protective coating of any kind upon
metal surface, your first cc ncern is to have that surface clean

Co.,

Philadelphia. Pa.

off

tion, there will

in this condi-

order to secure the perfect adhesion of the protective

of galvanized iron or steel, has there yet been invented a paint
that will not scale

immense value
Every prac-

work.

-»--

Comments on
At
22nd,

the Advisory Committee Meeting
New York on the

the meeting of the advisory committee in
ult.,

The

an excellent programme was arranged.

subjects chosen

makes them

all

Subject No.

1

somewhat out of the beaten
the more interesting.
is

aims

at a defect of

path,

list

which

of

fact

long standing, and a costly

all railroad
which if
companies in the cost of maintaining their pas^SMvav equipment.
It is to be hoped that the committee will delve deeply into the
mysteries of this trouble, so that if any one should miss it, another may haply find a fitting and practical solution.
Subject No. 2 is also a most important one. Since the change
from tin to canvas coverings for passenger cars, which is now

solved will effect a great saving to

one,

seemingly the order of the day, it is possible that there is yet
to be learned as to the best means of applying and maintaining canvas roofs. The annual painting of canvas roofs does

much

not seem to be advisable, for the reason that
of paint has formed, the canvas

is

cracking and splitting of the canvas

when

robbed of
is

its

the result.

a thick crust
elasticity
It

and

should be

painted in such a manner, and with such material that will enable
the canvas to retain

its

elasticity indefinitely,

should not occur oftener than

is

and the recoatings

actually necessary to preserve

the canvas and prevent leaking.

The Sand

Blast

is

a subject that affords a

wide

field

range of one's views, both practical and imaginary.
already

fills

a very important place in the paint shop

list

for the

While

it

of facili-

1
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ties,

possible that there are yet other

is

it

ways

which

in

it

can

be utilized.

The painting of freight equipment, deserves
This class of railroad equipment multiplies so
rapidly under the increasing demands of commerce, and unlike
the passenger coach is not shopped for repairs at regular intervals, but on the contrary is retained in service as long as it is
serviceable.
On this account it appears to be impossible to establish a practical system for painting and stenciling them, that
will insure a uniform appearance and protection, therefore the
painting of the freight cars in the first instance should be the
Subject No.

3,

special attention.

best

science

that

and experience can

should receive special attention, as

many

it

is

The

devise.

stenciling

too often the case that

cars are observed in transit with the

name

of the road

which they belong entirely obliterated, thus creating the impression that they had lost their owner, and were simply chasing
up and down the land if haply they might find him.
Something more durable than white lead and oil seems to be
necessary for stenciling freight cars, and it is to be hoped that
the committee on this subject will find and point out what that
something is. The paint sprayer, and Sand Blast should also
to

come

for

in

its

proper share of consideration

in

the treatment

of this subject.

Subject No. 4 regarding the manufacture of paint and varnish
by the various railroad companies for their own consumption, is
worthy of earnest consideration. There are at present one or
two roads manufacturing their own paint whose experience
would possibly furnish data that would be a criterion in the
consideration of this subject.

It is possible that

sumption of paint or varnish

is

where the

'coil-

of sufficient quantity to justify

a plant, equal in efficiency to that of the

average paint manufact-

might be effected, but is rather questionable.
Furthermore the subject presents other phases of interest to
railroads
If all railroads were to manufacture their own paints,
cars and engines, produce their own fuel and in fact everything
that they consume, and establish commissaries for supplying food
and clothing to their employes, it would restrict commerce to
such an extent that it would be seriously felt by the railroads.
Subject No. S regarding the apprenticeship system, is a suburer, that a saving

ject of vital interest not only to the railroads, but to the welfare

Commerce, or rather

of the entire country.

industrial

work has

increased to such an extent in recent years that the supply of
finished mechanics

is

not equal to the demand, and in the ab-

sence of a regular indentured apprenticeship system by which a

boy can be forced
arc

many

This

a

is

until he completes his trade, there

all

What

is

from our

true of the paint shop in this parti-

other branches of industrial

the industrial ability
railroads to

of

Our

art.

national

depends upon the quality and
of our native mechanics.
It is to the inability

foster

a

well

defined

system of training

apprentices.
«

Elsewhere

in this issue

member, Mr. Fred

on Mr. Hogan's

S.

is

thus

(notwithstanding the

affording the paint better adhesion,

it would have on a
smooth surface free of rust. But in such cases, if, after
the rust had roughened the surface, the rust could be entirely
removed before painting, the work would prove to be more dur-

perfectly

able.

Paint will not adhere well to smooth glass, but
subjected to a sand blast, and then painted,
greatly increased.

The sand

blast can

rust for roughening the face of

or tin without hav-

ing the future deviltries of the latter to deal with.

Mr. Ball contends that rust in the pores of metal is a
why, we ask would it not be a good thing on the face
of the metal as well? or in other words why is it good in one
place and not good in another?
The nature of rust is generally understood by the painting
If,

good

as

thing,

by them

fraternity,

it

well

is

known

that rust has but a feeble

the solid part of the metal, and therefore paint

flake

011

As regards

off.

in

our comments

issue of the Official Organ,

of

Steel

Structures."

has rusted and then repainted, that there

no further complaint.

of

metal into a paint as Mr. Ball suggests,

(oxide iron) does not

that rust
ity for

it

rust

in

when
will

the

ap-

soon

pores of

has been demonstrated

make good

paint until

its

affin-

oxygen has been destroyed, which can only be done by

calcining, thus

face but

changing

its

nature.

When

metal having a clean

rusty pores, has been painted over, the
so far as

its

"is

may

rust

reappearance on the surface
is

is

be

con-

kept in an impervious

active notwithstanding, as

may

be prov-

which betrayed no evidence of

March

instance invariably flake off in twelve months, and
the metal

the conversion

and

which we expressed

article in the

"The Preparation and Painting

first

is

be substituted for

also

new metal

the glass be

if

adhesiveness

its

en by instances where the iron hulls of vessels have been eaten
entirely through by rust that begun on the outer surface, but

"Experience teaches that when rust has once begun in the least,
it cannot be entirely and permanently checked."
In support of
his argument Mr. Ball cites the case of a roof composed of galvanized iron or steel, and states that the painting of such roofs
in the

was

it

presence of a very thin layer of rust), than

condition, but the rust

point on which Mr. Ball differs with us, were these words.

that after

in reality

due to the roughened condition of the metal caused by the rust,

an article from our esteemed assoBall, in which he takes issue with the

is

editor concerning the views

The

When

to the virtue of the rust.

cerned, as long possibly as the paint

Rust

entitled,

was due

it

held in check

»

ciate

that

plied over rust, necessarily has but a feeble hold

spot in the body politic, and detracts

and our constructive

terest

to rust before painting to insure adhesion, believing as they did

weak

greatness depends in a large measure upon our constructive ability,

steel,

hold

true of

is

remain

and further for the reason that it is not embraced within the views of Mr. Hogan's article, we will deal
only with the question of the preparation and painting of steel
as contemplated in the original article by Mr. Hogan.
As regards the flaking of paint from a new steel roof within
twelve months, we must admit that this has not been our exper
ience, although we are ready to concede that such is liable tc
happen if the paint is not properly mixed and applied.
All
steel or iron is more or less porous and if this fact or condition
is not taken advantage of by mixing the priming coat sufficiently
thin by the addition of a certain proportion of turpentine to enable it to penetrate the invisible pores, and thus secure a firm
hold upon the metal, flaking is not only possible but probable.
A thick oily paint used as a first coat or primer will bridge over
the pores without entering them, in which case the paint would
have no more adhesion than it would upon a piece of smooth
glass.
Although metal is porous, the pores are very fine, hardly
perceptible, therefore it is very important that the first coat be
sufficiently reduced with turpentine as to enable it to penetrate
the pores and thus acquire sufficient adhesion to prevent flaking
Furthermore there should be a certain amount of
or scaling.
porosity in the first coat so that the second coat will unite with
firmly, the turpentine will produce this condition.
it
Manypainters of the past and possibly some of the present day held
to the theory that all metal including tin should first be allowed
tion

worthless, so called mechanics infesting the country.

national greatness.

cular

to

from
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Omitting the consideration of galvanits different composi-

ized iron in this connection on account of

its

ravages because of the thick

crust of the paint covering the exterior.

Here we
from Bro.

rest

the case for the present, hoping to hear again

Ball or others

The Variable

on

this interesting subject.

Effect of Climatic Conditions on

Paint and Varnish
an abstract of a paper by J. Wilson
Railway Conference Association ComUnder title of Railway Coach Painting for Southern
petition.
Climates, which we publish net only for some very good points

Elsewhere

Hall,

that

M.

it

in this issue is

S. C. L., in India

contains, but for the purpose of

making some comments
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natural affinity for oxygen does not appear to be feasible.

be seen that the system suggested by the author
of the article, in question is a radicle departure from customary
methods, and theoretically the plan appears feasible.
thereon.

We

It will

from the

infer

article that

it is

if

chemicals, but in so doing the virtue of the material
resides, the

so he neglected to state

claims by means which he
must be admitted that the effect of

the author substantiate his
see.

It

extreme heat causes brittleness of

When

paint, or

when

almost anything

else.

has become as hard as it
is possible to get, it begins almost immediately to deteriorate,
very much in the same way that a man's vigor begins to wane
paint reaches that stage,

Now

In the semi tropics where the writer
temperature often reaches 100 degrees in the shade,

author referred

produce brittleness. The author also claims that oxidation or
drying of his mixture can be checked even after it is applied, or
in other words that it can be made to dry to a certain degree of
hardness and there stop.

Let us

also de-

and its effect on paint and varnish has been carefully noted, and
comparisons made with the painting in temperate climates. There
is a very marked difference in favor of the latter.
We have made
experiments with a view to effecting a composition, that would
withstand the effect of extreme heat, and we believed like the

vehicles entirely, as the author seems to think that such vehicles

Can

is

stroyed to a large extent.

a theory that the author has

to acquire

proposes?

It is

measure be neutralized with

possible that this affinity can in a

what were
more
the results. The point aimed at by the author is
elasticity for his coatings in order that it may not become hard
and brittle under the extreme heat of the tropical sun. This he
proposes to affect by preventing incipient oxidation in his binder
materials, and by omitting the use of turpentine or other volatile
not yet reduced to practice,

167

it

to, that elasticity

was the proper

thing, but ex-

perience soon revealed the fact that elastic under coats blistered

when

coated over with varnish, the reason of which

we

attribute

extreme heat caused the under coats to gasify,
caused blistering.
We also experimented with mixtures of a resinous nature
for priming and found that they blistered also under extreme
heat, while composition of linseed oil and white lead, slightly
reduced with turpentine used as a primer, invariably gave the
best results. We also find from experience that if the sAperimposed coatings are of medium elasticity that the best results are
to the fact that the

and the gas

in its efforts to escape

obtained.

were possible to mix paint
or varnish so that its drying could be controlled, and prevented
from reaching the hardening stage its durability would be prolonged indefinitely. It will be observed that the mixture of which
the author speaks as one that can be checked in the process of
oxidation, is composed of practically the same ingredients of
which ordinary coach varnish is composed, minus the turps, that
is gum and linseed oil, the only difference in the process of man-

This statement does not seem plausible where seafoot.
soned wood was used to begin with. The facts concerning the
expansion and contraction of wood are that wood when green will
expand under extreme heat, and gradually contract as the moisture dries out, and thereafter varies but very little under varying

ufacture being that in cooking, only about half the usual degree

temperatures.

after he passes middle

of heat

is

used.

It

life.

is

a well

if it

known

fact that linseed oil pos-

which cannot be destroyed by
it lessened by not cooking.
Now to add to
simply for the purpose of hardening it, which

sesses a strong affinity for oxygen,

cooking, neither

gum

is

it

a varnish

is

the point that the author desires to obviate.

gum

is

hardening

for

the

oil,

the

In addition to the

author .also

adds
agents added

lin-

then are two
to
mixture which conduce especially to its brittleness,
on account of their tendency to cause the mixture to
dry,
but which the author intimates will reach a certain degree of hardness and there stop. Is this plausible? Linseed oil without dryers on account of its affinity for oxygen will
harden in from thirty-six to fifty-four hours according to climatic conditions. It is possibly true that the addition of gum to
oil causes the mixture to harden on its face very soon after it is
applied to a surface thus excluding the oxygen from the under
part of the coating, and thus partially retarding its drying, until
the surface film becomes sufficiently porous to admit oxygen, then
the process of hardening is soon completed, and brittleness soon

oleates

for

dryers.

Here,

the

results.

To

*.he

But in the case of iron it is almost in continual motion expanding through the heat of the day, and contracting under the
cooling temperature of the night.
But so far as this contraction and expansion affects the durability of paint and varnish, it is not as destructive as one might
suppose as long as the paint and varnish have life enough to
expand and contract, for while the excessive heat is heating the

wood

make

a composition that will remain elastic in-

by the use of material or ingredients that have a

GERMAN RENAISSANCE

GERMAN RENAISSANCE

or metal,

thus rendering
sion,

it
it

is

heatings that

ing

is

it

same time softening the paint, and
which prevents cracking, under expan-

at the

pliable,

and vice versa

after the paint has

as to cooling, while contracting.
lost

its

life

entirely

It is

only

under these repeated

cannot longer expand and contract, then crack-

the result, and next flaking.

we have

In discussing this subject,

not assumed the negative side from prejudice, but rather

from the
ity to

fact that the author bases his proposition on his abilcheck the drying of paint at a certain point, which to the

mind seems absurd, for the reason that the same forces
or agency that started the paint to drying, will continue its work

practical

until the paint reaches the ultimate degree of hardness, especially

attempt to

definitely

As regards to the author's statement concerning expansion,
(he says nothing of contraction) in which he cites instances of
54 in. variation in 18 in. panels or the equivalent of an inch to

when

the ordinary drying oils and

composition.

such as niger seed

LOUIS XVI

gums

are used in the

But had he mentioned some of the non-drying
oil,

cress seed

BYZANTINE

oil,

grape seed

oil,

ITALY

oils,

or cotton

1
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seed

weak drying properties as composwould have appealed more to reason. But

or those possessing

oil,

ing his mixture

it

judging from our view point, it is just about as possible to check
a projectile from a canon in the midst of its flight, as to check
the drying of a paint indefinitely that is composed of ingredients
that

have a natural

affinity for

Red Lead

its

Properties

and

a heavy bright red powder of an orange hue,

is

its

gravity being 8.53.

acetate are formed.

Hydrochloric acid (muriatic acid) when heated with red lead
decomposes it with the evolution of chlorine, and the formation
of the chloride, which settles as the solution cools in the form
of transparent needles, a very characteristic reaction of lead.

Sulphuric acid boiled with red lead forms the sulphate, with the
evolution of oxygen.
lead

is

a combination of the

two oxides of

lead, the

mon-

it is generally
oxide Pb. O. and the puce of dioxide, Pb.
2
considered that they are present in the proposition of two equiv;

two one of the second, red lead, therefore,
having the formula Pb 3
the percentage composition being:
4
Lead monoxide, Pb.
64.5
100.0
Lead dioxide, Pb.
35.5
2
does
not
accurately
There is reason for believing that Pb 3
4
represent the true composition of red lead; but that some of it

alents of the

»

»

Not

from the painters standpoint. The
a "nigger" and a long handle
it sometimes recalls the moral uses to which it is
made to apply upon some of our public officials, but while it is
regarded as an excellent panacea in the latter case in some instances, it also has its industrial uses of no little value.
Lime or lime stone from which white wash is made, is the
basic nonoxide of metal calcium. It is not only an excellent protection for metal against rust in some instances. If a boiler when
a very significant term

mention of
brush, and

Heat turns it to a dark brownish
red, but the color is restored on cooling.
Certain acids act on
red lead.
Nitric acid and glacial acetic acid first dissolve out
the monoxide, leaving the dark puce oxide; on further boiling,
this gradually dissolves and colorless solutions of the nitrate or

Red

Mr. Schump is making
a tour of the system inspecting the passenger equipment, he reports things in a flourishing condition, and to judge from his
looks, he is also on the same string.

White Wash

Composition
specific

painter of the Ellen N. at Louisville, Ky.

oxygen.

Red Lead: Something of

May, 1906

usually suggests

it

not in use be filled with lime water rusting will be arrested. If
polished metal of iron or steel be immersed in a solution of lime
water it will not rust.

As a germ destroyer and preventive of decay, its usefulness
may be inferred from the fact that rough board fences or other
lumber that is regularly white washed, seldom ever decays, this
is due not to an impervious coating, but to the fact that it destroys fungi germs which produce decay.
The following formula for a white wash will be found to give
excellent results

:

first,

1

bushel unslaked lime,

2

lbs.

2

lbs.

,

sulphate of zinc,

common

salt, stir well,

in the free condition;

is

this free

oxide

not distinguishable

is

from the combined oxides by treatment with

acids, but,

ing with a 10 to 12 per cent solution of lead nitrate,

treat-

is

quite

-.4

zinc.

to 25 :j per cent of

with headquarters in the Great Northern Bldg., Chicago.

»

assigned to

it

would then be Pb 4
and other authorities.

of red lead

by

Phillips

which is that
5
Percy gives the

From Mr.

,

following analysis of red lead:

of Mr.

W.

B. T.

Wynn,

»

of Pitcairn, Pa.,

B. Wolfe, president of the

we

learn of the death

Wolfe Brush

Co., -of Pitts-

80.54 per cent

Mr. Wolfe had many friends among the members
of our association who will doubtless be saddened by the news

18.89 per cent

of his death.

burgh, Pa.

Lead monoxide
Lead dioxide
Fervic oxide

Copper and

to the de-

Mr. R. B. Kadish has been appointed salesman of the Chas. R.
Long, Jr., Co., manufacturers of railway paints, Louisville, Ky.,

dioxide.

The formula

Thin with water

»

«

possible to extract 16 to 31 per cent of free oxide, while the
purified red lead thus obtained contains 25

and then add the

sired consistency.

by

it

salt.

Slake the lime in a covered barrel, dissolve the other ingredients separately in hot water, after the lime has cooled, add the

1.9

per cent

»

The New York &

trace.

silver

Pittsburgh Air Line Railroad Company, having purchased the property and franchises of the The Altoona &

Philipsburg Connecting Railroad Company, has cancelled lease
its railroad property to the Pittsburg, Johnstown, Ebensburg

99.62

of

&

Test for Linseed Oil
To

determine the proportion of mineral or rosin oil in aduloils, place 20 grammes in a beaker with a little

terated linseed

water and alcohol, then add some caustic soda and boil for
sometime, stirring at intervals, the linseed oil becomes saponified
while the adulterants are acted on, after about an hour's boil,
the mass is allowed to cool a little, then it is poured into a separating funnel and some petroleum ether is added, which will
take up the mineral oil and form ? layer on top of the aqueous
layer.

of the residual

heavy and
is

oil

viscid,

present.

after evaporating off the ether.

and smells of

rosin oil

If the residual oil

is

when

light,

If this

is

heated, then rosin

then mineral

oil

is

present.

We
fellow

The Westinghouse Machine Company,

of East Pittsburg, Pa.,
has recently contracted with the Olean Street Railway Company to install in their power house at Ceres, N. Y., two gas
engines for supplying current to the Olean Street Railway,
serving Olean, Ceres, Bolivia, etc.
In the near future power
will also be supplied to an interurban railway system between
Olean and Salamanca, N. Y., a distance of 15 miles.
»

After allowing the two layers to separate completely, the

bottom layer is run off and the top layer is washed quite free
from all traces of the soap formed by the action of the alkali
on the linseed oil, by several treatments with warm water. The
ethereal layer is then run into a weighed glass, the ether evaporated off, and the residue of mineral oil weighed. Whether the
residue is mineral or rosin oil must be judged from the nature

oil

Eastern Railroad Company.

were most agreeably surprised by a visit recently from our
member of the association, Mr. Geo. Schump, master car

Elsewhere

in this issue is

an

»

article

Blast by the Tilghman-Brooksbank
phia.

This

is

in response to

on the merits of the Sand

Sand Blast

Co., of Philadel-

our previous invitation to

all

manu-

facturers of paint shop specialties or others to contribute to our

columns anything that
is

possible that

is

of general interest to our readers.

some of our readers may regard such

It

articles as

merely an advertisement which ought not to be permitted in
these columns. To such an assumption we reply that no useful
information, regardless of its source should be rejected. Articles
of the character in question which contain no useful information,

but are evidently intended only as an advertisement of the

author's products will not be accepted for publication.
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WIDE
which

water spaces have been the foundation on
the advocates of improved circulation in

locomotive boilers have reared the fabric of their arguments, and they are few at this time that take issue with

them, as the widening of water spaces will bear witness.

There

are,

however, some other reasons for widening

water spaces, aside from the aid they give to circulation.
One of these is the greater length of staybolts permis-

on same, which is a most
important point in considering the weakness of staybolts.
Another, and equally vital advantage coming
with the wide water space, is the fact that it carries
with it a greater volume of water.
sible

As

and the reduced

the locomotive boiler has practically reached the

limit of its size, there
in

stress

is

evidently but one recourse left

which to obtain a larger water volume, and that

is to

increase the width of water spaces around the firebox.

The advantage

of such an increased volume of water

heated to the pressure temperature

is

recognized from

an economic viewpoint, but it is equally important as
a safety measure in having a reserve to draw on when
the drain on the boiler

is

at its

oration under these conditions

maximum.

is

rapid,

The evap-

and of course

1
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machine to do work is contingent on
that of the boiler to perform its functions.
An- example of the rate of evaporation on a simple
consolidation engine having cylinders 23 by 32 inches,
wheels 63 dnches diameter, boiler 80 inches diameter,
flues 16 feet long and a firebox 9 feet long by 6 feet
Assuming a
wide, will furnish an idea of such work.
liberal amount of water over the crown, say, ten inches,
there will be about 6,700 lbs. of water to draw on. Calculation shows that at the speed of 35 miles an hour,
the

ability >o£ .the

•

with a cut-off at 40 per cent, of the stroke, this water
would be evaporated in six and one-half minutes. These
,

found

figures are closely corroborated by values

in test

work, and near enough for our purpose to point a moral,
and show that scoop and injector manipulation must be
of a high order to keep an engine up to her work, since
the incoming water

is

cold (about 60 degrees) and must

be raised to the temperature due to the pressure in too
short a time to consider fine economy.

ume

;

A

greater vol-

of water would aid materially in equalizing this heat

proposition, and with less evil effect on the boiler

—and

fireman.

A' reference to the proceedings of the Railway Master

Mechanics' Association for the year 1897, will show that
Mr. John Mackenzie, then Supt. of Motive Power of the
N.''Y:'Cy'-&

St..

The information thereon

water spaces.
at

this'

had been experimenting oh wide

L. road

time that' the remarks of Mr.

quoted' in

"Some

full as

is

so interesting

Mackenzie are

'

(1894) we built four boilers
inch water spaces, taking out ten

tion of staybolt practice,

who

also of the greatest interest

it is

followed later in the development of the

wide water space idea which has been worked out with
view,

the''

primarily,

of

aiding

circulation.

The

case

have a wider significance when
the matter of firebox water spaces is worked out to a
cited will,

logical

it

is

believed,

conclusion,

prominent trunk
water spaces

paper before the

as

line,

103/2

is

now

and

in

inches

being considered by

no half-hearted way,
wide are on paper at

a

for
this

time.

E. Muhlfeld, general superintendent of

New York

& Ohio

Railroad, in his

The

Railroad Club.

facts

given in that paper are deduced from tests of steam and

and present a comparison
of the actual cost of work done in both cases from records
of performance, the only reliable basis on which to
predicate the future of either type of machine in freight
electric locomotives in service,

transportation.

These records are

reliable in every respect

and must

be accepted as a correct exposition of the value of both

machines under the conditions. From them, there are
some things brought to light that were not of common
knowledge, and one of these, which has a strong bearing-

on the commercial aspects of the situation, is that the
electric locomotive which receives its power from a separate generating plant, represents an initial cost of about

50 per cent greater per pound of tractive power under

working load than for a steam locomotive like the Mallet
compound, against which the electric locomotive was

To

tested.

repairs

and the

this cost

must be added the greater

cost for

and operation per mile run for the electric engine,
installation, maintenance and operation of a cur-

rent producing, conveying, storage, converting and distributing system, which

is

not required by either a steam-

or an internal combustion engine, and

of which in-

all

crease the capital and operating expenses.

Again,

three years ago

J.

motive power of the Baltimore

follows:

and gave them 8^
flues, and utilizing that part for water space and making
the staybolts 8% inches long between sheets.
Up to
this time (1897) we have not had a broken staybolt
the first engine sent out has made something like 260,000 miles."
While the above was' simply testimony on the questo those

nished by Mr.
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cost

in

connection with the

all

important point of

involved in the use of electricity, Mr.

Muhlfeld,

gathered from the tests that while the construction and
operation of electric locomotives

is

still

in

an experi-

mental stage, their performance during the past year,
under varying weather, rail and service conditions, when
compared with steam locomotives, shows a cost which
will

make

their present use prohibitive,

when

must

fuel

be used to generate power, except in case of absolute
necessity.
is

Also, that while electricity as a motive power

superseding steam in

many

cases, for the handling of

— passenger and freight—and that

it

may

displace the latter for through passenger service,

it

will

suburban

traffic

be some time before electrical energy will supplant steam

power

for the handling of heavy tonnage for any consider-

able distance.

These findings as the

result of carefully

conducted

in-

vestigations are not without great value, and well worth

weighing

in consideration of the elements that

make

for

order to get such a width of space, the grate area

success of either type of power, since they are derived

must' be encroached upon to that amount, and there are

from controlling factors for both types, and they will
stand until refuted by facts equally responsible from
electrical engineers. It will be noted that Mr. Muhlfeld

In'

who

nay to a reasonable reduction in that
direction, at least on roads where the grate is now
blocked off, which are not a few, and where the economy claimed for a low combustion per unit of grate area
few

will say

has not worked out in practice, as was expected with
the adoption of the wide firebox.
»

»

Large Electric and Steam Locomotives

DATA

•

of the most interesting kind referring to the

relative

haulage, which

value of steam and electricity in heavy
is

information that has been needed since

the advent of electricity on steam roads, has been fur-

makes no

effort to discredit the

economy or

efficiency of

the light electric units used in suburban service, his

work

having been confined exclusively to the overcoming of

heavy resistances.

To supplement

lighter powers, as

between steam and

this

work

electricity,

in

the

would

be most interesting to the adherents of both systems of

motive power.

If this

were done, and the cost question

removed from the domain of generalities,
of uncertainties would be cleared up.

a

whole

lot
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Communications
From

View Point of a Practical Mechanic

the

the packing hook.

Mr. Editor:

My

impression of your valuable paper is that it is
edited to so cover the field of the railway mechanical
department as to provide matter of interest to all con-

power department
including foremen and not ex-

cerned, from the head of the motive

down through

men

cepting

stages,

all

in the

who wish

ranks

to post themselves

on issues of the day for the purpose of preparing themselves

With

to
this

seek

of

opportunities

impression in mind

greater

me

has occurred to

it

that

some of the features encountered during
contact with the locomotive might prove of in-

terest,

not that

I

have anything new to

but rather

offer,

may recall forgotten conditions to the minds of
those who are seeking to make improvements or preFurther than this, I should deem
paring new plans.
that

my

any discussion
which might be prepared, either as a matter of comparison or to correct any erroneous ideas which I may
if

efforts

excite

With

would seem

to

to provide

to

justifiable

experience in mind

this

it

require valve manufacturers

stems of sufficient length

their valves with

permit their being carefully packed while control-

ling steam pressure.

This feature

may seem

of very

little

importance, and

especially so to one railroading across a flat top desk,

but to the

man packing

ing the job and

the valve

it

a matter of do-

is

the valve needs packing

if

needs to

it

be done properly.

The

location of these valves, too, with regard to their

From
of

the standpoint of a machinist there are a
points

coming under

my

observation

during

changes which would appear to be worthy of consideration by the management on account of convenience and
economy. From the fact that certain arrangements of

made and given

inasmuch as the locomotive is a carefully
machine. At the same time, however, one fresees parts of an engine and conditions surroundsame which do not justify the inference that all
arrangements are for the best. It would seem

best practice,

quently

ing the
present

therefrom that those in authority overlook

many

vital

points because of their being too thoroughly engrossed
in the

maze of

details of their official positions, or they

gradually forget some of the things they had to struggle

with in the early stages of their careers while engaged
in actual mechanic's

work.

Summer weather makes

doubly arduous the task of

caring for cab appurtenances in a hot engine.

always consistent

in

round house practice

is

cold and

it

is

therefore

to

It is

not

pack the

when the
no uncommon task

several fountain throttles, injector rams,

engine

and pipe

affects the

movement

and on a high boiler the fountain and its
connection might be placed to one side of the center
line where they may be conveniently reached, instead
of at the highest point above the firebox in an inacces-

And

;

etc.,

while valve packing

mind

in

is

may

it

It

becomes hard and interferes with the movement of

the stem through the packing nut, with the closing of

the valve and with the removal of the nut

when pack-

ing.

Before getting down from the cab
attention

to

the

of

advisability

me

let

standard

things that

little

make up

the

and
save money.

systematic whole,

the small leaks that need to be stopped to

were possible for all gaskets used in the connection
here mentioned to be one size the machinists work
would be greatly facilitated, or such would be the case
even if all of the gaskets of the same class of engines
were identical. Under such circumstances, when a water glass is reported broken, a machinist would have but
to go to his cupboard or to the local storeroom and feel
certain that he would not waste time selecting gaskets.
Again when the gaskets intended for a given class of
If

it

engines are not just the proper
If the

fit

diameter

around the glass
is

too large

size,

is

a loss of time ensues.

too snug or the outside

water glass cock, time

for the

closed or in a leaky condition

sure against the glass being too severe

is

almost impossible

for

water glasses and for lubricator glasses.
Gaskets are
seemingly of but small significance, but there are these

pack such valves when the boiler is under steam pressure.
To pack a valve controlling live steam, the valve
proper must of course be tightly closed, for if not so
it

your

call

gaskets

must be taken to trim the gaskets until they

to

not be

amiss to refer to the effect of paint on the valve stems.

designs put forth, one would

naturally infer that they are intended to represent the

planned

of a wrench

num-

daily association with the locomotive, suggesting certain

parts are

relation to other valves

sible location.

forth.

ber

to apply the packing.

it

myself fortunate

set

Frequently, valves are found to be

provided with Stems so short that when the valve is
closed the nut and gland cannot be removed sufficiently

responsibility.

a record of
close

of packing and provide space for the manipulation of

easy

-fit.

Where

the gasket

able to break again

is

make an

too tight the glass

is

li-

on the road, either from the pres-

when

the rub-

apply packing satisfactorily, for the reason that the
steam pressure will blow it out as fast as applied and

ber becomes heated or from the strain on the glass pro-

furthermore hot steam

slightly out of line.

to

work

is

decidedly

uncomfortable to

Those familiar with valves common in locomotive cabs, know that the packing nut must be unscrewed and the gland and nut pushed back to such
position on the stem as to make room for the insertion
in.

vided by the tight

On

boilers in

fit

in the event of the cocks

which the

throttle rod extends

a gland in the back boiler head,

I

being

through

have noticed the wa-

ter glass so located in relation to the throttle lever con-

nections, that a

new water

glass could not be applied

RAILWAY MASTER MECHANIC
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Such an

without turning the top water glass cock.

ar-

After a water

rangement should be guarded against.

glass cock has been in a boiler for a great length of

time

becomes so cemented with

it

Where
new

to turn.

ficult

it

cock every time a

applied,

is

very likely

is

it

that both cocks will not be absolutely in line

cock

out of

is

an amount

line,

dif-

is

it

necessary to readjust the

is

glass

scale that

sufficient to

and

if

one

allow the

packing nut to rub against the glass or to allow a strain
to be put

upon the glass when pressure

gasket, the glass will be broken.

It

is

applied to the

would therefore

be better practice to locate the water glass cocks so

new water

that they need not be disturbed in applying

when

for

glasses,

the cocks are once adjusted accur-

is best to alow them to remain unmolested.
it
Furthermore the necessity of moving the cock adds
that much more work when it is necessary to renew

ately,

water glasses on the road, and with limited
gineer on the road

likely to

less

is

an en-

tools,

readjust the cock

accurately.

Not infrequently
one of his

She

the 571.

soon."

men
is

a

round house foreman approaches

saying "Bill put a lubricator glass

out at the coal chute and going to leave

gathers up his tools and with them a

"Bill"

glass of such length that

it

can be cut to

him

the lubricator, carrying with

the glass.

in

He must

fit

and tedious

a hot

grates in the center of the

box seems

desirable.

have recently had two engines under my jurisdiction whose performances appear of interest in this conI

Drop

had been removed from both
engines. However, one of them was a free steamer and
the other a poor steamer in addition to having leaky
nection.

grates

The

steam pipes.

first

engine

made

its

trip

over the

road each day in comparative comfort with the only

work consequent on

additional

the removal of the drop

grate being incurred by the round house force.

With

the

poor steamer, however, the engineer and fireman suffered.
This engine had to stop each day to have its
fire

cleaned in order to get over the road, this

work

be-

ing done by the engine crew, and they have sometimes

head brakeman to help move the grate
shaker. A drop grate would have been of material assistance in this connection as the clean fire could have
been scraped aside and the clinker dropped through the
grate with much less work.
I hope you can consistently get some expressions
from other railroads regarding the subject of drop

had

to call in the

grates in the center of the firebox.

Yours Truly,

Round House Foreman.

to cut

file

full of

Therefore, from the stand-

job.

point of round house work, the location of the drop

any cock of

a rat tail

then carry a pocket

is
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gaskets

having some that will fit the lubricator, and
if he fails to carry the proper ones, his helper must make
a trip to the storeroom and make another guess. During this time the engine and crew may be waiting.
Yours verv truly, A. M.

A

to insure

THE

Standard Brake Staff

slow processes involved in the evolution of a

standard practice are scarcely compatible with the

power and equipment
and this is more evident in

hustle that has placed our

front rank of their kind,

of minor importance than

Drop Grates

that

would seem

A

elsewhere, that

in the

details

parts

in

is,

very readily to standsimply a
the brake staff

to lend themselves

—

Editor Railway Master Mechanic

ardization.

have noted with interest your editorial in the May
issue, discussing the location of drop grates and re-

round piece of iron but one of those things that has
not yet been raised to the dignity of being exactly like its
fellows, unless we except the diameter of the drum, or enlarged part at the bottom on which the brake chain winds.
In height there is no pretense of similarity even on the
same class of cars. Its location with reference to the

I

same

ferring to the location of the
firebox

as

appeals to

have

until

on the Wabash Railroad.

practiced

me

in the center of the

This

particularly at this time as drop grates

been located immediately beneath

recently

the flue sheet on engines of the road with Avhich

I

am

This practice has recently been changed

connected.

with some engines the drop grates have been entirely

removed and
beneath the

My

in others the grates

fire

have been placed just

door.

from the standpoint of
the round house force on account of the work in knocking fires.
As remarked in your editorial, drop grates
in the front firebox tend to produce leaky flues and
engines which arrive at the cinder pit with flue sheets
dry are sometimes found to be leaking a little later on
account of the attack of the cold air coming up through
interest in the matte t

the drop grate

when

the

is

fire is

being cleaned.

drop grate located immediately under the
siderable difficulty
ers

bar

is

point.

it

is

manner necessary
With no drop grates it
the

the

door con-

experienced in knocking out clink-

for the reason that
in

fire

With

to handle a slash
drop clinkers at this

difficult

to
is

necessary to pull large

clinkers through the fire door with fire ronsfs and this

case in point

—

center of the car

may

is

is

also a variable quantity.

brake

Its

any diameter, and as if to present
hopeless complications, the rest which supports the shouldered brake staff is of more designs than were ever before conceived for any detail in car construction. These
simple little parts would be better standardized, than in
the chaotic shape they have always been in.
wheel

be,

and

is,

«

ONE

»

boiler for applying cylinders,

in a

up a
or for holding same

of the most efficient devices for leveling

given position for any purpose,

is

a pair of ordinary

screw, or hydrostatic jacks which have a

pivoted to the jack heads.

This bar

thick by 8 inches deep, and has

is

flat

about

steel

]J/j

bar

inches

upper edge curved to
The bar being pivoted to
fit the average boiler shell.
if
one jack happens to lead
each jack, no harm is done
the other somewhat in raising or lowering, and the whole
scheme is safer than blocking, which is not necessary to
use until the

its

final setting to position.

June,
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Large Locomotive Boilers
PAPER

was read bethe Institution of Mechanical Engineers on February 16 last, by Mr. G. J.
Churchward, one of the most eminent
English engineers, and one whose opinion
stands as a synonym for accurate knowledge on locomotive design and operation.

Afore

with the above

title

shown by

Fig. 8,

On

cessful.

and they are undoubtedly very suc-

the North-Eastern Railway; Mr. Worsdell

has also designed a wide firebox for the boiler of his
new "Atlantic" type. Mr. Holden's boiler on the heavy

suburban engine for the Great Eastern Railway, shown

by Fig.

3, is

the largest of the type vet built in this coun-

pecially with reference to

For the Great Western Railway Mr. Dean designed and built some goods engines with wide fireboxes,
shown by Fig. 11, and the author has since designed,
but not yet built, a modified form of the same type to
be carried over 4 feet 6 inch wheels, as shown by Fig.

are,

10.

This paper contains much interesting data
which in many points parallel the deductions

from experiment and practice in this country, eswide firebox design. There
however, some particulars concerning his observa-

tions of water circulation that are of the highest value,

since they indicate that the direction of flow

by different methods of
being shown

by

trend of the current

firing, the

diagrams.

Much

been written

has

about circulation, but no attempt has been

country to show

The author

affected

is

made

in this

Much more

experience has been gained with the wide

America than

firebox in

in this country, and, so far as

the author has been able to ascertain,

of the paper has not confined himself to

draw on, but
some cf the largest boilers on the American
roads, which fact gives an increased value to his treatment of the boiler question for our readers, and should
awaken renewed interest in the subject by the American
Railway Master Mechanics Association, which had the
investigation of boiler design up for two years, and has

much

burnt with

greater facility and

some extent by the

offset to

there

exploits

pared with the narrow, and

to

it

A

reach the languishing period.

proper

impression of the work of Mr. Churchward in the case

may

be had from our quotation of

whom

ing" of London, to

The paper is
The modern locomotive
The great
tion of boiler.
lustrations.

and

in the

credit

is

from "Engineeralso due for the ilit

as follows

question

is

principally a ques-

increase in the size of boilers,

pressures carried, which has taken place dur-

ing the past few years, has necessitated the reconsideration of the principles of design

out

and

settled

comparatively

which have been worked,

during many years'

small

boilers

The higher temperatures

experience

carrying

low

with

pressures.

incidental to the higher press-

ures have required the provision of

much more

liberal

water spaces and better provisions for circulation.

comotive engineers have
the use of one of

now

apparently settled

two types of

boiler

Lo-

down

to

for very large

—the

wide firebox extending over the frames
and wheels, and the long narrow box sloping up over
the axles behind the main drivers.
In Great Britain the contracted loading gauge prohibits the use of the wide firebox type over wheels largengines

er than

4

feet 6 inches diameter, so that

it

America, where

it

is

not being

becoming
In America the great power of
practically universal.
engines now employed renders the wide firebox a necessity, but in Great Britain, where the coal burnt per mile
is very much less, few boilers of this kind have been
built.
On the Great Northern Railway, Mr. Ivatt has
provided his fine 'Atlantic" class with wide fireboxes,
used so generally as

in

is

is

when goods
the

economy

in this

This advantage,

is

when standing

fact that

considerable waste in the wide grates as com-

the roads of his native heath for data to

alowed

has been found

it

there that the poorer coals in large quantities can be

type than in the narrow pattern.

action graphically.

its

try.

this

is,

of course, serious

trains are kept standing about, as

is

often

This disadvantage has been found on

case here.

the Great Western Railway

;

but no doubt careful de-

sign and fitting of ashpans will keep this waste within

bounds.

A

much more

serious trouble has been found in the

leaking of tubes in these boilers.

This seems to be quite
general, and the Master Mechanics' Association has a

committee specially going into this question with a
view to finding a remedy. All methods of tube expanding have been tried, and also much wider spacing, even
up to and over one inch, without curing the trouble.

The reduction

of the depth of the firebox, in order to

get a long box, sloping over the tailing wheels of coupled engines, certainly increased the trouble

from leakage

but the alternative of a wide firebox entails
a much heavier engine for most of the types, and then
apparently tube trouble is increased.
The wide fireof stays

;

box evidently requires a higher standard of
fireman,

for unless the grate
is

reducing

efficiency

and

the

kept well and evenly

a tendency to have an excess of

covered, there
the

is

skill in

increasing

tube

air,

trouble.

With modern high pressures the temperature of evaporation is so much increased that the, provision for
circulation

which was

formerly used,

is

sufficient for the

lower pressures

doubtless insufficient. Boilers in which

has been made have shown a marked reduction in tube and stay troubles. It will be noticed that
in the illustrations to this paper, very liberal areas have
been given, and this is the general tendency in Amer-

this provision

ica.

probable that in the wider fireboxes, the main
mass of the fire being so much nearer the tube-plate
It

is

has a bad effect on the tubes, as the intensity of the temperature at the tube-plate must necessarily be much in-
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creased.

tubes to

When

COMPOUND, MIDLAND

The extra width of the firebox has enabled the
be put much too near the sides of the barrel.

water to feed up the spaces between the tubes near the back tube-plate has to be drawn
almost entirely from the front of the barrel; and it is
this is done, the

possible that in

some

cases the space left for this pur-

pose

is

neglect

RY.

inadequate.
of

this

It will

probably be found that the

consideration

fourths of the tube trouble:

and

is

the

cause

of

three-

In the boilers shown by

an effort has been made to provide for this upward circulation near the back tubeplate by leaving a space between the tubes and barrel,
Figs.

10,

14,

26,

i8o
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FIG. 24.

— NORTHEASTERN RY.

11 o'
NO.

4,

from top to bottom of a sectional area equal to the
combined area of the vertical spaces between the tubes
at all points, with a balance to provide for the water
coming back from the front of the barrel to feed the
water spaces of the firebox. There is no doubt that the
upward draft of water through the spaces between the
tubes for, say, 2 feet from the back tube-plate is very
strong indeed, and in all probability this is enough to
prevent the necessary feed of water down the spaces of
the firebox, unless ample area is given, so causing stay
as well as tube trouble.

To'

-*-

FIG. 26

GREAT WESTERN

RY.

By putting the clack-box (injector check) for both
injectors under the barrel, as shown by Figs. 10, 14,
and 26, and providing an internal nozzle directing the
feed back toward the firebox, considerable assistance is
probably given

box and

feeding "solid" water back to the

in

hottest part of the tubes.

It is

fire-

generally sup-

posed that the circulation in a locomotive boiler proceeds along the bottom of the barrel from the front end.

down

the

of the firebox.
fitted

a

number

and

up the sides and back
The author, two or three years ago,

firebox

front,

of

vanes

in

a

boiler,

with

spindles
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FIG. 27.

— WATER-TUBE,

LONDON & SOUTHWESTERN

ing had

area

provided for the downcoming water.

is

The gradual extension

of

the

the top of the firebox and casing

fir-

the effect of materially changing the direction

RY.

wider spaces for the upward current unless equivalent

through lightly-packed glands to the outside,
with indicators to show the direction of the flow of water.
Observations showed that the circulation was genpassing-

erally as stated above, but a little alteration of the

181

1

is

On

noticeable.

practice

of

making

instead of round,

flat,

the Great Western Railway

less trou-

of the currents, and even of completely reversing them.

ble has

Fig. 28

with the round top, although no sling stays of any kind

ments

submitted to enable the results of the experi-

is

The arrows show

to be appreciated.

the different

directions of the currents in the various experiments.

These

experiments

suggested

the

desirability

bifurcated to each side of the firebox at the founda-

tion ring

but the consideration of possible danger from

;

an outside pipe open to the boiler caused the. experiment
The experiment has since been made
to be abandoned.

America, and

in

it

reported that great reduction of

is

trouble with side sheets resulted.

seen in some

tubes

of
ers

is

due

to

designs

The extended length
of wide firebox boil-

of six-coupled wheels

the use

in

front

Experience of long tubes appears to be
and they certainly keep up the economical efficiency of the boiler when it is being forced to
of the firebox.

quite satisfactory,

the limit of

the

fulfils

favored so

its

In this respect the long tube

capacity.

same function as the Serve tube (which is
much on the Continent) performs in boilers

ratio of diameter to length of the tube

edly has a most important bearing

undoubt-

upon the steaming

upon the efficiency of the
more
particularly noticeable
is
when the boilers are being worked to the limit of their
capacity.
If 2 inch tubes, say, are employed in barrels,
qualities

of the boiler, and

This

heat absorption.

11

feet to

12 feet long,

when

the boiler

is

forced, the

length is not sufficient to absorb the heat from the
amount of gases that a 2 inch tube will pass, and overheating and waste result.
The amount of tube-leaking
which is experienced with modern wide fireboxes in
America, has brought up again the idea that the spacing
-

should be wider
ters
ics'

—

say,

one inch instead of three-quar-

but from the investigations of a Master Mechan-

Committee,

it

appears that the wider spacing does

not cure the trouble.

top firebox than

top has the important advantage of

flat

of the boiler, and so materially contributes to the re-

duction of

This combined with the coned
the barrel, has enabled the dome, always

foaming.

connection to

a source of weakness, to be entirely dispensed with and.

The author some years ago made

drier steam obtained.

an experiment to

settle this

much-disputed point.

Two

were taken, one boiler having a dome in the usual position on the barrel, the
other having no dome, the steam, being taken by a pipe
from the top of the flat firebox casing. The engine
without the dome proved to be decidedly freer from
priming than the other. The liberal dimensions of two
feet between the top of the firebox and the inside of the
casing no doubt contributed to this satisfactory result.
identical engines

The coned

and

boilers

barrel connection, in addition to providing

a greater area of water line, also gives a larger steam
capacity, and, by the larger diameter being arranged tG

with shorter barrels.

The

The

are used.

flat

increasing the area of the water-line at the hottest part
of

bringing the circulating pipe from the front of the barrel,

been experienced with the

It is clearly of

no use

to provide

coincide with the line of the firebox tube-plate,

more water space

On

at the sides of the tubes

is

much

possible.

consideration of the great intensity of temperature

compared with that at the smokeadvantage of the arrangement is obvious.

at the firebox plate, as

box plate, the
There is really

little

The

is

stay question

which

it

in

to be

is

still

much

very

has always been.

sures, copper

said as to firebox stays.

For

the same position in

the present high pres-

being used below the

down

fire-line,

with

Bronze is
often used above the fire, and the boilers of the DeGlehn compounds are so fitted.
In America, Yorkshire iron is still used, and recently Professor Ffibbard, experimenting there on some iron stays, arrived
closer

spacing

at the astonishing

to

3*4

inches

pitch.

fact that the ductility of iron stays

increased instead of diminished, with the higher pres-

1
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enable them to be worked at their

maximum

economical

power for any length of run. To-day this is changed,
and the first consideration is the capacity of the boiler.
A table is presented showing the dimensions of cylinders and diameter of driving wheels used in connection with the various boilers illustrated and an examination of the ratios will show how much more heating
;

surface

now provided

is

for a given area of cylinder

The higher

than used to be considered necessary.

pres-

now common have undoubtedly produced much

sures

Wbioht
Coupled
Total Heating
Surface.

Wheels.

Type.

Cylinders.

Dia-

On

Total,

meter. Coupled
ot
Wheels. Engine.
in.
1

Mallet

compound— Baltimore

and Ohio
Lake Shore

0-12-0
1

|

& Michigan

Southern

Great Eastern

—

{

Baldwin compound AtchisonTopeka and Sante F6

I

Cole four-cylinder compound
New York Central and Hudson River

I

Compound

\

/

-CIRCULATION OF WATER WITH TWO DIFFERENT

METHODS OF

\

FIRING.

—

—

and

Colorado

Southern
Chicago and Alton
Great Northern *
Baldwin four- cylinder

1

—

2-6-2
0-10-0

2-10-2

]-

/

8

tns cwt. tns cwt.

x 28

6

8

68

77 18

3343

X24

4

6

80

80

3010

x32
xii

4

9

128

4796

**

6

7

49

9

79

8

90

8

2966

6

6

99
65 10

3053
2500

8

87 14

3217

1

6

104 15

144

5

5600

f

}

/

x32

4

22
19

X28
X24

6

7£

60
36

3446

89

com-A
25

}* 26

6

6

41

19

X28

4

7}

61 16

60

experimentally with a view of ascertaining

Great Western

4-6-0

20

X24

4

n

47

4

59 10

more durable than copper, un-

North-Easlern
North- Eastern

20
20

39
34 17
39

Great Western

X28
X20
X30
X30
x30

6 10

der the conditions brought about by the increased tem-

4-4-2
4-0-0
4-1-2
4 6-0
2-8-0

72
67 2
70 10
70 4
68 6

now common.

iron stays

The author

is

using a few Taylor

1

Great Western

.

Burliog-

4-4 2 /
J-

.

-

.

..

.

.

.

J
..

8

1933
f 1518 distributing.

2388absorbing(Serve

I

tubes).

!_

whether

this material is

(

'*

.

-:

.

I

peratures

in

modern

boilers.

Experiments are being

f

New De Clehn
Great Western

I

made by many engineers with water-tubes in fireboxes
notably by Mr. Drummond, of the London and SouthWestern Railway, shown by Fig. 27, who is so satis-

—

"

compound

-')

4-4-2

.

with the results that he

Unfortunately,
in

it

is

is

building this type entirely.

a necessity to have a deep firebox

order to employ water tubes effectively, or

is

it

prob-

many engineers would be following Mr.
Drummond's example.
The employment of a superheater is having an extended trial in Germany and also in Canada. This afable

that

fords the prospect of obtaining the

same steam

efficiency

175 pounds pressure as by employing the pressure of, say 200 lbs. to 225 lbs. This, no

by the use

of,

say,

doubt offers some prospect of success, and

from the

is

attractive

14

,

'Hx25*
*~«
/

4-4-2

i)J

6

84
8A

6

8J

54, 4

0lll8

73

6

8i

39

\x25>

6

8i

33

20

X2U

9

19
19

X 26

5
7

X26

4

11

56 12
33 19
43 14

X2i

7

18

X26

5

»

}X26

13 »

6

64 13

7

Chicago, Burlington and Quincv
Illinois Central
2-6-2
/ 4-4-0
1 0-6-0

Pacific

Great Eastern

fied

IS
18
18

6
6

| 23§

/

. .

La France," Great Western

Canadian

ft.

181

144

2-6-0

sures

sq.

\™

| 28

4-6-2
4-4 2

in.

201

2

4-4-2 {
26"

2-8-0

ft.'

4

19
32

f

.

Chicago,
pound
ton, and (Juincy

"I

Artieu- }
lated J

London and North-Weateru

4-4-0

Midland

0-0-0

Compound— Midland

4-4-0

North- Eastern
Great Western

4-4-0
4-4-0
4-4-0
4-4-0

Great Western

I

201 }

3

73

8

/1446 distributing.
2456absorbing^Serve

-I

1768
2461
2425

51 13i
|l630
43 14
57 12

1508

43 16

43 16

1403

58

7

38

6 10
6 8i
6 8}
6 8J

35 5
35 10
34 6
36 2

51 14
56 14
55 6
55 6

19

X26

4

(16x24)

6
6

37 2
51 10

53 19
73

18

2143
("1617 distributing.
\ 2756 absorbing (Serve
tubes).
\

37

x26
x26
X30
x86

19
18
18

2456
1709

3

9

M598

outside

plain

\ tubes.
1413
1934

}l818

Water-tube— London and SouthDitto

Ditto

4-6-0

7

1550
2727

DIMENSIONS OF ENGINES FOR BOILERS ILLUSTRATED.

more efficient locomotives, both in respect of hauling
power and coal consumption. This improvement has
been very marked with every increment of pressure,
right up to the 227 lbs. .carried by the DeGlehn com-

use of cylinders of such dimensions that the boilers pro-

These have been most successful compounds,
and the higher pressure carried is, no doubt an important factor.
By employing 225 lbs. per square inch in
the simple engine, and making the necessary improvements in the steam distribution, enabling higher cutoff to be used, corresponding improvements in efficiency and economy of fuel have been obtained. Great
increase of draw-bar pulls at high speeds have also resulted.
Of course the price for these improvements
has to be paid in the matter of firebox repairs and re-

vided were not capable of generating sufficient steam to

newals, but

compounding necessitates the use of the higher pressures, and consequently presents no hope of relief from boiler troubles.
The
Great Western Railway are fitting up one of their standard No. 1. boilers, shown by Fig. 14, with the Schmidt
arrangement, with a view to see what advantage can
Formerly the power
be gained with the simple engine.
of a locomotive was estimated largely from the capacity of its cylinders, and this led occasionally to the
fact that the alternative of

POWER AND SPEED, PLOTTED ON

A TIME BASE,

pounds.

it

is

probably better to submit to this ex-

FOR A TRAIN FROM PADDINGTON TO BRISTOL.

4-6-O ENGINE, FIG.

1

4.

-
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employ the very much heavier and more
costly machines which would be necessary to give the
same hauling power at speed.
An interesting pair of combined curves are shown
in this connection, comprising draw-bar horse power
pense, than to

and speed, plotted on a time base for a 4-6-0 engine,
the boiler of which, shown by Fig. 14, carried a pressure of 225

per square inch.

lbs.

much above two hundred calls per day.
The private system gives quick connection between

THE

has direct communication between the station master,

yard master, towers and other points, to help make up
trains, handle car numbers, and make things less waste-

from the time standpoint.

rail-

roads was the use of a telephone at the depots, for

accommodation of the public. By its use, the traveler, knowing the exact hour of departure, can use his
time to good advantage, instead of tramping up and
down the depot platform. This item alone foots up a
It is estimated that a telephone
great sum of money.

the

saves each user at least

fifty dollars

a year.

men

It certainly

Also,
much.
by the use of the depot telephone, the incoming guest

saves

is

employers of traveling

sure that his

that

or her delayed train has not utterly

destroyed the patience of the host.

crew a

This handling of
been marvelous.
complicated
system of
numerous trains involves a most
despatching, which must not only be done with quickfreight traffic has

And

that the telephone, above

it

all

the danger of accident to a

In

the

days,

earlier

has been fully recogni-zed

other devices, has reduced

minimum.
railroad

handled by the local telephone people.

were

Railroad action

always quick and decisive, and as a consequence,
could not wait on the commercial telephone operator.
This led to the private branch telephone exchange system.
By this means, all railroad business goes to an
that

to

purpose.

The operator

is

her work from the railroad standpoint, and
This
can do wonders toward facilitating connections.
of
danger
that
system
gives
privacy,
so
private branch
skilled

in

leak of information

handles

the

whereby the

work.

is

confined to the one operator 'who

And

arrangements can be made,

talkers can be absolutely assured that not

own railroad operator is listening.
The New York Central road has gone further.

even their

They

equipment for their suburban
service.
The various power houses are connected by
an exchange system, whereby each substation is in direct telephone communication with a central point, simBy having a
ply on the problems of load distribution.
telephone system confined to load distribution problems,
the officials may rest assured that nothing else will interfere to lower the efficiency of the telephone adjunct.
A private branch system is connected to the regular
city telephone system by trunk lines, so that the public
may have direct connection with all the offices of the
What would the freight houses do
railroad company.
The average number
if telephone service is cut off?
are

installing

electrical

more time

and round house, so

be quickly called out.
to gain

a

with

his

The

times.

at

has

and

engineers,

may

doctors

There

an extra wink.

when even a few moments of
mistake.
The master mechanic has

tion

that

It

boy, and even gives the called

this

sleep

may

save

direct

connec-

facilitates

matters

be called, and wrecking

crews may be gotten together quickly, in their life saving mission, and possibly a property saving mission. At
least a gain of a half hour is worth considerable in
Holding up the Twentieth
clearing the wreckage.

Century Limited an hour

not only costly financially,

is

but costs in other senses.
Blind sidings were always a menace to
operated by telephones.

ephones to

among

offices,

at

each

By

life

and limb,

giving numerous

desk,

time

tel-

can be saved

the clerks, as they can answer inquiries without

leaving their work.

By having

metallic telephone lines

along the right of way, and each train crew equipped
with a portable telephone, news of an accident or disaster

become

and

immediately be flashed to headquarters,

can

with detailed explanations
telephones

is

exchange devoted

little

call

communi-

gives quick

It

are times

until

In the last few years, the increase of passenger and

ness, but with safety.

may

dispensed with the

recognition of the telephone by the

first

other employes,

all

The operating department

of which there are many.

additional engines

KELSEY.

C.

J.

heads of departments, and

officials,

cation between yard masters

1{ailroads

town runs

of calls to a freight house in a fairly large

ful

The Telephone and the

183

also.

inoperative, the telephone

spatching, or at least, in

The telephone

moving

If the telegraph lines

may

be used for de-

trains along the line.

and built sepdo not fall down so
readily as the heavily loaded telegraph lines. Last winter, the telegraph lines running into Chicago were all
thrown flat. The lines of the long distance telephone
arately

lines,

being of copper,

from the telegraph

company

lines,

suffered no interference whatever.

By having long lines between important
officials may do less traveling, and spend

points,
less

the

useless

Although a private car always has
the aid of business.
But there are many employes who
not
use
private
cars,
whose business could be just as
do
satisfactorily conducted by telephone. Such things as
destination of cars, contents of cars, and such matters
take much telegraphing. If done by telephone, it could
be done in less time, more efficiently, and besides it
would relieve the already overcrowded telegraph lines.
By having a good network of telephone lines, the effect
upon the telegraph operator is good for the company.

time on the road.

Telephones are now designed for selective signaling,

and

it

is

possible for one of eight parties to be called,

without disturbing the other seven.

way work,

For

rail-

electric

with comparatively few switches, these

lective telephones

may

be equipped, so as to throw

the proper semaphore, and stop the

motorman.

se-

down
By a

suitable arrangement, with automatic signals, the oper-

ator

is

aware that the signal has been thrown properly.

1
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If the despatcher is in the

middle of the system, sixteen
semaphores and telephones can be operated over one
metallic line, and used for both purposes.
This telephone is called a harmonic telephone. There are four
frequencies, consisting of 162-3, 33 I- 3> 5°> and 662-3
cycles per second.
By putting 162-3 cycles current, at
1 10 volts pressure, out on one side of the metallic line,
the 162-3 ringer will respond, and its response will
close a battery circuit through the semaphore apparatus,
and trip it. By ringing out on the other side of the line,

in

June, 1906

which the cylinder head studs were

first

to give an

intimation of weakness.

Physical tests of the steel showed an ultimate strength
of 74,800

lbs.

per

square inch, with an elastic limit of

35,000 lbs., and reduction of area of 38.2 per cent., with
an elongation of 28 per cent. There is no question as to
the outcome of this experiment, as
the favor in

which

is

it

may

be inferred fiom

received on other roads which

contemplate the same move,

now

that the

New York

with the same quality of current, the 16 2-3 cycle ringer
and trip its semaphore. And so on through

will respond,

The

four frequencies.

the

telephones are in an iron

box, and are so arranged that
the telephone proper

when

cut out

is

of

the

box

the

circuit.

closed,

is

This

guards against lightning.
Electric railways
operate
very successfully with the telephone despatching system, and have very few wrecks to report.

Very nearly

all

of the large trunk lines

But there

the telephone.

is

much

ahead.

make use of
The number

of telephones in use could be quadrupled, and the sav-

ing they would

make would pay

Each telegraph

year.

station,

for themselves in one

each section house and

CAST STEEL CYLINDERS

—

N. Y. C.

& H.

R. R. R.

each flag shanty even, should be equipped, so that every

Central has blazed the way.

mile of the road would be in

vantages involved in the successsful use of

instant

communication

with headquarters.

But railroad men do not have to be told anything
about that which tends toward economy. They are giving

time saving devices a chance to show cause for

all

They have given the telephone a chance,
and it has made good. The telephone has not only made
good, but has made its use a permanent institution.
acceptance.

There are too

many
steel

ad-

cylin-

ders to place them in the category of fads, the first and
most important of which is the increased strength and
decreased weight, and the additional reason that bushings being necessary,
of

wear more

iron cylinders,

may

be

made

to suit requirements

satisfactorily than is the case with cast

whose

life

is

measured by the

limit of

wear, and are likely to become scrap before the bushing

«

New

AN

INSTANCE

construction

cast

steel

cylinders

of Chester, Pa.

illustrated

is

made

first

This

for the

is

New York

first

Central

& Machine Company

an original move, and as these

was thought

it

to leave the question of reduction of

and

best

weight for future

demonstrate the

the casting in steel where the coring

is

character

of

of such a com-

and
remain as used

plicated nature as that in a piston valve cylinder,
the

was therefore allowed
iron, with but few changes.

pattern

for cast

The

to

castings left nothing to be desired,

and measure?

be taken to reduce the weight in future castings,
which will be an item of no small moment when it is
understood that a pair of cast iron cylinders of 23
inches diameter by 32 inches stroke, like those in our
half-tone, including bushings in steam chests and cylinders, weigh 16,500 pounds.
will

By

close

reached.
-*--

our half-tone of

in

cylinders of cast steel,

consideration,

is

The Power Question

of advanced practice in cylinder

Lines by the Penn Steel Casting
are the

period

York Central Cast=SteeVjCylinders

attention to

distribution of metal

it

is

ex-

problem
THE
ways
one

power for mountain railpresents some difficulties in the

of selecting

is

that

which often must be governed by very elastic conand such as make a compromise necessary for passenger and freight work.
If it is the case
that such selection is made on the basis of providing for
choice,

ditions of service,

future business expansion, the matter

is

of such import-

many phases of the question must be carefully
weighed before types are decided upon. A case in point
recently came up for final settlement which involved the
purchase of the first installment of power for a road
whose physical characteristics were of the hilliest and
curviest. A conflict between the engineering and motive
power officers was the outcome of the conference to disance that

cuss the power, the

first

standing out for the least weight

possible to save bridges, the second insisting on heavy

power

to provide for future business

repair expense.
tion of

Moguls

A

compromise was

and hold down the

effected by the selec-

for passenger service, which on account

pected to reduce the weight to 12,000 pounds per pair,

of the distribution of wheel loads were acceptable to one

and Mechanical Engineer Gilbert believes that even a
The soundness of
greater reduction can be made.
the finished castings was well shown in resisting a hydrostatic pressure of over 700 pounds per square inch,

on the other hand were looked upon as a bad
investment by the other, for fear of derailment on curves.
The results of work at speed on these sharp curves will
party, but

be noted with interest.
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The Walschaert Valve Gear

for

American

Locomotives

THE

present favorable estimate of the Walschaert

shown by

valve gear, as

its

application in this coun-

affords an example of the evolution of a machine

try,

away from one of
motion

—

—

most distinctive features the link
which has been identified with and was also a
its

very important factor

in,

development, the success

its

of the locomotive dating from the time of the displace-

ment of the V-hook by the

To make the claim that
make room for a passing

link.

the link has been cast aside to

go wide of the facts, for the Walschaert gear
is also an old one, it having been patented in 1844, which
is a date contemporary with that of the hook, and antedating the improved link motion as now used.
In the working out of this gear, there is no record
that the inventor had anything to follow as a precedent,
and it was therefore developed on lines entirely original
fad

is

to

with him, the impelling idea being simply to produce an

improved valve gear. How well he performed his selfimposed task is seen in the immense number of foreign
locomotives equipped with it, and in the interest awakened in this country. It must not be supposed, however,
that this popularity is due to any special merit of that
gear over the link, as a means to correct steam distribution, for no such claim

is

made

for

it.

The

used.
Worse than all is the wheel arrangement of the six or more wheels connected, which

cranked axle

possible to get under

over a

power from the

ago

monsters of the present.

to the

One

of the

first

light

difficulties

machines of a few years

encountered with the link

motion of the heavy engines, was the trouble found in
handling the reverse lever, it being almost impossible
This was due
for one man to perform that operation.
both to the extraordinary weight of the parts from the
reverse lever to the valve, and also to the torsional effect
of the weight of the link and rods on the single link

hanger, which imposed abnormal friction on the eccentrics
tially

and consequent wear on all parts. This was parobviated by the double hanger, but the excessive

With

weight remained.

the increasing dimensions

of

power came heavier parts and increasing friction, until
recourse was had to the Walschaert gear, which has a
weight about one-half that of the link gear, and a frictional resistance that

is

the lowest possible, for the reason

that the parts are comparatively light

and the stresses are
all of which tends to

normal to the line of forces,
reduce wear of the parts and therefore prolong the life of
the gear, as has been found by observations made by Mr.
H. F. Ball, Superintendent of Motive Power of the Lake
Shore road, the results of which are given in a pamphlet
recently issued by the American Locomotive Company.
There are other and cogent reasons that commend the
Walschaert gear to the motive power officer, and not the
in planes

least of these is the elimination of the terror of the failure

of the link motion in the
it

inoperative.

A

numerous breakdowns

that

make

slipped or broken eccentric simply can-

not be reached on the road on some of the larger classes
of power,

owing

to the

maze of

parts, especially

where a

much

pit,

it

being im-

some of these engines except when

less to

make

to get in to clear in the face of

the necessary adjustments

congested

that the Walschaert gear

is

under the observation of the
the engine over the road.

Another

traffic.

reason, and one strongly bearing on the above,

is

the fact

situated so as to be always

man

responsible for getting

In addition to the plausible points cited in favor of this
gear are those of reduced first cost and maintenance, also

any type of locomotive. It may be of
interest to know how an eminent locomotive authority
abroad, on whose road this device has had an extensive
vogue, views it. Reference is therefore made to the December, 1905, issue of the Railway Master Mechanic, in
which is quoted the opinion of M. Edward Sauvage, Chief
Engineer of the Chemin de fer de 1' Ouest of France. It
its

adaptability to

will be seen that this gentleman, who has devoted a lifetime to the study of the locomotive, and has published the

results of his investigations, gives the

same reasons

for

its

use there as have been found patent factors in forcing

its

application to

American locomotives.
»

.

Grate Area and Fuel Consumption
are those who can see little advantage

THERE

are many, and are traceable to the rapid transformation
of motive

is

effectually bars a visit to the seat of trouble,

causes lead-

ing up to the use of the Walschaert gear in this country

185

in the

so-called large grate areas of the recent designs

of locomotives, believing that the limit

passed when

is

30 square feet is exceeded, for burning bituminous coal
and that 50 square feet is simply a fad that must run
its course like the extended smoke box infliction of a few
years

Many

ago.

experiments

have

down

determine the effect of cutting

been

made

to

the area of large

by blocking off a portion of the surface and
ducing the total amount of air space for combustion.

grates,

Such

tests

invariably

show no

fuel

economy by

re-

the

reduction of area for combustible, and one reason for

such result

is

that the total area of the air passage through

the grates

is

not correctly proportioned for both condi-

Other factors having a

tions.

economy are the
firebox volume.

vital

ratio of grate area

and

bearing on
air

These factors are often

when considering

fuel

admission to
lost

sight of

on fuel
economy, and of these elements, that of firebox volume
is too important to be thrust aside as of no moment.

A

the effect

of

grate

area

more or less coal
would be burned on a large switch engine, by covering
up a part of the grate area, was made on the Lake Shore
road, and by courtesy of Mr. S. K. Dickerson, master mechanic, we are permitted to say that there was no differrecent test to determine whether

ence to be noted in the fuel consumption.

had cylinders 20x26
square

feet.

The engine

and a grate area of 31.3
The grate area was reduced to 28.4 square
inches,

a reduction of 9 per cent. The engine was in the
same service, and the fuel was weighed on the tender
feet,

for the trial of each size of grate,

vice equal in each case.

and the term of

ser-

1
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Length,

Simple Consolidation Locomotive
Chicago, Rock Island Sr Pacific 'Railway
toward high powered fast
seen in most of the recent orders,

tendency

present

freight engines

which

is

also reflected the continued leaning to the sim-

is

on roads whose
Our illusspeed work.

ple engine as the survival of the fittest

topography

best

is

suited

to

tration represents one of the 83 consolidations recently

by the Baldwin Locomotive Works for the C. R.
I. & P. Ry.
They have simple cylinders and are equipped with slide valves actuated by the Walschaert gear.
The links are carried on brackets which are secured to
built

and their movement is transmitted to
the valves through rockers having arms extending
downward, which gives a direct motion to the valves.

the guide yoke,

All

members

plane,

of the valve gear are in the

which

same

an advantage always possible

is

vertical
in

this

form of the valve motion.

boiler

is

crown

for sting stays, and have

around at
the foundation ring of the firebox, and 7 inches wide
at the spring of the crown sheet, at which point the water space is 9 inches from the barrel to the flues.
There
is no doubt as to the beneficial effect of these wide
spaces on circulation, as well as providing a generous
volume of water for heat storage both of which points
will be conceded to be vital factors in the steaming and
maintenance of boilers some time. The boiler is .designed for 200 pounds pressure, the safety valves being set for 185 pounds running pressure.
The longitudinal seams are of the Vauclain diamond joints, located on the top center line of the boiler. The tractive
power is 39,600 lbs., which gives an adhesion factor of
The specifications appended convey information
4.47.
water spaces of

5

inches width

all

—

—

of interest as to details.
Gauge, 4

feet,

8J4 inches.

Cylinder, 23x30 inches.

Valve, balanced.
Boiler, type,

wagon

top.

Diameter, 74 inches.
Thickness of sheets, 11-16 inch, }i inch, 2 13-16 inches.

Working

pressure, 185

Fuel, bituminous coal.

Water

inches.

back

->£

crown

inch,

§<&

front 5 inches, sides 5 inches, back 5 inches.

space,

Wire gauge No.

Tubes, material, iron.

11.

Number,

340, diameter 2 inches, length 15 feet 6 inches.
Heating surface, firebox 169 square feet.

Tubes, 2,743 square
Total, 2,923 square

feet.
feet.

Grate area, 49.7 square feet.
Driving wheels, diameter outside, 63 inches.
Diameter of center, 56 inches.
10x12 inches, others, 9x12 inches.

Journals, main,

Engine truck wheels (front), diameter 36
Journals, 6x12

Wheel

inches.

inches.

base, driving,

17 feet.

Rigid, 17 feet.

Total engine, 26

feet.

Total engine and tender, 58

— C.

R.

I.

feet.

&

P.

RY.

On truck, front, 21,300 pounds.
Total engine, 198,600 pounds.
Total engine and tender about 338,000 pounds.
Tank

capacity, 7,000 gallons.

Tender, wheels, No. 8, diameter, 33 l/2 inches.
Journals, 5^2x10 inches.
Service, freight.
»

Preventive of Corrosion in Boilers

Ji

FROM

"Nature" of London it is learned that tests
have been made recently on the corrosion of boiler
tubes, by forcing air through the tubes made wet with distilled water. In sixteen weeks the loss in weight was 0.315

gram per square
gram.

It

When

the water was made alkasame time was reduced to only 0.0997

inch.

line the loss in the

appears that

if

made
may be ma-

the water in the boiler

slightly alkaline, the corrosion of the tubes

is

terially reduced.

This information will be of interest to the heads of
motive power departments who have bad water districts
on their hands, and have had the corroding and pitting
problem to cope with, due to alkaline waters. It is now
only necessary to determine the percentage of alkalinity
required; to prevent

all

trouble from corrosion

lbs.

the

whole thing resolves

Staying radial.

Hahnemann

Firebox, material,

that

steel.

inch,

Weight, on driving wheels, 177,300 pounds.

of the radial stay type, with two T-

irons at the front of the
liberal

^

inches.

59^

inches, back,

inch.

SIMPLE CONSOLIDATION LOCOMOTIVE

The

69^

Thickness of sheets, sides

THE
in

width, 67*4

inches,

106^2

Depth, front,

June, 1906

is,

itsef into the old

teaching of

the hair of the

dog

"similia
is

—

in fact,

and well

similibus

a remedy for the

tried

curantur;"
bite.
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Type Passenger Locomotives

Pacific
HE

Pacific,

4-6-2,

type

motive was developed

!

187

in

of

passenger loco-

order to meet the

more heating

service for a given total weight than

is

provided for in any other type.

j

exacting conditions of the heaviest passen-

Trains weighing from 500 to
require exceptional power, even

ger service.

600 tons
on moderately level roads. Such trains
require a combination of large cylinders,
heavy tractive weight and large boiler capacity.
Because it provides this combination in very satisfactory designs, this type is remarkably
successful in the most difficult service, including heating
and lighting, in addition to hauling heavy trains. This
if

In the

summer

Company brought

1902 the American Locomotive

of

out two designs of heavy passenger

Works

locomotives, one from the Brooks

Works

for the Mis-

and the other from the Schnectady
Ohio Railway. To these

souri Pacific Railway,

for the Chesapeake and

name

Type" was given, although
the same wheel arrangement had been used before (in
at least one case of a 4-6-0 locomotive, which was found
locomotives the

to

"Pacific

have too much weight on the driving wheels and

re-

quired the addition of a trailing truck).

wheel arrangement provides a four-wheel leading truck
six coupled driving
with excellent guiding qualities

lation to each other as to strongly influence the selection

wheels, giving large adhesive weight, and trailing wheels

of types

;

rendering

it

possible to provide a suitable fire-box

and

Weight on
;

for

and cylinder power bear such

drivers

example

:

It is

re-

easy to see that the boiler

which mav be carried on a locomotive of the Consoli-

TRAILING TRUCK WITH JSSIDE BEARINGS.

large grate area.

The

Pacific type readily provides for such

grate areas to be arranged over the trailing wheels in
fire-boxes of suitable depth

water- spaces.

and length, and with ample

In fact, with trailing wheels, the designer

has a free hand in the most essential features of a satisfactory fire-box, because the fire-box may be placed
over these wheels and back of the driving wheels.

Grate

dation, or 2-8-0,

of steam

if

type would be very easily exhausted

the locomotive should run at anything

than ordinary speeds.
latively

made

This type

is

more

adapted only to

re-

slow service, because the cylinders are naturally

large as a result of the large

the driving wheels.

amount of weight on

The Consolidation type has

percentage of total weight on the drivers

—and the

—

it

a large

may have

areas of from 40

90 per cent.

render

the smallest percentage of total weight carried on drivers

it

to 50 square feet, available in this type,
possible to provide for the large fuel consump-

tion required in the severest passenger service.

Of

Large
cylinders require large steam-making capacity, and the
equal importance

is

the heating surface.

4-6-2 type provides the least restrictions also in this re-

A

comparison of a number of typical passenger
locomotives now in service shows that the 4-6-2 has

spect.

Atlantic, or 4-4-2, type represents

Of

examples
of recent Atlantic type locomotives, the average proportion of total weight carried on the driving wheels is
Of twenty-six examples of the Pacific
50.4 per cent.
type, the average proportion is 61.2 per cent.
of

all

the types ordinarily used.

fifty-eight

Trailing trucks of two distinctly different types are

1
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SOME NOTABLE EXAMPLES OF PACIFIC TYPE PASSENGER LOCOMOTIVES.
Name

of

Railroad

.

M.

•

P.

C & O. C

RI.

M.&O.

Brooks.
801

Schenectady.
375

SchenecBrooks.
1118
4-8 y*
34,000
120,000
25,300
179,300
110,000
12-4

Works.
Locomotive number
.

Gauge of track, feet and inches.
Weight on leading truck, pounds

,-.

.

Weight on driving wheels, pounds
Weight on trailing truck, pounds
Weight total of engine, pounds
Weight of tender, pounds
Wheel base, driving, feet and inches
Wheel base, total of engine, feet and inches
Wheel base, total of engine and tender, feet and inches.
.'

Cylinders, diameter, inches
Cylinders, stroke of piston, inches.
Valves, type
Wheels, diameter of driving, inches
Wheels, diameter of truck, inches
Wheels, diameter of trailing, inches
Wheels, diameter of tender, inches
Journals, engine truck, inches
Journals, driving main, inches
Journals, trailing, inches
Journals, tender, inches
Boiler pressure, pounds

.

Boiler,

tady.
147

.

,..

4-8H

284
4-8 H

35,000
130,500
27,500
193,000
123,800
13-0

35,000
132,000
28,000
195,000
123,400
12-0

34-1^
21

26

28

piston

piston

piston

piston

72

69
33
49
36

75
36
44
36
6x10
9x12

69
33
45
33
6x11

piston

69
33
49
33

9x12
7x14
5x9

33

44
36
6x12
9x12

200

Tubes, number
Tubes, diameter, inches
Tubes, length, feet and inches
Heating surface, tubes, square feet
Heating surface, firebox, square feet
Heating surface, total, square feet
Grate area, square feet
Water, capacity of tender, gallons
Coal, capacity of tender, tons
Stack, height above rail, feet and inches
Width, outside over all, feet and inches
Length, over all, feet and inches
Tractive power, maximum, pounds

301

66 Vz
90
70
285

2M

2M

2

18-6
2709
168
2877
43.9
6000
10
14-9
10-2
69-4
25,600

18-6H

18-7
2940.

may be
move with

182.

164.

177

3104
42.2
7000

3426
47.09
6000

10

9

15-4
10-2
64-7
25,600

14-10

15
15-7
10-4
69-3
28.255

14-11
10-2
69-11
28.000

18-6
3264
175
3462
47.2
0000

As shown

•

67-5
31,000

841

4-8 H

33

69
33
49
33

6x12
9x12

9Hxl2

7Hxl4
5^x10

5^x10

6x12
8x14
200

200
Straight

Wgn Top
68

290

72
90
75
310

2

2X

2
18-7

04

96
67

X

328

19-6
3561
166
3753
47
7000
9
15-0

2797
162

2959
44.8
7000
15
15-4
10-2
70-4
28,250

Vz

96
67 X

3175
179
3354
44.8
7500
13

09-2

15-5
10-5
72-2

32,000

31, 0U0

10-1

accompanying engraving, the

truck with inside bearings
axle

9x12
8x14

X

12
14-11
10-1

in the

5^x12

Wgn Top Wgn Top

75A

10

is

box with journal bearings

fitted

at

radial

with a continuous

each end, these being

provided at the frame pedestals with front and back

wearing surfaces formed
suitable radii.

for the trailing wheels

attached to the truck

box

frame, so that they

the wheels on curves.

coil springs

Outside bearings also have the advantages of accessibility for lubrication,

200
Straight

20
3226

3533
47.02
6000

Both are very successful. The inside bearing truck is the simpler and lighter of the two. The outside bearings, however, give a wide supporting base at
the rear of the locomotive, which contributes to good riding qualities. With outside bearings the brake hangers

slide

72
33'
44

200

19-6
3328

engravings.

piston

69
33
50
36

200

2

included in the designs illustrated by the accompanying

piston

21

70 y2
90

291

32,000

26

64
90
75
275

200

tady.

32-0
61-0
22
26

5^x10

9^x12

I.

P.

32-8
59-11
22
28

31-8
59-7

5^x10

2X

10-1

A

8x14

66
90
75

66-10

35,200
201,000
116,000
12-0
31-11
58-7
20
26
piston
69
33

R.

37,800
134,600
33.600
206,000
145,000
12-4

5HxlO

2H
2778
152

129,800-

&

Schenec-

mond.

44.500
123,000
36,000
203,500
148,800
12-4

8x14

66
84
74
300

2952.5
42.4
5000

4-8M

4-8^

5AxlO

64
78
80
256

18-6H

703

C.

149
4-9
28,550
150,950
25,325
204,825
132,810
12-8

7x14
5)4x10
200

9^x12

5x9
200

Rich-

Brooks.
351

36,000

c &o.

Monon.

46
33
6x10
9x12
8x14

6x12

7^x14

59-8

Wgn Top Wgn Top Wgn Top Wgn Top

type

Boiler outside diameter front end, inches
Firebox, length, inches
Firebox, width, inches

Schenec- Schenectady.
tady.

21

26

5Hxl2

12-4
31-10
58-9

St. P
&S.S.M.

No. Pac. M.

33-0
58-4
22
26

60
22
28

20

.'

130,000
27,000
193,000
145,000

32-8

30-5
55-2

.

4-8 A
36 000

4-9
30,000
130,500
29,500
190,000
119,000
12-8

C. St. P.

&P.

is

To

to arcs of concentric circles of

the lower face of the continuous axle

attached a spring housing

fitted

with tranverse

having followers and

fitted

with horizontal

rods extended to the pedestal

thrust

tie

These

bars.

and socket connections at
each end. This combination of springs and thrust rods
permits the trucks to travel in its circular path and also

examination and renewal of pack-

thrust bars terminate in ball

ing and for repairs, such as the renewal of springs and
journal bearings.

SOME NOTABLE EXAMPLES OF PACIFIC TYPE PASSENGER LOCOMOTIVES.

Name

of

Road.

Works

N. Y. C. O.R.&N.
Schenec- Schenectady.
tady.
2703
190
'

.

,

Locomotive number

Gauge of Track, feet and inches
........
Weight on leading truck, pounds.
Weight on driving wheels, pounds
Weight on trailing truck, pounds
Weight, total of engine, pounds
Weight of tender, pounds
Wheel base, driving, feet and inches
Wheel base, total of engine, feet and inches
Wheel base, total of engine and tender, feet and inches.
.

..

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

Cylinders, diameter, inches
,
Cylinders, stroke of piston, inches
Valves, type
Wheels, diameter of driving, inches
.'..:
Wheels, diameter of truck, inches
Wheels, diameter of trailing, inches
Wheels, diameter o£ tender, inches. ...................
Journals, engine truck, inches
Journals, driving, main, inches.
......
Journals, trailing, inches.
:,..-.
Journals, tender, inches. .:.'.
............
Boiler pressure, pounds
, :..
'.'....•
Boiler, type ...............
Boiler, outside diameter, front end, inches.
Fire box, length, inches.
Fire box, width, inches
;..:.....'
'.

.-

.

.

'

.

:

.'

.

.

'

Tubes, number
Tubes, diameter, inches
Tubes, length, feet and inches
Heating surface, tubes, square feet.
Heating surface, firebox, square feet.
Heating surface, total, square feet
'.'.-.
Grate area, square feet.
Water, capacity of tender, gallons
Coal capacity of tender, tons

'.

.„

. ....

Stack, height above rail, feet and inches
Width, outside over all, feet and inches
Length over all, feet and inches
Tractive power, maximum, pounds

.

.

....-...'

.

.

4-8^

4-8

A

So'ern
Rich-

No. Pac
Schenec

Rogers.

mond.

tady.

1402

1212

304

4-8^

48-H

4-8^

Gt. N.

M. C.
Schenec
tady
499
4-8 A
42,000
l

Erie.

Schenec
tady.
2511

4-8 y2
36,900
147,800
40,300
225,000
162,800

B.

&O.

Schenectady.

2100
4-8

A

39,000
131,200
36,800
207,000
1 13 900
13

41,000
133,000
40,000
214,000
133,600
13-4

43,000
139,000
35,000
217,000
142,700
12-8

41,075
133,800
42,700
217,575
132,340
12-6

39,000
142,500
37,500
219,000
128,800
12-0

33-7 H
58-7

33-4
62-9
22
28

32-2
60-11

31-4^
61-3
22
28

32-6
61-11
22
26

33-7
60-5
22
26

13-0
33-8
65-1
22 y2
26

piston

slide

slide

piston

piston

piston

piston

72A

69

74
36
50
33

74
37
50
37

6^x12
9^x12

6^x12

21

28
piston

75
36
46
36
6*4x10
9x12

8x14
5x9
200
Straight

70^

73

33^

3GA

A

6x11

75
36
50
36
6x12

9^x12

9^x12

8x14

8x14
5^x10.

33^
33^

34-1
65-3
22
28

45

45

33M

36^

33

6x10
10x12
8x12

7Hxl4J<

5^x10

5MxlO

5Hxl0

200

210

8x12
5x9
220

200

200

200

200

Straight

WgnTop

Straight

Straight

Straight

72
96

74 54
108
75
336

72
108
75 X

5^x10
6x12
9^x13 10x12

Straight Belpaire

2X

2X

28.000

13

40,500
150,500
38,500
229,500
140,300
13-2

33
42

75J<
285

19-6
3258
175
3457
50.2
6000
8
14-6
10-0
68-3

28

77

70
108
66
245

96

21

140,500
38,500
221,000
122,600

20

2874
180
3054
49.5
7000
14

45

73

68A

72

96

72M

108
72
314

65
347

75 H
354

2X

2

2
20
3691
180

98 X
311
2
20-0
3243
216
3459
49
7000
13
15-1
10-4

X

20

3700
195
3895
54.25
6000
12.5
15-0

15-2
10-3
75-0

71-2

71-6

29,900

30,190

34,956

10-0

X

18-6
3339
182
3528
43.5
7000

3894
50.23
6000

10x13

8x14

8x14

5^x10

5MxlO

X

2H

276

2X

20
3939
201
4140
56.5
8500

20
3235

12
14 7

12

10

16

15-5
10-2
71-8
31,000

14-10
10-1
71-5
28,500

15-2

.

183

3418
56.5
7000

10-3

10-1

76-10

74-2

30,260

31,100
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permits the continuous axle box to rise and
to the frames.

fall

Motion along the circular arcs

relatively
is

limited

by stops at the central spring casing, the springs tending
to bring the truck to

the locomotive passes

normal central position when

its

upon a tangent

after a curve.

The

load is transmitted to the continuous axel box through
cradles on which the springs and equalizers bear, hardened steel sliding plates being interposed as wearing sur-

The

faces immediately over the journal bearings.
dles are

guided vertically by guides attached

cra-

to the loco-

radial truck with outside bearings, as illustrated,

has journal boxes rigidly attached to the frame, the forof which converge to a point in which a pivot

ward

rails

pin

centered.

is

Rallway Storekeepers' Jtssociation^Third An*
nual Convention

THE

Railway Storekeepers' Association was held at the Auditorium
Hotel, Chicago, on May 21, 22, and 23.
Mr. J. P.
Murphy, president of the association, presided. There
were ninety members present as compared with an attendance of about seventy at the last meeting. This increased
the

third annual convention of the

number

in attendance taken with

This pin

is

between the engine frames.

fixed in a cross brace secured

The

trailing truck

frame ex-

the fact that

membership has increased by about 65 per cent

the last meeting reflects the successful

motive frames.

The

189

work

since

of the asso-

ciation in obtaining results.

Following the usual routine of opening business and
a few remarks by the president, two papers were presented by Mr. George G. Yeomans of the Wabash Railroad and Mr.

ns

W

W.

T. Bates of the Illinois Central, on

c

IN
TRAILING TRUCK WITH ©*«SIDE BEARINGS.

tends back of the journal boxes in the form of a letter

which a spring housing is mounted,
containing centering springs and followers performing
the same functions as those of the radial truck with inU,

at the center of

side bearings, already described.
is

The

load in this case

transmitted to the journal boxes by springs which are

vertically guided.

Hardened

rollers are generally

used

between what would otherwise be sliding surfaces.
These rollers rest on double inclined planes which tend
to draw the truck to its normal central position when displaced laterally, as on a curve.

The mutual

these rollers and inclined planes

is

to

action of

furnish a yield-

ing resistance to lateral displacement with a tendency

normal position.
The accompanying table presents the principal dimensions of several pacific type passenger locomotives
and provides an interesting comparison of the several
The columns are arranged in the order of
designs.

to return to the

total

weights of locomotives represented.

"The Modern Railroad Storehouse as a Factor of Economy." The discussion of these papers showed that the
cost of handling material

is

being appreciably reduced

and further developed the fact that the western lines
had been the first to turn over the jurisdiction of their
supplies to the stores department and that largely owing
to the fact that the supplies of all departments are more
generally in the hands of the storekeeper, the greatest

economy

in

handling material had been effected.

It

was

seems to be reluctance on the
part of the engineering department in particular, to
surrender charge of its materials.

also said that there

still

H. Waterman of the C. B. & 0. presented a
paper on "Tidiness in the Storage and Care of Materials."
Mr. Waterman predicted that members of the
Storekeepers' Association, by reason of their close relation with all railway departments, would rise to higher
Mr.

J.

positions.

He

considered tidiness one of the

first

re-

quirements of the storehouse and believed that there was

RAILWAY MASTER MECHANIC
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no better method of attracting the attention of visiting
officials than by having a thoroughly tidy storehouse.
The use of requisitions was handled in papers by Mr.

Omer

Mexican Central and by Mr. C. F.
Balch of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas, entitled reTraffic and Transportation"
spectively "Requisitions
and "The Shortest Method of Handling Requisitions at
O. C.

of the

—

the General

Storehouse."

In order to solve the

diffi-

culty in connection with requisitions, the association ap-

pointed a committee of three to prepare a standard requisition-invoice form.

A

communication was received from Mr. H. C. Pearce
of the Southern Pacific who was to have presented a
paper on "Shop Deliveries," in which he stated that all
the notes which he had prepared in connection with the
subject had been destroyed in the San Francisco fire
and that he had been prevented from duplicating the data
on account of the press of work consequent upon the
This subject was placed on the programme for
disaster.
the next convention.

A

paper on "Rules Governing Division or Terminal

M. N. Rice of the
"Method of Checking

Storekeepers" was presented by Mr.

A. T.

&

S.

A

F.

paper on the

Intake and Output of Material Delivered to Shops" by

Mr.

J.

H. Callaghan of the Canadian

are

more than

ordinarily complicated not only because

of the size of the shops but also because,

high protective

tariff,

a large

owing

amount of material

to the

is

weigh the
and credit
the various accounts on the percentage basis which had
been arrived at arbitrarily but which in practice has been
found to vary but little from the proper amount.
Mr. F. S. Hammond of the Pittsburg, Shawmut and
Northern presented a paper in regard to the "Most Simple and Practical System for Keeping the Stock Record."
Mr. Hammond accompanied his paper with forms which
he had devised and which had proved satisfactory in
presenting a thorough statement at all times in regard
scrap but once each month,

plan prepared by the association for figuring the cost

was further developed

that the

standard price book prepared by the association had been

title

of Storehouse Furniture"

was

the

The discussion folthe members present

of a paper by Mr. C. S. Comins.

lowing

this

paper evidenced that

were agreed on the unit system being a good one and
the remarks made, were centered principally on the proper arrangement of shelves, whether longitudinally or
The advantage of arranging the shelves
crosswise.
longitudinally was described as being advisable on account of convenience in trucking.
the problem

was thought

is

to

sold,

is

Mr. F. W. Brazier, superintendent of rolling stock of
the N. Y. C. & H. R. presented a short address at the
last session of the convention.
Mr. Brazier was elected
an honorary member of the association.
The following officers were elected for the ensuing
year

— N. M. Rice, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe,
Topeka, Kan.
First Vice-President— W. Josselyn, Burlington Lines,
President

Omaha, Nebr.
Second

Vice-President

—

J.

H.

Callaghan, Canadian

Montreal, Que.

Pacific,

—

Treasurer

J.

W.

Taylor, Chicago, Milwaukee

&

St.

West Milwaukee, Wis.
Executive Committee J. M. Taylor, Illinois Central,
Chicago W. F. Jones, New York Central, Albany, N. Y.
J. H. Waterman, Burlington Lines, Omaha, Nebr.
Paul,

—

;

Inspection of Cars at Interchange Points
Editor Railway Master Mechanic
I

:

As your paper covers the field in railroad
do not know of any other paper that reaches

whom

this article will interest.

My

subject

"Inspection

is

So
of

I

address

cars

mechanics,
so
it

many

to

to you.

interchange

at

points."

The
in the

several Central Associations of Railroad Officers

middle west

are, so I

am

informed about to adopt

a joint agreement or a system of interchange that, so

adopted very generally.

The "Unit System

S. F.

it

man-

Mr. L. O. Genest presented a paper
>n the "Methods of Ordering and Receiving Manufactured Material in the Company's Shops" which also told
The disof methods pursued on the Canadian Pacific.
cussion consequent upon these two papers reflected the
fact that a number of roads had adopted the standard
It

when

to the stock.

ufactured there.

of handling material.

method on the A. T. &

plained that

Pacific described

The
the practice of that road at their Montreal shops.
conditions in regard to checking material at this point

June, 1906

to be

On

the other hand,

one of space and that the

crosswise arrangement of shelves gave the

maximum

of

shelf room.

centage basis of crediting the proper account with the

Mr. Rice ex-

is

concerned, will be the same at

every point. This is a wise move, as it is one of the
most serious problems yet unsolved in railroading. Fast
trains deliver the freight to within five miles of

tination

and then a certain rule holds

60 hours

until

a small technicality

it

is

its

des-

up from 48

overcome.

to

Our

rules in force at St. Louis

and East

some

yet a great improvement can

extent,

be made.

overcome

No

this,

St.

Louis have, to

car of freight started forward should for

any cause be stopped or

make the rules as
The first item

set

back

;

keep

it

going forward

liberal as safety will allow.

of successful railroading

When

is

procuring

you have the freight the public have
done their part by you. It is now up to you to move
it as your part of the bargain to the public.
A prompt
part
pleases
move on your
your patrons and they continue to patronize your line. Any set of rules gotten up
by you that retards or in any way delays your cars hurt
you, and through you the public.
So I say, liberalize
your rules of interchange. Do not hold your car out of
the freight.

Mr. C. C. Dibble, L. S. & M. S., presented a paper
on "A Method of Checking the Receipt of Oil and
Paint." Following this was a paper by Mr. H. E. Rouse
of the C. & A., concerning "Methods of Allowing Scrap
Credit." There were a number of advocates of the perreturns received from the sale of scrap.

far as their authority
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it

couplers to 35 inches and minimum to 31 inches on cars
in interchange on account of defects in track
to save

at interchange points see the folly

delay in setting cars back account safety appliances brok-

The Master Mechanic is not in
a position to see it as we do, but the car foremen are,
However, most of them look at defect cards in the wrong
light.
As long as he gets a lot of them, no matter for
what small items, he thinks he is serving his company

en en route to your connection carry the pin chain man
of that road on your rolls at so much per month so your

two or three

change where a chief interchange inspector is wanted
have a standard set of rules thus at Cincinnati, St. Louis,
Columbus, or Kansas City, or any other point one book
of rules to be given and all work together to get a uniform construction. Appoint a chief interchange inspec-

a ten dollar earning to get fifty cents worth of defect
card.

No

saving in this nor sense

We

that way.

men

if

you wish

to put

of this class of rules.

handsomely.

Let us see

say the defect

;

dollars worth, he takes the car

is

and holds

it

out of forty

two or three days earning power.
It may be worth while for a Master Mechanic to get the
operating expenses of the road for one year and divide
it by the number of revenue earning cars that is owned
by his company. The result will show him that it is"
dollars of earning, or

keep cars moving.

essential to

Let us see where rules as

made more
pose.
sill

A

and

liberal

car

same time serve

at the

can be

their pur-

given to a connecting line with an end

is

On

broken.

now understood

its

more

return one or

sills

are cracked

or broken as

now

inch, the

are practically as strong as ever, yet be-

sills

called,

cause a defect card

Where

new end

a

given the

is

viceable as ever.

It is

sills

are taken out.

(that they themselves are liable

sill

would make the car

for) applied

down one

the crack extends

as strong

and as

ser-

a waste of timber as well as rob-

a foreign car

At

your points of

all

inter-

;

and get them all in line. Have at
every city a' system of pool marks so the man at any point
can at. a glance judge by the age of the defect where to
go for the protection he desires. This will allow cars
to run on record more than at present that will not stand
delay on account of the commodity carried.
Switching
tor to visit every point

should as

lines too

much

Any

as possible be considered.

switching line owned, operated by or controlled by a

company should be considered

railroad
rules

as

exempt from

governing switching roads, and the broad rule of

They

interchange be given them.
junct to

all

roads and a liberal

are a necessary ad-

spirit

should be shown

Again, gentlemen, itemize your receipts monthly

them.

make

the rule read broken

find

is

when

sill

it

at interchange points

the car

is

again missing

A

offered the owner.

car

that

is

Copper Staybolts

held out of service on another man's road at your expense, while he

ordering the proper material from you

is

Editor Railzvay Master Mechanic

The

perhaps a month, and then he repairs the car at your expense.

This complies with the

line.

Asst. Chief Inter Inspt., E. St. Louis.

We

cardable

handled by the receiving
law and prevents delay.

cars before they are

given a foreign road, but should not be

not

its

where the break extending }4
the size of the sill.
So also in siding raked, simply
scratched under the paint, where the material is as strong
as ever get defect card and remove the material. Where
the material removed would answer as well as the new,
another waste and another connection is bled. So on and
longitudinal or end

is

own

repair your

cardable in interchange, well and good where

Why

earning proratio.

material

own employes can

you receive .in payment for work done on defect
cards received by you and compare them with what you
pay out on defect cards issued by you and you will find
them about equal. This will show why the practice now
in vogue of promiscuous carding is not to anyone's advantage, and shows that a limited system of carding
would be to everyone's advantage. Make the cardable
defects enough to warrant the expense of billing on it.
Yours truly,
H. K. Sebring,

bing your connection and holding your car out of

so forth.

;

While, had the car been delivered you without

a card you would have had the car earning

its

portion or

editorial

in

the

bolts

—

much

number

April

on page no,
Western Railway of

journal

able

:

entitled,

your valu-

of

"Copper

France,"

is

Stay-

one

of

two or three hundred dollars.
These items
count up rapidly and in the course of a year the road
loses a fortune by the rules as at present constructed.
The M. C. B. Association meets next month and they

perusal of the subject matter,

should give us rush rules, rules that will assist the trans-

Chief Engineer of the Railway in question, were reach-

possibly

portation

department.

The days

of

wooden

sills

are

But

numbered.

Let us respect their declining days.

wooden

in the center of a 1,500 ton train of 100,000

sills

capacity cars

man on

a ball

is

as

field.

men, the old ones
I

New

out of place as a 70 year old
cars are

—consider

and above
have given.

liberal set of rules,

break in line as

much

all right, but,

gentle-

them and give us a more
all

A

make

us a sample of a

lessening of %.

its full

Cut the items of
carding to as few as possible and have nothing carded of
less value than $2.00.
Extend the maximum height of
size to constitute a

cause of carding.

at

interest

to

the

mechanical

railway

world

and deserves, I think, further considerathe hands of your readers.
After a careful

large,

tion

at

it

looks as

if

M. Sauvage,

ing out towards the hollow bolt as a means of diminishless

the

As you

"The removal of
than three-quarters of an inch of metal would make
hole continuous through the bolt, and make it a

ing staybolt breakages.

hollow bolt to

all

intents

say,

and purposes, such as has such

a popular following in this country."

Let us look into this matter a little more in detail.
What has M. Sauvage attempted to do? What results
has he arrived at? First, he has tried to obtain flexibility in the bolt by removing material from the neutral
axis,

because he

realizes, as

we

all

do, that flexure, not
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main force we have to contend against
the breaking of staybolts, and in using a hollow bolt

tension,
in

he

is

is

the

proceeding along mechanical

opinion that the tenure of

due

I

am

of the

would be much decreased,

life

were it
they have obtained by the

to the short length of bolt

not for the added flexibility

lines.

between

sheets,

Second, he desires to eliminate the
unreliable hammer-test as a method of detecting broken
use of the hollow.

stays

and therefore provides the hollow from which

es-

caping steam passes in case of fracture, giving abso-

warning that that bolt is defective and
should be removed as soon as conviently possible.
lutely

Let

reliable

me

moment.

digress here for a

manufacture.

June, 1906

They would

have their immediate
warning in case of breakage, from both ends instead
of one, and allow oxygen from the atmosphere to pass
through the hole, keeping down the temperature of the
bolt several hundred degrees, preventing rivet-heads
from burning off at the fire sheet end, and bettering
their combustion.

Altogether,

Yours

F. C. Lippert,

Machine Shop Practice
and growth
THE development
by which

and elsewhere that steam escaping from a broken hollow

to

territory

—

bolt into the fire-box

and
is

will not stall

is

an engine

a limit to everything,

limit at six bolts

a distinct benefit to combustion,

broken

Of

in service.

course, there

and
one time, although

I have above placed that

at

I

am

of

number could be doubled, provided the

the opinion this

were widely separated.
Returning to our theme, we find that M. Sauvage has
attempted to obtain two important things, viz.. increased
life of the staybolt, and an absolutely reliable warning
in case of breakage.
Without mixing metaphors, we can
say that the French engineer has not "shot his bolt far
bolts

enough."

To

accomplish

this

much

to drill this hole in a solid bar of

was necessary

it

copper a distance of

4.7 inches approximately, a lengthy and laborious process,

involving numerous broken

whether the operation
is performed on a drill-press, or with a breast-drill after
the bolt is installed in the fire-box. This means an extra
drills

expenditure for staybolt installation,
rect proportion to the

for repairs.

I

would

increasing in

number of locomotives
also

add that

if

the

di-

shop

in the

man on

drilling succeed in getting this 4.7 inch hole in line

this

with

the neutral axis the entire length, he does a better job

than ninety-nine per cent of the rest of us,
frequently find a point of the
of the bolt,
latter
is

if it

drill

who

quite

penetrating the outside

has not previously been broken off

occurring in the case of the

tell-tale

—the

hole which

M. Sau-

truly,

have a tendency to injure the
fire
retard combustion ? Unhesitatingly, no. It has been
proven conclusively in the United States, Japan, Mexico,
bolts in the

say that

reliable, flexible staybolt.

steam from a hole one-eighth to three-sixteenths of an
inch in diameter, from one, or even half a do'zen, broken

same

we can

vage has made a step in the right direction, and as soon
as he discards copper for steel in his fire-box material
he will be ready to take the final step, viz., the installation of the hollow rolled iron, which will give him a truly

escaping

.Will

also

ods

M.

E.

of Today

of improved shop meth-

the cost of output has been lowered

a figure

dreamed of

little

early craftsman,

is

philosophy of the

in the

entitled to stand as

one of the won-

ders of a time replete with mechanical surprises.

While

attempt at economy in producing results ^as
due to sharp competition in manufacturing, to the railroad shop is the credit for the perfection of schemes
that have come to a universal application in that field,
and with a more general effect on the capital invested
the

first

than perhaps in any other mechanical occupation.

The reason for this broad claim made for a practically new order of things, is that repairs and renewals

common

a railroad shop have nothing in

in

new

continued production of

had

with the

and the problem

parts,

approached from an entirely different vantage
In its' solution, the prime
essential of how to handle the work to the end of getto be

point than for manufacturing.

amount at the least cost, resolved
itself into an improved and profitable supervision, and
also ways and means to render harmless, the old deep
rooted heresies concerning speeds and cuts.
Profitable supervision refers to a foreman that possesses the requisite judgment and experience to grasp
a situation and be able to give a correct and final decision at once. The mental gifts, enabling a foreman to
do this are summed up in the words, executive ability,
ting out the greatest

imply a superlative

but, do not necessarily

mechanical

talent.

A

degree of

working knowledge of men and

about one and one-quarter inches deep.

of his calling, rather than an abnormal development of

As

the

formed at the outside sheet, I
see no explanation, and would be pleased to have some
for the cul de sac

reader of your article offer one.

In

summing

up,

I

would say that the Western Railway of France could
have obtained the same results with added benefits at a
much reduced cost in the adoption of the hollow staybolt (by hollow is meant hollow from end to end, not
the tell-tale hole, one and one-quarter inches deep from
the outside).
They would then have a bolt which insures

them

as this bolt

their increased flexibility in the truest sense,
is

rolled hollow over mandrels,

and

is

of

homogenous, long silky fibre, incidental
high
to the
class of material used, and the process of
necessity of a

inventive

success, since

faculty,
it

is

is

its

foreman's

lifted

railway shop management

present high plane.

The overturning
fine feeds required

than any
in

of the

secret

the very foundation of organization

and processes that have
to

the

known

machine

noticeable

tools

of the traditional tortoise gait and

time and a

previously,

much

and not

until

was an accomplished

clearing

of

the

equipment
improvement

different

situation.

was there a
These improve-

fact,

ments were of a heroic character, resulting

in

many

a complete revolution in tool design, which
was necessary not only to utilize the added power capable of absorption by the new high speed tool steel,
cases

in
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shading of development from

but also in the direction of aiding rapid manipulation in

evident in

preparing the work to be operated on, which

a phase

the

but one

This engine weighs 244,700 pounds total, and has
170,000 pounds to utilize as adhesive weight, which
gives a ratio of adhesive weight to tractive effort of six,

is

of machine handling never before

cultivated,

that weilds a greater influence than

is

generally under-

on rapid output, regardless of the amount ot
stock to be removed, since time may be wasted in getting ready to do a job, that cannot be compensated for
by the best rapid reduction tool yet made.
stood,

In organizing a shop plant for an economical showing,

work

piece

is

now

railway shops, and
factor

—

pense

is

piece
tool,

in

truth,

managed

well intrenched in the best

has proven to be an invaluable

it

the credit

for

reduction in shop ex-

largely due to the intelligent installation of the

work system, which really antedates the improved
and was the means of showing up the unfitness of

the old relics for producing results.

The

influence of piece

work,

and has worked as marked a
change in the personnel as that on tools. It has had
the effect of replacing to a large extent, the all round
mechanic, by the man who is trained to perform some
one operation as well as though a life of experience
were behind him. Time was, and that not long ago,
when every shop had one or more experts that were
looked upon as autocrats of the craft.
Their leisurely
approach of a job, and fine scorn of the flight of time
prominent characteristics.
in the doing thereof were
These bulwarks of the old time regime have not passed
away by any means. The same talent is here, but it is
utilized to better purpose for the employer by an education on broader lines than they knew in the old days.
the rank and

delicate

any
There is
one great advantage however, in the magnitude of this
value the engine will not linger on the order of its
going with any load within its draw bar pull, for the
weight on drivers is such as to allow full throttle under
any condition of the rail.
There may arise a question of the wisdom of this
liberal load on wheels for the boiler pressure of 200
is

the heaviest

co-efficient

of adhesion of

within our knowledge for passenger engines.

—

pounds, but

it

a safe proposition that the values given

is

are fortified by the best of reasons.

for the betterment of

the service has not stopped at the machine, but permeates

which

the

of these designs to the present achievement.

first

file,

tendency for some time has been

In any event, the
in

the

direction

lowering the 25 per cent co-efficient of adhesions for
passenger engines.

Two

special points are noted,

their previous engines of this

which are different from
class, namely
The Wal:

schaert valve gear and the trailing truck with outside
bearings.

The Walschaert gear has now

a very exten-

vogue on the Lake Shore in both freight and passenger service, by reason of its fine performance.
A
sive

part of the order for these engines

new arrangement

is

equipped with a

of this valve gear, in which the shaft

of the reverse lever passes across under the deck con-

necting with a reach rod at each side of the engine.
others are equipped as

shown

third pairs of drivers.

The following

The

our half-tone, with a
reverse shaft across the engine between the second and
in

descriptive speci-

fication furnishes particulars in addition to those

-»--

of

noted

above

New

Prairie Type Locomotive

Lake Shore

OUR

Sr

Michigan Southern

Cylinder,

'Ry.

Track gauge, 4
illustration of the Prairie type

engine of the

Lake Shore road, represents a lot of ten recently
built by the American Locomotive Company, at their
Brooks Works. They are not only the heaviest passenger engines yet

built,

but also are regarded as

highest development of the simple locomotive

NEW LAKE SHORE
class of service,

ment

in details,

among
for' this

PRAIRIE TYPE ENGINE

single

piston,

valve

diameter

21

y2

inches,

Wheel
Wheel

feet 8^2 inches, tractive

power

27,850.

base, driving 14 feet, rigid 14 feet, total 34 feet 3 inches.
base, total, engine and tender, 62 feet
inches.

5^

Weight, in working order 244,700 pounds, on drivers 170,000
pounds.
Weight, in working order, engine and tender, 403,700 pounds.
Heating surface, tubes 3,678 square feet.
Heating surface, firebox 198 square feet.

THE HEAVIEST PASSENGER LOCOMOTIVE BUILT.

and are the result of constant improveof the machines of which they are the

through several years of close attention to the
requirements of the road, and the record of which is

type,

type,

stroke 28 inches.

Heating surface, arch tubes 29 square feet.
Heating surface, total 3,905 square feet.
Grate area, 55 square feet.
Axles,
inches.

driving

journals,

main

10x12

inches,

others

10x12
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Axles, engine truck journals, diameter 6 JA, length 12 inches.
Axles, trailing truck journals, diameter 8 inches, length 14
inches.

5^

Axles, tender truck journals, diameter

length

inches,

10

inches.

W.

Boiler, type R. S. E.

T.

O. D.

first

working pressure 200 pounds, fuel, bituminous
Firebox, type, wide, length 108^ inches, width 73% inches.
Firebox, thickness of crown Y% inch, tube V2 inch, sides Y%
coal.

inch,

Y

back

inch.

Firebox, water space, front 4V2 inches, sides 4V2 inches, back

Gasoline Propulsion
much uncertainty connected with

is still

condition

Crown

staying, radial

1

direct

result

of

the attempt to

improve on the service of the steam machine by the
use of electric power, which is said to have the elastic
properties required to cover such service with an economy impossible to the steam engine but this lowered

—

that

inch.

the

is

cost of operation

4 inches.

the

power question in its aspects directly concerning
economy in haulage of loads on the usual traction lines.
This

ring 70 inches

Boiler,

THERE

June, 1906

is

acquired at a figure for installation

is

and may

prohibitive for light volumes of travel,

No. 322, diameter 2% inches.
Tubes, length 19 feet 6 inches, gauge .125
Boxes, driving, main, cast steel, others cast steel.
Brake, driver, Westinghouse-American.
Brake, trails, Westinghouse-American.
Brake, tender, Westinghouse, air signal, West.
Brake pump 9^2 inch D. H. 2 reservoir 16x120 inches
Engine truck, 3 point suspension swing ctr.

be said to be the incentive for further search for a suc-

drive which

is

Trailing truck, radial outside bearing.

motors that

in turn operates the

Tubes, material,

and

steel

iron.

—

Exhaust

pipe, single.

Smoke stack, diameter 18x21^
10^ inches.

Tank
Tank

style,

inches, top above rail

14 feet

steam machine

simply a gasoline engine driving electric

machine as an

way

Valves, type, piston, travel 6 1-16 inches, steam lap
clearance

%

i l/l

inch.

latter

being an auxiliary for reserve

Some comparisons

W.

Association,

power possessed
application.

tire

79 inches, centers, di-

Wheels, driving, material, main cast steel, others cast steel.
Wheels, engine truck, diameter 42^ inches, kind, cast steel

powers noted, were
Hild of the Southwestern Wisconsin

in

which

it

was

Wheels, trailing truck, diameter 48 inches, kind, cast
inches,

36

kind,

cast

that

electric
in

car

of service

flexibility

In the matter of over-load, the gasoline en-

gine was nearly a negative quantity, but the steam engine

was superior to
It was found

all

in

respect

of

over-load

capacity.

that in the comparison of the cost of
first

investment per

motor was 4.15

and

steel

car, the cost for the electric

for the gasoline-electric, 10.6 cents per car mile.

In the

steel

operation of four electric motor cars and two

trailers,

spoke.

diameter

stated

advantages of simplicity

the

operation per car mile and of the

spoke.

truck,

of cost of oper-

specific conditions for the

equipment, over-load capacity and

inch.

Setting, lead 7-32 inch.

Wheels, driving diameter, outside
ameter 72 inches.

tender

electric

Railway, in his paper read before the Iowa Street Rail-

capacity, fuel 15 tons.

XXX,

under

furnished by F.

capacity, 7,800 gallons.

Wheels,

power over

by gasoline, and the gasoline-electric

fired

power when needed.
ating,

13 inch channel steel.

water bottom.

Valves, ev. lap

electric

have been experimented

combinations

various

steam,

economy of

the

with notably the plain gasoline explosion engine, the

age battery, the

Piston, rod diameter 4 inches, piston packing, Dunbar.

Tank,

To improve on

engine, this type being equipped with or without a stor-

Grate, style, rocking.

Tender frame,

cessful substitute for steam.

spoke.

cents,

power plant and car equipment is estimated
at $37.00 per day, and for the gasoline power $20.00 per
day, making a total cost for gasoline power, owing to

the cost for

Meeting of the Jlailway Club of Pittsburg

FOR

the last meeting of the season the Railway Club

of Pittsburg deviated from their regular technical

subject

program and enjoyed an outing

in the

form of

a

trolley ride furnished by the Pittsburg Railway Co. to
works of H. J. Heinz Co., where the members, guests

and families had the pleasure of seeing the famous 57
varieties put

away

in

bottles, cans,

furnished the visitors with guides

etc.

The company

who took them through

the works and afterward allowed them to sample the 57
varieties before they are packed together with a fifty-

eighth variety in the form of lemonade to quench the
thirst acquired

on the

warm

day.

After the lunch the party adjourned to the Heinz
Auditorium where they were treated to an address by
the son of the widely known pickle manufacturer after
which the general secretary, J. D. Conway, sprung another surprise in the form of a light vaudeville.

The meeting was
great credit
outing.

is

greatly enjoyed by all present and
due to Mr. Conway for the well planned

higher operating expenses, $151.00 per day, while the
plain electric power costs $92.00 per day, for the con-

under which the two systems were compared. It
was also stated that the gasoline-electric system will be
the cheaper power up to a limit if six trips per day, after
which the plain electric system gives the greatest economy. The steam engine is entirely out of the running,
being the most expensive of all the different powers
ditions

compared.

The

no data is presented for the cost of
operation of gasoline motors detracts not a little from
the value of this paper, since the plain gasoline motor
is

fact that

being developed to a very

efficient state for

automobile

propulsion, and to a point where no question arises as to

economy. While the figures given by Mr. Hild were obtained from a power operating on rails of the standard
steam and electric roads, the gasoline engine in endurance trials on ordinary country roads has put up a horse
power hour on an amount of gasoline that appears ridiculous in comparison with the more refined surroundings of tests on

rails.
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High Plane of American Machine Tools
American machine
THE
some

very serious handicaps

design and

finish,

own

in holding his

who unblushingly

steals

own, by sheer merit in
and continual improvement in featit

Mr.

tool builder has overridden

against the wiles of the robber

an idea and exploits

Personals

as his

ures that practically shut out the copyists,

making

it

put

—

special idea in reducing the cost of out-

making a tool too good to be imitated.
acknowledgment of German competitors in
building industries that the American tools

briefly by

In the
the

some

tool

are the best in the world,
the

supremacy of our

deserved, for

was ever

it

tool

we have a

tardy tribute to

but none the less

builders,

has long been notorious that

Germany

a remorseless pirate of our designs in the

chine tool line

—and

ma-

there are athers.

some

on the changed
situation as follows
"Manufacturers of machine tools
in Germany and France admit the excellence of the
Consul

J. I.

Brittani lets in

An

was given

America by
the chief buyer for the largest machine tool works in
France.
This gentleman said he visited fifty-two machine tool works in the United States and was exceptionally

illustration

pleased

with

the

of a visit to

courteous

treatment

he

re-

works known
to him, he placed small orders, thinking this would assist him by way of introduction and accord him -some
special advantages, but he found these advance baits
ceived. Before visiting several of the best

unnecessary.

As

a result of his visit to America,

I

un-

derstand that the French company will place large or-

American firms. Much comment is
made upon the German's reluctance to show his maders with several

Mr. George E. Tracy has been appointed master meSt. Louis & Suburban, with office at Saint

chanic of the
Louis,

Mo.

Mr. Joseph Shea has been appointed supervisor of
water service of the Chicago, Rock Island
Topeka, Kan.

Mr.

J.

ville,

that

is

but contrast this progress-stifling attitude

almost Chinese, with the Yankee welcome open

to everyone interested in our methods of production.
While all shops do not have the legend "Visitors Welcome" blazoned over the door, as has Prof. Sweets'
Straight-Line Engine Works at Syracuse, N. Y., there
are few shops in this country where the visitor may
not roam unmolested.

Tenn., to

Mr.
of

at

Nash-

resigned.

W.

the

P. Garabrant, heretofore air brake inspector

Pennsylvania,

has

been appointed

general

air

brake and steam heat inspector, with headquarters at
Altoona, Pa.

Mr. C. D. Young has been appointed assistant master
mechanic of the Pennsylvania Lines, Northwest System,
at Fort Wayne, Ind., vice Mr. N. M. Loney, promoted
effective on May 1.
Mr. F. P. Pfahler, heretofore draftsman of the Baltimore & Ohio at Baltimore, Md., has been appointed mechanical engineer of the Wheeling & Lake Erie, with
office at Norwalk, O.

Mr. F. H. Sweringen has been appointed master car
builder of Street's Western Stable-Car Line, with headquarters at Chicago, to succeed Mr. C. M. Mileham,
master mechanic, resigned, effective on April

16.

Mr. L. A. Cross has been appointed road foreman of
engines of the Peoria

&

land, Cincinnati,

Chicago

dianapolis,

in

Ind.,

Eastern division of the Cleve-

&

St.

Louis, with office at In-

place of Mr.

Miles Gibson, trans-

ferred.

Mr.
at

One cannot

Company, with office
succeed Mr. G. B. Longstreth,

Mr. Charles E. Turner has been appointed superintendent of motive power of the Coal & Coke Railway, with
office at Gassaway, W. Va., effective on April 12.

Would-be purchasers are often treated with
suspicion and frequently refused admittance, or. if admitted are only shown a few machines."
foreigners.

Pacific at

Clark has been appointed master mechanic

J.

of the Nashville Terminal

of

when

&

Mr. John N. Spellman has been appointed master mechanic of the Indianapolis. Columbus & Southern, with
office at Greenwood, Ind.

these strangers are

chines to strangers, especially

Harrisburg,

view, Tex.

:

ing their machines to the best possible advantage.

at

Mr. L. P. Goodwyn has been appointed master mechanic of the Texas & Gulf, with headquarters- at Long-

light

American product, and gain all possible information
from our manufacturers. In a recent conversation with
the chief machinist at the largest machine tool factory
in Alsace-Lorraine, I was shown a finely illustrated
catalogue, printed on American paper.
The machinist
said he collected catalogues from the leading manufacturers of machine tools in America and embodied
what he considered, the most attractive features in the
American catalogues into his German catalogues. He
said Americans occupy the first rank in the manufacture of machine tools, in consequence of their thorough
knowledge of their business and their aptness in show-

& Reading

Pa.

impossible for them to seize the intent of our designs
to cover

foreman of

P. J. Schuyler has been appointed road

engines of the Philadelphia

the

N.

M.

assistant
master mechanic
Loney,
Pennsylvania
Lines,
Northwest
System,

Fort Wayne, Ind., has been appointed assistant en-

gineer of motive power at Fort

Wayne,

in place of

Mr.

A. C. Davis, promoted.

Mr. L. M. Dempsey has been appointed master mechanic of the Mexican Central at Ciudad Jaurez, Mex.,
in place of Mr. G. H. Blockman, who has been acting
master mechanic and who will resume his former position as traveling engineer.

Mr. C. H. Mead, general car foreman of the Iowa
Central at Marshalltown,

la.,

has been appointed master

car builder of the Isthmian Canal

Commission, under
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Mr. George D. Brooke, superintendent of motive power,
with office at Ancon, Panama.
Mr.

T. Flavin has been appointed master mechanic

J.

of the Chicago, Indiana

&

Southern with

offices at

May

Ham-

Heretofore Mr. Flavin has been assistant master mechanic

mond,

Ind.,

and Kankakee,

&

of the Indiana, Illinois

Mr.

111.,

effective

on

1.

engineer with

office

Wynne, mechanical
succeeds Mr.

engineer, resigned. Mr. C. A.

Moody

J.

H.

Adams

as chief draftsman.

Mr. J. E. Keegan, heretofore master mechanic of the
Grand Rapids & Indiana, has been appointed superintendent of motive power, with headquarters at Grand Rapids.
Mich. Mr. J. F. Hayes has been appointed master mechanic with office at Grand Rapids, to succeed Mr. Keegan. Effective on April 9.
A. Henry, heretofore master mechanic
of the Pennsylvania Lines, Northwest System, at Wellsville, O., has been transferred to Columbus, O., as mas-

railroad

is

O.

at Wellsville,

«

Comparative Test of Large Locomotive

Jlir

Pumps
When

Mr. George Westinghouse invented the locomotive air
pump no one foresaw the degree of prominence that instrument
das destined to attain in the conduct of railway transportation.

That

is

it

inseparably connected with the brake system

parent, for without

it

is

ap-

the air brake would be useless, and without

brakes railway trains could not be operated with anything
like the present degree of efficiency, to say nothing of the safety

air

factor which the brake constantly affords.
air

Since the advent of

brakes numerous designs of air pumps have been brought out,
its intended purpose, but during these years of

each answering

pump development

the chief efforts have been centered in design-

ing instruments occupying
sufficient

air

little

producing capacity

space,
to

light

in

weight and of

supply the needs, these de-

upon as of greater importance than designs
steam economy.

siderata being looked

contributing to

With

the advent, however, of

High Speed Brakes, long

trains

or air-braked cars and numerous "parasites" such as bell ringers,
track sanders, water scoops, air pressure for Pullmans, and other

and

through operation
on the air pump, has been created a
demand for pumps of great air producing capacity until a stage
of steam consumption has been reached the result of which is
a serious drain upon the coal pile.
accessories on engines

and leakage

cars, all contributing

to exactions

It is a generally

accepted belief that the Westinghouse 11-inch

with

the market a duplex

pump

much

pump

of

was

re-

it

favor, being looked

upon

predecessors.

its

pumps

evident that the sentiment of those using air

abnormal

of

New York

the

more capable of meeting modern requirements

air

capacity,

compared

is

in the

former
that the combination of

as

to

far in excess of anything previously attempted.

The advent of this pump has created no little interest and
favorable comment on the part of Railway Officers who upon inrecognized

vestigation

With

qualities.

its

\VH

HP

f=\Air.

HP
5teom
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Coo//nd\

Air

„

Water

VT
5ieantt=
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and economical
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way

the
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simplicity,

a view of determining in a practical

<s>
Reservoir

/Y23

C fYib

ter

mechanic

men

conditions of

all

ago,

such capacity and steam economy cannot be obtained with simple
pumps. The Westinghouse Air Brake Company, therefore, has
produced a pump of very superior capacity as compared to any
heretofore used on locomotives and with a factor of steam

C.

mechanic of the Pittsburg, Cincinnati, Chicago & St.
Louis, to succeed Mr. S. W. Miller, who resigned to become connected with an electrical concern at Philadelphia, Pa. Mr. A. C. Davis, heretofore assistant engineer
of motive power of the Northwest System at Fort Wayne,
Ind., has been appointed to succeed Mr. Henry as master

more

or

practice, and, to those skilled in the art,

Ttier

diana Harbor.

W.

many

than any of

economy

Mr. H. F. Ball, superintendent of motive power of the
Lake Shore & Michigan Southern, with headquarters at
Cleveland, Ohio, has had his jurisdiction extended over
the Chicago, Indiana & Southern, recently formed by the
consolidation of the Indiana, Illinois & Iowa and the In-

Mr.

ceived by

as an instrument

direction

Chicago, succeeding Mr.

at

but

service,

considerably greater capacity than the 11-inch

Iowa.

O. Moody, heretofore chief draftsman of the
Central, has been appointed acting mechanical

of ample capacity to supply air for

when a year
Air Brake Company placed upon

train

It

W.

Illinois

pump was
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ARRANGEMENT OF APPARATUS FOR TESTING
capabilities

AIR PUMPS.

of this type of air compressor, a comparative test

Compound and the New York No. 5
Duplex Pumps was somewhat recently made by the Lake Shore
& Michigan Southern Railway Co. The schedule of tests was
prepared and conducted by the Engineering Department of the
Road under the direction of the Chief Mechanical Officers, there
of

the

Westinghouse

being present during the demonstration several prominent air
brake experts of the road, as well as representatives of the two
air

brake companies.

To what extent the efforts of the Westinghouse Air Brake
Company have proven successful is presented in the performance
of their 8 A inch Cross Compound Pump, a record of which apJ

pears in this article, clearly showing the superiority of the West-

inghouse pump, both in economy and capacity.

A

very complete apparatus was employed for the tests, making
comparison of air delivered, steam consumed,
temperature of both free and compressed air as well as the

entirely practical a

general working of the

pumps during
paratus used being arranged as shown

the experiments

;

the ap-

in diagram.

A locomotive boiler furnished the steam. The steam passed
through a covered receiver which furnished a means for conthe pressure and also served as a
exhaust steam from the pumps was condensed
trolling

separator.

The

in a surface

con-

denser and weighed in the barrel, arranged as shown. The delivery pipes of the pumps were connected to the Constant Pressure
Reservoir No. 3, the overflow from it being alternately measured

Measuring Reservoirs Nos. 1 and 2. In arranging the
pumps and reservoirs, an effort was made to have the pipe
volume of each pump the same. The difference was slight, the
Westinghouse pump having the larger volume. Thermometers
were inserted in the delivery pipes near the discharge valves
of the two pumps, and in reservoir No. 3. Pressure gauges were
in the
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and 3, and to the steam receiver.
The strokes of the pumps were taken with an ordinary
reciprocating counter.
The whole apparatus was arranged so
that the conditions were almost identical for both pumps, thus

60
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dO 90 /OO
BO/7 £7? /-t'OT? 5 £ T^O yV£7?
BOILER HORSE POWER REQUIRED FOR DRIVING PUMPS AT FULL CAPACITY

avoiding the necessity of making corrections for observations.

the

New York

the

pump was working

attached to reservoirs Nos.

The New York No.

Duplex Pump has two 8 inch by 12 inch
steam cylinders, and 8 inch and 12 inch by 12 inch air cylinders
the Westinghouse Compound has 8^2 inch and 14^ by 12 inch
steam cylinders and 9 inch and 14^ inch by 12 inch air cylinders.
The New York Duplex Pump takes in free air at both air
5

one piston resting while the other is in motion; the
Westinghouse Compound takes free air at the low pressure air
cylinder only, both pistons being in motion at the same time,
cylinders,

but moving in opposite directions.
the

compound

The

piston displacement of

for one cycle or revolution

1.43

per cent greater

pumps were working

at full capacity,

is

than that of the duplex.
In

all

of these tests the

except in one instance, in which the Westinghouse Gross

pound was made to deliver the same quantity of
York No. 5 by throttling the steam; while this

Com-

New

air as the

was being

test

made

70

voirs

were of

due

slightly different capacities,

viz:

36.3523

cu.

ft.

to the difference

the Westinghouse

for

c\

/2

l

inch

Gross Compound, and 36.3211

cu. ft. for the N. Y. No. 5 Duplex
In calculating the units of comparison, time and steam
per 100 cu. ft. of free air, this reservoir difference was considered but was too small to be noticed.
It will be observed

Pump.

that the initial pressure in these tests

was 30 pounds in each case,
increasing to 70, 100, 130 and 140 lbs., this minimum pressure
being selected owing to the excessive pounding of the heads of
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70

73
IN

1

it

pound worked very

against low air pressures.

may

be said that the Westinghouse
regardless

quietly,

of

either

Com-

high or low

or steam pressures, the tendency to pound being absent even

when

the throttle

sure and with

This

is

was thrown wide open with

little

a high boiler pres-

or no air pressure in the charging reservoirs.

owing

of special importance

to

the "racing" of

pumps

against low pressure being responsible for a large portion of the
failures of

pumps

of the simple

and duplex

types.

The comparative diaphragm tests were made to illustrate the
same points brought out in the comparative efficiency and capacity
tests, many railroad men being more familiar with this method
of comparing air pumps.
These tests also serve as a check on
the other results when the pumps were working under similar
conditions.

As no
an

accurate formula

orifice,

is

known

for the flow of air through

the results of this group can hardly be considered

pumps were
and although it is true
that both were discharging through the same size of orifice, the
higher pressure maintained by the Westinghouse Pump throws
additional work on it and this is not fully shown by the amount
of air discharged.
The Westinghouse Pump was therefore
comparative.

working

to

In

their

all

of these tests, except one, the

maximum

capacity,

7-9-0?
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Duplex, a condition which largely prevailed when

In this connection
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40
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SO
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the steam pressure in the receiver dropped to 156 pounds.
In the increasing pressure or charging reservoir tests, the reserin piping,

*
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530
/
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^

curves showing the cost of fuel for a ten hour run with various
lengths of train are based on .5505 cu. ft. of free air per minute

6Y2 pounds of steam per pound of coal, investigation
having shown these figures to be very nearly correct.
per car and

ol

A

soo

/

worthy of notice that the New York Duplex piston speed
that of the Westinghouse Company
for
the same
number of strokes per minute, due to the fact of one piston restIt is

y^y c c

/

I 4-bO

twice

is

/

I

ing while the other

The simplicity
when it is stated

/

is

1

\

1

/
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throttled so that both
air

New York Pump

used

no

40
same

orifice,

with

per cent

more steam

than the Westinghouse.

This test also brings out the fact that
do the same work the Westinghouse Pump required 156 pounds
boiler pressure whereas the New York required 200 pounds.
In the temperature tests both pumps were run to their maxto

imum

Compound pumping against a 19-64 inch oriDuplex supplying a 17-64 inch orifice, resulting in a
decidedly higher temperature for the former than would have
been the case had each pump supplied the same volume of air.
The results of the tests, however, have been plotted in the form
of curves and are shown on one of the diagrams.
The temperature of the Westinghouse Compound Pump was
much lower than that of the New York Duplex Pump for an
equal interval between tests this and the tendency of the New
fice,

and

n

will

be appreciated

practically the

is

inch Westinghouse Pumps.

same

as

The high

its hollow rod contains the reversing
rod which operates the reversing valve and it in turn the main
valve which controls steam admission to and exhaust from both
the steam cylinders.
The low pressure steam and high pressure air pistons are connected with a solid piston rod, having no connection with the
valve gear, being simply floating pistons.
The results of these comparative tests were of a character to
prove the superiority of the Compound over its competitor in
every respect and such was the consensus of opinion of those

witnessing the demonstrations.

the

pumps maintained approximately

pressure while discharging through the same

the result that the

Compound Pump

pressure steam piston with

/

1/

\

motion.

that the valve gear

that of the 9V2 inch

1

in

of the

I

\4EO
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It

was

also

made

evident that

when Mr. George Westinghouse

designed and patented a compound air

pump

1873 he foresaw,
even while the air brake was yet in its infancy, that at some remote period steam economy must become a ruling consideration
in locomotive air pump operation, and to judge from the strenuin

ous efforts of railways in the direction of such economy
seem that the time has now arrived.

it

would

capacity, the

the

The Bull Dog Lock-Nut
With
it

the ordinary type of nut as found in

necessary to use two nuts on the same

is

common

bolt,

practice,

the second act-

jam nut or securing nut, where the purpose of the
for permanent service requiring unfailing rigidity. To use

ing as a
bolt

is

a single nut in such instances,

much

saving

is

made

as a shorter

;

York Pump

to heat rapidly made it difficult to start it at a low
temperature which could only have been done by long delays between tests. To compensate for this, the Compound was run a
considerable time before starting the temperature tests in order
to get its temperature equal to that of the New York Pump.

The

and capacity features of the 1st and 2nd class
have been plotted, forming curves which show these
results in condensed form and convenient for reference.
In
addition several curves have been derived from the results of
efficiency

of tests

these tests in connection with tests of another character

;

thus the

bolt

may

be used, thus saving the expense of material necessary

and the material

for the longer bolt

saving resulting in

second nut, a further
the shorter time required to apply one nut.
in the

When we

consider the large number of bolts and nuts applied in
day in a railroad or other shop, the economy of eliminating the second or jam nut is apparent.
With a full realization of the economy to be had with a nut
that will remain absolutely tight under all conditions, the Railway Lock-Nut Company has produced a nut which is called the
Bull Dog Lock-Nut.
This nut is shown by the accompanying
illustration.
Its process of manufacture is simple and it can
be made from a steel nut of any kind. Two sides of the nut are
slotted, as shown by the illustration of the nut applied to the
bolt to allow the metal to separate.
The upper half or top pora single

tion of the nut

is

then pressed until

is

it

slightly elongated, the

bottom portion retaining its original form. This feature is readily seen by referring to the illustrations of the top and face.
In applying a nut of this type, the nut moves readily over the
threads of the bolt until the threads in the elongated portion

engage the threads of the bolt.
wrench, as the elasticity of the
act

as

a

spring which

is

It

then necessary to use a

is

makes

steel

this

top portion

constantly binding on the bolt.

this portion

of the nut advances

the bolt and

when removed

it

As

conforms to the shape of
springs back to its original oblong
it

from.

Any
type

fit

desired tension can be given which
for practical use on the

most

makes nuts of

delicate

this

machinery or for

the roughest requirement of railway work.

The nut can be furnished

SO
/£>0
/£0
/40
/60
/30
J/f? DEL/V£FJED F>FF? /~7/A/UTE:
CAPACITY- -CUBIC FEET OF FREE AIR DELIVERED AT VARIOUS
PRESSURES PER MINUTE.
£0

40

e>0

CU FF OF F/?EE

in

finished,

semi-finished or plain,

hexagon or square,

V

or U. S. Standard thread, or any special

or thread.

is

fully

size

It

covered by United States and for-

eign patents.

This nut has held

in the

most severe

tests possible to give a
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Some

lock nut.

follows

the tests to which

of

lias

it

been put are as

releasing heel

is

space between

:

trains are

railway crossings where heavy
way or the other it was necessary to
one
passing
constantly
used several times every week. Nuts
previously
tighten the nuts

On two main

line

of the manufacture here described have been on the crossing referred to for nearly a year and have held perfectly, it being

but once shortly after placing

necessary to tighten them
on in order to take up the slack.

them

in

mounted

pivotally

the

is

the leaf spring, fastened

maintained

locked engagement by

in

and bearing upon

its

outer surface.

The train pipe couplings are preferably suspended from the
car coupling heads, that is to say, one member of the pipe coupling

member

carried by one coupling head, and the other

is

carried by

opposite

the

and

faces

lateral

surfaces

is

These members have

coupling head.

right

substantially

angle

the shaft through the inner ends of the jaws, the crank, and
the releasing heel for the purpose of uncoupling the heads. The

FACE

TOP

CARY AUTOMATIC CAR AND TRAIN
cars,

portion of the

the rear

in

jaws.

Each draft knuckle

inclined

use for some months on a trip hammer
without any loosening whatever, also upon engines, automobiles,

They have been

199

locomotive trucks,

etc.,

and

in

all

cases they have given

PIPE COUPLING.

manufactured and placed on the market by The
Lock-Nut Company, Great Northern Building. Chi-

suspended on bars mounted in lugs in
A helical spring is arranged on each
the car coupling heads.
bar, near the rear of the coupling member to form a yielding
buffer therefor.
The forward end of each member is provided

Cary Automatic Car and Train Pipe Coupling

with an inwardly projecting shoulder adapted to make locking
engagement with the heel of the opposite member. Each member has a yielding guide arm under the tension of a leaf spring.
This guide arm is pivoted. Each coupling member has on the

entire -satisfaction.

This nut

Railway

is

cago.

The accompanying engraving

illustrates

the

Cary automatic

train pipe coupling, a device originated to couple cars

car and
automatically and sucessfully and yet without endangering
and limb by requiring train men to go between the cars.

life

pipe

coupler

which

is

so

connected as to be

rigid,

air

It can be readily seen therefore, that the
tight and reliable.
device constituted by the car coupler and pipe coupling, is a

great time saver in coupling cars quickly.
The coupler has two heads, which are

rib

on

its

duplicates

of

back and at a

sufficient

angle to facilitate the coupling of cars of various he-ghts of
Each head is provided with a drop forged
coupler positions.
draft knuckle having a shoulder for the purpose of interlockThe drop forged
ing with the knuckle of the opposing head.
draft knuckle is pivotally mounted in the space between the

jaws, and
the

its

inner end

triangular jaws,

is

pivoted on the shaft at the rear of

but through the drawbar.

The forward

extremity of the draft knuckle extends forwardly and somewhat beyond the ends of the jaws of the head for the purpose

means
when approach-

of guiding the heads into proper horizontal relation, by
of the diverging ribs on the backs of the jaws,

ing each other for coupling engagement.

Each head

is

slidably

back thereof a guideway. Between the flanges are integral ribs
The
diverging at their forward ends, to facilitate coupling
pipe coupling

members may not

at first lie in the

provided with a disengaging device comprising

arm

is

same horizontal
adapted to be

guided into the guideway by the ribs of the opposite member
and cause the members to assume proper relative position when
the cars are brought together. In the body portion of each member there is provided the air or steam passages extending from
the rear and opening in the face of the member, in which gaskets are seated.

The shoulder
exact

each other. Each is provided with two jaws, triangular in crosssection, normally positioned one above the other with an intervening space between the jaws. Each jaw has an inclined en-

gaging face and an integral

are

plane, and, therefore, the yielding guide

The coupler makes a rigid car connection which can contend
with railroad curves and is at the same time an automatically
operative car coupler. To the coupler is attached an automatic
train

triangles,

until

will

not permit the gasket to come in contact

each has advanced far enough to be in normal position,

when

the yielding

arm with

into operative position,

ing position.

When

its

member

spring, will force each

and the shoulder past the heel

the pipe coupling

into lock-

members are disengaged,

by being pulled apart, the shoulders will cause the engaging faces
to recede from each other- and obviate displacement of or injury to the gaskets.

The

pipe coupling

matically

when

members

interlock with

each other auto-

the cars are coupled together, the springs form-

ing yielding buffers which enable these buffers to adjust themselves in proper relation to each other,

the pipe

members

is

and the uncoupling of
of any

effected without the manipulation

parts other than the releasing of the car coupling heads.

disconnect the car coupling heads the release crank

is

To

operated

force the releasing heel outward to disengage the shoulder
on the draft knuckles.
This device is manufactered by The Cary Inventions Company, 167 Dearborn street, Chicago.

to
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Cardwell Friction Draft Gear
The Cardwell
and

gravings,

Friction Draft Gear, the general construction

of which are illustrated by the accompanying en-

details

a sensitive, effective, and very practical application

is

of friction in connection with draft rigging.

It

so designed

is

that 252 square inches of friction surface are brought into contact
in

compression of the springs.

In addition to

this,

the frictional

area increases with the compression of the gear at the same time
that the force of the springs against the friction parts
ing.

Such

results are

made

is

increas-

possible, with adequate strength to

by reason of the springs being located on the outside of
center sills, and movable bodily with the center portion of the
gear, the travel of which approximates one half the length of the
all parts,

travel of the coupler.

By

so placing the springs outside of the

June, 1906

of tests in which a thousand cars were in service for more than
twelve months without receiving any repairs.
By the double diamond point center friction member separat-

ing pairs of triangular friction blocks in each friction casing, and
at the same time the side friction members traveling traversely

on these traversely moving triangular blocks,

possible to

is

it

secure the desired spring compression, and retain accute wedge
angles, so that the gear is sensitive to the action of the coupler

and

not rigid for light blows.

is

made

In tests

of this gear loaded cars have been run together
with relative volocity of two miles per hour, increasing with each
blow up to eighteen miles per hour, with no damage to either
gear or cars.
This device is manufactured by the Cardwell

Manufacturing

Co., with offices in the

Monadnock

Block, Chicago,

Illinois.
«

»

The Cardwell Rocker Side Bearing
The additional resistance to the movement of a car passing
over a curve and the increased wheel flange wear, caused by cars
resting on side bearings is well known. In order to reduce this
resistance and wear to a minimum and effect a sensitive truck
when entering curves and taking tangents, the Cardwell Rocker
Side Bearing has been designed.

One

type of this rocker side bearing

panying

Two

illustrations.

The

is

entire device

is

shown by the accommade in three parts.

of these parts are riveted together to constitute the carrier
and the rocker constitutes the third part.

for the rocker,

The

carrier

and rocker are so designed

"that the weight of the
carried by a rocker having a roller top
bearing, thereby providing against the friction of sliding sur-

CARDWELL FRICTION DRAFT GEAR

car on

faces

DETAILS OF CARDWELL FRICTION DRAFT GEAR.

its

side bearing

and by using

constant radius

is

is

this roller principle, the travel of a

materially increased."

The

carrier

is

rocker of
attached

and when the bearing is relieved of the weight
the rocker is suspended by the carrier. The center of

to the car bolster

center

sills,

the entire space between center

coupler yoke

is

afforded for friction parts.

sills

A

and within the

further benefit of

having the springs so disposed lies in the fact that they are
rendered accessible and easy for inspection, and in case a spring
is broken it can be replaced readily without taking down the
gear, or without taking the car to the repair track.
Another great advantage of this gear is its adjustability in case
lost motion occurs from either wear on friction parts, or set in
springs, this being provided for readily by simply tightening
the nut on spring rod.
Severe tests have been made of this rigging for more than two
years, the most noteworthy results being obtained from a series

of the car,

gravity of the rocker

is

so located with relation to

support, that the rocker falls by gravity to
travel,

this

movement being

further

its

its

point of

central position of

assumed by

a

centering

lug on the rocker which extends through a slot in the upper por-

One of the illustrations shows the rocker in
position when not bearing any weight of the
normal
its
car and the other illustration shows the rocker at its position of
extreme travel to which it moves when the car travels over a
tion of the carrier.

central or

curve.

All parts of this rocker bearing are designed to be of

ample strength and to provide positive action. It is manufactured
by the Cardwell Manufacturing Company, Chicago.
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drill built by Foote, Burt & Company of Cleveand illustrated herewith.
This machine has been designed with the two objects in view
of accuracy in work and facility of operation. To this end the
uprights are made in box section, with a distribution of metal

standard arch bar

Calcium Steel

land, Ohio,

Experiments are being prosecuted in Germany to combine
calcium with steel, with a view to produce an improvement in
the latter, but there is no information conveying a hint of the
physical properties of the new steel, nor to what particular uses
Consul General Mason writing from
best adapted for.
it
is
Paris has the following to say about the alleged improvement
in steel

Daily Consular Reports of Feb. 13 contained my report on
the ceramic product known as "calcium steel," which is made
of finely pulverized feldspar, sand, and lime into a paste and
baked in an oven. The product is an earthenware of great hard-

ness and durability, the calcium contained in the feldspar giving

the

it

now

It

name "calcium

maximum

that provides rigidity against

hardest push of rush work.

and reinforced so as

struction,

as well as torsion

sence of deflection
the

power of

The

The

;

solid, of

is

web con-

to effectually resist vertical thrust

design

its

strains incidental to the

cross-rail

such that there

is

when subjected

to the

is

a total ab-

heaviest cuts within

the machine.

spindles are driven by forged steel bevel gears, 8 inches

diameter, 4 pitch, with machine cut teeth. The driving gears
do not depend on stiffness of the driving shaft for holding them
in

steel."

made

appears that efforts are being

in

Germany

to

with

produce a new form of improved steel by combining it
a certain proportion of calcium metal, the same as is done with
nickel and chromium in the manufacture of nickel and chrome
That calcium thus combined with molten iron in the
steel.
process of steel manufacture might add some highly desirable
qualities to the ultimate product has long been believed by certain metallurgists, and the experiments now in progress are
destined to definitely confirm or disprove this theory.

At

the

works of the Electrotechnical Company,

in

Bitter-

Prussian-Saxony, means have been found for producfeld,
ing calcium metal from certain minerals in quantities and at a
in

cost which permits

With

it

to be freely

used for industrial purposes.

the calcium thus provided, a series of experiments are be-

ing made, as

it

is

understood, by the Electrotechnical

Company

and by several leading steel manufacturing firms in Westphalia and Rheinland. As to the results of these studies nothing
conclusive can yet be definitely ascertained. From an occasional
paragraph in the German technical press it does not appear that
itself

In Metallurgie has

the results thus far are entirely reassuring.

appeared a statement, based on the extensive studies and tests

"Through
these experiments it is proven that calcium metal does not combine with iron in a molten condition, and its use for the forma-

made by an eminent

specialist,

tion of alloys with iron

is

to

effect 'that:

the

therefore impracticable."

STANDARD ARCH BAR DRILL

In the same publication L. Stockern writes as to the concluof

sion

researches

facts the conclusion

which he describes

:

"From

the

foregoing

follows that calcium metal can scarcely be

in

mesh with the driven

ing which

considered as applicable to the production of steel from pig iron,
it may be very useful in refining copper

gears in

but on the other hand

relation

and in bronze casting, and will not unlikely replace the hitherto
more costly magnesium metal in the refining of nickel."
It remains to be seen whether further experiments will succeed in overcoming the apparently natural want of affinity between molten iron and calcium, which at present seems to bar

the latter

the

way

to the production of an industrially practicable calcium

steel.
«

»

Uses of Steel Versus
Consul Worman writes from Three

Wrought Iron

tunities.

looked

after.

Among

the

efficient

tools

of

this

class

is

the

gears,

the

and preserving a constant

shaft with the head

adjusted for varying longitudinal
is

when

drill centers.

by means of rack and pinions, the

The

and powerful, and is adjustable to
provided with an automatic safety appliance which disengages the feed at any pre-arranged point.
Another time saving device is the quick return for operating the
steel.

feed

is

suit requirements.

which

the

positive

It

is

done by means of the pilot hand wheel seen
hand end of the machine. All spindles have a

is

right

adjustment of 5 inches, enabling the use of drills of
unequal length, and at the same time allow the height of drill
vertical

conform to different offsets in top and bottom arch
This adjustment is made through the rack and pinion in
each head, which move the spindles up or down easily and

points to
bars.

quickly to the desired point, where they are clamped in position.
»

Twenty =lnch Crank Shaper
(two piece) crank shaper which is here illusdesign and is constructed to meet in every respect the requirements of modern machine shop practice.
It has
the power in it and is built to withstand the extra stress incident to the use of "high duty" cutting steel. This machine, in
common with all the Stockbridge shapers, has what is known
as the Stockbridge (two-piece) crank motion. This motion gives
the forward stroke an even cutting speed the entire length of cut,
trated

While multiple spindle machines for rapid and accurate duplication of parts had their genesis in manufacturing plants, they
are now to be seen in all up-to-date railway shops where the
truck department is properly equipped and the cost of output

in a bear-

;

The

Standard Jlrch Bar Drill

housed

with the spindle head, securing these

mesh with the spindle
thereto, moving along
is

CO.

feed shaft being 2J4 inches in diameter the feed rack is 3 inches
face by 4 pitch, and both the rack and pinions are of forged

at

Rivers that the Province of

solid

BURT &

gears, but are securely

Vertical feed of the table

table,

Quebec is to be invaded by an American railway enterprise, the
Delaware and Hudson having purchased the railway hitherto
known as the "Quebec Southern," which is to be extended from
its present terminus to St. Jean de Chaillon, with Quebec as its ultimate objective point. This means another road from Montreal
to Quebec, and it will be known as "The Quebec, Montreal and
Southern Railway." American trade will here find unusual oppor-

cast

is

— FOOTE,

20-inch

is

of

new
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means increased power and

together with a quick return. This

increased production.

The column
on top

of the latest

is

pattern.

and has a bearing surface

in front

base

is

extended well out

ram

is

of the

box

well ribbed and

in

pattern.

a bearing of 32" in the

and when

box

strong in

ram

for a

extended 3"

is

The
The

of 32".

front for the table support.

It

is

46" long,

column when

set give perfect

It

n]4" wide and has

at its

full

stroke.

It

is

The packings are tapered
alignment.
The head has its swivel
design.

accurately graduated and can be set to any angle and

held

is

by two bolts. The slide has a travel of 9". The
screw is provided with graduated collar which reads to onethousandths of an inch. The collar is so arranged that it can
be set to read from zero at all times without regard to posiin position

tion of the screw.

It

is

fitted

with or without automatic feed

as desired.

The table is of the box form with .working surface on top 14'oc
20" and one side 14" x 15". Both sides have three T slots for
clamping work.

The

table

is

raised sufficiently above the saddle
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feed.
The vertical movement of the table is by means of bevel
gears and a telescopic screw having ball thrust bearing.
The
rocker arm is made so that a 4" shaft can be passed through

under the ram for keyseating.

The

vise is of the swivel base pattern and is clamped in posiby two bolts, and is without spring und.er heaviest cuts.
It is not made too heavy and clumsy for convenient handling.
The driving-cone has four steps for 3" belt, the largest step
tion

being 14" in diameter.

It is supported between two bearings,
one on the column and an outward bearing, which makes it
very rigid. The countershaft is provided with self-oiling boxes,
and has tight and loose pulleys 14" in diameter for 4" belt,
and should run 260 revolutions for cast iron.
Workmanship on these shapes will be found to be of the best.
All parts are given a close inspection while building, and every
machine is carefully tested before leaving the works. All gears
and T slots are cut from the solid metal all flat siding fits
are hand scraped and all bearings are amply large.
These shapers are furnished complete, with swivel base vise,
countershaft and wrenches, without additional cost.
Extra attachments include index center, tilting table, tilting vise base
and air automatic circular feed table, furnished, if desired.
Special attachments are made to order.
Other special features of interest are noted in the following
;

table:

Length of stroke

20^2"

:

Vertical travel of table

14"

:

26"

Horizontal travel of table

Feed of head

Top

9"

of table

Ram

bearing

in

Width

14x20"
32"

column
column

of ram in
For keyseating, takes shaft

Vise

TT J4"

4"

'

12"

opens

Size of vise jaws

Number

I2"x3"

of steps .on cone

4

Tight and loose pulleys on countershaft

Speed of countershaft,

c.

I4"x4"
260 rev.

;

T

Finished weight of machine and countershaft, about .... 3,200

lbs.

Weight packed

lbs.

for export, about

Cubic feet, packed for export, about
This machine is manufactured by
Company, Worcester, Mass.

3,400

90

Stockbridge

(lie

Machine

Power Hack Saw

20-INCH SHAPER
to allow for

The

table

T

— STOCKBRIDGE MACHINE CO.

bolts to be placed

from

either

hooking over the saddle gives extra

end of the
rigidity.

table.

can

It

be readily removed from the saddle, which also has three
slots for

metal.

clamping work to

The

table

it.

All

T

support furnished

from the
as shown in the

slots are cut
is

T

solid

and

For cutting up stock

into accurate

and duplicate lengths and

without appreciable waste of material, this

little

tool stands with-

illus-

and supports the table its entire
in
any
position
on
The sliding parts are
width when
the bar.
all hand scraped and well gibbed.
The stroke is very powerful and is uniform the entire length
of the cut, with a quick return.
An index and pointer in plain
view shows the length of the stroke. The driving gear is so
constructed that the tool is carried with equal stiffness and
freedom from chatter on a long stroke as on a short stroke.
Back gears are furnished without extra cost. They are thrown
out or in by means of a lever within easy reach of the operaThe cross feed is 26" in length and is automatic in either
tor.
direction.
The feed is operated through a rod which adjusts itself to any position of the bar, and it in turn is operated by means
of a new feed, so made that adjustment may be had when maThe screw is fitted with graduated collar
chine is in motion.
reading to one-thousandths of an inch, the same as on the down

tration, very strong

There are few tools in a busy shop that give a better return
on the investment than the power hack saw. It is a tool that
can be set up and operated anywhere, and one that requires no
skilled attendance.
It silently performs its functions with practically no cost other than the small amount necessary for power
to keep it in motion and the nominal price of the blade.

rigid

out a

rival,

and there

is

probably a no more satisfactory device

of the kind than the Star

Company, as shown

in

power hack saw of

the

half-tone.

It

the Millers Falls

adapts

itself

to

all

RAILWAY MASTER MECHANIC
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kinds of

work and

cuts

all

shapes and sizes up to

4^

inches in

diameter.

The machine

self-feeding,

is

and requires no attention other

203

The hood which covers the wheel is brought well forward from the cutter to prevent water from reaching the bearessary.

ings or flying to the floor.

From

all

view points possible to the

than to adjust the length and start,— as it
when the cuv is completed. Blades used in this machine cannot
be abused when correctly adjusted, since the counterweight used

progressive shop manager this tool appears to be well in the

saw blade in the cut is capable
most efficient working of the tool. There
is an adjustable stop by which to gauge the length of stock, that
insures each piece to be of correct length. The frame is arranged for blades 10, n, or 12 inches long, six of which are

Flexible Staybolts

stops automatically

modern shop equipment.
. » •

front rank of

for intensity of pressure of the

of arrangement for the

furnished with each machine.

The trend of mechanical thought has
ward the possibilities of a flexible stay

been directed tofor locomotive fire-box
construction and considerable attention has been given this subject in the endeavor to ascertain not only the real merit of
certain designs of bolts but to

Mew
One

Blount Wet Tool Grinder

of the latest developments of grinding devices

is

the

new

J. G. Blount Company, Everett,
Mass., as shown in the half-tone presented herewith. This machine is equipped with an electric drive from a two horse-power

wet grinder brought out by the

motor which is located on an extension of the machine base,
with means provided to move the motor to or from the grinder
The rheostat for
to maintain correct tension on the endless belt.
starting and stopping is placed in a convenient position on the
side of the machine.

throughout which

may

dimensions are provided

particularly learn the

com-

parative value of a flexible stay over the ordinary bolt or rigid
This subject comes up for discussion before the Master
stay.

Mechanics' Convention and from

all

stays thas been greatly extended

and most excellent

ten from

them

XX /E ARE
*

made

*

accounts the use of flexible
results got-

in fire-box service.

Falls

of Falls

Self-oiling bearings of very liberal

more

lately

Hollow Staybolt Test

receipt of the following data

in

Hollow

of physical test

Baldwin Locomotive Works,

at the laboratory of the

staybolt iron, one-inch diameter.

The

particulars

are given below

be run continuously without injury, ow-

Philadelphia, Pa.,

H, V. Wiljje, Asst.

March

1906.

23,

to Supt.,

Baldwin Locomotive Works.
We have made tests of the samples of Falls Hollow Staybolt Iron sent us March 8th, and report as follows:
Average result of 16 test samples 1 in. O. D. x 3-16 in. I. D.
Hollow Staybolt Iron.

Dear

Sir:

—

Tensile strength

50,833

'

Elongation

Reduction of area
Threading test
Double Bending Test
Vibratory Test The

—

per

lbs.

sq.

in.

32.33

per cent

49.1

per cent

O.K.
O. K.

specimens

threaded

stood

an

average

of 7>7 I 3 revolutions when subjected to a deflection of 3-32
and a tensile load of 4,000 lbs.

in.

—

Etching Test Etching test shows the iron to be slab piled.
This make of iron meets our proposed new specifications

Yours

every respect.

in

truly,

P.

Weeks, Engr.

of Tests,

Baldwin Locomotive Works.
Hollow Staybolt Co. write us
that they have recently received large orders for their iron from
the Royal Railway of Saxony, the New Zealand Government
Railways, the Ferro Carril Payta Piura Ry., of Peru, and from
In this connection the Falls

three leading railways of Japan.

NEW BLOUNT WET TOOL GRINDER.
ing to their fine adjustment and trial runs in the shop.

The water

is supplied to the wheel by means of a vertical centrifugal pump,
which insures a constant supply which may be regulated at will.
The pump case is of snail-shell design and the propeller is so
loosely fitted that coarse sand may pass through it without injury or wear of the parts. A sleeve cap covers the pump case
which loosely encircles the pump shaft and extends to a point
above the water line this device prevents all leakage without
;

the use of packjng.

The pump

spindle

is

driven by a friction device at

its

upper

which engages with the edge of the main driving pulley and
is mounted in bearings on a forked carrier, the lower end of
which is pivoted to the pump case, the upper end being secured
in jambs which hold the friction in contact with the driving
pulley.
The pan is large and deep, to catch and return all surplus water' back to the tank in the column of the machine.
A
pan is set below the wheel to prevent grit and dirt from settling in the tank, and is easily removed for cleaning.
The tank
in the column carries a large supply of water, and is provided
with an opening through which it may be cleaned when necend,

In addition to these orders,

they are also furnishing over 100 leading railways of the United
States,

Canada and Mexico with the iron for repair work, as well
Baldwin Locomotive Works for new

as large quantities to the

equipment.

New

Garvin Milling Machine

The progress made in milling machines is well illustrated in
our half-tone of the Garvin direct constant feed tool of that
type which has been brought to a high degree of perfection.
This machine possesses many important and exclusive features,
which are responsible for its high efficiency in heavy and exacting service, it having a great increase in driving power, a feed
transmission of more than ordinary merit and liberal dimensions
of all important details.
Some of the points of excellence found only in these machines

The knees

are closed solid on top and sides
on the column is extended upward, giving increased holding power on the base. The importance of this improvement in securing a rigidity that absolutely prevents spring
and vibration under heavy loads and cuts, will be readily under-

are as follows

and

:

their bearing

stood.

This feature can be obtained only in the Garvin machine.
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form so large a part of the main-

is driven from the spindle, or from the countershaft
which the patent is pending. Tests have shown that
a very large percentage of the spindle power of the machine is
consumed in driving the feed under heavy cuts at speed. With
the feed driven from the countershaft, the spindle belt is relieved of this work and its net pulling power is increased about
30 per cent, and again, as the countershaft is running at high
speed compared to the spindle, the loss of power and stress of
The drive of the
parts due to the speeding up are avoided.
tightener-,
and
the countershaft
with
spindle feed is by a chain
feed is by a wide belt.
The feed range is from .004 inch per revolution of spindle, to
All gears are covered and an
12 inches traverse per minute.
The
index for quick and positive manipulation is provided.
for
changing
simplest
form
from
box
is
of
the
change gear

has improved the appearance of the machine.
Among other improvements will be noticed the location of
the counterbalance spring, which is now set in a horizontal
position back of the machine, and the point of attachment with

spindle to countershaft feed with ten instant changes, controlled

the strain bar

The

feed

at will, for

by
oil.

The gears

are journal bearings that

tenance expense of the locomotive and car departments.

Our

new Tabor power rammer

of the

illustration

represents

the latest design and has special features, consisting of a cylinder base which is cast in one piece to give it greater length
a bearing in the cylinder, protecting

it from sand accumulation
and reducing the height where such reduction is best worked
out.
An important new detail in this machine is the substitu-

tion of flat strain bars for the channels formerly employed, the

change being made

chiefly

on account of the

difficulty at

times

of obtaining small channels in heavy sections, a change which

.

made

is

The abutment

adjustable along the bar.

box are of hardened steel and run in
The universal and plain machines are arranged with two

levers.

in

speed countershafts, giving 16 feeds in geometrical progression
The
for the universals and -12 speeds for the plain machines.

NEW GARVIN MILLING MACHINE.
power provided by increased back-gearing and wider

additional

by the gain due

belts is multiplied

of the large

amount

actually doubling the

With reference
screws are

to

much

to relieving the spindle belt

of the spring

the increased dimensions of the parts,

ing the strain bars in a vertical position.

than the standard

larger

practice

of

all

other

both on the special and ordinary tools. The liberal
diameter obviates all trouble from torsion and eliminates all

builders;

uncertain

action

of

NEW POWER RAMMER — TABOR MANUFACTURING

work involved in driving heavy feeds,
power of the machine for maximum duty.
of

the

dividing head

on

heavy

spiral

work.

CO.

adjustable, to regulate the initial tension, hold-

is

ment of the pin on the
height of the

The

vertical adjust-

strain bar compensates for the difference

ramming head, and can

be so set as to be
Squeezing pressure is applied by the hand lever on the right operating on a pop valve
at the back of the machine.
There is no obstruction for the
shovel in filling the flask from the sand heap a defect common to machines as previously built to operate with a plug
in

a

perfect balance

in

any

position.

;

The screws are made with one-inch pitch, which enables the
work to be handled with the least loss of time; they run easily
back if released under cut. A handle on the
front of the knee determines which motion is to be in use and
prevents the knee and saddle from being in action at the same
time. The table has an independent trip handle in addition to
the safety device mentioned. A casual observation of the operation of these machines, however, is scarcely sufficient to reveal

and cannot

start

their strong points.

Inquiries of the Garvin

York, will bring such information as

may

Machine

Co.,

—

or throttle valve.
ically

to

Upon
its

releasing the hand lever, it automatnormal position and the ramming head

drops to the position shown. This construction applies to split
pattern machines as well as power rammers ,and makes a decided improvement in the construction and operation.

New

be needed by those

returns

This device

is

manufactured by the Tabor Mfg. Co. of

Philadelphia, Pa.
•

interested.

J\few

Power Qammer^Tabor Mfg.

The vogue long had by
way foundries, makes of

Tabor Molding machines in
interest any details concerning

the

Growth of the Engineering Departments of
Purdue University

Co.
rail-

im-

provements of those cost reducers in foundry work. The absolute necessity of these machines is felt as much, if not more,
in the railway foundry as in any other field of casting production, and more especially in brass fittings, among which

There have been regularly enrolled during the past year in
schools of Engineering of Purdue University 1,236
students, and the prospect is that for a time at least, the num-

the three
ber
a

will

result,

facilities

steadily

and

increase

each year.

In

anticipation

of such

to better provide for those already enrolled, the

for engineering

work

are

now

being greatly increased.
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A new

building to be devoted entirely to the School of Civil
Engineering is approaching completion and will be furnished

ready for occupancy by the beginning of the next school year.
addition to the Electrical Laboratory now under construction,

An

will

supply a

new

through, but the graphite and lubricating material was wanting,

to receive additions of

to

be served by a traveling crane and is
The test car "Louisiana"
other heavy machinery.

which was
brought into existence by the American Street and Interurban
Railway Association, has been deposited with the University
and is to have a place in this laboratory.
The Mechanical Engineering Laboratory is receiving also
new equipment. This consists of several additional machines

amount of small apparatus for testing the strength
The Steam Engine Laboratory is receiving a
indicators, gauges and miscellaneous small
covering
large order

and

a large

materials.

of

Palmetto packing. It is only a card on which is a photogravure
San Francisco in flames, on which is a sample of their packing
as taken from the hottest part of the burnt district. Not a strand
of the outer covering is affected by the intense heat it had passed
of

room and extensive additions to the
The laboratory is to
this department.

lecture

laboratory floor space of

205

still there is no deterioration of the body of the packing.
It
one of the most telling lessons of heat resistance ever brought
the attention of packing users.
e

>

is

a

«

The Railway Auto Car Company has been organized and has
acquired the patents and manufacturing data for the building of

Ganz steam auto car for railways. This type of car is exOne is now being built for
tensively used on European roads.
the Erie and another is also now in use on the Florida East
Coast. The new company is making preparations to build these
cars in this country. The officers are H. Rieman Duval, President; F. Q. Brown, 1st Vice-Pres. Wm. R. Kenan, Jr., 2d ViceD.
Charles Ducas, M. E., Secy.
Pres.
G. Leve, Gen'l Mgr.
H. Thomas, Treasurer. The offices arc at 114 Liberty street,
the

;

apparatus, an elaborate collection of water meters, an Ingersoll-

;

compressor, a 50 horse-power Fairbanks-Morse gas producer and

Rand No.

10 Imperial steam-driven

compound duplex

air

one Power Specialty
Company's super-heater, one Allis-Chalmers direct connected
Corliss engine and centrifugal pump, one DeLaval direct-connected steam turbine with direct connected centrifugal pump,
and one 100 horse-power compound marine engine, with all
This equipment will be available by Sepauxiliary apparatus.
gas

engine,

tember

several

smaller gas

New

;

;

York.

engines,

1st.

»

Mountain and Lake Resorts

is the title of an attractive pubby the Passenger Department of the Lackawanna
The book is intended to give readable and reliable

lication issued

Railroad.

information about vacation places along that road, and

pages

are

filled

with

suggestions

for

those

seeking

its

144

summer

The various hotels and boarding places, their location,
and facilities are accurately described.
More than one
half
book
and a brightly
hundred
tones add to the interest of the
written love story entitled "The Heart of Beverly" completes its
contents.
The book may be had by sending the necessary postage of ten cents in stamps to T. W. Lee, General Passenger
homes.
rates

The Globe Ventilator

;

The Globe

Ventilator for passenger cars, which performs

its

functions by the utilization of the simplest natural laws, is one
of the most efficient devices ever used for the purpose of free-

ing a

room or

car of carbonic acid gas, and that without the

drafty currents always set up by mechanical means.

Its

equipment on the largest railway systems of the
world is the most reliable attest of its worth as a ventilator.
There is, however, another and as imoprtant a field for its use
in the ventilation of shops notably blacksmith shops and foundries, where the gases and smoke menace human life and
Those who have failed to
health more seriously than in cars.
remove poisonous fumes by natural means often have recourse
to mechanical means such as exhaust fans, and still fail, but
the Globe ventilator has never failed to perform its work satisa

standard

—

factorily.

Notes of the Month
The Mexico, Oaxaca & Yucatan Railway has ordered 106
locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works. The types in-,

»

Car

soon to be made by this road.

Chicago.

«

offices

of

the

Berger-Carter Co., at 34-40 Beale

street,

San Francisco, Cal., representatives of the Falls Hollow Staybolt Co., were destroyed in the recent disaster in that city, and
flie
company has opened up temporary offices at Third and
Washington streets, Oakland, Cal.

The

Falls

Hollow Staybolt

Co.,

Cuyahoga

Falls, O.,

recently

received large orders for Falls Hollow staybolt iron from the

Royal Railway of Saxony, the New Zealand Government Railways, the Ferro Carril Payta Piura Railway of Peru, and from

&

Locomotive

The American

—

:

Car,

which

.

is

filed

by the Northwestern

Monadnock

Block,

do a general car business, building new equipment, and repairing and rebuilding old cars and
locomotives.
The plant at Hegewisch, 111., formerly owned by
the Chicago Car & Locomotive Co., has been secured by the
Northwestern company. The officers are President, C. H. Wilcox, vice-president of McGuire-Cummings Manufacturing Company; vice-president, A. W. Houston, formerly vice-president of
will

:

the Republic Iron

&

Steel

Company;

secretary

and treasurer,

W. Buckingham,

formerly with Otis, Wilson & Co., bankers
general superintendent, F. A. Murphy, previously with several
car companies.

H.

•

arranged with disappearing berths by which the car is instantly transformed from
a sleeper to a parlor car, is having its merits recognized by an
order for four from the Canadian Northern to be built at
Barney and Smith's.
The St. Louis Car Company is also
building an order of these cars for the Ann Arbor Railroad.
Illustrations and a complete description of this car were furnished in the February issue of the Railway Master Mechanic.
Palace,

«

Co., with offices at 542-543

The company

The Pennsylvania road has

»

»

Incorporation papers were recently

three of the leading railways of Japan.
»

City.

The Wisconsin Central Railway has issued a neat little
pamphlet entitled "1906 Summer Book." This pamphlet is issued by the passenger department of the company and describes
the many summer, fishing and hunting resorts along their line.
The pamphlet is handsomely gotten up, and its letter press and
half tone illustrations are excellent.
The region in Wisconsin
traversed by the Wisconsin Central is noted for its fine fishing
and hunting. One of the best and most noted points on the
line is Fifield, Wis., about 16 miles west of which is located
Mason Lake Resort, famous for its muskallonge, bass and pike
fishing and partridge and deer hunting. A copy of this pamphlet,
or any information, can be had by addressing James C. Pond,
general passenger agent, Milwaukee, Wis., or F. B. Martin,
city passenger and ticket agent, 204 South Clark street, Chicago.

eluded in the order embrace 60 Consolidations, 40 Moguls and 6
An order for 500 freight cars is also
six-wheel switchers.

The

New York

Agent, Lackawanna Railroad,

use as

.

just completed the second of

its

locomotives at the Juniata shops, to the stage where
they are ready for the electric details constituting the power
electric

end of the machines, which will be of the Westinghouse type
and are under construction at the East Pittsburg works of the
latter company.
These engines are designed for experimental
work on the mountains between Altoona and Gallitzin where
the service
fact that

is

exceptionally severe for

all classes

two of these machines are being

built,

of

traffic.

The

would seem

to

.

The Greene-Tweed Company have brought out one of the
most convincing exhibits of the heat-resisting qualities of their

indicate a determination to reach definite conclusions about that
system of hauling in heavy mountain service.
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A New Electric
The

Electric

Properties

public service companies, in the development of properties for

Corporation

Company,

May

incorporated

New

curities of corporations operating such properties.

It

will

also

conduct through Westinghouse, Church, Kerr & Company (all
of whose, stock is owned by the new company) a general engineering and constructing business.

may

It

account, and either temporarily or permanently assist in

their

10th

York, with a capital of six
million preferred and six million common stock, has been organized to acquire, finance and develop properties, either whole
or in part, especially those in which electricity plays the principal part, such as power, electric traction and electric lighting
enterprises, and to invest and deal in and to guarantee the se-

under the laws of the State of

June, 1906

also issue collateral

The

financing such properties.

which the

great rapidity with

uses of electricity are being extended, not only in the creation

new

of

but in

enterprises,

enterprises,

will,

it

changing the character of existing

believed, afford constantly increasing op-

is

of capital.
Mr. John
Wallace has been selected as President of the new corporation, and two Vice Presidents will be elected at the first meeting of the Board of Directors.
portunities

the profitable investment

for

F.

«

»

The

first

of a series of pamphlets descriptive of the various

types of locomotives built by the

American Locomotive Com-

bonds secured by the pledge of securities acquired in the
course of business. The purposes of the company, as mentioned
above, will be mainly financial. It is not intended to make any
changes in the organization or personnel of Westinghouse,
Church, Kerr & Co., whose operations have been highly successful and they will continue to be conducted under the efficient
administration of Mr. Walter C. Kerr, President.
While the Electric Properties Company will avail itself of the
engineering and construction organization of Westinghouse,
Church, Kerr & Company, it will also use other engineering or-

pany, illustrates and describes the Pacific type engines already

ganizations or independent consulting engineers as circumstances

treat

may

filed

trust

require.

One

of the objects of the ne

wcompany

will be

and other

to co-operate with vested interests, such as railways

company, and explains their special points of
speed passenger work.
The general

built

by

ness

for heavy high

this

fit-

di-

mensions and features of interest of the engines illustrated are
arranged in tabular form for quick reference, in the order of
size and weights, which taken in connection with the half-tones
and sectional drawings furnish a very complete description.
The disposition of the text with reference to the illustrations is
such as to carry the inquirer from the first page to the finis
without returning for missing information.
It is intended to
of

all

in

standard

the

types

make

their order will

a

in the same manner,' which,
most valuable symposium for

reference.

Railroad Paint Shop
Edited by
J.

H.

Devoted to

PITARD

M. C. Painter, M.

(St.

O. R. R.

Official

Organ

Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Association.

of the

The Testimonial to Mr. Robert McKjeon ExSecretary and Treasurer, M. C. 8r L. P. Ji,
According to the vote of the Master Car and Locomotive
Painters Association at

its

tike Interests of

Master Car and
Locomotive Painters

Ohio, Sep-

convention at Cleveland
)

tember 15, 1905, the writer, in conjunction with Messrs. Bailey
and Cook of the committee, has had a testimonial engrossed
(it was hardly fitting to put it in the form of a preamble and
resolutions, not being done in the convention) in the best manner by Mr. G. C. Cannon, Principal of Cannon's Commercial
College of Lawrence, Mass., and suitably framed and shipped
by express prepaid to Mr. McKeon on April 25.
We meant to have got this to Mr. McKeon before the end of
1905, but circumstances have hindered in various ways, though
Mr. Canthe writer has followed up the matter pretty closely.
non made a third effort before he got a picture of Mr. McKeon
to suit himself, and later was taken sick with pneumonia, which

consumed much time before he was able to complete the job.
When completed, it had to be expressed to Messrs. Lanferseik
and Cook for their signatures, after the writer had carried it
Then it had
to Messrs. Bailey and Dane for the same purpose.

may

not

come out

clear

enough

in the picture to

read distinctly

THE MASTER CAR AND LOCOMOTIVE PAINTERS
ASSOCIATION OF THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA
at

its

annual convention

consequence
its

of

the

in

Cleveland, Ohio, Sept.

1905, in

15,

on account of ill health, of
Robert McKeon of Kent, Ohio,
placing on record in a permanent

resignation,

Secretary and Treasurer,

takes

form

pleasure
its

faithful

in

hereby

high appreciation of thirty-one years of consecutive,

and honorable

service,

and

ever cherish

will

his,,

mem-

ory and regard him a noble example of devotion to duty as an
officer of this Association, as a well as a

gentleman and a master

of his calling.

Charles A. Cook,
Bailey,

y Committee.

Charles

E. Copp,

)

John

Lanferseik, President.

F.

Albert

P.

Dane, Secretary.

a word of comwork he has peramount of extra work he has put into

It is but fair to Mr. Cannon
mendation here, not only for the

formed, but for the large

)

Warner

to give

him

fine piece of

charging us about half price for similar efforts. It is all done
by hand with pen and brush, picture and all, the picture being
after Mr. McKeon's favorite photo, not his last, but of a few
The writer wishes to say, in closing, that if there
years ago.
are any societies voting resolutions to retiring officials or members, who wish them engrossed by Mr. Cannon, if he is communicated with he will be only too glad to turn them over to Mr.
Cannon free of charge, or, if they choose, they may write to him
it,

to

be photographed

framed,
But,

honor
in his

etc.,

we
to

for

McKeon and

home he chooses

the association that voted
to carry out its

A

these

to
it

columns,

then

still

that will be an

any room
hang it in, and prove creditable to
to him and empowered the committee
his family, that will grace

wishes.

photo-reproduction of the same

out the frame, of course.

constructed for

in

more time
of work has been done

which took up

think, a piece

Mr.

reproduction

it

The

is

latter,

herewith given, but with-

Charles

direct.

E. Copp.

with a mat, was especially

of oak, with a dark polished finish.

The

tes-

timonial is on a sheet of card board 22^2x28*^, and framed
with mat 24x30. The frame is of molding three inches wide.
Following is the phraseology of the testimonial done in committee, which we give here for fear some of the small lettering

Mr. McKeon's Response
Editor Railroad Paint Shop:
Since sending the testimonial

to

Mr. McKeon,

I

ceived the following very kind note in response which

have
I

re-

hasten
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June,

20:

Regardless of improved sanitary conditions in passenger cars,
odors that are peculiar to such cars are yet more or less

foul

evidence,

in

especially

winter

in

the cars tightly closed.

It

when

necessary to keep

is

it

perhaps easier to trace the source
While foul cdors arc-

is

of such odors than to provide a preventive.

not general

in

passenger cars, ihey are more or

all

less

pro-

during the latter end of their tjrm of
service between shoppings.
One of the sources of such odors,
and, perhaps, the principal one, is due to the absorbent properties

nounced

mo:,t

in

oars

It is a catch-all for dust, filth and microbes,
and owing to the inadequate means of renovating, 'as employed
in most instances, it. is practically impossible to disp:l
such

of the upholstery.

odors.

Beating the cushions with a
drives

much

of

it

further

in,

stick,

while

removes some

it

dust,

thus adding to the foul odor.

The pneumatic

suction method of cleaning is by far the most
and sanitary.
Air and light, especially sunlight, are most potent agencies in

effective

Whenever

the treatment of upholstery.
so,

it

should be exposed to sunlight

;

it

practicable to do

is

this is nature's great

remedy

of purification.

The upholstery should be so arranged that it could be easily
and quickly removed and given an occasional sunning. Nothing
will dispel the foul odors and sweeten the upholstery like sun-

KENT.OHIO
tnkfjo plfusun- in bcrrbn ulurina e n zee orb

'

waMPfn* wm &
f

(fall

It

a

is

noticeable

WW***

plush

upholstery,

but

alio mill

mrr

rltmsl]

Ijis

mfmori; imo rrgaro
no

nil offirrr of tljis -\ooor iahoii.ao wrll

our members

[jim

may have

forward, that

in

connection with the other matter.

Charles

noblr cxnittf If of if notion to outj

odors

'

u^mHraum miiiiuiiaslfr of hie ediimy

to

all

ii

E. Copp,

the benefit of

it

Chairman of Committee.

Kent, Ohio, April 29, 1906.

portrait on

tion,

it

very distinctly, but my daughter has read and
me, and I certainly appreciate the good will

it

to

which prompted the members of the M.

me

C.

&

L. P. Association

During the thirtywas connected with the Association, I always had
its welfare at heart.
I saw its membership increase from if to
232 members, and, until I lost my sight, was personally acquainted with all members and am proud to feel that I have
to give

four years

many

a testimonial for faithful service.
I

friends

among them. Now that I am deprived of taking
my mind often dwells on past events and

an active part in life
I recall with pleasure

my

associations with the Master Car and

Trusting that the growth and prosperity of the Association
continue,

Robert McKeon.

»

«

«

Preventing Foul Odors in Passenger Cars

— notice the
—"How
can foul odors

Editor Railway Paint Shop

in

I

:

in passenger cars?"

I

think the most effectual

disinfectant for

of

When

paint becomes

means of escape

is

a hole in the roof

downward

suction.

The

entire

should be

closet

each terminal cleaning the closet should receive careful atten-

and the hoppers cleaned both inside and

out.

The

saloon

doors should be provided with spring hinges so that they will
close automatically and thus remain closed at all times.

Another source of foul odors and also of disease breeding
germs is the expectorations on the floor, in the obscure corners
and behind the heater pipes. The latter, owing to their arrangement, are a most inviting place for such, and cannot be reached
by ordinary cleaning methods, therefore such filth remains there
indefinitely.
This could be overcome by placing a cuspidor between the seats and fixed to the wall near the floor in such
manner as to prevent capsizing and so that it could be removed
and cleaned at the end of each trip, or oftener if necessary.
of disinfectants

is

not advisable, since they

hind an unpleasant odor, that
dispel.

If there'

remove the

is

is

as

all

leave be-

disagreeable as the odors

a dead cat under the house,

it

is

cat than to resort to disinfectants.

has been suggested by Mr. Rodabaugh that the cessation of
the use of varnish removers are necessary in order to dispel
Mr. Rodabaugh is a veteran in the painting busifoul odors.
It

on

ness,

and

be prevented

It is

doubtless true that, as far as varnish removers are respon-

way

to get rid

sible

for

his opinion

foul

odors,

it

this point is entitled to consideration.

would

ease

with

the

abandonment

stop using var-

of varnish removers, but the odors complained of existed before

would be any good to use a
the reason that the floor and the inside of the

varnish removers came into existence, as the latter are pracThere are some varnish removers that
tically of recent date.

of disagreeable odors in Passenger Cars
nish remover.

imitation

Railway Master

Mechanic for April a query

I

do not think

is

to

it

heater boxes are saturated with varnish remover.
I.

Penna

a constant

better to

Fraternally yours,

of

metal-lined and painted with enamel paints, and baked, and at

which they

remain,

I

cushions

instead,

of that character.

the floor.

is

The use

Locomotive Painters.

may

is

it.

cannot see

odors peculiar to

foul

which such odors are expected to rise before they can escape.
There should be an opening in the floor so arranged that there

Mr. C. E. Copp:
Dear Sir: The framed resolutions received in good shape
and is now hanging in my parlor. When I received your letter
stating it had been sent, I did not look for anything so elaborate.
The design is very fine and I was surprised to see my
I

have,

the only ventilation or
to

described

that the

Another source of foul
worn sufficiently to
expose the wood, foul odors are absorbed and are being constantly emitted. This can be overcome by an. occasional repainting of the floor with enamel paints, thus keeping the wood well
covered and protected at all times. This will also cause the
floor to clean up much easier when it is scrubbed.
Another
source of foul odors is the improper ventilation of the closet.
Foul gases, as a general thing,- are heavier than other gases,
therefore cannot rise very high.
But in the case of the closet,
leather or material

no

fact

passenger cars are not nearly as offensive in cars having no

YEARS

THIRTY-ONE

r

ill

light.
.

Co., Ft.

Wayne,

Ind.

J.

Rodabaugh, Master

Painter.

have a lingering odor, but there are others that vanish quickly,
and their abandonment would mean an additional expense for
maintenance.
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the preventive for foul odors in the passenger
car, the home, and elsewhere; this, in addition to sunlight and
air will accomplish more than all the disinfectants combined.

Cleanliness

is

.

»

are publishing in this issue, a complete head lining pattern, designed by our association friend across the border, Mr.
T. J. Hutchinson, Master Painter of the Grand Trunk Ry., Lon-

We

tion of

The

its

we can not reproduce it in the original
necessary in order to convey a proper concep-

regret that
is

symmetrical and

of light olive, the outer space

is

a darker shade of olive and the intervening space
is
grained with a roller grainer in imitation mahogany. All
of the ornaments are flat scrolls in gold, edged with black.
or border

The

at all points of contact.

Another

indefinitely.

essential

the rusting

is

specifications should provide that

volume of advice that is-given as to the
most economical method of maintaining such structures, there will be many instances of neglect, and rust in vast
quantities will be found, and such must be dealt with as cirBut, regardless of the

best and

cumstances will best admit.
step

artistic beauty.

center space of panel

prevented

be

parts are assembled or the rivets driven.

We

colors, as .this

may

point affecting the durability of such structures

such points should be painted with a thick paint before the

«

Headlining Pattern

don, Ont.

rust

paint,

June, i';o6

is

to

remove the

rust,

In such cases the

and

necessary

first

absence of a sand blast or

in the

other mechanical means, a wire brush, steel scraper and chip-

hammer

ping

will

is

for

complete the

With

purpose.

this

most available

of tools

outfit

should be entirely re-

these the rust

moved, and the painting should follow closely before the metal
again rusts, but no paint should be applied in the early morning
before the moisture has dried out of the pores, for the reason

Roadway Painting and

Beautification

that sealed

Usually the painting of bridges and buildings along the roadway does not come under the jurisprudence of the mechanical
department, but

is

entrusted to some of the

roadway depart-

ments, with the result, that in the latter case, they are sometimes
seriously neglected, for the reason that the work is generally

some incompetent

entrusted to

painter.

once fell to our lot to paint an iron structure that had
formerly been "cared" for by the roadway department, and it
cost about seventy-five dollars to remove the rust and scale,
in order to get it in a fit condition for painting, and for applying the paint the cost was only about ten dollars. Had this work
been properly performed in the first instance, and regularly
painted thereafter, the seventy-five dollars expended for cleaning could have been saved for t>e company, to say nothing of

weakened condition of the structure caused by the accumulations of rust, which for the most part was more than an
eighth of an inch in thickness, and could be removed only with
a hammer. The work had been looked after and often repainted
by an inexperienced painter, who had neglected the structure
until the appearance of rust warned him that painting was necthe

and which he proceeded to do, not once, but many times,
without removing any of the rust, with the result as above
The above instance is a parallel case with many others
stated.
where this work is not under the care of the mechanical deessary,

We

gravated.

The

another similar instance only more agbridges on a certain road had been "cared

recall
steel

by the roadway department in a manner similar to the
case mentioned above, until their condition became alarming.
An expert bridge builder was called in to pass upon, their safety,
for"

condemned, and it became
new ones. These instances are

with the result that they were
necessary to replace them with

all

most forceful argument against the short-sighted policy of
some railroads in limiting the jurisdiction of the foreman painter

a

so as to render wasteful negligence possible, as in the instances

Every road of five hundred miles and upwards
should have a general foreman painter, with jurisdiction covering the roadway work.
stated above.

The

principal

points

to

be

considered

in

maintaining

steel

bridges are a suitable paint, preparation of the metal, a favorable
season for painting, and a sufficient quantity of paint at each

Owing to the fact that there is always more or less
water to be found under all bridges, and a consequent steady
evaporation of moisture therefrom enveloping the structure, extra
care of such structure is rendered necessary in order to prevent the ravages of rust, which, if it once begins, is like the
Rust should never be permitted to
camel entering the tent.
make its appearance on a bridge it should be well painted before
as soon as it is placed in position it
it leaves the works, and

painting.

;

should again be painted

in

order to protect

curring from abrasions, of which
then,

if

it

is

work untold injury

will

some

stand the blame,- or else

all

painter's

with

later on,

probability have to

reputation

for

ability

will sustain a severe shock.

After the metal has been prepared the question of a suitable
paint

next

is

in

oxide, graphite

order.

and red

Of

the various kinds, such as carbon,

lead, that are

most used for

this purpose,

circumstances should determine the kind most suitable to meet

It

partment.

up moisture

the result that somebody's paint will in

all

bare places oc-

there will necessarily be

many,,

annually painted with one or two coats of suitable

the exigencies of the case;

if

the structure

is

subjected to

much

water or moisture, then red lead is rather to be preferred, for
the reason that it causes the oil to dry harder than any other
pigment with which it could be mixed, and, therefore, forming
an impervious coating, provided enough coats are applied, which
on bare iron should be at least three coats. A serious objection
to red lead, however, is that, owing to its specific gravity being
greater than that of linseed
it

will

not streak and sag;

ways, one of which

is

to

oil,

is

it

apply

can be prevented

this

mix with

difficult to

it

it

so "that

various

in

a certain proportion of

some

pigment of lighter density, such as carbon or oxide, thereby decreasing

its

gravity sufficiently for the oil to sustain

specific

it.

is that it dries so hard that it
submerged in water this can be
obviated to some extent by adding a small proportion of cottonseed oil, about one part, and two parts linseed oil. For struct-

Another objection

soon becomes

to

brittle

ures not subjected to

red lead

unless

much water

;

or moisture, either a carbon or

provided enough of

oxide would be preferable to red lead

it

is

;

applied to form a coating sufficiently thick to repel moisture, but

two thin coats of any kind of
makes its appearance. There
paint and then neglect it
is a famous bridge in Scotland, the painting of which furnishes
a fitting example of the proper method of caring for such costly
structures.
The painting of this bridge consumes just one year,
and when the work is completed, the workmen immediately
it

is

a mistake to apply one or

until rust

begin at the starting point to apply another coat
it

is

annually painted, and no rust

is

;

in

this

allowed to make

its

way
ap-

pearance.

In painting the depots along railways

it

is

a rare thing to see

any taste displayed usually such buildings are painted some
dark unattractive color, which gives them an extremely barnIt would cost but little, if any, more to paint
like appearance.
them in bright harmonious colors, and this would likely be done
were this work under the supervision of some practical painter
In painting such buildings due consideraof executive ability.
tion should be given to selection of paints most suitable for this
purpose, as the sulphur gases from coal smoke are particularly
antagonistic to blues and yellows, causing them to fade badly.
Any of the natural pigments are much better for this purpose
;

than those chemically produced.

Another matter of great importance in beautifying the roadis the custom in vogue on some roads of cultivating choice
flowers, tastefully arranged at or near the depots and prominent
crossings.
In some instances this is so extensive as to take the
form of landscape gardening, and is no small advertisement for

way
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HEADLINING PATTERN, DESIGNED BY MR.

T.

J.

HUTCHINSON, MASTER PAINTER GRAND TRUNK

RY.

LONDON, ONT.
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the road, as the traveling public has a keen appreciation of such

on the part of the company to make such provision for
their pleasure, moreover, flowers are suggestive
they represent
efforts

;

highest

the

War

Civil

attributes

of

which confirms

human

An

nature.

may

this fact

incident

of

the

not be amiss just here,

A detachment of soldiers had befrom
their
regiment,
and during their wandercome separated
ings were forced to rely upon the hospitality of the residents
for subsistence and they noted the fact that wherever flowers
were cultivated tehre was to be found the greater hospitality.
although

it

a digression.

is

Wherever flowers are planted about

the depot, the building should

be painted in colors that harmonize with the surroundings.

In

new roof to be apno grimy deposit of smoke to be removed with emulsion
cleaners, consequently less rubbing or disturbing of the varnish,
with a consequent increase in durability.
Cutting in will be
seldom necessary, as it will be possible to clean the surface fit
the attrition of cinders, with an occasional

plied,

for varnishing several times before cutting in is necessary.

Notes From the Field

We

way

the one

impressive effect

naturally helpful to the other, and the most

is
is

attained.
«

t

Important Notice
To

members

the

of

The Master Car and Locomotive

Association, and others to

whom

The Hotel Committee having

it

may

reported

its

Painters'

concern:)
inability

to

make

the managers of
accommodation of those desirous of attending the next Annual Convention of this Association in September, it has been decided by your President and
Council that good and sufficient reason has been presented for
suitable

hotels

or

arrangements with

satisfactory

Toronto

in

Ont.,

for the

changing the place of meeting.
For this reason the Advisory Committee, by the authority of
Article XIII, Section 4, of the constitution and by-laws of this
Association, has selected the city which received the next highest
Washington, D. C.
number of votes, viz
Therefore, I hereby announce that the next annual convention
of

The Master Car and Locomotive

Painters' Association of the

United States and Canada will be held
September 11, 12, 13, and 14, '06.
A.

P.

in

Washington, D. C,
H. M. Butts,

Dane,

ARTICLE

—

Aside from the reference to their manufactured products,
some very interesting information. It will be furnished to any one on application.
The following notes from our good friend, Mr. B. E. Miller,
Master Painter of the Delaware Lacawanna & Western at Scranton, Pa. will be of interest to our readers.
Friend Miller is
never wanting in advancing the interests of the official organ.
In this he sets a good example for others to follow.
"We expect to move into our new Kingsland, N. J., shops
about May first, though of course they will not be thoroughly
completed, as new shops seldom, if ever, are. Later on, when we
get settled, I will try and give you an item covering the Paint
Department.
The following changes in the personnel of the Paint Shop
forces have occurred
N. Voerge, Foreman Locomotive Painter at East Buffalo
J.
Shops, has been transferred to Scranton Car Shops in charge of
freight car work.
W. A. Buchanan, Foreman Locomotive Painter at Syracuse,
has been transferred to East Buffalo Shops, vice J. N. Voerge
transferred.

W. H.

Estabrook, Foreman Painter at Scranton Car Shops
May first to Kingsland, N. J., Passenger Car
Paint Shops.

May

XIII.

to Kingsland, N. J.

first

expect to transfer

I

my

ton to East Orange, N.

residence about

We

J.

honor us with a

With

best wishes

Very

hotel Arlington has been selected as the place of meet-

May

first

of the Association,

»

Galvanized Iron
Much

difficulty

is

generally

experienced

in

getting

paint

to

I

am,

truly yours,'

the surface, and gives the paint better adhesion.

Indications

along this

line

Miller.

E.

«

W.
It

&

Bird

received

make

W.

F.

dog and

a valuable addition to railroad officials art collection.

& Son

Bird

ask for

from

Son, makers of Paroid roofing, East Walpole, Mass.

a life size reproduction of a thorough bred bull

is

will

advertising poster has just been

are sending

it

to

all

railroad officials

who

it.

Steam as a Motive Power

to presage the displacement of steam by
motive power for railroads. Thus far, its use

has been experimental, but the secret of

power has gradually developed, and

its

its

great

superior advantages as

a motive power, especially in passenger transportation have been
sufficiently

clever

»

The upholstery

seem

electricity as a

A

F.

«

Electricity Versus

letter

from Mr. J. A. Jackson, Master Painter of the Wisconsin Central at North Fond du Lac, Wis., in which he sends
a copy of his Standard Coach letters, informs us that he is very
busy getting his passenger equipment in shape for the summer.

adhere firmly to galvanized iron, and various experiments are
The government has
resorted to to overcome the trouble.

adopted a mode of procedure that seems to be satisfactory.
Their specifications compel the use of vinegar for washing the
This roughens or corrodes
surface preparatory to painting.

A

who

visit.

B.
ED.

from Scran-

be glad to entertain any

will

members

of the craft, and particularly
will

moved between now and

of Master Painter will be

office

4.

.

painting,

contains

votes.

ing.

steel

of Williamsport,

Pa.

The

President.

Should any untold circumstances, militate against
meeing
after being selected in accordance with Secthe place of
tion 3, of this Article, the Advisory Committee shall substitute
the name of the City receiving the next highest number of

The

Works

Paint

will be transferred

Secretary and Treasurer.
Section

have received a copy of the pamphlet on

recently issued by the National

it

this

June, 1906

demonstrated as to insure

its

adoption

in lieu of

steam

no distant day.
When the change takes place, it will have much significance
for the painter, on account of the changed conditions that will
necessarily follow in the matter of maintenance of equipment.
The two elements, smoke and cinders, which involve the greatat

expense in the matter of maintenance, to say nothing of their discomforts to the traveling public, will, of course,
be entirely eliminated. There will be no raw edges and cinder
est items of

beaten ends to touch up, no reinforcing of the tin roof against

condition.

There

will

need

less attention to

will probably be a

keep

it

in a cleanly

return to light colors, as

smoke nuisance rendered dark colors necessary in order to
obscure the dirt on the body of the cars.
This would be a

the

decided advantage also, for the reason that dark colors absorb

and

retain

much more

heat

than light colors, thus hastening

the decay of paint and varnish.

Light colors reflect heat, thus

not only adding to the durability of paint and varnish, but also

tending to keep the body of the car cooler

is

in

hot weather.

Another matter of no little expense that would be obviated
the care and expense of maintaining the steam engine.
All

things

become
find

a

considered, the

advent of electricity promises

to

boon to the busy painter, and the day when he can

time to draw a long breath seems not far distant.

Truly, every cloud has

its

silver lining.
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and fortieth conventions respectiveof the Master Mechanics and Master Car Build-

Association held June 13-20, 1906, at Atlantic City,

have broken

records of these two bodies in point

all
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The convention

was that of the
Master Car Builders' Association, which was opened at
Atlantic City, N. J., on June 13, 1906, with one of the
largest representation of members of that body in its
history. The meeting was held in the Sun Parlor on the
actions.

Post

Office in

XXX

even to

men

a spirit

noted for getting results by the shortest

route.

happenings of the year which had a bearing on the work

some interesting
growth of the organization from its first
meeting in 1866 with a few dozen members to the present, not forgetting to pay a tribute to the memory of
of the association and also presented

Chicago as Second-Class Matter,

Chicago, July, 1906

No. 7

those passing to the other side since the last convention,

making

affecting reference especially to the sad taking

off of his predecessor,

The

Conetnts
Fortieth Annual

Mr.

211

Convention of the Master Car

Builders' Association

213

Thirty-ninth Annual Convention of the American

Railway Master Mechanics' Association
Difference in Designers

Walschaert Valve Gear

218

At

"ocean blue,"

Exhibits at the Conventions

219*
219*

Personal Mention

243

music of the

Traveling Engineers Association

244

rapid expedition of the

The American

239
245*
245*
245*
246*

the Atlantic City Conventions

Palace Car

Bench Vise
for

P. Appleyard.

was one of

his usual

and complete expositions of his stewardship, in
which facts were to the point, conveying the information
that there were now 356 active members, 243 representative members, 13 associate members, and 19 life memThe finance stabers, making a total of 631 members.
bility of the association was well shown by the fact that
there were $5,104 in the treasury, and a representation

216
218

Root Snow Scraper

W.

report of Secretary Taylor

full

Atlantic City Conventions

Machinists'

With such

their feet, in the discussions.

rampant, business went with a swing that was unusual

facts about the

gladly sent.

The

opening with the usual invo-

In his address, President Buker reviewed in detail the

Papers should reach subscribers by the first of the month
Kindly notify us at once of any delay or
at the latest.
failure to receive any issue and another copy will be very

Vol.

steel pier,

to recognize the rightful claimant to the floor out of the

Company.

the

to be held first

which an address of welcome was made by
Mayor Stoy, which was a fine exhibit of clean humor,
that could only be equalled by the reply to it by that past
master in forensic work, Geo. H. Post.
The large attendance evinced the interest felt by the
members in the task set for them last year, and there was
never a dull moment after the opening to the routine of
business, the greatest trouble being with the chairman

many on

Subscription price, $1.00 a year; to foreign countries, $1.50,
Advertising
Single copies, 10 cents.
free of postage.
rates given on application to the office, by mail or in
person.
In remitting make all checks payable to the Bruce V. Crandall

Entered at

~)l

cation after

Fifth Ave., Chicago
-

Conventions

thirty-ninth

ocean end of the
Office of Publication

City

attendance and the high-class character of their trans-

CRANDALL COMPANY, CHICAGO

V.

211

Locomotives

Fisher Slack Adjuster

Kalamazoo Pressed Steel Hand Car Wheel
Armstrong Ratchet Attachment for Die Stocks.
Railway Auto Car Company

247*

time of 2,047,327 cars in the association. The
room in which the meetings were held, out over the

at this

is

an ideal one for the purpose, having

acoustic properties that were not impaired by the low

will

surf,

work

in hand, a

in part for the

review of which

be found in other columns of this issue.

Two

reasons stand out prominently for this splendid

showing made
is

and which accounts

at the recent conventions,

one of which

the ever increasing interest of the members, and the

other, the infusion of technical blood in the

The

excellent

work

of this contingent has

membership.

become such

Technical Publications

247

was recognized in
President Ball's address, and assumed the form of a
recommendation that the Master Mechanic's Association

Notes of the Month

247

should

Railway Paint Shop

,

247

249-252

a necessity to the association that

make

ficial at its

it

provision for a bureau with a salaried of-

head, to

whom

research

work

of a scientific
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character

required

committees

of

through the executive committee.
part of the association
the committees

subjects

that

can

be

referred,

Such action on the

would be of inestimable value

to

and place the work of investigation of
are rapidly assuming phases quite too

obstrnse for the consideration of the practical

man

alone

hands used to such research, for to be of value, results must be obtained by men trained to reach them on
This fact is made apparent in the exaccurate lines.
in

cellent

work of Dr. Goss

which

for the associations, in

July, 1906

which are more than likely to enable it to hold its supremacy in the motive power field.
The Master Car Builders' Association has new problems to solve with each year of

change of standards, and
state

existence.

its

American Railway
surcease from the vexatious

little

is

with

close touch with the Inter-

its

Commerce Commission and

Association, there

What

the

questions of standards and revision of former practice,
in

order to keep in step with progress of the time.

steel

The

car for freight service has long been an accom-

there can be no question raised of accuracy.

plished fact, and

That the reports of the committees were above the
standard good work of the associations was shown in
the finality of the majority of them, but few being con-

with

all

of

its

now

the steel passenger car

is

with us,

an inchoate state that

details in practically

will require the best attention of the Association to lick

into a shape that

may

become standard prac-

ultimately

J
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BALL
President American Railway Master Mechanics Association,

JOSEPH BUKER
President Master Car Builders' Association, 1905-1906.

H. F.

and fewer

tinued,

still

submitted to

1905-0(3.

letter ballot for ap-

The motive power problem is complicated by
advent of electricity which is making a strong bid

proval.

the
for

body the sill end of the question presents
fewer difficulties and practically settles itself. This has
been exemplified in the construction up to date, but will
tice as to the

;

recognition in the short haul- feature of transportation.

not obtain after proper attention

This was taken up in a very able paper which showed a
keen grasp of the situation.

tion.

The steam locomotive
radical change back to

an opening for a
the simple machine since super-

of both conventions has the

stamp of

masters on every subject taken up.

The

too, presents

come to be a factor that threatens the displacement of the compound engine, as might be inferred from

The work

turned in that direc-

is

than

exhibits could' not be

shown

to better

advantage

and it is fortunate
when the immense showing of railway tools

in their locations

on the

steel pier,

heat has

that this

Dr. Goss' paper on the lowering of boiler pressures, as

and appliances are considered, for the exhibits are of a
more ambitious character, both in numbers and kind than
have ever before been shown at the conventions, which

is

compound engine

well understood that the

with high boiler pressures.
topic

Taken
career

at

this

time,

at its best

Valve gears are also a

especially those of the

in its entirety, the

is

locomotive

is

it

radial

live

type.

at a point in its

when many and important changes

are considered,

is

so

unmistakable proof that it pays to advertise, notwithstanding the immense expense involved in handling the

is

heavier exhibits.

Atlantic City

place to hold conventions.

is

on the

list

as a

good
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Master Car Builders Convention.
Annual Convention.
OPENING SESSION.

be modified so that such parties would be eligible to

Fortieth

HE

into convention for the fortieth time at 9

:;;/>

A. M., June 12, 1906, at Atlantic City, New
Jersey. After the several addresses and the
usual preliminaries which are found in this

was

the regular routine of business

taken up by a statement from Secretary Tay-

an informal report was made to the
executive committee by Mr. Garstang, Mr.
lor that

Fowler and Mr. Walsh, which had a bearing on recent
legislation that had been enacted in Ohio by the general
assembly, the essential particulars of which are as follows

:

"That

shall be

it

unlawful for any

common
its line,

traffic,

any loco-

not provided with secure grab irons

holds in the sides of ends thereof

used

movement

in the

with secure

sill

steps

;

moving
or hand

each and every car

of State traffic shall be provided

on each end of each

side thereof."

The above named commmittee entered a protest to the
action of the Ohio Assembly citing the work of the M. C.
B. Association to the end of bringing about uniformity

equipment, and the aid received in that direction

in car

by national

and which the Interstate Comdirected to exercise and enforce in

legislation,

merce Commission

is

conformity with the rules of the M. C. B. Association.

The committee
tion,

therefore put

in the

it

the enforcement of

that

work

subversive of the

of the

form of a resolu-

such legislation will be

M.

C. B. Association,

and

destructive of the uniformity which alone has enabled the
traffic of

the country to be handled

from one end

which

earnestly against
is

the

enactment of

legislation

calculated to destroy uniformity in equipment.

President Buker called attention to the fact that the
best interests of the Association

demanded

that the reso-

committee be sustained by the members, and
Mr. Walsh moved that the resolution be adopted as the
sense of the Association, which opened the way for discussion, and a thorough going over of the handhold and
grab iron question. The resolution of the committee on

lution of the

coming

ment, master car builder, assistant mechanical superindent, mechanical engineer, assistant engineer of motive

power, chief draftsman, foreman of railroad car shop,
joint car inspector, or

to a vote

record that

was passed, and

the Association

is

on

make

the car equipment of this
country safe, without the assistance of granger legislait

is

able to

tors.

Secretary Taylor stated that at the last convention the
following changes were proposed in the Constitution.

"At the

last

one representative from each car

manufacturing company

;

or other

company owning

or

operating over 1,000 cars, which are not in process of

purchase by other parties,

may become an

member
The amendment was

bv paying his dues for one year.

active

adopted.
It

was

also

recommended

that the instrument be modi-

fied in the section referring to life

membership

in order

members who had been
twenty years may become life mem-

good standing for
bers on recommendation of the Executive Committee.
In this connection the secretary said that Mr. G. W.
Rhodes was proposed for life membership in the association, he having retired from active railroad service. He
having not been in active service, or a member of the association for twenty-five years, which were then the requirements, the question was held for one year in the belief that the proposed amendment now passed would be
adopted.

Mr. Brazier moved that Mr. G. W. Rhodes be made a
life member and added that he did not know of any man
connected with the M. C. B. Association who had been
as faithful, worked as hard, or done any more for the Association than Mr. Rhodes. It was a pleasure, the speaker said, to make a motion that would lead to the election
of Mr. Rhodes as a life member of the Association. The
motion prevailed unanimously.

to the

other regardless of the ownership of the cars, and protested

membership any persons

that either active or representative
carrier to

motive, car, tender, or similar vehicle used in
State

Commit-

holding the position of superintendent of the car depart-

in

haul or permit to be hauled or used on

of the Executive

tee included as those eligible for

Master Car Builders' Association went

issue,

The recommendation

bership."

mem-

meeting of the Executive Committee the

In the

first

order of business was a communication

from mechanical engineer Cromwell, of the B.
gesting certain changes in the

5^X10

&

O., sug-

inch axle, substi-

tuting a

3/4 -inch radius for the present }^-inch radius on

wheel

at the inside face of

fit

the dust guard bearing

wheel hub, and also between

and the wheel

increasing the radius of the

fillets

fit,

the object in

at these points

being

to decrease the liability of fracture in steel axles.

Cromwell's suggestions were referred to

Mr.

letter ballot.

REPORT OF COMMITTEES.
Revision of Standard and Recommended Practice.
The question of height of couplers upon being brought

Mr. Schroyer stated that a motion should be made
and should prevail, that a committee of this kind be apup,

pointed, as
the

it is

difficulties

change of

cars,

the opinion of

now

all

who

are conversant with

occasioned in handling and inter-

because of the fact that a large number

question of elegibility to active membership in the asso-

of the cars have to be returned to the connecting lines

was considered, and inasmuch as the titles of positions in the car department had undergone a great
many changes, it was thought that our constitution should

owing

to

sary.

It is

ciation

low drawbars, that action of
not considered that

it

this

kind

is

neces-

constitutes an element

of danger, yet the law requires the drawbar to be above
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a certain height to go to connecting lines.

The recom-

mendations of the committee were approved
When the subject of grab irons and hand holds was

same on under side
between the older members

discussed, the question of location of

of

sill

occasioned spirited talk

who had much to do with formulating
ard. The discussion was ended by an
whole thing

the present stand-

order to refer the

Mr. West called attenwas better to have the hand hold

to letter ballot, after

tion to the fact that

it

on the underside of the sill than not to have
cause it complies with the law.

it

at all, be-

every shoe shall have a co-efficient of friction

First, that

triple valve tests,

ered a guarantee as outlined at the meeting of 1905, also
the entire subject of wheel contour, including the increas-

Besides which was included

American Railway Association and

other associations having the matter of track under consideration.

On

account of the conference with the Amer-

ican Railway Association having taken place at such a
late date, the
in

committee were not able

to get this report

shape for distribution.

A

diagram was presented by Mr. Ettinger showing the
proposed increase in metal which measured on the line
of the

rail,

was

really less than 1-16 inch.

It

has been the

opinion of a majority of wheel makers that a larger body
of soft iron behind the wheel flange would give a stronger

The design shown had received the endorsement
many wheel makers. Mr. Sanderson asked if the

wheel.
of

committee had given any consideration to the enlargement of the radius of the throat to %-inch to which it was
replied that it was not thought desirable to change that
part of the wheel in any

way because

of the

many

thous-

ands of wheels that have given satisfaction.
It

was thought by Mr. Garstang that the radius of the

wheel should be considered in connection with the rail.
The American Railway Association does not seem to

have any standard

and as the present radius
of the majority of rails is so much less than what was
recommended for the wheel under discussion, he thought
that there was no possibility of going too far, and the
Association be obliged to consider a compromise with
at this time,

was thought that 11-16-inch
drawing would be a happy medium and

the rail people later on.
as

shown on

the

It

would be adopted by the rail section committee.
MIDDLE SESSION.
Brake Shoe Tests.
The second day's proceedings were opened by Dr. Goss
in his presentation of the report of the standing committee on brake shoes,
reminding the members of the specification of the Association which provides for two things

—

sec-

co-

efficient of friction.

With reference

to the hardness and chemistry of brake
Goss had no doubt that such information
would add to the value of the report. It would involve

Dr.

shoes,

considerable expense.

In the yearly reports of the brake

made

shoe committee an attempt has been

for several

Inserts have been drilled to determine their hard-

Descriptions of shoes are not always accurate.

ness.
will

be feasible however, to have an analysis

made

It

of the

various parts of shoes tested and presented in the report,

although somewhat expensive to do

make

that the committee

so.

was moved

It

maximum,
recommend any

investigations of the

and also

coefficient of friction desirable,

minimum desired.
BRAKE BEAM SPECIFICATIONS.

modifications in the

The

report of the committee on cast iron wheels consid-

a conference with the

;

minimum

stop greater than seven per cent of the

CAST IRON WHEELS.

ing of thickness of flange.

specified

ond, that the shoes shall not give a pull at the end of the

shoes.

which was of
a voluminous character, covering exhaustive tests on a
50 car experimental rack, may be summed up in a motion authorizing the committee to be continued to prosecute tests on racks representing 100 car trains, at the
works of the Westinghouse Air Brake Company whose
facilities have been extended to the Association.

The

minimum

that shall not be less than the

years to determine and describe the characteristics of the

TRIPLE VALVE TEST.

Action on the report of

July. 1906

report of the committee on brake beams, for which

specifications for 60,000, 80,000

and 100,000 beams were

prepared brought out the fact that since the report was

communications

had

been received from

manufacturers of brake beams,

who

objected to the

of the committee in not having

made

formulated,

tests of

work

some of

the

beams now on the market, in fact, of all beams, so as to
show comparative results of the beams now made, it not
being understood that the tests had been made of existing brake beams to show the relative value of the beams
in

order to prepare a specification for brake beams.

Mr. Davis of the Davis Pressed Steel Co. stated that
there are only two important points on the brake beam
question that he desired to call attention to, that had not
been brought out

in the specification.

The

question of

what kind of steel you use in the brake beams, whether
you shall allow more than one class of steel or not He
was using open hearth steel exclusively in the manufacture of brake beams.

Hibbard gave a very simple object lesson in
brake beam torsional strains by the aid of a pine board,
saying: We all know that if we have a beam like the
board, and I think that engineering is nothing but practical horse sense anyway
if we have a beam like this,
and it is given a straight pull, there is no tendency for
the beam to flop sideways.
Whereas, if the beam is
angle
placed on an
and the load is applied there is a
great tendency to buckle. There being many points of
importance not satisfactory the committee was ordered
Prof.

—

continued.

The

transverse distance from center to center for brake

heads was also threshed over, also the location of brake
hangers on brake heads, upon which Mr. Hennessey again
called attention to the importance of a standard brake

beam and
be taken.

believed that prompt and decisive action should

He was

question should be handled in

M.

beam
same way that

of the opinion that the brake

much

—

the

was handled that is, decide upon
certain dimensions and say to the brake beam manufacthe

C. B. coupler
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must follow these requirements. If this
had not been done on the contour lines of couplers years
ago there would have been no interchangeable couplers
to-day. This action must be taken if the different types
of brake beams are brought to a standard.
turers that they

The

first

was

report of the closing session
air

that of the

brake hose specifications, which was

There was the usual discussion on
the strength of hose and grade of material entering into
its construction, after which on motion of Dr. Goss, the
recommendation that another committee be appointed
was carried.
read by Mr. Seley.

HEIGHT OF BRAKE STAFF.

The

which

is

strange in view of

no standard has ever been adopted for that
detail. Mr. Miller referred to the fact that it was apparently a small matter, yet the General Managers' Association appointed a committee last year to determine that
question, and through the chairman of that committee the
M. C. B. Association, was requested to settle definitely
on that matter, and he knew that the committee has been
holding its report for a year in order to have that question settled in the M. C. B. Convention at this time, and
he felt ashamed to go to the chairman of the committee,
who was his general manager, and say to him that no
action had been taken in the case. A committee of three
was appointed to work in connection with the general
managers association to settle the brake staff question.
the fact that

CLEARANCE OF THIRD

The

was

RAIL.

read, giving the reasons therefor, the pres-

maximum

ent limit of 28 to 30 inches being found the
for bridges

and platforms.

The

report will be

made

a

part of the record of proceedings.

AND AIR

TANK

CARS.

report of the committee on tank cars

was an inand discussion was opened by Mr. Gibbs,
chairman of the committee, who touched upon the requirements of railroads for equipment of that character,
referring particularly to diverse ownership and equally
diverse points of construction. Mr. Gibbs recommended
as a solution of some of the difficulties that each type of
tank car be examined by its home road to see whether it
conforms to the minimum requirements whether it is

—

equal to the

minimum requirements

does so conform, that

with the

home

it

show
motion was

road's initials to

amined and passed.

A

tions

made by Mr. Gibbs be

order to perpetuate the cars for two or three years longer
with the least possible expense, Mr. Stark took the inibelieveing that to have

tiative,

reminded the older members of the

fight

to continue its

when

a standard

work

The com-

in the

prepara-

air

signal,

and

50,000

lb.

cars.

Should keep them

mix up with 100,000

LOCATION OF LADDERS.
Location of side and end ladders on box and stock cars
was taken up and the report went through the same
stage of circumvention as the grab iron and hand hold
ing the motion to
to read "car

of the

at

home and

sills

in

not allow

lb. cars.

Mr. West stated that it had been demonstrated that a
spliced sill is as good as a solid one.
His road has a
number of coaches built in 1883 by the Pullman Company, which have spliced sills. When these sills are reare found cracked over the body bolster, but
the splice is in perfect condition.

Agreement was reached by carryreceive the reports, which was changed
it.

on which the ladders are located, the grab

sills,

since

the

for

Pullman

Company had

not built a sleeping car or a coach over 60
feet long in twenty years that did not have spliced
sills.

agreed with Mr. West that a spliced

was as good
and believed a spliced sill put under tes:
would break in some other place than the splice. The
sill

as a solid one,

opinions of
in

many

other

members were

favor of splicing of center

equally emphatic

sills.

ELECTION OF OFFICERS.

fix their

relative locations, so as to be interchangeable.

matter had before

benefit

the association to permit the splicing of center

dimensions for automatic connections

and

full

Mr. Hennessy did not think there was occasion

automatic car coupler pressed for settlement.

for steam heat, air-brake

the

movement it would be necessary to splice both center sills
at the same end of the car.
Mr. Manning did not believe that it would be wise for

He

tion of standard

carried that the re-

In the discussion of the topic of advisability of splicing
of center sills on cars of 50,000 lbs. or less capacity, in

SIGNALS.

difference of opinion as to merits of types

was instructed

has been ex-

TOPICAL DISCUSSIONS.

patent office standpoint, for both side port and the butt

mittee

it

home road

referred to letter ballot.

alarm over splicing of center

The

that

If

port of the committee be accepted and the recommenda-

Automatic connections, concerning which there is a
bill now before Congress to make their use compulsory
on freight cars, excited considerable discussion from the
type.

of the circular.

be stenciled by the

moved they

COMBINATION AUTOMATIC COUPLINGS FOR STEAM HEAT
AIR BRAKE

car."

to

report of the special committee on clearance of the

third rail

of the car, and of a length to suit the construction of the

it

report of the committee on height of brake staff

elicited but little discussion,

from the edge

teresting one,

AIR HOSE SPECIFICATIONS.

committee on

irons to be placed not less than 15 inches

The

CLOSING SESSION
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Election of officers following the above as a fittingfinale, resulted as follows:
President, W. E. Fowler.
Canadian Pacific; Vice-President, G. N. Dow, Lake

Shore; Second Vice-President, R. F. McKenna, Lackawanna
Third Vice-President, R. W. Burnet, Erie
;

Treasurer, John Kirby.

Executive Committee,
T.

Hyndman.

J.

F. Walsh, F. N. Hibbitts, F.
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Master Mechanics Convention.
way

Annual Convention.
OPENING SESSION.

Thirty-ninth

HE

T

convention of

American Railway

the

Master Mechanics' Association at Atlantic
City, N. J., which opened, on June 18th
1906, was the thirty-ninth annual meeting of
The convention opened
that association.
with the usual order, a prayer being made by

which an address of welcome was made by Mayor Stoy,
which was replied to by Mr. A. M. Waite.
After accepting an invitation from the Baldwin Locomothe Rev. Dr. Caldwell after

tive

Works

to visit that plant, President Ball

made

his

address which was one of the most comprehensive in its
grasp of the motive power situation ever offered to the
Association

—teeming

with interesting facts concerning

locomotive improvements and the trend of same for the
future, making in course of his remarks a suggestion that

Centers.

order of business was the report of the committee on shrinkage allowance of tires and design of
first

Mr.
with

the Pennsylvania practice, provided the outside lip was
taken off. Mr. Vaughan stated that he was using the lip
efficient

and

safe.

He

called attention to the

design of wheel before the convention, in which the bulk
of the metal in the spoke

the

tire,

making

was under the

line of thrust of

the spoke of pear section.

The wheel

He
makers say the wheel is an
charged the loosening of tires entirely to the binding of
the wheel rim, with a thin tire, between the spokes. On
the old cast iron wheels it was common to have 3 to 3^
inches of rim depth, which gave ample strength, and
easy one

to

mould.

would support a thin tire. His tire rims are now all made
of practically the same section as the old cast iron rims,
and while it takes no more metal than the rim proposed
by the committee, it gives a large additional amount of
strength to support a thin tire. Mr. Durrell was of the
opinion that the action of the brake probably had the
greatest tendency to loosen tires,

—

especially thin tires.

He had
ness.

—

were the Allfree-Hubbell and the Young gears, the former of which received many flattering testimonials from
It developed in
the members who had them in service.
the discussion that the efficiency of the Allfree-Hubbell

much greater than the ordinary
much higher drawbar pull with less

gear was

link gear, giv-

ing a

fuel.

Mr.

reviewed at length the various radial

Sinclair

now

and referred

Joy gear as well as
the Walschaet, the latter of which was put on several
Mason engines in this country thirty years ago. It was a

gears

in use

to the

matter of surprise to the speaker that more Joy gears
were not used in this country in view of their general
use abroad for

many

years.

MIDDLE SESSION.
The

report on the subject of water softening for loco-

motive use was read by the secretary.

conveyed

in this report

The information

was of the most valuable char-

than

Shrinkage Allowance for Tires and Designs of Wheel

it

among which

with

REPORT OF COMMITTEES.

and found

gears,

with

tion with the Association.

wheel centers, which was read by the secretary.
Menzel thought a retaining ring was not necessary
tires y/2 inches thick, and only considered a ring
Mr. Slater was impressed
tires 2]/2 inches thick.

new

Mr. Fuller, chairman of the committee,
who gave some interesting facts from his experience on
the Alton with the Talmage system. In 1904 water treatment was abandoned on his road entirely and "Rubra"
oil was used with the Talmage system.
For his road,
and with the water used there was no room for doubt
about the superiority of the oil system, for there is no
foaming the engine failures due to leakage are at a minimum while the engine mileage is increased from two and
four thousand to eight and eleven thousand miles between
bases. This report is worthy of more extended mention

a scientific and technical bureau be established in connec-

The

for a discussion of various

found that two inches should be the limit in thickA motion by Mr. Seley to lay the report over

acter thought

—

;

;

is

possible here, but the gist of

it is

in the

remarkable

statements above, which are substantiated by facts.

LOCOMOTIVE FRONT ENDS.
The report of the committee on front ends was next
presented by Mr. Vaughan, who referred to the importance of the work involved in arriving at a standard of arrangement for the various conditions of locomotive service.

He

referred in flattering terms to the admirable

which the results were presented and compliway
mented Dr. Goss on his apparatus and methods in pursuing his investigations, which was supplemented by vote
of thanks to Dr. Goss, Prof. Frague and their associates
for the accurate and valuable work in the report.
CLASSIFICATION OF LOCOMOTIVE REPAIRS.
in

In the discussion of the report of the committee on

most noticeable
thing was the lack of unanimity touching methods. This
report was a good one in its recommendations. Mr. Gillis seemed to get at the crux of the matter when he said
Throw the shell away and get at the meat, which is the
There is no use in having classifications
cost per mile.
classification of locomotive repairs,

make

the

The

another year was carried.

unless you are going to

INDIVIDUAL PAPER ON VALVE GEARS FOR LOCOMOTIVES.
BY MR. J. C. MELLIN.
The individual paper on valve gears for locomotives
was read by its author, Mr. Mellin, which opened the

of the value of reports of classifications of locomotive re-

use of them.

question

was impressed upon him seriously at one time. He
was called upon to sit up practically all night to make his

pairs

weekly reports

to

the superintendent of motive power.
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one Monday morning when he was in the
superintendent's office, he saw the report which had required night work, lying on the desk unopened, and was
informed by the stenographer that those things were

To

his horror,

Mr. West moved that twenty-fours be
adopted as the limits distinguishing between engines in
service and those under repairs, and that $100 be adopted
as the limit distinguishing between running and shop reMr. Vaughan in a very clear
pairs, which was carried.
exposition of the practice of his work, gave particulars of
the system of classification that had worked out most
satisfactorily, and in closing said that the committee had
never looked

at.

proposed a classification for engines in service and out of
service, and another one for running repairs. He thought
that the convention should either object to them, or adopt
they adopt them they should be referred to
the American Railway Association for use on standard
performance sheets. Every now and then there is an

them, and

if

would
are made up on

this character,

exchange of information of

and

it

know that the statistics
To be right about it, we should
a uniform basis.
these matters down to a uniform basis.

be interesting to

get

One

of the reports before the convention that excited

considerable interest
report

was

on

that

was a holdover from

flexible stay bolts.

This

year because of the ne-

last

cessity for further investigation at that time.

After the

reading of the report by Secretary Taylor, he read a communication from Mr. Reynolds on behalf of Mr. Durborou, the chairman of the committee, saying that Mr.

Newberry, one of the engineers of the Pennsylvania motive power department, and who made the tests and formulated the data of the report at the instance of Mr. Durborou, was present and would be glad to answer any
questions the members might wish to ask concerning the
President Ball took occa-

methods followed

in the tests.

sion to say that

was gratifying

it

ried out by these

committees

work being
manner in which

to find

in the

car-

tion,

on

this

committee.

Mr. Newberry said he would be glad

One

questions.
that there

is

a

point not brought out

fire

box designed

to

The committee considered
concluded that it was a little outside of

bolt question,

to

On

invita-

answer any

in the report

do away with

staybolts.

that

is

flexible

matter,

but

the flexible stay-

and for the same reason the rigid

bolts de-

signed to be used in connection with flexible staybolts

were not also gone
committee that the

into.

It

was

the conclusion of the

flexible staybolt

gave very

satisfac-

tory service.

Mr. Wickhorst asked

if

the

measurement of sheet

movement was taken from sheets free of scale, saying
that, as the relative movements of the sheets is primarily
a function of the difference of temperature more than
any one thing,

it

ing the

fire

door, after a hot

fire,

the water say 400 degrees or a

for instance, by open-

with the temperature of

little

lower, the tempera-

would easily be raised to 600,
800, or 1000 degrees, whereas with the sheets perfectly
clean, the temperature of the firebox probably would not
ture of the firebox sheets

have been raised

Handsome

to

over 450 degrees.

tributes to the flexible staybolt

were made

by Messrs Walsh, Mitchell, Durrell, Fuller, Wildin. Mcintosh and Doebler. Mr. Walsh stated that he had about
16,000 flexible bolts on his road, of which about 2,500

were of the Pennsylvania type, and the remainder, the
Tate bolt. Only one member dissented from the flexible
Mr. Slater, who in view of the fact that the heads
idea
of flexible bolts do, as he put it, become fractured, and as

—

they are covered over so that inspection cannot be
safely by

hammer

test,

believes

it

an unsafe bolt

made

to use,

and until such time as an absolutely safe bolt is found,
he believed that the rigid bolt with telltale hole is the
safest and cheapest bolt to use.
CLOSING SESSION.
Enginehouse Running Repair Work on Locomotives.

was that on engine
house running and repair work, which was read by the
first

report of the closing session

No

Secretary because of the absence of the committee.
discussion following, the individual paper on the

modern

locomotive injector, by Mr. Kneass was presented bv the

who

by abstract, calling the attention of the
members to such portions as he desired to emphasize.
author

read

it

The data presented was based upon experiments and not
upon theory and arranged
Association, which

made

to be of practical value to the

the contributions one of the best

ever read by the author.

TOPICAL DISCUSSIONS.
In the discussion of the topical paper on grease versus
oil in

driving boxes, the sentiment of the Association was

largely in favor of grease in the reduction of engine fail-

Mr. Clark stated that there was no information as to
increase of machine friction by the use of grease, though
he had not found it necessary to reduce the tonnage of
any of his engines on account of the use of it. Mr. West
had found that is was not necessary to decrease tonnage,
and as a matter of fact, grease had reduced the cost of
lubrication on his road.
LOCOMOTIVE LUBRICATION.

ures.
this

subject had been handled, and such an excellent report
reflected very creditably

movement would have been found,

The

FLEXIBLE STAY BOLT.
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will be seen that if the inside sheet is

The

reports

of

the

tests

to

determine the loss of

power resulting from friction in the machiney of the
modern passenger locomotive, was presented by Dr. Goss,
under whose care they were made at Purdue University.
In this report Dr. Goss stated that 1,000 pounds at the
drawbar when the locomotive is developing 30,000 to 40,000 pounds is a very small percentage, and it is for that
reason that at slow speeds the power equivalent is small,
but as the speed becomes high and the maximum drawbar
pull which the locomotive is able to develop becomes reduced

to 6,000 or 7,000 pounds, then the 1,000

allowed to become materially raised in temperature, the

sorbed by grease friction

in

movement is going to be greater, and he imagined that if
the test had been made with scaled boiler sheets, that

becomes relatively large.
Mr. Wickhorst said in

this

pounds ab-

excess of that required bv

oil

connection that the object of
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any kind of lubricant

A

rated.

to

is

keep the metal surfaces sepa-

lubricant itself has

but the idea

some

than the friction of metallic contact.
further stated,

To

less

illustrate,

very light weights are taken, as

if

he

in a

watch, the friction of the lubricant becomes so great that
it is

the

better to

have no lubricant

movement

creased

oil

ity of the lubricant

coming

at all

—

it

actually retards

of the light parts, but as the load

it is

is

in-

In that case the friction of the lubri-

keep the surfaces apart.

Dr. Goss stated that

it

ize this brief report as

presentation of facts.

all

would be a mistake

an argument.
It

must be

cases the lubricant

It

to character-

being merely a

has been remarked that the ton-

vice, the loss is not great

fact remains that there

is

by the use of grease but the
1,000 pounds difference, about,

drawbar stress, required to overcome the machine
friction. That is the fact that must be recognized by all.
Dr. Goss agreed with the general statements of Mr.
a fact that

as a lubricant, that

is

always recognized,

it is

in the

desirable to use as lim-

pid a lubricant as possible, to reduce friction, yet success-

Here

demands increased
it is

viscosity for satisfactory

not to be regarded as bad judgment, or

we

upon using a lubricant which
gives satisfactory operating results, even though it does
involve some increased loss by friction, and it is well to
bad practice,

know

if

The chemical properties of that
show silicon 1.35 to 1.75, while the committee
recommends 1.25 to 1.50. He thought that this and other
Testing of Materials.
society

discrepancies should be brought to an agreement, and

suggested that the committee be requested to submit a

form of

specification to the Executive

Commit-

the same to be submitted to letter ballot.

ELECTRICITY ON STEAM ROADS.

The

report of the committee on electricity on steam

was rigidly discussed; the interest in it being
well shown in the remarks of Mr. Henderson who
opened the discussion by saying that he was glad and
thought all should be glad that the subject was before
the Association. As the committee stated, he hoped there
would be a great deal heard of it, and also thought that
railroads

the committee ought to be congratulated for their statement that the relative cost of operation as between elec-

and steam depends so much upon local conditions,
would be impracticable to draw any hard and fast rules,

tricity
it

;

W.

Wildin, Erie; Treasurer,

Angus

Locomotive Engineering; Executive CommitF. H. Clark, C. E. Fuller, T. H. Curtis, F. M. Whyte.
«

»

Difference in Designers
many times has the inspiration come

HOW

to design something,

move

with a pressure sufficiently strong to force a
direction of the

to the

drawing board

to the

and

in the

accompaniment of

a flood of visions of things that will work,

all

pointing to

a principle that ought to cause a revolution in that par-

And how many

ticular line of thought.

have been spent

in

making and erasing

some one

the fact that

link in the

profitless

lines,

scheme

hours

because of

failed to couple

up so as to produce the results seen in the mental picture.
There are few original mechanical minds that have
not been through the travail of aXz=x y and found the
last term an obstinate factor, refusing to round up in
harmony with premises warped too seriously to connect
with anything but a sinusoid, and making necessary a

—

long stop to bring the clashing elements into tractable

shape

—

all

principle

The
for the

because some simple practical or theoretical

was

fellow
first

neglected, perhaps both.

who

reason,

is
is

likely

to

be wide of the mark,

the one strong in theory, but with-

out the training needed, to steer him safely by the

pit-

which the shop boy would laugh at. On the other
hand the thoroughly practical genius after exhausting
his energies on a drawing, and working out the idea to
a tangible conclusion mechanically, is likely to go to
falls

the facts.

definite

Wm

Vice-President, G.

insist

USE OF CAST IRON IN CYLINDERS.
Mr. Henderson presented the report of the committee
on specifications for cast iron to be used in cylinders,
bushings, etc. Mr. Seley noted some differences in the
chemical properties submitted by the committee as compared with the form adopted by the American Society for

tee,

;

;

in the

action.

F.

mechanic or draftsman

nage rating had not been reduced. He thought that was
in accord with the showing in his report, which was to
the effect that under slow speeds of ordinary freight ser-

ful operation

J.

;

tee,

sufficiently viscous to

oil

Deems, New York Central First
Vice-President,
Mcintosh, Central of N. J. Second
Vice-President, H. H. Vaughan, Canadian Pacific Third
President,

necessary to have the viscos-

In

use of

:

Sinclair,

cant also increases.

It is

lows

such as will prevent the surfaces from

in contact.

Wickhorst.

that the

With locomotives and other

must be used.

heavy bearing surfaces

whole question is one of density of traffic.
ELECTION OF OFFICERS.
The convention closed by the election of officers as fol-

friction in all cases,

have the friction of the lubricant

to

is

and

July, 1906

pieces on the rocks of the theory of stresses.

The

practical

man who

realizes

his

shortcomings in

and has the right stuff in him to acquire a
working knowledge of the strength of materials and its
relation to the principle of moments, will have come to
the parting of the ways for him
and to his advantage.
Fortified with his new found strength he will be successful where failing before, but he cannot be at his
best until he has mastered some other theories which are
this respect

—

a part of the training of every successful mechanic.
is

the strong point of the technical graduate

session of accurate information
.

— otherwise,

—the

This
pos-

theory.

.

THE

modified Walschaert valve gear has no eccentric
or return crank, as used on the Western Railway

The valve

worked by a floating lever, but
the link is oscillated from the connecting rod, by means
of an arm pivoted to the link, in a manner similar to the
Joy gear construction, by which the direction of motion
and degree of expansion is determined. The invariable
or lap and lead features of the gear are taken from the
crosshead in the same way as is done by the original
of France.

Walschaert gear.

is
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the Atlantic City Conventions.

M. HOPKINS, MRS. J. F. DEEMS, MRS. H. M PFLAGER, MR.
MR. P. M. ELLIOTT, MR. J. M. HOPKINS

MR.

L.

C.

NOBLE., MR. J. L.

MALLORY

WM. GARSTANG,

THERE were more exhibits

convention

at this year's

than at any previous convention of the Master Car
Builders'

and Master Mechanics Association Meetings.

There were over 400 firms represented which
available space

on the

Steel Pier.

The

filled all

exhibits

were

the
all

very attractive and received favorable comments from
all

those attending the session as members,

others
the

who

guests or

paid their admission for the sake of collecting

numerous souvenirs.

Among the most prominent exhibits
Acme Ball Bearing Co., Chappaqua,

MR. W.

C.

ARP, MR.

J." E.

ply of

Acme

ball

Wasson and Chas.

bearing jacks.
C. Sturtz,

were

Their Messrs. Geo. F.
at the booth to

demon-

strate the superior qualities of the jack.

Adreon &

were there with their
Simplicity bell ringer, Adreon improved brake shoe key
bolt fastening, Adreon Morse ratchet wrench with drill
socket and brace, photograph of an improved steel water
tank for railroads. Messrs. Edward L. Adreon, Edward
W. Hodgkins and D. R. Niederlander were the represenCo., St. Louis, Mo.,

tatives.

are the following

N.

Y.,.

KEEGAN

with a sup-

The Anglo-American Varnish

Co.,

Newark, N.

J.,

and Montreal, Canada, had a booth with advertising mat-

MR. H. M. PFLAGER, MR. GEO. W. WEST
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AND MRS. WM. COCKFIELD AND THEIR TWO BOYS, MR. AND
MRS. M. H. HAIO AND MR. T. S. REILLY

MR.

ter.

The

representatives were Messrs. William Marshall

and Franklin

W.

Fort.

known brand

Co., Chicago,

111.,

had the

well

MR.

W.

F.

HALL

Asbestos Shingle, Slate and Sheathing Co., Ambler,
Pa.,

Armstrong Bros. Tool

July, 1906

had asbestos "Century"

lumber,

asbestos

reinforced

shingles, asbestos building

sheathing,

asbestos

smoke

Armstrong and Lennox F. Armstrong
were always on hand to demonstrate how the railroads

and an asbestos covered freight station. Mr. Chas.
E. Wade was the representative in attendance.
American Balance Valve Co., Jersey Shore, Pa., exhibited a semi-plug piston valve which had been in service two years and nine months, semi-plug piston valve,

can decrease the capital invested

14 inches in diameter, internal admission semi-plug pis-

of tool holders, lathe and planer tools, slot-

ter tools, lathe dogs,

improved

tool posts, planer

bolt drivers, universal ratchet drill

and short ratchet

jacks,
drill.

Messrs. Paul

S.

STARRETT

with an in-

ton valve, external admission semi-plug piston valve, re-

creased output.

L.

in tool steel

jacks,

CO.

EXHIBIT

IN THE EXHIBIT BOOTH OF THE FRANKLIN RAILWAY SUPfLY

CO.

July,

MR.

II.
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F.

BALL, MR.

R.

B.

KENDTGj MR. HARRY VISSERING., MR.

J.

MR.

M.

\V.

P.
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BETTENDORF, MR.

G.

N.

CALEB

HOPKINS
versible

semi-plug piston valve, double end semi-plug

struction of wearing face

worn shoes

piston valve, triple end semi-plug piston valve for passing

of

model of
Walschaert valve motion with piston valve as used on the
P. R. R. Jack Wilson high pressure, double action slide
valve, internal admission, three ring type. Jack Wilson

of construction.

double acting valve, external admission, three ring type,

tives present

over ports without bridges.

One-quarter

size

Jack Wilson double acting valve, internal admission for
low cylinder clearance, Jack Wilson double acting slide
valve as used on P. & R., Atlantic City fast engines. Mr.
J.

T. Wilson and Frank

Trump were

the representatives.

American Brake Shoe & Foundry Co., Mahwah, N. J.,
had reinforced brake shoes, steel back and wrought lug
brake shoes, new brake shoes showing improved con-

MR.

C.

H.

HOWARD, MR.

G.

N.

DOW

illustrating

and attaching points. Samples
the value of improved methods

Brake shoes for locomotives, flanged
brake shoes for coaches and tenders, unflanged brake
shoes for car equipment, modern brake shoes for
ditions of

J.

steam and

electric

were Messrs Otis H. Cutler,

The
J.

F.

W.

Sargent,

J.

Searles,

W.

H.

W.

S.

Mc-

Thompson, L. R. Dewey,
C. C. Higgins, F. H. Cool-

S.

R. T. Hatch, A. L. Streeter,
idge, E. L. Janes,

con-

representa-

D. Gallagher,

B. Terbell, F. L. Gordon, Chas. Herron,

Gowan,

J.

service.

all

S. Bradfield, E. B.

F. Walsh, N. J. Holden, B.

Smith, E.

J.

H. Grundy and

H. Yardley.

EXHIBIT OF GEO.

R.

RICH MFG. CO., AND MR. W.
MR. RUSSELL DALE

F.

HEACOCK AND
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MR.

JOHN

TONGE, MR.

J.

T.

WILSON

EXHIBIT OF THE BALDWIN STEEL

American File Sharpener Co., New York, had an
American File Sharpening machine, "Carboflynt" for
sharpening files Hercules folding steel ladder and Fulton friction tapping machine. The representatives were
Messrs. A. H. Radell, M. G. Grubb and t. J. Woody.
American Lock Nut Co., Boston, Mass., had the Burrows patent lock nuts, which were shown to all inter;

ested by Messrs. Geo. F. Higgins, William A. Eldridge

and Henry P. Allen.

American Locomotive Company,

New

York, had a

small booth on the pier besides an Erie, Pacific type loco-

motive,

B.

&

O.

consolidation

Walschaert valve gear,

electric

locomotive

motor and

with

trailer trucks

New York Central suburban service, electric locomotive for the New York Central which was exhibited
for

MR.

D.

C.

NOBLE

July, 1906

jointly

by the American Locomotive Co. and the General

The

Electric Co. on the exhibition track.

were Messrs
G.

CO.

J.

E. Sague, R.

J.

Gross,

J.

representatives

D. Sawyer and

M. Basford.

American Lux Light Co., Dunkirk, N.
railroad shops, yards and station platforms
lamps. Represented by Messrs. R.

J.

Y.,
;

lamps for

also portable

Gross. William C.

Marsh and K. Hornberg.
American Palace Car Co., New York, had

the palace

car Columbia on the exhibit track. In the booth on the
steel pier

they had blue prints and descriptive matter of

the car.

The

representatives were Messrs. George A.

Dunham, W. A. Watts, George D.

Childs,

Kane, Charles F. Pierce, R. L. Spencer and

George W.
J. L. Plum-

ber.

MR.

AND MRS. HARRY W. FROST AND CHILDREN

July,
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HEATH AND MILLIGAN EXHIBIT AND

MR. H.

C.

QUEST

RUBBEESET BRUSH

American Water Softener Co., Philadelphia, Pa., exhibited a small complete working model of an American
water softener and photographs of water softening installations on American railways. They were represented
by Messrs. A. S. Garrett, G. S. Garrett, W. H. P. Fisher
and A. C. Tomlinson.
Badeker Metallic Packing Co., Omaha, Neb., had their
automatic metallic packing for valves and piston rods.
Mr. Dalton Risley showed the value of the packing to
all

interested.

Baker Heating and Supply
York, exhibited a double

Co.,

coil

The William C, New

Baker car heater, with

riveted steel shell and steam attachment, double coil fire

proof heater No.

9,

double

coil

perfected heater No.

the mighty midget Baker heater No.

4, street

8,

car heater

CO.

223

EXHIBIT AND MR.

A.

B.

No. 6 and independent steam attachments. The representatives were Mrs. L. Baker Vaux. J. G. Gadsden and

James G. Demarest.
Baldwin Locomotive Works, (Burnham. Williams &
Co.) Philadelphia, Pa., had on the exhibition track an
Atlantic

Union

type

balanced

compound locomotive

r|Dfin

nraon&SJs
u

shop use,. Hudson tire turnHudson taper locomotive reamers
and taper bridge reamers, Hudson twist drills and oil tube
drills, Hudson reinforced steel staybolt taps.
The represpeed

steel tools for railroad

ing tools, track

drills,

t^^R CO,

rk

RALSTON STEEL CAR EXHIBIT AND MESSRS. CONNORS AND BROWN

the

and a Pacific type locomotive for
the Great Northern Railway. The representatives were
Messrs. W. J. McCarroll and Fred Woollven.
Baldwin Steel Co., New York, had an artistic booth in
which they displayed a complete line of Hudson high

LOOP
Bottom ca-rs"
taJ?

for

Pacific Railroad

Ralston Sim ^JPP-

B„
urcop

HOLTZMAN

MR. CHARLES

P.

STORRS, MR.

B.

P.

FLORY
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HOMESTEAD VALVE MFG.

CO.

EXHIBIT

MR.

were Messrs. C. F. Simmons, Thornton N.
Motley, Frank H. Clark, J. A. Collom, T. S. Hanna and

sentatives

J.

A.

McKay.

Railway Specialty Co., Baltimore, Md.,
showed the method of grinding side bearing race plates,
method of leading race plate in the center bearing, and
samples of various types of center and side bearings.
The representatives were Messrs. T. H. Symington, J. F.
Symington, C. J. Symington and A. H. Weston.
Baltimore

Belle City Malleable Iron Co., Racine, Wis., exhibited

&

S."

representatives were Messrs. T.

W.

the Belle City adjustable draft plate and the "L.
anti-rail creeper.

Harvey and
Besly

&

J.

The

H. Dwight.

Co., Charles H., Chicago, displayed the Besly

July, 1906

AND MRS.

GEO.

T.

ANDERSON

grooved disc grinder under power doing work
similar to that done on these machines in railroad shops.
Helmet spiral circles, Helmet tempered taps, Helmet bab-

spiral

bitt,

Helmet grease cups, and Helmet oil. The reprewere Messrs. Edward P. Welles and Charles

sentatives

A. Krull.
Best N. B. American Colorific Co.,

New

York, had
liquid fuel equipments consisting of annealing, brazing
and heating furnaces for drop forge work, etc., oil burners and safety regulating cocks. The representatives were
Messrs W. N. Best and Aug. C. Smith.
Bettendorf Axle Co.,

Davenport,

la.,

exhibited

the

Bettendorf tender truck complete, 40 ton freight truck
complete, arranged for Barber rollers, 30 ton freight
truck complete, two shaped I-beam for bolsters, set of 50

FLANNERY BOLT

CO.

EXHIBIT AND MR. L.
STAFFORD

B.

RHODES AND MR.

B.

E.

D.

CARDWELL MFG.

CO.

EXHIBIT AND MR.

J.

R.

CARDWELL
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MR.

F.

S.

SULLIVAN

MR. W.

ton freight trucks with body bolsters and center

sills riv-

end for Miner draft gear,
one cast steel truck frame with removable journal boxes.
The representatives were Messrs. W. P. Bettendorf, C.
N. Caleb and S. S. Shields.
Bliss Electric Car Lighting Co., Milwaukee. Wis.,
eted in position, one center

sill

exhibited the Bliss tender generator
3

A

;

Bliss bucker

and

C

car generator, form

switch boxes types A, C, and

E

;

types

junction boxes; vestibule train line coupler;

steam train
pole

;

;

line

changes

;

coupler

field

;

coils

generator brush figging and

and armatures.

The

repre-

were Messrs. W. L. Bliss, J. W. Robertson,
E. B. H. Tower, A. W. Berresford, C. E. Carpenter, A.
P. Munning, John L. Bliss, Geo. Meuller and Fred Ursentatives

ban.

&

Boker

S.

AND MRS. WILLIAM WHITE

BIDLE, MR.

Hermann,
and "Novo"

J.

R.

BLAKESLEE,

JR.

New

York, had the famous
and special patent
sections.
The representative was Mr. Ellsworth Haring.
Border Bolt and Nut Co., Richmond, Ind., exhibited
their bolt and nut locks.
The representative was Mr. R.

"Novo"

Co.,

steel

steel tools

C. Russell.

Bowser &

Co., Inc., S. F., Ft.

Wayne,

Ind.,

showed

house equipment, lubricating oil tanks, paint
oil storage, self measuring oil tanks, power pumps (self
measuring) and storage for all kinds of oils. The repretheir

oil

were C. A. Dinkelberg, E. M. Savercool,
T. Simpson and A. H. Collins.
sentatives

Boyd &
tric

W.

Bro., Jas., Philadelphia, exhibited their elec-

water, air and steam hose, reel of electric hose con-

taining 1250 feet,

MR.
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Boyd chemical

MR. WILLIAM

fire

MARSHALL

engine, Kevstone
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/-//

/ /
MR.

T.

H.

CURTIS,

MR.

The

and Protector extinguisher.
Messrs. C. P. Green, T.

W.

E.

N.

MILLER

MR.

representatives were

Watson, B. Travis and

W.

Hymas.
Bradford Draft Gear
spring draft gear for
ity

Chicago, had their triple

Co.,

wooden

center

sill

spring gear for steel car construction.

tive

was Mr. H.

cars,

The

high capacrepresenta-

C. Priebe.
Co., Cleveland, O.,

showed

framed photographs of some of the "Brownhoist" locomotive coaling cranes and coal and ore handling machinery. The representatives were Messrs. Richard Devens and J. P. Case.
Buffalo Brake Beam Co., New York, exhibited the
Buffalo and Vanderbilt brake beams with forged steel
fulcrums and chain clips. The representatives were

/ill
/
D.

n

/

SMITH, MR.

\
G.

THURNAUER

Messrs. S. A. Crone, R. C. Fraser, C. E. Barrett, E. C.

O. Freet, W. W. Clouser and C. J. Zacher.
Bullard Automatic Wrench Co., Providence, R. I., ex-

Farlow,

W.

hibited their wrenches.

Mr.

L. Blaisdell

J.

Butler

their

Piper patents

Butler

friction

250,000 pound

drawbar

capacity

6^x8

Ralston
JIU3ERS

fOP Bo

J.

HENNESSEY

O.,

attachments,

Butler

tandem

and 8x8 draft springs.
Butler tandem spring attachments with Harvey friction
springs. The representatives were Messrs. Geo. L. Weiss
and W. B. Waggoner.
Burgess, B., Danville, 111., had the noted Burgess rail
anchor and Schott incline jack on exhibition. Mr. B.
Burgess was in attendance.
spring attachments with

'E

J.

in at-

Drawbar Attachment Company, Cleveland,

vji

MR.

was

tendance.

exhibited

Brown Hoisting Machinery

R.

July, 1906

MR.

J.

E.

KEEGAN
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July,

!

BRADFORD DRAFT GEAR EXHIBIT AND MR. H.

'

Capital

& Washer

Lock-Nut

hibited the Capitol

C.

PHILIP

PREEBE

Columbus, O., exAutomatic lock nut. Mr. C. L. WolfCo.,

ersberger was in attendance.

Cardwell Manufacturing Co., Chicago, exhibited the
Cardwell rocker side bearings and Cardwell friction draft

The

gear.

representatives were

J.

R. Cardwell and H. M.

Marsh.
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Y~rlli

JUSTICE AND

S.

JAt

CO.,

were Messrs.

sentatives

A'.s

EXHIBIT AND MR.

S. J.

P.

J.

Bowling, N. B. Kenney and

F. R. Collins, Jr.

Chicago Car Heating Co., Chicago, had an exhibit of
their vapor system of car heating combination of vapor
and pressure system of car heating, standard pressure
system of car heating, new hose coupling, hot water heat;

ing specialties and frost proof steam traps.

Carey

Mfg.

Cincinnati,

Philip.

Co.,

exhibited

O.,

MITCHELL

sentatives

The

repre-

were Messrs. Egbert H. Gold, B. A. Keeler and

Carey's asbestos and magnesia pipe and boiler coverings,

E. A. Schreiber.

magnesia

Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co., Chicago, had air compressors, pneumatic hammers, drills, riveters, holders on,

smoke

cement

flexible

stacks

and

roofing,

Carey's

roofs,

roofing, asbestos paper

and

asphalt

for

standard freight car

mill board, fire proofing

rope and wick packings, gaskets,

terial,

paints

The

etc.

ma-

repre-

forges,

sand rammers, electric

si

1 A

storage batteries,

and speed recorders. The representatives were Messrs.
O. Duntley,

*

drills,

J.

F. Duntley, Julius Keller,

W.

Thomas Aid-

A|

--**

1

11

i!|iL>«Mril

''ill
:

j^5

,

„

11

;
1

*

'

§

1
-*|.

.

.A»

"''""WL*""

'
"

**°

Hi

K

-

-

"

"~"-

'

I

.

-''

w

HP

1

ii

1

1

ii
Ifcfe...

^^m^,

•

1

a

1

lill

'"^^^"^j^^teZ
EXHIBIT OF

J.

T.

RYERSON AND SON AND MR. EDWARD
AND MR. W. B. TEMPLETON

T.

HENDEE

GREENE TWEED AND
•

>;

'

;

CO.

EXHIBIT REPRESENTED BY MR.

DEMAREST

H.

S.
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MR. PAUL DICKINSON

corn,

W.

P. Pressinger, G, A. Barden, Jas.

C. E. Walker,

E.

W. H.

Traver,

W.

Keller,

W.

M. Tcwle,
Curtis,

H.

Fannon, Chas. D. C.

Aldcorn and R. Kinman.

motor truck and body bolsters, Creco roller side bearings, Creco journal box and lid. The representatives were
Messrs. E. B. Leigh, D. S. Gear, A.

J.

Farley,

Edwin

Huntoon, F. G. Ely, C. H. Williams, P.
B. Harrison, E. G. Buchanan, B. F. Pilson, H. W. Frost
and H. W. Finnell.
F. Leigh, C. F.

showed their chain
John Vetterlein.

C.

& Moore Mfg.

M.

WALSH AND

M. MCOSKER, MR. W.

hoists.

G.

DUN-

Their representative was Mr.

New

Clark Automatic Nut Lock Co.,
their nut lock.

York, exhibited

Their Mr. Edward James was

Co.,

The,

Cleveland.

O.,

Cleveland Car Specialty Co.,

booth constructed of pressed
cars,
lines,

in attend-

HIS

STAY BOLT FAMIILY

showing the
and pressed

Cleveland,

steel

O.,

had a

car lines for freight

different styles of pressed steel
steel

spring plank.

The

car

representa-

were Messrs. Geo. L. Weiss, Geo. B.
Maltby, Broderick Haskall and
S. Biddle.
Cleveland Pneumatic Tool Co., The, Cleveland, O.,
exhibited their riveting, chipping and caulking hammers,

tives in attendance

W

beading
sizes,

MR.

D.

ance.

Chicago Railway Equipment Co., Chicago, Creco, National Hollow, Diamond and Kewanee brake beams,

Chisholm

EXHIBIT, MR.

CO. S

HAM, MR. MORRILL DUNN

Epley, Fred Severin, B. H. Tripp, H. Hunter. H.

Keller, Julius Keller, Jr., Jas. L.

AND

IN MCCORD

AND EXHIBIT

July, 1906

tools, reversible

and non-reversible

wood boring machines,

PJJARBPRN

PAJNT

CO.

drilks in five

staybolt riveters, stone and

EXHIBIT REPRESENTED BY

L.

R.

VAN ALLEN

July,

RAILWAY MASTER MECHANIC
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KALAMAZOO RAILWAY SUPPLY
scaling

hammers,

drift,

CO.

AND

bolt tools,

MR. H.

drills

G.

HAINES.

and hammers

for submarine work, electric drills 110-220 voltage, pneu-

Bowes' hose couplings and lightning hose
clamp tools. The representatives were Messrs. L. W.
Greve, H. S. Covey, Arthur Scott, S. W. Brainard, C.
A. Mclnturfr, C. R. Ely, W. J. Greer, J. T. Graves and
matic hose.

C. J. Albert.

Cling Surface Company, Buffalo, N. Y., demonstrated

by machines the difference between treated and un-

The representatives were Messrs.
Chase and Jos. E. Sherry.
Coburn Trolley Track Mfg. Co., Holyoke, Mass., exhibited freight car door track and fixtures, and overhead
trolley track.
The representatives were Messrs. A. A.
Coburn and F. D. Thorpe.
treated belts and ropes.
C. F.

MESSRS.

A. G.

HOLLINGSHEAD,

J.

C

CURRIE AND M.

R.

COUTANT

MR.

B.

229

HASKELL, MR. W.

S.

BIDLE

Columbia Nut and Bolt Company Inc., Bridgeport,
The repreConn., exhibited the Columbia lock nuts.
sentative was Mr. Fred Atwater.
Consolidated Railway Electric Lighting & Equipment
Co., New York, exhibited their consolidated axle light
system of electric lights and fans for all kinds of steam
railway passenger cars, showing in operation type D
generator mounted on car truck and Kennedy combination current and voltage regulator.
The representatives
were Messrs. John T. Dickinson, Patrick Kennedy, William M. Lalor, Thomas L. Mount and J. L. Watson
Crandall Packing Co., Palmyra, N. Y., exhibited air

pump

throttle valve packing.

The

representatives in at-

tendance were Messrs. Harry T. Evans, Herbert Self and

Harry Crowder.

MR.

R.

A.

BAGNELL AND EXHIBIT OF INVISIBLE ROLL SCREEN
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MESSRS. GEO. A. COOPER, E. B. GILBERT, H. S. CAMPBELL, J.
RIGAN, H. C. JOHNSTON AND ARTHUR GEMUNDER

Crescent Machine Co., The, Leetonia,

O...

F.

had

HAR-

their

Crescent angle band saw, No. 3 saw table, 18-inch jointer
and a 36-inch band saw on exhibition. Their Mr. C. G.

Wilderson was in attendance.
Davis Expansion Boring Tool Co., St. Louis, Mo.,
exhibited their expansion boring tool for general locomotive work and car wheel boring.
The representative in
attendance was Air. E. E. Davis.
Dearborn Drug and Chemical Works, Chicago, had
samples of water purifying chemicals, samples of boiler
tubes showing the pitting and corrosion caused by water
samples of incrustations caused by
using water containing sulphates and carbonates of lime.
containing soda

IN THE CHICAGO PNEUMATIC TOOL CO. EXHIBIT, MR. W.
AND MR. THOS. ALDCORN

B. McVicker, Robt.

W.

F. Carr,

Wm.

Francis and Geo. R. Carr.

EXHIBIT OF AMERICAN LOCK NUT

CO.

AND MR. WM.

A.

ELDREDGE

0.

DUNTLY

had a pyramid of can
samples, crude elaterite ore from which the base of
Dearborn paint is made, specialty paints and compounds,
ore reduced and refined. Table of acid and alkalai jars
showing resistance of acid proof paints, battery boxes
and foils with acid proof coating, sheet iron with various
car paint samples, canvas and belting for diaphragms and
car roofing treated with Dearborn paint. Fire proof and
water proof compounds. The representatives in attendance were Messrs. L. R. Van Allen, L. F. Lindley and
Dearborn Paint

Co., Chicago,

Louis Grabic.

salts,

They were represented by Messrs. Robt.

July, 1906

Detroit Lubricator Co., Detroit, Mich., bad their No.
ii

double sight feed bulls-eye pattern locomotive lubri-

cator, a No. 21 triple sight feed bulls-eye patterm locomotive lubricator cut in section to

show

MESSRS. CHAS. WANGHOP, H. BOUTET AND

interior construc-

JOHN WOHRLE
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MR.

tion

;

PAUL ARMSTRONG AND HIS EXHIBIT

a No. 31 quadruple sight-feed bulls-eye pattern ioco-

motive lubricator and a No. 41 five feed bulls-eye pattern
locomotive lubricator on exhibition. The representatives
attendance were Messrs. F. W. Hodges, A. B. Wetmore and A. D. Homard.
Diamond Machine Co., Providence, R. I., exhibited
their motor driven disc grinders, motor driven polishers,
Heald grinding attachment and lathe center grinders all
in operation.
They were represented by Messrs. A. W.
Graham and L. E. Brayton.
Dickinson Paul, Chicago, had samples of Dickinson
engine house smoke jacks, cast iron and Vitribestos
Dickinson Universal ventilators and Universal chimneys.
The representatives were Messrs. Paul Dickinson, Arthur
in

MESSRS.

W

.W. ROSSER,

W.

L.

KELLOGG,

SYMINGTON

T.

H.

MESSRS. W.
J. Filkins,

D.

E.

231

SARGENT, GEO. H. SARGENT

W. Hodgkins

AND

C.

F.

QUINCY

and E. L. Adreon.

Machine Co. Inc. T. C, Philadelphia, Pa., had in
operation a motor driven, direct connected, 15-inch Dill
rapid production
slotter.
The representatives were
Messrs. T. C. Dill and Harry Taylor.
Dill

Dixon Crucible

Co., Jos., Jersey City, N.

J.,

had a

dis-

play of Dixon's graphite products for railroad use, in-

cluding silica-graphite paint, American graphite pencils,

Ticonderoga

plumbago

flake graphite lubricants, graphite greases,

and Dixon's pipe joint compound.
The representatives were Messrs. Malcolm McNaughton,
E. M. Taussig, C. H. Spotts and W. A. Houston.
crucibles

Draper Mfg. Co., Port Huron, Mich., exhibited the
McGrath pneumatic flue welder, pneumatic turn table

SYMINGTON AND DON
F.

F.

SLOCUM EXHIBIT
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MR.

E.

E.

SLOCUM
IN

motors, and Draper valve facing tools.
tives

The

representa-

were Messrs. Thos. Draper and James Conners.

Dressel Railway

engine lamps,

tail

Lamp Works, New

York, exhibited

markers, switch semaphore, post and

deck caboose lamps.

Headlight burners and locomotive

They were represented by Messrs. F. W.
Dressel, C. H. Dressel, Robert Black, F, W. Edmunds,
E. W. Hodgkins and Jos. M. Brown.

headlights.

Duff Mfg. Co., Pittsburg,

Pa.,

showed the

different

forms of Barrett jacks, track jacks, car jacks, geared
ratchet lever jacks, Duff roller bearing screw jacks

Duff cone bearing screw jacks.

The

and

representatives were

Messrs. T. A. McGinley and Chas. A. Foster.
Falls
hibited

Hollow Staybolt
staybolt

iron,

MORSE TWIST DRILL

Co.,

Cuyahago

both hollow and

CO.

July, T906

Falls,
solid,

EXHIBIT AND MR. W.

T.

O,,
in

ex-

bars

READ

THE EXHIBIT OF JENKINS BROS. MR. AND MRS. H. D. GORDON,
MR. AND MRS. A. H. ANDERSON, MR. AND MRS. C. W. MARTIN,
JR., MR. J. H. WILLIAMS, MR. CHARLES J. JACKSON AND MR.
WILLIAM MURRAY,

samples of staybolt iron tested

in various

ways

to

show

freedom from flaws or imperfect welds. The representatives in attendance were Messrs. C. M. Walsh, John Livingstone and Fred C. Lippert.
Farlow Draft Gear Co., Baltimore, Md., had full sized
models of the Farlow draft gear as applied on cars of the
Great Northern, Flocking Valley and Coal and Coke railroads and on Seaboard Air Line engines and Atlantic
Coast Line cars in connection with the Westinghouse

The

were Messrs. M. A.
Garrett, D. F. Mallory and I. O. Wright.
Featherstone Foundry and Machine Co., Chicago, had
dies and products of the Featherstone pneumatic forging
Friction barrel.

representatives

EXHIBIT OF THE INDEPENDENT PNEUMATIC TOOL

CO.

RAILWAY MASTER MECHANIC
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AXME PNEUMATIC

The

machine.

MR

SLEDGE

H. Niles

representatives were Messrs. F.

and John N. Gengler.
Slack

&

Adjuster

together with complete set of tools for installing the bolt.

Also illustrations of the installations of the Tate
staybolts applied to fire boxes.

Messrs.

J.

M. Flannery,

B.

Flannery, Harry H. Pike,

The

flexible

representatives were

E. D. Stafford,

J.

M. W. Wilson and

Rogers

Tom

R.

Davis.

Fox Machine
versal

BURGESS AND HIS EXHIBIT

adjustable saw dado or gaining heads, sensativt

drills,

and multiple spindle types, light milling machines
and pattern shop specialties. The representatives were
Messrs. S. Owen Livingston, Hiram W. Fox and George
Schow.
Franklin Manufacturing Co., Franklin, Pa., had a full
line of K. & M. magnesia and asbestos goods. The representatives were Messrs. R. J. Evans, Wallace W. Johnson, Fred Alfred and H. S. Hayward, Jr.
Franklin Railway Supply Co., Franklin, Pa., exhibited
the Franklin drivng box lubricator, Franklin pneumatic
fire door opener, Franklin steam chest plug, the McLaughlin flexible metal conduits, McLaughlin lock nuts
and Franklin piston head and crosshead connection. The
representatives were Messrs. J. S. Coffin, S. G. Allen,
single

Railway Equipment Co.,
Murphysboro, 111., had a model and blue print of their
slack adjuster. Their Mr. Tamplin was in attendance.
Flannery Bolt Co., Pittsburg, had several parts of the
Tate flexible staybolts and small installations of them,
Fisher

B.

233

Grand Rapids, Mich., had their unitrimmers, inhering machines, flue and pipe cutters,
Co.,

NILES-BEMENT-POND EXHIBIT

FISHER SLACK ADJUSTER EXHIBIT REPRESENTED BY

J.

W. TAMPLIN
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I

^Ifl/
fv, !.,-•

RAILWAY LOCK NUT

A. G. Elvin, H.
Weiler, and

J. S.

S.

CO..,

EXHIBIT AND MR.

Hayward,

Jr.,

J.

W. H.

«'

!

;0';':iV-

H.

,^

JONES

Coyle, Pane

Bennett.

LANDIS MACHINE

Vicar,
S.

CO.

J. S. Coffin, S.

EXHIBIT AND MR.

J. G.

BENEDICT

A. Megeath, William Steele and L.

Baddour.

Frazer Specialty Co., Detroit, Mich., had the Frazer
locomotive joint and boiler front cement, non-corrosive

Garlock Packing Co., Palmyra, N. Y., had packing for
steam, water and ammonia work, "Pitt" metal packing.

The
Mc-

The representatives were Messrs. O. J. Garlock, L. E.
Adams, W. R. Haggart, David Newhall and B. J. Miller.

Galena-Signal Oil Co., Franklin, Pa., had a reception

with steel coupler and friction draft gear, foreign coupler

pipe joint paste, and locomotive front end paint.
representatives were Messrs. A. E. Wilson and C. E.

Gould Coupler

Ferran.

W
J
E W
G. L
W

room where the following held a reception: Messrs.
E. Amann, E. H. Baker, W. E. Brumble, J. W. Bunn,
B.

Ferguson,

J.

F.

Grieves, F. A. Guild,

Morton,

J. S.

O. Taylor,

W.

J.

Patterson,

W.

J.

A. Trubee, A. Turner,

J.

HARRY MULL AND MR.

J.

W.

platform with friction

buffer and draft gear with coupler centering device, fric-

variety of applications, pivoted tender coupler, pilot and

Walsh, C. C. Steinbrinner, Robert McVicar, E. Mc-

MR.

steel

steel bolsters

A. Wilson, J

J. S.
J.

with attachments, Z-beam

York, had cast

Seeley,

B.

A. Roosevelt,

New

baggage or express cars, draft arms with
coupler and buffer, model of vestibule, Z-beam platform,
friction buffer and draft gear, journal boxes, showing

H. Grundy,
E. Hall, A. F. Miller,

Gettrust,

Co.,

DUNTLY

tion buffer for

freight car couplers.

The

representatives were Messrs.

DAVIS EXPANSION BORING TOOL EXHIBIT
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CONSOLIDATED

RAILWAY ELECTRIC LIGHTING AND EQUIPMENT

CO.

HUNT-SPILLER MFG.
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CO.,

EXHIBIT AND MR. AND MRS. W.

B.

LEACH

EXHIBIT

locked on them.

W.

S. Gould, C.

M. Gould,

W.

F. P. Huntly,

F. Richards

and T. L. McKeen.
Greene,

Tweed &

Co.,

New

York, had the celebrated

were H.

Demarest, F. E. Ramsley and B.

S.

H. Ham.

Greenway Company,
and

oil

Detroit, Mich.,

had

their

separator compressed air separators,

steam

cast

iron

exhaust heads, and steam traps. The representatives were
Messrs. G. A. Harris, and Albert Schade.

Grip Nut Co., Chicago, had a

from

y$

to

1

}4

line of lock nuts

full

samples of bolts with grip nuts

inch,

m EXHIBITION HHKVWUPLtn
Mai

stfivw |
;8» 1904. f

*

The

Carhart and R.

&

S.

representatives were Messrs. Geo.

Wickersham.

had samples of
acid proof, indestructible roof paint and anti-rust and
damp-proof paint.
The representatives were Messrs.
Thomas F. Gillhouly, A. L .Gentry and Charles F. Pierce.
Heath & Milligan Mfg. Co., Chicago, exhibited painted
panels showing Heath & Milligan "Ferrico" paint as applied to wood and iron painted panels showing target
colors, large glass sign showing coach and car colors,
painted panel showing comparative test of Heath & Milligan railway white lead.
The representatives were
Messrs. Ernest T. Trigg, Gorham B. Coffin, Harry C.
Quest and William R. Parker.
G.

"Palmetto" packing, favorite reversible ratchet wrenches
and "Exacto" packing guages and cutters. The representatives

W.

B. Paint Co., Port Allegheny, Pa.,

s

am imm\.m%<m>w
ASfi

tOCOMOTIVES.

AUGUSTUS MOSS,
theOWB

SMfESa*CUUM<FMfiiT$.

Federal St, Ailegtay.Pa. ffewfl*

O THF

..

f«S*i

TH E MOSS

Al/Xfl

HOOr/KB ONE

CL'lSTrA.,

LTNION PACIFIC MOTOR CAR
MR. A.

A.

MOSS AND HIS EXHIBIT

AND MR.
SMYTH

W.

R.

MCKEEN,

JR.,

AND MR.
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ON THE WAY TO THE BALL GAME

Heywood

THE BRICK FOR THE UMPIRE, MR. AND MRS.
MACKENZIE

an electric motor.

H. Lang,

Jr.,

J.

W. TAYLOR, MR.

JOHN

&

Wakefield Co., Wakefield, Mass.,
had several standard types of car seats, brass model showing the working parts of Wheeler mechanism operated bj
Bros.

July. 1906

The

representatives were Messrs. C,

Betram Berry, E.

C.

Lang and

C.

W. H.

Frederick.

Homestead Valve Mfg. Co., Pittsburg. Pa., showed
their Homestead locomotive blow-off valves, stationary
blow-off valves, straight-way, three-way and four-way
The reprevalves and the Homestead locking cock.
sentatives were Messrs. C. Bault and W. R. Schuchman.
Hunt Spiller Mfg. Corporation, South Boston. Mass.,
had castings made of Hunt-Spiller gun iron, cylinder
bushings, cylinder packing, pistons, piston valve chest

ON THE WAY TO THE BALL GAME

cages, piston valve packing blanks, eccentrics, eccentric
straps, driving

and

boxes and driving box shoes and wedges,

superheater

headers.

The

representatives

were

Messrs. Walter B. Leach and George H. Bryant.

Hurley Machine Co., Chicago., exhibited their floor
scraper. Mr. A. A. Dewaide was in attendance.
Independent Pneumatic Tool Co., Chicago, exhibited
the Thor pneumatic tools, consisting of piston air drills
and reamers, reversible flue, rolling, tapping and wood
boring machines, one-piece long stroke riveting hammers,
chipping, calking and beading hammers, pneumatic wood
saws and grinding machines. The representatives were
Messrs. C. H. Haeseler, J. H. Jowett, James Moran, W.

THE SCORE

GIRLS

RAILWAY MASTER MECHANIC
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S.

AT THE BALL GAME

Jenkins Bros.,

H. Armstrong, C. Bollinger, George F. Zollers, C. R.
Hewitt, J. W. Mooney, R. H. Cunningham, Philip Weiss,
E. P. Mooney, W. H. Stephens, Alan Wilson, James
Bradley, Clarence Peck, Caid Peck and Marion Priseler.
Invisible Roll Screen Co., Brooklyn, N. Y., showed the
new roll screen for car windows, car curtain fixtures
and combination car screen and curtain.
Mr. R. A.
Bagnale was in attendance.
Janney, E. H., Alexandria, Va., exhibited a

new Jan-

Mr. Louis Storck was the representative.
Illinois Malleable Iron Co., Chicago, had Brun automatic swinging smoke stack, "Imico," combination brass
and malleable iron pipe fittings. The representative was
Mr. J. R. Steneck.

ney coupler.

EXHIBIT OF WESTERN RAILWAY EQUIPMENT

CO.

F.

237

BOWSER &

New

CO.

EXHIBIT

York, had Jenkins Bros.' valves,

regular and extra heavy, brass and iron body, radiator

and swing check valves,
Y or blow-off valves, excelsior back pressure valves, Sellers restarting injector, Jenkins "96" packing, gaskets,
valves, horizontal, angle, vertical

gasket tubing,

pump

valves, discs, etc.

The

representa-

were Messrs. Joseph H. Williams, Arthur C. Langston, Charles J. Jackson and Charles W. Martin, Jr.
Justice & Co., P. S., Philadelphia, Pa., had on exhibiton forty ton, twenty ton, and fifteen ton Reliance hydraulic jacks. The representative was Mr. Philip Justice
tives

Mitchell.

Kalamazoo Railway Supply Co., Kalamazoo, Mich., exhibited their improved pressed steel hand and push car
wheels, improved Moore track drill, Root locomotive

NEW

JERSEY TUBE

CO.

MESSRS. CLOSE

AND WESTON

RAILWAY MASTER MECHANIC
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EXHIBIT MCECC SOAP

HERMANN EOKER

CO.

July. 1906

& CO. EXHIBIT REPRESENTED BY MR.

ELLSWORTH

HORING

Kalmazoo ratchet jacks. The representatives were Messrs. H. G. Haines, John McKinnon, Fred N. Root and David Moore.
Kent & Co., Edwin R., Chicago, exhibited Allen's air
scraper and flanger and

hardening high speed

steel

by Allen air hardenng

in

bars and tools, chips cut

steel tools

done on the machine.

its

manufacture.

The

Edwin R. Kent, Thos. E. Whiteside, Geo. H. Brown,
E. McCracken and C. H. Doebler.

I.

Landis Machine Co., Waynesboro, Pa., had a two-inch
double head bolt cutter equipped for regular bolt work,
also equipped for staybolt cutting without the use of a

lead screw,

numerous samples of work showing the

ac-

curacy of the die and the wide range of work that can be

JOSEPH DIXON

CRUCIBLE

CO..,

EXHIBIT

was Mr.

J.

G.

16 gap railroad grinder, No. 3 universal grinder and samples of finished work. The representatives were Messrs.

and ingredients used

representatives were Messrs.

representative

Landis Tool Co., Waynesboro, Pa., had a Landis No.

J.

in

The

Benedict.

E. Frantz and T. H. King.

Lawrenceville Bronze Co., Pittsburg, showed driving
box and side rod brasses, patent brass couplings, patent
unions and small brass valves. The representatives were
Messrs. Edward Kerr and E. V. D. Johnson.
Locomotive Stoker Co., Chicago, exhibited the
Strouse locomotive stoker in operation. Mr. W. H.
Strouse was in attendance.
Lucas & Co., John, Philadelphia, had an exhibit of

WESTINGHOUSE EXHIBIT
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Lucas coach and car colors, signal colors, fillers, stains,
varnishes and the Mirac varnish and paint remover. The
representatives were Messrs. H. A. Clark, Barton Lucas,
W. D. Lewis, E. C. Monroe, William C. McMullin and

One

of the most attractive exhibits at the Atlantic City

conventions was the combined sleeping and parlor car

American Palace Car Company. This car was
notable not alone for its beautiful finish and modern construction features, but for the really unique arrangement
of the

of

interior for

its

obtained by the storage of the beds and bedding in the

space provided for them under the car, where they are
constantly exposed to clean fresh air in the day time,

appeal strongly to

The claim

Hohmes.

C.

J.

by which the car

two widely differing kinds of

may

239

all

who

lie in.

that the car rides comfortably at

all

speeds

and especially on curves was borne out to the satisfaction
of all when on the road.
The low center of gravity
of the car eliminates all uncomfortable rolling, and makes
the occupants of the uppers as free from unpleasant sensations as those below, and with the arrangement for
ventilation

and

light, the

service,

be transposed almost instantly from

love a sweet bed to

desirable as the lowers

uppers

—a

in this car are fully a>

condition that

found

is

in

no

other sleeping car.

a parlor car into a sleeper.

The mechanical

governing the rapid meta-

details

morphosis from a parlor car to a sleeper and vice versa.
were illustrated in the February issue of the Railway

Master Mechanic,

at

which time a

full

description of

McLeod &

Co., Walter, Cincinnati, O., exhibited the

wrecking outfits, sand blast machine for cleaning iron work, heater for heating heavy
metal parts, locomotive tire expander, Buckeye white
washing and painting machine, oil rivet forges and
The representatives were Messrs.
acetyline torch light.
W. H. Fitch and W. F. Stoddard.

Buckeye torch

lights for

McConway &
hibit of

Torley Co., Pittsburg, Pa., had an ex-

Janney, Kelso and Pitt freight couplers, locomo-

and tender couplers, Buhoup 3-stem passenger equipment applied to standard steel platform. The representatives were Messrs. E. M. Grove and I. H. Milliken.

tive

McCord &

box, draft gear, spring

McCord

McCord journal
dampeners, McKing gaskets and

Co., Chicago, exhibited the

They were represented
Lamon, Morrill Dunn, A. B.

force-feed lubricators.

by Messrs. Judson A.
Newell, William May,

W.

Dunham and

G.

D. J

Mc-

Osker.

McGuire-Cummings Mfg.
Cooke patent

release

Co., Chicago, exhibited the

grain door and various types of

The
Cooke and E. M.

burglar proof door brackets for freight car doors.
representatives were Messrs.

W.

J.

Kerwin.
CAR EXHIBITED BY AMERICAN PALACE CAR COMPANY
interior

its

utility

car,

in

was

given, but no one can grasp the idea of

combination with the de luxe effects of

by a perusal of mechanical

for those

who enjoyed one

details,

of the

many

and

remained

side trips

for the visitors, to fully absorb the beauties

new car.
As was explained

it

this

made

and comforts

of the

in the article referred to, the

spring

beds are raised to position almost instantly from a steel
receptacle under the car floor,

where they repose during

the day trip, leaving the car a parlor in the fullest sense,

furnished with portable cane easy chairs. Devoid of

than by stuffy drapes, the car was a revelation in what
be accomplished by originality.

In the demonstrations
car

was made

made by

into a sleeper

on one

the
side,

attendants,

while the

the.

othc

was made up having all
was
the privacy of home, and again the car was quickly converted into a cosy dining room. The sanitary advantages
left a parlor, again a section

F. A. Morrison.

Merritt

&

Co., Philadelphia,

had an exhibit of metal

lockers for shop use.

Metal Plated Car and Lumber Co.,

all

semblance to a dormitory, and with an ornamentation
obtained by artistic effects in color and carving rather

may

Mason Regulator Co., Boston, Mass., exhibited the
Mason locomotive reducing valves for car heating and
dynamo service, damper regulators, reducing valves for
stationary and marine service, air brake pump regulators,
water reducing valves, Mason gravity pump governor,
balanced and lever valves and Mason boiler feed pump.
The representatives were Messrs. Win, B. Mason and

ited the
tives

Brown

metallic

window

strip.

New

York, exhib-

The

represei..u.-

were Messrs. Garrett Burgert and Geo. Cook.

Michigan Lubricator Co., Detroit, Mich., had duuble,
triple, quadruple and five-feed bulls-eye lubricators. 1906
design, having sight-feed glasses above the oil reservoir,

new type

lubricator with sight-feed glasses around the

round and oblong observation glasses,
automatic shut-off drain stem for locomotive lubricators,
air brake and air brake sight-feed lubricators, new type
reservoir, with both

RAILWAY MASTER MECHANIC
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water

automatic

They were represented by

gauges.

Messrs. John B. Corless and

Modoc Soap Company,

W.

Oil Well Supply Co., Pittsburg, exhibited their special

Their representative was Mr.

globe valve.

E. Bryant.

July, 1906

J.

C. Bruff.

Philadelphia, exhibited their

Oliver Machinery Co., Grand Rapids, Mich., exhibited

Perfect car cleaner, both on the pier and on the cars on

photographs of pattern shop machinery and supplies. The
representatives were Messrs. Geo. C. Hubbard and J. W.

Mc

Messrs. Henry Roever and James

the exhibit track.

D. Holtzinger were in attendance.

Morse Twist
Mass.,

Drill

exhibited

& Machine

drills,

Oliver.

saws,

taps,

gauges, cutters, dies, mandrels,

New

Co.,

chucks,

reamers,

The

etc.

Bedford,

representatives

were Messrs. W. T. Read and F. D. Chollar.
Morse Williams & Co., Philadelphia, exhibited a locoThe
motive drop table and the Hindley worm gear.
representatives were Messrs. Minor Harvey, Jr., and
William Munz.

Patton Paint Co., Newark, N.
paints

and "Ironhide," a

steel.

The

exhibited railway

J.,

rustless coating for iron

representatives were Messrs.

and

John L. Brown

and James G. Mowry.
Pittsburg Steel Co., Pittsburg, Pa., exhibited the Pitts-

burg perfect

welded wire fencing for railroad
right-of-way, and machine showing process of manufacture.
The representatives were Messrs. E. Steytler and
electrically

Moss, Albert Augustus, Allegheny, Pa., had a full size
open hearth steel car coupler, designed for passenger

E. D. Findley.

freight and locomotive service, which had been in service
Also drawings of auxiliary air
since December, 1904.
and air car coupler. Mr. Albert Augustus Moss was in

models, photographs and catalogues showing Fewing car

attendance.

shop

Nathan Mfg.

New

Co.,

York, exhibited injectors,

oil

and locomotive feltings. The representatives were Messrs. Sanford Keeler, James E. Minor, J.
C. Currie, Edward S. Toothe, Lawrence Minetree and
George Royal.
cups, lubricators

showed small
model cars equipped with the National improved No. 6
National

passenger
steel

Car Coupler

coupler,

Co.,

National

Chicago,

centering

National

yoke,

platforms and passengers vestibule, and baggage

car buffers large model of passenger platforms, buffer

and yoke, small models of couplers and small model of the
Hinson emergency kunckle. The representatives were
Messrs.

J.

W.

Harrison and

National Lock

Washer

S.

Co.,

W.

Midgley.

Newark, N.

had models

J.,

of car curtains, National curtain fixture, sash

locks.,

balance and National lock washers and nut locks.
representatives were Messrs. William C. Dodd,

Archibald, John B.

sash

The

Frank B.

Seymour and Daniel Hoyt

Tower and Climax

freight car

couplers.

representatives were Messrs. James A. Slater,
Coffin,

Geo. U. Martin,

J.

H. Jaschka, E.

W.

The

W.

E.

Whitte-

more, K. R. Johnson, M. C. Pilson, S. L. Smith, J. V.
Davison, C. L. Johnson, F. R. Angell, H. D. Hammond

and L.

New

S.

Sargent

Manchester,

Chicago,

Co.,

had

and engine replacers, Priest snow flangers, Stanwood car
steps, Ajax diaphragms and a general line of railway
tools,

boring bars, cranes, hoists,

The

etc.

repre-

were Messrs. C. F. Quincy, G. H. Sargent,
Percival Manchester, Paul R. Brooks, C. H. Holbrook,
R. G. Cumback, Geo. C. Isbester and B. T. Lewis.
Railway Lock Nut Co., Chicago., exhibited the "Bulldog" lock-nut. Mr. John Howard Jones was in attendsentatives

ance.

Ralston Steel Car Co., Columbus, O., exhibited the
Ralston flush floor drop bottom car. The representatives

were Messrs. L. C. Brown, G. L. Dickover,
and J. L. Conners.

J. S.

Ralston

Rich Mfg. Co., Geo. R., Buchanan, Mich., exhibited
the Rich flat drills and chucks, expanding mandrils, boring bars and ratchet drills.
The representatives were
Messrs. Russell Dale,

W.

F.

Heacock and

Riverside Metal Co., Riverside, N.

phor bronze ingots, castings,

German

J.,

W.

E.

McCabe.

exhibited phos-

sheets, rods, wire

and rope,

and white metal in ingots, castings, sheets,
and manufactured articles.
The representatives
were Messrs. Wm. P. McGlynn, T. F. McGlynn, H. W.
Henoth and L. J. Kane.
silver

rods

National Malleable Castings Co., Cleveland, O., exhibited

Quincy,

Wright.

Rubberset Brush Co., Newark, N.
of rubberset paint brushes.

had an exhibit
Mr. A. L. Holtzman was in
J.,

attendance.

&

Safety Car Heating
hibited

modern lamps

Lighting Co.,

New

York, ex-

for car lighting, including four-

exhibited

flame lamps, Pintsch mantle lamps and electric fixtures,

patented spirally corrugated boiler tubes with reduced

storm-proof lanterns for buoy and beacon lighting, appliances for railawy car heating. The representatives

Jersey

Tube

Co.,

Newark,

N.

J.,

box end. The representatives were Messrs. James
Close, Frank Weston and W. O. Sheldon.
fire

Niles-Bement-Pond Co., New York, exhibited a 90inch extra heavy driving wheel chucking lathe in a special booth on New York Ave., near the Pennsylvania
railroad tracks. They also had an office on the ball room
stage.
The representatives were Messrs. Jas. K. Cullen
Frank B. Ward, E. C. Lewis, D. A. Normoyle, Geo. T.
Watts, J. P. Ilsley, W. W. Ricker, L. A. Williamson, J.
J. Hay and Henry M. Cleaver.

were Messrs. R. M. Dixon, D. W. Pye, E. F. Slocum,
Wm. St. John, J. S. Henry, C. B. Adams, B. V. H.
Johnson, W. H. Harper, G. E. Hulse and G. H. Chadwell.

Slocomb &
able

Wilmington,

Co., F. F.,

hydro-pneumatic

punches,

Del.,

one

and one hot air pumping engine.
tives were Messrs. James W. Flanagan,
bury and E. P. Slocomb.
riveter

Standard Coupler Co.,

New

had two port-

hydro-pneumatic

The

representa-

Wm. W.

Water-

York, exhibited standard
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platform and Sessions standard friction draft gear.
The representatives were Messrs. George A. Post, A. P.
steel

E. H. Walker and A. H.
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wood" straightway swing gate back pressure and check
valve and manganesite pate.

Standard Steel Works, Philadelphia, exhibited a thirtvthree inch bolted section wrought iron spoke wheel with

Wells Light Mfg. Co, New York, exhibited Wells light
in three sizes, Wells standard oil gas lamps and Wallwork's universal electric lamp brackets. The representatives were Messrs. George H. E. Robinson and Charles P.

section cut out of rim, 33-inch bolted section cast iron

Jensen.

spoke wheel, 33-inch bolted section cast iron plate wheel,
32-inch rolled steel wheel, 33-inch rolled steel wheel with

Western Railway Equipment Co., St. Louis, Mo., exhibited the Western brake jaws, Hoerr tandem draft gear,
Acme pipe clamps, Lindstrom syphon pipes, Lindstrom
eccentrics, Western flush car doors, interchangeable car
doors, Hoerr car doors, Western truck end castings, St.

Dennis, R. D. Gallagher,

Jr.,

Cooke.

and bent sections of rolled wheels.
The representatives were Messrs. Chas. Riddell, E. S.
Lewis and H. De H. Bright.
section cut out, springs

Starrett Co., L. S., Athol, Mass., exhibited fine
steel rules,

ical tools,

mechan-

squares, calipers, dividers, micro-

plumb bobs, etc. also a special
display of steel tape hacksaw blades and frames, drawing
instruments, transit and leveling instruments. The representatives were Messrs. L. G. Kuhn and W. G. Nims.
meters, bevel protractors,

Symington

Louis flush car door, Missouri car doors,

economy

holders,
ers.

The

Downing card

Western

slack adjusters and

representatives were Messrs. Louis F.

bell ring-

Hoerr and

;

Co., T. H., Baltimore,

Md., displayed Sym-

S.

H. Campbell.
Westinghouse Air Brake Co., Pittsburg, had a comequipment for two 75-car freight trains,

plete air brake

one showing the standard Westinghouse automatic equip-

ington journal boxes of standard design, special journal

ment and the other showing the improved quick

boxes to meet special conditions, journal boxes for high

retarded

speed, heavy capacity, electric equipment, Baltimore ball-

valves,

bearing center and side bearings for freight and passen-

conditions, air brake equipments for locomotives, cross

ger equipment and high speed electric equipment, and

compound

making and testing this material. The reprewere Messrs. T .H. Symington, H. W. Bald-

retarded

release,

which are designed
air

recharge,

sentatives

Messrs. John F. Miller, A. L.

specialties.

The representatives were
Humphrey, W. S. Bartho-

J. F. Symington, D. L. Symington, C. J. Symington,
T. C. de Rossett, Carl Tucker and A. H. Weston.

lomew,

Down, T. A. Hedendahl,

S. J.

Talmage Mfg. Co., Cleveland, O., exhibited the Talmage system, including Talmage blow-off valves and
Rubra boiler oil. The representatives were Messrs. J. G.
Talmage, E. H. Janes, J. F. Walker and C. F. Kahler.

H. Whitney, F. T. Reese,
and C. C. Farmer.

S.

Transue

&

Williams Co., Alliance, O., exhibited drop
forged center plates, drop forged wedges, journal wedges
and other locomotive and car drop forgings. Mr. A.
Morris Hall was in attendance.

Underwood &

Co.,

H.

B., Philadelphia, exhibited port-

able standard boring bar for reboring locomotive cylinders, portable

rotary planing machine for facing valve

seats, portable

crank-pin turning machine for truing up

crank pins
chines,

in position, portable

dome

or joint-facing

portable two cylinder air or

ma-

steam motor for

driving portable tools and lathe attachment for doing a

range of boring on

lathes.

Messrs. A. D. Pedrick and E.

Union

Pacific Railroad Co.

the exhibition track.

Mr.

W.

The

W.

representatives

were

Whitaker.

had motor car No. 7 on
R. McKeen, Jr., was in at-

New

York, had a portable cleaning plant located near the exhibit tracks.
Mr. R. C.
Hallett

Cleaner Co.,

was

in attendance.

Wagenhorst &
an

V. Green, R. H. Blackall,

Ellicott, F.

S. G.

Kidder, F. H. Nellis, F.

D. Hutchins,

Wheel Truing Brake Shoe

W.

Detroit,

Co.,

V. Turner

Mich., had

samples of wheel truing brake shoes which are abrasive
or grinding shoes to be used in place of ordinary brake

when

shoes
tives

a tire needs dressing down.

were Messrs.

J.

M.

and F. F.

Griffin

The

representa-

Griffin.

Baldwin Steel Company called forth
the most favorable comment of the motive power men on
viewing their display of shop tools among which were
shown twist drills with straight and taper shanks. Track
drills were also shown with round and square shanks.
Then too there were seen shell reamers, bridge reamers,
hand reamers and chucking reamers, the latter with eccentric and straight flutes besides these were shell reamers
fluted and rose.

The

exhibit of the

—

In the milling cutter

line,

was

as fine a collection of

those tools as were ever exhibited, comprising end mills

with the standard taper shank, also solid and inserted
tooth mills, as well as convex and concave mills and metal

tendance.

Vacuum

R.

triple

compressor for locomotives, friction draft

gear and other

J.

"K"

style

meet the present operating

to

devices for

win,

service,

Co., J. H., Youngstown, O., exhibited
Mr. Donald Parson was in atelectric blue printer.

slitting saws.

also the

In this collection of

Hudson

one of which had seen service
holes at the

first class tools

were

reinforced high-speed steel staybolt taps,

West Albany shops

in

tapping 540 staybolt

of the

New York

This tool could not be distinguished from
any indications of service. A feature about

its

Central.

mates by

this steel for

tendance.

tap purposes and one that no other steel possesses to a

Walsh & Wyeth, Chicago, had circulars describing the
"Erwood" positive duplex blow-off valve and the "Er-

like extent is its perfect action

—

pering

in that

it

under hardening and tem-

comes out of the bath with absolutely
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no shrinkage or distortion of thread
any spring.

A

part of this exhibit

pitch, neither

is

was devoted

to a line of lathe

and shown here as examples of tool steels. These
were here given a test on a pair of 58-inch driving

tools

wheels furnished for the purpose by the Philadelphia &
Reading. The lathe was a 90-inch Niles, handled by their
expert,

Mr. D. H. Teas, who with

roughing out both treads and
The speed was 16 feet per minute

inches in diameter,

flanges in 25 minutes.

always spread out for inspection, and backed bv the
names of well known motive power officers who are fair

enough

under the tool. To do this work the motor driving the
lathe developed 80 horse power.

The Modoc Soap Company, represented by Mr. Henry
Roever, its president, was in evidence at the convention,
having an attractive exhibit on the pier and making daily
demonstrations on the track of its famous car cleaner,

We

"Perfect."

saving

understand

the drippings,

all

We

when sparks and

the

unconsumed products

of combustion

atmosphere devoid of life, it is good evidence
that the fuel has given up its heat units in a larger percentage than with any other tube and the spiral printo the

—

what produces the

is

many

result.

It is

standard

now on

roads.

Atlantic City

is

accustomed

to

big conventions and

has any convention equalled the size and importance of
the annual conventions of the Master Car Builders' As-

we bespeak

also call

possible to obtain with the plain tube, and

is

to about 25 per cent.

for

your attention to
page advertisement which will be found
pages of this same issue.
future.

reputable authorities give the results of

elaborate displays, but never in the history of that city

is

in

paste

Judging from the many favorable comments on this
cleaner and its results, and its low price of only fortyeight cents per gallon,

to the

show a smokebox temperature 500 degrees

that

lower than

go

and therefore of use

form,

this

amounting

When

inquirer.

ciple

the

to give facts, unbiased

took a cut

9-16-inch deep, with a 9-16-inch feed, reducing the tires

1%

conventions of the Railway Master Mechanics

Association for the third time, and always with increasing interest to the members, because of the mass of data

tests

this steel

Tube has now been presented

Spirally Corrugated

the

at

cutting tools that had seen service in various tire-turning
tests

The

there

July, 1906

it

its

a successful

and the Railway Master Mechanics' Associaon the steel pier, June 13th to 20th. 1906.

sociation
tion, held

The design

attractive full

of the steel pier provides for the comfort

came

and entertainment of pleasure seekers, but some four
hundred progressive manufacturers of railroad supplies
transformed it in a few days into arcades of booths for

very close to the proportions of an exposition, being the

the display of material used for the building and operat-

The

exhibits

largest

the

at

Atlantic

in the advertising

City conventions

and best showing of railway appliances ever ex-

ing of railroads.

ploited at the conventions of the twin mechanical bodies,

The

and with a larger representation of the supply fraternity
Every
than ever turned out before at those meetings.
condition was favorable to an extensive show and it was

visitors,

advantage of by the installation of booths of

fully taken

first

booth to be completely finished and ready for

was

Jersey City, N.
rection of

J.,

Mr. C.

The treatment of the interior and exterior of
booth was in dark green, browns and whites, with an

partment.

a more permanent and tasteful kind than usual, the steel

the

pier being admirably adapted to the purposes of display,

artistic

both from the location standpoint and that of electric

delicate ferns in

besides which there

illumination,

members

was no way

for the

of the associations to reach the convention hall

end of the pier except by the route through
It was a great show, and creditable to the
the exhibits.

at the outer

boys responsible for

One

.

New

»

was

The

York.

Hermann Boker & Co.,
Novo tool steel with bars

the exhibit of

display of

form of I-beam, Z-bar, etc., attracted a
great deal of attention and was the subject of many
favorable comments.
With steel rolled in these forms
there is no forging, henc.e there is no waste, besides saving thirty-five per cent of the weight of lathe and planer
rolled

in

the

tools.

On

cent.

This reduction of weight does not decrease the

cut-off tools the weight saved is forty-five per

strength as

it

is

well

arrangement of framed photographs and

plumbago

crucibles, with a special in-

arrangement for night displav.
visited by thousands of visitors attracted by the signs "Please Sign Visitor's Card
Keep
terior electric

The booth was

—

the Pencil

—Dixon Makes a Thousand Different Kinds of

.

of the most interesting exhibits at the conventions

at Atlantic City

wall

Pencils."

it.

.

Dixon Crucible Company,
designed by and erected under the diH. Spotts, manager of th^ Paint De-

that of the Joseph

known

that rolled shapes are the

Mr. John A. Walker, vice-president, general manager
and treasurer, Mr. Malcom McNaughton and Mr.
Lewis F. Lyne, Mechanical Engineers, Mr. C. H. Spotts,
Mr. W. A. Housten, Mr. John F. Tucker and Mr. Elwood M. Taussig, explained the advantages and uses
of Dixon's Graphite products, which are applicable for
railroad use. Particular attention was paid to explaining
the preserving qualities of Dixon's Silica-Graphite paint

and car roofs.
The Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Association

for steel cars

recommends

that the car owners' interests are best con-

Mr. Ellsworth Haring
superior
qualities
demonstrated the
of Novo steel and

served by the careful use of a preservative coating, which

the special sections.

paints,

better for

all

classes of work.

is

highly

clastic, a quality

found

at its best in the

Dixon

July,
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chanic of the

Personal Mention.
Mr.

Cramer has resigned

C. B.

as master mechanic of

the Southern at Sheffield, Ala.

C.

Walker has resigned

I.

as master car builder

of the National of Mexico, with office at Laredo, Tex.

Thomas D. McDonald, master mechanic
Moines Iowa Falls

May

&

Des
la., on

of the

Northern, died at Iowa Falls,

11.

Stonehouse has been appointed general foreman
of the Chicago & Northwestern at Huron, S. D., in p ace
of Mr. A. Adams, resigned.

Mr.

J.

1

Mr. R. D. Gibbons has been appointed master mechanic
of the Mexican Central, at Monterey, Mex., in place of
Mr. George W. Cooper, resigned.

Mr.

W.

Moran has been appointed master mechanic

F.

of the Southern, at Sheffield, Ala., succeeding

Cramer, resigned

;

effective

division of

Sterling

Chicago,

&

Burlington

J.

Mr. L. C. Rost has been appointed master mechanic of
the Des Moines Iowa Falls & Northern, with headquarters at Iowa Falls, la., succeeding Thomas D. McDonald,

Mr. H. S. Needham has been appointed assistant motive power inspector of the Pennsylvania Ljnes, southwest system at Columbus, O., to succeed Mr Charles D.
Young, promoted.
S. E.

Kildoyle has been appointed master mechanic

Mexico

Mexican Central, with
Mr. L. Strom, resigned;

division of the

fice at

Mexico, Mex., vice

fective

on

May

ofef-

20.

Mr. William H. Hall, supervisor of the Baltimore &
Ohio at Wheeling, W. Va., has been appointed general
foreman of the Pittsburg & Lake Erie at Pittsburg, Pa.,
in place of Mr. Ernest E. Hanna, resigned.
Air.

H.

S.

Loyd has been appointed master mechanic

of

the Chattanooga Southern, with headquarters at Alton

Park, Tenn., and Mr.

foreman

Mr. H. M. Large, heretofore

at that place

;

J.

B. Crabb has been appointed

effective

on

May

May

15.

mechanic
of the Erie & Ashtabula divisions of the Pennsylvania
Lines, has been appointed master car builder of the Southern division of the Grand Rapids & Indiana, with office at
assistant master

Grand Rapids, Mich.
Mr. M.

Tracy, assistant master mechanic of the

S.

Company

Pennsylvania

ferred to Fort

ceeding Mr.

M.

Wayne,

C. O.

at

Allegheny, Pa., has been trans-

Ind., in a similar capacity, suc-

L. Johnson,

Allegheny in place of

who

Mr. Tracy

has been transferred to
--

Keagy, general foreman of passenger car

West

in place of

in-

Philadelphia, Pa.,

has been appointed general car inspector at Altoona,

We

Mr. R. L. Kleine, who has been appointed

J

'a.,

as-

June issue of the Railway Master
Mechanic under head of "Personals" that Mr. W. O.
Moody had been appointed Acting Mechanical Engineer
of the Illinois Central Railroad. We wish to state that Mr.
Moody has been appointed Mechanical Engineer with full
stated in the

power.

Mr.

deceased.

of the

succeed Mr. Philip Wallis, resigned; effective

sistant chief car inspector at Altoona.

Henegan has been appointed road foreman
of engines of the Cleveland, Akron & Columbus, at Columbus, O., vice Mr. J. B. Ward, resigned.

Mr.

C. Bishop, master

spectors of the Pennsylvania at

Quincy, with headquarters at Sterling, Colo

Mr. M.

to

Mr.

on June 20.

the

Hartford, has

mechanic of the Pennsylvania
Lines, southwest system, at Logansport, Ind. has been
appointed superintendent of motive power of the Long
Island, with office at Richmond Hill, Morris Park, N. J.,

Mr. G.

Mr. C. B.

Mr. F. Newton has been appointed master mechanic of
the

New Haven &

York,

been appointed mechanical superintendent of that road
with headquarters at New Haven, Conn., succeeding Mr.
F. N. Hibbits, resigned.

Mr. A. F. Herbert has resigned as general foreman of
shops of the Lake Erie & Western at Lima, O.
Mr.

New

243

J.

B. L. Hinds, heretofore chief clerk of the loco-

motive and car department of the Indiana Illinois & Iowa
at Kankakee, 111., has been appointed shop accountant of

&

Southern and the Indiana Hareffective on
bor, with headquarters at Hammond, Ind.
the Chicago Indiana

;

May

15.

Mr. E. A. Mitchell has resigned as superintendent of
motive power of the Lehigh Valley, to take effect on June
1, and Mr. F. N. Hibbits, heretofore mechanical superintendent of the New York New Haven & Hartford has
been appointed to succeed him, with headquarters at So.
Bethlehem, Pa.

Mr. John T. Carrol has been appointed general foreman of the locomotive department of the Lake Shore &
Michigan Southern at Elkhart, Ind., in place of Mr. O.

who has been appointed inspector of
New York Central Lines, at the works of
Locomotive Company at Dunkirk, N. Y.

Antz,

engines of the
the

American

14.

Mr. George B. Fravel has been appointed master mechanic of the Logansport division of the Pennsylvania
lines, Southwest system, with office at Logansport, Ind.,
to succeed Mr. G. C. Bishop, resigned effective on May
;

15-

Mr. Frank T. Hyndman, heretofore general master me-

Mr. William J. Hemphill formerly superintendent of
motive power of the Chicago Peoria & St. Louis, died at
Jacksonville, 111., on June 12, at the age of 51 years.
Mr. George Tier has been appointed foreman of the
Chicago Rock Island & Pacific at McFarland, Kan., vice
Mr. R. A. Huey, assigned to other duties.

Mr.

W.

L. Harrison, heretofore master mechanic of the
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Chicago,

Rock

Island

&

Chicago, during the illness of Mr.

office at

Mr. C. L. Bundy, general foreman of shops of the

Pacific at Horton, Kan., has been

appointed acting superintendent of motive power, with
J.

B. Kilpat-

Mr. S. W. Mullinix has been appointed master mechanic at Horton to succeed Mr. Harrison effective May
rick.

July, 1906

Delaware, Lackawanna

&

Western, has resigned

to ac-

cept a position as manager of the car department of the

Hicks Locomotive

&

Car Works, Chicago.

;

•

•

15-

Mr. G. M. Reynolds has been appointed master

of the Pennsylvania
J. J. Walsh, general foreman
Lines Northwest system, at Toledo, O.. has been transferred to Chicago as master mechanic of the Chicago
Terminal Division, succeeding Mr. George B. Travel,

Mr.

me

chanic of the Alliance division of the Chicago Burlington

&

Quincy, with headquarters at Alliance, Neb.,

ceed Mr. E.

W.

to suc-

assigned to other duties.

Fitt,

»

Mr. O. P. Reese, heretofore motive power
inspector, has been appointed general foreman at New
Castle, Pa., in place of Mr. T. F. Dreyfus, who ha^ been
appointed to succeed Mr. Walsh as general foreman at

in the

Toledo.

Mr. Delo has the unique record of having never

transferred.

Mr. H. A. Simms has been appointed general car
of

the Illinois

Central to succeed

Mr. G.

P.

Mr.

C.

company's

of

S.

Curley has been appointed superintendent

»

<»

Railway of California,
Cal.,

the Buffalo, Rochester

&

Pittsburg to become chief

brake inspector of the Chicago, Rock Island
»

&

air

Pacific.

•

Mr. D. C. Courtney has been appointed superintendent of motive power of the Coal
quarters at Elkins,

W.

& Coke

Ry., with head-

Va., vice Mr. Charles E. Turner,

resigned.
«

»

Engineers'

la.,

has been

ap-

pointed master mechanic of the St. Louis Iron Mountain
at

Baring

Cr.oss,

Ark., to succeed Mr.

»
Mr. J. H. Farmer has been appointed master mechanic of the Mexico division of the Chicago, Rock Is«

&

Auditorium

Association will be held at the

Hotel, Chicago,

111.

It will also

commencing

at 9.00

be the convention head-'

a.

m.,

Tuesday, August

«

Pacific at Dalhart, Tex.,

Andrews, who has resigned.

out the following announcement:

Auditorium Hotel

Rooms

is

on the

European plan

can be had at the following rates:

The

strictly.

Single room,

without bath, $3.00 per day;

Single room,

$3.50 per day; Double room,

with bath, $5.00 per day.

with

bath,

number there will be in attendance,
application to the Manager
it will be necessary to make
The Pullman Company will exbefore the Convention.
tend as heretofore, reduced rate privileges to members
and the immediate members of their families going to
and returning from the Convention. The mode of procedure for getting the reduced rates will be the same
e.,
Any member desiring to avail
this year as last,
themselves of the one-half rates will make application to
the Secretary, stating the members of the family who intend to accompany them and specify the road over which

Owing

to the large

you intend

C. A. Braun, resigned.

land

of the Traveling

i.

Kraemer, of Burlington,

Southern Ry.

a

one person, without bath, $2.00 per day; Double room,

•

Mr. H. C. Klesschas has resigned from the service of

&

lost

28th, and will probably be in session four days. Secretary

with headquarters at Jamestown,

J.

been retired on a pension.

Traveling Engineers' Association.

quarters,

York.

motive power of the Sierra

Mr. F.

years

52

«

Thompson sends
Mr. M.

service, has

The Fourteenth Annual Convention

»

Robinson has been appointed inspector of

New

motive power

clerk of the Pennsylvania, at Altoona, and for

R.

locomotive boilers by the state board of railroad commissioners of

L. Delo, assistant chief

in-

Powell.
»

Herman

day's pay during his long term of employment.

'

spector

Mr.

to

succeed Mr. E. D.

to travel

and one-half rate orders

nished you to and from the

convention.

will

be fur-

The commit-

work during the year, there are
some very valuable papers and letters to be read and
discussed, and the fourteenth annual convention of the
tees have been hard at

association promises to be the best of

all.
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Machinists' Bench Vise
The accompanying cut illustrates a heavy
made by Merrill Brothers of Brooklyn, N.

vise

engaged

in the

machinists' bench

who have been
manufacture of vises and drop hammers for over
Y.,

30 years.

The

now

article

offered

trade

the

to

is

the

result

of

years of experience and observation in their manufacture and

The vise is especially adapted for railroad and heavy machine work and is designed to stand the heaviest kind of work
and roughest usage. Its solidity and weight make it an excellent
The solid wrought steel bar is
vise for chipping or riveting.
use.

milled and the pocket in which
length to

make an exact

fit.

it

slides is

The screw

is

machined

its

entire

large in diameter with

FIG. 2.

ROOT SNOW SCRAPER

being drawn up by a spring
tion about 8

device

in.

above the

applied

as

to

is

RELEASE POSITION

in the air cylinder

The

rail.

Michigan

a

claimed that this device

IN

and held in posishows the

third illustration

Central

locomotive.

It

is

absolutely safe on the rail for any

condition of track and at any rate of speed.

All parts are

made

of the best material obtainable, the springs and blades being of

spring steel and the castings of malleable iron.
the scraper

s

*is

simple.

It

The Root

Any

of

does not require raising for switches,

crossings, or the like, in fact, needs

going ahead.

The operation

scraper

no attention whatever when

operated by air from the cab.

is

pressure can be applied to the springs according to the conof snow, whether dry, wet or packed.
This scraper

ditions

cleans the rail for the engine

8

HEAVY MACHINISTS EENCH
a

strong

tempered

square
tool

thread.

steel

The jaws

are

in.

each side of the

rail

and

train,

even with the

and removes the snow
and also cleans the

top,

VISE.

faced

with

carefully

pieces which can be easily replaced should

The vise swivels on a large
any position, and securely held there
A pin through the lug on either side of
the base may be used in addition to the bottom screw for holding
For straightening rods, etc., the anvil at the back
it in position.
will be found very convenient.
This vise is made in four sizes, 4 inch, 5 inch, 6^ inch, and
The weight has recently been increased;
8 inch width of jaw.
the different sizes weighing 70, 94, 141, and 212 lbs. respectively.
they become

worn

or

washer can be turned
by the bottom screw.

injured.

to

The Root Snow Scraper for Locomotives.
The Root spring snow scraper for locomotives is shown in- the
accompanying illustrations.
The first illustration shows the
scraper held in position by air pressure, which can be regulated

FIG. 3.

ROOT SNOW SCRAPER APPLIED TO MICHIGAN CENTRAL LOCOMOTIVE

x i l/2 in. below top of rail, preventing the wheel
flanges from compressing the snow into ice.
The Root snow
scraper is manufactured by the Kalamazoo Railway Supply Co.,
Kalamazoo, Mich.
rail flange

i

/2

l

in,

»

Fisher Slack Adjuster.
The

effectiveness of the braking system depends largely

upon

proper adjustment- of operating parts acting between the brake
shoes and brake cylinder. To maintain such proper adjustment
and prevent the occurrence of slack in the rigging due to wearing

away and

loss of

brake shoes and due to any other wear, an

automatic, positive slack adjuster
FIG. 1.

ROOT SNOW SCRAPER

IN POSITION

ON THE RAIL

according to the condition of the snow, the second illustration
showing the scraper after the air has been released, the blades

A
with.

is

device capable of meeting this
It is

known

required.

demand

is

illustrated here-

as the Fisher Slack Adjuster.

arid operation are simple.

There

is

no delicate or

Its

principle

intricate

mech-
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DIAGRAM SHOWING APPLICATION OF FISHER SLACK ADJUSTER.
anism requiring constant care and attention and when applied
it needs no more attention than any other parts of the

to a car

The

brake rigging.

principal parts

They are strong and durable and

down

without taking

No

shop.

repairs can be

made

the device and without sending

quickly
to the

it

additional levers, rods or rigging are required in ap-

plying this adjuster and
stock.

all

are of malleable cast iron.

is

it

applicable to

classes of rolling

all

can be applied equally well to the Hodge, Stevens or

It

other system levers, to passenger cars, freight cars, tenders or

engine trucks.

justment by hand
matically take up

is

necessary as the slack adjuster will auto-

all slack.

must terminate in knuckle connections, as
hooks would become disconnected by 4he quick release springs
All

rod

ends

when brakes
to

made
hung

The

are released.

the operation of this

any point

at

The

without them.

to apply the adjuster
at

springs are necessary adjuncts

mechanism and no attempt should be

which they

will

work

springs

may

be

effectively.

This device is manufactured by the Fisher Slack Adjuster and
Equipment Company, Murphysboro, 111., represented by Mr.
J. W. Tamplin, 318 Railway Exchange Building, Chicago, 111.
.

The lower

surface of the push rod

provided with a set of
notches which engage a pawl operated by a spring within the
take up head.

extension bar.

The
The

is

outer end of the push rod

no

lateral

To

rod and extension bar.

motion

guided by

is

in a straight line, the lever is

while the extension bar

connected to the extension

bar by a pair of links which are connected by pins, and which

A

operate within the hollow portion of the extension bar.
of the upper face of the bar

is

provided with a

por-

set

of

notches which engage a retaining latch attached to a body which

moves

in

connection with the bar within limits of the prearranged

there
air

follow the operation of the adjuster
is

a certain

amount

let

us assume that

of slack in the brake rigging.

When

'

applied the extension bar travels forward taking with

is

the retaining latch body until the latter
its

extreme end coming

extension bar continues
the wheels.

When

in contact

is

of

cation

air,

it

stopped by a lug on

The

with the guide bracket.

travel until the brake shoes are against

its

forced

air is released the several parts are

back by the action- of the quick release spring.
the effective length of

Quring the

the extension

rod

appli-

was

shortened by the number of notches that passed under the pawl

from the point
a

.stop to

when

fore
full

Wheel.
herewith show the new improved pressed
steel hand car wheel, which is manufactured by the Kalamazoo
Railway Supply Co., Kalamazoo, Mich. The wheel is an import-

The

illustrations

ant feature in the construction of handcars and push cars because
it

receives

more wear than any other

at

which the retaining

latch

body was brought

the point of final travel of the extension bar.
the extension bar returns to

release the piston will

travel before reaching

still

its

part,

and

greatest item in the maintenance of the car.

mand

is,

therefore, the

To meet

the de-

company has designed and
Kalamazoo improved pressed steel

for a longer lived wheel the

placed upon the market the

travel;

To

Kalamazoo Improved Pressed Steel Hand Car

possible in the piston

is

*

provide for the lateral motion due

to the angularity of the cylinder lever,

tion

»

attached to an

outer end of the extension bar

a guide bracket, so that

moves

is

wheel (patented). One of the principal faults of all pressed steel
wheels hitherto invented is the tendency to quickly wear through
in the throat of the flange,

point.

The

due to the thinness of metal at that

flange then breaks off, necessitating the discardure

By the use of special machinery, constructed for
purpose and protected by patents, the mteal in the
Kalamazoo wheel is gathered so as to increase its thickness 1-8
of an inch to 3-16 of an inch in the throat of the flange. In other
words, the metal being 1-4 of an inch thick in the tread, is nearly
double that thickness in the flange and at the throat.
Thus
of the wheel.

this particular

plates

are

sheared

into

circles,

shaped

to

at

proper heat

under

There-

original position of

have a portion of

its

course to

This is provided for by the take up head before mentioned and as the release

original release position.

its

spring forces the piston to

push rod

will

its full release position the
be pulled out a sufficient distance to equal the

amount

that the extension bar was shortened, practically lengthening the rod and readjusting the piston travel.
When there

is

no slack to be taken up, the several parts retain their relative
and there is no change in the length of the push rod,

positions

transmission bar or travel.

To apply new shoes the rigging is loosened by turning the take
up ahead to one side an amount sufficient to disengage the
pawl from the notches in the push rod. The retaining latch
lever is then raised by striking it a light blow with the ball of
the hand. This releases all tension in the rigging and the connecting parts are slack.

The

take up head should be returned

to its original position at once in order to re-engage the

with the notches on the push rod and
again.

The quick

make the
drawn

cleave spring having

away from the wheels, it
quired shoes. The rigging

|

KALAMAZOO PRESSED STEEL HAND CAR WHEEL

pawl

device operative
the brake heads

simple matter to apply the re-

is

a

is

then ready for service and no ad-

hydraulic pressure, then re-heated and run through a finishing

machine, which gathers and increases the thickness of metal in
the flange as described above.

wheel passes

at

From

the finishing machine the

red heat into another hydraulic press holding
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male and female dies that are used for sizing purposes, so that
when completed all wheels are exactly the same diameter and
circumference. Therefore, it is not necessary to grind or true
the wheel in a lathe, which destroys the hardened skin of the steel
and impairs its durability. The method of finishing the wheel
the metal harder than the original plate

by rolling makes

and the

V. Q. Brown, first vice-president; W. R. Kerian,
second vice-president; D. H. Thomas, treasurer; G. Leve, general

val, president;

manager; Chas. Ducas, secretary and engineer.

The

cars have

a steam motor with a semi-flash boiler, the motor being com-

tensile strength

pound

now

and the wearing qualities are thereby increased.
compressed in each operation making it more dense
and strong, in the usual method of manufacture the metal being
drawn or stretched. The hub and riveted flange are pressed
In the
into place and riveted cold under hydraulic pressure.
wheel the web is given considerable dish toward the center and

manufacture of these motors as soon
The officers are: H. R. Duitself.

erect a plant for the

vvill

as a suitable place presents

The metal

is

247

and mounted

enclosed,

Several of them are

in the truck.

use in this country, and orders are in for others.

in

secretary and engineer

well

is

known

in this

The

country as an ex-

some of the most prominent
graduation from Purdue University sev-

pert in engineering, having served on

commissions, since his
eral years ago.

with the deeper and stronger corrugations greatly increases
bearing qualities, and makes a better and stronger
weight
the
hub fit. The flange of the Kalamazoo wheel conforms to the
this

M.

and thickness and does not form a

C. B. standard in height

The deep

receptacle for the collection, of dirt.

corrugations in the

wheel extend through to the hub, and the two
hub flanges being corrugated form a perfect fit, interlocking
with the corrugations in the web, thus preventing the shearing of
the rivets. These wheels when desired may be insulated as per-

web of

the

fectly as a

wood

center wheel.
»

Jl Ratchet
The

Attachment for Die Stocks.

frequent necessity of doing pipe

and repairs

terations

to piping in close

work and for making aland cramped quarters has

himself of the ratchet.

The Armstrong Manufacturing Company,

Bridgeport,

fitting their

"Factory Accounts," by Emil Garcke and

Conn.,

various sizes of

which are easily attached to or removed from the stock
by simply removing a thumb screw. This allows the pipe-fiitter
to use the regular Armstrong stock on ordinary work, and have
only the added weight of the ratchet in cases where it is necesstocks,

J.

M.

Fells.

Published

Co., New York.
This is a handbook of the
and practice of accounts with special reference to manufacturing concerns. In view of the increased operation of railway affairs on a commercial basis and the considerations presented which bear on accounts of railway and other shops in which
expenditure and production are of the nature of auxiliary operations and have not for their prime object the production of revenue from their output, this book is considered of value in the

Van Nostrand

by D.

principles

railway

These all rebrought several ratchet stocks on the market.
quire that the buyer purchase a complete stock in order to avail

however, makes ratchet attachments

Technical Publications.

It

field.

provides a systematic statement of principles re-

manufacturing accounts and the methods by which
such principles may be practiced and made to serve important
purposes in economy of manufacture. Ordinary commercial books
are shown to be inadequate for proper registration of the operations of a large establishment, a fact which obtains especially in
the case of undertakings of the nature and magnitude of railway
companies. General principles are presented underlying the maintenance of systems for establishing separate sets of books for the
several departments and their concentration in one center for
the efficient and economical application to the whole. The subject
lating

to

matter deals principally with accounts special to industrial

sary to thread the pipe in confined space such as in ditches or

including the subject of labor, proper

where pipe runs near a wall or ceiling.
The Armstrong ratchet consists in a light but strong malleable
iron ring, which carries the ratchet and pawl, and which is

piece

work and overtime, purchase and consumption

requisitions,
ciation,

affairs,

wage systems, systems

of

of material,

order forms, questions of maintenance and depre-

expenditures due to repair, renewals, cost of supervision,

etc.

-*--

Valves and Valve Gear Mechanism, by W. E. Dalby.
Published by Longmans, Green & Co., New York.
Price $6.00.
Within the field of positive valve gears this book is unusually
complete and the manner in which the subject is presented is well
arranged.

The

text

is

studying valve motion

ARMSTRONG RATCHET ATTACHMENT FOR DIE STOCKS.
slipped over the barrel of the stock and securely attached to

lytical articles
it

by

a thumb screw. No extra handle is provided as the extension is
tapped to receive one of the stock handles. It may be instantly

adjusted for turning the stock in either direction.

This

is

a strong and thoroughly reliable tool that has proved

of great service and value to pipe

them

fitters and engineers, enabling
Armstrong Stocks for threading pipe
where otherwise they would have to take down the

to use their regular

in positions

may

presented.

method of

be followed without consulting ana-

In the

first five

chapters the problems

and the distribution of steam are treated by
simple drawing methods. Chapter six is an analytical summary
of the previous chapters. Chapters seven and eight are devoted
mainly to the subject of reversing gears. Chapter nine is devoted
principally to examples in connection with the mechanical design
of the gear and chapter ten deals with the analysis of any valve
displacement curve by any trigonometric series.
relating to valves

The

valve gears selected for demonstration are representative

of typical gears in actual use and are studied in such

pipe.

A

so divided that the graphical

complete 48 page catalogue of

on application
Company, Bridgeport, Conn.

will be mailed

«

The Railway
The Ganz motor
European roads

is

pipe-fitter's tools

to the

The new

that the

methods used are applicable

to all of similar kind.'

Armstrong Manufacturing
»

J\[otes

»

Jluto Car

car which has

won

Company.

a popular following on

by a company reAuto Car Comwith a capital of $700,000, and

to be built in this country

cently organized, under the style of the Railway

pany.

and machines

manner

organization starts

of the Month.

Mr. John F. Allen, 370-372 Gerard Avenue, New York City,
has recently shipped to Manila, P. I., three large Allen riveters

on order of the Atlantic, Gulf & Pacific Company
for a pipe work contract which this firm has secured there. The
shipment is just one-half the order, the balance of which will go
forward in about two weeks. The machines will average about
of 72

in.

reach,
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per minute, and five other makers of riveting machines

five rivets

figured on the order.
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The National Paint Works has removed their New York office
from No. 92 William street to the Woodbridge Building No. 100
William street, where much larger quarters have been secured.
The company has secured

'

the contract for supplying the paint for

painting the elevated structures of the Brooklyn Elevated Rail-

The Duff Manufacturing

Co. have issued their 1906 catalogue,
and describing the Duff geared ratchet screw jacks.
The company manufacture a full line of jacks of various sizes and
In the
styles adapted for all classes of railway and general use.
illustrating

catalogue above referred to are illustrated several styles of roller
bearing geared ratchet screw jacks, three styles of car inspectors,

A

or journal jacks and also a differential screw jack.

upon application

of any particular line of jacks will be sent

The Duff Manufacturing

Catalogue

ways, and 20,000 gallons have already been supplied for this purpose.

The Quincy, Manchester & Sargent
Chicago,

111.,

announce

that

Mr. James L. Pilling

»

Crucible Co. has issued a 24-page pamphlet

cerning them.
is

The pamphlet is
Dixon

issued by the Joseph

illustrated descriptions

with valuable suggestions con-

of unions,

varieties

several

of

in its

the

works

new

at

Wayne

quarters.

Ave. and State

J.,

A

engineering.

or to

fitter,

their general

of high
offices

hydraulic tool

class

to 26 Cortland Street,

largement of the force.

Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.,

The

have issued their 1906
is a fine sample of

catalogue

the printer's art and contains excellent half tone cuts, together
with descriptions, prices etc., of the regular line of drop forg-

The company

ings manufactured by the company.
for

facilities

making

special

drop forgings for

also has

car,

ample

locomotive

The Baltimore & Ohio Railroad Company recently ordered for
in its new office building at Baltimore, Md.. 800

installation

and expanded metal

steel

lockers,

from Merritt

&

Co.,

Philadelphia, Pa.
»

W.

Marvel, formerly traveling representative of the
Buda Foundry & Manufacturing Co., Chicago, has been placed
in charge of the new branch house which the company has opened

Mr.

up at
Louis

E.

Louis,

St.

Mo.

»

The Armstrong Mfg.

Co., of

Bridgeport, Conn., in order to

Western business
and machines, has
lately opened a branch office and warerooms at 23 South Canal
street, Chicago, III.
The new branch is in charge of Mr. Hugh
S. Laing, formerly assistant manager of the New York City
branch. The premises include an office and show room, 18 feet
wide by 150 feet deep, and a large basement for storage. In
addition to a complete line of the genuine Armstrong stocks
and dies, there will be carried a full stock of Armstrong's pipecutters, pipe vises, bard adjustable bushings, ratchet attachments
for die stocks and pipe wrenches.
In the salesroom a full line
of pipe cutting and threading machines taking up to 6-inch pipe
are on exhibition.
In the wareroom a full stock will be mainsteam,

their

water and

gasfitters'

tools

tained to enable customers in the district to receive their orders

Buyers of pipe-fitters' tools in the west or central
part of the country are cordially invited to communicate with the
Chicago office for any particulars concerning the Armstrong
promptly.

tools.

and machinery work.

sheet

into

better serve the needs of a greatly increased
in

This change of location was made necessary
by their phenomenal increase of business and consequent en-

catalogue of drop forgings.

moved

Additional machinery has been installed to

»

copy of the

City.

&

and the equipment

has been

larged in the past year.

The Watson-Stillman Company

H. Williams

St.

Crucible Co., Jersey City, N.

«

J.

plant at 435-7 East

further increase the capacity which has already been greatly en-

pamphlet will be sent free to any engineer or steam
anyone interested in the subject of steam pipes.

New York

new

reprinted from "Graphite," which

known books on steam

fame have removed

Co.'s

First St., Dayton, Ohio, has been completed,

and' the subject matter contained in the pamphlet was written by
Mr. W. H. Wakeman, an expert steam engineer, and author of
several, well

no longer

to

Co., Allegheny, Pa.

Unions For Steam Pipes, giving

entitled

is

connected with that company.

The Dayton Pneumatic Tool
The Joseph Dixon

Co., with general offices at

A

warehouse has been established

at

St.

to expedite shipments originating in that territory.

The Joseph Dixon Crucible Company prepared
literature

for

the

Atlantic

City

that Dixon's Silica-Graphite Paint

conventions,
is

an

special

showing

elastic preserva-

tive coating that will give true protection to

metal sur-

faces for the longest period of time. This

not an ex-

is

perimental paint, but a time tested and proved elastic

Master Car Builders and
Master Mechanics, who have used Dixon's Ticonderoga

paint for metal constructions.

Flake Graphite for lubricating purposes, will also find
Dixon's Silica-Graphite Paint a reliable product to withstand the severe corrosive conditions on railroad cars,

Hollow Staybolt Co., Cuyahoga Falls, O., was in reof an order for two carloads of Falls hollow staybolt iron
to be shipped to the Mitsu Bishi Dockyard & Engine Works,

The
ceipt

bars,

subjected in transit to constantly varied atmospheric con-

Falls

Japan also for several tons of double refined charcoal iron hollow bars, from the company's Berlin representative, to be conThe Falls
signed to the Prussian State Railway Department.
;

Hollow

Staybolt

Australia,

New

Co.

now

shipping

material

regularly

to

Germany, Japan,
Porto
Rico
and
other foreign
Peru, Cuba,

Zealand,

China, Korea, Brazil,
countries.

is

Norway,

Prussia,

ditions, in

combination with wind driven dust, cinders,

mechanical abuse, and also the chemical action on
cars in coal hauling service, which
test for

The

any

is

steel

perhaps the severest

paint.

printed recommendations of the Master Car and

Locomotive Painters' Association will be sent to anyone
writing to the Joseph Dixon Crucible Company, Jersey
City, N. J.
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Railroad Paint Shop
Dsvoted to the Interests of

Edited by

H.

J.

M.

M.

O.

(EL

Official

From a

Master Car and
Locomotive Painters

PITARD

C. Painter,

Jlfew

R.

R».

Organ

Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Association.

of the

England Dreamer.

Editor Railroad Paint Shop:

came home last night (May 8) from the N. K R. R. Club to
an empty house, Mrs. C. being in Pennsylvania and my numerous
brood grown up and gone to about as many cities, and why
I

shouldn't

have a

I

little

entertainment on

my own

account?

I

dreamed that the annual convention of the M. C. & L. P. A.
was in South Lawrence, but at what hotel it was not so clear.
(Maybe the old pike tavern variously called the "Shawsheen
House," "Webster House," "Revere House," now a boarding
house, at which, they say, Washington once stopped. Lawrence,
like too

of a

many

other

cities, is

Well, the

hotel.)

sort of a reminiscent

first

too near Boston to maintain
session of the

one presided over by

my

bald-headed col-

Oscar R. Ford, of the Chicago Varnish Co.

league,

much

convention was a

;

and he

Cannon" all out. I never thought there was
him before. He acted somewhat in the role of
a toastmaster and how "the feast of wit and flow of soul" did
run
Gohen was there, of course, and Warner Bailey. It did
not seem to be confined wholly to our ranks for Col. Beal, an old
beat "Uncle Joe

much

half as

in

!

days after the

soldier, as well as a constable of the prohibition

war,

whom

honor of our

in

made an

Bailey well remembers,
artist

station baggagemaster,

who has checked trunks and
good enough

for

responded.

And

Company No.

eulogistic

Willis

painted pictures in

speech

it

was announced

"Tiger

that

!

oldest master car builder in the world,

now

living in his 91st

and hear him tell about the first cars made and run, for
he has a fund of information in this line. This is Mr. M. C. Andrews, the first master car builder of the Boston & Maine, and
president of the M. C. B. Association about 1872, who is still

year,

save a small cancer on the side of his nose that

now annoying him some; and he

he

;

:

busy month
chosen?

year

the

in

'

—'September,

is

Congress
the free
first

is

for use in the arts

list

be denatured, that

thus confining

may

process

add
it

now endeavoring
is

in 1848, the

year

I

was born,

chimney and paint shop stock house are still
and the same drive wheel is in the pit) but
they were burned in 1866 and rebuilt temporarily (!) in that fall
and have been temporary ever since
It was here and on the
very spot that these lines are being penned that Warner Bailey,
of the B. & M., and Joseph Hill, of the Portland & Kennebec
(now Maine Central) wrote and issued the call for the first
convention of the M. C. & L. P. A. to convene at Preble Hall,
brick

standing

.

!

was

Copp.

and industries, provided that

a certain per cent of

unfit for drinking, but

it

The denaturing

use to the arts and industries.

its

on

to pass a bill putting alcohol

be done in various ways, but the usual method

wood

it.

In this form

monly known as methylated spirits.
The present duty on alcohol is about two
escape this duty by admitting

to

is

alcohol, thus not only rendering

poisoning

it

in

'it

is

com-

dollars per gallon, to

denaturized form, while

it

would be a tremendous advantage to the arts and industries, it
would greatly increase the danger to life. As it finds its way into
many channels of industry where people are brought into such
close contact with

The advent
public

not

it

as to greatly increase

wood

of

alcohol caused

became duly impressed with

unlikely

that

experience

the

naturized alcohol should

it

its

of

danger

be

repeated

who

life.

with

it

is

de-

more

directly concerned

are large consumers of this

'

increasing the use of poisonous

chemicals in the

to

deaths before the

deadly nature, and

will

event there will be no class of artisans

Instead

its

many

be admitted in that form, in which

important article of commerce.

& M.

place

E

rendered unfit for drinking purposes,

Mr. John Kirby, of the L. S. & M. S.
might take you to the old ramshackle wooden shops that

rather hard of hearing.

a colleague of

here for the B.

the

Denatured Alcohol

than the large army of painters

is

before

Chas.

He

first built

(the

worth seeing.
This is but an inkling of this inland city a little over 50 years
old, 25 miles from Boston, of 70,000 population and with an immediate prospect of 30,000 more when the mills are complete.
This is the first gun for the convention of 1907 and bad as it
is in that respect the committee might not fare any worse for
Moral Why did
hotels than they have in Toronto this year.
not somebody know something and speak out about Toronto's

3"

—

I

have no Niagara here, but we have the Merrimac with a
dam 900 feet long across it, built in 1845, that has successfully
withstood all freshets annually; and at high water the falls are

Engine

;

Then

We

your parlor for 40 years, and Plummer modestly
then

nothing of the

to say

it,

Plummer,

;

was

will be 5,000 or 6,000 girl operators in

other sex.

and water

oil

would entertain the convention at their house
(hot stuff was expected)
and then I took "the boys" on sightseeing trips and between four and five a. m. I awoke under the
intense strain of the good time I was having.
Now I hear a chorus of voices, "What did you drink last
night?" I wasn't going to tell that, but I will; it was what they
call "a horse neck" down east here
ginger with a lemon peeled
and squeezed in it
Now all go and get one and dream.
After I awoke I lay and thought, what could I do to entertain
the convention if it was really to come here? for my good time
was now spoiled and I alone in the house. Well, we could take
trolley and go over to Andover, three miles, and call on the

in fair health,

Boston, Nov. 6, 1870. Besides, this has been the sanctum sanctorum of the editor of your official organ for a dozen years, until
Our friend, "Jim" Gohen, made his
he quit last September.
first and only call here, in my absence and to my dismay, a few
days ago (Apr. 20).
The other trips could be taken through the various mills, of
which Lawrence has them to burn, one of the old ones of which
would take a half day to give it a mere cursory view. Then there
is the new Wood Worsted mill being built, a part of which is
already in operation, to be the largest mill in the world. There

compounds and

of painting, the painters as a class should

field

take steps to eliminate those

now

in use,

and

if

possible prevent

the introduction of others.
It

is

an imposition upon humanity to place dangerous comhands of workmen who are more or less careless

pounds

in the

in their

use and

The Master Car

who

are not ignorant of their poisonous natures.

and should
discourage the increasing use of such

Painters' Association, as a body, can

do all in their power
dangerous compounds.

to
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H.

Ji.

and by night the work went forward, transforming the elevated

Clark

equipment, until

The

halftone illustration

shown herewith

is

a reproduction of

photograph of Mr. H. A. Clark, who represents John Lucas &
Co., of Philadelphia; Pa., manufacturers of the Lucas coach and

a

car colors, signal colors,

railway paints.

fillers

and varnishes, and other

The Lucas Company

is

July, 1906

well

known

as

special

manu-

it

has

now reached

The company's operating

officers,

the beginning of the end.

confronted with the prob-

have decided to make it
and elevated cars of the entire
system. The great cut has been roofed and transformed into a
tunnel 1,200 feet long, adding much valuable acreage to South
Brooklyn, and yet affording a ready means of access to the shop.
Within a few months an absolutely fireproof building has been
erected for oil and paint storage and for the mixing of the
pigments for the painting of the cars. The term "absolutely fireproof" is no misnomer in this building. The building is entirely
of concrete, brick and steel, and so complete is its protection that
it was
even thought inadvisable to run wire conduits into it.
It derives its entire light at night from huge arc lights swung
just without the closed windows.
Into this building have been brought tanks for the storage of
lubricating and illuminating oils, and still greater tanks for
varnishes and paint ingredients, for a railroad that uses 36,000
gallons of paint material on its equipment in a twelvemonth must
be able and ready to buy in these great quantities, to say nothing
of saving all possible expense by mixing its own colors.

lem of

still

utilizing this great shop,

into a paint shop for the surface

A

great portion of the present shop

is

to be

used for a paint

and drying room. Two hundred surface and elevated cars can
be housed in it at once, and every inch of this space becomes a
necessity, since there are more than four thousand cars in use on
the Brooklyn Rapid Transit, and it is the company's intention to
send each of these to the paint shop at least once a year.

more

of a trick to repaint a car than most folks suppose.

It is

If the

is only slightly shabby it is necessary to revarnish, and that
means a week for drying.
But the surface cars in particular generally require more work
from the beauty doctor than this. Trucks and cabs have scraped
their sides, mud has splashed hopelessly upon them, and, in addi-

car

tion to all this,

the road has just changed

its

standard paint

simplifying the lettering and striping
That means that the old paint and the scars
off the car and the body entirely repainted and
revarnished. A car body must have a piano polish, and it takes
Coat after coat of varnish must be
a lot of muscle to give that.
placed on and rubbed to give the proper finish.
It will take
more than three hundred men in the new paint shop to keep the
B. R. T. equipment looking bright and fresh and up-to-date.
The remainder of the great shed of the old passenger terminal
The
is to be designed for heavy repair and construction work.
company has built several modern shops at different strategic
points on its system for inspection and light repairs, but Thirtyninth street is to get the great puzzles. The company looks forward to a not distant day when it will build its own cars and
motors, becoming thus self-supplying and taking a long step in
advance of any electric railroad in the world.
It is only the greatest of steam railroads, such lines as the
Pennsylvania, for instance, that have made an attempt to build

schedule for these cars,
MR. H. A. CLARK.
facturers of high grade paints, which are used by

many

of the

Mr. Clark is
leading railways throughout the United States.
thoroughly conversant with the paint trade, and has made many
friends among the railway men whom he calls on, and at the
recent convention of the Master Car Builders and Master Mechanics at Atlantic City, N. J., he met many of his acquaintances

among

those

who

attended these conventions.

Keeping its Cars Bright and Clean. Extensive
Shops in South Brooklyn where the B. R. T.
Does its Work.
When

the nine hundered elevated cars belonging to the Brook-

Rapid Transit system have been transformed from steam
equipment into electric, the company's great shops at the Thirtyninth street water front will have completed their first purpose.
More than a thousand men have been kept busy there night and
day for two years. By July 1, when this branch of car work is
finished, it will be exactly thirty months, during which time just

lyn

628 cars have been transformed into the road's standard electric
motors and trailers at an expense of $3,000,000. In addition to
this the Brooklyn Rapid Transit has spent $3,500,000 buying

new motor cars, the last 200 of which have reversible cross seats.
The company's Thirty-ninth street shop was designed for a passenger terminal of a railroad that never came into further existence than digging a $1,000,000 cut that bankrupted it. Then the
property came into the hands of the B. R. T., and was immeThe train shed, walled up at
diately put into practical service.
the end, made a capital place for rebuilding and repainting the
cars of the system, the gay waiting room, with

stained-glass

windows, became a

its

wood-working

frescoes
shop.

and

its

By day

upon the bodies.
must be burned

more than the coarsest types of equipment, parmotive
power. In England such a course became
ticularly the
standard from the outset of British railroading and the result
there has been a dearth of private car or engine builders.
for themselves

»

»

The Psychology

of Yellow.

Yellow is certainly in disfavor among the modern nations
Western world. Why is this? Among primitive peoples the delight in it seems almost universal, and with children
Throughout all Asia it is held almost in
it is a favorite color.
veneration, and in the ancient Egyptian, Greek, and Roman
Yet investigation shows that
civilizations it was also in favor.
among adults in the European races it is most frequently disliked,
of the
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Why

are

"yellow literature" and "yellow dog" terms of contempt?

In

and

its

connotations are almost always disagreeable.

The Popular Science Monthly (New York, May) Mr. Havelock
Ellis tries to trace the meaning of this class of feeling between
the modern European world, on the one side, and, on the other,
the ancient classic world and the universal sentiments of Asia.

He

concludes that the psychology of yellow presents problems

that are peculiarly difficult.

He

writes:

why we should have ceased to delight in a
men of another age and of another continent

"It is not obvious

color that to the

has seemed so precious, the color of the sun, of gold and of corn,
It is still a very familiar color to us,
of honey and of amber.

and when not too intense
is in no degree fatiguing to the sense-organs; harmonious tones
of yellow, indeed, in the scheme of the decoration of a room, are
for many, perhaps for most, people highly agreeable to live in.
sunlight and artificial light,

alike in

Nor can we

claim that our dislike to yellow reveals a

esthetic

fined

painter

knows nothing

was

"It

than

sensibility

ancients

the

of this antipathy.

possessed,

more

re-

for

the

introduced a

feeling in

whole of the Christian revulsion against the classic world and the
reflection of everything which stood as the symbol of joy and
pride.
Red and yellow were the favorite colors of that world.
The love of red was too firmly rooted in human nature for even
Christianity to overcome it altogether, but yellow was a point of
Yellow
less resistance, and here the new religion triumphed.

became the color of envy.

gun everywhere, with an almost exclusive delight in red, even an
almost exclusive attention to it, and for Homer, as for the Arabs,
the rainbow was predominantly red; yellow had next been
to the attractive colors; very slowly the other colors of
Thus Democritus substithe spectrum began to win attention.

added

tuted green for yellow in the

and

blue

violet

It

comparatively late period that
interesting or even acquired definite

was

became

of primary colors previously

list

at a

names.

of Christianity happened in time to join in

this

the spectrum.

The invasion
movement along

* * *

"Yellow became the color of jealousy, of envy, of treachery.
Judas was painted in yellow garments and in some countries
Jews were compelled to be so dressed. In France in the sixteenth century the doors of traitors and felons were daubed with
yellow.

In Spain heretics

who

a yellow cross as a penance,

recanted were enjoined to wear

and

them
and carry-

the Inquisition required

to appear at public autos da fe in penitential garments

ing a yellow candle."

Mr. Ellis believes that the primitive and classic glorification of
yellow has not absolutely died out, but has been transferred to
the word "golden." The poets use "yellow" with extreme parsi-

the
in-

but they really bring us up to a great problem which the

terest,

psychologist must constantly face under a myriad of aspects

;

the

must be assigned to the innate properties
of the psychic organism and to the temporary reactions it has
acquired under the influence of a slowly shifting environment.
How far, the psychologist must so often ask himself, am I inrespective parts which

vestigating the intrinsic qualities of the stream of consciousness?

How

far

am

I

registering the images reflected from

banks?"

its

—Literary Digest.

«

Harmony on the

Interior Finishing of Passen-

ger Cars.
that

is

is

a disregard

shown

for color har-

painfully apparent to the cultured mind, this

may be

some of our modern passenger cars, and is the source
of much unfavorable comment.
Color harmony is rarely ever attained where one proceeds upon
noticed in

Taste has much to do of course in perharmony, but it is not an unerring guide. The elementary
principles governing color harmony, carefully observed, and supplemented by good taste, will insure the most satisfactory results.
Everything in a car that has a color, exerts more or less influence in adding to or detracting from the color harmony, all of
which should be duly considered in making up the color scheme.
the hit or miss principle.
fecting

work harmoniously,

If the painter executes his

"In some measures, however, this feeling may have been not
so much a reaction as the continuation of a natural development. The classic world had clearly begun, as savages have be-

given by Empedocles.

:

"However that may be, the strange history of yellow in
human mind and its striking vicissitudes are not only full of

mony

clearly the advent of Christianity that

Mr.

had been led by association to connect disagreeable things?
He concludes
Ellis does not undertake to decide.

In some instances there

* * *

regard to yellow, leading, as Magnus has remarked, to a preference for the dark end of the spectrum. In
very large measure, no doubt, this was merely the outcome of the

new

251

be spoiled by the upholstery

if its

other coloring in the car.

The law

in a

may

of color

harmony

requires

combination the presence of the three primaries, red, blue

and yellow,

either pure or

tertiaries, in the

This

bow

the effect

color does not accord with the

is

mixed

in the

form of secondaries, or

proportion of 3 of yellow, 5 of red, and 8 of blue.

called the Prismatic proportion as contained in the rain-

or color spectrum upon which the color theory

Proceeding on

this theory, let us

moniously treated on the

suppose an oak car

interior.

The

is
is

founded.

to be har-

walls of the car (yellow)

the starting point, the upholstery and head lining
must be made to correspond, the next two colors required are
red and blue. As blue upholstery is not much in favor, we will
substitute red, and paint the head lining a light blue, appropriately
ornamented and bordered to contrast pleasantly with its nearest
neighbor, the walls, which is a near approach to yellow. Let us
constitutes

suppose a mahogany or vermillion
reddish wood.

Here red

is

wood

car or other kinds of

the starting point, the other colors

required are blue and yellow, in this case the upholstery could

be a subdued blue, and the head lining and agreeable tint of
yellow, appropriately ornamented.

Or perhaps

a

more agreeable

arrangement could be made by having the upholstering a subdued
olive and the head lining an agreeable tint of blue.
Much taste is necessary in arranging the color scheme, as no
iron clad rules can be given to suit every case for the reason that

compared with "red," but "gold" and "golden" constantly
recur, always with a suggestion of beauty and splendor and
This is, for example, very marked in Keats. Among our
joy.

many unforeseen

modern poets, Mr. Ellis notes, "golden" has come very largely to
mean what is beautiful or delightful. In this treatment, it will be

under no circumstances should the upholstering be red
or scarlet, for the reason that in such a case there would be two
equivalents of the same color, and the stronger of the two would
kill the other.
But should it become necessary or be desired in
any case to furnish a reddish colored car with red or scarlet up-

mony

as

observed, the disfavor into which yellow seems to have fallen as
a color

is

ascribed wholly to

ever, is not quite sure that this
facts

seem

to point to

its
is

associations.

The

the whole story, as

writer, howsome curious

an instinctive dislike to the color among
recorded of a blind

man

some individuals. For
whose sight was restored by an operation for cataract, that the
Was this a direct
first time he saw yellow he became nauseated.
name
the
color,
with which he
of
told
been
the
he
had
effect, or
instance,

it

is

circumstances intervene, but in

all

cases care

should be taken to guard against having two equivalents of the

same

color, as for instance if the walls of a car are of a reddish

color,

holstery, then a greenish tint

head

lining, as

would be the proper color

for the

green combines the other two primaries, blue and

yellow.

Proceeding along this line, the secondaries and tertiary colors
be used to the exclusion of the primaries, but in every case

may
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the walls form the base or starting point, as in the case of a car

Y.,

having reddish colored walls, and it is desired to form a color
scheme of harmony by analogy (instead of harmony) by con-

Railroad.

reddish

the

trast,

throughout.

As

'

tone

the modified

in

instance, a dark

for

shades should prevail

brown

holstery, a modified tone of red for the walls,

color for the up-

and

July, 1906

running parallel to the main
It is said that

make

loaded passenger cars can easily

show

able to

line of the

New York

Central

these electric locomotives hauling eight

70 miles per hour and are

Empire State Express,

their heels to the

said to be

the fastest passenger train in the world.

a flesh tint or

rose color for the ceiling.

The

furnishing of a car in every case should be

judgment of some person of

the

to

left

and with a knowledge of the
elementary principles of color harmony.
taste

Gold Leaf Printing. J\[ew Method Which Does
Not Require Making of a Metallic 'Die
Heretofore
cles in a

has been impossible to place gold leaf upon

it

manner

fact that the

Master Car and Locomotive
from Toronto to Washington, D. C.j on account of a lack of hotel accommodation.
There is no doubt but what the change will be sanctioned by
the majority of the members living in the south and west.
In
future we think it would be wise to select some place centrally

Even

the

it.

Notes from the Field

passing of any tool over the
this

if

so that a constant supply of fluid fuel

is

The genial Mr. Fred Taylor, formerly Master Painter at the
Barney & Smith Co., of Dayton, Ohio, and now representing the
W. H. Coe Gilding Wheel Co., sailed on the steamer Cedric on
May the 4th to make a tour of Europe in the interest of his com-

He

pany.

will

be absent several months.

sup-

Near the end of the needle are two small

plied to the needle.

openings, the pressure of the gas being greatly reduced to supply
a very small blue flame.

In using the device a sheet of paraffin-

wax paper is placed over a sheet
By a slight rubbing the gold leaf

is

of the paper with great tenacity.

The

of gold leaf in the book form.

caused to adhere to the back
sheet of paper

is

then laid

Mr.

J.

B. Hicks, the genial representative of the D. B. Crocket

Co., of Bridgeport,

over the object to be covered, such as a sheet of leather, and the

was released
Hicks

On

to all the

found that the gold leaf has been
displaced by the heat of the needle and adheres permanently
paper

Any

it

will be

artistic

Conn., has severed his connection with the

above company to accept a similar position with the Beckwith
Chandler Co., of New York. The term of his contract with
the Crocket people still lacked a year of its expiration, but he

operator draws on the paper with the heated point of the needle.

to the article.

of

located.

connected to a rubber tubing attached to an

is

jet,

lifting the

convention

Painters' Association has been changed

arti-

were possible the gold
would not adhere firmly to the article on which it was placed.
These objections are remedied by a device which is similar to a
pyrographic outfit. A hollow needle, which is held in the hand
gold leaf would at once tear

ordinary gas

previously announced in the Organ, the place of meeting of

annual

the

equivalent to the placing of ink on paper by a

pen on account of the

of the operator,

As

is

request in order to better his condition.

at his

a veteran supply man, and

members

wish the genial

J.

is

of our association,
B.

much

all

success in his

of

whom

new

Mr.

known

well and favorably

will doubtless

venture.

design or fac-simile signature could
»

thus be placed on an object without the necessity of a metallic

Our

die.

friend

Copp of the

B.

& M.

writes us that they have com-

pleted 1,435 of their passenger cars during the last fiscal year,

with a balance of 115 to put through the shop within the next

Querie Department
What is the least number of coats of paint and varnish
A.
with which a car can be durably painted?
B.
How should the several coats be mixed and applied.

We

chairman of the information
committee,, and suggest that the importance of the question entitles it to a number of individual opinions on the part of our
refer the above querie to the

merbers written for publication.
We would be pleased to have an expression on
from every member of the association. Ed.

two months. Mr. Copp is rather peculiarly situated, as he has
only six months in the year in which to handle his passenger
equipment, and it may therefore be surmised that he needs must
do some hustling. Bro. Copp also tells us in an article, elsewhere in this issue, of a banquet that he recently attended and of
a subsequent dream of most remarkable proportions which by
comparisons makes Pharaoh's and Joseph's remarkable dreams,
pale into insignificance.

this

subject

—

when

madame

But then such things are

away and
with such mysterious names
the

is

Central Co. has placed a contract with the

American Car & Foundry Co.
senger cars.

The

similar to the latest type of

Berwick,

New York

it

is

Pa., for 150 steel pas-

"Horse Neck," and that we
and Bro. Copp neglected to
We would venture to sugtell us what was the size of the ears.
gest that Bro. C. mix a little water with his "Horse Neck" next

is

time.

A

good way

to

remove

paint.

Sit

down on

it

before

it

is

dry.

constructed of steel

They are designed
known as the electric

possible for steel to be used.

especially for suburban

service,

which

is

zone running into Grand Central Station at 42nd

York

in,

is

Central Standard passen-

Both the interior and exterior

ger coach.

wherever

at

general outline and equipment of these cars

happen

as

presume, with the ears thrown

The New York

liable to

a fellow regales himself on things

street,

New

That's a striking color, on that machine, said the painter

when

the automobile struck him.

City.

Special

electric

locomotives are being built by the American

Locomotive Co. at Schenectady to handle all the traffic within the
electric zone, which extends from 42nd street to Croton, 35
It is expected that this electric service
miles from the station.
will be in operation by September 1st, 1906.
Several of the electric engines designed for suburban service
on the New York Central railroad have been completed and are

now being

tested on a special track nine miles long, equipped with

a third rail

This track

is

located just west of Schenectady, N.

WANTED— Experienced

mechanic of good address who has filled the position of shop foreman
or better, to re resent a well-known house with
established trade, calling upon the railroad trade in
the Southern States. State age, experience, salary
Address, "Salesman", care
expected to start, etc.
Railway Master Mechanic, Security Bldg., Chicago
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Lead Lined Journal Bearings
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lack of affinity of lead for bronze or brass in

remarked by the Engineering
Bronzes containing
and Mining Journal as follows:
journal bearings

lead are

much used

is

The

for bearings.

lead does not

alloy directly with the bronze, but remains in separate
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Contents

and car journal bearings. The Hopkins lead-lined bearing was among
the first of these, and the practice has been followed since
with many variations of the method of application. Indeed, the question as to the best means to compass the
object of having the journal in contact with lead
whether poured on the brass,' or laid on in the sheet
form has long been a mooted question.
There is a unity of opinion as to the results by either
method named, in preference to the alloy process which
has been thus far unsatisfactory. For car journals nothing better has yet been found than the lead-lined bearing, and for locomotive trucks this idea is worked out

—

to

the

conclusion that inserted lead or babbitt strips
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Flexible Staybolts
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A New

is

degrees with the vertical

hot box.

Lead Lined Journal Bearings

New

alloy

mentioned

lined bearings brought out for locomotive

placed at an angle of 22.5

Old Tools and

(as

above), was the reason for the introduction for the lead-

railway motive power, car equip-

to the interests of

it

a tendency for the

unknown.

The

3524 John.

-

solidifying point

heavy particles to sink in the mass. It is difficult to be
assured of an equal distribution of the metals in such
alloys, and the exact composition at the rubbing surface

510 Security Building, Corner

Madison Street and

de-

Ass't Secretar

HAIG, Mechanical Engineer

Room

marked

a tendency to the separation of the lead

has a pasty consistency, there
Office of Publication

The

which are seen under the microscope.

particles

report of the committee of the American Rail-

Master

Mechanics'

Association

amount

box sheets
relatively to each other for varying temperatures from
zero pressure to working pressure. This information has
heretofore been simply conjecture, but it is worthy of
remark that the old assumptions were not so far astray
portant respect of defining the

many

as has been the case in

265*

the effects of temperature on sheet

266*
267*

tube leakage for one example.

As was

268
269

269

270
270
271

276
276*

277*
283

flexible

staybolts has cleared the situation in the very im-

264*

269

on

is

of

fire

other questions referring to

movement, such as

said, the situation is greatly clearer,

but this

true only of special conditions, under which the tests

were conducted, which, while thorough and painstaking

were made on sheets comparatively clean
and free from incrustation. The maximum relative
movement of the inner sheet due to expansion was found
by instruments of precision to be 0.03975 (3-32) inch,
with the temperatures due to the working pressure of 200
pounds per square inch. What the movement would be
t© a degree,

with sheets badly encrusted places the subject again

in
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the realm of uncertainty, which can be dispelled only by

each scale increment.

tests for

In the discussion of the report in question, Mr.

H. Wickhorst, engineer of

&

C, B.

Q. R. R.,
aspect of the subject when he

ferred directly to this

tests,

quired about the condition of the sheets under

freedom from

box

rise of

re-

me

in-

temperature

main reason of the
large movements of such sheets is the forming of scale,
mud or other insulating material on the fire box sheets.
I made some temperature tests which indicated that with
fire

that probably the

box, a half-inch sheet cannot be raised above

more than 40 or 50 degrees
but allow one-eighth inch of scale to form and the

the temperature of the water
F.,

temperature of the metal

above the temperature

will rise

of the water by several hundred degrees.

hot

fire

and one-eighth inch of

movement

of the sheets

a function of the difference

any one thing,

it

in

is

will be seen that if the inside sheet is

is

gomg

to be greater,

temperature, the

in

and

rather imagine

I

Conditions

weakness of old tools that have seen better
days has been magnified so greatly by the use of

high speed

steels, that

room

grudgingly given them in

is

progressive shops, with the result that the old tool which
is too good to scrap and too bad to be retained, has be-

come a sorry drag

Some

in

many

railroad shops.

recent instances have,

however, come to our

which a rejuvenation has been worked, in
timers, that would be a revelation to their designers.
One instance will cover all, in which the tools
were underpowered, but were rigid in the carriage and
feed mechanism, and were therefore able to carry cuts
notice,

in

some old

far in excess of their belt pull

—a condition that

will be

found to obtain in many of the best tools even more
than 15 years old.
In order to increase the power of
these machines (lathes) a pair of four-step cones for a
4>4-inch belt were substituted for the original 3>4-inch
5-step cones that were in use.

The

probably primarily

temperature more than

allowed to become materially raised

movement

As

low red heat.

sheets, the sheets can actually attain a

the relative

In fact, with a

on the staybolts and

scale

New

THE

sheets, as follows

"It strikes

a hot

Old Tools and

in-

test, as to

and contributed some valuable

scale,

formation on the effect of scale on
in fire

Max
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capacity of these machines

was increased

to such

an extent as to invite further experiment on those
as

it

is

believed that the output

may

lines,

be increased

still

further by the electric drive, by which the speed range

was

in the cone step reduction may be recovered by the motor drive. The double belts used in

that

lost

had been made with scaled sheets, that
such movement would have been found. For instance,
by opening the fire door, after a good hot fire, with a

these cases are of course entitled to their full share of

temperature of the water, say, 400 degrees, or a

these tools,

that

the test

if

lower,

the

temperature

the

of

box

fire

sheets

little

would

800 or 1,000 degrees; whereas,

easily be raised to 600,

credit in connection with the

cost

when

results are weighed.

if

the sheets are perfectly clean, their temperature probably

would not have been raised

The above admirably
the

to over

The work of the committee has
such movement with clean sheets,

deflection.

shown

the

amount of

and

of the greatest value, since

data from which

on

movement, and,

of staybolts by their increased

life

is

450 degrees."

explains the effect of scale on

therefore,

rigid bolts,

may

it

has given positive

be obtained the transverse stresses

by the known

from the expres-

deflection,

3XDXEXC
which

care and adjustment of steam gages

is

usually

allotted to the jurisdiction of the

toolroom or those
having charge of the pop safety valves, which gives
the impression at least of proper cafe to these pressure

There are however, various degrees of
care exercised on these instruments, which leaves its
impress on the indications, supposedly correct, but often
far from it the usual method being to adjust the pointsafeguards.

allow the pointer to go where

L2

fiber stress in

pop

bolt to

outermost

fibers.

bolt

in inches.

Putting these values to the

test,

using the movement of

sheets as found by the committee under ideal conditions,
the transverse stress alone

I

it lists

will let

go

it

pressure, and

when near

the stop

being argued that the

at the rated pressure,

no matter what

the gage says.

elasticity.

without consideration of the

which the bolt is also subjected) would
beyond the ability of the bolt to withstand. In fact
with water spaces ten inches wide, the fiber stress would
more than reach the elastic limit of the material. These
are facts that are well to weigh in considering reduction
of cost of fire box maintenance.
tensile stress to

maximum

pin for zero pressure indication,

inch.

deflection.

be far

THE

er to register correct at about
in

=
pounds, per square
D=
E = modulus of
C = distance from neutral axis of
L = length of
between sheets
S

Steam Gauge Indications

—

sion:

S=

improved performance of
which was brought about at a very small

The pops sometimes fail to
functions, and when failure

accurately perform their
to

give

warning occurs

simultaneously on these safety devices, trouble results.

A

which the pops stuck shut
when the gage was already wrong. This particular enThe
gine was never so "smart" before nor since.
fact that the machine was slippy on that trip excited
the comment of the crew, and the leaks set up caused
case in point

is

recalled in

M. P. Nobody ever knew
what the pressure was, but it was high enough to open
The fallacy of
practically every seam in the boiler.
divided responsibility was well shown in that case.

the

comment of

the Supt. of
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Electric Light
HE
^W*

conditions existing in

Wiring for Round Houses

method

are such that the standard

of wir-

ing, namely, that in which the wires are en-

cased in steel pipe or conduit drifted, reamed

and especially prepared as approved by the
National Board of Fire Underwriters, and
the open method of supporting the wires by

means of porcelain
fulfill

requirements.

destructive effect of gases and steam

is

to'

method recently adopted by one of our leading railroads, to overcome this effect of gases and protect the
wires as

much

fourteen

feet of the floor,

locate

main wires outside with a fuse protecting each

all

to place all

wiring within

windows, are placed the three wires, usually No. 4 triple
braid, weather proof.
The three wires are so installed
that the three-wire or two-wire system may be connected

any

at

for the

time, the taps

made between

being alternately

stalls

the neutral and one of the outer wires.

At

is mounted a piece
which
are fixed three
of 3x4 inch painted wood, on
brackets and petticoat glass insulators to support the
main wires.
At each stall, fourteen feet from the floor, a i}4 inch
pipe, threaded on both ends, is placed through the wall,

each pilaster, or between each

stall,

with a large washer and lock nut on inside.
side this pipe passes

On

the out-

through the back of a small

box, about 6x7x4 inches,

A

made of No.

box

to the wall.

This box contains a two plug main line cut-out, the hole
In the side of the

for the pipe being over the cut-out.

box are porcelain "Federal" bushings for the tap from
the main wires. The box is placed about one foot from
the pilaster,

and has a door hinged

able catch, with top sloping

hinges.

The

stall at

fuse in this

which the box

box
is

at the top

with suit-

down and extending over
protects the light serving

mounted.

Through

the pipe

All the inside wire

ered and

is

is

of the highest grade, rubber cov-

encased in one-fourth inch "Circular Loom,"

or "Flexduct," tubing from the cut-out to the taps for
the sockets.

All joints in the tubing and

all

joints at

which the wire leaves the tubing are taped and compounded or painted, to keep the gas out.

Between the outer wall at the point where the pipe
comes through, and each post between the stalls, is supported a 2x6 inch piece of wood, placed on edge and
about fourteen feet from the floor. On one side of this
piece of wood, the tubing containing the circuit wires
This piece of wood
is clamped every two or three feet.
supports the wires and protects them when pipes, etc.,
are raised or lowered while being repaired.

ampere

a 10

is

stall

are controlled by

s

floor.

single pole snap switch, placed in a

steel outlet

this piece, the

On

tubing entering the box.

the post nearest center between the pits

is

placed

box about three inches wide, three inches deep and

a steel

inches long, containing a stage receptacle

This receptacle

2 inch slate.

made

of

30 ampere size and is
used for a one light extension cord made of heavy show
cord and fitted with a portable handle and three-eighths
is

inch keyless socket, a heavy guard, open at end, and with

hook on open end,

is

clamped by a machine screw

to the

This receptacle is alive at all times, as one side
connected back of the switch in the fuse box, it being
found desirable to use the extension lights in boilers, fire
boxes and pits, when the other lights are not needed.

handle.
is

Open end wire guards

are used on

drop lights and extention cords, as closed guards are not always put back

when

it is

all

necessary to remove them in replacing burned

out lamps.

The main wires

are ended at each end in a take up

may be taken up from
always visible and away from the

strain insulator, in order that slack

time to time, and are

which is also the case with the glass insulators and
fuses.
There being a separate fuse for each stall, one
stall only is effected in case of short circuit, which frequently happens on account of extension cords being run

gas,

over or abused.

woodwork, flexible tubing and
There are also lights hung in front
of the lockers and Over the wash sinks and work benches,
the 2x6 inch piece being supported by wood brackets
All the

clamps are painted.

fastened to the walls,

pass the three circuit wires.

each

for

box with inverted cover, which is
to show indication on switch.
The key is
flush with the front of the box and is protected from bars,,
etc., placed against the wall.
The steel box is mounted
on an inch piece of wood which runs up to the pipe, and
the wires are encased in flexible tubing and clamped to

steel

12 galvanized iron.

lock nut on end of pipe clamps the

the

This

six

the outside of the round house, just above the

lights

switch placed below the pipe and six feet from the

or below the gas belt, and

stall.

On

The

socket.

because of the

A

is

The tubing is looped down three feet
each drop and joints made there to stranded twisted
rubber covered wire, supporting a porcelain W. P.

twenty feet apart.

reamed out

which wires are

three drop lights are spaced about

stall

at

deep drawn

subjected in round houses.

as possible

serve each

do not

cleats or knobs,

This

To

round houses

all

255

all

wires for these lights being en-

cased in loom in the same manner.

Some

railroads have installed a conduit system

roof of round houses.

amount of gas

However, there

is

on the

always a certain

heavy
weather, which in time is liable to effect the pipe where
joined to the boxes. This would probably cause a ground
in time which would be hard to locate.
Also it would
be

at

this

difficult to repair the

condition as

The
keep

when

location,

especially

in

wires and place them in as good

originally installed.

method here described in detail is to
main wires, insulators and fuse boxes where they

idea of the

all

can be seen and repaired readily.

The

cost of wiring ac-

cording to this method is between $30 and $35 per stall,
which includes the extension cords for half the number
of

stalls

wired.

:
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Communications
Drop Grates

sheets perfect freedom to

and buckling strain

Editor Railway Master Mechanic:

have observed with interest an editorial in the May
issue discussing the location of drop grates, relative to
Mr. Barnes seeking relief from leaky flues by changing

dump

ter of

grates from the front of the

fire

box

to the cen-

same.

There
flues and

no question but what the cause for leaky

is

boxes on high pressure power is a matter
of great importance, and so far none of us have been
fire

enough

successful

any question but what a
dump grate located directly back of fire box flue sheet
will decrease the life of flues and fire boxes if properly
handled by enginemen while on the road and by fire
cleaners on ash tracks.
By this I mean, if dump is

There does not seem

dropped and blower

to be

applied harshly the inrush of cold

is

air striking against the boiler sheet

and

flues causes sud-

den contraction which causes them to leak
present time the results are

we

sequences are

felt

if

not at the

afterwards, and the con-

are unable to get

should between the resetting of the

mileage

the

we

have had considerable experience with
boilers, carrying high pressure and running

boxes, and some mechanical

selves

and claim they have

men

congratulate them-

eliminated the

trouble

by

this class of

in bad waterand have never seen a flue sheet bulged or an
oblong flue hole, and but very few cracked unions, prov-

ing that these sheets are not subjected to the strains that
the straight sheets are.

There

no question but what the

is

of flues and

life

boxes can be decreased by careless practice on the
of enginemen and

part

aside

from

in the

material used.

this,

cleaners and hostlers, but

fire

think the durability of the flues

I

manner

In safe ends, the

in

is

which

they are applied and care received while in round house
by boilermakers, in charge of same.
I would suggest
that a Prosser

expander be used, as it is more effective
and does not draw the end
of the flue out thin the same as a flue roller does.
The
flue roller will expand a new flue sheet with one rolling
from one-fourth to three-eighths of an inch. This has
in tightening the flue in sheet

test

with a tram gauge.

Yours very

The time of year is present (the summer months) when
we are having very little trouble with leaky flues and
fire

the

districts,

been proven by a

flues.

thus prolonging

;

I

fire

problem.

in solving the

off the sheets

takes the bulging

it

of the flues.

life

I

the

expand

Buffalo, N. Y.

J.

truly,

TALTY,

A.

R. F. E.

«

From

View Point of a Practical Mechanic

the

they find themselves struggling with leaky locomotives

Mr. Editor
Replying to your letter of recent date, in which you
refer to my communication that you published in the
June issue of the Railway Master Mechanic. Your re-

and the

quest to write for publication a series of articles on prac-

making some changes, either in the material used for
fire box sheets, or changed the workmanship, or change
of material in tubes, yet, when the winter months appear
result

is

engine failures increase.

think with a well designed

I

drafted locomotive,
tirely

;

that

move

firemen to

then will find

when

if

is,

it

we can remove

the

finger grates are used,

and

a properly

tical

dump

grates en-

on account of

by educating the

the grates lightly and frequently.

He

unnecessary to use the rake so frequently

firing with light application, considering the kind

of fuel used, and
I

boiler

if

found necessary

would never allow one

and

When

the

dumps

are

down

the

man

cleaning the

fire

can readily knock the clinkers out (with a slash bar)
that have

formed over dump, and when done he can, by

working the grates

well,

pull

the other clinkers back

with a rake and knock them through

dump

are not experiencing any trouble with

ing directly over

dump

grates

;

selves to

On

when

my

me

in positions of authority

Nevertheless, as

I said in

my

letter

practical

suggestions

them-

present

notice.

account of

my

cite

but

also

criticism.

my

interest

to

I

in

the class of

work

in

refer not only to tool equipment,

conditions

noticeable from a

humps form-

satisfied

box built with a small combustion chammaking
the flue sheet in two pieces, is a
ber, formed by
big factor in enabling us to get good service out of
flues.
Not as some mechanical men claim, by keeping the
excessive heat from the flues, but by allowing the flue
fire

to

which I am engaged and the natural desire to hold up my
end in rapidly turning out equipment, the conditions surrounding me and the facilities provided, frequently exof

buildings,

humane standpoint

conducive to economy.

is

features I will attempt to touch

Too much

giving any trouble by cracking.
think a

would seem

it

men sometimes overlook points which are
the men in the ranks and before minor

opening.

neither are our flue sheets

with locomotive

If

casionally,

drawing or cleaning the

fires.

in close contact

you consider such information of interest to
your readers I will be glad to let you hear from me ocforemen.

the location very convenient for

I

responsibility.

thrust before

have on the road that I am connected with forty
consolidated high pressure locomotives with wide fire
boxes, having two dump grates in back corners, and find

being

and correspondents located

ers

next to the flue

We

my

observation, noticeable

rather embarrassing, for

is

to you, these

sheet.

We

repairs,

my

come under

that the field has been pretty generally covered by writ-

grate,

to use a

to be placed

dump

points that

tries to the

axles

slipping.

all

On

from time

etc.,

I

am

these different
to time,

— and for that matter to the design of an
minimum

Tightening eccentric

convenient operation
with

heat,

— a standpoint

attention cannot be given to securing eccen-

eccentric which reduces to a
its

light,

set

the possibility of

screws

when done under an

is

not a

engine, and

eccentrics in place, particularly in view of the
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screws must he secure and the surround-

fact that the set

ings interfere materially with the use of a wrench.

screws

go ahead eccentrics are usually

in the

Sel

accessible,

under which

Do>xes.

was put

hut to reach those in the back up, the engine usually must
be spotted, and even then

it

When

it is

hard

an engine becomes lame

on the wrench.

frequently neces-

is

it

sary to change the eccentrics and offset the eccentric keys

changing the blades. This requires new
not unusual for set screws to be lost on

in addition to

and

keys,

the road,

is

it

making new

set

may keep

the machinists

While

screws also necessary.

a few set screws of different

on hand, they are not so apt to have a supply of
After running over a set of valves in the
round house, one or more keys may be found to be
needed, and if a supply was on hand to draw from it
would save much more time to send the rough keys
direct to the

blacksmith to

shaper instead of having to wait for the

make them,

may have some

as the blacksmith

especially

hand

job on

other important

the

at

moment.
In view of these facts
it

I

would

ask

like to

why would

not be a good plan to keep a set of such material in the

round house, either in the oil supply room or in a small
tool room, looked after by a man who takes care of the
pumps, or a laborer who cleans up a certain section? It

would not be expensive to provide pigeon holes and label
them for keys, set screws, or what not, for engines by
class or

by the

sizes of material.

would be well

It

to

into commission.
this

jack to be in

lacking in stiffness for

has to operate, are

much

While I do not believe the
danger of breaking, I consider
service with heavy wheels and

When

those of large diameter.

the stem extends several

above the jack base, its suppleness is evident, and a
slight motion of the wheels or movemet of the jack on its
carriage, will set up an oscillating motion, liable to produce a nervous feeling in the minds of those in the pit,
feet

especially of the

men

operating the jack, lever.

Wheels are handled very

sizes

eccentric keys.

now

it

heavier than those under engines at the time this jack

stem of

to pull

257

jack,

carefully by men using this
and the counterbalances are always so hung as to

place the center of gravity at

not

know

fall

into this pit.

lowest point, and

its

I

do

of anyone having allowed a pair of wheels to

At

the

same

time, however, weights

wheels, axles and driving boxes are increasing and

of

drop

pit jacks

should be prepared to meet the additional

work expected of them.
Wheels are removed from the
method of raising them to floor

pit

by the old time

level with the hand
hydraulic jack and placing pit rails under the tires, for
carrying the wheels to the floor beyond. They are usual-

dropped by two machinists, assisted by their two helpers.
However, when they have finally reached the pit
rails and are ready to be transferred to the floor, about
ly

ten or twelve laborers and helpers are called in to run
the wheels safely over the rails to the desired location on

keep these beyond the time losing red tape of the storehouse system and provide for their distribution merely

the floor.

upon request.

was a post between the pit and the outer circle of the
house around which wheels had to be twisted and
slid in delivery from and return to the drop pit.
This
presents a feature worthy of note on the part of those
designing round houses and shop plants for handling
wheels around obstacles and without convenient facilities.
is costly in both time and labor.
It is due to the shop management, however, to say that
they finally awoke to the obstacle presented by the location of the post and removed the bottom portion of it,
at the same time trussing the roof to provide for the removal of this support.
Economy would suggest a further improvement in
connection with this drop pit. The slow working method
now followed, presents the idea that a hoist of some kind
by which the wheels could be lifted from the jack carriage
after clearing the engine
raised to the floor level and
placed where desired, would soon pay for itself, not to

The steam
which

I

chest cover suggests a feature concerning

believe a

practical thought in the drafting

little

room would bring returns in the round house. What I
have in mind is the provision of a flange around the
cover of sufficient width to allow the unobstructed use of a

wrench on the steam chest
portion of the cover
face

is

As

nuts.

a flange by which the cover

number of engines
nuts barely have room
a

is

known

well

a

beveled off and around the beveled

is

is

bolted down.

this flange is so

On

narrow that the

and they are so close to
the beveled surface that a socket wrench or goose-neck
wrench cannot get a purchase on them. In view of this
fact it would seem advisable when designing steam chest
covers,

to provide

that there will be

for the bolt holes being so located

room

These nuts require
control

two

to turn,

for the

wrench around the

to be drawn,

joints of large

down

area,

tightly,

and

as they

experience

demonstrated that a goose-neck or socket wrench
most satisfactory to use in this connection.
I

have had quite a

little

built

in

It is

which

the

three
this

I

which the jack
believe to be an

inches in

drop

diameter.

pit is located

was

about 1892, and since that time locomotives have

increased in size materially, especially so within the last
five

or six years.

This jack, therefore, was designed for

the smaller classes of engines, and the wheels, axles

let

me add

here that for a

and

number of years

there

;

—

—

mention

its

facility

in

reducing the time necessary to

hold an engine in the house.

pit, in

provided for this work embodies what

The round house

is

has

experience in dropping loco-

motive driving wheels over a drop
unusually small stem.

nut.

And

able

on

the

floor

also.

would be

notice-

rolling

flanged

Continually

wheels to and from the drop
life

Its effect

pit,

naturally shortens the

of the floor at that point.

In this connection an hydraulic
satisfactory.

A

little

lift

would be the most

observation of air

lifts

shop will disclose the fact that whether a load

is

about the
applied to

them they spring up and down several times before balThis would be dangerous in connection with
handling wheels, and as the hydraulic lift provides a
ancing.
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steady

from the

lift

start,

commends

naturally

it

itself

The

and
on which a round

rapidity with which an engine can be repaired

returned to service

house force

is

usually the basis

judged, and having referred to

is

facilities

for quickly raising a pair of wheels out of a drop

wish to

pit, I

attention to a crying need for hastening

call

have observed in the same drop pit that I
have under consideration. This is some device for propelling the jack carriage from beneath the engine to a

work which

I

point in the clear

when removing

ing the carriage to

when applying

its

proper position beneath the engine
strength and igno-

The "main

wheels.

laborious, especially

than the level of drop

mud and

wheels, and for return-

of forcing the carriage along with bars

rance" method

slow and

water.

I

pit

when

bottom

—

the jack pit

is

— lower

is partially filled

with

have never seen a device for supplying

would be but a
simple matter to install a home-made affair of some kind
If there are any foremen, or
that would fill the bill.
others, among your readers, having in service some apparatus of this nature, they would confer a favor upon
more than one of your subscribers by sending you an

power

in this connection, yet I think

it

and description of what they
Before leaving the drop pit, I want to

illustration

call

covering the pit

when

leaving

it

at night

your atten-

—whether the

job has been finished or not. There is grave danger of
accident on account of people falling through the movable
floor of a

use

actual

drop
it

pit,

and

at all times that a pit

should be carefully covered.

not in

is

The steam

and smoke that frequently accumulate in a round house
renders it difficult to see where one is walking at times,
and anv hole between the planks over
gerous to life and limb. Yours truly,
,

„,

a drop pit

is

A.

plicity

:

experience, efficient

teachers

search work, in short, likely

It

stands for a

Dewsnup

of

the

the ex- railway
capacity,

we do

man who

In this case the problem of providing properly equipped

heads to the transportation department of railways was
the theme, and a new one to most of us who have been
giving attention solely to the motive power phases of

What was

said

with respect of

the needs of college instructions for that branch of the
service,

however, applies equally pat to the locomotive

and car departments. The practical railway man of the
right kind would be a tower of strength behind the faculty of these institutions of learning, and the professor
concedes this fact, but in the doing thereof comes back
to the price colleges would have to pay for such talent,
and a position on which we are inclined to take issue with
him.
lt is

notorious that railroads pay as

capable

of real re-

credit to the college,

made good

could be obtained, such could be

use

But

of.

has "resigned" because of

not want

;

in-

man who has
ex-railway man who

the ex-railway

been worked out, we do not want; the

looking for a kind of retiring allowance in the shape

is

of a nice, easy job,

we do

not want.

The railway man

of

trained mind, high capacity and wide experience, possess-

ing undoubted powers of discipline and associated with

we do want, but we could not

a strong personality,

service,

ten times as
ful

man

for their

get

own

and are able to pay him anywhere from three to

much

salary as

we

policy of training our

own

A

could give him.

study of this question has convinced
instructors,

me

care-

that the

securing them

before they have the opportunity of making higher sal-

men who combine the
exposition, who possess

aries,

of

disposed toward teaching,

is

practical instinct with

power

love for research, and are

not merely the feasible plan,

but, except in special instances, the

most desirable one."

-•-•

Lining up Shoes and Wedges
IS a long established practice in many

railroad

reference to location of that detail between the cylinder s,
-

t

bdng assumed

that the pin

little

as they can

is

the ffames afld cylinderSj in the

exactly central betwe en

same way that

it

is

to

aS£mme that the cylinders are square with each other
and w j tn tbe frame aws
Both of these assurnp tions are sometimes wrong, and
are the cause many times> of excess i V e flange wear. The
safest course m squaring up an engine is to verify the
acC uracy of these points before making any attempt to
get a j me on tne snoeS) which if correctly done will connne any inequalities between the cylinders and jaws to
the latter point, and which will be taken up in the shoes,
This gives a clean start from which to square up the
wedges and give the proper opening for the box fits, and
also enables all brasses to be bored out central, which
gives an equal thickness of brass at each side and leaves
This
the boxes square with themelves and the track.
is a job properly belonging to gang work, rather than
under the jurisdiction of the pit boss, just as the link
-job is done by a gang which devotes its time to link motion details and nothing else.
j

University of Chicago before the St. Louis Railway Club.

railway management.

and
to do

shops to make the P reliminary move in lining up shoes
and wedges, from the center pin as a base, without any

is

subject ably presented by Professor

grounding he needs of the practical side of the profession he expects to follow on matriculation,
About the character of talent needed for instructors
the professor has this to say, and there is a whole lot of
meat in the greater part of it
"It has been suggested
that the railway college should be largely staffed by railway men. Where suitable men of actual road or office

IT

,

of details in railway operation.

afford to spend his time to obtain

ill

dan-

one of the broadest conceivable
applied to the many departments of the vast
mental machinery necessary to handle the 'multicaption

who can

the

M.

Railway Education
above
THE
when

graduate

life,

him, for the railways need this type of

use.

tion to the imperative necessity of exercising great care
in

would command a good salary in any
and it is believed that colleges could
and would afford to make it an object for the practical
railroad man who could impart his knowledge to the
for ability that

other walk of

for this work.

August, 1906
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Motive Power Types-^Baltimore
HE

aggressive stand taken by the Baltimore

& Ohio

T;

road to be

in the front

rank of pre-

paredness to haul present and future busi-

l

shown

our half-tones of the
powerful machines now but a short time in

ness

is

well

service, the general

given

power not

Among

wheel base of 14 feet 6^4 inches. The total weight
distributed over sixteen 42-inch diameter driving

rigid
is

wheels,

which gives these locomotives a total tractive
at full working load on eight motors, of 70,000

effort,

dimensions of which are

pounds, and a capacity for hauling 2,200 tons in freight
cars at a speed of ten miles per hour on a 1 per cent,

including

table,

grade.

Two

illustrated.

moun-

these are the Mallet type

without

total weight,

steam locomotive, the

tain helper

Ohio Railroad

in

appended

the

in

Sr
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two-unit type of passenger helper electric loco-

motives, which have been in service for the past ten years,
will also

compare most favorably with the more recent

tender, of 334.500 pounds, being distributed over twelve

designs of passenger electric locomotives put into service

56 inch diameter driving wheels, having a total flexible
wheel base of 30 feet 8 inches, and a rigid wheel base of
This locomotive has a tractive power
10 feet, o inches.
of 74,000 pounds in compound, and 84,000 pounds in sim-

and undergoing construction for modern terminal requirements.
These locomotives have a total weight of
196,000 pounds, distributed over a total flexible wheel

MALLET COMPOUND
pie

gear,

for hauling

with a capacity

2,200

freight cars at a speed of ten miles per hour

— BALTIMORE

tons in

on a

1

per

cent, grade.

steam locomotives have a

type of fast through freight
total weight,

without tender, of

208,500 pounds, distributed over a wheel base of 25 feet
7 inches, and a weight of

185,900 pounds, distributed

over eight 60 inch diameter driving wheels, on a rigid

These locomotives have
power of 42,000 pounds and a capacity to haul

wheel base of 16

feet 8 inches.

1,180 tons of freight cars at a speed of ten miles per

hour on a

1

per cent, grade.

The six-wheel
have a

total

type

of switching steam

locomotives

weight, without tender, of 161,000 pounds,

distributed over a total

o inches, on

and

rigid

wheel base of 11 feet

locomotives have a tractive

These
power of 29,700 pounds, and

a capacity to haul

in freight cars at a

six 52 inch diameter driving wheels.

720 tons

ten miles per hour on a

The two-section
have a
total

total

flexible

feet

<&

OHIO RAILROAD

10

inches.

The

total

weight

1

speed of

per cent, grade.

freight

helper

electric

locomotives

weight of 320,000 pounds, distributed over a
wheel base of 44 feet 2^ inches, with a

is

over

distributed

and these locomoworking load on four

eight 62-inch diameter driving wheels,

have a tractive effort at full
motors of 42,000 pounds, and will haul 1,500 tons in
freight cars at a speed of ten miles per hour on a 1 per
tives

The new Consolidation

a tractive

base of 23 feet 24 inches, with a rigid wheel base of 6

cent, grade.

The most

recent acquisition

is

a lot of 35 Pacific type

passenger steam locomotives, having a total weight of
229,500 pounds, without tender, distributed over a total

wheel base of 34 feet 3^ inches, with 150,500 pounds on
a rigid wheel base of 13 feet 2 inches, over six 74-inch
diameter driving wheels.
They have a tractive power
of 35,000 pounds and a capacity to haul 970 tons in
freight cars at a speed of ten miles per hour on a

1

per

cent, grade.

These passenger locomotives are now in regular service, and haul,
without a helper, through passenger
trains, consisting 'of one baggage, one postal, two vestibule coaches, one dining, three sleeping and one observation parlor car, or a total of nine cars, approximating
425 tons, for a distance of 31.6 miles from Cumberland,
Md., to Manila, Pa., near the crest of the Allegheny
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Baltimore

2-8-0
Consol.
Freight

0-6-0

4-6-2

6-Wheel

Pacific

Switching

Passenger

Freight

Passenger

Motive Power

Steam

Steam

Steam

Steam

Electricity

Electricity

Diagram
Kind of Fuel

000 000

Bituminous Coal

oOOOO
umin's C
185900
22600

0000-0000
625 Volts D. C.
320000

00-00
625 Volts D. C.
196000

Type
Service

C
hog o
ft

£5.S

Total Locomotive

334500
145000
479500

208500
143500
352000

12
56"

8
60"
2
33"

Diameter over Tire..

Leadi'g

j

Truck

j

Number
Diameter over Tire.

Truck

Diameter over Tire.
Simple or Compound

c/i

Type

-a

Diam-

1

of

Compound

.

High or Simple

Low

eter

Stroke

u

Number

of Cylinders
Total Weight to Ad-

hesive Weight
Weight on Drivers

i

to Fire

Box

Tractive
Power to
Grate Area
Cyl.vol.div.bydiam.of
wheel to Grate Area

(Comp'dorSim'leLoco.
At Starting
Tons of Loads capable

ho >^
„ f o u't
I

3 «

-4

££|

of hauling at 10 M.
P. H.on \% grade.

o

.h

'3

W
ho

Width
[Type

I

Grates

(
•j

30"

28"

2

2

28"
2

1.00

1.12

1.00

1.52

1.00

1.00

4.48

4.41

5.41

4.29

4

4

13.3

15.10

18.03

10.26

77.5

49.6

22.5

60.7

24.45

14.57

8.54

18.02

10.33

405.5

4.97

6.76

4.16

5.11

74600
84000

42168

29740

35020

70000
80000

42000
49000

1180
108 %"

720
110"
96"
Wooten

970

2200

1480

Straight top

firebox

wide firebox

Radial Stay
225
72"

2200

75X"

2792.2'
15'-10"

1649.5

3414.6

ir-6"

20-0"

436

282

2%"

2%"

Number
Type

.

.

72.20

Finger rocking
10-0"

Locomotive & Tender
Locomotive
Locomotive & Tender
Height centerof Boiler
above Rail
Extreme height above

30'-b"

0-6-6-0
64'-7"

51'-5K"
79'-5%"
10-0"
15'-0%"

180
70"

56.24

56.24

41-3"
68'-7X"

31-4K""
55-4%

9'-10"

8'-9 ,J

14'-10"

U'-llX"
"
4'-8y2

46-9%

14*-6#"'

14'-6#"
44 '-2%" Coup'd
0-8-8-0

6'-10"

6-10"
23'-

QU" Coupled
0-4-4-0

58'-7%"

35-10"

15-0"

U'-T/2 "

74 '-%%
9'-4"
14' -7"

4-8K'

4-8 >r

4'-8^"

Steph's'n indi't Steph's'n indi't Steph'ns'ndir'ct
H. P. 10" piston. L. Balanced Slide Balanced Slide Inside admission piston
P.Slide-dbl. ports
6"
6"
6"
5-7/16"

H. P. \yi"

Inside.

H. P.

In Full

L. P.
H. P. >
L. P. y

Gear

Constant
Variable

Type
city

276

2X"

73.33

IX"

X"

L-L

Ks"

1/32"

r

1-16"

1/16"

1/16"

No

L. P. 1"

Capa

220

2X"

Walschaert

,

4>

179.4
3234.6

Finger rocking Plain Perforat- Finger roc
ed Rocking
16-8"
13-2"
ll'-O"
34 '-3^
25-7"
ll'-O"
2-8-0
0-6-0
4-6-2
59'-8#"
65 -6 U
40-9K"

4'-8K"

4)

V

75X"

5600.6

Rail

J

108%"

21-0"

Gauge
Type of Gear
Kind of Valves

i

622.6

Length over Sheets.

/

n\
o

749.7

Total

Greatest Travel.
Outside

h

22"

172.84
1476.67

Total Locomotive
Class

Q

C
V

19"

10'-0"

o.s

>

W

179.4
2612.8

{

Base

>

Simple

220.0
5380.0

Outside Diameter.
Area, square feet

(

Wheel

l-l

8
62"

Simple

.

Box

Driving

rt.S

16

42"

Water Tubes

«J

3

196000

Simple

84"

.

.

320000

Mellin
20"
32"
32"
4

Radial

Fire

H

......

Radial stay
205
74 7/16"

Diameter of Barrel
Brick Arch

2Unit4-Wheel

4
37"
2
50"

Radial and SI ing
235

Tubes, water sides

X>

6
74"

Straight top
wide firebox

Working Pressure, lbs

1

4,

CD

6

52"

Straight top, slop'g roof
sheet wide, fire b ox

<->

3

161080
85000
246080

00 000
tumin's Coal
150500
40500
38500
229500
147000
376500

0-4-4-0

8-Wheel

Compound

loajr
96X

Length

I
.£

161080

0-8-8-0
2 Sect'n

to

Tractive Power...
Tractive
Power to
Heating Surface..
Heating Surface to
Grate Area
Tube Heating Surface

04

•S-D

000
ithracite C<

Number

Trail'g

;="

....

Number

Driv ing

^3

334500

Tender Loaded
Locomotive & Tender

te

f

On Drivers
On Leading Truck.
On Trailing Truck ...
.

*•

•5

Ohio Railroad Locomotives of Recent Construction.

0-6-6-0
Mallet Articulated
Freight

Class

<->

August, 1906

Coal (tons)

Water

(U. S. Gals.)..
H. P. at 10 M. P. H.

behind tender

X"

Yes

No

No

No

Yes
Water Bottom

Yes

Water Bottom

U

Yes
Sloping Back Water Bottom

16

15

7000

7000

4000

6

7000

2096

1124

686

924

15

2096

1410
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Mountains, the
This distance

total

rise

being [,588,

made up

is

and Manila, -a
work to be done over
a

either gas or soft

Hyndman,

this distance consists

per cent,

1.5

curvature between

Roddy and Manila, and

A

of 6.1 miles

throttle

cylinder, frame, running

and motion gears, and gen-

reverse

eral

design that would permit of increasing the weight

a 1.5 mile run

and

tractive

'

a<?e

idea of the general design

and proportions

They were

particularly

designed

for

an

to the

of these pas-

made up without

The same

now

as specified

the

handling of

bodied

boiler necessitate the

entirely

worn

and material
for the Consolidation locomotives were emdetails of design, construction

in the Pacifies,

so far as practicable, in order to

and the older classes of locomotives in the stock,
as could be done without the continuance of obsolete or
unsatisfactory details, which would not provide for the
greatest economy in maintenance and performance.
these,

design of a motion

The above complement of steam and electric motive
power now places the B. & O. in a position to handle its

tandem

nor the necessity for unusually fast running on

jacketing,

insure the greatest interchangeability of parts between

or helper locomotives on heavy grades and curvature,

constantly increasing business with dispatch,

down

and economy, and

reflect

in

their

reliability

design the ideas of

General Superintendent of Motive Power Muhlfeld in

grades.

In addition to the above, the requirements to be met

by the designers

The

and general depreciation of the

in existence,

the use of

lagging,

out or destroyed.

gear that would provide for the quick starting and acceleration of trains, so that the schedule time could be
maintained, or time

boards,

same without the renewal of any parts not

of varying curvature and gradient.

was given

running

the boiler

time allow for a reduction of the boiler pressure should

heavy through passenger trains at the required speeds
over level and mountainous, open and tunnelled railroad,
Especial attention

cab,

when

locomotive

pan and other similar parts require replacement, due to ordinary wear and tear, and at the same

senger locomotives, which are of the largest and most

powerful type for the class of service

tire,

of the

BALTIMORE & OHIO RAILROAD

ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVE

tabulations give

,

power

grates, ash

to 8^2 degrees curvature, in

The accompanying

dry steam at the valve

plates.

per cent, grade, with from

minutes.

to insure

Espe

and location of crown
valve opening and surge

tubes

14^

was given

steam space,

sheet,

on a 1.93 per cent, grade.
These locomotives are also hauling passenger trains
consisting of eleven cars, and approximating 500 tons,
from a dead stop for a distance of seven miles on a 1
1

run-of-mine bituminous coals.

chest and cylinders by the design

a distance

8 degree

grade, with

attention

cial

and of 1 .4 per cent, between Hyndman
The maximum
distance of 17.6 miles.

13.9 miles,

run on

63 minutes

in

of an average gradient of 4

per cent, between Cumberland and
of

feet

261

in these locomotives

were as follows

struction of the least

number

A

of parts.

spective classes

efficiency in their re-

-

.

weight of

greatest proportion of adhesive to total

engine and tender in working order.

producing machines that stand for

substantial con-

A

capacity to

perform continuous service without liability for failure,
and economy with respect to maintenance and fuel and
water consumption.

A

stantial construction,

with ample grate area in

and

fire

box heating

boiler of simple design

and subone plane

surface, together with provision for
j

and unrestricted passage of gases,
for the consumption of a cheap grade of

a circulation of water

and

suitable

SIX-WHEEL SWITCHING LOCOMOTIVE

— BALTIMORE

& OHIO RAILROAD
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Elliott Flange-Oiling

ITwheela matter
Range

System

common knowledge on

of

is

August, iqo6

all

roads that

more serious question in tire
maintenance than tread wear, and that good tire tread

is

wear

a

is

*

*\>ouX /focW»Ki.

up the flange to a safety

sacrificed in order to bring

would be necessary to turn the tread
but for excessive wear on flanges. The Santa Fe, Prescott & Phoenix Railway is one of the roads whose physi-

point long before

conditions

cal

it

present

having on one

the

elements

no

of

destruction

to

than 187 curves
fifty 16 degree
found
miles,
which
are
distance of 27
on

tires,

curves,

district

and others of

15,

in a

less

14 and

12

s lr on f
"

'

P*

degrees, besides

which there are ten switchbacks on which are 16 degree
curves and 3J/2 per cent, grades.
To reduce the flange wear due to this severe service,
Mr. H. W. Elliott, road foreman of engines, devised an
oiling system, the principle of which is shown on sketches
herewith.
The end sought was to lubricate the wheei
flanges,

and

to

gallon capacity

do
is

an

this

oil

feed cup of about one-half

located in the cab on the boiler head,

having a steam pipe connection from the turret or fountain, through a condensing coil on top of the feed cup.

From

the feed cup pipes pass to each side of the engine,

terminating at a point over the leading truck, and having nozzles inclined to the inward to the wheel flanges,
as

shown

in the detail sketch.

There are three of these
ELLIOTT FLANGE-OILING CUP

nozzles located respectively at the front of the leading

truck wheel, at the front of the leading driving wheel

track.

Just enough steam

men-

jet of

condensed steam and

and

at the rear of the

back driving wheel

—the

first

tioned for running ahead and the latter for backing.

Crude

oil is

used, as

it

one gallon of which

oil

may

will lubricate

be used successfully,

500 miles or

more

used to form a combine.

oil at

the nozzle

and

strike the

flange with sufficient force to spread the oil in a circle

adheres to the flanges and does

not spread, but any heavy

is

of

about one inch
oil

in

diameter.

As

the wheel revolves the

spreads over the bearing surface of the flange and

is

carried awav from the wheel tread by centrifugal force,

ELLIOTT FLANGE-OILING SYSTEM AS APPLIED TO A LOCOMOTIVE

RAILWAY MASTER MECHANIC
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which tends

to take the oil

the flanges

(when more

lubricate

and deposit

oil

is

used than necessary to

the flange properly), where

Only enough

cause slipping.

at the point of

it

is

it

harmless to

should be used to keep

oil

the flange lubricated.

When

and

this

means

263
increased

an

hauled

— which

would appear to furnish the best of reasons for transportation departments to view the device with a friendl)
only two
eye, since the cost is so low as to be negligible
gallons of oil per 1,000 miles on the road mentioned.

—

fed to the flanges in the correct amount, the

forms a coating on the inside of the rail head, which
prevents wear to the rail and wheel flanges on the en-

tonnage

«

»

oil

and train. The oil deposit on the flange side
of the rail head resembles a painted surface, while a
black glaze forms on the flanges, that prevents cutting

gine, tender

of the

rail

head.

The

fact that a consolidation engine

weighing 128,000 pounds on drivers, having all wheels
flanged, and with no lateral motion except that due to
wear, has been among the engines equipped with this device with no flange wear perceptible, is probably as near a
crucial test as

curved

district

miles, with

Mr.
lows

make one. Engines on the
mentioned have made more than 50,000

is

possible to

no noticeable flange wear.
concerning his oiler in part as

Elliott writes

"All the light curves show a coating of

:

the car flanges pick

it

up and

it

oil

making

Of

avoided.

and heavy
keep

course,

traffic

with a great

the rail

head can be entirely

many

with large engines,

it

is

sharp curves
impossible to

on the rails satisfactorily, especially if badly
There -is no doubt, however, that if all engines

oil

worn.

were equipped with the oiler it would keep the driving
wheel flanges from cutting, which, in turn would produce
the same salutary effect on the rail head. Quite a number of roads are trying this device, and
satisfied

with

its

all

seem well

work."
is

very

many

conclusions. Any connection of oil
with driving wheels has always been regarded as not conducive to efficient adhesion, but, like some other things in
railway philosophy, 'its value lies in the application of it.

The

inventor's reasoning has been borne out by results,

and with the additional advantage

Baldwin

the

at the Atlantic City conven-

Pacific type that represented

an order of twenty passenger engines recently built for
the Great Northern Railway, and which are well to the

powered locomotives of their
though not as heavy as some others recently built.
front as the highest

class,

This engine has the Walschaert valve gear to actuate

22x28 inch cylinders.
The constructive features of the valve motion do not
differ greatly from others of this kind, the same care
the balanced slide valves for the

The

brackets

yoke on a broad bearing base.

The
third

reverse shaft
pairs

is

located between the second and

of driving wheels,

and connects with

bell

cranks which are journaled at the side of the boiler over
the first pair of drivers, by a reach rod at each side of

The

the engine.

GREAT NORTHERN
horizontal

radius

rods are suspended from the

RY.

arms of the

bellcranks,

which are down when

forward motion, reducing the slip of
the link blocks to the least possible movement.
Contrary to usual practice, the combination levers are
placed between the guides and frame, which serves the
the engine

is

in the

double purpose of minimizing offsets in the connections

and gives an added measure of security

in case of acci-

dent.

The Belpaire

boiler has

long been

standard

on the

Great Northern, but these engines being abreast of the

Casual thought given a scheme of this kind
likely to lead to

was one of the

tions,

by

carrying the links are ribbed and secured to the guide

PACIFIC TYPE LOCOMOTIVE

side of the

Works

exhibited

and

There is quite a perceptible decrease in wear
on our wheels and rails since the oil was applied. There
is no doubt that any road with any degree of curvature,
with light traffic and rolling stock, that flange wear and

wear on the flange

engines

the

being noted to avoid spring of the parts.

smooth.

rail

AMONG
Locomotive

fol-

keeps them from cutting

the rail on the sharp curves, as well as

Pacific Type Locomotive^Great Northern "Ry*

that train resistance

on

tangents as well as curves has been mater iallv reduced.

times on the circulation question have water spaces five
inches wide at the mudring.

work

cut out for

heating surface,

An

indication of the severe

them is seen in the 3,900 square feet of
and this maximum tractive power of

37,500 pounds.

This power places the engines in the front rank of the
Pacific type, though, as stated, they are not as

some others of

their class,

heavv as

and which are incapable of
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same drawbar

the

adhesive weight

is

noted

per pound of drawbar

is

The

adhesion of four.

efficient of

A

This fact

pull.

in the six

due

to the

result of this

pounds of

low colowered

total

Total

weight

pull.

tion of very recent engines of this type for comparative

purposes,
Gauge, 4

Cylinders, 22

— Capacity, 8,000
Tender — Wheels, number,
Diameter, 36

est.

by 30

8.

5^

by 10

in.

in.
»

A New Flexible Staybolt
ASTAYBOLT which said have of the requi-

straight Belpaire.

Diameter, 72 in.
Thickness of sheets, ¥%
Working Pressure, 210

in.

sites

shown

Staying, vertical.
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Firebox

— Material,

Length, 116^

7-r

2

8./7

in.

;

in.

;

back, V&

sides, 5 in.

in.

;

crown, Ys

in.

now

G.9

7.0

ZJ9foo ZZ9foo

7Z>f

7+

79T

/79

3879
S4-
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00c

ZZ7°™
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2oe
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~SG
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60

6.^r

in

This bolt

;

back,

5

in.

J
I acific
is

—threaded and ready

connection with staybolts, and

in its class, there

for

truly flexible in the term as

number

is

withal con-

of parts of any bolt

coming

being but two pieces.

outer section consists of a drop forged piece 1^4

in.

—

Tubes, 3,708 sq.
Firebox tubes,
Total, 3,914 sq.

sq.

ft.

ft.

ft.

sq.

ft.

ft.

Grate area, 534 sq. ft.
Driving wheels Diameter outside, 69

—

center, 62

9H

in.

in.

by 12

—

Wheel base—Driving,

13

inches diameter, on the inner end of which

in.

Engine truck wheels (front) diameter, 36
Journals, 6 by 12 in.
Engine truck wheels (back)— diameter, 45
Journals, 8 by 12 in.

in.

metal 9-16 inch diameter.
the outer fire

in.

bolt

is

This piece

is

is

an eye with

threaded to

fit

box and has a square socket by which the

applied.

The

section of the bolt passing into the

on one end, which
of the outside piece and forms an

inside sheet also has an eye forged

ft.

is

Rigid, 13

used

The

Heating surface Firebox, 206
sq.
Combustion chamber,

all,

68

application.
in.

—

Journals,

7.

structed of the least

Water space, front, 5
Tubes Material, steel.
Wire gauge, No. 11.
Number, 301.

Diameter of

7-4-

tendent of the Missouri

in.

Diameter, 2^4
Length, 21 ft.

ZZ
3o

thing found reposing on the desk of a prominent superin-

steel.

;

y

7-f-

in.

Width, 66J4 in.
Depth, front, 72 in. back, 64
Thickness of sheets, sides, Y&
tube

7.0

7.7

real

VaJ&.

ZZ
ze

ZS

zS

•

is

St^7/b.

/7%Z8

z&

box,

/90G /9o6. /9C&.

~RJ*?. ?WS.7.
^aJ^
Si-mh Corn, Sunfi.

37rie>

fire

copy of the

3<M 4mer.

/90S.

/QOS'.

/Q>of.

a

is
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7T&<c-tLSe Foujey*.
7/Y-.

all

lbs.

effects of the

CutlMtlcr'^l^Un.

to

is

and 21-32

in.

Fuel, soft coal.

11

est.

in.

•

—Type,

lbs.

Service, passenger.

Valve, balanced.
BoJler

est.

gals.

in.

in.

in.

lbs.

truck, back, 37,000 lbs. est.

Journals,

%y2

ft.

4

ft.

151,000

front, 39,000 lbs.

Tank

presented herewith.

is

truck,

wheels,

Total engine, 227,000 lbs. est.
Total engine and tender, 380,000

descriptive specification giving desired information

of general interest concerning the engines, and a tabula-

engine and tender, 66

Weight— On driving

On
On

August, 1906

welded into that

ft.

Total engine, 33

ft.

5^

in.

articulated connection.

At

the eye of the bolt there

is
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welded
side,

forms a hearing lug on each
distribute the impact of the blows in

which clearly indicate the purpose of each

piece which

in a

presumably

heading over,

in

to

levers

the matter of flexible

the heads, rapid traverse, feeds

Master Mechanics' Association in the appointment of a committee
to investigate the forces to be resisted in a fire box, any
attempt to get away from the rigid idea is bound to be
looked upon as a move in the right direction. We have

equal

that the inventive faculty

is

still

is

in

A.

REFINEMENT

in

shop

cross

rail.

—

our half-tone of one of the Gisholt mills
tool that has achieved a name as wide as the world
for doing things at the least possible cost, and solely by
reason of the builder's grasp of the idea that the machine

could not have too

many

points of excellence in

element, which

by noting the

letters

of

the

illustration,

the*ir.

rail in

and

their func-

conjunction with

use the vertical feeds

as dial B.

may

be stopped

— on both
all

sides.

horizontal feeds in

Located on either end of cross

Feed engaging lever for

By

zontal feeds.

its

use feeds

either vertical or hori-

may

also be reversed or

stopped.

VERTICAL MILL

means ease of oper-

reference on

independent,

:

Cranks for moving heads
Feed trip dial controlling

EE.

its details.

tion in handling of these tools, will be best understood

letters

rail.

nor be made tdo convenient for the operator.

The time-saving

By

same manner

tool design is seen in every

IN.

absolutely

The

at any predetermined point; the feed will also be automatically stopped at the end of the down slide traverse.

the

D.

GISHOLT 52

table

Vertical feed trip dials located on both ends of

B.

Vertical Mill

line of

and

T.

CC.
in.

are

Raising or lowering cross

lever

direction of flexibilitv in stavbolts.

Gisholt52

The heads

facility.

tions are as follows

conclusive evidence

being exercised

vertical

on both sides of the machine, giving
movements from either side with

both as to feed and direction.

this bolt in actual service,

made

but the fact that they are

The

instant control to those

as evidence in the action of the

no record of the application of

lever.

the operation of the horizontal and

control, are placed

section.

staybolts,

for

movements of

order to not distort the eye of the outer

In view of the interest taken in

265

Lever for controlling sliding gears in headstock.
Three positions, the forward of which gives medium
speed of table the middle, fast speed, and the backward,
F.

;

slow speed,
G.

Friction headstock lever.

By

the use of this lever

RAILWAY MASTER MECHANIC
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the table

may

moved

be instantly started or stopped, or

any fractional part of a revolution. A similar lever is
located on the opposite side of the machine, though
hidden in the illustration by the left hand housing. Thus

movements

table

all

are

from either

controlled

side.

Twelve changes of table speed are obtainable on a belt
driven machine with the aid of a two-speed countershaft.
HH. Rapid traverse lever, controlling all motion of
heads and entirely independent of table or feed may be
;

operated with the table in motion or at
tion of this lever

moves

automatically

The opera-

rest.

disengages

the feeds,

the heads rapidly in the desired direction,

releasing

the

feed

and on

I.

aboard, the coal pit

be

See A.

Motor controller lever.
J.
K. Feed change lever. Five positions.
L.
Feed change lever. Two positions
Special attention

called

is

to

in the form of
above the tank. The Canal Commission is evidently determined to possess proper facilities to prosecute

the transportation end of the work,

and these engines
the demands.
The ac-

no doubt be found equal to
companying specification of details give particulars of
will

;

ten feeds in

these points, as the

are justly proud of the well earned popularity of their
tools.

Cylinder, type, simple, slide.

Diameter, 20

Wheel

ITthis

is

a refreshing reminder of days agone to read at

time of an order for 120 mogul engines, and to

worked out

see their familiar lines

proportions, as in the days

in their simplest

when holding sway

as the

MOGUL LOCOMOTIVE
ideal freight

but

this

power on

difference,

lines

that

handling the heaviest
while

the

type

Rigid, 14

ft.

Total, 22

ft.

tractive power, 25,200 lbs.

ft.;

6
8

6

ft

in.

in.
in.

is

Firebox, 174

preserved,

to

sq.

Total, 2,203 sq.

1

in.

g /^

on drivers

;

127,500

lbs.

ft.
ft.

Grate area, 31 sq. ft.
Axles, driving journals, main, 9

in.

by

11

others 9

in.

in.

by

in.

Engine truck journals, diameter, 6

in.

Tender, diameter, 4*4

in.

Working

in.

;

T.

;

W.

Boiler, type, R. S. E.

pressure, 180 lbs

length 8

O. D.
fuel,

;

Thickness of crown,

Y

in.

length,

10

in.

ring, 64 in.

first

Bit. coal.

Firebox, type, sloping; length, 1083-16

5-16

in.;

width, 4154

2

Y

in.

;

sides, Yz in.

sides, 3^2

in.

;

;

tube,

in.
;

back,

exert a

tenders, built low

in.

Water space, front, 4 in.
Crown staying, radial 1 in.

;

back,

3%

Tubes, material, charcoal iron; No. 316; diameter, 2
Length, 12 ft. 3 3-16 in. ; gauge, 12 B. W. G.

in.

in.

Boxes, driving, main, cast iron; others^ cast iron.

New York.
New York.
Pump, New York, No.

Brake, driver,

Tender,

2, one reservoir, i8>4 by 114
Engine truck, radial and swing, 3 point suspension.
Exhaust pipe, single.

in.

Grate, style, rocking f Sullivan, 6 engs., Jerome, 14 engs.)
Piston, rod diameter,

Smoke
T4

stack,
ft.

5

Tender frame,
Tank, style,

powerful for construction work, being able

ft.

Weight, in working order, 147.500 lbs.
Engine and tender, 235,500 lbs.
Heating surface, tubes, 2,029 sq. ft.

traffic

were thought to have passed into the beyond, but the Isthmian Canal Commission, looking for means to accomplish
ends, have ordered the above stated number of moguls
from the American Locomotive Company, 20 of which
are represented in our half-tone, having 20x20 inch simple cylinders and weigh, ready for service,
147,000
pounds.
The remaining 100 engines have 19x24 inch
cylinders and weigh 130,500 pounds.
These engines are intended for operation in the construction of the Panama Canal, and those shown are

The

in.

5

— ISTHMIAN CANAL COMMISSION

modern proportions obtain in all details. Plain slide
valves, fire box over the frames and between wheels

tractive effort of 25,200 pounds.

in.

base, driving, 14

11

Moguls for the Isthmian Canal Commission

in-

terest.

Total, engine and tender, 54

Machine Company. Madison, Wis.,

builders, the Gisholt

extended upward

is

a collar

no moving of heads by hand is necessary.
Engages positive clutch for operating rail elevating

will

at the scene of

have a capacity of 4,000 gallons of water
and six tons of coal. To get the latter amount of fuel

Track gauge,

it,

on rough track

190.')

their labors,

automatically continued.

device.

all.

for purposes of stability

Stroke, 26

Practically

August,

Capacity,

Capacity

2%

diameter,

in

-

14V2

by

169-16

in.

W., 10

B.

U;

in.,

4,000 gallons.
fuel,

channel

shape, sloping back.

6 tons.

steel.

in.;

top

above

rail,
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Valves, type, slide; travel, 513-16

Ex.

lap.,

in.;

steam

lap,

%

tive

in.

same road, but includes improvements not found in
those first built, among the improved features being the
use of. three driving pinions instead of two, and the use

gear.

no lead

Wheels,

driv. diam. outside tire, 63 in.; centers diam., 56 in.

in

full

Driv. material, main, cast iron; others, C.
Engine truck, diam., 33 in. kind, spoke
;

Tender, truck diam., 33

in.

;

I.
;

Krupp

of

tires.

oil

fuel instead of coal.

The maximum grade on

kind, cast iron plate.

feet per mile),

.

Rack Rail Locomotive^ Manitou
Railway
mountain climber shown

in

8?

Pikes

Peak

our illustration

system of rack

and

is

precludes the possibility of utilizing adhesion for

This engine was built by the Baldwin Locomo-

to

rail is

an approximation

the development of a locomotive for a service that

traction.

similar lines to others built previously for

the

o.

Setting,

THE

Works on

267

to

the road

overcome

used.

is

25 per cent. (1,320

this resistance, the

Abt

In order to hold the water at

a level in the boiler, the longitu-

dinal center line of the latter

is

set so that

it

is

horizontal

on a 16 per cent, grade (316.8 feet per mile). The cylinders, which are Vandain compound, are placed at an inclination of four in twenty-five, and drive the wheels

NEW RACK LOCOMOTIVE — MANITOU &

ELEVATION OE NEW RACK LOCOMOTIVE

PIKES PEAK RY.

— MONITOU & PIKES PEAK RY.
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through rocking levers which are fulcrumed

to the en-

Wheel base

gine frames.

Rigid,

The valve motion
centrics on the

of the

is

forward

axle,

"Good"
and

type, with the ec-

shafts being placed behind the links and between

The

frames.

cut-off

The engine frames

the

manipulated by a screw reverse.

is

— On

10

3 59-64

ft.

Total engine, 10

Weight

the rock-

indirect,

is

—Driving,

10

August. 1906

3 59-64 in.

ft.

driving wheels, 60,000

Total engine, 60,000

Tank

— Capacity,

lbs.

water, 600 gals.

third pairs of wheels

are equalized together with half-elliptic springs over the

driving boxes, the weight being transferred to the front
pair of wheels through rubber springs on top of the
boxes.

Water
oil

is

The tanks

carried inside tanks.

for the fuel

are located on each side of the engine under the cab.

The

fed through a heater under the ash pan, the

oil is

heater consisting of a V/\ inch

oil pipe,

which

is

325 gals.

oil,

;

Service, passenger.
«

«

IVestinghouse No.

Direct Current Railway

119

Motor

are well braced laterally, those at the front being secured

The second and

lbs. est.

est.

are of steel plates, three-fourths of an

inch thick, with cast steel pedestals bolted to them, and

to the cylinders.

3 59-64 in.

ft.

in.

THE No.

119 direct current railway motor, built by

the IVestinghouse

company, is the result of the demand for a motor that is needed now to successfully operate in high speed service on suburban and interurban roads, on which stops are frequent, and the
motor is taxed with severe torque and high acceleration.

To meet

these requirements

was

the object of the design

of this motor.

nominal rating on the ordinarily accepted basis of

Its

encased

by a 3 inch asbestos covered pipe. The annular space
between the pipes is filled with steam. The oil burner is

NO.

1

MU UK

9 nAIL .WAY

1

_ _ _

1

_

.

550 /OLTo
>

placed under the

mud

ring at the front end of

fire

—steam, hand

The engine has a triple system of brakes
and water. The first two are of the band
ing on the

"

box.
CONTINUOUS CAPACITY

..

ii

AMPERES AT

9

5

£

5

>.

ii

•*

300

VOLTS

400

"

,

g~

type, operat-

S;

s

and second driving wheels, while the

first

^"~

5

third

the

is

Le

The exhaust

Chatelier system.

nozzle

is

with a shut-off device operated from the cab, to
prevent drawing in air from the smoke box when the

,J

240~

fitted

engine

is

This

reversed.

little

machine

is

>.

a powerful

drawbar pull of 25,200 pounds, which is
practically twice the power it could develop if operating
by adhesion, from which it is plain that since adhesion is
not a function of the drawbar pull in this case, the
engine may he cylindered for any power. The following
specification gives necessary data concerning this unusual

"1/5"

-r~h

—Tye,

Fuel,

and 15 by 24

pressure,

50-

40 -

100-

Water
Tubes

;

20

!,

SO

T

20

i~
2J

V

i

space, front, 3

Diameter, V/2
ft.

in.;

/

sides, 2 2

in.;

back, 2

/2
T

in.

11 15-16 in.

58.3 sq.

ft.

Tubes, 546.7 sq. ft.
Total, 605 sq. ft.
Grate area, 19.7 sq. ft.
Driving wheels Diameter, 22468-1000

—

Diameter of center,
Journals, 6 by 6 in.

15 3-16 in.

a

IX)

h

100

-L

.

--

-

-

::_
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± ±
T
_i_

o00
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1000
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-3. H)
_
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400

Ampe :es
i

rise

p

^^?rt
<94t,

^So
5vStT
^--iA/

|

temperature

"500
ii

r

"

l

of 75

T
degrees C, as measured by
1

1

thermometer after an hour's run at full speed, is 125
H. P. at 550 volts. With stops every one and a half to
two miles, a double No. 119 equipment has sufficient
capacity for the operation of a car weighing approximated 40,000 pounds without equipment or load, over
level tangents, at a speed of about 30 to 32 miles an

13.

— Firebox,

in.

-

-

/(^x

*

T

"=ps2

^~
\

crown,
i

±

^rjL

^_

X^

0-1

steel.

Wire gauge, No.
Number, 176.

Heating surface

in.;

2

7

±
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/
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/

/

/

*

.AU

/£_

\X
)9a

/

140"
"

r^~. Spec-*.
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{_

in.
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'I

/

in.

— Material,

Length, 7
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4000,
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H
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<

*
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\

.

;

3/s,

[

'

Depth, front, 46J4 in.
buck, 40-^ in.
Thickness of sheets, sides, 5-16 in.; back, 5-16
in.

Nv

\~

180

fl

Tff

ISf

O/'

•V/

SclA-/
&J3$-S~
££&/

t

lbs.

/.
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.

I

^
_

-125-

210

/
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1
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_ _

±

Width, 59^

_L/

200

.f

r,p. c

loiENCy

y\
v

1

in:

radial.

—

1

\

L

straight.

Firebox Material,
Length, 48 in.

1

i

\

oil.

Staying,

V

L.

'

_

/

I*n>OlT/
/
c—inaBx-^T^WITH

tf
t

V^^

70

"150

.1

1
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\

Diameter, 44 in.
Thickness of sheets, 7-10

Working

j

i

-220

°

Ja

7

.

1

Valve, balanced piston.
Boilers

7

1

7

J"

J

nr

T

j

7

-

„!/

in.

in.

-

.

\

150"

Cylinder, 10

TOO"

,'

..-

-

t

\

type of locomotive
85^5

^r
TT
^50

-

-

r

1

ft.

-

J!
n
«:__[

£
P

n

one, having a

~2.

S
5
43-

_±_
cr
250"

Gauge, 4

h

hour, and should develop a
in

on pitch

maximum

speed of 43 miles

an hour.
line.

Under

similar conditions a corresponding four-motor

equipment should

easily

maintain a speed of 32 to 36
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miles an hour with a car weighing 50,000 pounds with-

out equipment or load, and should develop a

maximum

This performance

speed of 50 miles an hour.

is

based

and 33 inch wheels.
The curves shown give the data from which the capacity
of this motor may be determined for various conditions
on a gear reduction of 24 to

51,

when expected
is

do

to

so,

proper

man

in charge.

of present day round house work, and
at that so

against the

develop any power within

will safely

it

Heavier

the range of the continuous capacity ratings.

C,

perature rise of 20 degrees

in the interior coils,

above

THE

American Locomotive Company has placed

the disposal of

Man in

M. Goss, from the official record of the locomotive
tests made by the Pennsylvania railroad at the St. Louis

modern railway management,

the stress of

data as to

Charge of the Roundhouse

library of

the

This pamphlet

condensed resume of
such an interesting arrangement of the

who

department

is

no

the motive

official in

has more to do and so

the foreman of the round house.

power

do with as
The grief and long
little

is

of each of the eight locomotives in

the experimental work, together with
their respective performance,

possessed of the ability

not attracted to the place as a stepping

stone to higher executive positions, even though ambition

a

discussion

of

and a summary of the data

Following that information are comparisons and conclusions compiled by Dr. Goss in his usual
clear and convincing style. While the pamphlet does not
of the tests.

add

to the information given in the official record of the

tests

available talent

work a valuable acquisition to a
locomotive technics. Four pages are devoted

to the description

engineer the job, with the result that

successfully

to

man

a

the

to

hours involved, as well as the low salary attachment, are
not alluring to the average

make

is

offi-

of any grade has no cause to regard his position

a sinecure, but there

W.

friends a compilation by Dr.

its

at

F.

those tests, and in

cial

weighed

title.

Exposition.

the temperature of ordinary operation.

IN

is

marvel

Locomotive Tests^Pennsylvania Railroad

be carried for a shorter time, as indicated by

the time temperature curves, which are based on a tem-

The

to

•

In usual service

may

it is little

few seek the place when the salary

of operating.

loads

and help should

facilities

A Napoleonic type of
he that can be equal to all the exigencies

be furnished the

commander
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made by

the Pennsylvania railroad,

means of reaching the

it

furnishes a

work

salient facts of that

that

be appreciated by the busy man interested in the
performance of locomotives. Copies of the pamphlet may
be had from the American Locomotive Company.
will

to rise in the business

every mechanic, and

is

blooms eternal

in the breast of

the incentive to stand a whole lot

of trouble that would be avoided but for the promise of a
brighter future.
If the

the use of the best material at important terminals, they
are sure to suffer from the

same cause

at

remote division

of proper

facilities

where the

water districts)

still

man

in

is

also one of the serious

charge has to cope with. This refers

to the kind of inspection as well as the

a position

rank and

where the most resourceful man

file.

In

some unusual situation, there may be, and often
simply handy men, to tackle propositions requiring
and speed to get an engine ready for the road in the

sults in

skill

shortest possible time.

man

as by fire,"

It is

cases of this kind that "try a

when more than one

calls for solution at

the same time.

On

directors

at a recent

decided to take the

meeting of the board of
initial

steps of operating

by contracting with Westinghouse, Church,
Kerr & Co. for the installation of an electric system on
its Rochester & Mount Morris division, a distance of

thirty-five miles.

This decision of the Erie railroad management seems

will often be

forced to exhaust his stock of expedients to produce re-

are,

way motive power,
electric trains

quality of help provided

troubles the

foresight toward a constant better-

investigation into the possibilities of electricity as a rail-

coupled to a train.

The

of the Erie Railroad, which, with

of the train dispatcher discount

on the road, and where (in bad
an engine must be washed out hot and

the hours for engines

P,.

These are the

and reserve power.

calls

management
THE
commendable

a Part of the Erie It

ment and improvement of that immense railroad
system, has for the last two years conducted a thorough

terminals where the responsibilities are greater for want

points

Electrification of

above considerations tend to bar a road from

to be of the greatest

importance when the facts are taken

which led up to it. The company's
electrical board, which consists of such eminent engineers as J. M. Graham, B. J. Arnold, L. B. Stillwell and
E. A. Williams, has had the matter under advisement
for a period of two years.
Mr. Graham has been on a
into consideration

personal tour of inspection of electric railway systems in

roads which rely largely on round house

work

for

this country, as well as in

Europe, and there cannot be

power (and they are not a few), this
state of things is more in evidence, but it obtains in all
round houses to an extent that does not make for economy

any doubt that the recommendation of the board in favor
of electricity is about as high an approval as electric rail-

men are needed in the round
much or more, as in the machine

of the Erie has decided

the up-keep of

in operation.

First class

house in such cases, as

shop, for running repairs should be properly done to in-

sure against failure on the road.

The round house

is

not

the place to keep an engine in condition for business, but

way propulsion could ask for.
The system which the board
to

adopt

is

the Westinghouse single phase alternating

current railway system, the same which
installed

by the

New

Railroad Company.

York,

This

is

is

now

New Haven &

being

Hartford

also significant because

its
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recommendation by such eminent men in their profession
as ihe electrical board of the Erie is composed of, is the
highest indorsement which could well be given to any

method of electric transportation.
The preliminary contract with Westinghouse, Church.
Kerr & Co. calls for the electrification of thirty-five miles
of the company's line from Rochester to Mount Morris,
the equipment of a transformer station and the installaThese cars will be operated
tion of seven electric cars.
bv single phase motors, probably four, at 150 H. P.
capacity each to one car.

The

line construction calls for

the single phase catenary trolley system.

The

cars will

railroad cars, their parts, attachments,

Niagara Falls power plant.
There is one other point which deserves attention and

which shows the great foresight the Erie management
has exercised in this undertaking. It has been the cus-

tom with many steam roads

to allow the paralleling of its

by electric roads. This had a result which invariably proved costly to the steam road, because the paralon
lel electric road, as a rule, began by making inroads
lines

the local passenger
traffic,

and

traffic,

obtained

then

the

express

The

at last got control of the local freight.

outcome was that the steam road had to buy out its
younger competitor. In the case of the Erie this danger
is

obviated, because by electrifying

its

own

lines

it

will

not only preclude any possibility of the establishment of
a rival, but it will also be saved the expense of buying
out a troublesome competitor.

Personals
Mr. C. W. Van Buren has been appointed divisional
car foreman of the Canadian Pacific at Montreal, Can.
Mr. J. J. Bartholomew has been appointed air brake
inspector of the St. Louis Southwestern systeim with office at

Mr.

Convention

In connection with the meeting of the Master Car
and Locomotive Painters' Association, which is to be
.

held in Washington, D.

C,

Tyler, Texas.

A. Gallagher, master mechanic of the Illinois
Southern, has been appointed master mechanic of the
Southern Indiana, with headquarters at Bedford, Ind.,
to

S.

succeed Mr. W. C. Walsh.
Mr. E. F. Tegtmeyer, foreman of the erecting shops

of the Pennsylvania Lines at Fort

Wayne,

Mr. R. T.

Sept. 11 to 14,

mak-

has been

Mr. George Thompson, master mechanic of the Union
Pacific at

Omaha, Neb., has been transferred

takes Mr.

Thompson's place

at

Mr.

to

J.

Pullman.

A. Turtle,

Omaha.

Mr. H. F. Ball has resigned as superintendent of
motive power of the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern
to accept a position with the American Locomotive Company, as vice-president

Walbank, of the Glidden Varnish Co., Chicago,
ing arrangements for a rate of a fare and one-third for
members and others attending the convention. Mr. Walbank can be addressed for information regarding the mat-

partment.

ter.

Fryberg,

is

Ind.,

appointed assistant superintendent of shops of the Chicago Rock Island & Pacific at East Moline, 111.

Colo., in a similar capacity, succeeding

to the Painters'

details of con-

»

who

Rates

and

struction.
This edition of the Car Builders' Dictionary
was compiled by Mr. Rodney Hitt, associate member of
the Master Car Builders' Association, under the supervision of Mr. C. A. Selly, mechanical engineer of the
Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, Mr. H. F. Ball, until
recently superintendent of motive power of the Chicago,
Rock Island & Pacific, and Mr. J. E. Muhlfeld, general
superintendent of motive power of the Baltimore & Ohio
Railroad, who were appointed a committee by the Master
Car Builders' Association to supervise the revision of the
dictionary.
The price of the volume is $6.00 per copy.

be used to haul passenger as well as freight cars. The
power for the operation of the road is to be obtained from
the

August. 1006

Mr.

W. W.

in

charge of the automobile de-

Breckenridge, Crookston, Minn., has been

appointed master mechanic of the Montana Central
vision of the Great Northern,

who becomes

general

succeeding Mr.

F.

di-

M.

master mechanic with

headquarters at Minot, N. D.

Mew
The

Car Builders'lDictionary

Announcement

fourth revised edition of the Car Builders' Diction-

ary has been issued by the Railroad Gazette, 83 Fulton
•street,

New

published in

York.
1879,

many changes

in

The

first

edition of this

out a

new

edition

embodying

it

all

was necessary
the late

nearly 200 pages of illustrations have been added.

2,

1906, vice Robert Job, resigned.

and

The

heretofore general foreman, has been appointed general

to yet

details,

Railway, effective July

Mr. Young will report direct to the superintendent of
motive power and rolling equipment.
Mr. Frank Hufsmith has resigned as superintendent of
motive power of the International & Great Northern and
Mr. George S. Hunter,
the office has been abolished.

work was
So
1903.

and the third edition in
the design and construction of cars

have taken place since 1903 that

tram Young

made

of the appointment of J. Beras chemist of the Philadelphia & Reading
is

same general arrangement has been followed as in previous editions, but an improvement has been made by
making the headings in heavy type, which will assist maComplete illustrations of
terially in finding a subject.
modern steel cars and steel underframing are given, also

master mechanic,
ments, with

in

charge of locomotive and car depart-

office at Palestine,

Texas.

representative examples of foreign passenger equipment.

Mr. R. D. Smith, who is one of the best known motive
power officials in the west, has resigned as superintendent of motive power of the Chicago Burlington & Ouincy
Lines west of the Missouri River, at Lincoln, Neb. Mr.

contains 6,344 illustrations, and is an illustrated vocabulary of terms which designate American

Smith has been in the service of this company for 28
years, and it is his intention to engage in other business.

The book
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Mr. D. R. MacBain, heretofore division master mechanic of the Michigan Central at Jackson, Mich., has
been appointed assistant superintendent of motive power,
with headquarters at that point. Mr. George E. Parkes,
mechanical engineer

,

with

office at Detroit,

been appointed division master mechanic

at

Choctaw

,for the past three years superin-

Chicago Rock Island

divisions of the

&

Pac-

with headquarters at Topeka, Kas., has resigned,

and will, it is stated accept a similar position with the
Chicago Burlington & Quinc'y at Lincoln, Neb., to sucMr.. R. D. Smith, resigned.

ceed.

Mr. E. B. Thompson, heretofore master mechanic of
the Chicago & Northwestern at Winona, Minn., has been
transferred to Chicago as assistant superintendent of
motive power and machinery.
Mr. E. D. Andrews, heretofore master mechanic of
the Chicago,

been

Rock

appointed

Island

&

Gulf, at Dalhart, Texas, has

mechanic of the Arkansas

master

&

Louisiana at Little Rock, Ark.

work

Pennsylvania shops at Paterson, Pa.

in the

After spending several years

in the

Baldwin Locomotive

Works, he went to the East Broad Top Railroad in 1882
as machine shop foreman. He was later appointed General Foreman and, finally, Master Mechanic.
Mr. S. K. Dickerson has been appointed assistant
superintendent of motive power of the Lake Shore &
Michigan Southern, the Lake Erie & Western, the Lake
Erie Alliance & Wheeling and the Dunkirk Allegheny
Valley

&

fourteenth annual convention of the International

Railroad Master Blacksmiths' Association

Sherman House, Chicago, August

at the

number of
cussion,

Pittsburg with headquarters at Cleveland, O.,

Mr. LeGrand Parish, promoted. Mr. Joseph
Chidley, heretofore assistant master mechanic of the Lake
Shore & Michigan Southern at Elkhart, Ind., has been
appointed master mechanic of the Lake Shore division of

to succeed

and an

motive power

assistant general fore-

of shops of the Erie at Huntington, Ind., has been

all

Wabash at
succeeding Mr. James H. Crawford, who has

The author has

as general

John Burkett.

firebox

general,

&

failures

sheets

of

firebox

foreman of shops,

fail

a

lot

and use-

in

:

of records and papers concern-

sheets

gathered and classification

on the C, B.

made

&

Q.

were

Ry.

of the conditions under which

shown below. These
only those occurring in class two, mentioned

the failure occurred, with the results as

include

Number.

— Cooling

Washing

Using Nozzles

2.

Filling

3-

"

Per

cent.

3

j.j

16

41.0

2

5.1

7

17.9

to suc-

4-

has been appointed inspector

5.

In shop or house, cold

7

17.9

Baldwin Locomotive

6.

In house, hot

2

5.2

at the

Southern, with headquarters

Ohio, succeeding Mr. H. F. Ball, resigned.
Mr. LeGrand Parish, heretofore assistant superintendent

at Cleveland,

interest

CONDITIONS OF FAILURES CLASSIFIED.

Mr. Charles E.

Works, at Philadelphia, Pa.
Mr. E. D. Bronner, superintendent of motive power
and equipment of the Michigan Central, has been appointed superintendent of motive power of the Lake
Shore & Michigan Southern, the Lake Erie & Western
and the Chicago, Indiana

some

defects.
The failures of the first kind are of gradual
formation but those of the second "lass occur suddenly.

foreman of

Fort Wayne, Ind., has been trans-

who
Wabash

of

other

1.

ceed Mr. E. B. Hughes,
of engines for the

111.,

as general

may prove

one of two ways
first,
gradual failure; the sheet may have a good many small cracks
which are mostly in a vertical direction.
These cracks are
thickest radiating out from the staybolts and frequently run
from one staybolt to another in the same vertical row, but nev^r
between staybolts horizontally. These cracks are almost always
on the fire side and at times extend through the thickness of
the sheet, first going through next to the staybolts. Such sheets
are almost always accompanied with more or less corrugation,
and the cracked and corrugated condition is almost always confined to the lower half of the sheet.
Secondly, sudden failure,
or rupture; the sheets may fail by a single crack or rupture from
a foot to several feet long. In bad cases, the crack may extend
from the mud ring to the crown sheet, but ordinarily, the crack
is
confined to the lower half of the sheet, extending upward
from the mud ring or from a few inches above it, and is always
near the middle of the side sheet longitudinally.
Such sheets
may show no corrugations and may show very little, if any,
In

above, or ruptures

111.,

giving considerate*

study of failure of firebox sheets, and he hopes the following
discussion on this subject

Peru, Ind.,

ferred to Tilton,

for several years been

attention to the subject and care of locomotive boilers, includii:^

failures

at

officials

Firebox Steel^Failure and Specifications*
By Max H. Wickhorst, Engineer of Tests, C, B. & Q. Ry.

appointed foreman of machine shops of the

gang foreman

ex-

is

of the association.

ing

Mr. Edward Schwartz, formerly

Paul,

A

and foremen blacksmiths, whether members of the association or not. Mr.
A. L. Woodworm, Lima, Ohio, is secretary and treasurer
tended to

ing Mr. S. K. Dickerson.

shops, in place of Mr.

invitation to attend the meeting

About two years ago

been transferred to Decatur,

be held

interesting subjects will be presented for dis-

that road with headquarters at Collinwood, O., succeed-

man

will

21-22-23.

fulness.

Mr. Edgar Shellabarger, Master Mechanic of the East
Broad Top Railroad, died on July 12 at the age of 68.
Mr. Shellabarger served in the Civil War and began
railroad

of the

Master Blacksmiths' Convention
The

Thomas Roope

power

Central, with headquarters at Detroit, Mich.

Jackson,

tendent of motive power of the Southwestern and the

ific,

Lake Shore & Michigan Southern,
has been appointed to succeed Mr. Bronner as superintendent of motive power and equipment of the Michigan
of motive

Mich., has

Mich.
Air.
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After

filling

Discovered arriving at terminal
2
52
It will be noted from the above that y.~ per cent occurred
while the engine was being washed, this including 41 per cent
where nozzles were being used at the time; 17.9 per cent
occurred while the engine was cold under other circumstances,
7.

making a total of 89.6 per cent for the failures while the engine
was cold, and thus leaving 10.4 per cent for such failures while
* Paper presented at

Testing Materials:

June meeting of American Society for
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2.J2

was hot; but
were at hand of

the engine

it

details

the

in

is

not improbable that

conditions

attending

these latter cases, that in some, or perhaps

if

the full

the

failures

the records

all,

would show the engine had been cold. When washing the
boilers, cold water had probably been used in all cases, and
the above figures would seem to argue very strongly in favor of
keeping the boiler continuously hot, and to use a method of
washing out where the boiler does not get cold, say not below

found mostly in the barrel of the boiler
and on the front mud ring, as scale is too heavy to be carried
round by the circulation, b«t the mud deposits will be found
about as I have described above. Up to a height of four or six
inches above the mud ring, the mud accumulations remain below
the fire line and cannot cause overheating of the sheets, but if
deposits, these will be

more mud

is allowed to accumulate i» a boiler, it carinot be
taken care of in this space. Such excess mud makes more or

trouble

by

keeping

150 degrees Fahrenheit.

less

TEMPERATURE TESTS OF FIREBOX STEEL.
metal
is at any time heated to a red heat, or to near
the
If
a red heat, failure from this cause would be the natural result,
and in order to get some information concerning the tempera-

quickly on the tubes,

tures actually attained by locomotive firebox sheets,

etc.,

under

arranged a method of test which conin
boiling
water
a can with thin sheet steel sides, with
sisted of
a bottom of half-inch boiler plate, four inches in diameter;
brazed to the sides. The boiler plate has a hole drilled into the
side one-eighth inch in diameter extending to the middle of the
conditions of service,

Heat

plate.

I

supplied by a specially constructed "pepper box"

is

burner, which gives a lot of gas flames over a

The

of about four inches in diameter.

couple

junction of the thermo-

inserted into the hole of the plate to the middle, and

is

the temperature

showed

results

circular area

flat,

is

Some

read on a galvanometer.

that

if

a firebox sheet

the flues are free from scale or

preliminary

(including flue sheet) or

mud, the temperature of the

metal probably does not at any time exceed the temperature of
the water more than 50 degrees Fahrenheit, providing of course
the circulation

sufficient to

is

with the metal.

Under

keep the water always in contact

the conditions of this experiment, with

no scale or water on the plate the metal attained a temperature
of about 1,300 degrees Fahrenheit, and it may be noted that
with one-eighth inch scale the metal attained a temperature of
about 200 degrees above the temperature of the water and with
one-quarter inch something over 400 degrees.
In
metal,

a

locomotive

if

not protected by the water, would probably run be-

firebox,

average

the

temperature

of

the

tween 2,000 and 3,000 degrees Fahrenheit, and with scale oneeighth inch thick and with water in the boiler, the experiments
indicate that the metal, including firebox ends of the tubes, can

readily attain a temperature of several

hundred degrees above
temperature of the water, and it is not unlikely in some
cases the metal actually attains a low red heat.
the

MUD ACCUMULATIONS.
The action of the heat causes the water to flow upward
between the tubes, and the counter current must flow downward
between the tubes and shell of the boiler. The water evaporated from the side and other sheets of the firebox is probably
supplied mostly by a current flowing backward along the bottom
of the barrel of the toiler.
sheet

ending

finally

Of

meet.

When

this current reaches the flue

divides, half going to each side water leg, the current

it

in the

back water leg where the two side currents

backward movement of the water
going on, the formation of steam also maintains an upward
movement. This circulation carries all solid material that is
light enough to move with the water into the back water leg,
where the circulation is probably least rapid.
The heavier
particles of mud and very light scale deposit on the back mud
ring up as high as the fire line, which is about six inches above
course, while this

is

mud

ring.
There is on the back mud ring a cubic foot or
so of quiet water space into which the mud and lime sludge is

the

first

carried,

on the

the front
in

and when

this space

is

filled

up deposits accumulate

mud ring, and finally accumulations may occur on
mud ring. Critical examination of the mud deposits

side

a boiler after the water

is drawn out is apt to show very
on the front mud ring, and a depth of six
or eight inches on the back mud ring, with more or less rnud
on the sides. No mud is apt to be present in the barrel of the

little,

if

any,

boiler, as

back

flue

mud

determined by a view through an inspection hole in the
sheet under the flues.
Where there .axe .also scale

August, 1906

in

the

water

crown sheet and

circulation,

depositing

particularly in the side

and back water legs as soon as active steam production stops,
and in this way is apt to cause over-heating of the side and
btock firebox sheets by preventing free access of w^VIf by means of a blow-off arrangement the back mud ring
can be kept free from mud, it would seem clear from the above
considerations that the boiler can be kept free from excessive

mud

accumulations, since

tion into the back

mud

all

the

ring.

A

mud

is

carried by the escala-

blow-off in the middle of the

back water leg right above the mud ring removes mud from
where it tends to accumulate most, but experience has shown
the author that the mud is removed right around the blow-off
but on either side the accumulations are not disturbed.
This led to trial of blow-off pipe laying on the full length of
the back mud ring and perforated with holes spaced about four
cock,

or six inches apart.

This arrangement has been tried somewhat
shows that mud can by this means
be thoroughly removed from the boiler without the necessity of
cooling down the boiler and washing.
Where water is treated with soda ash, the function of the
soda ash is to cause the lime and magnesia salts to come down
extensively, and experience

as a sludge instead of adhering as scale, and the circulation
then carries the sludge into the back water leg where it ca*i be
successfully removed through a perforated blow-off pipe placed
on the back mud ring.
By a combination of treatment of

water with soda ash, the perforated blow-off pipe mentioned
and system of blowing out at terminals, engines can be made to
run regularly 5,000 miles between wash-outs and without change
of water other than obtained by the blowing out at terminals.
TEMPERATURE TESTS OF INJECTED WATER.
The water supplied into, the boiler by means of an injector
has a temperature ranging from 150 to 180 degrees Fahrenheit,
while the water in the boiler has a temperature with modern
engines not

much below 400

degrees Fahrenheit. Where water
through an ordinary check valve
placed on each side, this water drops to the bottom of the boiler
unless there is active steam production going on to promote
is

injected

into

the

boiler

circulation.
If an engine is standing still, as, for instance, at a station,
and the injector is on, the injected water seeks the lowest part
of the boiler, which would be the water legs around the firebox.
In order to know what was the extent of the segregation of
such injected water, some tests were made with thermometers
inserted into the side of the boiler. The apparatus consisted of
a brass oil cup and extended about four inches into the water,,
and this held an ordinary chemical thermometer and a guard
made of gas pipe which protected the thermometer.
It will be noted that the oil cups were inserted into the left
front corner of the outside firebox sheet, one about on a level with
the crown sheet, one about seven inches above the mud ring,
and two applied in between. They were placed just a little
ahead of the back tube sheet. One thermometer was also arranged
in the delivery pipe just below the boiler check, in order to get
the temperature of the water before entering the boiler.
The method of test was to get the water level at or sear
to the bottom of the glass, raise steam pressure to 195 pounds,
as shown by the gage on the engine, and take temperature readings.
The tests were made in the roundhouse, steam being
produced by firing the engine with bituminous coal.
They
were intended to stimulate the condition of an engine that has
just arrived at a station, and whose injector is applied to pump
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water while the engine is standing still. Having obtained the
water level and pressure as before mentioned, the injector was
applied and the boiler filled to the top of the glass, temperature
Readings being taken every minute in most of the

tests.

Test No. 1 was made by injecting the water through the
left boiler check in the ordinary manner, all of the thermomeThe highest thermometer,
ters being also on the left side.

drop very
thermometer started to
drop as soon as the injector was applied, and during the filling
of the boiler dropped about 105 degrees.
Test No. 2 was made in the same way and showed about
the same results.
Test No. 3 was made by delivering the water through a
pipe run for convenience through the whistle hole in the dome,
then down to the flues, and finally through ten feet of two-inch

wtikh was on a

much

in

level with the

temperature,

but

the

crown

sheet, did not

lowest

This

At

273

course of our tests it was thought desirasome arrangement or extension attached
to the check that would turn the water upward, and in this
manner get the mixing of the injected water with the water in
the boiler. For this purpose we made the following tests

ble,

this point in the

if

possible to get

Test No.

A

was made of

trial

this

showed

of this test

Test No.
to

now that what was necessary was
upward with more velocity and in a more
that the delivered water would get toward the
It

8.

seemes

direct the water

solid stream, so

stopped its progress and turned it
purpose we made a brass extension screwed
into the check, extending almost to the flues and closed at the
resistance

For

this

out

this

above
the

its

flues.

arrangement the boiler check was
present location, so as to bring

A

special brass

flange

it

raised

To
15

above the

fit

the

of the injected water

with the water in the boiler was fairly satisfactory, although
not quite as good as in test No. 3, where the longitudinal pipe

was

used.

In plotting results of this test only the readings of
the highest and lowest thermometers are shown.
As the two

middle thermometers gave readings coming in between these
two, their readings were not plotted, as this would cause confusion.

Test No.

test was made the same as No. 4, except
upward instead of downward. The results
show about the same as No. 5, except that the mixing was
6.

This

that the holes faced

slightly better.

of

this

hele

with

bored

cold

into

water,

as

it,

upward.
mentioned,

facing

before

showed that the water was directed upward with some force,
but the stream was not a solid one, although it' was considered
sufficiently satisfactory for making a test.
It will be noted from
the results that the mixing was fairly satisfactory, but possibly
could be improved by having the water directed upward in a
It will be noted from the above results that when the injector is applied with ordinary boiler feeding arrangement and
no steam is being drawn, the water flows toward the bottom of
the boiler and cools the lower parts in some cases 100 degrees
in a very few minutes' time.
This of course results in putting
considerable stress on the lower parts of the firebox sheets and
probably aggravates the development of cracks.

After some experimenting and close watching of the flue
work, the C, B. & Q. Ry. adopted on all engines the elbow
extension to the boiler check.

TEMPERATURE TESTS FIRING UP.
By the ordinary method of firing up a locomotive boiler
where a bank of fire is made in the back part of the firebox,
the upper layers of water heat faster than the water at the

mud

ring and below the flues, with a result that differences of tem-

perature

may

exist

between

mud

ring and

crown sheet of 200

degrees.

Although fair results as regards uniformity of temperature
can be produced by injecting some air into the boiler near the

mud

ring,

some inconvenience

still

is

attached to

its

use,

and

the arrangement has been used only in an experimental way.

Further, although the differences of temperature in the ordinary

size, perforated with half-inch holes, spaced about
i*4
inches apart lengthwise about 65 degrees from the top center
line, and staggered on each side.
The pipe was put in so that

The mixing

made

iJ/^-inch

method of firing up are great, still they are comparatively not
frequent, and do not occur suddenly, and it seems a little doubt-

inch

downward.

Tests

a

carry

eontour of the boiler at this point.
to the
boiler and a bushing screwed into the flange, the pipe being
previously screwed into the bushing, and lastly the check was
screwed into the bushing also. The pipe was four feet, of two-

the holes faced

with

but

end,

inches
level of

was made that would
The flange was fitted

directed the course of

that this device did not accomplish the de-

the

the pipe being an extension on the boiler check.

it

top.

sired mixing.

downward.

flues,

how

to see

open on

by running hydrant water through the check with
this attachment out into the open air.
It was found that the
water was turned upward but spread out fan-shaped. The results

top before

In other words, if we have water in the boiler to the
bottom of the glass and then add water to the top of the glass,
we add 17 per cent additional water.
Test No. 4 was made by delivering the water into the boiler
on the right side in the ordinary manner, while the temperature
readings were ta*ken on the left side. The lowest thermometer
dropped about 45 degrees below the highest during the filling
of the boiler from the bottom to the top of the glass.
In comparing tests 1 and 2 witii test No. 3 there is one very
interesting point, namely, much greater drop in steam pressure
during test No. 3. The explanation for this is undoubtedly that
in tests 1 and 2 the injected water did not get mixed very much
with the upper layer of water and therefore did not condense
muak steam, while in test No. 3 the mixture was very thorough
and a correspondingly greater amount of steam was condensed.
Test No. 5.
In this test the water was delivered into the
boiler through a perforated pipe placed transversely over the

at the end, but

the water

last length of pipe

tively.

attached a sort of scoop exten-

upward

was perforated with three-eighth inch holes spaced two inches
apart lengthwise, about 65 degrees from the top center line
and staggered on each side. In this test where the water was
delivered through the perforated pipe the highest and lowest
thermometers had about the same temperature at all stages
of the filling of the boiler, showing that the injected water was
well mixed with the water already in the boiler.
I may say here that before starting in on the test, in order
to determine the amount of water required to fill the boiler, we
ran the water through
a three-inch Crown water meter, and
fownd that to fill the boiler to the bottom of the water glass
took 289 cubic feet and to the top of the glass 50 feet additional,
or in ro*nd figures this would be 2,400 and 415 gallons, respec-

pipe placed lengthwise over the flues.

we

In this test

7.

sion to the check turned

ful

whether much trouble can be attributed

to the

temperature

differences occurring while firing up.

SPECIFICATIONS FOR FIREBOX STEEL.

The extreme

limits for tensile strength of the various American specifications require firebox steel to have 50,000 pounds per
square inch as a minimum and 65,000 pounds as a maximum.
In foreign specification, the minimum limit seems frequently to

run below 50,000 pounds per square inch. Formerly the American requirements for tensile strength were 50,000 pounds as a

minimum and

pounds as a maximum.
About fifteen
years ago these limits were raised and were made 55,000 to
65,000 pounds, respectively, based apparently on the initiative of
the Pennsylvania Railroad Company. Within the last few years,
however, there has been a tendency to lower the limits, and
the present limits of the American Railway Master Mechanics'
Association are 52,000 to 62,000 pounds.
It will be seen from
what has been presented above that, under ordinary conditions
of service, the locomotive boiler (including firebox, and especially the

keating,

60,000

lower parts)
differences

of

is

frequently subjected to severe over-

temperature

and

severe

and

sudden
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changes of temperature around the lower parts :of the firebox
and lower flues. It seems to be the result of experience that
the harder grades of firebox steel do not stand these abuses
satisfactorily, but seem to develop cracks and ruptures, and very
soft steel under similar conditions seems to stand these abuses
occurs, and, in fact,

may become

longer time before
badly corrugated and distorted and still remain serviceable. It
has been my experience that, as a general proposition, where
nrebox sheets fail from single rupture without otherwise being
failure

a
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where water is free from excessive mud or alkaline salts, the
amount of boiler washing under present usual arrangements on
the C, B. & Q. Ry. is a function of total hardness, while the
amount of flue work is a function mostly of the permanent
hardness or calcium sulphate.
CONCLUSION.
In conclusion, the author suggests that lo"g
steel

be

to

is

obtained

:

by

first,

of firebox

life

treatment

suitable

water; generally plain soda ash treatment, to destroy

of

badly cracked or corrugated, that the carbon runs toward .25
per cent or higher and may run as high as .35 per cent. On the
other hand, the sheets which fail by corrugation and gradual

of calcium will answer the purpose, but where the water

cracking generally contain carbon between .12 and .25 per cent.
It seems therefore that, as a general proposition, the softer

to cold

grades of firebox steel give better service than the harder grades,
and the C, B. & Q. Ry. Co. has recently changed the require-

ments for firebox steel to tensile strength running from 50,000
to 58,000 pounds per square inch, the former limits being from
55,000 to 65,000 pounds per square inch.
It seems clear to the author, however, that the problem of
long
of

life

of firebox steel

but

steel,

is

much

not so

a question of quality

By suitable treatmostly up to the railroads.
supplies, a proper arrangement for delivering

is

ment of the water
feed water
boilers in

the

into

boiler,

roundhouse and elsewhere, long

can be expected

life

matter that

the care of boilers

treatment of water.

is

matter chiefly

this

very intimately tied up

is

good performance of

may

it

flue

flues

be interesting to

and firebox

steel

go hand

in

hand,

work and hardness,

particu-

permanent hardness of the water.
some comparison of the amount of flue work
and boiler washing done on switch engines at the various places
on the C, B. & Q. Ry. System, I arranged to get the numbers of
switch engines working at some twenty-two places during July,
I then arranged to take from our records the amount of
1905.
This
flue work and boiler washing done on these engines.
comparison is intended largely to note, if possible, what relation there might be between the quality of the water supply
and the flue work and boiler washing done.
I also plotted the hardness against the miles per washing
and miles per flue calked.
In looking this over closely, in
a general way it may be said that the miles per washing decrease as the hardness increases, which is a result that would
be expected.
There seems to be no relation, however, between
the total hardness and the miles per flue calked, some of the
•owest results being with the soft waters. Looking more closely
into this feature, the cases where the miles per flue calked are
large are the ones where the water has either been softened

larly,

In order to get

.

in
all

a

softening plant

or

has been treated with soda ash.

cases where the softening plant

ment

consists of the

is

In

used, part of the treat-

use of soda ash, and in

all

cases

where

had sufficient
combine with the permanent hardness or

the miles per flue calked are high, the water really

soda ash put into
calcium sulphate.

The amount

it

to

of flue work, as far as quality of water

is

con-

cerned, seems a function of the permanent hardness, and within
the limits of such waters as

we have

to use

amount of

(say 40 parts per

work seems to
Analyses of water taken
from boilers have shown that the permanent hardness keeps
concentrating in the boiler up to perhaps ten or twenty or more
parts per 100,000, while if there is an excess of soda ash. the
water in the boiler will have very little hardness, amounting to
perhaps five parts per 100,000.
100,000 of total hardness), the

flue

be independent of the total hardness.

I

think-

I

may now

express

this

as

the

be

desirable

is

very

by

second,

;

feed water dropping to the bottom of the boiler

when

Some feed water
steam production is not going on.
arrangement should be used which will not allow the water to
thus segregate; third, by keeping the boiler continuously hot
and avoiding wash-outs, especially with cold water; a blow-off
pipe on the back mud ring connected to a blow-off cock in the
back corner in conjunction with a system of blowing will keep
the boiler free from all accumulations if the water has been
suitably treated.
The blowing out is also necessary to keep
the concentration of the water below the foaming point, say
active

200 parts per 100,000.
If the

above are done, probably the quality of firebox steel
but the author suggests that the

of secondary importance;

is

quality of steel called for in the specifications of the

American

Railway Master Mechanics' Association, tensile strength of 52,000
to 62000 pounds, will probably in general be most satisfactory.

general

Low

studied

work, but as the

record the results of some investiga-

tions concerning the relation of flue

also

will

the problem of

in

The author has

with

connection

in

lime

avoiding considerable and sudden variations of temperature due

and proper methods of caring for

with any grade of firebox steel, and most of the complaints
of poor steel are then apt to disappear.
TREATMENT OF WATER.

A

hard softening with

feed

sulphate

all

rule

that

'Boiler Pressures

view of the fact that boiler pressures have steadily increased in the past twenty years from 140 to 200 pounds and
more, the topical question "Is not a boiler pressure of 185
In

pounds better than 200 pounds for locomotives," was especially
interesting at the Master Mechanics' convention.
The discussion of the subject by Dr. W. F. M. Goss constitutes another
valuable contribution to the literature of the locomotive.

It

is

as follows:

assume that the question which

I

I

am

asked to answer

applies to simple locomotives using saturated steam

may

discuss

it

as

a

question

of

design,

;

also that

I

having reference to

proposed locomotives, rather than as a question of expediency,
controlling the operation of existing engines.

From

beginning, the steam pressures have steadily inhave taken from a published paper by one of our
members, Mr. William Forsyth, a diagram showing (Fig. 1)
the progress in steam pressure.
In this diagram you will see

creased.

that

160
in

1

the
I

the 100 pound limit passed between i860 and 1870
the
pound limit in 1890, and the 200 pound limit was exceeded
goo.
The tendency of the curve is still upward. In view of
;

historical

this

limit

of

reached, and

As

record

pressure
if

for

of importance to ask whether the

is

economical performance

so whether

a preliminary to a

would

it

more

call attention to the

may

it

has

yet

been

not already have been passed.

detailed discussion of the subject,
fact that as a

problem

I

in design, the

question of steam pressure does not directly affect the question
It is a common mistake to assume that a locomotive
designed to carry an abnormally high steam pressure will be
unusually powerful.
Of course, those who have studied the

of power.

problem understand that that need not be so, since the power
which a locomotive develops is represented by the forces which
are transmitted by the piston rods, and these forces are as much
a function of cylinder volumes as of the steam pressure.
Having selected a steam pressure, the volume of cylinders may be
determined which will serve for any power within the capacity
of the boiler of the locomotive.

emphasize, therefore,

is

the question of pressure
in

so far as

it

This leads

may
us,

the
is

fact

The
that,

thing which
as

a

I

would

first

problem in design,

not related to that of power except

affect the efficiency of the cylinders.

then,

to

a

consideration of the question, as
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the

to

of

increase

that

extent

pressure

may

be expected

The

to

facts

improve the cylinder performance of a locomotive.
involved in the question may most easily be apprehended by
I
referring to the performance of the ideally perfect engine.
repreB
curve
the
(Fig.
2)
have given upon the diagram
senting the steam consumption per horsepower hour of an

A

engine

perfect, when supplied with steam
exhausting at a pressure of
when
and

at

various

five

pounds

ideally

pressures

above atmosphere. From this diagram you will see that beginning with a pressure of 25 pounds the consumption per horsepower hour of this perfect engine is 40 pounds, and that for a
time the consumption diminishes rapidly as the pressure is increased until the pressure becomes considerable. For the higher
ranges of pressure, however, the increase in performance is but

For example, if you will scan the upper portion of the
curve A B you will note that from 175 pounds to 275 pounds
pressure the inclination of the line is slight, which indicates
slight.

that performance at the higher pressure is but slightly better
than that at the lower limit. This curve is purely a theoretical
one.
Lt shows that from theoretical considerations alone we

any large improvement
of a locomotive by merely increasing

efficiency

steam pressure.

its

3450
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so;
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some other curve, which may be C E, the location of

which

of course, indefinite

when

is,

the pressure

is

increased

1.3

\

one series of

represents

\

\

a.

80

\
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c

will note

that

from these
sure which
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A

1
:
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an experimental side of the question and
considering the actual performance of a locomcUvo when served
with steam at different pressures I present to you the line C D
(Fig. 2), which fairly represents a series of more than 70 tests,
run under different pressures ranging from 120 to 250 pounds

Turning now

to

The

per square inch.

tests

You

is

when

not greater than 200 pounds, that

the pres-

increased above that limit, the coal consumption increases.

sure

is

The

values to which the curve

F G

refers are given at the top

of the diagram and not at the bottom.

This presents to you in rather brief form the performance
of a single actual engine as regards cylinder performance and
I must call
coal consumption under different steam pressures.

your attention

to the fact that this
all tests

is

not the whole story because

here represened were run upon a boiler

pressure would allow, the boiler efficiency for these lower

new

curves might then

left,

curves would be

rectified

That

is,

the

moved

to

the

minimum consumption lower

indicating a point of

than the

Summarizing the statements already made and adding others

CD

'80

a

at

tests.

on the basis of coal consumption as determined
we have the minimum consumption at a pres-

thereto, the following will be

175

'70

which were made

tests

60

Figure

actual loss

corresponding points upon the curves shown.

\\

IU0

'60

of

all

tests,

constant cut-off, the series embracing some 12 or 15

lower ends of these

125

'50

become an

of lower pressures than those which are given.

100

1840

likely to

is

be drawn which would appear even more favorable to the use

0)

20

In any case the expected gain

through incidental causes, chiefly through leak.
The problem of coal consumption per horsepower hour is,
I cannot at this time
of course, the factor which we are after.
present to you a curve of coal consumption which will be as
representative as that by which I have represented steam consumption, since the data covering coal performance is not yet
in hand; but I do present to you a curve F G (Fig. 2) which

in

ISO

40

likely

is

to follow

pressures would have been increased and

1

,

(I)

Instead of this curve there

D.

but possessing such increase of heating surface as the reduction

75

to

/

01

C

resented by the line

which was designed for 250 pounds pressure. If, for the tests
of lower pressures, it had been possible to employ a boiler of
the same weight as was employed under the highest pressure,

/

s

250

which are rep-

tions are likely to be less satisfactory than those

of the fact that

D

160

HOUR

PER

1

275

ISO

cylinder

the

in

expect

not

should

275

referred to have been conducted by

found

to be true

Very high steam pressures are not essential to the
(1)
development of high power.
The advantages to be obtained from an increase of
(2)
pressure above any given limit, are only such as may be derived
from an improvement in cylinder performance, and from a reduction in the dimensions of cylinders.
For all increments of
pressure above 150 pounds, the possible improvement in cylinder
performance will be small; for all above 185 pounds it will be
practically negligible.
As to cylinders, it may be noted that
conditions external to the locomotive may sometimes require
the use of abnormally small cylinders, but such conditions do not
often

become controlling

factors.

It

is

true

also

that

small

University under the
This curve C D shows
the steam consumption per horsepower hour for the range of
I would especially call your attention to the
pressures given.
form of this curve. Its upper portion is almost vertical. The

cylinders permit the use of lighter pistons, and hence they tend

change in performance attending an increase of pressure from
175 pounds to 250 pounds amounts only to 1.3 pounds of steam
per horsepower hour. I should call your attention also to the
fact that these curves are plotted in terms of steam per horse-

heating

surface,

weight

limits, less

power hour; inasmuch as at the higher pressures a pound of
steam represents more heat than at the lower pressure, a curve
of heat consumed would be even more nearly vertical than that

difficulty

attending

injectors

and boiler-checks.

laboratory

engineering

the

ratronage of the

which

is

The

C D.
which are represented by the

in

return

for

and engine.

pressures,

a

which,

with

as

great vigilance

in

the

while

attracting

but

problem of counterbalancing.

The disadvantages

(3)

to

be

met when

the

pressure

is

increased above any given limit are as follows

An

(a)

and hence

increased weight of boiler for a given amount of

when

or

designer

the

is

required to observe

heating surface than might otherwise be used,

a boiler of lower efficiency.

Where

(b)

feed

is of poor quality
it
increases the
maintenance in working condition, of

water

the

complicates the problem of keeping boilers tight and
adds enormously to the cost of boiler maintenance.
(d)
It increases incidental losses, especially those occurring
the form. of leaks of steam or water from boiler and engines.
(c)

C D were
maintenance of

line

at

the higher

attention,

become

Such leaks are more difficult to
increases, and I am free
from an engine working under road condilosses.

the range of pressure

to say that results

little

to simplify the

It

in general

Small leaks occur, especially

source of serious

deal

Purdue

given as
results

obtained
boiler

of

Carnegie Institute.

in

From
of the

these considerations

it

appears that a general solution

problem of determining what

is

the

most, economical

pressure of a locomotive involves three sets of facts
(1)

Those defining cylinder and

Those dealing with the weight of

boiler

performance.

(2)

boilers designed for different
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perfection
pressures and different capacities; (3) the degree of
service.
with which proposed locomotives are to be maintained in
points
these
of
two
first
the
covering
An abundance of data

now

is

in hand,

while the third probably can never be abso-

August,
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Atlantic and Pacific types of engines. In addition to the dimensions given, which are most interesting to the practical man,
the pamphlet

explains the principles of

fully

The

in the several types.

design,

involved

illustrations include motor trucks for

lutely defined.
I

may add

summer

that I have appropriated the

to an analysis

hope that by fall I shall be able to add to
of these data, and
general than
this discussion some statements which will be more
those which I give now.
Meantime, I can only say, in response to the specific question which has been assigned me, that my investigations justify
the assertion that a pressure of 185 pounds will give better
I

proposed simple locomotives using saturated steam,
than would be obtained from a pressure of 200 pounds.
results

No greater progress has been made in any shop operation
of
than that seen in steel tire turning, and especially the tires
work
of
class
this
in
The early interest evinced
car wheels.
years, the use of the high-speed tool steels,
and was the result of the rapid adoption of the steel tired wheel
passenger train service at a time when the appliances for

ante-dates, by

many

in

work satisfactorily were inadequate. Tt is within
the memory of all when truing a pair of badly worn 42 inch
tires was considered a good day's work on the old machines

doing the

The Pond lathe was the direct outcome of -the need of a
special tool to do tire turning on car wheels, and they were the
first in the field to have a proper distribution of metal and
be powered up to the new requirements, and easily broke
The system inauguall previous records for that class of work.
the possidemonstrate
expert
rated at that time, of having an
bilities of the tool, is in force to-day, with the result that equipto

ment is not held out of service for want of wheels.
"The Progress Reporter" for June has the following to say
about the Pond lathes of the present time: "The capacity of
wheel lathe has increased so much in the
last two years, due to various improvements in the lathe and in
the methods of handling the work, that the former methods
which we recommended no longer hold good. At the present
time, many of these lathes are getting out a pair of wheels an
steel-tire car

We have a record of 518 pairs finished in 447 consecutive
working hours. In another shop 14 pairs of wheels were finished
The amount the tires are worn makes little differin 10 hours.
ence in the output of the lathe, as the tread is roughed out at

hour.

cut,

even though the depth of cut
»

»

may

be Yi to 9-16 inch.

Steel

Fulcrum

special brake beam.
While under former conditions the malleable iron fulcrum
was sufficiently strong to perform the service required, the
introduction of the increased capacity cars, higher speed and

quick action brakes,

made necessary the use of a
The latter conditions were

reliable fulcrum.

the Buffalo

company brought out

stronger and
fully

covered

their forged fulcrum

they being the originators and patentees.
last the

of the car.
All brake

beams manufactured by

with the forged fulcrum.

Many

this

company are equipped

railroads are using these ful-

crums to replace the malleable iron fulcrums now
they

which taken with the beautiful half-tones,
make an exhibit that tells the whole story. The illustrations
include the Brinkerhoff-Doyle wheel hubs and journal boxes
The pamphlet is 6 by 9
for both collared and collarless axles.
work of the company.
high
class
usual
inches and shows the
Copies will be supplied on application to the American Locomostanding of them,

tive

Company.

Manfacturers Observations in

Germany

on the trade situation abroad, having
direct reference to American machinery and tools, are presented herewith, in the observations of one of our prominent
American industrial captains, which appeared in a recent issue

Some

strong

hints

of the "Iron Age."

Charles A. Schieren,

in service as

fail.

Motor and Trailer Trucks" is the title of a new
pamphlet issued by the American Locomotive Company, illus-

of the firm of Charles A. Schieren

Jr.,

&

Co., manufacturers of leather belting, 37 Ferry street, New
York, has just returned from a European business trip which
gave him an excellent opportunity of studying conditions on the
In fact, almost all of Mr.
Continent, especially in Germany.
Schieren's time was spent in Germany, which is due to the fact
that the large European business of his firm is handled through

branch located

a principal

center business

at

Hamburg.

From

this distributing

transacted with 21 minor agencies, distributed

is

throughout the industrial centers of the Continent and Norway
Germany Breslau,
and Sweden. These are located as follows
Cologne, Hagen (I. W.), Hof (I. B.), Gladbach, Mannheim,
Mulhausen (I. E.), Munich, Quedlinburg, St. Johann, SchwenRussia Moscow, Warsaw, Lodz Hungaryningen, Stuttgart
Budapest Roumania Bukarest Norway Christiania Sweden

—

:

—

;

Italy

—
— Milan.

;

—

;

;

Mr. Schieren said

"Germany
industry

is

is

in a very prosperous condition.

extremely busy and

are reaping a rich harvest in the

all

way

Every

line of

enterprising manufacturers

of profits.

Concerns which

seven years ago, when I made my last previous trip abroad, were
having a hard time to make both ends meet, last year declared
dividends of 20 per cent and upward.

Not only are German

manufacturers busy caring for their own trade, but they are
making vast strides in reaching out for the markets of the

They are

world.

Their forged fulcrum and beams are guaranteed to

clearest

the

in

;

—

when

construction

details

— Stockholm

The accompanying illustration shows the Buffalo Brake Beam
Company's forged steel fulcrum as applied to the Vanderbilt

of the working drawings bring out
manner for correct under-

The reproductions

systems.

;

«

The Buffalo Forged

more

New York

An American

assigned to the job.

our Pond

Central suburban service, for the Paris-Orleans,
the Schenectady, the Delaware and Hudson, the Brooklyn Rapid
Transit, the Buffalo and Lockport and various other electric
the

»

Output of Pond Lathes on Steel-Tired Car
Wheels

life

BUFFALO FORGED STEEL BRAKE BEAM FULCRUM

in

.

one

B

directing very energetic efforts in the direc-

Several of the well-known machinery
of the Far East.
houses who handle American machinery very extensively are

tion

opening branches in Japan at present. The German manufacturer is even gaining a strong foothold in England and her
colonies.
This is very noticeable at present in the case of
India.

"In Russia Germany

trating

doing a tremendous business.
She
made immense
there during the Russo-Japanese war,
chiefly because her manufacturers took chances, so far as pay-

tive

ment

"Electric

and describing the motor trucks used in electric locomoand suburban equipment and also the trailing trucks of the

is

profits

is

concerned,

when Russia was

financially

discredited.
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Now

she continues

to

reap

these

the benefit of

Russia

risks,

now buying

which
great

have terminated most successfully.
quantities of machinery and mechanical supplies and it is in
Germany that the purchases are being made. Many of the large
Russian houses now have accounts with German bankers, and
all risk has been eliminated, as payment is made with draft on
Russian plants which were closed down during the
Berlin.
war are now regaining their foothold and are rapidly becoming
rejuvenated. The Russian government is a very heavy customer,

and

every indication points to a very

is

much

greater activity in

"There

is

eertainly a great

tures in Russia, but

I

am

market for American manufac-

inclined to believe that the best

VIEWS
of supplying

it

at present

is

IN

way

work

rather but another phase of the great

It is

Meanthroughout the empire.
while Germany is keeping very close watch on the development
across the border and is very keen in availing herself of the

of

reconstruction

in

progress

slightest advantage.

THE GERMAN MANUFACTURER.

PROGRESS OF

"The progress which
every direction

the

German manufacturer
This enterprise

astonishing.

is

aged by the Emperor, who

is

is

making

trially.

showing

The young men

using his influence to better the

is

a

greater

Germany

of

interest

in

being encour-

position of the captains of industry socially as well

direction.

this

of the country.
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in

of the

manufacturing.

better

indus-

as

class

Many

are

of these

THE SHOPS OF THE HICKS LOCOMOTIVE & CAR WORKS

through Germany.

This theory

is

who were

sent abroad several years ago for a business educa-

now

based simply upon the strong foothold which German merchants

tion,

have gained, and applies to immediate business. I believe that
Russia will buy a great deal directly in this country as soon
as American houses are in a position to go after the business
and take care of the demand. Naturally, Germany cannot continue to satisfy all of Russia's enormous consuming power, for
her requirements are growing rapidly as the work of reconstruction progress-es.
German manufacturers and merchants,
.being so much closer to the scene, have much better facilities
of knowing who's who in Russia than the American trader
hence the seller on this side of the water should be extremely

country's industrial and commercial advancement.

careful concerning the matter of credits.

It is safe to deal only
with the largest houses and there will be enough business from
such reliable sources to satisfy the conservative American manu-

facturer.
The present internal political disturbances of Russia
are not having an adverse effect upon the industrial rebuilding

have

"Hamburg
ties

are

is

fine, its

returned,

a

model

and they are potent factors
city in every way.

steamers connecting

it

in

The shipping

their

facili-

with every corner of the

which much might be said that
our own country.
as
an
instance
of
this
I
might
Just
state that this morning "we
are sending a large shipment to Bombay, finding that we save
at least two weeks in time and some money by choosing this
route in preference to direct steamer from New York.
"On the tariff question I think that the United States ought
to reciprocate with Germany on certain lines and do all in its
power to encourage a strengthening of the commercial ties
binding the two countries. I would regard a trade war between
the United States and Germany as one of the most disastrous
things that might possibly happen to us."
globe.

This

is

a

subject on

would show Germany

to be far in the lead of
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Effect of Overstraining Iron

Mitis Steel

Mr. James Muir

at a meeting of the Royal Society, states
were undertaken with a view of throwing some
light on the uncertainty which seemed to exist as to the effects
produced by tensile overstrain on the behavior of iron when

Mitis iron

obtained by melting wrought iron in crucible

is

that experiments

furnaces without adding anything to the mixture.

afterward subjected to compression.

thereby obtained, neglecting the slight changes that may take
place during the melting of the raw material in contact with
graphite crucible, are of the same nature as the raw material

The

object of his research

has been to find out what was the characteristic behavior of

thoroughly good material.
The results of his research gave,
some support to the conjecture that there were two distinct

The

castings

used.
In their manufacture, crop ends of Swedish iron are
mostly used with the result that the castings obtained are soft,

and of excellent

quality.

If a

wrought iron of

inferior quality

LUMBER YARD

DRY KILN

LUMBER YARD

-GENERAL PLAN OF LOCOMOTIVE AND COACH DEPARTMENT (WEST WORKS) OF PRESENT .HICKS LOCOMOTIVE AND CAR WORKS

GENERAL VIEW OF BUILOINGS ID1CATED

FIG 3

causes contributing to the

The

overstrain.

the

material

phenomenon

overstraining

— seemed

resistance to tension

to

itself

of hardening by tensile

— the

actual

stretching

of

harden the material both as regards

and

to compression, while the process of
recovery from tensile overstrain by the application of an internal
stress,

raised

stress

by

Engineer.

the

tension

approximately

yield-point

an

equal

below

the

amount.— The

overstraining

Mechanical

is

melted,

IN

the

FIGURE t

casting

will

be of an inferior quality.

If

soft

crops are melted, the resulting casting will have a steely
nature.
The castings obtained are better than malleable iron
steel

can be bent to a certain degree when cold, and can be
Their cost is said to be a little higher than
malleable iron castings.
They require no annealing. 1 ne
they

forged when hot.

Foundry.
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Hicks Locomotive and Car Works

of

While most railway men have a vague idea that outgrown
locomotives and cars are bought by firms handling second-hand
equipment and by them sold to small lines, new lines, contractors
or firms needing small or cheap equipment, yet few have much
realization of the extent to which this business has been developed by at least one firm. For this reason it may not be out
of place to pause a moment and regard this industry, for, by
reason

of

the

repair

development

plant

handle the work, a veritable industry

it

found

FIG. 4

mind the plant of
was recently visited.
The plants shown
iri

the

necessary

With

has become.

to
this

in

the

ensuing illustrations

are

1897 by Mr. F.

entirely

M. Hicks

the

building

;

"S^
FIG.

employed

in the

two

and the building of new equipment,

in

with erecting
section

pit capacity for

170 by 250 feet.

24 locomotives in the single-story

The double-story

section is 65 by 170
which the machine shop occupies the lower floor and the
shop, brass and buffing departments the upper floor. Adjoin-

feet, in

tin

ing this building are the boiler and smith shops, located in a
feet.

All erecting pits are served by over-

head hand cranes, while a 6-tons capacity electric telpher system connects the boiler shop, erecting and machine shops with
the storage yard outside, which latter is served by an electric
traveling crane commanding the 68x140 feet two-story stores
building.

A

70-foot electric transfer table

serves both the locomotive

and coach departments, the buildings for the latter comprising
an 11 pit, two-deep, coach erecting shop 170 by 197 feet, a wood

HICKS LOCOMOTIVE & CAR WORKS

designated respectively as the West Works and
East Works, have been developed to meet the demands.
Also, the business was incorporated in May of this year with a

illustrations,

the

capital of $1,200,000,

Smith,

are

The locomotive and coach work is conducted in the West
a plan is shown in Fig. 2 and a general view
Fig. 3. The locomotive shop is a one and two-story building,

ORIGINAL PLANTJ89?

1— BEGINNING OF

men

plants.

Works, of which

building 50 by 230

modest way indicated in the first illustration. This first
was secured and equipped by Mr. Hicks on realizing
that the nature of the business demanded an abandonment of
the (at that time) usual policy of depending upon the selling
railway company for the necessary repairs.
The result of this
move was an immediate expansion of the business which has
continued until at the present time the two plants shown in the
in

locomotives and cars

particularly passenger and freight cars, while over 900

TRANSFER TABLE SIDE OF HICKS LOCOMOTIVE SHOP

Hicks Locomotive and Car Works

the result of the business begun in

279

with F. M. Hicks as president; Elliot C.
William Mclnness, treasurer; E. H.

vice-president;

Norton, assistant treasurer, and C. A. Ralston, assistant to the
Furthermore, at the present time the business of the
company not only includes the brokerage of second-hand equipment, but the taking of large or small contracts for the repair
president.

FIG. 5

— ERECTING

SECTION OF HICKS LOCOMOTIVE SHOP

RAILWAY MASTER MECHANIC

28o

and cabinet shop 70 by 158 feet, a tender shop 60 by 158
Views of
feet, and a dry kiln and ltimber shed 68 by 80 feet.
various scenes in and around these buildings are presented in
Figs. 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8.
The power plant comprises 600 H. P. in
three tubular units, two 200 H. P. Ball, tandem compound engines, belt-driving four 75 K.-W., D. C. generators and an air
compressor of 600 cubic feet free air per min. capacity. The
mill

FIG.

6— MACHINE

tapper was

shop

was home made

19-

The
Wangler

for this department.

equipment has also recently received a
rotary beveler, a Kling Bros, punch and two Bradley hammers,
while a sill machine and sash sticker went to the wood mill.

boiler

equipment renders the plant adequate for deof about 125 locomotives each year in addition

mands upon

it

to the repair

Missouri

work

for a

number of

hammer.

large roads, including the

Chicago & Eastern Illinois and Cincinnati,
Dayton about 100 rebuilt coaches and approxi-

Pacific,

Hamilton &

;

mately an equal number of new cars annually.

ROD DEPARTMENT OF HICKS LOCOMOTIVE SHOP

/

—VIEW IN ERECTING SECTION OF HICKS COACH SHOP

converted into a staybolt threader and a

tons hydraulic press

recently received a Bement-Milis steam

This additional

FIG

machine tool equipment provided the various departments is
most complete, among the latter purchases of which may be
mentioned a 78-inch Pond boring mill, a 42-inch boring mill, a
6-tons Northern Engineering Works telpher hoist, a Fosdick &
Holloway 72-inch - radial drill, a 30 by 30 by 8 foot Gray
planer, a Le Blond No. 3 milling machine, a National triple
head bolt cutter for the locomotive department. A 12-spindlc
nut

The smith shop

SECTION OF HICKS LOCOMOTIVE SHOP

FIG. 8

August, 1906

The East Works plant is devoted entirely to freight car
repair and new construction
the present capacity in the latter
line being some 15 cars a day.
The plan is shown in Fig. 9 and
The 180 by 400 foot steel car repair
a general view in Fig. 10.
;

and erecting shop indicated has only progressed as for as the
foundations, yet while the 40 by 60 foot storehouse construction
has not had its superstructure raised, though the work on both
The buildings are located on
is being energetically prosecuted.
a

28-acre

tract

of ground adjoining

acres for future extensions.
prise a building 65

shop and

sill

by 220

and bolster

The
feet

mill.

a

controlled

buildings

now

tract

in service

o-f

38

com-

devoted to the uses of a truck

This building

is

served through-
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out by an overhead Northern Engineering
tons capacity and
4

truck erecting

in

Rig.

280

crane of 10-

equipped with axle lathes, boring mills and

is

pits,

while four material tracks enter as

shown

i,8co-H.-P.

erecting shops, each 60 by 280 feet,

connect witb the

mentioned building and a well equipped wood shop, 20 by
occupies the space between. Two hundred and eighty

feet,

feed water heater.

dem-compound

A

500-H.-P. Porter-Allen, tan-

engine, direct coupled to a Westinghouse A.

C.

generator, has been ordered.

A

9.

Two
just

Works

281

number of

cars have been repaired for the
and 300 new stock cars buflt for. the C. & G. W.,
as well as 300 gondolas for the Midland Valley.
Among other
recent orders filled might also be mentioned three locomotives
A., T.

large

&

S.

stock

F.

LUMBER YARD

FIG. 9

— GENERAL PLAN OF CAR DEPARTMENT (EAST WORKS) HICKS LOCOMOTIVE & CAR WORKS

*:

*

FIG. 10

— GENERAL VIEW OF

feet of a 60 by 360 foot building constitutes the smith
the remaining portion being equally divided between a

and

shop

power

The present power equipment consists of a
Westinghouse vertical cross-compound engine, beltdriving a 180-K.-W. Westinghouse A. C. generator, a 12 by 12
inch Westinghouse air compressor, a 6 by 36 inch Cook pump
and a Worthington duplex feed pump in connection with an
boiler house.

250-H.-P.

BUILDINGS 'INDICATED^IN
for Holly

&

-

FIG. 9

Swink, two far the Georgetown

& Western, one

for

Rocky Mountain & P.acific, eight new coaches for
the Bessemer & Lake Erie, six for me Atlanta, Birmingham &
Atlantic, six express- car*, two combination cars and two mail
cars for the Atlantic Coast Line, one private car for the LongBell Lumber Co., one private car for the Kansas Fish Commission, and one for the Western Union Telegraph Co.
the St. Louis,
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Month

J^otes of the

Edw. H. Barnes, secretary of the Railway Supply &
Equipment Company, 805-897 Equitable building, Atlanta, Ga.,
Mr.

has been appointed representative in the Southern territory, for
the Pittsburg Spring & Steel Company, of Pittsburg, Pa.

The Chicago Car Heating Company, with main offices
the Rai'lway Exchange building, Chicago, manufacturers

in

Blue Flag, a publication issued
Ohio, paint and varnish
Dayton,
Brothers Company,

The

Little

by the Lowe
makers, contains, as usual, much of interest to users of paints
and varnishes. A copy of this publication will be sent upon
application to the company.

very handsome catalogue has been issued by the Cincinnati Punch & Shear Company, of Cincinnati, Ohio, which illustrates and describes the various products of the company, such
as heavy punches and shears for all kinds of work, bending
for boiler

and other

There

A

plates, etc.

copy of

this catalogue

be sent upon, application to any one interested in metal
working machinery.
The difficulty of securing satisfactory packing for locomotive

been successfully overcome by Greene, Tweed
experimenting on their part, by adaptconsiderable
after
& Co.,
ing their Palmetto packing to the peculiar conditions of throttle
This concern stands ready to send without
valve service.
charge samples of their Palmetto throttle packing to demonthrottle valves has

strate its superior merits.

that the

news reports of the

erroneous.

The only

and miscellaneous

ing

loss

fire

suffered

office

states

in their plant of July 2

was

belting,

in

The

supplies.

line

were

almost entirely to the adjoining buildings, which made it necessary to close down but a few days. The works are again in full
in the effort to catch

swing

The
Pratt
to

Boston

up on orders.

Niles-Bement-Pond Company and
been removed from Pearl street
furnished quarters on the
handsomely
and
Oliver building, corner of Milk and Oliver
of these companies is to dispense with showof both heavy and light machine tools and

offices

of

& Whitney Company have

more spacious

eighth floor of the
streets.

The

policy

rooms, the variety
cranes built by

their several

works being too great

to permit of

The Locomotive Appliance Company, Chicago, has put out
new pamphlet illustrating and describing the Allfree Hubbell

valve gear, and locomotives oh which
tion.

The improved mechanism
shown (the old system of

for

it

is

in successful

operating

the

opera-

valves

is

gears being discarded), and
and indicator diagrams explain the economy
obtained by this gear, which is adapted for application to either
the ordinary link motion or any radial valve motion.
clearly

interesting tables

—

the company's systems of car heating, also giving detail informa-

regarding

used in connection
therewith. The company has also issued a catalogue describing
its Pintsch gas incandescent mantle lamp system of car lighting.
This catalogue gives full descriptions of all details of the lightit

the

of

all

different

upon application

interested in the subject

Owing

to

the

demand

increasing

New York

have opened a

Pa.,

The company has

a warehouse

leased

also

Users of jacks

bearing screw jacks.
will find

it

Mr. William H. Lucas, of the financial department of John
Lucas Company (paints and varnishes), died at Atlantic City,
July 1, at the age of 73. As the head of the selling department
of the company Mr. Lucas was widely known in this country
and abroad up to 1878. Of late years his attention had been
given entirely to the management of the finances of the com-

within

easy reach

the

in

of

vicinity

New

convenient to send their orders and inquiries

26 Cortlandt street, as this branch

to

The mechanical

features

with double pawls situated

is

now

in

a position

to

of

the

device

embrace a ratchet

the lever, on the shaft of which

in

worm

engaging with the gear teeth cut on the periphery
of the nut.
Through this nut passes the screw as in ordinary
jacks.
The nut revolves on ball bearings and is as frictionless
They are made in all sizes
as possible to make such a device.
and in all capacities, those designed for train use on hot boxes
are provided with a bail or handle and are easy to carry. They
are among the most ingeniously designed tools a mechanic
would wish to look at. The work is first class yet the screw
is

a

is

the passive

—

Acme

tin-

member

in

this

combination.

New

Company,

Ball Bearing

They

made by

are

York.

&

Western Railroad Company
Westinghouse Machine Company for
two Westinghouse-Parsons steam turbines to be installed in
The turbines will
their passenger terminal at Hoboken, N. J.
operate under a steam pressure of 140 pounds, 28 inch vacuum,
and moderate superheat, driving 500 k. w. three-phase, 60 cycle
Westinghouse generators of the rotating field enclosed turbo
These machines will supply current to the station and
type.
has contracted with the

Internal superheaters will be used, while the condensing

yards.

as

be obtained of F. E.

build-

ship orders promptly.

and nearly every page has beautiful halftones of characteristic features of this home of land and water
game and historical lore. A perusal of the little brochure will
give the stranger a very intelligent idea of one of nature's beauty

may

Havermeyer

jacks will be kept in stock, as well as a quantity of Duff roller

will

It

the

office -in

of their office where a complete line of Barrett track and car

will

Maine Central.

company.

Barrett jacks in the

ing at 26 Cortlandt street in charge of Mr. George A. Edgin.

boilers

Boothby, general passenger agent, Portland, Maine.

to the

for

Eastern market, the Duff Manufacturing Company, of Allegheny,

system

the "call of the wild"

parts

Copies of these catalogues will be sent to any one

system.

>g

an attractive folder of 64
The Maine Central has
pages and a map of the Rangeley Lake and Dead River region.
The descriptive matter is most interesting to those familiar with
issued

spots reached by the

instantly adjustable to the required

is

at

The Delaware, Lackawanna

exhibition.

a

that the screw

is

and does not

The Safety Car Heating & Lighting Company, 160 Broadway, New York, has issued a handsome catalogue entitled
"'Steam Heat."
The catalogue fully illustrates and describes

shaft-

was confined

fire

Acme

any time revolve the nut performs that
function solely.
The latter being secured in a machine fitted
case rides down the inclined plane of the quadruple threaded
screw when lifting, and raises the screw against the load.
height,

York

Company

in the business of the firm.

something new doing in jack construction, as was
Jack recently, a device that has some superior
points about it, and some entirely different from those obtaining in any other jacks for lifting loads.
The point par ex-

will

Advice from the Dayton Pneumatic Tool

in the

is

noted in the

tion

A

rolls

of affairs will remain as before, as the
hands of William E. and H. Spencer Lucas,

direction
is

who have grown up

cellence

Keeler.
issue of

trusteeship

of

vapor and pressure systems of car heating, have opened up an
Eastern office at No. 170 Broadway, New York. The Eastern
office will be in charge of Messrs. F. F. Coggin and B. A.

The July

The

pany.

August, iqo6

in

Babcock &
be Worthington barometric.
supply steam, using small anthracite coal.

Wilcox

Mr. Loring Coes, whose name is familiar the world over
the inventor of the Coes screw wrench, died at his home
Worcester, Mass., on Friday, July 13, at the age of 95 years.

had the reputation of being the oldest man in this country
actively engaged in the management of a large manufacturing
He was born in Worbusiness the Coes Wrench Company.
cester, and served in the city council and also as director of
many financial institutions. While his life was fully occupied

He

—

with

business

diversions

missed.
is

in

A

shown

Mechanic.

cares,

he

the open

never

air,

lost

an

opportunity

to

and his well-known figure

enjoy
will

be

picture of Mr. Coes on horseback at the age of 94

in

the

January,

1906,

issue

of the

Railway Master
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Summer Resorts

in

Maine

guide book entitled "The Rangcley Lakes and Dead River
Region" conies to us to-day and is unquestionably the finest piece

A

we have

of literature that
tion line for

what

in

The cover

of

and shows a typical Maine
those woods' pleasures which abound

to

Maine.

The book contains about one hundred pages
what Maine offers
camper or summer

of

descriptive

the angler, the hunter, the canoeist, the

to

tourist

who

out for the mere pleasure of

is

being out-of-doors.

Every page contains
descriptive matter

at least

different

is

one beautiful half-tone cut. The
in most guide books,

from that

it

not

only

but describes them

canoeing, camping
is

wanted so that

of

tells

which may be

The book

trip

contains a

visited

has separate chapters on

;

guides and just that information which

outfit,

a

places

the

detail as well

in

may
map

and

be understanding^ planned

the expense practically figured before the start

in several colors

way

guide pointing the

issued by any transporta-

practically free distribution.

is

book is,printed

this

yet seen

that

in

283

made.

is

Dead

of the Rangcley Lakes and

River Region by which any "tenderfoot" can follow the water
ways which so thickly intersect that region without requiring the
services of a registered guide.

Q

of this publication may be obtained by sending fifteen
stamps or coin to the General Passenger Department,
Maine Central Railroad, Portland, Maine, this amount merely
covering expense of postage, wrapping and mailing, thus making
pie.-'

cent

in

book

the

practically free.

Railroad Paint Shop
Devoted

Edited by

PITARD

H.

J.

M.

C. Painter,

M.

<SL

O.

Official

Treatment of Cars

in

R.. R.
Organ of the Master Car and Locomotive

Editor Railroad Paint Shop

Answering your inquiry
to

"How we

treat a car after

shop for general repairs"
First, all trimmings such as sash, lamps, deck sash,

We

removed.

then use compressed air to remove

all

coming
etc.,

dirt

are

and

from inside, behind pipes, under sash openings and in
which could not he reached otherwise. After this is
finished we thoroughly inspect all parts of the car; if any new
sheathing is required, it is then determined on and parts
marked to be torn out balance of car has all paint burned off.
After all paint is burned off it is again inspected, and should
there be any defects, such as uneven joints or raised plugs in
sign board, apron or sash rest, all are dressed down.
dust

crevices

;

After the carpenters have finished their repairs
a

we

good sand papering and proceed with our priming

;

give car

then come

and ornamenting, followed by three coats of wearing body varnish, with
forty-eight hours between each coat.
As wc use one of the real good patent surfacers now on the
market, I find that a car that has been treated in the foregoing
manner is good from eight to ten years before repainting again,
and I consider that good service.
in

respective

their

On

interiors,

order,

first,

floor

filling,

is

window
is

of car.

in aisle
sills

Car

is

coloring

painted to avoid moisture being

absorbed into bare wood, which

and

rubbing,

always the case between seats
then thoroughly cleaned for 'varnish
is

and headlining^ are usually scraped, especially

necessary.

All other parts that require

it

are cleaned

if

with

After all work that has been scraped, or has
had varnish removed, is filled and shellaced, headlining is painted
and ornamented, the entire inside of car receives two or three
coats of interior coach varnish, all seat irons, baseboards, pipes,
etc.,

are painted, and

all

irons

on backs are bron/ed.

meantime all trimmings such as sash, stops, pilasters,
have been treated in much the same manner as interior of
car, on the bench.
All brass trimmings are taken to brass finisher for repairs and cleaning; then car is turned over to carIn the

etc.,

penters to trim.
finger

After car his been trimmed we clean off all
carpenters are so generous with, both on

marks— which

exterior and interior of cars which fchev handle.

Painters'

Association.

and top of seat ends and give an
additional coat of varnish to sills and rests on account of extreme rough usage to these particular parts of inside; stoves are
then blackened, all zincs and washstands neatly cleaned, floor is
then painted and after a few days car is returned to service.
E. L. Younger, Foreman Painter,
St. L., I, M. & S. Ry., Little Rock, Ark.
sills

Editor Railroad Paint Shop

Replying to yours of the 18th inst, requesting information
our shops when treating cars
for general repairs, especially burned off cars, wish to advise

relative to the system followed at

it
is our custom,
after burning off the exterior surface,
which also includes the upper deck and screens, to turn the
car over to the body builders, who re-surface the car, going over
same with planes and scrapers, traversing the surface and in
every way leveling up and practically reproducing the original
surface.
We then dig out all putty wdiere same shows any
inclination to crumble and proceed to treat the car similar to
a newdy sheathed one.
We make a practice of rough stuffing
and rubbing with block stone all classes of our passenger equipment excepting milk cars. Gold is used for exterior decora-

that

and three coats of finishing varnish are

tions

As

to

the interior:

the condition of the car.

applied.

The treatment accorded depends upon
As a rule, however, the interior work

runs heavy, with cars burned off or resheathed on the outside.

Scraper or varnish remover

it

varnish remover.

foot rests,

Master Car and
Locomotive Painters

Sandpaper window

General Repairs

to the Interests of

up the surface throughout.

is

We

frequently resorted to to clean

then

refill

and give three coals

of inside varnish and rub to an egg shell gloss with pumice stone

and

Headlinings are usually allowed to go

oil.

portion of the interior,

in

gloss,

which

together with the interior of saloons,

are the only ones allowed to go in gloss.

The time consumed from

the day exterior

day the finishing coat of varnish

is

applied

is

is

primed

to the

usually eighteen

or twenty days.
I

deem

hope
it

Ibis

information will be what you desire.

1 did not
necessary to go into details with the different operations,

time allowed for drying,

etc.

B. E. Miller,

D,

L.

Master Painter,

& W.

Ry.,

Kingsland, N.

J.
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System versus

Main

and Awkward-

Strength
ness

August, 1906

hand, trust and confidence reposed usually meets a ready re-

and the

sponse,

recipient will endeavor to prove himself

worthy

of the trust.

The most extravagant and
railroad shop

costly item

the conduct of a

in

Too

the lack of a practical working system.

is

worse than none at all. There is in many inred tape that might be profitably dispensed with.
A pair of revolving cog wheels engaging each other furnishes
a fitting idea of what ought to constitute a practical working
In this instance it is impressive to note the unvarying
system.

much system
stances much

is

regularity with which the cogs engage each other in their successive revolutions, but if geared too tightly or too loosely there
will be trouble.

working system, in order to make it
should be stripped of all that is in any degree orBut there is no
nate, and reduced to a simple practical basis.
it
must be
itself,
system, however well formed, that will run

Thus

in establishing a

successful,

it

divided and subdivided, and competent men placed at the head
of each division and subdivision, they must also be given much
latitude in the exercise of executive judgment, they should

and discharge their own help, and should
be consulted and their opinions carefully weighed upon all
matters affecting their respective departments, modern tools and
have the right

to hire

equipments should be unstintingly supplied, and nothing omitted
that

necessary to insure success.
officials should in

is

way

general

a

outline

and leave the details to the judgment and discreimmediate subordinates. Much depends upon the
their
of

their policy

higher shop

even after

officials
it

successful operation of a system,

and confidence of their subordinates.
in the wheel of success, and no one
cog
forms
a
Every foreman
of them or any number of them can be effaced by their superior
without

detriment

to

the

operation

successful

the

of

Each foreman is supposed to be a specialist in his particular
It was Andrew Carnegie who said, that he attributed his
line.
success to his ability to draw around him men who knew better
The
than he did how to do the things that he wanted done.
foreman's superior should possess" some ot this trait in his
make-up and "should appreciate such services after having acquired them.

But on the other hand if the superior officer is slippery and
and makes himself officious for fear that his authorwill
not
be duly recognized by his subordinates, and is guilty
ity
of spitefulness and littleness, and pursues a generally vacillating
policy, he will very soon sacrifice the respect of both his suSuch men will often endeavor to
periors and subordinates.
extricate themselves from the embarrassing predicament in
which their blunders place them, by casting the blame on their
unreliable,

In

this

respect

covers his head in the

they

are

the

like

that

ostrich

sand and imagines his entire body

is

hidden from view.

Another characteristic

trait

men

of such

that of rainbow

is

chasing; they drop the substance for the shadow;

and are the

rules

first to

break them

their

;

they

whole course

make
is

one

of demoralization.

may

It was said of General Kuroki, the eminently successJapanese general, that he never troubled himself about de-

vantage.

;

these were left entirely to his subordinates, and the success

To show
tion

and

to

is

measured.

is

it

the ability to

draw

is

abilities

develop the worst that

is

secret

forth their

times,

;

A

working system concerns everybody about the shops, or
on the road, as the case may be 'therefore it must be made as
acceptable to all as possible without compromising the com;

pany's interests.

Mr. Robert McKeon
Referring to the testimonial that appeared in the
of the

official

faithful

organ, presented by the M. C.

&

is

in

to

excite his

him

;

issue

servant and retiring ex-secretary, Mr. Robert

McKeon,

in point to

The

incident

unfortunate

work

indeed pathetic when

is

affliction

it

considered that the

is

that necessarily terminated

Mr. McKeon's

as secretary of the association, almost simultaneously de-

prived him of his position upon the railroad with which he had
for

many

years been identified, and to which he had given the

young manhood. His devotion to duty in every
was nobly conceived and faithfully performed. Truly,
he filled the full measure of manhood in every relation of life
while it was his privilege to take an active part in the affairs of
life.
Even after the dreaded affliction which like the morning
mist had begun to obscure his vision, he struggled en, unwavstrength of his
instance

ering and undaunted, in his

life's

work,

in

which he exemplified

We

can

men all remind us
make our lives sublime,

And, departing, leave behind us
Footprints on the sands of time
Footprints,

that

A

perhaps

another,

solemn main,
forlorn and shipwrecked brother,

Sailing o'er

life's

Seeing, shall take heart again.

opposi-

on the other

last

L. P. A. to their

remark that the incident is of more than passing
interest, while the Master Car Painters' Association are not
financially able to reward their old servants is a more substantial manner, they have in Mr. McKeon's case acquitted themselves in a manner commensurate with their means.
Mr. McKeon's long and faithful work in the upbuilding of the association was deserving of the highest reward within the gift of
During the 31 long years of faithful services
the association.
as secretary of the association, Mr. McKeon has placed the association under obligations to him for which they are neither
unmindful nor ungrateful, as evidenced by their testimonial.
is

a matter of public knowledge.

distrust of one's

The

and keep forever dormant the baser
passions.
Many men fail as successful managers just at this
point.
They reverse the rule as it were. There are to-day
many successful railroad officials whose subordinates are working, not for the company, but for their superior
th<^ have acquired each other's good will, and there is an effort on the part
of each to preserve the bond.
This feeling between the employer and employe is not only conducive, but is necessary to the
successful operation of any Working system that may be established.
The day .of force has passed; tact must take its place.
It is not difficult to enforce a working system that is based
upon sensible lines, but if there is a suspicion of the slightest
injustice injected into any of its features, it will excite the
opposition of the help, and that means a material pecuniary
all

Lives of great

;

of his recent campaigns

men

which

be properly

Unfortunately but few men know when to efface themselves,
through their disinclination to recognize that there are many
things other people know more about than they do
they put
themselves in the way of forces that are working to their ad-

tails

of success in handling

in

the poet's words

Such a system, if such it may be called,
termed main strength and awkwardness.

ful

measure than that

better natures at

it

system.

subordinates.

a larger

respect

serious

necessary.

is

This can be obtained only by good treatment of a sincere order.
One may surpass his subordinates in being good, but he cannot
surpass them in meanness, and meanness begets meanness in

Those officials should
has been wisely planned.
by their official and personal conduct can readily

men who
command the
be

for the

of the shop must be considered; their good will

loss.

The higher shop
tion

In carrying out any system, however well planned, the help

Let

us,

then, be up and doing,
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achieving,

Still

Learn

son that the

for any fate

With a heart

pursuing,

still

to labor

and

wood becomes overcharged

with

it

by reason of

careless use.

its

more

up a smooth and level surand putty where the wood is bruised and battered badly than it is to obtain the same result by scraping
away the wood. The vestibule really ought to be painted the
same color as the exterior of the car in this way it can be
more cheaply and conveniently maintained than by either grainIt

to wait.

285

is

practicable to build

face with paint

While Mr. McKeon's presence and labors will be sadly missed
the future work of our association, he goes to his retirement with the kindest remembrance and heartfelt sympathies of
in

;

every

member

of the association.

ing or in

its

natural state.

Brass Finish

We

are indebted to Mr. H.

New York

M.

ods of treating the brass trimmings of coaches in lieu of the

method of

buffing and polishing.
STATUARY BRONZE FINISH FOR BRASS.
First boil in potash for one hour and then dip in an acid dip
composed of one third nitric acid, 36 degrees, and two-thirds of

old

vitrol,

sixty-six degrees

;

then sand

After sand blasting

blast.

composed of one quart of vitriol to 10 gallons
3, composed of 1 ounce liver

dip in bath No.

2,

of water, then

dip in bath No.

sulphur to 5 gallons of water, then rinse in clear, hot water
and scratch brush on a wire wheel, and coat with lacquer.

This

gives

a

very

statuary

attractive

scratch brushing causes the brass

to

bronze

The

finish.

show through, producing

OXIDIZING BRASS.

wash clean and dip in bath composed of 1 ounce of liver sulphur for each gallon of water, rinse well and dry and buff all
composition of roughe, then relieve
buffing wheel, then wipe

it

to suit

and lacquer.

Scrubbing the Interior
As

may

simple as the operation

seem, the

work

of scrubbing

by no means" an insignificant
operation, and the method of cleaning should vary according
to the condition of the varnish or according to the further
treatment that it is to receive.
In the case of a car that had
the interior of a passenger coach

is

been varnished within twelve months and yet retained a fair
lustre, it would not be advisable to use stiff scrubbing brushes,
pumice stone and strong soap, as such materials would thoroughly deaden the varnish and render revarnishing or repolscrubbed with a soft sponge and weak
soap and carefully dried with a chamois skin, its lustre would be
preserved and the day of revarnishing indefinitely deferred if
ishing necessary; while

the
until

if

same method were pursued at each subsequent shopping
the varnish had deteriorated from natural causes suffi-

cient to render revarnishing necessary.
.

The

.

Vestibule

Notwithstanding the fact that the vestibule is separate and
distinct from the main body of the car, it is endeavored in
.

some

instances

to maintain it indefinitely in its natural wood
regardless of the exposure and extraordinary rough usage
to which it is subjected.
state,

The annual scraping necessary

at

each shopping to remove

the dents and bruises and again bring it to a level surface, very
soon materially reduces the thickness of the wood, especially
at the lower part of door posts.

For many years it was the custom to maintain the exterior
of car sash in the natural wood, but on account of wood stains,
it proved to be a costly proceeding and an unnecessary expense,
hence the change to the present method of painting and graining.
So far as exposure is concerned, the vestibule is really in

same

and it is now becoming the practice of the Pullman people and others to paint and grain the vestibule after a
term of service has rendered further scraping impracticable.
the

class,

This is a sensible course to pursue, as in that case further
darkening of the wood, or wood stains, -etc., ceases.
The continuous and repeated use of acids for removing wood
-

stains after awhile

care of canvas roofs

is

by no means yet a

becomes injurious

to the

wood, for the rea-

settled

question.

Notwithstanding the subject has been often discussed, there
many who still hold to methods that are original with themselves, and which to them have proven satisfactory.
They regard the cut and dried method as intended for the other fellow,
and possibly they are right and possibly they are wrong. It is
a difficult matter to change the viewpoint of some people.
It
does not follow that everyone should adopt the various methods
that have the longest endorsement, for the reason that circum-

are

stances in

some

instances do not permit

it,

but from a business

in a general way
than to hold out or stickle for some obscure method, which, al-

standpoint

it

is

safer to follow such

to the intelligent

Polish highly, copper plate buff again after copper plating,

felt

The proper

methods

though possibly having some merit, does not appeal

a mottled appearance.

over with a fine
by buffing on a

Sanding Canvas Roofs

Butts, master painter of the

Central Lines for the following formulas and meth-

mind

sufficiently

as to acquire a place in the category of

approved methods. There is perhaps nothing in the line of the
master painter's work more irritating than to receive a special
line of paint material having a prescribed method of application, with instructions from his superior officer to adhere strictly
to the directions in its application.
The association should cry
down all paint material on the patent medicine order, having
directions for its application that do not admit of variation
or executive judgment in its use. Much latitude should be given
the master painter in the use of any paint material, for the
reason that circumstances sometimes render a deviation necessary from a stereotyped course.
We have in mind a certain
brand of convas roof paint, the directions for the application of
which include sanding, which in our experience is entirely
superfluous, and moreover gives a very unsightly appearance
to the roof.
It

is

of course well intended, being designed to counteract

the attrition

of cinders, but as there are no raised edges or
seams on a canvas roof as on a tin roof, that require reinforcing,
it is entirely unnecessary.
Furthermore, after the roof receives
a wetting, the sand retains the moisture much longer, thus ex-

posing the paint to unnecessary severity, and in that way somewhat shortening its life. In the case of snow or ice on a sanded
roof it would require sufficient heat to dry up the last atom
before the paint would be free of moisture, while without the
sand the mass of snow or ice would break and slip off the roof
in a body as soon as the heat on the interior increased sufficiently

and

loosen

hold beneath.

Moreover, the continuous
from a sanded roof down on the sides
car is not only an annoyance but is injurious to the varPerhaps the only parts of a canvas roof that really reto

its

indefinite dripping

of a
nish.

quire

the

protection afforded by

sand

is

the bull

nose,

lamp

caps, ventilators, etc.

Stored Castings
estimate the decrease of tensile strength of
castings caused by rust, and equally difficult to determine the
percentage of accidents due to this source. In most instances all
It

is

difficult to

stored

castings are without the benefit of a shed or other
covering, but are exposed to all kinds of weather, and the process
of rusting is certain and rapid. Many of such castings remain
in storage indefinitely and when needed are found to be unserviceable because of rust.

Every store room yard should be equipped with a dipping
and tongs and a suitable dipping paint, located near the
point where such castings are unloaded, and into this vat all
vat
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castings that can conveniently be handled with tongs should be
The work can be performed by the
dipped before storing.

cheapest labor and will more than repay the cost of the operation in the protection thus afforded.
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PROGRAM.

Subject No.
what extent is

1.

—The

Lustre and Life of Varnish,

(a)

To

and
gloss and

affected by the different colors, pigments

it

Why

do varnishes lose their brilliant
remedies
be applied to overcome this trouble?
(c) Can
Chas. E. Copp, B. & M. R. R., Lawrence, Mass.; J. H. Pitard,
Mobile & Ohio R. R., Whistler, Ala.; John Hartley, Atchison,

metals?

(b)

crack?

Notes from the Field
Mr.

J.

F. Adolff some time since succeeded Mr. B. B. Con-

as master car painter at the Jeffersonville, Ind., shops.
D. Wright, master painter of the B. & O., has been
Mr.

way

J.

out over the system inspecting the condition of equipment on
their lines.

remembered as the vocal artist of the
M. C. P. conventions, and we look forward to the pleasure of
again hearing him at Washington.
Mr. Geo. Schumpp, master painter of the L. & N., has just
Mr. Wright

will be

completed an inspection trip of the entire system.
Mr. Robert Shore, master painter of the Lake Shore, is engaged in painting a number of baggage cars designed especially

Topeka & Santa Fe R.

Topeka, Kan.
Roofs for Passenger Equipment,
(b) How
(a) Is it a benefit to use felt paper under the canvas?
should a new canvas roof be painted? F. A. Weis, Central Ry.
of N. J., Elizabeth, N. J. J. A. P. Glass, Yazoo & Mississippi
Valley R. R., Vicksburg, Miss.
D. L. Paulus, Barney, Smith
Car Co., Dayton, Ohio.
Essay. The Well Equipped Sand Blast as a Factor in the
Labor Saving Economy of the Railway Car and Locomotive
Paint Shop. J. H. Whittington, Chicago & Alton R. R., Bloom-

stock

room of

the

new

D., L.

& W.

shops at Kingsland,

J.,

is

equipment.

—

ington,

N. Y.
Mr. Jas. Looker, who was for many years master painter at
'.he Wabash shops at Toledo, Ohio, has resigned his position to
engage in business for himself in the city of Toledo.

well-known master painter, presides
over the paint department of the American Car & Foundry Co.
at St. Charles, Mo., and reports much work ahead.
Mr. Robert

Scott,

the

Official

Announcement

Thirty-seventh Annual Convention of the Master Car and Loco-

motive Painters' Association.

August 1, 1906.
The annual convention of the Master Car and Locomotive
Painters' Association will be held in Washington, D. C, Septem11,

12,

13

and

14,

1906.

Headquarters

Arlington, the daily sessions to be held in

of the
to

What

ing and

What

3.

—The

Painting of Freight Equipment,

Hotel
the convention hall

will be at the

stenciling the

different

Arrangements have been made for the following hotel rates
the members of the association and their families
American plan $3.50 per day, each person in single room;

double rooms to be occupied by two persons $7.00 per day;
bath room $2.00 per day additional.
would advise all members who anticipate attending this
all

We

J. D. Wright, Baltimore & Ohio R. R., Baltimore,
John Gearheart, Pennsylvania R. R., Altoona, Pa. T. J.
Hutchinson, Grand Trunk Ry., London, Ont. David Murray,

Md.

;

;

;

Pennsylvania R.

Pittsburg, Pa.

R.,

—

4.
Is It to the Advantage of Railroad CorporaManufacture the Paints and Varnishes Which They
Consume ? Joseph Maycock, Pratt & Lambert, Buffalo, N. Y.
Chas. F. Copp, Hildreth Varnish Co., New York, N. Y. A. T.
Schroeder, Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Ry., W. Milwaukee,
Wis.
John T. McCracken, Interborough Rapid Transit Co.,
New York, N. Y.
Subject No. 5: The Apprenticeship System in the Railway
Paint Shop; Is it Receiving the Attention which it Merits?
R. E. Miller, Del, Lack. & Western R. R., Kingsland, N. J.;
C. E. Cross, New York Central Lines, Elkhart, Ind.
Fred S.
Ball, Pennsylvania R. R., Altoona, Pa.
Subject No. 6. Brushes; their Selection, Care and Keeping.
E. R. Clare, Southern R. R., Birmingham, Ala.
Thomas
Cowan, Canadian Pacific Ry., Montreal, Quebec A. L. Holtzman, Rubberset Brush Co., Newark, N. J. George Durnbaugh,

tions

to

;

;

—

;

—

;

;

L.

S.

& M.

—

Special.

Collinwood, O.
S.
Reminiscences of the Master
Ry.,

By an Ex-Member

Painters' Association.

point,

visiting the National Capital,

together

we

rather than to touch

Altoona, Pa.

Query No.

3

—

Is

it

advisable to cut or thin shellac with

strength of polished plate glass

this

in,

—

due notice is given.
The advisory committee having selected an exceptionally fine
and interesting list of subjects for this year, and every member
appointed to present a paper having accepted with unusual enthusiasm and promptness, we predict very thorough and interesting discussions at this year's convention, resulting in valuable
information, and beneficial in many ways, to all who may attend.

& Locomotive

up passenger equipment ? Discussion opened by A. L. Allen,
N. Y. C. & H. R. R., Albany, N. Y.
Query No. 2. Is it advisable to have stationary scaffolds in
a locomotive paint shop?
D. A. Little, Pennsylvania R. R.,

alcohol?

if

Car

of the Association.

QUERIES.

advisable to cut

it

convention to secure rooms at an early date as possible, that
all may be accommodated at headquarters, the Arlington being

Viewed from

(b)

parts should be painted for their proper protection and

— Is

all,

of freight cars?

classes

appearance?

Query No. r

hotel.

capable of caring for

(a)

are the best methods and most suitable colors for paint-

;

Secretary's Office, Boston, Mass.,

ber

111.

Subject No.

Mr. August Lambke, master painter of the Pullman shops
at Pullman, 111., has been succeeded by his assistant, Mr. C. T.
Schmidt. Mr. Lambke will engage in contract work in Buffalo,

R.,

— Canvas

;

Subject No.

one of the largest in the country, and will be a model
We congratulate Brother
of convenience when completed.
Miller on his new and convenient surroundings.
Mr. A. L. Allen, master painter, and his able assistant, Mr.
L. Fox, of the West Albany shops, Albany, N. Y., have recently been doing considerable burning off on their passenger
N.

2.

;

for transporting automobiles.

The

No.

Subject

W.

&

O. Quest, P.

—Does

Query No. 4

L. E. R. R.,

&

Albany

more than counterbalance any
window or crystal sheet? W. E.

R.,

Allston, Mass.

WANTED— Experienced
dress

who has

Pa.

not the superior appearance and extra

extra cost over double thick

Hibbard, Boston

McKees Rocks,

wood

filled

mechanic of good ad-

the position of shop foreman

with the opportunity of

look forward to the most suc-

or better, to re resent a well-known house with

and largest convention ever held by this association.
All foremen car and locomotive painters in the United States
and Canada ar^ very cordially invited to meet with us in con-

established trade, calling upon the railroad trade in

vention.

expected to start,etc.

cessful

H. M. Butts,
President.

A. P. Dane,
Secretary.

the Southern States.

State age, experience, salary-

Address, "Salesman", care

Railway Master Mechanic, Security

Bldg.,

Chicago
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Room

AN

ARTICLE discussing the service obtained from
pooled engines as compared with that of regularly assigned engines, by Mr. John M. Lynch, traveling
engineer of the Chicago Great Western Railway at St.
Paul, Minn., appears on an other page of this issue.

Much

Ass't Secretary

510 Security Building, Corner

men and

132

Nassau

-

Street,

New York

City

-

-

certainly unpopular

is

among

engine-

induces indifference on their part.

have been attributed

failures

necessary, but, as a general proposition,

upon with disfavor by those

to

it.

it

is

looked

close to the operation

and

maintenance of the locomotive.

Cincinnati Office, 314 Mercantile Library Building

Telephone

especially pertinent at this time.

There are of course emergency occasions when pooling-

3524 John.

-

and the remarks

It has been
claimed that this method of handling engines provides
an opportunity for roundhouse forces to slight their

is

Room 714,
Telephone

Lynch are

Pooling engines

work and many

Madison Street and Fifth Ave., Chicago
Main 318 5.
Telephone
Eastern Office:

interest attaches to this subject

of Mr.

W. BODLER.Secretary

BLAKE,

H. HAIG, Mechanical Engineer

Office of Publication

287

Main 4216

»

Side Bearings on Tenders

A

Monthly Kailway Journal

Devoted to the interests of railway motive power, car equipment, shops, machinery and supplies.
Communications on any topic suitable to our columns are

has been a great deal said about side bear-

ings on cars and the trouble to wheel flanges where
side bearings are

brought

Subscription price, $1.00 a year; to foreign countries, $1.50,
Advertising
Single copies, 10 cents.
free of postage.
rates given on application to the office, by mail or in
person.
In remitting make all checks payable to the Bruce V. Crandall

Company.
Papers should reach subscribers by the first of the month
Kindly notify us at once of any delay or
at the latest.
failure to receive any issue and another copy will be very
gladly sent.

Entered at the Post

Office in

Chicago as SecondrClass Matter.

was noticed within the month
which a 7,000 gal., tender had side bearings at each
truck, and all four of them were in intimate relation
with their mates. The same effects were noticed on the
wheel flanges as on cars under the same conditions, that
is, the flanges were badly worn.
Some of our large
tenders now weigh over 150,000 pounds, or as much as
a 50 ton car and its load, and it would seem that the
applied to tenders.

Chicago, September, 1906
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Personals

least at the front truck.

ATTENTION

is

directed to the "Prescription for

Care of Flues", by Mr. John Tonge, Master
Mechanic of the Minneapolis and St. Louis Railroad, appearing on another page of this issue. The same presents in a very simple

manner

a

number

of valuable sug-

gestions for reducing trouble with leaky flues and de-

and concisely the manner in which flue
have been cared for on the M. & St. L. to insure against
their leaking in high pressure boilers.
This method oi
caring for flues has been in operation for a number of
years and has been attended with remarkable success
both during severe winter weather and during the more
favorable conditions of summer.
The flue question is always a live one. Perhaps not
scribes briefly

so

much

so just at this season of the year

when

there

no cold weather, ice and snow to contend with and
when, in many sections of the country, the power is not
is

310

being worked so nearly to

310

seasons.

its

full

capacity as in busier

Those who have experienced much

difficulty

with leaky flues during cold weather, should not allow

Annual Convention International Railroad Master Blacksmiths Association

to relieve the load, at

Care of Flues

Pooling Engines

terranean

case

in

Contents

A

A

to contact

mentioned should be an incentive

XXX

Some

by the load, but there
much enthusiasm on the subject as

does not seem to be

solicited.

Vol.

THERE

311

Notes of the Month

313

Railroad Paint Shop

315

improved conditions attending warm
weather to lead them to believe that their troubles have
ceased.
On the contrary those whose power equipment
the

seemingly
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is

comparatively idle at this time would do well to take

And

ness.
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the truth of this statement

is

evident from a

advantage of such opportunity to prepare for the severer
conditions 'which will accompany cold weather and heavy

consideration of the personnel of the supply companies

traffic.

tions.

represented at any of the railway mechanical conven-

Undergraduates approaching the close of their college

Traveling Engineers' Association

AS

WE

go

ciation

tion,

holding

is

courses are careful observers of the careers of the var-

Traveling Engineers' Asso-

to press the
its

fourteenth annual conven-

with headquarters at the Auditorium Hotel, Chi-

Mr. A. L. Beardsley, road foreman of engines.
Chicago Division, A. T. & S. F. Ry., is president and
the meeting bids fair to be a very interesting one.
The following are among the principal subjects under
consideration
The oil burning locomotive care of locomotive boilers at terminals and while in service reg-

cago.

;

:

;

ularly assigned versus pooled

engines

future en-

the

;

gineman; committee work on reports from the standpoint of its advantages to the association and to the individual member Walschaert valve gear tonnage rat;

;

ing

;

A

and

air

brake handling

in

passenger train service.

report of the convention, containing the principal

by the committee reports
and consequent discussions, will be presented in the October issue of the Railway Master Mechanic.
features of interest presented

who have

ious alumni

occupied the fields in which their
and they are quick to grasp the facts
governing the possibilities. Therefore when young men
looking for a field in which to begin their life struggles,
personal fancies

realize that a certain line of

doned by

Wanted

ONE

than remuneration

number

of technical grauduates

could get none.
is

connected pays special ap-

hour during the

prentices at the rate of 14 cents per

first

year and advances their wages according to their capacity.

The

though

man

special

apprentice

this period is not

course

three

years,

adhered to rigidly and a young

be advanced more rapidly

will

is

if

his

and

ability

capacity justify promotion.

The answer

to the

query as to

why

are technical grad-

uates no longer available for special apprentices

is

found

in the history of the majority of technical graduates

salaries equal to or greater than those received

superintendents of

mechanical

tive to justify a

way work

machinery and to paint the railway
remunerative and attrac-

young

who

;

more

have turned
remunerative and in which their individual efforts are appreciated.

true that this railway training has been the step-

ping stone by which some of them acquired more desirable positions, but even so the same argument remains.
Railroads provide excellent training, but do not offer
,

trained.

As a mechanical engineer

remarked

they have

of a prominent line

in discussing this question, the railroads

or beginning his

be in a position to introduce such phenomenal methods

him soaring to the head of
But let the young man look over the
and decide how many of them have ad-

of boiler washing as to send

of editors

hered

to this

medicine themselves.

THE

Boiler Design
work of

sociation

more

the Railway Master Mechanics' As-

has not been productive of better or

any direction than in that due
to investigation of the causes of weakness in boiler details and the correct principles of design.
The importance of this and kindred subjects has been in evidence for
several years past, in the appointment of committees to
get facts bearing on all questions affecting the efficiency
and life of the boiler.
A committee served two years on boiler design and
presented data that helped to urge greater effort on the
same lines. A committee, on flexible staybolts also served
two years and gave important information on stayboll
far reaching results in

on the forces at work to rupture staycommittee on the proper spacing of flues in

practice, as well as

A

bolts.

what

men whom

fireman,

career as a boiler washer in a round house where he will

remuneration and one after another the technical graduates have been forced to a realization of this with the

remuneration to retain the

technical graduate entering rail-

as a locomotive

convention, and

sufficient

by former

field as sufficiently

panies do not offer sufficient inducement in the matter of

It« is

experience rather

very well for editors of railway papers to advise that shop superintendents will soon be worthy of

high pressure boilers

result that they

when long

to be

the reward.

is

entered railroad service in such positions. Railroad com-

their attention to fields

more than apt

who

could be obtained

would enter the service of his road as special apprentices
and also asked why it is so difficult to get young men
for this work.
He had advised a prominent eastern university of his desire for special apprentices and expressed
He
a willingness to employ twenty-five of its graduates.

The road with which he

it

being rapidly aban-

is

It is all

field

of our friends recently asked where a

work

earlier graduates, they are

skeptical about entering

the, department.

Special Apprentices

lie

make

excellent training schools for the railway supply busi-

effect flue

it is

appointed to report to the 1907
to be hoped it will be able to explain
is

spacing has on the steaming capacity

of a locomotive boiler.

Whatever the conclusions of this committee, the atmosphere must be clearer than at present, when anything
from nine-sixteenth inch to one inch spacing between flues
There is an amount of space between flues
is practiced.
from which the highest steaming efficiency is attainable
for a given boiler pressure,

and that once determined the

Tn getting the proper spacing
of flues for high pressure we are going to meet again with
our old friend boiler circulation, but it will do no harm
solution

is

not far away.

know more about that subject than we
how it is affected by flue spacing.
to

do, or at least
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dngus Shops^Canadian

Pacific Railway

First of a series of articles on the operation of the

HE

car and locomotive shops of the Canadian

Angus, within
the city limits of Montreal, were described
in the columns of the Railway Master Mechanic in a series of articles beginning on
page 113 of the April, 1905, issue. These
articles were concerned principally with the
layout and construction of buildings, arrangement of machine tool equipment, etc.,
Pacific

and included

Railway located

at

illustrations of the principal features of in-

289

Angus Shops,

C.

P. Ry.

Truck Shop, Freight Car Erecting Shop, Planing Mill,
Cabinet Shop, Upholstering Shop, Passenger Car Erecting and Paint Shop, Passenger Car Repair Shop, Frog
and Switch Shop.
General Layout.
For a better comprehension of the complete and practical arrangement in the location of buildings to facilitate
For details in the machine
plant is here reproduced.
tool layout,

made

etc.,

of the various buildings reference

CAR WHEEL STORAGE YARD BETWEEN WHEEL FOUNDRY AND TRUCK S HOP. ILLUSTRATION ALSO SHOWS FREIGHT CAR
LEFT, TRUCK
SHOP IN CENTER, AND CAR MACHINE SHOP AT RIGHT. MILL BUILDING IS IMMEDIATELY
ING SHOP. BUILDING BENEATH WATER TANK IS POWER HOUSE, LOCATED NEAR MILL AND ROOFS IN DISTANCE
COVER THE PASSENGER CAR SHOPS. A FARTHER INTERESTING FE ATURE SHOWN IS PORTION OF TRACKAGE SYSTEM
AGE YARDS. ANGUS SHOPS C. P. RY.

—

terest,

together

with

line

drawings of ground plans,

buildings and principal details.

The shops have now been
about two years and

it is

in successful operation for

interesting to consider the per-

formance and production of the
ence to the

movement

plant, with special refer-

of material

from the raw

to the

finished product.

The high protective tariff wall existing between the
productive movement of material and to provide a diagram by which this descriptive matter may be followed
more readily the general plan, or layout, of the entire
United States and Canada has made the purchase of railway rolling stock and equipment almost prohibitive, and

ERECTING SHOP AT
BEYOND CAR ERECTAT EXTREME RIGHT

THROUGHOUT

and economical operation
of the shop as a whole depends upon an advantageous
arrangement of the several buildings with relation to the
departments which they serve and as this is especially
pertinent in so large a plant, some consideration of the
general layout seems proper, before discussing the buildings individually.

The locomotive department,

as

now

operated, repairs

about 420 locomotives per year, or a general monthly average of 35, and builds from 50 to 56 new engines in
addition to the manufacture of

The

the line.

car department

is

much new

work

done and but

as well as for repairs.

work.

This plant contains the largest group of railway shop
buildings on the American continent, covering 250 acres,
of which 17 acres are under roof. It includes the follow-

enger repairs, but for the present there

Ultimately

is
it

is

material for

principally manufactur-

ing in both freight and passenger work.
freight repair

Locomotive Shop (Erecting, machine, boiler and tank
departments), Gray Iron Foundry, Wheel Foundry, Pattern Shop, Blacksmith Shop, Car Machine Shop, Car

STOR-

Ina5:;-uch as the successful

as a result of this the shops are largely for manufacture,

ing shop buildings:

is

to the series of articles before mentioned.

intended to

little

Practically

no

passenger repair

make

extensive pas-

is sufficient

pas-

senger equipment on order to continue the passenger de-

partment as a building establishment almost indefinitely.
The shops do not include a round house, so that the
feature of providing round house facilities and accessories, common to most railroad shop layouts, did not enter
as a factor into the

problem of the design of

this plant.
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The

buildings are therefore grouped without this restrict

in

September, 1906

order to have the least possible movement of the

ing feature, to suit the requirements of the locomotive |1 heavier locomotive castings, the car department castings
and car departments. The plant is constructed largelyj being so much smaller as to make their delivery a comas a unit, with the principal buildings centering

thoroughfare or midway.

a crane served

This

around

an avenue of inter-communication to facilitate the pro(

movement among

ductive

the buildings and several de-

offices are located

and on opposite

^
!*

work

equipped to maintain the

both the locomotive and car departments.
cated and arranged as to

make

an

is

It

is

L
of

so lo-

the locomotive equipment

from the locomotive shop

accessible

end also,js' and the car equipment wing accessible to the car departthe locomotive shop and store house Oj ment and car machine shop. The car machine and truck
shops are located so as to receive material from the black-

near

sides,

At

shaped structure,

department^ wing conveniently

partments, and the motive power and car

The blacksmith shop

paratively simple matter.

serves as'

north end.

its

this

t

smith shop, gray iron foundry, wheel and axle storage

yard and wheel foundry to the best advantage and deliver

them
-*-T^i^rf^i!K^?<i,^~x.
^Ifc^pfca'^1 M^aM^aJJPi^Bm^M^fctt^^MiSM^B

•!

^^i*l
***?

Vl'lBi8''*«SWB»r»lii

W*&mr?mtZ£9d
ii

%i

\

shop.

in the line of

The

progression to the freight car erecting

car erecting shop

of the midway, where

it

is

is

at the southern

in position for

terminus

convenient de-

|

1

t

kw

\?Mm
^ 3!?***? ^^^B

r

BB^f

,,

3

jftil&WI

^BJP^S'M^'s^^^ "l^Jr~ "^^^^MH
~2C^
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'

•

f^

——
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CRANE SERVED THOROUGHFARE, OR MIDWAY, STANDARD GAUGE INDUSTRIAL TRACK AND CAR AT LEFT PORTION OF STOREHOUSE PLATFORM AT RIGHT. ANGUS SHOPS, C. P. RY.

—

;

are situated, the store house, naturally, being on that side

on which it is accessible to the passenger car department.
The gray iron foundry, blacksmith shop, pattern shop, car
machine shop, car erecting shop and truck shop are also

midway, while the

situated immediately adjacent to the

1

ill

i

m
„

11

^

IBPuS

LfJJ^r

^L

w 3&>

CRANE FOR LUMBER YARD.

•

.-":

._

PORTION

""'.._-„_

OF

...

.

STOREHOUSE

PLATFORM

SERVED

BY

MIDWAY CRANE,

BLACKSMITH SHOP SEEN BEYOND.- -ANGUS SHOPS, C

P.

RY.

contiguous to this thoroughfare, with a small storage space between it and the mill building, for the temporary storage of finished material ready for the freight

The midway

is

76

feet

wide and

is

served by a 10 ton traveling crane.

The gray

iron foundry

is

RY.

,

from the minor shops mentioned. The mill is
across the midway and the lumber yard is so situated
beyond the mill and to one side of same, that lumber follows almost a direct line from yards to erecting shop.
The car wheel foundry is placed where ample storage
is

mill is

car erecting shop.

P.

livery

I

-

11

—ANGUS SHOPS, C

next to the locomotive shop

available for storage of pig iron, scrap wheels, sand,

and convenient for delivery of wheels direct to the
truck shop. Between the wheel foundry and truck shop
is a large storage space for new wheels. The power house
etc.,

does not occupy a position at the center of gravity of the
plant, but is located where shavings from the mill can
be delivered conveniently to the boiler room.

The

fact

September, 1906
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that alternating current

the plant allows

much

The volume of

used principally throughout

is

flexibility in this particular.

material passing from the mill and

other buildings to the passenger car department

much

is

so

than that delivered to the car erecting shop,

less

that this department could be placed further

from the

centers of distribution with consistency and with prac-

movement

delay in

tically little

The

of material.

passen-

ger car erecting and paint shop and the passenger car
repair shop are served by a transfer table and are located

on opposite
custom.

sides of the transfer table pit as

The

pit is

wide and

75 feet

it

to note that both of these shop buildings

the usual

interesting

have a capacity

and that between the transfer table
and paint shop is a space on which one car may be

of one car per
pit

is

is

stall

placed per track.
transfer table pit

It is also
is

interesting to note that the

parallel to the base line of tracks, an

arrangement which requires cars to be handled over a
curve during delivery to and from the table. In view of
the fact that the shop layout was unrestricted by shape
and size of available land, the reason for such an arrangement of the passenger car shop is hardly evident.
The cabinet shop is equally available to the mill and

SCRAP PLATFORM.

—ANGUS

SHOPS,

located in the second story of the

P.

C.

same

RY.

building.

The

passenger car erecting shop and the upholstery shop
storage shed for dry lumber

is

is

practically a continuation

of the cabinet shop and provides a most convenient ar-

view of the severe winter
weather. The cabinet shop is evidently the only building in the plant where capacity has been restricted from
rangement,

the

especially

in

first.

The locomotive and

car erecting shops embrace the

longitudinal arrangement of pits and there

is

no transfer

or turn table in connection with either of them. As observed before the passenger car shops are served by a
transfer table, however, this table

is

located beyond the

range of general traffic about the plant and therefore
offers but little impediment in this connectipn.
Practically all buildings are so located with regard to
those surrounding them, as to be capable of extension to
double their original capacity. It is planned to construct

and paint shops, extend the present transfer table pit and install a table capable of higher rate of speed than the one now in service.
All buildings and departments are connected by a sysadditional passenger car erecting

tem of yard

tracks.

The

industrial tracks throughout

i
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the buildings are equipped with turn tables at their inter-

to another with

sections and in this manner they constitute a system of
which the surface tracks along the midway are the principal arteries.
Tracks used for industrial service are independent of the yard switching tracks to the extent that
the latter are free of turn tables, which would interfere

direct route.

with movement of locomotives.

The

original plans in-

minimum

September, 1906
of handling and over the most

In following the operation of the plant as a whole

another after the details providing for this movement

cluded a track system by which a narrow gauge industrial

are understood.

would be maintained. This included auxiliary
rails between the rails of standard tracks, so that narrow
gauge cars would travel over one rail of standard track
and one rail of the auxiliary. The turn tables were cast
However, the narrow
to provide for this combination.
abandoned
for the standard
is
largely
gauge service
gauge which is found more satisfactory.
Among the most commendable features of the layout
is the provision for ample storage room throughout the
plant, a provision which is particularly necessary on account of the large amount of material necessarily stored

ing between the stores department and the

service

it

seems advisable to consider the several shops individually
to some extent, beginning with those handling the raw
material, and then note the movement from one shop to
In view of the intimate relation exist-

movement

of

material to and through the several shops, the process

by which

this

department keeps account of material

is

described in connection with the several shops, as well
as being referred to later in connection with the store

Because of the enormous amount of material
handled, especially in connection with the construction of
new cars, checking material assumes abnormal proportions, and the efficient system in vogue of checking rehouse.

ceipts, deliveries

management

and output,

reflects great credit

upon the

of the stores department, especially as any

<

LUMBER YARD.

—ANGUS

for manufacturing purposes. This feature will be touched

upon later in connection with the
methods of handling material.
Scrap

stores

department

handled on a platform elevated to the height
of a car floor. This platform is provided with bins duly
is

labeled for the various kinds of scrap and

the shop

is

handled over

this platform.

all

scrap from

Scrap handling

apparatus includes a power shears and scales.

Throughout the plant as a whole, a general air of
harmony exists and it is no mere figure of speech to say
that the co-operation of the departments and especially
in connection

with the stores department,

sponsible for the distribution and

is

largely re-

movement

of material

on an economical basis. The relative importance of interchange of business among the several departments is
duly appreciated and with a full realization of the necessity of

progressive

ductive doubling,

movement of material without unprothe work is advanced from one stage

SHOPS,

C.

RY.

P.

—

prompt delivery for instance iron to the blackwould result in discord among the contract
workers and a slow method of checking and accounting
might easily reduce the output of the car erecting shop
by three or four cars per day.
failure in

smith shop

—

Foundries.
The two foundries, gray iron and wheel, turn out the
majority of gray iron castings for the entire system and
the total wheel supply for the road.
They are treated
very much as the railroad company would treat an outside concern, so that the same service, or better, may be
exacted from them as would be expected from outside
They are operated by the car department
founderies.
and the master car builder is directly responsible for
them.

At the same time the

total intake of

raw material

and the output of finished castings are considered as the
property of the general- storekeeper and in order that
accurate account may be kept and reported to this official

RAILWAY MASTER MECHANIC
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to the cupolas,

on the scale the list of various items making up the load
is signed by the foundry checker (who retains a copy of
the same) and handed back to the representative of the
foundry foreman as his authority for delivery.
The wheel foundry is handled on precisely the same
line as that outlined for the gray iron foundry, except

so that nothing goes into the cupolas without first cross-

that wheels for line shipments are not delivered to the

ing the scales and being correctly weighed by the clerk
These weights are posted in
of the stores department.

storehouse, but, are loaded

the intake and output are checked and weighed by

em-

ployees of the store department.

Material passing- through the gray

iron

foundry

is

taken care of by two foundry checkers and one foundry
clerk,

which

whose
all

offices

are located in the scale

material must pass on

its

way

room through

book kept for the purpose and the total cost covering
intake of the foundry is made up from these records of
a

All material required for the operation

material issued.
of the foundry

so recorded

is

and

is

issued without the

This includes material delivered to the
cupolas such as pig iron of various brands, broken wheels
scrap, coke, manganese, etc., as well as material used in

usual shop form.

the foundry proper such as sand, facings, flour, hay,

As

it

etc.

would naturally he an unadvisable proposition

prevent

any

charged

at the

from the foundry platform

unnecessary

handling.

same price per 100

All

lbs.,

wheels

to

are

as are ordinary

castings with the exception of cylinders and wheel cen-

The

ters.

total

cost

arrived at by adding pay rolls

is

shop expense charges.

to value of material used, plus

The gray iron foundry is divided into three bays. The
center, or main bay, is served by a ten ton Whiting traveling crane and the heavier work which requires the use
of a crane is done within the limits of this bay.
One
the
cleaning
room
lighter
castings
side bay contains
for

.METHOD OF TRANSFERRING CASTINGS ON STANDARD GAUGE INDUSTRIAL CARS FROM FOUNDRY TO CLASSIFIED STORAGE BINS ADJACENT TO
FREIGHT CAR ERECTING SHOPS. ANGUS SHOPS, C. P. RY.

—

from the foundry to the store house
and then rehandle them to the several shops, the foundry
to deliver castings

is

considered

much

in the light of a sub-store house, or

petty store, as far as deliveries are concerned.
fore

all

There-

castings for the several departments are loaded

in lorry loads of

about two tons each, classified accord-

ing to the department to which the load
in order that material for different

become confused and

which two cleaning rattlers are located; the office of
the foreman
small pattern storage space for the temin

;

porary storage of such patterns as are used constantly
or which are held for a short time before being returned
to the pattern storage

and

coils

to be delivered

naces

departments will not

room

is

the castings are delivered direct to

;

house; fan room containing fan

for heating the shop building; floor for fur-

core ovens, core

room and

is
is

Line shipments, however, are sent to the store house
where they are loaded into cars and forwarded to their

located adjacent to the core room.

several destinations.

light

The
The

floor.

opposite side of the building

is

core ovens are
side

bay on the

devoted principally to

work and the lavatory is situated within this bay.
The space between the foundry and the pattern shop

always a check
The
on the intake, yet, in order that correct record may be
arrived at, all castings made in the gray iron foundry
when cleaned and ready for delivery, are checked as to

by cranes, as well as

pattern numbers, weighed, and as each load

to the

is

checked

core

includes a space about fifty feet in length and

operated by hand from the

is

The

served by a five ton Whiting traveling crane which

the shop in which they will be assembled or machined.

output, allowing for shrinkage,

cupolas.

is

served by a twenty ton traveling crane and in this space

are stored the heavier flasks which require to be handled

cupolas.

all

The

the scrap material for delivery

scaffold

in

connection with the

RAILWAY MASTER MECHANIC
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charging platform extends into
it

may

this space in

order that

The

be served by the traveling crane.

lighter

beyond the
served by two narrow

tables at all junctures

For poring the

September, 1906

and

in the corners of the building.

lighter castings the metal

is

drawn into
on a small

flasks are stored in a large space reserved

a large ladle which

foundry and

poured from these ladles
into hand ladles carried by the moulders and their helpers
and as each moulder is supplied the truck is carried on
to the next floor and so on until it is necessary to replenish the supply.
The smaller moulds are poured by
each moulder who is assisted in carrying the ladle by
his helper.
Metal for pouring into large moulds such as
cylinders, wheel centers, etc., is carried in large specially
designed ladles suspended by the overhead traveling

this storage space is

gauge lorry tracks which connect with the tracks within
This storage space includes the sand shed.

the building.

It is interesting to

note that in view of the excessive cold

weather encountered during the winter months, a sufficient amount of sand for several days service is delivered into the building and

is

stored in a space reserved

one of the side bays where it is allowed to thaw before
being delivered to the moulders.
Scrap delivered to the foundry is unloaded beneath the
in

crane served storage space and no attempt

made

is

at

and other large castings are sorted and stored together. Large castings are
broken into small pieces fit for delivery to the charging
platform by a breaker operated in connection with the
traveling crane. The weight is lifted by the crane and
when raised to the desired height is tripped by the op-

classification except that cylinders

erator by

means

Material

is

carried over these tracks

The metal

truck or buggy.

is

crane.

As

is

the general practice in

work

of this kind, cylin-

ders and other castings of the better grade are poured
first

in order to use the better

grade of iron from the

bottom of the cupola while the poorer grade castings,
such as brake shoes, grate bars, etc., are poured last.
Work on the floor is arranged to forward this end and

of a rope attached to the trigger.

delivered to the charging floor in small car

is

These cars are loaded at any desired point in the
storage space and are delivered to the scales where material is weighed, and then delivered to the charging
floor where the cars are rolled on their own wheels either
to the cupola door or to any point where it is desired to
Coke and other material is delivered
store the charge.
in the same manner.
It is the practice of the foreman in charge of the gray
iron foundry to keep on hand on the charging platform a
sufficient amount of coke and iron for one day's work
In the event of an accident to the crane this amount is
likely to be sufficient to keep the foundry in operation

loads.

until repairs

is

can be made.

In charging the cupolas the percentage of scrap used
determined by the kind of castings to be made. For

car

work

it

is

general practice to use about seventy-five

per cent, scrap and twenty-five per cent, pig iron. For
locomotive castings, selected, or number one, scrap is

course

on the grade

in covering this section. In addition to the service of the

About

thirty per cent, of this scrap is used, forty per cent, of

pig iron and thirty per cent, of old car wheels.

Of

of pig iron available.

Sand

is

delivered to the floor from the end of the build-

and each
moulder is supplied with a complete tool equipment including everything that he may need in his work. Everything is delivered to him on his own floor and it is thereing at which

it

enters as before referred to

workmen to leave their respective
under any excuse. The foundry is provided with

fore unnecessary for
floors

—

and other heavy castings are set up at a
point in the main bay contiguous to the cupolas and where
the heavier work may be so grouped as to use the crane
to best advantage with the smallest amount of movement

used, as for instance old driving wheel centers.

these percentages are variable and depend

WHITING 20-TON TRAVELING CRANE SERVING FOUNDRY SCRAP AND
STORAGE YARD.- ANGUS SHOPS, C P. RY.

two cupolas one of which is used every day under ordinary circumstances and the second is held in reserve in

the cylinders

overhead crane the section

up

is

some

set

Following the order as
above mentioned, brake shoes and so on of the poorer
grade of castings, are set up on floors farthest from the
extent.

cupolas.

When the cupola has been dumped, the dump is
broken into pieces small enough for delivery to a tumbler
which is operated near the cupolas and after passing
through the same, the iron
again to the charging

The main bay is served with a system of narrow guage
lorry tracks which completely encircle the main floor
and a track runs directly from the cupola across the main

etc., is

These tracks are provided with a system of turn

which the cylinders are

served by two jib cranes in order to relieve the

traveling crane to

case of emergency.

bay.

in

is

floor.

picked out and delivered
Iron from

risers,

gates,

duly credited by the store department and is reweighed and delivered to the charging floor.
After moulds have been poured and as soon as castings are sufficiently cool the moulds are broken up, the
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removed from the sand and piled to one side
ready to be picked up by laborers and the floors are then
cleaned and made ready for the next morning's work.
In the early morning the work of the day is delivered
to the men and the moulders proceed in the usual way.
Castings of the day before are gathered up by laborers

castings are

and delivered to the cleaning room. In following this
work trucks are pushed around on the narrow guage
industrial tracks, and as a truck load is accumulated the

same

is

Heavy

castings are de-

the crane

and such pieces

delivered for cleaning.

livered to the cleaning

room by

are cleaned in a space within the main bay while the

one of the side bays.

lighter castings are cleaned in

Hard sand which

is

cleaning process

the

removed from the castings during
loaded into specially provided

is

buckets handled by the traveling crane and delivered to
The smaller castings
cars waiting outside of the shop.
are cleaned in tumblers and rough edges knocked off with

hammer and

a

chisel.

In cleaning up the larger castings

machines are used largely in knocking off lumps and

air

rough edges.

As explained

in

connection with the layout of the

shop plant, the wheel foundry

located as

is

to the interest of the freight car

is

best suited

department and

is

situ-

ated close to the truck shop, where wheels are bored,

mounted and
is

sent forward for application to trucks.

pertinent to note that while the wheel foundry

jacent to the truck shop, there
.

,

,

,

,,

,

highly commendable and

.

.

.

is

in

ad-

a storage space of 280X

is

125 feet between the two buildings.
,

is

It

This provision
...

.

,,

is

,.

keeping with the policy

of providing ample storage space throughout the plant.

hardly necessary to direct attention to the inconven-

It is

ience

which would have

omitted
said that

in'

if

resulted,

plan.
the original
te
^
this wise provision

have been necesary to

had

Though
&

is

dry

is

it

mayJ

be safely
J

would
secure storage room elsewhere and
had been omitted,

it

& Equipment Company

The foun-

divided into fifteen floors, with capacity of twenty

moulds on each

floor,

making a

total daily capacity of

300 wheels. The foundry is operated in three sections,
with five floors in each section. The work of each floor
is

set

the floors to the annealing furnaces by laborers.

Each

floor

is

served by a traveling hoist operating

Each

parallel with the floor.

of the

workmen

at

any point

point along the floor, as

its

hoist

is

within

in its travel

control

control

full

and from any

by cables extending

is

the entire length of the floor and within easy reach of the

workmen.
Beyond the ends of the

on which
cupolas are located there is a lorry track over which are
operated five carriages for carrying ladles. These carriages are operated in unison and by the boy who handles
the cupola ladle. These carriages deliver the ladles within
reach of the hoists and the hoists carry the ladle to any
floor

and

at the side

mould over the floor.
At the opposite end of the floors

desired

is

a track over which

These trucks deliver
wheels to an overhead traveling crane by which they are
transferred to the annealing pits. There are four rows of
pits and two wheels are delivered at the same time,
Twenty-two minutes elapse from the time metal is
drawn from the cupola ladle until the wheel is placed on
Each wheel remains four days in
the delivery truck.
the annealing furnace and during this time the pit is
closed f°r three days and open for one day. Upon remova1 from the furnace, wheels are piled upon the furnace platform, clear of the pits. After remaining there to
four trucks are operated together.

one da ? the y are rolled h y Iaborers to the P lat "
form outside of foundr y> cIeaned and roll d }° ****&
f
space
near the truck shop. Before leaving the foundry all
K
i
wheels are taped and marked in order that wheels of the
same actual circumference will be mounted on the same

c ° o1 for

,,'•,,.

space been

equipped according to the standard of the

Whiting Foundry

Wheels are handled from

fifteen helpers.

1

',

1

1

1

axle.
this

certainly not so conveniently located.

This shop

moulders and

295

up by one moulder and one helper, requiring

fifteen

Beyond the wheel foundry

^^
^
^
,

,

.

.

,

wheels, pig iron, coke,

is
r~,

the storage yard for scrap
,

,

,

,

The wheel breaker

etc.

whed foundry

.,•

.-

•

is

in this

weighed
checked ag described for the grey iron foundry
The charging room is reached by two elevators operated
by the same e i ectric moto r, one elevator ascending as the
other descends. One day's supply of metal and coke is
k ept on t h e charging platform and two days' supply of
broken wheels is kept on hand to provide for emergencies

m

de]ivered tQ the

is

,

the event of accident.

The two
one cupola

cupolas are used on alternate days and while
is

in service, the other

is

being repaired.

Pooling Engines
by john m. lynch, Traveling Engineer, C. G.

AS

Mr.

J.

C.

Wilkinson says, pooling of engines

was born of the conditions that produced a shortage of power at a time of extremely heavy traffic and
roads pooled engines for the same reason that a man
wears his Sunday shoes every day, "that is, he is short on
shoes, but it is poor economy for a man to wear his
Sunday shoes every day when two pairs of shoes worn
alternately will last more than twice as long as one pair
worn continually, which is a demonstrated fact, besides
giving a man more comfort and satisfaction during the

wearing.

man

W.

Ry.

This, of course,

is

taking for granted that the

has the where-with-all to secure the two pair of shoes

and the supposition
sition to

is

that a railroad

provide extra power

if

company

is

in a po-

the system of regular as-

signed engines proved more economical than the pool-

ing system.

It is certainly

a mistake to assume that a

machine does not need rest just as the human machine
does and on the same principle as the case of the shoes,
two engines will last more than twice as long as one
engine besides giving more efficient service during their
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life-time.

It

seems to

me

that the advocate of pooled

engines might just as well advocate continuous

man who works

a man, for surely a

all

work

foi

the time could

accomplish more in a given number of days than the

who

September, 1906

man

took his needed rest and recreation, but in the long

run no one will deny that the man who gave his human
machinery its needed rest would accomplish more and
better

work

work

in his life-time

the time.

all

than the

man who

If one stops to figure

it

stelkzfM

tried to

out

it

^<\M

will

m

be seen that the steel and iron machinery are not so very
different, in construction and manner of furnishing

much

sult in

enough saving

rest as
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Another
supposition is that if the purchase of sufficient power
to maintain the regular assigned engine system would reand one needs
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power, from bone and sinew machinery, with the lasting
quality all in favor of the human machinery if properly
treated,

tboo

JZ-r3 Lowe.

AND NEW METHODS OF SPACING FLUES.

—M.

&

ST. L. R. R.

EXP/fHDED.

on the capital invested in
the extra power, the investment is a profitable one, and
to

pay a

fair rate of interest

have no doubt in my own mind that the waste of fuel
and costs of extra repairs alone, due to the negligence
and indifference of enginmen, all brought about by the
I

as light

on coal and

oil

as possible

and make the

largest

Then it was no uncommon occurrence
make from 65 to 85,000 miles between

possible mileage.
for engines to

general shoppings, while, with the pooling system, 40 to
50,000 miles is considered very good mileage. This is. due
to the lack of rest for the

engine as well as the indifferent

handling of the enginmen, and the indifference of engine-

men is
human

FIG.

would be contrary to
nature for a crew to put extra work on an engine
they might not have again for some time, and that would
in all probability be turned over to them in poor condition, no matter how good its condition was when they

2
ILLUSTRATING OLD METHOD OF EXPANDING FLUE, DIRECTING ATTENTION TO THE
MANNER IN WHICH COP-

PER

WASHER

AWAY

IS

FORCED

turned

FROM THE FLUE,
THUS FORMING A POCKET
IN WHICH SEDIMENT COLLECTS.

who would pay a big rate of interest on
would take to secure sufficient power. The

pooling system,
the capital

it

pooling of engines has been demoralizing to the service

from the start, as was predicted by enginemen, roundhousemen, and in fact, by the majority of railroad mechanical men. When enginemen had their regular engines
there were few failures as compared to what there are
now.

Then

the enginmen. took pride in their

own

en-

gines and used their brains as well as their muscles in

keeping them

in fine condition so as to

not to be wondered at for

avoid failures, go

it in.

it

Since the pooling system has been in practice

roundhouse and general shop expenses have nearly
doubled and delays to traffic on the road have increased
When an engine has failed on the
to a great extent.
road on account of leaky flues, or some other trouble
which pooled engines are subject to, it is sent to the
roundhouse, steam is blown off and the boiler cooled down
as rapidly as possiblle then boiler makers are put in her
with instructions to hurry, and with hurry there is waste
and necessarilly careless work. Another failure is soon
;

reported, another train

is

tied up, with

consequent

delay and with crew drawing pay while the engine

traffic
is

not

and flues of the
earning a dollar. The effect on
necessarily quick cooling off and heating up of pooled
engines is too well known to need comment. The constant expanding and calking of flues in pooled engines
soon wears off the beads and then comes the expense of
boiler
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PROSSER FLUE EXPANDER

renewing the

flues.

The

effects of the pooling

system are

With

power.

men were happy and

system the

the regular engine

from the galvanometer mirror on the zero graduation of the scale, after which any change in the elec-

contented and were as

and as careful of it as though
owned it themselves and the extra time they put
on their engines, time that their employers did not pay
for, would represent a vast sum in the total.
It is need-

flected

resistance will be noted in the deflections of the

trical

they

galvanometer.

how much more

valuable service contented

and interested employes can render than indifferent ones.
A saving of 2 per cent, in coal alone (which would not
represent the difference between the interested and indifferent enginmen) on a road that consumes $18,000,000 worth of coal annually would pay for a good many
engines. In the days of regular engines it was a common
sight to see enginemen slicking up their engines and seeing ior themselves that everything

waa

in perfect condi-

going on their runs, but one might walk
through the roundhouse every day in the year now
without any danger of stumbling over enginemen

It will

Of course

ing of engines temporarily,
is

the case of emergency,

in

a necessary and unavoidable

evil,

but in

my

pooling engines as a regular system results in
service without any advantage

the pool-

judgment,
les efficient

from the economical

be seen that the possibilities

accuracy in noting the yield point

by any other method so far

when

the principle

mental stage

is

it

is

it is

expected that

developed from the experi-

passing through, that a

in test

foi

far greater than

is

and

tried,

fully

now

needed improvement

work

much

have been made.

will

Prescription for Care of Flues

By John Tonge,
Master Mechanic, M. & St.

USE

copper ferrules not
Roll flues

less

If flue bursts

R. R.

L.

than

J4,

inches wide.

first.

Use Prosser expander with

tion before

taking a look at the pooled engine.

and

the opposing currents operate to produce the light re-

interested in their engine

less to state

first,

as

as noticeable in the feelings and attitudes of the
in the service of the

men

the galvanometer in a direction opposite to the

large shoulder.

with Prosser, examine material.

Remove all front dump grates.
Use brick arch six inches from
Use finger grates suitable
Use charcoal iron tips.
Have good beads on flues

flue sheet.

for coal.

in fire-box.

See that boiler-maker does not work

flues

away from

side.

sheet.
»

»

Space

Limit of Elasticity of Metals

THERE

is

perhaps no more uncertainty

cal testing of materials, or

for

juggling results in the laboratories, than by the ordinary

methods of determining the limit of elasticity of metal
even when using the most refined appliances for the
purpose. As is well known, speed in pulling tests has
a most vital bearing on the elastic limit, and knowledge
of that fact has been taken advantage of many times
to make a showing of a high elastic limit that a metal
did not possess.

Owing

to this uncertainty of the actual

measured by the average operator, various individual schemes have been worked out with the view of
obtaining a more uniform, if not a higher degree of
limit as

accuracy in noting the exact instant

tween the unit

stress

when

the ratio be-

and unit deformation ceased to

be constant.

vision at Denain, according to the

Revou de

Metallurgie.

based on a current of electricity from a
storage battery, passing through the test specimen and
is

A shunt is
galvanometer through contacts applied to the ends of test piece.
A shunt is also taken
from the compensating resistance and passed through
also

through a compensating resistance.

used with a

inches,

bottom

1%

If

water permits, use three quarts of soda ash for 100

miles.

Wash

boilers regularly..

Don't allow copper ferrules to get under beads.
Flue spacing, as shown in drawing on opposite page,
used 13 years.

Firebox Maintenance
Editor, Railway Master Mechanic:

In order to

make

the description

of the flue sheet,

which appears on page 256 of your August issue, more
clear, I wish to say that what is meant by the flue sheet
being in two pieces, is the flue sheet proper and the leg
sheet or throat sheet as often called.

We

experience some trouble with the throat

cracking

when

it

is

sheet

riveted to the flue sheet due to ex-

pansion and contraction on

A means to accomplish this purpose on scientific lines
and eliminate the personal equation entirely, has been
devised by M. Guillery and worked out under his superThe system

Y%

inches.

in the physi-

more opportunities

sheet bridges, top

flue

ballistic

some engines more than
others of the same class.
For instance when the crown
sheet is rigidly stayed right up to the flue sheet flange,
;

trouble

is

experienced in throat sheet cracking, but not

much
off

trouble when four to six rows of rigid stays are left
and crown bars applied suspended with sling stays

with slotted holes in them, allowing the flue sheet to ex-

pand upwards as well as down.

This relieves the flange
of the leg sheet of part of the expansion strain.

Yours
Buffalo, N. Y.

truly,

J.

A. Talty.

R.

F.

E.
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Some

Interesting Types of Locomotive

HE past few
Tteresting as

weeks have been unusually
regards

locomotive

design

inin

having witnessed the entrance into service
of

September, 1906

several

different

types

of

locomotives

embodying most recent developments.
On the Lake Shore and Michigan Southern Railway there has been built at the Collinwood shops of the company a four cylder simple locomotive, arranged on the balanced principle to secure ease of riding, and designed

Developement

equal pressure against each piston and maintaining the
balance.
The same type of valve and brushing are used

an ordinary arrangement of cylinders. The valve
is operated by a gear of the Walschaert type, the valve
stem being impelled by a yoke connection with a cross
as in

head on the rocker arm.

The

outside cylinders are con-

nected to the drivers in the usual manner, while the inside cylinders are connected with a crank axle, the inner

crank being at 180

with the outside crank on the same

side of the engine.

Mounted on

for inspection service.

the boiler

is

a large observation cab, ex-

The Baldwin Locomotive Works has built for the
Great Northern Railway five Mallet compound locomo-

tending from the stack and including the engineer's cab,

which are the heaviest thus far constructed by this
company. These locomotives have been built for road
service and would seem to indicate an added interest in

passenger coach.

tives

this type of engine.

the general appearance of which

cab

it

appears of the ordinary design

of eight wheel,

or

American type of locomotive with narrow firebox. Each
cylinder is 123/2 inches by 20 inches and the four cylinders are arranged in the same horizontal plane. A single
piston valve controls the distribution of steam to both

There are two ports in each
valve chamber, each of which is connected to opposite
ends of the same cylinder in order that steam may be
admitted to the forward end of one cylinder and to the
rear end of the other at the same time, thus providing
cylinders on the

same

side.

observation compartment of this

Entrance

is

& M.

RY.

windows on

by doors, one on each side of
the smoke box, which are reached by spiral stairs.
each

side.

—

L.

S.

The engine

built for the

Northern Pacific Railway seventy locomotives of the
mikado, prairie and Pacific types, all of which are provided with boilers having combustion chambers and further interest attaches to one of the Pacific type in that
it is equipped with the latest design of Schenectady superheater.
One of each lot of both the mikado and
prairie types is equipped with Walschaert valve gear.
The Lake Shore engine is unique in being the first of
its type built in this country and in general construction

very similar to a

13 feet g*A inches long and has four

is

FOUR-CYLINDER BALANCED SIMPLE LOCOMOTIVE.

The American Locomotive Company has

The

is

to

is

S.

coupled to a standard tank, and in order

insure against the discomfort of coal dust the coal

space

is

covered with a sheet iron hood, having hinged

doors to facilitate taking coal.

The

principal dimensions are included in the following

table

GENERAL DATA.

Gauge

4

.

ft.

Sy2

ins.

Inspection

Service

Bituminous coal

Fuel
Tractive power
Weight in working order
Weight on drivers
Weight on truck
Wheel base, driving
Wheel base, total
Wheel base, engine and tender

I5>7°° lbs.

126,600
85,100

4i»500

9
25

48

ft.

ft.

ft.

in.

1

4^4

i

ns

-

CYLINDERS.

Number

4

Simple

Kind
Diameter and stroke

12 }4

x 20

ins.
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sQA
""'—

~*^S( B^"

Wi

:.:'

V.

1

,1

Off

-\»,

'

|_

-

»

5151

310
i

/

PACIFIC TYPE LOCOMOTIVE

n?
Qby

.V<

Mm

HAVING BOILER PROVIDED WITH COMBUS TION CHAMBER.

m

hh

^kw/>^

— NORTHERN

PACIFIC RY.

MIKADO TYPE LOCOMOTIVE HAVING BOILER PROVIDED WITH COMBUSTION CHAMBER.

—NORTHERN

PACIFIC RY.

HAVING BOILER PROVIDED WITH COMBUSTION CHAMBER.

—NORTHERN

PACIFIC RY.

PRAIRIE TYPE LOCOMOTIVE

SL
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VALVES.

Kind

Piston

Diameter
Greatest travel

10

ins.

4H

ins.

%
A

Outside lap
Inside clearance

Lead

in full

in.

J

-.

gear

in-

V% in.

WHEELS.
63

Driving, thickness of tires

ins.

3>^ ins.
8*4 x 10 ins.

Driving journals, diameter and length
Engine truck wheels, diameter
Engine truck journals

30

in.

6 x 12

ins.

BOILER.
.

Working pressure

Wagon

top

180

lbs.

50

ins.

:.....

ring

Firebox, length and width

Firebox

x

96

31 ins.

plates, thickness

Y% in.

Firebox, water space.
Tubes, number and outside diameter

F.

4^,

B. 4, S. 3 ins.

187

Tubes,, length

13

Heating surface, tubes
Heating surface, firebox
...
Heating surface, total
Grate area
Smokestack, diameter
Smokestack, height above rail
Centre of boiler above rail
;

.

.

.

.

ft.

..... v .......

;

r

.

.

.

2 ins.

tV2

ft.

1,326

r.

ins.

sq.

ft.

140

sq.

ft.

n ,466

sq.

ft.

21 sq.

ft.

16 ins.
14

ft.

6

io]/2 ins.
ft.

6

ins.

RATIOS.

Weight on

drivers

Total weight

-4-

5.4

Total heating surface

-=-

heating surface

-f-

670

grate area

69.5

Firebox heating surface -=- total heating surface.
Weight on drivers -f total heating surface
Total weight -=- total heating surface

..

per cent.

.9.5

58

1

Volume

86.5

four cylinders

Total heating surface

Grate area

-f-

5.7

—

vol.

the

same

cu.

2>-7

&

O.

The Great Northern engine weighs 355,000 lbs.,
of which 316,000 lbs are on the drivers. The cylinders
are 21 ^ inches and 33 inches by 32 inches. The B. &

of which is on drivers
and available for tractive effort, and the cylinders are
20 inches and 32 inches by 32 inches. According to the
builders of the B.
lbs.,

&

lbs. all

O. engine

its

tractive effort

75,600

is

and according to the builders of the Great Northern
its steam pressure and dimensions correspond te

a tractive effort of 71,600 lbs.

The Great Northern engine
curves and

is

is

designed to pass over 10

provided with two wheel front and real

trucks which are equalized with the front and rear group
of driving wheels respectively.

The

front truck has a

center bearing and the rear truck has side bearings, an

arrangement which

expected to reduce flange wear on

is

the driving wheels and enable the engine to' curve readily

and

ride smoothly,

The

boiler

is

of the Belpaire type and

is

84

in.

in di-

The dome is of cast steel and
conveyed to the external pipes through short
connecting pipes, which are cast in one piece with the
ameter at the front end.
steam

is

four cylinders are provided with balanced slide

All

valves which are operated by Walschaert valve gear.

Frame

10

Wheels, diameter
Journals, diameter and length

in.

5
_

The

frames are of cast steel, measuring 5 inches in width

throughout and are strongly braced transversely by heavy
castings which serve at the same time as boiler supports.

The

saddle under the

smoke box

is

provided with

coil

springs which help to bring the front group of wheels in
line after

—GREAT

rounding a curve.

NORTHERN

RY.

The following are

TENDER.

Coal capacity

claimed as for the B.

is

ft.

258

cylinders

vol. cylinders

capacity

tractive force

engine.

MALLET COMPOUND LOCOMOTIVE.

Water

on drivers and carries

boiler pressure, as against 235 lbs., practically

8.1

tractive effort

Tractive effort x diam. drivers

lbs.

dome.

tractive effort

-f-

200

lighter in weight

is

engine

Style

first

engine

O. engine weighs 334,500

Driving, diameter over tires

Outside diameter of

this

September, 1906

the leading dimensions

channel
33

ins.

x 9

ins.

MALLET ENGINE.
GENERAL DATA.

4-30O gals.
10 ton.?

Mention of the Mallet compound will call to mind
those engines used by the B. & O., designated by the
same name. In connection with these two designs it is
interesting to note that the Great Northern engine is
provided with forward and trailing trucks and while

Gauge
Service

Fuel
Tractive Power

Weight in working order
Weight on drivers
Weight on truck front

-•

4

ft.

&A

ins.

Freight
Soft Coal
71,600

lbs.

355.000

lbs.

316,000

lbs.

19,000 lbs.

.

1

.

1
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Weight on truck, back
Wheel base, driving
Wheel base, total
Wheel base, engine and tender

20,000

'

lbs.

10
•

•

•

•

73

Center of boiler above

9

rail

2*4

ft-

10 ins

ft.

ft.

TENDER.

10 ins.

ft

-44

301

ins.

CYLINDERS.

Wheels, diameter
Journals, diameter and length

Water

Number

4

.36 ins
c,y2

x 10 ins

ins.

capacity

gals

8,000

Coal capacity

13 tons

Compound

Kind

21V2 and 33 x 32

Diameter and stroke

The

Pacific

Balanced

Kind

already in service on this road except in the design of

The

boilers.

WHEELS.

Driving
Driving
Engine
Engine

difference lies in the use of combustion

chambers and there

tires

thickness of tires

3

journals, diameter

Pacific

are identical in contraction with similar types of engines

VALVES.

Driving diameter over

and Mikado types of the Northern

and length

x

10

.

number of

A

type on the Northern Pacific

Z

ins

ins.

30

x

6 ins.

truck, journals

The

a difference in the length and

55 ins12 ins

truck wheels, diameter

is

12 ins.

flues.

prairie engines are the first of this

and they are also equipped
with boilers having combustion chambers.

The combustion chamber

of the Prairie type

three

is

long and the tubes are 16 feet 9 inches long. In the
older engines of the same class and without combustion

feet
BOILERS.

Belpaire

Style

200

Working pressure
Outside diameter of first ring
Firebox length and width
Firebox plates, thickness
F. 6
Firebox, water space
diameter
Tubes number and outside

lbs.

84 ins
117 ins.

x 96

ins

H

ins

B. 5 ins., S. 5 ins

ins.,

2%

441,

ins.

21

Tubes length
Heating surface, tubes
Heating surface, firebox
Heating surface, total

5,433 sq.

225

is

number

also a smaller

one against 347 in the
The tube heating surface and total heating surface

other.

much

in

the

are accordingly

gines than in those without combustion chambers, while

5,658 sq.

ft.

sq.

being shorter there

there being 306 tubes

ft
ft.

78

this boiler

ft

sq.

*

Grate area

chambers the tubes are 18 feet 6 inches long. The combustion chamber then shortens the tubes of the lattei
engines by 1 foot 9 inches. In addition to the tubes in

less in the boilers of the later en-

the firebox heating surface

is

The combustion chamber

ft.

much
in

greater.

the pacific type

sup-

is

NORTHERN PACIFIC ENGINES
Locomotive Type

Pacific

Pacific

Pacific

Prairie

Mikado

Mikado

4-6-2

4-6-2

4-6-2

2-0-2

2-8-2

2-8-2

Wheel Type

Combustion

Chamber

Combustion

Simple
22x26

Superheated
Simple
22x26

Chamber
Simple
21x28

Usual
Simple
24x30

69
200

69
200

69
200

63
200

63
200

Combustion
Boiler

Type

Engine Type
Cylinder

Size

Usual
Simple
22x26

Chamber

Diameter of Drivers
Boiler

Pressure

Combustion

Chamber
Simple
24x30 in.
63

in.

200

.

lbs.

Tractive Effort
Weight on Drivers

29,180

29,180

29,180

31,360

43,385

43,385 lbs.

146,300

146,300

147,500

149,500

199.000

199,000

Total Weight of Engine

223,000

223,000

226,500

203,500

256,500

256,500 lbs

Number and Diameter
Superheated Tubes

.

of Tubes

Total H.

Holes-=-G.

S.-=-G.

.

.

ft

A

192-2

Cyls

Drivers-^-T.

in.

306-2

in.

372-2

372-2

in.

in.

in.

222

201

201

5-8

5-H

4.61

5-n

6.21

in

100

100

80

117

3,339

2,737

2,196

2,105

3798

189

242

242

235

209

245

3,528

2,979

2,439

2,340

4,do7

3437

159

198 m.

234

43-5

43-5

11.44

11.44

11.44

•1333

•

1175

.106

68.5

56.1

5-4

8.1

9-9

10.

5-2

308.4

261.3

213.2

208.3

255-1

3-8

3-8

3.8

3-9

2.8

81.

Per Cent, of Total H. S. in F. B.
Total H. S.-r-Vol. Both Cyls....

Weight of

in.

6.21

sq.

ft.

99
3,192 sq
sq.

ft.

ft.

sq.

ft.

34i

A

G. A.s-Vol. both

306-2

.

Superheated Surface
Grate Area
Vol. of both Cyl. in Cu.

Tube

in.

24-5

Length of Tubes
Sq. ft. Total Area of Tube Holes
Tube Length in Diameters
Tube Heating Surface
Total F. B. H. S
Total H. S

Sq. Ft.

347-2

lbs.

E

5.02

20%

or

5.02 or

43-5

20%

-

43-5

43.5

1571

15.71

sq.

-1175

.1427

^1427

sq.

53-8

19%

5.06 or

43-5
11.23

79.0 sq.

92.1

21%

4.76 or

458 or

sq.

7.1

ft.
ft. ft.

per cent.

218.7

sq.

2.8 sq.

21.8%

ft.

ft.
ft.

4.58 or 21.8%.

4.6 or 21.7%

and per cent.
4.6 or 21.7%
lbs. and p«r cent.

lbs.

Total WeighM-T. E

Weight on Drivers-^Total H.

7.6

S.

Total Weights-Total H. S
T.RXDi.of Drivers-hTotal H.S.

or

13%

7.6

or

13%

7.8

or

12.8%

6.5 or

154%

41-5

49.1

64.7

63-9

49.6

57.9 lbs.

63.2

74.8

92.9

86.9

64.

74.6 lbs.

571

676

825

682

795 B. D.

840
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ported by expansion stays, radical stays, staybolts and

of the tubes has been shortened by the

bottom braces. The water space at the bottom is 7^
inches and 7 inches at the side. In the boilers of the en-

combustion chamber, thus reducing the

gines of this type the front tube sheet

was moved

15

inches ahead of the location of the sheet in the older boiler

without combustion chamber. This was done to avoid
reducing the length of the flues by the full length of
the combustion chamber inasmuch as the number of tubes

had also been reduced.

Twenty engines of

length of the

and tube

total

heating surface though not in the same proportion as in
the boilers of the pacific type engines.
this

Thirty engines of

type are included in the number of engines

built.

In the twenty engines of the prairie type the combustion chambers are 4 inches shorter (32 inches) than
the combustion chambers in the other types described

-

this type

have been

built for the

Northern Pacific and, as was said before, one of the
number is equipped with a super-heater.

new Mikado type engines the boilers contain
same number of tubes as the boilers of the older

and the tubes are about

engines without combustion chambers, while the length

3 feet shorter.

These differences

however, are due solely to differences in the types of the
engines.

The following

In the
the

full

table presents the principal dimensions

of the older and newer types of engines and shows the
difference in heating surfaces, ratrois, etc:

Welding Broken Locomotive Frames Without Removal
HE

Tone

matter of welding locomotive frames
of

grave

The

interest.

the purpose of welding

process

over an anvil

it

is

of
is

represent

men

If

an engine

is

work

is

reduced.

been estimated

at

fact that

some mechanical

that others get

good

results in service

and

ILLUSTRATING LOCATIONS OF BREAKS WELDED.

of welding.

taken out of service for this

job alone the greater the time consumed in
making the weld the more the earning capacity of the

engine

The

practice.

are quite skeptical as to results obtained in this

manner and

removing a frame from the locomotive for
expensive.
Such an operation consumes a
great deal of time and entails much labor,
in addition to the actual

good

seldom encounter failures of such welds, would imply
that the strength and success of the weld depends largely

upon the process of welding.

We

This process of frame welding has
about $150.00 for the entire job from

are in receipt of several photographs and sketches

from Mr. Thomas L. Drew, erecting foreman of the B.

&

O. shop

at Connellsville, Pa., illustrating the practice

which has been developed under his perThe frame is heated by a home-made
sonal direction.
burner and the fact that 150 frames have been successfully welded by this process is sufficient to justify a
broader use of this method of welding locomotive
at that plant

frames.

In preparing to

make

this

and the wheels nearest
interfere
etc.,

to

weld the rods are removed
the fracture which would

with the manipulation of the furnace,

are dropped and the weight of the frame

is

tools,

taken

The pedestal binders and all driving
up with jacks.
box wedges back of the fracture are removed in order
to permit the separation of the edges around the fracture which are forced apart either by wedges or screw
jacks.

In the case of an ordinary break, the frame

is

dressed

BROKEN LOCOMOTIVE FRAME.
the time the engine enters the house until

it

is

again

PORTION OF FRAME CUT

AWAY

ready for service, and $200.00 has been regarded as a

FOR INSERTION OF
WELDING.

NEW

PIECES IN

*ary in welding frames over the anvil, the process of

on each side of the fracture and a piece of steel 1 or ij^
inch thick is placed between the parts, allowing sufficient metal to make the weld and regain the original

welding them without removal from the engine should

tramming when

k)w estimate for the same.
In view of such expense in both time and labor neces-

cool.

In some instances a sufficient

RAILWAY MASTER MECHANIC
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has been practically impossible to detect where

it

the job

was done.

It

generally

requires about

forty-

minutes to take the heat and complete the weld.
Fractures requiring the main pair of wheels to be
dropped in order to get at a break at the juncture of the
five

top bar and the main pedestal jaw usually require an

engine to be held out of service for about fifteen hours

The

cost of such a job

about $30.00 and includes
the removal and reassembling of all necessary parts, as
only.

work
In making the

making the weld.
large number of welds before menhas seldom been necessary to drive or draw

well as the

tioned,

it

is

actually required in

the frame as the resistance to the opening at the fracture

is

ordinarily

sufficient

quired in making a weld.

to

effect

Draw

the pressure

rods have been used

occasionally and a

ram has been applied

the frame to drive

it

to its original

re-

at the

back of

tramming, but these

are the only instances where any force other than that

FUENACE FOR WELDING LOCOMOTIVE FRAMES, IN POSITION.
portion of the frame around the fracture

is

cut

away to

new and sound piece of metal
where failure has occurred, this piece varying in length
up to about six inches. When inserting pieces of such
allow the insertion of a

the practice to

size

it is

the

piece.

made with

An

make

insertion

a butt weld at both ends of

of

this

V

the size of the frame.

In connection with this subject, Mr.
as follows

:

"We

recently

oil.

weld

at other

when you have

Drew

writes us

do our welding with the use of fuel

The important

was

nature

a butt weld at one end of a

from the blacksmith's hammer has been used.
The
blacksmith is not called upon to assist in the work until
the frame is heated and ready for hammering on the
sides, top and bottom where the piece is placed in the
fracture.
The frame is not reduced or wasted at the
point of fracture and if desired it is possible to increase

part of frame welding

is

to

know

the proper heat, for the same heat that

would use to make a weld under a steam
hammer would never do for our method. I have welded
We do not
150 frames and know from experience.
the blacksmith

A

waste our frames at the weld, but can increase them in

done in building the furnace.
We have- had frames break at the top and bottom rail,
one break directly over the other, and we have welded
size if necessary; this is

5

N

IORTI0N CF FRAME CUT

AWAY

FOR

INSERTION OF

NEW

PIECE IN

WELDING.

end of

piece.

When

of the fracture,

it'

is

a piece

is

placed between the sides

heated with the frame

;

but

is

not

allowed to heat to such an extent as to melt or to become

moulded by the heat alone. The practice of inserting
a new piece and cutting away a portion of the frame
around the fracture has been followed particularly where
frame bars have broken through spring hanger slots.
The form of furnace used for this work is shown by
one of the accompanying photographs. The nozzle used
for the oil burner was designed by Mr. Drew and made
at the Connellsville shop.
It is made of brass, with two
passages coming together at the end of the nozzle, one
passage being connected with a pipe for attachment
the

oil

tank hose and the other being similarly con-

Both pipes are supplied
control and proportion the flow of

nected with the shop air

with globe valves to
air

and

to.

line.

oil.

Welds have been so thoroughly made by

this

method

LOCOMOTIVE FRAME AFTER WELDING.
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them both

at

the

same

we have welded

job, but

This

time.

is

a very difficult

have three engines in shop at the present time
with broken frames; one had frame broken in three
Two of
places, and the other two in two places each.
front
and
the
jaw,
front
those frames were broken in
of
I removed the broken part, and welded on an entire new
piece.
When these welds were completed they had to
be a perfect fit on front section or slab of frame, which
bolted on.

is

of frame, and

rail

"Would

new

can apply a

I

haust pipe splitting, tipping over, or directing the exhaust steam against the petticoat pipe and thus destroy-

several of this kind.

"We

cylinder

September, 1906

ing the partial

The

vacuum

in the front end.

construction of this stack

accompanying half-tone engraving and
In casting the stack a passage

is

by the
drawing.

illustrated

is

line

cored in the casting

which extends from a point near the base of the stack
and encircles the rim. Exhaust pipes are connected at
the lower extremity of this passage and a number oi

top or bottom

cannot be detected at welds.

it

say that $200.00

is

a low estimate for remov-

ing frames on our large engines to do this

work under

hammer."

a steam

Ji

THE
is

Fuel Saving Smoke Stack

wasted by locomotives standing on sidings
quite an expensive item, so that any practical
fuel

reduction in this connection represents a direct saving,

pumping up

In

supplying train

terminals,

at

air

down

leakage on sidings and coasting

from the

air

is

fanning the

unnecessarily,

coal

tional

pump

line

grade, exhausl

and burning addi-

fire

when exhaust

is

delivered

through the stack by a pipe leading into the front end.

The
if

price of this coal

through the pop valve and
reduce the pressure by opening

is lost

the crew attempts to

DESIGN OF

SMOKE STACK FOR DELIVERY OF
SIDE OF

AIR

PUMP EXHAUST OUT-

FRONT END.

holes drilled into the passage around the rim, allowing

exhaust steam to escape to the atmosphere.

Usually

twenty-eight to thirty-five }i in. holes will provide foi
the exhaust from two air pumps and a steam turbine

SHOWING EXHAUST CONNECTION TO PASSAGE OUTSIDE OF STACK.

without producing back pressure.

In the event of

a

pumps and

a

locomotive being equipped with two air
the

fire

door, the inrush of cold air

and

sheets

her off a

mon

flue sheet.

little"

and

Or

detrimental to side

is

the injector

this is followed

is

put on "to coo)

by bad

results

com-

putting comparatively cold water in a boilei

to

while there

is

no circulation.

In order to stop this loss Mr.

power of

piping

is

outside and

is

may be used and connections made as described.
The stack shown by the line drawing is 16^/4.
diameter and

is

38^

in.

high,

in.

in

measured from smoke

This size stack has been used with
on front ends from 60 to J2 inches in diam-

arch to top of stack.

W.

G. Wallace, super-

Duluth Missabe &
Northern Railway, has designed a smoke stack by which
the exhaust from air pumps and steam turbines for electric headlights is delivered around the outside of the
stack instead of into the smoke box and through the
stack.
By the arrangement of this design all such
intendent of motive

steam turbine for driving an electric headlight, a cross

the

accessible for repairs

and

it

is

impossible for failures to result on account of the ex

good

results

eter.

The

device has proved a simple coal saver and pre-

smoke which would result when air pumps
are working while engines are standing on sidings or
drifting.
It provides a freedom from the objectionable
results of water from exhaust connections, which has a
tendency to produce rust and eat away smoke box liners,
and it is also beneficial to flues and firebox sheets.
vents black
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Gas Burning Heater with Fan System for Roundhouse
M. K. & T.

HE

pr

matter of heating round houses has been

given more careful attention during the

few

years.

With

improved

designs

more thoroughly developed

houses,

last

of

facilities

and with better heating appliances available,
railroad companies are rapidly making the
13
round house a shop in which work can be
Brl^E.'l'^S*
done more expeditiously and with greater
p
comfort for the men.
The round house of the Missouri Kansas & Texas
Railroad at Parsons, Kansas, is an example of a modern
and novel method of heating. The round house is located in the natural gas belt of Kansas and advantage is
taken of this.
On account of its abundance in this
region gas is a cheaper and more desirable fuel than
coal and the round house is heated by a system using air
heated directly by a gas furnace.
In designing the heating apparatus two plans were
|FiiiiiiiimilPK&/

RAILWAY
that the efficiency of the direct heat furnace

even

less since

it

necessary to maintain a

is

would be

much lower

furnace temperature and a low furnace temperature

commonly taken to indicate low efficiency.
The Buffalo Forge Company, Buffalo, New York,

is

pre-

pared and submitted plans for a heating system which
provided for an efficiency of 90 per cent at full capacity
with a maximum furnace temperature not exceeding

/

considered, either to use the ordinary fan system heater

with steam coils and low pressure gas fired boilers,
to use a gas furnace

with the fan system.
stallation of these

and

or.

direct air heater in connection

Upon comparing

two systems

it

the cost of in-

was found much cheap-

minimum temperature
about 400 degrees. The advantages of

1200 degrees and a

of waste gases

of

this

system are

apparent and apparatus constructed according to these
plans are

now

in successful operation.

The arrangement

of the system

is

illustrated

by the

accompanying line drawings. The apparatus consists in
general of a bank of vertical 4-inch boiler tubes expanded
The
at top and bottom into wrought iron boiler plates.
space beneath the tubes is below the floor line, and is
The first compartment.
divided into two compartments.
"A," comprises the furnace proper where the gas is
burned under special conditions described later. The
other portion underneath the tubes, marked "C," is simply an exhaust chamber for the waste gases^ Above the
tubes is located a single chamber "B" which has a re-

SfCr/0/Y/)-A

PLAN OF HEATING SYSTEM.
er to use a direct heating furnace
installed.

largely

The

and

this

—PARSONS

system was

would depend
heat furnace used and a

relative cost of operation

upon the type of

direct

design of furnace submitted, capable of an efficiency

much greater than
mended the direct

A
man

that of gas fired boilers, further

com-

heat furnace system.

report on a series of tests read by Mr. Jay

M. Whit-

before the American Society of Mechanical En-

gineers,

December

1905,

shows that the

efficiency of

gas

seldom more than 65 or 70 per cent, largely
due to the excessive amount of air used in the process

fired boilers is

of combustion.

To

the casual observer

it

would seem

ROUNDHOUSE, M.

K.

&

T.

movable sectional cover

RY.

to provide for cleaning

The path

and

in-

upward
through the tubes from chamber "A" to chamber "B"
then downward through the tubes to chamber "C." At
"D" is an exhaust fan which handles waste gases. The
bank of tubes is enclosed at top, bottom and two sides
and the current of air for heating purposes is drawn
spection of tubes.

of the gases

through by the motor driven

steel

is

thus

plate exhauster at

"G." From this fan, the air heated to temperature of
about 170
is distributed through galvanized iron ducts
in the usual manner.
The most interesting and import,

ant feature of this apparatus

is

the novel design of the

RAILWAY MASTER MECHANIC
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burner which enables the paradoxical result of a high

mixer, or, as

low furnace temperature to be obtained.
The gas is burned first in fire brick combustion chambers at high temperature and with very small excess of
air, and is then mixed with a larger volume of the recirculated products of combustion at the relatively low
temperature of about 400 giving a resultant temperaAs will be seen by reference
ture not exceeding 1200

injector,

efficiency with a

.

to the

end section and elevation, there are four

brick

fire

it

September, 1906

may

be more properly termed, a gas

which would supply a relatively large volume of
air under considerable pressure to the burner proper.
This is satisfactorily accomplished by the compound noz-

A

was made upon this burner
and nozzle, in which a mixture of gas and air was supplied to the burner at somewhat over J4 inch water pressure.
It was found that when the air ports in the mixer
were so adjusted that the flame would just disappear at
the top of the fire brick checker work the combustion washere illustrated.

zle

test

Several analyses of the burned gases
showed from one to two per cent of oxygen, one analysis
showing as low as one-half of one per cent. This, of
course, indicates that scarcely any excess air is required
for perfect combustion.
While the theoretical temperature of such combustion would be between 5000 and
6000 F., probably but little more than one-half of this
practically perfect.

is

attained in the combustion chamber, due to the fact

that the thin fire brick walls are

surrounded on the out-

by the exhaust gases at relatively low temperature
and high velocities. Owing to the construction of the
side

combustion furnaces,

this radiating surface is quite large.,

giving a rapid cooling
LONGITUDINAL

SECTION,

HEATING

HOUSE, M.

K.

APPARATUS.
& T. RY.

—PARSONS

ROUND-

cept the top, which

combustion chambers fed by 16 gas mixers. These combustion chambers are about 9 inches wide and extend the

Each chamber

entire length of the furnace.

upon a double

slotted cast iron burner.

The

is

supported

interiors of

the combustion chambers are provided with fire brick

checker work which, becoming incandescent, provide for

All portions of the cast

effect.

iron burner are outside of the combustion

checker work

is

amply protected by

of the highest grade

is

of withstanding 4000

chamber ex-

fire brick.

fire brick,

The

capable

.

While a very large volume of gas is circulated to maintain a low temperature and secure an efficient transfer of
heat, the actual amount of waste gases discharge is very
small, being equal only to the volume of air required for

complete combustion of the mixture of gas and air before

it

The

leaves the chamber.

bustion

drawn

cool products of

com-

into the exhaust fan are partly discharged

through the small vertical stack. The greater portion is
returned to chamber F under the burners. The return
gases pass up between the combustion chambers and are

mixed thoroughly with the hot products of combustion,
by the cast iron baffle plates, arranged as shown in the
end section. Since the combustion has been completed
within the combustion chamber, it is unaffected by the
subsequent mixture with the coal gases.

The gas mixers used
struction,

furnace are of special con-

advantage being taken of the fact that a direct

gas pressure of 40

lbs.

ever, are designed to

from 10

in this

to

20

lbs.

ordinary burner in

is

available.

work

The

mixers, how-

successfully with pressures

This type of burner differs from the
that it requires a mixture of gas and

E

which containing more than sufficient air for perfect
combustion, while the ordinary burner used a mixture of
gas and air containing an excess of gas, the complete
combustion being secured by introducing additional air
air

into the furnace to feed the flame.

Numerous

difficulties

are encountered in burning the mixture containing the
full

quantity of

air,

unless the velocity

since,

of gas

through the burners openings is sufficiently high, the
flame will strike back; also, unless the combustion takes
place in an incandescent chamber, the flame is very easily
put out.

On

this

account

it

was necessary

to design a

PLAN OF HEATING APPARATUS.
perfect combustion.
all

radiation

that

is

utilized,

which would

temperatures.

As

—PARSONS ROUNDHOUSE, M. K. &
this

furnace

and the

is

efficiency

cubic feet of air and

RY-

internally fired,

be calculated theoretically

As 9

T.

1

is

practically

from furnace
cubic foot of

gas are required for the production of 1000 B. T. U..
there will be lost approximately 60 B. T. U. with waste
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gases at 400

,

out

of every thousand

feet produced,

which corresponds to an efficiency of 94 per cent.
In the Parsons roundhouse, which contains 32 stalls,
and operates a small machine shop in connection, approx-

practically constant at

ing to

in zero weather.

With

the above type of gas

all

on the other hand,

loads, while,

the percentage of stack losses in a gas fired furnace decreases at the lower capacities, due to the lowering of the
stack temperature.

imately 8.000,000 B. T. U. per hour are required for heat,

65 °

307

interesting to note the claim

It is

tural

gas

may be
system.

is

made

that

where na-

not available a gas furnace heating system

operated quite as economically as a steam heating

The average gas producer

in the

soft coal, will give an efficiency of

&yssAH>»Al>SVM(jii>»:

mzrrr/MiV::!'.

V.

•:;. '. '

market, using

from 65

to

70 per

--f^sZ.

.7r—~^7^^^

—PARSONS

COMPOUND GAS NOZZLE OR

INJECTOR.
M. K. & T. RY.

ROUNDHOUSE,

This would give a combined efficiency of gas producer and gas heater of from 59 to 63 per cent, while

cent.

the average boiler, giving a

maximum

efficiency of

about

65 per cent at full capacity would give under the variable
requirement of a heating plant only from 50 to 55 per

which leaves a considerable margin in using a gas
furnace for heating in plants where steam is not
used as a motive power.
cent,

HEATING

SIDE

ELEVATION,

fired

furnace a fuel equivalent of approximately 9,000,-

APPARATUS.- -PARSONS
M. K. & T. RY.

ROUNDHOUSE,

000 B. T. U. per hour would be required, while with a
steam plant using gas fired boilers a fuel equivalent of
about 12,000,000 B. T. U. per hour would be required.

Under average temperature condition

may

it

be estimated

that about one-half of the above heating values will be

required.

Hence, the gas

imum economy

furnace will give a max-

fired

of 3,000,000 B. T. U. per hour over the

steam heating plant, and an average saving of 1,500,000
B. T. U. per hour, which is equivalent to approximately

This at 12 cents a thousand

1,500 feet of gas per hour.

means a saving of 18 cents per hour, or $3.60 per day of

fired

Lowering Repair Costs
good work of our railway clubs in the discussion
of live topics and forcing brain work in channels
hold good red corpuscles, has been one of the

THE
that

strongest aids in the upbuilding of our railway associa-

rank they have justly earned, but there
danger of "vaulting ambition o'erleaping itself" in

tions to the front
is

some of these club discussions

if

discretion

of in the selection of subjects, or at least,
not hold

down

those

who

is

lost sight

if

they do

are too full of caloric, and urge

the wheel horses of the business to

who by reason of
ought to know whereof

about things,

tell

what they know

their long service in the

they speak. This would
go out with the sign manual denoting that the essentials of the subject had been threshed
over from the viewpoint of what by experience had been
found to be best in practice, and not on paper.
harness
let

the proceedings

Discussion of the question of shop costs at a meeting
of a railway club, brought out the proposition that there

I

NO SECTION AND ELEVATION HEATING APPARATUS
HOUSE, M.

twenty-four hours.

K.

&

T.

— PARSONS ROUND-

RY.

In addition to

this,

there

saving in the labor and attention required.
per year

which

is

The saving

thus be estimated at not less than $400,
8 per cent on the cost of the plant. In actual

this, as the efficiency

would be even greater

of a boiler plant

drop very rapidly when operated below

owing

a great

may

operation, however, the saving

than

is

to the fact that the radiation

its

is

known

to

rated capacity,

and stack

losses are

were some things in locomotive repairs that were ripe for
revision, and among these was too much dismantling
done, and the repairs required should be plainly stated
before shopping the engine, etc.
It is a fact too well
known by those who have been through all this years
ago, that it has been the practice from time out of mind,
to more often give an engine a lick and a promise, than
to give it what is needed in the way of repairs, and
further,

that

many

places

requiring

attention,

never

show up until an engine is stripped, no matter how thorough the prior inspection, for it is simply impossible to
note the condition of wear of many detail until the engine

is

stripped.

ample room yet for working out shop economies, without cheapening the cost of repairs by handi-

There

is

RAILWAY MASTER MECHANIC
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caps.

The one

where a shop manager cannot

place

the most

afford to exercise his talents in the lowering of expenses
in the

and an engine can be put in shape
for the road, only by a judicious use of brains and money.
It cannot be in too good condition to do the best work
with economy, and any teaching to the contrary is too
There has been too much
peurile to be taken seriously.
cheapening in repairs for the good of the service.

load, with

lished

usage

The

proportions

is

wheel base in like service. There has as yet been no
tendency shown by these engines to leave the rails, and
there can be

a*
•.?.
..

MBl

'
'

•

1

wheel base

is

a

.

*"

r

.

retained, but

than in any other of

*

i

short,

I.1&E&

HEAVY SIX-WHEEL SWITCHING LOCOMOTIVE.
is

no question that the

^

..

Ll,

Type

short wheel base of 12 feet

cive to derailment, as developed by engines with a longer

.*'

I

ordinary lubrication.

New

-

A

critical

well

shown
York Central Lines by the American Locomotive Company for service on the Pittsburg and Lake Erie road.
in the six-wheel switch engines built for the

10.5 by 13 inch journals.

is

was deemed preferwould be inevitable with
more wheels, even though the axle load was reduced,
for the reason that it was thought to be better adapted
for yard work where switches, frogs and sharp curves
abound, and thus eliminate one of the elements condu-

special service modifies estab-

locomotive

in

weight

able to a longer one, such as

The Heaviest Six*Wheel Switcher
which

in the total

brings the unit pressure to a value well within the

•

to

is

While
the greatest ever turned out by the
builders of these engines, the immensity of the journals
the load per axle

to constitute repairs,

extent

on the

of projected area

besides putting an engine on the blocks for a few days,

THE

marked evidence of which

of 176,500 pounds, which equals an axle load of 29,416
pounds, and produces a load of 215.5 pounds per unit

cheapening of repairs as is being done yet on
many roads to make a showing. Something is necessary
is

September, 1906

is

its

swelled to dimensions greater

kind yet

weighty factor

in

reducing curve resistance and enable

the machine to exercise tractive

built.

Gravity yard work of the road demanded a switch engine that could handle any train brought to the yards

by the heaviest consolidation power used on the Pittsburg and Lake Erie, and this they are able to do, since
their adhesive weight is equal to that of the consolidation
engines, which well fits them for pushing the heavy
trains over the hump of the yard, and satisfactorily solves

power under

all

con-

ditions.

With

the usual 85 per cent, of the boiler pressure, a
drawbar pull of 44100 pounds can be exerted. Tests
of these engines have
the

they

trains

shown

that they not only handle

by the consolidation power, but
capable of doing the work hertofore

delivered

are also

assigned to two of the ordinary six-wheel switchers.
Ratios of interest for comparison with other engines of

train classification at that point.

In proportions, these engines are remarkable

—PITTSBURG & LAKE ERIE RY.

when

this type are as follows:

compared with other machines designed for yard work,

ELEVATION HEAVY SIX-WHEEL SWITCHING LOCOMOTIVE.

—

P.

&

L.

E. RY.
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Weight on Drivers divided by Maximum Tractive

Those engines and the ones

world.

4-00

Effort

309

are the heaviest engines of the kind by from 15,000 to

The following

Weight on Drivers divided by Total Heating

20,000 pounds.

Surface
5 6 -7
Heating Surface divided by Grate Area
93
Tube Heating Surface divided by Firebox Heat-

gine illustrated will be found to give

.

ing Surface

14

Volume

Total Heating Surface divided by

•

J

specification of the en-

essential par-

all

which it will be noted that the firebox is above
frames and 40 inches wide by 120 inches long inside,
dimensions which hark back to old times.

ticulars in

SPECIFICATIONS

of one

Cylinder

herewith

illustrated

5*9-

Cylinder, type simple; diam. 21 ins.; stroke, 30 ins.

Track gauge, 4

Wheel
12

base,
ins.

ft.

ft.

ins.; tractive

&*/>

driving 12

power, 44,100.

ft.

12

rigid

ins.;

ins.;

ft.

total,

.

Wheel base, total, engine and tender, 46 ft. 2% ins.
Weight, in working order, 176,500; on drivers, 176,500.
Weight, in working order, engine and tender, 305,500.
Heating surface, tubes, 2,906 sq. ft.
Heating surface, firebox, 206 sq. ft.
Heating surface, total, 3,112 sq. ft.
Grate area, 33.3 sq. ft.

10^x13

ins.

Axles, tender truck journals, diameter, s l ins.; length, 10
Boiler, type, straight.
O. D. first ring, 80 ins.

ins.

Axles, driving journals, main 10^2x13

ins.; others,

—length

Axles, driving journals, 500

A

Boiler working pressure, 200

Firebox, type, over frame

lbs.

;

Firebox, thickness of crown, 7-16
back, Y%

fuel, soft coal.

length, 120 ins.

;

tube,

in.

;

ins.

;

width, 40

;

Y2

in.

ins.

sides, y% in.

;

in.

Firebox, water space, front,

4^

Crown

in.

staying radial, 15-16

diam.;

4

sides,

1%

ins.

;

back, 4

ins.

ends.

in.

Tubes, material, charcoal; iron, 430; diam. 2 ins.
Tubes, length, 13 ft. o ins.; gauge, No. 11 B. W. G.

Boxes, driving, main, cast steel; others, cast

steel.

Brake, driver, American steam.
Brake, tender, American steam.

Exhaust

pipe, cast iron, single.

Grate, style, rocking, R. R. Co.'s pattern.
Piston, rod diam., 4 ins.

Smoke
CROSS SECTION OF FIRE BOX,

Grate Area divided by

The

P.

&

L. E.

Volume

HEAVY SWITCHING ENGINE

of one Cylinder.

5.5
above values indicate a higher ratio of heating

surface to cylinder volume than

is

.

.

usual in design of en-

gines of this type, the average ratio being about 450.

The only

other six-wheel switch engines in this coun-

approach these in weight, are the class B6 built
by the Pennsylvania road in 1904 at their Altoona shops,
which were then the heaviest engines of their type in the
try, that

A

stack diam., \7 l

Tender frame,

;

piston packing, cast iron.

top above

ins.;

rail,

Tank, style U shape, sloping back, gravity
Tank, capacity, 7,000 gallons.

Tank

14

ft.

11%

ins.

steel channel.
slides.

capacity, fuel, 10 tons.

Valves, type, American bal.

travel,

;

5^

ins.

;

steam

lap,

%

in.

Valves, ex. lap, line and line.
Setting, 1-10 lead in full gear.

Wheels, driv. diam. outside tire, 51 ins. centers diam, 44 ins.
Wheels, driv. material, main cast steel others, cast steel.
Wheels, engine truck, diam.
kind.
Wheels, trailing truck, diam.
kind
Wheels, tender truck, diam., 33 ins. kind, chilled plate.
;

;

;

»

Immense Car Equipment Renewals
The

status of the rolling

equipment situation

illustrated in the large orders
It is

when

well

for cars of every class

something doing in transporcar manufacturers are unable to make

evident that there

tation circles,

is

is

required deliveries to the satisfaction of roads that were
dilatory in placing orders until the equipment

was needed.
The motive power question has become overshadowed
in the prospective business for this year, by the threatened car famine, and the awakening to this fact has in-

@
@

©'
(6)

© @ @ © @ @ @
@
@
v'o)

io;

eg;

$5)

stilled action into

among

>6;

—

METHOD OF STAYING FRONT END OF CROWN SHEET
SWITCHING ENGINE.

P.

for

&

L. E.

HEAVY

the matter that will

the builders.

more than 50,000

which

is

make

things lively

There are orders now on the books
freight cars,

as

far as

known

probably about 75 per cent, of the actual

facts.
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Second Class Passenger Coach=Paris, Lyons
Mediterranean Ry.

AMONG

Sr

tional exposition at Milan,

was a very extensive

showing of motive power and passenger rolling stock of
the Paris, Lyons & Mediterranean Railway. The second
class coach illustrated was a part of the exhibit of cars

SECOND CLASS PASSENGER COACH.

which comprised a complete passenger

train,

in

to

including

all

is

fully equal in all re-

and was
from the drawings of the railway company at the
works of Desouches, David & Company at Pantin. The
length outside of buffers is 64 feet 4 inches, and there are
spects to our first class equipment for day travel,

built

when

filled

superstructure

which gives a seating capacity equal to the average first class coach of American roads, while the seats
are equally as luxurious and second only to Pullman
in each,

entirely

is

steel

RY.

car builder the latter construction details appear to be
frail

—more so than would be considered safe prac-

tice here, especially in the

to the

The

sills,

methods of securing the body

since the posts are of a very fragile character,

corridor construction with vestibules has become

common
placed in

on French lines, and if this car was
American train, the roof which has no clear-

practice

.4.."..

LYONS & MEDITERRANEAN

story,

and the

side

RY.

buffers,

would be

practically

the

only exterior points of difference to attract attention.

Personals

equipment.

The

sys-

applied

and wood, while the
of wood, and to the American

of

is

LYONS & MEDITERRANEA N

—PARIS,

eight passengers

air

wheels, together with the air signal, while the

Their underframe

62:

SECOND CLASS PASSENGER COACH.

The braking

Westinghouse-Henry automatic

the

of the road.

very

design and finish

eight compartments, seating

is

cars are arranged for the standard steam heating system

—PARIS,

several types of locomotives.

This car

are also equalized similarly to ours.

tem

the exhibits of the year at the Interna-
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finish, interior

and

exterior,

is

made

to correspond

Mr. P. G. Grimshaw has been appointed assistant masmechanic of the Pennsylvania at Ormsby, Pa.

ter

Mr. T. P. Anderson has been appointed superintendent
of tests of the Cincinnati New Orleans & Texas Pacific
with office at Lexington, Ky.

The

office of

Mr.

S.

Mr. C. H. Welch, master mechanic of the
Midland Valley, has been removed from Fort Smith,
Ark., to Muskogee, Ind. Ter.

SHOWING

TOILET

ROOM AND COMPARTMENT.-

& M. SECOND CLASS COACH.

de luxe features of the first class vehicles. In the
compartments the decorations are in blue with drapes of
to the

the same color and the curtains of tapestry harmonize

with the whole scheme.

The

toilet

arrangements are

complete, a saloon being located at each end of the car.

The four wheel
by

steel plates,

wooden frames reinforced
on the American plan, and

trucks have

which

is

also

&

Santa Fe at Cleburne, Tex., has resigned,
and the office has been abolished.
Colorado

CROSS SECTIONS

D. Kinney, superintendent of shops of the Gulf

The headquarters

chanic of the Detroit

moved from

W. J. Haynen, master meToledo & Ironton have been re-

of Mr.

Springfield, O., to Jackson, O.

Mr. Willard

Kells,

master mechanic of the Lehigk

Valley at Sayre, Pa., has been transferred to Buffalo,

N. Y., to succeed Mr. F. R. Cooper, resigned.

Mr. B. P. Meyers has been appointed master mechanic

RAILWAY MASTER MECHANIC
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of the International

&

Great Northern, with

Taylor, Tex., to succeed Mr. C.

M. McLain,

at

office

resigned.

Mr. F. M. Fryburg, heretofore master mechanic of

Montana Central at Great Falls, Mont., succeeds
Mr. Hawkins as general master mechanic of the Great
the

Northern at Minot, N. D.
Mr. W. W. Breckenridge, master mechanic of the Great
Northern at Crookston, Minn., has been transferred to
Great Falls, Mont., as master mechanic of the Montana
Central to succeed Mr. F.

M. Fryburg, promoted.

Mr. C. E. Roach has been appointed round house foreof the Denver & Rio Grande at Salt Lake City, Utah,
Mr. Roach has heretofore been erecting foreman in the
shops of the Chicago Rock Island & Pacific at Horton,

man

Kas.

in

M., to succeed Mr. T. E. Layden, who has been transferred to a similar position on the Santa Fe Coast Lines

with

office at

San Bernardino,

Cal.

Mr. O. M. Foster has been appointed assistant master
mechanic of the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern at
Elkhart, Ind., to succeed Mr. Joseph Chidley, Jr., promoted.
Mr. Foster has heretofore been general road
foreman of engines at Columbus, O.
Mr. P. F. Smith Jr., has been appointed master mechanic of the Pennsylvania Lines at Columbus, O., to
succeed Mr. W. A. C. Henry, promoted.
Mr. George
B. Fravel has been appointed master

mechanic at Dennison, O., to succeed Mr. P. F.- Smith Jr., transferred.
Mr. J. J. Walsh, heretofore master mechanic at Chicago,
111., succeeds Mr. Fravel at Logansport, Ind.
Mr. E. D. Bronner who was recently appointed super-

Mr. D. R. Hawkins, general master mechanic of the
Central District of the Great Northern at Minot, N. D..
has been appointed mechanical engineer of that system..
with office at St. Paul, Minn., to succeed Mr. G. Willius,

intendent of motive power of the

resigned.

with

Mr. N. M. Loney, assistant engineer of motive power
of the Northwest System of the Pennsylvania Lines, at
Fort Wayne, Ind., has been appointed master mechanic
of the same system at Chicago, 111., to succeed Mr. J. J.
Walsh, transferred.
Mr. W. C. A. Henry, heretofore master mechanic of
the Pennsylvania Lines at Columbus, Ohio, has been ap-

new

pointed to the

office

of assistant superintendent of

System of the Pennsylvania Lines, with
Columbus, O.

the Southwest
office at

Mr.

J.

W.

Cain has been appointed assistant engineer

of tests of the Santa

Fe Lines

east of Albuquerque, N.

Lake Shore

&

Michigan

Southern, has gone back to his former position as superintendent of motive power of the Michigan Central,
office at Detroit,

Mr. LeGrand Parish, who

Mich.

was recently appointed

to

the latter position has been

transferred to Cleveland, O., as superintenden

t

of motive

power of the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern.
Mr. Theodore F. Dreyfus has been appointed superintendent of motive power of the Buffalo and Susquehanna Railway with headquarters at Galeton, Pa., to
succeed Mr. C. R. Williams

who has

resigned as general

master mechanic, the

latter title being abolished.
Mr.
Dreyfus was graduated from Stevens' Institute in 1898
and has since been consecutively special apprentice and

machinist, Illinois Central Railroad, motive
tor

power

inspec-

and general foreman, Pennsylvania Lines, West.

Fourteenth Annual Convention of the International Rail*
way Master Blacksmith's Association
The fourteenth annual convention of the International Railroad
Master Blacksmiths' Association convened in Chicago, August
21-23, 1906, the attendance at the opening session being quite
large.

The meeting was

called

to

order by the President of

the Association, Mr. D. B. Swinton, of the Canadian Pacific R.

Montreal, Can.
After a short address by President Swinton, Mr. A. L. Woodworth, Lima, O., secretary and treasurer, read his report,
giving a short synopsis of the business transacted during the
R.-,

past year. His report

showed that

at the

meeting

last year, the

Association had a membership, including associate and honorary

members, of
the year,

The next
of

292,

report called for

which Mr.

Russell

and that there had been a gain of 24 during
total membership 316 at this time.

making the

in

J.

his

W.

was

that of the executive committee,

Russell of Renova, Pa.,

remarks

said

he

could

was chairman.

not

see

the

use

Mr.
of

having such a committee, as he had found no work in connection with it to do during the year, and suggested that the
constitution and by-laws be so amended as to dispense with
After a short discussion of the matter it was
this committee.
unanimously decided that the executive committee be continued
as heretofore, and that there should be plenty of work for it
to do.

Following this, the reading of the papers on the subjects
were taken up. The first paper, the subject being

assigned,

"Frogs and Crossings," was read by Mr. S. Uren, of the Southern
Pacific, chairman of the committee having this topic in charge.
The paper dealt with the methods of repairing and renewing
worn frogs and crossings, and called attention to the changes
which had taken place in the past 20 or 25 years in the patterns
of

spring rail frogs.

The method

of laying out the

work

in

shop was also touched upon.
A short discussion on this
subject brought out the tact that practice varied greatly, as to
the amount of the work on renewals done in the smith shops
the

itself.

In

some places

others a good portion

it

is

is

all done there, while
machine shops.

practically

sent to the

in

A short paper which was not one of the regular subjects was
next read by Mr. Uren, entitled "Making Rings."
Mr. Uren
described and gave formulas of a method which he, with the
help of his assistant foreman, had

worked out mathematically,

and afterward demonstrated their accuracy, for making rings
from square, hexagon, and other shaped bars. By using his
formulas for cutting the pieces before bending, Mr. Uren stated
that he was able to make rings of any size that would be the
same thickness at both outer and inner edges, and the ends in
bending would come together without any further treatment.
Mr. Uren had samples of rings he had made, and which were examined with interest by many. In discussing the subject several
members could not see the use of going to the trouble of cutting
the pieces to be made into rings by formula, while others thought
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that such a

method

essary to dress

would save the work necsame thickness at both

practicable and

down

a ring to be the

edges.

—

The second subject on the program "Flue Welding Best
Method of Flue Welding and Fuel Used," was read by Mr. G. H.
Judy, Glenwood, Pa., chairman of the committee on that sub-

Mr. Judy brought out the fact that this subject was one of
importance, and at times, very vexatious.
There are several
methods of doing the work. The work should be done well and
not slighted, as a poor weld very often causes much trouble. Formerly most of the work of flue welding was done with the use
of coke as a fuel, but now coke has been quite generally superseded by fuel oil and gas.
In the discussion following the reading of the paper, one member stated that he had electrically welded a number of extra
heavy flues with very satisfactory results.
Another member
stated that in his experience he had found that he could weld
ject.

iron flues satisfactorily with the use' of a roller, but that steel

tubes gave trouble

when

the roller

is

used.

The

discussion devel-

oped the fact that the most trouble experienced in flue welding
is in putting on the safe-ends, the cause of the trouble being

September, 1906

and the men are supposed to be able

to do a large
however, that of late years
he had not been able to keep men on classified work.
Mr. Thos. F. Keane presented the paper on "Tools and
Formers for Bulldozers, Steam Hammers and Forging Machines."
The report took up particularly the material to be
used in making the tools and formers. The paper contended
that steel was the best material to be used if the finished product to be produced was made in large quantities.
The discussion brought out the point that cast iron tools and formers
were a great deal cheaper in first cost not only for material
but also for machinery. Then the wear of cast iron on corners
is better than that of steel.
This wear on corners is so great
that in some cases wrought iron or steel corners are made and
dove tailed to the regular die with excellent results.
The paper on "Discipline and How to Obtain the Best Results in a Railroad Blacksmith Shop," by Mr. A. W. McCaslin,
was an excellent paper on the subject. It was adopted without

extent,

One member

range of work.

stated,

discussion.

"The Best Method of Annealing High Speed Steel, Also
Tempering Same," was brought before the convention in
the form of several papers, each one describing the particular
method employed at a given point. It was brought out that the
of

manufacturers of steel always furnished directions for tempering the steel but never gave any directions for annealing the
same. A number of methods were described, all of which consisted of getting the steel hot and letting it cool slowly without
getting in contact with the air.
Mr. Geo. F. Hinkins, chairman, presented the paper on "CaseHardening Methods -Time Taken and Specimens of Work Furnished, and Kind of Material Used."
The paper was an interesting one and brought out several interesting points.
In tht

—

it was shown that most of the failures in case hardened parts, and also warping, was caused by too much heal
being used. Too much heat also caused crystalization.
The
depth of the case hardening is no indication of the quality
Two pieces of the same section and area, ont
of the work.
hardened with a quick, hot fire, the other with a slow, even

discussion

would show considerable difference in quality, the piece
slowly and evenly heated giving the best results in use.
Som<
found bone compound satisfactory, while others used potash.
It was stated, however, that potash changed the grain, making
it coarser the longer the piece was in heat.
In the paper "Best Coal for Use in Smith Shop, and Kind
of Fires Used," it was stated that a few years ago it was easj
to obtain a good grade of smith coal, while now-a-days it was
In many cases it is found that
difficult to get a good quality.
the purchasing agent would order a sample car load, which upon
test would prove good, but upon receiving a further consignments, supposed to be the same, it was impossible to get good
In the discussion it
results from the use of the coal furnished.
seemed to be the concensus of opinion that it was mainly th«
fault of the foreman who would not make complaint and insist

fire,

MR.

D.

B.

SWINTON, PRESIDENT

R.

I.

R.

M.

B.

A.,

IQO5-6.

I

that the safe end

is

a

new

piece of flue, and of full gauge, while

the old flue which has been cut off

is

often several gauges smaller

In welding the two sections the trouble experienced

them so

is

in heating

form a perfect weld.
"Classification of Work in Shop" was the next subject taken up,
the paper being read by Mr. W. J. Mayer, chairman of the committee. This is a subject which is of interest to many, and after
that they will

investigation the committee concluded that

it

is

practicable to

work in large shops as there it can be made economical.
Small shops cannot be run the same as large ones, as there is not
Specialists can
sufficient work of any one kind to specialize it.
be employed to advantage in many places in large shops, but
The committee
in small shops all-around men are needed.
tendency
make
specialists.
to
thought that piece work had a
Mr. Mayer brought his paper to a close by saying that there would
specialize

soon be a

new

field for specialists in

the repair of steel cars, as

was increasing rapidly with the advent of cars built of steel. The discussion of this paper showed
that classification or specialization of work is practiced as
the

work

in this direction

much as possible, as it is not economical to change a man from
one work to another when there is sufficient of one kind to
keep him busy.

In railroad blacksmith shops, except in a few

cases of large systems,

it

is

hard to specialize the work to any

on having the right kind of coal sent him.

On

the subject "Piece

Work vs. Day Work," the
Two members of the

committeo

a whole made no
Mr. A. Stockall, and Mr. I. B. Swinton, submitted independent
Mr. Swinton stated that piece work has given satispapers.
faction in many departments of the Canadian Pacific shops at

report.

as

committee.

Montreal.

The

discussion on this subject

was somewhat lengthy, and many

questions were asked concerning different phases of the probIt was stated that in some parts of the country, notably
lem.
the West, that

it

has so far been found impossible to establish

In starting in on the piece work basis
necessary to put the prices as near right as possible, for i)
they are too high at the start, it is almost impossible to lower
them, whereas if they are found to be so low on the start thai
the piece
it

work

system.

is

men

cannot make even day wages, it is easy to satisfactorilj
adjust the price.
Piece work can be used in some shops, buf
in others it cannot be used to advantage.
The paper "Making of Locomotive Frames From Scrap tfl

the

—
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How Many

Finish; Also Repairing;

Are Broken During

The

coming year resulted as folColumbus, O. First Vice President, G. H. Judy, Glenwood, Pa.
Second Vice President, G
W. Russell, Renova, Pa.; Secretary and Treasurer, A. L. WoodChemist, G. H. Russell, (reworth (re-elected) Lima, O.
elected) Boston, Mass.
Montreal, Canada, was selected as the
meeting place next year.
election

of officers

lows: President,

J.

for

the

S. Sullivan,

The" National Case-Hardening

th<

How

Often Broken in Same Place," read by James Fenwick, chairman, was interesting and described the method oi
making iron frames from the piling of the scrap to the finished
product. Reference was also made to the methods of repairing,
etc.
In the discussion several members gave their experience
with different methods used in repairing, and opinions varied
considerably as to the proper way.
"Thermit Welding and Cast," was the last subject taken up.
The paper on this subject was read by Mr. George Kelly, in
which was given some experiences in welding locomotive frames
by the Thermit process. As this is practically a new process
of welding, many of the members had not as yet used it, and
there was little discussion on the subject.

Year;

3i3

The National Patent Holding

Compound

Co. has recently obtained control

compound, and are now prepared to place
it on the market and fill orders promptly. Complete tests have
been made of this compound and the work analyzed, and the
of a case-hardening

The following is given
company of case-hardening

results are said to be very satisfactory.

as a result of an analysis

made by

the

from the same piece of metal treated with bone and
with the National Case-hardening Compound.
With the bone
treatment the heart showed 15 points carbon and the skin 66
points carbon, while the National case-hardening compound

pieces taken

showed

15 points carbon for the heart and 84 points for the
an increase of 18 points above that of bone. The National
compound is 40 per cent, lighter in bulk than the bone, and for
the same time in the fire will case-harden, it is claimed, nearly
skin,

;

twice

as

deep.

compound

This

is

especially

valuable

for

;

builders of automobiles, machines, tools, and engines, and

some

use by

;

«

Motor Equipment

»

for the

Hudson Companies

The Hudson Companies have ordered new truck equipment,
consisting of fifty motor and a like number of trailer trucks
from the American Locomotive Company. The specifications for
these trucks was the work of Mr. L. B. Stillwell, consulting engineer for the ordering company, and who will be in consultation

of the largest and most successful tool

is

in

makers and

machinery builders in the United States. It is shipped in fine
powdered form, making it convenient to handle, and it does
not burn or become destroyed like bone, and the residue may
be used again for filling and packing.
The company states
that they have records of case-hardened locomotive and crank
pins, showing practically no wear after having been in service
for over a year.

Circulars giving full particulars regarding the
case-hardening compound may be had by addresing
National Patent Holding Co., Railway Exchange, Chicago,

National

The
111.

with the builders during the preparation of the designs.

The motor trucks will be equipped with two General Electric
No, 76 motors, the suspension of which will be of the nose type.
A motor will be geared to one wheel on each axle, the wheel hub
being extended to take the gear for the motor. Both motor and
trailer trucks will have bar frames and swinging bolster.
The

Notes of the Month
The American

Worker, by E. R. Markham, and pub-

Steel

with vertical freedom, and will be suspended by four three-

by the Derry-Callard Co., is in its second edition. It
has 366 pages, 6 by 8 inches, printed on the best of paper, and
the contents are of absorbing interest from dedication to index, and the interest is not abated by the 163 illustrations.

point hangers.

There

bolsters of rolled steel will float between channeled transoms,

lished

These long hangers allow the bolsters ample lateral freedom
and utilize the weight on the trucks to restore the hangers to

nothing about working, annealing, hardening or tempering of steel for any purpose, that this work does not treat from
the interesting standpoint of the educated practical man, and il-

without the use of springs, insuring the
at all times
preventing uncomfortable oscillation of the car body.
These

The chapter on high speed steels contains information not commonly seen in print, on the chemistry of such steels and its in-

their

central position

smooth action on entering and leaving curves, and

trucks will be very similar in design to those built by the Ameri-

Company

can Locomotive

The

specifications

for the Schenectady

on which they

Railway Company.

will be built are as follows

MOTOR TRUCKS.

Gauge of track
Wheel base

4

Length over all
Transverse center of frame

Load carried at center plate, total
Weight of truck without motor, about
Wheels
Journal bearings

Frames
Transoms
Bolsters

10

8^2 ins

ft.

6

6 ins

ft.

ft.

6

A

6Z
ft.

ins

4 ins

28,000 lbs
10,500 lbs

34 J4 ins
5xQ}^ ins
Wrought Iron
10-in. channel iron
Rolled Steel

TRAILER TRUCKS.

Gauge of track
Wheel base

4

5

Length over all
Transverse centers of frames

Load carried at center
Weight of truck, about
Wheels

plate

Bolsters

Sl4 ins

ft.

6 ins

8

ft.

5 ins

6

ft.

4 ins

28,000 lbs
9,000 lbs

30

4^x9^

Journal Bearings

Frames
Transoms

ft.

Wrought
9-in.

ins
ins.

Iron

channel iron

Rolled Steel

is

lustrates

fluence

heavy

the

appliances

on their

cuts.

The

ability

price

is

be

to

used

stand up

to

$2.50,

in

connection

against

high

therewith.

speed

and

mailed to any address.

The American Locomotive Company has issued in pamphlet
form under their standard 6x9 inch size, the paper read by Mr.
J. E. Muhlfeld before the New York Railroad Club, on Large
Steam and Electric Locomotives, together with the discussion
of the paper. The pamphlet illustrates the Mallet compound built
by the American Locomotive Co., for the Baltimore & Ohio, also
the electric locomotives 7 and 8, built by the General Electric
Co,, for the same road, with which paper deals in the comparative performance and cost of operation and maintenance.
The
subject matter of the paper

is

handled by a close observer of the

two systems of haulage on the road of which he is the superintendent of motive power, steam and electricity, which makes it
an interesting expose that will be widely read.
The Flannery Bolt Company, Pittsburg, Penn., have issued an
attractive little pamphlet descriptive of the Tate flexible staybolt.

The application of this bolt is shown to various types of fireboxes,
among which are the Wooten, the Belpaire, the wide and semiwide and narrow, all being illustrated in fine half-tones, and
demonstrating their installation in side sheets, throat sheets,
head sheets and also in radial stays. The pictorial effect is strikingly good and conveys the information intended very clearly.

The operation of the "National Hot Water Locomotive Boiler
Washer" is explained and illustrated in a pamphlet distributed
by the National Patent Holding Co., Railway Exchange, Chicago,
This is concerned with methods of washing boilers with water
of high temperature, changing water in boilers in short time
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and the consequent beneficial results to locomotive boilers, as
well as improved conditions in the round house by preventing
the escape of steam into the building.

The

car

Hutchins Car Roofing

shown
company. The

Co., Detroit, Mich., are very fully

handsome 16-page pamphlet issued by the

a

in

and put on the market by the

roofs manufactured

pamphlet gives illustrations and descriptions of the
improved outside metal roofs, all-metal inside roof,

Hutchins
sectional

metal inside roof, plastic roof, and air space sectional plastic roof.
The half-tone illustrations are made from wash drawings, line
cuts are used to show the details of the various styles of car
roofs,

and the catalogue

is

handsomely printed on good paper.

have the exclusive sale
of Maryland and Virstates
the
cutters
for
bolt
of the Reliance
ginia and the district of Columbia.

The Fairbanks

Co., of Baltimore, Md.,

The Quincy,, Manchester, Sargent Company, with general
offices—the Old Colony Building, Chicago, announce the opening
Among the orders
of their Priest snow flanger department.
already booked

the

for

season's

delivery

are

22

flangers

this

department

is

assured.

making an unique offer in the
form of a personally conducted trip to Newfoundland for
caribou hunting this fall, and $200.00 pays all the bills from the

The Maine

Central Railroad

is

time of leaving Boston on October 17th until the return arriving
Mr. W. D. Hinds, Maine's leading
in Boston, November 7th.

United States
will have
and
who
and for several seasons in Newfoundland,
charge of the party, practically guarantees that each member of
taxidermist, and

who has hunted

in all parts of the

the party will secure a fine stag caribou head.

Full particulars

may be obtained by addressing Mr. Hinds at Haines Landing,
Rangeley Lakes, Maine, or Mr. F. B. Boothby, General Passenger
Agent of the Maine Central Railroad. Portland, Maine.
a

The Gardner Engineering Company, New York, has issued
new catalogue covering their numerous specialties which em-

braces practically everything in shop and tool equipment. Theii
disc grinders are exploited as strong points, and the double
head disc grinder is claimed without a superior in that line of
tools,

of

its

having automatic features that make the tool at the head
class. These tools are provided with a lever feed table

which is capable of such adjustment that the thinnest work maj
These wheels cannot rub 01
be ground with absolute safety.
The metal shop and office lockers
glaze, therefore always cut.
made by this company are something that attract attention for
neatness and security, at the same time are open to ventilation

and

inspection.

for erection in

We
by

S.

A

new

New

plant for this

company

is

contemplated

Jersey at an early date.

have received a copy of catalog No. 3, fifth edition, issued
F. Bowser & Co., Fort Wayne, Ind., giving illustrations

and descriptions of the Bowser self-measuring factory, railroad,
and navy oil tanks and cabinets for handling all classes of
lubricating and other oils. A copy of catalog No. 1, fourteenth
This
edition, issued by this company has also come to hand.
catalog illustrates and describes the Bowser self-measuring and
computing oil outfits for all purposes. These catologs are very
good samples of the printer's art, and the half-tone illustrations
In catalog No. 3 a portion of the illustrations
Copies of these
are in colors, which make a pleasing effect.
pamphlets will be sent upon application to the company.
are

excellent.

have received a copy of catalogue N. 69, issued by The
Watson-Stillman Co., New York, manufacturers of hydraulic
This catalogue is a selection of sheets from
tools of all kinds.
over 800 pages of printed matter, and especially relates to hydrauillustrates and
It
tools for steam and street railroads.
lic
describes the various hydraulic jacks, punches, railbenders, crank
Copies
pin presses, wheel and other presses, testing pumps, etc.
company.
application
the
upon
to
be
had
of any of these sheets can

We

The Independent Pneumatic Tool

Co.,

National Bank

First

announce that they have appointed Messrs. Lake,
11 Front St., San Francisco, Calif., as their exclusive

Bid. Chicago,

Hale &

Co.,

They

Pacific Coast representatives.

Thor

will carry a large stock of

piston air drills and reamers, reversible flue rolling, tapping

and wood boring machines, pneumatic riveting, chipping, calking
and beading hammers, etc., with suitable spare parts. The Independent Company have received a large number of orders during
the past few weeks from Pacific Coast States, and the prospects
for greatly increased business in this district appear very promising.

Armstrong Bros. Tool Co., "the Tool Holder People" of
Chicago have just shipped two orders received recently from the
Isthmian Canal Commission, aggregating almost One Thousand
Armstrong tool holders, many heavy sizes being included. They
have also received recently an order for Universal Ratchets for
Many smaller shipments had preceded
use in the Canal Zone.
these later and larger orders.

for

Canada, also orders for Japan, Alaska and the Continent. From
the orders and reservations already received a busy season in
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The American Locomotive
extension of

its

Richmond,

Co.

preparing

is

plans

for

an

works, for the manufacture of

Pa.,

Atlantic steam shovels.

Mr. Stanley Washburn has been appointed sales manager of
Washburn Co., manufacturers of couplers, trucks, draft rigging, railway and general castings, with office at Minneapolis,
Minn.
the

The
to

Engine Company,

Pilling Air

issue a very interesting booklet

—

Detroit,

Mich.,

about

is

which they herald

in

the

manner: "Look out for the Pilling 'Mule.'
be illustrated in
It is a coming event whose reflections will
pamphlet
form
sometime
during
the
month
swell
of September, by the Pilling Air Engine Company of Detroit."
following

unique

The firm of H. F. Vogel & Co., 420 Rialto Building, St. Louis,
Mo., has been organized to engage in a general railway supply
business.
The organizers of the company are Mr. H. F. Vogel,

who was formerly vice-president and general manager of the St.
Louis Car Co., and Mr. Nic Le Grand, formerly manager of the
supply department of the same company.

A novel scheme for putting out samples of roofing is that of the
manufacturers of Paroid and' Neponset Roofings. They have put
in their dealers' stores door mats made of the Pariod Roofing itself, and it is a good way to prove the toughness and durability
of Pariod.
Samples of Neponset are put cut in the shape of a
cone shaped cup and the directions on the outside read "Fill
this cup wilb water and you will see that the water evaporates
but never soaks through Neponset." Any one interested in roofing should send to F. W. Bird & Son, East Walpole, Mass., and
:

ask for their samples.

The Link Belt Company is the new name of the Link Belt
Machinery Company, of Chicago, which has purchased the plants
and all other assets of its associate companies, the Link-Beit
Engineering Company, of Philadelphia, and the Ewart Manufacturing Company, of Indianapolis. The company was organized
employing the
in 1880 to manufacture labor-saving appliances,
products of the Ewart Manufacturing Company. In 1882 a branch
office was organized in New York, and in 1888 this branch of
the business had grown to such an extent that it became necessary
to have a manufacturing plant in the east, and in that year the
Link-Belt Engineering Company, of Philadelphia, was organized.
The new company will continue the manufacturing of conveying,
elevating and transmission machinery, malleable and machine-

—

made

driving chains,

and Philadelphia.

etc.

It

has plants in Chicago, Indianapolis,

Its officers are

:

chairman of the board, James

M. Dodge, Philadelphia; pres., Charles Piez, Philadelphia; first
Glenn G. Howe, Indianapolis; second vice-pres., Staun-

vice-pres.,

ton B. Peck, Chicago
asst.

treas.,

Chicago;

P.

G.

asst. secy.,

;

treas.,

Reid,

S.

Howard

Philadelphia

Edward H.

;

Smith, Philadelphia

secy.,

Dyke Williams,

Burr, Philadelphia.
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Security Back-up Valve
accompanying illustration is shown the Security Backup valve, a compact and positive acting device for sounding a
warning whistle or for applying the brakes from the rear platform. There are two valves in one. The whistle is controlled
by the smaller and the brakes are set by the larger valve. Both
valves are operated by the same lever with a slight pressure of
the fingers of one hand. Pressing the lever backward sounds
In the

3i5

The American Balance Valve Company has for some time
been furnishing such a valve, in which is combined the positive
constant diameter of the plug valve, with the adjustable advan-

SEMI-PLUG PISTON VALVE, PARTIAL SECTION.
tages of split

rings,

and without the

faults

either

of

system.

These valves under the name of semi-plug, and which are

illus-

trated herewith, have earned for themselves the distinction of

having been in service five years on the Buffalo & Susquehanna
road when they were removed for exhibition purposes at the
World's Fair at St. Louis, as an object in piston valve practice.
The valve chest bushings were not shown with the valves on
that occasion, as the fit was too good to allow of "their removal

from the

but" both bushings

chests,

after 91,000 miles of service, and a

were

new

in

perfect condition
of valves

pair

After
put in to replace those removed for exhibit.
continuous work these bushings were absolutely steam
five

were
years'
tight,

which may be called a remarkable record for a piston valve, and
one not equalled by any other as far as our information extends.

The reason

for this exceptional performance

is

the control of

the frictional contact of the snap rings against the wall of the

Pipe

t?? rectct

SECURITY BACK-UP VALVE.
the whistle, and pressing

whistle valve allows

it

only a

The

forwards applies the brakes.
small

amount

of

air

to

be used,

preventing the possibility of setting the brakes unintentionally
while operating the whistle.

The brake

valve

will

apply the

brakes as gradually as may be desired and has ample exhaust
For regular train serarea for a quick emergency application.
vice

the back-up valve

couplings,
it

may

making

it

is

attached to a section of hose with

portable.

For observation and private cars

be connected permanently to the train pipe.

offered by Adreon & Company,
numbers of them on roads in every
is

Louis,

St.

The

who have

valve

placed

The prime
tion

—to

have

Reference to the sectional illustration of the semiplug valve will show the wide ring interlocking with the snap
rings at each side, by which construction the snap rings are
kept parallel with each other
as in drifting,

when

the central ring

is

and which also compels the snap rings

collapsed,
to

expand

or contract together, besides giving the proper stability to enable

steam posts when the engine is
drifting, without the remotest possibility of springing into the
rings

When

Co.

requisites of a piston valve

PISTON VALVE.

to

pass

over the

port.

The Semi*Plug Piston Valve^* American
Balance Valve

— SEMI-PLUG

bushing.

the

section of the country.

THROUGH LAP JOINTS

SECTION OF RINGS

the valve

is

working under steam, the pressure due to
and solid wall

the action of the coned faces of the snap rings

minimum

fric-

and remain steam tight under a long period of service,

system of rings into the condition of a solid
plug, with the result that the rings retain the particular diameter

rings, converts the

have presented an opportunity for the exercise of considerable

SCAT/

PLUG PISTOV V4L\/£

Vilvo

coye section

COMMON SAMP PWG V4LVC
Wv/ve caye sectioned through brtJgc

SECTIONS SHOWING COMMON SNAP KING AND RING REQUIRING NO
ERIDGES IN STEAM PORT SEMI-PLUG PISTON VALVE.
fixed, during the admission of steam to the
being
valve the valve
then practically a frictionless plug, with
automatically adjustable snap rings operating with the lowest

in

which they are
;

SEMI-PLUG PISTON VALVE.
thought, and spurred those interests in the success of that type
of valve to provide means that would overcome the tendency to
inordinate wear and leakage.

possible friction.

The New York Central Lines have had

a convincing

demon-

stration of the value of this piston valve in its control of the

snap rings

in contact

with the wall of the valve bushing, in the
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an engine on the Pennsylvania division in
of Motive Power Walton.
These
valves were applied on July 1, 1905, and have been in service
night and day since that date. The bridges in the steam posts
of this engine were removed, and the valves have been passing
over those posts for more than a year without the faintest indication of a blow, or measureable wear of the valves or bushings.
set of vales applied to

charge

Superintendent

of

The performance

of these valves has borne out the judgment

of the designer that the plug valve

when

is

the correct idea for piston

September, 1906

and experiments were begun leading up to the present efmethods, evolving a furnace which contained a crucible,
and which was operated with oil and compressed air; and this
furnace was the basis on which the present Steele-Harvey furcoke,

ficient

nace

is

With

now

constructed.

the later improvements, the brass foundries are finished

with a furnace which with oil or natural gas and air, is guaranThe Steeleteed to save 40 per cent, over the old methods.

Harvey

furnace,

like

the

old

coke

furnace,

has

the

crucible.

is made adjustable to the two conditions of
and no pressure, by which means, wear is
eliminated from both valve and bush, as has been the case in all
classes of locomotives where used, whether simple or compound.

valves

the plug

boiler pressure

full

New

Ji

A

furnace

drop and
is

herewith illustrated used for heating stock forging,

hammer work, bolt heading, tempering and similar
It is made in sizes to fit requirments and each fur-

trip

operations.

nace

is

Coal and Coke Furnace

equipped with a four-piece grate which admits of quick
repairs.
A lever on the side of the furnace

and inexpensive
controls

the operation

of

the

Fire

grate.

and ashes can be
FAN BLAST

STEELE-HARVEY MELTING FURNACE.

The fundamental principle is retained, but the operation is improved to meet modern condition. This furnace avoid the sulphur fumes of the coke furnaces, and the oxidation of metal
They require no
which prevails in the non-crucible types.
hoods or stacks, as there are no gases to dispose of, and simply
need to be coupled up to the oil and air connections to be ready
for a heat.

The furnace

is

of the simplest construction, comprising, briefly

an outer cylindrical
with

RUSSELL
COKE FURNACE.

dumped

RUSSELL REVOLVING
OIL FURNACE.

pan without escape of dust. The ash pan
can be removed through a hinged door in the side of the furnace.
This door when closed is air-tight. The grate after being dumped
can be set back into place by pushing the lever, and the furnace
This furnace is called the Russell
is
ready for recharging.
Economy Coal and Coke furnace and is manufactured by the
Russell Economical Furnace Company, Chicago.
This company has also put on the market the Russell fourinto the ash

side ball-bearing revolving oil furnace

forging,

rivets,

bending,

The

etc.

thoroughly mixed with the

air,

shown herewith

fire brick,

riveted

which has an

shell,

at bottom and sides
between the inner wall of
The crucible rests on a

lined

air space

the fire brick lining and the crucible.

carborundum bare block, constructed with three circumferential
edges and one square edge, against which the flame is atomized,
and circulates entirely around, upward over the crucible and
through the hole in the center of the cover. The crucible
always retained within the furnace, and never being handled

is
is

for general

superheated and is
which in turn is also superoil

is

heated, the result being perfect combustion without waste.
short heats the furnace can be left open on four sides

;

For

for heating

any portion of rods, two sides are stopped up and the rods are
run through the open sides
for long heats three sides are
stopped up. This arrangement practically gives four furnaces in
;

one.

The Steele^Harvey Crucible Melting Furnace
for Brass Foundry Practice
The address before

the Philadelphia Foundrymen's AssociaHarvey, of the Monarch Engineering &
Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Md., in June, was a subject of special

tion

by Mr.

H.

D.

interest to railways, as

cessful
in

modern foundry

it

was

replete with information

practice by

oil

on suc-

or natural gas processes

connection with the Steele-Harvey furnace.

years since the brass plant of the Curtis Bay Brass &
Metal Co., (which has since been absorbed by the National
Supply Co.) that Mr. D. P. Steele, general manager, had seventeen coke furnaces installed from which metal was poured for
railway, sanitary and plumbers' castings.
The pressure to keep
pace with the orders by means of the furnaces was so great
that it was resolved to devise some system by which to reduce
the loss of metal in the ash pits, and the expense of handling
It is five

STEELE-HARVEY MELTING FURNACE.
practically indestructible.

The

cover

is

composed of

silicate re-

fractory material, handled by an automatic lifting device, which

operative when the furnace tender turns the wheel for pouring
The burners are adapted for fuel oil at either high or low
They are operated
pressure, and especially for natural gas.

is
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with an air compressor under from 30 pounds to 80 pounds. The
volume of free air necessary for each furnace is about 28 cubic
Under low pressure they are operated at five pounds with
feet.
Rapidity of operation
the smaller furnaces most satisfactorily.

gives results of which the comparative figures given below are a

one of the strongest recommendations of the furnaces, since it
does not consume over twenty minutes to pour from the largest
crucibles and recharge same for additional heats, while one of
them will furnish metal equal to three similar coke furnaces,
and three of the Steele-Harvey furnaces are operated by one man.
The Steele-Harvey furnace is not automatic in the sense that
When properly handled the furnace
it
requires no attention.

Loss of metal, $1.06.
days' run coke, 4,531.5 pounds metal.
Value coke $6.40,
plus value crucible $8.67=$i5.07.
Average cost per 100 pounds
=33 1-3 cents. Loss of metal, $2.80.
These figures were obtained in test at Sparrows Point, Md.,
at the works of the Maryland Steel Co., and speak for themselves of the economy to be attained by the new furnace.

is

sample

Four
lons

days' run Steele-Harvey, 8,853^ pounds metal; 215 galvalue $5.37, plus crucible $6.50=$n.87. Average cost

oil,

per 100

pounds=i34

cents.
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tion

Retrospection

extended by Mr. Quest, chairman of the Test Committee,

work of the comBut the invitation seems not to have been favorably
as Mr. Guest informs us that so far there has been

to the entire association to cooperate in the

With

this

issue

we

are rounding out the

first

year of oui

incumbency of the editorial chair. During that short period
our constant aim has been the welfare and upbuilding of the
association, and while the effort involves much work, yet it has
been a labor of love. During the period it is possible that we
have made some mistakes; if so, it was an error of the head
and not at the heart, as we have ever been prompted by the dictates of our better judgment.
While we have studiously avoided resort to unpleasant personalities, we have in some instances been compelled to differ
with some of our members in their expressed views upon technical subjects, but in every such instance, while stating our

we have endeavored to be courteous to those with
whom we took issue. While we have not had the support that
we could have desired, and that would have made our department more interesting, we are grateful for what help we have
received, and for those who have not yet given us their support
we have not a word of condemnation, but, on the contrary, we
own

views,

are holding our compliments in reserve for them in anticipation
of their future support, and with kind regards to all, we look
forward to a most pleasant meeting at the Washington convention.
«

As

be seen

will

an

in

from our

article

he springs quite a surprise to the craft
claims,

that rust

is

not caused

(as

is

friend,

by

Warner

Bailey,

his discovery, as

popularly supposed)

he
by

oxygen, but by carbonic acid gas. Bro. Bailey is a painter of ripe
experience, and one of the ablest men in the association, therefore the new theory that he advances in contradiction to the
long accepted theories regarding rust formation is worthy of
consideration, and

we

of the subject by the

look forward to an interesting discussion

members

of the association; also

from the

manufacturers of metal paint specialties as to their opinion of
Mr. Bailey's theory.

Elsewhere in this issue is an article from Mr. W. O. Quest
on the Varnish Remover question, in which he deprecates the
use of those of a poisonous nature.
In this Mr. Quest sounds the alarm of an increasing dangerous

condemnation of the entire painting
Health should be held paramount to every other
fraternity.
consideration, and a sample of all chemicals suspected of containing poison should be sent to the Test Committee for
practice

analysis

that

who

merits

in turn

the

should acquaint the Association with the

whenever poison is discovered. There are doubtless some
varnish removers free of poison that should not be confounded
with the dangerous class.
In a previous issue of the official organ, there was an invitafact

mittee.

received,

no response. This is not as it should be, as it will require the
combined efforts of the entire membership to uphold the various
interests of the association, and the work of the Test Committee is by no means the least of these interests.
There are, no doubt, many things in the daily experiences of
the members that would be of interest to the committee if they
could but be acquainted with such, the committee could in turn
make the proper diagnosis and give the result to the association
in their report.
The committee anxiously awaits your mite.
»

Elsewhere

an interesting article on "The
Methods of Testing the Protective Power of Paints Used on
Metallic Surfaces," copied from the American Machinist, and
as the article is not only interesting, but is an excellent theme
for discussion we are presenting it with some comments thereon.
in

this

issue

is

In the first paragraph the author states that it has been
proved by extended experiments that rust does not promote
rust, and that paint composed of rust or oxide of iron for a base
or pigment is not injurious to metal.
The author does not
state just how he arrived at his conclusions, but it has long
been an accepted truism that like produces like, and as an

evidence that this

is

also true as to the rusting of metals,

it

may

be observed that when a speck of rust first occurs on a sheet of
metal that it gradually widens in an irregular circle from the
point of beginning. If this were not true, the metal would rust
simultaneously over the entire surface, but rust, like all other
things, must have a starting point, and once started, it rapidly
spreads

much

like

fungi

the

wood.
Regarding the second claim

germs that cause the decay of

paragraph that oxide paints
difficult to prove the contrary, but it is reasonable to suppose that all uncalcined oxide
must necessarily contain more or less moisture, and if mixed in
this condition with linseed oil will impart more or less of this
moisture to any surface to which it is applied, but when calcined all moisture is driven off, thus leaving the pigment free
to take up a larger per cent, of oil.
In the second paragraph the writer contradicts his first statement, as he here states
"If, however, rust has formed upon
iron it acts very much like a sponge in virtue of its porosity,
are not injurious to metal,

it

in this

would be

:

collects

the water, retains

further rusting of metal."

it,

and so considerably promotes the
This

statement that further

comment

marked, however, that

this is a

is

is

so

clearly

unnecessary.

more

a

contradictory
It

may

be re-

plausible statement of the

case than that contained in the preceding paragraph.

Oxygen

is

the active principle in water that causes rusting,
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Experience has clearly established

this fact, therefore all

meas-

ures looking to the protection of metal, must, in order to be

keep

effective,
in

moisture either

this fact in view,

in the paint or

the pores of the metal to be painted will very probably pro-

duce rusting at a later period. The conditions under which paint
is applied to metal
is
really of more important consideration
than those that pertain to wood because of the sensitiveness of
In the third paragraph
author
the
use
the
seems to favor
of linseed oil without pigment
as a coating for metal, experience
does not bear out the prac-

metal to moisture and to .acid fumes.

ticability of

such a recommendation.

a binder to constitute a paint

several

reasons,

desired

color,

No

coats.

principally

and

linseed

moisture unless

;

to

provide

to

coating

oil

each

It
is

requires a pigment and

essential to the other for

hasten the
for
is

the

drying,

adhesion

effective

successive

of

as protection against

reaches a certain degree of hardness in dry-

it

ing; furthermore, a coat of linseed oil without pigment would
have no adhesive affinity for succeeding coats, and it would be
very difficult to make it adhere, especially under a low temperature.

In the fourth paragraph, the author regards

materials as

all

about on an equal footing as regards their protective qualities

and therefore does not consider a
purpose of the Institute

would appear

that

"

in

test

worth while.

If

it

the

is

question to test paint material,

it

they were falling short of their obligations

paragraph, the smoke of locomotives has.

fifth

according to analysis, been found to contain sulphuretted hydrogen,

which

A

paints.

is

an element particularly injurious to linseed

paint that contains a large per cent, of

gum

stand the ravages of this element better than the linseed

oil

In the seventh paragraph, the author favors just a

little

rust,

on the theory that it is conducive to adhesion. But this claim
is not borne out by average experience.
Rust is rust, whether
in great or small quantities, and like a cancer it will work
beneath the surface and although it may be retarded by a thick
covering of paint,

is

it

ever active in a greater or less degree,

permanently is to
whether by chemical or mechanical

therefore the only certainty of checking
free the surface of

it

entirely,

it

with few exceptions, is so much at variance with
practical experience that we would not care to discuss it, except
to counteract the false impressions that it is calculated to
create in the minds of some whose jurisdiction extends over
vast metal structures, but who are not practical painters, but
are sometimes misled by plausibly written articles on subjects
that are of particular interest to them.

The

article,

Methods of Testing the Protective Power of
Paints used on Metallic Structures
Mr. E. Ebert, in a report to the International Association for
Testing Materials, has, among other things, the following to say

would not lead

with reference to the protection of iron surfaces against rust and

"The view previously

entertained by

many manufacturers

and

that,

therefore,

preparations

oxide of iron exercised a prejudicial effect, has, as a result of
extended experiments, been fully and completely disproved.
"Experiments with actual iron and rust have proved that if
it is thoroughly ground and rubbed up with linseed oil varnish it
produces no prejudicial effect upon iron to which it is applied.
If, however, rust has formed upon iron, it acts very much like
a sponge

in virtue of its porosity, collects the water, retains

it,

and so considerably promotes the further rusting of the metal.
This

such compositions prior to their use

phenomenon has been long

familiar

to

constructors,

and is the reason why they always take care to build in such a
way, and to select the color of the paint employed, so that any

my

to

experience, adequate-

the action of the acids of sulphur which are contained
in the smoke of locomotives.
ly to resist

The durability of the layer of preparation in contact with the
metal depends upon the first coating of body color it is in addition largely determined by observing the principle that it
should only be applied in warm, dry weather, and only to sur;

which are themselves dry. Unfortunately, the preparation
of the body coat is not always carried out with the degree of attention that should be bestowed upon it, but it is often done by
faces

workmen

when

the

addition,

the

as incapable as unskilled labor, particularly

end of the contract period
the result that the

is

approaching.

Though

the

In

not done properly, with

is

body coats do not produce the proper

In a short time they

fall

effect.

off altogether.

importance

cleaning

of

been

has

pointed

out,

however follow that the iron surfaces must be
absolutely bright. Experiments which were carried out in order
to ascertain what was the effect of cleaning have proved that it
is fully sufficient in order to free the iron from all impurities to
it

does not,

go over
a

it

hammer

with a wire brush or scraper, or,
to knock off any adhering scale.

need

if

The

be, to

employ

layer of oxide

or rust which remains after this treatment does no harm, and
is

in fact serviceable, as the

it

would

preparation adheres better to

to a brightly polished iron surface.

of a certain railway line for

many

before being treated with the
diluted

in

hydrochloric

it

than

The management

years maintained that the iron

compositions should be cleaned
acid, then inserted into lime

water, washed in hot water, warmed up to a high temperature
and after the very rapid drying which then results, painted over
with linseed-oil varnish. This may be suitable to work on a
large

scale,

but

it

is

not so appropriate for

small work.

In

such cases there is always danger that the hydrochloric acid
which has penetrated into the interstices of the iron will
remain there and produce a deleterious effect.
Experiments
have shown that the methods adopted by the Bavarian State
Railways of using a body coat of linseed-oil varnish without
The conclusion is that
pigment has not caused any trouble.
preparation
depends upon the
the durability* of the anti-rust
quality of the linseed-oil employed, and accordingly the greatest
attention has been devoted to the preparation of the latter."
»

»

What

is

the

Minimum Number

of Coats of

Paint and Varnish With Which a Car
Can Durably be Painted

that

containing

con-

to the results desired

components have proved, according

the formation of rust tended to promote further oxidation by

means,

the

Agreement, however, pre-

considerably.

by the Institute.
of the anti-rust preparations with so-called acid-proof

None

other prejudicial chemical influences.

chemical

differ

that the testing of

vails

On

composition being superior to another.

anti-rust

trary the views

bright

painting.

pigments out

The information which has been supplied to us from France,
Germany, Russia and other countries does not lead to the conclusion that there is any general agreement as to any particular

oil

will with-

paints usually applied for this purpose.

means before

matter, as in the case of body coats, to leave the
altogether.

cleaning of the surface of the iron

just at this point.

Regarding the

formation of rust can be easily recognized the instant that it
According to the above mentioned experiments
there can be no objection particularly where the color does not
takes place

the

give

to
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Editor Railroad Paint Shop

To

practical

the saving of

ering this

much

as

men
much

subject,

brevity

—
is

not only the soul of wit but also

valuable time and labor, therefore in considI

shall

endeavor

In the proper maintenance of
Painter
bility

is

obliged to

remember

all

condense

my

ideas

as

railway equipment the Master

that speed,

economy and dura-

are the three essentials and that to maintain a certain stan-

appearance and durability
system of surfacing.
Experience has taught us that it

dard

to

possible.

in

it

is

necessary to

adopt

a

specified

is easy to fall a prey to the
unscrupulous dealer and superior results cannot be obtained by
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my

I was
"Ready
Mixed" thinkmuch opposed to what is known as the
ing it would be put into the hands of any old fogy and that the
skilled mechanic would soon become a thing of the past, but
with age grew wisdom and although I still cherish the old hand
mill for the memories it revives, I now recognize the fact, it
is one man's business to manufacture and anothers to apply, as
in this way we obtain the most certain results.

using an inferior

In

article.

youth, or salad days,

The manufacturer because of its being his business, understanding quality and having modern facilities can produce a reFor this reason a few years ago I
liable article at all times.
abandoned the old fashioned method and adopted a prepared
simple surfacing system through which I have dispensed with
rough stuff thereby saving the cost of material, time and extra
labor in rubbing, and I believe this is the general method in use
now.
It is a well known fact that, to keep in proper condition, varnish on the exterior of all passenger cars should be renewed once
every 10 or 12 months, thus after a new or burned off car has
been painted, until again shopped for burning off, the time
can be considered (in
average service) as from one year to another (an important
fact that I regret to say evidently is not always understood by
those responsible for the care of cars side tracked in yards, often
service limit

or

durability

of the

job

as desired.

ment and

Fourth and

varnish.

This method will not give a piano

two coats of color and three coats of varnish, apfollowing manner
First day Dust off and apply primer sufficiently thin to penetrate and cover, see that all nail holes and grooves are well

plied in the

—

filled.

—In the morning knife in loader and carefully
paper and apply
Third day—Rub or sandpaper, using No.
haired brushes.
coat of surfacer, using
Fourth day— Second coat of surfacer. Ditto.
color.
Fifth day— Sand lightly and apply two coats of
Sixth day—Letter and
First varnish, using half rubbing
Seventh day— (Morning)
and finishing varnish.
Eighth day— (Evening)
Second coat varnish, best outside
finishing.
Ninth day—Let stand.
Tenth day—Third coat varnish, best outside finishing.
Second day

putty with hard drying putty.

1

fine

first

flat

stripe.

This time can be reduced by one day

necessary by varnish-

if

ing on the evening of the sixth day, after striping.

have found

this

system to give entire satisfaction.
T.

Grand Trunk
Editor Railroad Paint Shop

J.

Hutchinson.

J.

is

the

minimum number

of

painted?" would say that certainly the question opens a broad
field for discussion, not only as to the number of coats, but as

Replying to
fice

a

which the work can be durably performed.
query would say that eight coats would

this

for a period of six or seven years,

good

oil

if

suf-

properly cared for with

cleaner.

The methods

of

make

a dur-

Shuttleworth,

—

Editor Railroad Paint Shop
Replying to your communication

number of coatings

to

make

minimum

regard to the

in

good and durable job on passen-

a

ger equipment cars

have to say that it is our practice and has been for years
to give baggage cars one coat of primer, two coats of surface,
two coats of yellow and two coats of varnish.
For passenger cars with panel siding, one coat of primer, four
coats of surfacer, two coats of color and two coats of varnish.
The number of coatings given for the baggage cars I consider
the minimum and could be used on all cars with a sheathed
I

siding.

We give

panel cars

more surfacer on account of the panels hav-

ing a larger surface, you are apt to get through to the

more

wood

easily during the rubbing process.

John

F. Lanfersick.

of^Rjust

Concord, N. H., July 21, 1906.

—

Editor Railroad Paint Shop
As the time draws near for our annual convention I look
forward with pleasant anticipations in meeting so many old
acquaintances and listening to the many reports of the several

committees on different subjects connected with our business.
always learn something beneficial to all who have any pride
in the matter of painting railroad equipment.
I suppose the old and familiar subject of iron rust will be
threshed out again as usual; and this reminds me of something
I

quite new to me and may be of interest
has always been the accepted theory that
iron rust was caused by moisture and oxygen, but by some rein that line that

to

some

others.

was
It

cent tests this theory has been knocked

and

it

has been proved that carbonic acid

Oxygen and water

rusting.

A

all
is

into "smithereens,"

the sole cause of iron

play no part in the business.

was exposed to distilled water and
a continued current of air freed from carbonic acid, and the
metal continued untarnished at the end of six weeks when air
with the normal carbonic acid was drawn over the sample,
however, the bright surface was dulled in six hours, and was
covered with a deep red rust in seventy-two hours, which proves
very conclusively that we have been on the wrong track and
that oxygen and moisture play no part in iron rusting.
piece of polished iron

;

is

up

to us

now

is

to find

something to check the action

some thinking mind

will ac-

Rust and rot are forms of disease and decay in
metal and wood and the chemists and painters are the doctors
and nurses who can arrest their progress if not prevent them altogether when cars and engines are brought to the paint shops,
which are the hospitals. Cancer in the human body is rarely,
if ever cured, because it is in the blood and system to such an
extent that it is next to impossible to eradicate it. Unlike this,
decay in metals and wood, of which railroad rolling stock and
buildings and bridges are constructed, is wholly from the elements without and if they can be thoroughly protected from these
there is no reason why they should not last indefinitely, or
until actual wear and tear displaces them.
It is useless to say
it cannot be done, just because many failures have been met
with with bogus material and the whole painting business condemned indiscriminitely. It can be done. Give the intelligent
unprejudiced painters a fair show in their choice of methods and
materials and watch and wait for results and some surprise may
be met with in comparison with former experiences.
Yours truly,
complish.

—

Replying to your query, "What

but will

B.

A. R. R., Springfield, Mass.

of carbonic acid, which, no doubt,

coats of paint and varnish with which a car can be durably

to the time in

&

B.

-

What

Ry., Toronto, Ont.

finish,

able finish.

,

of surfacer,

Japan body color; orna-

Sixth coat rubbing varnish, seventh and eighths coats finishing

Prevention
query
smooth and durable

to reply to the

finish in my judgement,
A sufficiently
can be obtained by the application of a primer, loader, two coats

I

coats of

fifth

letter.

for months.)

But

3i9

applying these coats

is

as

follows,

giving

time for drying between each coat:
Apply a coat of primer mixed to the proper consistency
Brush in
with one-third turps and two-thirds linseed oil.
thoroughly and when dry putty with hard drying putty.
2d. Apply a coat of rough stuff mixed with two pounds white
lead, seven pounds Keystone filler, or any similar filler, one gill
of Japan gold size, one gill gold rubbing varnish, thinned to the
sufficient
1 st.

proper consistency with turpentine.
3d. Coat mixed same as second, when dry enough rub or sand

Warner

Bailey, B.

& M.

R. R.
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The Dangerous Varnish Remover
Editor Railroad Paint Shop

—

As craft consumers how are we going to protect ourselves
from the dangerous class of paint and varnish removers foisted
upon the market by concerns possessed with a keener sense of

human
harm shall

gain than that of

self

mands
Owing

that willful

which, in honor, denot be done thy fellow man.

principle,

to a spirit of conscienceless greed, the unprotected

suspecting

thrown

off

and unasked to handle and labor in a gaseous atmosphere
from products probably containing the most treach-

is

known

erous poisons

From

to chemistry.

quantity proportions, the handling of such is extremely poisonous
to the human system.
Amyl Acetates are good solvents and
are a little less volatile than a score or more of like specialties
that evaporate too quickly to be economical in use, regardless
at, but as they can always be detected by their

of price sold

—

peculiar fruity odor that of the banana or jargonelle pear
the wise consumer began to shun the acetate remover also as
a dangerous poison, and as a result, the remover making

experts were again confronted with the necessity of looking
up something other than Amyl Acetates in order to stay in
business.

BI-SULPHIDES OF CARBONS.

a simple, honest beginning, the manufacture and sale

on a competitive market of varnish and paint removers has
probably so cheapened the product as to cause them to become
a dangerous menace to both life and property.
In the past several years we have had well authenticated accounts as to how railway car paint shops and other kindred concerns were either partially or totally destroyed with valuable
contents by the accidental ignition of generated highly explosive gases; also cited instances where men empolyed in handling
these light volatile solvents were on the verge of asphyxiation,
through being confined in spaces filled with deadly fumes of
chemicals unknown to both maker and consumer, other than
by selling guarantee of being powerful solvents designed to
remove old paint and varnish without harm to the most beautiful wood or hands of the workman.
The large field and undisputed necessity for the efficient safe
paint and varnish remover is undoubtedly responsible for many
of the disguised concoctions, the creations of some would-be

when

chemists with degrees that date back to time

discovering

and gall were the only chief requisites
to be drawn upon where playing the paint stock consuming
world as an easy mark— an especially easy mark
where properly
flattered under the deceptive guise of applied scientific chemistry.
that business push, nerve

—

THE CARBOLIC ACID REMOVER.

September, 1906

The residium bi-products of coal tar and petroleum were the
next available and cheapest material discovery to enter into
field of the remover experimenter which came in a cheap,
plentiful supply of what is known as bisulphides of carbons,
which were found ideal for the purpose, owing to the fact that
the carbon made remover is made from the best commercial

gum

solvent

known and has many

several gums, waxes,
lost to the arts

and

rubbers,

staple

uses

for

dissolving

which would be otherwise

etc.,

trades.

Consulted authority says that, in liquid form, all bi-sulphides
of carbons are known to be heavier than water but are much more
volatile than naptha, benzine, etc., and, as a consequence,
generated a low heavy gas much more dangerous than gases
generated from the lighter solvent liquids which are more apt
to mix, rise up and pass out with the shop currents of air.
If the railway master car painter will take the trouble to
investigate, he will discover that crude bi-sulphides of carbons
are cheap; also that they can be adulterated and made cheaper
still
also that they can be made le'ss volatile but not less
poisonous, nor less foul smelling, and that where used regardless
;

of disguise,

such solvents are the factors of continued smells
coach or other interiors; also for the frequent

all

in the so-cleaned

sore hands

of the

workman who

is

sorely

punished without

Although easily detected on acount of its pronounced odor,
the remover made from creosote a carbolic acid dilute made
up into a light distillation, is probably one of the most danger-

knowing the cause. "Well what are you going to do about
it?" somebody asks.
That's easy, let us get together on the
matter and openly turn down the poisonous remover whenever

ous

the

—

which, at

in general character,

its

worst,

is

usually a simple

25 per cent, solution of carbolic acid and water, the unfortunate tradesman being asked to handle this flesh eating solution

with the naked hands.
For a time, it looked as though the carbolic acid remover
»n acount of price, was going to be a winner, and there were
•ome great efforts made to force it on the market, each wouldbe manufacturer vying with the other in race for trade and gain.
One enterprising concern would attempt to neutralize his deadly
stuff with grease
another, with supposed neutralizing ingredients that would form emulsions, which, true to their nature,
would do the removing but not make them any safer to wood or

—

flesh.

The one redeeming
acid remover

is

character,

that as this acid

if

there be such, of the carbolic
largely used in modified forms

is

as disinfectants and other medicinal purposes, the odor
urally less offensive than

some of the other awfully

is

nat-

foul smell-

removers which followed the exit of the carbolic acid
cleaner, finally and totally condemned on discovering that it
possessed another very bad feature, which was its well known
quality of remaining unneutralized by the admixture of other
ing

material

substances

— consequently,

when

the pores

of

a

wood

surface became permeated with this acid, there was no neutral-

remedy; the absorbed acid

izing

destroying any finish placed over

look

to

growing

up something

else

oils

or

Amyl

still

the power of
became necessary

retained

so that

it

make varnish removers

for

a

trade.

AMYL
There

to

it,

still

what

ACETATES.

remained to be drawn upon, the family of fusel
is

known

to be their bi-products,

Amyl

Acetates..

according to consulted authority, are distillations of amylic alcohol, fusel oil, potassium acetate and concentrated sulphuric acid, and, as a consequence, under certain
Acetates,

!

—

opportunity

To

afforded.

is

better protect the consumer, laws similar to those govern-

ing the world's pharmacy laws should be enacted and enforced,
that

compounds containing poisonous ingredients

that

is,

shall

be so labeled.

all

Before craft acceptance, all such compounds should be
accompanied with responsible guarantee that they contain no
highly

explosive,

wood

or

destroying

flesh

ingredients.

The

means, should be improved upon, so that the car
other
interiors
so cleaned shall be quickly freed from all
or
after-clinging smells, which we observe is critically mentioned
in the columns of "Car Paint Shop" by our skilled, time-honored
fellow associate Mr. I. J. Rodabough, who, radically declares
odor, by

all

that one of the

most

effectual

odors in Passenger cars,

is to

ways to get rid of disagreeable
stop using varnish remover, will,

no doubt, come as a surprise to many agreeing and disagreeing
readers.

The

fair Editorial

comment on

the matter which suggests that

not responsible for all the bad odors of
Passenger car interiors, meets with our views we, also agreeing

varnish remover

is

—

abandon the safe acceptable deodorized class of solvent removers on account of the additional
expense for maintenance, but we do most emphatically declare
for reform on the remover matter, where it becomes evident
there is to be no regard paid to demands of life, health and
property by people who attempted to make and sell on price
alone, the foul smelling poisonous paint and varnish remover
on a market not always permitted to be guarded by the expert
consumer, which is especially applicable to where such material
that

it

would not be wise

to

abuses are enforced in the railway car paint shop.
P.,
W. O. Quest, M.

C

P.

&

L.

E. R.

R.

Co.,

McKees Rocks,

Pa.
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is

handi-

tain

company

ing

its

own

—

to

that
cost

purchase of the builder instead of build-

equipment.

The company

was
the manu-

in question

as well equipped for the construction of cars as

facturers, but the cost of transportation of material

from

the base of supply to the shop, over the company's line,

made

the car builder's price of the finished car the lower.

Investigation of

all

items entering into the cost of car

which the
road taxed itself for transportation of material, ended in
the building of car shops at a point on its line nearest
the timber supply and resulted to the decided advantage
of the railroad company.
building, including the 0.6 cent per ton mile

Permanent Improvements

ONE

of the gratifying evidences of progress in per-

fecting shop facilities

more

is

shown

in

some of

the

recently constructed plants by the greater attention

given to what have been regarded heretofore as minor

This attention to details -may be accounted for
by the fact that railroad companies have discovered a
commercial value in improved facilities. The original
details.

cost of a plant

is

increased by the greater outlay for

mod-

ern appliances and accommodations heretofore considered of too little importance to spend money on, but improvements that promise reduced cost of output constitute valuable assets

no matter what the outlay

to

produce

them.

When

342*

Type Freight Locomotives, Great Northern Ry. ...343*
Communication Welding Locomotive Frames
..343 and 346
Prairie

it

of cars for freight service at a figure that forced a cer-

CONTENTS.
Special

company

was shown
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Office in

extent to which a railroad
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Post
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a road sees

its

way

clear to erect brick struc-

tures for the storage of material

commonly found on
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Air Braked Cars

346

platforms, exposed to the elements, where in the winter,
time is always wasted in producing the article wanted;
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it

builds a like structure for the purpose of flue

351

one of the operations lowest in the
scheme of locomotive maintenance or when commodious
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service where cleaning parts may be done with minimum
handling or when the sand house is constructed on lines

351

calculated to get results

349
350*
350
350*

is

;

;

by methods divorced from the
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cheapness that in the end proves expensive, it is patent
that the day has arrived for looking into the small things
that are important factors in successful shop

There

ment.

no better index

is

manage-

to the quality of adminis-

trative ability than the attention given to details of so-

called lesser importance.

The Smoke Problem

WHEREVER bituminous

coal

is

used, there will be

found a grievance that has long pressed for an
abatement.
Devices of various kinds are constantly
coming up that claim everything for smoke burning and
This

are tried only to be cast aside as useless.

and

will be, as

long as bituminous coal

is

is

history

burned, without

considering the personal equation of the fireman.

mechanical device

left to its

own

No

the

nearest approach to ideal results in the reduction of

smoke emission from

coal, is
it

found

coal without using anthracite

in pulverizing

into the firebox.

bituminous coal and spraying

The smoke producing

elements, while

present, are in such an attenuated condition that they as-

sume the form of a colorless gas and such portions as are
not consumed pass to the atmosphere in a harmless form.
Oil for locomotives has proven one of the cleanest fuels
yet tried, but the price of

it

has advanced in a ratio far

worth and has had to be abandoned for that
reason in many places where its worth had been demonstrated both for economy as a fuel and for cleanliness.
One of the latest of the roads to give up oil is the Houston and Texas Central. The reason therefor is the same
as in other cases where the price makes coal the cheaper
in excess of

fuel.

A

atmosphere, but

is

being equip-

it

woud have been

of greater significance

and value if action were taken in the same direction by
the manufacturing plants in and around that city which
are proverbial

for

belching out unconsumed thermal

units.
»

»

»

to

THERE
offices

are

many methods pursued

them ever reach the

drawing

when

time

is too precious to wait for the
regulation scheme of drawing, tracing and printing by
the various plans for reproduction of line drawings.

of the most

common

of these processes, and one that

as old as the art of drawing,

is

to allow the original

sketch to go into the shop and be returned to the office
to be drawn to scale when the rush is over.

have its integrity disturbed so that its
be impaired more or less, and of course the missing dimension would be the most important one.
Another method followed frequently for placing a
sketch in the shop for a rush job

to

is

make

views as will serve the purpose, and
sketch for the day to

work

up

it

come when

and place

to scale

filing the original

will

it

among

it

be possible to

the indexed draw-

This idea preserves the original from disfigure-

ings.

ment or

One

alteration.

of the best plans having for

its

object the preser-

vation of a sketch, and one that has been used for years,
is

to reproduce the sketch in free

hand on the

of tracing cloth with a pencil leaving a black

dull side
line,

and

from this temporary tracing. This idea has long
been worked out in practice by drawing elevations and
details of locomotives and cars and printing from the

print

pencil sketch

when needed

in a hurry, instead of waiting

for the "inking in."

method has much to recommend it.
It takes but little more time than by the free hand act
and the sketch is so much plainer, because it is drawn to
scale.
Besides this, the drawing is a long way toward
completion, and may be inked in at any time.
Eor sketches

this

«

Departures from Established Boiler Practice

THE

uncertainty attaching to some essential features

pated under the searching
boiler pressure has

fire

made

being

fast

is

dissi-

of experiment.

Increased

many

established

revision of

an absolute necessity. One of the
evidences of failure under the new conditions was

features of design
first

in

the firebox sheets and flue sheets.

somewhat

trouble has been

alleviated

However, this
by widening water

spaces and this arrangement has effected further im-

provement by reduced staybolt failures as well. While
departure from the 3^2 inch width of mud ring was at

made without enthusiasm,

there are

spaces, even

A

up

similar conservative disposition

situation,

few who now
of wide water

to 10 inches or more.

where there seems

is

shown

in the tube

to be a reluctance to disturb

the deep-rooted idea that a boiler full of tubes constitutes

Many whose

efficient

heating surface.

titled to

consideration claim that there must be

opinions are en-

some one

distance of flue spacing at which evaporative efficiency
is

is

greatest with a given boiler pressure, and this distance

believed to be

much

greater than has ever obtained

often done under protest where the force is of the lightweight order. Anything in the shape of a sketch that

improved conditions may be anticipated.
It is thought that improved conditions

gets into the shop leaves

the reduction in length of flues, as

hope behind as far as a perma-

a free hand

sketch from the original, giving such dimensions and

ject of inquiry

is

quite

it is

would
usefulness would

apparent that this way of doing business sows
the seed for further trouble, and has features that condemn it for use in a progressive drawing office, yet it is
It

condition

office in

care to question the increased efficiency
in

shel-

certain that a vital dimension or part of a view

for getting a hurried sketch out into the

shop to work to

mounted and

it is

be of much use after that experience, since

first

Shop Sketches

is

concerned (unless

concerning locomotive boilers
locomotive on the Pennsylvania road

ped with a device for burning pulverized bituminous coal
with the view of reducing smoke about Pittsburg. The
move is one that will make for improvement in Pittsburg

One

is

laced) for few of

operation has yet pre-

vented the emission of clouds of unconsumed carbon.

The

nent record

October, 1906

since high pressure

became the

practice.

of the most advantageous spacing of flues

The
is

question-

now

a sub-

by the Master Mechanics' Association and
will result

from

shown by Mr. Van
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move on

Alstyne's radical but progressive
Pacific in the introduction of the

the Northern

combustion chamber on

various classes of power, in which the tube heating surface has been reduced

creased.

and the firebox heating surface

in-

In the case of the Prairie type engines the firebox

heating surface of 235 square feet is exactly 1-10 of the
total heating surface, which is in conformity with recom-

mendations of the Master Mechanics' Association made
before our giant power was thought of, but which did
not contemplate the combustion chamber in attaining the

Angus Shops
Second of a

series of articles

principal feature

cerned

is its

departments

we

the

especially

The methods

partment.

in

with the

now

are

con-

freight car

de-

operation

for

working out the perplexing problem of the
rapid and practically unrestricted delivery
of raw iron and -the quick movement of finished pieces to the other shops are particularly

mterestm

This shop turns out the forgings for the

RACKS FOR STORING CAR BODY BRACE

total

new equipment

RODS.

on the

as well as turning out the

work

of the building and

its

location with rela-

tion to the other shops of the plant has already

sidered.

The heavy hammers with

been con-

their furnaces are lo-

cated in the end of the shop nearest the locomotive de-

partment.

A large number of open fires

work occupy a

central location, while

closely

Van

ancient ideals, besides placing himself in the ranks of

precedent makers.

Pacific Railway

in the opposite end.

midway

In the wing extending back from the

are found the large bulldozers,

punch and shears,
some large hammers and small machines, which are used
principally for car forgings.
Each bulldozer is usually
served by an oil furnace and a jib crane arranged to cover
the adjacent track, furnace and machine.

The equipment

in the

for

hand or

light

machines such as

car department of the black-

smith shop
capable of turning out the iron work for
600 standard box cars per month together with that for
is

new coaches and

IS

sleepers.

The locomotive wing

STENCILED ON RACK.

—ANGUS

is

pro-

SHOPS,

vided with equipment for the prompt turning out of material for repairs

of about thirty-five locomotives and the

construction of five or six

The two departments

for locomotive repairs.

The shape

many who

Alstyne has chosen the correct line of thought in the
adoption of the combustion chamber to modern power,
and has worked to some purpose in tearing away from

IN EACH ROW
CANADIAN PACIFIC RY.

orders, also the bulk of car forgings

line,

believed by

It is

follow improvements in locomotive design, that Mr.

SIZE OF RODS

required in keeping up repairs of freight and passenger
rolling stock

ards of years agone.

on the operation of the Angus Shops, C. P. Ry.

capacity as a feeder for the other

—

ratio.

bolt headers, shears, upsetting machines, etc., are located

in connection

blacksmith shop with which

The

tube length of 159 inches is abnormally short, viewed by present practice, but the ratio of
length to diameter is also in agreement with the stand-

— Canadian

BLACKSMITH SHOP.

HE

proposed

323

dently and each

new locomotives per month.

of the shop are operated indepen-

under the jurisdiction of a foreman.
The shape of the building is such that the storage yard
surrounds the car department of the shop on nearly
is

There are doors in the walls of the building every few yards and material received is stored so it
will be easily accessible to the various machines through

three sides.
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must

For instance truss rods are piled near
the upsetting and thread cutting machines and arch bars
and carry irons near the bulldozers.
which

it

pass.

new

In ordering iron for

management

of the

rolling stock

it is

the practice

to order iron cut to length for the va-

For

rious purposes required.

instance, in ordering arch

bar iron, instead of calling for standard bars, the iron

The same

ordered in pieces of required length.

is

applies

This practice eliminates the expense of frequent handling and allows material of a given
class to be directly unloaded and piled together in locato all other forgings.

tions convenient to the various machines.

I5^'",.-,-

\ 1
1

if.

.

When

h

7i«i«iiMiiMuiT*£''J

»

— --

*

"

-

'

T

delivery of this material begins

checked and compared with the

is

weighed,

tallies

locomotives.

Taking up now some of

"~~

it

which accompany
the shipment.
When all material has been received the
lines opposite each item bear a check mark or O. K.
When building is begun on the cars represented by this
order, the number of cars turned out by each night is
made up by the representative of the store department
and compared with the car foreman's record. The material so represented is covered by an order from the car
foreman, delivered to the store man who posts them in
his output book and forwards them to the general store
where they are treated similarly to the disbursements to
all other shops and are finally delivered to the office of the
general storekeeper to be charged up to the proper equipment account. A similar comparison is made with the
car foreman's record for certain parts such as Westinghouse Air Brake material, Chicago roofs, truck bolsters,
springs, etc., and are similarly treated. The same system
of getting at the intake and output as here explained in
connection with the box cars applies to the method in
vogue with regard to new coaches, sleepers, diners and

new
»

October, 1906

of material,

it

is

the details of the

movement

evident to the visitor that the operation

of machines, as well as their location, has been carefully

MIDWAY CRANE RUNANGUS SHOPS, CANADIAN PACIFIC RV.

IRON SHED ADJACENT TO BLACKSMITH SHOP.

WAY

IN FOREGROUND.

While

this practice facilitates rapid

livery to the

machines and advances the interest of the

contract workers,
deliveries.

and convenient de-

To

it

increases the difficulty of checking

illustrate still

more

clearly the enormity

of the problem involved in checking the intake of this

blacksmith shop, operated on so large a

scale, attention is

studied with the idea in view of
itself.

For

instance, take the

making each job pay

manufacture of truss rods.

Outside the shop material for these rods

is

piled in a lo-

cation accessible to the upsetting machines.

shop the rod passes from furnace to machines

manner

for

Inside the
in

such a

two ends are upset and threaded without
reversing the rod, opposite ends being worked in different
furnaces and machines.
that the

box car there are about
5,600 pounds of wrought iron or mild steel and about
23,000 pounds in a standard coach or diner. A considcalled to the fact that in a 30-ton

eration of the iron required for several thousand of the

former and one hundred of the

latter will

produce some

conception of the stock to be handled and shows clearly
that

the

methods

vogue

in

demands of

in a small

this large plant

shop would not meet

and would very probably

reduce the output.
In order to show the manner in which this material

ism ii §§HK_

is

checked and accounted for without involving an amount
of red tape which would interefere with the progress of
the plant,

we

will

assume, for example, that an order

«H

119

IS

is

placed for one thousand 30-ton box cars standard to the

Canadian

Pacific.

The

bill

of material incorporating

items entering into the construction of these cars

is

all

sent

by the master car builder to the general store keeper.
This statement is checked and marked and all items other
than those manufactured by the railroad company are
made on a special requisition which is placed with the
general purchasing agent.
;

The

original

bill

of material

is

then sent to a repre-

sentative of the store department in charge of business
in the freight

special

and

is

car erecting- shop and

receiving book which

is

is

there posted in a

kept for this purpose

then returned to the general store house for

filing.

INTERIOR OF IRON

HOUSE.

— ANGUS

While on the subject of

SHOPS, CANADIAN

truss rods

it is

PACIFIC RY.

appropriate to

say that they are bent to shape after arriving at the car

done on a home made machine,
consisting of two air cylinders mounted on a frame and
both bends of the rod are made in one operation.
Another example of successful productive movement is
erecting shop.

This

is

the arch bar and, while following

its

course takes us be-

yond the scope of the blacksmith shop, it is interesting to
follow it through at this time. Bar iron of proper length
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piled convenient to the furnace serving the Dulldozers

is

through which

The machine

this material passes.

pro-

is

vided with a centering attachment by which the bar

is

so

adjusted between the dies that after being pressed, both

ends are symmetrical, regardless of a slight variation in
length of the individual bar. In addition to this, one die
provided with a shallow blade which applies a mark

is

upon the center of the

bar, transversely to

its

length.

The purpose of these adjustments is to facilitate setting
up the bars when they reach the drilling machines in the
The drill spindles are set to a stancar machine shop.
dard template and each arch bar
according to the mark across

is

set

up on the machine

center, thus obviating the

its

necessity of laying off holes on each arch bar

and provid-

ing for quick adjustment on the machine.

In their movements, arch bars are delivered

They

car loads.

travel over

in

push

a straight track, passing

through the blacksmith and car machine shops, during

from the bulldozer to the arch bar drill. From
the drill they pass to the truck shop where they are piled
in a location convenient for the truck erecting men.
Some of the smaller pieces which begin their movement
delivery

bolts, etc., require

such as nuts,

in the blacksmith shop,

amount of handling during the process

so great an

of

manufacture, that unless handled in bulk the cost of handling equals or exceeds the cost of manufacture.

omy

For econ-

in the manufacture of such articles the pieces are

not allowed to touch the floor, but in passing through the

machines they are handled from one box or
cradle, to another and all deliveries are made in these
boxes. This practice obviates the time consuming process
of throwing bolts on the floor as they pass through the
several

header and later picking them up one by one when

bolt

delivery

The
bulk

made, as

is

is

many

practiced in so

shops.

practice of handling material of this nature in

When

followed throughout the plant.

is

SYSTEM OF STORING BOLTS TEMPORARILY IN FREIGHT CAR ERECTING
SHOP. CRADLE IS LIFTED BY AIR HOIST DIRECT FROM INDUSTRIAL
CAR, AND BOLTS DUMPED INTO BINS WHERE THEY ARE READY
FOR USE. ANGUS SHOPS, CANADIAN PACIFIC RY.

a sufficient

number of large
is

bins are provided

delivered the boxes are

::
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pile, classify,

handled are made of boiler iron, especially for this work
and are equipped with eyes by which they may be handled
by hoists and cranes. The bins in the freight car erect-

•
;

•*

directly into them. This

and store the bolts, consuming minimum time, delivering them in a place where
a given size is always to be found and is duly labeled and
removes unsightly piles which are difficult to maintain
and segregate.
The boxes, or cradles, in which this small material is
operation serves to

Y

dumped

and as a lorry load

4

ing shop are served by traveling air hoists by which the

boxes are

lifted

from lorry trucks and dumped

directly

'

~

sasn

into the bins.
'"--.

£:.„:.

.

UNLOADING

TIRES.

—ANGUS

£

A

;

SHOPS, CANADIAN PACIFIC RY.

number of boxes are loaded

at the bolt

header to consti-

tute a lorry load, they are delivered to the bolt cutting

machine shop where the material continues to be handled in bulk.
A unique system of handling and storing this matermachines

ial

is

in the car

in operation in the freight car erecting shop.

few of the contract prices on regular jobs in the
Grab irons are enlarged
on ends in a heading machine instead of being upset in
an upsetting machine, as is done generally. They pass
through a press and punch in one heat and are bent by
hand before cooling. They cost $1.15 per hundred for the
ordinary grab iron and 65 cents per hundred for straighl
blacksmith shop are interesting.

A

ladder irons.

Coupler pockets are punched according to forms with-
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out previously laying out holes.

Three holes are punched

in the straight bar before delivery to the bulldozer.

work

costs

90 cents per hundred.

bulldozers for

3%

This

Pockets are finished

CAR MACHINE SHOP.

which

Rods

it

is

connected by straight tracks of the industrial

or lorry system.

Over

these tracks

for

much

material

is

de-

from the forging machines to machines in
the car machine shop. The location of this shop with regard to the midway and the shop buildings immediately
surrounding, provides for continuous movement of material in the process of manufacture and without unprolivered direct

ductiye doubling.

framing

when

in

box cars are ordered

in required

received are sorted in specially designed

racks, located immediately outside of the car machine
shop and near the thread cutting machines. The racks

are carefully stenciled with the length and diameter of
rod, so that laborers transferring material can make no

mistake in locating the rods desired. This system also
provides a simple means by which a store department
clerk may readily determine an estimate of the amount
of material of each size on hand.
From this storage
space the rods follow a comparatively short path through
the thread cutting machines to the car erecting shop.

The truck shop

car machine shop occupies a position on the mid-

way, immediately opposite to the blacksmith shop, to

busy sorting wheels in the

yard.

lengths and

Brake levers are rolled from straight bars of propel
length by one man at 1^4 cents apiece.
Follower plates are punched and malleable iron lugs
applied, by one man. Holes i%" in diameter are punched
through steel follower plates iy2 " thick for 28 cents per
hundred. Lugs are applied and edges expanded under
the punch for 7 cents per hundred.
Carry irons are formed and punched on a bulldozei
in one heat for 3>4 cents apiece.

The

their entire time, they are kept

in

cents apiece.

October, 1906

TRUCK SHOP.
a good example

is

of location and ar-

rangement for concentration and progression. Situated
on the midway, this shop is between the car machine shop
and the car erecting shop, and is separated from the wheel
foundry by the wheel and axle storage yard only. It is
connected with the car machine shop by tracks across the
building; numerous doors admit material from the sur-

rounding storage yards

; wheels and axles enter from the
storage yard, are machined, mounted and delivered withthe building to the truck erecting tracks, and delivery of

made

end of the shop by the midway are
principally for drilling, tapping and bolt threading. This
section is chiefly a manufacturing establishment and all
bolts and nuts for the entire system are made here, with

the finished truck

the exception of finished bolts for the locomotive shop.

Lathes and boring mills occupy the end of the building
near the storage yard.
Beyond these are two wheel

Machines

in the

Material passing through these machines
the property of the stores department

a storeman.

and

is

considered

checked by
Nuts passing through tapping machines fall
is

by gravity into wooden boxes properly placed to receive
them. When full, the boxes are nailed up by the storeman, weighed, about 15 per cent is deducted for turnings
in checking the output and the machine operator is paid

work price by weight.
Bolts from the bolt cutting machine are weighed and
checked similarly. The machine operator signs his name
to the accompanying order and is paid a piece work price
a piece

according to weight.

which

is

to the

midway

tracks, over

continued to the car erecting shop or transferred to the truck storage yard across the midway from
it

is

the truck shop.

presses.

and

men

later

Wheels are rolled to the boring mills by hand
are piled where they will be in easy reach of the

operating the wheel presses.

Axles are brought into
hand trucks or buggies. Each lathe is served
by an individual hoist by which axles are swung into the
lathe. All lathes are served by a hoist traveling on a continuous runway by which the finished axles are delivered
the shop on

to the

wheel presses.

finished wheels

Ample room

is

provided for storing

and axles near the presses,

In the end of the shop near the midway are three pits
for erecting trucks.
Passenger trucks are erected and re-

Machines for general work of the freight and passenger department occupy a central position in the shop and
in the further end is the department for steel tired wheels,

paired on one of them and freight trucks are erected on

The passenger

trucks

car wheel storage yard

is

situated just be-

yond, so that wheels are handled over a short distance
only.

Tires are shimmed, removed and applied close to

the doors and this work
and furnaces conveniently

or journal lathes travel

is

provided for by

jib

cranes

located. Wheels from the tire
over the longitudinal tracks which

pass the lathes and follow a transverse track to the truck
shop.

Mounted wheels are brought in from the storage yard
on low trucks on narrow guage tracks, by which they are
delivered either to the tire shimming gang or to the
lathes. All wheels for this shop are delivered by a gang
of two men who assist machine operators in setting and
removing wheels. In event of this work not consuming

the other two.
is

Each space on which a truck

served by a jib crane operated by
is

facilitated

by shallow

which enable workmen to get

air.

Work

is

erected

on freight

pits outside of the rails

at nuts readily.

The

pits

provide spaces for the erection of four trucks at a time,

A

gang of

five

men

builds twenty to twenty-two trucks

per day at a contract price of 35 cents per truck. Trucks
so built are of the simple arch bar type with simplex
bolsters.

When

an order

is

placed for a certain class of truck,

the heavier pieces entering into

its

construction are piled

near the erecting pits where they will be easily available

Lighter pieces are stored in the yard as near as possible

Workmen

to the erecting pits.

with material so that
their

work

to collect

it is
it.

are kept well supplied

not necessary for them to leave
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risdiction of the passenger car

PLANING MILL.

The
midway with

planing mill

is

327

located at the north end of the

a small storage space between the building

and the crane runway and provides for direct delivery of
The lumber
finished material to the car erecting shop.
yard surrounds the mill building on two sides, and
because of the large area which it covers, twenty men are
kept constantly busy delivering lumber to the mill in hand
cars.

In the winter months the amount of snow which accu-

foreman and serves his department only. The machines in both departments are arranged largely in straight lines and every facility is provided for the rapid movement of lumber with minimum

amount of handling.

Lumber

for

sills

delivered to the planer, which

is

properly arranged.

After passing the

last

machine, the

are lifted by an air hoist from the skids and placed

mulates in the yard so blocks the tracks that it is necessary to clear them with a plow after every snow storm

on trucks ready for delivery

and on account of the snow a horse

side plates follow a path similar to that of the

is

used in handling

sills

to the erecting shop.

after passing the drills they are delivered

the trucks.

Lumber

for car

sills

is

stored just east of the mill

is

and from this machine the sill
passes to the saw and so on to the several other machines
without touching the floor, being delivered on skids
situated near the door,

to the mortising machines.

by an

Wooden
sills

and

air hoist

Shorter material follows a

SHOP FOR STORING CAR CASTINGS. DELIVERY IS DIRECT FROMFOUNDRY TO BINS AND
CASTINGS DO NOT PASS THROUGH STOREHOUSE. ANGUS SHOPS, CANADIAN PACIFIC RY.

CLASSIFIED BINS ADJACENT TO FREIGHT CAR ERECTING

—

wooden frame work served by an

building within a

This hoist

hoist.

facilitates the rapid

handling of

air
sills

both in piling them for storage and in loading cars for
delivery to the mill.

The dry

kiln for the freight department

of the mill building about opposite to

lumber enters the

is

its

located north
center.

mill through a side door and follows the

shortest route to the machines through which

Two

longitudinal tracks traverse the mill

beyond each end of the building
pit.

The

facilitate

Dry

it

passes.

and terminate

at a small transfer table

transfer table near the lumber yard

is

used to

the delivery of lumber to the mill and stub

and between the
main tracks, are used for the temporary storage of lumber
brought in from the yard. The transfer table at the opposite end of the mill facilitates the delivery of finished lumtracks, connecting with the transfer table

ber to the desired track in the freight car erecting shop.

The

mill

is

operated in two distinct departments, one

under the jurisdiction of the foreman of the
freight car erecting shop and is used for machining
freight car material only. The other side is under the ju-

of-

which

is

sills and progresses over a carefully planned route to the opposite end of the mill. Space is provided around the machines so that this small material may
be piled either on the floor or on hand cars in waiting,
so that when a truck load has been accumulated the same

path next to the

may be

readily delivered to the erecting shop.

Much

of

the small material does not traverse the entire length of

the mill but enters the side doors by the shortest path to
the various machines.

Material handled in

any quantity

is

machined ac-

cording to standard forms in order to reduce to a

minimum

the

work necessary

in laying out various pieces.

Shavings are removed by usual

air duct delivery to the

boiler house.

At

the lumber yard end of the mill building a small

by the roof chords.
This is used as a filing room and all saws and knives used
throughout the plant are sharpened in this department.
It would seem that this gallery was added as an after
thought and as the result of necessity on account of its
gallery has bee*n erected, supported

omission in the original plan.
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FREIGHT CAR ERECTING SHOP.

The

freight car erecting shop, as said before,

mediately across from the mill building.
is

is

im-

This building

divided into two bays and there are three tracks in each

bay,

two of which are used

central track

for erecting

work and

the

kept open for the delivery of material

is

erection of cars

is

begun

at the end of the shop

near the midway, where trucks are delivered from the
truck shop.
building

is

A

The bins for bolts are not kept covered so that material
may be lifted out over side partitions. To facilitate getting"
in and out of these bins when the stock is low, a wooden

portion of each bay near this end of the

served by three Whiting traveling cranes

driven by air and operated by hand

from the

floor.

In the construction of box cars the roof frames are built

on the car decks and are then hoisted by these cranes

grab iron

while the supporting frame

is

work of construction progresses the cars are gradually moved to the further end of the shop in order that
each gang of men may handle that class of work at which
they are specialists. The first gang applies sills and draft
is

applied by the second, the roof and

frame by the third and so the car proceeds until it is
finished at the further end of the shop.
A novel feature of this shop is the method of moving
a string of cars as the

They

are

work of construction

progresses.

moved by a motor located at the end of each
drum over which a rope is hauled and

bay, operating a

by which a whole string of cars
At the end of the shop where work

is
is

dragged forward.
begun the cars are

kept a distance of 10 feet apart by coupling rods of stan-

dard length.

This provides for a free movement

the cars which

is

side doors of the

especially

needed

among

in the vicinity of the

shop through which material

is

delivered

The

bins for the storage of bolts have already been

This system of storage of small parts is so
thoroughly developed in this shop that it is used for the
storage of all bolts, nuts, washers, nails and nut locks.

A

filled.

vides a

bins in which nuts,

hole in the side partition near the floor pro-

means

for

workmen

getting at stock.

A

little

thought concerning the large number of kegs which would
be required for the storage of nuts, nails,

etc.,

for a shop

turning out 28 to 30 cars per day will show the advantage
obtained by storing this material as described.

— ANGUS

SHOPS, CANADIAN PACIFIC RY.

In the storage yard along one
shop,

is

side of the

erecting

a system of bins for the storage of the small

castings which are used in the construction of

This method not only

box

classifies the several castings

cars.

and

keeps them together, but provides a good opportunity for
the store department to determine readily the

each class of material on hand.

amount of

Racks for the storage of

frame rods, similar to those described in connection with
the car machine shop are used for storing threaded rods.
In the storage yard on the opposite side of the erecting
shop a number of forgings, castings, springs, etc., are
stored and it is intended to provide for this storage by
constructing a long shed about 40 or 50 feet from the
building to protect this material from snow in winter.
The paint shop is practically a continuation of the
erecting shop and is separated from the latter by a fire
wall and rolling steel doors. Cars are handled through
this shop by motors as described for the erecting shop.

from the storage yard.
described.

The

etc., are stored are equipped with hinged covers
and these covers are locked after the bins have been

constructed beneath them.

the

rigging, the deck

is

and out of them conveniently.

UNLOADING BOLSTERS IN STORAGE YARD ADJACENT TO TRUCK SHOI\

As

along the outside and on the inside an old
bolted in order that workmen may climb in

strip is nailed

washers,

throughout the shop.

The

October, 1906

In this connection

it

is

appropriate to

call attention to

the advantage provided by the location of the paint shop
in

such relation to the erecting shop, an arrangement

which seems far superior to that which obtains in some
other railroad plants where it is necessary to transfer
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and switch cars over several tracks

moving from

in

the

department of

329

moment, so that

less

methods

characteristic

erecting shop to the paint shop.

of procedure are less noticeable here than in other de-

Tracks beyond the paint shop provide a standing capacity for about the same number of cars as the paint shop
and during the summer months a large proportion of the
Freight cars
cars are painted outside on these tracks.

partments of the plant.

are painted with air machines.

present

The

capacity of this department

by the following
first

list

of October, 1905,

year:

—33

well represented

is

of equipment turned out between the

and the

August of

fifteenth of

coaches,

first-class

the

combination

4

coaches, 14 baggage cars, 9 mail and express cars, 25

PASSENGER CAR SHOPS.

The

suburban coaches,

length of time necessarily consumed in the con-

struction of passenger

equipment, sleepers, diners, etc.,

makes the question of rapid handling of material

in this

sleepers,

4 parlor

5 dining cars, 15 sleepers,
cars,

4 cafe parlor

cars,

2 tourist cars, 5 fruit express cars,

and

sariat car,

1

motor

1

37 colonist

8 cafe coaches,

baggage commis-

car.

Instructions for Firemen
By John M. Lynch, Traveling Engineer,

UPON
themselves

arriving at their engines firemen must assure
of the condition of their fire

and ash

pan and see that the grates are all connected and
and that there are upon the tender the necessary tools for
handling the fuel and attending to the fire. Anything in
bad order must be reported to the engineer.
Firemen must have their fire in readiness before the
engineer starts the train, and have sufficient fuel on the

fire in

to hold

it

starting train,

and keep up steam while the engine is
avoiding, as much as possible, opening

the fire-door while exhaust

is

and when put upon

over the

fire's

Ry.

is

working hard, forcing

should be scattered

fire

surface as evenly as possible, giving the

train into speed.

Firemen on passenger engines, after the

first

thirty

miles have been run, should shake their grates lightly

Firemen on freight engines after the
first twenty or twenty-five miles have been run, should
shake their grates lightly every 20 or 25 miles.
The best time to shake the grates is when steam is
shut off, or when the draft through the fire is the lightest.
The opposite course is the general custom, and firemen

every thirty miles.

often select such times as

strong.

Coal should be broken into pieces as near furnace size
as possible,

W.

before the engine starts and to keep the door closed

while engine

in order,

fire

C. G.

when

the exhaust

is

strongest as

the best time to give their grates a vigorous shaking,

with the result that a cloud of black smoke and a hail-

storm of small pieces of unconsumed

coal, in the

form of

and corners the preference.
It must never be
thrown in heaps on any part of the fire.

cinders,

Firemen should fire lightly and frequently and avoid
heavy firing. Heavy firing should never be indulged in
Because
it is a bad and wasteful practice in many ways
the coal, when put upon the fire in large quantities gives
up great volumes of gas, for the combustion of which
there is not present sufficient air, and which escapes unconsumed as smoke, having acted only as an absorber of
heat.
Heavy firing is a bad practice, because a large
quantity of coal thrown upon a fire is at first a greedy

to shake the ashes and clinkers away from the grates

sides

:

absorbent of heat, cooling the temperature of the firebox

and
hot

flues,

sults in

to the boiler.

Care should be taken

to keep the

steam pressure as

Some

evil results.

when putting
how rapidly they

firemen have a habit

in a fire, of exerting themselves to see

can swing the fire-box door and follow each shovel full
with another, until the fire is all in.

This

is

wrong.

commence

w rong, for the same reasons that heavy firing
A much easier and more economic way is to
r

in time

and put

fire in leisurely,

door to remain closed a few

moments between each

shovelfull for the furnace to regain

A

fire

allowing the

its

temperature.

should never be put in while the engine is startIt should be the fireman's aim to have his

ing a train.

belched from the stack. This

not the object sought.

is

What

a serious waste,

is

wanted

is

is

simply

into the ash pan, so as to give free access of air to the

This can be accomplished with

fire.

in the ash

fire, less fire

pan and with

less injury to the

less

waste of coal, as

above described, by shaking the grates when steam
shut off or when the draft through the fire is light.

Firemen

is

endeavor to keep steam pressure
within the limit of from 5 to 10 pounds, and should not
permit it to change rapidly either way while injector is
working after steam is shut off from cylinders.
should

The blower should be used when necessary
change

To
if

nearly constant and steady as possible, to avoid these

is

and

causing contraction followed by an intensely

which causes expansion of same, and in time releaky flues, broken stay bolts and general injury

fire,

and

is

in

to prevent

temperature of boiler.

prevent or stop blowing

off,

increase boiler feed or

necessary drop dampers.

open fire-door for this purpose while
working, open but slightly or swing open and

If necessary to

engine

is

shut rapidly.

Ash pans and
or culvert,

and

in all

must not be cleaned near any bridge
depot or building, or on any frog or switch;
cases fire must be thoroughly drowned with
fire

water before being

Good judgment,

left.

and care are the necessary
good fireman, and one of the attributes
of success when accompanied by sobriety and cleanliness,
and diligence to learn and understand the construction,
care and proper management of locomotives and the rules
and regulations of his company.
qualifications of a

intelligence
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Traveling Engineers' Association
Fourteenth Jlnnual Convention

HE

T

convention

annual

fourteenth

of

The

the

Chicago, at the Auditorium Hotel, August

by the mechanical or chemical process,
have not been given the attention they merit. It devolves

29th,

30th and

31st.

The meetings
The

Beardsley, of the Santa Fe.

L.

upon the traveling engineer with the support of his superior officers, to further the advancement of these devices, develop their efficiency and train enginemen to a
thorough understanding of the principles underlying

first

was opened by an address of welcome from Mayor Dunne of Chicago.
-Following the president's address, Mr.
&. Manchester, Superintendent of motive power of
C. M. & St. P. gave a short talk and during the
session

course of his remarks touched a very sympathetic chord
among the members by referring with favor to the time

when locomotive engineers "owned their engines."
The report of the secretary showed the present membership to be 587, a gain of 55 over the past year and representing an increase of 10.3 per cent., and the report of
the treasurer represented the affairs of the association
to be in

good

financial condition.

President's Address.

and the softening of water for

either

boilers,

were presided over by the president, Mr. A.

the

compound locomotive,

the Walschaert valve gear

28th,

A..

super-heater, the balanced

Traveling Engineers' Association was held in

their operation.

The

responsibility

of

the

traveling engineer

is

in-

creased by the difficulty of securing suitable help and his
v

becoming more and more trying with the increasing weight of motive power and rolling stock.
The continual encroachment of electricity upon the
duties are

province of the steam locomotive renders

it

for traveling engineers to inform themselves

on

To
men

expedient
electrical

end I would urge you to invite electric road
to become members of our association.
Death has invaded bur ranks during the past year, five
of our members having passed to that bourn from which
no traveler ever returned among them was our esteemed
subjects.

this

;

President Beardsley's address

was

in part as follows

ex-president,

your attention to the vast increase in railroad
business during the past year and try to direct your
thoughts toward the greater responsibility which has devolved upon us as traveling engineers in consequence of
I will call

Mr. R. D. Davis.

In 1892, fourteen traveling engineers met in this city

and drafted the by-laws forming this association, which
you will see by the secretary's report, now has a membership of about 600.

Advantages of Committee Work.

it.

To

provide for this greater business there has been an

number of locomotives
a greater demand for help

increase of 60 per cent in the

and there

built,

is

in all departments.
cipally

we

naturally

By

try to

to the superior

man

in

call the attention

subject of the regular proceedings to be pie-

however,

workman and

the advantages to be gained by taking an active part in

we

concerned with engineers and firemen

improve him, but

first

was the individual paper by Mr. C. B. Conger, I.
C. S., "Committee work on reports from the standpoint
of its advantages to the association and to the individual
member." In his paper Mr. Conger called attention to

virtue of our positions,

should not only observe the indifferent

The

;

are prin-

of our officials

may

whatever position we

find

him.

sented

preparing committee reports and in the discussion of subjects presented before the association.
Such work is an
aid to a man's education, opens

The

increased size of locomotives, resulting from at-

tempts to meet the demand for heavy power, has in some
instances exceeded the capacity of a fireman.

shown by a great many

This

is

modern locomoexpected efficiency. It would

cases wherein

have failed to exhibit
seem that to attain any further uniform enlargement of

tives

new

fields for

experience and gives opportunities to
useful to the association

and

to the

gathering

make himself more

road on which he

is

employed, thus bettering his chances for recognition and
promotion. When getting material ready for a report
a man will gather many new ideas and much information

surface and grate area, requiring a rate of combustion

might not otherwise obtain. It will give him
greater self assurance on subjects which he has prepared,
broadening his views by a consideration of the opinions
advanced by other men interested in similar lines of investigation and will render his opinion more valuable.
Work on a report concerning a subject on which a man is
not well informed increases his mental courage and thus

exceeding these figures, will demand the development

supplies a quality needed by progressive railroad men.

abolished.

human limitation of firing capacity must be
It may be said that the firing capacity of one

man

lbs.

boilers, the

is

6000

of coals per hour in passenger service and

5000 lbs. of coal per hour in freight service Any attempt to provide ratios of cylinder volume, total heating

of mechanical stokers, the

more general use of

fuel oil or

two firemen on an engine

A

supply of

the limits of

oil is

not available in

all localities

economy and the presence of

within

the third

man

that he

Such work not only serves to strengthen him in solving
other problems which are likely to be encountered during
his daily service but further tends to take him out of a
rut.

on a locomotive has been found impractical. The development of the mechanical stoker is therefore the only
practical method of increasing the evaporative perform-

vices

ance of boilers of large locomotives.

been honored by the association in electing them to

The paper also called attention to the fact that those
members who have been most willing to give their seron committee reports and individual papers, have
official
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men have been

positions and such

ous roads when

recognized by the vari-

vacancies occur.

same

were obtained as with an 18-inch taper
in. by 26
in. cylinders and with consolidation freight locomotives
having 20 in. by 26 in. cylinders, burning coal which

stack.

Mr. Conger's paper met with a very enthusiastic reception and was followed by an interesting discussion.
Mr. Ira C. Hubbell summed up the situation very aptly
by saying that in this world we receive only the equivalent of what we give. The arguments of the paper were
borne out by the statement of Secretary W. O. Thompson, that 157 members of the association had been promoted to positions higher than that of traveling engineer,
and all the previous of-

33i

results

With passenger locomotives having 18

ordinarily

contains

30 per cent, slack,, free
steaming engines were obtained with 5 in. nozzles.

Much

at

least

time was devoted to the discussion of this sub-

and it referred principally to the effect of grade of
coal upon front end arrangements, effect of bridges in
nozzles and various sizes of nozzles, use of draft pipes,
ject

ficers of the association

structed

were included in
number.

about

this

committee on "Drafting

adjunct

to

proper front end adjustment it was recom-

the

of

pan

ash

the

portant

tives.

report

openings

air

and height of exhaust
openings.
As an im-

Drafting Locomo-

The

unob-

of

necessity

mended

that

flues

Locomotives was

should be kept clean

Mr. Eugene

and cinders that accumulate in the front end

read by

Hartenstein, T.

&

O.

C, who had prepared

near

an individual paper on

should

the

sheet

flue

removed

be

The

re-

regularly in order that

port included the

re

they

the

subject.

suits

road

number of
on the Hock-

of a
tests

Valley

ing

the

Railway

represent-

recommended

Association.

whim

of

gineer

who

appliances

It

every

en-

takes out

should not

be changed without the
authority of the travel-

by the Master Mechanics'

flues.

an engine and that the
ajustment of front end

rangement used, a design somewhat similar
that

bottom

not be re-adjusted frequently to suit the

ing the front end ar-

to

not obstruct

was advised that front
end appliances should

and the Kanawha &
Michigan Railway and
was accompanied by an
illustration

may

The

ing engineer.

included

illustration

Tonnage Rating.

the design of a boiler

embodying the"Laughridge" firebox and the

The

next

subject

considered was an in-

report advised that the

re-

dividual
paper
on
"Tonnage Rating by
the latest methods with

quired an adjustment

the best rating in pro-

shape of crown sheet
in

this

firebox

of front end appliances

MR.

A. L.

from
required with an ordinary

that

features

in

the

portion to expense of

BEARDSLEY, PRESIDENT OF THE TRAVELING ENGINEERS ASSOCIATION.
3

slightly different

firebox.

proper adjustment of

As important
front

end ap-

to

wages and repairs
F. W. Thomas, engineer of
Fe,' and read by Mr
F.
J.
fuel,

locomotives," by Mr.

tests

of

the

Santa

pliances, the report called attention to the necessity of

Roddy

steam and exhaust pipe joints being perfectly tight; the
smoke stacks being set centrally over the exhaust; loca-

method of rating locomotives on the tonnage basis
as employed by the Santa Fe. As a basis for calculating

tion of draft pipe to obtain proper

the

opening

and bottom of pipe to obtain a uniformity of draft on the fire and
the necessity of its being set in line with the smoke stack.
Straight stacks were reported as giving longer service
than taper stacks and with an 18-inch straight stack the
at top

of

the

maximum

same road.

The paper

described the

rating, the paper stated that a resistance of
pounds
per
ton
is used for rolling or frictional resist5
ance, 20 pounds per ton for 1 per cent, of grade and
V2 pound per ton for each degree of curvative, where
the curves are compensated for a speed of 45 miles per
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In considering temperature and weather condi-

was

wet
a 7 per cent, reduction is
for temperature of 32 degrees down to zero de-

account of the organization and

tions, for frosty or

made;
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rail

grees F. 10 per cent, reduction, and below zero a 20 per

upon

called

He gave

to deliver a short talk.

a brief

early history of the

Traveling Engineers' Association and referred to his
connection with

early days.

its

Handling Air Brakes in Passenger

made. The paper refers to difficulties
apt to be encountered where a reduction in tonnage is
made on account of condition of the engine and recom-

continued by the consideration of a paper by Mr. C. C.

mends

Farmer

cent, reduction is

that each egine should be placed in a class for

On

Service.

the following day the subject of air brakes

of the

was

Westinghouse Air Brake Company on

upon by the traveling engineer and
master mechanic, based on the pulling capacity of the

avoid breaking in two, discomfort to passengers, etc."

has been out of the

In the opening of the paper, Mr. Farmer called attention

made with

smooth handling of passenger trains
depends upon the condition of the brake equipment as
well as upon the skill of the engineer, and argued that the

condition determined

engine rather than the time that

The paper

shop.

refers to a

it

number of

tests

cars equipped with roller center and side bearings which

show

that with cars so equipped an increase of about 7
per cent, can be made over a division having a number of

The statement

made

whatever fuel is
saved by running at a speed of 6 or 7 miles per hour is
more than lost by the disadvantages of keeping the
engine and crew on the road for so much greater length
of time than if a schedule of about fifteen miles per hour
curves.

is

that

was maintained.
Beyond a few questions answered by the reader and
author of the paper, there was little discussion of this
subject. Mr. C. H. Hogan, N. Y. C. & H. R. attributed

much

''Handling of the air brake in passenger train service to

to the fact that the

traveling engineer

is

observe the kind

in a position to

and condition of equipment and can, by bringing these
features before the attention

of

those responsible

proper maintenance, obtain improvements which
tate the

work

efficiency

in

for

facili-

of engineers and raise the standard of their
this

direction.

The

following

discussion

Mr. Farmer's paper centered principally upon the proper

when

location of the engineer's brake valve handle

back-

ing up passenger trains controlled by back up hose with

engines having the E. T. brake equipment.

Some mem-

trouble in heavy freight service to divisions of

bers were of the opinion that under these circumstances

takes so long to get

the valve handle should be carried in the holding posi-

great length, for the reason that

it

from one terminal to another that the men become
weary and allow fires to get dirty. This is particularly
noticeable with green firemen, as they fail to keep up
their fires over the last miles of the division and leaky
flues and engine failures ensue.
Mr. Hogan expressed
the opinion that on long runs, fully 50 per cent, of engine
trains

during the last fifty miles. On this account he advocated shortening divisions in order to get
good service out of locomotives in heavy freight service.

tion,

while the representatives of the Westinghouse

pany recommended that it should be carried in running
position, and it was generally conceded that in this connection the Westinghouse instructions would be the most
useful guide as covering conditions most likely to arise
in service.

—B.

Mallet Compound Locomotive

failures occur

Westinghouse

E. T.

Nearly the entire session on Wednesday

—both

After disposing of the

morn-

meetings—was devoted to a considerWestinghouse E. T. brake equipment, as the
improved engine and tender equipment is now designated.
The subject was presented by Mr. Walter V.
Turner of the Westinghouse Air Brake Company, largely in the form of an illustrated lecture and any questions
which occured to the members were answered as the instruction proceeded.
The equipment was illustrated by
a large diagram embodying sections of all parts and provided with adjustable slides representing the movable

air

&

O.
brake question, Mr. E. T.

Miller, traveling engineer of the Baltimore

&

Ohio, was

an account of the Mallet compound
locomotive in service on that road. In answer to a number of questions Mr. Miller advised that no difficulty
called

Equipment

Com-

upon

to give

ing and afternoon

was encountered with

ation of the

oping in the flexible steam joints between the high and
low pressure cylinders. This locomotive uses the same

parts.

On

account of the increase in the weight of

way equipment,

rail-

and length of
Mr. Turner explained that it was necessary to
make some decided improvement in the standard automatic brake. There is an enormous amount of energy
to be destroyed in stopping present day trains and it requires different braking equipment from that formerly
usea, so that the Westinghouse equipment has been practicaly redesigned to meet the greater demand upon it.
After the noon intermission and before the subject of
the morning meeting was continued, Mr. Angus Sinclair
trains,

as well as in the speed

flue troubles or

with leaks devel-

grade of bituminous coal used by other engines

same

territory

and

it

was further

stated that

its

in the

coal con-

sumption on the grades was about 7000 lbs. per hour and
that one fireman found no difficulty in maintaining maximum steam pressure, though, it was added, the fireman
has an opportunity of frequent rests while the engine
drops down the grade after pushing up the hill. This
engine operates in a good water district and its feed
water

is

not treated.

lowed and

For 12 hours work y2 miles

is al-

found that the actual mileage agrees very
closely with this. The engine has sometimes been in service for 24 to 36 hours without the fire being cleaned and
with no inconvenience on this account. Mr. Miller obit is

served that for future engines of this size and type he
would recommend one fire door instead of two and stated
that a desire for such an arrangement had been expressed
by firemen who had seen service on the engine now in

operation.
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are being operated successfully on the Michigan Central

Care of Boilers.
report on the "Care of locomotive boilers at termiRoesch,
nals and while in service" was read by Mr. F. P.

The

This was a very comprehensive report, and contained much valuable information concerning water purification and care of locomotive boilers on the A. T. & S.
S.

R. R.

answer to the list of
questions on the subject, distributed by the chairman of
F. Ry., compiled

by

J.

F.

Roddy

in

During the ensuing discussion many experiences were
exchanged and personal ideas advanced. Remarks naturally drifted to difficulties encountered with leaky flues

and cracked side sheets, foaming, priming, treated feed
water, boiler compounds, blow off devices, etc. Washing
boilers with hot water was advocated and it was recomtical,

that injectors should be operated, so far as prac-

only while there

is

circulation of water in the boiler

and preferably while the engine is using steam. With regard to covering smoke stacks while engines are cooling
down in the round house, in order to prevent a draft
through the flues which would induce a current of cold
air, Mr. W. E. Symons, explained that a hole about one
inch in diameter through the cover should be provided,
in order to allow the escape of gas which accumulates, as
this practice will tend to obviate sweating which was reported by some members to be noticeable on smoke
arches

when

cost of running repairs

and that the

cents per mile, that 22,000 miles are

One member argued

miles.

;

ardson, Frisco, chairman of the committee.

From

the

standpoint of the traveling engineer, the report was decidedly in favor of regularly assigned engines, claiming
that engines so handled are kept in better condition both

by the crews and round house force and that repairs are
expense than when engines are
pooled. The report stated that when engines were first
pooled there was a marked increase in the mileage of the
less

chain gang engines, but this was of short duration. After

weak, much
indifferent,

difficulty

flues

was experienced as the

began to get
men became

and the average mileage of engines

in the pool

became less than that of regularly assigned engines.
There are times when pooling seems unavoidable, for
instance when a division or system is crowded with
freight, and when pooling is resorted to the most successful method has been to put on special men for the different classes of repairs.

The

discussion consequent

upon the reading of

this re-

port expressed a sentiment strongly in favor of regularly

Mr. E. R. Webb, M. C, stated that
while the regularly assigned engines were most desirable,
the pooling system had come to stay and therefore provision must be made to operate it successfully. He considers that much depends on the round house foreman
in this connection, as he must maintain repairs in a satisfactory manner. Mr. Webb reported that pooled engines
assigned engines.

fail-

that pooling engines

would

enginemen by broadening their experience, but
opinion was not generally accepted, the concensus of

this

opinion being that the pooling system decreases the

R.,

The

who claimed

that

effi-

strongest argument against

made by Mr. W.

pooling was

J.

Crandall, N. Y. C.

enginemen are not up

&

H.

to the stand-

ard possible with regular engines, that greater supervision

is

necessary with the pool system and that

difficult to

more

it is

give dicipline.

Care of Locomotives at Terminals.
The next report taken up was "What is the best
method of handling locomotives at terminals to reduce
terminal delays ?" read by the chairman of the committee,

W.

Mr.

J.

Hurley, N. Y. C.

& H.

R.

The

report

dwelt to some extent on the importance of a capable organization to provide for the exigencies constantly aris-

ing and the conditions frequently changing at a busy
terminal.

It

advised the need of ample track room to

permit locomotives to reach the coaling plant or trestle
without serious delay, directed attention to the advantage
of providing separate ash pit for switch engines so as

turntables,

The report on the subject of "Regularly assigned vs.
pooled engines the relative merits and demerits of the
systems of handling each" was read by Mr. C. F. Rich-

worn and

made per engine

4

improve

the requirement of

Pooling Engines.

they had become somewhat

is

not to interfere with road power,, and called attention to

stacks are covered.

maintained with

on that road

ure and reported only nine failures in 200,000 engine

ciency of enginemen.

the committee.

mended

333

good

facilities in

coaling stations,

regard to ash

track connections,

ion for care of locomotive equipment,

Very

little

pits,

provis-

etc.

discussion followed the reading of this re-

port.

Oil Burning Locomotives.
The next subject taken up was the "Oil burning locomotive. The device used the methods of operation and
the difficulties met with in its use." This paper was read
by Mr. C. B. Conger, in the absence of its author, Mr. J.
B. Galavan of the Santa Fe Coast Lines.
It illustrated
and described several burners used in service with good
;

arrangements of firebrick arches and liners to
protect firebox sheets and flues.
While more general
practice has been to locate the burner at back end of firebox, the Santa Fe has used a burner placed at front end
results,

of firebox, dispensing with the brick arch and thus eliminating one of the heaviest expenses encountered in oil

burning,

viz.

the maintenance of the firebrick arch.

The

paper produced figures to show the economy of oil burning in locomotive service as compared with coal, stated
the expense of fitting an engine to use oil as fuel to be
$500.00 to $700.00, the chief item of expense being the
tender oil tank.
Attention was called to the ensrin eer
and fireman working in close accord to secure proper results and as evidence of oil burning have come to stay
on western lines a list was given of the number of en-

gines so equipped on roads in that section.

At

the close of the paper several

members discussed

the

advantages of this system with respect to its effect in
diminishing flue troubles, this being attributed to the
temperature of the firebox being practically constant, to
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the fire door being kept closed and to the lack of trouble
common to abuse at the cinder pit and movement of ensrines at

terminals after

fires

have been knocked out.

The Future
Upon

D. L. Eubank, C.

&

selection of

Advantages of hot water system

filling

on

oil

burning, Mr,

O., chairman, read the report of the

to the

and

train-

for firemen, their education

young engineers. Particuon the necessity for good rest rooms at

washing and

in

locomotive boilers.

Best method of eliminating smoke nuisance on en-

6.

number of valuable suggestions as

men

nance.
5.

committee on the "Future engineer; the best method for
increasing his efficiency and raising his standard." This
report offered a

Air sanding devices, their operation and mainte-

4.

Engineer.

the close of the discussion

October, 1906

gines burning soft coal.

Advantage of mechanical stoker as compared with

7.

hand

firing.

Some

8.

nounced

features of air brake equipment, (to be an-

later).

Officers.

ing, as well as the training of

was laid
terminals and in this connection the Railroad Y. M. C.
A. was heartily commended. No discussion followed this
lar stress

The
lows

:

ballot for the election of officers resulted as fol-

W.

President,

vice-president, A.

Hurley, N. Y. C.

J.

M.

Bickel, L. S.

& M.

& H.

S.

;

R.

;

first

second vice-

president, J. A. Talty, D. L. & W. third vice-president,
C. F. Richardson, Frisco; secretary, W. O. Thompson,
;

report.

Walschaert Valve Gear.

N. Y. C. & H. R. treasurer, C. B. Conger, International
Correspondence School. Newly elected members of exe;

An

individual paper on the "Walschaert Valve Gear"

was presented by Mr. O. H. Rehmeyer,
in

&

I.

P.,

referred briefly to the early history of this

which he

more general adoption
American locomotives, and compared some of its

type of valve gear and
for

C. R.

its

later

The
Wal-

features with those of the Stephenson link motion.

paper directed attention to the superiority of the
schaert gear from the standpoint of inspection on account
of

all

parts liable to defect being in plain view

examined from the

outside.

and

slipping, while with the

Stephenson

speed with very

little

motion there

a greater tendency to slip at slow speed

requiring a greater amount of sand to prevent
discussion

W.

J.

G. Graff, William Bradley and F. C.

G. Wallace elected to serve the unex-

Next Place of Meeting.
Chicago was selected for the meeting place of the convention in 1907.

Among The Supply Men.

In regard to the difference

maintenance of this gear as compared to the
Stephenson motion, the author believed it to be fully 25
per cent, less and expressed the opinion that the Walschaert gear will handle a train better at a slow rate of

The ensuing

Thayer, with

:

pired term of C. F. Richardson.

easily

in the cost of

is

cutive committee

evidenced

the

The

following were

Walschaert

valve gear to be in general favor, especially so in view

on the outside and removing difficulties consequent upon the motion
work of heavy engines being between the frames, and the
Walschaert gear was reported to be popular among
of advantages gained by placing the motion

the companies represented

at the convention

American Locomotive Equipment
Moore, C.

Co., Chicago.

S. Hale, L. S. Allen, F. G.

Broomer and

Addresses.

S. F.

Bowser

W.

the conclusion of the discussions on committee

number

re-

of short talks were given in response to

from the president by Mr. Ira C. Hubbell, Mr. L.
D. Gillett and others.

calls

L.

&

Co., Fort

Wayne,

Ind.

—

C. A. Dunkel-

T. Simpson

Crandall Packing Co., Palmyra, N.

—

Y.— B. M.

Knobel.

Crane Co., Chicago. F. D. Fenn.
Joseph Dixon Crucible Co., Jersey City, N. J.
Johnson and F. R. Brandon.
Franklin Railway Supply Co., Franklin, Pa.

—D. A.
—A. G.

Elvin.

—George McCabe,
A. Ebert, E. A. Smith and C. W. Hadcock.
Greene Tweed &
Demarest.
New York. —H.
H. G. Hammett, Troy, N. Y. —
Leighton.
Jenkins
New York. — B. W. Ham and F. E.
Ransley.
Leslie Co. Lyndhurst, N.
—
Michigan Lubricator
Mich. —W. E. BryPyle National
Headlight
Chicago— M. A.
Ross.
Storrs Mica
Owego, N. Y. — Charles P.
T. H. Symington
Baltimore, Md.—E. H. SymF.

Co.,

ports a

J.

Garlock Packing Co., Chicago.

engineers.

At

— C. B.

Nicholson.

berg and

it.

among

S.

J. J.

Bros.,

J.

;

S. Inglis Leslie.

Co., Detroit,

Subjects.

ant.

The

following

list

of subjects

was announced

for the

next convention
1.

Operation and maintenance of

latest types

of lu-

bricators.
2.

3.

in railway operation (particularly

energy).

How

Co.,

Co.,

Storrs.

Co.,

Waste of energy

human

Electric

can the traveling engineer locate cause of en-

gine steaming poorly without changing front end.

ington.

—

Talmage Mfg. Co., Cleveland, O. J. G. Talmage,
F. Walker, E. H. Janes and C. F. Kahler.
Wallace

&

Kellogg, Minneapolis, Minn.

J.
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Some Convenient Roundhouse Equipment
P.

McKees
THE
and Lake

&

L. E. R. R.

Rocks round house of the Pittsburg

Erie Railroad,

is

not equipped with the

usual form of benches

located between

round house repair

that

commonly found
pits, for bench work

quired in locomotive running repairs.

may be

Instead, each

chinist is provided with a portable bench,

re-

ma-

equipped with

and with a portable tool box. They are illustrated
by the accompanying photographic reproductions.
The advantage of such equipment lies in the fact that
the bench may be located close to the particular job on
a vise,

working and there is no long distance traveling between the vise and the work.
A machinist's entire equipment of tools is kept in a
portable tool box assigned to his personal and individual
use.
When he is given a job on a locomotive, his tool
box is rolled to a convenient near by point and he has
his whole kit with him, making it unnecessary to traverse
about one half the circle of the round house when a parwhich' a machinist

ticular tool is

The bench

is

wanted.
is

It is light

supporting legs rest on an axle carried by a pair of cast
iron wheels.
At the other end the legs are of such
length as to provide for the bench being level,
legs rest

upon the

floor.

when

the

Attached to each one of the

longer legs is a handle and by these two handles the
bench may be easily transported as in the case of a wheel

barrow or truck.

HOUSE,
in

P.

&

When

released

by the hand,

these

ROCKS ROUND-

L. E. R. R.

McKees Rocks round

the

— M'lCEES

house.

This furnishes a

very valuable addition to the round house equipment and
provides a method of working which

wood and is well braced
and rigid. At one end the

constructed of

with iron rods.

PORTABLE BENCH AND PORTABLE TOOL BOX.

the process noted in
in the

wooden

is

far superior to

some round houses wherein

holes

columns, supporting the roof structure,

are the only available

means of bending pipe and where

round house force.
The table of the bench is of cast iron carried on cast
Short vertical columns, or lugs, conveniron pedestals.
iently located provide means of bending pipe to any dethere

is

no pipe

vise available for the

form and a wrought iron strap provides means of
securing the end of a pipe which it may be desired to
bend around the circumference of the table. The pipe
vise is carried on a bracket to better facilitate a pipe
fitters work by locating the vise more conveniently than
if placed in a lower position on the table.
In presenting this information, we acknowledge the
courtesy of Mr. D. J. Redding, master mechanic of the
sired

McKees Rocks
Prairie

shop.

Type Balanced Compound Locomo=
tives

A. T.

THE

&

S. F.

Railway.

Atchison, Topeka and Sante

Fe Railway has

ceived four engines which constitute the

re-

first allot-

ment of an order of fifty-six Prairie type balanced compound locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
PIPE FITTERS

BENCH

— M KEES

handles swing by their

ROCKS ROUNDHOUSE

own weight

—

One
P.

&

L.

E.

R.

R.

to a point of rest at

which they will cause no inconvenience to any one passing the end of the bench. A lug on each leg maintains
them in proper position when in use.
The tool box is of wood, well constructed and rigidly
attached to a small two wheel hand truck.
Its contents
are protected by a strong padlock and when not in the
staple, the lock is suspended from a short chain attached
to the box, in order that it will not be lost.
Illustrated, also, herewith is a pipe fitters bench used

of these engines weighs 250,000 pounds,

175,000

pounds of which is on the drivers. The cylinders are
17^4 and 29 inches by 28 inches and the driving wheels
are. 69 inches in diameter.
The boiler carries 225 pounds
steam pressure. The valves are operated by Walschaert
Valve Gear and the high pressure cylinders are inclined
at an angle of 7 degrees in order that the crank main rods
will clear the forward axle.
The tank has a capacity of
Further de9,000 gallons of water and 14 tons of coal.
tails will be presented in a later issue of the Railway
Master Mechanic when photographs and detailed drawings are available.
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Atlantic Type Balanced

THE
was
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Compound— Union

Pacific #. #.

balanced compound locomotive here illustrated

This engine was designed for fast work, having a maxi-

Union Pacific by the Baldwin Locomotive Works, and was exhibited at the Atlantic City
Convention, where it attracted favorable comment, be-

mum tractive power of 24,400 pounds working compound,

cause of the display of advanced ideas in locomotive

cylinder

built for the

shown

practice, as

in the

balanced compound principle

and Walschaert valve gear, as well

account of the limited wheel base,

it

was impossible

driving axle, and the inside main rods are therefore

with a loop which spans the forward driving axle.

arrangement the

this

made
With

logical location of the valve gear

was outside of the frames. The vertical center line of the
piston valves is more nearly coincident with that of the
«•
,1
\
cylinders than on orevious balanced compound
engines,
r
te
'

.

1

1

1

'

due to bringing the center

line of

motion

in a

common

place.

The following

axle

is

inside discs

of the built

up type of a new design,

and connecting piece are made

in the

4

Cylinders

y

'

_'

200

Fuel
Sta y ,n 8"

Firebox

'

,

feature of

some

interest

is

the single driver brake

cylinder and also the location of

The push rod

it

on the front deck

passes through the cylinder saddle

crown

iron

— Material

.,

... .,
width, 60

.

Length
Depth

108

PACIFIC

Water Space

R.

ins.

;

frontj 68 ins

-

—UNION

as well as

its

functions on the braking system equally

when two

cylinders are used and the arrang-

.sides, Y% in.

back, Y%

;

.

front, 5 ins.

."

Iron

back> 64 ins

in.

;

;

sides, 5 ins.

;

ment gives what was intended, complete and free access
to the inside guides and crossheads. This is an idea that
might be used

advantage on other heavy power.
The engine is equipped with the standard water bottom tender adapted by the Harriman Lines for passenger

and

to

immense

having a capacity of
9,000 gallons. A vestibule diaphram is used on these
tenders, secured and braced by angles extending down
to the frame through six inch pipes passing through the
service,

tank.

is

of

size,

y2

tube,

ins.

;

M. M.

in.

Length, 16

— Firebox

174

...

,

,

Grate Area

Driving Wheels Diameter Outside
Diameter of Center
main, iixto
Journals

Engine Truck Wheels (Front

ins.

;

sq. ft.

2475

sq.
sq.

ft.

495

sq.

ft.

others,

ins.

74

ins.

9x12

ins.

A

ins.

6x10

ins.

diameter, 33 l

Wheels— Diameter

Wheel Base—Driving
Total Engine

27

Total Engine and Tender
Weight On Driving Wheels

1

Truck, front
Trailing Wheels

ft.

5 ins.

10,000

lbs.

est.

53-000

lbs.

est.

v

Total Engine
".

Tank

Journals

ft.

9 in.
10 ins.

ft.

ft.

58

—

— Capacity
Tender—Wheels

ins.

7
15

Total Engine and Tender

ins.

51

8x12

Rigid

ft.

81

-

)

ft.

2649

Journals

On
On

in

back, 5 ins.

thickness, .125

;

Diameter, 2

Total

.

ins.

R.

Tubes— Material

Trailing

bars.
Steel.

Journals

and performs

lbs.

Soft Coal.

—

lessening the probability of failure.

plate.

11-16 ins.

Working Pressure

Heating Surface
Tubes

A

70'

Diameter'
Thickness of Sheets

reduces the number of parts in the assembled crank

and saves about 1,000 pounds in
weight besides greatly simplifying the construction, and

ins.

T

!

older forms, being in this case of a single casting which

to seven,

&y2

ft.

and 27 ins.x28 ins.
Balanced Piston.

16 ins.

a ve

Number, 297

from nine

tire

are the principal dimensions

Thickness of Sheets. .....

The crank
two

due to wear and decrease of

diameter from the same cause,

ATLANTIC TYPE BALANCED COMPOUND.

the

diameter,

Gauge

of the inside cylinders to the forward

to couple the pistons

adhesion of 4.5 which enables the marail even with the average increase of

co-efficient

chine to hold the

as in the close ad-

herence to the standards of the Associated Lines.

On

and a

46,000

lbs. est.

209,000

lbs. est.

371,000

lbs.

est.

9,000 gals.

No. 8

;

diameter, 33^2

ins.

5^x10

ins.
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Some Shop

IQinks on the Central Railroad of J\[etv Jersey

THE

main shops of the Central Railroad of New Jersey are situated at Elizabethport, N. J., on Newark
Bay, and have so recently been completed as to be up to
date and in a modern class. They are unique in many respects, the most noticeable of which is the location under
one roof of the machine and erecting shops, boiler shop,
tin shop and tank shop, which occupy a floor area of
120x700 feet.

The

erecting shop has three longitudinal tracks run-

ning the

full length,

337

served by two 50 ton

cranes, while a 30 ton crane handles the

Shaw

electric

work

of the

wheel

planers for boxes, and boring mills

lathes,

box brasses comprise the tools in this group,
are served by a swinging crane.

The

air-brake repair department has

venient to the tools assigned to that

among which

is

benches con-

work

In this collection of tools

pumps and

is

also a grinder for

which has a rotary as well as a

triple valve pistons,

ing most perfectly; the grinder

A

exclusively,

racks for air

ciprocating action, imitating the operation of

motor.

of which

a multiple cock grinder and brass and

iron lathes, as well as trial
cylinders.

its

all

for

money saver on

driven by an electric

is

valve

triple

re-

hand grind-

work

a small

is

which is used to compress the piston ring slots
to a fit on old rings when the lateral motion of the ring
has reached the leak stage. This tool which was devised
air press

at the shops,

economy

out

It

was inexpensive

to build, but

it

has worked

maintenance of triple valve pistons.
has always been a problem how best to care for airin the

brake and steam piping for a locomotive under repairs,

and

it

shops

;

has been handled in various ways in different
in

some instances these

parts are piled

up out-

side of the shop in an almost inextricable tangle
sionally they are disposed of

piled

up

in

under the

;

occa-

floor, in others,

an unused corner. The pipes in

this

shop have

an assigned location, arranged centrally and consisting
51

^

X

of racks of a capacity covering

3^-f "tuu.
-f

engines in for repairs.

all

After removal from the engine they get the lye bath and
are then placed in the racks properly made for their re-

%/ts-

spective

engines.

Locomotive jacketing

treated

is

in

o

?*o»«5r"i,,V.

i_

^'oy-u%

A CONVENIENT SHOP BENCH.

•o ..°-|

;»

j.

Generate— *v

—ELIZABETHPORT

SHOP,

C.

R. R.

OF N.

J.

and tank departments which are located at the
eastern end of the building. The idea of tool location

boiler

cv\st me*4

with reference to the class of work done, and also grouping of like tools has been carried out with the view of

making

transfers as short as possible

from the

-

rn

CKST

\*»-M

*

'

"U

—

>

tool to suc-

ceeding operation, whether direct to the erecting gangs
or to the bench, thus the driving wheel work, including
boxes and brasses is all done in a small but roomy zone, in

which

is

also included a furnace for applying the soft

metal plates to the hub face of driving boxes.
or cast iron plates are used on the road.

No

The

brass

driving

AIR

HAMMER

FOR LIGHT

PORT SHOP,

C. R. R.

WORK

OF N.

J.

IN BLACKSMITH SHOP.

—ELIZABETH-
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same manner, being marked and placed in racks,
which not only allows its condition to be noted, but preserves it from possible injury while in the shop, and the
same care is also taken of steam chest casings. Headlights are stored on a suspended platform in full view
from the floor and out of the way.
the

One

of the absolute necessities for prosecuting lathe

operations

a vise for centering and for

is

purposes, but this feature of aid in lathe

many

work

is

other

com-

monly given very little attention, it being generally considered that any vise not at the time in commission will
serve the purpose, even though a waste of time is in-

October, 1906

gree of efficiency could be secured in the space devoted
to this

branch of repairs.

Electric portable grinders are

and there is also a modern combined
radial grinding and lapping tool, driven by electric power.
The reverse lever and throttle lever job is also equipped
with labor saving devices that tend to reduce cost, and the
same is true of piston work. The care taken in the disposition of the work in these cases, before and after repairs is one of the features that excite favorable comThe rack arrangement in this, as in other inment.
stances, makes the difference between order and chaos.
the

at

On

bench,

the outside of the shop at the west entrance

is

a

EbllN(.MOUiE lOCft.HtftP

ujii

fiilii

CM

04

'

PNEUMATIC STAYBOLT CUTTER.
volved in
in

ELIZABETHPORT SHOP,

This situation has been nicely covered
these shops by locating vises at proper intervals among
its

use.

the tools, for the use of lathe
ble

is

pipe

home

The whole ensem-

devised, consisting of a ten-inch

let into

of the pipe

men.

wrought iron

a concrete base under the floor.

To

the top

screwed a castiron flange carrying a circular plate of boiler iron 32 inches in diameter, to which
is

is

bolted the vise.

One

inch from the edge of the circular

groove into which is driven a strip of No. 10
iron, one inch high, which forms a flange to prevent
work from rolling off but detracts somewhat from the

plate

is

a

—

value of the table as a comfortable seat.
The link job has had much attention given to proper
facilities for that

work, and

it

is

doubtful

if

a higher de-

C.

R

R.

OF N.

SECT.eW B-0

J.

gantry crane for handling wheels, and at this point
are

At

tires

removed and applied by the gas heating process.
this point is also located the appliances for

and mixing old asbestos board lagging, which
applied to the boilers as a paste, and renews its
life in

that form.

The

lye

grinding
is

again

lease of

vats are also located here con-

venient to the gantry crane.

Unsightly heaps of junk on the floor are unknown
these

shops,

for

the

in

reason that wrought iron scrap

buckets are provided to receive such parts as are intended

These buckets are about 36 inches in
diameter and of a like height, and placed at intervals
along the pits they have bails by which the cranes lift
them and deposit the load in a car for removal. Neither
to be scrapped.

;
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is

there any

litter

of springs, equalizers or brake rigging-

lying around to block the runways.

All these details are

deposited in boxes built for the purpose,

when

the engine

whence they are removed for repairs and reIn
turned to the box until needed for erection.
furtherance of the law and order scheme, there are expanded metal lockers for the men's clothes, and wooden
lockers for each foreman to keep the special small tools
is

stripped,

assigned to his

The

gang, such as air

boiler shop has

rangement of

some

drills,

.wrenches,

etc.

original features in the ar-

boiler plate material in storage,

floss E.

which

is
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There is a 40 ton travelling crane serving the
16 foot gap riveter.
A very efficient staybolt breaker has been devised and
built at the shop and is in operation here.
It is operated
by compressed air, and has a piston stroke of 35 inches.
The piston weighs 24 pounds, which with 100 pounds
air pressure strikes an effective blow on the chisel bar.
the floor.

A pipe bender of the home production is also operated by
compressed air. The range of curves possible to bend with
this tool is without limit, since the piston of the 10 inch
air cylinder descends on the pipe resting in grooved

$4**^*4

Soft

5>TEEL

cy

Toot

Hn

Steel

Temps nP.

KEVSEAT CUTTER.

—ELIZABETHPORT

an innovation for the reason that such material is in the
shop and close at hand. The storing of material in the
shop works out to advantage, since the plates are placed
on edge in groups at each side of the longitudinal tracks,
leaving a clear passageway.
terial is in

accordance with

its

The

disposal of the

uses, that

ring sheets, flue sheets, firebox sheets,
in series

by themselves, and held

their respective locations

is,

ma-

boiler heads,

etc.,

are placed

in a vertical position in

by means of iron posts

let in;to

SHOP,

C.

R.

R.

wheels which
indefinitely,

OF N.

may

thus

J.

be closed together, or

making

Flues are swedged by

made

to recede

the bend any desired radius.

by the forcing of a die of the
form over the hot flue end.
A pneumatic staybolt cutter which had its origin herf
is illustrated in this connection, to show improvement in
a class of tool supposed to have attained a state bordering
on perfection in its old form, which had cutters at right
angles to the pistons axis, and nipped the bolt off. This
correct

air,
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which operate with a shear

tool has inserted cutters

The

tion similar to that of the plate shear.

ac-

shear blades

are placed at such an angle with the cylinder that the
tool will clear at

any point on the

The

toggle

joint principle

used for leverage multiplication.

This

is

handle and does

tool is light to

In the smith shop, there
for welding

This

etc.

and swedging

hammer was

Supt. of Shops.

light sections like

brake rods,

devised by Mr. G. L.

Van Doren,

This machine

drawing on page 337.

work with great ease.
pneumatic hammer used

its

a

is

firebox.

is illustrated

There are no parts

by the

line

likely to get

out of order, there being a cylinder, piston and frame
is made of piping carefully bored and
having
reamed and
a recess at the lower end to allow for
air compression on the downward stroke. The bushing
is of steel in two proportional diameters, and drilled
from the large end to a depth required for the admission
and exhaust ports. The ports are drilled a certain distance apart, governed by the width of the bushing in the
lower end of the cylinder. When air (or steam) is ad-

The

only.

cylinder

mitted, the piston rises until the admission port

is

open,

through the admission ports to
This action causes the piston
the top of the cylinder.
to travel downward, opening the exhaust port and al-

which allows

lowing the

A

air to pass

air

from the top of piston

to escape.

special tool that has paid for itself

key seat cutter for eccentrics.
product, and

is

shown

This

many

also a

tool' is

in the illustration as

The

an axle ready for the job.

cutter

is

times

is

a

home

clamped on

driven either

and one cut roughs and finishes
the seat after the cutter has been fed to the required
depth at the end of the proposed seat. Special tools are

by

air or flexible shaft,

when

built

there

is

the remotetst prospect of a saving in

and experiments are made with tools on lines
widely departing from established practice, with the same
their use,

object of lowering cost.

Very

recently a

Taylor-Newbold saw was employed

to cut out the slot in side

The

rod middle connection jaws.

were agreeably surprising, both for rapidity
of execution and accuracy and smoothness The possibilities of this saw for slotting operations in the machine
shop have yet to be developed, but the openings in view at
this

results

time are sufficient to

make

it

a paying investment in

any shop.

The work

is

handled on the

both on the tool and erecting side.

The

at all times

on engines of a given

efficient

consequence.

in

by gangs,
gangs work

classification plan

Electric

latter

class
tool

and are highly
drives

are the

order, the heavy tools being driven direct,

and the lighter
groups from countershaft. This plant was built
under the supervision of Mr. William Mcintosh, superintendent of motive power, whose personality crops out

tools in

departments in encouragement and suggestions to
To this end a meeting of heads
of departments is held twice a month for a feast of reain all

subordinates for results.

son and consideration of ways and means for improve-

ment of

the service.

October, 1906
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Locomotive Boiler with Combustion Chamber
Pacific Railway

MUCH

been excited by a large order of
locomotives recently filled by the American Locomotive Company for the Northern Pacific Railway on
interest has

were discussed and a table

their features of boiler design

of their principal dimensions

—Northern

was presented.

account of the boilers of these engines being provided

The Prairie type described is the only one of the number new to the Northern Pacific, and the drawings il-

with combustion chambers

lustrating the

Pacific type

Mikado type locomotives which
design with locomotives of the same types

and

are identical in

This order included twenty

thirty

already in service on the road, except in the design of
boilers

and the-onlv difference

in the boiler

is

due

CROSS-SECTIONS AND ELEVATIONS.

to the

—PRAIRIE

by the combusion chambers.
In addition to the Pacific and Mikado types, twenty
Prairie type engines were provided for in the same order
and the boilers of these engines include the combustion
chamber as well.
special features provided

All of these engines

were

on page 299 in
the September issue of the Railway Master Mechanic,
illustrated

SIDE ELEVATION, PRAIRIE TYPE LOCOMOTIVE

presented in

most interesting features of its design are
this issue.
Inasmuch as the only differences

in the design of the boilers of this type

and the other two

types, are clue solely to differences in the types of the

engines, the accompanying line

TYPE LOCOMOTIVES.

— NORTHERN

drawings representing

PACIFIC RY.

the design of boiler used in connection with the Prairie

type will serve to illustrate chief features of the others.

The combustion chamber has already been
success on the Northern Pacific and that
this

its

tried with

experience in

connection has proven the combustion chamber to be

satisfactory in service

locomotives

all

is

shown by

the order for seventy

equipped with combustion chambers.

WITH COMBUSTION CHA MBER.

— NORTHERN

PACIFIC RY.
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PLAN OF VALVE GEAR, PRAIRIE TYPE LOCOMOTIVE.

Cast Steel

Frame

Section at Front Driver
repairs do not present many Jobs

LOCOMOTIVE

involving more expense and trouble than a broken

To

frame.

get cost of such repairs and the time out of

service as near an irreducible limit as possible, has been

the aim of the Central Railroad of
case of a broken frame, their practice

member

New
is

and

Jersey,

in

to scrap the small

of the frame and supply a cast steel section, re-

October, 1906

NORTHERN PACIFIC

RV.

and the water space is 4^2 inches
wide.
There is a well defined groove worn under the
head on the body at one side where it passes through the
neck of the sleeve, indicating intense pressure between
the body and the sleeve at that point. The sleeve opening
at the point at which wear is shown on the bolt is 1-16
inch larger than the bolt, and the drawing therefore
shows more play than was actually allowed, but in all

by the dotted

lines,

SeCtf/CH ffB.

CAST STEEL FRAME SECTION.

weak point, planed and drilled, to take its
The new section is welded to the old by the ther-

c. R. R.

OF N.J,

inforced at the

other respects the solid and broken lines represent the

place.

same

bolt,

which

is

one inch

in diameter.

Considerable speculation has been aroused over this

mit process.

The accompanying

illustration represents the section

of a cast steel frame over the front driving axle of a 12-

wheel engine on which such weld had been made
time of this writing.

The

point of union

is

of the front jaw, and the frame section

chined and ready for lining up to

its

at the

indicated back
is

shown ma-

place on the engine,

among

who have examined

and various
theories have been advanced, based on bending moments
having subjected the bolt to a strain beyond the elastic
limit, also the likelihood of scale between the bolt and

bolt

those

it,

sleeve, depriving the bolt of its adjustable qualities has

Another theory obtains, that the holes
the two sheets were not in line when the bolt was ap-

been suggested.

prior to the welding operation.

in

Usual practice in making the thermit weld of frames
is to leave a gap between the two sections for the flow of
the welding compound.
However, Mr. Mcintosh has
improved the strength of the weMed joint by a transverse

plied.

hole at each side of the gap and by connecting the two

no indication of fracture or flaw in the

holes with a narrow channel, the perforated part having

moval was due to failure to ring true under the hammer
test which was applied to rigid bolts surrounding it.

the appearance of a dumb-bell in section.

The

-flow of

One

however, stands out too plainly to admit
of doubt, namely, that there were no reversals of the
fact

strain in the bolt, otherwise
its

three years of service.

it

As

would have

creased strength.

A

OUR

»

•

Bent Flexible Staybolt

attention has been called to a peculiar case of

a flexible staybolt becoming bent.- This

is

illus-

accompanying sketch of a so-called flexible
removed from the boiler of an engine
in service on one of the Eastern roads.
The permanent
set in the bolt is 7-16 inch at the firebox sheet, as shown

during

a matter of fact there

metal through these horizontal openings connects with
the gap between frames and forms a locked joint of in»

failed

trated by the

staybolt recently

A BENT FLEXIBLE STAYBOLT.

bolt,

and

was

its re-

:

:
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Prairie

FIFTY

Type Freight Locomotive— Great Northern Ry.

Prairie type engines designed for freight ser-

on the Great Northern Railway have been
by the Baldwin Locomotive Works, and are giving
vice

built

exceptional results in the

Our

work assigned them.

lustration represents these machines which are

il-

simple

engines with balanced slide valves actuated by the Walschaert valve gear, the link of which is carried on a trunnion whose bearing

is

This

secured to the guide yoke.

end from which the rod
extends to the crank arm on the main pin. The combination lever is located inside the guides out of harm's way.
trunnion has an

The

arm

at its outer

wide firebox of the Belpaire type
with sloping throat sheet and a vertical back head. The
longitudinal seams are located on the top center line and
boiler has a

Vau-

are welded at each end, in addition to which the

diamond welt

clain

strip joint

is

Injectors are lo-

used.

cated on the boiler head and feed the boiler through
external pipes to the checks at each side in the usual place
at front.

There are some features about these engines that are
based on

343

common

sense lines, notably, the headlight se-

PRAIRIE TYPE LOCOMOTIVE.

cured to the smoke-box door in a position to be of some
use for illumination of the track near the engine, as well
as being at height convenient to clean

and

The

light.

handholds at cab and tender gangway afford

Water Spaces

front, sides

and back,

Tubes, Material

steel

Number, 301 diameter, 2%,
Tubes
Heating Surface Firebox
Heating Surface Tubes
Heating Surface, Total
Grate Area
Driving Wheels, Diameter (outside)
Driving Wheels, Diameter
;

ins.; length, 18

ft.

6

ins.

sq. ft.

3.265 sq.

ft.

3,471 sq.

ft.

534

sq.

69

ft.

ins.

Centers, 62 ins.

9/^*12 ins

Engine Truck Wheels
Engine Truck Wheels
Engine Truck Wheels (journal)
Wheel Base, Driving

Tender wheels
Tender journals

NORTHERN

back, diameter, 45

ins.

8x12

ins.

13

its

ft.

13

gals.

number, 8

;

;

30

ft.

63

ft.

ft.

9
8

ins.

156,000

lbs.

ins.

21,000

lbs.

37,ooo

lbs.

209,000

lbs.

360,000

lbs.

coal, 13 tons.

diameter, 36

ins.

5^x10

ins.

RY,

Louis Railway Club Scholarship

St.

THE

-

front, diameter, 36 ins.

Wheel Base, Rigid
Wheel Base, Total of Engine
Wheel Base, Total of Engine and Tender
Weight on drivers (estimated)
Weight on truck at front
Weight on truck at back
Weight of engine, total
Weight of engine and tender
water, 8,000
Tank capacity

lib-

5 ins.

gauge.

206

Journals

—GREAT

11

;

St.

Louis Railway Club has decided to continue

way

educational feature, in the

of offering a

meas-

scholarship and has selected the University of Missouri

ure of safety to the engine crew that cannot be overesti-

which amonts to $250 per year.
Candidates for the scholarship must be sons of members
of good standing in the club, and there will be one candidate and a first and second alternate chosen by competition.
Information regarding the matter may be had by
addressing Mr. B. W. Frauenthal, secretary of the St.
Louis Railway Club, Union Station, St. Louis, Mo.

eral

a'

mated, and the canopy construction over the coal pit
so a

good thing

is al-

for fuel saving, for all losses of fuel are

not confined to the firebox by any means.
are capable of exerting a

maximum

These engines

pull of 37,500 pounds.

Points of further interest will be found in the following
table

Gauge

4

Cylinders, Simple

:

Valves
Boilers

/2

ins.

22x30

ins.

ft.

2,

Balanced,
:

Type, Belpaire

Diameter Boiler
Thickness of Sheets

l

slide.

straight, steel.

and 21-32

in.

ins.
in.

Working Pressure

210

Fuel
Staying
Firebox Material
Firebox Length
Firebox Width

Soft Coal.

Depth

lbs.

Vertical.
Steel.
1

front, 72 ins.

;

i6}i ins.

66V2 ins.
back, 66 ins.

%

Thickness of Sheets (side and back)

Crown

Y
&

Communication
Editor Railway Master Mechanic

have taken much interest in the article on welding
broken locomotive frames which appeared in the September issue of the Railway Master Mechanic. While I
have not welded any broken frames I have put pieces in
places on frames which have been worn away and have
done these jobs without removing the frames from the
I

;

72

%

for such scholarship,

in.

;

tube,

V2

engines.
I

to

ins.

believe the time will

remove

a

come when

.

will be a curiosity

frame from an engine to weld

Yours

in.

it

Valley Junction, Iowa.

truly,

it.

H. E Salt,
Foreman Smith.
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Drafting Locomotives

DURING

the discussion on drafting locomotives at

the recent convention of the Traveling Engineers'

while on the road, except perhaps in the event of poor

judgment

Association^ held in Chicago, attention was called to a

located at the back end of the firebox

front end arrangement in which the deflector plate

position to cause less

is

replaced by a perforated plate, and excellent results were

fires,

reported as attending the arrangement described.

box.

Dump

in excessive grate shaking.

than they would

damage
if

to

placed at

grates are

where they are in
flues when knocking
the front end of the

In the case referred to the drafting arrangement re-

Unfortunately our reproduction does not show clearly

back

the perforations in the sheet substituted for the deflector

from

sulted

an observation of about

28 or 30

lbs.

pressure in the cylinders of certain locomotives and a de-

plate,

termined effort was made to remove

the front end they can be distinguished.

all

possible draft

but by looking closely at the sectional drawing of

These perfora-

obstructions in order to provide suitable draft with min-

tions in the sheet allow a direct draft to be applied to the

imum impediment

along this line began with the ash pan and grates, for the

upper tubes and tend to eliminate the obstruction to free
passage of gases through them caused by eddies, or back

purpose of providing ample opening for entering

lash, resulting

Improvements

to cylinder exhaust.

air.

from the

close proximity

between the up-

This improvement was accompanied by substituting for

per portion of the deflector plate and the ends of the

the portion of the deflector plate above the center line of

flues.

the boiler, a plate perforated with 7-16 inch holes spaced

pass through the middle and lower

on

passing through the upper

1

inch centers.

This arrangement of draft appliances was developed

by Mr. Alex Struthers, master mechanic of the Denver,
Northwestern and Pacific Railway and is illustrated by

accompanying reproductions of prints showing the
ash pan, grates, front end and exhaust pipe, as well as
the

Inasmuch

as the greater portion

By

thus providing for

FRONT END ARRANGEMENT DEVELOPED BY MR. ALEX STRUTHERS,

These changes allowed the use of a nozzle tip 6 inches
in diameter with locomotives having cylinders 22 inches
by 30 inches, driving wheels 55 inches in diameter,
with 200 lbs. steam pressure, burning- rather a poor
grade

of, coal.

To

use the expression of one

who made

remained

indicator

"frozen"

practically

gardless of the position of the lever.

re-

This was over

a division with heavy grades and hauling a large ton-

nage.

By

referring to the illustrations of the ash pan

it

will

comparatively free

a freer circulation

of gases

flues their heating value is increased

D.

N-W. &

P.

RV.

and this addition of more efficient heating surface tends
to produce a freer steaming engine.
The arrangement
therefore reduces the back pressure against which an
engine would have to work and also increases the steaming quality of the boiler.

The

several trips with a locomotive so equipped, the steam

gauge

flues are

and as the gases

from cinders, practically little danger attaches to this
arrangement on account of fire being thrown. Also a
smaller proportion of the gases remain to be dragged
around beneath the diaphragm.
through the upper

the stack with a deflecting hood.

flues,

of the cinders

netting

is

2

x2

in.

mesh, and the amount of free

area provided, in addition to that of the perforated plate,

connection with mild exhaust keeps the danger from

in

throwing within safe limits.
The exhaust pipe, or nozzle stand, is carefully designed
and provides for the easy escape of exhaust steam. A

fire

be seen that an air space of 3 inches is provided between
the pan and mud ring and also that there are openings

further feature of interest in

and ends of the ash pan, covered with netting,
which provide space amounting to nearly 10 sq. ft. and

exhaust pipe.

permits the access of air to the grates.

engines, with this draft arrangement, are operated

in the sides

Provision for air to get through the grates

an

air space of

are 24

m

-

1

wide.

inch surrounding the fingers and fingers

Such

free openings

coal to drop through the grates

the body of the

is

made by

when

may

allow a

little

firing up, but as

builds up to a coking point there will
be practically no waste from this cause and no waste
fire

for connection of the air

its

design

pump exhaust

There are numerous tunnels on the
on

this

account the stack

is

is

the provision

to the cylinder

line

over which

and

equipped with a deflecting

hood which is lowered over the mouth of the stack, by the
engineer on entering a tunnel and which is raised on
emerging.
It is worthy of note that the stack is 14
inches in "diameter at the choke and that the choke is 12
inches from the top of the stack.

October, 1906.
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EXH.U'ST

PIPE,

STACK WITH DEFLECTING HOOD, GRATE, AND ASH PAN. REPRESENTING PRACTICE ON THE
ING LOCOMOTIVES.

D.

N-W. &

P.

RY.

IN DRAFT-
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Air*Braked Cars

WELDING BROKEN LOCOMOTIVE FRAMES.
Editor Railway Master Mechanic:

with
recent order of
IN COMPLIANCE
Commerce Commission, directing the

the Inter-

the

state

In the report of the Master Blacksmiths' Convention

number

carriers of the country to report the

common

of freight

presented in abstract on page 311 of the September issue

cars

of the Railway Master Mechanic, and, in the article ap-

Pennsylvania Railroad has sent in the figures for

its

on page 302 of the same issue, describing the
method of frame welding as followed at Connellsville on

system of lines east of Pittsburg and Erie.

Though

the

pearing"

the B.

&

O., there

workman

is

much

to interest the practical mart

or superintendent.

owned and

the

number equipped with

air brakes, the

law requires only 75 per cent, of the cars in every freight
train to be equipped with air brakes, the report made to
the Inter-state

Commerce Commission

discloses the fact

For welding or repairing locomotive frames under the
engine there seems to be at the present time a revival
of the process of mending and cobbling up everything in
order to get the engine out. There are many methods
of doing this work, several of which the writer does not

equipment of the Pennsylvania lines east of Pittsburg
and Erie, or 130,915 cars, are so equipped.
The railroads have been very prompt in meeting the

favor.

in

"Why

do we weld a steel frame with iron" is a question often asked by the defenders of the iron frame.
We
suppose that this is because the steel will not stand the
high heat required when separate heats are taken, since
the welding heat of steel, being below that of iron, leaves

a small

margin

power

heat of the iron has the

This

is

and the high

to bring the pieces together,

to disintegrate the steel.

materially assisted also by the impact of sledges

hammer.

or of the steam

Let us consider welds made by pressure.
quired to weld iron to steel
required in the
oil

work

is

The

heat re-

not nearly so high as that

produced by the

at the forge, or that

furnace used on an iron frame, and the heat

The

under control.

is

also

and steel weld is stronger than
iron alone, from the fact that where the union takes place,
the steel merges into iron and the^iron merges into steel.
Skeptics will say that iron, and steel do not make a
perfect weld under these conditions, but there is fibered
steel upon the market (Turner's patent) which, when
iron

used for these special purposes, gives excellent
In this connection

more than 98 per

or

gun.

equipping their cars with air

division of the

New York

has 98 per cent, of

homogeneous

steel,

is

not boiler

steel,

but steel that gives evidence of

being present when treated with an acid.

The
there

is

the

is

not

work

first class,

and, after being forged

of the smith to account

sembling and welding.

Where

the frame

Commerce Commission
brakes. The New York

Central reports that

cars so equipped.

On

is

for

in as-

solid there is

it

also

January

1,

American Railroad Association received reports from 304 lines, showing that 89.8 per cent, of their
equipment had been furnished with air brakes. The cars
which are not now equipped with air brakes are mainly
old ones of small capacity and used mainly in local service, and around shops and terminals, and seldom find
their way into trains On the main line.
This fact makes
easily possible for all roads to operate the required 75
per cent, of air braked cars on all of their regular trains.
it

May

Last

the Pennsylvania issued an order directing

agents not to accept, after June 20, cars of other

all its

equipped with

lines unless

air brakes.

the railroad ceased to carry over
lines

its

Beginning July

1st

lines all cars of other

not equipped with air brakes, and at the same

time put into effect the rule not to send over other roads

any of

its

own

cars not so equipped.
»

Shop Practices
days of high speed
INofTHESE
stock has been so increased

steel the rapid

that there

removal

is little

to

look for in improved productions in this direction, except

perhaps in the provision of greater power for the

material which enters into the composition of the

average frame

its

freight car

1906, the

may

Recollect that this

of the total

requirements of the Inter-state

class sporting

in a single

cent,

results.

be said that the barrels of high
guns are made from a mixture of steel
and iron welded together, not one weld, but thousands,
it

that

tools,

by which the best work possible may be obtained from
the

new

There

cutting agent.
are,

of details in

however, abundant openings

many

in the

handling

railway shops, which are ripe for re-

when assisted by a sudden shock or concussion.
The writer has more faith in a steel filling piece than

Methods for obtaining the same results in all
shops on the line, that is, standardization of ways and
means for doing work, are fully as important as standard
dimensions for like parts. That there is an opening for
missionary work along this line seems to be very evi-

an iron one and believes that mild

dent.

frequently an initial strain left in the brace or braces, and
this often occasions fractures.

retically perfect in

results.

I

While the frame is theoits weakness

design this strain adds to

steel will give the best

will say in conclusion that

frames made from

vision.

There

is

ning a complete

service

tion at one shop on the line,

same steel and iron will give better
and be cheaper in the end than the frames constructed at present.
Machinery would make this comparatively easy whether the frame was made of homogeneous metal and steel or iron and steel.
Yours truly,
T. C. Lace.
Coraopolis, Pa.

work

economy

in plan-

wedges
and doing the same

class of

not a desirable showing of

alternate plates of the

set of shoes or

in separate pieces

in a single opera-

without the use of appliances that

reduce cost, in another shop on the same

view of the situation
driving box brasses.

is

line.

The same

equally applicable to the boring of

In the well equipped shop, the large

horizontal boring machine takes a whole set of boxes at
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once, while the less fortunate plant

is

content to have a

36-inch lathe to bore one box at a time.

It is

open to

question whether the latter method does not do the better
work in fitting boxes to worn journals than can be done

but the element of time on the job is
the deciding factor even if the file and scraper is necessary to make good what the tool fails to do in the way of

by the special

fits.

The

tool,

point

is

plain that

a high-class tool

if

economy

sary at one shop, the goal of

is

is

neces-

best reached by

the employment of that tool in all shops of the line, no
matter what the relative rates of output.
The least amount of stock on forgings and castings
consistent with machining to size seems not to have been
so closely looked after since high speed steel has come

Y

inch deep is as easily made as
and since a cut
one Y% inch deep, and a rough and finish cut is necessary
But speed tells against the deep cut much
in either case.
more than against the light one, and makes an argument in favor of machining the least amount of stock,
For cast iron the cost eleespecially on wrought iron.
ment of excessive weight of casting must be considered
in addition to this, and with both wrought and cast iron
into use

much stock affects
riously. The remedy in

too

the piece

work system very

the one case

is

se-

the bull-dozer and

under the steam and helve hammers, and in
the other, an alteration of patterns to cover a lower
die forging

range of

castings where a close

fit

is

It

has also

and stud

holes' in

cylinder heads.

sizes, especially for

been found economical to core

all

bolt

not necessary in assembling

parts-.

Manipulation of cost accounts cannot be practiced

now

as in the old days

when

new locomotive could be
The modern railway shop

a

on charges to repairs.
found to be best managed on a basis similar to that of
competitive industrial concerns, and the specialist is the
power to bring about reduced cost of output under the
new conditions, which demand standard methods, as well
built
is

as standard parts.

J.

quarters at Helena, Ark., to succeed Mr.

Mr. A- L. Graburn has resigned as superintendent of
shops of the Great Northern at

gage

St.

Cloud, Minn., to en-

in the railway supply business at St. Paul,

Mr. C.

S. Mills

& Susquehanna

of the Buffalo

M. McMullin has been appointed master me-

headquarters at Galeton, Pa.,

Railroad Company, with

September

effective

Cochran has been appointed general foreman
department
of the- car
of the Lake Erie & Western at Toledo, Ohio, in place of Mr. George W. Deibert, who has

Mr.

F.

been transferrred to Peru, Indiana.

Mr. David Van Alstyne has tendered his resignation
as mechanical superintendent of the Northern Pacific to
accept a position with the American Locomotive Company effective on October 1st.
Charles T. Bayliss, for the past five years mechanical

engineer of the Mexican Central, died at his

Mr. W. J. Schlacks has resigned as superintendent of
machinery of the Colorado Midland, effective on September

1st, to

pany

accept a position with a railway supply com-

in Chicago.

Mr. T. Harris has been appointed Divisional Car Foreof the Canadian Pacific Railway Company, Lake
Superior Division, with headquarters at North Bay, effective September 1st, 1906.
Mr. George Thomson has been appointed assistant general foreman of the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern at
Collinwood, Ohio, and Mr. W. D. Cox has been appointed general foreman at Air Line Junction, Ohio.
Mr. W. J. Hoskin, heretofore general master mechanic

man

of the Chicago

&

Eastern

sistant superintendent of

Illinois,

has been appointed as-

machinery of the Missouri Pa-

with headquarters at St. Louis, Mo.
Michael Dunn, superintendent of motive power of the
Pittsburg Cincinnati Chicago & St. Louis, comprising the
Southwest system of the Pennsylvania Lines West of

home

Columbus, Ohio, on Au-

sion of the Missouri Pacific, has retired

Mr. L.

Bartlett,

in

master mechanic of the

Louis

divi-

from that

posi-

St.

tion after a service of

Ala.

Mr. O. H. Jackson, master mechanic of the Indianat his

home

in Indianapolis, Indiana,

on August 19th, aged 61 years.

Mr. R. H. Smith, has been appointed roundhouse foreman of the Great Northern at St. Paul, Minn., in place of
Mr. W. W. Breckenridge. transferred.
C. B. Smith, heretofore division master

mechanic

&

Maine, has been appointed mechanical
engineer, with office at Boston, Mass., effective on Sep-

tember

1 st.

W.

of the St.

Edgar has been appointed master mechanic
Louis Iron Mountain & Southern, with headG.

in

of 35 years.

Mr. H. C. Gribben has resigned as general foreman of
shops of the Alabama Great Southern at Birmingham,

of the Boston

home

Aguascalientes, Mexico, on September 5th, at the age

gust 14th.

Mr.

1st,

1906.

Willard Kells, transferred.

Union, died

Minn.

has been appointed master mechanic

Pittsburg, died at his

Mr.

A. Greene,

resigned.

chanic of the Lehigh Valley at Sayre, Pa., in place of Mr.

apolis

J.

cific,

Personal Mention
Mr.

347

44 years with the road.
been master mechanic for 21 years.

Mr.

W.

J.

He

has

Tollerton, heretofore master mechanic of

the Oregon Short Line at Pocatello, Idaho, has been appointed superintendent of motive power of the Southwestern and Choctaw districts of the Chicago Rock

Island

&

Pacific, at

Topeka, Kansas,

in place

Thomas Roope, resigned.
Mr. M. J. McGraw, master mechanic

of

Mr.

of the Missouri

Pacific at Fort Scott, Kansas, has been appointed master
mechanic at St. Louis, Mo., in place of Mr. L. Bartlett,
and Mr. W. C. Walsh, heretofore master mechanic of
the Southern Indiana, has been appointed master mechanic at Fort Scott to succeed Mr. McGraw.
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Through

the office of experiment stations of the United

Department of Agriculture, Mr. Angus Sinclair,
President and Editor of Railway and Locomotive EnStates

gineering, has been appointed to the
studies of the value of alcohol for

make

to

a report thereon including a report on the litera-

ture of the subject in

Mr.

work of conducting
power purposes and

J.

Dietrich, heretofore master mechanic of the

Chicago Burlington

& Quincy

at Lincoln, Neb., has

Mr. G.

Johnson has been appointed master mechanic of the
Lincoln division, with office at Lincoln, in place of Mr.
C.

Mr. F. E. Kennedy, master mechanic at McCook. Neb., has been transferred to Sheridan, Wyo., as
master mechanic of the Sheridan division, succeeding Mr.
Johnson. Mr. H. E. Culbertson has been appointed master mechanic of the McCook division at McCook, Neb.,
Effective on August 20th.
in place of Mr. Kennedy.
is
made of the appointment of
Official announcement
Mr. Ira S. Downing as master car builder of the Lake
Shore division of the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern,
including Toledo and Air Line Junction, and of the Lake
Erie Alliance & Wheeling and Dunkirk Allegheny Valley
Dietrich.

&

Pittsburg roads,

with headquarters

Ohio, vice Mr. Joseph Chidley,

who

will

time to locomotive department work.

now has been appointed master

at

Collinwood,

devote his entire

Mr. T. H. Good-

division of the

hart, Indiana, has

man

been appointed division general fore-

of that road, the

Lake Erie Alliance

is

vidually

trated and classified according to leading subjects

& Wheeling and

Dunkirk Allegheny Valley & Pittsburg, with office at
Collinwood, Ohio, vice Mr. John McCabe, transferred.
Mr. W. R. Wilson has been appointed to succeed Mr.
Thomson as division general foreman of the Michigan
Southern division of the Lake Shore & Michigan, with
jurisdiction over La Porte and all points east on main
line and branches, with headquarters at Elkhart, Indiana.

the

and the clear

ready reference, are supplemented by a
comprehensive index. Published by D. Van Nostrand Company,

New

facilitating

York.

Price $1.00.

"Wiring a House"

the

is

of one of the

title

Practical Paper Series of pamphlets and

is

Derry-Collard

a specially interesting

little work because it is written by a practical
thoroughly up in the subject of which he writes, from the
estimate of cost to the completion of the work, taking the inquirer through the various operations of selecting the proper ca-

and instructive

man

and wires, locating the cut-out cabinet and meter
and the best method of wiring. All needed calculations are given
pacity of lamps

mathematics, making the information so clear as
to anticipate any questions. The data is applicable to the wiring
for electric lighting of any building, including shops.
The price
in the plainest

of the

work

sent to any address

New

the Derry-Collard Co.,

is

25 cents.

It is

published by

York.

—

^«^

.

•

Notices of Catalogues
The Farlow Draft Gear

Co.,

Baltimore, Md., has issued an

8-page pamphlet entitled "The Bull

Dog

how

Farlow

the

through a bad wreck, coming out with very

draft gear went
little

This

of Draft Gears."

booklet gives half-tone illustrations showing

damage.

The American Tool Works

car builder of the Michi-

Lake Shore & Michigan
Southern, excluding Toledo and Air Line Junction, with
office at Englewood, Illinois, to succeed Mr. Downing.
Mr. George Thomson, heretofore division general
foreman of the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern at Elkgan Southern

Where necessary, of course, dismade between the machines and they are treated indias required. The volume includes 218 pages, well illus

different kinds of generators.

tinction

been

appointed assistant superintendent of the lines west of the

Missouri river, with headquarters at Lincoln.

Most statements which apply to the generator are equally applicable to the motor and as a matter of fact the difference in treatment required for generators and motors is often less than fot

headings

England and Scotland.

October, 1906

Co., of Cincinnati, Ohio, is issu-

ing a neat sectional catalogue, illustrating in general the line of

machines
lathes,

it

manufactures.

planers,

drills,

The

introductory

shapers and

oil

sheets

illustrate

These are

separators.

followed by illustrations of different sizes of individual machines,

beginning with high speed manufacturing and engine lathes from
14-inch up to 60-inch.
The next are planers, ranging in size
from 24x24 inch up to 60x60 inch, which are followed by shapers,
from 16-inch up to 28-inch. The drill presses are the next shown.

These vary from 13-inch

sensitive drills to the 6-foot

The

number of standard

arm

radial

presses.
with a large
voted to the company's self emptying oil separator. The value
of the sectional catalogue is great, not only to the user, but also

Machines that are out of date can be

the manufacturer.

to

last sheet is de-

replaced in the catalogue at small expense, besides

chaser

is

interested only in one class of machines

it

if
is

a pur-

easy to

furnish the illustrations and descriptions.
'Frisco's Furnace" is the title of a handsome pamphwhich has been issued by the Joseph Dixon Crucible Co.,
Jersey City, N. J. The pamphlet contains half-tone illustrations
of several of the large buildings which withstood the recent
earthquake and fire which visited San Francisco. The steel frame
work of these buildings had been painted with Dixon's Silver
Graphite paint, and the value of this paint as a protective coating
is well shown.

"Through

let

Technical Publications
Management
Wheeler.
This book

of Electrical Machinery by F. B. Crocker and S. S.

an excellent treatise of the practical management
constitutes a complete revision of an
edition first published in 1892.
Its purpose is to set forth the
more important facts which present themselves in the actual
handling of electric generators and motors, as a guide for those
who use or study these machines. The work is confined princiis

dynamos and motors and

of

pally to

management

rather than treating largely on theory, de-

sign and construction, and gives only a

few of the most imand structural features.
This course is
adopted on the ground that for every one who builds electrical
machines there are a hundred who use them, and such a treatment of the subject will therefore provide for a wider field.
portant

The

definitions

descriptive matter

is

doubly useful in that the information

machines usually covers both generators and motors
for as a general consideration there is no necessity of separation.

on

electric

S. F.

Bowser &

Co., Inc., Fort

Wayne,

Ind.,

neat literature covering the systems for handling

is

all

issuing

some

kinds of

oils

manufactured by it. One of the latest pamphlets issued contains
detail plan drawings of an oil handling plant which has been
installed at the shops of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway
at Fort Madison, Iowa.

—

"Perforated Metals." The extensive uses to which perforated
is put at this time are little understood by those who do not
have occasion to use the product. It is an easy proposition to
lose sight of the many uses to which perforated metal is not only
adapted, but actually superior to any other for purposes long
metal

supplied by other means.

The

catalogue of the Hendrick

Manu-
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facturing Co., Carbondalc, Pa., well illustrates their output and
the various applications of perforated metal to the industries,

where

power departments because
employment. For
economical
for
its
there
openings
many
the
of
for ash pan slides
and
arrangement
front
end
spark arrestors and

company

but

of special interest to motive

is

it

perforated steel has proved its
lasting qualities over the wire netting that was alone in the field
For shop lockers it is now used to the exclusion of
for years.
wood, and new places are constantly being made for it, because
at the sides for air admission,

of

durability under the harshest conditions of service.

its

unusually instructive, neat and attractive catalogue is being
distributed by the Quincy, Manchester, Sargent Company, Old

Colony Building, Chicago, which fully illustrates and describes its
metal sawing machinery, including both stationary and portable
saws as well as a complete line of portable rail saws and power
hack saws. In addition to these, particular interest attaches to
the descriptive matter concerning cylinder boring bars for both
for lathes, portable

compound and simple locomotives, boring bar
valve

rotary planing machine, portable crank turning mauniversal planer chuck, radius planer attachment, flue

seat,

chines,

welding and cleaning machines, car wheel grinding machines, etc.,
and the company's capacity for providing further facilities in meeting the demands of uprto-date railway shops is shown in the illustrations of cranes, trolleys, air hoists

the riveting machinery for
also describes

all

and

fittings in addition to

The catalogue

classes of work.

other devices for use in the mechanical and

many

operating departments of railroads such as self-locking steel nuts,
engine and car re-placers, emergency knuckles, diaphragms,

snow dangers and other appliances

largely used.

*

will carry a full stock of paints.

it

to give

The Manufacturers' Advertising Bureau, formerly at 126 LibNew York City, but now of 237 Broadway, finds its
new location a desirable one. Its facilities for handling the steadily increasing business which comes to it are much improved

who

manufacturers

and

to the care of the

The

WadswortlrHowland

22 the factory of the

Co.,

located at the corner of Indiana avenue and Thirteenth street,

Chicago, was destroyed by

fire.

Temporary

quarters have

office

been established directly across the street and communications
addressed as heretofore will promptly reach them. The company is in position to take care of all business with reasonable
promptness, and arrangements
creased

already under

are

for

in-

facilities.

the removal of

general offices from the third to the seventeenth floor of the

Fisher Building, Chicago.
19

John

Street,

New York

report a very busy season, with important orders
ippine

Islands

for

railroad

City,

from the Philand machine

construction material

shop equipment.

The Pennsylvania Railroad Company
its

has been installed on

is

showing some remarkProducer gas

forge shops at Altoona, Pa.
five

furnaces and seven tons of coal

is

now

doing the work that formerly required twenty tons.
The gas
producer equipment was supplied by the Morgan Construction

New

The Lyon

Ann

York.

Street, Chicago, has

Aurora,

111.,

Wilkinson.

The Plomestead Valve Mfg.

Co.,

Pittsburg,

Pa.,

is

now,

in

addition to its regular line of blow-offs and steam valves, making
an anti-acid valve for use in tin plate mills, galvanizing works, oil
refineries, paper mills, tanneries, etc.
These valves have shown
remarkable service in the past three years.
The company
states that its business has shown a very satisfactory increase in
the past year, with flattering prospects.

The Chas. Moser
opened

another

New York

City post office and con-

The Bureau,

Bridge.

is

headquarters for everything in the

way

of trade and technical advertising.
'

Mrs. Frances A.

W. Mcintosh, formerly

advertising manager
Company, Cleveland, Ohio, and more re-

of the Standard Tool

cently connected with the advertising department of "Power,"

of

New

York, has taken charge of the publication department
Company, Worcester, Mass.

of the Norton

The McConway & Torley Co., Pittsburg, Pa., has lately issued a
new addition of "Car Interchange Manual," covering all the decisions of the Arbitration Committee from November, 1888, up to
and including case No. 703 of May, 1906. A quite general distribution of this book has been made, but if there are any car men
who have not yet received a copy the company will mail them
one, free of charge, on request. The company has also issued a
pamphlet entitled "Ready Reference Tables" for the particular use
of men in the car department, and has now in the press a new
edition of "Catechism of M. C. B. Rules," and these will be sent
to any one who may have use for them, free of charge on re-

McConway &
Co.,

Torley Co.

"The Tool Holder People" of Chi-

summer months have

kept

its

plant work-

ing at extreme limit to keep abreast of orders, and the

company

has been forced to install additional machinery in an effort to get

some

September business opened with a
and foreign, being especially
heavy, they evidently anticipating heavy demand and delayed shipments. Sales of Armstrong cutting-off and grinding machines are
finished stock ahead.

rush, dealer's orders, both domestic

increasing steadily, the following being

among

recent orders re-

Maxwell & Moore,

& Schutte, Vienna, 4 machines; Manning,
New York, 2 machines; Manning, Maxwell

& Moore,

1

Schurchardt
Chicago,

machine.
identified with the

Chicago Great West-

ern Railway, and at present assistant general manager, has resigned,

it is

said, to take effect at

an early date, and will accept a
& Mfg. Co., of Pitts-

position with the Westinghouse Electric

Mr. D. Van Alstyne, mechanical superintendent of the Northern Pacific, has resigned, to accept a position with the American

Locomotive

Co., at

Dunkirk, N. Y.

Mr. T. W. Snow, who for some years has been manager of the
Otto Gas Engine Works, Chicago, has been elected president of

John Salter, Jr. Mr. Snow
have charge of the railway department of the
company, with offices at 357 Dearborn St., Chicago, but will
divide his time between Chicago and Philadelphia, where the plant
of the company is located. Messrs. R. E. Gurley and R. A. Ogle,
of the St. Louis office, have been transferred to Chicago, but the
St. Louis office will be maintained.
Mr. Snow has been manager of the western office, and the railway department of
the Otto Gas Engine Works since 1899.
that company, to succeed the late Mr.

Metallic Manufacturing Co., formerly at 18 South

removed its factory and general offices
where better and increased facilities have been
obtained. The company will maintain an office at No. 121 1 Marquette Building, Chicago, which will be in charge of Mr. L.
to

interests

will be well looked

burg, Pa.

able economies in

Co., of

advertising

venient to the subway, elevated roads, the ferries and Brooklyn

Mr. Tracy Lyon," long

The H. A. Rogers Company,

their

present offices of the Manufacturers' Advrtising Bu-

rau are located opposite the

ceived:

The Hicks Locomotive & Car Works announces
its

way

intrust

Bureau may be assured they

cago, reports that the

On September

one

erty Street,

Armstrong Bros. Tool

Month

is

orders prompt attention.

all

ceipt of request to the

JVotes of the

This new store

of the finest paint stores in the United States and enables the

after.

An
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Co., paint makers, of Cincinnati, Ohio, has

store

at

215-227

East

Ninth

St.,

Cincinnati,

will continue to

Bowser &

Fort Wayne, Ind., recently received the
contract for an oil house equipment for the storehouse of the Toronto, Hamilton & Buffalo Railway at Toronto, Ont.
Mr. Paul Dickinson, Chicago, 111., head of the railroad supply
house bearing his name, died at his home in Winnetka, III, August
He had been ill for some months, but until re31, of ana?mia.
S. F.

cently

was

still

Co.,

able to give attention to business affairs.

Mr.
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Dickinson was well known in connection with his work on engine
house ventilation, and his firm made a specialty of smoke jacks.
»

engine-house at Asheville. N. C, under construction; Oregon Railroad & Navigation Co.. contract reported given

way,

12-stall

Robert Wakefield, of Portland, Ore., for an engine-house, oil
and store houses, and coaling station at La Grande, Ore. The
Cleveland, Terminal & Valley (Baltimore & Ohio) will build a
roundhouse and coaling station at Cleveland, O. St. Louis &
San Francisco, contracts let for a large roundhouse at Fort Scott,
Kan. The Great Northern is building a 40-stall roundhouse at
Minneapolis, Minn. The Chicago & Western Indiana will build
a 51-stall roundhouse at Chicago.

to

«» »

The Adreon=Morse Ratchet Wrench

;

Adreon-Morse
ratchet wrench which is a simple and practical reversible wrench
suitable for all purposes in railroad shop, track, bridge and structural work.
The advantages claimed for this wrench are its
strength, durability and simplicity of construction. The working
In the accompanying illustration

October, 1906

is

shown

the

;

;

;

Ji J\[ew Single
The new

end tenoner

single

will interest the

End Tenoner

illustrated herewith is -a tool that

wood working department

of railroads, as well

manufacturing concerns. This machine (No. 225 c. c.) is the
latest product of the H. B. Smith Machine Co., Smithville, N. J.,
a firm that claims the distinction of being the originators of this
class of machinery, having been building iron frame tenoning
machines for sixty years. Being right up to date, this tool looks
good to the admirer of a first-class article in the machine line.
This improved machine is especially adapted for tenoning door
sash and blind work and for use in the cabinet department of
car shops, and for all cabinet and joiner work. The frame is of
iron cast in one piece, with a base 30x34 inches, and a chute cast
in the frame for guiding chips to the outside.
The table is a radical inprovement over any hitherto built and
is one of the strong points of the machine.
The principal improvement is the roller bearing. The table must always move
square across the ways, because the rollers are connected together and kept square by a guiding frame, therefore if the rolls
move at one end, they must also move at the other, and the whole
carriage must move, no matter where it is taken hold of, or how
much weight there is on it. The table is of such a weight that it
cannot spring when clamping work on it, and has a traverse
movement of 33 inches, also the usual clamp and gauge bars.
The headstocks are adjustably gibbed to the upright frame, and
are movable up and down by two screws so arranged that they
may be moved in either direction simultaneously, or separately,
as desired, thus perfectly controlling the size and position of the
tenon. The upper headstock with its sprindle has a horizontal or
as

THE ADREON
parts

MORSE RATCHET WRENCH.

are completely enclosed within the frame, obviating the

possibility of dirt or grit being admitted.

The turning

small lever accomplishes reversing of the wrench from

of the
left

to

Sockets for any size wrench may be placed within the
frame in a moment, both flush and extension sockets being furright.

warranted and Adreon & Company,
have found that it has been
approved by practical railroad men.
nished.
St.

The wrench

who

Louis, Mo.,

is

fully

offer

it

for sale,

»

New

»

Shops and Roundhouses

The following new shops are under construction or contemMaine Central, car repair shops, extension, 39x362 ft. at

plated

:

Waterville, -Me., under construction; Chicago, Milwaukee

&

St.

its shops at West Milwaukee, to cost $300,000;
Alabama Great Southern, car shops at Gadsden, Ala., under way
The Cincinnati, Bluffton & Chicago will probably build its shops
at Huntington, Ind.
Seaboard Air Line, addition to shops at
Savannah, Ga. Western Railway of Alabama, contract reported
awarded to Cook & Laurie Contracting Co. for a number of shop
buildings at Montgomery, Ala. The St. Louis, Rocky Mountain
& Pacific will locate its shops at Cimarron, N. M. The Cleveland,
Terminal & Valley (Baltimore & Ohio) will build shops at Cleveland, O.; The Kansas City Southern will make improvements to
its shops at Pittsburg, Kan.
The Chicago & Western Indiana
will build a machine shop, storehouse and oil house at Chicago;
The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe has under construction additional shop buildings at Topeka, Kan.; The Tidewater Railway
will locate its main shops at Salem, Va., and division shops at
Victoria, Lunenburg county, Va., and Roanoke, Va. The Grand
Trunk is building large shops at Battle Creek, Mich.; Wells
Bros. & Co., New York, N. Y., have the contract for several shop
buildings for the Baltimore & Ohio at Wheeling, W. Va.
Roundhouses, as follows, are reported contemplated, or under
construction
Minneapolis & Rainey River, 10-stall enginehouse, with 66-ft. turntable, at Deer River, Minn. Southern Rail-

Paul, additions to

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

;

NEW HIGH

SPEED TENONER.

longitudinal adjustment for regulating the position of the shoul-

ders of the tenons.

The

cutter spindles are all

and ground accurately

made

of high carbon steel, turned

and perfectly round, those for
where heads go;
cape spindles are i's inch in the bearings and where heads
the saw arbor (when furnished) is i]4 inch straight; and
heads being

iJ/>

to size

inch in the bearings and

vertical cape countershaft
in the base is

The

i

A

J

bearings

is

l$i inch straight.

inch special quality drawn
are

all

The

the
the

go;
the

driving shaft

steel.

compensating and self-lubricating and
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The tenon heads may be double

lined with best Babb,itt metal.
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By

inches and one inch thick.

or

passing material twice through,

be cut as long as eight inches. Improved spoons .-ire
used to cut the shoulders square. The cut-off saw may be apphed
in the rear as shown and is adjustable while running, for regukt
ing the length of tenons. The saw is located in front only on

and have a 7V2 inch cutting circle. When fitted with
when
double heads the machine will cut tenons 6 inches, and
and
upper
The
heads are single, will cut tenons 3V2 inches long.
five
lower heads expand or separate to take in stock as thick as
as 20
inches, and the table movement will admit stock as wide

may

tenons

single,

order.

Railroad Paint Shop
Devoted

Edited by
J.

M.

PITARD

H.

C. Painter,

M.

<St

O. R. R.

Official

have received complaints that some of the members of the
Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Association do not receive
investheir copies of the Railway Master Mechanic regularly. In
plainants are on our mailing

names of the commost instances they are

find that the

but in

list,

given something after the following style: "John Jones, L. & N.
railRd., Louisville, Ky." Where mail is addressed in care of the
and
offices,
general
the
to
goes
always
almost
road company it
of
out
taken
was
paper
that
the
in several cases, we have found

wrapper there by some one other than the party to whom it was
addressed. We also receive numerous notices from the post office
stating that the paper cannot be delivered on account of being
unclaimed, or of the addressee having moved and left no address.

its

In view of these facts

we wish

have our subscribers give us their

to

addresses, or such address as will insure the delivery of
their paper to them, and to promptly notify us when they make a

home

change.
•

»

The
We

Car

Painters' Association the necessity of standing by their official
organ. At the recent convention an effort was made to substitute
another publication as the official organ in lieu of the Railway

not particularly devoted to railroad interests and for that reason is unsuitable for the purposes of an official organ of an association

The

publication in question

Car

of the character of the Master

is

Painters' Association,

who

desire through their convention proceedings to keep in touch
In order to
with the thought of other railroad associations.
the official
publication
as
some
have
to
necessary
this,
it
is
do
generally,
of
all classmen
railroad
by
patronized
organ that is

other than those of the painting fraternity.
The movement was defeated as it should have been, and should

es,

ever become necessary to make a change, it would be exceedingly hurtful to the association to adopt any other than some
publication that is particularly devoted to railroad matters.
it

We

respectfully request the support of every

association during the

coming

the official organ and through

member

of the

Let us endeavor to improve
improve and upbuild the asso-

year.
it

ciation.

was never in a more prosperous condition than
at present, just to what extent the official organ is responsible
for this, every one can draw his own conclusions, but certainly an

Our

association

official
is

organ

is

essential to the success of the association,

equally certain that the

more

interesting

of every

it is.

member

in

more varied the matter

Therefore,

making

it

we

what

it

and

it

contains, the

respectfully request the help
it

should be.

contributions, don't wait for the editor to call

Send on your

upon you.

Don't run away after strange "gods," stick to your official
organ and give it the benefit of your talents and your experiences,

and

let

ficiency.

City,

November

street,

of Maintenance of

Canada

States and

will hold

13-14, 1906.

East Orange, N.

its

Way

Painters of the United

New York

annual meeting in

Mr. Harry

J.

Schnell, 39

Summit

J.
»

The Master Car
The

Painters' Convention

»

Painters' Convention

39th annual convention of the Master Car and Locomotive

Painters' Association recently held at Washington, D.

many respects the most successful of any heretofore
The convention was opened by President Butts

C, was

in

held.

of the

New

York Central Railroad, and after the usual religious invocation,
the address of welcome was delivered by Mr. H. B. F. McFarland,
president of the district board of commissioners. Mr. McFarland,
who proved to be a most agreeable and entertaining speaker,

spoke of the present prosperous condition of the country, and of
the railroads, and complimented the master car painters who by
their annual conventions acquired much valuable information
ideas,

which

in a large

measure contrib-

uted to the prosperity of the railroads which they represented.
The speaker also complimented the ladies on their artistic tal-

Organ

wish to urge upon every member of the Master

Master Mechanic.

The Association

through the exchange of

Official

Way

Maintenance of

We

we

the Interests of

Organ of the Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Association

Notice

tigating these complaints

to

Master Car and
Locomotive Painters

the coming year witness a vast improvement in

its

ef-

The address was
ceived. It was responded

ents.

ably delivered, and appreciatively reto

by Mr. Chas. A. Cook

in his usually

graceful manner.

The convention was next addressed by Mr.
sistant superintendent of rolling stock of the

F.

W.

Brazier, as-

New York

Central

His address was unusually interesting and was well

Railroad.
received.

In President Butts opening address he gave a glowing account
of the prosperous condition of the association and of its promis-

Mr. Butts proved to be a most able and agreeable
and easily sustained the prestige of the presidential chair acquired by his predecessors.
The character of the papers read and the discussions that followed were unusually interesting, and much valuable information was adduced.
The secretary's address showed the association to be in a growing and prosperous condition, the additions to the ranks since last
meeting was two honorary and twenty-three active members,
only one death having occurred, that of Mr. Wm. F. Skinner.
Under a suspension of the rules the constitution was revised,
and while there were several minor changes made, the only
change of importance was that of enlarging the scope of the
authority of the Advisory Committee.
The officers elected for the coming year are Mr. J. W. Hauser,
president; Mr. B. E. Miller, first vice-president; Mr. Geo. Warlick, second vice-president
Mr. A. P. Dane, secretary-treasurer.
The association evidenced their appreciation of Mr. Dane's past
services by granting him an increase of $40 on his salary.
It was decided by a vote of the convention to withhold the
proceedings until the same can be properly revised before publishing them in the official organ, for which reason the proceeding future.

presiding

officer,

;

ings will probably not appear until the
It

is

November

issue.

not intended in this notice to give more than a brief
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synopsis of the proceedings, as a verbatim report soon to appear

as well represented as

renders this unnecessary.

evidence.

The next convention
provided
highest

all

will probably be held in

Milwaukee, Wis.,

conditions are favorable, as that city received the

number

of votes.

Aftdr singing "Auld Lang Syne," led by Mr. Cannon, and
participated in by the ladies, the convention adjourned.
»

There was

a very gratifying addition to

our ranks

at the recent

Their names are as follows
Active—W. H. Smith, W. H. Green, C. W. Kesler, W. W. Valentine, M. A. Tansey, G. J. Lehman, E. E. Lewis, W. A. Fendt,
W. A. Buchanan, W.J. Leddell, F. L. Henninger, J. H. Long,
W. H. Odell, F. E. Kyle, B. D. Mason, R. L. Patram, D. H.

Tatum, E. F. Bigelow, Jno. Butland, A. B. Wells, H. F. Zimmerman, J. I. Mettler. Associate M. L. Simms.

—

<»

coaches, including the" private car of Vice-President and General
Manager E. P. Allen, were also destroyed. The loss is estimated
at $100,000.
Origin of the fire is not known."

To those who may be in need of the services of a capable
foreman painter, either at present or in the near future, we wish
to state that two members of the association desire a change of
locality, one desiring the East, and one the South.
Both are
capable men and are now occupying good positions, but desire
a change for reasons personal to themselves.
If any one who

-

The
rious

would indeed be somewhat
determine which sex has shown the best taste, but it

ness.

it

difficult
is

to

possible

have slightly the advantage, owing
possibly to experienced acquired through their occupation. We
say this, however, without intentional disparagement to either
sex, knowing that comparisons are odious.
Of all the pleasures enjoyed by the members and the ladies,
the moonlight excursion and dance on board the handsome new
steamer Jamestown, on the Potomac river, was the crowning
feature.
The grand march around the cabin deck in which the
entire assemblage participated, and each waving a small American flag, was a blending of intellect, beauty, patriotism and
pleasure, and was indeed a grand and inspiring sight, and one
never to be forgotten. The courteous and affable body of supply
men were particularly attentive to the comforts and pleasures of
the ladies, and nothing seemed lacking to a complete round of
enjoyment, except, perhaps, the absence of the ladies' particularly
account of

in

supply houses at the recent M. C. P. convention,

all

to the fact that the convention

was

held in the national

Mich., C. F. Elliott,

H. Shipe, B. E. Brown. A. T. Winchell.
Akron Mining. Milling & Mfg. Co.. Aurora,

111.,

Hark-

F. L.

Co.,

New York

N. Y.,

City,

J.

Hicks

B.

Berry Bros., Detroit, Mich., T. J. Lawler, Wm. Stridiron.
Buffalo Oil Paint & Varnish Co., Buffalo, N. Y, D. B. Vail.
W. H. Coe Mfg. Co., Providence, R. I., Chas. H. Bowers,
Frank Taylor, S. H. Swallow.
Chicago Varnish Co, Chicago, 111., Geo. S. Bigelow, O. R.
Ford, H. J. Green.
Cleanola Co., Allegheny, Pa., Geo. Ball,

Columbia Refining
Whitworth.

New York

A. Gohen.

J.

W.

B.

J.

F.

Graphite Co., Pittsburg, Pa., Jersey City, N.

J.,

Co.,

City,

Fred

James,

J.

G F. Smith.
G W. Austin.

D. B. Crockett Co., Bridgeport, Conn.,
Cleveland Varnish Co., Cleveland, O.,
Dinkgrave.

Dixon

it

every respect one of the best,

of
if

all

that the convention

was

not the best, of any previously

held.

sad news was received at the convention through
Mr. Copp that our good friend, Mr. Sam Brown, had had the
fortune to be kicked by a horse sometime ago, and since has been
in bad health.
There was general regret on this account, as Mr.

Brown has always been

popular figure at all previous conwill soon regain his health.
Mr. Frank Taylor, representing the W. H. Coe Mfg. Co., who

ventions.

W.

Silica

A. Houston.

Detroit White Lead
F.

J.
I'.

cago,

It is

made an

extensive tour of Europe in the interest of his
firm, has returned, having spent much of his time in Paris and
other principal cities of Europe. He reports a prosperous trip.
All sections of the country were unusually well represented at
the recent convention. The south, which has not heretofore been

Detroit,

Mich..

W.

J.

Marshall,

W. Devoe and C. T. Raynolds Co., New York and
111., W. C. Rennolds, A. R. Jettner, J. C. Conway.

Flood

&

Chi-

Co., Chicago, III, J. T. Hartnagle.

Conklin Co., Newark, N.

H.

J.

Kuhns, H.

N. Z. Graves Co., Philadelphia, Pa., Fred

J.

Graves, H. C.

Shields, D.

J. Gilliland, J.

Carpenter, Chas.

a

hoped that he

Works,

Penberthy.

Eureka Solvent

The very

of

follows:

as

Detroit Graphite Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich., T. R. Wyles,

was the unanimous opinion

recently

Men

and courteous body of men representing the va-

Beckwith-Chandler

Sam Brown, who was detained at home on
sickness, and for whom much sympathy was expressed

Sam's domain expressed themselves as being unusually proud of
being American citizens.
It

affable

Harry Hubbell.

Mr.

appealed strongly to -the patriotic sense, and many
had not previously had the opportunity of visiting Uncle

capitol,

.

Duprez.

all.

Owing

will

Aquart Mfg. Co., St. Louis, Mo., A. D. Aquart, C. H. Close.
Anglo-American Varnish Co., Newark, N. J, Wm. Marshall.
The Arlington Mfg. Co., Canton, O., N. W. Wheeler,
J. H

that in this particular the males

jovial friend,

.

whom presented handsome souvenirs, are
Acme White Lead & Color Co., Detroit,
F.

tion of life partners,

communicate with the editor he

The Railway Supply

In personal appearance it was indeed a representative looking
body of both sexes, and regarding the taste displayed in the selec-

who

:

social features of the recent

selection of costumes.

by

It says
"The paint shop of the Missouri, Kansas
Railroad here burned early today.
Eleven cars and

gladly furnish any information desired.

Master Car and Locomotive
Painters' Association were a grand success, and were most heartThe ladies,
ily enjoyed by all the members and their lady friends.
both individually and in the aggregate, were more conspicuous
than ever for personal beauty and the good taste displaed in the

The

Mo.

desires their services will

and Personal

Social

From the press reports of the 18th inst. we learn of the burning
of the paint shop of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas Railroad at

& Texas

convention.

»

it should have been, was more than ever in
There were also some new members added to the
ranks, among whom was Mr. W. H. Smith, representing the
Southern Railway, with headquarters at Knoxville, Tenn. Mr.
Smith is a young man of ability and gives promise of becoming a
most desirable acquisition to the association.

Sedalia,

New Members

October, 1906

J.,

S.

H. Mumford.

W. Thomas,

R. C. McCullan.

Glidden Varnish Co., Cleveland, O., R. T. Walbank.
G. & B. Paint Co.. Pt. Allegheny, Pa., O. F. Pierce, A. L.
Gentry.

Heath & Milligan Co, Chicago,
Hildreth Varnish Co.,

111.,

New York

H.

C. Quest,

City, J. L.

Wm.

Parker.

Thurston, C. C.

Castle, C. F. Copp.

Imperial Car Cleaner Co., Newark, N.

J.,

H.

F. Morlock.
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Kay & Ess

O,

Dayton,

Co.,

D. D. Klinger, H.

Klinger, H. G.

J.

Kittredge.

Keystone Varnish
Mr. Lyon.
Chas. R. Long,

Long

Co.,

W.

Island City. N. Y.,

A. Kelly.

Chas. Shannon.

Bros., Dayton, O.,

Chas. H. Lowe,

N. C.

Dean, John D. Ristine.

John Lucas

Philadelphia, Pa., H. A. Clark.

Co..

W.

C.

Mc-

Mullen, H. M. Goddard.

Murphy Varnish
Brazier, C.

Newark, N.

Co.,

Philadelphia, Pa.,

Co.,

& Lambert, New York

Pratt

Geo. F. Kissam, F. O.

J..

M. Baker.

Modoc Soap

contend with and our Standard Paint would have answered the
purpose nicely if only we had gotten it to adhere properly everywhere. Of course, we did clean off the galvanized iron before
painting but did not wait for

Kadish, Long

Co., Louisville, Ky., Messrs.

Jr.

and Viscering.
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Henry Roever.

City and

Buffalo,

N.

Y..

Jos.

Maycock, J. Parker Gowing.
The Pattou Paint Co., Milwaukee. Wis., Jas. G. Mowrey, G.
D. White.
Patterson, Sargeant Co., New York City, N. Y., W. A. Polk,
H. A. Gillespie, M. R. Stowell, D. B. Dennis.

maxim

of the

to

it

down by many

laid

become

rusty.

I

am aware

leading painters that galvanized

iron should never be painted until it has become weather worn.
but for various reasons we did not follow it. In fact, I could
never get myself to believe in this theory because it looked so

absurd to go to a lot of expense in having the iron galvanized
and to hope that the weather would destroy what you have paid
for.
To make up for this heresy, I have tried a whole lot of
other ways and washes recommended to me by various experts

and by books on the subject. I have used vinegar, sulphuric
acid, ammonia, muriatic acid and even a mixture of acids and
chemical salts recommended by one of the paint journals. The
results which I got with these nostrums were generally fair but
not uniform. In other words, wherever I had used them there
was not as much peeling as before but no matter what I used
and how carefully I used it I never was able to stop the peeling

Protectus Co., Philadelphia, Pa., T. H. Murray.

altogether.

The Rubberset Brush

I made up my mind to do what I should have
concluded that after all theories had failed me
I might just as well study up the facts and find out why paint
should have such a tendency to pull away from Galvanized Iron
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so that after
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B. Wise.
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New York

City,
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Maxwell McGloin, H.
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New York
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Pittsburg, Pa., John H. Hultz, Mr. Walker.
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Protecting Galvanized Iron
the

West Jersey Division

of the Pennsylvania R. R.

we had

galvanized iron which in the past has given us

considerable trouble.

Much

of

it

is

used on small station build-

and sheds but the proper way of protecting it in
has not been as difficult to determine as the manner
of presering our large and expensive building, covering the
Market Street Ferry Slips on the Camden, N. J., side. The conditions to be met with in that locality are particularly severe.
There is much dampness all the time and there are frequent fogs
which absorb the gases escaping from the adjoining train shed
and from the sewers emptying into the Delaware. These gasladen fogs settle down on the iron as condensation, full of carbonic and sulphuric acids. The average paint won't stand such
an exposure very long and we consequently have had a great
deal of trouble from rusting until we came across Bessemer
paint which seems to fill the bill to perfection in connection with
the Galvanic Primer, about which I shall give further details
these

ings

localities

later on.

In the country

we do not have gases and frequent

fogs

to

for

it.

I

might be better able

remedy.

did

was

may

to find out

all

I

could about Gal-

you to hear that after reading
a great deal about the discovery and development of the art of
dissolving and depositing metals by the Galvanic Process I ultimately found that this process had nothing whatever to do with
the manufacture of Galvanized Iron.
Our manufacturers all
make Galvanized Iron in about the same manner as they make
Roofing Tin.

The only

the molten

you

my

zinc

interest

difference

and dipping

into molten zinc.

Just then
attention.

pull the zinc

I

that instead of taking the

molten tin they immerse
'came across something that at
found that in order to protect
it

I

is

into

from contact with the

covered with strong

it

monia

Ball,

•

On

I
it

kept

Walbank, President.
Kuhn, Secretary.

a great deal of

thing

vanized Iron and

first

once arrested

City, J. B. Hicks.

Co.. Reading. Pa.. E. C. Street.
H. E. & D. E. Yarnell, Philadelphia, Pa.. Fred M.
man Newhall.

R. T.

The

it

H. C. Wiley, C. A. Willey, F. L. Salmon.

The

knowing the reason

iron and steel plate

A. Willey Co.. Hunters' Point,

Wolfe Brush Co.
The A. Wilhelm

I

to intelligently devise a

quist.

Simms.
Toch

then finally

started with.

ammonia

air.

water.

the manufacturers
Naturally,

when

covered plate out of this bath some of the am-

and you all know what strong
Right on top of this I found another
bad thing for paint and that was a non-drying oil. It seems
that after the zinc plate has left the bath, it is immediately hung
into a tank with hot non-drying oil with the object of givng any
excess of zinc a chance to drain off before it has had time to
congeal.
The plate, which by this time has had little particles
of strong ammonia and non-drying oil sprinkled all over it, is
now ready for the polishing rollers in which these particles or
drops are rolled out all over the zinc coating and are squeezed
and polished into it. Now, I knew and no longer wondered why
we had so much trouble in getting paint to stick to Galvanized
will

ammonia

stick to the coating

will

do to paint.

The reason

ammonia predomiup by the oil in the paint which it destroys,
causing the paint to crumble and that wherever the non-drying oil
is spread in a film over the plate, the paint cannot get a hold
therefore in time must form a blister. Right here may be a good
Iron.

nates,

it

is

simply that wheverer the

will be taken

known

most observers that Galvanized Iron is more rustproof than tin in the beginning and nearly
always less durable than tin after the rust has got a good start.
"There is a reason," as the patent medicine man says, who won't
let us enjoy our coffee, and I find this reason to be due to the
way in which electricity acts on various metals. Seme metals
are much more easily attacked by it than others and on this know_
ledge the Galvanic Process is really founded.
If you take two
metal plates and connect them with a supply of electricity so
that the current will make a circuit you will find that the plate
which possesses the greater amount of resistance will reject the
current and will therefore be electro-negative. All of the current
occasion to explain a fact

to
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through the other plate which is not strong
enough to resist it and which will therefore be electro-positive.
One and the same metal may be electro-positive or electro-negawill necessarily pass

while in

all

likelihood

they play quite

an important

part in the case of our ferry shed with a lot of wires, carrying-

heavy currents, passing through and over

greater or less attraction for electricity; thus

it.
The thing which
should not be lost sight of is that electricity is only one of the
agents that cause galvanized iron to become decomposed and

plate

that as

tive according to

position near to another metal, having a

its

if you put a steel
and zinc plate into a bucket of water and pass an electric
current through them, the steel being the stronger will be electronegative and the zinc having more affinity for electricity, will be
electro-positive, which means that the steel will not admit the
current and will therefore remain as it is, while the zinc will
become the subject of electrolysis and will rapidly change into
oxide of zinc, a whitish powder. This knowledge has been used

in a very ingenious manner for the protection of boilers using salt
water which is apt to rust the boiler plates very badly. To pre-

vent this a few" plates of zinc are fastened against the boiler plates

and now

one has to do

all

to replace these zinc plates

is

ever they have been entirely corroded.

.

country,
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understand that

I

whenthis is

done and has been done right along by the English Navy and
maybe also by ours. Now, change your experiment by substituting a plate of tin for the one of zinc, but leaving the steel
plate in place and as soon as you turn on the current, you will
find that the steel has become electro-positive, which means that
instead of leaving

corrode

it,

Now,

than rust.

it

changing
as

indifferent as before the electricity will
it

into oxide of iron,

we have

plates as well as tin plates of

or rather

let

remains

intact,

is

nothing

now
less

already seen, the Galvanized Iron

commerce are nothing

covered with a veneer of zinc or

steel,

this veneer

but

which

tin.

else

but iron,

As

long as

electricity will' not hurt either kind,

the surface be imperfect or let

demonstrated

by

it

become broken and the

experiments will take
an electric current will start to oxidize the zinc on the galvanized plates, but will leave the steel intact, because, as you
galvanic

place

action

our

;

may remember,
and therefore

this

is

possesses

a

electro-magnetic.

the case but in practice

it

it

it

does not even do so directly, but at the

effectually,

the iron, thus exposing

by eating up the zinc and laying bare

to the various rust producing agencies.

it

You may have noticed that I have been using the words iron
and steel rather indiscriminately. The fact is that I should always have spoken of steel and not of iron. The term of "galvanized iron" which we all use is quite wrong, if my information
is correct.
I hold it on very good authority that nowadays very
little iron is produced and that if you place an order with the
Steel Trust for iron you will invariably get steel.
I have been
told by a large chemical manufacturing concern which ordered
iron plates for some of their buildings, that they insisted that the
material must be iron and not steel. When the order was filled
they refused to accept the plates, claiming that they were steel.
This led to a long dispute because it is rather difficult to draw
a line between iron and steel, but as in this case the chemist
was a very able man and one who stuck to his guns, the manufacturers had finally to admit that their plates might be called
steel but that it would be impossible for their clients to get iron
ones anywhere in the United States, unless they paid a fancy
price for having them made to order.
I am told that the "iron"
as we get it now, which really is steel, is better for all practical
purposes, being more flexible and tougher than the real iron,
but that it must be admitted, that it will rust more easily.
Now, I have given you an outline of pretty nearly all that
has looked to me as if it might be worth mentioning, with the
exception perhaps of the very well

known

fact that unprotected

galvanized iron will never prove durable in the neighborhood of

always

Train Sheds, Rolling Mills, Gas Works, Glass Works, Iron
Foundries and in places where a considerable amount of carbonic and sulphurous gases is discharged into the surrounding
air.
Zinc is very easily decomposed by all acids, as well as by
the salt air of the sea coast and in all such localities it would be
just as well to use plain sheet iron and to paint it thoroughly.

Theoretically, this

may happen

is

that an opposite action

all of you have no doubt observed where iron
have been' driven into galvanized iron. You also may have
observed that sometimes this starts rusting and sometimes it
does not, particularly where the zinc is well protected with
paint. This is due to the tendency of the zinc, already mentioned
in the former part of my paper, to become coated with a thin
This
film of oxide of zinc, wherever it is exposed to the air.
film which might properly be called zinc rust, is very tenacious
and insoluble in water and it will protect the zinc under it and

develops which

it is often depended upon to protect the entire structure coated
with galvanized iron and not painted. I would, however, advise not to depend on this film of oxide of zinc, because it is
quite brittle and easily injured and as soon as it is broken the
zinc, on account of the change that has taken place in it, will

become electro-negative instead of electro-positive as it was before and the consequence will be that the iron will have to assume the electro-positive role just as it does in the case of the
In the case of the tin plate the break will have the
tin plate.
opposite result allowing the electricity to decompose the iron
which is bounded on all sides by the electro-negative tin. The
result of this action will

same time does

seen,

stronger resistance than zinc

nails

tirely solid

we have

However,
which was
It

I

to

won't take

taken

me

am
tell

getting

how

me more

away from

to protect

the subject of

my

paper,

galvanized iron adequately.
tell you what it has
have already mentioned that

than a minute to

a long time to discover.

I

have found Bessemer paint to be thoroughly proof against the
action of the weather and chemical influences and that for this
reason I was using it on the Camden Terminal.
If any one should wish me to give further details about my
experience or if I should not have made myself quite clear in
the facts mentioned in my article, 1 should be glad to discuss
them and to supply whatever further knowledge I may be able
to place at your disposal.
I thank you for your kind attention.
I

Master Painter, Philadelphia
Camden, N. J.

Edward Heimack,
& Camden Ferry Co.

be a thin veneer of tin, that looks enall of a sudden in those parts

but that will collapse

where the iron has become honeycombed with rust. Of course,
this electrolytic action is not as pronounced in practice as it is in
the laboratory, because the supply of electricity in the atmosphere
is not very great or continuous, except where a feed wire or even
a telephone wire furnishes the broken sheet with an independent
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hope that
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have not spent too much time
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explain the action of electricity on galvanized iron.

orating effects from galvanic action are no
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that

and
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deteri-

doubt determined
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they would never be suspected on a freight shed in the
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paper on superheated steam read by
IN a Mann
before the Franklin

Corner Madison

Room

:

St.

Room

Main

served at the sidesheets of locomotive fireboxes and also

between flues when closely spaced. Mr. Mann said: "It
is found that it is possible to have superheated steam
and water in the same vessel. This is true even when
every opportunity is given to steam to pick up the water
and diminish its own superheat." This fact is not commonly recognized and is worthy of more general considespecially in

its

application to the locomotive

boiler.
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since flaws or incipient frac-

readily brought to view', for the caustic

would

relentless in seeking out a crack that

was simply wiped.

the part

if

es-

For

that reason alone the system should be rigorously fol-

Many

a discovery of weakness has been de-

is

not costly to install and

lesson of cleanliness which

R

Vibration Tests of Rigid and Flexible Staybolts
Personal Mention

•

C.

is

The

lye
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THE

»

teaches.
«

Flue Spacing.
many

opinion that there are too

tubes in loco-

motive boilers is apparently gaining ground, as
may be gathered from some recent examples of new
power. It would seem that the question could not long
remain open to argument in the face of properly conducted experiment.

It is

made before

not clear

why an

attempt has

371

not been

372

to

374
376

capacity of boilers.

377

elaborate appliances are necessary to obtain the
required information.
If it can be shown that close

&

this

time by those most interested,

determine the effect of flue spacing on the steaming

No

379

spacing impedes circulation, and there are some good

381

reasons to believe that

382

periments on this line might yield results by employing
tubes of known high conductivity, like the Serve or the
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which,

remedy
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made

Ex-
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than
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A New
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There are two-fold advantages involved in this proposition if correct, namely, better steaming and a reduction
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Safety Devices on Freight Equipment.

THE
up

and

tion for several years,

still

is

in

such undeveloped

shape as to cause trouble to car foremen and inspectors,
though there is a fair prospect of an early satisfactory
adjustment of what while apparently simple has been

—

—

time for decisive action, for twelve or more years

have elapsed since effort was first instigated in this direction by the Interstate Commerce Commission, looking
to a standard of safety devices on the ends of freight
car equipment.

Railroad clubs have supplemented the work of the
larger associations with many valuable suggestions on
this subject.

However,

fect state laws will, in

to put these suggestions into ef-

some

cases,

have to be repealed

and made to conform to the needs of the situation known
to exist by practical men who are better qualified to pass
judgment than it is possible in the nature of the case for
any legislator to be.
At the September meeting of the Car Foremen's Association,

when one

of the peculiar aspects of this matter

Mr. Peter H. Peck spoke to the point when he
said: "Mr. Moseley has the right idea of what the Interstate law should be and that is what has enabled the
work to be done as the Master Car Builders decided.
That is what he is working for. He wanted it under-

came

his road

opticon.

Mr. Angus

Sinclair, editor of

tive Engineering,

was not

Railway and Locomo-

optimistic with reference tp

the Walschaert gear, believing that the Stephenson gear

a vexatious problem.
It is

on the various types of engines equipped
with it, and an interesting contribution to the subject
was made by Mr. C. J. Mellin, consulting engineer, of the
American Locomotive Company, by means of the stereon

question of handholds and grab irons has been
for standardization with the M. C. B. Associa-

November, 1906

up,

stood that the law should be modified so that

when

the

Master Car Builders' Association made a standard, and
where that standard was adopted by the Master Car
Builders' Association, it should become a law of the
Government. That is a wise stand. Putting grab irons
all over the end of the cars is all nonsense.
That was
all right when we had the link-and-pin bars, but now
with the M. C. B. couplers, there is no need of a man
going in between the cars when they are moving."
There is no doubt that in many instances more grab
irons have been applied than required by absolute necessity, in order to be on the safe side, and it is time that
this number should be reduced below that which may
be observed on the equipment of some roads.

was

fulfilling

against

its

destiny as the survival of the

valve gears thus

all

fittest,

Mr. F. M. Whyte

far.

general mechanical engineer of the

New York

Central,

was of the opinion that not enough was said in the paper
about what the gear would do measured by the expectations of

performance.

its

Mr. C. H. Quereau, superintendent of electrical equipment of the New York Central, was in accord with the
views expressed by Mr. Sinclair and believed many of
the objections to the Walschaert gear were well founded,
and that the present sentiment in its favor must speedily

The

cease.

location of the gear outside of the frames

was an undoubted advantage but an important thing

to

consider was the bonus of $1,000 to $1,200 asked by the
builders for

its

application.

.

Mr. F. F. Gaines, mechanical engineer of the Philadelphia and Reading, explained that the Stephenson gear
was in use on his road on the engines handling heavy
passenger trains with a mile a minute schedule and doing the work without failure. Mr. Kennedy having the
closing of the subject, considered his views as expressed

paper were well sustained by the fact that the

in the

many

Pennsylvania road had so

engines equipped with

'

•

«

The Walschaert Valve Gear as Jfpplied

A

to

PA PER

Locomotives.

by Mr. James Kennedy, associate editor of Railway and Locomotive
under the above

title,

Engineering, was presented to the

New York

Railroad

*

the Walschaert gear.

»
Increasing the Output of Machine Tools.
»

»

WITPI the present scarcity of machine

tool operat-

ors and the high salaries paid, the foreman

is

up against the proposition of increasing the
make up for extra cost. One
large manufacturing company analyzed its machines
to see what proportion of the time they were in actual
use.
Every machine was connected up with a recording
meter in the office producing curves based on the time
in which the machine was in use.
In this way it was

continually

output of the machine to

found that out of every ten hours the machines averaged
six hours' actual work.
Investigation showed that the
four hours were taken up by setting work, grinding
tools,

men

getting tools out of the tool room, etc.

Getting tools from the tool room was analyzed very

man consumed about
the man had to go six

Club at the meeting of September 21. The scope of the
paper included a history of the gear and its use up to
the present time, and the possibilities of improving other
and equally important details of construction by its use,

closely

arrangement of frame bracing, lowering
of the center of gravity even with larger boilers, and
a general improvement of the heavy types of locomo-

sented a loss of about twenty-two cents a day to the

tives.

about three hundred

In the discussion of the paper, there was some difference of opinion expressed.
Mr. A. W. Gibbs, of the
Pennsylvania R. R., gave a favorable report of the gear

lars a day.

citing the better

five

and

it

was found

minutes for each

that each
If

trip.

times a day "there were thirty minutes or at the present
rate of

wages about

companv

fifteen

cents a day.

as the earning capacity for the

rated at fifty per cent, above his wages.

Of

men

This repre-

company was
In a shop of

this is a loss of sixty-six dol-

men had

have the equipment out of the tool room and in ordef to do away with
the loss of time, the company equipped each machine
course the

to
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with a push button and five boys in the tool

room

at the

have

to

be

made

357

for individual cases but large savings

rate of five dollars a

can be accomplished even

a saving to the

quite expensive.

week attended to all the wants with
company of three hundred and seventy

Sharpening tools was also investigated with even a
larger per cent, of loss. The work could not be accomplished with dull tools so the needs of every machine

them and the number
of tools for each machine. Duplicate boards were then
made with a full set of tools for each machine. Every
morning a fresh set of tools was put on the machine
and the dull ones taken back to the tool room where one
man ground them for the next day.
The question of setting up work is the largest one to
solve. Where the mechanic has no two pieces alike there
were studied and a

made

list

of

it with the exception of putting
But in
handling
the work rapidly.
up small hoists for
the modern railway shop where each man works on the
same class of work with very few exceptions, chucks for

very

is

little

help for

Most

gripping the work can be designed easily.

{Third of a

of these

series

consumed by the operator of a
tire lathe in fastening the tool.
There were eight large
nuts to be screwed down every time new tools were
put in. This took up considerable time besides the operator did not remove dull tools when necessary.
The
foreman designed and built hydraulic clamps for holding
the tools which made it possible to change tools in
five seconds where it had taken at least fifteen to thirty
minutes before.
The consequence was that two more
pair of passenger car wheels could be turned a day.

;

duced.

originally designed for the operation of

tween the standard rails, this system has been practically
abandoned and standard gauge cars are used throughout.

This included a complete floor plan

All engines are stripped and unwheeled at the east end

longitudinal

the

these details.

material with the exception of boiler plates

comotives for repairs also enter the shop at this endj being delivered on the center track.
track near the machine

side

is

A

of

section

the

always kept open to

provide for emergency repairs on locomotives which

The remaining

track

is

hung on

motor driven fans

to leave the

's

erecting floor

entire length,

to

the wall and are provided with

remove smoke and

is

gas.

served by a supply track traversing

and a longitudinal track

in the capacity of a

also served

by a traveling crane and
delivered direct to the boiler department. This work is
done by the stripping gang which removes the boiler and
delivers it to the boiler department.
After repairs have
been made and the boiler has been returned to the erecting floor, it is applied to the frame by the regular pit

in the

supply track.

machine

gang.

The frames,

cylinders,, etc., are delivered to the pit

on

and machines where they are to be repaired. The entire
job of cleaning and delivering is done by the repair
gang, the total price paid for the same being $24.00,
$18.00 of which includes delivery to the lye vat and $6.00
for cleaning and distributing.

The

lye vat is located in a lean-to or wing, adjoining

the machine

bay and

supply tracks.

It is

is

reached by one of the transverse

served by a two ton overhead travel-

ing crane operated from the

A

The shop

by seven transverse tracks which are conWhile these tracks were

nected with the yard system.

is lifted

the lye vat the parts are delivered to the vairous gangs

jacks re-

and medium repairs, except the sections before mentioned and
three pit berths on the north track at the west end of the
erecting floor which are used for erecting new engines.

bay serves

being necessary to justify the removal of the boiler from

shop and their

The smoke

is

All of the three pit tracks are used for heavy

its

In the event of a sufficient amount of boiler work

used

jacks and the section of this track near the door

up locomitives about

is

which the parts will be reassembled. Wheels are transferred to the wheel storage track near the wheel lathes
and the remaining parts are carried to the lye vat. From

served by three swinging smoke

tanks are applied at this point.

This work

done by two gangs, of four men each, who strip the engine completely and deliver the various parts.

may

be brought in unexpectedly.

ferred to are

of the shop where they enter the building.

the frames, the boiler

and driving wheel tires, enter at the east end of the shop,
that is, the end toward the midway and storehouse. Lo-

The

narrow guage

and boiler departments was described in the
May, 1905, issue of The Railway Master Me-

arrangement of
erecting pits, location of machine tools, both
on the main floor and in the gallery and provided a complete list of machine tools. It is
therefore unneces'sary to reproduce any of

for firing

J?)'.)

trucks throughout the shop, using light rails placed be-

showing

new

Pacific 'Railway.

building containing the erecting, machine

chanic.

All

The

same foreman was so successful in designing devices
for cutting down the time on machine work that the
company transferred him to their largest plant. Here
his whole duties consisted in studying the machines and
devising means whereby time' and labor could be re-

of articles on the operation of the Angzis Shops, C. P.

LOCOMOTIVE SHOP.

HE

is

great deal of time was

Angus Shops^Canadian
"^

the individual chuck

In one small railroad shop the foreman noticed that a

a week.

dollars

when

is

floor.

large engine not requiring the removal of the boiler

stripped for $16.00 while a small engine

$10.00.

is

stripped for
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Engine trucks are repaired in a section of the side
bay served by a two ton traveling crane. Truck repair
work is done by two men and this repair section is
reached by one of the transverse supply tracks.
While the shop was designed for a standing capacity
of about 36 locomotives, the present practice is to stand
only about 28 in the shop at one time for repair work
while space

is

reserved for the building of three

new

November, 1906

work is done by the motion gang
machine department, so that their duty is practically
little more than connecting up the parts, as eccentrics,
straps and blades are applied by the wheel gang.
The valves on all engines in the shop are set by one
man and one boy. They are set before the locomotive
is removed from its repair pit, so that when the engine
principal part of this

in the

delivered to the firing up track

it is ready for its
steam pipes, dry pipes, expansion
pads, together with small jobs which are liable to occur
about a locomotive, are done by the standing gangs under

is

Work on

run.

trial

the jurisdiction of the

As

a general proposition
repairs

tive

gang foreman.

numbers

1,

it

may

be said that locomo-

known

divided into three classes

are

2 and

3,

as

depending upon the amount of work

necessary with regard to repairs to machinery, tire turn-

ing and

fire

box work.

It is

figured that these repairs

20 and 35 days respectively and on this
basis engines are scheduled for delivery from the shop
and work in all departments is so handled as to concentrate the several parts in order to turn our engines on
will take

14,

schedule.

Flues are handled by contract

same

—

followed so systematically as

to.

require very

attention

a cradle especially designed for this work.

locomotives.

The shop

turns out on an average of about

35 locomotives per month, and during the first six months
of the present year, six new Pacific type lcoomotives were
built,

10 ten wheel locomotives weighing about 192,000

and 10 consolidation
230,000 pounds each.
pounds

The

locomotives

weighing

the

from the shop superintendent. In removing a set of flues two men enter the boiler and cut flues
at opposite ends.
When this is done the flues are taken
out through the dry pipe hole and placed direct upon
little

PORTION OF FLUE DEPARTMENT. SHOWING BENCHES FOR HANDLING FLUES,
AN ARRANGEMENT WHICH KEEPS THEM ABOVE THE
FLOOR ANGUS SHOPS, C. P. RY.

is

men and work on

facilitate

ally

placing flues in this cradle

it is

In order to

put on a speci-

designed frame as illustrated in the accompanying

When

have been removed from
the boiler this cradle is transferred by the cranes to the
flue rattler in the boiler department, on the machine side
The flues are cleaned in a Ryerson flue
of the shop.
photograph.

all

flues

The organization
is on a floating, or auxiliary gang, basis.
The standing
work is divided into four gangs, each gang being underthe guidance of a "leading hand," or gang boss.
These
gangs are responsible for the general work of a given
number of engines and each gang consists of eight men,
erecting floor

referred to as

is

fitters,

well organized.

and four boys.

Three of these
while one gang

gangs maintain heavy or general repairs,
is used almost entirely on light repair work.
In addition
to these gangs, special work is done by auxiliary gangs,
who maintain the special jobs on all locomotives throughout the shop, and when any of these special gangs are
working within the limits of a gang foreman's jurisdiction they work under his orders.
The shoe and wedge work is done by a floating gang of
three men and three boys. Their work includes laying off
shoes and wedges, fitting and putting up binders and
wheeling locomotives when the wheels have been returned
from the machine department. Three men repair the
spring rigging. The brake work is handled by three men
and one boy. Brass work, including lubricators, injecMotion
tors, gauges, etc., are taken care of by two men.
work is done by one man and one boy, their work being
limited

and comparatively simple for the reason that the

FLUE CRADLE AND METHOD OF SUPPORT WHEN LOADING FROM LOCOMOTIVE FRONT END ANGUS SHOPS, C. P. RY.

—

cleaning machine, a type of machine which

very popular as
tions being

is

made

is

becoming

evidenced by the number of installain various railroad shops.

From

the

RAILWAY MASTER MECHANIC
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over a prescribed course arranged for rapid handling and the flues do not touch the
flue cleaner, the flues pass

floor

from the time they are removed from the

boiler

A

system of racks are arranged in
connection with the furnaces, welding and swaging machines, etc., by which flues roll by gravity from one
stand to the next thus minimizing the amount of handuntil returned to

it.

if

Fire box

work

is

handled

in a novel

manner which

box sheets without the
In making
necessity of removing boilers from frames.
such repairs stay bolts are drilled from the outside in
the usual manner and the bolts are then broken and
driven through the inside sheet by a special air hammer,
provides for the removal of

two blows usually being

before being drilled.

The

boiler department includes tank work, flue work,

ash pans and repairs to tank trucks.
Boiler plates are stored in a yard beycnd the shop and

are delivered by an industrial yard crane within reach

all

fire

sufficient

to break

stay bolts have been broken

and

the

are delivered in a similar manner.

etc.,

ferent classes of

work with

smallest

rivets

re-

MM

Efiiilijiifr-wf-*,

amount of moving

provision

for

work such

as

This

work

rapid

traveling cranes in
hoists

to

is

many

serve

etc.

K

J

m

true of

crossheads, pistons,

driving boxes, air brake material, wheels,
for

is

*i

.

1

to repair the dif-

after delivery by the stripping gang.

be

bolt.

of the various gangs in the

machine department are so placed as

It is believed to

\

/

i

Machines, equipment,

rods,

Further

provided by relieving the

instances and providing indi-

various

gangs

BRAS= ROOM

and machines.

Benches for work of the several sub departments are
arranged systematically in a row as shown by the accompanying photograph. The illustration also shows the
stands for electric lights.

department occupies the extreme west end
The machines and forges are well
of the building.
placed for forwarding work from the laying out benches

The

stor-

Tires are stored in the yard near the boiler plates and

traveling cranes.

vidual

Racks are being provided for

of the shop crane.

moved, the sheet is easily dropped to the pit beneath.
While in operation the hammer is supported by a special
frame which is transferred to any point desired by the

facility

the sheets were assembled and laid out

ing plates on edge to facilitate handling.

ling.

When

ling necessary
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boiler
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STORFHOUSE

—ANGUS

SHOPS,

C.

P.

RY.

.

more satisfactory to store tires at this point and deliver
them by the industrial crane, than to store them nearer
the wheel and tire department and handle them on trucks.

A
and

section of the shop between the locomotive erecting
boiler departments

is

•

cabs,

running boards,

The

devoted to repairs of

pilots,

etc.

organization of the locomotive shop centers in a

shop superintendent

who

reports to the assistant super-

The erecting floor is under
foreman who reports to the shop

intendent of motive power.
the jurisdiction of a

superintendent.

He

has one assistant.

There are two

foremen in the machine department, both of whom report
to the shop superintendent.
One has charge of the west
end and the other the east end and the several leading
hands of the various sub-departments report to these
foremen. The boiler department is under one foreman
and two assistants. The boiler foreman reports to the
shop superintendent and is practically general foreman
with jurisdiction over all boiler work.
STORES DEPARTMENT

The

stores

department

is

so closely identified with the

current operation of the shop that
advisable to present
VIEW SHOWING TURNTABLE

to the erecting side.

IN

STOREHOUSE — ANGUS SHOPS,

Fire

boiler heads, etc., are laid

C.

P.

RY.

box sheets, wagon top sheets,
out and drilled before delivery

to the erecting floor, thus saving the cost of double

hand-

many

it

has been deemed

of the salient features of this

department while describing the production of the several shops, rather than present the characteristics of the
stores department under a separate caption.
Its

operating force

store-keeper

A

who

is

under the direction of a general

reports direct to the vice president.

very small percentage of the material under control

RAILWAY MASTER MECHANIC
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of the stores department
the store house, but

out the plant,

is

all

is

stored within the limits of

stock stored in the yards through-

under the jurisdiction of

this

no evident reason why

therefore,

this gallery should be

enlarged.

The

department

and the business transacted in connection with it is carried on precisely in the same manner as if deliveries to
the various shops were made from the general store
house.
All material used, whether purchased in the

November, 1906

by

store house

is

divided into three sections separated

walls and fireproof doors.

These sections are deoccupies the end of
the building nearer the locomotive shop and is used for
fire

signated as A,

B and

C.

Section

the storage of material

common

For

partment.
section C.

A

to the locomotive de-

similar reasons car material

Section

B

is

kept in

called the shipping section

is

through it is handled current material for the line.
This section is provided with three receiving

There

three distributing doors.

each door and

house

all

is

and

and

a scale and office at

material entering and leaving the store

weighed and checked.
Storage racks are arranged along the wall, in addition to a system of racks arranged at right angles.
is

Aisles parallel with the length of the building provide
for easy

movement and

trucking, while alley

ways be-

tween the racks provide easy access to material stored.
There are no dark or dusty corners in this building and
anyone walking along any of the aisles is provided a clear
and unobstructed view of all alley ways and racks.

The

PORTABLE WORK BENCH

— ANGUS

SHOPS,

C.

P.

and arrangement of this
building are the result of careful study and wide investigation of the best railroad store houses in the United
States.
Its methodical arrangement as well as the sys-

RY.

features of construction

tematic organization of the department, reflect the beneresults of the General Storekeepers' Association, an

open market or manufactured at the plant, is under control of the stores department, and its organization is

organization which

therefore necessarily complete.

the development represented here.

The

store house proper

is

by 85

feet.

It is

long and a portion of

it is

A

a long narrow building 600

surrounded on three sides by an
extensive platform to facilitate the receipt and delivery
of material. The platform at the midway end is 75 feet
feet

ficial

is

is

responsible to no small extent for

novel feature in the organization of this department

the provision of sub-store rooms, or petty stores, lo-

cated in the various departments to meet their individual

demands, thus placing

all

material in easy access and

covered by the midway crane,

an arrangement providing great convenience in delivery
from this platform. A long platform at the side of the
building provides for handling material to and from

There is no platform at the south side of
the building and doors on this side are reserved for the
receipt of material by city teams.
The walls are of brick and the roof is supported by
wooden frame work of slow burning mill construction.
The building is well lighted by numerous windows in the
walls and a monitor in the roof. The windows are
placed 12 feet from the floor in order that storage shelves
may be arranged along the wall and yet allow generous
freight cars.

The

natural light.

building

is

of one story with the ex-

ception of a gallery for the storage of light material and
in which are provided offices for the clerical force of the
stores department.

This gallery covers only about two-

thirds of the area of the

The

ground

floor.

construction of this gallery to occupy but a por-

tion of the available floor space has

been

However,

made by this
ample room

such

construction.
is

criticism

The

building

is

LOCOMOTIVE ERECTING DEPARTMENT
ANGUS SHOPS, C. P. RY.

IN

—

criticized as

would seem unfounded in view of the general efficient arrangement of
the building and the provision for good natural light
wasteful.

STORAGE RACK

not crowded,

apparent in every quarter and there

is,

men

by frequent
visits to the store house or the necessity of messenger
boys plying between the storehouse and the several shops.
To meet the ever increasing demand for material to
keep the locomotive shop moving, there are four petty
obviating the necessity of

killing time

RAILWAY MASTER MECHANIC
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stores in

and about the building.

For instance a general

petty store located in the center of the building for the

delivery of

files,

handles and other material of like na-

ture apt to be required; a petty paint store located near

tender and cab section; a stock of steel plates, angles,

west

tees, tires, bolsters, wheels, etc., located outside the

end of the shop and contiguous to the boiler section, and
a stock of boiler tubes, dry pipes, super heating pipes,
etc., located outside of the building but immediately adjacent to flue furnaces and steam fitters section.
Stock books are carried in connection with each of
these petty stores, together with day books, into which

361

taken from the stores department order and placed in the
foundry.

In order to outline the manner in which the stores
department conducts business in the foundries we will

assume for instance a requisition which covers castings
for new locomotives.
Such a requisition is placed direct
by the mechanical department with the stores department
clerk located in the foundry,

who

same

posts the

as

if it

was

sent to general store and he then places a store order
with the foundry to cover the necessary material. When

the

work

form and delivered

tally

same

finished the

is

is

included on a special

shop foreman making out

to the

and disbursements are
posted, which at the end of each month are summarized
and posted into the stock book before the same is turned

the original requisition and

into the general store to allow of correct compiling of

freight cars as well as for material required in repairs of

the regular monthly requisitions on the general purchas-

locomotives and cars.

a correct record of

all

receipts

ing agent.

A

form upon

is

in general

provides a regular order

The same method
new coaches and

receipt of the castings.

applies to requisitions for material for

The majority

prescribed form of shop requisition

who

of the paint stock

store located in coach shop

No.

carried in the paint

is

1.

Paints are carried in

put up in cans ready for use, in the general
This stock, however, is carried principally

use throughout the plant, and also a form covering goods

small

drawn for manufactured
made out and signed by

are-

store house.

are

for line requirements rather than for shop use, though

material.

These

forms

the several foremen

who

authorized to issue them and are given to the storemen

who

These forms are then priced
and classification item and class number added to them,
after which record is taken of them and at the close of
supply the material.

the day's business they are turned into the general store
to be included with the other various lots received
all

from

other petty stores on the plant and sent into the office

morning together with the forms covering
disbursements from the general store, to be posted or
charged to the various accounts for which the material
was required. These forms are made in duplicate. The
foreman issuing them retains the duplicate while the
Eventually, howoriginal is delivered to the storeman.
ever, both original and duplicate find their way to the
office and are there compared, one being a check against
the other so that there is not only the store form covering
the following

it is

lots,

available for both purposes.

All paints,

oils,

varnishes, dryers,

ceived at the general store where

are

etc.,

they are

first

re-

properly

checked and weighed, and are then sent to the paint petty
stores in connection with the shop for which ordered,
that

is, if

for coach

work

store above referred to,

it

goes to the main paint petty
for freight car

work

goes
shop where there is a large
linseed oil, mineral brown paint,
if

it

to the freight car erecting

capacity for Elixir

oil,

truck black, stencil white,

work

it

is

etc.,

while

if

for locomotive

delivered to the locomotive petty paint shop

mentioned before.

The

requisitions covering these var-

the material issued but the mechanical department's ack-

nowledgement of

its receipt.

In the locomotive shop there

is

a group of three gen-

namely "repairs," which of
course gives reference to engine numbers, steam shovels,
rotary plows, etc., "new rolling stock" which gives the
equipment order numbers and "manufactured material"
covering the numerous store orders placed on the shop.
disbursing accounts,

eral

Under

these headings the intake of material

put of work

is

Foremen of
terial

tents

and the out-

checked up, posted and cost arrived
the several shops receiving loads of

at.

ma-

from the foundry accept a check as to their conmade by the foundry foreman and the store dea shop order

partment checker and delivers to the

latter

of regular form covering the

These forms show

in detail the

various accounts to which the different pat-

terns are to be charged.
this

load.

information from

The shop foreman

the tally slip

arrives at

referred to in discus-

sing the methods of foundry practice, which shows a requisition

number covering

the casting or castings made,

PAINT STORAGE

— ANGUS

SHOPS,

C.

ious stocks are placed, in the case of
freight cars, by the master car builder

P.

RY.

new

and

if

coaches

or

for locomo-

tives, by the assistant superintendent of motive power,
while requirements for repairs, whether in these shops
or on the line, form a part of the regular monthly requi-

RAILWAY MASTER MECHANIC
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whole being taken care of as follows: Deliveries to the various shop petty stores are made on regular shop form which read for paint stock, the issues
from these stores to the different accounts are posted or
sitions, the

made

a regular stock delivery book.

in

totaled at the

end of each month and sent

November, 1906

checking up the shop receipts which cover goods manufactured and delivered to the general store, coupled with
the direct charges made against the various equipment

orders and repair accounts.

This book, is
in to the office

A

to be included with the various other disbursements.

check with the actual stock on hand and stock books
kept in these stores is made monthly so that any difference there

may

be between the stock carried and

dis-

promptly adjusted. For line shipments proper
requisitions are received and shipping slips covering are

bursed

made

is

in regular

office to

to

whom

manner which are afterwards

sent to the

be invoiced to the various outside departments
shipments are made.

In addition to the regular shop form covering

all

is-

sue of lumber to the various shops and the regular ship-

ping forms which take care of
store department has

the

all

line shipments, the

master car builder's

bill

of

material which shows in detail every stick of lumber entering into the various types of freight and passenger

equipment, which

may

be compared with the stores deVIEW SHOWING CONSTRUCTION AND ARRANGEMENT OF BENCHES, AM)
CONSTRUCTION OF ELECTRIC LIGHT STANDS, IN MACHINE BAY
OF LOCOMOTIVE SHOP ANGUS SHOPS, C. P. RY.

—

Stock of iron in the iron rack, or house,

is

handled

in

same manner as if issues were made from the
general store house and all issues are covered by the regexactly the

ular shop requisition form.

brands of iron from the
all in

This stock consists of

finest to the

ordinary common,

standard marked lengths, tool steel of

ties, all

many

varie-

painted or marked for identification, spring

gas pipe, and chain.

This material

clusively for filling line requirements

all

is

steel,

used almost ex-

and

for repairs in

the various shops.

While under the management of the machinery department, the frog and switch shop is handled as a detail
of the stores department.
There are two representatives
of the stores department in this shop, one clerk and one

who

material checker,
the material

charges are
this

shop.

look after

was kept

in

made covering
All

its

business just as

the general

storehouse.

if

No

the intake of material used in

raw material such as rails of various
steel, malleable and gray iron cast-

weights, steel plates,

ings, etc., are delivered without the regular

shop requisi-

form and are worked up into the various devices
manufactured in the shop. Requisitions from the line
come in the same as other requisitions and are filed in

tion

the general store.

Abstracts for switch material only

are then sent to the shop clerk
BRASS AND COPPER TUBE RACK IN STOREHOUSE

— ANGUS SHOPS,

C. P.

RY.

method

who

handles them in a

similar to that described in connection with the

foundry.

partment form as a check on such material. These
gether with the regular lumber stock book admit very

to-

little

room

Finally

for leakage.
all

material

deliveries to shops

are covered

by the regular shop requisition form or material
delivery books while the total output is arrived at by

either

In presenting

this

information

we acknowledge

the

courtesy and assistance rendered by Mr. H. H. Vaughan,
assistant to the vice president; Mr. W. E. Fowler, master
car builder; Mr. L. R. Johnson, assistant superintendent

of motive power, and Mr.
keeper.

J.

H. Callaghan, general

store-
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Oil House.
D. L. 8r

THE

W. Car

Shops, Scranton, Pa.

house of the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Railway at Scranton, Pa., is one of the interIt is convenient in its
esting features of this plant.
oil

arrangement and equipment and has proven very satisIt is located in one side
factory in every particular.
of the paint shop, from which it is separated by a fire
wall and there is no communication between the two departments.

The

general arrangement of the

oil

house and the de-

GROUP OF THREE SOAKING VATS
tails

of the

oil

accompanying

— OIL

drawings.

The

oil

house

is

a one story

on the ground level.
Its interior dimensions are 48 ft. 2 ins., by 17 ft. 4 ins.
Beneath the floor is a basement in which the oil tanks
are located. The basement is 47 ft. 6 ins. long by 16 ft.

brick structure, the floor of which

is

ins.

wide, and has a clear height of 7 feet.

It is

con-

nected with the ground floor by a single flight of iron

There are six large tanks, each of 1,731 gallons capacity, five of which are for the storage of freight
Three of these
car oil and one for passenger car oil.
stairs.

are arranged along each side wall, as clearly

shown

in

and ample space is provided for passage between the. two rows of tanks. At one end of the
basement are two small tanks for engine oil and dynamo

the plan drawing,

HOUSE AT SCRANTON CAR SHOPS,

tanks and soaking vats, are shown by the
line

6

D.

L.

& W.

R.

R.

and at the other end are four small tanks for valve
oil and kerosene oil.
On the ground floor are nine soaking tanks or vats,
for mixing dope. These are arranged along one side
oil

wall in three groups, with three tanks in each group

and each group

is

supported on two 8-in.

I

beams, 8

ft.
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VV.
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oil

is

shown

—SCRANTON

in the

house and their details

is

2 feet 8 inches in diameter and

is

constructed of J4 inch plate, with a bottom head of 5-16
inch plate riveted to the cylinder with ]/i inch rivets

is

—

.

'

'

'
'

:

:

/

'

/'

'

.,

/

'

/

/

•

3

_©.

Tank m«j

are illustrated in an individual drawing.

1^

'

r— e-

general arrangement of the

placed at

.'

-G~

PLAN OF BASEMENT OF OIL HOUSE
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CAR SHOPS

inch pitch.

In the bottom of the tank

number of perforations
waste. Such excess of oil

a cast-iron rack with a large

to allow oil to drain

from the

is

CAR SHOPS,

drawn

off

D.

L.

& W.

through a

R.

1

R.

inch pipe tapped into the tank

2J/2 inches from the bottom.
These tanks provide rather a novel

dope.

A

method of "mixing

faucet over each tank discharges

oil

into the

oil
being measured by passing
through a Worthington oil meter. After the waste has
soaked the necessary length of time, the excess oil is

tank as needed, the

squeezed out by a plunger operated by an air cylinder
carried above the tanks.
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the passenger

by

car

Reservoirs

voir.

valve

is

tem of

oil

tank

has

an

individual

with

connected

reser-

the

tanks

and a cut-out cock and
interposed between reservoir and tank.

check

inch

1^4

365

I

1

/*

are

piping,

inch

piping connects the auxiliary

A

sys-

reser-

voirs with a tank of 100 gallons capacity placed as high
as possible

above the ground

for the soaking tanks

is

level in the oil

through a i]/2 inch pipe to the
a

room.

Oil

delivered from this reservoir

meter and then through
inch pipe to the several faucets over the soaking

1

oil

tanks.

TRANSVERSE SECTION OF OIL HOUSE
D.

One

L.

&

W.

— SCRANTON

R.

Located at a convenient point along the wall, and near
the soaking tanks, are three combination oil and air cocks

CAR SHOPS,

R.

cylinder serves the three tanks in each group and

provide for this the cylinder

is

mounted on

running on four wheels, which

is

supported by a pair of

to

from the auxiliary

for controlling the flow of oil

From

voirs to the small overhead reservoir.

reser-

this reser-

a carriage

guides secured to brackets riveted to the three tanks.

The

cylinder

is

18 inches outside diameter and the bore

The

finished to i6]4 inches.

is

in diameter

piston rod

and the plunger head, or

is

plate, is

2 inches

y

inches

thick by 2 feet jyi inches in diameter.

The waste

storage

room

is

on the ground

separated from the remainder of the
tition of

The
oil

No. 16 sheet

oil

floor

room by

and

is

a par-

iron.

pipe connections for

filling

and discharging the
and

tanks, while quite simple, are very conveniently

practically arranged.

A

system of

3^

inch piping leads,
-

and the flow of oil to each individual tank is controlled by a globe valve reached from
the ground level by an opening in the floor. This piping
to all of the large tanks

J C//A/Mf££.

system terminates in a connection outside of the building, providing for attachment to a tank car which may
be placed on the track adjacent to the building and by
this

arrangement

oil

flows by gravity from the car to

the tanks.

The

large tanks are discharged by air.
Each tank
provided with an auxiliary reservoir made of 8 inch
pipe 23 inches long with cast-iron heads, which is -placed
is

near the end of the tank and below
auxiliary

reservoirs

on one side

two

of

freight car

the
oil

serve three

its

bottom

freight

car

line.

Two

oil

tanks

basement
one reservoir serves
tanks on the other side and
;

DETAILS OF PNEUMATIC LIFT FOR HANDLING OIL BARRELS- -OIL HOUSE
AT SCRANTON CAR SHOPS, D. L. & W. R. R.

voir the oil flows by gravity through the meter

and to
any faucet connected with the piping system, which may
be opened. Drippings from these combination cocks are
caught in a permanent basin situated beneath them and
an overflow pipe from the overhead tank is led to this
basin.

The

freight car oil piping system

is

connected, also.

with two faucets in a group arranged along the opposite
wall and near the end of the
car
is

oil

oil

room.

The passenger

delivery pipe leads to a faucet in this groirp and

not connected with the side of the

room on which

the

soaking tanks are located.

Air for

lifting oil is supplied to the auxiliary reser-

by V& inch piping and
to the oil house by a

voirs
line

is

%

supplied from the shop air
inch pipe.

Air controlling

valves are placed conveniently to the groups of faucets
LOCATION OF PNEUMATIC LIFT FOR HANDLING OIL BARRELS, WITH RELATION TO OIL HOUSE AND TRACK OIL HOUSE AT
SCRANTON CAR SHOPS, D. L. & W. R. R.

—

to control the supply of air

The

when drawing

oil.

smaller tanks in the ends of the basement are
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PLAN OF OIL STORAGE TANK

filled
oil

— OIL

HOUSE AT SCRANTON CAR SHOPS,

by gravity from barrels placed on the floor of the

from suitable openings
the several tanks and barrels placed, over

room above.

in the floor to

Pipes

lead

is

delivered

by

pumps

placed with the group of faucets near the end of the

room.

Delivery

is

through a $4

i

oil

& W.

R.

R.

heated by a system of steam radiating

pipes.

An

elevator placed just outside of the

oil

room and

height of a car floor and provides a convenient method
of unloading barrels from cars on the

The

ncn pipe.

SIDE ELEVATION OF OIL STORAGE TANK

is

L.

near the door operates from the ground level to the

these opening are readily discharged into the tanks.

Oil from the smaller tanks

The basement

D.

— OIL

elevator

is

operated by

HOUSE AT SCRANTON CAR SHOPS,

D.

L.

air.

& W.

R.

R.

oil

house track.
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Communications.
Drop

and pulled back to the drop grate. We have not discovered any bad results to back sheet by having the drop

Grates.

Editor, Railway Master Mechanic:

Referring to the editorial in the columns of the Railway Master Mechanic discussing location of drop grates
and the practice of the Wabash Railroad in placing drop
grates

midway between

flue sheet

and door, as a means

have never tried drop grates

fireboxes, but

it

is

my

I

believe there are

in the

middle of the

opinion that very good results

would be obtained by locating them there. All drop
grates on our large engines are at the back end near
back sheet, and better results are obtained than if located
at or near front sheet, as there is no question in my mind
but grate at front end does a great deal of harm to flues.
Another bad feature of having grate at front end. is

many

reasons

why

flues leak

from

other causes than drop grates being at front end of

fire

box, and observance of the following will tend to reduce

such

of providing relief from leaking flues

We

grate at back end of firebox.

difficulty:

1st.

Educate enginemen to bring en-

gines to roundhouse or coal dock with full boiler of

water and good
will not

fire.

Then

hostler

and roundhouse man

be required to put cold water in boiler

when

;

in

cleaning

fire

out of box.

A man

while poking cinders through
at a great disadvantage

doing

drop grates,

because he

is

this
is

work,
18

working

working over a bed

of hot coals and the slash bar gets very hot.

He

K

back

its

fire,

full

the clinkerpit

man

8

I

-H-

jn

also

becomes over-heated, especially with long or large fire
boxes, having badly clinkered or dirty fires.
We have some large engines on which the grates do
not rock, but tip, and a drop grate is at back end of box.
In cleaning

'b

O /T6/£>£ DtA.

*-;;->

pulls the grate lever

This puts the grates straight up

length.

and a great portion of the fire drops into the pan. With
this arrangement fires are cleaned very quickly, the door
is not opened or the blower on as long a time as when
grates rock, and large pieces of clinker must be broken
1-4

SOAKING VAT

— OIL

HOUSE AT SCRANTON CAR SHOPS,

D.

L.

&

W

R.

.

dying down, being cleaned out, or after engine

fire is

R

is

put in house.

—

Use blower very lightly
away gases and dust from

2nd.
carry

just strong

enough

to

cab.

and grate cleaners and flue caulkers
do not put the blower on wide open when they go in the
box to clean or caulk flues, after engine has just arrived
3rd. See that flue

Sec-Tiow jn 4. g

in the house.

END ELEVATION OF OIL STORAGE TANK

— OIL

4th.

HOUSE AT SCRANTON CAR

SHOPS, D. L. & W. R. R.

Some

firemen put the blower

when engineer

shuts engine off to

make

on very strong
station stop,

and
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on while stop is being made. His reacarry off black smoke. A better way is to stop

they leave

son

is

to

it

firing a little

way

Our method

are so great for

to clean fire all out of

is,

box

To

Road Foreman

of Engines,

Pie should also have

granted.

—

had

that, of course, is

practical experience

as a locomotive fireman, as well as locomotive runner.

He

W. H.

as that of traveling

be a successful traveling engineer, one should have

a practical knowledge of mechanics

over.

all

good of the service

engineer.

and start a fresh fire before engine begins trip. This
on account of using a soft and quick igniting quality
However, I believe if fires are left in box, it
of coal.
should be banked next to flue sheet, or, better still, cover
grates

of no subordinate position connected with the

operation of railroad trains, the possibilities of which

further back.

at terminals

know

I

full

November, 1906

should be entirely familiar with the district over

which he has supervision so that he can, at any time, give
how an engine should be correctly operated, either from the standpoint of a fireman,

Corbett,

Michigan Central R. R.

a practical illustration of

Jackson, Mich.

or engineer.
•

»

He
Pooling Engines.
Editor,
I

Railway Master Mechanic

am

observing incorrect habits or practices on the part of
the engineers or firemen under him, call their attention

:

to

interested in an article that appeared in the Rail-

way Master Mechanic on page 295
issue, by Jno. M. Lynch, Trav. Engr.

am

None

not as successful as

is

A

The

cost

when they

$.0412 per mile.

repairs

repu-

to the position of

traveling engineer, in our opinion, should report

a kind of second assistant train master with office

work

enough to keep him so busy that he rarely has time to
ride on engines, in order to learn and know the real con-

am

of

first class

and be directly responsible to, the master mechanic
having charge of his district and should not be used as

connected with, on our division we have 132 engines; in the month of August, 117
made mileage, an average mileage for each locomotive
of 4,109.

but a practical engineer with a

to,

are regularly assigned.
the road that I

without leaving a sore

traveling engineer.

fully in

the pooling of engines

it

and record should be appointed

tation

accord with Mr. Lynch's views on this
subject knowing full well, like all other mechanical men,
that since the introduction of high pressure locomotives,

On

and make them correct

it

spot.

September
C. G. W. Rv., on

of the

"Pooling of Engines."
I

should be a diplomat, so that he could, in case of

dition of the power.

Yours very

per locomotive being

truly,

_

There were 183

freight trains

fast

East consuming 1,069 hours 12 minutes or an average of
6 hours 23 minutes; 71 fast freight trains West, con-

J.

Supt. Motive

F.

Walsh,

Power Chesapeake & Ohio Railway.

Richmond, Va.

suming 433 hours, 37 minutes or an average of 6 hours

»

6 minutes.

We

have had 157 slow freight trains East, consuming
1,464 hours 25 minutes or an average 9 hours 19 minutes, and 292 slow freight trains West, consuming 2,829
hours 26 minutes or an average 9 hours 41 minutes.

Taking into consideration the division being 141 miles
long and the time made by the slow and fast freight
and the number of miles made for each locomotive on the
division, speaks for itself and no other argument should
be necessary to convince the managers of all railroads
that the regular assigning of engines give the best

around

all

satisfaction.

When

engines are pooled enginemen become careless

and do not take the
that they do

when

interest in maintaining locomotives

they are regularly assigned.

Yours

truly,
J.

Road Foreman

A. Talty,

of Engines, D. L.

& W.

R. R.

Buffalo, N. Y.

From

the View Point of a Practical Mechanic.

Mr. Editor:—

Among

the communications in the June and

August
issues of your paper, I have noticed some opinions "from
the view point of a practical mechanic," signed A. M.
I feel that this writer has brought out a number of live
points which the' average railroad mechanic runs into
during his work and I would like to call your attention
to some conditions, which I have noticed and which I
believe could be improved upon to the advantage of both
the workmen and the railroad companies.
Machinists' work is often made more difficult by the
shop methods employed in handling work and this is
often responsible for a loss of time which could otherwise be avoided.
to the

In this regard

Editor,

Railway Master Mechanic:

me

call

attention

height at which engines are blocked after the

wheels are removed and the engine set in place for a
general overhauling.

The Traveling Engineer.

let

at the

When

there

is

no crane operated

shop and the engines are jacked up by hand

height for obvious reasons

is

left

sufficient

for

this

good

Engineers' Association suggests a consideration of the

performance of work, but where a crane is used it
has appeared to me that the tendency is to set the
engine at a lesser distance above the rail. It has been

position and duties of the traveling engineer.

my

Your

report of the recent convention of the Traveling

experience to find this height, that

is,

the distance
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from the
ficient to

reamers,
the

to the

rail

lower bar of the frame, not suf-

allow free and unobstructed use of air-machine,
Especially

etc.

is this the case

when reaming

long splice bolt holes where an ordinary

length

reamer will not do. The large air-machine required for
this kind of work takes up considerable room by itself
and then add the length of a long frame reamer which
may be from 28" to 36" and you will find that the reamer
cannot be entered on account of the machine striking the
rail before being on center.
The practice in a certain
large shop which I have in

mind

is

to block engines at the

height of two 12" blocks, which after allowing for the
settling caused

by the weight of the engine and after be-

ing used a few times in this

manner

the blocks are con-

is never enough to allow
done in a business like manner. Perhaps you may say this could be overcome by starting with
a shorter reamer and ream as far as possible and then
In this connecstart a longer one at the point left off.
tion, allowing that all these tools in the various sizes were
at hand, I have always found it difficult to start a reamer,
of the same size as the first one used, in a hole, by hand,

siderably compressed, the height
this

work

to be

which of course it would be necessary to do else we could
have used the second and larger tool in the first place,
Of course if the first reamer was a new one and the second had seen long service it is possible to do so but if this
condition is relied on I am sure the job will be a long one.
I have generally found that reamers in the different
sizes needed on a job of this nature, are not always easy
to obtain in a shop where there may be more than one

There was a time
in a certain machine shop when the only 1 1-16" reamer
to be had measured about 30" long and it was found impossible to use it at all. These conditions result in holes
being imperfectly reamed or not at all which with the
present day trouble with frame breakages seems to me
to be very bad practice. I have known of frame holes being pronounced "good enough" by a-machinist on account
of just such conditions when all his instinct for good
work told him that the holes were far from being what
call

for the tools at the

he desired.
this

kind

is

The

same

time.

caused by a condition of
of considerable moment, as I have seen an
loss of time

day put in on such a job, when with a more advantageous placing of the engine it could have been
finished in good shape in a couple of hours.
Another instance which called this matter rather forcibly to my attention was the work on a frame that had
been broken through the binder bolt holes near the main
pedestal jaw and had been returned from the blacksmith
shop and immediately set in place on the engine without
entire

waiting to re-drill the binder bolt holes.

came

for drilling these holes

it

When

the time

was found impossible

to

tion rather limited.

369
Ratchet work being

strictly

tabooed

was

the job

left until the time when the engine was
wheeling and thus delayed matters at the mo-

lifted for

ment of greatest hurry. 'This and other instances of like
nature seem to me to be of enough importance to have
of blocking remedied.

this sort

low blocking and

in the

I

can see no advantage

I

know

that in

some shops the
room for a

engines are blocked high enough to allow

workmanlike performance of work.
In some shops I have noticed that when an engine
was brought in for repairs there are no adequate arrangements made for the storing of the various loose
parts

stripped preparatory

general overhauling,

for a

These parts such as cylinder heads, casings, hand rail
columns and all such castings were carried out and
placed against the wall out side or else simply

down any where

saw

dumped

Being exposed to all
kinds of weather, when needed the castings were generally in pretty bad shape and required considerable labor
to make them fit for service.
Joints on cylinder heads
have to be scraped, hand rail columns so rusty the pipe
the helper

fit.

cannot be entered, bumper beam brackets that will not
go on the frames on account of the thick accumulations

These and many other instances too numerous
to mention are the results of this kind of storage.
In
the winter after a snow storm and the castings are buried
under a mountain of snow shoveled to make a path or
out of the transfer table pit, then is the most annoyance
felt caused by this system ( ?) of storage.
I have needed
at the last minute a cylinder head and have asked the
foreman for a helper to go and dig out the needed casting.
After waiting a while and going ahead with some
other work you wonder what is holding back the cylinder head. You step out side and find the helper floundering around in the snow and probably unable to know
if he has the correct casting if he should happen to find
one. It is then up to you to find the casting and you take
the shovel and start to dig. After an hour's work you
may uncover the article in question but it is always a
betting proposition.
Of course the fact that while you
are doing this kind of work you are receiving machinists'
wages does not worry but still a good mechanic feels he
is wasting valuable time when compelled to do this kind
of work, which I have often been told to do myself by the
foreman on account of a dearth of help. Aside from this
a man accustomed to working in the shop is rarely prepared to go out and shovel snow at a moment's notice
being generally clad only in overalls and jumper with a
light cap so he is not to be blamed if his enthusiasm does
not always last long enough to find the casting or what
of rust.

ever he
casting

is

in search of.

was reported

In fact

as lost

I

know

of times

when

and a new one ordered

a

just

and the frame. In this case the engine was placed a little to one side of the pit or had on

on account of such conditions.
This state of affairs
could be easily remedied by storage pits inside the shop
or some kind of a shed out side which ever could be made

account of the different operations such as taking out

practical.

manipulate the air-machine and a twist

between the

the boiler and

floor,

the space

rail

removing frame, been slewed around

was not over the
which made the space

the frame

drill in

pit at all,

until

but out over the

left for the drilling

opera-

would like to say a word on
the beneficial results of cleaning up the different parts of
an engine to be worked on. It is no doubt a small thing

While

I

have a chance

I
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men

but to the

at large

it

very large and important.

is

A

good machinist generally has a great deal of pride in
his trade and work and will take hold of a job and start
to work much quicker if that piece of work is reasonably
clean as possible and especially

men like to keep as
on Monday morning will

work

that has not been cleaned

I find that

clean.

try to keep
up.

generally the best

away from

It is for this

premium and

all

reason that

new work

so eagerly sought by the

Yours

is

always

at a

workman.
C. P.

truly,

H.

Mallet Compound Locomotive Great Northern 'Railway.

THE

record for weight of heavy freight power has

again been broken by the building of

five

16-wheel

compounds for the Great Northern Railway by
the Baldwin Locomotive Works, which are the heaviest
Mallett

having a total weight of 365,000
pounds, of which 39,000 pounds is divided between the
leading and trailing trucks, leaving 316,000 pounds on
engines ever

built,

drivers.

The two-wheel leading and

trailing trucks are equal-

and rear driver systems, respectively,
the front truck having a center bearing, and the rear
truck being fitted with side bearings, which is expected
to give free flange action on the ten degree curves of
ized with the front

the line.

Articulation

is

B. O. Mallet engine (the

provided as

in the case of the

first built in this

country), be-

tween the front and rear systems of driving wheels
making the rigid wheel base ten feet, ten inches.
All of the cylinders have steam control by

means of

balanced slide valves which receive motion from the

Walschaert valve gear, on which the McCarroll air reverse is used. The high pressure cylinders which drive
the rear system of wheels are cast separately from their
saddle which

is

secured to the upper frame

rails,

while

the low .pressure cylinder castings are bolted together

between frames, and also bolted to the front rails. The
steam pipe connection between the high and low pressure cylinders has a ball joint at the rear end and a slip
joint at the front end.
The exhaust connection between
the low pressure cylinder and smoke box has a ball joint
at each end and a slip joint in the middle.
Cast

steel enters largely into the

construction of these

engines, the frames and heavier details being of that
terial.

The frames
length.
The

ma-

are five inches wide throughout the

rear frames have double front rails
one piece with the main section, while the front
frames have separate upper rails, which pass over the
low pressure cylinder castings. The bracing -of frames
entire

cast in

transversely

is

by means of heavy castings which also

perform the function of boiler supports. To assist the
front driving wheels to assume their normal position
after leaving curves, there

are coiled

springs located

under the saddle at front.

One of these locomotives was illustrated in the September issue of the Railway Master Mechanic on page 300,
and a table of its leading dimensions was presented.
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Combustion of Fuel

in Relation to
came down and

(First of a Series of Articles on This Subject.)

EXT

N

wages, the fuel

to

bill

is

the largest

item in the cost of conducting railtransportation. Recognition of this fact

single

way

by railway managements has long been evident in their efforts toward its reduction
through a consistent policy of giving trial
to practically every feature of locomotive design which

gives

promise

of

enabling in-

creased economy of operation. Both money
and time have been freely given to exhaustive trial of
all ideas in boiler proportions, front end arrangements,
as well as to invest-

compounding, superheating, etc.,
ments in fuel handling plants seeking
cost of placing the fuel on the tender.

to

cheapen the

Locomotive Firing

on the original division the coal was of about 14,000 B. T. U. quality,
which gave an evaporation of about 8 lbs. of water per
pound of coal. Also that on the hard part of the runs
the engines had required about 2.5 tons of this coal per
hour, which, on the 30 sq. ft. of grate area of these engines, meant a combustion rate of 167 lbs. of coal per sq.
ft

recalled the fact that

of grate area.

On

it

only about 11,000 B. T. U. quality, which would give an
"evaporation of only 6.3

hence

of water per

lbs.

per hour, at a combustion rate of 202
ft.

of grate area per hour
It will

—a

duction in the fuel cost of conducting transportation?

As wood,
with other

hands of the engine crews, the
is

of necessity, entirely

a matter of engine crew skill and judgment,

managements are

certainly entitled to

of coal per

sq.

down bare

theoretical

places.

steam

bill

of coal

and because of this aim the author takes the liberty
of abandoning the usual methodical progress in things,
preferring to show the applications in the most apt

fuels

greatest factor in the fuel

lbs.

be the aim in these articles to show such rela-

For, since the actual generation and utilization of the
entirely in the

lbs.

of coal and

practical impossibility.

rather than to merely set

tions

lb.

would require the burning of 6,350

it

EVD ELEVATIONS AND SECTIONS — MALLET^COMPOUND LOCOMOTIVE, GREAT NORTHERN

is

was of

the present division the coal

facts,

unreasonable then, for the managements to expect the co-operation of the engine crews in obtaining
the results sought for by all this investment, viz: a reIs

37i

much

and our

credit for

encouraging rather than insisting upon
reasonably economical methods of firing and running.
Since one must know the reason for doing things in

their policy of

order to be sure of getting satisfactory results, it has
been thought of interest to gather certain scientific facts

used in

from the

coal

RY.

and petroleum are the only locomotive

we will not concern ourselves
And since wood has practically passed
may be well to dismiss it with the re-

this country,

fuels.

field, it

mark that one pound of coal is equal in heat value to
about 2j4 pounds of dry wood of any species. As this
leaves but coal and petroleum, it may be well to give
the geological statement on the origin of these fuels, as

follows

At one period of the

earth's development,

known

as

their relations to the operation of locomotive firing.

No

atmosphere carried a far
the
greater amount of carbonic acid than at present.
This
carbonic acid is the food of plant life and, in consequence

one appreciates better than the author the seemingly

re-

of attendant favoring climatic conditions, the vegetation

relating to fuels

mote

and the combustion process and show

relation of theoretical expositions to the

prospect,

when one

crawls up the

house-on-wheels, attached to a

left side

little less

work

in

of a power-

than a mile of

cars, at three o'clock of a winter's morning.
Yet he
remembers an instance where such relations were most
distinctly brought out in a case where life was made

miserable for a succession of firemen
hot a class of engines which had the

steamers
procured.

who could not keep
name of being good

on the division from which they had been
This continued until the mechanical engineer

carboniferous

age,

the

was luxuriant

in the extreme.
This period continued
atmosphere became poor in carbonic acid. The
result was immense beds of decomposed vegetation
(peat) which, under ensuing geological changes, became
submerged and overlaid to a greater or less depth with
until the

later

formations of the earth's present surface.

Ac-

cording to the pressure exerted by these superimposed
weights these peat beds were converted through compression into what
lignite,

we now

recognize, in order, as

brown

black lignite, low-grade bituminous, high-grade
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bituminous, semi-bituminous and semi-anthracite coals.

In certain localites, to this element of pressure there was

an added element of igneous (viz: from the interior of
the earth) heat, which subjected the peat bed to a process
of distillation which set free the volatile constituents
(hydro-carbons) and left solely the fixed carbon of anthracite coal.
The volatile constituents, in the form of
gas or

oil,

percentage of carbon, divided by
hydrogen, as follows
its

Table

its

percentage of

I.

Carbon-hydrogen
Lignite

ratio

9.3 to 11.22

Bituminous,

Four grades

1

1.2 to 12.5

12.5 to 14.4

thus set free were driven into natural reser-

14.4 to 17.0

now

17.0 to 20.0

voirs of the earth, which are

tapped as "gas" or

"oil wells."

Because these beds of coal are discovered today
various stages of the completeness of this evolution,
is

November, 1906

in
it

Semi-bituminous

20

to 23

Semi-anthracite

23

to

26

to

Anthracite

obvious that there can be no sharp demarkations drawn

between these

classifications.

The chemical

constitution

That

is

of coal comprises carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen,

per cent,

sulphur and ash (or earthy matter.)

10.6) fall

After an extended

— two

grades

26

30
30 and above
to say, that a coal analyzing, say, carbon 78.16
hydrogen 3.85 per cent, would (78.16-^3.85=
under the lignite classification. Or, one analyz-

ing section of the United States Geological Survey has

ing 78.43 per cent of carbon and 3.66 per cent of hydrogen would, (78.43-^3.66=20.7) fall under the semi-

adopted a classification whereby a coal

bituminous

investigation of the coals of this country, the coal test-

is

designated by

classification.

AlUSteel Passenger Coach—Southern Pacific Ry.

THE

steel

passenger

coaGh

which

the

Harriman

have been developing for the last few
months is completed and was placed on exhibition at the
In order to develop
C. & N. W. Ry. depot in Chicago.
Lines

a car that would become a standard for the
care

was taken

in

the design and construction.

accounts for the time taken to build the
of

The car is not
wood as well

lines,

great

This

filler

between the

It is

60

and 9 feet 8
The height inside from floor
sills.
is 7 feet 4^ inches and at the cen-

feet

inches wide over side
to ceiling at the sides

long over end

is

steel olates in

sills

9 feet 2 l 2 inches. The center sills are 12 inch Ibeams with 5 inch flanges, extending the whole length
ter

/

of the car.

The

side

sills

are 6 inch channels which are

which form the sides
of the car. The steel finish is worked out on simple and
straight lines.
There is very little flanging, and curves
riveted to the 5-16 inch steel sheets

first car.

entirely fireproof as the inside finish

as the

the floor.

GENERAL ARRANGEMENT, ALL-STEEL COACH —SOUTHERN PACIFIC

RY.

PARTIAL PLAN AND ELEVATION ALL-STEEL COACH— SOUTHERN PACIFIC RY.
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which

fective construction in a detail

cated with odd shaped flanging.
the interior view

it

is

usually compli-

is

From

the illustration of

seen that the usual double deck

roof has been abandoned and an elliptical roof

is

formed

with steel ribs extending below the general surface to
which thin steel sheets are secured and the joint covered
with

steel

Instead of a line of deck sash, ven-

moulding.

provided by means of a series of Cottier hoods
along the lines usually occupied by the deck sash as
shown in the exterior and interior views. This leaves a
tilation is

construction and greatly simplifies the

clean overhead

roof construction.

The

floor

laid over the

is

as follows:

sills

First,

a

sheathing of 3-16 inch steel plate covering the whole
floor,

of

then a layer of 1-16 inch asbestos, then

Oregon pine

\y2

inch

flooring tongued and grooved, then an-

On

other steel plate 1-16 inch thick.

top of this

an-

is

The latter is
covered with 5-16 inch thick linoleum. The sides and
ends of the car are faced with mahogany in a manner to
give a very handsome appearance.
The weight of the body of the car is 75,500 pounds
and the two trucks 31,500 pounds, making a total weight
other layer of asbestos 1-16 inch thick.

of 107,000 pounds.

This

is

15,000 pounds heavier than

wooden 60 foot coach of the Southern Paand about 20,000 pounds lighter than a Pullman

the standard
cific

The

sleeper.

seating capacity

The heating arrangements
car heating system in

is

for 70 passengers.

Consolidated

consist of a

conjunction with a double coil

Frumheller heater and a double

The

coil stove.

car

is

equipped with the Moskowitz axle lighting as well as

There are 46 incandescent
lamps of 8 and 12 candle-power and 10 four-flame gas
lamps.
Each of the two toilets and lavatories have a
the

Pintsch

gas

system.

one-flame gas bracket with one electric socket.

The

plat-

forms are equipped with a two-flame gas burner and one
electric socket.

The

trucks are of the four-wheel type with 36 inch

Standard

The

steel

wheels and Diamond special brake beams.

axles have 5x9 inch journals.

equipped with Commonwealth cast
sters

The underframe

is

double-body bol-

steel

and Janney couplers with Miner double-tandem

draft rigging.

The

car

equipped with

is

New York

air

brakes.

The

was

under the direction of Mr. H. J.
Small, general superintendent motive power of the
Southern Pacific, at the company's Sacramento shops.

Sec t /on 0+ Bridling
through rhndow

car

built

»

1907 Conventions at Atlantic City
Atlantic City,

in the

— ALL-STEEL

shaping of the
is

— SOUTHERN

have been almost enframe for the side door of the

The steel
made of 4-inch angle

around the square

PACIFIC RY.

steel sheets

tirely avoided.

vestibule

COACH

top,

iron

carried

J.,

has been chosen for the 1907

conventions of the Master Car Builders' and Railway

Section at Boictec

END ELEVATIONS

N.

clear

forming a very simple and

ef-

Master Mechanics' Asssociations. This matter was decided at a meeting of the executive committee, held in
New York City, on October 29. The facilities for accommodating a large crowd at Atlantic City are ample

and the choice of

this

meeting place
.

meet the approval of practically
attending the conventions.

all

will,

who

no doubt,

contemplate
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Consolidation Locomotives
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—Delaware 8r Hudson Company

Consolidation
locomotives
SIXhavepowerful
Delaware & Hudson
been
of the

built for the

type
Co.,

Schenectady Works of the American Locomotive
Co. These engines, illustrated herewith, are notable as
being the heaviest machines of this type ever put out by
at the

which shows great care in weight reducton.
The driving boxes are of the same material, as are also
the reverse shaft and all brackets and braces where possible to use this material to advantage.
The Walschaert
strength,

valve gear used,

makes

it

possible to introduce a system

&

of transverse bracing of the frames, and vertical sup-

Lake Erie, which weigh 251,000 pounds. In weight
and power the new engines are far in advance of any
on the D. & H. road, weighing 246,500 pounds and capable of exerting a drawbar pull of 50,000 pounds.
They are simple engines, designed to haul heavy loads
at slow speed and also for pushing service, on the

ports between boiler and frames, that cannot be done as

the builders, except those for the Pittsburg,

Honesdale branch of the Pennsylvania

Bessemer

The

division.

well, or in fact not at all

tion

is

used.

when

Full advantage

the Stephenson valve

is

mo-

taken of this opening to

use an improved bracing that must be of immense value

reducing cost of repairs.

in

The standards

of the road have been adhered to in

all

details that effect cost in renewals, as well as in location

HEAVY CONSOLIDATION LOCOMOTIVE

— DELAWARE

HUDSON

CO.

The main air reservoirs, the location of which
on some types of power afford food for thought, are
nicely stowed away between the two cabs on the top of

same type, heretofore operating
on the above division weigh 200,000 pounds. The efficiency of the new power over the old engines, is shown by

of same.

the fact that while the total weight

way, each side of the bell, auxiliary
dome and whistle. The firebox has four inch water
spaces all around at the mud ring and is equipped with
the flexible staybolt at sides, throat and boiler head,

heaviest engines of the

greater, the hauling capacity

The higher

only 23 per cent
increased 25 per cent.

is

is

load rating due to this increase in power

has relieved the pressure for engines but a further
crease in rating

is

contemplated.

parative dimensions of the old and

in-

The appended comnew power show the

boiler, out of the

at critical points.

The

illustrations explain

and taken

in connection with the descriptive speci-

difference in design.

sign,

The details of these engines are largely of cast steel,
among which are noted the main frames which are made

fication afford a clear

of

I-beam

section

wherever

consistent

with

proper

very fully the points of de-

understanding of the best features

of these engines, which were designed by Mr.
Manning, Superintendent of Motive Power.

BOILER OF HEAVY CONSOLIDATION LOCOMOTIVE— DELAWARE & HUDSON CO.

J.

H.
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COMPARISON OF

& H.

D.

CO.

CONSOLIDATIONS.
Class E-s

E-3-A

Class

Total Weight

246,500

lbs.

200,000

lbs.

Weight on Drivers

217,500

lbs.

177,500

lbs.

50,000

lbs.

39,300

lbs.

Maximum

Tractive Power....

23x30

Cyclinders

21x30m

in.

.

Outside Diameter of largest course of Boiler
»(.

76 in.
85^4 in
210 lbs. 200 lbs.
126 in.
120 in.

Boiler pressure

-u

Length of Firebox
>

?> '

Width

I

of Fire'box

1

I

Number

—
—
—

Grate Surface

sq. ft.

ft.
ft.

3398

sq.

sq. ft.

sq.

4045

sq.

99-75 sq.

weight

of

on

Drivers

to

in.

I4.6jaf

3100
225

3716
252

ft.

sq. ft.
ft.

90.18

sq. ft.

4,38

5.09

Factor of adhesion
Ratio

2

14.6^

..'

in.

41

2 in

."

.

E3S

108

in.

493

Diameter of Tubes
Length of Tubes
Heating Surface Tubes
Heating Surface Firebox
Heating Surface Total

~i

k--:

of Tubes

14

total

88%

88^%

12.3%
.40.6%

11.5%
37-8%

weight
Ratio of tractive power to heating surface

l
acrr

Ratio of heating surface to grate area.

.

61%

Ratio of total weight to heating surface.

%

59

SPECIFICATIONS.
Cylinder, type, simple piston valve, 23

|i|

/

Track gauge, 4

Wheel

ft.

8^2

base, driving 17

in.

x 30

in.

in.
in.

ft.

rigid, 17

;

in.

ft.

;

25

total,

ft.

11 in.

Wheel

in

Weight in
Weight on

35

and tender, 57 ft. 7^4 in.
working order, 246,500 lbs.
working order, engine and tender, 398,900

base, total, engine

Weight,

lbs.

drivers, 217,500 lbs.

Heating surface, tubes, 3,716 sq. ft.
Heating surface, firebox, 252.0 sq. ft.
Heating surface, arch tubes, 77.5 sq.
Heating surface, total, 4,045.5 sq. ft.
Grate area, 99.75 sq. ft.

ft.

Axles, driving journals, main, 10x12 ins.; others, 10x12 ins.

Axles, engine truck journals, diameter, 6j^

LZZ

in.

;

length, 12

in.

Axles, tender truck journals, diameter, 5^4 in.; length 10 in.
Boiler type, straight top. O. D. first ring, 8354 ins.
Boiler working pressure, 210 lbs; fuel, fine anthracite coal.
Firebox, type,

Wooten;

length,

Firebox, thickness of crown, V%
back, y%

ins; width, 114 ins.
in.; sides,

¥& in.;

ins.

;

4

sides,

ins.

;

back, 4 ins.

staying, radial.

Tubes, material, charcoal iron, No. 493 diameter, 2
Tubes, length, 14 ft. 6 ins.; gauge, No. 11 B. W. G.
Boxes, driving, main, cast steel others, cast steel.
Brake, driver, N. Y. Automatic and Str. air.
Brake, tender, N. Y. automatic.
;

=£U

9-16

in.

Firebox, water space, front, 4

Crown

126^

in.; tube,

ins.

;

;

Brake, pump, Duplex No. 5 L. H. reservoir, 20^x102
Engine truck, 2 wheels; cast steel frame.
;

5/S

Exhaust

ins.

pipe, double.

Grate, style, rocking, with water tubes.
Piston, rod diam.,

4%

in.

;

piston packing iron rings.

Spiller gun.

Smoke

stack, diameter, 20 ins.

;

top above

Tender frame, 15 ins. Channels and
Tank, style, water bottom.
Tank, capacity, 7,800 gallons.

rail,

plates-

15

ft.

2

ins.

Hunt

{
•
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Tank, capacity

fuel,

Valves, type, piston

;

is

14 tons.
travel, 5V2

ins.

;

steam

lap,

1

;

centers diam., 50 ins.

Wheels, driv. material, main, cast steel; others, cast steel.
Wheels, engine truck, diam., 30 ins.; kind, iron spoke. Paige

Wheels, tender truck, diam., 33

ins.

;

kind,

Paige

steel,

plate

center.

»
Ji

tral

when driving box brasses are bored cenwith wedge and shoe faces, various methods are
this

time

in the

The

B.

at

in the

jaws

plate

is

drawing

two views which

fully explain its application to a

»

»

«

Fire Fighting at D. Sr H. Co.'s

Mines
recently or-

ganized at their colliery No. 5 in East End, Pennsylvania, a fire fighting brigade composed of the breakercolliery.

Hereafter the breaker-

boys will constitute a new and effective obstacle to

c~

The

in coal mines.

and

is

fire

being thoroughly

company

drilled, the

by the coal company for
practice

all

company

the coal
the

experiment.

are

much

The

coal

fires

regularly officered

boys being paid extra

the time

they

spend

The boys are greatly interested
They have responded with unusual

ness to several test alarms of

\

is

drills.

new work.
•

is

placed on both faces and

The Delaware & Hudson Company has
line

lines

over the flanges of the largest box, as shown

fit

boys employed at the

^

;

one of these

box.

fit.

accompanying

box when the

faces in contact with the

latter is in position in the

of those faces to the side of the box, by means of scribed
lines, which serve as base lines to be worked to in bor-

The scheme shown

-

wide, from which the lines are scribed representing the

resorted to for the purpose of transferring the position

ing the brass for the journal

trouble.

%

milled to

Driving Box Straight Edge

correct results

gives' absolutely

i ncr
thick
This device consists of a steel plate A,
with a body 3 inches wide and a straight edge Ya, inch

shown

»

it

outlay of time and

wedge and shoe

cast.

At

a good one for placing the working lines on the box,

with the least

Setting, 3-16 ins. lead constant.
driv. diam. outside tire, 57 ins.

& HUDSON CO.

for the reason that

in.

Valves, ex. lap, line and line inside.

Wheels,

— DELAWARE

November, 1906

fire,

and the

in

in the

quick-

officials

of

pleased with the result of

company maintains a

fire

own, composed of outside hands, at nearly
The mine officials believe that the
breaker-boys, by reason of their daring and greater

brigade of
al!

its

agility,
L

'

APPLICATION OF DRIVING BOX STRAIGHT EDGE

will

men, and
to

its

collieries.

make

will

remove the

better

fire

fighters

than

the

older

be an effective aid to the company's efforts
fire

danger from coal mines.
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Welding Broken Locomotive Frames by the Thermit Pro s
cess

THE

— Central

Railroad of

use of thermit in welding broken locomotive

frames at the Elizabethport shop of the Central
Railroad of New Jersey has been developed beyond the
experimental stage. There are now a number of locomo-

it

J\[eiv

Jersey

shows a number of welds of driving wheel spokes.

reference to the table

it

will be seen that

By

43 welds have

on that road, having frames welded by the thermit
process, which have made their mileage without damage to the thermit welds and which have been shopped
and again placed in service with no signs of weakness
tives

or fracture developing at the point of weld.

This process

is

over an anvil, for

much cheaper than welding a frame
it

not only obviates the expense of re-

moving the frame from

the engine, but materially re-

duces the time necessary to hold an engine out of service.

At Elizabethport a frame weld

is

made by

the

thermit process at a cost of about $48.00 as against

$150.00 by removal of the frame to the blacksmith shop.

These figures include

all

necessary dismantling to

the fracture accessible and

all

make

replacements after the

weld has been made as well as the cost of material.
The attached table shows the number of welds which
have been made at this shop previous to August last, and
the type and weight of engines, size of frames welded
and number of welds made on each type of engine. Also,

APPEARANCE OF WELD IN LOCOMOTIVE DRIVING WHEEL SPOKE BEFORE
SLAG HAS BEEN REMOVED WELD BY THERMIT PROCESS, C. R. R. OF N. J
.

—

•

been made on frames varying in size from 4 inches by 4
inches to 5 inches by 6y2 inches, on engines varying in

weight from 112,000

lbs.

to 202,000 lbs.

greatest experience has been

and that the

had with the heaviest en-

gines and the largest frames.

In preparing to weld a frame a portion of the metal

around the fracture

is

drilled

and chipped away to allow

a circulation, in good volume, of the liquid steel between
the surfaces of the fracture.

To add

to the strength of

the weld a transverse hole

drilled

through the frame

is

on each side of the fracture and these holes are connected by a channel having a cross section smaller than
the diameter of the holes.

has been

filled

When

the space so provided

with metal a binding key, or gib,

is

formed.

No

cavities

which might pocket

allowed to be formed.

Great care

is

air or

moisture are

used to insure clean

surfaces where thermit comes in contact with the frame

and

all

grease and dirt in the vicinity of the fracture,

are burned

off.

Before proceeding with the weld,
and tram marks are made
fracture.
The frame is then jacked
in.
Immediately after the steel is

erly lined

the metal in the
CRUCIBLE AND MOULD IN POSITION — WELDING LOCOMOTIVE FRAMES BY
THE THERMIT PROCESS, C. R. R. OF N. J.

mould

is

plastic, the

the frame

is

prop-

on each side of the
apart for about Y%
poured and while

frame

is

sprung, or

jacked, again into line and is set according to the tram'
marks made previously and the necessary shrinkage al-
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been removed.

The form

shown by

clearly

November, 1906
of

mould commonly used

is

the line drawing.

Attention is called to the appearance of the surplus
metal remaining from the pouring gate, skim gate, and
riser.
This material is principally slag and to provide

—

APPEARANCE OF WELD BEFORE SLAG HAS BEEN REMOVED WELDING
LOCOMOTIVE FRAMES BY THERMIT PROCESS C. R. R. OF N J.

—

lowed.

This

is

done

.

for shrinkage

to provide

and

to

any shrink holes which might otherwise occur.
In this welding process provision is always made for
a collar around the weld, 3 inches wide by 1 inch thick.
close

This
all

is

necessary to permit sufficient metal to overlap

edges and corners, as well as to reinforce the frame

at this point as the thermit steel has not the strength of

the metal in the frame

up for the difference
necessary to cut

and

this reinforcing collar

While

in strength.

away

it is

makes

sometimes

a portion of the collar to provide

for clearance spaces, the collar

is

OF WELD WHEN COMPLETED — WELDING
FRAMES BY THERMIT PROCESS — C. R. R. OF N.

APPEARANCE

always made and

is

never entirely removed.

The

accompanying photographic reproductions illustrate a frame ready to be welded, in which the mould
around the fracture and the crucible, suspended in position, are shown a welded frame from which the surplus
metal of the pouring gate and riser have not been displaced a welded frame, finished and ready for service,
and a driving wheel with welded spokes, showing the appearance of the same immediately after the mould has
;

;

LOCOMOTIVE
J.

against slag forming around the frame, a skim gate

provided in the mould between the pouring gate and the
riser.
The skim gate is very essential to prevent the
slag

from forcing

the thermit

down

itself

compound

While

mould.

into the

boiling in the crucible, steel

is

and slag separate into two distinct layers with the steel
at the bottom and the slag on top.
In estimating the
amount of thermit necessary for a weld a sufficient
amount is provided to insure the steel rising to the height
of the skim gate, in both the riser and the pouring gate,
before the slag pours from the crucible.

TABLE OF TH1 2RMIT

WEDDS—

C. R. R.

OF

N.

J

No. of
driving

Size of

Type

Weight

Of

of

Engine

Engine

•

Frames
where
Welded

No. of

Frame wheel
Welds spoke

fSZi

welds

10-wheel Thr. Frt..

Suburban Pass

•

•

.

.

10-wheel Loc. Frt..
12-wheel
itfrt ©*;LV«ArA% "n©

1

Frt

.

•

Pass
Pass

10-wheel Pass

R.

R OF N.

J.

.

8-wheel Frt

Atlantic

MOULD FOR WELDING LOCOMOTIVE FRAMES BY THERMIT PROCESS

•

8- wheel

8-wheel Pass

C.

is

.

174500
1899OO

H9 I2 5

.202000
.

1

12000

126550
.116600
•

.

.

.

.

"

5"x 5
4"x 4 "

6
"

4"x4/2
5"x6/2 "
4"x6"
4"x6"

3
2

•

II
.

.

.

.

19

.

.

4

t

m

1

t

m

4"x5/2 "

1

1

52100

4"x5"

2

1

61000

,4"x5"

5

I
.

.

In presenting the information and illustrations we acknowledge the courtesy of Mr. G. L. Van Doren, superintendent of shops.
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Some Record Work

at the
Sr

DECEMBER, 1905, some remarkable
INmade
on turning driving wheel
Albany shops of the

At

West Jllbany Shops

M. r.

c.

H. R. R. R.

time was

West
New York Central and Hudson
tires

River R. R.

379

that time

at

the

will be recalled that ten

it

were turned out in nine hours, the wheels
embracing diameters 56, 63 and 68 inches. On that occasion the steel removed weighed 2,860 pounds and the
performance was regarded as a fine one, but it is no
pairs of tires

longer in the front rank.
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NILES 90-IN. WHEEL LATHE ON WHICH 10 PAIRS OF DRIVING WHEEL
TIRES WERE TURNED IN 8 HOURS OF ORDINARY SERVICE WEST ALBANY
SHOPS, N. Y. C. & H. R. R. R.

—

On

October

.to,

same number of wheels
eight hours by the same operator and
1906,

were turned out in
the same 90 inch Niles

the

lathe,

paration for the job

— simply

get out the work.

The

feed

without any special pre-

WEST ALBANY

WITH BICKFORD RADICAL DRILL

SHOPS. N.

Y.

C.

& H.

R.

R. R.

depth of cut was variable in accordance with the amount
of stock to remove in order to true up to the smallest

diameter.

the ordinary pressure to

was

%

inch,

while the

BULLARD BORING MILL ON WHICH I05 PISTON RINGS WERE TURNED IN
HOURS IN ORDINARY SERVICE WEST ALBANY SHOPS, N.Y. C. &H. R. R.R

9

DRILLING ECCENTRIC STRAPS

BETTS IO-FT. BORING MACHINE ON WHICH 30 TIRES WERE TURNED
IN ORDINARY SERVICE
WEST ALBANY SHOPS, N. Y. C. <& H R.

HOURS

IN 9
R.R.
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Time

commendable

equally as

in its

way

is

November, 1906

being made

on the ten foot Betts boring machine, thirty driving
wheel tires ranging from 44 to 57 inches inside diameter
Another perhaving been bored out in nine hours.
formance that will strike anyone familiar with the work
as being a good one, is the boring of six tires 72 inches
inside
at

diameter

in

nine hours, including the shoulders

each side for retaining rings.

Besides this quick work

THE OUTPUT OF ONE DRIVING WHEEL LATHE
ALBANY SHOPS, N. Y. C. & H. R.
the tool

IN
R.

held rigidly up to the cut, but

is

required radius

revolution at the

This movement

— WEST

8

HOURS

is

capable of

R.

of the

brass

circle.

by manual operation, the feed being
the result of blows with the hammer at each stroke. This
METHOD OF SETTING UP BY WHICH 24 COMPLETE ECCENTRICS ARE
PLANED IN 6yi HOURS WEST ALBANY SHOPS, N. Y. C. & H. R. R. R.

—

method

is

is

preferred to the weaker tool bars having an

automatic action of revolution, because of

its

ability to

stand crowding.

on the Betts machine, three 57 inch wheel centers of gun
metal have been bored and turned complete, ready for
the tires and axles, in nine hours.
It will be conceded a good job of planing to plane
the cellar and brass fits on 56 driving boxes in 51 hours.
This

is

an ordinary occurrence, but a remarkable one

when the removal of over Y% inch stock is considered
The speed of the planer is regulated by a controller of
the

Electric

Controller and

and has a range from 25

Supply Co., of Cleveland,

78 feet per minute.
The boring of the brass fit which is cored n 1^ inches

in diameter, is

to

done by a plain bar

tool holder in

which

In the lighter class of work, the Bullard boring ma-

some

chines are also doing

excellent work.

On

a 36

inch tool of this build, there are 105 piston-packing rings

bored and turned complete

in nine hours,

valve bushings are rough and

turned

in

finish

while piston

bored and rough

2 V? hours.

by exhibition performances, but are every-day occurrences when the need
The piece work system which is in vogue in
arises.

These

results are not obtained

and the pressure for work, furnishes the opportunity for record-breaking and it is taken advantage
of.
Our illustrations show the machines by which the
these shops

—

results are obtained.
»

Trial

Run

ONE
made

»

of Electric Train on the
Central

New

York

locomotives designed for
the electrified division of the New York Central
a trial trip on Sept. 30, with a train of eight Pullof the

new

electric

from High Bridge, with Vice-President Wilgus at the controller. The run was successful
in all particulars, the 550 ton train, handling easily and

man

cars, starting

showing ample reserve power.
The seven miles betewen High Bridge and the Grand
Central Station was made on the schedule intended for
the new service, and was noteworthy for the smooth acthe locomotive

fiBggg&i. j& foils
REPRESENTING 8 HOURS' WORK ON IO PAIRS OF DRIVING WHEELS, AND
WEIGHING 2860 LBS. WEST ALBANY SHOPS, N. Y. C. & H. R. R. R.
A SIGNIFICANT FEATURE SUGGESTED BY SUCH A PILE OF CHIPS IS THE
REQUIREMENT FOR DEVELOPING SYSTEMS OF DISPOSING OF TURNINGS,
BORINGS, ETC., ECONOMICALLY.

—

celeration in lifting the train into speed.

This feature

has been well understood from previous service
but with lighter loads.
effect

with

operation,

all

The new

preliminaries

some time

in

service will go into

arranged

November.

tests,

for

successful
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Vibration Tests of Rigid

WHEN

and Flexible Stay bolts

the excellent report of the committee on

flexible staybolts

was up

for discussion at the last

381

and outer sheets of the

boiler

and

These were

firebox.

placed 4*4 inches centers, as they would be in service,
the plates being of regular firebox and boiler thickness.

we

convention of the Master Mechanics Association, Mr.

Between these

Wm.

lent force of the boiler pressure.

plates

placed a spring with the equiva-

This had a tendency

Mcintosh, Supt. of Motive power of the Central
Railroad of New Jersey, presented some interesting

to press the plates apart in the

data on the relative endurance under vibration, of rigid

the outer sheet to a table, and the inner sheet to a

and

that

flexible staybolts of various types, as his contribution

sum

to the

of staybolt information.

Mr. Mcintosh
of

all

is

As

is

well

known,

an original and painstaking investigator

factors concerning locomotive maintenance, there-

for his

work bears

the stamp of authoritative accuracy,

and the following particulars of

his tests will be of the

greatest value to those interested in firebox staying:

"Some

we commenced applying

years ago

five

flexible

and with several thousands of them in service,
we have removed samples occasionally to determine their
condition. Very recently we have discovered indications
in two cases of fracture commencing under the ball in the
£>hank of the bolt.
So it would appear from this that
staybolts

there

a limit to

is

'.hat

type of bolt, although the service

has been markedly superior to any that
the ordinary bolt.

now

obtained from

are using, another flexible bolt

to a considerable extent, and desiring information

about
not

We

we

we undertook

it

consider

that

some

will be of

I

do

information

it

a vibratory test that, while

it

value, if

gives
it

accurate

serves no other purpose than

to lead to further investigation in that direction.

"I will give a brief statement showing

was conducted.

It

how

the test

consisted essentially of putting four

bolts into sheets of firebox steel representing the inner

Vibration Tests of

1

Test No. 2
Test No.

— Hollow Bolt
— Hollow Bolt

3— Solid Bolt

Test No. 4

—

Solid Bolt.

power, with a

•

to be operated

total of 3-32 inch

The beam was moved by

tion.

the other driven

back and forth by

movement

in either direc-

a ram, one end of

it

being

This

nearly uniformly on the various samples, and the fractures that developed

With

were due

entirely

to

the binding

more uniformly than they did with the flexible bolts.
There
were considerable variations with the latter, but this was
attributed to the different pressure that was applied to
them in screwing them into the sheets.
"The results as a whole were decidedly surprising.
action.

I

state

will

the solid bolts they averaged

briefly

that the variation in the breaking

points between the flexible bolt and the rigid bolt ranged,

number that the rigid bolt stood,
to 53,630, the largest number that the flexible bolt stood
in conditions as nearly the same as we could apply them.
These were all one inch bolts. The average number of
from

7,480, the largest

vibrations which the four bolts stood before breaking

is

given in the following table."

Staybolts, 4 1=4 inch Centers

WHERE BROKEN
Both Sheets

3947

Outside Sheet

48 12

Outside Sheet

5576

Outside Sheet
3 Outside Sheet
1
Inside Sheet

(

5— Solid Bolt

Test No.

6— Flexible

Bolt

21706

Inside Sheet

Test No.

7— Flexible

Bolt

29410

Inside Sheet

Test No.

8— Flexible

Bolt

32477

Inside Sheet

|

REMARKS

One

holes were drilled in the ends of the solid bolts.

beam

movement was kept up continuously until the bolts commenced to break, and until there was only one remaining.
These results seemed to show that the machine worked

Test No.

No

clamped

by a connecting rod from a crank.

4813

6935

We

ratio.

held by a pin connection to the table of the machine, and

AVERAGE VIBRATIONS
OF FOUR BOLTS

KIND OF BOLT
Test No.

One Inch

was arranged

same

bolt not broken, account
being loose in sheet
One bolt not broken, account
being loose in sheet
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Loading of Explosives

ORDER

INders

in

to reduce danger, to a

mimimum, new

or-

regard to the shipment of explosives have

been issued by the Pennsylvania Railroad. One of the
rules is that not more than three cars with explosives

may

be handled in a train for through road movement.

They must not be placed nearer
car lengths, and,

to

each other than

five

the length of train permits, a car

if

with explosives must not be within 15 cars from the
engine or within ten cars from the caboose. Only cars
in

good condition and of not

capacity

may

be used to carry

less

than 60,000 pounds

common

&

Gulf Colorado

black powder,

high explosives, smokeless powder, fulminates and great-

gun ammunition.
Cars must be equipped with both air brakes and hand
brakes in good condition for service, and have no loose

The doors

boards or cracks in the roof, sides or ends.

must be shut so tightly that no sparks can get in. The
journal boxes and the trucks must be carefully examined
and put in such condition that there will be the minimum
possibility of hot boxes
every car must be carefully

November, 1906

Sante Fe at Cleburne, Tex., has

signed to accept a position with

McCord &

re-

Co., of Chi-

cago.

Mr. L.

Pfafflin has

been appointed master mechanic of

the Indianapolis Union, with office at Indianapolis, Ind.,
to

succeed O. H. Jackson, deceased.

Mr. Frank Malone has been appointed general

man

of the

Oregon Short Line

fore-

at Pocatello, Idaho, in

Mr. E. A. Richardson, resigned.
Mr. F. C. Lindt, general foreman of shops of the
Great Northern at McCloud, Minn., has been appointed
superintendent of shops at that place, succeeding Mr. A.
place of

E. Graburn, resigned.

Mr. W. H. Hudson, general master mechanic of the
Southern at Birmingham, Ala., has been appointed district general master mechanic with headquarters at Knoxville, Tenn.
Mr. George H. Lickert has been appointed master
mechanic of the Colorado division of the Union Pacific at
Pullman, Colo., in place of Mr. George Thompson, resigned.

;

swept out before loading.

In fact the greatest possible

care must be taken to put the car in the best possible
condition,

and certain

rules

must be followed

in

loading

and labeling the car for shipment. Cars containing explosives will not be hauled in any train carrying passengers.
Whenever a train stops trainmen must examine
all cars containing explosives.
The cars at each end
of one containing explosives must not be loaded with oil,
lumber or other inflammable material, with iron pipe
or with other articles liable to break through the end of
the car from rough handling.

Tinker has been appointed master mechanic
of the Chicago & Eastern Illinois, with headquarters at
Danville, III, succeeding Mr. W. J. Hoskin, whose title

Mr.

J. PI.

was general master mechanic.
Mr. R. L. Kleine has been appointed chief car inspector of the Pennsylvania, and will be attached to the
office of the general superintendent of motive power at
Altoona, Pa., vice Mr. J. F. Elder, retired.
Mr. D. Van Alstyne, who recently resigned as mechanical superintendent of the Northern Pacific to accept a
position with the American Locomotice Company, will
be manger of the Brooks Works, at Dunkirk, N. Y.

«

Personal Mention
Mr. George H. Pickert has been appointed master
mechanic of the Colorado division of the Union Pacific
to succeed Mr. George Thompson, resigned.
The office of Mr. T. Paxton, superintendent of motive
power of the El Paso & Southwestern, has been moved
from Douglas, Ariz., to El Paso, Tex.
Mr. R. Griffith has been appointed master mechanic
of the Colorado Midland, with office at Colorado City,
Colo., succeeding

W.

Mr.

Mr.

W.

J.

Schlacks, resigned.

L. Calvert has been appointed master mechanic

of the Missouri Pacific at

McGehee, Ark., succeeding

Mr. R. G. Eong, resigned.
Mr. C. Banks, engineer of

tests of the Great Northern,
has been appointed mechanical engineer of the Texas

&

with headquarters at Marshall, Tex.
Mr. A. H. Gairns has been appointed master mechanic
of the Denver & Rio Grande, with office at Grand JuncPacific,

tion,

Colo.,

vice

J.

W.

Hardy, resigned

;

effective

on

Sept. 13.

Mr. W. J. Haynen, master mechanic of the Detroit
Toledo & Ironton at Springfield, O., has resigned. Mr.
E. E. Young, traveling engineer, has been appointed acting master mechanic.

Mr.

J.

W.

Cain, assistant engineer of tests of the

Mr. George Thompson has been appointed superintendent of motive power of the Denver Northwestern &
Pacific, with headquarters at Denver, Colo., vice Mr. A.
Struthers, resigned; effective on October

1.

Mr. E. A. Richardson, general foreman of the Oregon Short Eine at Pocatello, Idaho, has been appointed
division master mechanic of the Chicago Rock Island
& Pacific at Trenton, Mo., in place of Mr. A. C. Adams.
Mr. J. B. Dorsey, formerly master mechanic of the
Denver & Rio Grande at Leadville, Colo., has been appointed master mechanic of the Cincinnati Hamilton &
Dayton, with headquarters at Indianapolis, Ind.
Mr. W. Moir, general master mechanic of the Northern Pacific, with office at Tacoma, Wash., has been appointed acting mechanical superintendent, with headquarters at St. Paul,

Minn., succeeding Mr. D.

Van

Alstyne,

resigned.

Mr. Walter Reid has been appointed acting road foreman of engines of the Eos Angeles division of the Atchison Topeka & Santa Fe at San Bernardino, Cal., temporarily relieving Mr. J. B. Galivan of so much of his
duties as pertain to the position of road foreman of engines, effective

on October

1.

Mr. M. S. Curley has resigned as superintendent of
motive power on the Sierra Railway of California and
Mr. F. C. Keim has
that position has been abolished.
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been appointed master mechanic, with headquarters at
Jamestown, Cal. Effective on October 5.

A. Baker, formerly master mechanic of the
Southern Pacific at Houston, Tex., has been appointed
master mechanic of the Beaumont Sour Lake & Western,

Mr.

J.

the Colorado Southern,

New

Orange & Northwestern with

Orleans
office at

&

Pacific

and the

Beaumont, Tex.

J.

Mex., vice Charles T. Bayless, deceased. Mr.
Monterey, Mex., has
J. J. Roberts, general foreman at
been appointed master mechanic of the San Luis division,
with office at Cardenas, Mex., succeeding Mr. J. J. Cavacalientes,

naugh, resigned.

Effective on October

E.

of shops at Springfield. O., in place of Mr. S. C. Smith,-

who has been

transferred to Delaware, O., in a similar

Mr. W. E. Farrell, who takes the
place of Mr. Malone at Columbus.
Mr. George S. Allen, master mechanic of the Shamokin division of the Philadelphia & Reading at Tamaqua,
capacity, succeeding

Pa., has retired after a contimious service of 52 years

He

with that road.

Tama-

has been master mechanic at

Mr. C. M. Stuart has been
appointed to succeed Mr. Allen as master mechanic of
the Shamokin division, and Mr. John W. Harris succeeds Mr. Stuart as road foreman of engines at Tamaqua since March

qua.

Mr.

1,

1871.

•

W.

C. A. Llenry, heretofore assistant superintend-

ent of motive

power of

M. Loney,

Mr. D. J. Durrell,
assistant engineer of motive power at Columbus, has been
transferred to Cincinnati, succeeding Mr. P. T. Dunn as
general foreman of locomotive and car repairs. Mr. C.
D. Young, assistant master mechanic, Northwest system,
succeed Mr. N.

Fort Wayne, Ind., has been appointed assistant engineer of motive power, Southwest system, with office at
Columbus, O., to succeed Mr. Durrell. Mr. R. Breese,

machine shop foreman

Young

at

Fort Wayne,

as assistant master mechanic.

succeeds

Mr.

Mr. Walter John-

son, assistant engine-house foreman, has been appointed

machine-shop foreman at Fort Wayne, in place of Mr.

the Southwest system of the

»

Company
The Hicks Locomotive and Car Works, Chicago, 111.,
recently built a private car for the Western Union Telegraph Company to be used by Mr. Thomas P. Cook,
general superintendent. There are a number of special
features embodied in the construction of this car which

are of interest.

The

deck type, the color being

Columbus, O., succeeding M. Dunn, deceased.

The

been appointed master mechanic of

EXTERIOR VIEW AND FLOOR PLAN

—PRIVATE

is

.

sawed oak with a

P.

sills

feet

of motive power of that system, with headquarters at

Mr.

length of the car over end

and over the buffers 76 feet. The width over
sills is 9 feet 8 inches and the width over all is 10 feet
l
The height from sill to plate is 6 feet Sy2
2 inch.
/
inches and over all is 13 feet 11 inches.
The flooring of the car is double, with Neponset paper
between.
The roof is of the Hicks standard, covered
The outside is
with canvas and flashed with copper.
sheathed in narrow columns with a continuous sash rest
and square elevation. The ceiling is the semi-empire
68

decorations.

T. Dunn, general foreman of locomotive and car repairs

»

Private Car for the Western Union Telegraph

Pennsylvania Lines, has been appointed superintendent

at Cincinnati, O., has

resigned.

Breese.

1.

Malone, general foreman of roundhouse and
shops of the Cleveland Cincinnati Chicago & St. Louis
at Columbus, Ohio., has been appointed general foreman

Mr. H.

the Chicago terminal division, with office at Chicago, to

at

Lass has been appointed acting mechanical
engineer of the Mexican Central, with office at Aguas-

Mr. F.

383

The

inside finish

light

inside of the car
flat
is

olive
is

with gold leaf

finished in quarter

golden finish with single line inlay.
designed to furnish as

little

dust

catching space as possible.

The windows

in the observation

CAR FOR WESTERN UNION TELEGRAPH CO.

room

are cut low and

RAILWAY MASTER MECHANIC
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the openings

The

are as high as the framing will permit.

windows

side

room have no upper sash or

in this

This plan

gothics.

November, 1906

is

followed to enable the occupants

of the car to see the tops of the telegraph poles in pass-

ing along the

line.
Metallic weather strips are used
on the car windows and the shades are silk-faced Pantosote fitted with Forsythe roller fixtures and Hartshorn

rollers.

The

seats in the observation

and

rooms

state

and the sections adjoining the observation room, are
upholstered in an olive colored frieze plush, those in the
dining room being upholstered in leather. The car can
furnish sleeping accommodations for ten people in addition to the help.

The appointments throughout

the car

are ample.

OBSERVATION ROOM

PRIVATE CAR FOR WESTERN UNION TELEGRAPH

CO.

SECTION IN STATEROOM— PRIVATE CAR FOR WESTERN
UNION TELEGRAPH CO.

The following

are

among

construction of the car:

the specialties used in the

National platforms, the

steel

observation platform being 3 feet 6 inches wide, with
trap doors, railings and gates. The forward platform is
full

National buffers, draft gear and draw

vestibuled.

Westinghouse high speed brakes with
Hicks standard six-wheel
lever arrangements

bars are used.
triple

;

trucks with
ler side

mond
heads

;

— PRIVATE CAR

FOR WESTERN UNION TELEGRAPH

CO.

C. B. fittings

;

automatic frictionless

rol-

bearings; Paige. 36-inch steel tired wheels; Dia-

special

M.

brake beams

;

automatic

Christie

C. B. standard pedestals, journal boxes

brake
jour-

Heat is furnished by a
Frumveller heater with Commingler for train line steam.
The car is also equipped with Lindstrom hand brakes, in
addition to the Westinghouse air brakes.
nal bearings

OBSERVATION ROOM

M.

and

tees are used.
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The Kobusch^Wagenhals Steam Motor Coach

THE

Company

Louis Car

St.

recently complete! a

and heavy steam motor coach for the Kobusch-Wagenhals Steam Motor Car Co. The design and
arrangement of the motive power features were developed by Mr. W. G. Wagenhals, who, in partnership with
Mr. George J. Kobusch, president of the St. Louis Car
large

The

Co., has been attending to the first construction.

accompanying

give

illustrations

a very good general

idea of the construction and arrangement.

As

seen from the floor plan the total length of the

coach

jj feet 4 inches. Thirty-eight feet six inches of
taken up for general passenger compartment, 8

is

this is

feet

10 inches for smoking room, 9 feet 9 inches for

baggage room and the remaining space for boiler room
and cab for the engineer. The total seating capacity is
for 62 passengers.

The greatest interest attaches to the equipment and arrangement of the power end of the car, so it is not necessary to go into the details o.f the car construction, which
is

practically of standard design with the exception of

the boiler-room and cab.

This part

made

is

entirely of

steel with a circular end and dome-shaped roof.
The
underframe extends the whole length of the car and
consists of 10-inch channels for the side sills and 8-inch
I-beams for center sills. The total weight of the car is
178,560 pounds, of which 115,600 pounds is on the motor

DINING ROOM, SHOWING TYPEWRITER DESK PRIVATE CAR
FOR WESTERN UNION TELEGRAPH CO.

truck.

The

boiler

is

of marine type with water tubes, having

a working pressure of 250 pounds per square inch.

It

square, measuring 77 inches in width and breadth. It
has 1,215 square feet of heating surface and 43.5 square
is

While

feet of grate area.

of 250 pounds,

pounds.

The

it

fuel

is

it

carries a

built for a cold

working pressure
water

used consists of crude

test of

oil fired

500
with

four main and one pilot burners of a special design of
the Bellows type furnished by the National Supply Co.,

of Chicago.

The

oil is

stored in tanks underneath the car

body and storage space

The

is

provided for 1,000 gallons or

have a guaranteed capacity
oil consumption is one pound of oil per ten pounds of
for evaporating 5,000 pounds of water per hour and the
water, making the rate of combustion 500 pounds of oil

7,500 pounds.

boilers

This allows the car to run 15 hours on the
supply of fuel carried. The oil is heated in the tanks
by a portion of the exhaust steam, and a pressure of air,

per hour.

from the brake system forces it up to the burners where
it is sprayed either by steam or air or both, as may be
desired.

The

feed water

is

carried in tanks underneath

the car, the tanks

having a capacity of 2,000 gallons.

The

heated by means of heating coils at

the

feed water
top

of

the

is

boiler

before

passing

into

the

boiler

proper.

On

account of the high steam pressure, marine boiler
feed pumps are used in place of injectors. These pumps
are supplied by

DINING ROOM

— PRIVATE CAR

FOR WESTERN UNION TELEGRAPH

CO.

Bean Brothers,

of Indianapolis.

Other equipments in the cab consists of two large
water glasses, supplied by the Williams Automatic Safety
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THE KOBUSCH-WAGENHALS STEAM MOTOR COACH.

Water

Column

of

Co.,

inghouse 93^-inch

air

Pa.

Pittsburg,

pump and

a complete

E-T

equipment; Detroit Lubricating Co. No. 21

and throttling

lubricator, besides the reverse

The
design

front, or motor,
it

truck

is

West-

one

;

for the engines, while a

bulls-eye

A

levers.

follows out the practice of street railway trucks

mit power to

all

crank cases so as to be self-oiling as well as protected

from

p—^z '-// j
"

4'-&

dust, etc.

The

oil

cups of the other parts are

lo-

cated outside the truck frame and reach their particular

geared to one

is

same manner as is practiced with elecBoth engines and gears are enclosed in

axle, in the

motors.

tric

Side rods are used to trans-

wheels as the engine

pinion on the crank shaft meshes with a gear wheel

on the

In

with the exception of the details and a steam engine replacing the electric motor.

further extension of the

frames enables the two to be rigidly connected by means
of the heavy shouldered bolt shown in the side view.

brake

of great interest.

still

"--^i^i3^-ed^0res^F3
•£/-

BB\0~ BB~BI -2/ BB-

17

16

J7'

/<S

W

EZ-BI

Fasse/yger

Compartment

'\±z?Wz

77-4^

FLOOR PLAN
axle.

A

double cylinder piston valve

-

is

THE KOBUSCH-WAGENH ALS STEAM MOTOR COACH.
used,

The

The wheels

bearing by means of small pipes.

are 42

cylinders are 11x12 inches and furnish 275 horse power.

inches in diameter, are steel tired and counterbalanced.

The

The

valves are

5^

inches in diameter and are of the

plug type supplied by the American Balance Valve Co.,
of Jersey Shore, Pa.

hung on

cylinder end

The engine has

the frame of

fuel

back of the truck center casting as shown by the end
view of the truck. At the other end, shown by the side
view, the engine frames are extended beyond the crank
shaft so as to rest on and be supported by the axle of the
forward wheels. This affords a three point suspension

P^**^^ *^^.
5

....

•;»/

is

H.
heat the coach and

The exhaust

is

used to

but can be directed out the stack

oil,

M.

8,000 pounds, or a speed of 40

when

P.

so de-

For this purpose a 4-inch pipe leads to the center
plate and there a flexible joint connects it to the stack.
The truck center casting and frames are of cast steel
and the 7x10 inch axle bearings are equipped with locomotive type boxes and cellars. The trailer truck is of

just

*

secured.

is

its

'»••

and gear

ion

a single point spring suspension,

tractive effort obtainable with the present size pin-

sired.
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the standard

M.

center 53
wheels on the

C. B. four-wheel type, with

its

from that of the motor truck. The
latter are steel tired and furnished by the Taylor Iron &
The driving axles,
Steel Co., of High Bridge, N. J.
crank pins and fluted side rods were furnished by the
Baldwin Locomotive Works. The automatic coupler at
the front end is steel and the hinged type Major design,
supplied by the Buckeye Steel Castings Co.
The steam pipe connection between the boiler and the
engine runs from the top of the boiler to the front of the
compartment, where it is turned down and runs through
the floor to a casting which is the female part of a flexible joint.
A similar joint is shown in the end view of
the truck near the forward end of the motor truck cenfeet

&7

equipped -with engines that are kept running continually
this vibration is felt the
tion.

The

worked

most when the car

is

not in

mo-

large boiler capacity enables the engine to be

to its full capacity

under

all

conditions and the

engines are of such size to give a large accelerating

#

ter casting.

An

expansion joint

is

placed in the piece of

pipe joining these two flexible joints.
is

3^

The steam

pipe

inches inside diameter at the boiler and the two

branches leading to the cylinder are each 2]/2 inches
diameter. Trial has shown this arrangement to be most

no escape of steam under any
condition of swiveling. The end view of the truck also
shows a guide just ahead of the end sill for retaining the
reach rod to the link motion in line during the rises and
satisfactory, as there

falls

is-

of the truck with respect to the car body.

ward end of
which

is

this

reach rod

is

The

for-

merely a box guide through

passed a bar, curved to the radius of the dis-

tance to the truck center.

END VIEW OF MOTOR TRUCK — KOBUSCH-WAGENHALS STEAM MOTOR COACH
force for starting.

Another noticeable feature

is

that

pivoted at one end

there are only three or four easy disconnections neces-

and the other end attaches to the lower arm of the reThis arrangement provides a positive con-

sary to enable the truck to be run out from underneath

This bar

is

verse lever.

the car.

The

car will be sent on an exhibition and demonstra-

tion trip, in the course of

which

it

will be placed

on ex-

hibition in the depots at the large railway centers.

lowing

this

it

will be put in operation

Fol-

on the Missouri

Pacific.

and Turning Machine for
Lima Locomotive Sr Machine Co.

Special Boring

the

The machine
built to finish

two holes

in

illustrated herewith was designed and
two trunions on horn couplings or to bore

In this

way

reduced by

fifty

coupling rings simultaneously.

the time of machining on these pieces

is

per cent.

As seen from the illustration, the machine is equipped
with two heads and an accurately spaced revolving table
between the heads.
The table is arranged to secure
chucks and other devices for holding the work. Powpfeed in either direction is provided for the heads, the
feed screw being in the center of the bed with the nuts

The screw has right
and left hand double threads. The feed is varied bv
means of the National Machine Tool Company's quick
gear attachment as shown on the right hand side of the
illustration.
Two live spindles are provided and their
speed is varied, two changes being obtained in either
head by moving the bolt shown on top, in the half tone
engraving. Four more changes are available by means
of the National Machine Tool Company's variable speed
bolted to the bottom of the heads.

BOILER FOR KOBUSCH-WAGENHALS STEAM MOTOR COACH.
trol of the link

motion entirely unaffected by any move-

ment of the truck with respect

to the car body.
In the operation one notices the absence of vibration

due to the working of the engine. This, of course, is
due to the engine being located on the truck and being
a steam engine is stopped to stop the car.
On cars

countershaft

shown

in

the

line

drawing.

eight changes of speed for each spindle.

This gives

The

counter-

RAILWAY MASTER MECHANIC
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provided with drums 20 inches wide to allow the
heads to travel back and forth.
shaft

is

For boring and turning the rings and horn couplings
the work is held on the revolving table and both heads

FIG

I

— SPECIAL

drawing, Fig.

3,

November, 1906

the operation

is

easily understood.

The

changes are made by shifting the lower shaft by means
of a rack, sleeve and gear. The gear has a ball-seated
lever which carries a hand wheel.
The lateral motion

BORING AND TURNING MACHINE.

The

of the lower shaft imparts vertical motion to the gears,

operator then presses his foot on the step shown under-

the enlargement by passing through their bores meshes

bore or turn, at the same time, the

first set

of ends.

neath the machine, which revolves the table 90 degrees,

two ends;
The heads are moved up to and back from the work,
by means of the hand feed shown at the right of the mato finish the other

and unmeshes them with their mates above. The deis so arranged that while a change of speed is made,
the slowest speed of the series is always in action. That
is, if it were necessary to change from the fastest speed

vice

Tjis T'utiey

380

TUT,

11
~~eqe

fuiiv

)?

t\s

bUtedi

T.A'

any other in the series, the friction attachment on the
upper shaft is instantly released. This throws the slowest speed in action immediately and the drive will con-

3jsett

to

belt Cropped

tinue at that speed until the desired speed

The upper cone
which

is

friction.

2

— ARRANGEMENT

chine.

OF COUNTER-SHAFTING —SPECIAL BORING AND
TURNING MACHINE.

Either head can be thrown out of feed at any

time and both heads are provided with automatic stops.

The
that

it

variable speed countershaft used

requires no shifting of belts.

plished by

means of

gears.

By

is

interesting in

This

is

accom-

referring to the detail

'

selected.

except the small pinion

turned to upper or driven shaft, is controlled by
The largest gear of the lower cone is always

mesh with

and transmits the slowest speed
to the lower shaft by a ratchet device, the pawls of
which are carried by it. This ratchet, which is really a
part of the lower shaft, will always revolve faster than
the pawls, and when any speed other than the slowest is
used, it will be running idly, but the moment the friction is released the lower shaft will slow down until it
reaches a speed equal to that of the pawls. The pawls
in

FIG

of gears,

is

this pinion

are automatically reversible so that they will be effective

when running

in either direction.

When

the friction

is

engaged the lower portion of the yoke which operates

RAILWAY MASTER MECHANIC
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on top of a plug, the lower end of

the spool rests directly

which
sleeve
shaft.

is

beveled to

fit

into the notches of the sliding rack

which operates the lateral motion of the lower
This makes an effective locking device which

compels the releasing of the

friction, thus

taking

load

all

3*9

around three-fourths the circumference of
the cylinder, they are deposited with the paper in a box
The printing is done
in the front part of the machine.
after passing

from the inside of the cylinder as the paper and tracings
travel around it.
It is possible to make prints five feet wide and of any
length whatever, and the device is particularly adapted
to making numbers of small prints on one long sheet
of paper or on previously cut sheets which come out
and of an absolutely uniform tone.
in a regular stream
One great feature of this continuous machine is that
it is only necessary to handle one tracing at a time, the
small ones being fed in side by side, while the paper
feeds in automatically from a continuous roll.
The tracings go in and come out on the same side of
the machine so that the leading edge of a tracing may be
started into the machine again before the trailing edge
comes out, saving considerable time where more than
one print is wanted from the same tracing. This feature
has been very nicely illustrated by making twelve prints
from one six-foot tracing on a single sheet of paper seventy-two feet long, without wasting an inch of paper or
a second of time between prints.
A unique feature is the use of a number of one and a

—

—

r

half inch belts instead of a single broad one.

way

absolutely perfect contact

is

obtained which

In this
it is

not

possible to obtain with the use of a single broad belt.

The lamps used are particularly adapted to this kind
of work as they give out only chemical rays no energy
being lost in non-chemical light. As the printing is done

—

FIG

3

— ARRANGEMENT

OF GEARS

IN

COUNTERSHAFT ATTACHMENT —

from the

SPECIAL BORING AND TURNING MACHINE.

from the gears while a change of speed is being made
and also prevents the locking of the friction if the
change is only partially completed. A spring-seated plug
carrying a roller which engages the cam secured to the

inside

of the cylinder, the light strikes the

paper at right angles and the machine has an absolutely

rack gear determines the proper later adjustment of the

lower shaft.

This machine was built by the National Machine Tool
Co. of Cincinnati, Ohio.
•

•

Continuous Electric Blue Print Machine

A

very practical and effective blue printing machine
for making prints by electric light, has been recently
developed and has given good results on account of its

which
it turns out and the rapidity with which prints are made.
The machine requires a comparatively small space, is absimplicity of operation, the quality of the prints

solutely

independent of the sun,

is

easy to operate,

economical in maintenance and possesses

many

other

features of advantage.

of a rotating glass cylinder which

It consists

series

of narrow belts,

and within

this

placed two mercury vapor electric lamps.

paper to be printed

is

lies in

cylinder

The

roll

a

are

placed in a box on top of the ma-

chine and feeds in continuously between the belts and
the cylinder

;

or, if

only a few prints are wanted, pre-

viously cut sheets of paper

may

be fed

in.

The

CONTINUOUS ELECTRIC BLUE PRINT MACHINE.

of

tracings

are inserted between the paper and the cylinder, and,

maximum
run

it is

electrical efficiency.

very

The machine
two

The power

required to

little.

is

very compact, requiring a space only

by five feet and is entirely self-contained. It is
driven by a motor and the speed can be instantly
feet

RAILWAY MASTER MECHANIC
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changed

any rate desired by moving a convenient

to

lever.

Although the machine has been on the market only a
year, there are forty already in daily use, which are
proving successful

in

The demand

every particular.

November, 1906

moment

of changing from one speed to another is nearly or
wholly absorbed by the driving belt.
The feeding mechanism .furnishes eight rates of feed, ranging
in geometrical progression from .007 inch to .064 inch per revo-

for

TRACING

PRINCIPLE OF CONTINUOUS ELECTRIC BLUE PRINT MACHINE.

machines of this type, has made it necessary to incorporate and start a shop for building them exclusively, and
this resulted in the organization of the Revolute Machine Company of 523 West 45th St., New York.

Ji
The

Mew

4-foot plain radial

graving

is

A

drill

shown

illustrative of three sizes of

in

the accompanying en-

machines which the Bick-

ford Drill and Tool Company, of Cincinnati, Ohio,

is

is

the

hrge num-

ber of speeds with which they are provided. The speeds vary,
of course, with the size of the tool, the minimnm speed on the 6foot radial being adapted to driving a 6 inch pipe tap, that on the

and that on the 4-foot

to a 4-inch.

The

range,

however, is identical on them all, i. e., the maximum speed on
each is 13.63 times the mininum speed, the only difference being
that each series starts from a different figure.
The speeds on the 4-foot radial range from 22.5 to 307 revolutions per minute as shown in the accompanying table in which
it will be noticed that suitable speeds are provided for drilling all
diameters advancing by i6ths. from 7-16 to 7-8 inclusive; 8ths.

3^

This
large number of speed changes adapt the machine to metals of
all degrees of hardness as the gradation is so slight it is never
necessary to run the spindle at a speed much under the limit of

from 7-8

to 2^4 inclusive; 4ths.

endurance of the

from 2J4

to

which

is

instantly available by

means

of

Diameter

Theoretical

Actual

number

of drills in
inches for

of revolutions
3er minute made

which speeds

by spindle

are suitable

number

of feet
feet per minute per minute at
which drilling
at which drillshould be done
ing is done
of

306.7

7/l6

35-13

35-35

268.8

1/2

35-18

35-00

238.5

9/l6

35-10

3465

214.7

5/8
11/16

35-13

34-30

35-30

33-95

3/4
13/16

34-20

33-6o

33-20

33-25

143-4

7/8

32.85

3290

121.2

1

31-73

32.20
31-50

195-2
174.1
1 56.

106.2

1

1/8

31.28

94.2

1

1/4

30.83

30.80

84.8

13/8

30.53

30.10

77.1

1

1/2

30.28

29.40

68.8

29.27

28.70

28.45

28.00

56.6

15/8
13/4
17/8

27.78

27.30

48.2

2

25.24

26.60

21/8
21/4

23.48

25.90

22.09

2520

inclusive.

drill.

62.1

speeds are obtained by means of two levers one of which
located on the head and controls the three back-gear speeds

The
is

lution of spindle, each of

Number

of the chief features of this line of tools

5-foot to 5-inch

DRILL.

a dove-key.

just placing

on the market.

One

NEW BICKFORD RADIAL

Kadial Brill

while the other projects from the *peed-box located on the base

and controls the eight speeds furnished by that mechanism. Of
these 24 speeds only one varies from the theoretically correct by
so much as 3-11 feet per minute, and as each and every speed is
instantly available and is said to have ample power behind it for
drilling from the solid the diameters of holes given in the table,
it appears as if the builders had met every requisite of the most

42.2
37-5

33-6

2 1/2

21.99

23.80

30.7

23/4

22.10

22.40
21.00

27.4

3

21.52

24.7

31/4

21.03

21.00

22.5

3 1/2

20.63

21.00

exacting operator.

The speed-box

is

patterned after the one brought out by the

same company the forepart of last year. The eight speeds which
it furnishes are obtained from twelve gears, only three of which
are in service at a time, whereby wear is reduced to a mininum.
So far as appearance and the positiveness of its speeds are concerned, the mechanism may be said to belong to the tumbler gear
variety of speed-change device, but inasmuch as the
difference in the periphery speed of

comparatively narrow limit of 2 to

1,

its

gears

is

maximum

confined to the

such shock as occurs at the

The tapping mechanism

is

located on the head and permits

the backing out of taps at any speed with which the machine
is provided regardless of the speed used in driving them in.
It
is fitted with a friction clutch operated by a lever, the handle of
which extends around under the arm within convenient reach
of the operator and is used for starting, stopping and reversing

the spindle.

The depth gauge answers
the operator to read

all

a double purpose; besides enabling
depths from zero, which does away with

RAILWAY MASTER MECHANIC
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the usual delays concomitant to scaling or calipering,

a convenient
tions

showing

it

supplies

for setting the automatic trip, the graduaexactly where each dog should be located in order

means

The automatic

trip

operates at as

many

different

points

as

there are depths to be drilled at one setting of the work;
tion, it leaves the spindle free, after any intermediate tripping,
in addi-

be advanced, or raised and advanced, or traversed its full
length without disturbing the setting of the dogs; it also throws
but the feed when the spindle reaches its limit of movement.
to

»

from a

single spindle drill.

The machine

up to 5-16
from 24 inch to iJ4 nc b
diameter 3 to 15 inches long. Staybolt fixtures on the table can
be quickly removed leaving the machine for a variety of sensitive drill work.
The weight of the machine is 1,200 lbs.
inch

drills

will drill to 3 inches in depth, carry

and take

in

staybolts

»

i

•»

»

Jl Four-Spindle Staybolt Drill
herewith shows a 4-spindle staybolt drill
manufactured by Foote, Burt & Co., Cleveland, O. A number of
these machines have been placed in railroad shops, and have
given such excellent satisfaction that the company has decided

The

or soda water can be used in liberal quantities. By having independent power feed to each spindle, one person can readily run
all four spindles, obtaining that much larger output than is possible

to disengage the feed at the desired points.

39 1

Ji J\[ew 90-inch Wiles

Wheel

600 Ton Hydraulic
Press

illustration

This machine has been designed especially for drilling tellwhich object is accomplished in a very

tale holes in staybolts,

and rapid manner owing

to the sensitiveness of the

increase in the use of wheels with steel tires has caused

several changes to be

made

in

railway repair shop equipment.

Until very recently, hydraulic wheel presses of
tons

to place this drill in its regular line.

satisfactory

The

more than 400

shops have

found

from their axles, due
the great pressure caused by shrinking on the tires after the

difficulty

to

Many

capacity had not been known.
in

removing

steel

tired wheels

usual pressure of 150 tons has been exerted to place the wheel

with the special
drive, and power
chucks for quickly gripping and centering of the staybolts under
each spindle. Each spindle has three independent speeds and
two grades of power feed and automatic knock off. The speed
feed to spindles in connection

NILES 600-TON

some

center on the axle.

In

remove the

drill the

Realizing the

instances

it

has been necessary to

hub to start the center.
importance of a machine of such capacity as to
difficulties, the Niles-Bement-Pond Company, of
placed on the market a newly designed hydraulic
600 tons capacity, which has already met with

tires

eliminate these

WHEEL PRESS

or

New York, has
wheel press of
such favor as to insure its continued success.
The distance between the ram and the resistance post, which
is a steel casting, is 8 feet 3 inches.
Four tension bars are used
instead of two, and the post is so arranged that the weight is
entirely

made

removed from the tension

bars.

The

cylinder,

which

is

has an outside diameter of 27 inches. The
pump, which has three plungers, is on the side of the machine
of cast

steel,

T
handy for the operator. A i2 /
2 H. P. motor is used to operate
the pump. The height between the tension bars is 90 inches, and
the machine will take wheels 84 inches in diameter on the tread.
The machine is mounted on a base plate, but no strains are
transmitted to it, as all pressure is taken by the tension bars.
The cylinder is bored true and lined with copper expanded into
place and burnished. The piston is packed with best cup leather,
is tight, durable and causes little friction.
The ram is counter-

FOUR-SPINDLE STAYBOLT DRILL— FOOTE, BURT & CO.
or feed can be instantly changed on any spindle desired without

changing the other spindles.
The chucks are accurately set central with each spindle. A
bushing is provided for the drill to run in, insuring its starting
central with the piece held in chuck.
Oil pump, niping and return tank are provided so that oil

weighted for quick return when the release valve is open. The
safety valve can be set to open at a desired pressure, and is
protected from tampering by a lock box. The pressure gauge is
graduated for tons of pressure and for pounds per square inch
on the ram. The water tank is bolted under the cylinder, and
takes the discharge and supplies the pump.

Several of these machines are
railway repair shops.

now

in

use in one of the largest

RAILWAY MASTER MECHANIC
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New

High Duty Metal
a well

It is

known

fact that brass

and bronze generally

suffer

This loss
the
temperaor
is slow up to a temperature of about 365 degrees
Above this point the
ture of steam at 150 pounds pressure.
loss in strength is rapid and at about 400 degrees there is a sudden marked drop.
In order to obtain a metal of greater strength at high temperatures the Western Tube Co., of Kewanee, 111., carried on experiments for eight months and have now produced a metal
which they call High Duty Metal, which gives great strength
at higher temperatures.
The experiments were made at a temperature of 407 degrees,
as this is the approximate temperature of steam at 250 pounds
pressure without superheating.
a reduction in strength with increase of temperature.

The accompanying

table gives the

summarized

tests of the re-

sults obtained

November, 1906

Combination Valve for Car Heating

The combination valve illustrated herewith and manufactured
by the Chicago Car Heating Company, Railway Exchange Building, Chicago, 111., is designed for use on the expansion drum of
any hot water circulating car-heating apparatus. The valve is
intended to take the place of the plug cock style of device as
heretofore used. This valve is made entirely of a high grade of
brass with the exception of the valve disc, this being made of a
special material
all

which

will

lutely tight

As

under

all

pressures.

from the illustration, the water is poured into
the funnel and will pass through the valve and into the drum.
The air which is displaced by the water will pass out through
will be seen

the vent as

shown

Alloy

Loss
Per
Cent

21,790

15,640

28.2

No. 2

29,010

22,410

22.4

No. 3

24,510

22,059

9-5

33,633

30,675

8.8

-..33,710

3L305

7-i

31,627.

5.6

No.

.....'

1

No. 4

'..

No. 5
No. 6

33,520

steam metal which is in common use among valve
manufacturers. No. 2 is a metal which the company uses at times
and is fairly strong and durable at comparatively low temperatures.
No. 3 represents one of their earlier experiments illustrating the advance along the line of research, but indicates too
low tensile strength. No. 4 is the "government mixture." No.
5 is one of their later attempts, and No. 6 is the mixture which
has finally been adopted and will be called "High Duty" metal.
In addition to the quality of maintaining the high tensile
strength at high temperatures, this metal also shows wearing
qualities which are remarkable.
It was found by means of a
special machine in which the movements of the parts of a valve
were imitated under extreme conditions of friction and at
high temperature, that this metal wore away at about one-third
the rate shown by the "government mixture."

No.

1

is

a

The company
medium pressure

will

hereafter

furnish

their

entire

lines

of

brass valves, designed for pressures ranging be-

tween 125 to 175 pounds and their new line of extra heavy brass
valves, designed for pressures up to 250 pounds of "High Duty"
metal.

area of the passage

drum

is about one and a half
times as large as the area at the neck of the funnel, so that any
water which passes through the neck of the funnel will flow

its

Tensile
Tensile
Strength Strength
at 40" F at 40 F

The

in the illustration.

between the valve seat and the

readily through the valve

COMBINATION VALVE NO. 520

withstand excessive heat, as well as

corrosive action, and at the same time will always be abso-

and

into the

passage through the valve.

— CHICAGO

CAR HEATING

The

drum without choking

air vent

in

opens at a point

CO.

inside and below the face of the valve seat and the closing of
the water passage also closes the air vent.
One of the advantages claimed for this valve is that it will be
closed tight every time it is shut off.
In the plug cock style
of heating device, it is said to be seldom perfectly tight after

has been opened and closed a few times in service, and also
that it soon leaks enough to seriously affect the safe operation
of the heating apparatus.
It is claimed by the manufacturer
that this valve in operation is entirely free from friction and
that it can always be opened or closed by hand instead of havit

ing to use a hammer or some other implement, as is usually the
case with the plug cock arrangement. In opening the valve to
try or test the height of water in the drum, it can be opened
very slightly and carefully so that no salt water need escape or
drip down to deface the side of the car if there happens to be
any pressure on the apparatus. The valve can be fitted with a

new disc in a very short space of time without having to remove the valve from the car.
The manufacturer of this valve claims that by its use a large
amount in the cost of maintenance and operation of car heating
can be saved. The above illustration is only one of the many
devices which are manufactured by the Chicago Car Heating
Company.

Emmert Mfg.
The

Co.'s Vises

is one of the oldest tools and also one second to
none in the point of utility in all shops working wood or metal,
and it appears in all forms from a plain screw actuating a jaw, to

vise

a refined tool capable of almost unlimited adjustment.
type distinguish the product of the Emmert Mfg.

The

latter

Company,
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Waynesboro, Pa., who are exclusive vise makers, and therefore
up in advanced ideas on vise design.
Their machinst's vise, which is a new invention, is so constructed as to work in any position and is a truly universal device, having a swiveling base and jaws that are adjustable ver-
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comprise the Novo crucible hardening furnaces for high-speed milling cutters, shell reamers, shell end
mills, hollow mills, threading dies, punches and other tools. The
Novo oven furnaces are for hardening high-speed twist drills,
Besides these
taps, reamers, end mills, also milling cutters.

The

illustrations

Novo forge furnaces for high-speed lathe and planer
and ratchet drills, etc. Among these forges is a small
one for use on a bench in hardening Novo steel rods and small
lathe and planer tools.
The instructions for hardening and tempering machined Novo
steel tools are remarkably explicit to the smallest detail of
proper degree of heat, the kind of oil for the bath and how to
relieve the hardening stains.
This information is extended
through the various manipulations for different cutters, and is
there are

tools, flat

The value

complete.

EMMERT TOOL ROOM

when it is
Novo high-speed tool

of this will be appreciated

derstood that each particular style of

unre-

quires a different degree of heat for hardening as well as a differ-

VISE

ent degree of heat

for

secure copies of this

little

tempering.

book by asking for

Notes of
The

Users of Novo

steel

may

it.

Month

H. Symington Co., Baltimore, Md., has secured the
services of Mr. C. R- Naylor, who for the past twelve years has
been in the Mechanical Department of the Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe Ry. Co., and recently as chief clerk to Mr. A. Lovell,
superintendent of motive power of the that system. Mr. Naylor
assumes his new duties Nov. 1st, and his headquarters will be
in the Western Sales Office, of the Symington Co., Railway ExT.

change, Chicago.

The

VISE

EMMERT PATTERN MAKER'S

third of a series of pamphlets descriptive of the output

American Locomotive Company by

of the

an arc of 180 degrees. There are triple jaws, one pair
third
of which is rough, one pair smooth for finished work arid a
vises
These
work.
pipe
for
pair has two round projecting lugs
or
room
tool
shop
are practically indispensable in a railroad
tically in

air-brake department.

The

wood workers'

vises are equally

effi-

They have six
adjustments.
kind of work
any
take
to
so
as
arranged
pairs of jaws that are
be placed in
to
work
the
regardless of contour, and will allow
cient in the universality of their

any desired position to be operated on, thus making the tool
There is also a pair of 2^2
equal to six ordinary fixed vises.
inch steel faced jaws for holding metal work in these vises, in
addition to the main jaws, giving a range of application that
tool one of the necessities in a
«

wood

shop.

«

It

is

our purpose to here

Romaine

Works

Mfg.

Co.,

products.

and

call

the

attention

to

Philadelphia

The output embraces

the Stewart &
Expansion Bolt

kinds of bolts re-

all

quired by architects, engineers of construction, builders and carpenters, steam and electrical engineers, sanitary plumbers and
iron constructors.

marble, metal, brick or stone.
The basic principle of the expansion bolt

tile,

is

a

sleeve

split

with a conical shaped end, into which fits a similar cone under
the head and nut. The action of the nut when tightened, forces
the

wedged surfaces together and expands the sleeve to a
Nothing is more simple or efficient,

the walls of the-hole.

fit

in

since

up against the cones, the higher is the
This principle is worked out
frictional resistance in the hole.
double or single ended as desired, and furnishes perfect sethe tighter the nut

is

pamphlet are designs for
limit wheel loads.
The
data comprises, besides the illustrations, four pages of tabular
dimensions of thirty consolidation engines with a weight range
between 66,000 and 175,000 pounds. These tables are arranged
to lead up from the lowest to highest total weight, and give at
once the information sought, for any given size of power within
the limit of dimensions shown, with beautiful half-tones.
The Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. Company is being awarded
an increased number of government contracts. A recent conjust

light rails

illustrated in this

which necessarily

closed calls for a large

amount of

electrical

is

set

power

generating apparatus to be installed in the navy yard at Norfolk,
Va. The contract totals $91,125 and consists of the following
apparatus

Two

Kw., 3-phase, 2,200 volt, 7,200 alternations, 1,300
steam turbine generating units one 500 Kw., 3-phase,
2,200 volt, 7,200 alternations, 3,600 r. p. m., steam turbine generating units two 50 Kw. steam driven exciter units five 50 Kw.
motor-generator sets. The motors composing these sets are of
the well known Westinghouse CCL type, 3-phase, 2,200 volts,
7,200 alternations, 1,120 r. p. m.
The direct current generators
r.

1,000

m

p.

;

;

Their bolts are superior for securing mouldings, brackets, or
any fixture to walls or ceilings, whether constructed of hollow

'

consideration

The engines

on

service

tract

Expansion Bolts

types, has been issued.

devoted to illustrations and constructive data of consolidation locomotives weighing less than
175,000 pounds, which will be supplemented by a pamphlet illustrating and describing consolidations weighing more than 175,000
pounds.

pattern makers' and

makes the

The one under

are

95-140 volts

;

capacity.

An

interesting

part

of the

equip-

ment is the switchboard, which will have 42 panels- A large
amount of auxiliary apparatus is included in the contract.
The annual meeting of the stockholders of the Aurora Automatic Machinery Company, a subsidiary of the Independent
Pneumatic Tool Company of Chicago and New York, was held at
the office of the company at Chicago, on October 5th, and the following directors were elected for the ensuing year: James B.

New York

harden and temper such steel has been more or less of a mystery to many, until the appearance of the little booklet issued
by Herman Boker & Company, New York, which provides very

City; W. O. Jacquette, New York City;
Hopkins, Chicago, 111. John D. Hurley, Chicago, 111.
A. B. Holmes, Chicago, 111.; M. S. Rosenwald, Chicago, 111.:
Simon Florsheim, Chicago, 111. J. J. McCarthy, Chicago. 111.
C. E. Erikson, Aurora, 111.
The following officers were elected
John P. Hopkins, president; W. O. Jacquette, 1st vice-president;
John D. Hurley, 2nd vice-president: C. E. Erikson, treasurer;
A. B. Holmes, secretary.
The directors declared the regular

valuable information.

quarterly dividend of 3%.

Brady,

curity.

John

Novo Gas Bias Furnaces
The

extensive use of

Novo high-speed

steel

has familiarized the user with what there

is

in
in

railway shops
it,

but

how

to

P.

;

;
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and Car Foremens' Association

Chief Joint Car Inspectors'
Seventh Annual Convention

After the meetings are over, an Entertainment

of the Chief Joint Car

The seventh annual convention

Inspectors' and Car Foremen's Association was held in

Chicago on September 5 and

6,

Henry Boutet

President

the

called

Cincinnati,

meeting to order at 9 a. m., after which Mr. W. E.
Sharp made the following announcement
Mr. Sharp
We have planned our program to en-

Com-

mittee has provided a series of enjoyable pleasures that

repay us for our diligent attendance.

will well
I

1906.

of

November, 1906

and the Members of

desire to thank the Secretary

making

the Executive Committee for their help in

this

meeting a success and to each and all present I desire
to say that with your help, I believe we can make this

.

Association

Master Car

of valuable assistance to the

:

gentlemen as well as the ladies of this association, but we learned from your president that you
are going to be very busy for the two days, and we have
hurriedly decided this morning to give the first day to

Builders' Association.

tertain the

the ladies, as

we can

possibly do so without interfering

with your association and take care of you

program

for this

morning

will be that

The

later.

we

direct

will

the ladies through the shopping district and other places

which will be of interest to them, to your sorrow after
which we will take them to the Art Institute, and when
you are through we will take you all to the White
City.
We will furnish you each a book containing six
tickets.
The cover of the book will furnish you admission to the grounds, and the tickets to six shows.
Tomorrow we will have special arrangements for the
ladies and in the afternoon a special train will take you
It is up to the president to decide
to the stock yards.
further
entertainment
we can provide for you.
what
;

To

the

members

of the Chief Joint

&

Car Inspectors'

Car Foremen's Association.
It is

am

I

again called on to preside at this our seventh annual

meeting, and, indeed

I

and all of us
the Ruler of the Uni-

believe that each

should feel extremely grateful to

verse for the peace and prosperity that has prevailed
in

our country, especially for the

We

have witnessed the

last

last year.

have arranged them and

year that the railroads of this country have ever experienced, testing

them

ment and terminal
it

to their limit

facilities,

and

it

a problem that should put every car

try

on the

cars,

with their equiphas brought with

man

manner
and the

alert to devise the best

with the greatest results

in the

coun-

to interchange
least

delay in

switching.

In discussing the different subjects,

we should

en-

deavor to take the broad side of same, advocate what
will in our mind be to the best interest for the largest

number of roads and
It is trusted that

points.
all

of

you

will present

any

you think will be of interest to the meeting,
pertaining to our branch of the work of the great system of railroads, which makes our country the most
noted in the world, as ample time will be given for the
discussion of same, as are to have four sessions.
subject that

I

trust that all

tendance at

all

members

will be faithful in

your

at-

sessions, as matters that will be of in-

terest to each of

you

will

be discussed at each session.

Garrett

manner

in

our friends, the

to

which they
supplymen,

ing one of pleasure, as well as business.

The reading
and

of the minutes of the previous meeting

were dispensed with.
President Boutet:
I wish to announce that we want
every member to fill in the registration slip and hand
same to the Secretary.
roll call

Among

members and

the

visitors present, the follow-

ing registered:

&

Baltz, V., C. J. I., W.
L. E. R. R., Wheeling, W. Va.
Berg, A., Fore. Loco. & Car. Dept., L. S. & M. S.

R. R., No. 16 Bissell Ave., Oil City, Pa.
Burns, L.

J.,

Fore., C.

&

O. R. R., No. 161 5 Holman

Covington, Ky.

Bunting, G. M., Fore., Penn Co., 61 13 White Ave.,
Cleveland, O.
C. J. I., Cincinnati, O. (11 Carew Bldg.)
L., Fore., Car Dept., L. & N. R. R.\ 1708

Ft.,

Brady, Jno.

Greenup

St.,

Covington, Ky.

Berg, Robt. M., No. 16 Bissell Ave., Oil City, Pa.

W.

Borland,

Com. Comn., Washington,

P., Interstate

D. C.

W.

Cassidy,

Car Fore., T.
Car Fore., L. &

Ft.,

J. D.,

&
E.,

O. C, Kenton. O.
Lexington, Ky (531

E. 3rd St.)
Costly, C. M., C.

Coutts, Jas.

J..

I.

I.,

Cairo,

Interstate

111.

Comm. Comn., Washington,

D. C.
Carroll, T.,

Car Fore., C. G.

W.

R. R., Oelwein,

la.

Chrisman, A., Fore. Car Insp., P. C. C. & St. L. R. R.,
Cincinnati, O.
Combs, R. L., Fore. Car Reprs., W. F. Co., 1018 Illinois

Ave., E. St. Louis,

111.

Combs, F. M., Fore. M. B.
St. Louis,

each and

Messrs.

through the country, for their help in making our meet-

Cadott,

year the most prosperous

thanks to

task of entertainment and for the

Boutet,

with a great deal of pleasure and pride that

my

express

to

Crandall and Sharp for their kindness in accepting the

St.,

ADDRESS OF PRESIDENT BOUTET.

desire

I

T.,

Mo.

Charlton, Chas., Fore., P. C.
nati,

No. 4267 A. Blair Ave.,

&

St.

L. R. R., Cincin-

O.

Cable, O., C.

J.

L,

I.

C.

&

Big Four R.

R.,

Kankakee,

111.

Coy, H.

P.,

Cressey,

Wm,

Cardwell,

Cook, R.
cago,

111.

Fore. Car Dept. O. C. Lines, Toledo, O.
J. C. I. & G. F., So. Omaha, Neb.

J. F.,
J.,

care Cardwell

Mfg.

Fore. Car Dept., C. B.

Co., Chicago,

&

111.

Q. R. R., Chi-
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chanic, Chicago,

Dyer,

&

Co.,

Youngstown, O.
M. C. B., D. S. C, No. 6123

Ellis Ave.,

Worth, Tex.
Delaney, A. G., Car Insp., C. B. & Q. R. R., No. 27
Campbell Park, Chicago, 111.
Eicher, Frank, Fore Pass. Equip., Big Four, No. 749
N. 3rd St., Cincinnati, O.
Fox, Frank L., Gen. Car Fore., Pere Marquette R. R.,
Lines, Ft.

M.

Farlow Draft Gear

A., care

Co., Chicago,

Armour &

Galarneau, P. D., Sup.

Co., National

Stock

Kepner, H.

Car Fore., C. R.

J.,

Ave., Chicago,

&

I.

P. R. R., 6743

&

T. P. Ry., Lexington,

Comm. Comn., Washington,

Gibbs, E. L., Interstate

Kuhler,

Gen

J. J.,

Fore., C. N.

O: &

T. P. Ry., Lud-

Ave., Chicago,

&

N. R. R., Cincinnati, O.
C. C. I., N. C. L., 4744 Marshfield

Fore., L.

S.,

Gablin, Thos., E.,
111.

Goodnow, T. H., M.
Station, Chicago,

& M.

C. B., L. S.

S.,

Englewood,

Work

Insp. C. B.

&

Q.,

& A.

C. Ry.,

Columbus, O.

Amer.

Steel Foundries, St. Louis,

Mo.

Fore. Pass. Equip., C. G. W., 1130 Lill

Ave., Chicago,

Yard Master, Big Four, Cincinnati, O.
Head, Eugene, Car Record Clk., Wabash, No. 516 E.
South Grand Ave., Springfield, 111.
Hackett, Jno.,

Hawley, A. H., Interstate Comm. Comn., No. 223
E. 4th St., Davenport, la.
Hacking, E., Gen. Fore.,C. G. W. R. R., Oelwein, la.
J.

I.

I.,

Ft.

Hitch, C. M., Gen. Fore., C.
Ohio.

Worth, Tex.
H. & D. R. R., Cincinnati,

Hickey, Thos., Fore. Car Deprs., Wabash, Luther.

St.

Mo.

Harvey, H. H., Gen Car
Central Park, Chicago,

W.

H., C. C.

Flitch, C. A.,

Insp., C. B.

&

Q., 1123 S.

111.

I.

Fmn., C.

& O

J.,

Jersey City, N.

J.

Ry., Covington, Ky.

Lynch, Geo

C. J.

.

Fore. Car Insp., L. S.

& M.

S.

R.

R,

Detroit, Mich.

Jones, R. R., Car Fore., B.
111.

Erie Pass. Station, Cleveland, O.

I.,

H., Car Fore., Big Four, Cairo,

J.

Laughlin,

W.

A., Clerk,

Car Dept., L. E. A.

Laughlin, Geo.
City,

F.,

O.,

No. 6123

&

W,

Armour &

Supt. Car Shops,

Al-

Co.,

Mo.

La Rue, Henry, M.

C. B., C. R.

I.

&

P.,

5548 Wabash

111.

W

Longdon, M., Car Fore., B. & O., 2452
6th St., CinO.
Lowry, W. D., American Steel Fdry., Frisco Bldg.,

cinnati,

Mo.

Louis,

St.

Madsen,

Car Fore., C.

S.,

Oak

Mfg. Co., Detroit, Mich.
G. & W., No. 939 S. Humph"

Park, Chicago,

111.

J. B., C. H. & D. R. R., No. 200 W. Wayne
Lima, O.
Maupin, Lee, Fore., T. R. R. A., 3227 Rutger St.,

St.,

Mo.

Merriss, E. C.

Mann,
3rd

St.,

Lexington, Ky.

J. I.,

Gen. Fore., Pere Marquette, No. 319 N.
Saginaw, Mich.
J. F.,

McOsker, D.

J.,

Mech. Expert, McCord

&

Old

Co.,

Colony Bldg., Chicago, 111.
McDaniel, J. B., C. C, Car Dept., T. R. R. A.,

Mo.
McGreevy,

St.

Louis,

Car Fore. B. & O., Cleveland. O.
Millburn, Wm. Geo., C. J. I., N. C. & St. L., B. & O.,
H. V., T. & O. C, L. E. & W., Fostoria, O.
Norton, W. E., M. D., Railway Surgeon, Atlanta, Ga.
Niehaus, R. H., Fore. Car Reprs. Wabash, 35 11 CaroP.

J.,

O'Dea, P.

J.,

Mo.

Gen. Car Insp., Erie R. R., Meadville,

Peck, Peter H.,

M. M.,

Belt Line, 7624

Ellis Ave.,

Union Ave.,

111.

Pfeifrer, P.

J.,

C. B.

C,

C. B.

Parker, Pearl, Gen. Fore., C.

&

111.

O.

Chicago,

111.

Wm,

Co.,

Pa.

Jennings, David F., care Cardwell Mfg. Co., Chicago,

Juergens,

McCord &

A., Gen. Sale Agent,

line St., St. Louis,

C. of N.

Q. R. R., Chi-

111.

St. Louis,

111.

W., C.

&

Malone,

Hart, F. V., Detroit Steel Co., Detroit, Mich.

P.,

I, C. B.

111.

Lamon, Judson

rey Ave.,

lumbus, O.
Harris, D. T.,

W.

K., Asst. G.

Mitchell, L. D., Graphite

111.

Groobey, Geo., Sales Agent, Buckeye S. E. Co., Co-

Chicago,

O

Gen. Fore. Brightwood Shops, Big

G.,

Ave., Chicago,

Givan, P.

Hall,

Malleable

National

Agent,

Sales

Gen. Piece

B.,

G.

M.

Lavis,

Kansas

low, Ky.

Louis,

O. Lines, Co-

E., National Malleable Castgs.

Kohehepp, A., Car Fore., C.
(P. O. Milo)

liance,

Kentucky.

Hogsett,

&

H. V.

Koerner, Albert Car Fore., Grogan, O.

Laing,

111.

Green, H. J, Fore., C. N. O.

Healy,

C. B.,

Lincoln, Neb.

Chicago,

111.

D. C.
Gainey,

M.

Castgs. Co., Toledo,

cago,

111.

Wabash

Co., So.

Four, Brightwood, Ind.

Iona, Mich.

Godfrey,

&

Co., Cleveland, O.

Johnston, C. L.,

Daley, Fred, Fore. Car Reprs. Streets Western Car

Yards,

C, M.

Jones, Ellis, C.

Jaschka, Jno. H.,

111

Garrett,

Reprs., Swift

lumbus, O.

111.

L,

I.

Dixey, Jno.,
Chicago,

Mech. Expert, care McCord

Bldg., Chicago,

C.

J.,

G.,

C, Fore Car

Johnston, H. R.

Omaha, Neb.

111.

Dunham, W.
Old Colony

Me-

Publisher Railway Master

Crandall, Bruce V.,

395

Kankakee,

I.

&
&

Q. Ry., Aurora,
S., 284 Chicago

111.

St.,

111.

Pearce, H.

C, Car

Fore.,

I.

C, East

St. Louis,

111.
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Phipps, D. L., Supt. Chicago Refg. Co., 506 Railway

Exchange, Chicago,
Chicago,

&

936 Monadnock

Eq. Co.,

111.

Royal, C. B., Expert, Galena-Signal Oil Co., Chicago,
111.

Rohrback, G. T., M. C. B., Cold Blast Transp. Co.,
41st & Ashland Ave., Chicago.
Richmond, O. P., Armour & Co., So. Omaha, Neb.
101

Richard, Gen. Car. Insp. U. P. R. R.,

Rivett,

Grace St. Council Bluffs, la.
Rau, Gus. Fore. Car Reprs., Frisco, 1309 Manchester,

Mo.

Rd., St. Louis,

W.

Stack, T. G., Gen. P.

Q. R. R.,
Sharpe,

St.

Joseph, Mo.

W.

E.,

Missouri Lines, C. B.

I.,

Co., Chicago.

111.

N. Y.
ington. D. C.

Swindel,

J.

will consider that

membership as

& M.

S.

S.,

Gen. Car Fore., 47th

&

active

sociation.

111.

W.

F.

Mo.
Setzkorn, C, Gen. Fore. Art
Sts., St. Louis, Mo.

Co.,

1112 Gano Ave.,

Louis,

Co.,

Main and Bartons

BUSINESS.

Under the head of new
that we take up the changes

business,

I

would suggest

that have been

made

in the

—

Master Car Builders' rules go over these changes and
discuss them, and any matter pertaining to the rules can
be brought up that the members desire.
Voice

Colli n-

Center Aves.,

such persons are eligible

members.
The report of the secretary would be next in order,
but as he is quite busy just now it can be deferred until
some later time.
I know of no unfinished business, so we will proceed
to any new business there may be to bring before this asto

:

Don't you think

President Boutet-

morning
S.,

Swint, Chas. P., Fore.,
St.

made we

is

hours of the meetings
Shop. Insp. L.

R..

wood, O.
Sheasman, C.
Chicago,

any person who is a car foreman of a private line. I
believe it would be well during the course of our sessions to change that section, making it plain admitting
car foremen of private car lines. .Until such a change

Coram. Coran., Wash-

Interstate

Geo. E.,

clause of this section has been

NEW

Armour &

Supt.

&

Schlemmer, J., Car Insp. B. & O., Wheeling, W. Ya.
Stewart, H. A., Armour &Co.
Stark, Chas. A., Gen. Fore., B. R. & P., Salamanca,
Starbird,

first

construed by the executive committee so as to admit

111.

Powell, C. R., Amer. Car
Blk.,

The

car foremen.

November, 1906

it

would be well

to state the

first?
It

has been decided to hold the

from 9 till 12, and, afternoon, from
1 130 to 5, and have four sessions.
The entertainment committee suggests that if we
could cut out the meeting tomorrow afternoon so that
they could take us to the stock-yards and hold a meeting in the evening, it would be desirable.
Mr. Lynch
I move that the session for tomorrow
afternoon be deferred until 7 in the evening. Seconded
by Mr. Burns and carried.
President Boutet
If any member who gets up to
speak, will please announce his name, if he is not sure
sessions

:

Skidmore,

Car Reprs., 6th and Milcreek, Cin-

S. Fore.

O.

cinnati,

Sternberg, A.

S.,

Gen. Fore., Wabash, 617

W.

65th

:

St.,

Chicago,

111.

Swevinger, F. H., M. C. B,

Morgan, Chicago,

S.

W.

S. C. L.,

48th and

111.

Symington, E. H., T. H. Symington Co., Railway Exchange, Chicago,

111.

Taylor, C. O., Salesman

J.

B. Sipe Co., Chicago,

Taylor, D. T., Fore. Car Dept, C. B.

Von Phul

St., St.

Louis,

Trapnell, F. W., C.
Tyler, Oscar, L. S.

Wind,

J-no.

Westall,

W.

O.
Wright, W.

&

Kansas

I.,

& M.

City,

St.

Louis,

&

L.

& W.,

Al-

Chas., C.

Widner, J.
Winter, G.
Salt

4

;

if

not,

we

will

:

Is

there any discussion on Rule

proceed to the next.

Rule 5. "Provides location for a board on steel cars
to which defect cards can be attached."
Mr. Skidmore
I have a suggestion in regard to
I would move that this association recommend
that rule
to the arbitrating committee of the M. C. B. Ass'n that
the card boards on steel cars be located on the outside of
the center sill, between the transom and cross tie tim:

Illinois,

430

E. St. Louis.

Waughop,

St.,

East

St.,

111.

St.,

the president's suggestion the changes in the rules

President Boutet

B. E., 3604 State

Wright, Eugene, Insp. of Appliance of
N. 8th

RULES.

the coupling attachments inoperative."

111.

liance,

St.

C. B.

were read by Mr. Brady and discussed separately.
Rule 4. "Reference to rule 45 is omitted, as it is unlawful to move a car from an interchange point with

Mo.

C. J. I., Columbus, O.
N., Fore. Car Reprs., L. E.

S.,

At

Q. Rd., 461

Collinwood, O.

S.,

CHANGES IN M.

111.

Mo.

I.

C. P., Chicago,

Wohrle,

knows who he is, it will be a help to the
stenographer, and I would suggest therefore that each
one announce his name when he gets up to speak.
the president

Lake

E.,

I.

East

I.,

Gould Coupler

B., Interstate

City, Utah.

Youngquist, FL,

St.

Louis,

111.

Co., Chicago,

111.

*

Comm. Comn., 230 W. 2nd
.

Chammer

Co., Chicago,

Zeibold, A. Car Fore., T. O.

& C,

111.

Motion was duly seconded.
Mr. Burge
It is impossible in all cases to fasten
it there on account of the construction of some of the
cars, especially the hopper cars.
I would like to have you explain
President Boutet
:

Columbus, O.

Article 3 of the constitution provides that the

ber.

mem-

bership shall consist of chief joint car inspectors and

:
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what construction of cars you cannot fasten a card

as to

to the center

sill.

Those with the releasing steel hopper.
Question: Does the hopper come up to the transom?
Answer: It does come up.
Mr. Burge: I move you that it be amended by ex-

cepting self-releasing steel hoppers.

The recommendation was
President Boutet:

before the motion

I believe

them.

made

is

put

Mr.

very

Rivett:

isn't

inspectors to see

would

I

room

to get

like

for
it

on

ask

to

the

the hopper
there.

I

gentleman

bottom

cars.

believe for that

reason the location of the card board should be on the
inside of the side

sill.

would state that an exception
was made as to cars where there was not room on the
center sill. There are a large number of platform gondolas
that would give a chance for the inspector to
see the card without turning the head around, which
President Boutet:

I

;

is

a very unusual position for a person inspecting a

car,

and

believe a great deal of time could be saved

I

by making the change.

at interchange points

Mr. Waughop:

There is one point you overlooked.
One reason for a change of this kind would be the
danger to inspectors in looking on the inside of the
side sill for cards, particularly in yards where the cars
are liable to be moving any minute, and it is necessary
for him to look under the car to see the card in the
position as required by the M. C. B. rules.
Mr. Hitch: They should be placed in some observable place where they could be easily detected
Mr. Waughop: Personally I am much in favor of
the card board being placed on the left hand corner on
either end of the draft timber itself or the draft sill
over the draft timber, as that is a point any inspector
I

locality for that

spector would

believe

board on

know

right

where

to look for

them
I

in

place of spindle attachment.

Seconded by Mr. Stark.
Mr. Waughop
I do not understand that rule 46 in
regard to spindle and pocket attachment makes the
owner responsible, as it is placed in that rule, it becomes
a joint evidence case.
Although it should be in the
other rule as Mr. Skidmore says.
Mr. Skidmore
In the changing of Rule 46, To replace a spindle with a- pocket is not improper repairs, it
is evident that the M. C. B. Ass'n wanted to get rid of the
spindle attachment as much as possible, and in repairing
cars they would not consider it improper repairs should
:

:

a

company replace a spindle with pocket attachment.
Mr. Waughop
The way the rule reads, makes it a
:

joint evidence case.

How

it

is

a mistake of the Master-

A or B

:

Is that

and

also in case

it

should

one of the exceptions?

Mr. Waughop
Leave out the word "also."
Mr. Lynch
I would like to ask how you could make
the delivering company responsible, when it says, owners

end, preferably

between the end

sill

A left—on

and the tran-

:

of the car are responsible.

Mr. Rivett:
erns that.

I

I believe

think that

about under the brake

staff ?

the exception in the rule govis

the

way

it

should be under-

stood.

Mr. Wurley:

I

agree with Mr. Lynch.

stand that rule, that paragraph

is

As

I

under-

one of the exceptions,

and should not be construed wrongly.
President Boutet
Mr. Wurley and Mr. Lynch, don't
you think if that were changed and put in rule 39 it
:

:

If

:

som.

Mr. Lynch

—

be necessary to replace spindle with pocket attachment.

one.

left,

:

be-

:

A

Mr. Skidmore
I think it should be changed.
Rule
makes
delivery
the
company
responsible,
and we want
46
it under the
rule that makes the owners responsible.
I move that we recommend a change of that part of
rule 46 which reads
and also in case it should be necessary to replace spindle with pocket attachment, same to
be added to rule 39, which would show plainly that
owners were responsible. It is our understanding of
rule 46 that owners are responsible for pocket applied

for in Rules 31, 42, 43, 44, 45

Wouldn't it be well to specify that
it be located on the draw sill.
Mr. Rivett
I will offer as an amendment to the
motion, that a change of location be made to place the
card board on the draw sill between the transom and
end sill.
Mr. Waughop: I would like to suggest that the
sill

Mr. Stark: If they provide that it is not wrong repairs, how would they make the company making the

in-

sill

the draft

not improper repairs.

the owners, with the exception of the cases provided

Prsident Boutet:

specify the

is

kinds of cars, so the in-

draft

amendment

—

all

the suggestion in regard to the draft timber or

good

amendment, which was to put the
card on the center sill between the transom and the end
sill
the outside face of it—was put and carried.
Rule 46. To replace a spindle with a pocket coupler
the

we

fail to see.

lieve

a

:

should specify a certain

he will

stead of looking at the different classes of cars.

is

Mr. Pierce
How about the insulation cars ?
Mr. Waughop: Put them on the botom of the draft

Car Builders it is no fault of ours.
Mr. Lynch
The way I understand that rule it would
be the delivering company's defect.
It says any company making improper repairs is solely responsible to

will look at, while other points

Mr. Rivett:

liable to get hurt.

repairs responsible?

they could be easily seen.

sill

how we would arrange
There

difficult for

were changed and put on the outside of

If they

the center

it

is

The motion on

accepted.

state

sill

:

sill.

our reasons for asking the change.
Mr. Skidmore: The object in making this recommendation was that card boards put on the inside of
the side

Mr. Waughop
The point raised by Mr. Lynch is a
good one however the chances are that in coupling a
car a man is liable to get hurt and in looking after it he
;

Answer:

we should

397
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would prevent any contention at all, and isn't there
room for an argument the way it is ?
If you read the rule carefully, you will
Mr. Lynch
note it reads "any company making improper repairs is
solely responsible to the owner, etc., and also in case it

pocket attachment in place of a stem attachment, so

should be necessary to replace spindle with pocket attach-

in place of a stem, I certainly

:

Mr. Trapnell: If the latter clause of Rule 46 were
placed under Rule 39, wouldn't there be a different construction on it? There would be, but it wasn't the Master Car Builder's intention to put it under owner's responsibility.
It becomes a delivery line's responsibility.
President Boutet
Suppose you had a yoke. The
rule provides for a yoke in place of a spindle how would

:

Mr. Skidmore

M.

M.

Let the car go on.
:

As

understand the

I

rule,

it

is

the

intention to allow any person to repair a car by placing

owner

responsible, but

is

it

in the

:

fo r

I

a standard.

:

there

is

also an exception.

Mr. Waughop:

The way

is

know there is a standard adopted by
new cars, but almost all the cars

making repairs responsible." I will read 46 once again
and see what meaning I can get out of it. (Rule read)
And "Also" is added as an exception. That line or two

would use the defect

card.
:

I

B. standards.

way.
find

President Boutet

That

:

equipped with spindle attachments are old cars, and I do
not know that you could apply them under rule as M. C.

plied in place of a spindle?
46, I

understood Mr. Lynch

would like
agree with Mr. Pearce.

I

who

out

What

did

want

I

I

You

it.

who

chance for

value of the joint evidence card

down

actly opposite to

Mr. Lynch.

If the

Big 4 were to

re-

& St. L. car that had a spindle attachand place in a pocket coupler, they would consider they had made a betterment
That is my understanding. The object in making this motion is that we
believe that it is not intended to make any person responsible for repairing a car by putting a pocket coupler
in in place of a spindle.
We believe we have made a
betterment of the car, and that spindles are obsolete and
pair a P. C. C.

ment

in

In talking with a master car

should be discontinued.
builder

I

was

told that

was

it

tinue the use of the spindle,

their intention to discon-

and advocate a pocket coup-

but the

way

:

it

I

agree that the pocket

reads to

me

it

is

is

a betterment,

plain that this

is

one of

and we must abide by the rules.
Mr. C. A. Hitch
I believe that if you have a car on
your tracks that is equipped with a spindle attachment
and not repaired with a spindle, and you apply a pocket
you are responsible under that section just as well as you
are under Sections 43, 44, 45, and should provide M. C.
B. card governing wrong repairs. It makes the deliverthe exceptions

Mr. Lynch:
added in there

company

make

meeting

work?

how
What is
is,

are
the

?

states

that

it

is

hot

that kind of repairs.

stated that that

I

are you going to

word or exception

is

any railroad making
wrong repairs, and I do not see how St. Louis can feel
when he makes the repairs that he cannot charge the
owner, or why he would demand a card.
Mr. Waughop: Did you understand me to say that
as

a penalty on

would card a car for that defect?
Mr. Lynch: I understood you to say that you would
make repairs and charge it to the owner.
Mr. Waughop
Any railroad company in my opinion,
I

:

under the

rule, that repairs

a car before interchange with

M. C. B. standard in place of a stem,
can charge the owner without any other repairs, but
should he deliver the car in interchange with a stem
becomes carded.
Mr. Lynch: Isn't that cardable before?
Mr. Waughop
If the car has an M. C. B. yoke,

coupler,

:

ing

did the

Rule 46 plainly

proper repairs to

that

a yoke coupler

ler in its place.

Mr. Lynch

to find out

Mr. Rivett:

our section of the country understand ex-

in

How

to bring out in this

you going

was that he said there would be no possible
argument the way the rule was written. Peo-

to read the rule

don't put on repair cards.

a while ago,

ple

recognized as

would

it

Mr. Skidmore: I would like to ask Mr. Lynch what
he would do with a car in interchange with pocket ap-

Under Rule

is

M.

to

Mr. Hogsett: What is the repair man going to do?
Mr. Pearce
The marginal reference says, "Company

should be under Rule 39, and then
be plain to everybody.

:

that

As

making the car
wrong place under

It

Mr. Lynch

no stand-

C. B. standards.

Mr. Skidmore

a pocket coupler in place of the spindle,

Rule. 46.

and width.

we have everything

President Boutet
the association

President Boutet

is

do not understand that there is any
attachment
They have drawings

certain thicknesses

C. B. standards,

;

:

There

would.

I

:

pocket

B.

C.

recommending

:

you take that?
Mr. Trapnell

is

ard stem in the M. C. B.

Isn't that one of the exceptions?

ment."

no recourse but to pass the car without
card.
Should a car be delivered with the stem attachment and marked "pocket attachment" it is cardable.
Mr. Hogsett
If I could repair a car with a pocket
stenciled, there

responsible

if

they

make

the repairs in that

manner.

Mr. Waughop: My understanding is that any company repairing a car having a stem attachment, with a
pocket attachment, it can charge the owner without any
further question.
Should a car be delivered with a

it

:

is

We

not cardable.

it

will card a spindle in place of a

yoke.

Mr. Peck:
penalty, and

As Mr. Lynch

says, that

was added as a

an exception to the rule. Nobody is
responsible for it but the owner.
Mr. Waughop: That is my idea exactly.
Mr. Maupin
I want to ask Mr. Waughop if it isn't
is

it

:

23 twice.

Mr. Dyer:
fect that

may

an understood fact that it is a debe passed without a defect card, and isn't
Isn't

it
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has been passed from one railroad to the exceptions so as to do away with the stem attachment.
another for two years without a defect card. If it is not
Mr. Hitch
I understand these repairs, pocket in
a cardable defect, doesn't this rule mean, then that the
a fact that

it

it

:

road making improper repairs

owner

owner must take

that the

;

is

not responsible to the

without any excep-

it

and also that any road receiving the car in interchange must take the car without exception.
President:
Isn't it different from the way you ask?
Mr. Dyer
I take it all back.
Mr. Lynch seemed to think that
President Boutet
there wasn't any room for discussion that a person maktions,

:

:

;

ing wrong repairs should place M. C. B. defect card
on the car. We find that there was quite a difference of
opinion before we get through. Mr. Peck is a member
of the arbitrating committee and he tells us that it was

intended not to card.

If

were placed

39 then
are supposed to be

it

in rule

everybody would understand it. We
the head of the car department to whom the inspectors
report,

and we should give instructions

to the inspectors.

we disagree, why should not our inspectors disagree,
and why not get the rule as plain as possible to prevent
If

place of spindle,
31, 42, 43,

do not see that any of them differ

I

:

They

seem
believe that you

rules.

side except Cincinnati.

I

all

to be

in the

:

side in with

Is the delivery line responsible

45.
?

sir.

This does not make the party responsible

:

owner, but to the road that he delivers the car

to the

Mr. Peck

to.

Leave the exceptions out and you are
Except the pocket in place of spindle.
This is another exception added on to the rule.
Mr. Hitch
I can get no other understanding of it ex:

solely responsible.

:

cept that this

one of those exceptions.

is

Mr. Waughop
tion,

Where

:

the

look at the exception.

M.

make an excepthat car are made

C. B.'s

If repairs to

by a railroad company,

as described in those exceptions

they are not responsible to the owner, consequently not
responsible to any one.
the

owner they are

If they are not responsible to

certainly not responsible in inter-

change.

make

If they are not responsible,

the delivery

Mr. Lynch

on one

I

:

why do

company responsible?
would like to ask Mr. Peck

ter portion of rule

46

is

if

they

that lat-

an exception to the repairs which

are owner's responsibility?

them.
President Boutet:

you thoroughly understand

If

it,

lame— as they don't understand it that
way. We understand if we repair a car and place M. C.
B. pocket in place of a spindle that we should charge the
Cincinnati must be

owner, and should not place M. C. B. defect card on
other side said they must place

card.

Yes

Mr. Peck
Mr. Hitch

Mr. Hitch:

understanding of these

The

44 and

for these exceptions

contention.

Mr. Rivett

an exception just as much as rules

is

We

think

Mr. Rivett

C. B. defect

placed in rule 39 we would know.
believe we should put it to a vote.

if it is

I

:

M.

it.

That

President Boutet:

is

what the argument

is

Mr. Peck:

an exception that they are not responsible to the owner. They are trying to do away with
the spindle

It is

draw

The

bar.

draw bar

spindle

don't stand

the pull.

Mr. Lynch: Isn't the delivery company responsible?
Mr. Peck
Every man who makes a repair on a car
puts a repair card on, and that repair card will show the
repairs made.
:

President Boutet:

for.

The motion

is

that the latter por-

any further discussion?
Mr. Waughop
I
want to ask Mr. Lynch, does
Cleveland contend that where a car is delivered by one
line at Cleveland and repairs have been made with an
M. C. B. yoke in lieu of a stem coupler, that you will

Rule 46 be taken from 46 and placed in 39, then
it would show plainly that the owners are responsible,
and not the delivery company.

card that car as "wrong repairs."

is

Is there

:

Mr. Lynch

Yes.

:

It is

Let the best grammarian

pretation of this rule.

house take hold of

We
try

it

and dissect it and
uniform practice

want to have a
and we should interpret

President Boutet:
the rule

To

we would have

trating committee.

M.

C. B. rules.

Mr

Peck, and

I

only a question of the inter-

all

what

it

means.

over the coun-

get a proper interpretation of
it

to the

M.

C. B. arbi-

are supposed to be. authority on

We

have one of that committee here,
would suggest that we have him tell us

what the interpretation of that rule is.
Mr. Peck: I will state that we revised the rules. There
is a penalty, but the penalty is on the fellow with the
stem coupler. Rule 46 reads that in case of wrong repairs, any company is solely responsible to the owner,
with a few exceptions
This is one of them. You are
not responsible. It was put under that head for the reason that if it were under rule 39 that is other repairs.
This comes under the head of wrong repairs, and gives
:

The motion was put and

carried.

President Boutet announced that the motion as carried
that this association will

recommend

committee that they change the
and add it to rule 39.

Mr. Skidmore
the motion

is

Does

:

that

it

is

to the arbitration

latter clause of rule

this association

46

understand that

proper to charge the owner of a

car for a pocket applied in place of a spindle attachment?

this rule.

to refer

They

tell

in the

tion of

President Boutet:

Yes,

I

would think

so.

Is there

any one who does not understand that that was the vote
of the association?

Voice

:

.Does

have

it

to

be an

M.

C. B. coupler?

At least that is my understanding.
Mr. Waughop: I move you that the interpretation
of Rule 46 be that any car offered in exchange under the
exceptions in Rule 46, be passed without card.
Seconded and carried with but one dissenting vote,
that of Mr. Lynch.
Rule 52. Cancelled. This omits dead blocks from the
President Boutet

:

combination of defects.

Mr. Waughop: I have worked M. C. B. rules since
1876 and back in the 8o's or 70's the Master Car Build-
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dead block, but the arbitrating committee decided that a deadblock was a dead wood. That
I am glad to know that the
is the only comments I make.
ers' rules called for

arbitrating committee has found out the difference be-

tween a dead wood and a dead block.
There appeared no discussion on rule 53.
Rule 56. The second note referring to dead blocks
Addition of note, "It will be assumed that a
omitted.
missing coupler and attachments are damaged unless

shown

to the contrary, etc."

Mr. Waughop:

My

that 75 per cent of
the couplers that are pulled out of cars are not damaged.
I

do not understand

rule,

but as

Voice
coupler

:

is

it is

experience

why

made

;

it

M.

the
will

is

C. B.

have

That would only refer

made any such

to go.
to

cases

where the

It

is

supposed

it

is left

to be

broken unless

out on the line of the

road?

While we are on Rule 56, will say,
with Rule 87. Rule 56 assumes that the

Mr. Skidmore:
it

conflicts

broken unless proven
to the contrary. Rule 87 assumes that the missing coupler or attachment is in good order and only a labor charge
can be made against a car owner, assuming that it has
missing coupler or attachment

been

lost

These rules

is

company making the
should be made to read the same

on the

for the arbitrating committee.

Mr. Skidmore
I think we ought to have the voice
of the different members.
Mr. Peck
Sometimes we become confused in the
heading of the rules. The two combinations of defects
would show unfair usage. Rule 87 is instructions to
billing clerks.
They are under different heads.
Mr. Rivett: It appears to me that if we were to live
up to Rule 87, and not have this Rule 56, that if a company pull a coupler out of a car while on its line and break
it, and also break the draft timbers, according to Rule 87
that coupler is all right, and the company making the repairs could not bill for the broken coupler. They could
bill for the draft timbers and it would not show a combination.
I think Rule 46 should be there, and that we
must show whether the coupler was damaged or not.
Mr. Dyer. I believe that there will be bills made on
this rule that should not be made.
There are lots of inspectors who cannot get the information.
A draw bar
may be pulled out two miles from where he is located
and he has to O. K. or he has to give it in as broken.
That isn't the fault of the rule nevertheless, that will be
the fact. Leave the rule as it was before. It was taken
for granted that the coupler was O. _K. unless shown
:

shown to the contrary.
Mr. Stark: What if

that

good condition, and he wants to make a bill for the
two draft timbers. Unless he assumes that the couplers
are in good condition, he cannot make the bill.
They
want the bill made in either case on a just charge. The
only true way would be to give the conductors a slip and
when they pull out a coupler, they would have to fill it in
stating whether the coupler was or was not broken.
If
the company took exceptions you would have the conductor's signature that the coupler was all right, and I
believe that a change in the rule, as Mr. Skidmore suggests, that the coupler and attachments are assumed to be
good unless shown to the contrary, would save trouble
in

:

broken.

Mr. Waughop:

line of the

repairs.

relative

and attachments, and I would move
that rule 56 be changed to read that when a coupler and
attachments are missing, that it be assumed that they are
to missing couplers

good condition, unless shown to the contrary.
Mr. Peck: As to Rule 56, you will notice that it
comes under combination of defects. Rule 87 is on in-

in

structions for billing.

A car comes in on the line of the road
Mr. Skidmore
and has had a coupler pulled out and the draft timbers
are broken. We repair the car and are supposed to assume that that coupler is damaged, although an imperfect
draft timber may have been the only cause of the coupler
pulling out and it is lying along the line of the road in
good condition. I think that if it is proper to assume
that the coupler and attachments were in good condition,
under Rule 87 why not. assume under Rule 56 that the
coupler and attachments were in good condition unless
proven to the contrary, because we know that a great
many cars have couplers pulled out on account of broken
:

;

otherwise.

Mr. Rivett: It occurs to me that the Master Car
Builders might have had in mind that if they put in Rule
56 it would encourage railroad companies to compel the
train crew to pick the coupler up and bring it in, so that
the car men could tell whether it was broken or not.
Mr. Skidmore: It appears to be almost impossible to
have trainmen bring in the couplers, for the reason that
when a coupler is pulled out the train may go on a whole
train length, and they are so heavy that the trainmen
cannot carry them. Probably the attachments are fast-

draft timbers.

ened

Should we apply draft timbers to that car under the
present rules and bill the owner? They would have an
opportunity to come back and demand that we show that
the coupler was in good condition before they would pass
the bill otherwise we would be supposed to assume that
the coupler was damaged.
Mr. Peck
When you make the bill out. make the

tion

statement that the coupler was

rule 56.

;

:

all right.

Mr. Gainey
His point is on the billing. If a car
comes out and has broken draft timbers and the coupler
is lying out on the road, he can only assume that they are
:

November, 1906

to

it,

men

and they weigh 300 pounds.

pick them up and carry them

We have
in.

The

the sec-

object in

wanting a change is on account of the billing and
nothing else. I want to assume the same in both cases.
If it is fair to assume that the coupler is in good condition
in one case, it would be in the other as far as the billing
is concerned, and that is the only part that enters into it.
I do not understand just why that addition was made to

was moved by Mr. Gainey and seconded by Mr.
Hitch that the suggestions offered by Mr. Skidmore be
made a motion.
It
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would be in the reading
of the latter portion of Rule 56, assuming that the coupler and attachments were in good condition instead of

Mr. Goodnow
I would like to ask if you make any
distinction between the short or long draft timbers ?
Mr. Pearce: The class we are splicing are the cars

damaged, unless shown to the contrary.
Mr. Skidmore: That is it.
The motion was put and carried.

with the draft lugs fastened directly to the draft sills.
President Boutet
In other words draft attachments

All the change

Mr. Rivett:

Rule
of steel

spliced according to

sills, if

Mr. Gainey

recommend
two

sills

:

would

I

:

M.

to the

and
shown.
new sketches

;

that

word "car" in
This would make

serting after the
ter sills."

for

we

splice

we change Rule 65 by

in-

in Fig.

more

are 12 inches or
is

is

when the sills
plan shown in Fig. 9

center

sills

are spliced the plan

be followed.

may

splice

between body bolster and cross

spliced

The

not within 30 inches of either.
jacent

tie

timbers, and

two ad-

splicing of

same end of the car, except center sills,
of any sill between cross-tie timbers, will

at the

sills

or the splicing

sills

may

make

many

I

:

would

It is

very seldom that you see a

We

of the body bolster.

have

a great

broken where the draft attachment

is

sill

many

with the

located.

sills

It doesn't

do much good if you only splice one sill. I claim that if
they would allow yOu to splice two sills that you could use
10 ft. of timber on each one of those sills instead of 51,
and the way lumber is selling now it would be a great
saving.

I

am

of the opinion that a spliced

base according to

M.

C. B. rules

is

sills

with a 2

hope that this
recommend that we splice two draw

the original construction of that car was.

association

sill

just as strong as

will

I

instead of one.

Mr. Waughop: That has been the custom in St.
Louis for a number of years. I think the suggestion a
good one.
Mr. Pearce
From my experience with spliced sills
I would say this
Although we do not splice all sills back
:

:

of the transom,

M.

we

splice in front not in

am

accordance with

we get
sills than with the new pine
sills.
Our method of splicing is not according to M. C.
B. rules, but we get better results and we are ready to
C. B. proposition,

and

I

here to say that

it

:

We

have probably

in the

neighborhood

broken, but none of them have broken in the
cars that have no draft timbers.

We

we

All the cars that

We

splice.

own

cars

Mr. Pearce:

?

Only on our own

cars.

sills

only on

sills

They

splice are the

use a half butt

between the cross timber and bolster and follow the M. C. B. practice and we expect to
continue that practice.
I would like to see a change
made in the form of splice for center sill. We have seen
several spliced in that manner that have broken.
I would strongly second the motion that we splice
splice.

locate

in

it

sills.

Mr. Gainey

They

:

at the

sills

President

:

all

understand that

it

is

to splice

same end of the car ?

Yes.

The motion was

put and carried.

President Boutet

would suggest

I

:

that

you prepare

a

sketch.

Mr. Gainey
I have no doubt that will be recommended by some member to the arbitrating committee
between now and their next meeting.
President Boutet: We are assuming that we are the
Chief Joint Car Inspectors and General Foremen, and we
ought to have brains enough to make any recommendation and submit a sketch.
Answer
I would be glad to submit it before the
:

:

meeting adjourns.

Mr. Waughop: What would you do with a car that
was offered in interchange?
President Boutet:
if

that car

is

As

far as Cincinnati

passed in interchange

outside of taking a record of

is

concerned,

we pay no

attention

it.

Ft. Worth the same way.
Mr. Trapnell and Mr. Baltz announced that they would

Voice:

do the same.
President Boutet:

I

would

state that the inspectors

challenge any of our splices.
are splicing the

We

spliced.

sills

There was no discussion on Rule 74.
Rule 76. Provides location for a board on
to which repair cards can be attached.

You

we

a half butt splice and have good results.

are a unit on that.

President Boutet:

rules,

did not answer the purpose on account of

better service out of spliced

your

B

have seen quite a number of these cars with spliced

like to say that there are a great

and 51
broken back

C.

top and bot-

fitted at

of a thousand cars with both center

Seconded by Mr. Pearce.

that as a motion.

M.

experimented with the M. C. B. splice and

Mr. Harvey

cars through the country furnished with 42

sills.

in.

it

both draw

Mr. Gainey
ft.

gave

be spliced as shown in Figs. A. B. and

C."
I

not done according to

is

not having enough foundation to butt against, and

both

not be allowed.
Steel

replace with oak.

break in the pocket.

be located either side of body bolster,
but the nearest point of any splice must not be within 12
inches of same, excepting center sills, which must be

The

We

the rule read as follows:

;

being pine, instead of re-

:

found that

to be followed

we

sills

would like to ask how it is done ?
Mr. Pearce
It is a half butt

tom.

in depth, the

When

to be followed.

in Fig. 9-a is to

8

I

If this

:

the 16th line, '"except cen-

Draft timbers must. not be spliced. All longiLongitudinal sills,
tudinal sills may be spliced once.
other than center sills, when less than 12 inches in depth,

shown

Voice

sills ?

These

:

placing with pine,

to

"Rule 65.

the plan

Mr. Pearce

sills

association

this

C. B. Association that

one

in place of

like

draw

fastened to the

Allows splicing of wooden center

65.

:

President Boutet

We

steel cars

had that up a while ago. Rule
provides
for
a
defect
card,
and 76 provides for repair
5
card.

:
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no discussion of Rule 76 I would suggest
that we adjourn until after dinner.
Thereupon an adjournment was had until 1 :3c
If there is

AFTERNOON

The President
at

called the

SESSION.

meeting

order promptly

to

130.

1

There appeared no further discussion on Rule 76.
And there was no discussion on Rule 89.
Rule 94. One inch air hose omitted from price list,
as all air hose, after July 1st, 1906, must be M. C. B.
Price of lumber increased from 3c to 3*4c
standard.

up to the arbitrating
committee to say whether they will recommend.
Mr. Peck
Most of us belong to some car association.
The Master Car Builders want all the information they
can get. It cannot be gotten from the office man. The
men who see the work are the ones who can get the in-

hose

air

It

obsolete.

is

repairs to cars that have

making

be any credit for

allowed for

the rule

is

:

Would

there

Will somebody make a motion that
meeting that our understanding of

we do

that

hose.

hose.

1 in.

the sense of this

is

1 in.

Heretofore a credit was

in. fittings ?

1

President Boutet
it

appeared from Rule 94 that 1 inch
There comes up a question then in

or do not give a credit for

1

formation.

1

will

now proceed

in.

I

Mr. Skidmore

I

:

have a suggestion relative to

packing of journal boxes.
that a

number
is

My

hose in

that

re-

object in offering this

of roads are repacking in that

number that do
doing this work pay

a greater

not.

manner

Consequently

and the
other roads get part of the advantage without cost. There
is no doubt but that this repacking of boxes every 12
months saves a great many delays to trains. Delays mean
money, and in long runs I think it would be very economical, but for the few lines to do it and others do nothing,
the roads that are

does not appear to
I

we do not give any credit
charging for a new hose replacing a 1
move

to the sug-

gestions in regard to freight car rules.

offer that as a

me

all

the cost

to be the proper thing.

motion that

it

be referred to the com-

mittee on change of rules or put in as a

Mr. Peck:
for

We

President Boutet:

in.

hose.

it is

:

and there

Mr. Skidmore:

and

their arbitrating committee,

is

per foot.

November, 1906

new

rule.

Seconded by (Vice President) Mr. Creasey.
Mr. Rivett
I think if such a suggestion as that were
added to the rules that it should specify whether the roads
repacking should use new material or second hand waste
picked over by machine.
The motion was put and carried.
President Boutet:
Somebody from Cincinnati had a
recommendation regarding stencils.
Mr. Brady
There are a great many non-air cars
loaded by agents and other lines will not accept them.
I think it would be a good idea to suggest that a leaflet
:

hose.

in.

Seconded by Mr. Brady and

carried.

Increase of labor charges, for applying
Rule 106.
coupler with pocket attachment, from 3 hours to 4 hours.
Increase of one hour in labor charges for applying the
Addition of labor
different items of draft timbers.

charges for splicing center

say that the executive committee of
C. B. had a meeting a few days ago, and have ap-

Mr. Peck
the

M.

sills.

I will

:

pointed a committee to revise

all

the prices for steel cars.

nobody right,
and they appointed a committee to look into it and report
They have from now to May to
at next convention.
figure on the price and would be glad to get any prices

new and

Steel cars are

there

is

practically

from any one who can suggest anything.
It was moved by Secretary Taylor that all applications
for membership, passed upon by the executive Committee as eligible,

be accepted as members of the association.

Seconded and carried.
There was no discussion on Rule 109.
Rule no was read by Mr. Brady.
Mr. Skidmore
I move that we omit the passenger
rules for the present, and if any member desires to refer
:

back to anything in the passenger rules further along in
Seconded
the meeting he will be permitted to do so.

and

carried.

and we could
It is proper for any one to bring up
anything in the way of a recommendation, and they must
be in by the 1st of next May, I refer to passenger cars.
Mr. Peck: The
not change them.

rules are all adopted

—

The

trouble

is

to get the correct prices.

ing about 8000 cars a month.

We

What we want

are repairis

the exact

price for any piece of work.

President Boutet

meeting between
Association,

:

this

This association

:

be gotten out requiring

have any

time and the Master Car Builders'

and we can only recommend changes

to

parties to stencil non-air cars,

which would give the switchman

in placing the car the

proper information.

Mr. Peck:
remedy that.

In September of next year the law will

The object is to have them stenprevent the number of transfers. Of course

President Boutet:
ciled so as to

nobody is to receive them.
Mr. Skidmore
In regard to not having

after Sept. 1st

:

the cars after a certain date, that

gather from the suggestion
these cars so that

it

is

is all

to receive

right, but

that the object

is

what

I

to stencil

can be readily seen that they are non-

and agents will have no excuse to offer of not
knowing they were non-air cars. While the law prohibits
the interchange of non-air cars, there are a number of
non-air cars owned by roads yet and cars being rebuilt
and not being equipped with air that being the case they
certainly will be in existence for quite a long while, and
it appears now as though the agents were trying to shift
the responsibility of loading non-air cars, and that the car
inspector ought to tell them before they load them. The
car inspector doesn't load the car, and does not know
air cars,

;

be loaded on the line of the road or not.
think the suggestion is a good one, in order to put the

whether
will not

all

I

it is

to

up to the agent for loading non-air cars.
Mr. Lynch: It is my opinon that it is hardly worth

responsibility
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We

while to go into that as roads will probably have no non-

charge for the other draft timber?

air cars in 1907.

bills for

That just provides for cars in interchange.
Mr. Skidmore: I will move that the suggestion be
recommended that cars be stenciled "non-air" near the

consistent to charge seven hours for a draft timber,

Voice

:

Mr. Peck

We

:

one draft timber and allow for two hours. The
other draft timber they would charge seven hours.
Is
that the proper charge according to the rules and is it

we can

Seconded.

hasp.

can only do that

if

the

M.

C. B. says

sometimes get

I

when

only charge two hours for the other draft timber

would

like to

know what

the proper charge

?

would be

for the other draft timber.

so.

The

Mr. Skidmore:
understand

object in the suggestion, as

road expense of transferring

to save the

it is

They have been put

these cars.

I

to considerable

expense

transferring non-air cars which are to go over roads
that have instructions not to accept a car not equipped

with

air.

There are a large number of cars owned by

roads not equipped with air
service a

number of years

they will probably be in

;

and

yet,

to prevent the loading

of such cars they should be stenciled in some

manner

so that agents and others can readily see that they are

The marking

non-air cars.
as far as

goes,

it

them
but the marks rub
of

in chalk is all right

off

very easily and

when a

rain strikes the car they are gone. I do not think
going
it is
to be as expensive to stencil these cars as to
transfer them. We are transferring a large number of
them, and the expense of transferring one car would pay

many.
Mr. Sternberg
I do not see why the agent is not held
responsible for loading non-air cars. I do not believe this
association should recommend such an expense to the
for stenciling a great
:

company

as to stencil

all

cars not equipped with air.

Rule 36 provides that on Sept. 1, 1907, all cars
offered in interchange must be equipped with air brakes.
After that time if loaded at a point where it will have to
be interchanged, it will have to be transferred, as is provided for in Rule 36. Now it is a local arrangement.
Mr. Dyer: It would save a great amount of trouble
Voice

:

whether a car

to ascertain

is

equipped with

air

when

loading.

Do

:

I

understand the gentleman to say

that he has a card for

bers?

All

two draft sills and two draft timcould say would be to charge four hours

I

for the draft timber.

Mr. Jones:

would allow

I

3^

hours, one-half -of the

seven hours for the other draft timber.

The motion was seconded by Mr. Wurley.
Mr. Hicks
I would like to offer an amendment
:

;

that

two hours be charged for each.
Mr. Dyer
Is it necessary when the rule plainly states
two hours.
President Boutet
Whether or not it is necessary, we
:

:

are here for the purpose of getting at the information.

Mr. Lynch

up and makes a motion that is
debatable, how are we going to avoid taking a vote on it.
Mr. Thornburg
He moves that we charge two hours
for one draft timber when the center sill is applied, and
:

If he gets

:

three hours for the other.

two

He

has a defect card covering

and two draft timbers. I believe the rules
two hours for the draft timber when the center
sill is applied, and in as much as the rules cover the labor
charge, I do not see where the motion is in order.
Mr. Skidmore
I understood him to say that he had
a card for one center sill and two draft timbers. The rule
specifies the amount for one center sill and draft timber,
but it don't specify the number of hours for the second
the

sills

specify

:

draft timber.

Mr. Jones
Two center sills.
Mr. Skidmore
The rule is very plain.
Mr. Sherman: Mr. Skidmore has expressed
:

:

From

Mr. Burge:
seems to

Mr. Wright

me

that

if

the condition of non-air cars

it

they could see the stencil on the side

of a car, they could note the absence of the hose.

There are many train

Mr. Gainea:

lines

and pipes

that are non-air.

Mr. Peck
Put a card on "Handle with care."
Mr. Cressey
In my territory we have three kinds
of bad order cards
Safety appliance cars which we use
a white card on A red card shows that a car must not be
handled by a receiving line and the green cards that
allows the car to unload.
For instance if loaded with
wheat or grain going in to one of the elevators, if the
green card is applied it means that the car has to be unloaded. The packers and others will slip off the green
card sometimes, and if it were stenciled on it would do
:

:

:

—

;

away with a great deal of
The motion was put and

trouble.
lost.

Mr. Jones: I have a suggestion in regard to labor,
Rule 106. We have one draft timber to be put in place
and one center sill. We have a defect card for two center sills and also two draft timbers.
We know the labor
charged for one draft timber what would be the proper
;

my

views.

—

Mr. Jones: I often find in checking over bills of
we all have different opinions in checking up bills
that is the reason we have so many arbitrary decisions,
a road making a charge for 7 hours for the other draft
timber, and my object in bringing this up was to have
it fixed so there would be no question when the bills are
made up, so we will know exactly what the charge is for
the other draft timber. We will have the statement in the
course

M.

C. B. rules.

as to

The way

it is

now

what the proper labor charge

The

there

is

a contention

is.

amendment was put and carried.
That means that it is the sense of

question on the

President Boutet:

meeting that you can only charge four hours for
placing two draft timbers if you have a card covering the
this

two draw sills.
Mr. Pearce:

We

have experienced quite a good deal
is a car that is handled without a
way bill, our yard clerks do not seem to understand what
a "Home route" card means.
I believe that the car is
switched unnecessarily, and in order to bring up a discusof trouble.

If there
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move that the M. C. B. "Home route" card carry
with it a way bill in duplicate and triplicate, so if the
"home route" card is torn or lost the car can be forsion, I

warded.

Seconded by Mr. Burns.

We

Mr. Peck:
to

know

We

the physical condition of a car.

is

car

What we

inspector has nothing to do with billing out.

want

A

are getting into deep water.

take

cars with holes in the floor for iron but not for grain. It
is none of our business if they send us cars we take them.
;

Mr. Pearce
no

billing for

with

you do with a car, if you have
and they come around asking what to do

What

:

it

will

it.

have handled cases of that kind in the
One was a Lake Shore and one a B. &
last three weeks.
O., where the car was received on account of no way
After discussing what the rules meant, so far as the
bill.
road I represented was concerned, they had complied

Mr. Dyer:

with

I

regulations

all

Mr. Skidmore

many

card, but so

"Home

fault isn't with the

route"

them put them on a car and

of

start

to the junction point without billing them.

them out
the car

The

:

If

held and billing required, there won't be any
will have them billed out or have the agent

is

We

delays.

and when he furnishes the bill we put the cards
on the car, and the chief yard clerk attends to putting it
in the train, and getting it started with the required bill
which follows the car. It does not make any difference
do

so,

how many

cards you have,

you don't properly

if

bill

the

car at the start you will have trouble with delays.

We

cars.

All

We

have nothing at all to do with billing
are going to get into deep water if we do that.

Mr. Peck

:

we want

to

conductor takes

know

understands

home
but

without a

it

Mr. Skidmore

safe to go

He

gets the

it.

body has

to see that

unfit for loading.
;

I

would

like

he

held to account.

is

me

it is

;

Mr. Peck

it is

to be sent

his duty to get a

it is

home

"home route" card and someIt is a

billed out.

bad order

car,

You say it is not the inspector's busito know whose business it is. The in-

many

causes

It

It is

"home

a question of

and

cars to be rejected,

it

route"
is

not

done by the car departments. It is clone by the agent;
something wrong with the car dethe billing is lost
partment. If the car department will tell the agent where
to bill it, I do not see where there could be any difficulty

—

—

reaching the point desired.

in the car

It happened some time ago down South
Mr. Pearce
that we had a half a dozen different "home route" cards
of the different division points it should go to. In order
to give a key to the agent our inspector took a record of
the "home route" card, and the next thing it is shoved
back to us with the home card missing, and we have to
turn to the inspector to find out. While if when the card
is issued, the connecting lines should have a copy of the
billing, the car could be passed along.
There is a weak:

ness in the laws until that

The motion

is

is

remedied.

that the billing of the

"Home

be given at each junction point, and that

if

the

route" car

home card

should be missing that the road having the car in their
possession should issue a duplicate card without having
to hold the car,

—

order to pass the car along.

in

The motion was put and

lost.

Mr. Dyer: In regard to Rule 125, we have handled
bad order cars that have been routed from the P. & L. E.
to be delivered to the Erie for movement, to the Lake
Shore at Buffalo, via Cleveland to Chicago for delivery
to a Chicago line.
That rule takes it from Erie to Buffalo 200 miles from Buffalo to Cleveland, about the same
distance, 400 miles, whereas the Erie could have delivered
that car from Youngstown to Cleveland to the Lake
Shore, a distance of 67 miles.

The long mileage puts

car liable to further damages.

A

is

car that

not going to get any better.

be beneficial to

that

not in a condition to load,

it is

home, and

card for

ness

;

cards.

tion

"home route" card

a

for general repairs

it is

bill

car ought to go through.

If the

safe to run.

is

doesn't appear to

It

:

It is

it.

the car

is if

November, 1906

I

is in

the

bad condiit would

believe that

roads having a foreign car in their

all, if

possession in bad order necessitating that

go home,

it

empowered to apply the "home route" card,
home over the nearest direct route, the owners

that they be

sending
to

it

bear the expense of handling over such roads as did

not participate in the loaded movement, and

move you

I

to that effect.

Seconded by Mr. Cable.
Voice I should like to ask if one of his cars had gone
off of his line for 12 or 18 months and somebody wore it
out an got it in an unfit condition for service, if he
would like to bear the expense of having that car hauled
:

up on account of it being
and it looks to me like it is up to him to
is properly started on its way home.
spectors hold

unfit for traffic,

it

see that the car

Mr. Peck: Suppose the inspector says: "Here is a
car going home," and they take it to some other road,

how

is

road

is

he to know anything about

a matter of interchange at

me
I

that

all

going

home
it

route card.

You

from the labor track

you do ?

That

Mr. Peck:
is

all.

you do not catch the
would like to ask Mr. Peck

he holds the car and requests a

:

You

is

That

:

isn't the intention.

in a safe condition

delivery could be

otherwise.

It

isn't

handle.

is

the car that

hauled

It

home

to its

Mr. Skidmore
T

think

if

we

:

is

all.

We

tell

the agent

where

it

tell

the agent.

If

you

do that the

the car that

to get the car

made quicker than you would

a question of a car being unfit to

own
I

is

judged

to be safe to be

shop.

think that suggestion

could so change, that rule

siderable expense to the

home because of being
are started home they
terminal.

It is

and you are going

offset the extra mileage

to.

Mr. Taylor

Mr. Dyer

home and

that

apply that to the car and release
is

delivery

Every inspector must notify the agent.

Mr. Taylor: It seems to
two parts to this argument.
if

The

held repsonsible for the billing.

Mr. Dyer:
It isn't

that.

back home to him.

owner of

it

is

a

good one.

would save conmore than

the car, and

by repairs to

it,

unfit for service,

as

it

is

going

and after they

receive repairs at almost every
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same as Mr. Dyer.
I don't believe that the longest way around is the shortest
way home, especially in handling worn out cars.
I know of a car that went 2,000
President Boutet
There
miles, when it was within 200 miles of home.
that.
surely could be some way to remedy
Mr. Waughop: I would like to read you the rule
from St. Louis on the interchange in regard to Rule 125.
Rule
It would be well for all of you to imitate that rule.
-"Any car belonging to any railroad at your
14 says
point, no matter what may be its condition, if billed home
Mr. Pearce:

:

:

—

for repairs or otherwise,

if

Mr. Waughop

We

than St. Louis.

He

carded and sent to the shops, and the receiving

is

Peck

We

:

are

owner.

to get at

not

interested

the best for

is

good out of it.
Mr. Waughop
I

We

:

what great

in

What we
They may

concerned.
if

we can

get any

is

don't think anything about
the best there

who says so.
The motion

don't care

Mr. Dyer:

that

is

it

;

its

own

in the country.

is

cars

found

in

owner

to

shop, be carded by cards

made out by

the

pay the foreign road for such mileage as

did not participate in the loaded

Mr. Waughop:

That

is all

movement

of the car.

uncalled for.

We

cannot

dictate.

Mr. Dyer
This is a recommendation.
Mr. Waughop
Even the recommendation
:

:

for.

that

All
is

we can recommend

is

is

uncalled

That is a recommendation to have
Rule 125 changed, and the chair rules that it is perfectly
order.

President Boutet

It

a question for the meeting to decide

is

whether we want to make the recommendation or not.
The motion was put and lost.

Mr. Waughop

method of shifting owner's

their

is

responsibility.

We

:

have another rule

in the

book

with reference to the same question.

Mr. Peck

same place

takes the

It

:

The

knuckle.

delivery road

in interchange as a

responsible for a broken

is

knuckle.

Mr. Waughop

who

I

:

do not agree with you.

would not make any difference

It

:

repairs the broken knuckle.

That knuckle may be defective but not

unsafe.

You

President Boutet:

certainly do not

mean

to ad-

vocate that your individual views are such.

Mr. Waughop
Read Rule 32.
Mr. Peck
If the hose is torn it ought
and paid for.
Mr. Waughop
We have been doing it
:

:

site.

We

want

to find out

account of pulling apart
President Boutet:.

Mr. Lynch
simply torn and

how you

to be

removed

just the oppo-

treat air hose torn

on

whether you are treating them

;

President
rules

not torn off entirely

;

if it is

that

Is

:

in

accordance with the

?

Answer

Not exactly.
Mr. Skidmore
I cannot say that anybody would pass
a bill if it was not properly made out. Anybody checking
a bill that comes up for an air hose charge on account, of
being torn, should certainly be familiar enough with the
rules to know that that was a delivery line defect and
refuse payment of the bill. I know that we would very
:

:

readily object to a

want

I

in

checking up

to

them showing an

allow the

of that kind.

bill

President Boutet:

to ask

for a railroad,

bills

air

if

there

had a

brake hose torn,

is

bill
if

any one

presented

they would

bill.

Two members
present.

:

is

remains.

still

Boutet

Mr. Jones:

I would like to call your attention to
Arbitration case No. 655, joint evidence, case
between the N. Y. C. & St. L. and National Dispatch

Cardable defects.

If a hose

:

a change of the rules, and

not one of them.

President Boutet:

in

That

and delivering company's

bad

handling road routing the car over the nearest route,
the

the delivering line responsible for torn air

brake hose.

we

order, in such a condition as necessitated that the car be

sent to

made

as cardable defects, or not.

Louis

St.

it.

all

Let us see

think they are the best.

know

they

:

things you do in St. Louis or in Cleveland.

want

interchange should be carded.

Mr. Skidmore
Of course we all err sometimes, and
was reconsidered, and when the new rules were made

Mr. Peck:

no guaran-

The

so.

:

it

properly carded.

In order to protect the delivering line

line delivered the car to the

Mr.

if

that there

anything further.
the car

accept them

It seems to me
is
might take the car, but he doesn't provide

Mr. Lynch:
tee there.

in

President Boutet

do not see that you go any further

I

:

C. B. didn't change the rule.

interchange rules should say that torn air hose offered

the owner.

is

The M.

:

but the interchange rules do not say

It is true,

properly carded for defects

must be received.
Mr. Lynch: We go a little further. The rule reads
that empty cars shall be received providing the receiving road

Mr. Waughop

believe about the

I

405

We

arose to their

feet.

We

have a matter of that kind up at
made repairs to a car on our line. The car

wasn't delivered at interchange

;

it

was passing over

the

Line on an air brake hose. The committee decided that
a torn air brake hose found on a car in interchange was
owner's defect. The point I want to raise is what is done

and had the air hose torn off. We made a bill
and I believe the proper charge is according to the owner's defect. I pass bills every month
where the hose is torn and charge the owners for it, and
this is the first exception that we have had in regard to

about the hose.

a charge of that kind.

Rule

85.

Mr.

Skidmore:

handling the car

is

Since

that

decision,

the

company

responsible for a torn air hose in

all

circumstances, whether in interchange or being handled
along the line.

line,

for the air hose,

President

:

This

they would allow

Mr. Peck:
interchange.

I

I believe

bills

would

makes four who

stated that

for air hose torn off.
if

torn off in service, but not in
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President

and four would.
In regard case No. 655, do you under-

Six would not allow

:

Mr. Skidmore

:

stand that that case

obsolete

is

Mr. Waughop

bills

:

delivering line responsible for torn air

The reading

:

want

I

of

brake hose.

the

would

to differ with you.

like

to

see

do not

I

under-

many

and keep-

and I
whether they
roads,

vote in regard to

all

charge for torn air hose on the

I

repairs

In regard to torn air hose, there

are representatives here of a good

was the

rule

making proper
good order.

President Boutet:

:

simply a penalty put on the de-

It is

:

for not

ing the equipment in

?

Mr. Waughop
It is not absolete.
It is identically the
same as it was then.
In the present rule they made the
Mr. Skidmore
Mr. Waughop
same as 1901.
Mr. Skimore:

company

livery

November, 1906

line in interchange or not

Mr. Jones
Make that air hose
Mr. Cressey: Either one.~
:

torn, or torn off.

Mr. Waughop
There is no question in my mind that
if any railroad company prior to delivery or in interchange did not charge it, it should be charged to the
:

think the rule read the same.

The

decision as

I think) was a Canda
from
shops
the
to Chicago.
cattle car on its way
Mr. Waughop
This was a New York Central case.
Mr. Skidmore
There was an air brake hose torn
off and the contention was made that the couplings on the
air brake hose were so constructed that they would part
when the guards were uncoupled. The other party con-

stand

it

was

(_it

a Cincinnati case

owner.

The

:

:

tended that

could not possibly be a

it

coupling on the car because

it

of the

defect

was a new car out of the

shop and they should not be responsible for a defective
coupling on a foreign car, and the arbitration committee
decided that

was

it

a proper charge.

Mr. Waughop: I will read you what the arbitrating
committee decided on that. The rules now say that the
•

delivery line

responsible.

is

Mr. Peck
That
Mr. Waughop

is all

:

We

:

right

want

vote resulted in 32 in favor and six against charg-

ing.

Mr. Jones:

In regard to springs and followers, Twill

The

read Rule 87.
missing.

I

followers and springs have been

believe that they are in

found on the

to find out

We

penalty for not repairing that car.

if

car.

it this way
The followers and springs
were missing when the coupler was pulled out, and

or not.

I

look at

:

springs were broken,

there

have been

is

a

treat-

at

some point on the line, and I believe it is a consistent
charge whenever we have a repair of that kind to only
charge for labor, and not charge for followers and
springs.
That is the way I do in making up bills. I
want to know whether it would be a consistent charge

unless the repair card
if

good condition

I

stated

that

followers and

the

do not think we could charge for

them.

want the voice of some of the members present as to
what they do in regard to a charge of that kind, and I
move you to that effect.
I

ing

it

that way.

same way with a side door.
The case cited by Mr. Waughop wasn't
interchange. It was a local case

Mr. Peck
Mr. Lynch:
:

a car in

Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
Mr.
is

It is the

Waughop
Lynch
Brady

Not

:

:

Waughop:

line.

It is

in that contention.

After the repairs had been made.
don't say so.

It

that torn air hose

ing

says "interchange."

It

:

is

understanding

the owner's defect on the operat-

so until such time as the car

in interchange, but while that car

make

My

when

repairs, but

is

is

in position

it

offered as interchange

offered

cannot
it

be-

comes the delivery line's defect. We do not mean air
hose torn off and gone, but torn air hose on the car.
Mr. Baltz
I understand it was air hose torn off.
Mr. Waughop
I
will
now make a motion to
straighten everybody
That Rule 32 means that where

Voice
He refers to arbitration case No. 575.
The motion was put that it was not a proper charge
unless the repair card stated that they were broken.
Motion lost.
:

Mr. Banting
Do
would make a charge
:

My

understanding

That
that

is

the

it is

way

is

understand

my

on our

friend that he

for the material besides the labor.

that the labor only can be charged.

the Pennsylvania does

They assume

it.

line.

President Boutet

make

I

a motion that

:

I

it is

would suggest

that

somebody

a proper charge for the springs

and followers.

:

Mr. Trapnell

I

:

would move

that

it is

the sense of the

:

association

coupler

that

springs

and followers are

a

:

a car
air

is

delivered in interchange with a missing or torn

brake hose,

it

becomes a cardable

Mr. Skidmore

defect.

Motion was duly seconded.
Mr. Lynch
I think the motion unnecessary as the
:

rules provide for that.

Mr. Trapnell

:

The

rules distinctly states the delivery

:

Voice:
tear a hose

I
it

it is

It

may

I

be

do not think the motion
misconstrued.

He

says

is

just

coupler

springs and followers are a proper charge.

Mr. Trapnell
I move you that the coupler springs,
followers and yoke be a proper charge where the coupler
is

The motion was put and carried.
Mr. Stark
The question came up as to whether it
was chargeable to the owner or not. I move that it
is the sense of this meeting that when you come to offer
as interchange

proper.

:

:

lines responsibility.

it

Seconded.

proper charge.

cardable.

do not feel just exactly that way.
is done in unfair usage.

pulled out.

Mr. Waughop:

I

would suggest

that the

motion be

made to read "draft springs, followers, etc."
The suggestion was accepted by Mr. Trapnell, and

the

motion was put and carried.
Mr. Skidmore
There is some difference of opinion as
:

If they

to couplers.

I

would

like to get the sense of the

meet-

ing as to whether a car equipped with a 5x7 shank
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coupler was repaired with a 5x5 shank coupler, would

wrong repairs.
Mr. Waughop: 5x5 is a M. C. B. standard, and a
5x7 is not. The M. C. B. in specifying a standard, speci-

be considered

5x5 and considered it strong enough for any car,
and any standard may be used in lieu of any other part
fied a

if it fits

:

The

when

the dimensions do not impair the strength of the

car.

I

rule says

suppose

it

M.

may

5x7.

C. B. standards

will be

acknowledged by

be used

all

car.

The motion was put and

think

it

Boutet

President

wrong

should be considered
:

I

may

be a

little

repairs.
bit

Nearly every inspector said he would class them as in
Cincinnati,

a car

if

is

offered in interchange, he will give

I

:

card that car but

will

With

Question:
with a

n

in.

know you
we won't.

are wrong.
It will

Cincinnati

be a benefit.

a car delivered to a connecting line

coupler pocket in place of a Miner draft

two followers and one draft spring missing,
are the draft spring and followers cardable, or joint evipocket, with

dence

?

Mr. Waughop

I

:

move

given for wrong repairs.

when

pocket

pocket,

that a joint evidence card be

Seconded.

When

President Boutet:
in.

opposed.

showed

the vote

that a large
majority were opposed to a 5x5 in place of a 5x7 shank.

that a

5x5 shank hasn't the same strength as a 5x7, and in
using a 5x5 shank it would impair the strength of the
I

:

Mr. Waughop

:

car.

Mr. Baltz
Do you replace 5x5 with 5x7 followers
you have to change the rear attachment of that coupler,
and it would certainly be weakening the strength of that

the car.

Mr. Baltz
These rules specify the different sizes of
coupler 5x7 and 5x5. The 5x7 is also a standard.
Mr. Skidmore
I do not quite agreee with Mr. Waughop, that it is not proper to apply a 5x5 in place of a

407

a car

is

repaired with a 11

was equipped before with a 14 in.
wrong repairs, and

it

a case of joint evidence,

it is

no card should be given.
Mr. Skidmore
While that may be all right to make a
bill on, still there are two followers and springs missing.
:

a joint evidence of 5x5 in place of 5x7.

Mr. Pearce
Arbitration decision No. 672 says 5x5
place of 5x6 is not improper repairs.
Mr. Skidmore
Since the M. C. B. Ass'n has gone
:

in

.

capacity cars, and they have arrived at the conclusion

5x5 hasn't sufficient strength for the large capacity cars, and for that reason they provided the 5x7.
They had experimented with the 6x6 and did not consider them the proper thing, but they now consider that
a 5x7 shank is the proper coupler for the heavier capacity
that a

like the delivery line is responsible

missing material on cars offered in interchange.

:

to considerable trouble to get a coupler for the heavier

me

It looks to

car

when

That

offered in interchange should be carded with a

spring and two followers missing, and

wrong

evidence obtained for

Mr. Waughop

when home

a joint

pocket.

Suppose the Big 4 delivered a car
with 33 in. wheels to Cincinnati that was originally
equipped with 36 in. wheels, which is the case on some

The

roads.

something

:

wheels are missing, but there

original

there in

stead which pulls

their

the

cars.

Mr. Richer It says repairs to cars shall be properly
made, and the work shall conform in detail to the orig-

for

through.

car

You

a plain question of joint evidence.

It is

is

:

inal

construction, with the exception that

when

it

im-

get your car.

The wheels

are there but they are

In the other case the draft rigging

is

wrong

there but

it

is

wrong.

pairs the strength of the cars.

Mr. Waughop:

is

The Master Car Builders say that it
strong enough. They say the 5x5 shank is a standard
;

such being the case

it is

strong enough.

Mr. Hitch: I move that it is the sense of this meeting that a 5x5 shank coupler in place of a 5x7 is wrong
repairs.

Mr. Skidmore

wheels in place of 36
evidence?

Mr. Waughop
flict

Mr. Kepner
As I understand the M. C. B. rules, they
consider a 5x5 standard and as being proper repairs.
The strength of a chain is measured by the strength of
a single link, and it is the same way with a train. A
5x5 would be strong enough and the M. C. B. rules
would justify us in using them.

I

:

in.

certainly

would

if it

did not con-

with M. C. B. rules.

Mr. Skidmore

Seconded.

was delivered with 33 in.
wheels, would you give joint

If a car

:

:

They provide

be applied in place of 30 or 36

that 33

in.

in.

wheels.

wheels

may

Your argu-

:

President Boutet:

If

we would

take that

same view

and carry it out, we might have a steel car of 100,000
pounds capacity, and next to the steel car one of our
30,000 or 40,000 pounds capacity. The strength is judged
by the weak car in the train. We have no right to
weaken the strong one down to an equal capacity of
the light one.

Mr. Jones

In the case of where cars are equipped

:

with a 9

in. follower with a 5x7 shank, you can use a
5x5 wthout putting on a liner plate. Where a car is
stenciled 5x7 coupler, I think it would be wrong repairs

to

put on a 5x5.

ment on
there

is

that part of

it

won't hold on that point, because

no joint evidence to be given

President Boutet:

I

in this case.

believe the question

is

if

a car

had
had been equipped with Miner
been broken or pulled off the coupler out and lost, both
springs and followers gone and was repaired with single
spring and followers.
draft rigging that

Was

by placing 1 1 or
12 inch pocket on there?
The car had originally two
springs and four followers, and some person had made
two followers and one spring. I do not think the intent
of the rule is that I could take a car and repair it by
Voice

:

that to repair that car

diminishing the part or parts of equal strength in the

same

car.
I would, if a car was offered in interchange
had been originally equipped with any other style
of draft rigging, with one spring and two followers missing, certainly give a card for the part that was lacking.

that
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Mr. Gainey

think Rule 41 governs that.

I

:

"Material missing."

Pearce

Air.

So

:

think

I

it

says

It

covers that plainly.

from the

far as I can see

and the conditions of that case, there are missing
materials, a spring and two followers which are carded
wrong repairs one is a 11 in. yoke instead of a 20 or
selves

;

21

What

yoke.

in.

Mr. Hitch:

missing should be carded.

is

think

1

I

think

the missing springs and followers should be carded.

Mr. Charles Hitch:

think

I

it

is

have

to live

up

and our own rules pro-

M.

to the

C. B. rules strict-

inclined to believe that there

is

a cheat on

75 per cent of the cars repaired throughout this country, so far as our experience goes, and it is utterly impossible to either procure a proper defect card or a joint

The rules should be abrogated from
or some penalty attached to the delivery

M.

C. B.,

the
line

for not obeying the rule.

The motion

a case of joint evi-

The man who made the repairs certainly made
them wrong and prospered by obtaining springs and fol-

dence.

He

am

I

ly.

We

it.

rules

LI.

evidence card.

a cardable defect.

is

it

Sharp, but the M. C.
hibit

rules them-

November, 1906

that

is

is

it

wrong

repairs

where a car

is

delivered that had been originally equipped with a tan-

dem

and two

draft spring, with one draft spring

fol-

by retaining the springs and followers that he did not place where they properly be-

lowers missing.

wrong repairs.
It is wrong repairs
I think the rules
Mr. Waughop
specify that a party making wrong repairs is solely responsible to the car owner for such wrong repairs.

Mr. Sharp announced that the convention would leave
the hotel parlors in a body at 7:15 for a trip to the White

lowers.

longed.

profited

a clear case of

It is

:

Mr. Sharp
Rule 76, if complied with,
would cover this entire case, but, as I wrote
the chief inspectors a couple of weeks ago,
:

that this association

a case of joint evidence.

The motion, was put and

lost.

City.

An

adjournment was had

until

THURSDAY MORNING

Thursday morning.
SESSION.

I

believe

to

one of

President Boutet called the meeting to order at 9:15.

I

believe

Roll call

up and

would answer

the proper one to take

is

It is

was dispensed with

as the registration slips

the purpose.

upon the enforcement of Rule 76. A repair card
is provided for, and it was intended that Rule 76 would
be as readily enforced as any other part of the M. C. B.
code, but it is one of the most abused rules in the book,
and we would have less trouble if the rule were there,
because you will repair the car in the manner that has
been decided in the case and eventually send that car

owner's defect?

home without

he has gained a

referred to here are not always thoroughly explained.

does not card for the

There may be conditions under which a train pipe was
broken where it would be chargeable to the owner, but
under the rule it has been considered that a broken train

President Boutet:

insist

the repair card attached

spring and two followers

wrong

repairs

;

he

;

the car passes

;

two or three interchange

home. The delivery line offers
a joint evidence card
what is it worth to him. A joint
evidence card is perfectly worthless, and I think this association is the one to take up that question and insist
points

and

finally arrives
;

upon the enforcement of that rule.
I believe the Chief Joint Car Inspectors are the men
who can do that with less friction and with less loss.
I recall two or three cases identical to the one we are

The

interchange points.

owner is
them worthless.

to a car

sider

only protection

we can
we

a joint evidence card, and
I

of the majority present.

believe

wrong

rule of carding for
will

apply the

Mr.

M.

Waughop

:

of the remarks of

card.

Mr

is

with most

Sharp, but he must remember that

are delivered in interchange with

venture to say that 75 ,per
cent of the cars that are repaired are not bearing the
repair card.

will

It is either intentional

the repairs or overlooked.
if

we

I

pipe

Skidmore

was

a broken train pipe an

A

that.

pipe broken

is

owner.

to the

:

The

arbitration

decisions

we have

delivering line defect and not chargeable

a

In case a train line

same

fair usage, the

is

broken through un-

as air brake hose,

it

may

be billed

for.

Voice
Down our way we have been making no
for broken train lines.
:

bills

:

it,

by the party doing

would be very glad indeed

could bring about the result asked for bv Mr.

how

whether owners defect or delivery
President Boutet:

How

it ?

Cleveland treats

:

they are treating
line defect.

Cincinnati will be the last to state.

does Kansas City treat

Mr. Merris

Car inspectors' hands are tied as far as
concerned. We would be glad to do that. We

know that many cars
wrong repairs, and I

Mr.

pany's defect.

the Chief Joint

carding

is

not unfair usage.

and they

will say that I coincide

32,

Case 647 covers

:

Mr. Lynch

C. B. repair card.
I

Under Rule

:

Enforce the

repairs for awhile

can be brought up now.

are doing with broken train pipe,

you gentlemen should

You must

Mr. Jones

it

anything

con-

see that the road delivers a car with these missing parts,

has violated the rules.

Mr. Burns

is

give

believe I express the sentiments
I

pertaining to the rule

there

Mr. Wurley: At Columbus we are carding for that.
Mr. Skidmore
I would suggest that the chief interchange inspectors at different points tell us what they

discussing, under the rules as they are being applied at
all

I will state that if

it

as a delivery

com-

We

have been doing that according to
the arbitrator's rules, owner's responsible.
Mr. Hogsett
I card.
Mr. Millburn
We treat it as a delivery company's
:

:

:

defect.
I card all broken train pipe.
Mr. Cable
Mr. Trapnell
It is a cardable defect.
Voice: At Cairo we consider broken train lines in
exchange a cardable defect.
Mr. Baltz
I would consider it a delivery company's
:

:

:

defect in interchange.
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Are

President Boutet:

there any others?

I

believe

It

am

is

Voice:

How

I

would

do they

hear from the car foremen.

like to

treat

it

it

own

their

lines

can

What were

:

was

arbitration 647

written.

the conditions under .which
It

said,

"Pipe broken

is

not unfair usage."

Mr. Hoy

own

We

:

would consider broken

train lines our

defect.

Mr. Waughop:
I will

subject.

usage

it

on this
shows no evidence of rough

Arbitration case 655 bears

read

it.

If

it

Mr. R. R. Jones
In case our pipe is broken and
there is no indication of unfair usage, we make repairs
and charge to owner.
Mr. Burge
Was there ever any objection made by
the owner?
Answer: I never saw any bills returned on that ac-

Mr. Trapnell

:

count.

we do

usage,
sider

it

we

consider

it

Mr. Merriss

do you treat

door

If the

:

Where

:

on the inside of the

broken

in unfair

is

visible

is

it

is

The motion was seconded, put and lost.
Mr. Whorle: Under Rule 37, I would like
it

In case

a cardable defect

it

is

a delivery company's de-

is

not in

proper place

its

and considered a missing

against

and the lading up
get interchange, we would accept

a door

If

in order to

it,

visible

is

Mr. Burge: If they take no exceptions as to the manner in which the door is put in, how are they able to
determine whether the door belonged to that car or
some other. We have often found a wrong door put
in to keep the lading from clipping out.
Mr. Lynch: That is the understanding that a door
leaning against the opening is the proper door for the
President

How

:

Mr. Lynch

do you know

We

:

can

tell

?

by the number or the make-

up of the door.
Mr. Millburn
We treat it as the owner's defect. If
the door is thrown in a foreign car and being delivered
:

a foreign road by a foreign line

to

card

to the first delivering line

Mr. Coy

In Toledo

:

we

car.

not

if

the door

We
is

do not card for a missing side door,

placed inside to protect the lading from

falling out.

President Boutet:

Do you remember

the arbitrating committee in regard to the

a decision of

same matter.

but

it,

if

if

we handle them

dence of breakage or rough usage.
loaded with coke or any commodity,

this

way

It is

:

shows

evi-

we see a
we run it on

car

it

If

the

whole car system. The car is passed and if that door
becomes lost on any of the lines which handle the car,
then he sends back and a

On

a

bill is

home

made

car

it

is

against the party

handled as faulty

construction of the door.

President

may have

;

:

:

pass

found gone we
with the door missing.

the door

is

it

delivered

home and

the car

but what

would accept the door we would
not ask a card for a missing door, and if the door was
thrown in the car, we would not charge the owner; we
would not consider it missing.
Mr. Whorle
The point is a missing side door
whether it is a cardable defect when it is inside a box
Mr. Lynch

but

;

owner's defect.

on the inside of a

We

:

and

where we have a car with the door in position as stated,
and it is to be unloaded on owner's line, we pass it as

losing the door.
to ask in

door?

Mr. Lynch

not a miss-

off of the car

:

is

is

it

accepted with the side door missing unless

the delivery company's defect.

Mr. Waughop
I move that where a car is offered
in exchange with train lines broken and no indication of
rough usage, that the same shall be passed without card,
and be considered owner's defect.

car,

loaded on the

if

it,

the door

car,

because the door

fect,

Otherwise we con-

not charge the owner.

regard to a side door.

a delivery com-

is

it

ing side door.

:

If

door gone

we

if

car.

should be called owner's defect.

Mr. Sternberg:

Of course

in interchange.

it

that

;

it.

without rough usage.

Mr. Burge

How

:

Mr. Baltz:

do not think right because train

owner's defect

inside of the car to keep the lading in?

expense.

It is a rule I
fail

President

anything but a cardable defect when

from another line. It is not the owner's defect, because it was rough usage.
Mr. Stark: It is not a defect that you can bill the
owner on. If ordered in interchange it is cardable. If
a road wishes to get the air on it they have to repair at
receiving

way we handle

staff.

as lading.

class that as

find a car with the side

;

:

it

We

:

— the brake

pany's defect.

outside of interchange.

We consider that our own defect if
Mr. Button
the car was on our track we would repair it and make
no bill. If we received a car with broken train line,
Otherwise I do not see why we
with defect card.
couldn't consider

the

was considered

It

:

last,

of train lines.

mentioned another portion of the car

Mr. Lynch
Mr. Trapnell

and I will say in Cincinnati we consider it
a delivery company's defect and give a card for all parts
I

409

:

I

It is the interpretation of

brake

is

we would

M.

do,

C. B. rules.

concerned we would card the

be the proper door and

11 years

We

C. B. rules.

comes down to the point
thought we were after information.

far as Cincinnati

may

M.

is it if it

President:

It

are discussing

a local arrangement as to what

Mr. Coy

As

We

:

it

may

not.

Some

car.

10 or

ago the arbitrating committee passed upon the

staff.

A

card as given for a brake staff loaded

on top of the car. They decided that it was out of place
and became a part of the lading of the car, and I have
based my decisions ever since that on that decision, as
we have no way of knowing. If it is 'loaded with coke
or any material that will fall out, the batons are almost
always on the outside, and it is almost impossible to tell
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were loaded
by the owner and going to the owner, we would let it
If any other road would receive it we would give
go.
whether that belongs there or

it

not.

If

it

a missing card.

Mr. Burge

That is
have had several cases where a defect card
was issued for a side door missing and the door was in
handle

in

for a card, but should that door be lost in transit, the

:

Mr. Lynch

Mr. Waughop

Mr. Lynch

It

:

a question of caring for the side

is

would like to ask if
you care for a missing side door on a loaded car, what
you would do with an empty car coming home from the
the door

if

not missing.

is

President Boutet

whether

Mr. Lynch

President Boutet

owner on

We

:

car

if

a door were laying

give a card.

it

with an empty car?

We

would put the door on and bill
replacing the door. We do not pass

:

for

believe

I

all.

car you cannot evade the

What would you do

Mr. Lynch:

at

if

a door falls off of a car

owner's defect and the owner should pay for
the car

is

knowing

of

you must give a card.

President Boutet

offered in interchange

line for not replacing the door,

Mr. Lynch

Do you

:

door leaning in the car
President Boutet:

Mr. Lynch
President

We

:

it

it
it

;

is

but

are consistent.

In case of a loaded car with the door in-

and the commodity up against it, you could not get
the door out without removing at least a part of the load.
If a car goes through to destination and is unloaded,,
side

then the probabilities are that the parties unloading

it

throws the door out of the car, and it becomes a missing door because it was put in and the load up against
it.

In case of the empty car, that car

it

The door

can be used.

and
and

it

is

is

is

repaired before

lying on the floor in the car

only a half minute's labor to hang that door,

in that case there

would be no card required because

would be rehung.
Mr. Lynch
The question

ing door

door
car

;

is

when

the car

in the car.

it is

is

is,

do you card for a miss-

offered in interchange,

It isn't

the

a question of repairing the

As

:

far as Cincinnati

they stated their position very clearly.

somebody

if

a question of carding.

President Boutet

else

would answer

that.

is

concerned

would rather
would ask St.

I
I

It

looks to

me

like a useless proposi-

tion to ask a question of this kind in face of the de-

cision

of

the

arbitration

committee.

do not

if

is

it

the proper one

owner, but should

billed to the

it

be

through the terminal association the road

car should not be considered a missing door.

Motion was seconded.
Mr. Lynch
I think we should specify whether load:

ed or not.
ence,

if

it

do not see where

I

:

makes any

it

differ-

inside the car.

is

makes quite a difference. And
the motion be amended to state whether the
I

:

think

it

move that
was loaded or empty. Amendment seconded.
The question was put on the amendment and lost.
Mr. Waughop: I move that it is the sense of

The

arbitration

committee has decided that a door loaded in a car belongs to the load, and if missing in interchange it is the
delivery company's defect. If it is delivered on the load

this

meeting that a car offered in interchange with the side
door loaded in the car on an empty car, in accordance
with the M. C. B. rules, becomes a cardable defect.

Motion was seconded an carried.
Mr. La Rue
I would like to have a little discussion
of Rule 39 in regard to hand holds.
Rule 39 was read by Mr. Waughop.
Mr. La Rue
I am very glad that Mr. Wright is here
:

:

to explain the situation.

say further in regard to

I will

M. C. B. standard. The Secretary of the Interstate
Commerce Commission has repeatedly been on the floor
of the M C. B. conventions, and it was very plainly word-

the

proceedings

last year's

of hand holds,

in

regard to the application

but at the same time, in going through
their procedings of 1904, 1905 and 1906 there has been
etc.,

found a considerable number of discrepancies, and I
would say that I know that the M. C. B. committee on
standards

is

right

now

trying to get in line so that the

text of the proceedings will correspond with the figures

that will

show

in the book.

Mr. Waughop

Louis to answer.

Mr. Waughop:

We

responsible.

ed in

the door

:

:

car

are inconsistent.

we

think

from the stand-

universal

:

I

Mr. Skidmore: It appears that there is a slight difference between an empty car and a loaded car with the
door inside.

to

Mr. Coy

did not.

is

Does St. Louis card for a car coming
the owner with the door in the car?

Mr. Lynch

we

the

:

loaded or empty.

just said that

we want

Mr. Lynch
Then St. Louis is not consistent either.
Mr. Whorle. The case I have in mind was one where
the door was in the car; the car was loaded with lumber up against the door. I do not see how you could call
it a missing door when the door was there.
Mr. Coy
I move you that a side door loaded in a

?

I

;

:

lost in transit

if

a penalty on that

is

That

:

Mr. Waughop:
and is in the car

the

card for the empty car with the

Then you

:

Mr. Lynch

home

is

On a loaded
On an empty

:

responsibility.

it

have a means

the proper door.

it is

in the car,

We

:

not the question

is

point of the arbitration committee

I

owner.

the

That

:

arrangement.

local

the car.

door

not held responsible, but the line de-

is

livering the car.

I

it.

becomes a cardable defect. If the door is delivered
the car and is the proper door, there is no demand

it

switching line

way you can

about the only

November, 1906

:

spector holds that

As

I

understand

:

when

I

know

the government in-

it is.

Mr. Waughop here takes the
Mr. Wright, State inspector
on that question.

it

It isn't

chair.
I

would

often that

like to

be heard

I desire to

be heard

that everything I say will be noted.

think from twenty-one years experience as a yard

I

man
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on a car is not according to
the rules and recommendations of the Master Car Builders.
As I understand it the M. C. B. rules say that a
I do not care to split
grab iron shall be horizontal.
hairs with anybody on the subject, but for the trifle
that it costs for a grab iron, I ask you how long you
think you could hold on to an iron 1*4 of an inch wide
with your feet hanging over the wheels of a car. Grab

that a grab perpendicular

irons are placed on a car for the security of the,

engaged
car

man

will

in

coupling the uncoupling cars.

says a

admit

man

yard work knows he

The average

has no business between the cars.

I

man engaged

in

but on the other hand, a

it,

men

make

will

his first cut

from hanging

all

411

wth a grab iron securely

cars shall be equipped

A

grab iron underneath a
It is on the botsill is neither on the end or on the side.
tom, and the -attorney general of the State holds that a
tened in the ends and side.

grab iron on the bottom

is

not on the end.

Mr. Waughop
Has that been a decision of the Supreme Court of Illinois?
Mr. Wright: His business as I understand it is to
:

Any man who

interpret the law.

desires can appeal to

the court.

Mr. Waughop

I believe it

:

would be proper

for the

State Inspector to bring one case before the courts, and

would decide whether the Attorney General was

the law

have not designed a
proper lever holder, one that will guarantee a cut. With
one foot on the stirrup, the other on the oil box he will
drop off and catch the next lever. He is possibly running 8 or 12 miles an hour and during that time if he

correct or not.

and grabs the iron, and if placed horizontal he has
something to secure himself from danger. If it is placed

Inspector of the State of Illinois to get into court.

on,

because the

designers

car

slips

perpendicular his hand slips
cuts both sides of the hand.

going

hang

>to

if

grabbing at your
I

want

the

down
is

bleeding and the wheels

feet.

to ask you,

horizontal grabs on

is

there any uniformity in placing

some cars and

brake brackets on others.

the

perpendicular

have a decision rendered by

I

who

the Attorney General of this State
irons placed underneath the

Mr. Wright: I have met some eight or ten general
managers in this State and it is not their desire to get
into court. They waive these questions of splitting hairs.
I do not believe this body is in a position to direct the

Mr. Waughop

sills

holds that grab

of a car are not ac-

We make

:

it

a suggestion, not a prece-

dent.

President Boutet

ask you 'how long you are

I

hand

the sharp edges and

is

:

In regard to safety appliances there

not a railroad in the country but what

a person

with the law,

faulty construction of the cars, that

ask you, do you

I

expect a car equipped with 1%. in. flat iron 34 in. thick
to comply with the law, when it states Y$ in round grab
iron ? I have taken this position simply, as I say, placing
the benefit of

know.

It

my

may

eral inspectors

experience up against what you people

be possibly due to the fact that the Fed-

have accepted the M. C. B. rules

in toto,

would be impossible for the state to make a conviction on that point. But I am willing at any time that
any company thinks I am radically wrrng to abide by
the decision of some court in the State of Illinois.
You all remember, or should know, that my position
that

is

it

a delicate one.

The Federal law almost

exclusively
does the business of the State, yet there are isolated
cases here and there that the State law could handle
without stepping on the toes of the Federal Jaw.
I

believe

my

position

is

right.

quoting the M. C. B. rules, and
a

common

railroad

I

I

believe

sense point of view, and

managers do not desire

believe

I

it is

it

is

right

right

from

believe that the

to split hairs

over the

question of probably a cost of ten cents.

Mr. Waughop
Did you make the statement a while
ago that it was the opinion of the Attorney General of
:

the State of Illinois that the grab iron as quoted by you
was not proper ?

Mr. Wright:

I

make

the statement that the Attorney

General has decided or rendered a decision that a grab
iron placed underneath the end sill does not comply with
the law.
He quotes Sec. 4 of the law which says that

is

anxious to

comply with the laws of the country and as to the M. C.
B. rules, let us get back.
In former years when railroads were constructed they were perhaps 150 miles
long. They all had appliances, some one kind and some
another.
Each road would construct on his individual
cars what he would consider, after consulting with his
train men, the best mode of protection, knowing that if

cording to the laws of the State of Illinois. If the horizontal grab iron underneath the sills does not comply
in all reasonableness

fas-

was injured or

killed

and

it

it

was found due to
meant a law suit.

Everybody then was anxious to construct their cars in as
safe a manner as possible. They became larger corporations and would possibly see some changes, and perhaps
each road or each set of officers would have one manner
of fastening the grab iron or hand hold. The M. C. B.
connection with the different authorities have tried
to get together to form what they would consider the
in

They have made recommendations as to what they
consider the proper manner of fastening safety appliances. As new cars are constructed they are constructed in accordance with the recommended practices of the
M. C. B. committee on standard recommendations.
They are trying to get at the best method, and I will
best.

venture to say that they will not leave a stone unturned
to obtain the best information.
This association is not
connected with the M. C. B. Ass'n., but. we have some

recommendations that we offer to the M. C. B. Ass'n.,
and it is up to them to accept or reject anything that we
offer.
However, I am satisfied that there isn't a road in
the country that wants to construct a car except in the
best manner to protect all employes who have to handle
that car.

The management

of the different roads are

after everything that they can get that
ish the

number of

accidents.

every particular, and

my

They

is

going to dimin-

try to avoid

them

in

instructions are positive that I

must not countenance anything

that will not pass the

Interstate inspection.

Mr. La Rue:

I

am

very glad that Mr. Wright was
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say further in regard

I will

M. C. B. standard. The secretary of the InterCommerce Commission has repeatedly been on the
of the M. C. B. conventions, and it was very plainly
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for the receiving line to inspect the cars in the delivering

cars that have defects that need

to the

line yards, setting

state

and safety of
train men and lading, holding such cars that they want
cards for defects, for which the delivering line is responsible, such as rough usage, combinations and miss-

floor

worded

in last year's

cation of

hand

proceedings in regard to the appli-

holds, etc., but at the

same

time, in going

through their proceedings of 1904, 1905, and 1906 there
has been found a considerable number of discrepancies,
and I would say that I know that the M. C. B. committee

on standards

right

is

now

trying to get in line so that

the text of the proceedings will correspond with the fig-

show in the book.
Mr. Wright; He says that it

ures that will

The M.

C. B.

recommends

cars

that

shall

have a grab iron on the side of the car. About 40 days
ago I went to a car shop where they build new cars, and
I
the company was turning out some 60 cars a day.
was informed that about 400 had been turned out without the side grab. Does that show a disposition on the
part of the designers to comply with the law? Are they

not trying to shade the question

It gives

?

a

man

reason

There were cars that passed
My experience as a
the three inspectors and went on.
yard man and as an inspector gives me reason to believe
that the average foreman regards the law very lightly.
Mr. Chairman, I rise to a point of order.
Mr. Boutet
Chairman Waughop: The gentleman will please
to

be a

suspicious.

little bit

:

state his point of order.

Mr. Boutet

He

:

of dishonesty, in evading the spirit of the law, and goes

on the theory that we are designers. We came here to
discuss M. C. B. rules and to make recommendations.

must insist that we
for which we are assembled.
Chairman Waughop: The gentleman's point of

confine ourselves to the business

der

is

that remark.

and

I

desire

in

do not desire

sincerity to

all

to interfere

withdraw

with this body,

accept the gentleman's calling.

President
is

I

I

:

As our

time

no further discussion

ing material.

Second.

I

the custom at other places for the de-

It is

on an interchange

livering line to set the cars

track,

where they are inspected by the receiving line, such cars
as need repairs and cards, are set back to the delivering
Third.

In other portions of the country, the deliver-

ing line sets the cars in the receiving line yards, the receiving line sending
that need repairs

cars back to the delivering line

and cards.

In other portions of the country the deliver-

Fourth.

ing line inspects

all

cars

coming

in

on their

such repairs and carding such defects,

as.

line,

making

in ther opin-

demands, and then deliver the cars. Cars
are then inspected by the receiving line and such cars as
ion, the case

they think are not safe or should be carded, are sent

back

to the delivering line.

At

Fifth.

other points the cars are set on the deliv-

ery tracks and are inspected by joint men, or

men em-

ployed by the two or more companies interested, setting

back cars with defects to be repaired and cars that are
safe to

go forward are carded

What

is

for.

termed the Twentieth Century In-

This provides that cars be inspected in the de-

spection.

livering line yards for defects to safety appliances

see that cars are safe to

go

and

to

to the receiving line's repair

or transfer tracks.

Cars are then sent forward

to the receiving line,

where

Cars that have to be transferred are transferred at the expense of the receiving
pairs or transfer are set out.

line.

Defects that have to be repaired, for which the delivering line

is going very rapidly,
have a paper that I desire
if

all

they are thoroughly inspected and such cars as need reor-

sustained.

Mr. Wright:

repairs for the safe handling of the car

Sixth.

accuses members of this association

I

all

line.
is the effort of the de-

signers of the cars to be turned out in compliance with
the law.

out

there
to

vided

is

responsible, an

M.

C. B. Defect

Card

is

pro-

for.

Let us now

cite

some of the

them

in rotation.

faults

and some good

read.

points, taking

Mr. Boutet read the following paper
During the last several years, freight traffic on all lines
has increased to such an extent that terminal yards are
nearly all too small to accommodate the increased business, and, unless we depart from some of our old time
methods and seek some manner that will enable us to
interchange cars with the least possible delay and extra
switching, that is consistent with safety, it will become

manner, the inspector is competent and
fair, but shortly he lets something get by him and it is
carded for at another point or a car will break down on

impossible to do the business required.

Let us take up several of the kinds of inspection that
in force in different parts of the

is

country and see what

In the

first

the road, or something will be carded against his line at

another point, that he thought no attention should be

on his line from the General
Manager down to the Car Foreman, censure him for letting the car get by him and the chances are that he was
not to blame in the least, but he probably has a family and
he does not care to lose his position and after worrying
and studying over the matter, he finds that the only thing
paid

to,

and

all

the people

anything that

they consist of, and which manner of inspection accom-

he can do

plishes the best results.

picious, finally he gets very technical, causing the deliv-

There are several ways and
Rules or at
First.

all

based on M. C. B.

the custom in

to set out

some

parts of the country

is

the least bit sus-

ering line yards to be blocked up, a great amount of extra switching, a great deal of

least claim to be.

It is

is

damages, and last but not
He probably does

least, a delay of from one to ten days.
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not allow anything to get on his road that
for but he causes the other roads to

is

not provided

compel the same

action against his line.

Second manner. About the same fault as with the
first manner with no better results except it causes more
switching and delay, consequently more damage.
Third manner. Nothing gained over two preceding

was handled roughly there might
be a wreck. The next time a car came along with a draft
timber clown that inspector would shop the car.
Mr. Waughop
We are having smoother interchange
an inch, and

the car

if

:

is

a

large

appliances.

We

plan.

Or what

is

reject no loaded car except for safety appli-

and should a car contain a non-transferable commodity we give an order so that the receiving line is reimbursed for the cost of that load.
How do you handle empty foreign
Mr. Waughop
:

Answer

:

If they are not

all

cars that

are set out brought to the attention of the foreman in

the car foremen.

out only such cars that are necessary, avoiding a great

known

deal of switching

and delays and

most of the damage

in

consequence, dam-

to cars

and freight

is

caused in switching.

and in a great
deal'less time, enabling the railroad companies that are
handling same, to get a better return from their equipment than in any other manner.
You have satisfied the shipper in getting his freight to
get the freight to

it's

destination

destination in the shortest possible time, stopping the

complaint that they will not ship over that route again, as
it takes too long. to get the freight from the starting point
to

it's

There is no doubt in my mind that a great many of
you will disagree with me in this, but, I am willing to
venture if this manner of inspection is put in force at your
interchange points on trial for thirty days, you will want
same continued and the only thing that you will wonder
at is that you did not put same into practice several years

was moved
accepted and placed

by Secretary Taylor that the paper be

It

in the proceedings.

would like to hear some discussion on the matter. There are no doubt some parts that
will appear very radical on the question of interchange.
It
Mr. Wohrle
I think the paper is very interesting.
meets with my views, and I hope that the practice will
become general.
Mr. Burge: I am not a joint inspector at the present
time, but I was with the gang for ten years and I am
familiar with inspection. It may be that a defect would
prove disastrous which was not considered serious at the
time, on account of the car being subject to rough usage
and the inspector is taken to task, and as he says, he has
a family and he thinks they will not get after him again.
I have had cars after switching that there was not the
President Boutet

I

:

:

was delivered

to be reblocked.

having

shifted, but the

road that the

to required that the car

be sent back

least sign of the load

car

Mr. Gainey

The

draft timbers

may

be

down

Y& of

I

am

in

favor of what
It

is

has been that

on the repair track for almost nothing
It became so that it
for four or five minutes' work.

cars

—

Personally

:

as the 20th Century inspection.

were

set out

was almost impossible to put a flag up, as we worked
from both ends of the yard. Finally we decided to put
cars on the repair track, but that meant a lot of work to
get them there. After we went into what is known as
the 20th Century inspection, we have had little or no
trouble.
With the increased business that we have had
it would have been utterly impossible for us to keep the
terminal open under the old inspection, and we hope that
the M. B. C. will adopt that this year and make it uniall

over the country.

Mr. Waughop:

Has

the Central Association of Cin-

cinnati adopted the interchange rules as adopted

general association at St. Louis last June
the

same

as the

:

by the

?

The present rules
recommended directions

President Boutet

are practically

of the Central

Association of Railway Officers.

Mr. Pearce

ago.

x

:

versal

destination.

We

Waughop:

must be working on the 21st
Century plan, for we are a little ahead of you.
President Boutet
I would like to hear from some of
Air.

charge of repairs and if the inspectors are setting out any
cars that should run, he gets after his inspectors for not
using better judgment, consequently, you save setting

it's

we shop them

put in shape

for repairs.

In this manner of inspection, you have

You

working on the 20th Century

are

ances,

termed the Twentieth Cen-

tury Inspection.

ages, as the

We

:

cars?

chance for improvement.
Sixth manner.

foreign car

originating at any line can be sent back except for safety

Mr. Trapnell

switching and some of the delays, yet there

No

than has been experienced for years.

manners.

Fourth manner. Some extra switching is saved but
you still have the faults of the inspectors getting technical, for the same reasons as given in the first manners.
While this manner saves some of the
Fifth manner.

413

:

In regard to the question under discus-

my mind

went back to the early conditions and principles of railroading, and I was debating
in my mind whether it was necessary to formulate such
a batch of laws, and why we have so much trouble in the
interchange of cars.
First of all, as Mr. Boutet says,
the railroads did a very small business, and at that time
every fly speck on a car was carded. It was from contracted men, the result of small business, but as we have
been advancing in years, business has advanced by leaps
and bounds and the small contracted man has been forced
to expand to handle business.
As we grow older we
grow wiser and more liberal. Isn't that the cause of
more liberal laws, and we are able to handle cars better
than ever in the past, and I think as business increases
and the exigiencies of the occasion demand it, we will
expand and find some way to meet the occasion. As regards interchange in St. Louis, I went down there about
two years ago. Everybody had rules and everybody had
a different interpretation
today thev have all become
sion, as I sat here

;
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we move cars second to none in the country.
Mr. Waughop: You might add that we move more

tutored and

traffic

than any two

The interchange

cities in the

country in interchange.

running over 15,000
no place else in the country that

at

Louis

St.

is

There is
will equal it, not even Chicago.
Mr. Skidmore
I believe I will not have anything
to say on the subject except that I heartily endorse what
Mr. Gainey has said relative to conditions at Cincinnati,
and as it is getting late I would like to adjourn.
cars a day.

:

was moved
Mr. Lynch
It

that the paper be received.

We

Carried.

have heard from two
chief railroad centers; I would like to know what they
are doing in Chicago.
We sometimes have a little
trouble with their system. We don't really understand it
and I would like to know what it is.
Mr. Waughop
I was delegated to help get up this
You
will notice that Chicago is out of
Chicago badge.
line.
It was done purposely for they are always out of
:

:

line.

Voice

I

:

think they are

our new interchange.

At

still

in the ring

though, under

the present time

we

any one, I think.
Mr. Skidmore
For the benefit of Chicago,
say that we must not pay much attention

handle

must
to Mr.
Waughop because he has been afflicted with the big head
a long while in reference to St. Louis, and he don't get
any place else very often; if he would come up to Chicago he would find out there was another city.
Voice
You didn't get Chicago out of line only a
I

—

:

little bit bias.

You

Mr. Waughop:
the fact that

I

people must not lose sight of

used to work in Chicago.

I

am

Chicago man.
You can readily understand
business cannot be run successfully without a
you do not have a head you will not have a
run on a railroad. The same is true of the
at Chicago.

You must have

an old

that

head.

any
If

successful
inspection

a head instead of about 50

heads to control your inspection. When you do that,
then you will become perfect.
Let one man be your
Czar of the car department, and so far as interchange
is

concerned, abide by his decision and you will find

out your cars will

Mr. Lynch
take

all

move

know what

If

I

is, but I know that somemonths to back up the notation and
get that car from the Chicago people because of unnecessary work, etc.
It seems to me that if they had a

times

it

the object of that

takes twelve

system in interchange something like St. Louis or Cleveland the cars would go through from Chicago or any
other western town. I also understand that the receiving

road does not get a card unless they ask for

Mr. Waughop:

I

move you

it.

that this association rec-

ommend

to the railroads of Chicago that they adopt the
system of inspection which the Central Association of
Railway Officers has now adopted, making it a uniform

inspection throughout the central district, east and west.

Seconded.

Mr. Harvey:

I

do not believe that

handle business in Chicago promptly, and I will
venture to say that we have less trouble in Chicago than
any other town in size in the country for the number of
cars handled, and

I do not think this association is in
any position to vote on anything of the kind. If we
want anything of that kind, appoint a committee to look

into

this

Don't jump into

the matter.

it

blindfolded just

because you have some one hammering against Chicago.
in

know we have

correspondence with cars handled
do not have one-tenth of the trouble
have with cars handled in St. Louis. Let us

we

that

less

We

Chicago.

Mr. Lynch:

among

tion

We

move the cars all right.
Chicago may move cars with little fric-

take care of Chicago.

will

themselves, but there

is

no uniformity and

causes trouble at other points and a great deal of
correspondence. I do not know what their object is tin-'
it

less

it is

notation, except that

it

be a dishonest one, be-

cause you do not give cards unless asked for.
President Boutet:
In all your discussions,

accuse the other fellow of being dishonest.

do not

Let us avoid

Mr. Lynch: Our object is to simplify interchange.
Mr. Skidmore: It is simply for uniformity. I have
been given to understand by some of our master mechanics that it would be very desirable if we could follow
in the footsteps of St. Louis.

Mr. Brady: I think the point raised by the gentleman from Chicago is well taken. I do not think we
should have anything to do with it.
President Boutet:
It wasn't to make rules simply a
recommendation they could receive it or turn it down.
;

If this association thinks

association

it

that

is better than another,
province to recommend.

has any form of inspection
it

is

certainly within their

Mr. Hitch
Have the motion put, prefaced by a few
remarks from Chicago. It carries with it more weight
if it emanates from Chicago.
The motion was put and lost.
Mr. Trapnell
I have an amendment to the consti:

:

tution to offer.
stitution

better than before.

understand Chicago rightly, they
of delivery company on notation.
I do not
:

We

that.

cars about as fast as
:

wants to go on record on anything of the kind. You
do not know anything about how the business is handled.

1

or three of the
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it

I

find in reading Article 3 of the con-

says that the membership shall

consist of

chief

interchange inspectors and car foremen of any
steam railroad of the United States as active members,
and any supply firms handling our supplies as honorary
members.
I desire to offer an amendment after the

word "steam

railroad," say

foremen of any private

rail-

—"The
read:

So when amended it shall
membership shall be composed of chief joint interchange
inspectors and car foremen of any steam railroad and
car foremen of private railroad car lines as active members and the representatives of any railway supply firm
road car

line.

handling car material as honorary members." I would
move the adoption of that amendment. Seconded.

The motion was put and carried unanimously.
upon an adjournment was had until 7:30 p. m.
THURSDAY EVENING

There-

SESSION.

President Boutet called the meeting to order at 7:30
and announced the boat ride to Milwaukee for Friday.
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Mr. Waughop: I move that we add to the article
regarding membership both Government and Interstate
inspectors, and State inspectors who will be eligible to
membership as active members.
I will second the motion as it was my
Mr. Trapnell
idea that if any one is eligible to this Association the

4i5

back of the body bolster not less than
12 inches of the same and not within 12 inches of the

shall be located

needle timber.

President Boutet

Mr. Hawley

It is

:

already located.

In the absence of Mr. Borley

:

who was

:

constitution should so state.

The motion was put and carried.
Mr. Waughop: I move you that

the thanks of this

association be tendered to the supplymen, especially to
the committee who have labored so zealously for our

entertainment, Bruce V.

W.

W.

Crandall,

A. Garret, and

E. Sharp.

Mr. Lynch

that a rising vote of thanks

move you

I

:

sent here to

represent the secretary of the

Interstate

Commerce Commission, and who was called back to his
hotel, I desire to convey to each and every one of you
I only wish that he
the well wishes of Mr. Moseley.
were here that he might say the words to you in person.
I can assure you one and all that he would be glad to
meet and mingle with you and probably discuss propositions which would be of interest to both vou and
himself.

be tendered to the gentlemen named.
Seconded and carried unanimously.

not the desire of myself or any of the other inspectors who are here to enter into any discussion with

Mr. Charles Hitch: I move you that the chair appoint a committee of three to draft a suitable resolution,
conveying to these gentlemen the good-will of this association; not only to these gentlemen but to all who

you over the

It is

have entertained us here.
The motion was seconded and carried unanimously.
President Boutet appointed as a committee, Messrs.
Hitch, Trapnell and Pearce.

President Boutet

Yesterday there was a committee

:

appointed to present to

association a

this

drawing of
draw

what they would consider the proper splice for a

committee ready to report?
The committee would recommend a
Mr. Harvey
change in rule 65. The rule will read just the same as
amended yesterday except that Fig. 9a, is to be changed
to correspond with the form of splice shown herewith.
Instead of a beveled splice, have a butt splice. I might
say that we have several cars running with that form
of splice and have never found one that broke.
sill.

Is the

:

SZi

/<S4

ynr

{

TT

-ff-

-/<?

dlUoZte

fine or OaXt'.'g /.ana

•M-

m

ft

-H!!

"if

OiM

3

~Ti

in

which we are en-

gaged.

On

behalf of myself and the other inspectors, those

and who are not, I thank you very kindly
for your action here in making us eligible as active members of the association. It is something which I assure
you was not expected by any of us, but nevertheless
it is appreciated, and I have no doubt but that many
of them will take advantage of the opportunity, and that
by the time another year rolls around, many of them
will be enrolled upon the register of this association.
I desire to thank those who have had charge of the entertainment for providing us with tickets so that we might
accompany you and engage in the little pleasures which
you have engaged in since you have been here.
Realizing that you are anxious to complete your duties
and that it is very warm in here, I will conclude by
again thanking you for what you have done for us, and
I thank you on behalf of Mr. Moseley and the Interstate Commerce Commission for the information which

who

are here

we have

we have

received while

listened to your discus-

two days.
Mr. Waughop: I move that we recommend to the
arbitration committee of the M. C. B. that the splicing
of two draw sills on either end of the car be allowed,
and that the splicing be allowed as described bv the

11

-iHr

t&*i

f

•

—

Center Jrl/

Mr. Waughop
cut represent the

:

committee, 12 inches either side of the needle timber or
the transom.
Seconded.

£p/zc£,

Does the splice as represented on
top and bottom just as it stands?

the

Mr. Harvey: Yes.
Mr. Waughop: I believe that the committee announced that a fillet be placed in between the draw sills
on that splice.
I move vou that we recommend to the arbitrating committee to

work

sions for the past

-J/z

\

subjects, or the

recommend

mitted by the

M. C. B. that the splice subcommittee be recommended to them for
to the

Mr. Gainey

think he

going too far for the first
year. He better let the recommendation of yesterday go
through, and if successful in that he might take up this
I

:

is

part a year hence.

Mr. Waughop
good on both. If

good on one end it is
good on one end it isn't good on

If the splice is

:

it

isn't

both.

President Boutet:
not feel that

we

Possibly that

is

are here to dictate.

adoption at their next meeting.

changed

recognized by the arbitration committee.

conform

to this

That we have Rule 65
manner of splicing center

sills.

Mr. R. R. Jones: I believe that should be "all sills."
The motion was seconded and carried.
Mr. Waughop: I move you that we recommend to
the arbitration committee of the

M.

C. B. that such splice

should

We

to get a recommendation that

been able

to

We

true.

have never
we have passed

We

had better try to get what we have passed, and later on if we
can show them that one or two recommendations is
good, possibly

we may

Mr. Gainey:
that

we make

would like to offer an amendment,
one end instead of both.

I
it

get more.
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President Boutet:

If the

members think

the recom-

mendation of yesterday is sufficient, they may vote "nay."
The following paper on Piece Work, prepared by Mr.
D. T. Taylor, C, B. & Q. Ry., St. Louis, Mo., was read
by Mr. Kepner.

PREMIUM OR PIECE WORK COVERING FREIGHT CAR REPAIRS,
ITS ADVANTAGES
DISADVANTAGES AND RELATION
TO UNION LABOR SUPERVISION.
Not long ago,
let

the

owner of a drug

a bottle of acid, valued at $5.00

He

store accidentally

slip

from

force of the falling bottle, grabbed

placed

it

back on the

"You own
"if I

it

with his hand and

this business," I observed.

This true and decisive illustration clearly draws the

between personal interest and company interest,
direct or indirect touch with the property interest we
line

represent.

work

places a

man

in business for himself; ad-

vances a special premium on industry, energy and

intel-

The present unprecedented commercial prosperity of
our country does not depend any more on bountiful crops
it

bright genius that observed these dangerous

first

tendencies toward advancement and progress was in

premium work.

opinion the father of

A

my

fair, practical,

consistent proposition to the direct interest of each party
to the contract,

and so

"soldier" that he

is

distasteful to the "sluggard"

and

dazed and must step down and out to

the rear.

In the inauguration of piece work the supervisor,

he

is

if

not a victim himself, will hardly find time enough

to get into the rut

and remain any length of time as he
being closely scrutinized,

is

pay maitained, etc., being verv carefully
checked and compared with other points from more than
the

of

rate

ADVANTAGES OF PREMIUM WORK.
It organizes and maintains a high standard and system for doing things quickly. This organized method
gets the work done and places equipment in service with
the least delay and at a minimum cost, where each car
repairer

is

does on the ability of railroads to furnish ade-

quate cars for the transportation of

its

almost limitless

resources to various parts of the country.

owner

for himself, everything

in business

is

life-

not only develops the very
best mechanics who think out for themselves the very
best practical way of accomplishing things the quickest

movement and on

ligence.

than

The

one source.

ago."

Piece

fication.

soon discovers his supervision

shelf.

"Yes," he said,
was working for you, you would have lost $5.00 a

moment

an achievement possessed by few men. To be capable
of applying an effective remedy is an equally rare quali-

his fingers.

quickly and carefuly raised his foot and caught the
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the go.

It

way, but the premium inducement makes it possible to
secure the better and most acceptable class of employees.
Car repairers on piece work will be found properly

of a defective freight car occupies the position of a miser,

supplied with the latest improved and the best individual
tools to be had, at their expense, which are kept in

with the valuation of his property not only dormant so

first class

At

this period of great business activity, the

far as revenue

is

concerned, but

is

directly losing or

paying $6.00 per month with no return whatever.
This car must be repaired if possible, and placed back
in service at the earliest possible

moment, or

the invest-

ment in its construction cannot be a paying one. The
owners of the equipment as a rule, are paying for results
and have a right

"What
"It

is

is

holding this car?"

defective,"

which brings

the response, "it has checked there 15 days,

you repair

As

it

why

don't

?"

accommodate

;

many

maybe your system

is

as your

wrong.

those now operating on a day work
and continually behind in repairing defective cars,
this paper is respectfully dedicated.
The fact may not be freely admitted by some yet it
can hardly be denied, tha.t a surplus of employees on any
work under almost any conditions is far more detrimental to organization and discipline than not quite
enough assistance to cover every detail of the work.
It is equally true that sometimes the head of a department is detrimental to the interest he represents, and is
not only unaware of such a state of affairs himself, but
Such conditions may drag
his superiors are equally so.
Especially to

basis,

along weeks, months and years, resulting in the needless
waste of

To

itself

much money.

be able to observe the

but so far as the

employers are concerned, it solves not only a perishable
but an expensive item satisfactorily and permanently.
In cleaning the repair yards, and handling material,
the system will reduce a force laboring on a day-work

and

basis one-half,

decrease

the

expense

one-third,

and cleanliness.
The car repair foreman who works his force by the
hour will acquire many skillful methods in the way of
into a vision of neatness

expediting and reaching quick results

a rule, you have plenty of men, as

tracks will

question not only takes care of

the tool

eliminate superintendency and transform the repair yard

to expect fair returns.

The wires are used:
The answer goes back,

Thus

condition to accomplish things.

commencement

of failure

is

premium trunk
that those

line repair yard.

not operating piece

By

if

he will

this I

work

are

visit a

do not claim
not accom-

plishing anything, or are not working hard, but I do
claim that the system in offering a premium develops the

keenest sense of learning and concentrates the best and
quickest methods of doing things. With the appearance
of the premium system the old driving method at times
so obviously necessary

on day work disappears.

Individual efforts are justly rewarded, the drone, or
lazy fellow passes out of existence, as he cannot keep
up and must therefore step out and make room for the

competent

man who works

with zeal in pursuit of a re-

ward.

How many

work on open
working
by the
tracks who have 60 or 80 car repairers
hour or day, who worries and hesitates to call his men
out in the rain? Loads are being delayed and defect
car foremen are there doing
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his pay-

"Nothing doing," but

cars are accumulating.
roll.

The

work foreman
he knows even if

piece

tions, for

the
in

way of
the way

repairs, there

there

much

not

is

doing in

also scarcely anything doing

is

of expense.

would venture

I

smiles under similar condi-

to say, there

pair track in the country

cannot reduce

its

not a

is

now on

Trunk Line

re-

a day-work basis, that

force legitimately 30 per cent or

more

by instituting premium or piece work. I do not say that
the change would reduce the pay-roll, but I do say that it
will

reduce the number of

men

to piece or

related to supervision.
is

guaranteed, there can in

Treatment

vantages.

my

is

closely

opinion, be no disad-

in personal contact

and procedure
;

the

is effect.

which must be "guarded
The timekeeper and inspector
against in supervision:
must be honest, competent and experienced and know

The following

are

points

whether work is properly done. The system
compares about equally with day-work in offering opportunity for favoritism which occasionally exists on a
day-work basis, but cannot mix to any extent with
premium work.
Dishonesty on a small scale is an easy possibility and
requires that the work be closely observed, checked and

at a glance

The foreman and

watched.
position

of impartial

tion with the

work

inspector occupy the

his

All

arbitors.

others

in

connec-

It will

be observed

the supervisor must scrutinize extremely

this, that

You

say the system cannot be inaugurated here or

You have no

position

You. have

material.

contend

to

Such a

and not only be fair and honest but unquestionably
firm and positive in handling possible complaints.
Granting a high standard in supervision and looking
at the proposition from an employers standpoint, although experienced on the subject, I cannot see anv dis-

close

advantages to the system.

untenable and will not stand investigation.

is

Ample

material, of course,

is

very essential, and on

this point the system of piece work compared with daywork completely reverses the position of the supervisor
from an aggressive or offensive to a defensive one.
The quantity of work will take care of itself along
with the material problem.
The one paramount duty
is to look after the quality of work turned out.

Schedules that apply at a large shop point, where
conveniences, and appointments are the best

facilities,

may

not

a small point where the best conditions do

fit

The

not exist.

larger the volume of business, however,

the better the system works and to the best interest of
the employer.

was Sidney Smith who in effect said There
are things that are good and things that are new, but
the new things are not always good nor the good things
I believe

it

:

always new.

So

are looking at the proposition from

a personal accumulating standpoint.

from

CONCLUSION.

intelligent supervision

in dismissals are the cardinal points in supervision

object sought

for reinstatement.

with too large a percentage of foreign cars.

premium work

and

If fair

the applicant possesses energy

if

and industry with fair intelligence.
The employee adjusts his own rate of wages in line
with the amount of skill he possesses. The system was
established under my supervision, early in 1903, every
employee in the department was a union member, and
the same applies to the force at the present time.
We do not remember ever discharging a competent
man or having one resign that did not make application

there.

DISADVANTAGES.

The disadvantages

being almost certain

as well as defective cars

and maintain the reduction.
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I fear

paper,

not that

there

should

if

in this brief

appear

things

and possibly crude
to

the

"Critic,"

which might be new but not good, I will in good time
be made aware of it, and it might be pertinent to add
in conclusion that if the "old things" are good the
repetition thereof, will cause no harm.
It was moved by Mr. Waughop that the paper be
printed in the proceedings of the meeting, and that the
thanks of the association be tendered to Mr. Taylor.
Seconded.

RELATION TO UNION LABOR.

Under

President Boutet

and honest treatment, the system com-

fair

Mr. Taylor

pletely solves the union labor question covering freight

this,

it is

company

only necessary for the

honest and above board

men

with

its

to be

employees, give the

same access to the schedules that you have
yourself, and show a complete absence of favoritism
everywhere and at all times.
Car repairers work in pairs or fours place two or
the

;

four union

men

and indifferent

together.

If

one

man

proves to be lazy

to business the others will not

work with

him, union or non-union.
Briefly,

I

do not

feel that

we ought

to

:

I

think

it

should be discussed.

There

many friends of piece work here to defend it. If
those who do not use piece work should like to ask any
questions, they may be answered.
Mr. Sharp: If I understand it, when this motion is

are

car repairs.

To do

:

shut off a disscussion of the matter.

union don't know

union unless union

can

hold up his end.

The problems

of apprenticeship are briefly determined

success or failure quickly comes to the surface.

The

beginner does not remain a pupil very long, success

put
a

it

will close the discussion of this paper.

number

of people here

who

There are

are versed on the subject

and I think they are capable of discussing the paper,
and that discussion would appear in the minutes of the
meeting to the profit of the members and others who
read the minutes. I would like to hear something more
about their plan of applying the piece work
system. We have a number of railway representatives
here who have had considerable experience, and we
definite

also have with us

Central,

who may

Mr. C. R. Powell,

late of the Illinois

feel a little bit timid

on account of
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engaged
adopted piece work on the
being temporarily

lieve

he

Illinois

He

business.

Central and I be-

something of

to say

in a position

is

other

in

interest,

and give us some very valuable suggestions.

Mr. Powell
work.

am

I

did not

I

:

now

not

come here

had

I

known piece work would have been discussed, I should
have come prepared.
While I was with the Illinois
Central, they had been working day work and to a
certain extent are working day work now, but we finally
decided to give the men an opportunity to work piece
work if they desired.
I recommended it and the burden
augurate the

man

of the

me to insystem, as that railroad appointed me chaircommittee.
They sent me around to the
on

fell

various roads to investigate the different systems to see

what we could get out of it. I am speaking of repair
work. We always have worked new work by piece work.
I investigated 15 or 20 different roads, and the objection
I found to it at that time was that the schedule was so
complicated that the people could not understand it, and
that is true today. The result was that when I made my
recommendations, we started on a schedule 'that we could
understand and the men could understand, that is, that
"he

men

own work.

could check their

We

compiled a

schedule which I believe is being used there today. We
have had no trouble and all of the men have been able
The prices are worked out
"o understand the schedule.
on the operative form. When we take down draft timbers and couplers, in place of paying so much for the
coupler and so much for the balance, we take the entire
operation and have a fixed price.
That is to say, for
draft timbers we would give a price of one or two dollars that meant that all necessary work was included in
;

that price.

If

we made

a price for a coupler the

included putting back the springs, straps,

work

etc.

We tried to introduce it and met with the usual comHowever, it was finally decided
plaint from the union.
The only restriction
to make it optional with the men.
was that when a man started on piece work he could not
go back to day work. We started four or five men and
made more money than the men working alongside of them; they managed to run their rate up to 35
or 40 cents an hour, which was a good increase, and
so far they have 50 or 60 men who have finally taken hold

they

of the proposition,

As Mr. Taylor

and

all

are satisfied.

stated, the idea

is

man who

can turn out double the

certainly entitled to

premium on
hour's service. The
amount of work is

to put a

a man's individual work and not his

more pay than another who cannot

do as much work.

As

far

as

getting at the details of the schedule,

cannot do that now, but

we

if

I

could bring about a uni-

formity of the piece work system

—

if all

roads adopted

same schedule, I think we would have very little
There would be a more satisfactory arrangetrouble.
ment both for the company and for the men.
I presume
To give an idea of what the schedule is
you are all familiar with the system that was adopted
by the New York Central the bolt and nut schedule.
the

—

;

Every operation is figured out according to the number
of bolts and the operation that a man has to go through,
and he is paid so much for each bolt. That was the

work system that I refer to. The idea of going out
and holding a stop watch on a couple of good operators,
I do not believe is satisfactory, because the best men will
be timed, and the price is made too low. If it is made too
high, there is another complaint. These are things that
we all have to look out for in the piece work schedule.
I do not like to say too much, but personally I am
very much in favor of piece work, both from the standpoint of the men who are doing the work and from the
standpoint of the company. I have seen from my little expiece

to discuss piece

in the railroad service, but
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perience

when with

the Illinois Central, the introduction,

adoption and operation of the schedule which

I

men-

have noticed the results and they have been
entirely satisfactory on both sides.
I took occasion to

tioned.

I

various unions to get them to adopt

visit

rious points on the line,

My

our car men that

I

think the

at the va-

men

later

on

opportunity which the company has

will appreciate the

given them.

and

it

superior officers

made a

proposition to

had been a supervising officer. I would
never have sanctioned. They gave the men a guarantee.
They gave the poor workmen a guarantee as well as the
good ones. It is not as great an incentive to the men
who can turn out double the amount of work as a new
man.
I did not come prepared to give you any definite information other than to say that if you will look into the
bolt and nut schedule, figure out how many bolts and
nuts a

you

man

has to take out to prepare a certain operation,

will be

work

I

surprised

how

easy

it

is

to

adopt a piece

When

you figure the combination of
prices you will find that they will average up so that a
man is getting more than he figures by taking the mere
schedule on its face.
schedule.

I want to say that my experience with
work has been satisfactory. I have held a posiin a shop where piece work has been in vogue for

Mr. Laughlin

:

piece
tion

and our experience in starting was similar to that of Mr. Powell's.
We picked
out work which was regular and succeeded in getting
some of the men started in that. Those men made more
money than the ones working day work, and it wasn't
but a few months until the whole gang was clamoring
for piece work. We could not get our men to go back
to day work.
It is the only way to put the company and
the men on independent footing.
The work is being
turned out and the company is getting just exactly
what it is paying for. In the ordinary shop where the
men are working day work in a gang of 75, the foreman
the past eight or ten years

has to figure out

work

it

is

all

different

;

the short methods.

With

piece

the 75 are figuring on the short

methods and all the foremen has to do is to see that
it is done right.
He has to keep the men supplied with
material, where, under ordinary day work methods, the
men do not hunt for material. If the material isn't
there they are satisfied their time is going on. Under
the piece work method, if the material isn't where they
are right after it. On the other hand it is an independent

—
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When

proposition for the men.

and Avant
is

any one of our men,

to see

there in plain sight; he

He knows when
reason for

go out

I

he

he

if

not afraid of any foreman.

is

we have

situated at times that

out very rapidly, and

it is

to get the cars

man work
When we have oc-

necessary that every

do the most work.
casions of that kind our men are always
fast in order to

much work

want to get out as

more money
sion I

some good

is

it.

We are so

We

yard

not busy he

is

not working there

is

in the

They
means

there.

as possible as

it

have tried piece work successfully, and in concluwant to say that I do not think there is any way

of doing work.

am

P. D. Garlarneau: I

in

charge of a car shop of a

same company

private car line of the
lin,

who

am

just starting in the piece

is

interested

I

in.

work

as

Mr. Laugh-

might say that

system.

I

It is all right

have met with some objection on
light repair work.
With the heavy work the men have
been able to make from 36 to 39 cents an hour, while
their ordinary wages would have been 22 cents. While
we have some objection to the light repair work, I am
in

heavy

repairs, but I

heartily in favor of the piece
is

difficult to

work

We

system.

get competent men.

It

find

it

'seems to be the

when they float around the country for
a few days work, and we cannot expect to successfully
handle piece work with that class of men. If we have
competent men, I am satisfied that piece work will be
season of the year

a success.

Mr. Dixie

do not know that

can add 10 what
has already been said in favor of piece work. I will say
that I

am

piece

work

I

:

very much, in earnest

when

I

I state that I

the only system in repair work.

is

been associated with private firms and railroads.
this

I
I

think

have
heard

& Q. man, Mr. Taylor,
one of the old time C. B. & O. piece

paper read from the C. B.

happen
work men. I
and

I

to be

find that the only difficulty

is

that

when

a

man

once starts on piece work you cannot get him to go

back

to

day work.

No

or passenger work,

matter whether

it is all

it is

freight

work

the same.

is

—

know

their business

;

men who know

the conditions not

only of the employers but also of the employes, and be
fair

with them.

I believe piece

a fair foreman
is

right.

You

work

who

is

the only system on earth, with

will insist

will get 33

on the men doing what

per cent, more work done

and you will keep things moving. You will save clerk
hire.
There is everything in favor of piecework if you
have an honest foreman.

Mr. Sharp:

It is

hardly necessary that

anything in favor of piece work.

man who represented
how we feel about it.
a

entitled to 100 cents

The

system.

We

roll.

by the piece work
be discussed and the

get

point that ought to

it

one we have to deal with is to take into consideration the
local conditions, such as the expense of living, shop facilities, etc., and it is no small task to figure out what is
the proper allowance for any particular job.
You will
appreciate that

is

it

easier in our case

but one class of cars to

My

work upon.

Mr. Powell's

been largely as

—

that

we

pare piece work schedules

is

where we have
experience has

in trying to com-

are not able

get a

to

comparison because the party is reluctant of
giving out his secrets. We do not claim to have the
best system, but we have the best that we know of.
Undoubtedly the men would rather use their own
skill and receive larger pay.
All shops are anxious to
increase their out-put and that is sure when they get a
piece work "schedule. We have in our shop what we call

the

a standard piece
classification of

I

You have

should say
listened to

same company and you know

I believe that every employer is
worth of work for every dollar that

work system. We have used the same
work at our 12 different shops, and as

work schedule is adopted at any of our smaller
they have the same classification. That may not

the piece

shops,

you are not using the same system, that
one step in the right direction, and it will enable you
compare your costs at the different shops. In the

be new, but
is

to

He

if

work system each man

piece

is

in business for himself.

going to figure for himself, and you have the
brains of your entire organization at work on the problems of repairing your cars; where, if you have the day
is

work system, you simply have the brains of the overworked foreman, and it is difficult for a foreman to get
around and apply the proper methods to all of the operations of his shop.
His duties are so varied and his territory so large that there are things that he

is

capable

of doing, but he hasn't time to get to each operation.

You

will

have

to

careful inspection.
piece

work

have a larger inspection bureau and
You cannot depend on clerks to run a

schedule. It has to be a practical man.

He

has

be a practical car man in order to know when an
operation is right and when it is wrong.
In our systo

maximum on

tem we place no
can earn.

no excuse for not working piece work The
only difficulty is that when one foreman follows another
he may want to make a better showing and imposes on
the workmen in the hope of making a better record for
himself.
You must get good honest men men who

There

invested in his pay

satisfactory

for them.

just spoke,

is

419

first

place,

We

try to

and

if

and he can make

we

fifty

make
find

wages

a price that

make 50

it

entitled to

it

that a

man

right in the
is

is his.

a genius
If a car-

cents an hour they

us; they are worth

to

is

some man who

cents an hour

penter or blacksmith can
are worth it
and they are

the

it

to

themselves

for themselves, because they

possess particular ability for that job.

You

will increase the out-put of

your shop, but do not
decrease to such a large extent as has been intimated the
cost of your work. It is the results you are looking for
and usually you are behind in your work, and the thing,
most sought after is a larger out-put. I could go on
and give illustrations for an hour, but I hardly think it
is necessary.
The Armour Car Lines have been pretty
well heard from.
I know there are barrels of information stored up here, if we only had a bung starter.

Mr. Setzekorn

About a year and a half ago we had
considerable difficulty in keeping our tracks clear and
our cars in service.
experienced trouble in getting
:

We

car repairers.

We

have instigated the piece work system
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on new cars as well as repairs. I eventually got up a
schedule and made our work all piece work. In introducing the work I experienced some difficulty but was
very cautious. It has proven satisfactory to the men as
well as the company and we have no trouble in clearing

The gentlemen before me have expressed some

say.

very practical views and

work if we were short of maany kind we would not find it out. The men

When we

started piece

I

heartily coincide with

Mr. Sharp brought out
are of particular interest, and I believe

some points that
they must have a very

practical plan in operation in the

Armour

He

people.

eral schedule for car repairs.

It is

they get

a schedule

foremen and the story gets
around that they will have to have material or another
We have completed arrangements to have the majob.
terial at hand which is quite a saving to the company.

Burlington
a schedule

is

would wait

until

we

now

got the material, but

after the inspector or the

found when we were working day work that quite
often with two men working on a car one would go and
Considerget a bolt and another a spring or washer.
also

I

was

able time

lost

in

getting the material to the car.

After the adoption of a piece work system, a man going
after material will bring it all, and we have to be carethat

ful

he

too

get

don't

a rule that he had to bring

We

much.
it

back.

to

make

When we

intro-

had

had a man who had worked for
me about two years and I considered him a very good
man. The first two weeks of piece work did not suit
him. He said he would have to have day work or quit.
He could not make the money as the schedule was too
low.
At this time we had men in the shop who made
from $2.50 to $4.00 per day, not claiming to be the
mechanic that he claimed to be. I asked him how he
would explain that and he said he didn't believe it. I
showed him the checks and he said he would not work
I had his time figured up to see
that hard for anybody.
how much the company had lost on that man in the two
years that he had worked and it fell short two weeks.
It gives a good man a chance to see what he can do.
You must see that the work is right after it is done. I
The bad
also find that it makes better car repairers.
order cars are kept cleaned away from the tracks, which
It would be impossible
is a satisfaction to the company.
for me to turn out the work by day work that I am turning out by the piece work system and keep the shop
duced

this

system

I

open.

do not want to

:

I

regret that our time

cut you

off,

to curtail the length of time that a

are several others

who

is

limited.

but necessity compels

person

talks.

me

There

desire to speak on the subject.

We

may

the employes

the reading of

are trying to

management

as well as

be able to properly interpret each

We

hope to have the schedule complete and
published in a little book form of sufficient size to be
conveniently carried in a pocket book. We hope to have
the schedule conform to the very best practices and made
out according to the most up-to-date methods that can
schedule.

be introduced in our repair yards, so that the prices

may

conform as nearly as possible, considering the difference
Our schedule will be
in facilities and cost of living.
published in a uniform conditon only so far as the numbers and the rating is concerned.
Prices will have to
be inserted according to the location of the yard.

The system
practical.

I

Armour

of the

believe

yards seems to be very

would be of great

it

could compare notes with the

Armour

benefit

people.

We

if

we

have

exchanged schedules with other roads that has been
of advantage.
cilities,

we

or

Upon

some

investigation

we

find different fa-

Bye and bye

or better method.

tool

equalize the difference to a large per cent, bv adopt-

ing the improved methods and
readily see will result to

which you can
the best interests of the comfacilities,

pany and by no means to the detriment of the work.
The employes of the C. B. & Q. are satisfied with the
piece work system.
We could not hold them with the
day work system. In the far north-west we find difficulty during this season to hold men.
We find men
shifting from one point to another, and the only way
that we can hold them is by the piece work system.
In regard to a system of schedules, I can hardly agree

We

have tried the bolt method and
the bunch prices that he alludes to as simplifying the
schedule.
The employer very often finds that it is not
necessary to pay for a great deal of work on one job.
We have to try to get the prices according to conditions.
this subject myself.

roads.

tonight,
:

so that the

over the entire

We

an important feature.

make each schedule

have had a very good representation of the private
car lines, and I would like to hear from the C. B. &
Q. in a brief manner and then from some of the other

Mr. Harvey
I believe that we have piece work men
here that I would rather hear talk. It has been some little
time since I have had anything to do with piece work.
Therefore, I would call on Mr. Kepler.
Mr. Kepler: I am rather disappointed in not hearing
some questions asked, or is it possible that any of you
have any doubt as to the practicability of the piece work
system.
If we could hear some voice on the opposite
side of the question it would give me something more to

future develop

lington people that

with Mr. Powell.

President Boutet
I

suggests a gen-

the hope of the Bur-

we may in the near
that might be made general
system.
The explicitness of

terial of

what

has been said by the others.

repair yards of the

our tracks.
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Mr. Skidmore:
piece

work system.

I

would
I

It

am

few words on
not very well posted on the
like to say a

appears to be

all

one-sided here

and probably a few words on the opposite side
will bring out more on the subject.
They have been
working piece work on the Big Four for some time
and at Cincinnati, for about three months. It is well
to look into what brings on this piece work system.
I
have heard the gentlemen here discussing the question
and explaining that men made as high as 50 cents an
hour,

when

before the adoption of piece

work they made

16 and 17 cents per hour, day work, and as high as
22 cents. From that it appears to me that the car depart15,
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ment has been held very lightly: that any old scrub
was a car repairer it didn't make any difference who he
was, if he had a name that you could put on the pay
got
roll he was a car repairer at 15 cents per hour, and it
to such a condition that the foremen couldn't get the

where we should

421

meeting as we haven't but a

close our

short time to stay.

;

looked around to devise some scheme whereby they
They probably
could increase their out-put of work.

and endeavored

to their superior officers

went

to get

They couldn't get it.
leaving them going at some

increase in the rate per hour.

men were

best of

work mostly house
;

ed

—

all

work

getting piece

in

and they

started

left

it

to

men; asked their best men if
piece work. They succeeded in getting them to do it and
the effect was that those men, without working very
they wouldn't try

their

much

men what

these

had paid
place, and

If they

harder, increased their salary.

they were worth in the

first

foreman with the ability to shove the work along,
they would not have had to devise some means of piece
work to get it. I have worked men piece work that I
had paid iS}i cents per hour day work, and the first

had

a

month they made a fraction over 30 cents per hour. The
next month they run to 29 and the next to 28. We work

am

in favor of piece

under the bolt and nut system.

I

work

good car repairer there

for the reason that with a

no trouble for him to make 30 cents per hour, but
where are you going to get your car repairers and eduOur men
cate them so that they will make 30 cents?
positions.
better
have left the service and gone to
The car departments have been held entirely too lightly.
I say in all fairness that if those car men had been
paid what was properly due them, and they had a foreman with the proper ability to handle them and push
the work along, that you would not have had to devise
is

piece

work

And

prices to get your

work

:

his nerve.

marks

only regret that he did not

I

make

his re-

earlier in order to give us time to discuss points

do not believe that Mr.
.Skidmore is serious in some of the things that he has
said.
I believe he is trying to bring out further dis-

that he has brought out.

cussion, but
to

I

am

answer one of

I

not going to take time further than

question that he asked

;

worth

15.

President Boutet:
a

man who

views.
the

am

like

Mr. Sharp. I admire
up and express his

has the nerve to get

I differ

man was

I

with Mr. Sharp

-in

serious, but the time

one thing.
is

"One good turn deserves another."
unknown to the majority of your mem-

Mr. Waughop:
believe

I

it

is

bers that your president and others have borne the burden and heat of the day. There is a boy (designating

who

President Boutet)

drawing

I

believe

to a point

has gone

down

in his

own

pocket

with others to save this association when it was low.
As he says, we are getting on our feet. I believe that it
is

we do

only right that until

get on our feet properly

should maintain our present officer. Therefore
I take pleasure in nominating our present president,
Henry Boutet of Cincinnati, for the ensuing year.

that

we

President Boutet
sary

first to

You

:

are out of order.

It is

neces-

have a motion to proceed to the election of

officers.

A

motion would be entirely out of
I take pleasure in seconding the nomination of
order.
Mr. Boutet, and move you that the nominations close

Mr. Tratman:

and that the secretary be instructed to cast the ballot
of the association for Mr. Boutet.
The motion was seconded by many voices, the question was put and carried unanimously.
Secretary Taylor announced the election of President
Boutet.

A

Mr. Cressey:

speech from President Boutet

We

not think necessary.

will

do

I

proceed to the election of

a vice-president.
I

for the excuse he gives
I

do not

feel that I

out expressing

my

am
me

obliged to the vice-president
for not saying anything, but

can afford to accept the honor withthanks, and trust that with your help

our next annual meeting will be as far ahead of
one as

this

this

one has been over our previous meeting.

I

have your individual support, we will
accomplish the result. If you will all put your shoulder
to the wheel, it will be no trouble.
Voice
You can always have a good meeting in Chiassure you that

if I

:

cago*

Mr. Waughop

:

It

to be distinguished as

you

his questions.

was why it was necessary
to devise a piece work system?
Everybody will know
that at all central points like Chicago we had a standard
schedule of wages.
Everybody was paying 27^ cents
per hour for carpenters by the day work system we were
forced to pay a man 27 J/2 cents per hour who was not

The

minutes of the

the

ELECTION OF OFFICERS.

President Boutet:

ment and get some method of making car repairers,
then we will have car men and men that will do the
work, and turn out the work at a day price just as well
as on a piece work price.
Mr. Sharp
I want to compliment Mr. Skidmore on

with

file

was read

meeting.

out.

soon as they do that with the car depart-

just as

and ordered placed on

The
other

to

report of the secretary and treasurer

an

at last they succeed-

But

building.

The

upon the
Mr. Taylor

that the paper be received, spread

minutes and a vote of thanks tendered
was put and unanimously carried.

Consequently they

that class of men.

work done with

The motion

all

don't

fall to

to look at that

W. H.

Cressey of

many men

our present vice-president.

Democrat.

of William Jennings Bryan.

ing

the lot of

Omaha

I

There

is

I

want

the double

take pleasure in nominat-

as our vice-president.

The nomination was seconded and

it

was moved

that

the nominations close that the Secretary be instructed
cast the ballot of the association for Mr. Cressey,
which was accordingly done.
Mr. Cressey: I thank you for the honor conferred.
Mr. Trapnell
For the office of secretary, I take
pleasure in placing in nomination the name of the present
encumbent, J. W. Taylor of St. Louis.
It was moved that the nominations close and that the
to

:
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I rise to a point of order.
Mr. Waughop
The motion was put and lost.
The ballot resulted in favor of Mr. Skidmore and Mr.

organizaPresident be instructed to cast the ballot of the
seconded and cartion for Mr. Taylor. The motion was
ried unanimously.

President Boutet announced the election of

Mr

November, 1906

:

Sharp.

Tay-

Mr. Pearce:

lor as Secretary.

believe

While I appreciate the honor, I
Mr. Taylor
you to have elected some
it would have been proper for
There is too much honor for one man to
other man.
for some
carry more than two years, and I think it is fair
wish to
one else to be given an opportunity. I do not
capable.
shun any duty, but I think there are others more

move

I

that the thanks of the associa-

tion be tendered to our President

and Secretary for

the

:

least there should be

At

sometimes
matter,

may

I

not be in a position to handle the

I

needs an assistant,

you get

If

it.

Mr. Taylor:

I

disagree with brother Taylor.

him call one in and we will pay
a good secretary stick to him.
want to say that if any of you fail
let

Railway Master Mechanic, you should

to get the

let

it

be known.

Mr. Waughop
mitee,

wish to

I

For a member of the Executive Comname a man by the name of Trapnell,

:

by the name of O'Brien.
Voice: I would nominate Mr. Skidmore.
I would like to place in nomination our
Mr. Cressey

also one

:

friend

from

St.

Louis, Mr.

Mr. Waughop:
dent

It

is

Waughop.
The

uncalled for.

past presi-

always an ex-officio member of the executive

is

Mr. Taylor: I think we should mix up Chicago.
We have had but about one-third of our membership
has been one of the best attended meetings we
have had. I will nominate H. H. Harvey as a member
of the executive commitee.
have one with us tonight who is
Mr. Waughop

here yet

We

do not know
have went through

of the association in a way.

member

I

can manage him or not. I
the bad lands with the gentleman and smelled smoke
from several bad cigars. But I take pleasure in nom-

whether

inating

affairs

Also that she acher our appreciation of her work.
company the organization to Milwaukee tomorrow.

The motion was put and

carried.

Mr. Sharp: Before we adjourn, in behalf of Chicago, I want to extend to you an invitation to hold your
next annual meeting in Chicago.

I

believe

it is

the thing

do for the reason that we are centrally located, and
we have so many things we can show you that we have
I
not had an opportunity to show you on this trip.

to

know
when

Chicago people
extend to you an invitation to hold your next

that
I

voice the sentiments of

I

all

meeting here.

Mr. Waughop: On behalf of the association
sire to thank Mr. Sharp for his kind invitation

I

de-

to the

great city for our next convention with the assurance
that our executive committee, so far as

I

am

concerned

due consideration. We have had a very sucand if it is good this year, it should
be good next year. And thanking Mr. Sharp for the asit

cessful meeting,

sociation I will quit.

it

:

a

which they have conducted the

:

will give

committee.

in

I would second the motion and ask that
Mr. Sharp
the motion include the name of Miss Harriet Unkenholz
who has reported the minutes of the meeting, and that
she be included with the officers and that we convey to

he

If

manner

of the association the past year.

.

Mr. Pearce:
for

an assistant secretary, because

able

I

W.

the vote

is

I

:

would

like to

make

a speech before

appreciate being a

I

cast.

member

of the

entertainment committee and have had no
ject except to make your stay here a pleasant one.
other

sincerely hope

remarks when

Waughop

you
I

will appreciate the sincerity

ask you to retract what

has just said, as

vates in the ranks, and

members
Mr. Waughop:

I

my

of

obI

my

friend Mr.

prefer to be one of the pri-

would sooner

see

your railroad

for the reason, that

object to Mr. Sharp's withdrawal
I.

think

it

is

very proper that we

have some one from the Windy City.
Mr. Skidmore: Mr. Wauphop has voiced my sentiWe want
I do not care where he is from.
ments.
somebody on the executive committee like Mr. Sharp.
I move that the two receiving the highMr. Kepler
The motion was dedeclared
elected.
est number be
:

clared out of order.

Mr. Sharp:

I

move- that the secretary be instructed

to cast the ballot of- the; organization for'

and Mr. Skidmore.

that

I

have done

in previous years.

of selecting a place for

my

I will

not be in favor

individual feeling in the case,

but will endeavor to do what would be best for the association.

On

Friday, a boat ride to Milwaukee was enjoyed by

the Association, through the courtesy of the entertain-

Mr. Trapnell

A

ment committee.

happy feature of the

trip

was the

presentation by President Boutet, in a few well chosen

words, of

a beautiful bouquet

American Beauty

of

which was attached a substantial bill, to Miss
Harriet Unkenholz of Toledo, in recognition of her serroses, to

vices as stenographer for the meeting.

The

as officers.
I

:

Adjourned.

E. Sharp.

Mr. Sharp

Mr. Pearce: Chicago is all right. After all they are
not narrow gauge. They know their business.
President Boutet
I will state that I will do the same

association desires to express

railway supply companies
to the entertainment fund.

its

thanks to those

who contributed so liberally
The following were among

McCord &

Co., American Brake Co.,
Roofing
Chicago-Cleveland Car
Co., P. H. Murphy &
Co., Buckeye Steel Castings Co., Swift & Co., Armour
& Co., American Steel Foundries, New York Air Brake
Co., Latrobe Steel Co., Standard Coupler Co., National
Malleable Castings Co., Gold Car Heating & LightingCo., Westinghouse Air Brake Co., Cardwell Mfg. Co.,
Galena-Signal Oil Co., Buffalo Brake Beam Co., Bet-

the contributors

tendorf

Axle

:

Co.,

(James B. Sipe

&

Griffin

Co.)

Wheel

Co.,

C. O.

Taylor
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Railroad Paint Shop
Devoted

Edited by
J.

H.

PITARD

M. C. Painter,

M

.

<SL

O. R. R.

Official

to

the Interests of

Master Car and
Locomotive Painters

Organ of the Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Association

Master Car and Locomotive Painters Association
Thirty ^Seventh

Annual Convention

The Thirty-seventh Annual Convention of the Master Car and
Locomotive Painters' Association of the United States and Canada was called to order by President H. M. Butts, of Albany,
N. Y., at the Arlington Hotel, Washington, D. C, September
nth, 1906, at 10:30 o'clock A. M.
The proceedings were opened by prayer by the Rev. E. Hez
Swem, Pastor of the Second Baptist Church of Washington.
Butts then introduced Mr. H. B. F. Macfarland, President of the
Board of Commissioners of Washington, who addressed the Con-

exceptional advantages for those things.

here

who

are doing everything in their

know anything

about,

of

course,

is

responsible for the

not

Weather Bureau, which belongs to the national government. You
Americans all own this Capitol City, and yet most of you do
not know much about it or its government; therefore, I had to
It is
put that in. We have painted the town green for you.
rains,
which
at its perfect summer beauty and it is due to the
have not been otherwise so very pleasing. We are very sure
that you are not going to paint the town red. Therefore, we are
perfectly willing to give you the freedom of the city, more especially as you have it already. As I have said, every American
You have as a whole
is a stockholder in the national capital.
as a people, at least, an undivided half interest. You know that
we who live here pay half the expenses and the rest of the ninety
millions pay the other half.
So that you are entitled as stockholders to one-half of all there is here only you must not carry
it away.
(Laughter.)
You may take the Washington Monuments, as some of the St. Louis boomers' said they would do
on their visit here, but we certainly shall not allow you to take
anything else out of the district. We want you to stay here as
long as possible and we want you to come back as often as possible.
We want you to share with us in the pride which every
American must take in his national capitol. In her national capitol.
We have been here for a good many years, some of us,
and in that time we have seen all this beauty grow. We have
seen the interest of the country in the national capitol increase

—

and we

feel sure that you, like all intelligent Americans, everywhere, want to see it made the Queen of the Capitol of the
world, and the most beautiful, the most splendid, the best gov-

erned, best in laws and in customs.

summer some

I have seen during the past
of the capitols of Europe and I must say that I

think that Washington in

many

most beautiful
capitol, but we want to put it beyond any comparison and there,
I am quite sure it will stand before many years.
We want all
of you, when you go back to your homes to speak to your neighbors, especially the neighbor that represents you in Congress, and
ask them to do everything in their power to advance the interests of the national capitol.
Just to-day we are making a special
effort to let the world know that we have commerce and manufactures here and that we want more of both, that we have some
respects

is

the

have buisness men

power

attract

to

new
such

commercial manufacturing enterprises suitable to the city,
as will not spoil our beauty, but rather enhance all of our advantages.
We want you to help in this, which is really a national
undertaking. We feel that we have been rather hiding our light
under a bushel. There is a painter in town, not a locomotive
or car painter, but a very good painter, for all that, and he has
an advertisement that catches my eye every now and then. It

—

—

runs something like this

"Early to bed, early to

vention as follows

Mr. President, I overheard one of the members of this Convention say a few moments ago, "if this is not a dandy convenNow that I see it, I perfectly agree with
tion, I never saw one."
him. We are particularly glad that you are here and particularly
glad that you have brought the ladies with you. We have already given you a warm welcome (Laughter). I must say just
at that point that the District of Columbia, which none of you

We

Work

like

rise;

Helen

Advertise."

do not know which particular Helen he refers
But, at
to, probably Helen of Troy, who set the river on fire.
all events, we have taken the last word of that as our motto.
We hope in this movement to have the aid of everyone who holds
an interest in the National Capitol in that form of development, in the National Capitol represented in these great buildings,
the White House, the Capitol, and in all the historical associations and in all the personal memories, and not only the buildings, but the streets, on which our great men for more than a
century have walked and worked in the service of the people
and have endeavored to carry out the will of the people, and
(Laughter).

I

thereby given to this national

its

place

among

the nations of the

All of that is more than any money that can be made
and we expect you especially to take joy and pride as you
go about in all that shows the history of the growth and great-

world.
here,

ness

of our

commerce
making

part in

are

contributing as

of the country to

and you are going

prosperity,
full

You

country.

factor in the

that

to continue, I

an important

advancement and
am sure, to do your

its

great industry, the railroads of this

country, all that it ought to be.
We who ride in the cars are
proud of the American railways, especially those who have seen
the railroads abroad, and we feel a debt of gratitude to everybody,
from the President, and Manager all through the list. Therefore, once more, I offer you a hearty welcome to' the National
Capitol, your capitol, with all its wealth of patriotism, and speak
for it your hearty interest in all our plans for its advancement
and development, (applause).
President Butts
I feel sure that after this eloquent and generous welcome that we have received from Mr. Macfarland that
you will all feel that you are welcome' to this City of Washington.
I thought it would be fitting also to have a few words of
welcome from one of our own members to you as members of
this association. Therefore, I have asked our brother Copp, who
has thrice received your votes for President of this Association,
to give us a few words of welcome.
Mr. Copp
Mr. President, ladies and fellow members
It

—

:

:

puzzled

me

a

:

at first to think that I should oe picked
out for this pleasant duty by our President Butts, because I am
not an old resident of Washington. It is true I was here eleven
little bit

I am here now.
But on second' thought I rather
concluded that he thought I ought to have been some time ago up
under the great dome of the capitol. That is probably what he

years ago and

thought.

It is

simply a difference of opinion between him and

the voters of the Fifth Massachusetts District, that

am bound

to agree with him,

anyhow, (laughter).

is

all,

and

I
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home-coming. Down in one of the
one of them where our
Veteran Warner Bailey lives, Governor Rollins some few years
ago thought it would be a good thing to have an old home week,
when the sons and daughters of the old Granite State could
come home and renew their old acquaintances, friendships, and
so forth, and have a good time generally. So he issued a proclamation to that effect, and it proved to be a taking affair. It has
spread to a large number of States and seems to keep spreading.
It is a good thing for the people and, incidentally, a good thing
for the railroads. I believe you call it out here in Maryland "jubilee week," partly in celebrating the rebuilding from the Baltimore
You want to have something original about it, but it is the
fire.
same thing in the barrel, with only a different brand on the
head.
Now, this seems to me in this case to be a home-coming.
First, because we have come to the home of the greatest nation
on the face of God's foot-stool a nation rich in history, great
in its achievements and grand in its prospects and purposes.
I
cannot help feeling something of patriotism in my soul in this
place and on an occasion like this.
I am glad that I am an
American. It is true that I did not have anything to say about
it, but some of you have and I do not know but what it is more
to your credit, to anyone of you who have become naturalized,
than it is to me.
I did not have anything to say about it, I
simply had to be what I am but you have voluntarily taken on
allegiance to this government.
In the second place, it seems to
me that this is a home-coming because this government is
getting to be very paternal in its nature. Uncle Sam has taken
This seems

to

New England

me

My

like a

States, in the capitol of

Dear Mr. Copp :—

am

I

you.

I

sorry to say that I do not
have not heard anything yet

for retirement.

write:

I

would say

I

cannot get

my

feel

any better since

regard to

in

going on, especially among the railroads, (laughter). First, he
thought it would be a good idea to have automatic couplings
and air-brakes on all cars and engines. That is a good thing and
it is now done.
Then another thing: He thought it would be a good
idea to regulate the rates.
And that is going on and also to
regulate the pass business. Lord have mercy on the railroads if
they give them to some after January first! (Laughter). But if
I had been up under the dome, it seems to me I would have
granted passes to you all to attend the Master Painters' Convention.
I would have looked after them, anyway.
Well, the
next thing that Uncle Sam is getting interested in is the language. He has got a new form of spelling which has come out
lately, and I advise all the ladies to call on Secretary Loeb, Leeb,
Libe, Lobe, Lob, whatever you call him, and get one of those
booklets, of the new spelling and send it around to the boys
writing love letters, it will save them lots of time.
If I had
known that forty years ago I could have put twenty-four pages
into twelve, (laughter.)
Uncle Sam might have lost a little
;

postage, but that

Now,

is

you are going to be interested in all that is
going on in this city, and I hope you will have a capital time in
the Capitol City. Of course the ladies will want to see all that
is of interest
the great library, which was being built when I
was here before, eleven years ago. It had a big fence around it
then, but I propose to see it now.
You will want to visit the
Corcoran Art Gallery, the Smithsonian Institute, and go down to
Mt. Vernon, but don't make the mistake that a woman did that
of course

;

I

read about.

The

a stone building, deep in

what's the matter?"
tion

when

that's the

ice

mistake like

you came

Now,

to

She

come before

I

sorrow,

woman kneeling before
and said„ "My good woman,

said, "I

can't help feeling

attendant saw the

house," he replied. (Laughter.)

I hope you
Washington.

that.

in conclusion,

I

deep emo-

the grave of Washington."
will

"Madam,
Don't make any

have a good time and be glad

shape for publication,
ent at the

crave the privilege of reading a letter

he

is

not able to be here.

It

read as follows

Roxbury Shops, N. Y. N. H.

&

N. Ry.
1st,

1906.

to

much that I cannot be presmiss seeing you all so much;

regret very

I

Convention;

I

shall

remember me very kindly to all present. I do hope you
have a pleasant and profitable meeting. I would be pleased
to receive one of the membership badges for
1906.
I don't think
I have brought any discredit on the association.
Anything you
can say from me to encourage the members in their
calling I
would appreciate it very much. I will try to call on Mr.
please

Dane

before the convention meets.
It is hard to think that I have
got to give up the pleasure I have enjoyed so
many years. I
served three years' apprenticeship at carriage painting,
begin-

—

ning on the

first day of February, 1859, was in the U.
S. Navy
and
1862
1863, began to work for the Old Colony R. R., May
16,
1866, completed forty years of service May 16,
1906, for that
road and its lessee, the N. Y. N. H. & H. R. R.

With my

best wishes to

you and all the boys,
Yours fraternally,

I

am,

Samuel Brown.
320 Beale Street, Wollaston, Mass.
President Butts
Mr. C. A. Cook, of Wilmington, has kindly
consented to reply to the address of welcome.
Mr. Cook: Mr. Macfarland, Mr. President, Ladies
and Gentlemen
It is my privilege and pleasure 'to
express
:

to

:

you the

deep appreciation of the M. C. & L. P. A, and
its friends for
your gracious and cordial greeting and generous
welcome
to

the City of Washington.
is true, that when entering the
beautiful city of Washingevery citien of this great republic is at home in
this, the
National Capitol. It is the home of the national
government, of
which, he, the citizen in an integral part.

It

ton,

At the same

time, what more charming and delightful
than
hearty welcome home.
Your welcome assuredly eliminates any possible doubt we
may
have entertained, when selecting the City of Washington,
as the
place in which to hold our 37th annual convention.
a

warm and

We

feel

We

and know, that we are welcome
that this beautiful

shall gratefully

absorb

all

city

to all the pleasure

contains within

the sights

and

its

delights,

and

borders.

which for

the time being are ours.

And sir, I full well know, that when the Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Association and its friends close
their convenand return

tion

to their homes, there will be no regret
upon
by the citizens of Washington, that we came
On the other hand, we of the association will carry a few regrets away with us.
We shall regret that our stay in the

your

part,

or

Na-

tional Capitol

We

of so short duration.
shall view with regret
the approach of the closing hours of the
convention, for we
anticipate a most enjoyable and profitable time.

We

shall

is

regret, that

tervene between our last
advent.

we have allowed

so

many

years to in-

an organization and our present

visit as

am

quite sure, sir, that we shall one and all
draw inspirafrom our surroundings while here. We shall
dwell together
for a few days in an atmosphere pregnant
with the greatness and
beneficence of the government, under which it is
our privilege
to dwell in peace, unity and happiness.
tion

me to express our pleasure at meeting you
and having your expressions of interest in our
association, and
generous welcome to your city.
Second Vice-President Houser
I move that we give a rising
vote of thanks to Mr. Macfarland for his very
able address.
Again,

sir,

allow

:

Boston, Mass., Sept.

me

I

will

I

from an absent member, an ex-President of this Association.
The poor fellow is not able to be here, and he wrote me a personal letter a few days before I came.
It is from Samuel Brown.
If he were here I am sure you would all be glad to see him,
but

saw

if he should be out of a position.
Our Brother McKeon's case
prompted me to mention this. W'hen you were here you asked
me to mention this and you and Mr. Dane would put it into

hospitality,

a small matter.

I

application

seems quite an exertion for

it

thoughts to work.

a great interest lately in the acts of all of his children, in all that
is

my

would like to say
a good many things to the members of the M.
C. & L. P. A.,
but cannot do it. If consistent, I would suggest that
some arrangement be made whereby a man's identity could be retained

;

;
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The motion was seconded and

time of this

carried.

We

have with us to-day one of our associate members, one of the first, I believe, and a man who has
always been our friend, ready to speak a word of praise for us
and help us. Our opening session would certainly not be comI refer to Mr.
plete if we should not hear a word from him.
President Butts:

F.

Brazier, Superintendent of Rolling Stock of the

W.

Central

& Hudson

New York

River Railroad.

Mr. Brazier was greeted with loud applause, and spoke as follows
Mr. President and ladies and gentlemen: The very air of this
I have spoken to you now so many
district is full of patriotism.
be repeating what I have said
feared
I
might
that
I
have
times
in the past, but I am going to start in by paying a tribute to the
ladies. It has been my pleasure in the past to be President of the
Master Car Builders' Association. I do not know of any convention
we have ever had where we have had so many ladies present as
you have here. As I said to you last year, with all due respect
to you, I know of no subject in which the ladies are as much
:

interested as in the art of painting,

Man

mainstay of the master painters.

woman makes

him.

They are the

(laughter).

So make good

is

a

good deal what

painters of your husbands,

and teach them how to do it, (laughter).
Mr. President, I was so afraid I would get
I wrote down what I wanted to say.

off the track that

ADDRESS. BY MR. BRAZIER.

One

of

This

Josh

Billings'

sayings

know nothing than

better to
is

to

about the position of

is

:

"I

honestly believe

know what ain't so."
many of us regarding

painting that are not practical painters, so

I

it

is

the art of

won't attempt to

I have in the past
you regarding your profession.
spoken to you a number of times and desire, at this time, not
to repeat much of what I have said to you, but will try in a
few words to express to you, fifst, the high regard I have for
your association and similar associations. I am a firm believer
in holding conventions and meetings that are educational in

men

When we

Here
our good and

of our national government.

home

the

is where our representatives meet to enact laws for
our protection.
Right here I may say that the painters are the greatest pracWhen a car is built it is turned
tical protectors in this country.

over to the painters to putty, prime and paint to protect it from
When we think of cars that have been running
the weather.
for thirty years and over, the same woodwork that was on them
when originally built, all due to the art of the painter, who so
treated the

woodwork

turn over our great
thereby protect them.

as to protect

steel

it

from the elements.

We

bridges to the painters to paint and

Were

it

not for your art and your meth-

and woodwork these great structures
So, gentlemen, you are the counTo you the new building is turned
try's preservers in a sense.
over and you put the overcoat on which protects it. But to return to our national government. I do not need to recall that
here in this district George Washington, our first President,
in protecting the iron

ods

would soon rust and

was

rot out.

for protecting the people.

great country

we

recall the

As we

follow the history of this

names of a few of those who have

done so much for us and this land Lincoln, the noble Christian
martyr Grant, the man that went through the Rebellion Garfield, whom we all admired, and so on down to that noble man
who so pictured out to this country what it meant to have protection for the American workmen, and who when you were in
your session at Buffalo, was shot down by the hand of the assassin, the noble William McKinley.
:

;

;

This country to-day is in the midst of the greatest prosperity
ever knew, there never was a time before when it was impossible to get competent men. All railroads and manufacturing
concerns are running their full capacity night and day. Farmers
are allowing their fruit to rot on the ground because they canThere is not a railroad today
not get help to harvest it.
but what has vacancies that cannot be filled, because the demand
for labor is so great.
It may be interesting here to read a few
figures regarding the building of freight cars in the past six
it

instruct

makes

city,
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years

can meet and

In 1901 there were

193,439 cars.

our profession in life -it
broadens our minds. The man that never goes away from his
own home surroundings does not know how the sun sets on the
other side of the hill and thinks that his way is correct and that
there is no use trying to improve conditions; such a man is
termed a back number. With his views we would still be traveling in stage coaches and on canals.
If we stop for a moment
and think of the fact that a man can attend to his business in
New York City up to 3 :30 p. m., at that time take a train and in
eighteen hours be in Chicago, a distance of 980 miles, and while
en route eat his dinner and breakfast in as good style as at any
hotel in this country, can take a bath, get shaved, manicured
and land in Chicago early in the morning. To bring about such
results it has taken the brains of this country to build the roads,
bridge and equipment, and the men of the different railroad
associations are the ones that have made this possible.
The roads to-day that are the most successful are the ones
that have frequent meeting of the officers; by this I mean
monthly or quarterly meetings of each department, where all the
men are equal and can express their opinions freely.
The road I represent has stated meetings for all division men,
and this includes master mechanics and general foremen of each
department; where we meet and express our opinions and make
reports on matters which have been referred to us. Each man,
no matter how small a position he holds, is on a par with the
general superintendent.
At such meetings our master painter
is always present and takes a prominent part.
As I have said to
you before, it is co-operation in each and all departments that
goes to make up the successfully managed railroads.

In 1902 there were

195,249 cars.

In 1903 there were
In 1904 there were

108,936 cars.

their nature;

discuss

It

ago.

the

was

in

it

subjects

this

better

of us.

that pertain

to

beautiful district that

Since that time

I

first

met you, years

have had the pleasure of meeting you on
different occasions and have enjoyed your meetings; they have
been a benefit to me and to the railroads throughout the country.
I do not think it would be out of place for me to speak at this
I

136,561 cars.

In 1905 there were
In 35 weeks of 1906 there were

341,315 cars.
156.320 cars.

This will give you a little idea of the great prosperity which is
"weeping this country and the demand for freight cars, and
this same ratio of increase is shown in the orders for passenger
equipment and locomotives.
I recently read the following which I think would be interesting "Today an Englishman sits down to his breakfast, consisting of a breakfast food that is manufactured at Niagara Falls,
a beefsteak from Omaha, he has a slice of bacon from the Mohawk Valley, his bread is made of flour ground in Minneapolis; on his way to his office
if he lives in London
he rides on
an elevated railroad built by American capitalists, of American
materials, and the trains are hauled by electric motors made in
the United States. Arriving at his office he sits in a revolving
chair made in Chicago, before a roll-top desk manufactured in
Buffalo his letters are written on a typewriter made in Syracuse,
the letters are blotted on a sheet of paper made in New England,
the copies are put away in files manufactured in Grand Rapids."
At the present time peace prevails throughout this country
there is work for all, no able-bodied man need be out of a position today.
While we are in the midst of all these blessings
we find some are trying to excite the ignorant and they are
crying for government ownership of railroads. They stand ready
to tear down what we have built, they are not satisfied to see
the great prosperity we are enjoying here; they are what we term
Calamity Howlers, always against government, capital and
brains.
Arbitration has settled many disputes, and we are free
at the present time from any serious trouble with labor, and
while labor and capital work together in unison all will be well.
We have no room in this country for the anarchist, no room for
:

—

;

—
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the

room

disturber and no

for

the

man

not satisfied
can take your views
that

is

with this country; to such we say: "You
American
and go back to where you came from. Under the
build up and help
flag we welcome all to our shores who want to
"
brave
the
of
home
the
and
free
make this the land of the
President Butts: If you will bear with me for a very short
time, I will read

my

address.

matter for me to
prefer speaking it, but as it is
have taken the precaution of

It is a difficult

read an address, as I would much
to become a matter of record, I

as well as master of

modern railroad management places a premium
upon the earnings capacity of every car and locomotive. Every
hour they are out of service is counted as a dead loss, consequently the master painter has been called upon to devise ways
and means to increase the output of his shop as well as to

his profession, for

This has been accomplished by the
invention of new and more rapid systems of surfacing and coating, by the introduction of piece work and by simplifying the

reduce the cost of painting.

elaborate

style

of

ornamentation.

These modern innova-

sociation of the United States and Canada:
honor, for
I assure you it is a great pleasure, as well as an
to greet

and address you

at this, the thirty-seventh

me

annual con-

our second coming to this
marvelously beautiful city, the capital of one of the greatest and
most liberal nations on earth. Fifteen years ago this city was
honored with our presence, yes, honored, as any city is hon-

This

vention of our association.

ored, by having within

is

portals a gathering of true and loyal

its

doing the world's work.
men and women engaged
We have much to be thankful for to-day. Our nation
in

is

at

peace with all the world and prosperity reigns supreme. The
All-Wise Creator has dealt kindly with us the past year. Manufacturing interests of all kinds have been busy furnishing employto thousands of

our friends and neighbors

;

crops have been

abundant to gladden the hearts and enrich the coffers of those
who till the soil. All branches of the railroad industry which
we represent have prospered as never before. Everywhere this

from the Atlantic to the Pacific and
from the Gulf to the Artie Circle, is blooming like a rose and
teeming with prosperity; conditions which naturally bring peace
and contentment to our homes.
Let us therefore rejoice and thank Almighty God that we are
living in this twentieth century in a land where brotherly love
prevails and that we are permitted once more to meet together
Not forgetting, however, that
in friendly and social intercourse.

beautiful country, reaching

during the year the grim reaper has entered our portals, for it
is with sorrow that I announce the death of two of our valued
members: Brother W. M. Skinner, of the Interborough Rapid
Transit Company, of New York, and our beloved associate member, Wm. B. Wolfe, of Wolfe Brothers Brush Company, of Pittsburg, Pa., whose genial presence will be missed by all who have
regularly attended our conventions.

A

committee

will

be ap-

pointed later to prepare suitable resolutions.

our object in coming together to-day is twofold:
do the work mapped out by our Advisory committee,
who has faithfully done its duty by presenting us with a list
of subjects which have been carefully selected (after due consideration) from a large number of excellent subjects offered by
members of the association. Papers have been prepared by those
who are competent to present to us both the practical and
theoretical side of each. The reading of these papers should command your careful and thoughtful consideration and each member
should consider it his duty to take part in their discussion. By
so doing we not only show our interest in the work of the
association but also merit the confidence of those who have made
it possible for us to be here.
The membership of our association has steadily increased, year
by year, until the list of active members represents a large percentage of all of the master painters employed in the United
We also have a large number of honorary
States and Canada.
members, all of whom stand high in the council of the leading
Friends,

First, to

railroads of the country.
far the

of the master
have greatly increased the
They have also
painter and tested his ability to the utmost.
caused many of us to lay aside our old fogy ideas, for we are
now painting and varnishing cars and locomotives in less than
one-half the original time and at much less than one-half the
This change has been gradual and has been largely incost.
fluenced and aided by our association, which has been the means
of bringing the master painters together for the exchange of
ideas and the discussion of these new and vital issues.
Piece work, which is fast coming into general use, has long
ben advocated by most of the members of our association, and it
is now recognized by all up-to-date railroad officials as one of
the greatest factors in reducing the cost and increasing the output of our shops.
Our annual reports are coming to be more favorably recognized
by railroad officials. We sometimes hear the remark: "What do
the master painters say upon this or that subject?" I firmly beresponsibility

tions

Ladies and gentlemen and members of the Master Painters' As-

So

man

it.

president's address.

ment

day he must be an expert business

old

writing
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branch of railroad industry which we represent has
march toward greater achievements,

kept pace with the rapid

which is noticeable in railroad affairs in general.
A few years ago the greatest responsibility placed upon the
master painter was to see that the high standard of quality of his
work was maintained. His skill as an artist was of great importance, time and expense were secondary considerations. To-

lieve that

it

will be greatly to the credit of this association to

more frequently on record in the form or recommended practice by a vote of the association.
One of the important duties of this annual gathering should
be to revise our constitution, which we, as an association, to some

place itself

extent have outgrown.
Some of the important resolutions
adopted by our association from time to time, which were virtually
amendments to the constitution, have never been
incorporated therein. For instance, according to the wording of
the constitution, this convention should have been held in Toronto, but we have apparently grown
to
such
enormous
proportions that this great city noted for its hospitality could
not provide us with suitable accommodations, therefore some
other city had to be selected. According to the wording of our
constitution, the Advisory Committee has no power to change
the place of meeting.
A resolution, however, was passed at our
thirty-third annual convention, giving the Advisory Committee
this authority.
This resolution, properly speaking, conflicts with
the constitution and should have been passed as an amendment
to it and recorded therein.
This, however, has been overlooked.
Therefore I recommend that a committee be appointed at our
first session,

whose

duties shall be to revise the constitution

and

report their recommendations to the association in time to allow
for ample discussion before the close of the convention.

me,

to

also,

that the time has

It

seems

come when we should consider

name Advisory Committee to
Executive Committee and of making the executive officers, with
other active members of the association, constitute an executive
committee with more authority to act in matters pertaining to
the welfare of the association.

the advisability of changing the

I

also

recommend

that the ultimate decision of the place of

annual meeting be left to the Executive Committee after a preliminary vote by the association to determine, the choice of the

members.
There is another practice which we have pursued in the past
which I am confident acts to our discredit, that is, publishing a
verbatim report without correction of the remarks made during
the discussion of the various subjects. This is a practice which
is not permitted, so far as I know, by any organization similar to
our own. I think the courtesy should be extended to every person who takes a part in a discussion by giving him the privilege
of correcting or revising his remarks before they become a matter
of record.
Probably much may be desired to be said on both
sides of this subject, and I recommend that it be brought up at
the proper time for discussion.
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extend the
one anwith
hand of brotherly love and to get better acquainted
the
other, for it is by entering into the sympathies of others and
formation of closer friendships that we enlarge our sphere of
importance
I believe that we should attach as much
usefulness.

The second

object of our coming together

to this second object as to the

To

the ladies

I

am proud

to

first.

to say that

gives

it

me

great pleas-

of bright and smiling faces

number

ure to see such a goodly

is

who

have graced our opening session by their presence. Our
gatherings in the past have always been a source of pleasure and
profit to which we all look forward with interest.
treasurer
I take occasion to thank our worthy secretary and
performed
has
he
which
in
manner
for the faithful and efficient
his duties and for the assistance he has rendered your president
the Advisory Committee for preparing the list of subjects, and
and members of the association during the year. I also thank
particularly the chairman, Mr. B. F. Miller, who inaugurated
annual

new departure by sending

a

every

to

member

of the associa-

tion a circular-letter asking them to present topics for discussion
This greatly aided in bringing out a full- expresat this meeting.

sion from the members. Also the work of Mr. W. O. Quest,
chairman of the Test Committee, deserves our commendation.
As commendable as has been the work done by the association
in the past, the future will be filled with greater responsibility.
Because we are progressing and because we are striving for the
best is indicated by our presence and interest here to-day. May
we never lose sight of our possibilities whereby we can demonstrate the value of our positions and our ability to rise higher in
our chosen field of labor, but rather studiously meet all demands for improvement with extreme care, knowing that these
efforts bring a suitable
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Toronto, Ont, owing to the influx of tourists, fairs, etc., it was found to be impossible to make suitable
arrangements with the managers of the several hotels, and it
was deemed advisable by your president, unanimously confirmed by the Advisory Committee, that a change in place of
meeting of this year's convention was absolutely necessary, and
an official notice to that effect was issued by your president

with hotel people

at

announcing the change, which was mailed to

all

members and

others interested.

The annual official notice of the thirty-seventh annual convention was issued August 1 and mailed to about eight hundred
Foreman Car and Locomotive painters in the United States and
Canadas, also to some of the heads of the mechanical departments of railroads that have not been heretofore represented
at these conventions.

During the past year the names of fifteen members have been
dropped for non-payment of dues, two by request, they having
entered other fields of labor, and two by death.
I regret very much to announce the death of Brother William
M. Skinner, formerly of the Manhattan Division, Interborough
Rapid Transit Company of New York, and our esteemed associate member, William B. Wolfe, of Wolfe Brush Co., PittsBoth were present at the Cleveland convention, apburg, Pa.
parently in the best of health.

Twenty

and two associate members have been enrolled

active

during the past year, making a membership at the present time of
202 active, 22 associate and 13 honorary, a total of 237.
The finances of the Association remain in good condition while
;

the expenditures have been considerably

more

this

year than the

average, the receipts have increased correspondingly.

receipts for 1906.

reward.

Thanking those who have addressed us and the various committees for the efficient manner in which they have done their
work, and you all for your patience and kind indulgence I now

Balance

in treasury, 1905

$174-35

Membership fees
Annual dues

80.00

702.50

declare the convention open for business.

President Butts

I will

:

now

declare our convention open for

the regular business, and as is our custom we will have an intermission for five minutes to give the ladies or others who wish

do so an opportunity to

to

Total

$956.85

Disbursements

79*-09

Cash on hand

retire.

$165.76

Respectfully submitted,

RECESS.

Upon

reconvening, the calling of the

minutes were

roll

Upon motion

Following the custom of my predecessor, I submit the following as the annual report of the Secretary-Treasurer for the year
31, 1906:

The attendance

at the last

annual convention of this associa-

held at Cleveland, Ohio, proved to have been the largest

tion,

its organization, 148 active members being present, which
demonstrates an increasing interest being taken by ,the members in the good work which characterizes the proceedings of the
conventions of this association.

since

The papers which were presented and

shown in
members particia whole, exhibiting to a marked
the ability

their discussion are not only a credit to the

pating, but to the Association as

degree that the members are capable and in every way competent to analyze any subject relative to the craft which may be
presented for dissection' or information.

The

typewritten copy of the proceedings of the thirty-sixth
annual convention was received from the stenographer promptly,

duly edited and forwarded to the publishers of The Railway
Master Mechanic, in time for publication in the October number.

Two hundred and nine copies of The Railway Master Mechanic
were subscribed for and mailed to all active members in good
standing, an increase of seventy-six over last year.
in New York City February
program for this year's convention, which
The Master Mechanic, together with the names

The Advisory Committee met
22,

and formulated

was published
of

in

a

members appointed

to present papers

on the several subjects

selected.

The month

of September being the busiest

month of

of Mr. Little, seconded by Mr. Quest, the report

of the Secretary-Treasurer was placed on

secretary-treasurer's report.

ending August

A. P. Dane.

and reading of the

dispensed with.

the year

file.

suggestive report of test committee,
steel car paint suggestions.

For the past several years the problem of maintaining paint
on the modern steel car has" been so exhaustively debated and
written upon as to leave the Test Committee but little to suggest, with the exception of possibly justifying the claim that the
many first-class makes of paints, where used for purpose, should
bear but a small percentage, if any, of the blame for trouble
experienced. We give this opinion through our knowledge of
the unparalleled service abuse of the steel car, and also, on account of results of innumerable methods and materials tests.

The Committee

feels that

that the only practical

nuisance

is

it

is in

remedy

position to indisputably claim

for the unsightly paint

that of using the sandblast for

ing of the steel car.

all

falling

preparatory clean-

Time has demonstrated beyond

all

inter-

ested disputation, that the best paint procurable are early fail-

ures where applied over unremoved flash scale on the

modern

exposed to weather, conclusively showing that all such
dross matter should be removed before painting. The evidence
also justifies the suggestion that an up-to-date sandblast should
be installed in the railway car building and repair department,
also that its use in contract building shop is enforced.
The first cleaning expense should be especially figured in contract price of the new steel car, the work being done under skilled

steel car

company supervision, in order that
moved according to contract. As

scale,

to

rust, etc.,

shall

be re-

what constitutes the best

pigment or combinations of pigments for a steel protective paint,
the Committee has no aggressive suggestions to make, other than
to claim that all such used pigment should be finely bolted and
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ground, of kind most inert and suspending the most oil, thus
insuring the best body and wearing life for such applied coating
material. The following material tests are submitted as exhibits,

which embrace some duplicate coated
practical steel car tests, also

some
from

steel

representing

plates

some panel

tests carried

over

Test Committee.
Steel Plate Exhibit, No. 256, represents a sand blast cleaned
and test repainted steel hopper car, painted in August, 1905, with
a specially formulated red-lead and carbon steel preservative
last year's

A

ground non-precipitating mixed red-lead is
used is used as primary, followed by two coats. This car was
inspected for paint condition on August 25th, 1906, and barring
service ab.use was found to be in first-class cleass shape.
We suggest that scrapings removed from car on inspection
be examined closely, with the hope that the for and forninst redsystem.

finely

thoroughly discuss the matter as presented.
Steel Plate Exhibits, Nos. 259 and 261, represent two steel
hopper cars test painted in August, 1905, a claimed steel preservative system, consisting of a special colorless primer and

lead-ites will

over
with
over
with
over

applied coats of paint.

two coats of a

represents a car painted

specially furnished iron oxide paint applied

the colorless primer.

two coats of a

The No. 259
The No.

261, that of a car painted

specially furnished high-grade carbon black

The very elastic paint scrapings shown
August, 1906. We would suggest that this Test
exhibit be turned over to the 1907 Test Committee for further
exposure, also as reminders that cars represented should be
colorless primer.

were removed

in

Steel Plate Exhibit,

No. 263, represents a group of ten hopper

cars test painted in January,

1904,

with a very sensitive, slow
The plate has had

drying, full bodied, high grade carbon paint.
a

continuous northwestern

ber-like scrapings

exposure.

The

tough,

shown were removed from body

elastic

rub-

side plates of

four of these test cars in August, 1906, after a service of thirty
months, which, barring the usual service abuse accorded the steel
cars, is still a first-class preseravtive paint.

Steel Plate Exhibit, No. 267, represents a carbon black formu-

maker claiming that
There were two steel car test
paint contains no linseed oil.
painted in September, 1905, with this claimed new paint binding
lation,

styled,

"A

Steel Preservative," the

material.

The

removed from one of these on August
which upon examination you will find are a little
light-bodied, yet tough and elastic, which is remarkable, when
it is understood that in fair outdoor drying weather, it is recommended that two coats can be applied in one day.
Steel Plate Exhibit, No. 269, represents a small plate of steel
exposed to the weather for twenty-eight months, after having
been treated with an exploited cromic acid rust-neutralizing
process, the powerful black staining cromic acid preparation
being knife applied over the entire surface, half of which being
coated with an especially furnished graphite and oil mixed
29th,

scrapings were

1906.,

paint.

The Committee
which

suggests a critical examination of this exhibit,

judges, shows that

it

oxidizing

a

surface

steel

all

up-to-date attempts at chemically

against

attended with failure, such as

is

have been'
indicated by the badly under
future

one to two as
We do
not wish to be understood as advocating the practice that one
coat of paint should be do the work of two coats of paint,
but we do claim that each coat should have pigment body
enough to help protect, that all such protective paints should
be intelligently formulated, ground and reduced for application
with the object in view that if a built up body of paint is sought
for as essential, such coatings should not be thinned out beyond
the useful thinning out limit, regardless of any misleading interests advanced.
Steel Plate Exhibits, No. 271 and No. 272, are material tests
carried over from last year's Test Committee's report.
The section of plate No. 271 punch-marked No. 3 is listed as
a steel preservative black. Section 6 as P. & R. Standard Black.
The section of plate No. 272 punch-marked No. 7 is listed as
sections 8 as P. and R. Standa dark brown steel preservative
ard Black.

corrosion

shown

end, from evidence

in tests,

would

—

The two

plates

test

—

—

punch-marked

but as they came to us without a key,
the credits,
tests

we

New

R. R. of

the C.

kindly gives to

14H pounds to gallon, metallic
top line shows a brushed on coating, of one of paste
to one of oil, the second line, one to two of oil, the third, one to
paint.

The

three of
oil,

oil,

the fourth, ont to four of

which we believe

the paint

selling

oil,

the

fifth,

one to

five

to be about the claimed reducing limit

of

on
end, while we judge the practical consuming

we

those interested the

all

nishing paint under

are evi-

are unable to place

names

of people

furr

test.

A SUGGESTED PUTTY FORMULAE.
surface work, the formulator suggesting a fair,
but critical trial for putty, with assurance that if followed up
closely, the practice will greatly reduce the usual putty bulging,

new

or

all

shrinkage, chalking, falling out,

etc.

FORMULAE.
pounds of any standard body color or lamp-black in japan.
2 pounds pure linseed oil whiting putty.
2 pounds of an eight-hour finishing varnish.
All hammer-stiffened up in floated whiting.
As the strong
body color base of this hard drying putty always matches the
color of finished work, it will be found especially advantageous
for all touch-up and cut-in work.
This putty will dry quickly
and safely, cut free, smooth and solid under the stone. Give
this puty, a practical test and report results at our next meeting
10

in convention.

Suggested Protective Paint Formulae, which consists of two
paint making specifications, the design of offering being
to bring out expressions of opinion as to why the best grades
of carbon black paints are not more generally used within the
rush lines of the modern railway freight repair yard.
ideal

We will first suggest a formula? for a high grade semi-paste,
carbon black, weighing twelve pounds to the gallon. The 54%
pigment to be composed of 75% best commercial gypsum and
clay combined and 25% best carbon gas black.
The 45% liquid
to be composed of 75% pure kettle-boiled linseed oil and 25%
strong turpentine dryer ground fine.
class

this

If

semi-paste carbon black

of

is

reduced one to

two, or three, with a combined linseed and drying
possibly

dry-set

four hours, but

good out-door drying weather

in
if

chilled in drying process,

which

coats,

for freight
facts

if

may

it

hundred and twenty hours

oil.

in

it

will

twenty-

require from

to dry-set

between

stated facts, practically bars this class of paint

work

in all

out-door seasons.

Are

these suggestions

?

In strong contrast to the above,

The 65% pigment

pacity of a first-class semi-paste,

4,

to suggest that

for a semi-paste mineral oxide paint.

white coated panel, showing reducing ca-

and

3,

Mr. F. A. Weis of
Jersey, the credited promoter of tests,

have made, other than

sive preventative.

A

2,

think due to fine showing these several material

forty-eight to one

THE PRACTICAL REDUCING LIMIT FOR PROTECTIVE PAINTS.

1,

dently coated with two high grade carbon and graphite paints,

corroded plate so treated, but you will also please note that the
single coat of honest graphite paint is still a protective coating, notwithstanding the hard task of holding its ground against
this most powerful acid, said to be soluble only in water, which,
if true, would fully account for its apparent failure as a corro-

Exhibit No. 270:

select the

the practical thinning out limit for such weight of paint.

For

further inspected for the benefit of our Association.

November, 1906

to be

sesquioxide of iron and

we

will suggest specifications

composed of 50% pure finely bolted
best commercial gypsum and clay

50%

combined.

The 35%

liquid to be composed of 75% pure kettle-boiled linand 25% strong turpentine dryer ground fine.
This oxide paste, where reduced one to two, or three, with a
combined linseed and drying oil, should stay up in a free applica-

seed

tion,

oil

cover strong

in

body, dry-set in less than ten hours in

all
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out-door painting weather, which, if facts, conclusively shows
why the quicker oxidizing calcines of iron as paint pigment, are
paint
best adapted and more generally used in the railroad car
shop usually equipped with a sky roof.

extend an invitation to the executive officers of your Association to attend our Twenty-third Annual Convention, which is to be held in Boston, February 15th,
Will you kindly convey this invitation to your officers
1907.

was unanimously voted

it

for the

members preshibits, also, that several are keyless.
ent familiar with the material character of these unmarked tests,
the Committee would be pleased to have them mark same, in

the convention.

order that

such tests

all

may

receive any favorable craft recog-

If there are

we would

ton

to

coming year when they are elected?

Please note that there are several interesting material tests,
also submitted which are not herein listed, from fact, that most
of them were carried over from last year as continued test exIf there are

429

any of your members who live adjacent to Bosbe pleased to have them attend the sessions of

Trusting you will have a large gathering at Washington and
that your deliberations may be beneficial to you all and assuring
you of the kind regards of our association, I remain,

Yours

nition due them.

Committee report will meet enough good,
wholesome criticism, of order promoting the most interesting debate, in interest of our Trade Calling and Association, we most
respectfully submit same for that purpose.
Committee,
W. O. Quest, Chairman,
George Warlick,
G. J. Ginther,
S. H. McCracken.
Trusting that

William

this

Before making a motion, I want to say that the
I am very sorry
interesting indeed to me.
and which I
made
which
I
had
send
test
not
a
that I did
Altoona,
last
in
a few weeks
showed Mr. Butts when he was
manufactured
We made a test which was exposed, of a
ago.
At the end of that
material, for ten years and nine months.
time we found it in very good condition, something remarkable.

Mr.

—

—

Of course

was

it

manufactured material and

a

it

would not be

name here, as we are not in the adverI move that the report be received and filed.
tising business.
Mr. Bruning: I will make an amendment, that the report be
I have some tests we
received and the committee continued.
made several years ago still up and I have some that are very
wise to mention

its

near as good to-day as the day

them

to

Mr.

Little:

I

The

original motion as

to send

Mr. Copp

I

:

we

put them up.

I

would

like

Mr. Quest.

amendment.
amended, was here

will accept the

believe the election of officers

carried.
is

tion of

House Painters

business.
Before that is taken up, if I am in order, on
account of the amount of notice that needs to be given to the
members, I would move for the suspension of the rules, and
that a committee of five be appointed by the choir in hand the

of

matter of the revision of the constitution, and the other points
in the address of the President, chiefly relating to the choice

that

we

will avail ourselves of their kind

invitation as far as lies in our power.

Mr. Cook

second the motion.

will

I

:

Carried.

President Butts

Has

The next order

:

of business

is

"Unfinished

the Secretary any unfinished business?

There being no unfinished business, the next order

will

be

the election of officers.

election of officers.

Mr. President, that your
were rendered faithfully and conscientiously and appreciated by all, and there is no doubt in my
mind that if you were re-elected, you would continue to do in
the future as you have in the past, and as I believe the officers
are promoted in rotation, and as we have good material at our
command, I take pleasure in nominating Mr. J. W. Houser.
Mr. Bruning: I take pleasure in seconding that nomination.
Mr. Rodabaugh
As this will probably be my last visit as an
official of a railroad, and as I expect to retire, I want to say
something that will be remembered by me with pleasure. I take
great pleasure in nominating a man that I think the AssociaHe has been among us for quite a numtion reveres and loves.
Mr. Gehman.

I

sincerely

believe,

services during the past year

:

He

ber of years.

the next order

Wall.

Mr. Bruning: I move that the letter be received and placed
on file, and the Secretary be instructed to notify the Associa-

Little:

was very

E.

Secretary-Treasurer.

Business."
report

respectfully,

is

small sature, but gigantic in interest.

If

—
—

had the tongue of a Gohen, or the ability of a Copp I don't
mean the cops on the street I mean Brother Copp I could
describe the gentleman that I want to nominate much better, but
my descriptive powers are a little bit lacking. If I had the silHowever I will
ver tongue of an Ingersoll I might do better.
nominate our worthy brother, Mr. J. W. Houser.
Mr. Miller
I will second the nomination.
Mr. Bruning
I move that if there are no further nominations, the nomination be closed, and that the Secretary be instructed to cast the entire vote of the convention for Mr.
I

—

:

of the place for the next meeing.
that part of the constitution,

and

I

we have outgrown
we should conduct

believe

I

believe

more in accordance with the custom of the Master
Car Builders' and the Master Mechanics' Associations. I believe we should not choose by popular ballot the place for
the next meeting.
I believe we should vote on the next place
of meeting to get the sense of the convention, and that
the Advisory Committee, together with the officers, should be
constituted an Executive Committee to choose from one of the
three places having the largest number of votes the place for the
next annual meeting. I think we have seen the necessity for that

that matter

in the past year.

The motion was seconded and carried.
Secretary Dane
I have a letter from

the Secretary-Treasurer of the International Association of Master House Painters
:

and Decorators of the United States and Canada, which

I will

read.

:

Houser.
The motion was seconded and carried.
Secretary

had been

Dane announced

cast for

that the ballot of the convention

Mr. Houser as President, who was declared

duly elected.

Mr. Houser
I thank you very much for this honor. I am not
going to make a speech, because I cannot.
I will endeavor
to fulfill the duties of the office to the very best of my ability,
and will ask the assistance of the members of this association,
because without it my term * will be unsuccessful. I thank you,
gentlemen, very much, (applause).
Nominations for First Vice-President being in order, Mr.
Little nominated Mr. Miller in the folowing words
Mr. Little
I want to place in nomination for the office of
First Vice-President a man who has been identified with this
association for a number of years, a man who has worked for
:

:

Somerville, Mass., August 18th
A. P. Dane, Sec'y-Treas., Boston, Mass.

Dear

Sir:

— Please

accept

my

thanks

It is is

my

I

will

more than

attendance.

I

your kind invitaConvention of your
I cannot say at this

for

attend the Thirty-seventh Annual
Association at Washington next month.

tion to

time whether

1906.

be able to accept.
likely that pressure of business will prevent

wish to

state,

however, that

Board meeting of our Association held

in

at the

Executive

Boston, August 7th,

the best interests of
in

turning

felt

it

down

it,

a

man whom

a year ago.

I felt

was

I

directly instrumental

sorry for

was just for the time being.

I

want

it

afterwards, but T

to place that gen-

tleman in nomination again. I therefore take great pleasure in
nominating Ben E. Miller, (applause).
Mr. Copp No seconding is necessary, but I take pleasure in
doing so.
:
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Dane
motion, the nominations were closed, and Secretary
Miller
Mr.
instructed to' cast the ballot of the convention for

On

First Vice-President.
as
1

had been

cast,

and

Secretary Dane announced
Mr. Miller was declared duly elected.
Mr Miller- Mr Chairman and fellow members: I appreI
extent.
cia^e the honor conferred upon me, to the fullest
to give assitance to our

do the best that is in my power
worthy President just elected, and in the future, as in the past,
I am highly elated at
I will give you the best that is in me.
I expected to
through.
went
vote
this
the unanimity with which
shall

that I
be nominated —in fact, several members intimated to me
unanielected
be
to
would be nominated, but I did not expect
mously I consider the honor a very high one. I thank you.
Nominations for Second Vice-President being in order, Mr.

Copp nominated Mr. Warlick as follows:
Mr Copp I think it is high time that the nomination went
Westward I think the offices have been circulating around in
to
the Middle West for quite a time, and I think we ought
Mr.
sir,
nominate,
strike out for the Woolly West, and I would
George Warlick o< the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific.
The nomination was seconded.
:

Mr LanfeHek

:

in" his

attendance,

Mr A

J

I will

who

man who has been regular
west of the Mississippi River—

nominate a

lives

Bishop, of the Northern Pacific.
Mr. Burning: 'l take great pleasure in, seconding that nomina-

Tlr Orr

nominate Mr.

I

Mr' McCracken

J.

T. McCracken.

respectfully declined the nomination.

nominate Mr. E. L. Younger.
Upon motion, duly seconded, the nominations for second Vice„ .,
,„
President were closed.

Mr. Pitard:

hard work, I am sorry
do your duty,
recommendations
the
when
announced
Mr Miller Can it be
good attendance
that
a
of this committee will be brought in, so
will be here?
President Butts: I wish to say to the committee that we
constitution.

I

Butts

here appointed

as

of

Tellers

Messrs. William O. Quest and Mr. J. H. Pitard.
The convention then proceeded to ballot for
President with the following result

the

E

J.

have a

Youn°er

L.

little

time to discuss the matter

when

it is

brought back.

.

sider

it

a favor.

Mr. Copp: I think there is no question but what we can reI would like the rest of
port at to-morrow morning's session.
the committee to meet me immediately after dinner in this room.
If there is to be a session, we can withdraw to the rear of the
room. I do not think it will take long.
Mr. Miller: I move that the report of the committee be
made a special order of business for to-morrow morning.
(The motion was seconded and carried.)
President Butts: Before a motion to adjourn is put, I wish
to say that I have talked with quite a number of representative
members here and they all agreed with me that it would be a
? od idea to have an afternoon session, to expedite the work as
much as possible. I like to play a S> well as anybody else, but
when I play I want to play all the time and don't want to quit
and g° back to work. We are able to stand it, I guess, and I
will simply announce that will have an afternoon session.
Mr. Lanfersiek: I move we now adjourn until 2 o'clock
this afternoon.

.-",',,

The motion was seconded, and

the convention adjourned.
J

second session.
afternoon, September

11,

The

:

1

votes

the reading of subjects.

J&

votes

of Varnish."

I0 votes

will

We would like to have a full attendance when this question
comes up, and if the committee could please inform us a little
time ahead, so we could make that announcement, would con-

President Butts
3

little

you

-

Election,

Second Vice-

'"

Bishop

believe every one of

The convention reassembled

George Warlick

A

I

would like to have their report as soon as it is convenient. You
want to take time enough to do it right, but we would like to

1

President

going to mean a

It is

for you, but
-

that the ballot

November, 1906

The

o'clock

2.50

P.

M.,

Tuesday

President Butts in the chair.
first

order of business this afternoon

Subject No.

paper on

first

& M.

Copp, of the B.

at

is,

1

is

"The Lustre and Life
by Mr. Chas. E.

this subject is

R. R., Lawrence, Mass.

Mr. George Warlick having received a majority of all the
votes cast was declared duly elected as Second Vice-President.
Mr. Warlick: Gentlemen, I thank you very kindly for the
great honor you have conferred upon me, and I will do all in
my power to help keep the association up to its present standard.
President Butts: Gentlemen, the next nomination will be for

and calls for a long train of
thought. But I shall only couple on what few ideas I have and
leave the rest of my colleagues to make up the train, when I
hope our good president will open the throttle and start the

Secretary-Treasurer.

discussion agoing.

I nominate Mr. A. P. Dane.
Mr. Pitard
The nomination was seconded.
Mr. Canan: I move that the nominations for SecretaryTreasurer close, and, as has been our time-honored custom here-

take it that this is an important subject, not only because it
No. I on the list, but because the president of a certain railroad system with a large list of passenger equipment has of late
been inquisitive of the car department in this respect and wants
to know the whys and wherefores, and suggests that the best
varnish be obtained regardless of price an important suggestion
that might have well been made long ago, not only regarding
varnish but many other materials, and our brushes as well. If
this paper shall come to his notice and my treatment of this

:

tofore,

A

we

take a rising vote.

rising vote

was taken by the convention, and Mr. Dane

Secretary-Treasurer of the Association.
Mr. Dane thanked the convention in the following words
Mr. Dane: Mr. President and members: It is exceedingly

declared duly

elected

—

gratifying to receive such a

unanimous expression of your con-

fidence and goodwill, showing, as it dees, your approval of the
manner in which the work of the Secretary-Treasurer has been

—

done the past year and I thank you very much for the honor,
which it represents. I shall endeavor to uphold and assist your
Officers in the progressive movement that the Association had
taken in the past year, and only ask one favor that all members will assist me by leaving their correct home addresses and
to notify me promptly when changes are made, that each and
all may receive their mail promptly— a matter that has been a
source of annoyance to me as well as to many of the members
(Applause)
the past year.
Gentlemen, I think the time has arrived
President Butts
when we should adjourn this session, but before a motion to
adjourn is put, I would like to announce that I will appoint
Mr. Chas. E. Copp, David A. Little, Charles A. Cook, John D.
Wright, and John F. Lanferseik, as a committee to revise the

—

:

paper by mr. copp.

Mr. President
subject;

it

is

:

a

This

more than "a double-header"

is

for a

triple-header

I

is

—

matter satisfy him to the extent that as many of these troubles
as possible are remedied, I shall be as gratified as I am honored
by you in appointing me to write it. Without any farther introduction
in the

(a)

I

will take

up the

subject at once under the heads and

order given.

To what

extent

is

it

affected

by the different

colors,

pigments and metals?
I

shall

refute
life

it,

take the ground at the outset and challenge you to
that the sun is the great destroyer of the lustre and

of the varnish upon the exterior of our cars.

Not storms

of rain, snow, or hail, but the piercing rays of the sun that are
everlastingly shooting their fiery tongues defiantly at the cars;
brilliantly

varnished surfaces.

It is

which, in response, glare back at

it

a silent but hotly contested

with

battle with shining scimeters, but the sun

unequal contest and gloat over
opponent.

-the

the might of their

all
is

defeat of

bound to win the
spunky but weak

its
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On

account cars that run on a

this

varnish will look and

or stand in yards,

line,

the day
that expose one side of the train most to the sun during
the
with
doubt,
no
you
which
of
side,
will perish faster on that

many

writer, have seen

notable examples at each annual shop-

Again, cars that stand unused on side-tracks exposed to
from
the rays of the sun, increased in their heat by reflection
than
faster
the surrounding sand or railroad tracks, will perish

ping.

train service, and become drier and need varnishing
though of course will be cleaner and not begenerally,
sooner

actual

in

much by smoke and dirt. Railroads in
semi-tropical, if not a tropical, sun
under
southerly latitudes
must present a severe strain upon the durability of outside var-

come blackened

so

nish.

Again, and in direct reply to queries under this head, those
abcolors, pigments and' metals that challenge, or attract, and
the
perish
to
varnsh
the
cause
sorb the sun's rays the most will
fastest

upon

A

their surfaces.

light color,

composed

chiefly of

the best basis for the endurance of a varnish to be
exposed to sunlight. This is the main reason why our old straw-

white lead,

is

colored cars wore so much better than the dark ones do now.
But here let me observe that a dark color presents a more
lustrous background to show off the brilliancy of a varnish when
applied than a light color does and consequently shows the
disappearance of that gloss quicker than the light color, though
the condition of the body of the varnish may be practically the

first

;

same in both cases. Here is where the inexpert railroad official
makes his usual mistake in judging upon this matter, a mistake that I once showed up with object illustrations before the
New England R. R. Club, but nevertheless I suppose they will
still go on making it.
one needs to determine what colors absorb the sun's ray's
the most let him make the simple test in a warm, thawy winter
day, if he is so situated that he can, by placing upon the snow as
many different colored pieces of flannel as he wishes to test;
and he will find that some sink far into the snow, while others
will lightly lie on top, the former being the ones that attract the
sun's rays most and are the ones to be rejected as car-body
If

colors,

if

it

is

desired,

regardless of any other considerations,
He will find that a piece

to have the varnish endure upon them.

of straw-colored flannel will scarcely sink into the snow at all.
But light yellow will quickly show the dirt, and for this reason

the coal heaver does not
is

a

little

cooler

;

and

want a working

this is the

light car-body colors; they

show

shirt

made

of

it,

if

it

reason railroads have discarded
smoke and dirt quicker and

the

therefore are harder to maintain in a neat and uniform appearance.

upon the ground color; the sun's rays are attracted more by
the bright and glaring surface of rhe metal.
As to the various pigments I am not chemist enough to say
that one pigment exerts a more baneful effect upon the varnish
than another, except in the ratio of its power to attract or absorb the sunlight. I think I would as soon select a black ground
for endurance as any other dark color. I believe a brilliant color
to be more destructive of varnish than a somber or retiring
color.
I should say that one is more liable to have trouble in the
use of colors that are chemically made by the use of acids than
be not thoroughly
cleansed out in the process of making the color before drying it.
Many years ago I had a serious trouble in the use of lakes for
the letter-boards and corner posts of passenger cars and in the
other colors because the acid

body-color of two parlor

is

liable

cars- that

to

were painted.

One might

as well have painted over, or varnished over salt brine;

it

killed

and the parlor cars had to be burned off
and re-painted at great cost after a few months service and a
By a lucky chain of circumstances it was
winter's housing.
but the color grinder would not
directly traceable to the lake
own it until T forced him to by my questioning.
varnish put over

it

;

Much

last.

A

knifed surface presents a better
a surface rubbed with a block

foundation for varnish than
pumice, for the reason that so large an object as a passenger car
must have a surfacer that rubs reasonably easy to make the job
speedy and not too costly, and such a surfacer must needs present rather a porous surface

more or

less

when rubbed, which,

overcome by the color-coats and

of course,
their

is

binders

more of an absorbent surface than
a knifed surface does, as one can readily see when the car is
varnished; the one presents somewhat of an enamelled, leathery

that follow.

Still

it

presents

look, while the other

is

sharply brilliant.

Why

do varnishes lose their brilliant gloss and crack?
(b)
Mr. Bailey laughed at the writer when he read this query to
him after returning from the Advisory Committee meeting,
and asked why men grew wrinkled and grey. Varnishes on car
exteriors, and on interiors in a lesser degree, for the reasons
before stated and for other reasons will lose their gloss and

and crack. A varnish cracks because the oil, which is the life
and elasticity of varnish or paint, is taken from it by the sun
and atmosphere, if for no other reasons. It is the natural order
A chemical change by the action of oxgen, to say
of things.
nothing of poisonous gases, is constantly going on. If varnish
were an inert material, something like flint or glass, it would
not be so.' If applied where the air could not act upon it it
would not crack nor would it dry, any more than the japan
coach colors in your air-tight cans.
But a varnish will crack, of course, by being applied over improper painting by applying a varnish which hardens faster
than the paint or varnish underneath it; or whose thick, outer
surface, like the mud in a puddle where the water has evaporLet us hope
ated, dries so much faster than the inner surface.
that few painters who know their business are guilty of the former; and as to the latter trick a cheap rosin varnish foisted upon
them will do it. Once a foreman painter was reprimanded for
He had hard work at first to convince his
his paint cracking.
superior to the contrary, until he pointed at the mahogany
sashes on which there was no paint at all, which were cracked
just as badly, with the varnish which had been bought for him to
When varnishes become brittle enough with age and it
use.
takes a short while for some— the contraction and expansion of
the wood underneath will cause it to crack. Slams and jars and

—

—

—

vibration in shifting the cars will

make

it

crack.

have seen, thrown against a panel covered with
nish will cause

it

to crack, like glass.

to a tank or car ought,

on

ing surface to paint on

if

A

A

stone, as I

thick, brittle var-

rigid iron or steel side

this account, to present a

more

last-

there were not worse troubles from

met with.
There are many other reasons why varnish loses its brilliant
gloss.
Perhaps the paint foundation is old, poor and cracked
up underneath it, as in the case of the road before referred to
where the president wondered why the varnish did not look any
better, where there are hundreds of cars that have been running
ten years and over since they were burned off or painted from
the wood, for lack of time but mainly for lack of shop-room and
men; and are all cracked up. Who would expect to lay an enduring brick structure upon mud cr quick-sand without first
driving piles?
The cleaning materials composed of alkali or
acids, however mild, will get into these cracks when cars are
cleaned for varnish in the shops, and however much water is
used to cleanse them out and generally it is little enough
will
afterward sweat out in the rainy days and kill the varnish put
»n, however good it may be.
It should be borne in mind that
the life of the paint underneath exerts much good influence
upon the varnish over it. But some seem to think that anything
is good enough to varnish over.
It is a fact that the varnish
first applied lasts the longest over the newly painted car.
After

rust to be

Again, for reasons already given, varnish will perish and
crack quicker upon the gold and aluminum lettering and decoration upon a car, as all know who have observed it, than it will

all
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also depends, I believe

on passenger equipment

in

upon how the surface

is

process of painting as to

obtained

how

the

—

—

that each successive annual varnishing has a shorter life until
may as well be taken in and cleaned and oiled

your ten-year car

as to be varnished, for the results are about the same when the
car is shoved out doors and old Sol puts his hot breath on it a

few hours.

It is soon very flat and dead.
Again, the long-handled brush chap with a pail of dirty water
he wishes to last as long as possible so he will not have to brin°-

432
another,

much

responsible for

is

of this
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the second day — and more often
goes out the very next day
trouble, for he rubs the
after being varnished — that
responsible for very much of
yard cleaning instead
it

loose dust and cinders under his brush in
of floating them off with plenty of water as he ought to,
But if he did not wash the
until the gloss speedily disappears.
cars, and if he does, there will accumulate a smoke-film that

water does not remove that will as effectually hide the brilliant
If
gloss as the fog hides the magnificent city of London.
harm
not
cleaners
that
do
oil
of
the
shape
in
suitable detergents
varnish are used by railroads to remove this smoke-film, which
not only hides the gloss but kills the varnish by the acids of
which it is composed, they will find the varnish underneath it
capable of wearing and protecting the surface a year or more
and have a comparatively clean and attractive equipment, if
the extreme brilliancy of its outer surface is gone; and nobody
can maintain this however much they try, but a very brief time.
If the sides of a car were but big sheets of plate glass with the
lettering,

underneath,

etc.,

with

perishable varnish, the results

all

endurance,

its

would be

the

all

I

want

leave

to

some

Can remedies be applied
It would be a hopeless case if
If the executive power will tell

overcome

certain tones that quality of materials

and price

sideration

last,

to

it

instead of giving

is

to

and that economy

rather than in price and to get quality
after

what may be a

if

be the

first

con-

consists in quality

he has to go abroad

costly rebate of freight

a customer at home, doubtless a good-sized bunch of these

may

troubles

be dispensed with.

Again,

if

managements

will

only wake up to the fact that an equipment cannot be but briefly
and indifferently maintained on the "slick and promise" basis
from year to year, but that room enough, time enough and men
enough have got to be employed to get into things farther than
soap and water will get and bring up an equipment where any
good varnish will have a fair show in the contest, then it will
be time enough and not till then to raise the question why the
varnish looks so and so.

going to pay my respects to the varnish maker
himself.
But I am going to say right here that he is the least
culprit in the bunch.
He has quit making the durable varnish
of former years not on account of innate cussedness but on acLastly, I

am

count of sharp business competition and the ever-listening ear
of the purchasing power to buy the cheapest that comes along,

has gone down, down below where the right macan be put together to have the proper lasting qualities.
Soft kauri gum and hard North Carolina rosin are used now
A varnish-maker was asked the
to make the best varnishes (?)
until the price
terials

he could supply a varnish of more lasting quality
if the price was out of the question.
"O yes," said he, "if I can
put in a portion of Zanzibar gum." This writer does not know
whether is enough of this gum to keep the market supplied, if
other day

if

any or all the gum that should go into an outside car varnish
were made of it or not, but it is safe to say that Old Zanzibar is
on the retired list at the present time pensioned, as it were, for
past services. But if he could again be brought into service and
our companies could only be brought to see the importance of
suitable, large, light, airy and well heated and ventilated shops
in helping to maintain a railroad's equipment I should not wonder if a new order of things would begin to dawn in the near
future that would gladden the hearts of many and almost make
the bones of the old fellows who have died discouraged rattle

—

in their coffins.
I

am

almost of the opinion that as an

oil

paint or an elastic

varnish will best withstand the ravages of the sun's rays,

more

oil

were put

into

J.

PAPER BY MR.
"Mr. Bryan

Now

that

is

said

is

if

most varnishes by the makers and more

time taken in the shops to apply them better results would follow.
It is this everlasting rushing of equipment through shops
with a coat of varnish each day, the second coat sinking into the
first, and allowing one day to trim the car and shoving it out

a lack of

J.

H.

PITARD.

have made the remark:

to

my

'President

was in swimming.'
very much the way with Mr. Copp and myself."

Roosevelt has

stolen

clothes

while

I

In the consideration of this subject, in the order of
of

Let us begin at home first.
the purchasing power in no un-

is

The next paper on this subject is by Mr.
H. Pitard, of the Mobile & Ohio R. R., Whistler, Alabama.

solution.

this trouble?

not.

there

President Butts:

eral subdivisions, the first question
to

If

shop space and work must be rushed by a coat each day until
larger shops can be built, I believe the first coat should
be a slow rubbing varnish, or a quickening of the finishing by a
mixture of rubbing with it. At all events a few hours more of
age should be given to the varnish on the car between coats and
before shoving it out into the sun, as important as aging the
varnish in the tank may be.
Though already lengthy I have but outlined the subject and
left much untouched, which, I trust, my keen hearers will detect
and bring forward in their discussion.

for you

to bring forward.

(c)

does not stand.

it

new and

far as

the letters and the gloss being obscured by the accumulation of
smoke; and it would take the same treatment to remove it.

There are other reasons, but

No wonder

trouble.

of

instead

same so

this

is

it

is

That owing

to

doubtless affected to

the

its

sev-

perhaps the most difficult
sensitive nature of varnish
is

some extent by the agencies men-

tioned (light and dark colors)

can not be controverted.

Of the effect of the different colors on varnish (by which
we presume light and dark colors, only are contemplated), experience has taught that the temperature of such colors are regu-

by natural laws, and

lated

order to ascertain the relative

in

the two extremes of colors, white
and black and also of the relative heat resisting qualities of wood
and iron, I recently conducted an experiment as follows
Two panels each of wood and one-quarter inch iron plate
was painted, one each with black and white paint and exposed
for several hours in the sun when the sun temperature was
96 degrees, and the shade temperature was 87% degrees.
They
were then removed to the shade and the bulb of a thermometer

heat

resisting

of

qualities

applied to each with the following result

Black Board
White Board

:

107^ Degrees.

98^

'.

Black Iron

113

White Iron
Sun Temperature

104

96

Shade Temperature

87
After allowing each panel to cool fifteen minutes, the thermometer was again applied with the folowing result:
Black Board
94 Degrees.

White Board
Black Iron

•

White Iron
Thus it will be seen

93
96
93

"

that the black iron reached the highest
degree of heat, 113 degrees, which was 17 degrees of stored
energy in excess of sun heat.
The test demonstrated that while the black iron cooled more
rapidly than either of the other wood panels, it was longer
in reaching the normal temperature owing to its excessive heat.

As

heat

is

known

to be destructive to paint

bing them of their

fluids,

ments

it

to

crumble,

is

and varnish by roband thus causing the gums and pigreasonable to suppose that the com-

parative extent of injury to the various shades of color, arising
from this source, is in proportion to the heat absorbing or the
heat resisting qualities of the various shades of colors upon

which varnish

is

applied.

In order to further illustrate this point, it will be recalled
that when yellow was the prevailing color for painting passenger
its durability was a subject of common remark, and is
remarked by the painters of the old school whose
experience with both have doubtless convinced them of the
superior durability of the yellow color as compared to the dark
colors that have generally superseded them.
But while admit-

equipment,
yet often

ting the superior durability of the yellow color, it can be said
without possibility of contradiction, that its superiority did not
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any particular affinity that the yellow pigment possessed,
for the varnish by which it was protected, but rather in the

Cleaning compounds that contain excessive abrasive powder

exist in

or caustic properties.

Washing

heat repelling qualities of the lighter color, thus deferring the

burning up of the varnish, so to speak, to a more indefinite day.
Regarding the effect exercised upon varnish by the various

is

pigments there are two possible sources of deterioration which

temperature

some of the pigments present. One is the chemical antagonism resulting between pigment and varnish, in those pigments
that are chemically produced, and from which the acids and
other chemicals have not been thoroughly eradicated.
Another source of deterioration is due to the capillary action
of pigments of coarse texture by which means the varnish fluids
The
are absorbed, and the varnish thus sapped of its life.
natural pigments such as umber, sienna, ocher, etc., offer the
least chemical antagonism to varnish when properly prepared
and incorporated with suitable vehicles to form a paint.
Why do varnishes lose their brilliant gloss and. crack? Owing
to the phraseology of this question, the uninitiated might be led
to suppose that cracking was the inevitable result when varnish loses its lustre, but such is not the case in every instance,
as the loss of lustre and cracking of varnish is sometimes due
to quite different causes.
We might answer, however, that the
causes of both are due to two general causes, that is the natuand unnatural, and

ral

in the consideration of this subject,

the unnatural rather than

most,

for the

when varnish has served
we might say figuratively, we

reasons that

is

it

the natural cause that concerns

well

day and generation as
are not
surprised to see it announce its demise by cracks, blisters, or in
any manner peculiar to its composition, but it is the premature
deadening and cracking that causes surprise, when we consider
that all the true and tried means known to the practical painter
have been carefully observed in preparing for it a foundation,
and also in its application.
Science has proven that all substances, both organic and inorganic, that enter into the complexity of industrial
limitations

and
as

it
it

is

that are either fixed

life

have

or regulated by natural laws,

to

paint and varnish,

rather than the superficial

indications that engage the attention of the up-to-date painter

of inquiring mind.

As

far as this principle applies to the crack-

ignorantly or carelessly by either party, we may not be surprised when cracking occurs.
Therefore, a varnish of the
highest grade (so considered) if it has not been produced strictly
in

accordance with

scientific

may

laws,

crack prematurely even

when

applied under favorable conditions, and thus cause the innocent painter to chide himself for his apparent ignorance or
neglect in contributing to such deplorable results, but on the

other hand, the reputation of the finest varnishes is sometimes
to suffer at the hands of either the incompetent painter,
or for lack of favorable conditions in its application.

made

The

physical structure of a surface built up of paint and var-

nish on which to apply varnish
ferent

from

foundation

is

in principle not materialy dif-

that of a building or other structure, in that a good
the basis of "both, and while a defective foundation

is

of a porous and absorbent nature may and does often cause the
premature deadening of varnish, it is not necessarily the cause
of varnish cracking, but

more common

in

is

thoroughly dry.

:

Hurried work.
Improper shop

ventilation.

Faulty varnish.

Improper application.
Porous surface.

.

Local climatic influences.
Heavy or flowing coats.
Insufficient time for drying coats.

Too

frequent cutting

in.

Lack of sustained uniform temperature until varnish is dry.
Allowing shop heat to continue only during the day, and ceasing at night.

Draughts of wind blowing during the application of varnish,
it too rapidly on the face.
Moisture in the paint shop or under paint shop floor.

thus drying

The

succession in the

wrong

order, of coats of varying elas-

ticity.

Exposure

to

extreme cold before the varnish

is

thoroughly

dry.

Overloading the surface with frequent repetitions of varnish
coats.

Of

the causes mentioned that cause the deadening of varporous and absorbent surface is perhaps the most common of all known causes, and in order to prevent this, there
must be a nearer approach to elasticity in the under or surall

nish, a

facing coats, sufficient elastic fluids should be incorporated with
the surfacing mixture to prevent the absorption of the succeeding coats of varnish and paint, and the coats should be applied

thinner than formerly.

The
tion

surface thus formed should be

to

this

particular cause,

flat

but not dead.

Atten-

and also the other causes men-

tioned, will decrease the deadening of varnish to the

minimum

degree.

Of

ing of varnish

its solution depends upon the varnish maker upon
the one hand, and upon the other on the painter whose duty
it is to apply it.
But when such laws have been violated, either

shop until Varnish
varnish cracking

Of

the solution of the operation of his principle, so far

applies

the varnish in the hot sun, and while the varnish

heated condition.

in a

Absence of proper ventilation or heating, and lack of uniform

us
its
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of

the causes mentioned that cause varnish to crack, that
flowing coats, overloaded surface, hurried work, and lack
all

of proper drying and heating facilities are the most

common,

although the overloaded surface is a certain cause of cracking,
it does not usually make its appearance for several years after

and has been repeatedly varnished.
After repeated applications of varnish, and when it has reached
a certain degree of thickness, it cracks for the reason that under
alternate degrees of heat and cold, the outer layer is first affected, and begins to expand or contract as the case may be
(when it becomes heated or cooled), while the lower layer is
yet stationary.
This is what may be termed unequal expansion, and cracking is an inevitable result.
a car enters service,

This theory can be demonstrated by subjecting a piece of thick

and a piece of thin glass to a very high temperature, the inevitable result of which will be cracking first of the glass of
greater thickness. Therefore, it is plain that the obvious remedy
for this cause of varnish cracking

the overloaded surface.

How

is to defer as long as possible
can this be done?
By a more

While the causes of varnish deadening and varnish cracking
some of the principal causes are, of deadening:

thorough painting in the first instance.
By a more thorough
system of terminal cleaning, in order to insure the better preservation of the varnish, thus extending to the greatest possible
limit the interval between the necessary revarnishing by apply-

A
A

ing only sufficient varnish to afford the necessary protection during the interval between the next shopping period. Of the other

it

is

to both than

any

other single cause.

—

are various,

porous surface.
faulty varnish.

Frosting.

Hurried work.
Improper terminal cleaning.
Coarse waste for cleaning.
Coal gas in the varnish room.

causes of varnish cracking mentioned, time and space forbid enlarging upon them, but suffice it_to say that where the cause is

known, the remedy

is

not

difficult.

Finishing over a sweated surface.

In conclusion, I would sound a note of warning, that is, that
varnish deadening and varnish cracking can be largely obviated by closer attention to all the minor details attending the

An

entire process of painting.

insufficient

number

of

under coats to support the varnish.
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We

must make

haste,

now

manner

slowly, but in a

not ignore the vital principles of the painters'

that does

:

of the Atchison,

:

discuss them.

think they are about as near perfect as any-

I

thing I have heard read.

time on something

Really

I

think

we ought

to spend this

:

leaves very

it

little

that one side

room

discussed in those papers

ever.

I

for discussion, because the points

think every master painter, every

and every person present has had something to do
There are only two solutions to my mind to this question.
We should use the best material and then give it sufficient
time to build a foundation. You know if we are putting up a
building we must have a solid foundation.
It must be built
upon good solid ground, and then built up solidly, or the
structure will fall.
The best material should be used and sufficient time allowed to dry, and there is no doubt that if those
ideas are carried out but what the results
will
be good.
There has been one thing come under my observation during the last few months, where the varnish was exposed to
the sun.
We have a work train that stands in the yard protected on the east side by a coal wharf, and the varnish seeems
well preserved, but on the west side where the surface is exposed to the afternoon sun the result is quite different.
So
many other points as I said before, have been covered and explained in such a thorough manner that to my mind little discuswith.

is

necessary.

Mr. Russell: Those papers have
we have got to decide. It says
for the varnish to dry.
is

the proper time?

I

perished

more than

One

For information,

:

of the gentlemen

The

varnish.

who

Mr. Canan

offer.

Mr. Hutchinson

Now,

left
if

two or three things

the proper time

the question in

my mind

is

that

given

is,

what

There are not two men in this room that
what is the proper time. The gentleman
give it proper time between coats
Now,

On new

:

rubbing and* finishing on the
peat,

—where

Wc

the

life

of the

They

the ground, as far

as I can- see, but the trouble comes in the handling of the cars
and engines after they leave the shop. There is where a great
deal of the losing of the lustre is caused, on account of improper
care, to my mind. I have always thought that. We should educate
those people, so that they will take the proper care and not abuse

—

the varnish surfaces

There is a whole
Mr. Younger

I

:

but

I

am

Canon).

like

after

lot in that,

the cars leave the painter's hands.
I think more than in anything else.

—

think those papers covered the entire

the gentleman

on

my

right

field,

(referring to

Mr.

am

running on a road almost directly north and
south, allowing forty-eight hours between the finishing coats.
After the car has been in service twelve or fourteen months,
it has one perished side.
Of course, if it is longer in service,
the side is much more damaged, but I think those papers cover
I

the subject.

Mr. Russell:

Does not the genteleman have trouble with

his

aid in

possible

Mr. Pitard
The matter of blending varnish, commonly called,
something thai I expect most all painters have do.ne at some
time or another in trying to hurry their work along a little.
I happen to know the views of some varnish-makers on this
subject, and they, as a rule, I do not believe advocate anything
of the kind. They would like to have their varnish applied just
as it is received, but they state that when it does, in an emer:

is

become necessary to blend the varnishes that it is admix them about twelve hours or more in advance
of the time when you want to use them, in order to give them
time to thoroughly assimilate. They say that you get better regency,

visable to

sults then.

In

warm, and

I

my

section of the country the weather

is

pretty

some times necessary in hot weather, in
work out, to do a little blending, mix some

find

it

—

order to get the
of the quicker grades with the slow-drying grades, but I do
not advocate that practice in a general way. It is only neces-

Mr. Warlick:

find that

I

man

tied

is

most of the

fault lies in the length

in service, take a car

through the shop

take a car that

was

up for time.

running about twelve

looks good and holds

it

service 24

in

months and put

through shop and through the same course,
all

we
it

to repeat.

lustre;

certainly do.

The papers have covered

Mr. Stout:

same time making

coat, at the

first

mix two

get out certain equipment in

to

it

the shop conditions.

usually

consider that by mixing the two

months and put

not the conditions govern that?

I

order to be able to re-

first coat, in

ycu are obliged

certain time.

work

or burnt-off

Do
:

ask a question.

;

is

President Buts

like to

:

of time the car

;

would

Excuse me, then I misunderstood it.
We have some varnish-makers here. We
would be glad to hear from them if they have anything to
:

President Butts

get at that.

Yes

I

and two coats of finishing. I would like to ask the genleman
whether it was ruinous to mix rubbing and finishing together?
I think Mr. Pitard, if I am not mistaken, advocated that idea.
Mr. Pitard: No, sir; I don't think that was contained in my

who just spoke
we have got to
:

have no trou-

read a paper spoke of mixing the
my work is one cot of rubbing

sary in extreme cases, where a

Mr. Canan:
Mr. Quest

I

principal part of

are going to agree on
said,

the other.

use no rubbing varnish whatso-

I

use finishing varnish.

Mr. Canan

delegate

sion

is

ble in cracking the varnish.

paper.

else.

That expresses my idea exactly. The points
Mr. Canan
have been so thoroughly covered and so interesting that to my

mind

road; consequently, both sides are exposed you may say equally.
there is a place where they are not turned, and I find

Then

art.

There is another paper by Mr. John HartTopeka & Santa Fe R. R., Topeka, Kan.
not
appear to' be present, and his paper can
Hartley
does
Mr.
We would like to have
be read later on by the Secretary.
expressions from everybody in the room on these two excellent
papers.
There is a lot of food for thought here and there
ought to be a free and full discussion.
I think we would be wasting time in trying to
Mr. Ginther
President Butts

ley,
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I

find that

it

its
it

will

flatten to a certain extent.

most of the trouble

I find that

shop too long.

We

cut in

all

is

in

keeping the cars out of
go through shop

cars as they

and find that the lustre lasts much longer.
Mr. C. F. Copp, (Flildreth Var. Co.)
In expressing the opinion of the varnish-makers, there is one point that I would like
to emphasize that was brought out in the first paper read on
this subject, and that is the question of price.
I think that is
one of the most vital .points in the whole question. Some purchasing agents pay now for finishing varnish $2.25, where they
formerly used to pay from $3.50 up, and expect to get the same
quality.
They lose sight of the fact that the two main in:

gredients in varnish to-day are

more than double

the cost they

were when the purchasing agents were paying $3.50 for varnish.
Take the gums, they have advanced about double in price. So
has turpentine, and still they want to buy their varnish cheaper.
I think that is one of the solutions of why varnishes crack and

varnish cracking?

lose lustre.

Mr. Younger
No more than in any other way. There are
bound to be varnish checks after a time.
Mr. Russell
You do not give that the proper time.
Mr. Younger: We give them forty-eight hours, and I don't
think anyone in business can give them longer.
Mr. James: We use three coats on cars burnt off. We use

Mr. Houser
I have heard on several occasions of putting
on two coats of body varnish the same day,— repeating coats.
I would like to know if there is anyone here that follows that

three coats of varnish for the outside finishing entirely, giving
them forty-eight hours between coats. I notice two trains run-

Mr. Hutchinson
To please a varnish agent and our storekeeper at London, I experimented with a sample of this kind
of varnish, I did not put it on a car.

:

:

ning on branches and they turn around a "Y" at one end of the

:

practice?

Mr. Stout

:

That was Joe Murphy's

idea,

but never carried

out here.
:
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This test was made on a board, which after three months'
exposure I could rub off with my hand, a proof of its merit.
Some months afterwards our Master Car Builder ordered a
car into our London Shops, that had been painted at another
shop on the line, one-half of which had been varnished with
this same make of varnish, and if that part of the car had been
painted another shade, the line could not have been more perceptible, and were obliged to strip, and cut it with color.

gentleman referred to the late Mr. Joseph

Mr. Bruning: The
Murphy's ideas which were to varnish one day and follow up
I followed this same practhe next day with the second coat.
tice for years with no bad results, yet I must admit it cannot
be done with all varnishes. I am not going to state the maker's
name of the Varnishes we used at that time, but will give any
one the information if asked for. I might mention that it was
finishing varnish as we used no rubbing varnish in any of the
If you want to use the repeating process you will
three coats.
have to varnish early each day. Years ago in St. Louis all the
fine busses that were painted yellow were varnished that way,
for they considered it a more durable job and the work years
after proved notwithstanding that they used the repeating process
on these busses, they always gave ample time for all under coats
of paint to get hard. You will have to take all these things into
consideration and give all the under coats of paint time to dry,
then use the repeating process in varnishing and you will reGod help those gentlemen who are tryceive no bad results.
ing to follow the repeating process. Varnish every 23 or 24
hours that is not repeating. If you do not varnish every day
;

my

advice

fourth or

is

not to apply the second or third coat before the

was trying

have
I got a car that was burned off
last year.
It was painted twelve years without a varnish crack
on it. It was repeated twelve times, but as he says, you have
got to touch the varnish right and know whose varnish you are
:

I

long does

it

take to paint a locomotive?

Mr. Quest: In what respect? Sometimes we can do them in
one day.
Mr. Bruning
Say I were given six days to coat a locomo:

tive.

Mr. Quest

In a case of that kind I would have very

:

elastic life in the

primary

the finishing coats.

to

together

is

concerned,

would be responsible

I

to get

I

at.

varnished a car three different firms' varnishes

:

—that

is,

I

gave each side a portion of it, and we had
They were all put on at the same time. They were not all alike.
We had three results there. But if you get the right tack you
can put three coats on that car and have it dry as one. As to
the cars drying between coats of twenty-four hours or thirtysix hours, I claim that forty-eight hours is not enough between
If you catch them all in the right tack you do not have
coats.
the cracks.
I have got the cars and I know what I am talking
three different results.

little

and devote a whole lot of time
As far as blending the two varnishes

it

coats,

is

always a question in

for the varnish

the manufacturer responsible

—whether

my mind who

you could make

you blend the rubbing with finwould use
three coats of the same kind of varnish.
Then I would have
one heavy coat of varnish. Instead of having three coats, you
would have only one coat.
Mr. Bruning: You have done a lot of engines that way.
Mr. Quest: I was always satisfied to get one coat on.
Mr. Houser
I believe I am responsible for this argument,
ishing.

If I

had

if

to put three coats of varnish on, I

:

a certain extent;

to

Br.

after.

still, it has not brought out what I was
Bruning says he does not allow twenty- four hours

between coats.
Mr. Bruning: I say we used to do that.
Mr. Houser: You put on a coat this morning and a coat tomorrow morning. When I spoke on this question I mean to ask
if anybody put two coats of bed varnish on in a day?
Mr. Stout. He answered that question.
Mr. Quest: In the event of working an eight-hour finishing varnish, you get that on real early in the morning. There
.

just a probability that

is

we may

catch that tack at four or five

o'clock in the evening and put the other on.

fifth day.

That is what
Mr. Russell
rubbed and rubbed for years.

using.

How

Br. Burner:
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It is just the

same

we

waited until the next morning.
Mr. Hutchinson:
I was going to say that the party who
came and introduced the varnish on the Grand Trunk also ad-

as

if

me to instruct the men to use a little more friction and a
more muscle on the first coat.
Mr. Bruning: Those people in St. Louis had a wide reputation.
They sent their bosses all over the world. The old man
would not allow the work to be done in any other way. They
had experts in that shop. I do not think I would have been
vised
little

able to do

it.

Mr. Weis:

In that case I do not think it would be advisable
advocate the repeating because it is difficult to get a man
to apply the varnish on a dry surface.
Air. Fisk:
In 1882, I think it was, that the repeating process
to

came

ibout.

Mr. Houser

Mr. President, is there not a good bit in the
question of using a quicker varnish,—what is known as a regular
bed varnish or rubbing varnish?
Mr. Stout
I tried that and it was a complete failure.
Mr.
Murphy advocated that and I tried it.
Mr. Bruning: You cannot do it with all varnishes.
Mr. Stout
It has got to be a hard-drying varnish, not much
more than a rubbing varnish. When you go to repeat the varnish you are bound to have the varnish sag or crack or some:

'

:

:

thing of that kind.

up.
James Looker, of the Wabash, and myself were put
on a committee to view cars. I have been repeating ever since.
I do it at two o'clock one afternoon, and the next afternoon
at two o'clock.
I have used all kinds of varnish and never had
any bad effect.
Mr. Weis: I find the repeating process successful occasionally.
Again, the top one will cut the lower one. The result is,

we

lose that time.

Mr. Stout: What Mr. Murphy said as I understand it today, I do not recollect particularly. He said he would make that
repeating in twelve hours, while the varnish was tacky.
They
used the repeating process.
This is a different subject alto-

Mr. Bruning. You do not seem to comprehend that they
amalgamate all dry together. If you take a rubbing varnish and try that they will tear themeslves to pieces, beecause

gether.

that rubbing varnish

pass to the next subject, No.

—

will

Mr. Quest:

is

drying

all

the time.

These three coats amount

underthree coats of varnish applied, which, vir-

stand

it.

You have

tually

is

but one coat.

to

one, as

I

A

good many years ago there was a question raised in one of
our conventions by one of our members, asking why it was his
rushed coating of freight paint never cracked.

I

think the ques-

was answered on that occasion by some fellow-member to
extent that he was taking his freight paint out of one barrel
it,
consequently, was strictly homogenous and could not crack,
which to my idea, solves the varnish repeating problem, where

tion

safely applying a coat every twenty-four hours.

You
do that

say,

we must

in cases

catch the proper tack.

How

you have a new untried varnish?

President Butts:

there

is

2,

no further discussion, we will
"Canvas Roofs for Passenger

equipment." The first paper on this subject is by Mr. F. A.
Weis. of the Central Ry, of N. J., Elizabeth, N. J.

PAPER BY ME. F. A. WEIS.
Mr. Weis' paper was read by Secretary Dane as follows
To the President and Members of the M. C. and L. P. A.,
Gentlemen :—
Having been called upon to express my vieews on Subject
No. 2, Canvas Roofs for Passenger Equipment, I wish to
say
that T appreciate the honor conferred upon me.

Two

questions are to be considered: 'A," Is it a
benefit to
paper under the canvas? "B," How should a
canvas
roof be painted?

use

can you safely

If

felt

With

reference

to

question

"A":

Felt

paper

is

a

decided
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as

benefit,

from the

protects the canvas

it

irregularities in

the

a

new canvas roof be painted? that it
how a new canvas roof should be

foundation roofing, these irregularities having a tendency to cut
The felt paper also acts as a cushion for the canthe canvas.
vas, thereby increasing its life by eliminating the tendency to

say

by the wearing of the car in service.
Prime the roof, then lay and fasten the paper.
"B"
Question
The canvas should then be laid and fastened, after which it is
primed with a mixture composed of one pound of lampblack in
The black
(no dryers).
oil to one quart of raw linseed oil

have

crack or

split

:

serve as a guide in applying as well as to increase

to

is

the

Painting the canvas on the other side I find to be wholly
unnecessary, as the top coating will thoroughly saturate the can-

make

vas;

men and

amount of labor and

decrease the

workSecond coat

more agreeable

the application of same

to the

paint.

should consist of one-half of white lead and one-half lamp-black
ground in oil, thinned with raw linseed oil and a small quanfiller and
which should be

seals the pores.

This coat will act as a

tity of japan.

Next apply the

finishing coat,

a

durable and

elastic paint.

Since it is the practice to shop passenger equipment for repainting or varnishing every twelve or fifteen months, the least
amount of paint should be applied to obtain the desired results,

and

if it

the

cate

for the appearance of the roof

was not

repainting of

but once

it

I

would advo-

every two or three years,

with a view of prolonging the life of the canvas.
President Butts The next paper is by Mr. J. A. P Glass, of
the Yazoo & Mississippi Valley R. R., Vicksburg, Miss.
:

PAPER BY MR. J. A. P. GLASS.
Mr. Glass' paper was read by Secretary Dane as follows:
Mr. President and Gentlemen:
In submitting my report in regard to question contained in
subject No. 2, assigned to me by the Advisory Committee,
namely, Is it beneficial to use felt paper under canvas roof?

When inand How should a new canvas roof be painted?
formed of the fact through our worthy secretary I wrote him,
stating that I was in fact seeking the same information, and
under the condition of my practical knowledge that I had acquired through

thought

I

my

would have

I

all

matters

letter,

;

my

experience in a comparatively small shop,
experience in canvas painting would be of very

interest

little

members

the

to

of

this

association,

to decline the kind offer, thinking this

but to

stating of

subjects that

I

my

all

surprise in a few days

the

members chosen

was the only one

that

I

and that
would end

received another

on different
had refused to accept,
to report

found myself up against it.
This subject of painting canvas brings back to my memory
of the first canvas I ever undertook to paint, which has been
about forty years ago, before I ever thought of becoming a
My mother was a great
painter.
It came about in this way
One
lover of flowers, having a small hothouse in her yard.
day she got it into her head that she would have some, frames
made and covered with canvas, and have them well painted to
protect the cloth from the weather. Those frames she intended
so

I

:

over the glass in order to better protect her plants.
Of course I got the job of painting them, but having no knowledge of painting at the time, but often heard it spoken of that

to place

linseed oil

was the main protector

against the elements.

Work-

proceeded to mix white lead with plenty of
boiled linseed oil.
In fact, I was something like the fellow
that took his first medicine- -as he thought if a little did good
why should not more do better? After priming them one day,
and second coating them the next day, I must say the job looked
out of sight in fact, from their general appearance, they looked
as if they would last forever, but, to our astonishment, inside of
ing on this theory

I

;

months the

if burnt.
This was
an unlooked-for lesson to me, that too much linseed oil in paint
for canvas primer was detrimental to the cotton fiber.
Little
did I think at the time that this little lesson would come to

six

my
I

only giving

cloth

practical use

would say

in

some

fell

all

to pieces as

day.

regard to the second question,

How

should

my

experience as

not

is

my

intention to

painted, but that I

am

have been painting them, and
would state that our company

I

the results derived therefrom.

I

now been

using canvas for roof purposes for the past five
years, that is to say, whenever a coach requires a new roof it
have up to the present
is generally replaced with canvas.

We

date eighteen coaches in service with canvas roofs, besides several cabooses

The

first

and quite

a

number

question on No.

2,

Is

of engine cabs.
it

necessary or beneficial to

paper under canvas? I would say not only beneficial
First place, if the
but absolutely necessary for two reasons
sheeting on the roof is not perfectly smooth, which is very
often the case, such places will cause ridges or high places in
the canvas, and such places would naturally soon be cut out

use

elasticity.

November, 1906

felt

:

by the flying cinders; and secondly, we all know that there
is
always more or less dampness created between the sheeting and roofing, particularly during cold and damp seasons,
with the extreme heat that is kept upon the inside of cars,
and the changeable elements on the outside. The felt paper
absorbs this dampness, should any get between the canvas and
the sheeting; therefore, were it not for the paper, the dampness would undoubtedly remain and in a short time cause the
canvas to decay from the bottom side, no matter how well ycu

would keep the top
paint both sides

side painted.

Now

some may

say.

why

not

of the canvas, and by so doing protect both

but I do not approve of
is done by some)
nor do I believe in using a primer that will penetrate
through the canvas. This, in my estimation, does more harm to
the canvas than good.
This has come to my notice very frequently where roofs on wrecked cars had to be repaired or removed altogether. I have frequently found, where the canvas was painted on both sides, or where the primer had penetrated clear through, the canvas was stiff, brittle, and apparently
without any elasticity whatsoever, and easy to break.
While,
other
on the
hand, where the canvas was only painted on one
side, and with a primer that did not penetrate the canvas, or
very little, in such cases I have always found the canvas more
flexible and in a. better state of preservation than the former.
My idea is, if we could, in some way, get a coating or primer
of the same nature as what is used on oilcloth I think the problem would be solved, as we find oilcloth very flexible and also
very durable, yet you do not find the priming coat show on the
bottom side. My belief is that the whole secret is in the foundation, the priming coat; after that most any good oil color can
be applied for second and third coats.
While my experience
has been limited, yet I have discovered that the primers for
canvas roof wants to be of elastic and sealing nature and yet
remain on the outside of the canvas, or, in other words, not of
a penetrating nature and yet hold firmly to the cotton fiber.
I would state the first canvas roof applied by our company
was on coach No. 19, August 21, 1901, and, as canvas painting
was a new thing to me, how to go about it was a Chinese
sides? (and this
this,

puzzle.

The following

is the method I pursued
30 per cent of white
and 70 per cent of mineral paint supposed to be ground
in linseed oil, paste form.
This I reduced with one-third raw
linseed oil and two-thirds turpentine, used a little thinner than
ordinary paint, this well brushed into the canvas.
Three days
:

lead

later applied the following:

Mineral paint, paste form, thinned
proper consistency with boiled linseed oil, and when
thoroughly dry applied the third coat with the same color as
used on the second coat. This coach has been in the shop three

down

to the

times since for cleaning and varnishing, and each time received
one coat of mineral paint. I found the roofing in as good a
condition as when first applied and has never required any
repairs,

The second

On

this car I

roof applied on coach No.

changed up a

14,

November

20, 1901.

little.

Primer mixed as follows: 20 per cent of white lead and 80
per cent mineral paint ground in linseed oil, paste form. This
I
reduced with two-thirds Japan oil and one-third turpentine,
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brushed into the
paint thinned
mineral
canvas. Two days later gave it a coat of
down with boiled linseed oil; when dry gave it the third coat

somewhat thinner than ordinary

of the

same paint

well

paint,

This roof has received three coats of mineral paint since,
and when last seen was in a first-class condition.
After this I began to use mineral paint, paste form, alone
without any white lead.
For primer, simply reduced mineral paint, paste form, with
two-thirds Sipe's Japan oil and one-third turpentine, and for
second and third used the mineral paint reduced with boiled
linseed oil to proper consistency, and some of those coaches

have been in service over three years, and having been in the
shop recently for cleaning and varnishing, I found them in as
good a condition as those that were painted or primed with the
mixture of lead and mineral.
I would also state we have in the past two years used canvas
on our engine cab roofs, with not only very good results but
with about one-third less cost than tin or galvanized iron. Our
engine cab roofs we paint with mineral paint ground in linseed oil, paste form, reduced with two-thirds Sipe's Japan oil
and one-third turpentine. For second coating we reduce the
mineral paint to the proper consistency with boiled linseed oil.
Over this coat we generally sprinkle sand, and when dry apply
the third coat over the sand, using the

same color

as for sec-

Why we sand the engine cab roofs is to prevent
coating.
holes being burnt in the canvas from hot cinders falling from
I would state we have engine cabs covered
the smoke stack.

ond

in

service

this subject,

views will no doubt be of mutual beneshop
our
as
fast
as the engine cabs need re-roofing
fit.
At
they are covered with canvas. This mode of applying the canvas adopted by our master mechanic differs slightly from some
others, but in the main is done about the same way, except that
no paper is used. When the sheathing is levelled up, it is given
a heavy coat of stubs, which accumulates about every paint
shop, and while the paint is fresh the canvas is stretched evenly
over the surface and bedded along the edge' with heavy white

and
and as yet require

nearly two years

The

then given three coats of paint, the
formula of which differs but slightly from that given in the
No
papers read on the subject, with possibly one exception.
sand is used. I am not clear that its use would be a benefit,

lead.

top surface

plying the

Mr. Marsh

have a canvas roof on one of our coaches
and five months and it
The first coat was white lead
is
still
in good preservation.
thinned with one-half raw linseed oil and one-half turpentine.
The second and third coats consisted of white lead thinned with
raw linseed oil, and no turpentine, the last coat was tinted with
lampblack.

We

have canvas roofs painted with Graphite and they
At present I cannot distinguish between the

also

are wearing well.

occasionally.

The

:

by Mr. D. L Paulus,
Smith Car Co., Dayton, Ohio.

third paper

master painter of the Barney

&

is

PAPER BY D. L. PAULUS.
Mr. Paulus' paper was read by Secretary Dane
To the President and Members, Master Car

as .follows

& Locomotive

Painters' Association,

—

Gentlemen: I submit to you my paper on Subject No. 2.
Canvas Roofs for Passenger Equipment.
(a) Is it a benefit to use felt paper under the canvas?
Yes, for very good reasons, i. e., it makes a cushion for and
prevents the edges of roof boards wearing away the canvas,
also allows a tension for the same.

while
roof

is

it

with

not in the subject,

all

seven-eighth-inch

tin

I

would

like to state here,

canvas should be nailed to the
nails, thereby preventing any

from other kind of nails which has a tendency
canvas at parts where nailed to roof.
rust

How

(b)

should a

new canvas

to

rot the

roof be painted?

We

:

that has been in service for three years

time.

President Butts

coats, I believe there will be scarcely a limit to

first

their lasting qualities.

two in wear.
Mr. Grabill

applied,

is

At frequent
but rather detrimental to the life of the canvas.
with
proper
care in apintervals these roofs are repainted and

no repairing whatsoever, with the exception of a coat of paint

when

present.

splendid papers read have dealt in an intelligent manner
and while further discussion might not be neces-

The
on

forman

also of deep importance to every

is

sary, an interchange of

as the second coat.

with canvas that have been
are in as good condition as

No. 2

ject
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am

I

something

I

I have been painting canvas roofs for a long
connected with street car painting, and that is
have got to get up against, when you consider how
:

they walk on these canvas roofs.
roof boards with white lead and
four hours, then
so

and

if you paint the
them dry about twenty-

find that

carpenter put the canvas on, while

let a

can be stretched on

it

raw linseed

I

let

and

tight,

let

it

dry.

I

damp

then apply

dry forty-eight hours, then a thin
coat of white lead tinted any color you desire, but use boiled
oil with your paint.
Second coat should be a little heavier. This will last a season
before

it

oil

let

needs care so

it

if

is

it

of the canvas or material.

I

not cared

for,

it

is

not the fault

have here on the table two pieces

of canvas, one of seven years' service that has been done this

way and

and as good as on the day it was
This other piece of canvas is twenty
years old, it was glue-sized, before it was painted, the canvas
is still good but the paint has perished, for it has not been
cared for. The car having stood in the yard for ten years.
Mr. Warlick
We use canvas roofs on almost all of the cars
on our system. Some of them we put on about eight years ago
it

is

still

flexible

put on and not decayed.

:

With

good graphite paint and oil, three coats, allowing sufficient time for drying between coats as follows
Three-quarters graphite, one-quarter carbon black, ground to
semi-paste in raw linseed oil thin to working consistency with
one-third japan oil, two-thirds raw linseed. The first coat should
be brushed into pores of canvas, and allowing sixty hours for
drying, applying second coat, same as first, somewhat stouter,
also applying sixty hours, at any rate not less than forty-eight
hours for drying, then apply third coat railroad company standa

:

;

ard color.
I would like to call your attention here to what I claim a
detriment to any canvas roof, that is,
applying sand between
second and third coat of paint, not only making the roof rough,
thereby catching hot cinders, etc., but does not allow the pig-

ments to protect the canvas for which purpose it is applied,
allowing moisture to penetrate. There are several roads in the
West which specify this sanding, which they will no doubt
regret at

some future

President Butts

:

time.

Gentlemen,

papers on this subject.

Mr. Canan
tant

factor

:

in

It

is

this

ends the reading of the

now open

for discussion.

Mr. President, as canvas has become an imporcovering the

roofs

of

railway equipment, sub-

and

find

them

in

good

condition.

We
we
we

use graphite paint and the boards are planed down, then
give it a good heavy coat of graphite paint thinned with oil

paper and on top of this the canvas is applie^.
upon which we apply three good heavy coats of graphite paint
thinned with oil.
apply

felt

I find that most of the trouble lies in the copper flashing
not being applied properly. They used to put on copper flashing that would run down about three inches, the nails were not

enough together, would cause the copper to buckle and
would get underneath the canvas and run down,
which would crack the canvas to a certain extent.
But we run our copper flashing down about six inches and
close

the

water

the nails about

%

We

inch apart.
also run the copper flashing up on the deck side six or seven inches and find that this
method of applying the flashing is very good as it has a tend-

ency to keep the water from getting under the canvas'.
Mr. Miller: I have had considerable experience in painting
canvas roofs.
We have done it more or less on our road
during the past seven years.
We use as a primer raw linseed oil, stained with a little black carbon paint or graphite
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thoroughly penetrate the canvas, which has been
stretched over the building paper,— or paper lining. We do not
It is my belief that the life of
use any turpentine whatever.
consists in the elasticity of the
roof
canvas
applied
to
a
-paint
of turpentine or Japan
addition
any
and
on
it,
paint you put
it may be of benefit in
though
cannot help but be detrimental,
drying your paint. For the second coat we use carbon paint or
graphite, thoroughly slow drying, and if anything is added, we

Mr. Brunning: I find that the discussion of this subject has
demonstrated clearly to us, that is, if we use Raw Linseed oil
with the addition of a small amount of Bees Wax we can use
cotton goods. Everybody knows that if we use boiled Linseed
oil it will rot cotton goods, or I might say it will get so brittle

any Japan drier or turpentine
We aim to put the
possible
to dry.
time
as
much
it
as
give
and
Give
ready
is
to go out.
the
car
before
weeks
car
roof on the
the
keep
and
coats
between
can
as much time as we possibly
our
take
we
paint as slow-drying as possible. For the third coat

paulins and they

standard roof color, thinned with raw linseed oil, making that
never use any sand.
also as slow-drying as possible.
thoroughly believe in the building paper, the paper lining be-

have been applying canvas roofs to cars
During this period, I presume,
approximately four or five hundred passenger cars, about
the same number of engine cabs, and quite a number of
While I am of the opinion
freight cars have been equipped.
that the placing of paper underneath the canvas would prove advantageous, our peole do not use paper. Our practice in applying the canvas is to have the edges imbedded in white lead and

and allow

use

raw

it

to

—

oil,— never

linseed

We

We

—

wooden sheathing and the

tween the
the roof boards quite smoothly
of the canvas.
car

a

perfectly

It

my

is

rigid

—in

We

also level

up

in order to .prevent the cracking

belief that

roof,

canvas.

if

other

we had on
words,

if

a passenger

sheathing

the

—

boards were of heavy material if such were practical, thus dispensing with vibration while the car is in transit, I believe
it would then be profitable to bed the canvas in white .lead, the
same as is done with street cars, but it must be remembered
that painting the canvas roof on a street car is an entirely differIn the first place they almost universally have
ent proposition.
a thoroughly rigid roof, and the service of the cars is such
that their constant motion does not tend to work the boards,
and as a consequence crack the canvas after the paint has be-

would be an easy
matter to get twenty years' service out of a canvas roof on the
street car, where perhaps you could not get more than eight
or ten years on a railway passenger coach. The one great essential however in my opinion is to avoid the addition of turpentine or dryers in paints for canvas roofs on passenger cars.
I would like to ask Mr. Miller whether he aims
Mr. Quest
That is, you
to penetrate the canvas with this raw linseed?
Mr.
just simply give it a coat, or do you soak that canvas?
Glass claims his aim was to get the primer coat with as little

come thoroughly hard and

dry.

I

believe

it

:

penetration as possible.

—

Mr. Miller We aim to prime the canvas, and when that is
done the canvas has been more or less thoroughly soaked.
Can you prime that canvas to the extent that
Mr. Quest
would not go through? The general belief is that when
it
you penetrate the canvas with linseed oil, it has a rottening
That is, the information I am after.
effect.
Mr. Miller: That is the effect of any linseed oil paint, it
does not do the canvas much good. It has a tendency to rot it,
but something must be applied that dries, and I do not know
Any
of anything that could be used, better than linseed oil.
:

paint

applied,

especially

a

destruction of the canvas.
lected to state that

quick-drying paint, will hasten the
It

cannot help but do

when our

cars

we

it

not paint them unless

find

come

it.

in for repairs

necessary, as

I

neg-

we do

frequently they

These we clean up thoroughly, wash

do not need repainting.
them, and then oil them with linseed oil to bring out the color
If
as clearly as possible, than wipe them fairly dry with waste.
it becomes necessary to repaint, we go over them with the slowkind of drying paint, with as thin a coat as possible,
We have cars on our road that
linseed oil.
six
seven years in very good conrunning
for
or
been
have
est

mixed with raw
dition.

I would like to show one of the exhibits we
Mr. Quest
"A Wax
have here carried over from last year. It is styled
Mixture Color Test for Canvas Roofs." This canvas is bedded
in the paste mixture, which is after thinned out for surface
coating, and has had only two coats on surface according to
"Please note pencil marks for each coat
notation markings.
on canvas." We had to saw-cut down board in order to get it
into shipping box (indicating test board), which caused the canvas to pull away slightly. Mr. Quest here exhibited the board
to the members,
:

:

—

and hard that

it

will break in folding or bending.

think our great mistake has been in using boiled linseed oil
some years ago our people wanted me to make two or three tarI

wanted them immersed in boiled linseed oil. I
did so and when we took them down to fold them they broke at
each fold. I am satisfied that had we given a coat of raw oil
with 1 small amount of bees wax they would have been of some
service.

Mr. Gearhardt:
the

for

past

We

eight

years.

We

secured with 16 oz. tacks.

paint the

new

roofs with three

mixed with raw linseed oil, Japan
no trouble on account
experienced
and turpentine. We have
of the canvas rotting.
The remark was made at the Buffalo
convention, "That raw linseed oil would rot canvas," one of our
members stated that he had painted a canvas roof with a raw
linseed oil paint and found that in three months' time the
canvas had rotted badly. After arriving at home from the concoats of oxide of iron paint

procured a piece of canvas about one foot
square, soaked it well in raw linseed oil and tacked it up -on the
roof of the shop after several years of exposure I am unable
to detect any signs of the canvas rotting.
Mr. Pitard: This is a very interesting subject to me, and
vention referred

to, I

;

while the subject has drifted
question, yet

phases.

The

away somewhat from

the original

am

glad to hear the matter discussed in all of its
question asked was, "Is it a benefit to use felt paper

I

under the canvas?"* The question has drifted into the subject
of what is the best way to paint the canvas? I am more interIt is interesting to
ested in that than I am in the felt paper.
note, judging from the drift of the discussion, that while some
of the members pursue almost opposite practices, yet they all
seem to arrive at the same results. There is something a little bit
unexplainable about that. We ought to endeavor to get at the
best way of painting.
Some of the members advocate bedding
the canvas on the roofs.
There is one thing certain if you
use felt paper under the canvas, you cannot bed the canvas.
We had a little experience a little while ago that discouraged
me somewhat in the bedding part of the matter. We received
:

some coaches

direct

from the

vas they attempted to bed

and in applying the canwas it was stuck here
In places the canvas had become torn,
it.

factory,

The

result

and there over the roof.
principally up and down the joints of the sheathing.
In renewing the roofs in some instances we had an opportunity to
investigate the efficiency of this bedding. We found it had stuck
[f there is a low place, the
only in patches here and there,
canvas will stick for the time being, and as soon as the car
is put in service the sheathing begins to work, and it will loosen
Unless you
in the low places and hold on in the high places.
can get a uniform adhesion, I contend it is better to have no
bedding at all. We use tar paper. It forms a cushion and prevents the cloth from chafing on the sheathing. Also if the canvas should spring a leak, the tar paper

As

itself will

turn the water.

have done a little
determine to my satoil does rot the canhave concluded that
trouble is due to the

to the question of oil rotting the canvas, I

experimenting along that line in order to
isfaction whether it is a fact that linseed
vas.

As

we
The

a result of the experiments,

linseed oil does not rot the canvas.

it stiffens the canvas and it breaks for the reason that
no longer flexible. Some years ago I painted street cars
and the roofs were all canvas.
In some instances the carpenter would do a bad job and

fact that
it

is
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leave

wrinkled, and

it

As

wrinkles.

the cloth to remove the

we dampened

soon as the wrinkles had disappeared

we would

while the canvas was still
wet.
The result was the linseed oil did not penetrate it. The
water had gone ahead of the linseed oil and the oil peneI have
trated only sufficiently to get a hold on the canvas.
about come to the conclusion that in order to get the best
results from a canvas roof its flexibility must be maintained.
paint with linseed

oil

and white

lead,

That you can not do by soaking it with linseed oil and those
sort of mixtures, but if you will add a large per cent of wax
to the linseed oil and apply that thoroughly on the underside
and top side, you will get good results.
Mr. President: I move that it is the sense of this convention that

it

is

advisable to use paper underneath canvas roofs,

provided it be made impervious to moisture.
Mr. Hutchinson: I am glad this subject has come up, this
board (exhibiting a board) happens to be my test.

Mr. Quest knew nothing about it, you will remember this
question was pretty thoroughly discussed at the Boston Convention and some will remember that I said at that time, that
I
thought the sailor man from experience knew more about
the proper way to apply canvas to the deck or roof of a vessel
than any one else, and while I thought he did at that time, still
it never seemed to me to be a perfect system for the reason
that any coating that dries bone hard such as lead and other
pigments mixed with a quick-drying vehicle, has a life of short
duration in car service, and it occurred to me that in order
to secure something that would be durable and at the same
time flexible something must be added to the color to prevent
it from becoming bone hard, consequently I concluded to make

—

a test for

We

my own

satisfaction.

say "the proof of the pudding

and tests
are what we go by, so I took this four-ounce canvas duck and
applied the coating to both sides of it, finishing it in the same
manner as if I were painting a roof; I then exposed it.
This sample, (exhibiting sample), of the same canvas, onehalf of which was coated with boiled linseed oil the other half
with a mixture of raw oil, bee's wax, and japan.
This test was made to ascertain as to getting flexibility through
the addition of the wax.
awaited results, and after nineteen months' exposure I took
the samples to Cleveland, last year, but I do not think any report
was made by the test committee at that time, and I carried the
samples back home.
After the nineteen months' exposure I
could take that four-ounce duck, same as is on that board, the
part coated with the boiled oil and tear it quite easily with my
is

in the eating,"

—

I.

fingers with the part coated with the

possibly do

wax was
This,

it,

so

I

wax mixture

could not
came to the conclusion that the addition of
I

my

test,

but

I

do believe the paper

under the canvas would be a great help.
It was my idea to coat both sides of the canvas with the wax
mixture, by thinning the first coat with a little turpentine,
caused the mixture to penetrate the canvas I certainly believe
that paper under the canvas would be an improvement.
WAX MIXTURE FOR THINNING COLOR FOR CANVAS ROOFS.
First coat underside of canvas mix
Keg lead 25 parts, Lampblack and Graphite equal
;

—

2 parts

parts

Thin

this

with Turpentine

=

27 parts

10 parts

Raw

Oil

2 parts

Bee's

Wax

3 parts

Melt Bee's Wax, oil and turpentine in a hot water bath, thin
the above with same and apply quite heavy.

Thin coating for top of canvas.
Turpentine

Raw

oil

1st coat.

20 parts
2 parts

Japan

1

Wax

2 parts

part

This

Butts:

very

a

is

interesting

subject.

The

question asked direct was, "Is it a benefit to use felt paper under
the canvas?"
I want to give you the benefit of some infor-

mation that

got hold of a while ago.

I

subject to find out,

I

if

I

could, whether

paper, with the idea of adopting

it

was
was

investigating the
beneficial to use

on our system. I
learned that one of the sleeping car companies had had some
trouble with headlinings becoming blistered caused by water
leaking through the canvas roof and being absorbed by the felt
paper underneath, this occurring in the summer; when the steam
heat was turned on in the winter, a vapor was formed which
penetrated the headlining, causing it to blister. For this reason
the use of paper under the canvas has been abandoned by this Car
it

as a standard

Co.

Mr. Pitard

paper had been used it would not have
absorbed the water. I dare say that the moisture came from the
sweat, not from a leak, but more from sweat. I do not believe
that to be the result in any case where tar paper was used.
If tar

:

—

Mr. Hutchinson

man

about his

On my trip from Detroit I
He said aji oil suit would

:

oil suit.

asked a sailor
about four

last

years.

Mr. Weis:- My idea is to get a second coat on as quick as
and not allow the paint to dry, and thereby the canvas
will maintain its elasticity for any length of time.
Mr. Patram
I would suggest that this matter go over until
to-morrow morning, as there is a gentleman at the convention
who paints canvas roofs in a very different way. I think it would
be well to let this matter go over until to-morrow morning, and
let that gentleman be heard on the subject.
Mr. Miller: I hold that paper underneath canvas for a flexible car-roof is a good thing and should be used. And if a motion
is in order I would move that it is the sense of this meeting that
possible

:

practicable to use a felt paper impervious to moisture beneath canvas roofs on passenger cars.
it

is

The motion was seconded.
Mr. Cook
It seems to me that if a concern like the Pullman
Company has decided that it was objectionable to use paper,
that we ought to be very careful before we decide that it is
:

How far that investigation went I do not know,
Pullman Company has decided, after investigation,

otherwise.

but

if

that

it

I

think

the
is

objectionable,

we ought

— such

well

known

car-builders as they,

to be very careful before

we

put ourselves on

record.

Mr. Mason
paper.

The

With

:

the Pullman car

entire head-lining

had

it

was not a question of

to be taken out of the car.

It was not a case of the paper, but it was because it was painted
with white lead. It was not a question of felt paper, but one of

painting.

Mr. Bigelow

a preservative.

gentlemen, was

President
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show that the Pullman
have paper underneath and apply
nothing but water, and stretch the canvas over. After drying
and standing two or three days, the water will dry out through
the top through the paint, the paint will not dry until the water
is

All of this goes to

:

Company makes

mistakes.

We

all out.

The motion was

at this point carried.

I move that the settlement of the question of
painting canvas roofs be postponed until to-morrow morning's

Mr. Patram:

session.

The motion was

seconded.

Mr. Cook: If the gentleman is a member of the Association
he ought to have been here this afternoon.
At this point, 5 o'clock, a motion to adjourn until 9 o'clock
Wednesday morning, prevailed, and the convention adjourned.
THIRD SESSION.

The convention was called to order at 9:20
morning, September 12, President Butts in the
President Butts

:

The

first

a.

m. Wednesday

chair.

order of business this morning

is

the report of the committee to revise the constitution. I would
like to hear from the committee as to whether it is ready to report or not.

25

Mr. Copp

:

Out of deference

to

Mr. Wright, who

is

absent on
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account of the death of his brother-in-law, your committee wishes
to defer the presentation of his report until to-morrow morning,

vation.
This car can be looked upon as a very expensive job
of painting, but taking into consideration the annual painting of

your pleasure. Mr. Wright is expected, as I understand
to-day, and out of deference to him we would like to defer the
report until he reaches here.
,
President Butts
We will defer the report until the opening
of the session to-morrow morning. We will now listen to an es"The Well Equipped Sand-Blast as a Factor in the
say on
Labor- Saving Economy of the Railway Car and Locomotive
Paint Shop," by Mr. J. H. Whittington.
Mr. Whittington is
not present, but his paper is, and it will be read by the Secretary.

all

if

it

is

it,

:

:

To

the Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Association
Gentlemen :— This is a subject that should have more

than

it

I

am

able to say:

The

and corrosion? I feel confident this car will look well and
be free from rust for at least five years. I consider this economy for the companies whom we represent. We also use the
sand-blast in connection with our glass work, such as sanding
glass preparatory to chipping and in different kinds of ornamenrust

tation.

wish to say that I am fully in favor of the
has proven to be a great help to the paint department, especially the locomotive department, and enables us to
In conclusion

sand-blast, as

ESSAY BY MR. WHITTINGTON.

about

steel coal cars is it not economy to sand-blast and paint as
outlined and have your cars pleasing in appearance and free from

said

great saving derived from
is a matter that can-

get out

more and

years ago.

There are many different
kinds of work that can be and are at this time performed very
successfully in railroad car and locomotive paint shops on such

of this essay.

parts as can be easily placed in sand

room

to be cleaned prepara-

We

President Butts

Mr. Cook

move

I

:

generally take parts such as sand box casing, steam dome,

Gentlemen, you have listened to the reading
is your will and pleasure regarding it.

:

What

that the essay be accepted with the thanks

of the Association.

Mr. Buchanan

tory to painting.

better work in the quickest possible time and at
compared with work performed by hand a few

— as

a small cost,

the general use of an up-to-date sand-blast

not be overlooked by this association.

I

it

I

:

will

We

President Butts:

steam chest casings, steel cabs and,
in fact, most any parts that we can get to the sand room to be
cleaned, and these parts are sanded off by one man in a very

ject

short time.

Wright has not arrived

jackets, headlights, cylinder,

from an up-to-date sand-blast I wish
to say that I well remember when I worked on a locomotive tender some years ago when we cleaned the tenders by hand, removing the scale and rust with old files and a piece of grindstone, and about all I could do was to clean about sixteen square
I thought at that time I was doing great
feet in ten hours.
work, in fact the foreman was satisfied with what I had done.
At this time one can hardly realize the progress that has been
made in a few years, taking, for instance, sixteen square feet
cleaned with old files a few years ago, as compared with 350
I presquare feet sanded off now, by one man in ten hours.
sume we have some members in our association that are doing
better than this, however, this is about all that we have been
able to do well, and I for one certainly appreciate what this association has done along these lines in demonstrating to each
other and their superiors the advantages that are now being derived from their wakeful nights pondering over these different

As

to the saving derived

problems that are constantly confronting us in our everyday
Now comes the steel day coach along to be
routine of work.
taken care of as well as the great number
are not already to take care of these cars

of steel coal cars.

we

ready, as the sand-blast

is

the only practical

If

we had better get
way of removing

and locomotives
wish to say that on August
15, 1906, I had occasion to inspect paint on C. and A. steel car
No. 19.659 that was sanded off September 7, 1904, and pointed

the scale

For the

and old paint from

steel

cars

interest of this association

second the motion.

Carried.
will

now

take up subject No. 3: "The

The first paper on this subD. Wright, of the Baltimore & Ohio.
Mr.

Painting of Freight Equipment."

by Mr.

is

will read

J.

Secretary has his paper and

yet, but the

it.

PAPER BY MR.
Secretary

J.

WRIGHT.

I).

Dane here read Mr. Wright's paper

In the United States and

Canada nearly two

being used at the present time in the transportation of the various kinds of freight. To keep this large number of cars proppainted and stenciled

erly

is

no

Some

ment accounts.

idea of the

$1.84^

Two coats carbon paint
Labor first coat, 2 hours at 20c
Labor second coat, 2 hours at 15c
Labor third coat, 2 hours at 15c
Labor stenciling, 1 hour at 19c

,

at

$4,

including labor and material,

of the painting at six years.

cars

cost

much more

than this amount and others

that freight cars are not repainted with

and

I

believe you will agree with me,

less,

also

any regularity/but

this,

a conservative estimate

is

and one which represents an average somewhat below the actual
done by methods now. in vogue.
In the light of these figures the painting and stenciling of
freight equipment seems to be a matter of considerable importance and one well worthy of serious consideration.
cost of the work, as

The painting of steel cars has attracted widespread attention
during the past few years, and this subject has been thoroughly
discussed at our conventions and elsewhere, to the exclusion

The use

sion.

what

and, in addition to the all-steel car,

1.90

now

being

is

of steel in car construction

1.31

built.

is
still
is

the best paint for

open for discusrapidly increasing

many composite types are
we still have a lot of

Besides the latest types

40

wooden

30

years' service.

All of these will require painting, repainting and

30

stenciling for a

number

19

$6.24^
Total for labor and material
of
equal
parts
by
of
red
lead
weif ;
Note. Primer composed
tsl parts by
and white lead and thinned to consistency with
measure of raw linseed oil, boiled linseed oil and •—dentine, well
.

•

brushed on with a bristle brush. Two coats carbr-^ >>aint applied
"ttnutacturer.
with brush, same consistency as received fron
On close inspection I found this car to be perf^'tv free from
rust, excepting a few small places where it hac* '^en hit with
something, T,he paint is at this time in a perfect «> ue of preser-

cars that in fair condition

Freight equipment

and good for

a

number

of

of years to come.

is painted for its preservation and appearby means of the stenciling, for the purpose of identification.
The best methods and materils and the most suitable
colors are those which afford the necessary protection for the
longest period, make a satisfactory appearance and are the most
economical. The question naturally arises, what are these methods, materials and colors?
A few years ago I heard a prominent railroad official remark
"that the time had arrived when the initial painting should be
done in such a manner that it would last as long as the car to
which it is applied." The same remark might apply equally well

ance

—

forms

and the average life
This gives us an annual average
cost of 66 cents per car or an annual total expenditure of about
$1,300,000 for the painting of all the cars now being operated in
the above named territory.
Of course we all know that some
car

Labor for sanding 550 square
hour
One coat primer

per

it

amount may be gathered by

these cars have never been settled and

20J/2C.

and

estimating the average cost of painting and stenciling a freight

of other types, but the question as to

9 hours at

matter,

trivial

quite an important item of expense in the maintenance of equip-

as follows for test
feet,

as follows

million cars are

;

also,
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many

to

other features of car construction.

—

is,

the importance of
without doubt, the most important, and

in

such a manner that

bring us to the point

how

near can

A

But

initial

we approach

if

it

serves

to

This
done
cannot be

outlast the life of the car itself

will

it

it

painting.

this perfect condition?

new

now purchased

44'

allowed to dry naturally and are not forced. Under favorable
at least twenty-four hours should be allowed oil
mixtures for drying before the succeding coat is applied, and
a longer time is desirable.
Surely not more than one coat
should be put on in one day, and it should not be exposed to
conditions

dampness or

not the purpose of the paper,

a freezing temperature.
Mixtures which dry. by
evaporation naturally dry more rapidly, and the time required
for the drying of these paints is not so essential.
As a rule,

necessary to point out some of the unfavorable conditions under which the initial painting is done at time, in order

however, quick drying paints do not wear as well as the slower
drying mixtures.

large percentage of the

from manufacturers and

my

desire to criticise, for this

but

to

freight cars

is

Now

built at contract shops.
is

it

is

not

is

it

bring out the means by which existing methods may be imIn many shops the desire for output is so strong that

proved.

minor consideration.

the painting becomes a

must Ue done
At the larger

It

As

to the

pigment and vehicle
From
paints on new wood we are
oil in the priming coat is good

relative quantities of

our observations on the wear of
led to believe that an excess of

oil

and will give better results than when a large amount
of pigment is present in this mixture.
For the finishing coat
the reverse is true and a high percentage of pigment is here

by the time the other work can be completed.
plants, where the output is fifty or more completed cars per
day, a given number of cars must be primed, second coated,
third coated, and stenciled daily, for the cars must be kept

practice,

moving constantly in order to prevent the blocking of the entire
plant.
When business is good and the demand for cars greater

wood, and the pigment in the finishing coat protects the oil.
On mttals, where there is little suction, a high percentage of
pigment may be used to advantage in all the coatings.
We will pass over the methods of application by stating that,
in our opinion, paint coatings applied by an experienced workman, with a brush of such size that it can be properly controlled,
are likely to give the most satisfactory service.
The pneumatic
painting machine, under favorable conditions, may be used for

than the supply the railroad

and

early completion

of the car
acter

of

dryers,

urges the contractor for

official

"Under these conditions the use

delivery.

appears to be of more importance than the charAs a result paint is burned up with

the painting.

thereby decreasing

its

natural

matters so that another coating

may

life,

in

order to hasten

be applied

in

the shortest

This is particularly the case when paint is applied to lumber which has not been properly seasoned.
Time is
not taken to thoroughly remove the rust, scale, grease and dirt
from metal parts before they are painted. More than one coat
is put on in one day, and in the hurry and bustle of the present age the work is sometimes slighted, and small places which
have been missed can be found when the jcb is supposed to be
completed.
As a result such places are only covered by one
and
that
coat,
the final touching up necessary to satisfy the inpossible time.

spector.

Painting done with good material but under unfavorable conditions cannot be expected to give satisfactory service.
results are expected, therefore,

we must

If

good

not overlook the loca-

and temperature of the shops in which the work is done or
whether it is done in the open, without cover of any kind and
Furthermore, we
without artificial heat in the winter months.
must not forget the necessity of time for drying. These conditions affect the stability of the work, particularly at the initial
painting, because it is at this time that the first and most imtion

portant coating

is

applied.

So much has been said
ing of metal before

it

in the past

few years about the clean-

painted that

is

time to discuss this feature.

It is

we

will

not here take

sufficient to say that all rust,

scale,

grease and dirt should be thoroughly removed with ben-

zine,

scrapers and wire brushes or with a sand-blast, and the

priming coat applied before additional rust forms on the surface.
It is generally conceded that the sand-blast is by far the
best method, of preparing new metal for painting.
One of the principal weaknesses in present methods of painting freight cars
liquids to

work

is

the addition of large quantities of violatile

the paint mixtures for the purpose of

making them

and dry quickly.

This practice is followed quite
for a high gloss in connection with rapid work.
For this purpose the introduction of
volatile liquids is effective, for they flat and dry, the under coatings before the last coat is applied, thereby reducing the sweating caused by applying oil coatings in quick succession.
But
what stability can there be in liquids which evaporate and leave
the surface almost immediately? From this I would not like to
be understood as condemning the use of volatile oils entirely.
A certain percentage is essential to the proper working qualities of the paint, and, when used in moderate amounts, they
are not injurious, but they lose virtue when used in large quaneasily

generally

when

there

is

a

demand

tities.

It has been our experience that linseed oil mixtures, which
dry by oxidation, give the best wearing results when they are

From

desirable.

this

would appear

it

certain parts of the work.

when

ever,

and

variable,

So

the air
it

is

It

cannot be used with success, how-

saturated with moisture, or the pressure

cannot be used

we have

that the oil protects the

high winds.

in

dealt with the conditions

under which the
done, the preparation of the surfaces, the time required
for drying, the general character of the mixtures and the methfar,

work

is

ods of application.

We

will

now

consider, briefly, the suitable

pigments and colors for freight cars.
Of the large number of pigments found naturally in many
parts of the earth, and manufactured artificially by the different
processes, by far the greater number may be classed as undesirable

for the painting of freight

high cost.

Many

equipment on account of

others are unsuitable in color.

be considered, therefore,

is

The number

to

restricted to the ordinary pigments

of moderate cost, which are not objectionable in color.
In considering these, it is well to bear in mind that there are
a number of different grades in each class of pigments, further-

many of the grades sold under one general name are
low quality, or adulterated with inferior articles. In consequence of these facts, our remarks on the relative value of the
different kinds of pigments must, necessarily, be taken in a
broad sense and they will apply only to the better grades. To
go into the merits of each grade of any one class of pigments
would prove an endless task, as it would include articles secured
from every natural source, or manufactured by everv known
more, that
of

process; also,

With

this

all

in

the different grades of each manufacturer.

mind we

will

start

with the black pigments,

which surpass all others in permanence. Nearly all the black
pigments are either carbon itself, or have that element as their
coloring principle. While carbon is found naturally, most of the
blacks in common use are made artificially and are known under a variety of names.
Lamp black, vegetable black and
graphite are nearly all carbon, but ivory black, drop black, etc.,
which are made from vegetable and animal matter contain other
constituents besides carbon.
The first named group of blacks
are the most extensively used.
They are exceedingly fine in
texture, wear well, have excellent covering or hiding properties,

mix

well with other pigments, and,

when mixed

in linseed oil,

drying of the oil.
The chief objection to carbon
blacks is, that the)' lack body.
Abundant- proof of the excellent .wearing qualities of a coating of carbon or lamp black, when used over a good underrating of white lead paint, can be found by observing old
signs which were originally painted with a white ground and
retard

the

black lettering.

Numerous

instances have

come under my perworn com-

sonal observation where the ground color of lead had
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and the wood

had been eaten by the
action of the weather, yet the black lettering was still in good
condition.
It is somewhat surprising that the knowledge to be
gained from the observation of these old signs has not been
more generally used, for it is a well-known fact and has often

pletely off the sign,

itself

it would appear that the lasting
lamp black paint, when applied over a
good body of white lead paint, is, on wood, equal to the life of
a car. I have been unable to find proof that three coats of lamp
black would wear equally well, but have seen numerous instances
where carbon black paints, when applied over various other pigWhen mixed in
ments, have given excellent wearing results.
linseed oil, carbon blacks, on account of their fineness of texture, seem to have the faculty of protecting the oil and also the
undercoating. As stated before, they lack body; for this reason
it is good practice to secure the body by applying one or more
coats of a pigment which has good body, to either wood or
metal, atid protect this undercoating with a good carbon black

qualities of a coating of

mixture.

The

black color would seem to be entirely suitable for gon-

dolas, hoppers,

of this type

is

and

coal carrying cars,

all

increasing.

In view of the

and

many

its

use on cars

excellent quali-

of the carbon black mixtures, their use on freight cars
might be extended to include other classes. Bhck, or a dark
bronze green made principally of black, might not prove an
It is
objectionable color for flat, stock, and even box cars.
largely a matter of taste.
Next to the blacks in permanent qualities stand the oxide of
iron pigments.
These form an important class of pigments
which are quite numerous, and they range in color from a
bright red to a dark brown, including Venetian red, Indian red,
red oxide, mineral brown and a number of similar pigments sold
under various names. They are found naturally in large quantities in many parts of the earth, but are also manufactured
ties

artificially.

The

natural oxides

extensively used.

are

forms a distinguishing mark, by which trainmen, and
others, can pick out these particular cars for special movement
and quick service. Incidentally the yellow forms a good background for the advertising matter placed thereon by the private

tors,

it

companies.

line

The

been commented upon.
From the above illustration

They have good

blue pigments on account of their high cost and unstable

White pigments form a numerous group, but white lead and
all

could hardly be considered

objectionable

for

freight

equipment, where durability in connection with reasonable cost
artistic effect.
The red and brown
is. desired, rather than an

power
White lead has been known and used as a pigcenturies; it possesses good body and, as compared

or high cost.

ment

for

with,, other

durability

white pigments,

when mixed

in connection with the carbon black pigments, the olive greens

would make good
properties,

freight car colors.

They have good covering
made of reliable

are pleasing in color, and can be

pigments, which will insure their wearing qualities, and, at the
same time, keep them moderate in cost.

There is a large list of yellow pigments, the most important
being the chrome yellows and the ochers.
The chromes are
manufactured artificially and vary in color from a pale yellow to
a bright orange red.

They

all

lose their brilliance

and darken

more or less upon being exposed, and have- po--- covering power
when compared with the darker colors. Whe^ well made, they
are quite durable.

The chrome yellows

are

iolor for general use as

entirely

too

ligl-

freight car paints;

...,-_

uelicate

in

"^tnermore, they

The lighter shades are no- commonly used,
however, for painting refrigerator cars, and "'-? this type they
do not appear to be out of place. Yellow, b~uir? a light color,
does not absorb heat like the darker shades, w»a, tor refrigera-

are too expensive.

Zinc white

ing and marking over the darker ground colors.

is

it

lacks

not equal

For

this pur-

pose they are not, by any means, satisfactory, for after a few

marking perishes and washes off. It
has been found that a small percentage of aluminum bronze
powder added to the white lead stencil paint improves its
wearing qualities somewhat. A small proportion of zinc will
also serve the same purpose, but neither of these mixtures are
equal to the demands.
Freight cars, on which the marking is
dim
be
scarcely
legible, are a common sight, and, to
so
as to
all appearances, it would seem that there is now an urgent demand for a light colored stencil paint which will be more permanent than any now in use.
At this point it might not be amiss to say something on the
amount of lettering and marking now being applied to the
service the white

vears'

With the full name of the owner, the
number, capacity, weight, size, class marking,
service marking, cautionary notices, and marking showing an
almost endless number of special features with which the car
is equipped, some of our cars are literally covered with marking.
Furthermore, the sizes and shapes of the letters and
figures are anything but uniform.
If methods could be devised
whereby this matter would be simplified, the amount of marking reduced, and the sizes and shapes of the letters and figures
made more uniform, as recommended by the committee on uniform stenciling, it would be a long step taken in the right difreight

We
What

car.

initials,

maintenance ?

was mentioned

oil.

comparative high cost and unsuitable color make them
undesirable for the bodies of freight cars. They are quite generally used, however, as a stencil paint, for applying the letter-

the coal carrying cars.
the dark bronze green which

covering power, but

ing, their

rection.

to'

fair

linseed

body but is more permanent. On account of its
tendency to crack and peel, however, after it has been in service a few years, it is not extensively used by itself.
A mixture of white lead and zinc in the proper proportions has been
found to wear better than a pure white lead paint.
Though white pigments are extensively used for house paint-

oxide paints are the most extensively used colors on freight
equipment at the present time, and custom has made them acceptable.
They do not, however, seem as suitable as black for
In addition

in

to. white lead in

modern

varieties

consider in this paper,

the others being undesirable because of poor covering

property

readily with linseed oil

we need

zinc white are the only varieties

and make a good
and reliable coating for both wood and metal. For proof of their
wearing qualities, notice the good average condition of the
thousands of freight cars now painted with this pigment, which
have not been repainted for a number of years.
As a rule, the oxides are not rich in color and are often
toned up by artificial means, but the natural color of many

They mix

not be discussed.

qualities, also their unsuitable color, will

body, cover and wear exceedingly well, and are not expensive
to prepare.
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now come

to

part should

the

second section of our subject:

When new all-steel cars receive their
work should be thoroughly done, because
can

and

be.

reached.

(b)

be painted for their proper protection and

All parts,

where metal

initial

painting,

the

at this time all parts
is

placed upon metal,

coated with a
mixture before assembling, and, after assembling,
all crevices should be filled with the same mixture to prevent
After being thoroughly cleaned,
the entrance of moisture.
all parts of the body and underframing should be coated on
both sides and all edges with three coats of paint. The trucks
should be coated all over with two coats of paint.
After steel cars have been in service and repainting becomes
necessary, the outside parts of exposed surfaces of both body
and underframing should be repainted. It does not now seem
advisable to repaint the inside parts, which come in contact with
.the lading, and which cannot be kept covered and protected
with a paint coating, on account of abrasion. Neither does it
appear necessary to repaint the undeneath parts of the underframing, if these parts are well painted when new, as the loss
either

riveted

or

bolted,

should be

suitable thick

from corrosion does not here seem

serious.

well
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On new wooden
and

cars the mortices

and tenons, tops of

sills,

parts covered by metal should be painted before being

all

exposed wood work, with the
exception of the inside parts of hopper and gondola cars, and
the floors of flat cars, should receive three coats of paint also,
all exposed metal parts attached to the body.
Wooden roof boards should be dipped, or otherwise coated
all over, before being laid, and two additional coats applied to
The insides of
the outside parts of roof and running boards.
side and end doors should receive one coat of paint.
When wooden cars need repainting, the body should be given
one or two coats, according to the condition and age of the car.
put

together,

All

or covered.

;

Roofs should be kept well painted at all times. The old trucks,
as a rule do not require repainting, as the grease and dirt on
;

their surface

On

is

sufficient protection.

may

be treated the same
work being done before

composite cars, the underframing

as similar parts in the all-steel car, the

the body

is

The

erected.

nailing strips between the steel

un-

derframing and the floor should be painted all over. All metal
parts which come in contact with wood, also all wood parts covered by metal, should be painted before being put together or
covered.
All wood work on the bodies of these cars may be
treated the
tion,

When

same

on the wooden car;

as similar parts

exposed

all

should

metal

three

receive

coats

addi-

in

of

paint.

metal roofs are used, the wooden roof boards should be

coated before the outside metal

is

If the outside

laid.

roof

is

galvanized, one coat should be sufficient at the initial painting.

When

'composite

need

cars

repainting

they

should

receive

same general treatment as similar parts in the all steel and
In addition, the metal roofs should be well
wooden cars.
painted as soon as the galvanized coating becomes worn.
For refrigerators, we would suggest that the underframing,
roof, and exterior body be treated the same as similar parts in
the

other cars.

The

the edges before

inside lining of these cars should be oiled on
is

it

applied and

all

interior

cept the floor, coated with a suitable varnish.
parts that are not galvanized

woodwork
Though caboose

interior

equipment,

wood work,

ex-

Iron and steel

should be kept painted and the

varnished, as necessary.

we have

may

cars

properly

be

classed

as

freight

purposely omitted them from this paper,

confining our remarks to the freight carrying cars.

The

should

not be

delayed

until

the

old

paint

has

lost

all

life.

methods demand its preservation by an occasional
The most suitable colors for coal carrying cars,
fresh coating.
and for
all points considered, are black or a dark bronze green
box, stock, flat and similar classes we would suggest red oxide,
For refrigerator cars yellow or
bronze green or olive green.

The

best

;

may

be used, with black stenciling over the
stenciling over the dark colors.
The next paper on this subject is by John

light

olive green

light

body colors and white

President Butts:

Gearheart, of the Pennsylvania Railroad.

That paper

will also

be read by the Secretary.

PAPER BY MR. JOHN GEARHEART.
Dane here read the paper as follows
President and Members of the Master Car

the

tive

:

(a)

What

3.

'and

Locomo-

The Painting

What

of Freight Equip-

are the best methods and most suitable colors

parts should be painted

for their proper protection

and appearance?

The

subject of freight car painting

is

methods

since the

At our shop we

judge.

cars

freight

not be of the same opinion,

if

on

spraying of paint

the

that

find

not be practicable

charge must be the best

in

economical and

both

is

may

suitable for one shop

another; therefore the foreman

at

satisfactory;

others

may

the materials used are such as

of the men using them.. In
regard to the materials, in the light of economy and durability

would be injurious

to the health

for cars used in the coal, coke

and ore trade, I would suggest
dark carbon paint, the stenciling with white lead slightly
tinted with lampblack, which makes the latter cover better,
a

looks

solid

color,

this

are

and

wear

will

a question

is

appropriate

several

As

longer.

very

colors

for

to

most suitable

the

decide, because there

to

difficult

freight

Most

cars.

rail-

ways, as well as transportation companies, have already
adopted their own special colors in order to readily distinguish their cars from those belonging to other lines as well as

recommendation relative
all lines would receive no consideration from car owners interested.
However, for the protection of wooden cars, any of the iron oxide paints would be a
suitable color (and they vary from a dark chocolate to a Venefor the purpose of advertising, and,

a

to a standard of color for

tian red)

for the general painting of freight cars.

As

to what parts should be painted for their proper protecand appearance, the question seems superfluous, for the
reason that if any part of the construction is worth protecting

tion

must

parts

all

be.

Gentlemen, there are two more papers on
this subject, but neither of the gentlemen are in the room.
The two papers that have been read are now open for discussion.
We would like to hear from anybody who has anything
President Butts

:

to say.

Mr. Byrnes
I was very much interested in Mr.
Wright's
paper on this subject, and I believe that he is perfectlv correct
in asserting that the initial painting is the all important one,
but I do not think he gets at the right solution of the initial
:

—that

the opinion

should
the

first,

nicely,

painting of

initial

—before

I

it.

manufactured that

will

believe

be

steel

the

all

concerned.
to

be

—be

is

a

I

am

of

done properly

cleaned off with

cleaned and

is

there

is

steel

assembled, at

is

it

and after the

then dip

work

so far as steel

is,

that

sand-blast,

vehicle

proper thing to

dusted off
that

dip

can be

this

ma-

terial in.

As you

will notice

Mr. Wright

in his

paper suggests the dip-

ping of the roofing material for box cars as a perservative of
that important part and I think that the dipping of the siding is

For this some light colored vehicle could be
used that would enter the pores and cells thereby producing a
better coating than could be applied with a brush
I do not
know that I can say anything further on this subject except that
I have cleaned off some pieces of steel as mentioned and dipped
just as important.

I

know

that the

priming

is

better than could be done

no doubt in my mind but what the
most important, no matter whether it be
on Rolling Equipment or buildings, but we must consider the
benefit derived compared with the extra cost of doing first class
Mr. Weis

initial

for painting and stenciling the different classes of freight cars?

(b)

To determine what are the best methods one must be familiar
with the conditions, opportunities and appliances of each shop,

them and

Painters Association:

Gentlemen: Subject No.

ment

ment.

with a brush.

Secretary

To

been manifested both in the matter of methods of caring for and materials used for the protection of freight equipest has

painting,

method of painting these cars start with the initial
painting.
At that time, reliable materials should be used and
The subsequent repainting
the 'coatings properly applied.
best

443

one that has received

little consideration from the association in the past, as if
was a matter of little consequence, the idea having apparently
gone out that any old thing is good enough for a freight car
and as a result we have neither economy nor durability in the

but
it

matter of freight car paint; this with particular reference to the
wooden cars. But since the advent of the steel car more inter-

:

painting

There
is

is

the

work.

While the system outlined by Mr. Byrnes will insure good
wear on steel cars, I think it rather too elaborate and expensive.
I also think all laps and parts which cannot be reached after
the car is assembled, should be painted, and after car is assembled, sand-blast the exterior and as much of the under-part of
car as possible.

Hoppers, bottom of cars and trucks be given two coats of
paint and exterior of body three coats.

As

to sand-blasting or
painting the' interior of coal, ore, and cars in like service, it is
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waste of money, as we cannot protect

a

part of the car

this

against the rough usage.

the exception of running repairs,

As

:

—

much

—

as possible before applying the paint.

and

a very important matter,

This

was very deeply

I

is

certainly

interested in

both papers read on this subject, as it is one of great importance to all corporations.
Mr. Weis: In behalf of the sand-blast, I wish to state that
sand-blasting is of equal importance to the quality of paint
used.
I have found that painting over flash scale and rust affords very

protection to the

little

steel.

The

once started,

rust,

not entirely removed before painting, will continue under

if

best paint

and cannot be

satisfactorily or economically

'the

removed

by any other method.
In 1902 on the C. R. R. of N. J. at Ashley, Pennsylvania,
we had one of the most complete sand-blasting plants for that
time, for cleaning steel cars.
We sand-blasted nearly one
thousand steel cars during that summer, most of which are yet
in good condition, and some of them will probably run for another year or two before repainting is necessary. •
attribute the excellent result to the sand-blasting,

I

more

so

than to the good quality of paint used.

Mr. Hartman

To

:

who

those

are not supplied with

—

A

spots.

piece of hard coke

is

we

frequently

very effective

find
in

large

rust

removing the

and more economical than emery paper.
Mr. Canan: That is a new one on me. I have no doubt but
what it works successful. I have no doubt but what coke would
work much better, and I thank Mr. Hartman for that suggesrust

tion.

President Butts

we

will

now have

:

Mr.

T. Hutchinson

J.

in

is

the

room and

his paper.

PAPER BY MR.

HUTCHINSON.

J. T.

Mr, President and Gentlemen:
Subject
suitable

No

3,

viz.,

(a)

What

are the best methods and most
and stenciling the different classes

colors for painting

of freight cars

?

(b)

What

parts should be painted for their

proper protection and appearance?

me

This

is

a question that to

it were, a thorn in the flesh for some time.
knowledge that millions of dollars have been ex-

has been, as

With

a

pended in the construction of the different classes of freight
equipment on any one of the great railway systems of this
country and the well -known dilapidated condition of thousands
of these cars as at present certain'y makes this subject one of
great importance, not only to our companies but to the members of this association

ment

who

are interested in keeping the equip-

in the best possible condition.

In order to determine what
application
facts:

All

it

is

is

second, for appearance, and the

has a definite length of
at

best as to color or

method of

will be necessary to briefly consider the following

railway equipment

regular periods.

The

of the freight equipment

life

painted,
fact

that

first,

a

for

protection;

protective coating

obliges a renewal of this coating

unsightly perished condition of
is

much

due, to a great extent, to the neg-

shop cars for repairs and repainting at the proper time.
Experience has shown that all frame structures need repainting, as a rule, once in every five or six years.
If this be true
lect to

of stationary structures, considering the use and abuse of freight
the time service limit for these should certainly be reduced, but on most lines, owing to the rjual car famine, with
cars,

the

coating

safe to say that fully one-

is

maximum
the

of service

first essential.

I

is

exacted the durability of the

do not think

it

necessary to ven-

ture into the realm of the chemist, as practical time or service

guide always.

tests are the painters'

With

the exception of the steel coal car, or

desired,

is

we

where other color
brown metal-

are safe in accepting the standard

lic pigment, such as has been in general use for years.
Why?
Because it has proved to be the least fugitive, and when propely ground in paste form and reduced with pure linseed oil as
a vehicle, properiy applied, becomes most durable.
Referring to the coal car, of course the most suitable color is
black, and upon the composition of that color, to a great extent,
depends its durability on steel or iron.
Again, I do not think it necessary to go into a chemical ex-

—

planation of the destructive influences of smoke, moisture, sulphur fumes, gases, extreme temperature, etc., causing corrosion
of the metal.
As to what corrosion or rust is no one, I am
sure,

knows more about

rust

included,

From
all

than

the deviltries of the painting business,

master

the

know

experience he does

traces of

it

and

car
that

it

is

locomotive

painter

necessary to remove

before he can hope to obtain a reasonably dur-

able finish.

Considering that on

all

stationary

buildings, bridges, gas reservoirs,

etc.,

steel

structures,

such as

when properly cared

for,

reasonably permanent coatings have been obtained by time tests,
emphasizes the fact that it is not so much the failure of the
efficiency of the coating as

facili-

I

abrased parts

scraping off the

is

it

is

in

abuse and neglect of the car

in this destructive coal service.

would suggest, in place of sand
paper or emery paper, that they use coke, which I have found
very effective for moving rust, that is, the surface rust. After
for using the sand-blast

ties

it

half are in service twice that length of time.

Mr. Canan
I agree
with Mr. Byrnes as far as the sandblast is concerned as being the most effective way of cleaning
the surface preparatory to painting, but where we do not have
the advantage of the sand-blast we have to do the next best
thing.
We scrape the cars thoroughly, and then use a steel
brush, as advocated by Mr. Wright, and then if there are
patches burned, especially where the car is loaded with hot
cinder,
often large patches are burned through, we then then
use emery paper and get a foundation, thoroughly cleansed or
as
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The abuse
time

the steel car receives while in service at the present

consider a blessing in disguise, for as a result of this I
have not the slightest doubt great improvement, both in conI

and method of painting, must
the preparation of the metal in a molten

struction as well as in material

come, but whether in

some other way, making .corrosion impossible I canWithout doubt abuse in handling and neglect in service is what is sending so many hundred steel cars prematurely
to the scrap heap, and just so long as this abuse and neglect
continues, in my judgment, no coating known applied with the
state or in

not say.

brush can give the protection required for the

steel car in either

Al kinds of preservative metal ceilings
flood the market, each manufacturer claiming the requisite
durability and protection for his particular compound, but all
requiring a surface absolutely clean and free from rust, therethe coal or iron

fore, these

being

traffic.

facts,

why

look to the chemist or painter for

improvement in this difficulty? Corrosion, if not prevented altogether, must be reduced to the minimum, as no coatings are
or can be guaranteed to give the protection required or even
fair service under present conditions.

Published reports state that thousands of this class of cars
have been added to the freight equipment of this country during the past few years.
This rapid adoption simply goes to

show what I believe to railway men are, as it were, fingerboards
on the highway of our experience, pointing in the direction that
our thoughts and efforts must take in the near future, in order
that we may be able to economicaly meet all requirements, not
only in painting but in repairs and care of this class of car.
Eminent chemical authorities tell us that for metal structures
most inert pigments or carbonaceous color having the least
specific weight and requisite opacity or covering power will
prove the most durable in hte most trying service. Lampblack
and graphite, both carbons, possess the above requisites and
have little or no chemical action on either oil or japan. It is
a well known fact that a good quality of lampblack mixed with
linseed oil will outwear white lead and many other pigments
mixed with the same oil exposed in the same service and on the
same surface. Who has int seen the lettering on old crossing
signs, done with lampblack, after years of exposure, stand up
been raised and the once white
as though the letters ha
painted board bare and (he surface apparently eaten away?
the

I
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an evidence that a combination of the two prolongs

Certinly

same

and other
would have been equally as durHowever,
able.
Truly, time tests the efficiency of a paint.
under present conditions, any material applied externally must
the

the

of

life

lead

the

or

oil

mixed with same

surface,

of the

colors

oil,

of necessity possess superior adhesive qualities than heretofore

known and dry

as hard as the metal itself to resist the abuse

used

by mauls and other expedients
loading of the car.

in

the

remove the cause and

First

and un-

loading

think, to a

I

a

trust,

undertake too

to

many branches

of business, just as

it

possible for an individual to attempt to be proficient in too

is

many

always assure

Greater expansion does not

occupations.

greater profits or greater success.

Not so very long ago many of the processes of manufacture
were experiments, changed with, the whim of every new experimenter

now

;

of maufacture
effect

it

of given

result of this

great extent, you will have a solution of the problem.
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is

they are exact sciences.
is

now known

many

In

of the lines

with absolute certainty what the

The
now

proportions and conditions will produce.
that reliable firms of long experience are

cate the use of the atomizer or paint sprayer exclusively, claim-

beyond the stage of experiment and are furnishing goods
of such uniform quality that they do not need apologies and
explanations. This skill and ability have been acquired through
long and costly experiments.
In this country and abroad there are to-day several hundred
manufactureres of varnishes, still you can almost count on
your fingers the number that have been successful in meeting

ing that so far as steel structures are concerned the day of the

the exacting requirements of the railroad trade.

As

most suitable colors

the

to

stenciling

for

sharpest

the

harmonious contrasts are to be desired, therefore on brown or
any other dark ground, white lead and zinc, equal parts would
be the best, and on light colors, such as yellow, lampblack
would be preferred, shading omitted in all cases.
Regarding the best methods of applying the color, some advo-

brush

The adoption

past.

is

the brush will depend,

cost.

of

am aware

I

that

insuring more

late,

when we can

oil

possibility of

its

accept-

color; secondly, on the comparative

device has

this

certain

the coating, but in

ity of

upon the

first,

ably spraying a durable

of the sprayer as a substitute for

results

my judgment

as

been much perfected
to the impermeabil-

the day has not yet

come

dispense with the brush altogether on freight cars

or even steel structures.
scarcity of timber on some lines, but
traffic, has brought into use the
heavy
particularly the
steel framed box car, which promises to be the car of the
future
The understructure, trucks, etc., of these, which especially require extra protection and are practically inaccessible
On
to the brush, can effectually be reached by the sprayer.
This
flat surfaces an even distribution of color is a necessity.
can be obtained most effectually to my mind, by the use of the
long-handler brush, and comparing the cost of the brush with
that of the sprayer, ginven in tests as reported at past conventions, I find the brush work equally as cheap and more acceptTherefore, excepting for trucks and inaccessible parts of
able.
understructure, as before stated, I prefer the long handled

Of
more

the

recent years

brush.

What

"B."
of

should

parts

be

painted

for

their

Naturally the roof, trucks and metal

tection?

better

pro-

understructure

cars are subject to the most exposed and destructive serv-

all

consequently should receive more attention.

far

The theory

made by

maker
cheap equipment, might apply when

that varnishes can be

and a helper or two, with a

a varnish

very cheap varnishes are concerned, but with the finer varnishes this theory would be entirely erroneous, as the finer
grades of varnishes can only be produced by a corps of trained

men with an
The firms

that are producing the finest grade of

their

processes

expensive equipment.

secret

goods have
and manipulations, which they are led

to believe are of considerable value

the production of their

in

These processes are so carefully guarded that no one
employe possesses the entire formula. Even if this were known
some of
it would be of but slight value in other hands, as in

goods.

the manipulations there

is

that

nicety of adjustment

little

quired that divides so closely between success and failure.
ability

acquired only by experience.

is

have equal
proficient

ability

in

all

As no one man can
and be

satisfactorily

of the processes of the work, each one

lected with special

reference to the part he

specialist in his line,

the work.

directions

several

in

and

It is in this

procure their goods

is

is

particular that the railroads or firms that

in

the

open market have much the ad-

vantage over those that attempt to do their own manufacturing.
No railroad would require enough varnish to justify the em-

ployment of a man qualified for each division of the process,
as the expense would be entirely out of proportion to the quan-

much

now allowed

term

shop and

could be done on cars in transit, thus prolonging their
in service

and frequently saving the delay and greater cost

of shopping.

In conclusion

a strict

that our hope of

improvement

in

all railway equipment lies in having modern
shop and terminal yards, a definite time limit,
adherence to it, as well as less abuse while in service.

the painting
facilities

would say

I

in

of

all

Mr. Cook
Without desiring to cut off any discussion, it
seems to me that the subject has been so exhaustively treated
by these excellent papers that it does not leave any necessity
for our taking up the time to discuss the subject.
I, therefore,
move that the papers be accepted and filed with the thanks
:

of the Association.

Mr. Canan

I will

:

second that motion.

Carried.

President Butts:

We

will

now

take up subject No.

4.

"Is

tity required.

This matter of quality

is

of

much

greater consideration to a

other qualities of a varnish by applying

This
results

its
is

own

varnish.

eminently an age of enterprise and expansion;

show

that

it

is

railroad than

is

that of expense,

and

it

is

here that the buyer

open market has the decided advantage.

usual

thing

for

a

railroad

to

test

the

It

durability,
it

to

is

now

lustre,

in

the

and

a car alongside

known quality. This is the fairest and
which a varnish can be subjected, as both meet
exactly the same conditions of wear and weather.
This determines its lasting qualities and satisfactory appearance much
better than any other test possibly can.
A railroad that manuof another varnish of

In compliance with your request I am going to give you a
few reasons why it would not pay a railroad company to manufacture

is

—

—

N. Y.

PAPER BY MR. JOSEPH MAYCOCK.

that

If a railroad decided to go into making its own varnish it
would be necessary, after their factory was properly equipped
and varnish actually manufactured, to wait for a period of at
least one year before this varnish would be sufficiently ripe to
admit of a comprehensive test. This test would necessarily take
the form of one for durability, which would mean a further
wait of from nine months to a year; then the question would
have to be determined as to whether such varnish or varnishes
were equal to goods put out by varnish manufacturer.-,. The
railroad, however, would be confronted with the problem
if
their goods did not turn out well
of using an inferior product
on their equipment, or starting all over again, all of which
from an economical standpoint, would involve considerable expense and much time.

the

to the

respect

the manufacturers.

Advantage of Railroad Corporations to Manufacture
the Paints and Varnishes Which They Consume?"
The first
paper is by Mr. Joseph Maycock, of Pratt & Lambert, Buffalo,
it

a

is

held responsible for his division of

terminal yards were equipped with the compressed air devices

If

se-

is

He

to do.

The result would be that the loss in this
alone would be much larger than the margin of profit

ice,

re-

This

still,

possible for a firm, corporation, or even

surest test to

factures

its

own

varnish loses entirely the element of comparison.
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It is also

the

compelled to use

own regardless of the efficiency of
or the quality of the goods that he

its

man who makes them

makes

This exclusion of all comparative tests
reason why railroad companies will find

ficient

buy

ests to

of itself a suf-

it

to their inter-

goods rather than to attempt to make them.
one main reason there are other considera-

their

Aside from

is

this

tions that make it evident that the railroads will be gainers. by
not attempting the manufacture of varnishes. Among these are

the large stock that would have to be carried to allow the
goods to mature or ripen, the large outlay for outfit and material
for the comparatively small quantity of goods that
would be needed, and the waste that must necessarily result
where only limited lines of goods are required.
On the whole it seems very clear that the railroads will fare
better by taking advantage of competition, experience, and
comparative tests than to be tied to their own product regardless of its quality

We

now listen to a paper by Charles
Varnish Company, New York
PAPER BY MR. CHARLES F. COPP.
Mr. Copp here read his paper as follows
Mr. President: This is my first appearance before this organization in this role, but I am not going to draw out a
lengthy apology. I feel, though, that one is due the association
at large by your Advisory Committee for choosing one of so
few years' experience to handle this subject. They may have
been led astray by the past performances of my illustrious
President Butts

:

will

F. Copp, of the Hildreth

—

"dad," thinking that the son, being a "chip of the old block,"

would be able
subject.

My

write an

to

entertaining paper upon

experience in the writing line

compared with

my

is

so

dry a

very limited, and
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well as the action of elements and local conditions upon the

His duties consist

finished product.

"in

not only analysing the

raw materials but in experimenting constantly with new pigments and oils, trying all the while to perfect some new and
better product.
The result is that he finds things which are
beneficial to a paint which are unknown for a long period to the
railroad chemists.

I

could, in

my own

experience, relate a cir-

cumstance which occurred during my conversation with a well
known engineer of tests, in which he was ignorant of the value
of a raw material which has since become well known and much
more efficient than a similar product which enters into most
specifications.

Again co-operating with the chemist is a force of practical men
engaged in making exposure tests, noting the time of drying and
working qualities men usually recruited from your ranks and
who ?re capable of passing upon the merits of paints. Here they
devote all their time to experimental work and become experts.
They can tell to a fine point where the best results are obtained,
and there is no guesswork as to how much thinning or bodying
up is required to make a paint most economical and efficient.
They are also experts on matching colors and get absolutely uniform shades. Samples are brought from the mills to be passed
upon for color, working and drying and are compared with
standards for this purpose. They have an opportunity for research and theory which cannot be equaled in railway circles.
Another phase is: What are the facilities for grinding? 'On
the railroad you may have purchased a few antiquated mills
which, to descend into the vernacular of the paint plant, you
could put a small boy through without missing his hair. Even
if they are modern, of what use are they if run by an incom;

man?

hobble" of a
knock-kneed, spavined old mule to the gait of a sleek-coated
I
trust, however, that you will overlook my
thoroughbred.

petent

shortcomings and be charitable.

think of grinding a zinc upon a stone better adapted for drop
black.
And right here does economy enter again.
fine paint

stars,

hope
social

say

this

father's

positively

is

to be present at a great

way; but as

for

'farewell

many

writing any

remain in the background.
write

will not,

I

my

I

painful

the

as

is

have

the operatic

like

appearance,"

for

I

lost

weight

in

to

trying to

it

of the railroads with the laboratories of the paint plant leave

The railroad that boasts of
nothing in favor of the former.
such .1 bureau has as its chief a technical man who must necessarily devote most of his time to the analysis and various
His knowledge at best of
tests of iron and steel products.
is

but

superficial.

His

corps

of

assistants

young graduates, mere boys, who may have
a fair working knowledge of chemistry, but little or no exThey have
perience in it as applied to paints and varnishes.
usually consists of

neither the time nor the necessary experience to cqnduct experi-

ments properly.

Still,

in

many

draw up a
which are not nearly

cases the chief will

set of specifications for different coatings

and durable as the corresponding product of a large
This is often done in order to let the different
firms bid on the goods and reduce the cost per gallon, regardless
as efficient

manufacturer.

of the fact that a proprietary article
surface,

may

cover 30 per cent more

and consequently be cheaper per square foot of

surface,

And

usually the one who
can "skin" the specifications without detection is the one who
secures the business. Unlike steel and iron, there are many into say nothing of greater durability.

gredients in paint that cannot be detected.

As

far as this testing

bureau being a check on the manufacturer is concerned I might
say that no reputable concern would send out goods that are
not uniform in every way.
Contrast the foregoing with the average well-equipped paint
Here we have a man as chief chemist who has devoted
plant.
He has a thorough
all his life to the study of pigments and oils.
knowledge of the action of all pigments with various oils, as

pigments.

of

for efficiency in grinding a

In a paint plant

we would

never

A

one.

prefer

seems to the writer that the first
have the railroads for inquestion would be, what
vestigating the various raw materials that go into the manuA comparison of the testing departments
facture of paints ?

chemistry

class

more papers

facilities

paint

certain

will cover

I

Mills require frequent dressing in order to grind

These tones are usually selected

of your conventions in a

this.

In considering this subject

fine.

It

more surface and look

better

man who understands

takes a

mills to do the

work

to other duties

and be

intelligently

;

call in a

the grinding

No

a coarse

and action of

and he cannot devote

proficient at the mill.

the specialist for each department.

would

when dry than

his time

It all resolves into

one in their right mind

veterinary surgeon to perform an operation for

The situation in the paint plant is one of profound
tempered with the best practical knowledge that it is
possible to obtain, for which men of such salaries are retained
appendicitis.

theory,

that railroads could not afford to keep, while in the railroad ser-

—

seems to be a veneer of theory over well, there is
it
mighty little practical knwledge except perhaps what is gained
by asking questions of the master painter. You all know how
little benefit you can be to a man in a few minutes' conversaThe master painter has a good fund of practical knowltion.
edge, but that does not qualify him to run a mill economically
nor to experiment successfully. It takes hard work all the timeAs a matter of policy it behooves a railroad to reciprocate
for freight favors by giving the paint manufacturers business in
exchange for large shipments of raw materials to the plant and
finished product to other consumers. The railroad may possibly
exceed its charter rights in some instances by engaging in the
manufacture of paint, and it would also have an important bearing upon the insurance rates on its property, where such volumes
of inflammable materials would be used adjacent probably to
vice

its

shops.

In conclusion,

company

I

believe that the master painter can give his

better results

by recommending the best materials

for

use that come to him and devoting his time to the economical
problems of running his shop as it should be run. In most in-

no space to devote to paint making, shops are
with the work of building and repairing
overrun
so cramped and
They may as well engage in church and hospital
rolling stock.
work and the restaurant business by setting aside rooms in the
shops for this purpose. In fact there is no end to the grand
stunts they might engaj e in. Rut practical people will conclude
stances there

is
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man and every place to its business is a good rule,
and men and places devoted to building and repairing rolling
that every

stock better be devoted to

President Butts
of

the

Wis.

Chicago,

it

entirely.

The next paper

:

by Mr. A. T. Schroeder,
Paul Railway, Milwaukee,
not present, but the Secretary will read

Milwaukee &

Mr. Schroeder

is

is

St.

his paper.

PAPER BY MR. A. T. SCHROEDER.
Secretary Dane read Mr. Schroeder's paper as follows
To the President and Members of the Master Car and Locomo:

tive Painters' Association

Having been appointed to write up
"Whether or not it is to

the question,

my

experience relative to

the advantage of railroad

corporations to manufacture the paints and varnishes which they

beg leave to submit the folowing
For a painter to do himself justice, and

consume,"

I

at

the

render the most effective service to his employer,

aim and foremost endeavor
paint materials, to enable him
his

it

same time
should be

to study the intrinsic value of
to

properly prepare

the

most
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on the orders from this source increased to such extent and
so suddenly that I was unable, on account of our inadequate
equipment of paint-mixing machinery, to fill all orders promptly.
Part of the paints for this purpose were then procured from the
manufacturers, and a record kept of which buildings such paint?
were used on. After a reasonable length of time these station
buildings were inspected, in comparison with those to which our

own mixed

and the result was that I was
mixing machinery to manufacture all paints required from the bridge and building department.
This was done, and we now have five Buhrstone paint
grinding mills, large mixing tanks of various descriptions, paint
mixing machine, etc., etc., and we are now well equipped to do
business in the paint mixing line as it should be done by a rail-

were

paints

applied,

instructed to install sufficient paint

road company for its own use.
My storehouse is of sufficient size to keep stock, which

re-

is

it runs
low.
I am now prepared to filj
promptly orders from any quarter of the company's territory

plenished as fast as

we

for paints, and, as a whole,

consider this proposition a pro-

This conclusion has
been reached by the writer through careful study and innumerable experiments during his forty-nine years' experience with
paints assigned for use in painting passenger equipment cars.
I beg leave to relate here how I arrived at this conclusion, and
to wh.it extent the results of same have grown.
In the year 1857, when I commenced car painting, we were
compelled to grind our paints as best we could, with the old style
iron paint mills.
Oil paints only were then in the market for
painters' use, and these of course were but partly suitable for
coach painting. Later, when the grinding- japan had been intro-

gressive and economical one.

ground in this vehicle were offered for car
painters' use, and gladly accepted, as by their use work could be
more speedily, and to appearances more satisfactorily, accomplished.
Durability in those days was not considered so import-

easy for the painter to detect deficiencies to shield himself against

suitable mixtures required for this work.

duced,

paints

ant a factor as
Still

later,

it

is

today.

coach "body" colors were offered by the manufac-

turers, but I regret to state that in

many

cases these paints did

looked for in durability and permapaint in semi-paste form, made by one of

The making

ent proposition.

Finally an

the most

oil

reputable firms,

was introduced, adopted, and used

with good satisfaction, but unfortunately the quality was not
maintained, it losing gradually until its covering power became
so poor as to necessitate additional coats to cover the deficiency.
Years rolled on, equipment was increased, an accounting was
made of the labor and material expended, comparisons of the
wearing qualities of the various materials were noted, and naturally the entire matter resolved itself into a question of using, at
reasonable expenditure, materials which under all circumstances
would be of a quality that could be absolutely relied upon. To
accomplish this end one of the best Buhrstone paint grinding
mills was procured, and, after ransacking the market for the
best raw materials, formulae for various paint mixtures were
worked out and adopted for use. In order to obtain positive
results cars were painted with manufacturers' paints on half the
car body, the other half with paints of our own manufacture. At
the same time test panels treated in same manner were exposed, and close record kept of all these tests. Officials did not
interfere, but rather encouraged the scheme.
In due time the paint on these test cars was examined, and
results were favorable to the paint mixed by ourselves, the manufacturers' paints having changed to a dingy, dull color, while
our mixtures presented nearly the original solidness and intensity of color, and the varnish over same showing up much
better in briliancy and depth.
This result was encouraging.
Tests were extended, and with such favorable results that finally
it was proven to be a fixed fact that our method of making
paints for our use was the only one to follow.
This has since
been dorte, and not to our regret.
In the meantime our bridge and building department commenced to order paint mixtures from us, to be used on new
station buildings for extensions of the road.
As the time went

The

so.

In

own consumption

is

a differ-

my

business of

opinion it would not be advisable to do
making varnishes is so intricate, requiring

an extra plant and skilled men initiated in all the secrets of
varnish making, that we consider it impractical to go into it.
Furthermore, we do not see the necessity for such a step.
There are all grades and varieties of varnishes in the market

meet any requirement

to

at

reasonable prices.

nish manufacturers have brought

it

Many

of the var-

to that state of perfection

which could be attained reasonably. In the varnish

line

it

is

so

but a short time to find this out by exposing
comparison
with one varnish known to him by his
test panels, in
At least
years of experience as having the highest qualities.
this is what I do and have done for many years, and my little
museum of test panels on record tells me many stories about
its use..

It takes

so I think let well

varnish

enough

Varnish manufacturers have

not give the satisfaction
nency.

of varnishes for our

alone.

striven

so

hard

the

for

past

twenty-five years to excel in furnishing products not surpassed
In my opinion railroad
by those of foreign manufacturers.

companies would not be the gainer by interfering in this line.
In the presentation of this paper it has been my aim to show
how we have arrived at our present practice of manufacturing
our own paints, and I have gone over the ground step by step for
the purpose of giving the members of this association the benefit
of my experience relative to the subject assigned me. In doing
this I have not spared the length of the paper, but have endeavored to give all the information possible on the subject, to
the end that the members of this association may be able to glean
something of value therefrom.
President Butts: We have another paper on this subject by
Mr. John T. McCracken, of the Interborough Rapid Transit
Mr. McCracken is not in the room, but the
Co., New York.
Secretary will read his paper.

PAPER BY MR. JOHN T. M'CRACKEN.
Secretary Dane read the paper as follows
To the Members of the Master Car and Locomotive Painters'
Association

Gentlemen
is

—A

railroad corporation

is

primarily a body which

a carrier of merchandise and a carrier of passengers.

business

principally to see after the safety of

is

its

Their

patrons and

The enormous
of the goods intrusted to it.
amoitnt of wear and tear on the rolling stock of the company
necessitates continued repairs, and it has been the policy of all
the railroads to buy their supplies through a purchasing departthe

expedition

which

ment,

amount

The

is

so

is

paid for

question as

own

thoroughly

equipped

that

the

minimum

a maximum amount of purchase.
to whether a railroad should make

one which

its

own

need but little argument for the obvious reason that while a housewife can undoubtedly make bread which is very palatable she can buy better
paint or

its

varnish

is

will
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bread and at a lower price than she can make it, and the time
saved can be utilized for a better purpose.
The amount of printing which a railroad corporation of any

and under this head comes stationery which
it uses and the time tables which it distributes, amounts to very
many thousand dollars per month, and yet no railroad would
think for a moment of manufacturing its own paper or starting its own printing plant, even though its charter gave it the
jjze contracts

To manufacture

paint,

means a very
pumping machinery,

the ordinary sense,

in

large equipment of mixers,

mills, strainers,

etc., and a complete laboratory for the testing
your materials, together with a warehouse for the storage of complete supplies of both raw and finished products, for
many of the finished products are not fit for use until they have

filling

of

machinery,

all

attained a given age.

The grinding

japans, the drying japans, linseed

must be allowed to age
newly made paint.

the varnishes

in

oil

and

all

of

order to prevent the

railway painting to the point where

while in other words, the trade

With none

Then comes

the staff of trained machinists

who know how

to

handle water-cooled mills, for the day of the old mill has gone
by, and even ordinary paints are today ground in water-cooled
mills for obvious, reasons.

the paint and varnish manufacturers there

is

a compe-

not entirely of price but of products and of quality, and the
large concerns are vying with each other continually to produce
new goods having special advantages. Any corporation that
tition

own

:

with those of machinists, carpenters, uphols-

and others, especially when the fact is taken into consideration that no tools have to be furnished by the men themselves,
as is true with some of the other trades.
Taking it by and
large, a good painter can hold up his end with most of his contemporaries and command the respect due the artisan wherever found.

Now

can

it

proportionate

decided advantage of

yond

a

doubt that
in

work shop a
worked to the

be truth fuly said that in the piece

number

of apprentices can not be
all

it

is

Experience has proven bethoroughly practical, although it must
that the apprentice is expected to parconcerned.

work done by

term, at which time he

even anxious to do

the piece until after serving his full
is

usually competent and willing, yes,

so.

Answering the query contained

in the subject of this paper, I

do not hesitate to record a vigorous "No," for I conscientiously
from the majority of us, at least, the apprenticeship
question is not receiving by far the attention which it merits.
The labor market is becoming more stringent every day; good,
competent help is becoming scarcer and scarcer as time grows
apace, and I venture to say that our only salvation lies in the
believe that

We

"The
Presidents Butts:
will now take up subject No. 5.
Apprenticeship System in the Railway Paint Shop Is it Receiving the Attention Which it Merits?" The first paper is by Mr.
;

B. E. Miller, of the D. L.

&

W., Kingsland, N.

PAPER BY MR.

The

able to

terers

:

seconded and carried.

I

1

ticipate

This ends the reading of the papers, gentlemen. The subject is now open for discussion.
Mr. Miller
I move that the papers be accepted with the
thanks of this Association and placed on file. The motion was
President Butts

am

as

Painting today, is an art to the same extent that it ever was
and the skill required to master its intricacies and mvsteries is
no less than it was in the days of our forefathers. By comparison, it would probably make a favorable showing against allied
trades employed in railroad car and locomotive shops.
Wages

them.

paint

me

to

while serving out their time as apprentices.

not be inferred from this

its

it is no longer worth the
no longer worth the learning.

of the above pessimistic utterances

and they appeal

would have no competition and therefore
no incentive to improve its goods, and they would very soon fall
into an old rut from which it would be very hard to elevate
makes

is

emanating from those of our
fellows who are looking for personal comfort and an excuse to
shirk responsibility and duty attendant upon the successful operation of an apprenticeship system.
They are wont to overlook
the fact that their own advancement in the field of chosen
calling was probably as much due to the patronizing interest
displayed in their welfare and advancement by a kind hearted,
unselfish employer or foreman, as to their own individual efforts
coincide,

will average well

difficulties that beset

Among

of decorations and other embellishments, has reduced the art of

for,

right.
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B.

E.

J.

MILLER.

question of apprentices In nearly

all

apprentice, to

whom we must

The above comments and

the trades employed

look for future

relief.

suggestions must not be looked upon

throughout our land, including of
one of absorbing interest, and of late
years has been the subject of much discussion. Arguments have
been advanced pro and con as to the practicability of the system, more especially as applied to the railway paint shop and on
many railroads the employment of apprentices has been prac-

as idle conjecture, founded upon bare theory, but as they are
based almost entirely upon facts of our own experience, they

abandoned for years, at least as far as the paint department was concerned. Attempts at resuscitation have been made
from time to time, though the effort was usually a weak and

the assertion that the effort in behalf of the apprentice has been

in

the

various

industries

course, the railroads,

is

tically

half-hearted one, until today

I

feel safe in

venturing the asser-

tion that ninety-five per cent, of the railawy paint shop journey-

men

throughout our country are recruited from other
sources than the ranks of those who have served out their time
as regularly indentured apprentices in railroad paint shops.
The carriage trade, the house painting fraternity and the handy
man with the brush are the forces from which we are compelled
to recruit help as vacancies occur, unless we are fortified with
an apprenticeship system, enabling us to fill them with good,
competent workmen of our own rearing and bringing up. Foremen painters have preferred to pursue the former course, claiming that apprentices were an unwelcome evil to be avoided, and
that at best, owing to modern railway practices, could not be
given proper attention and that a sufficient amount of time
could not be devoted to their instruction. Others contend that as
piece work in many shops has superseded the day work system,
forces

the apprentice, as a consequence,

is

out of place, in the

wav

and a nuisance generally.
Again, it has been argued that modern railway economy, with
its steady trend towards plainness and simplicity in the matter

are entitled to consideration as such.
in

the

railway paint

shop

is

The

apprenticeship system

is

concerned.

well

Our

is

more

& W.

R. R.

proving a success and

than meeting our expectations, as far as the D. L.

past six or seven years' experience warrant

worth the while, and the future holds

still

better

and

brighter prospects to the mutual advantage of both parties to

the contract.
But, it wiil be found that all is not roses in the pathway of
one undertaking the task (for such it must be considered) of
employing a number of the rising generation, taking them under
his wing, so to speak, with a view to putting them through a
course of apprenticeship, and a few thorns one may expect to
encounter.
The employer becomes at once, in a measure, at
least, sponsor for the boy's mental, physical, and even his moral
welfare, for few there will be found who would deny us the
privilege of keeping a watchful eye upon the conduct of apprentices, not only during working hours, but during their
leisure moments and periods of recreation as well.
True, many of the lads soon manifest their unfitness for the
trade and display a lack of interest to such an extent, that in.
justice to all concerned, the parents or guardian must be appealed to and the boy, if he has chosen unwisely, given another
His failure with you does not necessarily signify that
chance.
in some other department and at another trade he may not
give a good account of himself and display the necessary interMany men
est to his advancement which he lacked in the brush.

.
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have proven failures in the respective chosen careers simply because of mischosen callings, having drifted into trades for which

draw

thej had no natural aptitude or liking and continuing to

out a lethargic, ambitionless existence solely for the bare live-

lihood which

Again,

it

afforded.

it

frequently occurs that boys, becoming tired of the

break their agreement and step aside after serving pos-

restraint,

Helpers or laborers must not be advanced to the detriment of
or in the place of apprentices.

Wages are advanced each year, and on the completion of his
term of apprenticeship he is assigned such work for which
he is competent and wages rated in accordance therewith.
Whether any difficulty is experienced in holding the apprentice
to the completion of the contract was not stated, but inasmuch
as the writers expressed themselves as satisfied with the working of their systems, it may be taken for granted that they meet
with no such difficulty.
That the youth of this country is not being instructed to any
great extent in any of the trades is a lamentable fact, and it

more of time, seeking employment more lucrative
and congenial elsewhere. Examples of the basest ingratitude
may creep in here and there to discourage one, and it may be
found that only one applicant out of every three or four is really
of desirable material and of sufficient mental capacity to advance
as you would like to see them, all of which, however, should not
cause, you to lose heart, for in the end it will be found that your
efforts have not been in vain, and that one good boy getting on
well in your fold is worth the time and energy expended in
behalf of a half dozen who proved worthless failures.
In some of our large cities, the trade schools bid fair to be-

may

come an important

from each.

sibly a year or

factor

various trades, and

is

it

the course of time, will

from

this source

meantime,

do as much as
as

to feel

its

lies

the

may

be expected

time rather remote and

at this

its

The

beneficent effects.

great general good

increasing

system,

work of

sp, in

the

fostering the ap-

scope where

practical,

and

within our power for the boys whose desti-

nies, in part at least,

selves,

come

us continue the good

let

prenticeship

seems

for

we

are responsible for.

We

owe

it

to our-

well

as to posterity, to see that they are given a
Let each and every one of us do our individual

square deal.

part cheerfully and unselfishly benefiting thereby, not only our-

and our employers, but gaining simultaneously the

selves

grati-

tude and loyalty of the future Knight of the Brush, the railway
paint shop apprentice of today.

The next paper on this subject is by Mr.
Mr. Ball is not present, but has sent his paper,
ask Mr. Brown, of The Painters' Magazine, to

President Butts:

Fred S.
which I

Ball.

will

be attributed to several causes
to the abandonment of the old apprenticeship system,
:

First,

which bound the boy under penalty

The

fact that a bonus
from the parents or guardian was exacted for the privilege of

learning the trade contributed to a faithful observance of duty

Second,
that

the

to

subdivision

or

whole,

being gained

skill

capacity

less

time,

from

his standpoint because the

Do you

Replies

consider

could

it

it

method or system?

a satisfactory

be improved?

were received from nearly

all

those addressed, and

but three claimed to have a definite sytem in operation in their

shops

two of

;

these,

one

in

extreme Northwest, and the

the

other in the extreme South, have practicaly similar regulations

governing their apprentices.

The

They are

applicants for apprenticeship

tunity for

and he

is

sixteen and twenty-one years.

They
They

shall be indentured for four years.

are on probation the

first

the indenture within that time or

six

may

months and may cancel
be dismissed

if

found un-

Third, the influence of trades unions in limiting the number of
apprentices to journeymen wherever union rules govern.

Fourth, the general adoption of piece work has also proved a
hindrance to the acquiring of a trade. Journeymen as a rule
are averse to having green apprentices work with them, having
no time to spare in teaching others to acquire the ability to enter
into competition with them,

and

it

then devolves upon the em-

ployer or foreman to give personal instruction and supervision

The number

of apprentices

is

limited to one for every four

journeymen.

No
the

first

two years of

work overtime

his apprenticeship.

or at night during

apprenticeship,

which, with

their

notably

tion,

Auchmuty

the

schools

in

New York

City

at

which, at small expense to the pupil per session, either day or
night as desired, a trade may be learned, both theoretically and
practically

available

;

to

but there are few of these schools, and they are only
those

within

convenient

reach.

It

seems

to

me

could be induced to consider the subject
there might be devised some such school as an adjunct to the
shops under control of motive power, from which a supply of

that

if

railway

officials

mechanics could be obtained instead of our depending on
Europe to furnish them as we are now doing, and it might
prove a paying investment later on.
President Butts: Gentlemen, this finished the reading of the
papers on this subject. I should like to hear from anyone who
has anything to say on this subject.
Mr. Rodabaugh
I was very much interested in the paper that
Brother Miller read, as it is a subject that I have been very
skilled

:

much

interested in for thirty-five or forty years.
Practically on
our system we have no limit to the number of apprentices. We
have no trouble in securing permission from our management
Workmen as a general
to get all the apprentices we want.
is,

ornamenters, stripers and

we always have some difficulty
The only solution we could come

in

letterers,

getting this class

and

of men.

to,' was to make them, and we
adopted a system of four years apprenticeship. We think the
foreman can make good workmen out of their apprentices, if
they take the proper interest in them, notwithstanding the piece

systems.

boy in our shop, who I think is not going to make
good workman, I tell him so I tell him, he has chosen the
wrong trade and should take up some other work. Now, we
have about seventy-five men in our department and out of these
If I get a

a

apprentice permitted to

of

The only solution of the problem seems to be in trade schools,
some of which have and are now doing good work in that direc-

work

qualified.

has only a

search of higher wages.

thing are scarce, that

as follows

must be between the ages of

and the earning

man who

during the whole period

How

so

means of support has less opporobtaining employment than one skilled in the whole,
less liable to change from one shop to another in

other duties, few would care to undertake.

5.

work,

fraction of a trade as his sole

PAPER BY MR. FRED S. BALL.
The question as stated presupposes a definite system of apprenticeship existing in railway paint shops, when as a matter of
fact no such system exists as a rule
therefore it cannot be receiving any attention, merited or otherwise.
However, the evident intention of the committee in formulating the subject being
to obtain information as to what is being done by the members
of this association to instruct the rising generaton in the art and
mystery of painting, in order to obtain some data on the subject.
Letters with the following questions were addressed to a number of master painters, members of the association, on leading
railroads, East, West, North and South
1. Have you any apprentices
indentured or unindentured?
2. Have you a definite system of apprenticeship in operation
in your shop?
3. In what does it consist?
4. What percentage of apprentices to journeymen?
6.

the

acquired instead of the

is

increased in like proportion, the employer also being

is

benefited

much

in

of

specializing

mere -fragment of the trade

a

read:

;

observance of his

to a strict

obligations, as also the master to his.

but reasonable to assume that ours, in

when any

time, however,

the preparation of boys

in

449
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men we have

three

learned their trade with us.

They

seventy-five

gang
are

bosses,

first class

who have

all

workmen, good

and varnishers. They are, practically, at the
head of the department.
There are some who learned their
stripers, letterers

who

now taking care of other shops.
The foreman can make his own painter or workman if he
wants to. Our term of apprenticeship consists of four years.
In the first place, we take the apprentice in and give him six
trades with us,

are

He

names of the different paints and how to take care of them. Then we put him in
the sash room for six months; we then put him on freight or
rough work; after that he is taken to the car shop and put on
coating, varnishing, etc.
The last eighteen months we give him
As a consequence
lettering and striping and such work as that.
months

in

stock room.

the

learns the

end of the four years, if he is any kind of a man at all,
he has made a good workman of himself. All the foremen can
make their own mechanics out of the boys, just what they want.
The foremen should treat their apprentices with due respect;
let them know he thinks something of them and that he is
taking some interest in them and as a consequence they will take
an interest in the foreman and his work, and will make good
at the

workmen.
Mr. Quest
I am awfuly glad to hear my young friend from
Fort Wayne, Indiana, specify how he handles the modern boy.
I see he has eliminated the old idea of having the boy do any
I think if that
of the scrubbing and cleaning of grease, etc.
practice were generally followed up in all of the railway shop
:

—

departments throughout the country that of excusing the apboy from the rough drudgery— we would have no
trouble in getting the desired class of young men, but I am

prentice

sorry to say that in some sections the old ideas seem to be prevalent in

having the boy serve that class of apprenticeship

in all

departments.

want

I

to say here today, that

it

American boy of today

has been

my

experience that

submit to any such
practice.
Consequently, as has been spoken of in an able paper,
the ever willing foreign element has gradually crept into the
How are we
paint and other shops of the American railroad.
Mr.
going to overcome this seemingly objectionable trouble.
Ball speaks of reforms which I heartily endorse, although I
cannot now clearly see how we are going to put them into genthe bright

will not

eral practice, for the simple reason that the
if

quickly apt,

of one year.

we cannot

young man of

to-day,

feels that he should have first class wages inside
There is another thing against the boy which

lose

sight of, which,

chanics of helpers.

I

know

is

the practice of

making me-

of shops that for years past have

claimed to have bettered their methods of making skilled mechanics through promoting the faithful, intelligent helper regardless of age. The simple fact that you never have a boy in

—

—always men— seems to

appeal to the idea. They will bring
much an hour, and if a man has the sticking qualiIt may not always be the
ties, they make a mechanic of him.
brightest man who will stay under these conditions, but it is
claimed where such men are faithful and painstaking, they are

shop

men

in at so

improvement over the usually dissatisfied apprentice
would seem that some liberal and advanced apprenticeship system in the railway mechanical departments is what
is needed.
How are we going to do it? Will it be done
a decided

So

boy.

it

through the trade school, or

in the railway paint

shop as

it

should

be?

One
know whether

not

is, let

as

I

make that man a mechanic, and I
thought,— that it does lie largely with the
foremen. There is another point on which I do not agree with
him exactly. My apprentices have all been Americans every
one of them. They have all made good workmen, and when
you have an apprentice for one year as an apprentice, it is well
to encourage him by giving him a raise in pay.
Every year
raise his pay a little bit.
If you keep him down to ninety cents
a day for four years, he is going to get away from you, but if
you encourage him, he will stay with you and you will have no
trouble with him.
You can raise men right in your own shop,
and they will be able to take your position at any time, if you
will give them the proper care and treat them right.
Let them
know you think of them and that you are trying to help them
along, and the boys will stick to you.
Mr. Quest
I do not want to take up too much time, but I
would like to ask Brother Rodabaugh how many Russells he has
with the foreman largely to

want

to emphasize that

—

:

shop

in his

us have

it.

that
It

is

is

—four

journeymen.

do

I

the right percentage or not, but

if

it

should be put into practice at an early date,

cannot see the trade's future succession in mechanics under

—

our present known practice. We want some mechanics old-time
all-around mechanics not all trade specialists. If we are going
to have our mechanical successors, we have got to do something
different from what we are doing towards that end today.
I think Mr. Quest has
Mr. Rodabaugh
Just a few words.
some good ideas about it, but I think he has some ideas that

—

:

do not work out

correctly.

As

I

said before, I believe

it

lies

at the present

time?

Mr. Rodabaugh
I have five today in the shop.
Mr. Quest
I thank you.
Indiana is an improvement over
:

:

Pennsylvania in that respect. (Laughter).
I have one or two filling positions, one being in attendance at
Convention today, that I have had the pleasure of steering into
the mysteries of the paint shop, and, I naturally feel proud of
them, just the same as our friend Rodabaugh, but, as a rule,

am

men in our shop today.
mentioned the fact that the new boy don't like to scrub,
rub and do all that sort of thing, previously thought necessary
1

not getting enough of that class of

Now

to

fit

I

man for the business.
we started in to get some
as successors to W. O. Q., and

out a young

Several years ago

boys

whom we

wanted to elect
I think, one of
them stayed about two months, when he came into the office one
morning and said, "You'd better get a Chinaman for this job."
(Laughter). The other young fellow stayed for something like
six months and came in saying, "Look here, Boss! can't you
transfer or do something for me?
I have about made up my
mind that I am designed for something better than rubbing
rough stuff or scraping grease at any old stage of the game."
When further questioned, he admitted that he wanted to get
out where he could make more money. Now, I think, his was
the prevalent idea.
They are not satisfied to wait. We have
got to inaugurate some system whereby such boys will stay. If
the trade school is the solution, let us look to it. I want to say
right here that I have known boys out of the New York trade
school (had one in the McKees Rocks shops), and contrary to
my original ideas, this young man did so well as to succeed in
disabusing my mind of the idea that you could not make a mechanic in the trade schools. They have inculcated ideas of neatness and faithfulness that cannot be surpassed, they are always
alert and willing to do as told.
But I must say this They had
sufficient backing to put them through the trade school, and that
also, we presume, put them in position where they were not
compelled to stay in the railway paint shop at a low hour wage
rate.
One of these young men is a foreman today, and is doing
well.
We must make the boy's position interesting and justly
remunerative; you will then get the class of apprentices we
should have and then only.
Mr. Pitard
It is said that rats will desert a sinking ship.
It
is pretty generaly agreed that the country is in need of more
:

—

:

mechanics.

boy to four mechanics, that
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Now,

the question

we have no

asked,

is

system receiving the attention that

apprenticeship

the

is

I

contend that

apprenticeship system in this country.

Now, when

rats begin to

it

desert a sinking ship,

around and see where the trouble

deserves?

it
is.

is

a

good idea

The

business

to look

of

this

country has increased to such an extent that various channels
of employment are opening up to the American youth that for
the present are

more

apprenticeship system,

Now,

attractive

—

if

you

and more remunerative than the

call

it

an apprenticeship system,

order to get boys to apprentice themselves to
learn a trade it is necessary to offer them the best inducements,
to offer them inducements equivalent, if not better, than those
offers.

in
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Therefore, the first move
to remove the objectionable

offered in other channels of business.
that

necessary along that line

is

features

of the

apprenticeship

is

system just as

far

as

possible.

Drudgery is one of those objectionable features, and I do not
blame the American boy for trying to get out of it if he can.
Why should the bright, intelligent American boy be compelled to
get down and scrape grease, as Mr. Quest says, and perform
all sorts of drudgery for months after months, when he might
be put on other kinds of work, where he would be advancing
himself, so that he would become a finished mechanic much
quicker?
Therefore, is it not better to employ a laborer for
this class of work, a man who has evinced no capacity or ability
for
learning the trade, men without ambition, and who seem
made by nature to do just this class of work? Let the bright
American youth have a better opportunity. Improve the system.

—

Remove

the objectionable

features.

Make

it

a school of training.

Improve the system of training and learning to such an extent
that you can decrease the period of apprenticeship from four to
three years and two, if possible. In that way the American boy
will more willingly enter as an apprentice, and you can turn him
out a finished machanic much quicker and add him to the ranks
of mechanics.

do not know what is the cause of the rats deserting the ship of our veteran skipper from McKees Rocks, unless it be the fact that he has given them too much of the greasescraping part of the work. About seven years ago, when I first
went with the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Railroad we
did not have an apprentice in a paint shop over the entire road.

Mr. Miller:

I

I

system there and, as outlined

installed a

in

my

paper,

it

is

proving a splendid success. I think the solution of the trouble
has been fully discussed by the preceding speakers. It consists
in not compelling the boy to go through a lot of drudgery,
which he does not like and which is not at all necessary. We
employ about one apprentice to every ten in the shop. This includes mechanics, laborers, sweepers and in fact

all

paint shop

We do not put them to scraping grease or scrubbing any
more than is absolutely necessary, just enough to allow them to
become proficient in that sort of work. We take the boy at
once and put him in the stock room, or put a brush in his hand
the first day he comes. We do not have him clean pots or perform other work than painting any more than is absolutely neceshelp.

sary.

He

takes an interest in his work, as a rule, almost from

the beginning.

We

start

him

at blacking off cars or

something

of that kind and gradually advance him to the coating gang,

and

in his fourth year

ing, striping

and

he

lettering.

eighty cents a day for the

practically kept at coating, varnish-

is

The
first

rate of

wages we allow them

is

year, $1.10 for the second, $1.40

and $1.70 for the fourth year. After they, have
we advance their wages to twenty cents an
hour, and put them at piece work where they usually hold up
their end with the rest of the mechanics in the shop.
We
have made a number of them and I am proud to say that they
stick.
They do not desert us as a rule, and once in a while when
one goes away he is usualy glad to come back. I think everybody should look into this matter of apprentices. It is a vital
subject, and something we must come to sooner or later.
We
have got to make our men or be content to take foreigners as
Brother Quest says he is compelled to do. I would like very
much to get an expression of opinion from the meeting, and I
am glad the papers read have brought out as much discussion
I think someone might offer a motion of some
as they have.
kind that will express the sense of the meeting on this subject.
I think the last suggestion by Mr. Miller is
Mr. Hutchinson
I believe that an expression of this meeta good one, indeed.
ing on the question would be a good idea at this time. But in
the first place it seems to me that the adoption of a system will
for the third

served their time

:

is, to consider the subject
phases and be able to present something feasible.

require considerable deliberation, that
in all

its

Mr. Rodabaugh

know how

to

do

:

it.

I

want

to

make an apology and

You know sometimes an apology

than the original remark.

Brother Quest

is

I
is

don't

worse

always getting

me
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into some trouble.
I never came to a convention yet but what
he got me in some trouble (laughter).
In his argument he
asked me how many Russells I had and I said, five. I want to

some way or other (laughter). What I meant
had now as equally as good workmen as Russell
was when he left, but that has been some years ago. If Brother
Russell had not improved he would be a very poor man. What
get out of that
to say

was

mean

I

have men to-day who learned the
trade that are as good as Mr. Russell was when he left the
company.
I

to

say

is

that

I

President Butts
I believe you were thoroughly understood.
Mr. Rodabaugh
Brother Russell was one of the best men
I had in the shops.
He was a very attentive boy when he
learned his trade, and very industrious.
I never put my apprentices to scraping car wheels. I do not know how it comes
that Brother Quest does that.
I do not wonder that Brother
Quest has trouble if he puts his apprentices to that kind of work.
Mr. Quest
We are all more or less proud of anybody who
graduates from our shops. That is why I mentioned the Russells.
I might have mentioned one or two other names for the
benefit of our much esteemed Brother Rodabaugh.
I know it has been permissible in the past for our Associated
people to acknowledge any young man they may have graduated,
and to point with more or less pride to this or that man from
the shop. I consequently, do not think it any harm to comparatively speak of a known successful fellow-member, where we,
to-day, see the difference in men and times. I think the general
concensus of opinion here this morning regarding this subject,
which is one of the most interesting that has been introduced, to
my mind, is that this Association should take some definite
action as to what to recommend towards furnishing the railway
paint shop with its future workmen.
On the New Haven Road we have a system of
Mr. Bigelow
The apprentice, in the first
apprenticeship which is as follows
He must be
place, must have a common school education.
physicallyy able to perform work, and the apprenticeship is four
We work nine hours
years of three thousand hours each year.
He gets
a day, and the year will run over the twelve months.
paid nine cents an hour for the first year, eleven cents for the
second year, twelve and a half cents an hour for the third
year and fifteen cents an hour for the fourth year. We have
had four apprentices in the shop since we started, a little over
two years ago. It might be interesting to know that none of
them have completed the second year. They have dropped out;
inf act, I let one boy go and ten minutes after I had sent the letter to the office recommending him to be dismissed he came in
the office of his own accord and said he was through. So we
were agreed on that. I have heard some remarks made against
the handy man. I was instructed by my superior that it was up
to me to get the painters. If I could not get them from Boston,
or elsewhere I would have to make them out of the best material at hand.
He said, "You have got plenty of scrubbers,
about a hundred, and surely there are a lot of bright young fellows among that number." Surely there were, but I was dead
But as the days went by, we
set against those handy men.
and
of course I had to adopt the
could not get any painters,
handy-man plan, so I picked out a few intelligent ones in the
scrub room and found out first whether they could read or
Incidentally, they were good scrubbers and that made
write.
it better for me to determine whether they were the proper ones
to select.
We have now about ten boys promoted from fifteen
That is what
cents an hour up to twenty-one cents per hour.
we call the rough painters grade. Inside of two years they can
I have made
color a car with the best mechanic in the shop.
We have a
apprentices out of them against their own will.
system, but we do not have enough apprentices, and the few
we did have did not stay fifteen months. I would like to ask
any members here that is against the handy man plan what are
you going to do when you cannot get painters? The foreman
has no authority to make any change in the rate of pay in regard to hiring men from the outside. We are limited to that
:

:

:

:

:
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much and no more. A man hears the
hour and he walks out of the shop. A boy comes
When
in, sees what he has to do and he goes out of the shop.
we see what the boy is worth, we are glad he has walked out.
The boys seem to be imbued with this "money madness ;" they
want to make big wages when they leave school. They want
enough to support a family when they come out of school They
have this banker's and broker's idea in their heads that money
'can be made quick, and it is not made quick in the paint shop,
so they do not come in.
I think the conditions will govern the
apprenticeship system. The boys we have we put in the stock
room six months, then put them on roofs, etc. They stay there
for three months, and then we turn them over to head-lining,
coating and rough stuff coating. The boys get thoroughly proficient in that.
I try within two years to get them equal to doing
Then I put them on coloring,
all that rough class of work.
which as yet I have not been able to do they do not stay long
enough.
My intention was to combine the coloring with the
If they colored a car in the morning with a mevarnishing.

We

extent.

can pay so

price paid per

—

we would let them varnish some other car in
noon with that man or some other capable man. As
chanic,

for four years as an apprentice on the B & O. where every
mechanic and apprentice boy worked piece work. They paid
the apprentice seven, eight, nine and ten cents an hour respectively for four years. They adopted a bonus system whereby the company laid by 81-3 cents for every ten hours work or

not.

tell

It

whether the boy was going

was the

best plan that

we

could advise.

was getting seven cents an hour
month. I became self-supporting through
that piece work.
The system adopted was in this way If the
price was three dollars for varnishing a car the mechanic got
half the price of the car, $1.50, and the apprentice got seventyamounted

The appren-

;

of our superior officers.

The "handy-man"

:

five cents

I

may

admit

be a valuable man, but as to
the

of

qualifications

apprentice

—these

are the things you have got to take into consideration.

While the apprenticeship system is an old system and in many
respects a good one, I do not believe in altogether following
it,

but with the co-operation of our

an up

date system and

to

I

officials

cannot see

we could formulate

why

it

would not be

practicable.

In such a

way

only,

think can

I

we hope

to

succeed in the

Presidents Butts

:

does not earn enough.
my opinion

solution in

make

The
is

situation calls for a change.

The

on piece work.
apprenticeship work-

to put the apprentice

a schedule that

is

adapted to

no good reason why the apprentice should not work
and he has no business
at piece, if he is ambitious to learn,
being there unless he is ambitious, he will earn more money,
the company will get value received, and you will have no

There

to the

company

as

I

:

am

inclined to think that the Association

Mr. Hutchinson:

would move

I

that this Association intro-

duce or devise some measure relative to the introduction of an
apprenticeship system into the railway car and locomotive paint
shop.

The motion was seconded.
Mr. Pitard

offer

will

I

:

an amendment, that a committee

be appointed to devise a suitable apprenticeship system.

Mr.

Hutchinson accepted the amendment, which, becoming

was agreed to.
Mr. Miller: I believe it would be sufficient if we went on
record as recommending the adoption of a piece-work system
in the railway car and locomotive paint shop.
At the same time
I
would also suggest that a committee be appointed to draft
up suitable papers which we would recommend to be used where
practicable, although I do not think we could have a committee appointed to tell our superior officers what they ought to do.
It would be a good idea to have that committee offer sugthe original motion,

gestions

at

next

the

—offer

meeting,

suggestions

and

devise

plans.

Mr. Rodabaugh
Ever since we have had our organization
we have been afraid to go on record. The master car builders
have not been afraid to go on record. I think that is just what
we should do, recommend to our superior officers what is
best to do.
What is the good of our organization if we are
afraid to advance our ideas
I believe the association should
recommend what they think is right and proper.
President Butts
I think it is all right to have that committee.
We can thresh it out after the committee makes its

—

:

report.

Mr. Pitard

want to throw out a suggestion as a
President Butts
I
remedy.
The reason the apprentice leaves you is because he

can

went

of $138.20.

introduction of an apprenticeship system.

You

the other seventy-five cents

;

remuneration for giving the boy an opportunity of learning
Tt was not a bad scheme.
the trade.
The boy did not get
above himself then. He had enough money to board and clothe
himself.
At the end of my apprenticeship I received a bonus
a

:

intelligent

requisite

to $20.25 a

ject.

:

the

until the completion of the appren-

I

they pro-

a failure, so far, for lack of

is

wages when

the after-

good boys. The
boys are sent over to us, the foreman painter having no selection.
One boy came around and when I saw him sign his name
on the pay-roll he did not know whether to do it with his elbow
I found out in a very short time what the
or make his mark.
boy's life was. There was not one boy that had a decent home
The boys that have decent homes do not come in
to live in.
the shop. Their parents have evidently educated them up to the
point where they thought they were to be President when they
were twCnty-one. The boys in general that graduate from the
high school and whom we would like to have in the business
and that would make good foremen in years to come, want to
go into some other business.
It means we have got to have successors it
Mr. Hutchinson
is our duty to elevate our profession and in order to introduce
the apprenticeship system, we have got to have the co-operation
ticeship system

My

ticeship

ought to go on record on this subject. I would be glad to
entertain any motion you are pleased to make covering the sub-

So we
be an ornamentor or

to

work

the equivalent in piece

gressed he would occasionally give them ornamenting.

could
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is

—

—

:

very important in appointing that commit-

It is

members

constituting the committee be selected
from the various sections of the country. Let every section of
the country be represented on that committee, from the fact that
tee

that

the

different conditions maintain

must be looked

All these

tem we can adopt.

move

I

different parts of the country.

in

in

into,

order to get at the best sys-

that the selection of the committee

be left to the direction of the President.

The motion was seconded and

carried.

ANNOUNCEMENTS.

trouble.
It seems to be the general concensus of opinion
should have an apprentice paint shop system. I believe
The questhere should be a resolution offered covering it.
thoroughly.
pretty
tion has been discussed

Mr. Houser

that

Mr. Bigelow
to

President

:

we

:

Would

it

not be advisable to have a committee

formulate a plan to be adopted by the Association for the

government of apprentices and regulation of the work. There
should be some sort of a system and schedule of wages suitable
for the different localities accordingly as the mechanics are
I would say further regarding piece work that T served
paid.

There

to

is

The boat

Butts

:

I

want

to

be a boat ride to

will leave the

make some announcements.
Mount Vernon this afternoon.
'

Seventh Street dock

at 2 :30 sharp.

Mr.

Charles Macnichol, of the Washington Association of Master

House Painters and Decorators,
ing about 7:30 and will conduct
to

the

Congressional Library,

will be at the hotel this even-

who wish to go
most beautiful building in

a party of all

the

At Mount Vernon there
famous photographer, so
be on hand.

the world.

will be a picture taken

Prince, the

if

picture,

you want

by

to get in the
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Upon motion, duly seconded,
journed

The convention was
September

the convention §t this point ad-

called to order at 9:50

a.

m. Thursday,

President Butts in the chair.

13,

Gentlemen, the first order of business this
6, "Brushes; their Selection, Care and
Keeping." The first paper on this subject is by Mr. E. R. Clare,
of the Southern Railroad, Birmingham, Alabama.
PAPER BY MR. E. R. CLARE.
President Butts

morning

To

:

subject No.

is

the majority of persons, other than of painters' craft, a

very small, insignificant article, and hardly
and, as there is a limited number of
thought
worth a second
painters managing railways, or buying their supplies, the paint

brush

paint

a

is

;

brush does not generally receive as much consideration as is due
it; but, from a painter's view, it is, and rightly should be, a 7ery
important factor, as

it

manner with

a well established fact that

is

can be applied

of quality,

regardless

a poor brush

the quality of the material

wherein
best

is

economy

the true

lies

the cheapest,"

is

no material,

an even, satisfactory

and, as the durability of a coating

;

depends, in a great measure, upon
as

in

;

proper application, as well
it
can readily be seen

its

applied,

and the truth of the adage, "The

fully verified.

As each foreman painter has his individual idea as to the
proper style brush for each of the various kinds of work, and
makes his requisitions accordingly, it naturally makes a long
and varied

when presented

list

to

the purchasing agent from

the different shops of a system, and tends to lessen his chances

of receiving as good an article as he has requested and
ing; therefore,

believe

I

if

is

expect-

the foreman painters of the road or

system would meet together and elect a standard schedule, covering the general requirements, whereby they could order their

brushes by number, just as standard colors are frequently ordered, and be inspected by the Superintendent of Tests to insure
a standard quality, it would simplify matters, and I think each

foreman would always get

a

good quality of brushes, and some

of the troubles would thus be eliminated.
This, of course, rests with the
As to the care of a brush
manner
the
in which he handles it, and,
according
to
workman
:

consequently,

am

I

each

practicable, as

in

favor of the individual kit system where

man

will

take

more pride

in

his

work, as

do not favor each man keeping his kit in
his cupboard or elsewhere individually, but this should be done
in stock or color room where proper receptacles should be prowell as his kit

;

but

I

vided for suspending the brushes in varnish, turpentine, or turpentine and oil, according to the nature of the brush or the
work to be done with it, and each man in the gang should have
his brushes marked, that he may use the same ones each time.

When we

stop to think of the proper keeping of the brushes,

we

can readily recognize one of the very important features of a

importance will more forcibly
be brought to mind when, after being carefully brought up,
some job is virtually ruined at the finish by one neglected
well conducted paint shop, and

its

brush.

me say that I believe it is a good plan to
brushes
in oil until thoroughly saturated bebristle

In conclusion,

suspend

all

let

fore putting in service.

President Butts

The next paper

:

is

by Mr. Thomas Cowan,

of the Canadian Pacific Railway, Montreal, Quebec.

Mr. Cowan
finished.

I

:

was

I

am
at

very sorry to say I did not get my paper
and took the paper with me.

a sanitarium

The doctor saw me working on

one day and he would not
allow me to finish it. I was in a sanitarium all the month of
August,— in fact, almost up to the time of the convention.
President Butts:

You

are

it

certainly

excusable,

Mr. Cowan.

We

sympathize with you and know you would have done your
duty if you could. The next paper is by Mr. A. L. Holtzman,
of the Rubberset Brush Co., Newark, N. J.
PAPER BY MR. A. L. HOLTZMAN.
I have been asked by your
Mr. President and Gentlemen
:

Advisory Committee, which met

in

you some

ary, to give

facts pertaining to the selection, care

and

keeping of brushes.
I,
representing the

Thursday moring.
FOURTH SESSION.

until 9 o'clock
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New York

City last Febru-

"Rubberset" Brush Company, will conremarks to the bristles alone, leaving the subject of the
care and keeping to your most honorable members, Messrs. E.
R. Clare of the Southern Railroad, Thomas Cowan of the
Canadian Pacific Railway, and George Durnburgh, of the Lake
Shore and Michigan Southern Railway.
fine

my

;

Of

course,

stock
built,

We

we

all

know

that the vital points of a brush are the

and construction.
the brush

is

With

As

worthless.

buy from those we know

inferior

stock,

or

improperly

to the selection of the stock:

to be the highest standards of im-

porters in this country.

There are many names

bristles, which are only a disFor instance, the dower bristle
simply meaning the gift of the groom's parents on their wedding day. The parents being too poor to get anything else for
them of intrinsic value, this has been a custom for many years.
Russia and Germany are known as the largest producers of
bristles in the world.
Not only on account of the climate, because we have proven facts that if the American people would
cross their stock with the Russian stock we would produce pust
os good bristles as any other nation in hte world; but the
American people will not do this, as it takes too long, and they
can get more money by fattening their stock for the market.
In other words, we kill our hogs at the age of about three
to nine months' old, where the Russians seldom kill before the
hog arrives at the age of from two to three years. Therefore,
we get more money for its weight than we would for its bristles, and what little American bristle is used is put into cheap

for

tinction without a difference.

etc..
Then it is known that
more than twelve cents per

shoe brushes,

the Russians or Poles

receive no

day,

and the Chinese
about seven cents per day for the ir labor, and this we could not
compete with. China or Russian bristles should be taken from
the hog in winter season only, and I feel safe to say there are
few judges in this country that really know the difference between winter and summer dressed stock.
This applies to the various kinds of animals that we get our
product from. The best bristle for heavy painting comes from
Russia and is dressed in Poland ready for the market. In fact,
Russian and Germany supplies the world with at least seventylive per cent of all kinds of bristles used in the painting line.
Some badger hair comes from Germany and Turkey, but the
best from Russia.
The fitch belongs to the marten family and
is only raised in Russia.
Camel hair, as it is termed, is taken
from the tail of the Russian squirrel.
Ox hair comes from Germany, and is taken from the ear only,
and is considered as good as sable. There ^s very little white
bristle raised in China, the majority being black.
France is
known to raise some of the finest of stock, which is adapted to
fine varnish brushes, etc.
The French are also known as the
finest bristle dressers in the

world.

There are some bristles raised in India, known as Calcutta
white and India black. This is very stiff, and is used more for
drawn work, such as wheel brushes, etc. Some weeks ago we
experienced a very funny incident, and to show you some of
the tricks of the trade and what we have to contend with, we
bought from one of our importers a number of cases of Chinese
bristle, among which was one weighing no pounds and worth
Upon opening the package we found that
$1.50 to the pound.
it contained tio pounds of rice at a cost of about ten cents per
pound.

Now, when

master painter received an invoice of brushes
and a certain brush which has been giving entire satisfaction
has gone wrong, don't be too hasty blaming the brush maker,
for we were not on the grounds when the hog was caught, and
to get good stock, hogs must be in a healthy condition, and who
knows this, when the Chinese can fool us with rice at ten cents
a pound, how often will they mix in a lot of dead stock which
we could not detect until the brush is made up and used?
a

In selecting bristles f6r brush making

it

requires great

skill
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and rare judgment as certain grades of bristles are only suitable
for that class of work the brush is intended.
I will be glad
to furnish any further information on this subject at our headquarters.

President Butts: The next paper on this subject is by Mr.
George Durnbaugh, of the L. S. & M. S. Ry., Collinwood, Ohio.
Mr. Durnbaugh not being in the room, the Secretary will kindly

read his paper.

PAPER BY MR. GEORGE DURNBAUGH.

Dane here read
and Members

Secretary

To

the Officers

Master Car and Locomotive

Painters' Association

— Subject

Gentlemen:
and Keeping."

The

No. 6; "Brushes, their Selection, Care

forepart of this subject,

"The

selection of brushes" for a

one of importance and my opinion, based upon
is, every railroad paint shop should select
a
standard list of brushes to work by, and is as important as to
have an up-to-date stock room. Some four or five years ago,
I noticed that we had so much of an assortment of brushes, and
no system of ordering or using same. Taking this subject up
with the Purchasing Department they requested us to select
a list of brushes which would be suitable for our class of work
we made up a list and requested three or four manufacturers
of brushes to submit samples for our approval, and from these
samples we had a good opportunity to select good substantial
brushes for the different classes of work. After making a standard list from this selection, we kept the sample brushes in stock
room to refer to on future orders or to compare with after a
lot had been received on an order.
We sometimes save considerable controversy as to the kind and quality of brushes received; if not up to the standard, we have blue prints made of
the style and kind of brushes and a copy of this print is furnished all intermediate points from which to order. We order
and carry in stock all brushes that are used in the car and
locomotive departments
also furnish all intermediate points
inasmuch
As
and have no trouble
as we have a standard list.
I have made a careful study and selection of the different kinds
of brushes, I have decided that the above is the proper method
to be governed by in the handling of brushes.
"The Care and Keeping of Brushes :" I do not not wish to
take up this part of the subject, as it has been taken care of at
paint shop
past

is

experiences

;

previous conventions to

my

approval.

have heard the reading
have any remarks from anyone who has anything to say on the brush question.
I move that the papers be received with the
Mr. Lanfersiek
Association
and placed on file.
of
the
thanks
President

Butts

of these papers.

Gentlemen,

:

We

would

you

like to

:

The motion was seconded and carried.
I will now call for
President Butts
:

mittee on Revision of the Constitution.

the report of the
If they are

President Butts
I would advise every member here to get a
copy of the constitution, if he can, and post himself on these
changes.
We will have a poster fixed up, as suggested by
Brother Copp, showing what the changes are article by article.
:

consider

of the utmost importance that every man in our
should have an opinion on this subject.
It is one
of the most important things we have had up in a long time.
It is the constitution that governs us, and we do not expect
I

it

association

change the constitution at every convention to any extent.
Mr. Miller: This is a very important subject and is apt to
consume a great deal of our time. We are apt to get into

to

the paper as follows:
of the

November, 1906

Com-

ready to

re-

lengthy discussions and arguments over the changes, and I do
why we should not drive the members right
in here and go at it now.
Take the whole thing up seriatim
not see any reason

and thresh
little

left,

it out.
I believe on the final day there should be very
but the installation of officers and perhaps the dis-

cussion of a few queries.

matter until the last day.
ought to stand by me and

I
I

do not approve of deferring

think a great

many

of the

this

members

insist upon having this thing taken up
Send out emissaries and drive the boys in at once.
Mr. Copp: I think Brother Miller is about right. My suggestion was merely to give the men as much time as possible to

at once.

familiarize themselves with the changes.

President Butts
I agree with your sentiment entirely, and
from what I have seen of the reluctance of the members coming in. I doubt if we can get any more in here than we have
right now.
Mr. Miller: I believe the whole article should be read first,
:

then the article as amended or changed be read directly following, and action taken upon that article before the next one is
it may be a task of several hours to go through
hope you can see your way clear to get right at it.
President Butts
Gentlemen, unless somebody raises a serious objection I shall appoint a committee of three to go out
into the lobby and see if we cannot get a larger attendance here.
I will appoint Brother Paulus, Canan and Quest, to notify the
members to come in, and if they do not come in on a polite invitation, make it more than polite, and make them come in here.
You are big and strong, Brother Quest, and they will all know
you mean business when you go out there. I will now appoint
the committee on resolutions.
W. S. Canan, chairman; Mr.
Byers and Mr. Bigelow. I would like the committee to prepare
its report and have it ready to-morrow morning.
The committee that went out to bring in the members has reported. We have done all we could, and I do not think it advisable to wait any longer.
We will take this matter up by having Brother Cook read the articles of the constitution section by
by section, and the change immediately after, and we will take
them up separately and have them settled one by one.
Mr. Wright
I would suggest that Mr. Cook read every section, whether it has been changed or not, and then state whether
the committee offers any change.

taken up, and

this thing.

I

:

:

hear from them.
would suggest that this report not be put upon
This will be simply a
its passage until to-morrow morning.
members,
so
that
they*can familiarize themnotification to the
selves with these changes, and talk them over, so that they
might have time to deliberate upon them. If there are any questions to be asked for explanations on any of the changes, I will
if any of the members present need any
try to answer them,
further light on the matter.
Gentlemen, you have heard what Mr. Copp
President Butts
has to say. The report will be taken up to-morrow morning.
In the meantime I would like to have you think this matter
over thoroughly, and if you wish any further information on
We
this subject Brother Copp will be very glad to furnish it.
would like to have you act intellingently upon these changes in
It is very important matter and these will be
the constitution.
our laws to govern us for a long time to come, and I hope there
will be a good attendance to-morrow morning.
Mr. Copp
We will have typewritten copies made of these
changes, and post them in some conspicuous place in the room,

Master Car & Locomotive Painters' Association
met in pursuance to instructions and elected C. E. Copp chairman and C. A. Cook secretary. They respectfully submit the
following revisions for your consideration
(Mr. Cook then read the articles of the constitution, pointing out the changes, which were acted upon seriatim by the

so they can be read.

convention a

port,

we

will be glad to

Mr. Copp

:

I

—

:

:

Presidents Butts:

Yes, sir; that will be a good idea.
Copp: Of course, you will understand that many of
these are mere grammatical changes, and merely of a technical
character and unimportant.
There are only two or three important changes, which need any discussion.
Some of them do
not need any discussion at all, but Mr. Cook, as the Secretary,
will read them, and if there is any explanation needed I will

Mr.

him with it.
REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON REVISION OF THE CONSTITUTION.
Mr. Cook, Secretary of the Committee, made the following

follow

report:

Washington, D.

The committee appointed by
tution of the

s

folows:)

C. Sept. 11. 1906.

the chair to revise the

consti-
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ARTICLE

No

as the sense of the Association

on the next place of meeting,
and Advisory Committee shall make the choice
as per Article IX, Section 2, at the regular meeting of the

I.

and the

change.

ARTICLE

The committee recommended

II.

the following change .aid sub-

divisions in Article II

"Article

The object
its members

Object.

II.

mutual mprovement of

By

(1)

and

discussing

The

(2)

association

of this

the

is

matters pertaining to the management

all

various

methods of mixing, applying and testing

The preparation and care

'(3)

and materials used

Mr.

I will now read those two changes.
Article IX, Section 2 to
conclude with the following: "and shall together with the officers constitute an Executive Committee with power to choose

Lanfersiek:

in

move

I

of painted

and

surfaces

the

that

article

as

On motion

all

connection therewith."

amended be

was changed by striking out the word "and" beSecretary-Treasurer, and making it read "Secretary-

change

On

motion of Mr. Miller, duly seconded, the
concurred in and the article as amended was

was

ARTICLE

addition of the

be ex-officio a

V

of

all

amended by

be

following at the end thereof

member

"and

:

shall

committees."
article

as

after the

all

that Article

words "he

shall

VI

words

words "and
"Locomotive

is

to take in

some

who

are regular

I

understand the assistants

in

the

same shop

was concurred

lows

:

Certainly;

all

assistant

foremen painters are

in-

cluded.

Mr. Lanfersiek
For the benefit of Brother Weis, I would
say that in case the foreman painter did not want to come to
the convention, but desired his assistant to represent him, he
:

amended by

be

preside at," and in-

motion of Mr. Younger, duly seconded, the recommendain, and the Article as amended read as fol-

tion

amendment was passed, and
amendment was suggested.

Mr. Canan
this

I

:

want

include

also

to ask for

individual

all

it

for

is

one point of information. Does
members, such as locomotive

works along with the railroads ?
Mr. Little
Why could we not include maintenance-of-way
:

painters, instead of joining their

own

association?

meetings of the Association."

Mr. Copp
I do not think we should take the initiative to
change the constitution. It would be better to ask them whether
they desire to come, and then we can change our constitution a
year hence to fit it.
Mr. Little
We should give them the privilege of coming in.

ARTICLE

VII.

If

ARTICLE

VIII.

:

"Article VI. Duties of First Vice-President.

It

shall be the

duty of the First Vice-President to assist the President in such
duties as he may require of him, and in the absence of the

President he shall preside at

all

The committee recommended

amended by

that this article be

from Article IX, and adding

end of Article VIII "He shall also be a member exof the Advisory Committee."
motion of Mr. Canan, duly seconded, the article as

at the

:

amended was adopted.
ARTICLE
I..

No

Section

2.

The committee recommended

change.
following addi-

:

:

will

I

now

read Section

3,

Article

13,

which

is

"The next place of meeting shall be
a majority vote of all the members pres-

connection with this

:

determined by ballot,
I will again read the change,
ent being necessary to a choice."
which will be annexed to Section 2 of Article IX "and shall
together with the officers constitute an Executive Committee
with power to choose the next place of meeting from the three
:

having the highest number of votes at the next preThe proposed change of Section 3,
ceding annual meeting."
"A ballot shall be taken by the membership
Article XIII is
places

:

Mr. Lanfersiek: I feel like Mr. Copp. The maintenance-ofway painters have both a state and national organization, and it
would look as though we were trying to break up those organizations.
It would hurt them.
If we could have a conference by a
committee from them and a committee from our organization to
settle the matter, it would be all right, but I do not think we
ought to invade their territory unless we have a conference be-

Mr. Pitard
I think that would be covered by mentioning
"kindred organizations," and not specifying the name of any
organization.

Mr. Miller: I would take it that it takes in all painters.
"Locomotive" covers everything and I do not believe any objection should be raised to that.

Mr. Bruning: I move that the section as amended be adopted.
The motion was seconded and carried.
Section 2

Section 3

next place of meeting.
:

then have a

:

the

"and shall together with the officers constitute an Executive Committee with power to choose the next
place of meeting from the three places having the highest number of votes at the next preceding annual meeting."
The change in Article 13, Section 3, should be
Mr. Copp
read, because the two belong together to be understood properly,
because it has reference entirely to the method of choosing the

Mr. Cook

we should

forehand.

IX.

Section

tion to this section

:

we

could get them to come in with us,
subject or two for them.

change.

transferring the following sentence

in

Do

:

that reason that this

VI.

serting in lieu thereof, "all meetings of the Association."

On

the

could not do so unless this

The committee recommended

officio

after

made, of course,
valuable people, who meet with us annually, and
This change

:

Mr. Copp:

motion of Mr. Brunning, duly seconded, the

striking out

it

Mr. Copp

V.

that Article

ARTICLE

No

x.

the insertion of the

Painters."

Mr. Weis

amended was adopted.

On

the

are included in the membership?

change.

The committee recommended

On

Canan,

change.

The committee recommended
Assistant Foremen Painters"

IV.

ARTICLE

the

Mr.

assistant foremen.

adopted.

No

seconded by

ARTICLE
III.

article

tween

No

:

carried.

ARTICLE

Treasurer."

Bruning,

:

Section 4

Seconded and

Mr.

of

amendment was agreed to.
Section 3 (Article IX)
No change.

adopted.

This

next place of meeting from the three places having the
number of votes at the next preceding annual meet-

highest
ing."

painters' materials.

tools

officers

latter, a majority vote being necessary to a choice, preference
being given to the place receiving the highest number of votes."

the

of the paint shop.

facilities
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No
No

:

:

change.
change.

think we ought to try and make a change
we could comply with our Friend Brown, who has
been an old active member. I do not know how we are goin»

Mr. Bruning:

there,

I

so

to get at

Perhaps Mr. Copp could devise a means of bringing
comply with the request of our friend. Samuel

it.

that about

— to

Brown.
Mr. Copp

:

We

could not see where

more favorable than

it

is

for Brother

we

make
Our old

could

Brown.

it

any

friend,

Gohen, hates to be on the shelf, but we can't help it.
Mr. Bruning
If a man had to retire because of old age
:

it
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seems to

me we might make some

provision for a case of that

kind.

Mr. Copp
privileges.

The

:

only thing you can do

What you do

for one

is

to give

man you have

them the

full

got to do for

on equal rights for all in the association.
Mr. Rodabaugh
I do not want to be understood as talking
for myself, but it seems to me that that could be gotten around
by giving a retiring member, or a man getting a pension an
honorary membership in the association, with all the privileges

all.

I

believe myself
:

of the association, with the exception of voting on any financial

transactions that

Mr. Copp

may come up

There

:

is

in the association.

another article covering

that.

Section 4:

Mr. Cook: The proposed change we suggest is that Section 4
5, with this change: Strike out all of
first paragraph after the words "Application for membership,"
and insert the following: "must be made on blanks furnished by
the Secretary, the fee for membership and one year's dues to
accompany the application. All applications must be read at an
open session of the annual meeting and to lie accepted if no
objection be offered by members present."
Mr. Lanfersiek: I move the adoption of the section as amended, and that Section 4 be made Section 5.
The motion was seconded and carried, and the section as
amended reads as follows: "Application for membership must
be made on blanks furnished by the Secretary, the fee for membership and one year's dues to accompany the application.
All
applications must be read at an open session of the annual meeting and to be accepted if no objection be offered by members
be transferred to Section

present."

The committee recommended the following for new Section 3
"The Association may elect to honorary membership such persons as are in sympathy with the aims and objects of the Association."

Mr. Canan
He has a vote, but he does not derive any benefit
from that association in a financial way.
President Butts
It seems to me that the word "honorary" is
preferable. It gives a man honor after he ceases to be active.
Mr. Little
Could we not add to that that an honorary member who had previously been an active member should continue
to have a voice in the association? Then he could have the same
opportunity of speaking on subjects as an active member, but
just those who have previously been active members.
Mr. Rodabaugh An honorary member, I think, ought to pay
some dues. There are some associations where they have the
honorary members pay half dues. They feel better and it gives
them a little more tone in the association, if they pay their dues,
and they ought to pay at least half dues. I do not think there
is anything wrong in that, and they can feel a little more at
home than if they came in and did not pay anything. I would
rather have it that they pay half dues, instead of the dues being
:

:

:

:

remitted.

Mr.

Little:

think as Mr. Rodabaugh

I

:

:

member?
Butts

Because an associate member has

:

to

pay

dues.

Mr. Kinsey:

make an amendent,

will

I

is

(Laughter.)

donation to the association this year.

they have the

that

members who
That gives the master painter who has
served faithfully for years the same privileges as we young
men, but it does not give the master car builder or some other
same

privileges

have been

members;

active

as

that

is,

ali

retired.

gentleman that

associated

is

with

the

railroad

service

The amendment

privilege of voting in this association.

the

reads

master painters who have been retired shall be honI add to the amendorary members, and exempt from dues.
ment, "with the privilege of voting the same as active members."

that

all

The amendment was seconded, but not carried.
The recommendation of the committee, with the amendment
by Mr. Copp, was here adopted, and the section 4, of
"The Association may elect to
Article X, read as follows
honorary membership such persons as are in sympathy with the
aims and objects of the Association. All members of this Association who have been retired from active service on account
of old age or disability, shall become honorary members and be
entitled to full privilege of active members and be exempt
:

from dues."
ARTICLE
Sections

1,

and

2

3

XI.

were not changed.
ARTICLE

XII.

MEMBERS IN ARREARS.
The committee recommended that this article be amended by
But members who are in arthe addition of the following:
rears

for

dues for two years shall be dropped, after notifica-

such arrearage by the Secretary.
On motion of Mr. Truman, duly seconded, the recommendation was concurred in, and the article as amended and adopted
"Members in arrears for dues may hold seats
read as follows
tion of

:

Mr. Bailey: Well, you can remit their dues just as well as an
honorary member.
Mr. Copp: It can be arrai.ged that honorary members can
have all the privileges of uctivi- members, with dues remitted. I

arrears are paid, but

believe in that.

two years

Mr. Bailey
An honorary member has no right to take part
in our meetings unless he is called; an associate member has.
He is associated with us and entitled to all the privileges, except
voting, but an honorary member is not.
I may, before another
T should much
year, want to take advantage of that myself.
rather be an associate member than an honcrarv member.
Mr. Dane: I move that the word "associa^" be substituted
for he word "honorary" in this addition.
Mr. Rodabaugh
I take issue with Mr. Bail*-*.
An honorary
member has the right to vote on all questions "-at come before
the Association where it does not affect the financial part of it.
:

:

President Butts

:

ber has a vote in
officers.

very liberal and
make a little
might
the rest of us that he

has more wealth than

offered

Mr. Copp
This section was made to cover what we have
already done for two or three years. Quite a number of railroad
officials are honorary members of the Association, really, when
there was no part of the constitution that covered it. We began
in 1895 in Cincinnati taking in Messrs. Garstang and Lentz.
There can be no objection to taking in other men who are not
members, under this; if not under its present proposed form, it
I will still suggest another
can be done in some other form.
addition to this, that will take in Sam Brown or any other
Brown. "All members of this Association who have been retired from active service on account of old age or disability,
shall become honorary members and be entitled to full privileges of active members and all dues shall be remitted."
Mr. Bailey
Why not make that "associate" instead of "honorary" members, givjng them all the privileges of an associate
President
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I
all

think that

is

correct.

organizations,

except

An honorary memi"

the

election

of

such

members

be

not

the

convention,

to

vote

or take part in any discussion, or in the

of

any

in

cation

brought

business

of

shall

but

before

the

members who are

shall

Association

by the

until

in arrears for

be dropped from membership,

such arrearage

Secretary,

entitled

transaction

after

if,

they

such

dues for
notifi-

remain

still

unpaid."

ARTICLE
Section

XIII.

The committee recommended

1.

the

that

word

"second" be changed to "third," so that the section would
read "The regular meetings of this Association shall be held
annually on the third Tuesday in September, convening at 10
o'clock
is

A.

M.,

and

continue

its

sessions

until

the

business

completed."

We

thought it advisable to move the meeting
away from the summer vacations, which last
throughout the month of August and into September, especially
here in the East, and middle West, and it makes it pretty
hard for a man and his family to get home and get ready

Mr.

a

little

Copp

:

further
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Another reaone reason.
little cooler
a
towards
son, we might move it a week further
have met
we
weather; if we are going to have this situation
an important
with in Washington every year I think this is
matter over in
change. Of course, you want to think this
the removal
think
not
do
I
with our shop duties.
That

get to the convention.

to

is

'

connection

would interfere with our shop duties. It
year in railroad shops that I am
is the dullest month in the
time to get
acquainted with, and we would have plenty of
of

week

a

it

later

work before

convention

our

with

through

work

the

the

in

shop commenced.

Mr. Bruning:

amendment;

the adoption of that

move

I

a

is

it

busy season. I think we should
of the heat than have the shops suffer.

my

many
work the

ter's

Another reason

that

is

shops begin preparations for their win-

of the

latter part of

September and the early part of

October.

Mr. Chairman, I am opposed to any
change in the date of our annual meetings.
Mr. Cook: The committee would be very much surprised
this subject.
if it did not hear a pretty general discussion on
it
but
is very imchange,
a
It does not seem to be much of

For

reasons,

these

memwhen we

Committee that every

the hope of the
express himself pro and con, so that
do make the change, it will be thoroughly understood that it
is to be the best interest of the association.
Mr. Buchanan: The third week is very apt to bring us into
the rainy season of September. I know in connection with the

portant.

It

is

ber here will

State Fair, they were obliged to change their dates
it brought them into the rainy season.

New York

on that account, because

Mr. Houser: I think if we should change the date of the
meeting and then go to some watering place, we are getting
We had very fine weather at Atlantic City, and
pretty late.
If we made it a week later and
plenty cool enough, too.
went

to a

watering

place,

it

would be a

for bath-

little bit late

ing.

Mr. Quest: I think the' second Tuesday in the month is
good a time. If we ran into the third Tuesday it is a
and we are not going to have this Washington
little
late,

just as

experience

The

the time.

all

best thing to

do

is

to

cut

out

places like Washington.

There are quite a number of us here who look
Mr. Oates
forward to the convention as our vacation time, and when
we make it later, I think it is too late, in my judgment, for
I take two weeks; the first I spend
us to enjoy a vacation.
at the convention and the second at some resort.
.

equinoctial

storms,

joined

I

and

:

lost.

Section

XIII)

(article

No

:

President

3,

ARTICLE xiv.
change.

I move the adoption of the constitution, as
Mr. Bruning:
amended, as a whole.
Seconded and carried.
Mr. Lanfersiek: I move that the Secretary be instructed
to procure five hundred copies of the revised constitution and

member

send one to each

of the association

I

:

were

there,

and

I

They took
oroughly,

know another

organization that

met

I

have their
Chicago they

other day and he

Seconded and carried.
It is necessary to repeal the following section,
Mr. Copp
which was made in Boston and never printed, because it is
Section
unnecessary in view of the action you have taken
the
against
mitigate
circumstances
any
untold
"Should
4:
Secplace of meeting after being selected in accordance with
tion 3 of this Article, the Advisory Committee shall substi:

:

tute

the

name

of the

receiving the next highest

city

move
The motion was seconded and carried.
President Butts
The next on our program

of votes."

& Locomotive

Master Car

the

of

I will

ing.

read the names later on.

Mr. Miller:
to

I

think that

is

and

they

found,

the

investigated

according

to

hot

thing pretty thor-

the

records

of

the

Weather Bureau, the first week in September was almost an
invariably cool week all over the country and in localities
where they would liable to hold their conventions.
Mr. Canan
We met with conditions of that kind, I think,
in Cincinnati.
That has been some years ago, and this is
:

only a repetition.
try

which should be attended

a matter

some

early during our meeting, in order that

members may have an opportunity
bers and endeavor to make them
think

we pay enough

to
feel

we would

If

we go

to

certain

sections of the

coun-

be liable to strike, in a majority of times, un-

of the older

new mem-

introduce

home.

at

I

do

not

attention to this feature at our conventions.

think some method should be adopted earlier in the game,
where the membership would become acquainted with the list
of new members, and a great deal of good would come out of it.
I

QUERIES.

We

President Butts:

being

"Is

:

will

advisable to cut

it

now
in,

take up the queries,

The Secretary has

senger equipment?'

Allen, of the ,N. Y. C.

& H.

No.

1

rather than to touch up pas-

a paper from Mr. A. L.

R. R., Albany, N. Y., which he will

read.

PAPER BY MR.

A. L.

ALLEN.

query No.

up,

a

into

Associa-

by an Ex-Member of the Association. While we are
waiting for Mr. Gohen, I want to extend a word of welcome
on behalf of the association to the new members who have
joined during the year. There are twenty-four active memI heartily welcome these
bers and three associate members.
new members to our organization. I think it is a grand show-

tion,"

the matter

—the

"Reminis-

:

Painters'

believe the next year they struck another hot spell.

ours.

is

:

cences

number

for the repeal of that section.

I will

says they

The time we met in
as
Travelling Engineers.
They got

as early a date

at

as possible.

Dane here read Mr. Allen's paper.
Mr. President and Members of the Association
Dear Sirs
As I was selected to start the

same

dates the

spell

Butts

President of the

change.

(already acted upon).

:

the

we

If

very unsatisfactory.

is

it

we
hit a severe rain on the third Tuesday of September like
heat.
have them there, I think we would rather stand the
I am in favor of leaving it as it is.
Mr. Miller
this point taken on the motion to adopt the
at
was
A vote
recommendation of the committee to change the date from the
second to the third Tuesday in September, and the motion

No

when we have passed the middle of
make a dangerous approach to October

great

a

the

the

of

experience that

September we begin to
with its chill winds and rainy days.

When

Mr.

Section 2

Mr. Chairman; I think the second Tuesday
Mr. Sheerin:
makof September late enough for our convention because by
weather,
colder
much
ing the date later we are apt to meet
and we will not always hold the convention in Washington.
is

the association we met on
changed
to the second Tuesday
the third Tuesday, and we
for good reasons, and I think those reasons still exist.
Mr. Gearheart: On the third Tuesday up our way we have

Russell:

discomfort

rather suffer the

It

weather.

certain

was

good suggestion.
The motion was seconded.
I think that is just about the starting
Mr. Weis:

think

I

457

Secretary

:

to

1

—

relative to "Is It Advisable to

Cut

rolling on
Rather than

ball
in

Touch Up Passenger Equipment?'
First

—

I

think touching up passenger cars

past, as a car

a

:

when touched up

boy think there

this condition.

general

My

is

a menagerie near

rule

is

is

a thing of the

looks very unsightly and

when

when he

makes

sees a car in

a car arrives at the shops for.

and is found to have perished varnish
(which is very seldom) I have it well cleaned and then thoroughly sandpapered, then given a coat of primer thinned from
overhauling
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one-eighth to one-quarter with turpentine, as circumstances may
Then wipe off with waste or rags. Let stand twentyrequire.
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four hours; putty, sand and cut in with color which contains
By this process all small
a good quantity of finishing varnish.

Mr. Quest: I would like to ask Mr. Miller if he experiences
any objection from the machinery department?
Mr. Miller
I am talking about a locomotive paint shop.
Mi-. Quest
As I understand it, the locomotive comes fin-

cracks, as well as larger places, receive a primer for putty to

ished.

While on
to.
would only get

adhere
places

many

touch-up job

a

color

flat

:

we do

Second

—

me

think the

I

members

agree

of this association will

one touched
in
less
than
touch
up thorfor
cutting
is
to
required
Time
up.
oughly, and if it is all right to have spots all over a car with
new color why not have a new color all over it and have a uniform looking car, thus improving the appearance without any
that a

cut in looks

car

better than

far

(labor and material considered)

additional cost

would be pleased to hear from the

I

As

ject.

same.

am

I

aware,

pretty hard for us

is

it

this

sub-

to think the

all

and close observation

experience

Practical

President

Butts

Gentlemen,

:

anybody who has anything
.Mr. Lanfersiek:

on

a

great

hear

from

is

to

like

this subject.

that

it

is

the sense of this associa-

tion that is preferable to cut in instead of touching up.

The motion was seconded.
Mr. Copp
I would not be in favor of any iron rule on this
Of course you understand
Circumstances alter cases.
work.
you are compromising the life of the paint on your car by the
cutting in process, but there can be no way in the Pullman car
we are using nowadays than to cut in when they come in, with
very few exceptions.
The motion was here carried.
President Butts
We will now pass to query No. 2 "Is it
advisable to have stationary scaffolds in a locomotive paint
shop?"
:

—

Little

as

was not the

It

:

understood

I

it,

intention

In reply to the question

tionary

scaffolds

say

that

advisable

is

it

is

it

it

President Butts

paint

entirely

practicable,

but

cases

all

paper on

a

for

shop?

I

:

the conditions existing there are dif-

do not do anything but locomotive work in our
shop we get nothing but cabs and tenders in the paint shop.
The cabs are brought in and set on blocks. The tenders come
in in different sizes, running from 3,000 up to 7,000-gallons.
We use ordinary benches. I do not say that is the best. We
have never used anything else but benches and trestles, or
benches and planks, but as I said when that question was put
;

me

would like to know more about it. I would
like to hear from anyone who has used the scaffold in the
locomotive paint shop. In my cases it would not be advisable,
to

but

it

I

believe

is

it

thoroughly advisable to have

when

year ago,

a

it,

it.

I

wrote to Brother

Since then

shop with a stationary scaffolding

Some

in

have

I

and

it,

a
it

I

Little,

a

did not

asking

locomotive paint

came about

all

four five months ago

we were

installed in a

new Pas

senger Car Shop at Kingsland, where a stationary scaffolding
had been provided.
Two of the tracks on the paint shops

had been

set

the

aside

for

locomotive

the

shops

purpose

of

were being

painting
rebuilt.

locomotives

We

found

scaffolding on

these two tracks of such value in painting
locomotives that we are beginning to wonder how we ever got
along without them. I am now making an effort to have the

same scaffolding
are

:

senger car paint shops, but very few of us have them.

We

paint

our locomotives almost entirely in the machine shop.
Mr. Little
We have always had a shop exclusively for locomotive work, but it was just information that I was after,

who had

inquiring from anybody

would not
had it, or I have
seen it has been a success in other shops. I would like to hear
from others who have scaffolds, and if anyone else has a loco-

want

such a thing.

somebody

to ask for a scaffold unless

I,

else

motive shop.
Mr. Wright
We have no locomotive paint shop, but we
have a tank shop, in which there has been a stationary scaffolding for several years. I find the scaffold in the tank shop is just
as important as it is in the passenger car shop. The tanks nowadays are just about as high as the passenger cars.
Mr. Cook
I deem it advisable to have a stationary scaffold
in the locomotive paint shop, if we have the locomotive paint
shop (laughter).
Mr. Miller: I would not like to have that included, because
it might result in curtailing my allowances and my requests in
:

the future

(laughter).

President Butts

Is there

:

as to put the association

Mr. Cook
it

is

move

I

:

anyone wants

to

make

a motion,

<;o

on record?

that

it

be the sense of

this association that

advisable to have stationary scaffolding in locomotive paint

shops.

Mr. Canan
Mr. Pitard

way

:

I

that subject

in the
it

I

:

second the motion.

will

am somewhat
is

presented

it

minds of some railroad

under the impression that the
will create a
officials.

wrong impression

The

question

is:

"Is

advisable to -have stationary scaffolds in a locomotive paint

have just been informed by one of the members that
it
is not contemplated to have boards nailed at one particular
height, but to have it adjustable on stationary posts.
We have
a stationary scaffold for freight cars, but it is just one height
and it cannot be lowered or raised.
President Butts: I think the point is well taken, and I would
shop?"

advise

I

brother

Cook

to

substitute

the

word "adjustable"

in-

might be advisable for others.

through an accident.

we

ma-

a

This was agreed to and the motion was carried.
Mr. Little
Mr. Chairman, Mr. Russell wanted to say something and you cut him off. I will say it for him. Brother Rus-

what he thought about

the

in

stead of "stationary."

Mr. Miller:

while

scaffolding

a

a paint shop.

is

personally, I

stationary scaffolding in the locomotive paint shop.

know

it

I think Brother Miller is very fortunate.
has a locomotive paint shop, I wish we all had. We ought
to have locomotive paint shops just as much as we have pas-

would

would not say
Take our shop,

I

reason

this

—

We

ferent.

are talking about

He

advisable to have sta-

locomotive

Of course

for instance.

—Is

a

in

have

to

but merely to have someone start the

subject.

in

You

:

chine shop; in this case

:

Mr.

coat of varnish, and

final

:

move

I

we would

to say

comes for the

it

tenders and loose cabs there.

:

?

members on

teacher.

this,

all

Mr. Quest

above.

with

No;

Mr. Miller:

smaller

these

of

not treated with primer as

if

:

now

installed

building.

in

a

new Locomotive Paint Shop

:

sell

wanted to explain what a stationary

scaffold was.

tionary scaffold, in the opinion of Mr. Russell,

is

A

sta-

one that the

away from us (laughter).
Query No. 3
"Is it advisable to

boiler-makers cannot take
President Butts
thin shellac with

:

wood

:

cut

or

alcohol ?"

Mr. W. O. Quest read a paper on this query as follows
Mr. President and Gentleman: In responding for our association on Query No. 3, "Is it Advisable to Cut or Thin Shellac with Wood Alcohol?" we will say that the advisability
would largely depend on which of the several high and low
grades of wood alcohols are used for the purpose. As 'we are
not rated as chemists in our strictly practical position, we feel
that we should not assume the task of opposing a material that
we are assured is, if of the best grade, both efficient and harmless in shellac making.
We have used some furnished highgrade wood alcohol cut shellacs in our shop practice that gave
us good all-round results; also some that were just abut as

—
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worthless as they could be for the purpose, caused, no doubt, by

many cheaper

the

maker using one

we

are further assured can be

of the

cutting solvents, which

drawn from

the family of

Secretary Dane read the reply prepared by W. E.
Boston and Albany Railroad, Allston, Mass., as follov

wood

We

President Butts:

have all probably noted, through our varied
terms of past shop experience, that there was always something
wrong with a mixed shellac coming to us with a pungent, etherlike odor, which, as a rule, where exposed to the air, would be-

to

come dark

itself

alcohols.

through excessive volatility brush sluggish in application, causing slow drying, through the gum base
piling up; also that the men would complain that the peculiar
odored material affected their eyes and stomachs where using it
in confined places. Consulted authority tells that the high-grade

wood

in color; also

alcohol

is

professionally used internally in the practice of

danger of pure wood spirits to
the flesh can be greatly exaggerated which, if facts, should caution us as simple craft consumers to be sure we are right before going ahead in openly' condemning wood alcohol generally
for all of our present shellac troubles, which next year should
be entirely removed by the coming of the cheap denaturized
alcohols, inasmuch as it will come to the arts and trades the
same as our best grain proof-alcohol, with the exception of a
probable added 10 per cent of wood alcohol or some other like
medicine

;

also that the contact

For the sake of the world's future
hoped that there will be no attempts made
denaturize our coming cheapened supply of alcohol with the

denaturizing

material.

sobriety

to be

to

drinkable
special
tralia,

that

it

is

it

wood

cable

to

alcohol

recently

Gazette-Times)

Pittsburg

the

(according

discovered

in

to

a

West Aus-

the source being a grass tree which flourishes so thickly

became a nuisance

to the agriculturists,

until

it

turned

out to be abundantly full of alcohol, the curious fact about the

discovery being that, in the early days of Australia, the alcohol-

were known to the convicts in
was a common practice for them to
that which presumably served them with a

yielding properties of this tree
the

colony

also

;

brew from

that

this tree

"What do

safe spirituous liquor as a substitute for beer, etc.

and had been told that after January I wood alcohol shelwould practically be no longer on the market, but that all
manufacturers would cut shellac with denaturized grain alcohol,
which would then be much cheaper than the wood alcohol.
He understood that different denaturants would be used accordto the purpose for which the alcohol was to be employed.
bill,

lac

Mr. Pitard said he understood that grain alcohol would be

wood

furnjshed for half the price of

alcohol.

alcohol in their shops for burning in lamps.
of abandoning the use of

wood

They use wood

He was

in

favor

alcohol.

try.

Mr. Bigelow said they had good results with shellac they
had cut with wood alcohol in their own shop.
Mr. Hutchinson said he thought the association should do all

power

cut his

in
it

own

to avoid the deviltries of

wood

alcohol shellac.

He

shellac with grain alcohol.

with pure grain alcohol.

Query No.

4.

Strength of

Polished Plate Glass

Any Extra

Cost

Sheet?

Over

Double

Butts

the

of

effect

on

call

More Than Counterbalance
Thick

Window

or

Crystal

Mr. Brown, of The Painters'
convention what he told me this

a

free

for

bill

1

:

had

matter

the

that

Hibbard,

like

free

alcohol.

of varnish-makers

alcohol

bill

on the

simply explained
adjusted

practically

number

was told by a large number of
first of the year they would not
shellac, but would in every case
that practically after January 1st

varnish

had occa-

I

regard to the

in

and

industry,

I

varnish-makers that after the
use wood alcohol for cutting
substitute the grain

alcohol,

more wood

there would be no

alcohol shellac in the market.

Mr. Pitard
the free

alcohol

In regard to the law passed placing alcohol on
understand that they are going to furnish grain

:

I

list,

much

for use in the arts at

wood

formerly paid for

what was

cost than

less

alcohol.

Mr. Brown
About half the price, they told me.
Mr. Pitard: While that largely solves the question, or will
when it becomes adjusted, it does not make wood alcohol any
:

—

—

purer.

We

It

way

be just as poisonous in a general

will

wood

use

as ever.

alcohol in our shop, but for only one purpose

When it comes to us it is labelled "poisoncomes that way direct from the druggist, who is
supposed to know something of its poisonous nature, and I have
heard of instances where people have suffered from its use.

burning
ous."

It

in lamps.

It

some wood

possible that

is

alcohol

a

is

more poison-

little

do not know the extent of the poison, but
there is no doubt about its being poisonous.
I am much in
favor of abandoning the use of wood alcohol entirely.
ous than others.

Canan

Mi".

shellac

:

with

I

The
wood

question

is

"Is

:

it

advisable to cut or thin

whether we are compelled to do

alcohol,"

have had a little experience in using wood alcohol.
not have gotten the pure article, but I have
never had any success with any that I have had. We have for a
test some received direct from the drug store, and aside from
its unpleasant odor it thickens and darkens.
We adopted the
idea of giving knots two thin coats very carefully, but they will
or not.

I

may

Possibly

I

come out

in a short time.

On
it

where we use pure alcohol for thinning
good
surface
and does not thicken and darken as wood
gives a
the other hand,

alcohol does.

Mr. Copp

do not think I would sanction the use of crude
costs about 70 cents per gallon, but I have
refined
alcohol
which costs $1.25 per gallon. It
years
used for
is as
sweet smelling as any grain alcohol I have ever seen.

wood

I

:

alcohol.

It

;

would almost take an expert

We

two.

are

using that

to tell the difference

the

at

present

time

in

between the
all of our

We

shops with satisfactory results, as far as I -am able to learn.
do keep some grain alcohol for special purposes, but I am
of the opinion that when the free alcohol bill becomes operathe

tive,

alcohol

was reading an

we

are

article

now

in

using will

fall

into

a Boston paper on the

disuse.

way

to

I

this

convention on the subject of how the free alcohol bill would be
It spoke of getting alcolikely to develop industry in that line.
hol from a potato, a very large potato in England, which would
be imported and used here, though practically unfit for food,
yet would be largely used in the production of this alcohol.

The

article

described what

furnishing them with their
also.

a benefit
fuel,

it'

would be

to

farmers,

not only for heating, but for

look forward with great interest to the opera-

I

tion of that free alcohol

bill.

I

think

it

is

going to help every-

body.

Mr. Bigelow
I always have used wood alcohol for cutting
We did not have good results
shellac with very good results.
where we took the ready-mixed shellac by the barrel and
thinned it with wood alcohol. In connection with this subject
I would say that we were given for test a sample of a substi:

Does Not the Superior Appearance and Extra

the

to

by the passing of the
to

power

Mr. Miller said they had discarded the use of wood alcohol
the D., L. &.W. shop.
They buy the shellac gum and cut

would

I

state

President

sion

It

Mr. Canan said he had experience in using wood alcohol,
but he had never been able to make a success of it. Knots covered with wood alcohol shellac would show through.
Mr. Copp said they had used refined wood alcohol with satistory results. He was of the opinion that this would fall into disuse after the new bill become operative.
He understood that
potatoes would be used for the production of alcohol, and he
looked forward to a great addition to the industry of the coun-

to

morning personally.
Mr. Brown (The Painters' Magazine)

it

Upon request of President Butts, Mr. Brown, of The Painters
Magazine, stated that he had made inquiries from a large number of varnish manufacturers as to the effect of the free alcohol

in its

Magazine,

it

you think of that for wood alcohol?"
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tute for

wood

and

alcohol,

thought that was the

I

limit,

—wood

being a substitute and being required to make a test
on a substitute, for a substitute. It got down to be an amendalcohol

ment

to the

amendment and

Mr. Hutchinson
its

power

wood

to get denatured alcohol so cheap

alcohol will not be supplied, but

ciation

up.
all

in

through

alcohol shellac.

you are going

wood

it

to aid us to avoid the deviltries likely to occur

the use of
If

:

we gave

finally

think this Association should do

I

still

I

—no

doubt

think this Asso-

diamond rings, etc., there would be
no difference between the two. Fully 5 per cent or more of the
glass we reset is caused by the above.
In conclusion, should think that dining cars, drawing room
cars, sleepers and through vestibule cars should have polished
plate glass.
But it is a doubt in my mind whether it would
be practical in our local cars, owing to the great difference in
cost.

Mr. Quest

would

I

:

go on record as recommending
and I make a motion to

like to

plate glass over double strength glass,

For coach use I cut my own shellac with grain alcohol.
We discarded the use of wood alcohol for use
Mr. Miller
We buy the shellac dry
in the paint shop almost entirely.
and cut the shellac ourselves with the grain alcohol. We do
not use a great deal, of it, and I have not had any fault to find
:

with the practice that

we have

inaugurated.

I would also say,
Mr. Brown
as far as I understand this question of denatured alcohol, the
Commissioner having that in charge has decided that he will
allow more than one way of denaturing it, according to the
purpose for which the shellac is to be used. That is the plan
followed in Germany and some other countries, and it is denatured for the purpose of cutting shellac and such things as
that by the simple addition of from five to ten per cent of wood
alcohol, which would scarcely be enough to change the characFor burning purposes I think they
ter of the grain alcohol.
would add benzol, or something of that kind. But it would

(The Painters' Magazine)

:

depend upon the purpose for which the shellac is to be used.
In England they sell a methylated spirit, which is denatured,
as I understand it, by a combination of wood alcohol and benzol, which is used under chafing-dishes and general household
purposes, but for varnish-makers

would be denatured by the

it

simple addition of a certain percentage of

wood

terbalance any extra cost over double thick

window

that effect.

The motion was seconded.
Mr. Houser
Unless we use exclusively crystal plate glass,
we have orders in case of double thick common glass rather
on any of the coaches to remove it, no matter where it is,
if it is going to shut out the light.
Under no consideration are
:

—

—

we allowed anything but

crystal plate glass.

Mr. Russell
It is a fact that plate glass costs a great deal
more, but if you take into consideration the cleaning of the glass
and the time it takes, it is more than double in favor of plate
You can clean plate glass so much quicker than you can
glass.
double strength glass. Double strength has not got the surface
:

As far as standing more abuse, they
stand twice the abuse that the double strength glass will.

that the plate glass has.
will

Our cars coming in the plate glass and double-strength glass, wc
hardly ever have one plate glass to replace, unless somebody has
or something of that kind. When you consider
the matter of expense, the plate glass is away ahead of the
double strength glass.
shot through

Mr. Copp
a

railroad,

it

would seem

It

:

me

to

to be highly consistent for

advertising in glowing words

alongside of

beautiful

its

or crystal

sheet?"

scenery

road from one end to the other, to give the

its

patrons the benefit of seeing that scenery in

alcohol.

President Butts. Query No. 4. "Does not the superior appearance and extra strength of polished plate glass more than coun-

its

natural state

and not warped and twisted by poor plass we some times see
in the railroad cars, which some times splits a man into five or
six different pieces and throws him into different localities.
Mr. Hutchinson
Before the association goes on record, it
seems to me, in recommending the use of plate glass for all
:

PAPER BY MR. W.

The paper by Mr. W.

E. Hibbard

E.

HIBBARD.

was read by Secretary Dane,

and is as follows
Mr. President and Gentlemen of the Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Association
Query No. 4, allotted to me,
reads as follows —-"Does not the superior appearance and extra
strength of polished plate glass more than counterbalance any
:

—

:

extra cost over double-thick
I

regards the disfigurement of the glass by the patrons of

the road by scratching" with

on record as recommending the denatured

should go

article.

think that

we

will

all

window or

crystal sheets?"

agree that the superior appearance

decidedly in favor of the polished plate.

the plate glass in

all

caYs.

Double-thick glass, size 24x33, costs 67 cents per

light, while
polished plate glass, size 24x33, 3-16 thick, costs $2.45 per light,
thus showing a difference of $1.78 per light over double thick;

other words, take a standard coach of the Boston and Albany division of the New York Central and Hudson River Railroad, which contains forty-two lights, 24x33. The cost per car
or, in

with double thick would be $28.14; the cost with polished plate
would be $102.90, showing a cost of $74.76 per car more than
for double thick.

My

experience in using double thick and plate glass is that
plate glass is far superior in appearance to double thick.
In
strength and durability there is not such a marked contrast.
blow that would break a double-thick glass would in nine cases
out of ten break a plate glass.

A

The worst

features of double thick, I think,

ness of the glass,

some of

it

is

the uneven-

being i-i6th of an inch

passenger equipment,
passenger equipment

ir

more

take into consideration that

not built for plate glass.

Would

it

all

not

:

of double thick and plate glass

would

cost three times as

much

is

one

to

Plate glass

three.

as the double thick glass.

Then

another matter to consider; usually the rabbet in the
sash is adapted to only single thick glass.
If it is desired to
substitute plate glass, it would be necessary to build new sash
is

make new

or

That

headings.

is

a small matter,

it

is

true, yet

an item of expense. I favor plate glass for all first class
coaches, dining and special cars, but for all other cars of the
second class, I think the double thick glass will suffice.
Mr. Copp:. I think Mr. Hibbard made a very nice, intelligent, clear, and candid presentation of the subject, and I think
the motion made ought to be adopted.
Mr. Oates: Seven years ago I had sent to me a box of
plate glass called a new process from a new factory started
along our road and they requested the master mechanic to
have it put in the cab windows for trial.
My recollection is
it

is

it

was

in.

a

little

thick.

We

glass

was

thicker than the
set

it

in the

When

double strength or about 5-32
standard sashes in one cab and the

was changed to another
had that glass taken out and put in the other cab, he
was so struck with it. That factory is still in existence, and
this glass can be furnished as low as % in. but the price for
li in. and 5-32 in. is about 15 per cent higher than the Y in.
A
plate, but I have been informed that if there was more deperfect.

that engineer

engine, he

thicker on one edge than in the other, and then the rack and
twist of the car would crack a double-thick quicker than it

mand

would

dow should be

a plate.

we should
is

be necessary to specify certain class of cars in this matter?
Mr. Pitard
I gathered from the views expressed by the
author of that paper, Mr. Hibbard, that the proportionate cost

there

But the difference
between the expense of the two will be so great that there will
be a chance for an argument as to the practicability of using
is

As

November, 1906

for this grade

Mr. Wright:

I

could be furnished for the same price.
think the front of the engine, the cab winit

of plate

jrlass.

by

all

means.

It is

necessary to
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see clearly, and in this case quarter place could be used,

and

have been asked to suggest the following
query: "What method is practicable to rid cars of roaches and
to
I want it understood that this does not apply
bed hugs?"
our road. We don't have them.

Houser:

Mr. Pitard:

I

I

would suggest sprinkling the car with formal-

Mr. Houser: I don't think formaldehyde will kill a bed bug.
Some years age we had an affliction of that kind
Mr. Quest
placed upon us, and in only this way have we effectually gotten
rid of roaches. We used benzine, but they got in the cushions,
and we locked them up there, and when the seats were taken
out the men told me they found the shells of those bugs. I'had
:

know but what that is the best thing out (laughter).
Mr. Brown (The Painters' Magazine): T knew of a case
where some people went into a new house that was infested

with bed bugs, they tried every means and finally they sealed up
Then
the house as tightly as possible and use formaldehyde.

and it absolutely rid
They did it in the same manner that
the house of bed bugs.
It dethey would fumigate a house after a smallpox case.
stroyed all the bed bugs. They went back of the wainscoating
and everything of that kind.
Mr. Miller: I would like to bring up a matter that can be
of

disposed

readily.

them hermetically sealed up.
Mr. Miller: I protest agiainst the sprinkling of benzine
around the passenger cars in our buildings. I do not believe it
would go very far before you would get into trouble. It is too
dangerous. There are any number of roach powders that will
have the desired effect, and there are firms who guaranlee to
get rid of those bugs for you.

previous to going to print.

Those cars are treated outdoors.

:

sprinkling

Perhaps Brother Quest got rid of the bugs by
benzine about the place and setting fire to it

Mr. Ginther: A little over a year ago I removed the back
of a car and took the castings and dipped the castings into
benzine with corrosive sublimate, which I thought would destroy anything of that kind, but later we had just about as bad
I would like to know something you gentlea case as before.

men have met with

that has totally destroyed them.

why

have this trouble to deal with,
oughly discuss it?

Where

not bring

it

Since

we

up and thor-

have to be dealt with, pulIt might be mixed with pulverized borax is a good thing.
verized sugar, where the bugs eat it, and it will very soon put
them out of business. It must be sprinkled for about four or
five weeks to keep them away.
President Butts
With regard to benzine, I will tell you
an experience we had in our upholstery shop two years ago
this summer.
No fire was in the building, but the sun was
shining very bright, and a young man was cleaning backs with
gasoline,
giving them a bath and sponging them
seat backs,
off; merely rubbing the brush across the back exploded the
whole thing, and came very near burning the shop by the sun
shining through the window.
Mr. Hutchinson
We carried a great many emigrants over
our line the last two years and just a day or two before leaving home, we had to fumigate quite a number of cars, turning hot steam into others some of these cars had been used
by Italians employed in construction work. The next morning
I looked into these care and found corpses by the handfull.
When benzine is used by the upholsterers the work is done out
of doors.
But I read in a magazine that nothing better could
be used than an alum solution, before the upholstering is made
Miller

:

roaches

:

—

—

member who

has

the

the discussions should be

in

remarks previous to
our thoughts as
Frequently we do
publication.
freely as we might if we were given a chance to deliberate.
an

granted

opportunity

of

revising

his

express

not

I

would move

members be furnished with

the

that

written copy of their remarks,

The motion was
Secretary Dane
does

it

for

a

type-

by the Secretary

revision,

seconded.

Does that

:

relate to every little

remark, or

refer to continued remarks?

President Butts

(laughter).

it,

every

think

I

and engages

privilege of the floor

Mr. Quest
Mr. Miller:

two

to get

don't

I

got the Board of Health to fumigate

dehyde.

Mr.

The remedy was

"sure death to bed bugs."

called,

blocks of wood, with a spot on one block and a spot on the
other.
Place your bug here and crush it with the other block.

would add strength and save breakage.
The motion at this point was put and carried.

this

Mr.
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think that will be

I

:

the discretion

to

left

of the secretary.

Mr. Copp
That is entirely practicable in the bound volume,
if you intend to publish it in any publication, you cannot
get it around in time.
Mr.- Pitard
That would delay the publication of the proceedings, while it is very advisable, so that the members need
not expect to recive their copies before about November.
The motion was carried.
Mr. Miller
I think something should be done to get the
new members acquainted with the old ones. I think it would
be a good idea to have the new members lined up, say to-morrow morning and formally introduced to the old members, and
that in future this be done as early as possible, in order that
the new members may be made to feel at home and become
acquainted. There are 23 members here and I think out of the
whole bunch I have only met two or three.
Mr. Pitard
That is a good suggestion, and I would further
:

but

:

:

:

suggest that

members

post a placard in the

requesting the

office,

new

promptly to-morrow morning, in order
be on hand when the introduction takes

present

to

they

that

we

may

all

place.

President Butts:

will appoint

I

Mr. B. E. Miller a commit-

:

—

up.

Mr. Gillespie
a

patented

Being a supply man

:

preparation

Mr.

A

Springfield,

111.,

from bed bugs,
Stern's Electric Paste, and I

deal

and he used a preparation called
know it is an exterminator.
son, I

hesitated to speak about

bedbugs.

for

proprietor had a great

hotel

I

of

trouble

if I may so term it, tell us
breathe through the pores of the skin.
If
you close those pores, they are apt to die. Alum produces a
film on anything it goes on, so it shuts off the bug's wind, so to

insects

speak.

Mr.

Copp

:

Something

was

this

advertised

a

few

years

ago

notice.

point the convention, on motion, duly seconded, ad-

journed to meet

at

10 o'clock

a.

September

m., Friday,

14th.

FIFTH SESSION.

The convention was
September

14,

called to

order at 10:05

a.

m.,

Friday,

President Butts in the chair.

President Butts

:

We

are ready to receive the report of the

—

Committee on Resolutions, Mr. Canan, chairman.
REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON RESOLUTIONS.
Mr. Canan, chairman of the committee, reported on the

fol-

lowing resolutions
To the President and Members of the M. C. and L. P. Associa-

Assembled
Gentlemen
Your
tion

:

Pitard: Referring to the suggestion of Mr. Hutchinhave no doubt that alum would be effective, for the rea-

most

At

submit

son that those versed in bugology,

that

one to post that

tee of

the

following

Committee

on

Whereas, The Supreme Ruler

of the Universe has seen

remove by death during the past
Skinner (active) and W. B. Wolfe

to

fore,

realizing

that

beg leave

Resolutions

to

report

the

Creator

of

year,

(asso.)
all

fit

William M.
members, there-

Bros.

things

controls

the

tempest and holds in His hand the destiny of man, we humbly bow to His Divine Will.
Therefore be it resolved:
First, That the deep and sincere sympathy of the members
of

the

Master Car and Locomotive

Painters'

Association

be
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tendered to the families of the deceased members.
Second, That a copy of this resolution be forwarded to the

bereaved families and that it be spread upon the minutes of
the Association and published in our official organ.

Whereas, The proceedings

of the thirty-seventh annual con-

vention of the Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Association have been most beneficial and pleasant, not only for the
fellowship
ingly,

we

and

enjoy, but for the valuable information so will-

many

in

eloquently

so

cases,

imparted,

we desire
who have

our high appreciation of the efforts of all
any way contributed to its success. Therefore, be it resolved

to express
in

thanks of the members of this Association
are hereby tendered to the president and officers of this Association for their efficient and self-sacrificing services during the
First,

That

the

They were ever in 'their places
unprecedented heated term.
with the greatest promptness and dispatched business with
and the best of judgment.

the greatest speed

Second,

To W.

B. McFarland, president Board of

welcome

sioners, for his cordial

Commis-

"to our beautiful capital city"

and for his special tribute to the ladies.
Third, Also to the chairman of and members of the various
the efficient manner in which they have percommittees for
formed their duties.
Fourth, To all those who have prepared papers on the different subjects in which they have spared neither time or pains
to give us the benefit of their mature judgment and experience.
Fifth, To the ladies whose whose genial presence and kind
manner has added renewed influence, refinement and happiness
on this occasion.
Sixth,

To

men— in

the supply

particular the workers on the

committee and the local manufacturers who
have provided ample and refined entertainment of such a pleasing and varied character, exceeding the expectation of all
through the terrible heat their efforts were unflinching.
Seventh, To the manager of the Arlington, the headquarters
of the convention, for this kind and courteous treatment and
entertainment

for every effort to please.

Eighth, That

thanks

the

of

Association

this

are

due

McGhan, G. H. Markward
Washington Association of Master

and other members of the
House Painters and Decorators, who so kindly gave their
services in showing the members and ladies through the National Congressional Library and in other ways contributed
to our entertainment while in the city.

To our superior
companies who have done
Ninth,

the

and

officers

the

different

railroad

so much to promote the success of
by granting leave of absence and furnishing

convention

transportation, our thanks are specially due.

In addition to the above resolutions,

we would recommend

an expression of sympathy be tendered to our Brothers
Samuel Brown and Ex- Vice-President Kahler, members of

that

this Association,

whose physical condition deprived us of

their

presence and counsel.
Further,
officers

that

elect

we,

members, give our best

as

preparing

in

for

next

the

the thirty-eighth meeting will go

ers'

as

the

brighest,

down

to

effort

convention,

into

so

the
that

Secretary Dane's

best

Association.

Respectfully submitted,

W.
E.

Canan, Chairman,

T.
F.

Bigelow,

move

the adoption of the report of the

committee, that the report be spread upon the minutes, and the
committee discharged with thanks.
The motion was seconded and carried.
President Butts

:

We

will

now have

mittee on next place of meeting.

:

afternoon at 2 o'clock, to Arlington cemetery.

this

who wish

advantage of

to take

the report of the

Com-

this feature will

All those

be amply pro-

by everybody to be a most deif there are any members who cannot stay over and their ladies would like to take
the ride this moring, Mr. Walbank says he will provide carriages for them to go, so that they can take the noon train
home, if they wish.
vided with carriages.
lightful

We
St.

trip.

Paul

in

It is said

also wish

I

now

will

say that

to

listen to the

reading of a communication from

reference to the place for holding the next con-

vention.

Mr. Lanfersiek here read a communication from the Commercial Club of St. Paul, as follows:

The Commercial
Paul, Minn.,

St.

Club,

Sept.

5,

1906.

Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Association, Washington,
D. C.
President and Delegates
On behalf of the Commercial
Club of St. Paul and its eleven hundred members, a cordial
invitation is extended to the organization to hold its 1907 con:

vention in

Paul.

St.

has been several years

since our city has been honored
your convention and we now have the most spacious
and complete Auditorium in the country. In addition we can
promise you a hearty welcome and royal entertainment during
your stay.
Trusting that your organization will allow us the pleasure of
welcoming and entertaining you next year, I am
It

with

Yours
Mr. Bishop

respectfully,

Phil W. Herzog, President.
few well-chosen remarks extended a very

a

in

cordial invitation to the
in St.

members

to

hold the next convention

Paul.

Presidents Butts
I will appoint as tellers of
place of next meeting Messrs. Warlick and Stout.

for

election

:

We

are only

going to take one vote, and the three cities receiving the highest number of votes will be handed over to the Advisory Committee, preference being given, when they make their selection,

number of

to the city receiving the largest

Secretary Dane:

members

would

I

either St. Paul,

votes.

like to say for the benefit

of the

West and Middle West,

in the East, also for the

that

Milwaukee or any of those Northern and West-

ern cities can be reached at less expense of transportation.

Mr.

You

Bruning:

can

get

transportation

to

St.

Louis

you will go to St. Louis you will get
good hotel accommodations.
Mr. Miller: I hope the majority of the members can see
their way clear to vote for some place farther north than St.
Louis.
I think Milwaukee, St. Paul or Detroit would be about
our speed this time (applause and cries of "Milwaukee, Milwaukee.")

The

tellers

at this

for the place of next
19;

Detroit,

cities selected

Committee.
I

:

Paul,

C. D. Beyer,

Mr. Cook:

:

equally as well, and

and most profitable of all preceeding conventions of the Master Car and Locomotive Paint-

history

REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON NEXT PLACE OF MEETING.
Mr. Lanfersiek reported for the committees as follows
To the President, officers and members of the Master Car &
Locomotive Painters' Association
Your committee appointed on the next place
Gentlemen
of meeting respectfully submit for you consideration the following named cities Milwaukee, St. Louis, St. Paul, Detroit,
and Buffalo.
President Butts
A carriage ride has been arranged for

to

Messrs. Charles Macnichol, A. H.
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if

point reported the result of the balloting
meeting as follows: Milwaukee, 38; St.

13;

St.

Louis,

being Milwaukee,

St.

7;

Buffalo,

2.

The

three

Paul and Detroit.

INTRODUCTION OF NEW MEMBERS.
We have had a large number of new
members join our association, and I have thought it would be
fitting to have you know them and enable you to see
the
growth of our organization and to encourage the members to
become better acquainted with one another. I would like to ask
President

every

Butts:

man who

has become a

member during our meeting

to
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come forward and allow me

to introduce

them

to the conven-

his health.

tion.

The new members came forward and were introduced by
W. W. Valentine, M. A.
President Butts. They are as follows
Lehman, E. E. Lewis, Walter A. Fendt, W. A.
Buchanan, F. F. Fiske, F. L. Heminger, J. H. Long, R. L.
Patran, B. D. Mason, W. H. Smith, F. E. Kyle, V. H. Odell,
D. H. Tatum, E. F. Bigelow, John Butland, A, B. Wells, H.
F. Zimmerman, W. E. Graham, J. S. Mettler, C. W. Kesty, J.
E. Caldwell, P. Warren, P. Lafrance and C. L. Edinger.
Tansey, G.

J.

NEW

BUSINESS.

moment

mention
and
the distinction
we
together
and
gotten
have
honorary members. Several of us
think that something should be done in Mr. Gohen's case.
Everybody knows that Mr. Gohen has been very active; he is
an ex-president, a man well thought of and who has worked
hard for the benefit of the association in years gone by, and I
move you that we ballot on Mr. Gohen as an honorary member

Mr. Quest:

think

I

befitting at this

it

was put yesterday between

that

to

associate

of this association.

Mr. Stout:

.

second the motion.

will

I

President Butts

would
little; I would

motion of that kind.
changing that motion a

like to

I

a

vote

me

It certainly gives

:

great pleasure to put

have the privilege of

like to call for a rising

favor of this motion, believing that every person in this
would like to make Mr. Gohen an honorary member of

in'

room

this association,

Mr. Bruning

with

make an amendment,

I will

:

except voting.

full privileges,

we

that

take a ris-

ing vote on the motion.

Mr. Miller: I will second that amendment.
A rising unanimous vote was here taken, electing Mr. Gohen
to honorary membership in the association.
We will be very glad to hear a word
President Butts
trom Mr. Gohen.
REMINISCENCES OF THE MASTER CAR AND LOCOMOTIVE PAINTERS'
:

ASSOCIATION.

Mr. James A. Gohen: (Mr. Gohen was greeted with loud
applause and the convention sang with much enthusiasm "For
That's all right, boys; I am a "jolly
he's a jolly good fellow.")
good fellow," and I hope I always will be. Mr. President, ladies
and gentlemen I have been assigned a very pleasant and pleasurable subject, "Reminiscences of the Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Association." I had written a very elaborate
paper, and I know if I had it here and could read it to you with
all the full force of pathos and feeling, you would all commence to leave the house before I had finished reading it, but
the little suit case in which I had the paper has been delayed.
I got a telegram that it would be here to-day.
It has not gotten
here yet, and I am glad of it, because I would not want to read
to you people what I thought about you
I would rather tell
you to your faces.
My earliest recollections of the Master Car & Locomotive
Painters' Association was when I was just a beardless boy.
I was then working on the old Ohio and Mississippi Railroad

—
:

;

Corcoran, Indiana, under William L.

at

Marsh,

who

is

now

Alabama & West Point, at Montgomery, Alabama.
Mr. Marsh had come from the New York convention, in 1871,
I think, when my young friend, Warner Bailey, was President
of the association, and I think he is the youngest member of
with

the

the association to-day

think he

is

(applause.)

around some

Mr. Bailey:
Mr. Gohen

He

is

I

don't see

Warner, but

I

place.

here

Of course I knew nothing whatever about the
proceedings only what Mr. Marsh said about the pleasant time
they had.
The next convention was at Cincinnati, of which
:

Mr. James

C.

Van

Pelt

painter of the Cincinnati,
cinnati.

I

want

hearty fellow.
car

in

the

Company.

I

to say that Mr. Van Pelt is still a hale and
saw him about three weeks ago from a passing

ticket

He

was President. He was then foreman
Hamilton & Dayton Railroad, at Cin-

office

of the

Cincinnati

Suspension

Bridge

got out of the painting business on account of

come

to the con-

at this time.

keeping track of these fellows. I find at the next convention, at Chicago, George O. Widner was elected President.
He has been a personal friend of mine for a number of years
He had charge of the old B-Line shops at Gallion, Ohio,
past.

which

York

is

now

a part of the Big

Central lines.

He

4,

or,

to be

correct, the

quit the paint business.

New

Mr. Widner

was connected with the Gould Coupler Company for a numSome time ago I was en route West, and one
ber of years.
morning I got up out of the sleeping car and went in to breakThe evening before some fellow was berating the railfast.
I said, "My
roads, saying they were not giving satisfaction.
I lied to him; of course I
friend, I am not a railroad man,"
had to "I have gotten all I ever paid for and more from the
They will
railroad,
I guess a good deal more than I paid for.
them,
dollar
spend
with
you
give you a hundred cents on every
and some times we beat them out of a couple of cents on the
The next morning, as I said, when I went to breakoutside."
fast there was a young man sitting opposite me, and he says,
Are
I heard you make a defense of the railroads last evening.
?"
railroad
man
I said "No, I am not a
you a railroad man
am an ex-railroad man." "Is that so? What road were you
on?" I said I was on the Big 4. I am proud to say that I
was master painter on the Big 4 for twelve years; also on the
C.-& O. for eight years." He said, "My name is Widner; my
father was foreman painter at Gallion, on the old B-Line."
I said-, "Where is your
Well, I was glad to meet that boy.
"Down in Cuba doing well," he said. That
father now?"
goes to show that if you are ever a President of the Master
Car & Locomotive Painters' Association, you are liable to make
some money after you get out of it (laughter.) George Widner was foreman at Gallion and had as a protege a little,
He was foremeasley, mean fellow Henry Block (laughter.)
thirty-five
years.
Big
Four
for
man of the
I
now come down to Buffalo, at which M. W. Stines was

—

—
—

I

—

President.

know anything

did not

I

then about Stines, but

I

was President for three years, which certainly must be
some acknowledgement that Stines was a man of ability, and I
have no doubt he was. I met Mr. Stines afterwards when he
was with the Barney and Smith Company at Dayton, Ohio, as
In the meantime I had come on the
their foreman painter.
Chespeake & Ohio Railroad, and I met him incidentally. I believe he is living in Dayton well and prosperous.
I hope he is.
The next was Albany, where S. E. Kirkpatrick was President.
Of him I know nothing.

find he

A Member
Gohen

He

:

is

dead.,

understand Mr. Kirkpatrick is dead.
In 1878 at Cleveland, D. D. Robertson President; also at Detroit, New York, St. Louis and Chicago, in the following years
until 1882.
I have heard a great deal of Robertson; I never met

Mr.

:

I

him.
I believe we next come to somebody who was President at the
Baltimore and Boston convention, whom you know well, John
Rattenbury. Say, there's another fellow that had a little sense.

He
you

put dollars and cents into his purse.
will get along better than if you blow

Then we come

to Toronto,

Do
it

that,

boys,

and

all.

where we wanted

to

go

this year,

we thought the United States
was good enough, and we came down to Washington, and I
am casting no reflection on the Canadians; we like them. Sev-

but they would not

let

us go, so

them a~e here and they are all good fellows. We like
to put our arms .".round them and hug them and tell them they
are big boys. I wcr.M like to hug your wives if the boys would
not kick.
Mrs. Gohcu is here; don't tell her that (laughter.)
At Toronto the President's name was Fred Ball. Anyone who
does not know him, either by reputation or personally, had better get out; we don't want him here.
Fred, unfortunately, has
not been in good health for two years, but you can always
guarantee that his dues are paid.
That is more than I can
say about some who are in good health.
I think Fred is eneral of

(laughter.)

any expectation

less

am

I

:

did not have any aspirations to

I

much

vention,
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titled to a
first

men

whole

lot of credit,

this

in

association

I believe he is one of the
pays his dues, whether he
want to do, pay your dues,

because
that

—

comes or not. That is what you all
so you can bring your girls with you next year.
I find we had a meeting in New York in 1887, where a mean,
measley, down-East Yankee by the name of Sam Brown preSam was not here this year, but I
sided at the convention.
sat at the rear of the hall at the opening of the convention,
and I felt like I was an outcast when Mr. Copp read that letter
from Sam. Boys, don't forget Sam. Sam was President for
two years.
You met in Chicago in 1889. Now, we are getting close to
where I am interested, where a man named Barker was President.
Of him I know nothing, and don't know what became of
him.

Mr. Quest
He is dead.
Mr. Gohen
Then we find in Boston along in September,
1890, they had a convention, where a man named Joe Murphy
was President of the association. I had met Joe a couple of
times incidentally.
I had been following these meetings up
from 1876 to 1890. I had charge of the paint shop during these
years.
Before I was a foreman I used to think it would be a
nice pleasant thing if I could only be accorded the privilege of
attending the Master Car and Locomotive Painters' convention,
but after I had become eligible and should have been there, it
seemed to me that I had no inclination to attend your meetings.
I wandered along and got down in the south at McComb City,
Mississippi, and had charge of the railroad shop from the first
:

:

of January,

1877,

that country.

I

March 20th, 1880, I
and came north, thinking

until

voluntarily resigned

the

succeeded at

named Charles Harrison.

McComb

think,
I

when

I

did not like

City a foreman painter

know Mr. Quest will sanction
what I say to you. I never met a more honorable man in my
life than Charley Harrison.
Mr. Quest, are you in the room?
(Mr. Quest: Here.)
Am I right? (Mr. Quest: You are
I
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I finally got up into Indiana, where we raised George
Ade, Fairbanks and the other fellows, and Jim Reilly, who is
my personal friend. I drifted back into my native state Kentucky, in charge of the Kentucky Central shop.
I was there
four years. That was absorbed by the Chesapeake & Ohio, and

right.)

—

I

was transferred

man by

name

to Huntington,

West

Virginia, to replace a

Frank Smith, from Renova, Pennsylvania.
J. Frank's son came to this present convention for the
first time as his father's successor.
I was proud to meet him
I was at Huntington for a number of years,
the other night.
never thinking of coming to see you people at all. If I had
known how good you were I would have been here long before
Mr. Garstang and Mr. Hasman says to me, "did you
that.
ever attend any of the conventions?" I said, No. Mr. Garstang
Mr. Hassays, well, we want him to attend the convention.
man says, "Why haven't you attended?" I said, I don't know;
I have been pretty busy at those times, and I thought I ought
to stay and attend to the company's business."
He said, "You
go to the convention." And I did so. If any of you asked
for transportation over the Cheaspeake & Ohio you were not
turned down.
It has always been good to convention people.
I came over and brought with me a friend of mine from Chicago in the supply business, George S. Bigelow. He was my
chaperon.
We went to New York from Boston, and when I
the

of

J.

—

I did not know a soul in the convention exMurphy and George Bigelow. Before closing, if there

landed in Boston
cept Joe

was a man, woman or child in that convention that I did not
know, it was their fault and not mine. I had a good time.
Bigelow invited Joe Murphy, myself and some others to go
down' to Newburyport to lunch and spend the day with Captain
Woodbury, of the Chicago Varnish Company. We went down,
the weather was extremely bad.
He had an elegant mansion
on top of a hill with the American flay flying, but the poor'
old captain was suffering intensely with rheumatism, but we
spent a very nice day.
He said, "Boys, if you will spend a

I
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few days with me, I will take you out in my yacht and you
The poor fellow is dead. Joe
will have the time of your life."
Murphy is dead. Four out" of six of that coterie have passed
over the divide. I never thought George was much of a mindreader, but he is pretty much of a prophet, and George says,

you a box of cigars that I can name the
next President of the Master Car & Locomotive Painters' Association."
Joe said, "I will take that bet." He said, "I will
box of cigars that the man is right here in the
another
go you
crowd." I didn't have any idea that George Bigelow referred
to me; I thought he meant that Joe Murphy would be reLadies and gentlemen, I went to Boston and came
elected.
"Joe, I

want

to bet

back here and as far as
here,

I

think

it

I

right

was,

know, right in this very hall, right
upon this platform I was elected

Mr. Little: It was on the other side of the building— the
on the other side.
Mr. Gohen: Was it? I thought it was here, but I thought
bestowed upon me,
that was one of the greatest compliments
going there and knowing' nobody, and here were men struggling
for years trying to build up the association, and they were
I came in as an interloper and you gave
denied recognition.
me the highest gift within your privilege. It is something that

hall

and I have never forgotten it. And to-day,
fifteen years since I was elected President of the Association, I
have been elected an honorary member, and I am proud of it
I
I met lots of good fellows at that convention.
(applause.)
met
W.
O.
and
I
think I met Davie Little, and John Houser,

am proud

I

of,

Guy Taylor and others.
Mr. Quest: In Boston.
Mr. Gohen: By the way, I think I met Mr. Copp at Boston, but I don't recall it, unless it was the trip we took to Plymouth Rock. I met John Dunlap, who is dead and gone. There
was a whole lot of good fellows. If I am not mistaken I met
my young friend Rodabaugh. It seems to me that those people
I met at Washington at that time have been very kind and
The association has been very enjoyable to me.
close to me.
There has never been anything that marred the good feeling.
We go next to Detroit, and I think Mr. Quest followed me
Quest,
'

had a very pleasurable time there. Among
other things was the trip up the river, and Berry Brothers
I think that was one of the most
tendered us a fish dinne"r.

at

We

Detroit.

-

we

enjoyable trips

Next we met
of the

at

ever had.

Milwaukee.
except

ordinary there,

I
I

cannot think of anything not

saw something when

I

came

—

up here that banner (indicating banner hanging on the wall)
was presented to us at Milwaukee, if I am not mistaken. We
came down and visited the World's Fair, and I think everybody went home thoroughly satisfied with the trip to Milwaukee.
to Buffalo for our first trip, and we went to
have gone through these things year after year
plodding along, and at that time we had a good poet unaware.
He was in embryo, and liable to break out at any time. He has
His name is
a nice little poem in the last Painters' Journal.
Dan Vial. He used to be a painter, but now he is a supplyman. He extended the courtesies of the Erie Railway, and we
went to Niagara Falls, and I think we had a very pleasurable
That is my recollection of Niagara Falls.
At
time there.
Mrs.
Ball
were
there
and
they had a
Niagara Falls, Mr. and
daughter with them. She died a year or two after that, I be-

Then we went

the Falls.

you do not appreciate it, because you do not get transportation
always but you must remember that there is a law that govIn that year the Grand Army were meeting at
erns them.
Louisville, and I know the Big 4 dead-headed the cars which
you went down from from Cincinnati to Dayton in order that
you might be carried. When we got there the Barney & Smith
Company and Lowe Brothers gave us an extremely nice time.
It was here that we met, for the first time, Bro. Dane, now,
your honored secretary-treasurer.
In 1896 we went to New York, and nothing special occurred
If there is any American that has never been to New
there.
York, I think he had better go to Kalamazoo and stop.
We came down to Old Point. I think we had a very pleasur-

—

able time there.

We

Byrne came from.

President.

We

lieve.

Then we came
roast there?

to

Didn't

we must have made

Cincinnati.

we have

Didn't

a hot time

I

give you
(laughter.)

people a
I

think

arrangement with the Weather
Bureau to give you a roasting. Anyhow we had a good time,
even if it was hot. As you were on my own territory I thought
I would like to do something for you. Mr. Garstang said, "Is
there anything I can do for your people while you are here?"
I said, "Nothing, unless you give us a trip to the Soldiers'
Home." To show you how kind these railroad fellows are,
a

special
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got in that part of the country that

Tom

was a Senator at that time
from the Jackson Ward in Richmond. You will understand
that Jackson Ward has about three coons to one white man, as
they call it, but Tom was elected in that ward by a overwhelming majority. Either Tom Byrne was very popular among the
negroes

down

I

believe he

there or else he did not let the negro vote.

we came along until we got up to where A. J.
Bishop is holding forth.
We had a nice time at St. Paul,
having elegant weather. We had a good time all right. Among
other things, we went out to see Minnehaha, and Como' Park.
Then

I

think

We

went down a deep walk, looking
hill, which has a sharp
decline, and I thought that many times when a boy I used to
get up on top of a hill and roll down.
I said, I am going to
give the folks a treat. I started from the top of that hill, and I
have not told anybody yet, but I am going to make a confession right now.
I had a terrible scare before it ended.
I
started down, and I thought I could stop wherever I pleased.
I got about half way down and I was just grabbing for a
It

is

down

a

beautiful place.

a long greensward, with a nice side

straw or anything

I

could get hold

of.

I

venture to say that

pulled up four yards of grass to every turn I made.

I

Fortunately,

for myself, I was able to stop before I got down to a barbedwire fence, and the only accident that happened was to a new
suit of clothes I had on.
I had a diagonal tear in- my coat,
which Mrs. Houser was kind enough to sew up for me afterwards. I went up there a few weeks ago and I told Bishop I
wanted to go out to Como Park. If you get to St. Paul T
think you will find it an enjoyable place.
I said to Bishop I
wanted to go out to see the place where I took the roll. I
could not recognize it. I looked for the Dutch policeman that
was going to arrest me, but I could not even find him.
There is one reminiscence that I forgot to tell you about.
It was my first convention.
At Boston after the convention adjourned Mr. Fetting, who was then Vice-President, had acted
as President at that session, and he and Sam Brown went to the
transportation agency to see if we could come back over the
Old Colony line and come by boat from Fall river instead of
rail.
We came out of Boston over the Fall River Line. We
tried to get berths on the best boat, but we could not get them
and had to take berths on the Commonwealth, one of the oldest
wooden boats. We went from Boston to Fall River by rail and
got there about 8 o'clock. It was raining, and George Bigelow
was the chaperon, or thought he was. After we had been out
about an hour the wind began to blow great guns and everybody got scared. George said the best thing to do was to go
to bed,
Everybody got sea sick. I went to bed and I had
sense enough not to take my clothes off.
A terrible storm
came up, and I got out on the deck of the boat, and just one
officer was on watch.
I asked him if he had any objection to
me sitting out for a while. He said, "No, stay here as long as
it
suits your convenience."
I told him it was my first trip,
and I always said I would like to see a storm. He said, "We
have you with us every trip?"
I said, "How's that?"
He
said, "Some darn fool wants to see a storm."
I said, "Partner,
will you have a smoke?"
He said, "I don't mind if I do."
He thawed out like the mischief after I gave him a cigar. Finally he said, "See that light?"
I said, "Yes."
He said, "That
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the

is

'Puritan'

'Puritan'

Newport."

putting into

He

Newport?"

putting into

"Why

said,

I

said,

is

understand that is a
brand new boat, and this is an old tub; how can you stand it?"
He said, "This boat will stand more than the Puritan." I
What time do you get
said. *"Where is that Point Judith?
He said in the neighborhood of 12 o'clock, perhaps
there?"
they can't weather the storm."

"I

said,

I

He pointed out Point Judith. I looked at the
one o'clock.
light, and it seemed like it was further away from us for a
We had not passed it twenty minutes until we got into
while.
There was a
the Sound, where the water was very smooth.
fellow named Moriarity, of the B. & O. Mrs. Moriarity said the
next morning, "I just prayed all night, and prayed to the Lord
if he would let me live until morning I never would ride on a
boat again, not even a canal boat.
All these years I have been enjoying these

when

until last year

trips.

I

met with

it

few weeks ago I happened to drop down into Kent, Ohio,
and I thought I would go down and see poor old Bob McKeon, who has done more for the upbuilding and. upholding
of this association than any other man who has ever been a
member of it. Mr. Bowers was with me. The poor old gentleman was sitting on the porch almost blind, almost speechless.
He harly spoke. He could not talk much.
spoke to him.
I

A

Mr. Gohen, I would
The
I can't do it."
companion
called
his
to
there
to
be
waiting
fellow
is
poor old
who preceded him. There was only one bright feature in our
visit.
I was taken into the parlor and shown the memento of
You who have not seen the original
your feelings for him.
have no conception of what it looks like. It is well befitting
I looked upon it and I
your association and well bestowed.
thought, "Here's something the Master Car & Locomotive

About

the only thing he said was, "Well.

meet the boys just once more, but

to

ashamed

Painters' Association need not be

When

I

first

was more than

joined

dozen

a

association

this

women

I

of."

do not think there

attended the convention, but

they have been gradually encroaching upon your domain year
by year, and if they keep on, a few years more, there will be

women

is

defy any

man

this

association
officer to-day.

are
I

more they

will elevate

to say to the contrary.

derful field for you to

or

work

in.

I

your associa-

There

is

a

won-

think some of the fellows in

beyond the average railroad employe, or
think

we can

pick

men

in

our association

•who would grace the building at the other end of Pennsylvania

Avenue, and better, perhaps, than two-thirds that are there now.
Take our friend Copp. I do not belive that any of the representatives from his district could better represent the people
In Savannah, Georgia, we had a man
than Charles E. Copp.
who succeeded Quest, W. T. Leopold, and I don't think there
We have some
-was a brighter man in Congress than he.
women in our organization who are stronger than the men.
They did at Cleveland what the men cannot do, they knocked

—

—

•me out

that the Railway Master

official

The motion was seconded.
The motion was discussed by Messrs.
Secretary Dane,
the

(loud applause.)

Buchanan,

Railway Master Mechanic be dropped as
Painters' Magazine adopted as the

organ, and the

official

official

Grabill,

Bruning, whereupon Mr. Bruning offered, as

that the

substitute,

Me-

organ of the association.

organ of the association.

The amendment was seconded, but lost.
The question then recurring on the original motion

to

con-

Railway Master Mechanic as the official organ of the
association, it was put and carried.
The present salary of the Secretary is $200 a
Mr. Little
tinue the

:

The

that salary

business of the

was voted, and

office

I

make

has more than doubled since
a

motion to increase the

sal-

ary to $240 a year.

Mr. Bruning: I will second the motion.
Mr. Pitard
I will offer an amendment.
There is work attached to that office, and in order to lend dignity to the position,
:

make

as well as to

it

remunerative,

I

would

like to

amend

the

motion by making the amount $300 a year.
The amendment was not seconded, and the original motion
was put and carried.

and gentlemen, the time has now
relinquish the chair as your President, and I

President

Butts

:

Ladies

come for me to
would be very ungrateful indeed

if I failed to express my hearty
thanks for the generous and loyal support that you have given

me

my

incumbency in this office. It has been a year
when any one should have been proud to have been the presiding officer of this association.
I assure you I am.
I do not
intend to make any lengthy remarks, but I want to say a word
or two that came into my mind last night along this line. While
sitting at a banquet table last night, where here was a large representation from our association, a gentleman who holds a
during

high position in this community said to me,

ment of the railroads of

sweethearts they bring, the
I

move

one

;

tion.

I

chanic be continued as the

a

to

to say to you, that

Therefore',

association.

that these people here to-night represent the

man in this association, and I want
god thing. When I joined at WashingYou would go out at night
ton there were very few women.
somebody
else's room, where
or
to
go
and go to the theatre,
Quest tried to tell a story and they would not let him then
you would go around to the rooms of the Sherwin-Williams
people or some one else and they would try to entertain yu and
make you think they were the best people on earth. I used
I have
to go to bed at 2 o'clock and get up about 6 o'clock.
got my little girl with me this time, and I do much better now.
We go to bed about 1 o'clock instead of two. I am always
The
glad to see the ladies coming here in greater numbers.
more wives the men bring, the more daughters, friends or
about two

:

the

that they could for the up-building of the best interests of the

year.

as you have been to me.

.like

The question has been asked whether we should
Railway Master Mechanic as the official organ.
I do not know why we should change.
If there is any reason,
I would like to hear it stated.
I have the honor to be the editor
of the Car & Locomotive Paint Department, as the official organ, and I must say that the publishers have done everything
Mr. Pitard

continue

a

became time to wind up my personal
associations with you, at Cleveland, where we had quite a nice
have noticed the growth of this association for the
I
time.
There
I know it has' been a healthy growth.
past fifteen years.
I
is not anything in it but what is right and good and just.
trust you will always be just as kind and pleasant to each other

you

THE OFFICIAL ORGAN.

the

"They are afraid

November, 1906

"Do

I

understand

Painting Depart-

this country?"
I
said, "Yes, sir."
you
surprised
"Well," he said, "aren't
when you look down at
these people here?" He said, "I am, at the appearance of these
people.
I would rank these people up with any organization in
this country."
I said, "No, sir; I am not surprised, but I am
proud to say that I am a member of this association." I said,
"We think, and we do not think it is egotistical, either, that
we are about on a par with other railroad organizations."
"Well," he said, "they are a fine looking lot of men, and fit to
represent any department of railroading."
I thanked him for
what he said, and I think he told the truth. In the future our
organization is going to grow as it has in the past we are
coming to be looked upon by our superiors for information.
There is going to be work done in the future, and I am proud
to say that the organization is well equipped to take care of
anything that will be presented, to it in the future.
It now
officers
duty
to
install
the
for
the
becomes my
ensuing year.
President Butts here assigned Messrs. Lanfersiek and Quest
to escort the newly elected officers to their respective places
upon the platform. As each officer was escorted to the platform he was introduced in a few well chosen words by Presi-

—

—

;

dent Butts.

President

Houser appointed several committees, which
announced in the December issue.

for

lack of space, will be

At

the request of President Houser, Mr.

Canan, of Tyrone,
after which
President Houser declared the convention adjourned.

lead

the

convention

in

signing Auld

Lang Syne,
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word before
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Publishers.

the last issue of the

Railway Master Mechanic

We

for

1906 goes to you, our readers.

for

your confidence and the help you have given us

of contributions to our editorial columns,

debt of gratitude

feel a

new

in the

shape

subscribers and the

healthy increase in our advertising patronage.

You, our

failed to note the higher
in

who look forward to
standard we have set and

friends,

We

our editorial columns.

want

to

each issue, have not

maintained

promise you now that

this

year

this will

be

not only continued but surpassed next year.

Our

organization has been strengthened very materially and

we

you all the good things we have planned for your information if it were possible, but space forbids.
In all lines of endeavor the year 1907 promises to be a record
We are makbreaker and in no other so much as in the railroad field.

would

like to tell

ing every effort to chronicle the events that shall occur in this field with
greater completeness

We

and accuracy than ever

before.

point with pride to the increased favor with which the Rail-

way Master Mechanic

is

being received by the

The evidence of this favor lies
subscribers we have received this year,

the railroad world.

number

of

men who do

things in

not alone in the large

but in the names of

the officials themselves.
It is

most gratifying

nal that appeals thus strongly to
to

we have been able
men who know, and we

to us that

make greater efforts to merit this confidence.
.The advertising pages of our paper have grown

tinuously.

No

doubt every reader has noticed

this fact

to

make

shall

a jour-

be spurred

rapidly and con-

We

have tried

.
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to

make

these pages as interesting in their

pages, and surely, judging by results,

One
growth of

of the

its

We

December, 1906

own way

as our

we have had some

editorial

success.

best indications of the standing of this paper

is

the

advertising pages.

have tried

to

maintain the proper balance between editorial

and advertising pages, but we must confess that guaged by the standard magazines, the advertising department is still behind the editorial in
point of number of pages and instead of 64 pages of advertising we
should carry nearly 100.

By

displaying illustrations of equipment in the advertising pages,

they are always in view of

men who

read, think

instructive feature of our advertising that

we

and progress.

It is

the

desire to develop, build up,

We

want to make these pages the market-place for
you, the buyers of equipment for the railway shop, the locomotive and

and strengthen.
all

car equipment.

Another

feature of the advertising department:

—

In the high class

metropolitan magazines you will find the very best that art and literature

our aim to bring

have

to give decorating the advertising pages.

more

of this to the advertising pages of the Railway Master Mechanic,

so that
the

will

it

shall

men who

be a pleasure

sell

to the

mind and

supplies to you, have to

It is

eye, to read

and see what

offer.

This and much more we could say to you who are with us and
be with us, but all we ask is for you to watch us closely for the next

twelve months.

(%\*&mi*Mfcs^
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IS our privilege to present, on another page of this
ITissue,
a communication

Mr.

from

Edward

C.

Schmidt, associate professor of railway engineering at
the University of Illinois, concerning the provision made
for technical graduates in railroad work.

The

subject

handled so practically and fairly and such a broad
view of the situation is taken, that the opinions advanced
is
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To Dislodge Snow from Front Cab Window

NOW

that

evidences

parent, everything

Company.
Papers should reach subscribers by the first of the month at the
Kindly notify us at once of any delay or failure to receive
latest.
any issue and another copy will be very gladly sent.

to prepare for

Some

son.

of winter are becoming apis

emergencies

reflection

naturally being put in shape

common

upon the

to the winter sea-

difficulties

heretofore en-

countered, readily leads one to deliberate upon methods
Entered at the Post

Vol.

XXX

Office in Chicago as Second-Class Matter.

Chicago, December, 1906

to obviate the effects of snow, ice
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Contents
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To
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.

der

could be removed without the necessity of opening the
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Sanitation

Some

heavy
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496
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of snow.

occasional blast of air

it

drawn from

this

would seem

snow

that an

the line supplying the

brake system would be effectual. While there is no information at hand that such a device has been tried the
idea

488
491*

fall

door would be commendable and

-478*

Locomotive Firing

Some method by which

471

472

Freight Car Repair , Facilities

The difficulty encountered by an engineer on account
of snow driving against and sticking on the glass in the
front of a cab is well known and it is not uncommon
to see an engineer
wipe away this snow frequentlv
within a comparatively short space of time, during a

Snow from Front Cab Window

High Steam Pressure
The Engine Crew

and cold weather.

would appear

practical.

The necessary piping and connections would be

An

simple.

arrangement of piping and controlling valve similar
would suffice and by

to that operating the air sanders

connecting with a vertical pipe placed along the front of
the cab parallel with the door, and provided with a line

of perforations, a sudden blast of air could be directed

Stock Cars with Steel Underframing
Electric Switching Locomotive

499*
501*

against the glass whenever desired, with practically no

Portable Crane for Erecting Shop

502*

exertion on the part of the engineer and without re-

502*

quiring him to leave his seat.

Lincoln Variable Speed Motor
Discipline and Results in the Railroad Blacksmith Shop.

..

.505

507*
508*

Mechanical devices, operated by systems of levers, for
scraping away the snow, have been suggested but these
have not proved successful. Jets of steam would not be
practical as the steam would condense and the water of

Simplicity Bell-ringer

509*

condensation would freeze upon the glass and thus coat

Notes of the Month

509

Mention
Portable Tool Stand
Erwood Swing Gate Valve
Camel System of Refrigeration
Personal

Technical

Publications

Notices of Catalogues
Railroad Paint Shop

506

507*

;

.

509

510
511

;

with a sheet of ice which would be as objectionable
The use of air then, seems
as the accumulation of snow.

it

to lend itself readily in this connection.
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High Steam Pressure

Locomotive Service

in

JUDGING

by some of the opinions expressed during
the discussion consequent upon the very able and
scientific paper presented by Professor Goss before the
Western Railway Club, concerning high steam pressures

would seem pertinent to correct
an impression which might have been formed by misconstruing some of the deductions made.
Results of the tests quoted in the paper, and referring
to the performance of simple locomotives, show that the
in locomotive service,

it

December, 1906

authority being

more or less limited and yet his territory
usually extended over an amount of mileage and
men
which absolutely preclude his giving that minuteness and
is

persistency of attention to particular
tial to the attainment of best results.

men which

is

essen-

some limitation of territory and more definite
and concise outlinings of duties and extent of authority
Really,

be necessary in most instances before the traveling
engineer generally can produce the results which are exwill

pected of him.

higher the pressure, the smaller the possible gain resulting

•

from a given increment of pressure, in the saving of both
steam and coal per horse-power hour. At the same time
the difficulties attending the maintenance both of boiler
and cylinders are said to increase with the high pressures.
While the results would indicate the advisability of
using lower boiler pressures with simple engines, the
sense of the paper is not taken to imply that a boiler now
operating under say 210 lbs. pressure should be cut down
to.

carry only 180

lbs.

On

pressure.

the contrary the

Freight Car Repair Facilities

CONSIDERING

the earning capacity of a freight
with that of a locomotive, it would

car as compared

seem

justifiable to

facilities

expect better repair and maintainence

than those

now

existing for the former,

pecially in view of the larger

number of

es-

cars in service.

An

ordinary freight car should be capable of earning
each day a large interest on the investment which
it rep-

weight by providing a larger boiler capacity rather
than by providing a stronger boiler to permit higher

resents, and every car which is tied up for
repairs represents a definite loss for each day that it is held.
When
one considers the amount represented by hundreds of
cars of any of the large systems, standing idle
during

pressures.

a single day for

paper would commend for consideration such modification in boiler design as to utilize any allowable increase
in

Mr.
St.

J.

P.,

F.

DeVoy, mechanical engineer

expressed the sentiment of

of the C.

many

present

M. &
when

he said that though he was duly sensible of the facts as
stated in the paper, he doubted the feasibility of design-

ing boilers for locomotives of high power, to carry pressures lower than

it is

now common

to use.

want of

repairs, the

importance of the

must be recognized.
This is no exaggeration and represents a condition

subject

tually

known

ac-

Cars are often held at interchange
points and terminals on account of damage to parts
which could be repaired in a comparatively short time if
proper facilities were available. Considering, then, the
to exist.

daily earning capacity of a single car

»

«

The Engine Crew

ON THE

highest authority

we have

it

in effect that

no man can work for two masters. Yet the engine crew gets orders from the master mechanic, the
roundhouse foreman, (not

to

mention the

call

boy) the

superintendent, the trainmaster, the dispatcher, the conductor,

and

Possibly

indefinitely, the traveling engineer.

it is

because of his emergence from this

field

of subdivided authority that the traveling engineer also

and the number held
up for want of repair facilities, is it to be wondered that
the question is asked, why is the outlay of a few thousand dollars for repair yards and facilities withheld at
the expense of so large an earning capacity?
In proof of the insufficient capacity of some railroad
companies and the lack of facilities for making freight
car repairs, a case in point

is

the fact .that a certain

is

the entire output of the private plant.

fications

the locomotive shop that

suits

freight car department

expected to be such an all around man. However, the
requirements of diplomatic as well as professional quali-

do not interfere with his accomplishment of reso much as the undue territory usually assigned to

rail-

road company attempted to arrange with a private company to repair its cars and was confronted by the statement that another railroad company had agreed to take

When

shop propositions are discussed
is

it

is

usually

given the preference and the

comes

in

for

its

share of con-

him.

sideration after the locomotive shop has been disposed

In his annual address to the June convention of the
Master Mechanics' Association, then-President H. F.

Considering, however, the daily income represented
by the total freight car equipment as compared with

and military organizations find
supervise not to exceed from twenty-

Ball stated that industrial
that one officer will

of.

from the total number of locomotives of a given system, it would seem that the freight car repair shop and

that

yard, as well as the small repair yard in connection with

men, while in railroad organizations at
present there is but one officer to 150 men.
Referring especially to engine crews, this matter is
worse in its being hardly possible to centralize authority
in one particular man.
The traveling engineer is the
most logical officer, but as already pointed out, he is

being made in the preparation for the car and locomotive shops of the Big Four Railroad at Indianapolis. The

buffeted by two distinct departments in addition to his

layout of this shop plant

six to thirty

a freight switching yard, are of greater importance than

indicated by the attention they usually receive.

A

commendable provision

is

for freight car repairs

is

somewhat influenced by the

RAILWAY MASTER MECHANIC
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fact that the

hump
yard

shop yard

partments serving the freight car repair shop and yard

main freight switching
the switching of bad order and repaired

are conveniently situated to provide prompt delivery of

to be adjacent

yard, so that

tributary de-

freight car repair

gravity freight yard, and the
is

The

minimum.

cars will be reduced to a

to be adjacent to a large double

is
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Specialties of the Collinwood Shops
L. S.

;OME

& M.

of the specialties of a well organized

modern

shop, are particularly interesting be-

cause of the important part which they play
in its efficient operation

and

in providing for

maximum, economical output
servation of the

manner

in

A

careful ob-

which some of

minor details are used to advantage by a good management, will often
reveal the cause of good results and it is the
lack of just such well developed shop methods and kinks
as well as lack of jigs and templates common to an old
shop, which causes the difficulty often encountered in
these seemingly

new shop into commission.
The Collinwood shop of the Lake Shore and Michi-

putting a

gan Southern Railway

is

a

material.

good example of the use of

S. lly.

from the erecting
ed by this lathe

This lathe

is

feature of

pits, the

economy

represent-

is recognized to be a considerable factor.
used principally in fitting frame bolts, and

when locomotives requiring frame work
the shop, they are placed

on adjacent

are delivered to

pits,

whenever the

progress of the shop will permit, in order to facilitate the

continuous use of the lathe in one vicinity and with as
transfer as possible.

little

The exercise of such foresight in providing for this
work not only enables the lathe operator to continue his
work without interruption, but also looks to the better supervision of the cranes.

On

this erecting floor

with a

standing capacity of twenty-five, about forty locomotives

month under ordinary working condi-

are repaired per
tions.

The

erecting floor

is

served by a crane of 240,000

lbs.

capacity on the higher level and by a crane of 20,000

lbs.

capacity on the lower level.

vision tending

crane service

Therefore every pro-

toward good judgment

is

in the

use of the

a factor in returning locomotives to the

transportation department in the shortest time, and while
this

individual point might have the appearance of but

small significance, the

sum

of such small features con-

each one

stitutes a large total, so that the elimination of

has a valuable result.

The machine used

for this

work

is

an old 18 inch en-

gine lathe which has been equipped with a

power, direct current, variable
This lathe

PORTABLE MOTOR-DRIVEN LATHE ON ERECTING FLOOR
SHOPS,

L.

S.

& M.

S.

movement and

increase the outMr

is

an accompanying half tone

119 <RH
^^^fc_

the most impressive of these features which

attract the attention of the visitor,

in

motor.

— COLLINWOOD

put.

Among

illustrated

electric

RY.

carefully devised specialties to improve facilites, reduce

the cost of unproductive

is

speed,

horse

1%.

a lathe which

erated exclusively on the erecting floor.

It is

is

5 ^^^^^^

;i

op-

arranged

to be readily transferred

by the traveling crane to a point
near any desired pit and by so placing the machine near

HPPLi

the work, the time necessary for the operator to travel

back and forth between his machine and the locomotive
on which he is working, is entirely eliminated and in-

asmuch

as

for light

it

is

work

the general practice to locate machines
at a place in the

machine bay furthest

Jl^^
PORTABLE MOTOR-DRIVEN DRILL PRESS ON ERECTING FLOOR
WOOD SHOPS, L. S. & M. S. RY.

— COLLIN-
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the erecting floor of this shop,

This tool

press.

and shoe

liners,

is

and

is

a small sensitive

drill

used for drilling driving box shoes
easily transported to

is

any desired

point about the erecting floor.

as the drill

press

rolled

is

light,

it is

Inasmuch
mounted on wheels and is

operator from one location to another.

ment further

the crane and

relieves

small things that has

its

the policy of the shop

effect

is

This arrangeanother of the

on the large

management

is

far

by the

total.

While

from attempt-

ing to maintain a parlor, to the detriment of the shop,

and free from litter, so that the
movement of this drill press on its own wheels is perfectly practical and there is always a clean avenue up
and down the shop between the ends of the pits and the
the floors are kept clean

wall.

While the practice of using these machine tools on the
erecting floor is not new to the Lake Shore, it is unique
and offers very valuable suggestions to a number of
shops which could use a similar method to advantage.
It is

believed that a turret lathe could find a very satis-

factory place in similar service on an erecting floor.

In connection with keeping the floor free from
it

is

litter

interesting to note the racks provided for the stor-

age of pipes, brake rods, brake levers, shoes and wedges,

and other minor parts, which require to be
cared for while an engine is in the shop, but which are
not disposed of by delivery to various repair gangs and
machines. An accompanying photographic reproduction
illustrates a section of the machine bay, adjacent to the
erecting bay, in which these storage racks are situated.
brackets,

RACKS FOR STORING LOCOMOTIVE STRIPPINGS. IN THE LEFT FOREGROUND
IS SECTION FOR REPLACING DRIVING WHEEL TIRES AND IN THE
CENTER FOREGROUND MAY BE SEEN A PORTION OF THE BASKET USED
FOR COLLECTING AND DELIVERING SCRAP MATERIAL. THIS BASKET
IS HANDLED BY THE CRANE
COLLINWOOD SHOPS, L.- S. & M. S. RY.

—

engraving which shows very clearly the position in which
it is placed with regard to the locomotive.
To the right
of the illustration

is

shown

a stand, located

midway

tween

pits,

tion

attached for providing current to the motor.

is

be-

carrying sockets to which a flexible connec-

The

transverse tracks in this section are continuations of

the erecting pit tracks and wheels
tives

on the erecting

floor

removed from locomo-

are stored on these tracks.

The

sockets also provide connection for portable lights used
inside

of boilers, fireboxes, etc., of locomotives on the

erecting floor.

A

bracket

carriage, supporting
ficial light

an

is

attached to the lathe tool

electric bulb for

for the operator,

when

providing

A

needed.

arti-

cast iron

suspended beneath the lathe to catch all turnings and to provide against littering the floor beneath and
around the lathe. This basket is emptied as required by

basket

is

laborers cleaning the floor.

Another portable machine used

SPECIAL STORAGE

RACK

— COLLINWOOD

to

good advantage on

ILLUSTRATING EXTENSIVE USE OF AUXILIARY SWINGING JIB HOISTS TO
RELIEVE TRAVELING CRANE IN HEAVY MACHINE TOOL BAY
SHOPS,

L.

S.

& M.

S.

RY.

— COLLINWOOD

SHOPS,

L.

S.

& M.

S.

RY.
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one of the half tune engravings, it serves not only to
keep such material off the floor, but further assists in
classification, and material so stored is more easy of access.

Provisions for relieving the traveling cranes serving

machine

tools

by auxiliary hoists on swinging

to serve individual

machine

tools, or

within a convenient radius,
practice

shops.

most

in

The use

modern

groups of machines

representative

is

and

of such hoists

jib cranes,

is

thoroughly

of

good

equipped

followed to good ad-

vantage at Collinwood and the shop is well supplied with
them.
One of the illustrations presented herewith,

shows several jib hoists located over boring mills arranged along one side of the heavy machine tool bay.
The wheel lathes and quartering machine, which require
the service of the traveling crane only and which could
not use jib hoists to advantage, are situated near the
center of the bay.

SWINGING

This

JIB

CRANE OVER PUNCHING MACHINE

— COLLINWOOD

SHOPS,

L.

space, therefore, while in the

an adjunct of the erecting
beneath an engine to this
entirely

floor.

IN

& M.

S.

BOILER DEPARTMENT
S.

RY.

really

is

rolling wheels

from

section, they

may be handled

by the crane serving the wheel

lathes, etc., thus

and reducing the amount of handling necessary if wheels were
transferred first by one crane and then by the other.
relieving

the

erecting floor

cranes

altogether

Such a relation between these two adjacent bays permits
a narrower erecting bay and a shorter crane span.

The photograph
shows the section

in

illustrating

which

the

tires are

storage

racks

removed, and

also

in the

may

be seen a basket in which scrap is gathered for removal from the shop. This basket is handled

foreground

a
in

the boiler department.

machine bay,

By

Another
photographic
reproduction illustrates
swinging jib hoist which serves a punching machine

by the crane.
Another feature providing for order, is a rack for storing steel and iron bars, pipes, etc. This is illustrated by

Handling

an opportunity for exercising ingenuity in economizing time and labor, as well
as providing against blocking a porton of the space between ends of the pits and the wall and causing a litter
in front of the boiler from which tubes are being re-

moved, as

boiler tubes presents

is

done where the tubes are thrown on the

floor loosely.

A

photographic reproduction and a line drawing accompanying this article, illustrate a portable trestle used

Collinwood which proves very practical in handling
tubes being returned to a boiler. Tubes are handled with
at

the crane by

and are placed on
located conveniently near the front end

means of a rope

a pair of trestles
of a locomotive.

While handling tubes into and out of a front end, the
men stand upon a temporary platform, erected directly
in front of the locomotive.
at

BOILER TUBE TRESTLES ON

sling

ERECTING FLOOR

This platform

one end by a light bar iron

— COLLINWOOD

SHOPS,

L.

S.

& M.

sling, or

S.

RY.

is

supported

frame, suspended
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to say that the erecting floor
in parallel

and

department are
opposite sides of the same shop build-

bays in

boiler

ing.

A

small section of the shop

work and

m

Ww

§

-.I'M*

ff'f?.

.

work

of such nature

Laying out

is

The top surface of the
height as shown with relation to
standing around.

8
JOS***?

done at

done on the table

with.

«***•*•»«..

is

this point.

This section occupies practically a central location
shop.

m

.Slift

all

set apart for laying out

is

ft.

long by 6

into 6

1-32

The

wide.

illustrated here-

convenient

of

is

the height of the

ins.

from the

floor

face of the table

is

men

and

is

divided

squares by longitudinal and transverse lines

in.

in.

1}4

It is 3 ft.

ft.

table

in the

The

deep.

table

is

of cast iron supported upon

and is perfectly solid.
This section contains two filing cabinets for mounted
blue prints and a drawer cabinet for unmounted blue
a foundation of concrete

prints.

All prints issued

to

the

shop

are distributed

TABLE FOR LAYING OUT WORK AND BLUE PRINT FILING CABINETS —
COLLINWOOD SHOPS, L. S. & M. S. RY.

by bolts through the smoke arch ring and supported at
the other end by a wooden horse properly placed.
This
arrangement provides a firm and quickly erected scaffold,

which

with blocks which

When

shown

sometimes seen.

is

removing a

lar to those
is

superior to the makeshift built up

far

is

set of tubes, a pair of frames, simi-

in the illustration,

above the

trestles,

placed on the floor to one side of the front end and

the tubes are dropped into this temporary cradle as they

are removed.
sling

is

When

a full set has been

removed a rope

placed around them and they are lifted by the

crane and placed upon a truck previously stationed on

through track which extends across the shop. This
truck is equipped with a frame similar to those on the
trestle, to hold the tubes securely, and in order to move
the.

the truck easily

it

is

mounted on

roller bearings.

When

the truck has been transferred across the shop, the tubes

are picked up by the boiler department crane and transferred to the tube department.
In referring to the

movement

of tubes

it

is

essential

DEVICE FOR SHAPING DRIVING BOX CELLAR GREASE
L. S. & M. S. RY.

— COLLINWOOD SHOPS,

through the man in charge of this section and the work
of this- department is followed closely by the shop mechanical engineer or his assistant.

Near the section of the shop devoted to driving wheel
work is an air operated device for forming grease to fit
driving box grease cellars.
The construction and application

of this

shown by

device

is

very simple and

is

clearly

the photographic reproduction.

The expense

of handling small pieces, such as bolts,

found to be so great as almost to exceed the
cost of manufacture unless provision is made to handle
such material systematically and in bulk. Where bolts
in the process of manufacture are thrown upon the
ground after each process, or between the stages of manufacture, and where each bolt is handled individually,
nuts, etc.,

is

manufacture is quite uneconomical.
As a means of forwarding this work on an economical
basis and providing for handling the same in bulk,
wagons are used in transporting bolts in all cases where
their

WAGONS FOR TRANSPORTING BOLTS
S.

& M.

IN
S.

BULKRY.

COLLINWOOD SHOPS

movement

is

necessary.

one of these wagons

is

The form and

construction of

quite clearly illustrated

by a

re-
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The crane

production of a photograph taken immediately outside of

be in a direction away from this yard.

the bolt shop.

power house, store
house and passenger car shops on one side and the brass
foundry, bolt shop, blacksmith shop, car machine shop,
mill building and new freight car shop (now under con-

To one

erate between the locomotive shop,

familiar with the general

of the Collinwood shop

shop plant

is

it

is

ground plan layout

interesting to note that this

equipped with an overhead yard
serve an extensive storage yard. This

be

to

traveling crane to

yard occupies a central strip extending practically across
the entire shop yard.

Its location is

cipal buildings are tributary to

plant

is

will op-

it

such that the prin-

and the layout of the

such that future extensions of

all

buildings will

struction) on the other side.

In presenting this information

we acknowledge

the

Mr. Le Grand Parish, superintendent of
motive power, Mr. M. D. Franev, shop superintendent
and Mr. A. O. Berry, general foreman.

courtesy of

Sanitation
By W.
T THE

ending of the

1905,

was reported

it

fiscal

B.

Landon, Chemist, Erie Railroad

year on June 30,

that there

were

United States, 40,713 passenger

number

in the

The

cars.

of passengers carried in these cars

during that year was given as 738,834,667.
We are living in an age when everybody

seems to be traveling and the increase each
year is enormous, statistics showing that 23,414,985 more passengers were carried during

smoke and not being properly cleaned or not cleaned

at

which odors have been absorbed by the plush.
In cases of this kind, the cars need a treatment of
formaldehyde gas in sufficient quantity to destroy the
odor.
Formaldehyde gas chemically combines with the
bad odor and forms new compounds which are odorless

all,

and

treatment followed by the proper amount of air-

this

ing and cleaning puts the car in a sweet and clean condition for service.

woodwork

,A liquid polish should also be used on

the year of 1905 than during the year of 1904.

the

the traveling increases the conveniences are multiplied, such as toilet rooms; instead of having one there
are now two in a car wash basins with water, soap and

brighten the paint and varnish and help to preserve same.

good drinking water, proper amount of heat and
air, comfortable and clean seats, large windows with
springs to open same, light wood-work which is pleasant
While a great many things have been
to the eye; etc.
added that help to make traveling comfortable and
healthier, yet the system or methods of looking after the

through trains should be disinfected. Cockroaches and
bed-bugs often become residents of the car. These in-

As

;

towels,

appearance and condition of a passenger coach has not

inside

the

car

at

stated

intervals

to

Disinfectors or rather deodorizers should be used in toilet

rooms,

also

at

certain

intervals,

sects should be gotten rid of at

of the car

We

where they are

are living in

cars

on

once by spraying the part

dead oil.
an age of microbes and bacteria, good

The following

"and bad.

especially

located, with

is

a part of

what appeared a

short time ago in a heaith magazine

as yet reached perfection.

The passenger

car should be thoroughly cleaned on the

"Microbes in the carpet,
Microbes in the wall,
Microbes in the vestibule,
Microbes in the hall.

outside for appearance sake and to advertise the road,

and on the inside it should be cleaned
health's sake, and then for appearance.

As

these statistics

show

first

of

all

for

that 18,147 passengers were

"Microbes on my money,
Microbes in my hair,
Microbes on my meat and bread,
Microbes everywhere.

carried on an average in each coach during the year, or

about 50 a day, one can readily see the necessity of daily
attention.
As this problem is getting to be of considerable magnitude,

it

demands

special attention

and should

"Microbes in the butter,
Microbes in the cheese,
Microbes on the knives and forks,
Microbes in the breeze.

be under the supervision of a person acquainted with
sanitary measures. If the road should employ a chemist,

would naturally come under his supervision and he or
someone in his department should give daily attention to
the condition of the passenger cars and study out means
for improving and bettering same, and see that the present methods already established for cleaning, etc., are
it

"Microbes in the kitchen,
Microbes in the bed,
Microbes on the brush and comb,
Microbes in my head.

carried out.
"Microbes in the faucet,
Microbes in the drains,
Microbes in my shoes and boots,
Microbes in my brains."

Certain soaps should be used for cleaning the wood-

work, and certain kinds of soap and disinfectants should
be used for cleaning the floors and toilet rooms. Attention should also be given to the odor in the car;

some-

times cars become bad-smelling on account of tobacco,

There

is,

no doubt, a great deal of truth

in the above.
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Some

of these microbes are essential to

life

and health
no question

and others are very dangerous and there is
but what a great many diseases are caught or carried by

A

the traveling public.
directly or indirectly
to fear,

namely

great

many

deaths are caused

by that disease which no one seems
which is contagious. Peo-

la grippe,

:

ple while traveling are constantly expectorating

on the

and as some of the 738,834,657 passengers have diseases which are carried through the sputum, there is a
good opportunity for all, especially the weak to become
infected with a disease as the dried sputum is blown
through the car.
There are twenty-eight or more bad bacilli which are
more or less common, such as the bacilli of typhoid fever,
floor

cholera, dysentery, diptheria, tuberculosis, malaria, yel-

low

pneumonia,

fever,

whooping cough.

To

small-pox,

fever

scarlet

battle with the above,

and

one needs

good, red blod with plenty of white corpuscles, and to

have

this,

cleanly surroundings

we have

tial

and

the

number

if

Some

and good

air are essen-

the surroundings clean, the smaller

of above bacilli the passengers will

come

Interesting Types in

in

Dirt and

contact with.

and

December, 1906
filth

aids the

growth of bacteria

as they multiply in alarming proportions in presence

of same, every precaution should be taken.

The

quantity of oxygen consumed by

four hours by breathing

high and three

feet

oxygen,

fifth

it

man

in

twenty-

a box nine feet long, three

fills

feet wide,

and as the

air is only one-

takes a considerable quantity to supply

the needs of one man.

This

air

should be clean, as dust-

laden air puts the delicate mechanism of the body under
a great strain.

Disease germs are very oTten carried in

The strong man may not be materially affected
weak man, however, may become sick and
already sick man may become infected with some

dust.

at first, the

the

disease which causes death.

promote cleanliness of those traveling in
regard to expectoration, etc., and proper cleaning of the
car at the end of the run as mentioned before, tends to
make traveling pleasant and safe. What has been said
in regard to passenger cars will also apply to stations and

Measures

to

company where passengers congregate or pass through on the way to the various trains.
other buildings of the

Development of Four Cylinder

Compound Locomotives
NUMBER
y^

tives

of interesting designs of locomo-

have been brought out within the

last

few months representing successful improvements and the development of several features of interest continue to attract attention.

In the September, 1906, issue of the Railway Master Mechanic, page 298, several loco-

motives were illustrated and described, including among their special features of interest,

the balance principle applied to a four cylinder

balanced compound for the Sante Fe and the Mallet
articulated type for the Erie.

The purchase

of

these

compounds would

evidence an increasing approval of the advantages of the

balanced compound principle, and the order for three
Mallet compounds for freight service, following so close

upon the purchase of similar locomotives by the great
Northern, would indicate a growing tendency in favor of
this type for heavy freight work.
Illustrations of all these types accompany this article

simple locomotive, boilers with combustion chambers, the
Mallet principle of compounding applied to road service

and

and the Walschaert valve

Walschaert valve gear

srear.

balanced

it is

interesting to note that each type

tive of a four cylinder

COLE COMPOUND LOCOMOTIVE —NORTHERN PACIFIC

compound
is

used

in

is

representa-

engine, and that the

each case. While con-

RY.

Later and equally important developments are represented by the designs of several other locomotives which

structed for widely different services the designs

have been recently delivered, as well as by an order

and weight of locomotives.

cently placed for the construction of

new

re-

locomotives.

The designs referred to include the Cole type of balanced
compound for the Northern Pacific the Vauclain type of
;

would

indicate a continuation of the constantly increasing size

The Cole compound

for the Northern Pacfic

is

one of

an order of two Pacific type locomotives
Schenectady works of the American Locomotive Combuilt at the

December, 1906
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SIDE ELEVATION.

END ELEVATIONS AND SECTIONS.

VALVE MOTION.

FRAME.
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pany and

it

has the distinction of being the 40,000th

comotive built by

this

of the design are the
boiler with

lo-

The important features
four balanced compound cylinders,
company.

combustion chamber and Walschaert valve

has been the experience on the Northern Pacific that

with the combustion chamber, the ends of the flues being

removed from the

hottest part of the

tion in flue leakage is effected.

satisfactory results in reduction of boiler troubles

without removing the brick

money and

fire,

a great reduc-

Furthermore, the com-

work on
arch which means

bustion chamber gives ample

gear.

The

It

room

to

the flues
a saving

obtained on the Northern Pacific by the use of the com-

in

bustion chamber has led to the use of this design of

ing surface of the firebox and gives a largely increased

boiler

on

all

their recent locomotives.

An

order of 70

locomotives built for them by the American Locomotive

Company were

illustrated

referred to above.

and described

Except for the increase

at the front end, the boiler of the Cole

same

in

the article

in the length

compound

is

the

as that of the 20 simple Pacific type engines in-

cluded in this

lot.

The

the design of this boiler

chief features in conection with

may

be seen by reference to the

engraving of the same on page 340 of the October, 1906,
issue of the Railway Master Mechanic.

time.

It also

materialy increases the heat-

volume which tends toward better combustion.
Though the combustion chamber reduces the tubeheating surface, this is more than off-set by the increase
in firebox heating surface and the engine with combustion chamber steams equally as well as a similar engine
without the combustion chamber and greater actual heatfirebox

ing surface.

A

thorough

trial

of the combustion

chamber on the

Northern Pacific road has demonstrated the fact that
where water conditions are bad it greatly reduces boiler

RAILWAY MASTER MECHANIC
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repairs,

which constitutes a large item

in the cost of

design of this type for the Erie and reflection upon the

main-

estimated weights and principal dimensions, show that

tenace of an engine.

The design

Fe

for the Sante

is

the latter'

representative of one

of 56 Prairie type locomotives built by the Baldwin Locomotive Works and embodies the Vauclain four cylinder

balance principle. This engine

is

lbs.

The

cylinders are con-

nected to the middle drivers, with the low pressure cyl-

hung on

inders

of this engine

the outside and the feature in the design
the arrangement by which the high

is

made

pressure rods are
axle.

The

The high pressure

clear

to

the

forward driving

cylinders are inclined at angle

of 7 degrees and the two cranks on the same side of the
engine are placed at angle of 173 degrees apart instead
of 180 degrees, in order that the pistons
strokes at the

same

time.

As

may

a result, the

is

to

exceed either of the other two

in weight,

tractive power.

locomotives for these different roads represent the

development of three types of wheel arrangement. The
entire weight of the Baltimore and Ohio engine is car-

It is

when working compound.

and

size

intended for fast freight

one of a number of the heaviest Prairie
type locomotives which have been built, weighing 174,700
lbs. on drivers and providing a tractive effort of 37,840
service.

481

ried
'

on 12 drivers arranged

The wheel arrangement
leading

includes

and

in

two groups of

six each.

of the Great Northern engine

pony trucks, with two

trailing

groups of six coupled driving wheels. The design of
the Erie locomotive provides for the entire weight upon

two groups of eight coupled wheels.
The order for this type of engine by the Erie has been
placed with the American Locomotive Company. Some
principal dimensions nd comparative figures appear later
in this article and it is hoped to give a more detailed desixteen drivers in

start their

main driving

wheel centers are not interchangeable as there is a different counterbalance weight in each wheel, the counterbalance being affected by the peculiar arrangement of the
cranks.

On

both the Northern Pacific and the Santa Fe loco-

motives the valves are operated by Walschaert valve
gear.

This gear has

now been

largely introduced in

American practice and has been met with a favorable
reception.

One

of the chief advantages of the Walschaert valve

gear over the Stephenson link motion
for inspection, lubrication

and

repairs.

is

its accessibility

It

has been the

experience of the roads on which this valve gear has been

most widely introduced that

this feature of the

gear

is

a

very important factor in the reduction of engine failures.

CRANK AXLE FOR COLE COMPOUND LOCOMOTIVE

Furthermore, the Walschaert valve gear affords a better opportunity than the Stephenson link motion for the
introduction of strong frame bracing, which lessens one

of the largest items of expense in the cost of mainte-

nance of an engine, namely frame

The tendency

favor

been placed in service.

COLE COMPOUND

of

indicated to

is

account when the locomotives ordered have

scriptive

failures.

Mallet articulated comsome extent by the attention this design is now attracting, introduces a number of
vital features for consideration which must necessarily
be met in the operation and maintenance of such locomotives. This is on account of their greater weight and
size as compared with locomotives now in service and
generally looked upon as heavy.

pounds which

in

— NORTHERN PACIFIC RY.

The arrangement

N. P. RY.

of cylinders employed in the appli-

cation of the balanced and divided principle to the Pacific

type ocomotive for the Northern Pacific

is

the Cole

type with the high pressure cylinders ahead of the low
pressure.

This arrangement was used in order to obtain

a proper length of high pressure main rod without any
radical

change

in length of

wheel base and boiler from

1

Present practice indicates very clearly that shop facilities are already taxed to their utmost and a wider in-

same road.

the simple Pacific type engines of the

By

increasing the distance between the center of the

cylinders and the forward driving wheels 12 inches,

and

troduction into American practice of locomotives of the
Mallet type, naturally points to the necessity of increas-

extending the front end of the boiler

ing the size and capacity of turn tables, cranes, and other
roundhouse and shop facilities, not to mention the requirements imposed upon track and bridges.

out combustion chamber boiler, a length of high pressure

The Mallet locomotives

of the Baltimore and

Ohio
and the Great Northern were compared briefly on page
300 of the September, 1906, issue of the Railway Master
Mechanic, A glance at the drawing representing the

;

keeping the length

of the flues the same as in the simpie Pacific engines with-

A

main rod of gi J

With

inches

was

obtained.

the four cylinders in the

some transverse

plane,

would have been necessary in order to obtain a good
length of high pressure main rod to have either increased
the distance betwen the center of cylinders and the forit

ward driving wheels 30

to

36 inches, involving a similar

RAILWAY MASTER MECHANIC
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increase in length of boiler

and

have used

tubes, or to

the bifurcated design of high pressure rod straddling the

permissible increase of weight on driving wheels

has been obtained on account of the elimination of the

hammerblow.
In this engine an increase of 11,000
pounds in weight on driving wheels was permitted in
excess of that of the Northern Pacific simple Pacific engines described before.

The

power between four cylnders and

subdivision of

between two axles has resulted

bend-

in a reduction of

ing stresses on the crank axle due to the fact that only
half the turning

moment

transmitted through each

is

axle and this provides the further advantage of light

moving parts which will minimize wear and repairs.
The Walschaert Valve Gear has already been used on
the Northern Pacific road. One each of the Mikado and
Prairie type engines included in the recent order of lo-

comotives mentioned above were equipped with this type

The same type of valve gear is used on
the Cole compound and reference to the accompanying
drawings will show the extra framebracing possible to
of valve gear.

employ

in this

end of

and the waist-sheets are bolted

The

this casting.

a heavy

between the frames over the mid-

steel casting is bolted

dle driving axle,

ties,

to each

down and

waist-sheets extend

are bolted at the bottom end to steel crossties extending

and back of the
construction would have been

across the lower rails of the frames front

main

pedestal. This rigid

impossible with the Stephenson link motion..

The

principal dimensions of this engine are as follows

f6

in.

%

in.

4^

in.

Firebox, water space, sides and back
Firebox, crown staying
Tubes, number

Tubes,

306

2
16

'.

Exhaust nozzle
Exhaust nozzle, diameter
Smokestack, diameter
Tank, water capacity
Tank, coal capacity
Valves,

4 in.
Radial

diameter

Tubes, length

5^

18

in.

A

in.
in.

and

in-

S7

gals.

7,000

12 tons.

travel

exhaust clearance, H.
Valves, exhaust clearance, L.
Valves, lead
Valves,

Wheels,
Wheels,
Wheels,
Wheels,

P
P

6

n.

1

n.

5-16

n.

z/%

diameter trailing truck
diameter tender '.
Ratio of high to low pressure cylinders

Tractive power

n.

^

diameter drivers
diameter front trucks

VAUCLAIN COMPOUND

A. T.

n.

69

n.

33^

n.

45

n.
n.

33V2.

to

2.78

30,340

lbs.

1

;

The arrangement

in.

9 in.
Single

and 20 7-16

A

S5

in.,

ft.

Valves, steam lap

engine because of the use of this valve

Instead of the usual waist-sheet cross

gear.

Firebox, thickness, crown side and back sheets
Firebox, thickness tube sheet
Firebox, water space, front
;

front axle.

A
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&

S.

F.

RY.

of cylinders employed in applying

the balanced principle to the Prairie type of locomotive

on the Sante Fe makes use of a new feature. Both the
high and low pressure cylinders are connected to the
middle pair of wheels and

in

order that the high pres-

sure main rods, which are between the frames, will clear
the forward axle, the high pressure cylinders are inclined

an angle of 7 degrees and are slightly higher than
their ordinary location in the usual design of Vauclain
balanced compounds. Aside from this and slight changes
at

steam passages to accommodate such an arrangement of cylinders, there has been no change in the cyl-

in the

P

Cylinder diameter, H.
Cylinder diameter L.
Piston

P

'

16^
^Vz

in.

26

in.

stroke

Wheel base, driving
Wheel base, total
Wheel base, engine and tender
Weight in working order
Weight on drivers
Weight engine and tender
Heating
Heating
Heating
Heating

surface, tubes

,

:

surface, firebox

surface, arch tubes
surface, total

Grate area
Axles, diameter, main driving journal
Axles, length main driving' journal

.

.

ft.

33 ft. 5
62 ft. 10

in.

.

157,000

lbs.

380,500

lbs.

2,667.0

sq.

ft.

232.9

sq.

ft.

8.9 sq.

ft.

2,908.8 sq.

ft.

Firebox,

Firebox,

length

width

is solid,

and heavy

in conse-

in.

consistent with safety.

9J4

in.

construction of reciprocating parts, their weights are so

12

in.

arranged as to secure a balance between the high and low

8

in.

14

in.

6j4

in.

12

in.

lbs.

.96

in.

65^

By

pressure parts sufficient for

?2 I/4
220
,.

,

pressure piston

.11^

Extension wagon-top

Steam pressure

The high

quence, and the low pressure piston

Axles, length, engine truck journal
ring outside

of 180 degrees.

in.

Axles, diameter engine truck journals

first

from usual practice in the angle between cranks
on the same side of the engine, in order that the pistons may start their strokes at the same time, and in the
arrangement of counterbalance weights to secure perfect
balance among the rotating parts. The two cranks on
the same side of the engine are 173 degrees apart instead
ation

11

Axles, length trailing truck journals.

diameter,

inclination of the cylinders has necessitated a vari-

ft.

Axles, diameter, trailing truck journal

Boiler,

The

sq.

Axles, length, other driving journals

type

in.

.240,000 lbs.

Axles, diameter, other driving journals

Boiler,

inder design.

12

43.5
"

in.

The same type of
Vauclain compound
is

in.

made

further careful design in the

all

practical considerations.

single piston valve
is

as light as

common

to the

applied to this engine and

mo-

provided by the Walschaert valve gear. The valve
driven through a rock shaft having both arms point-

tion

in.

is

is

ing downwards.

mounted on a

The bearing
crosstie,

which

for this
is

rock shaft

is

supported by knees
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Valve

Balanced

piston

Wagon

Boiler,

type

Boiler,

material

Boiler,

diameter

top
Steel

76

%

Boiler, thickness of sheets
Boiler,

working pressure

Boiler,

fuel

Boiler,

staying

in.

and 29-32
225

in.
in.

lbs.

Soft

coal

Radial

Firebox,

material

Firebox,

length

Steel
1-16

108

Firebox, width
Firebox, depth

front,

Firebox, thickness of sheets, sides, $i
tube 9-16 in.
Y?, in.

83^

in.,

in.

;

7^-Va

in.

70^

in.

back,

back, Y&

in.

in.

crown,

;

;

Firebox, water space, ....front,

Tubes,

material

4^

in.;

sides, 5 in.; back, 4 in.

Iron

."

Tubes, wire gage
Tubes, number

No.

Tubes, diameter

2J4

in.

19

ft.

Tubes, length

FOUR-CYLINDER BALANCED COMPOUND LOCOMOTIVE

—

T.

A.

&

S.

F.

RY.

Heating
Heating
Heating
Heating
Driving
Driving

It is also

inder casting and the arrangement
the

accompanying engraving of the

The design
trailing truck

seat

is

is

shown on

clearly

side elevation.

of this locomotive includes the

with journals placed outside.

Rushton

The spring

form of a cast steel saddle, which is suspendon the swing links. The spring link seat back

in the

ed directly

of the truck

which

braced to the cyl-

is

is

bolted to an outside supplemental frame,

secured to the main frame by means of

steel

castings.

The

boiler

is

of the extended

wagon

top, radial stay

type, the front ring of the barrell being coned.

sloping throat and back head.

dome ring is 82 inches.
The principal dimensions are

The

It

has a

inside diameter of

the

included in the following

surface,

in.

ft.

53.5

sq.

in.

wheels, diameter of center

62

in.

— A.

T.

&

S.

F.

RY.

—

Driving wheels, journals main, iixioj^
Engine truck wheels (front), diameter
Engine truck wheels (front), journals
Engine truck wheels (back), diameter

in.;

10x12

others,

Base, driving
base,

rigid

in.

6>4xi2

in.

50

in.

8x14

in.

8

in.

13

and tender
wheels
Weight, on driving
Weight, on truck, front
Weight, on truck, back
Weight, total engine*
Weight, total engine and tender, about
Tank, capacity, water
base, total engine

64

8

in.

9

in.

7J^

in.

ft.

33

ft.

ft.

174,700 lbs.

31,300 lbs.

42,200

Service,

Service, grades

lbs.

9,000 gals.

tons

12

No. 8

34%
Sj^xio
Fast

in.

lbs.

418,000

diameter

in.

lbs.

248,200

Tank, capacity, coal
Tender, wheels
Tender,

ft.

13

base, total engine

in.

42^

Engine truck wheels (back), journals

Wheel
Wheel
Wheel
Wheel

%y2

ft.

sq.

69

and 20x28

4

17H

:.. 4017.8

wheels, diameter outside

Service
Cylinders

ft.
ft.

ft.

«

Gauge

total

sq.

3810.5 sq.

surface, grate area

Tender, journals

table

207.3

surface, tubes

FOUR-CYLINDER BALANCED COMPOUND LOCOMOTIVE

bolted to the engine frames.

firebox

surface,

1

342

in.

in.

freight

curves

16

6/10%

to

1%%
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END ELEVATIONS AND SECTIONS.

TRAILING TRUCK.
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MALLET ARTICULATED COMPOUND
The proposed design
pound locomotive which

—ERIE

R. R.

of the Mallet articulated com-

here illustrated

is

for an en-

is

487

Heating surface, tubes
Heating surface, firebox
Heating surface, total
Grate area

5,760 sq.

348

ft.

sq.

ft.

6,108 sq.

ft.

100

sq.

ft.

gine weighing 410,000 pounds, with a tractive effort of

98,000 pounds.

As

the design of this engine

preliminary stage, very

little

Tender.

in the

is

can be given in regard to the

comparison of the
principal dimensions with the Baltimore and Ohio and
the Great Northern engines will be of interest.

Water

capacity

-.

;

8,500

gals.

16

tons

Coal capacity

details at this time, but the following

Bait.

Am.
Wheels

&

Ohio

Baldwin

0-6-6-0

334,500
334,500

2-6-6-2

20 and 33x32
56 in
71,500 lbs.
235 lbs.
30 ft. 8 in.
10 ft.
5585 sq. ft.

in.

.

The

will be,

when

estimated weights and principal dimensions of this

engine are as follows

miles of the

stantial

construction,

best obtainable.

of apparatus

modern

General Data.
Service

/2

8l

ft.

Freight

,

Fuel

coal

Bit.

Tractive

effort

in.

98,000

lbs.

Weight in working order, estimated
410,000 lbs.
Weight on drivers, estimated
410,000 lbs.
Weight of engine and tender in working order, estimated
573,000 lbs.
Wheel base, driving
14 ft. 3 in.
Wheel base, total
39 ft. 2 in.
Wheel base, engine and tender
72 ft. 2 in.

Compound

Number
;

25 and 39x28

of

the

most sub-

used being the

material

The power house equipment

consists

representing the highest development of

electric

railway machinery,

R.

such as Westing-

R.

tons and measuring fifty-four feet in length and eight

and one-half

feet in width.

Each

car

is

equipped with

four 125-H. P. Westinghouse motors, Westinghouse multiple

unit control

and

air

brakes.

The company

will

operate express trains and accommodation trains, the

former running at a regular schedule speed of from 50
to 60 miles an hour.
On a recent trial trip, one of the
cars attained a speed of seventy miles an hour.

It

is

ex-

pected that the entire road from Rochester to Syracuse

completed and

in full operation

by January

1,

1908.

H.
L.

P.

Piston

P.

Slide

Bal.

Wheels.
diameter over

tires

Driving, thickness of tires

51

in.

3^

in.

Boiler.
Style

Conical

Working pressure
Outside diameter of first ring
Firebox, length and width
Firebox, combustion chamber, length
Tubes, number and outside diameter.
length

215

lbs.

84

in.

126x114
48

in.

468,

•

in.

Valve.

Kind
Kind

Tubes,

is

4

Diameter and stroke

Driving,

line

the

cars are solidly built, weighing approximately fifty

will be

Cylinders.

Kind

The
all

house-Parsons steam turbines, Westinghouse turbo-generators, as well as switchboard and auxiliary machinery.

The
4

from

length of eighty-three miles

entire

Rochester to Lyons.

MALLET ARTICULATED COMPOUND LOCOMOTIVE — ERIE

Gauge

completed, one of the largest inter-

0-8-8-0

355,000 lbs,
410,000 lbs. est.
316,000 lbs.
410,000 lbs. est.
211 and 32x32 in. 25 and 39x28 in
51 in
55 in.
71,600 lbs.
98,000 lbs.
215 lbs
200 lbs.
39 ft 2 in.
44 ft. 10 in.
14 ft. 3 in.
10 ft.
5658 sq. ft.
6108 sq. ft.

lbs.
lbs.

What

urban electrc railways in this country, the Rochester,
Syracuse & Eastern Ry., connecting the cities of Rochester and Syracuse, N. Y., has now opened up thirty-seven

Great Northern

Loco. Co.

»

»

in.

2%

in.

21

ft.

The monthly

report of the Employes' Relief

Fund

for

Company's
burg and Erie shows that the payments for the month
of September, 1906, amounted to $115,151.92.
Of this
amount $40,902.03 were on account of death, and represent the payment of death benefits to the families of members and the further payment of $74,249.90 in benefits
for the relief of members disabled and incapacitated for
work in the company's service. Since the organization
of the relief department, February 15, 1886, there have
been paid in death benefits $6,331,189.64, and on account
the Pennsylvania Railroad

lines east of Pitts-

of disablement $9,130,752.04, or a total of $15,461,941.68.
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Locomotive Firing

in Relation to

Combustion

December, 1906

(Second of a Series of Articles on This Subject.)

HE

percent of the 8

brown

or

black in color and breaks unevenly with a dull lustre.

It

trace of

plant

its

life origin.

may

It

crumbles easily and on exposure

much
As
its

be either

to the

with

hour,

per

lbs.

lbs.

30,000X1-94=58,200
Texas lignite.

Assuming

cu.

of water per

cu.

ft.

Territory

Indian

the

since 75

pressure steam has a volume

we have 40,000X1.94=77,600

of 1.94,

Railway Master Mechanic, are
shown in the table below and are typical
examples compiled from the tests mentioned.
As a lignite represents the most incomplete
evolution of coal, occupying as it does a
stage between peat and bituminous coal, its
more or less
retains
generally
structure

lignite,

5,000X6=30,000

is 6,

Or, since at 220

hour.

issue of the

physical

But with the Texas

water per hour.

of the classification referred
to in the previous section of this series, appearing on page 371 of the November, 1906,
indications

of steam

coal

and

;

of steam per hour with the

ft.

and a cut

a cylinder stroke of 32 ins.

off of

75 per cent for maximum working at a speed of 8 miles
per hour with a 56 ins. driving wheel, we may then de-

maximum

termine as the
tives

which these two

sizes of simple freight

locomo-

fuels will enable to be operated,

as follows

weather absorbs

The diameter

moisture.

of the cylinders for the locomotive using

the Indian Territory coal will be
its

percentage of carbon

total

percentage of hydrogen

is

is

and
most of

relatively low,

also less than in

77,600 cu.

low (see table
II) and a greater quantity of it must be burned to provide the same quantity of steam than where bituminous
For instance the Texas lignite noted in
coal is used.
the other classes of coal,

its

heat value

J

is

7854x32

ins.

X3

(for 75$)

ft.

of steam

x528off. x i2ins. x 10 m.p.h.

=22.23

1728 x 3.1416 x 56

while with the lignite

we can

ins

-

only supply cylinders

the table has a heat value of 10,990 B. T. U., while the

Indian Territory bituminous has 14,624 B. T. U. Hence
the lignite is but 10,990-7-14,624=75 per cent as efficient,

J

would be necessary to burn i}4 tons
of this lignite to produce the amount of steam which one
ton of- -this Indian Territory bituminous coal would genOr, taking 5,000 lbs. (2.5 tons) of coal per hour
erate.

This would mean we could only secure

words,

or, in other

as the

'maximum

freight service

steam per

lb.

58,200

7854 x 32 x 3 x 5280 X 12 X 10
= 19 25
1728 x 3.1416 x 56

diameter.

ins. in

it

capacity of

and 8

lbs.

a

fireman

in

of water to 220

19.25

x 32 x (80$ of 220)

= 37,473 lb

s-

of

continuous

lbs.

tractive effort

pressure

evaporation obtainable with this grade of coal,

we

22.232 x 32 x (8o# of 220)

will

have as the maximum which one fireman can produce
with the Indian Territory coal 5,000X8=40,000 lbs. of

56

= 49.735

lbs

-

°f

tractive efforts.

TABLE
Air-dried samples Prox. Analysis

from the use of the Texas lignite, while
Territory bituminous we could secure

with the Indian

of the Indian Territory coal per hour as the

II.

(Samples direct from

Ultimate Analysis (Samples thoroughly dried)

cars)

Fixed

Carbon-

Hydro- British
Fixed Volatile MoistThermal Carbon Matter
gen
ure
Ratio

2

Carbon

Carbon

Ash

Units

(percent Carbon
of

com-

Hydrogen

Oxygen

Nitro-

Sul-

gen

phur

Ash

Earthy
Matter
in

(percent and

Ash

Re-

of com fuse (per
bustible)
cent)

bustble)

'Pennsylvania Anthracite.

.

.

.

26.7

14,906 55.00

27.62

3.00

14.38

66.57

74.09

4.42

4.44 1.08 1.16 14.81

86.97

63.88

.

20.7

15,270 73.68

12.54

2.22

11.56

85.46

78.43

3.66

2.27

1.42 2.45

11.77

88.89

57.95

19.6

15,786 68.36

16.31

4.85

10.48 -80.74 80.34

4.00

3.11

1.05

.49

11.01

90.28

73.87

17.8

15,743 70.03

22.38

2.14

5.45

75.78 83.71

4.64

3.67

1.70

.71

5.57 88.65

59.68

Second

16.1

15,440 59.84

27.64

2.53

9.99

68 40

77:42

4.69

5.18 1.48

.98

10.25

86.20

71.76

Grade

14.4

15,048 48.80

39.23

2.01

9.96 55.44 74.36

4.93

6.40

1

37 2.77 10.17

82.78

69.06

14.3

14,624 50.31

32.61

3.71

9.77 58.15

74 00

4.97

7.06

1.78 1.44 10.15

82 36

79.04

12.6

14,276 42.11

40.10

12.24

51.22 70.05

5.42

5.75

6.32

81.18

73.83

12.4

13,471

33.73

35.35

14.88-

16.04 48.83

62.04

4.49

7.59

1.50 5.56 18.82

76.42

81.93

11.3

12,638 39.76

31.77

11.57

16.90

55.59 62 38

4.37

7.84 1.10 5.20 19.11

77.12

80.17

11.2

12,309 41.57

37.85

11.90

9.4

10,990 29.44

31.42

23.27

(Spadra)

Arkansas Semi-Bituminous.
(Pocohontas)

West Virginia Bituminous.
(New

First

.

River)

Grade

West Virginia Bituminous.
(Upper Freeport)

West Virginia Bituminous.

.

(Pittsburg)

West Virginia Bituminous.

.

.

(Hartshorne)

Indian Territory Bituminous.
Third

(Morgan)

Missouri Bituminous

.

.

,

Grade

5.55

.79 5.67

(Marion)

Iowa Bituminous
(Bevier)

Missouri Bituminous

Fourth

Grade

(Gallup)

New Mexico
(

Lignite

8.68 52.34

70.77

4.97

12.63

1.15

.63

9.85

78.50

57.02

48.37

62 85

3.94

10.73

1.10

.70 20.68

79.23

62.87

Houston)

Texas Lignite

15.87

ANALYSIS OF TYPICAL CLASSES OF COAL.
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Or, figuring the tractive effort as utilizing 22.5 per
cent of the weight on drivers,

we

could operate a locomo-

much and
but

less

generally

489

more

fixed carbon than the lignites,

known

than these classes

semi-bituminous,

as

But the

semi-anthracite, or anthracite proper.

weighing 49,7354-22.5=221,047 lbs. on drivers
with this grade of bituminous coal, whereas one of only
37,4734-22.5=166,547 lbs. on drivers could be operated

guishing characteristics of a bituminous coal
percentage of volatile combustible matter,

with the

present to a less extent in lignites and

tive

lignite.

Naturally, since lignite has suffered the least change

from peat stage through the factors of age, compression
and heat, it is the lightest of the coals and its use in
locomotives requires a different method of handling from
the more advanced coals. Being light, it is easily dragged
from its position on the grates, hence a softer draft is
than

required

permissible with bituminous coal

is

;

in

other words a larger nozzle tip

is used with the lignite.
This fact of lightness also leads to a fire throwing effect
greatly resembling wood, so that a 4 by 4 or even a 5 by
in fact the diamond stack
5 netting is generally used

—

either with a short front

front end with netting

is

end without netting or a long
found essential, as in burning

wood. Lignite coats the tube sheet after the manner of
wood, where the slightest tube leakage is present. By

though

this

cannot be

made

too great on account of the

A 35 per cent intersticing
with a rocking type of grate

light fuel falling through.
is

generally practiced,

throughout (dump grate not required) though the fire
should be disturbed as little as possible by grate shaking.
A deep ash pan is preferably used because of the con-

amount of ash falling into it with most
grades and a large amount of air openings protected
by netting is imperative. In firing, a good depth (body)
of fire is first built up and then kept at this depth
through firing on the one or two shovel plan. There is
siderable

high

its

which is
extremely low

is

the bituminous coal

ignited, this

is

and burns. with a
long flame which terminates in invisibility under proper
conditions of combustion, but under improper conditions
volatile combustible

this

matter

is

set free

flame terminates in smoke.

Owing

wide range
istics of bituminous
coals,
burning and the methods of
considerably. For instance,
cahontas coal in Table II, a
to the

of the individual character-

arrangements for
must of necessity vary
with the West Virginia Po-

both

the

firing

larger extent of grate open-

ing can be used, a lesser area of grate surface

is

neces-

and a larger mesh of netting

sary, a larger nozzle tip

can be used and a generally smaller boiler will be neces-

Iowa Marion

sary than with the, say,

coal further

down

in the table.

Differences in firing methods are permissible or com-

reason of the fine netting required the amount of opening in the grate intersticing becomes highly important,

When

in anthracites.

is

distin-

pelled by the lightness or fineness of the coal, or by varia-

amounts of

tions in the

iron, or other clinkering

slate,

substances which are encountered in the coal furnished.

For instance, the author remembers noting on the Bessemer & Lake Erie, an excellent grade of coal received
directly on the tenders from the mine's mouth, used in
heavy consolidation locomotives with long, narrow,

The

"above-the-frames" fire-boxes.
to

merely load

was

firing practice

in several scoops of coal just in front of

;

sometimes a considerable tendency for the fire to "kick
back" through the door, which must be watched. Some
lignites have very little clinker, while others contain a
large percentage, hence, beyond these general remarks,
the peculiarities of each grade

which

tice,

will

must be observed by prac-

indicate the permissible or imperative

departures from the hints here
thing else judgment

is

set forth

;

for as in every-

essential in obtaining the

most

satisfactory results.

As

the deposits of bituminous coal are very widely

and the general run of it is well adapted to
is the coal most generally used in locoIn color it varies from a dark brown to a deep

distributed

the purpose, this

motives.
black.

In physical structure

lution

from peat)

and

are

its

lower grades (in

generally

found

less

its

evo-

compact

crumble rather than fracture, but as the grades
are found more advanced toward the semi-bituminous or
to

semi-anthracite stage, the structure
it

is

more compact and

was thrown
into the now-coked mass and all of it spread out up
ahead. At the next firing interval fresh coal was again
piled up in front of the door for coking. This method
the door.

At

the next firing interval, the hoe

of firing gave excellent results, with

exertion than

was involved

tributing with the scoop

possible be-

ma-

and the coking nature of the coal. In firing, as in
else, judgment is essential and the best
method of handling a coal which is new to the man or
to the division, can only be found after some experiment
both with the coal and with the particular locomotive.
With a careful noting of conditions and behavior, however, a good fireman will grasp these requisites within
the space of a few fires.
We still hear the "two-shovel" method of firing, or the
While, of
Bates door practice, held up as the ideal.
course, light firing at short intervals
to secure the best results,

constitutes light firing

and tonnage freight

the United States Geological

was only

everything

As observed

II,

it

dis-

terial

power and

Table

method of

in the usual

yet

less physical

cause of the practically total absence of clinkering

fractures cleanly with a bright lustre.
in

;

much

light trains.

still

is

the proper

these criterions of

were fixed

in the

way
what

days of small

In these days of heavy power

trains, or

heavy, high-speed passen-

bituminous coals into four grades,

ger trains the intervals between firing are so short as to

of which the characteristics of typical examples in the

almost preclude any other method than that of standing on

upper and lower limits of each grade are

the deck and firing continuously on the

Survey

classifies the

set forth in the

the run."

table.

Bituminous coals

major portions of

in general

may

be said to carry as

As

a matter of fact, light firing with either light or
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heavy power does not mean so much that the fireman
should use two scoops at short intervals, as that he should
not use twelve scoops at ill judged intervals, that he
should not fire heavily in light parts of the run, that he

know his division and
when he knows the engine

should
just

not put in a heavy

fire

and that
impress the natives around sta-

he should not seek to

is

to be shut off,

by opening up a gas factory.
means stinting the fire as much as possible all over the
road and instead of seeing how much coal one can put
In short, light firing

tions

into the firebox, to cheat

While the

at every opportunity.

it

theoretical reasons for

which

process of burning.

de-

sirable to fire small quantities at short intervals rather

this point that

it

may

be said in substance at

with light firing the glowing bed of

necessary for perfect combustion

much

with a thin layer of coal as

is

it is

fire

the

used.

It will

the fire

is

not so hot as

bustion and a

more or

terial in the coal is

less

use a

it

.like

bituminous coal and, there-

The

furnished.

is

thickness of

depend upon the size of the coal to be
be impossible to keep up steam with a thin

composed of large sized coal, for the reason that
would rush through the openings
betwen the lumps, causing all the losses so often mentioned as due to too much air. In fact, to properly fire
fire

large quantities of air

Petroleum or

required as

is

fuel oil, as already explained,

the re-

is

of a distillation of lignite of bituminous coal under

sult

great pressure.

It is

a thick, very dark liquid, having an
It

composed of a

is

a hydro-carbon liquid,

is

large category of liquid hydro-

An

carbons of various chemical constitutions.

average

sample presents the following ultimate analysis:

both these causes,
In

it

not transformed into heat, but passes

skill

with bituminous coal.

occasional greenish tinge.

would be with perfect comportion of the combustible ma-

much

with complete combustion as

mediately get to this fresh coal in quantities sufficient to

provide for perfect combustion.

fired as

or rather

fire.

From

will

fire

broken

with a thick layer,

Again, where a large quantity of coal is thrown
on the fire, the air essential to its combustion cannot imthe

must be

fore,

is

not cooled off so

other words heavy firing lowers the temperature of

in

Anthracite

coal.

than larger quantities at longer intervals, are set forth
in the following chapter,

we must

In other words

larger grate area with anthracite than with bituminous

anthracite coal so as to give the required steam pressure

more

it is
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Carbon

84 per cent

Hydrogen
Oxygen

14 per cent

thermal

British

Some

2 per cent

sample scales 20,845.
on samples of California oil re-

units

calorimeter tests

this

sulted as follows

out of the stack in smoke, indicating the imperfect part
of the combustion process of that particular "fire" put

Anthracite coal, being the

final

in.

Heat Value
•

evolution of coal in

Calories pe

having had the
off,

is

volatile constituents practically all driven

of fixed carbon

composed principally

Actual Results. Average.

and hence

flame or combustible gases during the pro-

\

Because of this, the heat of the fire is
developed more in the immediate vicinity of the grates,

\

common

1

gives out

little

much

so in fact, that

it is

usual to replace the

With

a very thick

fire,

however,

sufficient air

f

\

cannot be

I

forced through the grates and coal to admit of complete
combustion and, therefore, carbonic oxide in place of

carbon dioxide will be formed, with a great loss of heat,
When carbon
if the air is not admitted above the fire.
only
4,500 units
and oxygen unite to form carbon oxide,
of heat are generated, whereas, if they combine to form
carbonic
units

dioxide

(complete

be produced, and

combustion)

14,500

heat

10,000 heat units gained

•9037

10321.5

18578.7

!•*!

•42

.010

.9407

)
/

.96;

I.06

,031

.9417

.8.82

.024

.9629

I.06

.010

•9430

•74

.024

.9410

4.62

.048

.9529

4-93

054

9530

s

\

Specific
Gravity.

.032

1

\

1

Silt.

Per Cent

8.71

9897

1

Sulphur.

IfA

\

\

Per Cent
Moisture

PerCent

per lb.
Average.

16904.7

9871

\

B. T. U.

9391-5

1

1

arrangement of grates with a design which embraces a
number of water tubes in the grate area.
As but little gas is formed while burning anthracite,
little smoke is produced, and fairly good combustion can
be effected by passing the air through the grates alone.

9378/
9405
10314
1032a
10247
10229
9407
9433
10252
10280
10316
10314
9929
9946

I

cess of burning.

so

Gram.

s

I

10238.0

18428.4

\

9420.0

I

10266.0

18478.8

.99

\

)

,4

(

J

-70

I

-77

S

I

\
/

/

16956.O

)

I

j

10315.0

18567.O
1

s
/

9937-5

17887.5

<
/

'J

0884.0

i'oi

-93
.98

i

\

17791-2
\

:
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In the southwest, where most of the fuel
in

locomotives

it

rels of fuel oil is

made on

is

used

is

generally taken that about four bar-

equal to one ton of coal.

the Southern Pacific in

finding that 170 gallons of fuel

ton of coal.

oil

1901
oil

Some

tests

resulted in the

were equal

to

one

This would appear to be reasonable, for

from the above

this and to save the 10,000 heat units, sufficient air must

weigh roughly 7.9
lbs. per gallon which, at 42 gallons to a barrel would
give 331.8 lbs. of oil per barrel. Taking 18,000 B. T.

at all times be admitted to complete the combustion.

U.'s as the average heat value

Although the heat units of anthracite and the high
grade bituminous coals run about the same in amount,
yet anthracite coal burns more slowly than the other
coals. Therefore the amount of heat given off by anthracite coal within a given time is not so great in amount
Hence, to obtain
as would be true of bituminous coal.
required
by
locomotive
within a
a
the amount of heat
given time, more anthracite coal must be kept in the

providing 5,972,400 B. T. U.'s or 24 million heat units
in four barrels of 168 total gallons.
The coal referred

will

simply by

securing

complete combustion.

To

effect

table

the

will

oil

we have each

barrel of oil

to probably. ran

about 13,000 B. T. U.'s per lb., or, also
24 million B. T. U.'s per ton, so that as far as the relative cost of fuel is concerned, oil of this quantity at 50
per ton.

would equal

grade of coal at $2.00
For railway use, however, there are other con-

cents a barrel

siderations involved.

this

While requiring

less physical

exer-
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tion, its

use demands greater attention from the fireman

and a careless fireman cannot only cause much more
comfort through the production of black smoke but he
can damage a firebox to an extent impossible with coal.
On the other hand the oil can be transported and handled
dis-

Round House
Denver

much more

491

conveniently and cheaply than coal and the

delay and general cost both on the road and at the round-

house due to
der handling,

cleaning and cin-

dirty, clinkered fires, fire

entirely avoided.

is

of firing this fuel will be taken

up

The

specific

methods

later.

with Crane Service
Rio Grande

8r

/£.

/£.

(First Portion of an Article Describing This Round House.)
girders are supported by the outside wall and by the inRio Grande Railroad has recently
side curtain wall reinforced by pilasters.
The roof over
round house at Pueblo, Colo.,

THE Denver andnew
constructed a

according to plans embodying several novel

These are noticable particularly

in the

features.

form of the

sec-

the roofs

and

tions of the houses, the construction of

buildings which are of concrete, the design of locomotive

and the provision for overhead traveling
crane and trolley hoists which serve the section in which
are located drop pits for driving and truck wheels.
The house as a whole is built in three sections containing a total of 49 locomotive repair pits, or stalls, of which
three are arranged for dropping driving wheels and five
for dropping truck wheels. There are fifteen pits in the
section containing the drop pits and this section is constructed to provide for the operation of an overhead
repair

pits

traveling crane of 15 tons capacity in the outside bay.

The crane

operated by a 3 phase 60 cycle electric
motor and runs on rails curved to the radii of the
is

house, compensation for the difference in length being

made by wheels

of different sizes

on the carriage.

A

the other

two bays

is

of similar material carried

on con-

crete beams.

These bays are lighted by skylights in the roof placed
and occupying a position immediately above the floor space between the stalls in
order to provide ample light on both sides of a locomotive when standing in the round house.
All skylights are made of wired glass laid in heavy
rabbeted pine sash bars fastened directly on the concrete
curb. The glass is raised above the curb at the ends
parallel with the repair stalls

^

inch to allow clearance of smoke.

In order to provide for the

movement

of the crane, un-

obstructed by smoke jacks, the jacks are offset as shown
in the plan

and elevation of the high section of the house.

Each jack
and when

at its

is

capable of a vertical adjustment of 4 feet
bottom position, the lower edge of the

flare of the jack

is

thirteen feet

from the top of the

These are special cast iron Dickinson jacks with

single track trolley of 3,500 lbs. capacity serves each of

the other

The

two

bays.

entire roof construction

including the crane girders.

is

of reinforced concrete,

This

is

all

monolythic, no

joints being allowed except that at every third stall the

roof

is

entirely separated

from the adjoining portion by a

inch expansion joint crossing the roof laterally and

fyi

covered with a strip of flexible composition roofing to

keep out the weather.

The roof

slab

made water tight
The entire roof is

is

by one heavy coat of Elaterite paint.
supported on steel columns and these columns are
proofed with wire lath and cement plaster.

fire-

All sections of the house are divided into three bays

separated by two rows of steel columns supporting the

roof girders.

bay

is

In the crane served section the outside

higher than the other two bays to provide room for

movement of the traveling crane. The crane runways are carried on concrete girders supported by steel
columns. The crane spans a distance of 30 feet. The
height of this bay from base of rail to top of column is
25 feet and 11^4 inches. The distance from top of rail
the

bottom of crane is 30 feet, from bottom of crane to
bottom of roof girder is 6 feet 6 inches, and from top of
rail to bottom of roof girder is 36 feet 6 inches

to

A

ventilator located in the center of the roof of this

bay extends the
is

full

length of the section.

The roof

of concrete slabs carried on concrete beams.

These
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DETAILS OF CONCRETE ROOF

as

shown

low

for the high section

— PUEBLO

and regular pattern for the

section.

In the two low sections the center bay
the outside bays.

The

is

higher than

concrete roof slabs are carried on

concrete beams suported at each end by concrete girders

ROUNDHOUSE,

D.

&

R.

G.

R.

R.

These columns are 6 inch
channels braced together, arranged on 13 feet 2 inch
centers, and all other columns in the round house are of
the same construction,
supported on

On

steel

columns.

the center of the roof of each of these bays, a venti-
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swinging side sashes extends the entire length
Extending from the ventilator to the
of each section.
outer walls are a number of skylights arranged between
The roof girders of the outside bays
the repair stalls.
lator with

are suspended at the inner end from the concrete

beams

suported by the columns and at the outer wall they are

supported by concrete beams carried on the brick wall
of the round house, and at the turn table end they are

supported by the curtain wall carried on the door

col-

umns.
In

sections this curtain wall

all

all

drainage from that portion of the roof

which drains toward the turn table and this drainage is
delivered to the sewer system by 3 inch wrought iron
down spouts inside of the house. This provision is made
to provide against the undesirable feature of water dripping from the roof and freezing in winter weather, which

would obstruct the movement of the round house doors.
All other roofs extend beyond the supporting walls so as
to

form eaves.
Drainage from the roof and from

pits is carried

away

8 inch cast iron

to

soil

inch lateral pipes leading from

Openings of the pipes

at

posely small so that

pipes connected with 6

ends of the

the

The

size of the drain is pur-

will flush itself,

it

pits.

ends of pits are protected by

angular cast iron gratings.

and three catch

basins are used in the circle.

The

drain for the pits

is

carried just outside of the in-

columns and at the point of discharge is
trapped through a man hole catch basin and discharged
directly into an outfall sewer to the city main.
side lines of

The turn

extended above the

is

roof as a parapet wall to form a gutter for the purpose of
collecting

by 6 inch

December, 1906

table pit

is

drained separately to the same

through a cast iron grating over a cess pool and
there is no connection with the roundhouse drain except
that the deep portion of the drop pit is connected directly
outfall

with the sewer to the turn table on account of the greater

depth of the drop

pit.

be noticed that the roof girders in the several

It will

bays of the low section are staggered while in the several
bays of the high section they are continuous.

In

all

sec-

tions the door columns of the inner circle are arranged
on 13 feet 2 inch centers and the same distance obtains
between centers of tracks measured along this line.

Communications
Retaining Technical ^Graduates

Safety Chains
Editor Railway Master Mechanic

Railway Master Mechanic:
In your September issue there is an

P^ditor

the heavy engines and trains in passenger ser-

With

and the conesquently great number of drawbars that are being pulled out and couplings broken,
causing accidents to passengers, damage to equipment
and serious delays to trains, it seems to me that the
vice today,

safety chains are sadly neglected.
instances, the

same

I

used ten years ago are

in use

the statements there

of roads.

among

A

together in case a drawbar pulls out or becomes un-

fer

coupled.

added

to

by a

spring arrangement to take up slack in chains and to re-

Bolts

may

on them under sudden

jars.

be attached to ends of "safety chains and pro-

jected through end

beams

plication of a coil spring

far

enough

to allow the ap-

which would take up slack and

do away with sudden strain on chains.

When
take

in

chains and

in

rounding curves the

springs will allow chains to lengthen and adjust them-

With such an arrangement and stronger

chains,

many

accidents and delays could be avoided.

Yours

truly,

John Lynch,
Traveling Engineer, C. G. W. Ry.

consideration of the methods of these roads

your

may

of-

and
the conclusion that the low
in

editorial

would not, I believe, lead to
wages offered were solely responsible for the unwillingness to enter railway work.
These roads pay little if
any more than the wages you mention.
For the last five or six years graduates of our technical
schools have easily obtained

employment upon gradua-

ranging from $5.0.00 or $60.00 per month,
have been unable to supply here the demands

tion at salaries

for

We
our

amounts
is

men
to

at

these figures.

lieve

Such a difference

many men and

accounts in a meas-

no doubt, for the
it

The pay you mention

about $35.00 per month.

certain to influence

ure,

selves to the requirements of the curve.

the special apprentices.

an explanation of the facts stated

up.

a drawbar becomes defective the spring will

up slack

are applicable to the majority

which have well developed and successful apprenticeship systems and in whose employ there are many efficient men in executive positions, who have risen from

Safety chains should be strong enough to hold a train

lieve the strain

made

should not be forgotten, however, that there

were being

on the heavy engines and

efficiency of safety chains could be

It

Doubtless

are at least three or four important roads in the country

trains of the present time.

The

experienced by railroads in retaining in

their service graduates of technical schools.

many

find that, in

sized safety chains that

to the difficulty

editorial relating

situation.

I

to be the important cause.

sighted enough to select their

work

do

not,

however, be-

Most men are

far-

solely with reference

advancement and ultimate success,
and many of our graduates have succeeded in positions
in other fields of engineering in which they have accepted salaries no greater than this and where they have
to the probabilities of
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faced difficulties and exhibited patience at least as great
as those necessary for success in railway work.

seems

It
lies

in the

to

me

roads for the advancement of
as special apprentices.

They

men

made by

rail-

entering their service

are taken into an organiza-

which was built up before the day of special apprentices and into which motive power officials make little
effort to fit them.
A half dozen or more apprentices
find themselves, at the termination of their two or three
years' shop work, destined for no particular place in the
system, with nothing to bridge the gap between special
apprentice and the positions of master mechanic, mechantion

ical

engineer,

superintendent of motive power,

or

one of our eastern roads, six men taken from four

and one

ability

—

five of

them men

above the average,

far

all

men

well trained

and

On

this

any of the more
subordinate positions of responsibility, even after three or
your years of service, would not be entertained, although
suggested by the mechanical engineer.
Shop foremen
and roundhouse foremen continued to be selected exclusively, as they always had been, and suggestions to try
one of these six men in such a position were vetoed,
neither

was any

effort

made

in

to create positions in

The

with any of the established positions.

mechanical engineer of

me

that he did not

of these six men,

this

road frankly confessed to

know what

they were to do with five

— one could be

used, he thought, as as-

sistant to himself.

Upon the completion of their shop work all six of these
men soon realized the situation. They were confronted
with the necessity of continuing to work at small wages

hoping to reach the one apparently
at best a chance of five to one which
are rather heavy odds upon which to wager valuable
time.
Within a year five of these men had gone elsewhere, two with one of the large railway systems which
has handled this problem successfully for years, and three
for an indefinite time,

available position,

—

to enter other fields of engineering.

The

incidentally the best of the group,

faced the situation

for

two more years of hard and

faithful

man, and

sixth

work, when he

too yielded to the inducements offered by a manufactur-

ing concern and

some

one's else

these

men

The road had
service.
With the

left.

since that time I

success indicates that they

am

trained six

men

for

records of four of

and

also familiar,

their

would have been well worth

is

not unusual on

many

strikingly at variance with the policy of

roads

;

but

it

is

most of the large
manufacturing concerns who do not thus easily give up
men upon whose training they have spent time and
energy.

Nothing

need

it,

They

neither desire nor

They

as has been elsewhere abundantly proved.

new members

are

farther from

is

in all this than a plea for the least discrimina-

tion in favor of these men.

of the personnel, generally ambitious

and with a training which is in great demand in other
lines of work.
These facts need to be recognized and
provided

Very

for.

truly yours,

Edward

C.

Schmidt,

Associate Professor of Railway Engineering.

University of

From
Mr.

Illinois,

Urbana,

111.

Mechanic

the Viewpoint of a Practical
Editor:

— In

outlining

a

number of

features

which have come under by notice from time to time,
and in offering criticisms of them, both adverse and commendatory, I want to say that my remarks do not refer
to one individual round house or shop.
On the contrary,
someI include round houses both large and small
times having in mind a forty stall round house at a
main or general shop, again a six stall house at an outlying point where there are no machines, but a hand drill
and a hand forge, and where it is necessary to meet ne-

—

cessity with ingenuity.

Also,

some of my remarks are now based on

the

view point of a minor foreman, who, while considering
the interest of his position as such,

conditions

recalls

under which he labored while splitting nuts.
Neatness in the shop and round house not only improves the general appearance of the place and induces
careful, thorough work, but I believe its influence to be
and at so much per
directly economical in saving time
hour time is valuable. This is especially so on hurry up
jobs common in a round house.
The fact suggesting this line of thought may appear
of but littie significance, yet I have had occasion to note
results consequent upon orderly arrangment and have
There should be
felt the effects of lack of such system.

—

a place for material and jacks, bars, blocks, chain hoists,
chains,

etc.,

should be kept in their places.

Machinists

soon get in the habit of appropriating tools for their

own

personal use and apply some individual

brand by which to identify them.
ed very jealously and in order
at

Such
to

mark

tools are

or

guard-

have them readily

hand when needed, they lock them

in

their

tool

boxes or cupboards as soon as they have finished using

them and watch them

carefully while lying around an

engine.

The

retaining.

This record

my mind

which

they could gain their experience and years before being
intrusted

is

lem has been met and solved.

differ-

of average

considered by their superiors as good material.

road the idea of placing these

special apprentice

to

which they all properly aspire.
I have in mind a particular case which may exemplify
my point, and with the details of which 1 am familiar.
About seven years ago there were in the main shops of
ent educational institutions,

on most roads something new
system and the system should be extended at certain points to meet the situation. This is done apparently
without great difficulty on a few roads where this prob-

The

in the

that the chief cause of the difficulty

inadequate provision generally

497

material which they do not look upon as individ-

which is not attached by a tool room
check is often handled quite carelessly. Pinch bars are
dropped and left where they fall. Jacks are allowed to
and so it goes.
fall in a pit and are left there
There should be a specified place or places where
ual property or

—

—

—
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when a job requiring

blocks are kept and

blocks

is

the use of

fmished,or the engine leaves the house, the blocks

should be returned to their proper places, either by the

who

helper of the machinist

used them, or by members

of the force employed to keep the house clean.

work

ter is preferable, as other

will

The

imperative that they be kept in some sort of order

about the floor

become covered up
when stripping an engine or piling up
to fall into pits or

blocks of boiler lagging.

A

men working

disagreeable feature for the

some

in

round houses is having to contend with steam surrounding them and their work while a boiler is being blown
off, unless there is some provision for blowing off
through the roof. In a round house not equipped with
facilities for providing to direct steam out of doors
when blowing off a boiler, a cheap device can be made
as follows

attach

a

:

—Cut

pipe

threads on a piece of old boiler

union

connection,

and

flue,

the

place

flue

through a hole in the roof. This should be located at a
point at which it will be about over the steam dome
when an engine is standing with its stack under the
smoke jack and at such height that it will be cleared by
engines passing under

A

it.

piece of steam hose, equip-

ped with a pipe union connection
plete the necessary equipment.

at

Machinists working in the back shop and round house
frequently have occasion to use a saw of

each end, will com-

The hose should be

of

such length as to extend from the valve in the steam
dome to the lower end of the flue, care being taken to

the carpenter shop

A

round house

much

is

in

connection with

-a

sometimes forget

Though

not

off

but they

it.

exactly

in

line

work,

with machinists

your readers may be interested in a connection which I
have noticed for thawing out switches in freezing
weather, and useful about a round house and yard.
This is merely a steam hose about twenty-five or thirty
feet long, equipped with a pipe union at one end, for
connection to the valve in the steam dome, and a piece
of pipe two or three feet long attached securely within

There are a number of
end of the hose.
instances in which this "monkey tail" is useful about
an engine house, viz: thawing ice at water tank spout
connection, thawing turn table, and removing ice from
other

the

—

parts of a locomotive, as well as proving itself useful
in

a

number of other

cases in cold weather, as

is

gen-

apt

shop and also on occasions when the shop is shut down.
Such equipment naturally includes a grind stone.
Experience proves that a number of grind stones located

round house or at least one in
each section would save a long walk when a machinist
breaks a chisel point or needs to do any grinding. In
at different points of the

shops that are not driven

electrically,

it

is

not always

practical to provide a grind stone in each section of the

round house on account of the distribution of power.
However, where electric power is available it would
seem of advantage to install a small motor for driving
a grind stone in each of the several places where suggested.

This

may be

in

connection with a

or other small machine tool.

been blown

is

equipped with a few machine tools which can be
used to advantage instead of taking work to the back

be placed near the grind stone so that

Boiler washers should remove

large shop

to be

not being spotted under the jack.
While on the subject of blow off hose, it might not be
amiss to remind machinists to note that the blow off
hose has been disconnected before pinching an engine
a hose as soon as a boiler has

in

greater.

allow for different classes of engines and for an engine

over any great distance.

some kind

and I believe that much time could be saved by locating
a band saw either in the round house or back shop.
It
would probably not be worth while to place such a saw
in the round house as the small service that it would get
there would hardly make it a paying investment. However, a saw in the back shop would serve both the back
shop and the round house men as it would be immediately accessible to the former and the latter would
have but a short walk from the round house to the machine shop, as those two shops are usually close together, while the distance between the round house and

is

and not allowed

sity requires.

be delayed by stop-

by the tool checking system, but in
the case of equipment not coming under this system
is

neces-

getting blocks of different sizes and for various service

The same holds good for jacks, hoists and other maThe most satisfactory way of keeping track of
terial.

it

way with round house equipment when

lat-

'

ping to return the blocks.

such equipment

erally the
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no power would be wasted

in

drill

press

Controlling switches could

when

not in use,

running the stone unneces-

sarily.

Several emery wheels are also valuable adjuncts

in

round house for grinding chisels and handle tools
used by machinists and boiler makers. The same argument applies to these wheels as in the case of the grind
stone in the matter of location and it appears to me
that it would provide a great convenience to install a
grind stone and emery wheel near together and drive
both of them by a small motor, several such groups to
be placed at different points in a large round house.
The emery wheel will make itself useful in more ways
than in merely grinding tools.
Some jobs which the
average round house man is accustomed to filing, could
be done much more quickly on the emery wheel.
Rod
bolts which have been battered on the end could have
the burrs ground off much more quickly than they
could be filed, and there are a number of other little
jobs on which an emery wheel could be used to good
advantage.
Yours truly.
A. M.
the
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Stock Cars with Steel Underframing
C. R. R.

THE

Middletown Car Works of Middletown,

of N. J.
plate

Pa.,

design and

construction

these

of

by the half tone engravings and

panying

By

this article.

will be seen that the

line

cludes no unusual features of design.

each car

The
12.

is

60,000

center

sill

is

as to provide for the diagonal braces being riveted there-

wood and
The capacity

and concentrating the strength of the structure.
The sills are trussed laterally by three channels spaced
equally between the bolsters.
These are secured by
angle irons riveted to center and side sills.
Floor beams for carrying nailing strips for the car
flooring are built up as shown in the sectional and plan
drawings, and carry specially designed brackets to which
to

in-

of

inch channels, spaced

12%

which two

in

securely riveted to the

the steel

of

up box girder

a built

is

it

lbs.
is

plan drawing,

in the

upper plate and the flanges of the channels and to the
upper flanges of the bolster members, stiffening the structure at this point. The width of the gusset plate is such

drawings accom-

most interesting feature
is

shown

illustrated

reference to the illustrations

The superstructure

underframing.

are

cars

A

neath the center casting.

has recently constructed for the Central Railroad of
New Jersey 50 stock cars with steel underframes. The

and passing begusset plate of the form

riveted to the lower angle irons

inches, are secured to-

gether by two Yz inch plates riveted to the upper and
lower flanges of the channels, thus securing a strong com-

the nailing strips are secured.

The

nailing strips so sup-

ported are 3 inches by 8 inches.
In addition, nailing strips, 2% inches by 3 inches, are
carried on the center girder, secured in place by being

bolted to angle brackets riveted to the upper plate.

Strips

are also bolted to the diagonal braces.

Side nailing strips,

web

of the side

sills

4^

by

jyi\ inches,

are bolted to the

and they are provided with additional

by an angle iron, bolted to the web of each side
sill, through which the car body brace rods are bolted.
The car is $6 feet \ x 2 inches over end sills; 26 feet 6
stiffness

/

inches between truck centers; 36 feet 11

4

T
,

inches over

eaves and 37 feet 7, 4 inches over running board. The
width over side sills is 8 feet 2 inches and width over
T

BETTENDORF TRUCK FOR STEEL UNDERFRAME STOCK CAR —
N.

C.

R. R.

OF

J.

eaves 9 feet 4 inches.
pression

member

and end

sills

The

to withstand buffing stresses.

are channels of the

bolster

is

same

The

side

size.

of built up construction.

Each chan-

box girder and each side sill is secured by an
angle iron to a vertical plate which is reinforced at the
top and bottom by angle irons riveted on both sides.
The two members of the bolster are tied together by a

is

13 feet 4;^2 inches.

is

3 feet 7 inches.

Height from

From

The

rail to

brake wheel

top of floor to top of

rail

inside dimensions are 35 feet

10 inches long, 8 feet 3 inches high and 8 feet 4 inches
wide.

nel of the

In presenting these illustrations
\

courtesy of Mr. George
eral

manager

STEEL UNDERFRAMING FOR STOCK CAR

—

C.

R.

of the

R.

OF

N.

I.

we acknowledge

King, vice-president and gen-

Middletown Car Works.

J.

the

500
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Electric Switching Locomotive

THE

American Locomotive Company has recently

completed a

37^

ton electric switching locomotive

Company. The general appearlocomotive and the principal features in the

for the General Electric

ance of

this

construction of the arch trucks used, are illustrated in

accompanying half tone engravings. The locomotive
is designed for operation on a 250 volt circuit and the
maximum tractive effort is 15,000 'pounds', and the in-

the

ARCH BAR TRUCK FOR ELECTRIC SWITCHING LOCOMOTIVE.

ELECTRIC SWITCHING LOCOMOTIVE.

C.

R. R.
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Portable Crane for Erecting Shop

WITH

modern power has come

the advent of heavy

the need of devices for handling detail parts that

have outgrown the limit of human muscle, and this has
been felt to be very urgent in the case of such parts as
driving boxes which are impossible for one man to handle,
Time
since they weigh from four hundred pounds up.
was when a driving box could be placed on a plank sup-

stantaneous draw bar pull for starting purposes

is

18,800

pounds.

The running gear

consists of

two American Locomo-

Company's four-wheeled arch bar frame trucks with
Each truck is equipped with
castiron floating bolsters.
two 175 horsepower General Electric Company's type
68-B direct current motors. The motors are inside hung,
with half the weight carried on the axle and half by nose
tive

suspension from the truck frame.

arranged for single unit control and
It is equipped
is fitted with trolley and third rail shoes.
with General Eletcric Company's straight air brakes and
Leach sander, operated by one C. P.-22 air compressor.

The locomotive

is

The platform and framing is of 10 in. steel channels and
The cab is of the steeple type and
3-16-in. floor plates.
consists of one main cab and two auxiliary cabs.

Some

Length over

ft

31

all

Width

-

9 ^.
22 ft.

Total wheel base

Height over cab
Height with trolley down

:

Truck wheels

in

all

6y4

in.

when

circumstances, as was noted
its

when

the axles

the crane

was put

paces between a pair of driving wheels in the

Boxes are

-

the filing

is

on
done, ready for rolling under
left in position

the engine.

6

ft.

6

in.

12

ft.

1^4

in.

13

ft.

36

in-

Driving wheel base

It is operated by an air motor and will handle 700
pounds at the end of the lifting arm which is counterweighted at the short end, though not so shown on the
drawing. The movements of the lifting hooks, horizontal
and vertical, are within the control of the operator under

operation of filing boxes.

1

for filing

quired.

through

of the principal dimensions are as follows:

wooden horses

and scraping to fit
the axle by one man, but that time has now become a
memory on nearly all roads.
Many schemes for portable cranes have been evolved
to save time and brawn in the erecting shop, but one of
the best we have seen is shown on our illustration of a
portable crane which is used in the new shops of the
Pennsylvania road at Trenton, New Jersey, designed and
built there by Master Mechanic Maxfield, and Assistant
Master Mechanic Gardner. This crane is portable in the
sense that it may be transferred to any point about, the
shop by the traveling cranes and set down where reported by two

ARCH BAR TRUCK FOR ELECTRIC SWITCHING LOCOMOTIVE.

diameter

This

is

the most practical crane of the kind

coming

to

our observation and has been specially designed for the
uses to which it is put. It has no makeshift features that
would suggest improvement. In fact the crane is an

admirable mechanical creation in

all

respects.

It is

sup-

ported on a cast iron base by three angle irons }i ins. X3
ins. X3 ins., carrying a cast iron base with roller bearings

The Norfolk & Western kailway
pend $70,000

in

buildings for

recently voted to ex-

Young Men's

Christian

Associations on their line and in connection with the

opening of one of these buildings

—that

at

Portsmouth,

November 15th, President L. E.
Johnson of the company made the following statement:
"This Association is an association not only of young men
who realize its need, but the officials of the road are associated with it in building it and putting the money of the
stockholders into it, and for its support, all because we
heartily believe in it, and we count it as one of the necessary items of expense in modern railroad equipment.
There should exist among yourselves an effort to mainI congratutain the manhood of your association work.

for the lifting arm,

on which the

ing hook travels.

The trolley also is fitted with roller
arm is composed of a pair of four

bearings.

The

trolley carrying the lift-

lifting

inch channels, trussed by a

^

inch rod.

Ohio, on Thursday,

secretaries,
you on the opening of this building,
last
and
friends,
but
not least,
and
management
board of
the men
the men who shall be' most directly benefited
of the Norfolk & Western Railway service, and wish you
Godspeed in your undertaking in this association for the
late

its

—

days to come."

Lincoln Variable Speed Motor

THE

requirements of modern railway shops to meet

the

of rapid output on an economical basis

demand

has brought about a marked change in driving machine
tools.

Particularly noticeable in this connection has been

the extended use of electric motors in the application of

individual drive.

Naturally the prominent features in at-

taining this end include a compact installation, a variable

speed and

a

controlling

mechanism within easy

reach of the machine operator.

Of much

interest

as

coming within the scope of such requirements is a novel
type of motor which differs from ordinary types in design
and operation. This motor has been designed and de-
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PORTABLE CRANE FOR SERVICE

veloped by the Lincoln Electric Manufacturing
pany,

of

Cleveland,

Ohio,

and

its

unique

Com-

feature

is

the method of obtaining speed variation.
This is done
by withdrawing the armature from the influences of the
field poles, thereby decreasing the field area and increasing the air gap and resistance, thus increasing the speed.

IN

LOCOMOTIVE ERECTING SHOP.

No

controller

is

used but the armature

is

moved

later-

by a screw mechanism operated by a hand wheel.
The change of speed thus attained is very gradual and is
not accompanied by the irregularities common to the
usual method of control. The motor runs equally well
in either direction and is reversed in the usual way by
ally
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The Lincoln Motor Showing Method
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of

Armatjre Movement.

DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF LINCOLN VARIABLE SPEED MOTOR.

the

ture

same time increase the length of the gap, the armais

made

slightly conical in -shape, as these

advantages

APPLICATION OF LINCOLN VARIABLE SPEED MOTOR TO SHAPER, ILLUSTRATING COMPACT INSTALLATION AND LOCATION OF CONTROLLING
HAND WHEEL WITHIN EASY ACCESS OF OPERATOR.

reversing the

The motor

field current.

of the ordinary

is

four-pole shunt type with the shunt field windings con-

The armature

nected in series.

wound

is

as an ordinary

shunt motor.
In order to decrease the area of the air gap and at
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LINCOLN VARIABLE SPEED MOTOR.

is

Thus

more rapid
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and a given variation

in

speed

is

more

readily obtained. It

claimed that the special commutating poles produce
sparkless commutation at all speeds from no load to 50
per cent over load and at low and intermediate speed the
is

motor

will carry for a short period

even a greater over-

of

men we cannot

The commutator end

of the armature

is

supported by

a thrust bearing carrying an annular ball bearing enclosed and protected from dirt to take both the thrust

and the

radial loads.

The brushes

are carried on the

commove-

thrust bearing and as this bearing, the armature and

no relative lateral
ment between the commutator and brushes.
The mechanism by which the armature is actuated is
clearly illustrated by the accompanying line drawing and
the two photographic reproductions, in which the motor
mutator move together, there

is

men

classify either

;

or work, without

knowledge of our business.

a thorough practical

qualifications, or requisites, are attainable only

an experience that includes solving each problem

These
through

read

ability to

human

shop

in

requirements correctly, as they are presented to us

through

load.

505

;

and

nature and readily dis-

tinguish character of men, not only in their aptitude to-

ward mechanics

generally, but in their disposition as well,

whether optimistic (with the resultant upbuilding influence on associates and fellow- workmen) or the opposite,
The chronic complainer is one
that is, pessimistic
whose disease one can read in his face, and on whom all
;

would

specifics

fail.

and upon a shaper, represent very compact installations and be referring to these
halftone engravings, it is seen that the hand wheel con-

work makes a workman responsible
for, and consequently much more careful with, his work
and this is worthy of consideration. While it is necessary that a certain number of pieces be made in a certain
number of hours, they shoulS be made perfectly. When
a certain number of articles are produced by one work-

within convenient reach

man, and a duplicate order by another, the responsibility

is

shown mounted on a

lathe

trolling the speed variation

is

of failure or breakage, while in service,

of the operator.

The

Classification of

show

several curves presented

the efficient ope-

motor throughout the ranges in speed at
full load, at }i load and at Yi load and also the efficiency
from no load to full load, at low speed and at 750 revolutions per minute, and particuar interest attaches to the
curve showing speed drop from no load to full load
ration of this

This fact

placed.

work

is

will not fuller shut a

Results in the Railroad Blacksmith Shop

A. W. McCaslin, P. & L. E. R. R.
Abstract of a paper presented at the last annual convention of the International Railroad Master

By

no branch of the railroad machinery department more in need of a reasonable discipline
and a perfect system than the smith shop. We ma^
plaster the shop completely with the definition of discipline, yet to no effect with out the application of its
education, government, instruction, regulaprinciples
is

—

The

cannot discipline others

if

our

own

education along

we

the

same

and

retain in our shops, sober, honest, industrious, right-

has been neglected

;

neither can

secure

thinking men, and live in opposition to right principles
ourselves.

We

are seen as

we

are; either irritable, un-

truthful, intemperate, profane, unscrupulous, or affable,
truthful, clean-mouthed, appreciative, progressive,

fair-

mean

gruffness, harshness, or a

long face and knitted brow; but rather the reverse, and,

when accompanied with

the right spirit and proper under-

standing, is generally productive of a kindy feeling between the foreman and workmen.
We cannot have discipline without system. We cannot have a good system without classification. We cannot have classification of the work without classification

fillet.

we must have uniform and

methods of production.

best interests of the

own

This

es-

is

company are served by mak-

blacksmiths, either by apprenticeship or by

The

writer's exper-

him to prefer the latter as the better mafrom which to make profitable blacksmiths.
In promoting helpers, we have our pick and choice
from many who have already given evidence of making

ience has led
terial

men as we need to handle the work in a smith
And I wish to say, while on this subject, that when
men, educated in our own shops, become first-class

just such

these

workmen, they should receive

wages, and not
be permitted to accept a position elsewhere for the sake
of ten or fifteen cents per day, while a stranger, an inferior

workman,

the other

man

first-class

given the position and the rate of pay
could not obtain.
is

Very seldom are

tools

and methods of working

in other

own method of operating our shop. Please understand this correctly: I do not mean to say that the perfect system in
the small shop would answer as a perfect system in the
larger shop.
Neither would the perfect system in the
large shop be the best or most profitable in the small shop.
These facts are the arguments in favor of making oat
own workmen, for, as a rule, workmen educated under
a system differing from our own are not profitable to ihs
shops such as would,

minded.
Discipline does not

a good system

promoting bright ambitious helpers.

shop.

tion.

line

goulded corner, or pean the point of

the output of his shop.

ing our

Blacksmiths' Association.

We

of a certain

But if a certain class
man, and is his work,

one of the fundamental necessities to the greatest and best output in
any railroad shop and will help to remove the cause of any
foreman having to exaggerate, at home or abroad, as to

tablished

THERE

work

detect.

not only while in the shop, but also while in service, he

To have

«

and

the

pean, to hide defects that the

a loose scarf or a cold shut or an overlap in a

at the different speeds.

Discipline

hammer

foreman or inspector cannot
of

not easily

frequently taken advantage of in the

is

use of the fuller, or

is

if

adopted, improve our

RAILWAY MASTER MECHANIC
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become acquaintand methods of working in our particu-

to themselves, until they

company, nor

ed with the tools
Yet,

lar shop.

when

the exception to this rule occurs,

and it does sometimes occur, though infrequently, dividends are increased through the better methods of production. This point is only one of many that should be
promptly recognized by the wideawake foreman who
wishes to operate his shop successfully. Better ideas of

December, 1906

Orders for work to be produced by machines
should be large enough to try the capacity of the machine
for at least one-half day, or one or two full days, that is,
the amount should be sufficient to meet all demands for
that item during the next thirty days. All similar work
time

lost.

should follow in turn and avoid, as

most complicated

We

tools

recognize the fact that with special machines

work can

own should be disregarded.
The following are also a few of the arguments in favor
of making and retaining our own workmen: they know

piece could be repaired for.

and are unconsciously governed accordingly; while the foreman
knows not only the dispositions and abilities of his own
men, but recognizes their weak points as well, and in
helping them overcome these,, makes them better men to
themselves, as well as better and more profitable men for
the service of the company. They (our own men) know
every tool in the shop, know where it is kept, and have

chines for producing

the foreman, his disposition, ambition,

used or seen

it

used.

output of the tool or

We

accordingly.

men educated
mechanic,

They know
tools,

will also

etc.,

the established daily

and again are governed

have

with

less labor trouble

own shop than with the itinerant
whose employment may make a parallel to the
in

our

case of the one rotten apple spoiling every other apple

In explanation and qualification of the

in the barrel.

statement,

last

I

will say that

if

we engage workmen

from several different shops and permit each one to bring
with him the discipline, time for doing, work, and ideas
of quality which prevail in the shop he comes from, our
shop system will speedily become demoralized.

We

medium

frequently hear foremen in shops of

size

or small shops, complain that they cannot compete in the
cost of output with the large shops that

have special machines with which to do their work.
Yet they do not
have to meet the price of the special machine man on
special

work

panies.

to be

equally as profitable to their

com-

In large shops on large systems where certain

pieces are

made by

the thousands to supply

all

the repair

points with necessary material, special machines are profitable

um

and necessary, but

in the small

size there are generally just

shop or one of medi-

enough men

of the jobbing or running repair

when

to take care

the

demands

This demand is not constant or regular.
The requirements of today call for our best efforts and no

are greatest.

movements. Tomorrow there will not be sufficient
repair work to keep the men employed at the same speed
as yesterday, and every man that can be spared from the
repair work, at any time, should be placed, immediately,
on the special or new work with such tools as we may

often be produced for less

railroads the repairs to
it

would be impossible,

hammer and, possibly, one or two other
would not be very profitable to install
costly special machines, with which to produce the work,
in such cases and slacking speed or let the men rest or

machines.

kill

It

time until another rush of repair work called for more

activity.

Without system and thought

in the allotment of

for bulldozers, heading machines, etc., there will be

work
much

money than

new

the old

Yet on most, or many, of our
foreign cars is quite an item, and
have ma-

at least not profitable, to

new work

of this class, as duplicate

same day.

pieces are seldom called for in the

not in the possession of a surplus of special or in-

It is

power machines alone

and the
success of our shop depends but rather in our brain power
or ability to supply a limited number of power machines
dividual

that our success

with sufficient easily adjustable formers,
that each

machine may be

dies,

etc.

;

so

utilized for a multitude of pur-

poses.

To

obtain the best results in the railway smith shop,

or, in fact, in

man

any shop, there are many things the fore-

should not do, which are almost equal in importance

He

to the things he should do.
his

men

in his

;

should not be gruff with

he should not have those

shop

who

show

neither should he

;

not speak lightly of any one of his

are termed "pets"

partiality

men

he should

;

to another, or

even make possible inferences to his discredit, for such a
thing is one of the meanest ways of taking advantage
of a man. The foreman should not try to force impos-

from

sible results

lose

his

workmen;

for they will invariably

confidence in his ability and judgment.

Neither

should he, in dealing with his men, handle the truth carelessly.

Finally,

regardless

and

in that

same old muchabused

"nutshell,"

of the particular system

under which the
smith shop, or any other shop, is operated, it is absolutely
necessary that the foreman prove convincingly to his

men that he is perfectly familiar with what constitutes
proper results in one hour's or one day's work on any
job given them to do.

If this ability in the foreman,

gained through an abundance of both experience and
common sense, is recognized by his men, there will be

no necessity

to change the present system or
operation to "obtain the best results."
»

false

have, the steam

as possible, the

and the changing of furnaces.

others should not escape us, while ideas of less merit than

our

much

mode

of

»

Personal Mention
Mr. C. Donk has been appointed general foreman of
the

Wabash

Mr.

at Montpelier, O.

Wm.

Thornton has been appointed foreman of
Orange & Northwestern, at
Beaumont, Tex.
Mr. S. J. Ask has been appointed assistant road foreman of engines on the eastern division of the Lake Shore
& Michigan Southern, at Buffalo, N. Y.
Mr. George S. McKee, superintendent of motive
power and car equipment of the Mobile & Ohio, with
office at Mobile, Ala., has had his jurisdiction extended
over the Southern Railway Company in Mississippi.
the car department of the
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Ruffner has been appointed master mechanic of the St. Louis Iron Mountain & Southern at
Ferriday, La., in place of Mr. J. B. Tennant, resigned.
Mr. R. F. Tyne, locomotive foreman of the Canadian
Pacific at Brandon, Man., has been appointed master

Mr.

mechanic
Mr. F.

Portable Tool Stand

W.

J.

at

Moose Jaw, Saskatchewan, Canada.

Mahl, mechanical engineer of the Southern
Pacific, has been appointed mechanical engineer of the
Colorado & Southern, with headquarters at Denver, Colo.
Mr. James W. Sanford, master mechanic of the Meadows shops of the Pennsylvania at Meadows, N. J., has

W.

507

The accompanying

portable tool and vise stand

is

one of the

most convenient shop and roundhouse appliances that one can

There are four

find.

which hold a complete

shelves,

outfit of

can be taken up and used without chasing to the tool
box or tool room for every detail. The vise right at the work is
worth the time of three men in saving the mechanic the walking
tools, that

back and forth

The whole

in fitting a rod, brass or

outfit is

any other piece of work.

mounted on three wheels, with

a handle for

been retired under the pension rules of that system.
Mr. J. F. Enright, master mechanic of the Mobile &
Ohio at Whistler, Ala., will also haev jurisdiction over

Railway Company in Mississippi.
Mr. C. L. Acker, roundhouse foreman of the Baldwin
Locomotive Works at Philadelphia, Pa., has been appointed master mechanic of the Toledo Railway & Terminal Company at Toledo, O., succeeding Mr. A. J. Ball,

the Southern

resigned.

Mr. C. F. Roberts has been appointed master mechanic
of the San Luis division of the Mexican Central, with
office at

Mr.

Cardenas, Mex.

J.

B. Kilpatrick has been appointed superintend-

power of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pawith office at Chicago, succeeding Mr. W. L. Har-

ent of motive
cific,

rison, acting superintendent of

Mr. P. T, Dunlop, heretofore

motive power.

mechanic

division master

&

Santa Fe at Temple Tex., has
been appointed mechanical superintendent, with headquarters at Cleburne, Tex, suceeding Mr. A. Harrity, reof the Gulf, Colorado

PORTABLE TOOL STAND.
hauling
that

signed.

handle

Mr. M.

W.

Fitzgerald has been appointed master me-

chanic of the Illinois Southern, with office at Sparta, 111.,
in place of Mr. G. A. Gallagher, who has been appointed

master mechanic of the Southern Indiana, with headquarters at Bedford, Ind., to succeed Mr.

W.

C. Walsh,

resigned.

Mr.'M. J. Drury, master mechanic of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe at Raton, N. M., has been- appointed
mechanical superintendent of the Western Grand division,

with headquarters at

La

A. George has been appointed master mechanic
of the second and third districts of the Albuquerque divi-

Topeka & Santa Fe (Coast Lines),
with headquarters at Winslow, Ariz., vice Mr. H. S.

sion of the Atchison,

ter

The

vertical

moved forward

it

rear wheels are so arranged

puts a brake on them.

for pulling

it

releases the brake

As

the

and

is

anywhere by one man.
The stand is also provided with a drawer which can be locked,
so as to enable the workman to keep the smaller tools which are

easily pulled

workmen.
Every roundhouse and shop that are not provided with stationary work benches between all pits ought to be provided with a
number of these stands. The first cost of them would be more

a constant source of temptation for his fellow

than saved in

It is a great deal easier to
a„ very short time.
such a vise to the work than moving the work to the vise.

The Western Tool and Mfg.

move

Co., of Springfield, Ohio, are the

manufacturers.
«

«

The Erwood Swing Gate Valve
We

present to our readers an improvement in gate-valves,

intended to cover a number of uses in one simple

which

is

form.

Where

it

has been necessary, in the past, to use several

various kinds and forms of valves,

it

is

intended with the use

Erwood swing-gate to accomplish a number of purposes
with one valve.
The Erwood swing-gate is intended to be

W.

who

is

of the

transferred.

Wall,

is

around the shop.
the handle

Junta, Colo., succeeding

Mr. CM. Taylor, resigned; effective on November 1.
Mr. R. M. Crosby, superintendent of shops of the
Northern Pacific at South Tacoma, Wash., has been appointed general master mechanic of the Western division, with office at Tacoma, succeeding Mr. W. Moir,

Mr.

it

when

has been transferred to Needles, Cal„ as mas-

mechanic of the Arizona division

in place

of Mr.

George.

Through misinformation we stated in our November
issue that Mr. C. Banks had been appointed engineer
of tests of the Texas & Pacific Railway.
We are advised that no such appointment has been made.

used as a back pressure valve, an automatic relief, a safety
valve on the exhaust pipe, a check valve, and also as a footvalve on pump suctions. The valve is of the ordinary form of
a common gate-valve
is operated by a wheel, while the tension, where desirable, is applied to the back of the single disc
by means of a lever and arms operated on the outside of the
body by means of a spring and arm.
To operate this valve it is only necessary to rotate the wheel.
The tension is the same whether the valve is thrown in or out
of use. The valve can be placed in any position, with the wheel
up or down, and is equipped with flat faces on the disc and seat,
which are removable brass rings threaded on seat to their re;

spective places.

One

of the principal uses to which this valve

RAILWAY MASTER MECHANIC
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connection with exhaust pipes of engines
have occurred in recent years

Many
and pumps.
through the engine being started with the gate valve on the
exhaust pipe closed, thus wrecking the cylinder. With the use
of the Erwood swing-gate this cannot occur. The engine can be
started up with the valve shut, without any liability' of damage.
Another condition is in the use of elevator pumps and engines
also the cylinders of steam hammers exhausting into a main
accidents

1M

;

1! I

P-Bf

line.

It

fitted

intended that the

is

with

common

the

exhaust pipe of such cylinders be
instead of the ordinary

Erwood swing-gate

gate valve and that the swing-gate be

time so that while the cylinder

is

at

rest

closed

the

all

the gate will auto-

exhaust and condensation from
backing up from other cylinders filling with water and causIn other words, with the use of
ing trouble and annoyance.
this gate, the exhaust pipe from all cylinders is fitted with a

matically close preventing the

which operates and permits the steam
main exhaust pipe whenever the
to escape through it
This is a very useful feature on
cylinders are in operation.
so-called

safety

valve,

into the

SECTION OF CAR WITH TANKS INSTALLED, ILLUSTRATING SWINGING DOOR
IN PLACE — CAMEL SYSTEM OF REFRIGERATION

crushed and salted. By means of its overflowing tanks it retains
all the energy of the melting ice within the cooling chambers
until its entire force has been spent and the full benefit has
been obtained. That this is an important feature is readily apparent
the

when

it

is

considered that drippings from melted ice in

ordinary refrigeratory apparatus escapes at a temperature

ranging from 18 to 32°, according to the methods followed in
loading and icing.
The principles followed in the construction of these tanks
take advantage of the fact that ice naturally floats, being lighter
than either water or brine. The bottom of the car is always
therefore it is essential that the ice should be
the coldest part
;

nearer the top of the car and this condition

Camel system.

It is

is

obtained by the

not possible for the drippings or brine to

escape into the tanks until the tanks have been

filled by the ice
becomes cooler it naturally
gets heavy and sinks to the bottom of the tank and the warmer
water rises to „the top and overflows. This process creates a
constant circulation and the overflow of the warmer water prevents frosting and its entire energy has been spent before it

melting.

THE ERWOOD SWING GATE VALVE.
engines, etc., that are worked intermittently, such as described
above.
This feature applies also to rolling mill engines and
other heavy duty units which frequently come to a state of rest
and start up again.
As a swinging, non-return valve, between open heaters and
engines,

this

valve

faces are bushed

is

without

an

The wearing

equal.

and the faces of the valve and

The

wide, permitting of a long period of service.
It

Lake
upon

Chicago,

St.,

is

who

111.,

will

furnish

the

water

or

brine

.

escapes.

The
is

construction of the car and

such that

it

may

its refrigerating apparatus
be ventilated in the usual way, by permitting

sur-

seat are very

valve

& Wyeth,

manufactured by Walch

noiseless.

As

illustrated

of

is

87

also

E.

circulars

request.

Camel System of
The Camel System

liefrige ration

of Refrigeration

has been

so

designed

that cars equipped with this system can be used to advantage
for the transportation of

all

classes of perishable freight, as the

design admits of ventilation, and refrigeration

is provided for,
by the use of salt or without salt. Cars so equipped have
the advantage of being serviceable for the transportation of
freight, where a low temperature is required as well as for the
transportation of freight where ventilation is necessary and
where a minimum degree of cold is required. By meeting such
requirements it removes the necessity of providing several different kinds of refrigerator cars and would tend to insure less
movement of empty cars.
The apparatus used in connection with this system consists
of a combination ice tank and ice box which may be filled with
solid cakes of ice, partially crushed ice, or ice thoroughly

either

***iiEij
FRONT VIEW SHOWING HOW TANKS CAN BE REMOVED, AND WITH
SWINGING DOOR OPEN CAMEL SYSTEM OF REFRIGERATION.

—
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through the hatch openings at one end
the hatch openings at the other
through
escape
of the car and
permit
of the car being used for
This feature alone will
end.
a current of air to pass

either

what

known

is

as a "freezer," or ordinary "refrigerator"

car.

Further information may be obtained from the Camel
pany, Old Colony Building, Chicago, 111.

Com-

shown the

is

box cars to be built for the Atlantic Coast Line by the Standard Steel Car Co.
The Chicago Pneumatic Tool Co., Chicago, recently received
an order from the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Railroad for
[14 Boyer speed recorders, to be applied to new equipment.
Arthur Koppel Company, manufacturers of portable indus-

narrow-gauge railroad material, with offices in New York
and Chicago, has also opened a new sales office in Pittsburg,
Pa., 60 Machesney Building.
This will become the main office for the trade in the western and southern states.
Mr. George A. Berry, until recently engineer of company
trial

Simplicity Bell Ringer
In the accompanying illustration

Simplicity bell

which is operated by compressed air. The special features of advantage claimed for the device are its durability,
The
simplicity of construction, and minimum air consumption.
Air entering at port "A"
mode of operation is as follows
starts the piston upwards, which movement promptly closes

'

ringer,

:

the inlet port, the expansion
£> Cm/oZ ic c ci/ JjeZZ THrzybr'

of

completing the stroke of

air

S09

forces

of

New York

the

Company, has severed

Central

& Hudson

River Railroad

connection with that company and

his

been elected vice-president and
Hicks Locomotive & Car works, of
in his new capacity will have sole
business of the company, and will
has

general

manager of the

Mr. Berry
charge of the plants and
Chicago,

make

111.

headquarters

in

announces that

its

his

the Fisher Building, Chicago.

The
.A -A zrln Ze.

ancZ

Allegheny,

Co.,

Pa.,

were previously handled entirely through its agents, Messrs.
James B. Sipe & Co., of Allegheny, Pa., will, after October 31,
1906, be sold and shipped direct by the Ball Chemical Co.
Future inquiries and orders should be adressed to the company's

Sl-A dj'« j 7<z ZZ c
0<L2e?~

O-SeZZ CrccnXyohe

^^

Chemical

Ball

products, Ball's instantaneous varnish and paint remover, which

907

office,

prompt

West Diamond

St.,

Allegheny, Pa., thus facilitating

and shipments'.

replies

Co., 427 Fifth Ave., New York, recompleted the installation of a car cleaning plant for
the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western at its terminal at Hoboken, N. J.
Two 35 h. p. motors are used to operate the large
vacuum pump, which is cross connected and designed to operate 16 sweepers at the same time at different points of the
plant, which has a capacity for cleaning 500 passenger cars

The Vacuum Cleaner

cently

daily.

Technical Publications
By George R. Hender"Cost of Locomotive Operation."
son.
The purpose of this book is to study the expenses inci-

—

dent to locomotive operation together with the effect of physi-

upon them.

influences

cal

The work

represents

a

collection

appeared in the Railroad Gazette and constitutes, by the aid of a carefully arranged index, a ready and
valuable reference for those associated with the maintenance
and operation of the locomotive. The subject matter representing the investigation of the author covers the following
of articles which

SIMPLICITY BELL RINGER.

When

piston.

enough

port

"D,"

allow the weight of the bell to

force

bottom

the

air 'exhausts

to

of

piston

the

reaches

the piston down, closing the exhaust and compressing the air
in

the chamber, which compression, with a slight addition of

air at intake

tion of air.

ring or

oil

the piston.

who

keeps the bell in motion with the least consumpbe noted that there are no valves, packing

It will

cups required, as oiling the ball bearing lubricates
This device is offered by Adreon & Co., St. Louis,

demand

report a rapidly growing
»

for the ringer.

»

Notes of the

Month

The Independent Pneumatic Tool
D" containing illustrations

"Circular

Co.,

of

Chicago, has issued
the

various

riveting

hammers, reversible wood-boring machines, breast and screw
feed drills, piston air drills, reversible flue rolling, reaming and
tapping machines, riveting, chipping and calking hammers, and
other air appliances. A copy of this circular will be sent upon

The Dayton Pneumatic Tool
little

Co.,

Dayton,

O.,

has

souvenir in the shape of a pencil,

been
call-

ing attention to the Dayton pneumatic hammers.

Mr. J. W. Cain, formerly assistant engineer of tests of the
Santa Fe system at Cleburne, Tex., has become connected with
McCord
Co., Chicago.
The T. H. Symington Co., Baltimore, Md., recently received an order for the journal boxes for 500 flat cars and 500

&

1.

The

cost

and value

of

material,

with

the

expense

of

handling and caring for them.
2. The returns obtained by methods of using the different
supplies.
3. The effect of grade, speed, loading, etc., upon the consumption of both material and labor.
4. The combined effects upon all the items which go to make
up locomotive operating expenses.
The different items of expense are taken up in regular order
and the effect and value of the material and methods of using
them discussed, as well as the influence of physical and opefrom such supplies.
rating conditions upon return
After

these

are

examined

total

costs

are also

of

the general effects upon the
and the most economical method
physical conditions examined.

individually,

studied,

operating under different

Published by the Railroad Gazette,

Price, $2.50.

New York

City.

application.

sending out a neat

general classes

"Elements of Gas Engine Design." By Sanford A. Moss.
This book presents in condensed form fundamental principles
with which a designer of gas engines should be familiar.
In
it

of

or

a

complete exposition of the elements only of all subjects
interest to the designer is aimed at.
Mathematical
constructional details are omitted and the reader is as-

direct

sumed

to

engine

and

be

familiar

its

with

operation.

the

general

Most of

the

features

work

of

treats

the

gas

of

the
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member

Otto cycle or four-stroke cycle gas engine and wherein no
statement is made to the contrary, each discussion applies priNaturmarily to a single acting trunk piston using this cycle.
ally some features not common to the Otto cycle are also dis-

made by
who has

cussed

committee.

briefly.

Briefly,

the

work

include's

a general outline of the

physics

a

December, 1906

of the editorial staff of the Railroad Gazette

much

received

Great Britain, in addition to the assistance of the supervising

The work

similar in

is

the Car Builders' Dictionary and

prophetic nor historical as

ence book for present day service.

An

;

alphabetical

may

in this

ordinary

"The
vide
a

Steel

—The

By

Square as a Calculating Machine."

object of this book, as

simple directions

for

implies,

title

its

common

using the

work

calculations that occur in the everyday

Albert
to

pro-

square as

steel

simple manner the

for performing in a

calculating machine

is

in

No

claim

is

the

made

of

solution

by the author for

a

number of

difficult

problems in all branches of mathematics which may be solved
by the aid of the common steel square with practically no calculation and without the necessity of elaborate diagrams and
the steel square is shown to be a useful instrument which proVery plain exvides ease and accuracy in laying out work.
planations are made with regard to the principles in which the
square is used in order that mistakes may be obviated by obtaining a thorough understanding of the elements involved.
This book contains 81 pages and
50 cents.

Industrial

is

Price,

clearly illustrated.

Publishing Company,

New

York.

"American Railway Master Mechanics' Association."
The
ceedings of the Thirty-ninth Annual Convention.
issue of the proceedings of

this

constitutes the

book and

half of the

first

dictionary

with

together

reference

engrav-

the

to

:

and

cylinders, running gear, valves, pilots, brake gear, cabs

fittings,

engine

fittings,

engine trucks, tenders, tender trucks,

standards, machine tools and British locomotives.

Express prepaid.

Price $6.00.
zette,

New York

Published by the Railroad Ga-

City.

J.,

in

Notices of Catalogues
The Dayton Pneumatic Tool Company, Dayton, Ohio, has
issued an attractive circular descriptive of

its Green pneumatic
hammers, which are said to be the latest improved devices of
the kind on the market.
An index of the popularity of the
Green hammer is seen in the sale of more than five hundred
of them in the past year by one concern alone.
This large
sale is said to be due to efficiency, they doing more work
than any other hammer and effecting a saving of more than

fifty

rate.

June

per cent in maintenance, while being just as easy to ope-

Their durability under hard usage

is

said to be remark-

able.

"Catechism of the Electric Headlight," is the title of a little
work, 3 by 5 inches, containing 94 pages of interesting matter,
and published by the Locomotive Firemen's Magazine.
The
questions
and
answers
296
have to do with the mechanism, operation and care of the Pyle National headlight and its generating apparatus. The material is a revision of a serial appearing
in the Locomotive Firemen's Magazine during 1905, which was
written by J. W. Johnson, and in its new form will be welcome
as a pocket companion for those using the electric headlight.

Prolatest

association contain the trans-

actions of the convention held at Atlantic City, N.

Among

to provide a useful refer-

is

«

always familiar. To this end the information is set forth in
the common language of the shop instead of the precise terms
of the mathematician.
contains

to be considered as neither

of engineers, car-

anything new or novel; but rather the aim has been to offer
the simplest solution of problems heretofore involving mathematical deduction with which the average workman is not

The book

to that of

be found definitions similar to those contained in an

builders,

the simplest manner.

arrangement

and illustrations included in the remainder of the book.
For convenience the illustrations are grouped according to classifications to which they naturally refer and may be briefly outlined under the following divisions
Locomotives, elevations,

The
plumbers, blacksmiths, electricians, etc.
information has been prepared for the ordinary workman and
for the beginner and for this reason the facts are presented

penters,

its

its

ings

boilers,

Fair.

list

is

aim

and chemistry of the gas engine and a discussion of gas enfrom the designer's point of view methods of finding the size
an outline of the more imporengine
construction,
and rational fortant principles of gas
mulas for most parts of a gas engine, with constants derived
The book contains
directly from modern American practice.
197 pages and is of such cize as to be convenient for pocket use.
D. Van Nostrand Company, New York.
Price, 50 cents.

both in this country and in

officials,

gine fuels; a discussion of the action in a gas engine cylinder
of cylinder for a given power;

from American locomotive

assistance

from railway

builders and

The American Locomotive
phlet

which

illustrates

Co.,

has just published a pam-

and describes consolidation freight type

locomotives weighing more than

175,000 pounds.

quel to the pamphlet issued in October by this

It

a

is

company

se-

pre-

design of

senting designs of this type weighing less than 175,000 pounds.

wheel centers; flexible staybolts; locomotive tests of Pennsylwater softening
vania Railroad at the St. Louis exposition
lubrilocomotive
front
ends;
locomotive
for locomotive use;
indirailroads;
as
well
as
cation, and electricity on steam
vidual papers on locomotive valve gears; injectors; welding

In the pamphlet 28 consolidation locomotives built for various

1906.

the reports are those relating to the

;

railroads and ranging in weight
are

illustrated

given. This

is

and

from 175,000

ing issued by the American Locomotive

locomotive frames, and fire kindling.
Published by the association, J. W. Taylor, secretary, Old

the standard types of locomotives.

Colony Building, Chicago.

pamphlets

Atlantic,

Pacific

This book constitutes an

il-

vocabulary of terms which designate American railroad locomotives, their parts, attachments and details of construction with definitions and illustrations of typical British
locomotive practice. The work was compiled by Mr. George L.

lustrated

Fowler under the supervision of a committee of the American
Railway Master Mechanics' Association consisting of Mr. J. F.

Deems, Mr. A. W. Gibbs and Mr. A. F. Mitchell.
The Locomotive Dictionary may be considered as a natural
sequence resulting from the notable work of the Car Builders'
Dictionary.
The important part which the Car Builders' Dictionary has had in the technical literature of car operation,
maintenance and design would justly lead to the conclusion that
the Locomotive Dictionary will assume an equally important
part in the locomotive department.

This compilation has been

pounds

The

Company to
series now

include

all

covers the

and Consolidation types and copies of these

may be had upon

The Buckeye Engine

"The Locomotive Dictionary."

to 250,000

dimensions of each design
the fourth of the series of pamphlets which is beprincipal

the

request.

Salem, O., has issued a pamphlet
electric blue printing machine.
Blueprints are in such universal use now-a-days that it is
necessary to have a quick method of making the prints, and
the electric blue printing machine is admirably adapted for this

calling attention to the

The

Co.,

Buckeye

Buckeye machine is reasonable, it is
simple in
operated, and the cost of opeIt is made in three sizes, style A making
ration is very small.
two prints 42x44 inches style B, 42x60 inches, and style C,
42x72 inches, and is in use by many of the large manufacturing concerns, and some of the railroad companies in this

purpose.

cost of the

construction,

easily

;

country.

In the September issue of the

we made

Railway Master Mechanic

a short mention of the fact that the Pilling Air En-

gine Co., of Detroit Mich., was about to issue a booklet, which

they heralded in the following unique manner:

"Look out

for
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This booklet has now made its appearance, and it is certainly something out of the ordinary in litBesides giving illustrations and descriperature of this kind.
tions of the Pilling locomotive turntable "mule," or motor, the
the

'Pilling'

Mule."

series of comic illustrations depicting a
power official to the fact that the
motive
mule awakening
Pilling locomotive turntable pneumatic mule is a time, labor
and money saver for his company. The unusually clear half-

contains

booklet

a

a

and

tones

5"

drawings

line

fully

illustrate

the

device as applied

A

number of the larger railroads,
including the Canadian Pacific, New York Central, Chicago &
Northwestern, Rock Island, Pennsylvania, Illinois Central, etc.,
have these motors in use. The Pilling Air Engine Co. also

to

a locomotive

turntable.

geared

pneumatic

manufactures

hoists

of

from

one

tons capacity, which have been put in use by a large
of

to

ten

number

and manufacturing companies.

railroads

Railroad Paint Shop
Devoted

Edited by
J.

H.

PITARD

M. C. Painter, M.

O. R. R.

(St.

Official

pleasures.

Messrs. Paulas, Copp, Bailey, Quest, and any other of our

who may

bers

feel

disposed to write on the subject.

memEd.

«

»

Editor Railroad Paint Shop.

have been very much interested in reading the communicaand other articles, in your valuable paper, and have been
benefited by them. But there is a question that I would like to
I

tions,

_+_•

._

the Interests of

Organ of the Master Car and Locomotive Painters' Association

With this issue closes the calendar year, and ere another
copy of the Master Mechanic makes its appearance, the Christmas holidays will have passed. Therefore we embrace the opportunity to extend to our readers one and all the compliments
of the season, and hope the new year of 1907 will bring to all

many comforts and

to

Master Car and
Locomotive Painters

ask.

An
We

Apology

What

are compelled to beg the indulgence of our readers, on

account of the scantiness of matter contained in this, issue. The
fact is that so much of our time has been taken up in dodging

much more
effect, that we

the recent hurricane that swept the Gulf coast, and
in

repairing damages and recovering from the

are really glad and fortunate to be
ing,

say nothing of other

to

force neglected.
that

if

is

It is

in the land of the liv-

still

important duties that were per
let this happen again,
Editor Railroad Paint

not our intention to

we have our way about

it.

Shop.
•_*-•

method of painting passenger cars in a shop
whose roof is the heavens above, and whose sides and ends,
are the surrounding country, and where the wind, water, dust
and flies, have the freedom of your shop, regardless of what may

tically

impossible for

the cause of rust.

me

We

It would be pracyou any tangible theory as to
have never seen any theory which was
That carbonic acid facilitates rust is

competely satisfactory.
unquestioned; that it is the sole cause of rust, has not, to
knowledge, been demonstrated.
truly

my

yours,

Chas. B. Dudley,
Chemist, Penna. R. R., Altoona, Pa.

The above

is

from Mr. Dudley

in reply to

our request for

a statement of his opinion on the carbonic acid gas theory of
rusting, as

advanced by our Mr. Warner Baily

ber issue of the

official

organ.

in the

Septem-

Editor.

painter

is

personally very

Paint Shop section of the

you refer us to any data or articles noting any such trouble ?
Thanking you in advance for this favor, we beg to remain,

Very

truly yours,

Buffalo Forge Company.
To the above query we would be glad to have a reply from
members, discussing the dust nuisance in its various phases.
Dust is generally conceded to be the painter's
common enemy, therefore it ought not to be a difficult matter
to present the subject in a manner that will be readily grasped
by those who are in positions of authority, although they may
We would be pleased to hear from
not be practical painters.
several of our

facilities

strict

always for handling his work
account as to quality of work

am

I

not sure whether

all

Ed.
the Master Painters in attendance

our recent convention at Washington, D. C, were so forcibly
impressed as myself with the appearance of our newly elected
officers.
I tell you, sir, they present a picture of profound intelligence to say nothing of their extreme good looks.
I heard

at

remark that we had the finest looking set of officers
Without casting any reflections
on our officers of the past, I must agree with the ladies. First,
because I am of the same opinion, and secondly it would be
somewhat dangerous (for me at least) to disagree with them.
I am satisfied from personal contact and observation of the

some

ladies

year they had ever seen.

this

we

have a prosperous year in our association with
men for our leaders. Can assure you
for one have profound confidence, not only in their abilwill

such an intelligent set of

much interested in the Railroad
Railway Master Mechanic. Would
you be so good as to advise him how much trouble dust gives
Can
the painters in connection with painting railroad cars.
wricer

adequate

performed.
Editor Railroad Paint Shop.

past that

Editor Railroad Paint Shop.

The

Jno. L. Driscoll.

Master Mechanic Catskill Mountain Ry., Catskill, N. Y.
The writer of the above propounds a question which it is
difficult to answer satisfactorily.
Evidently his facilities for
handling work have not kept pace with the advance and development of the road. This is a common mistake that railroads
often make, and in the matter of painting the equipment, the innocent painter must often bear the brunt of such neglect. Give
and then hold him to a

to give

Very

the best

be your opinion in the matter?

the

Editor Railroad Paint Shop.
Referring to yours of September 26th.

is

that I

but in their united efforts to

do their whole
doubt our president (Houser) will be hourly engaged, and our first vice president (Miller) will be minutely
interested, while the second vice president (Warlick
somewhat
slower) will sum up weekly what his superiors have accomindividually,

ity

"

No

duty.

—

plished,

while our. secretary and treasurer (Dane)
Thereby giving our association

his accounts daily.

will

render

efficient ser-

vice.

Judging from the interest they all have taken in the welour association in the past, we are encouraged to look
forward for a glorious future. I am certain we will not be
fare of

disappointed.
I

tion

also very much pleased with the action of the associaregarding our esteemed friend and co-laborer, J. A. Go-

was

RAILWAY MASTER MECHANIC

$12

making him an honorary member with special privileges.
had a more profitable member than

hen, in

Our

association has never

Mr. Gohen.
A man thoroughly up to date in the Railroad
Painting Departments and a whole-souled, genial gentleman in
every sense of the word. I want to say that those members who
failed to hear him on the reminiscences missed a grand treat.
W. H. Truman,
Master Painter, A.
N. C. Co., New Bern, N. C.

&

Paint Scaling From Zinc and Galvanized

Is

Due

Iron,

to Electrical Jlction ?

men

has been variously stated by practical

It

exercises an

when

injurious effect upon paint

applied to gal-

Although it is a well established fact that flaking of paint from zinc and galvanized iron is very common, and

much concern

source of

clearly demonstrated that

has an

al

and

for

affinity

of metals is:

is

due to

electricity,

all

electrical action.

indeed, that the white lead stenciling should perish before that
it, and from those who take only a superview of the matter, condemnation of the white lead is but

ficial

and the

is due to the fact that in
white lead cover solidly over the darker
cannot be reduced with oil or other vehicle to the

make

order to
color,

it

same consistency as the color which forms the body color of the
car,

in fact such a small quantity of oil only can be
in

a

pigment, that

is,

the lead, for

but actually chips out great flakes of metal from water
underground, and in some instances weakening them to
such an extent as to render them unserviceable.
It has been
demonstrated that steel structures of all kinds are good conductors of electricity and for this reason are seldom ever struck
by lightning, the explanation of which is that the metal permits a gradual discharge of electricity, thus preventing the accumulation of a sufficient quantity to cause an explosion, which

If

it

were possible
as

increasing the

some writers on technical subjects that the
scaling of paint from galvanized iron is due to electricity, and
that the white powder found beneath the paint on galvanized
It

iron

stated by

simply zinc oxide, caused by

is

may

This

electricity.

or

may

not be true, but just here an incident that occurred in our
experience will possibly in a measure either prove or disprove

the

In

theory.

electric

painting

the

galvanized

iron

hoods

was found to be very difficult to prevent the
and later in order to counteract the effect of
cinders, the hoods were painted with thick paint and sanded,
which had the effect of preventing further scaling. Just what
on certain
from

paint

cars,

it

not

is

damage to paint caused by
has no means of escape.

that the
it

electricity, is

it is

apparent

due to the fact

Of

the various articles that compose the painters cabinet
none possess as much affinity for electricity as amber gum
when excited by friction. Other bodies possessing the same
qualities, are
Agates or jet, diamond, sapphire, carbuncle,
:

rock-crystal,

opal,

amethyst,

vincertina

or

Bristol

stone,

berl,

gems, glass of antimony, slags, belemnites,
sulphur, gum-mastic sealing-wax of lac, hard resin, arsenic,
rock salt, mica and alum.
Electricity plays a most important part in the affairs of the
universe, its effect upon organic life seems to be much better

glass, paste for false

understood than upon the inorganic
in

latter

gation,

respect to painting,

and

it

is

it

is

;

so far as

it

relates to the

a matter worthy of investi-

for the purpose of provoking discussion on this

important subject that

may

we

present this article, hoping that

it

lead to tangible conclusions, and invite our readers to join

in the

we would

of this

life

of

suggest the
all

have the lettering

in

discussion.

for

cars,

especially

is

desired to

it

strong contrast.

Allot certain spaces of suitable length and width on which
place the lettering, paint these

to

of white lead and

spaces or panels with three

and on these place the stenciling
with black composed of lampblack and linseed oil. Lampblack
is the most durable pigment known, and when mixed with the
same small proportion of linseed oil that is required in white
lead for stenciling, will outwear the latter many times.
By
this method the extra cost will be very small, while the life
coats

oil,

more than doubled. The plan is perand inexpensive, in fact a few roads in different
parts of the country have been pursuing this plan for some
time, and we have yet to witness one of these cars with dim
of the stenciling will be
fectly feasible

lettering.

Is the

Knifing Method of Surfacing, Durable

and Economical?
In

some of the

principal

finish in

has

seven and eight days with a fairly good surface.

—

of the

The

method and materials employed are as follows. To one gallon of
finishing varnish is added one pint of linseed oil, to this is added
sufficient dry white lead to form a paste, which is ground
with this the car is plastered on
sufficiently to mellow the mass
On the third day sandpaper and
the day after being primed.
two coats of color; fourth day, stripe, letter and one coat of
;

varnish;

sixth

day,

second coat of varnish; eighth day, third

coat of varnish.

There are several things that favor the knife method, withit is in no measure comparable to the rubbing stone

out which

method.

The

first

and main

essential

is

a surface free of scraper

plane marks to begin with, and which

it

is

stenciling

from natural

The second

and

almost impossible to

essential

the surface in which the priming coat has

The subject of freight car painting, although intelligently
handled at the recent Master Car Painters' convention, did not
provide a remedy for a special feature of the business for which
there has long been a crying need, that of the prevention of
early obliteration

method of

largely

shop should be equipped.

Freight Car Painting

It is not

car factories the knife

superceded the rubbing stone method.
The change is due to the time to be gained in consumating the
work, as by this process a car can be completed from start to
surfacing

obtain without a sanding machine, a machine with which every

—»

the

following simple plan

on freight
and on which

stenciling

cars that are painted a dark color,

altogether clear, unless

afforded a means of escape fpr the electricity, as

that

to

scaling,

part the sand played in the matter
it

measure upon the duraits term of service.
thin the lead with oil to the same con-

the

lieu

buildings.

used that

large

dark color, it is probable that the stenciling
would remain after the dark color had disappeared, that is,
provided of course that the same number of coats were applied.
This, of course, for obvious reasons, is not practicable, but in
sistency

paint,

wooden

the

bility of the

conductivity

relative

some instances possibly, the adulterated lead or the
oil in which the lead is ground is in some measure

In

adulterated

pipes

is

used as

of the color around

All met-

15; lead, 8.

just the contrary with

is

body color, white lead is almost invariably used for stenciling, end to a practical railroad man it would appear strange,

must depend

thing as

is

illegible.

a

the mixture

is

has been very clearly demonstrated that there is such a
electrolysis, which not only is possibly injurious to

It

In

not

it

136; copper, 100; gold, 74; zinc, 28; iron

Silver,

steel, 16; tin,

it

painters generally, yet

to

with the stenciling

and dim as to render it almost
instances where the brown mineral color

responsible, but mainly, the trouble

that electricity

vanized iron.
a

in a fair state of preservation,

is

so badly perished

a natural sequence.

«

»

body color

December, 1906

causes.

an unusual sight to see freight cars on which the

is

left- it

the nature of
for the recep-

tion of the plaster.
is a fact that the plaster of the kind ordinarily used does
and cannot have the same adhesion that a surface has that
is produced by the rubbing stone method, that is brushed on and
rubbed down, for the reason that when the surfacer is brushed
on, it is necessarily thinner and will therefore penetrate deeper,

It

not,
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thus getting a firmer hold on the preceding coat. But the adhesiveness of the knifing plaster can be greatly increased if the

priming coat possesses the necessary homogenity.
coat should leave the surface porous but not abprimer composed principally of resin which pro-

The priming

A

sorbent.

duces a smooth or sleek surface

entirely unsuited to the knif-

is

priming coat consisting of one part turps and
oil, with a small proportion of lead and
It
dryers will produce an excellent surface to knife upon.
knifing.
previou
to
sandpapered
s
should, however, be lightly
four parts raw linseed

process of applying the plaster calls for much skill in order
It should
that the process may not prove expensive in the end.
be evenly applied, free of ridges and knife marks, and not knifed

The

The more evenly it is applied, the less sandpapertoo closely.
ing of course will be required to produce a good surface.

The durability of the knifing method depends almost entireupon the proposition of securing a perfect union between the
plaster and priming coat, and in the mixing of the plaster in
such proportions as to obtain the same elasticity as by the brush
or rough stuff method.

ly

Aside from the question of durability, it is undoubtedly more
practical, and more in keeping with the spirit of the age than
the slow and tedious rubbing stone method.
The question of appearance has ceased to be an important
the question of utility super-

factor in railroad car surfacing;

that which produces the best
cedes every other consideration
acceptable; in this respect
most
all around average is really the
;

the knife

method

of surfacing has

»

New Numbers
As one

on the cars. The size of it can be realized only when one
considers that the cars of a big railroad system are scattered
over the whole country, many of them staying away from
als

"home" months, even years. Before such a one can be renumbered, of course, it has to return to the Pennsylvania System.

A

ing method.

no peer.

moving and taking care of

its

nearly

and passenger cars, the Pennsylhaving them all renumbered. It is a gigantic

a quarter of a million freight

vania Railroad

is

The work

is

now proceeding very

To

other

general plan

the passenger cars belonging to the lines east of Pitts-

the largest ownership, namely, the Pennsylvania Railroad proper,

should carry the lowest numbers.

new scheme many

cars

would

fall

This meant that in the
into the proper class, without

having to be renumbered.

The cars are to be repainted, too, but that is, of necessity,
much slower work than the renumbering. There are comparatively few places where it can be done, while new num-

above the number, and the leters "P. R. R." on the end. On the
western lines "Pennsylvania Lines" will be the legend for the
side of a car and "P. L." for the end.
The above is copied from the Associated Press.
Ed.

one that will take fully a year to complete, but when the
work is done there will be none of the confusion which has
brought grief to the Pennsylvania's car record office and car
of the

The

burg are given the numbers 1 to 7,000 and to those belonging
to the lines west of Pittsburg the numbers 7,001 to 10,000.
The
freight cars are numbered from 10,001 to 500,000 on the eastern
lines and from 500,001 to 909,999 on the western lines.
To make the task as easy as possible it was arranged that

»

»

task,

accountants

rapidly.

renumbering was mapped out in the Pennsylvania offices at
Altoona.
A table was made, showing the original number of
every car and the new number it was to receive, besides the
kind, class and capacity.
Then copies of this table were sent
to agents all over the system, every one being directed to look
out for unchanged cars coming into this territory and change
them at once. The result of this scheme has been that the new
numbers have been put on with great dispatch.
for

bers can be put on at pretty nearly any station where there is
a small paint shop.
When the repainting is done every car on
the eastern lines will have the word "Pennsylvania" on the side,

•

for 25,000 Railroad Cars

big facility in

5i3

Personal

roads.

We

learn through

Secretary

Dane

that our old association

Trouble arose from the fact that every one of the individual
companies which go to make up the Pennsylvania system had
In addition to that, the similiarity of the
its own car numbers.
legends, „ "Pennsylvania" and "Pennsylvania Company," often
caused one name to be reported when the other should have
been.
In the system there might be eight or ten cars with the
same number, and' if the small initials of individual ownership
were left out of a report there was no way of telling what car

member, Mr. Sam Brown of the N. Y., N. H. & H. R. R., who
recently met with a serious accident, has been retired and placed
on the pension list of his company.
Mr. Brown is a manysided man, as an orator and impersonator he has excellent talent, and has often entertained his many friends at convention
with a feasL of wit, humor and oratory.
He has been in the
employ of the N. Y., N. H. & H. Ry. about forty years, and

was

although he has been retired does not necessarily
will not have him again with us at convention.

really meant.

For example, take the number 2,015. It was a gondola car
on the Northern Central, the Buffalo and Allegheny Valley, the
West Jersey and Seashore; it was a box car on the Philadelphia, Baltimore and Washington, the P., C, C. & St. L., and the
Erie and Pittsburg and it was a coke car on the Pennsylvania
Railroad proper. If some agent sent in a report on "Pennsylinitials,

he

City,

was reported as a Pennwas not reported with
all the lesser details, it caused a vast deal of trouble and expense. As a matter of fact, the small initials of individual ownership were overlooked and not reported in a majority of cases.

To do away

car,

or

when any

with the confusion

the entire car equipment, both east

company included

car

dicate kind, class

alone will
identified
It is

also

learn

was decided to renumber
and west, assigning to each

tell

all

and

capacity.

there

by reference

in the

is

The

result

is

that the

about a car to know, as

to the official

it

Iowa, C,

list.

a very intricate and complex job to get the

new numer-

Mr.

& H.

Samuel Pickford of the Readville
and Mr. W. S. Rowe, of Sioux

Ry.,

St. P., M. & 6. Ry., both members of the M. C.
have been retired on a pension.

Mr. P. Lafrance, who succeeded Mr. Thos. Jones of the C.
R. R. locomotive department,
joined the M. C. P. association.
P.

number
can be

that

Whatever may be said to the injustice of railroads by their
enemies, they are not wanting in considerate treatment of their
faithful old servants, as is evidenced by the spread of the railroad pension system.

it

system a certain series of consecutive numbers, this series being further divided so as to in-

lesser

We

shops, N. Y., N. H.

a Pennsylvania Railroad car

Company

we

bespeak for him the sympathy of his many friends of the
association whose sympathy go out to him in his affliction, and
who wish for him a speedy recovery.

P. association,

When

sylvania

that

We

;

vania, 2,015," neglecting to mention the smaller
might be reporting on any one of the seven.

mean

Mr.

A.

R.

Ohio, on the B.

Given,

&

the

Wehrle Safe

He

will retain his

formerly

Angus

foreman

shops,

painter

O., has resigned to accept a

and is
membership

Co.,

Montreal, has

at

Newark,

foremanship with
highly pleased with the change.
in the association.

—
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The photograph herewith reproduced
Ellis,

is

president of the Ellis-Chalmers Co.,

Ellis is the inventor of the

and the patent, No.

that of

Mr. Carleton
Mr.

Dedham, Mass.

Phenoid paint and varnish remover,
which was granted him by the

714,880,

S. Patent Office, was recently
broadly upheld in the courts,
making it a basic patent which covers the neutral removers now
on the market.
Mr. Ellis is a graduate of the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology, of the class of 1900, and while in college, made
chemistry his specialty.
Mr. Ellis, since his graduation, has

U.

December, 1906

were provided with badges with colors to distinguish
districts from which they came and every effort

ance

various

the

was made

make

to

members of the force thoroughly acThe company now maintains eight

the

quainted with one another.
factories with

196 buildings representing a floor space of 984,-

255 square feet and fourteen warehouses having 155,500 square
feet of storage space.
The buildings of the company cover
26.16 acres with a total floor space of 1,139,755 square feet.

A

through the Cleveland plant was a feature of the convention which occupied a number of hours for each party.
The
publicity department had provided a number of handsome souvenirs and one of these, a handsome leather bound brochure,
trip

presented details of the 40 years' growth of the company from
the retail store of Henry Alden Sherwin, established in 1866,'

up to the present time.

Soap and
The cement

JHum

as Waterproof
new water system

reservoir of the

at

Uxbridge,

Mass., which leaked, water at the rate of 25,000 gallons a day

when

tested,

has been treated with an inside coat of a composiThe composition is made by heating

of soap and alum.

tion

alum and water

soap,

ness of a paste.

It is

in a kettle until the

mixture

believed that this will

is

the thick-

the pores in the

fill

cement and prevent the water from leaking through. This process has long been known to engineers, and in spite of the
theory of some that
tion

it

will not last, has given

entire

satisfac-

Cement Age.

on more than one occasion.
»

Notes From the Field

We

are advised by Mr. R. T. Bryden, representing the Wadsworth-Howland Co., of Chicago, that their entire plant was

destroyed by

temporary

them

as

heretofore will

all

communica-

reach them without

They have secured an almost new building on the west

delay.
side

They have been occupying

22.

quarters directly opposite, and

directed to

tions

MR. CARLETON ELLIS.

on September

fire

office

Chicago, and are engaged in putting

in

it

in

shape for

the manufacture of paints.

had granted him by the patent
foreign

countries,

over

forty

•

offices

different

of United
patents.

and

States

The

Chalmers Co., of which Mr. Ellis is president, was formed to
market Mr. Ellis' inventions in the chemical line, and this
concern has been highly successful in its work, and the reecnt
decision in regard to this patent has immensely added to its
prestige.
The other officials of this concern are Mr. H. B.
Chalmers, who is general manager, and Mr. R. Wastcoat, who
is treasurer, both being classmates of Mr. Ellis.

Fortieth Anniversary of the Sherwin*
Williams Co.
On October 29 to November 2, the Sherwin-Williams
its

fortieth

anniversary

the

press despatches contain an account of a recent

Western and Atlantic

shops

railroad

shops,

with other buildings were

together

in

fire

at

which the paint

destroyed.

H. Wallis who for several years has been in-charge
department of the Gulf & Ship Isalnd Railroad
Miss.,
has been recently succeeded by his assistant,
Gulfport,

Mr.

J.

of the paint
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